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Introduction

ThiS is the fourth edition of the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic alld
Statistical Mmllla/ ofMel/tal Disorders, or DSM-IV. The utility and credibility of DSM-IV
require that it focus on its clinical, research, and educational purposes and be support·
ed b)' an extensive empirical foundation. Our highest priority has been to provide a
helpful guide to clinical practice. We hoped to make DSM-IV practical and useful for
clinicians by striving for brevity of criteria sets, clarity of language, and explicit state
ments of the constructs embodied in the diagnostic criteria. An additional goal was to
facilitate research and improve communication among clinicians and researchers. We
were also mindful of the use of DSM-IV for improving the coUeenan of clinical infor
mation and as an educational tool for teaching psychopathology.

An official nomenclature must be applicable in a wide diversity of contexts. DSM-IV
is used by clinicians and researchers of many different orientations (e.g., biological,
psychodynamic, cognitive, behavioral, interpersonal, family/systems). It is used. by
psychiatrists, other physicians. psychologists, social workers, nurses, occupational and
rehabilitation therapists, counselors, and other health and mental health profession
als. DSl"f-IV must be usable across settings--inpatient, outpatient, partial hospital,
consultation-liaison, clinic, private practice, and primary care, and with community
populations. It is also a necessary tool for collecting and commwtlcating accurate
public health statistics. Fortunately, all these many uses are compatible with one
another.

DSM-IV was the product of 13 Work Groups (see Appendix J), each of which had
primary responsibility for a section of the manual. This organization was designed to
increase participation by experts in each of the respective fields. We took a number of
precautions to ensure that the Work Group recommendations would reflect the
breadth of available evidence and opinion and not just the views of the specific mem
bers. After extensive consultations with experts and clinicians in each field, we select
ed \-\'ork Group members who represented a wide range of perspectives and
experiences. Work Group members were instructed that they were to participate as
consensus scholars and not as advocates of previously held views. Furthermore, we
established a formal e\'idence-based process for the \Nork Groups to follow.

The Work Groups reported to the Task Force on DSM-TV (see p. xi). which consist
ed of 27 members, many of whom also chaired a Work Group. Each of the 13 Work
Groups was composed of 5 (or more) members whose reviews were critiqued by
beh\'een SO and 100 advisers, who were also chosen to represent diverse clinical and
research expertise, disciplines, backgrounds, and settings. The involvement of many
international experts ensured that DSM-IV had available the widest pool of informa
tion and would be applicable across cultures. Conferences and workshops were held
to prOVide conceptual and methodological guidance for the DSlI.<I-IV effort. These

xxiii
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included a number of consultations between the developers of DSM-IV and the de
velopers of lCD-lO conducted for the purpose of increasing compatibility between
the two systems. Also held were methods conferences thai focused on cultural factors
in the diagnosis of menial disorder, on geriatric diagnosis, and on psychiatric diag
nosis in primary care settings.

To maintain open and extensive lines of communication, the Task Force on DSM-IV
established a liaison with many other components within the American Psychiatric
Association and with more than 60 organizations and associations interested in the
development of DSM-IV (e.g., American Health information Management Associa
tion, American Nurses' Association, American Occupational Therapy Association,
American Psychoanalytic Association, American Psychological Association, Ameri
can Psychological Society. Coalition for the Family, Group for the Advancement of
Psychiatry, National Association of Social Workers, alional Center for Health Sta
tistics, ''''arid Health Organization). We attempted 10 air issues and empirical evi
dence early in the process in order to identify potential problems and differences in
interpretation. Exchanges of infomlation were also made possible through the distri
bution of a semiannual newsletter (the DSM-lV Updflte), the publication of a regular
column on DSM-IV in Hospitfll fllld COllllllunity Psyc1liatry, frequent presentations at
national and international conferences, and numerous journal articles.

Two years before the publication of DSt>.'I-IV, the Task Force published. and widely
distributed. the DSM-lV Options Book. This volume presented a comprehensive sum·
mary of the alternative proposals that were being considered for inclusion in DSM-IV
in order to solicit opinion and additional data for our deliberations. We received ex·
tensh'e correspondence from interested individuals who shared with us additional
data and recommendations on the potential impact of the possible changes in DSM-TV
on their clinical practice, teaching, research, and administrative work. This breadth of
discussion helped us to anticipate problems and to attempt to find the best solution
among the various options. One year before the publication of DSM-IV, a near·final
draft of the proposed criteria sets was dishibuted to allow for one last critique.

In arriving at final DSM-IV decisions, the Work Groups and the Task Force re
viewed all of the extensive empirical evidence and correspondence that had been
gathered. It is our belief that the major innovation of DSM-IV lies not in any of its spe
cific content changes but rather in the systematic and explicit process by which it was
constructed and documented. More than any other nomenclature of mental disor
ders, D51\-1-1V is grounded in empirical evidence.

Historical Background

The need for a classification of mental disorders has been clear throughout the history
of medicine, but there has been little agreement on which disorders should be includ·
ed and the optimal method for their organization. The many nomenclatures that have
been developed. during the past h,·o millennia have differed in their relative empha
sis on phenomenology. etiology, and course as defining features. Some systems have
included only a handful of diagnostic categories; others have included thousands.
Moreover, the various systems for categorizing mental disorders have differed with
respect to whether their principle objective was for use in clinical, research, or statis
tical settings. Because the history of classification is too extensive to be summarized

l _
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fourth volume contains reports of the data reanalyses, reports of the field trials, and
a final executive summary of the rationale for the decisions made by each Work
Group. In addition, many papers were stimulated by the efforts toward empirical
documentation in DSM.-IV, and these have been published in peer-reviewed journals.

Relation to ICD-10

The tenth re\'jsion of the Illtematiolltll Statistical Cfassificatioll of Diseases alld Related
Heaftl, Problems (ICD-lO), developed by WHO, was published in 1992. A clinical mod
ification of lCD-to (lCD-ID-eM) is expected to be implemented in the United States
in 2004. TIlOse preparing ICD·lO and DSM-JV have worked closely to coordinate their
efforts, resulting in much mutual influence. lCD-IO consists of an official coding sys
tem and other related clinical and research documents and instruments. The codes
and terms provided in DSM-IV are fully compatible with both ICD-9-CM and ICD-lO
(see Appendix H). The clinical and research drafts of lCD-10 were thoroughly re·
viewed b}' the DSM-TV Work Groups and suggested important topics for DSM-IV lit
erature reviews and data reanalyses. Draft versions of the ICD-lO Diagnostic Criteria
for Research were included as alternatives to be compared with DSM-rrT, OSM-ID-R,
and suggested DSM-JV criteria sets in the DSM-JV field trials. The many consul
tations between the developers of DSM-JV and ICD·10 (which were facilitated by
l'\.TJMH, i\.TJDA, and NlAAA) were enormously useful in increasing the congruence
and reducing meaningless differences in wording behveen the two systems.

The DSM-IV Text Revision

One of the most important uses of DSM-JV has been as an educational tool. This is
especially true of the descriptive text that accompanies the criteria sets for OSr-.·I-JV
disorders. Given that the interval beh,reen DSM-IV and DSM·V is being extended
relative to the intervals beh"een earlier editions (from 7 years behveen DSM-ID and
DSM-IH-R and behveen DSM-nt-R and DSM-lV, to at least 12 years), the information
in the text (which was prepared on the basis of literature dating up to 1992) runs the
risk of becoming increasingly out-of-pace with the large volume of research pub·
lished each year. In order to bridge the span between DSM-fV and DSM-V, a revision
of the DSM-JV text was lll1dertaken. The goals of this text revision were severalfold:
1) to correct any factual errors that were identified in the DSM-IV text; 2) to re\'iew
the DSM·JV text to ensure that all of the information is still up-tn-date; 3) to make
changes to the DSM-IV text to reneet new information available since the DSM-IV lit
erature reviews were completed in 1992; 4) to make improvements that will enhance
the educational value of OSM·lV; and 5) to update those lCD·9·CM codes that were
changed since the DSM-lV 1996 Coding Update. As with the original DSM-IV, all
changes proposed for the text had to be supported by empirical data. Furthermore,
all proposed changes were limited to the text sections (e.g., Associated Features and
Disorders, Prevalence). No substantive changes in the criteria sets were considered,
nor were any proposals entertained for new disorders, new subtypes, or changes in
the status of the DSM-IV appendix categories.

The text revision process began in 1997 with the appointment of DSM-TV Text Re
vision Work Groups, corresponding to the original DSM-IV Work Group structure.
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here, we focus briefly only on those aspects that have led directly to the development
of the Diagnosfic alld Statistical Mallual of Mel/tal Disorders (DSM) and to the "Menial
Disorders" sections in the various editions of the Illternatiollal Classificatioll of Diseases
(!CD).

In the United States, the initial impetus for developing a classification of mental
disorders was the need to collect statistical information. What might be considered
the first official attempt to gather information about mental illness in the United
States was the recording of the frequency of one category-"idiocy/insanity" in the
1840 census. By the IBBO census, seven categories of mental illness were distin
guished-mania, melancholia, monomania, paresis, dementia, dipsomania, and epi
lepsy. In 1917, the Committee on Statistics of the American Psychiatric Association
(atlhat time called the American Medico-Psychological Association [Ihe name was
changed in 1921)), together with the National Commission on Mental Hygiene, for
mulated a plan that was adopted by the Bureau of the Census for gathering uniform
statistics across mental hospitals. Although this system devoted more attention to
clinical utility than did previous systems, it was still primarily a statistical classifica
tion. TIle American Psychiatric Association subsequently collaborated with the New
York Academy of Medicine to develop a nationally acceptable psychiatric nomen
clature that would be incorporated within the first edition of the American Medic,ll
Association's Standard Classified Nomenclaltue of Disease. This nomenclature was
designed primarily for diagnosing inpatients with severe psychiatric and neurologi
cal disorders.

A much broader nomenclature was later developed by the U.s. Army (and modi
fied by the Veterans Administration) in order to better incorporate the outpatient pre
sentations of World War II servicemen and veterans (e.g., psychophysiological,
personality, and acute disorders). Contemporaneously, the World Health Organi
zation (WHO) published the sixth edition of lCD, whidl, for the first time, included
a section for mental disorders. rCD-6 was heavily influenced by the Veterans Admin
istration nomenclature and included 10 categories for psychoses, 9 for psychoneuro
ses, and 7 for disorders of character, behavior, and intelligence.

The American Psychiatric Association Committee on omenclature and Statistics
developed a variant of the ICD-6that was published in 1952 as the first edition of the
Diagnostic alld Statistical Mallllal: MCIltal Disorders (DSM-I). DSM-I contained a glossa
ry of descriptions of the diagnostic categories and ,,:-as'the first official manual of
mental disorders to focus on clinical utility. TIle lise of the term reactioll throughout
DSM-I reflected the influence of Adolf Meyer's psychobiological view that mental
disorders represented reactions of the personality to psychological, social, and bio
logical factors.

In part because of the lack of widespread acceptance of the mental disorder taxon
omy contained in ICD-6 and ICD-7, WHO sponsored a comprehensive review of
diagnostic issues that was conducted by the British psychiatrist Stengel. His report
can be credited with having inspired many of the recent advances in diagnostic meth
odology-most especially the need for explicit definitions as a means of promoting
reliable clinical diagnoses. However, the next round of diagnostic revision, which led
to DSM-Il and ICD-B, did not follow Stengel's recommendations to any great degree.
DSM-ll was similar to DSM-I but eliminated the term reactioll.

As had been the case for DSM-I and DSM-II, the development of DSM-lII was co-
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ordinated with the development of the next (ninth) version of lCD, which was pub~

Iished in 1975 and implemented in 1978. Work began on DSM-m in 1974, with
publication in 1980. DSM-ill introduced a number of important methodological inno
vations, including explicit diagnostic criteria, a multiaxial system, and a descriptive
approach that attempted to be neutral with respect to theories of etiology. This effort
was facilitated by the extensive empirical work then under wayan the construction
and validation of explicit diagnostic criteria and the development of semistructured
interviews. ICD-9 did not include diagnostic criteria or a multiaxial system largely
because the primary function of this intemational system was to delineate categories
to facilitate the collection of basic health statistics. In contrast, DS~'l-n] was developed
with the additional goal of prOViding a medical nomenclature for clinicians and re
searchers. Because of dissatisfaction across aU of medicine with the lack of specificity
in lCD-9, a decision was made to modify it for use in the United States, resulting in
ICD-9-CM (for Clinical Modification).

Experience with DSM-lli revealed a number of inconsistencies in the system and a
number of instances in which the criteria were not entirely clear. Therefore, the Amer
ican Psychiatric Assodation appointed a Work Group to Revise DSM-II1, which de
veloped the revisions and corrections that led to the publication of DSM-m-R in 1987.

The DSM·IV Revision Process

The third edition of the Diag1l0stic and Statistical Malllmf ofMental Disorders (DSM-Ill)
represented a major advance in the diagnosis of mental disorders and greatly facili
tated empirical research. The development of DS~'I-IV has benefited from the sub
stantial increase in the research on diagnosis that was generated in part by DSM-m
and DS}'<I-m-R. Most diagnoses now have an empirical literature or available data
sets that are relevant to decisions regarding the revision of the diagnostic manual.
The Task Force on OSM-IV and its Work Groups conducted a three-stage empirical
process that included 1) comprehensive and systematic reviews of the published lit
erature, 2) reanalyses of already-collected data sets, and 3) extensive issue-focused
field trials.

Literature Reviews

Two methods conferences were sponsored to articulate for all the Work Groups a sys
tematic procedure for finding, extracting, aggregating, and interpreting data in a
comprehensive and objective fashion. The initial tasks of each of the DSM-IV Work
Groups were to identify the most pertinent issues regarding each diagnosis and to de
termine the kinds of empirical data relevant to their resolution. A Work Group mem
ber or adviser was then assigned the responsibility of conducting a systematic and
comprehensive review of the relevant literature that would inform the resolution of
the issue and also document the text of DS~<I-IV.The domains considered in making
decisions included clinical utility, reliability, descriptive validity, psychometric per
formance characteristics of individual criteria, and a number of validating variables.

Each literature review specified 1) the issues or aspects of the text and criteria un
der consideration and the Significance of the issues with respect to DSM-fV; 2) the re
"iew method (including the sources for identifying relevant studies, the number of
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studies considered, the criteria for inclusion and exclusion from the review, and the
variables catalogued in each study); 3) the results of the review (including a descrip
tive summary of the studies with respect 10 methodology, design, and substantive
correlates of the findings, the relevant findings, and the analyses conducted on these
findings); and 4) the various options for resoh'ing the issue, the advantages and dis
advanlages of each option, recommendations, and suggestions for additional re
search that would be needed 10 provide a more conclusive resolution.

The goal of the DSM-IV literature reviews was to provide comprehensive and un
biased information and to ensure thai DSM·IV reflects the best available clinical and
research literature. For this reason, we used systematic computer searches and critical
reviews done by large groups of advisers 10 ensure that the literature coverage was
adequate and that the interprelation of the results was justified. Input was solicited
especiaUy from those persons likely 10 be critical of the conclusions of the review. The
literahIre reviews were revised many times to produce as comprehensi\'e and bal
anced a resull as possible. It must be noted that for some issues addressed by the
DSM-IV Work Groups, particularly those thai were more concephIal in nahIre or for
which there were insufficient data, a review of the empirical literature had limited
utility. Despite these limitations, the reviews were helpful in documenting the ratio
nale and empirical support for decisions made by the DSM-IV Work Groups.

Data Reanalyses

When a review of the literature revealed a lack of evidence (or conflicting evidence)
for the resolution of an issue, we often made use of h,·o additional resources--d.ata
reanalyses and field trials-to help in making final decisions. Analyses of relevanl
unpublished data sets were supported by a grant to the American Psychiatric Asso
ciation from Ihe John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. Most of the 40 data
reanalyses perfomled for DSM-IV involved the collaboration of several investigators
at different sites. These researchers jointly subjected their data to questions posed by
the Work Groups concerning the criteria included in DSM-Ill-R or criteria that might
be included in DSM-IV. Data reanalyses also made it possible for Work Groups
to generate several criteria sets that were then lested in the DSM-IV field trials. Al
though, for the most part, the data sets used in the reanalj'ses had been collected as
part of epidemiological studies or treatment or other clinical studies, they were also
highly relevant to the nosological questions facing the DSM-TV Work Groups.

Field Trials

Twelve DSM-IV field trials were sponsored by the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) in collaboration with the I ational Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (1\'1AAA). The field lri
als allowed the DSrvf-IV Work Groups to compare alternative options and to study
the possible impact of suggested changes. Field trials compared DSM-III, DSM-III-R,
lCD·lO, and proposed DSM·IV criteria sets in 5-10 different sites per field trial, with
approximately 100 subjects at each site. Diverse sites, with represenlative groups of
subjects hom a range of sociocultural and ethnic backgrounds, were selected to en·
sure generalizability of field·triaJ results and to test some of the most difficult ques-
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tions in differential diagnosis. The 12 field trials included more than 70 sites and
evaluated more than 6,000 subjects. The field trials collected information on the reli
ability and performance characteristics of each criteria set as a whole, as weU as of the
specific items within each criteria set. The field trials also helped to bridge the bound
ary beh,'een clinical research and clinical practice by determining how well sugges
tions for change that are derived from clinical research findings apply in clinical
practice.

Criteria for Change

Although it was impossible to develop absolute and infallible criteria for when changes
should be made, there were some principles that guided our efforts. The threshold for
making revisions in DSM-IV was set higher than that for DSM-lll and DSM-m-R. Deci
sions had to be substantiated by explicit statements of rationale and by the systematic re
view of relevant empirical data. To increase the practicality and clinical utility of DSM-TV,
the criteria sets were simplified and clarified when this could be justified by empirical
data. An attempt was made to sbike an optimal balance in DSM-TV with respect to his
torical tradition (as embodied in DSM-ITl and DSNI-ID-R), compatibility with ICD-IO,
evidence from reviews of the literature, analyses of lUlpublished data sets, results of field
rnals, and consensus of the field. Although the amount of evidence required to support
changes was set at iI high threshold, it necessarily varied across disorders because the
empirical support for the decisions made in DSM-ID and DSM-m-R also varied across
disorders. Of course, common sense was necessary, and major changes to solve minor
problems required more evidence than minor changes to solve major problems.

We received suggestions to include numerous new diagnoses in DSM-TV. TIle pro
ponents argued that the new diagnoses were necessary to improve the coverage of the
system by including a group of individuals that were undiagnosable in DSM-m~Ror
diagnosable only under the Not Otherwise Specified rubric. We decided that, in
general, new diagnoses should be included in the system only after research has es
tablished that they should be included rather than being included to stimulate that
research. However, diagnoses already included in ICD-I0 were given somewhat
more consideriltion than those that were being proposed fresh for DSM-IV. The in
creased marginal utility, clarity, and coverage provided by each newly proposed di~

agnosis had to be balanced against the cumulative cumbersomeness imposed on the
whole system, the paucity of empirical documentation, and the possible misdiagnosis
or misuse that might result. No classification of mental disorders can have a sufficient
number of specific categories to encompass every conceivable clinical presentation.
The Not Otherwise Specified categories are provided to cover the not infrequent pre
sentations that are at the bOlmdary of specific categorical definitions.

The DSM-IV Sourcebook

Documentation has been the essential foundation of the DSM-TV process. The DSM-IV
Sourcebook, published in four volumes, is intended to provide a comprehensive and
convenient reference record of the clinkal and researdl support for the various deci
sions reached by the Work Groups and the Task Force. The first three volumes of the
Sourcebook contain condensed versions of the 150 DSM-IV literature reviews. The
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The chairs of the original DSM4J\' Work Groups were consulted first regarding the
composition of these Text Revision '''lark Groups. Each Text Revision Work Group
was given primary responsibility for updating a section of the OSM-IV text. This en
tailed reviewing the lext carefully to identify errors or omissions and then conducting
a systematic. comprehensive literature review that focused on relevant material that
has been published since 1992. Text Revision Work Group members then drafted pro
posed changes, which were accompanied by written justifications for the changes
along with relevant references. During a series of conference calls, the proposed
changes, justifications, and references were presented by a Text Revision Work
Group member to other members of the Text Revision Work Group, who provided
input regarding whether the changes were justified on the basis of the supporting

~

documentation. Once drafts of the proposed changes were finalized by the Text Re-
vision Work Groups, the changes were more widely disseminated to a group of sec
tion-specific advisers (consisting of the original DSM-rv Work Group members
supplemented by additional consultants) for further comment and review. These ad
visers were also given the opportunity to suggest additional changes if they could
provide sufficient convincing evidence justifying inclusion in the text. After consid
eration of the adviser comments, final drafts of proposed changes were produced and
submitted for final review and approval by the American Psychiatric Association's
Committee on Psychiatric Diagnosis and Assessment.

Most of the proposed literature-based changes were in the Associated Features
and Disorders (which includes Associated Laboratory Findings); Specific Culture,
Age, and Gender Features; Prevalence; Course; and Familial Pattern sections of the
text. For a number of disorders, the Differential Diagnosis section also was expanded
to provide more comprehensive differentials. Appendix D (see p. 829) provides an
overview of the changes included in this te-xt revision.

Definition of Mental Disorder

Although this volume is titled the Diagl/ostic al/d Statistical Mal/l/al ofMel/tal Disorders,
the term //lental disorder unfortunately implies a distinction between "mental" dis
orders and "physical" disorders that is a reductionistic anachronism of mind/body
dualism. A compelling literature documents that there is much "physical" in "men
tal" disorders and much "mental" in "physical" disorders. The problem raised by the
term "mental" disorders has been much clearer than its solution, and, unfortunately,
the term persists in the title of DSM·IV because we have not found an appropriate
substitute.

~'loreover, although this manual provides a classification of mental disorders, it
must be admitted that no definition adequately specifies precise boundaries for the
concept of "mental disorder." The concept of mental disorder, like many other con
cepts in medicine and science, lacks a consistent operational definition that covers all
situations. All medical conditions are defined on various levels of abstraction-fo<
example, structural patholog}' (e.g., ulcerative colitis), symptom presentation (e.g.,
migraine), deviance from a physiological norm (e.g., hypertension), and etiology
(e.g., pneumococcal pneumonia). Mental disorders have also been defined by a vari
ety of concepts (e.g., distress, dysfunction, dyscontrol, disadvantage, disability, in
flexibility, irrationality, syndromal pattern, etiology, and statistical deviation). Each
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is a useful indicator for a mental disorder, but none is equivalent to the concept, and
different situations call for different definitions.

Despite these caveats, the definition of melltal disorder that was included in DS~'I-m

and DSM-W-R is presented here because it is as useful as any other available defini
tion and has helped to guide decisions regarding which conditions on the boundary
between normality and pathology should be included in DSM-IV. In DSM-IV, each of
the mental disorders is conceptualized as a clinically significant behavioral or psy
chological syndrome or pattern that occurs in an individual and that is associated
with present distress (e.g., a painful symptom) or disability (i.e., impairment in one
or more important areas of functioning) or with a significantly increased risk of suf
fering death, pain, disability, or an important loss of freedom. In addition, this syn
drome or pattern must not be merely an expectable and culturally sanctioned
response to a particular event, for example, the death of a loved one. \¥hatever its
Original cause, it must currently be considered a manifestation of a behavioral, psycho
logical, or biological dysfunction in the individual. 'either deviant behavior (e.g., p0

litical, religious, or sexual) nor connicts that are primarily behveen the individual and
society are mental disorders unless the deviance or connict is a symptom of a dysfunc
tion in the individual, as described above.

A common misconception is that a classification of mental disorders classifies pe0

ple, when actually what are being classified are disorders that people have. For this
reason, the text of DSM-TV (as did the text of DSM-W-R) avoids the use of such ex
pressions as "a schizophrenic" or "an alcoholic" and instead uses the more accurate,
but admittedly more cumbersome, "an individual with Schizophrenia" or "an indi
vidual with Alcohol Dependence."

Issues in the Use of DSM-IV

Limitations of the Categorical Approach

OSM-rv is a categorical classification that divides mental disorders into types based
on criteria sets with defining features. This naming of categories is the traditional
method of organizing and transmitting information in e~er)'da)' life and has been the
fundamental approacll used in all systems of medical diagnosis. A categorical ap
proach to classification works best when all members of a diagnostic class are homo
geneous, when there are clear boundaries behvccn classes, and when the different
classes are mutually exclusive. Nonetheless, the limitations of the categorical classifi
cation system must be recognized.

In DSM-IV, there is no assumption that each category of mental disorder is a com
pletely discrete entity with absolute boundaries dividing it from other mental dis
orders or from no mental disorder. There is also no assumption that all individuals
described as haVing the same mental disorder are alike in all important ways. The cli
nician using DSM-IV should therefore consider that individuals sharing a diagnosis
are likely to be heterogeneous even in regard to the defining features of the diagnosis
and that boundary cases will be difficult to diagnose in any but a probabilistic fash·
ion. This outlook allows gTeater flexibility in the use of the system, encourages more
specific attention to boundary cases, and emphasizes the need to capture additional
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clinical information that goes beyond diagnosis. In recognition of the heterogeneity
of clinical presentations, DSM-IV often includes polythetic criteria sets, in which the
individual need only present with a subset of items from a longer list (e.g., the diag
nosis of Borderline Personality Disorder requires only five out of nine items).

It was suggested that the DSM-IV Classification be organized fonowing a dimen
sional model rather than the categorical model used. in DSM-m-R. A dimensional sys
tem classifies clinical presentations based on quantification of attributes rather than
the assignment to categories and works best in describing phenomena that are dis
tributed continuously and that do not have clear boundaries. Although dimensional
systems increase reliability and communicate more clinical information (because they
report clinical attribptes that might be subthreshold in a categorical system), they also
have serious limitatio'ns and thus far have been less useful than categorical systems
in clinical practice and in stimulating research. Numerical dimensional descriptions
are much less familiar and vivid than are the categorical names for mental disorders.
Moreover, there is as yet no agreement on the dlOice of the optimal dimensions to be
used for classification purposes. 'onetheless, it is possible that the increasing re
search on, and familiarity with, dimensional systems may eventually result in their
greater acceptance both as a method of conveying clinical information and as a re
search tool.

Use of Clinical Judgment

DSM-IV is a classification of menta] disorders that was developed for use in clinical,
educational, and research settings. The diagnostic categories, criteria, and textual de.
scriptions are meant to be employed by individuals with appropriate clinical training
and experience in diagnosis. It is important that OSM-IV not be applied. mechanically
by untrained individuals. The specific diagnostic criteria included in DSM-IV are
meant to serve as guidelines to be informed by clinical judgment and are not meant
to be used in a cookbook fashion. For example, the exercise of clinical judgment may
justify giving a certain diagnosis to an individual even though the clinical presenta
tion falls just short of meeting the full criteria for the diagnosis as long as the symp
toms that are present are persistent and severe. On the other hand, lack of familiarity
with DSM-IV or excessively nexible and idiosyncratic application of DSM-IV criteria
or conventions substantially reduces its utility as a common language for communi
cation.

In addition to the need for clinical training and judgment, the method of data col
lection is also important. The valid application of the diagnostic criteria included in
this manual necessitates an evaluation that directly accesses the information con
tained in the criteria sets (e.g., whether a syndrome has persisted for a minimum pe
riod of time). Assessments that rely solely on psychological testing not covering the
criteria content (e.g., projective testing) cannot be validly used as the primary source
of diagnostic information.

Use of DSM-IV in Forensic Settings

When the DSM-IV categories, criteria, and textual descriptions are employed for
forensic purposes, there are significant risks that diagnostic information will be mis-
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used or misunderstood. These dangers arise because of the imperfect fit between the
questions of ultimate concern to the law and the information contained in a clinical
diagnosis. In most situations, the clinical diagnosis of a DSM-IV mental disorder is
not sufficient 10 establish the existence for legal purposes of a "mental disorder,"
"mental disability," "mental disease," or "mental defect." In determining whether an
individual meets .1 specified legal standard (e.g., for competence, criminal responsi
bility, or disability), additional information is usually required beyond that contained
in the DSM·IV diagnosis. This might include information aboullhe individual's func
tional impairments and how these impairments affect the particular abilities in ques
tion.It is precisely because impairments, abilities, and disabilities vary widely within
each diagnostic category that assignment of a particular diagnosis does not imply a
specific level of impairment or disability.

onclinical decision makers should also be cautioned that a diagnosis does not
Ci'lrry any necessary implications regarding the causes of the individual's mental dis·
order or its associated impairments. Inclusion of a disorder in the Classification (as in
medicine generally) does not require that there be knowledge about its etiology.
Moreover, the fact that an individual's presentation meets the criteria for a DSM-IV
diagnosis does not carry any necessary implication regarding the individual's degree
of control over the behaviors that may be associated with the disorder. Even when di
minished control over one's behavior is a feature of the disorder, having the diagnosis
in itself does not demonstrate that a particular individual is (or was) unable to control
his or her behavior at a particular time.

It must be noted that DSM-IV reflects a consensus about the classification and di·
agnosis of mental disorders derived at the time of its initial publication. New knowl
edge generated by research or clinical experience will undoubtedly lead to an
increased Wlderstanding of the disorders included in DSM-JV, to the identification of
new disorders, and to the removal of some disorders in future classifications. The text
and criteria sets induded in DSM-IV will require reconsideration in Light of evolVing
new information.

The use of DSM-JV in forensic settings should be informed by an awareness of the
risks and limitations discussed above. When used appropriately, diagnoses and diag·
nostic information can assist decision makers in their determinations. For example,
when the presence of a mental disorder is the predicate for a subsequent legal deter
mination (e.g., invollUltary civil commitment), the use ohm. established system of
diagnosis enhances the value and reliability of the determination. By prOViding a com
pendium based on a review of the pertinent clinical and research literature, DSM-IV
may facilitate the legal decision makers' understanding of the relevant characteristics
of mental disorders. The literature related to diagnoses also sen'es as a check on un
groWlded speculation about mental disorders and about the functioning of a partic
ular individual. Finally, diagnostic information regarding longitudinal course may
improve decision making when the legal issue concerns an individual's mental func
tioning at a past or fuhue point in time.

Ethnic and Cultural Considerations

Special efforts have been made in the preparation ofDSM-JV to incorporate an aware
ness that the manual is used in culturally dh'erse populations in the United States and
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internationally. Clinicians are called on to evaluate individuals from numerous dif·
ferent ethnic groups and cultural backgrounds (including many who are recent im·
migrants). Diagnostic assessment can be especially challenging when a clinician from
one ethnic or cultural group uses the OSM-IV Classification to evaluate an individual
from a different ethnic or cultural group. A clinician who is unfamiliar with the nu·
ances of an individual's cultural frame of reference may incorrectly judge as psycho
pathology those normal variations in behavior, belief, or experience that are
particular to the individual's culture. For example, certain religious practices or be
liefs (e.g., hearing or seeing a deceased relative during bereavement) may be misdi
agnosed as manifestations of a Psychotic Disorder. Applying Personality Disorder
criteria across cull1.Jlal settings may be especially difficult because of the wide cultur
al variation in concePts of self, styles of communication, and coping mechanisms.

DSM-IV includes three types of information specifically related to cultural consid
erations: 1) a discussion in the text of cultural variations in the clinical presentations
of those disorders that have been included in the OSM·IV Classification; 2) a descrip·
tion of culture-bound syndromes that have not been included in the OSM-IV C1assi·
fication (these are included in Appendix I); and 3) an outline for cultural formulation
designed to assist the clinician in systematically evaluating and reporting the impact
of the individual's cultural context (also in Appendix 1).

The wide international acceptance of OSM suggests that this classification is useful
in describing mental disorders as they are experienced by individuals throughout the
world. Nonetheless, evidence also suggests that the symptoms and course of a num
ber of DSM·rv disorders are influenced by cultural and ethnic factors. To facilitate its
application to individuals from diverse cultural and ethnic settings, DSM·!V includes
a new section in the text to cover culture-related features. This section describes the
ways in which varied cultural backgrounds affect the content and form of the symp
tom presentation (e.g., depressive disorders characterized by a preponderance of so
matic symptoms rather than sadness in certain cultures), preferred idioms for
describing distress, and information on prevalence when it is available.

The second type of cultural infonnation provided pertains to "culture-bound syn
dromes" that have been described in just one, or a few, of the world's societies. OSM·rv
provides h\'o ways of increasing the recognition of culture-bound syndromes: 1) some
(e.g., nmok, ntnqlle de Ileroios) are induded as separate examples in Not Otherwise
Specified categories; and 2) an appendix of culture-bound syndromes (Appendix I)
has been introduced in DSM-JV that includes the name for the condition, the cultures
in which it was first described, and a brief description of the psychopathology.

The provision of a cuJture-specific section in the OSM-IV text, the indusion of a
glossary of culture-bound syndromes. and the provision of an outline for cultural for
mulation are designed to enhance the cross-eultural applicability of OSM·IV. It is
hoped that these new features will increase sensitivity to variations in how mental
disorders may be expressed in different cultures and will reduce the possible effect of
unintended bias stemming from the clinician's own cultural background.

Use of DSM-IV in Treatment Planning

Making a DSM-IV diagnosis is only the first step in a comprehensive evaluation. To
formulate an adequate treatment plan, the clinician will invariably require consider-
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able additional information about the person being evaluated beyond that required
to make a DSM~IV diagnosis.

Distinction Between Mental Disorder and
General Medical Condition

The terms mellt"l disorder and gelleralmedicnl condition are used throughout this man
ual. The term nUN/tal disorder is explained above. The term gelleral medical conditiOIl is
used merely as a convenient shorthand to refer to conditions and disorders that are
listed outside the "Mental and Behavioural Disorders" chapter of ICD. It should be
recognized thai these are merely terms of convenience and should not be taken to im
ply that there is any fundamental distinction between mental disorders and general
medical conditions, thai mental disorders are unrelated to physical or biological fac
tors or processes, or that general medical conditions are unrelated to behavioral or
psychosocial factors or processes.

Organization of the Manual

The manual begins with instructions concerning the use of the manual (p. 1), foUowed
by the DSM~IV·TRClassification (pp. 13-26), which proVides a systematic listing of
the official codes and categories. I ext is a description of the DSM·rv Multiaxial Sys·
tern for assessment (pp. 27-37). This is followed by the diagnostic criteria for each of
the DS~HVdisorders accompanied by descriptive text (pp. 39-743). Finally, DSi\'I-rv
includes 11 appendixes.
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Cautionary Statement

The specified diagnostic criteria for each mental disorder are offered as guidelines
for making diagnoses, because it has been demonstrated that the use of such criteria
enhances agreement among clinicians and investigators. The proper use of these cri
leria requires specialized clinical training that provides both a body of knowledge
and clinical skills.

These diagnostic criteria and the DSM-JV Classification of mental disorders reflect
a consensus of current formuJations of evolving knowledge in our field. They do not
encompass, however, all the conditions for which people may be treated or that may
be appropriate topics for research efforts.

The purpose of DSM·IV is to provide clear descriptions of diagnostic categories in
order to enable clinicians and investigators to diagnose, communicate about, study,
and treat people with various mental disorders. It is to be Wlderstood that indusion
here, for clinical and research purposes, of a diagnostic category such as Pathological
Gambling or Pedophilia does not imply that the condition meets legal or other non
medical criteria for what constitutes mental disease, mental disorder, or mental dis
ability. The clinical and scientific considerations involved in categorization of these
conditions as mental disorders may not be wholly relevant to legal judgments, for
example, that take into accoWlt such issues as individual responsibility, disability
detennination, and competency.
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Coding and Reporting Procedures

Diagnostic Codes

The official coding system in use in the United States as of publication of this manual
is the Illtematiollal Classificatioll of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification
(lCD-9-er-.·l). Most OSM-IV disorders have a numerical ICD·9-eM code that appears
several times: 1) preceding the name of the disorder in the Classification (pp. 13-26),
2) at the beginning of the text section (or each disorder, and 3) accompanying the cri
teria set for each disorder. For some diagnoses (e.g., Mental Retardation, Substance
induced Mood Disorder), the appropriate code depends on hlrther specification and
is listed after the text and criteria set for the disorder. The names of some disorders
are followed by alternative tenns enclosed in parentheses, which, in most cases, were
the DSM-lll-R names for the disorders.

The use of diagnostic codes is fundamental 10 medical record keeping. Diagnostic
coding facilitates dala collection and retrieval and compilation of statistical informa
tion. Codes also are often required to report diagnostic data to interested third parties,
including govenunental agencies, private insurers, and the World Health Organiza
tion. For example, in the United States, Ihe use of these codes has been mandated by
the Health Care Financing Administration for purposes of reimbursement under the
Medicare system.

Subtypes (some of which are coded in the fifth digit) and specifiers are provided
for increased specificity. Subtypes define mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive
phenomenological subgroupings within a diagnosis and are indicated by the instruc
tion "specify type" in the criteria set. For example, Del1,!sional Disorder is subtyped-based on the content of the delusions, with seven subtypes provided: Erotomanic
Type, Grandiose Type, Jealous Type, Persecutory Type, Somatic Type, Mixed Type,
and Unspecified Type. In contrast, specifiers are not intended to be mutually exclusive
or jointly exhaustive and are indica led by the instruction "specify" or "specify if" in
the criteria sel (e.g., for Social Phobia, the instruction notes "Specify if: Generalized'1.
Specifiers provide an opportunity 10 define a more homogeneous subgrouping of
individuals with the disorder who share certain features (e.g., Major Depressin Dis
order, With Melancholic Features). Although a fifth digit is sometimes assigned 10
code a subtype or specifier (e.g., 294.11 Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Late
Onset, With Behavioral Disturbance) or severity (296.21 Major Depressive Disorder,
Single Episode, MUd), the majority of subtypes and specifiers included in DSM-TV
cannot be coded within the ICD-9-CM system and are indicated only by including the
subtype or specifier after the name of the disorder (e.g., Social Phobia, Generalized).

1
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Severity and Course Specifiers

Use of the Manual

A DSM-IV diagnosis is usually applied to the individual's current presentation and is
not typically used to denote previous diagnoses from which the individual has recov
ered. The following specifiers indicating severity and course may be listed after the
diagnosis: Mild, Moderate, Severe, In Partial Remission, In Full Remission, and Prior
History.

The specifiers Mild, Moderate, and Severe should be used only when the full cri
teria for the disorder are currently met. In deciding whether the presentation should
be described as mild, moderate, or severe, the clinician should take into account the
number and intensity of the signs and symptoms of the disorder and any resulting
impairment in occupatioQal or social functioning. For the majority of disorders, the
following guidelines may be used:

Mild. Few, if any, symptoms in excess of those required to make the diagno
sis are present, and symptoms result in no more than minor impairment in so
cial or occupational functioning.
Moderate. Symptoms or functional impairment between "mild" and "se
vere" are present.
Severe. Many symptoms in excess of those required to make the diagnosis,
or several symptoms that are particularly severe, are present, or the symptoms
result in marked impairment in social or occupational functioning.
In Partial Remission. The full criteria for the disorder were previously met,
but currently only some of the symptoms or signs of the disorder remain.
In Full Remission. There are no longer any symptoms or signs of the dis
order, but it is still clinically relevant to note the disorder-for example, in an
individual with previous episodes of Bipolar Disorder who has been symptom
free on lithitun for the past 3 years. After a period of time in full remission, the
clinician may judge the individual to be recovered and, therefore, would no
longer code the disorder as a current diagnosis. The differentiation of In Full
Remission from recovered requires consideration of many factors, including
the characteristic course of the disorder, the length of time since the last period
of disturbance, the total duration of the disturbance, and the need for contin
ued evaluation or prophylactic treatment.
Prior History. For some purposes, it may be useful to note a history of the
criteria having been met for a disorder even when the individual is considered
to be recovered from it. Such past diagnoses of mental disorder would be in
dicated by using the specifier Prior H.istory (e.g., Separation Anxiety Disorder,
Prior History, for an individual with a history of Separation Anxiety Disorder
who has no current disorder or who currently meets criteria for Panic Dis
order).

Specific criteria for defining Mild, Moderate, and Severe have been provided for
the following: Mental Retardation, Conduct Disorder, Manic Episode, and Major
Depressive Episode. Specific criteria for defining In Partial Remission and In Full
Remission have been provided for the following: Manic Episode, Major Depressive
Episode, and Substance Dependence.
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Recurrence

3

Not infrequently in clinical practice, individuals after a period of time in which the
full criteria for the disorder are no longer met (i.e., in partial or full remission or re
covery) may develop symptoms that suggest a recurrence of their original disorder
but that do not yet meet the full threshold for that disorder as specified in the criteria
set. lt is a matter of clinical judgment as to how best to indicate the presence of these
symptoms. The following options are available:

• If the symptoms are judged to be a new episode of a recurrent condition, the dis
order may be diagnosed as current (or provisional) even before the full criteria
have been met (e.g., after meeting criteria for a Major Depressive Episode for only
10 days instead of the 14 days usually required).

• If the symptoms are judged to be clinically significant but it is not clear whether
they constitute a recurrence of the original disorder, the appropriate Not Other
wise Specified category may be given.

• If it is judged that the symptoms are not clinically significant, no additional current
or provisional diagnosis is given, but "Prior History" may be noted (see p. 2).

Principal Diagnosis/Reason for Visit

When more than one diagnosis for an individual is given in an inpatient setting, the
principal diag1losis is the condition established after study to be chiefly responsible for
occasioning the admission of the individual. When more than one diagnosis is given
for an individual in an outpatient setting, the reason for visit is the condition that is
chiefly responsible for the ambulatory care medical services received during the visit.
In most cases, the principal diagnosis or the reason for visit is also the main focus of
attention or treatment. lt is often difficult (and somewhat arbitrary) to determine
which diagnosis is the principal diagnosis or the reason for visit, especially in situa
tions of "dual diagnosis" (a substance-related diagnosis like Amphetamine Depen
dence accompanied by a non-substance-related diagnosis like Schizophrenia). For
example, it may be unclear which diagnosis should be considered "principal" for an
individual hospitalized with both Schizophrenia and Amphetamine Intoxication, be
cause each condition may have contributed equally tQ tJ1e need for admission and
treatment.

Multiple diagnoses can be reported in a multiaxial fashion (see p. 35) or in a non
axial fashion (see p. 37). When the principal diagnosis is an Axis I disorder, this is in
dicated by listing it first. The remaining disorders are listed in order of focus of
attention and treatment. When a person has both an Axis I and an Axis II diagnosis,
the principal diagnosis or the reason for visit will be assumed to be on Axis I unless
the Axis II diagnosis is followed by the qualifying phrase "(Principal Diagnosis)" or
"(Reason for Visit)."

Provisional Diagnosis

The specifier provisional can be used when there is a strong presumption that the full
criteria will ultimately be met for a disorder, but not enough information is available
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to make a fum diagnosis. The clinician can indicate the diagnostic uncertainty by re
cording "(provisional)" following the diagnosis. For example, the individual appears
to have a Major Depressive Disorder, but is unable to give an adequate history to es
tablish that the full criteria are met. Another use of the term provisiolllli is for those sit
uations in which differential diagnosis depends exclusively on the duration of Ulness.
For example, a diagnosis of 5chizophrenifonn Disorder requires a duration of less
than 6 months and can only be given provisionally if assigned before remission has
occurred.

Use of Not Otherwise Specified Categories

Because of the diversity ofclinical presentations, it is impossible for the diagnostic no
menclature to cover every possible situation. For this reason, each diagnostic class has
at least one Not Otherwise Specified (NOS) category and some classes have several
NOS categories. There are four situations in which an NOS diagnosis may be appro
priate:

• The presentation conforms to the general guidelines for a mental disorder in the
diagnostic class, but the symptomatic picture does not meet the criteria for any of
the specific disorders. This would occur either when the symptoms are below the
diagnostic threshold for one of the specific disorders or when there is an atypical
or mixed presentation.

• The presentation conforms to a symptom pattem that has not been included in the
DSM-IV Classification but that causes clinically significant distress or impairment.
Research criteria for some of these symptom patterns have been included in Appen
dix B ("Criteria Sets and Axes Provided for Further Study"), in which case a page
reference to the suggested research criteria set in Appendix B is provided.

• There is uncertainty about etiology (Le., whether the disorder is due to a general
medical condition, is substance induced, or is primary).

• There is insufficient opportunity for complete data collection (e.g., in emergency
situations) or inconsistent or contradictory information, but there is enough infor
mation to place it within a particular diagnostic class (e.g., the clinician determines
that the individual has psychotic symptoms but does not have enough information
to diagnose a specific Psychotic Disorder).

Ways of Indicating Diagnostic Uncertainty

The following table indicates the various ways in which a clinidan may indicate di
agnostic uncertainty:
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Term

V Codes (for Other Conditions That May
Be a Focus of Clinical Attention)
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Examples of clinical situations

Insufficient information to know whether or
not a presenting problem is attributable to a
mental disorder, e.g., Academic Problem;
Adult Antisocial Behavior

799.9 Diagnosis or Condition Deferred on
Axis I

Information inadequate to make any diag
nostic judgment about an Axis Idiagnosis or
condition

799.9 Diagnosis Deferred on Axis II

300.9 Unspecified Mental Disorder
(non psychotic)

298.9 Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise
Specified

[Class of disorder) Not Otherwise Specified
e.g., Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise
Specified

[Specific diagnosis) (Provisional)
e.g., Schizophreniform Disorder
(Provisional)

Information inadequate to make any diag
nostic judgment about an Axis II diagnosis

Enough information available to rule out a
Psychotic Disorder, but further specification
is not possible

Enough information available to determine
the presence of a Psychotic Disorder, but fur
ther specification is not possible

Enough information available to indicate
the class of disorder that is present, but fur
ther specification is not possible, either be
cause there is not sufficient information to
make a more specific diagnosis or because
the clinical features of the disorder do not
meet the criteria for any of the specific cate
gories in that class

Enough information available to make a
"working" diagnosis, but the clinician wishes
to indicate a significant degree of diagnostic
uncertainty

Frequently Used Criteria
'-

Criteria Used to Exclude Other Diagnoses and
to Suggest Differential Diagnoses

Most of the criteria sets presented in this manual include exclusion criteria that are

necessary to establish boundaries between disorders and to clarify differential diag
noses. The several different wordings of exclusion criteria in the criteria sets through
out DSM-IV reflect the different types of possible relationships among disorders:

• "Criteria have never been mel for ..." This exclusion criterion is used to define
a lifetime hierarchy between disorders. For example, a diagnosis of Major Depres
sive Disorder can no longer be given once a Manic Episode has occurred and must

be changed to a diagnosis of Bipolar I Disorder.
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• "Criteria are not met for ..." This exclusion criterion is used to establish a hier
archy behveen disorders (or subtypes) defined cross-sectionally. For example, the
specifier With Melancholic Features takes precedence over With Atypical Features
for describing the current Major Depressive Episode.

• "does not occur exclusively during the course of ..." lltis exclusion criterion
prevents a disorder from being diagnosed when its symptom presentation occurs
only during the course of another disorder. For example, dementia is not diag
nosed separately if it occurs only during delirium; Conversion Disorder is not
diagnosed separately if it occurs only during Somatization Disorder; Bulimia Ner
vasa is not diagnosed separately if it occurs only during episodes of Anorexia er
vasa. This exclusion criterion is typically used in situations in which the symptoms
of one disorder are'associated features or a subset of the symptoms of the preempt
ing disorder. The clinician should consider periods of partial remission as part of
the "course of another disorder." It should be noted that the excluded diagnosis
can be given at times when it occurs independently (e.g., when the excluding dis
order is in full remission).

• "not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse,
a medication) or a general medical condition." lltis exclusion criterion is used
to indicate that a substance-induced and general medical etiology must be consid
ered and ruJed out before the disorder can be diagnosed (e.g., Major Depressive
Disorder can be diagnosed only after etiologies based on substance use and a gen
eral medical condition have been ruJed out).

• "not better accounted for by ..." This exclusion criterion is used to indicate that
the disorders mentioned in the criterion must be considered in the differential di
agnosis of the presenting psychopathology and that, in boundary cases, clinical
judgment will be necessary to determine which disorder provides the most appro
priate diagnosis. In such cases, the "Differential Diagnosis" section of the text for
the disorders should be consulted for guidance.

The general convention in DSM-IV is to allow multiple diagnoses to be assigned
for those presentations that meet criteria for more than one DSM-IV disorder. There
are three situations in which the above-mentioned exclusion criteria help to establish
a diagnostic hierarchy (and thus prevent multiple diagnoses) or to highlight differen
tial diagnostic considerations (and thus discourage multiple diagnoses):

• When a Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition or a Substance
Induced Disorder is responsible for the symptoms, it preempts the diagnosis of the
corresponding primary disorder with the same symptoms (e.g., Cocaine-Induced
Mood Disorder preempts Major Depressive Disorder). In such cases, an exclusion
criterion containing the phrase "not due to the direct physiological effects of ..."
is included in the criteria set for the primary disorder.

• When a more pervasive disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia) has among its defining
symptoms (or associated symptoms) what are the defining symptoms of a less per
vasive disorder (e.g., Dysthymic Disorder), one of the following three exclusion
criteria appear5 in the criteria set for the less pervasive disorder, indicating that
only the more pervasive disorder is diagnosed.: "Criteria have never been met
for ...," "Criteria are not met for ...," "does not occur exclusively during the

f ..course 0 ...
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• \o\lhen there are particularly difficult differential diagnostic boundaries, the phrase
"not better accounted for by ..." is included to indicate that clinical judgment is
necessary to determine which diagnosis is most appropriate. For example, Panic
Disorder With Agoraphobia includes the criterion "not better accounted for by
Social Phobia" and Social Phobia includes the criterion "not better accounted for
by Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia" in recognition of the fact that this is a par·
ticularly difficult boundary to draw. In some cases, both diagnoses might be
appropriate.

Criteria for Substance-Induced Disorders

It is often difficult to determine whether presenting symptomatology is substance in·
duced., that is, the direct physiological consequence of Substance Intoxication or
Withdrawal, medication use, or toxin exposure. In an effort to provide some assis·
tance in making this determination, the two criteria listed. below have been added to
each of the Substance-Induced. Disorders. These criteria are intended to provide gen·
era} guidelines, but at the same lime allow for clinical judgment in determining
whether or not the presenting symptoms are best accounted for by the direct physio
logical effects of the substance. For further discussion of this issue, see p. 209.

B. There is evidence from the history, phYSical examination, or laboratory
findings of either (l) or (2):

(l) the symptoms developed during, or within a month of, Substance
Intoxication or Withdrawal

(2) medication use is etiologically related to the disturbance

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by a disorder that is not sub·
stance induced. Evidence that the symptoms are better accounted for by a
disorder that is not substance induced might include the following: the
symptoms precede the onset of the substance use (or medication use); the
symptoms persist for a substantial period of time (e.g., about a month) after
the cessation of acute withdrawal or severe intoxication, or are substantial·
Iy in excess of what would be expected given the type, duration, or amount
of the substance used; or there is other evidence that suggests the existence
of an independent non-substance-induced disorder (e.g., a history of recur
rent non-substance-related. episodes).

Criteria for a Mental Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition

The criterion listed below is necessary to establish the etiological requirement for
each of the Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition (e.g., Mood Disor
der Due to Hypothyroidism). For further discussion of this issue, see p. 18I.

There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory find
ings that the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general
medical condition.
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Criteria for Clinical Significance

The definition of mel/tal disorder in the introduction to DSM-IV requires that there be
clinically significant impainnent or distress. To highlight the importance of consider
ing this issue, the criteria sets for most disorders include a clinical significance crite
rion (usually worded "... causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning"). This criterion help!" ('stablish
the threshold for the diagnosis of a disorder in those situations in which the symp
tomatic presentation by itself (particularly in its milder forms) is not inherently
pathological and may be encountered in individuals for whom a diagnosis of "mental
disorder" would be inappropriate. Assessing whether Ihis criterion is met, especiaUy
in terms of role funqion, is an inherently difficult clinical judgment. Reliance on in
formation from family members and other third parties (in addition to the individual)
regarding the individual's performance is often necessary.

Types of Information in the DSM-IV Text

The text of DS?>.'I-IV systematically describes each disorder under the following head
ings: "Diagnostic Features"; "Subtypes and/or Specifiers"; "Recording Procedures";
"Associated Features and Disorders"; "Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features";
"Pre\!alence"; "Course"; "Familial Pattern"; and "Differential Diagnosis." When no
information is available for a section, that section is not included. In some instances,
when many of the specific disorders in a group of disorders share common features,
this information is included in the general introduction to the group.

Diagnostic Features. This section clarifies the diagnostic criteria and often provides
illustrative examples.

Subtypes and/or Specifiers. This section provides definitions and brief discussions
concerning applicable subtypes and/or specifiers.

Recording Procedures. This section provides guidelines for reporting the name of
the disorder and for selecting and recording the appropriate ICD-9-CM diagnostic
code. It also includes instructions for applying any appropriate subtypes and/or
specifiers.

Associated Features and Disorders. This section is usuaUy subdivided into three
parts:

• Associated descriptive features and IIImtal disorders. This section includes clinical
features that are frequently associated with the disorder but that are not consid
ered essential to making the diagnosis. In some cases, these features were consid
ered for inclusion as possible diagnostic criteria but were insufficiently sensitive or
specific to be included in the fmal criteria set. Also noted in this section are other
mental disorders associated with the disorder being discussed. It is specified
(when known) if these disorders precede, co-occur with, or are consequences of the
djsorder in question (e.g., Alcohol-Induced Persisting Dementia is a consequence

•
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of chronic Alcohol Dependence). If available, information on predisposing factors
and complications is also included in this section .

• Associated laboratoryjif/dif/gs. This section provides information on three types of
laboratory findings that may be associated with the disorder: 1) those associated
laboratory findings that are considered to be "diagnostic" of the disorder-for ex
ample, polysonmographic findings in certain sleep disorders; 2) those associated
laboratory findings that are not considered to be diagnostic of the disorder but that
have been noted to be abnormal in groups of individuals with the disorder relative
to control subjects-for example, ventricle size on computed tomography as a val
idator of the construct of Schizophrenia; and 3) those laboratory findings that are
associated with the complications of a disorder-for example, electrolyte imbal
ances in individuals with Anorexia Nervosa .

• Associated physical examil/atio1l jil/dings aud general medical conditiolls. This section
includes information about symptoms elicited by history, or findings noted during
physical examination, that may be of diagnostic significance but that are not essen
tial to the diagnosis-for example, dental erosion in Bulimia Nervosa. Also includ
ed are those disorders that are coded outside the "Mental and Behavioural
Disorders" chapter of rCD that are associated with the disorder being djscussed.
As is done for associated mental disorders, the type of association (i.e., precedes,
co-occurs with, is a consequence of) is specified if known-for example, that cir
rhosis is a consequence of Alcohol Dependence.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features. This section provides guidance for
the clinician concerning variations in the presentation of the disorder that may be at
tributable to the individual's cultural setting, developmental stage (e.g., infancy,
childhood, adolescence, adulthood, late We), or gender. This section also includes in
formation on differential prevalence rates related to culture, age, and gender (e.g., sex
ratio).

Prevalence. This section provides available data on point and lifetime prevalence,
incidence, and lifetime risk. These data are provided for different settings (e.g., com
munity, primary care, outpatient mental health clinics, and inpatient psychiatric set
tings) when this information is known.

'.
Course. This section describes the typical lifetime patterns of presentation and evo-
lution of the disorder. It contains information on typical age at OJ/set and mode ofollset
(e.g., abrupt or insidious) of the disorder; episodic versus COJlfill/lOlIS course; single epi
sode versus reClirrellt; duratioll, characterizing the typical length of the illness and its
episodes; and progression, describing the general trend of the disorder over time (e.g.,
stable, worsening, improving).

Familial Pattern. This section describes data on the frequency of the disorder
among first-degree biological relatives of those with the disorder compared with the
frequency in the general population. It also indicates other disorders that tend to
occur more frequently in family members of those with the disorder. Information
regarding the heritable nature of the disorder (e.g., data from hvin studies, known
genetic t.ransmission patterns) is also included in this section.
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Differential Diagnosis. This section discusses how to differentiate this disorder
hom other disorders that have some similar presenting characteristics.

DSM-IV Organizational Plan

The DSM-IV disorders are grouped into 16 major diagnostic classes (e.g., Subslance
Related Disorders, Mood Disorders, Anxiety Disorders) and one additional section,
"Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of Clinical Attention."

The first section is devoted to "Disorders Usually First Diagnosed in Infancy,
Childhood, or Adolescence." This division of the Classification according to age at
presentation is for convenience only and is not absolute. Although disorders in this
section are usually fi~t evident in childhood and adolescence, some individuals di·
agnosed with disorders located in this section (e.g., Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder) may not present for clinical attention until adulthood. In addition, it is not
uncommon for the age at onset for many disorders placed in other sections to be du.r
ing childhood or adoles<ence (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder, Schizophrenia, Gen
eralized Anxiety Disorder). Clinicians who work primarily with children and
adolescents should therefore be familiar with the entire manual, and those who work
primarily with aduJts should also be familiar with this section.

The next three sections-"Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive
Disorders"; ''t-.olental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition"; and "SulJ.
stance-Related Disorders"-were grouped together in DSM-ill·R under the single
heading of "Organic Mental Syndromes and Disorders." The term "organic mental
disorder" is no longer used in DSM~IV because it incorrectly implies that the other
mental disorders in the manual do not have a biological basis. As in DSM-m-R, these
sections are placed before the remaining disorders in the manual because of their pri~

ority in differential diagnosis (e.g., substance-related causes of depressed mood must
be ruled out before making a diagnosis of Major Depressi\'e Disorder). To facilitate
differential diagnosis, complete lists of Mental Disorders Due to a General r.,·fcdical
Condition and Substance-Related Disorders appear in these sections, whereas the
text and criteria for these disorders are placed in the diagnostic sections with dis
orders with which they share phenomenology. For example, the text and criteria for
Substance-lnduced Mood Disorder and Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition are included in the Mood Disorders section.

The organizing principle for all the remaining sections (except for Adjustment Dis
orders) is to group disorders based on their shared phenomenological features in
order to facilitate differential diagnosis. The"Adjustment Disorders" section is orga
nized differently in that these disorders are grouped based on their common etiology
(e.g., maladaptive reaction to a stressor). Therefore, the Adjustment Disorders in
clude a variety of heterogeneous clinical presentations (e.g., Adjustment Disorder
With Depressed Mood, Adjustment Disorder ''''ith Anxiety, Adjustment Disorder
With Disturbance of Conduct).

Finally, DSM~IV includes a section for "Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of
Clinical Attention."

DSM-lV includes 11 appendixes:

Appendix A: Decision Trees for Differential Diagnosis. This appendix contains
six decision trees (for Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition, SulJ.
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stance-Induced Disorders, Psychotic Disorders, Mood Disorders, Anxiety Disorders,
and Somatoform Disorders). Their purpose is to aid the clinician in differential diag
nosis and in understanding the hierarchical structure of the DSM-IV Classification.

Appendix B: Criteria Sets and Axes Provided for Further Study. This appendix
contains a nwnber of proposals that were suggested. for possible inclusion in DSM-IV.
Brief texts and research criteria sets are provided for the following: postconcussional
disorder, mild neurocognitive disorder, caffeine withdrawal, postpsychotic depres
sive disorder of Schizophrenia, simple deteriorative disorder, premenstrual dyspho
ric disorder, minor depressive disorder, recurrent brief depressive disorder, mixed
anxiety-depressive disorder, factitious disorder by proxy, dissociative trance dis
order, binge-eating disorder, depressive personality disorder, passive-aggressive
personality disorder, Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism, Neuroleptic Malignant
Syndrome, Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia, Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Aka
thisia, Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia, and Medication-Induced Postural
Tremor. In addition, alternative dimensional descriptors for Schizophrenia and an al
ternative Criterion B for Dysthymic Disorder are included. Finally, three proposed
axes (Defensive Functioning Scale, Global Assessment of Relational Functioning
[GARF] Scale, and Social and Occupational Flmctioning Assessment Scale (SOFAS])
are provided.

Appendix C: Glossary of Technical Terms. This appendix contains glossary defi
nitions of selected terms to assist users of the manual in the application of the criteria

""Is.

Appendix D: Highlights of Changes in DSM-IV Text Revision. This appendix
provides an overview of changes as a result of the DSM-fV text revision process.

Appendix E: Alphabetical listing of DSM-IV-TR Diagnoses and Codes. This ap
pendix lists the DSM-fV disorders and conditions (with their ICD-9-0vl codes) in al
phabetical order. It has been included to facilitate the selection of diagnostic codes.

Appendix F: Numerical Listing of DSM-IV-TR Diagnoses and Codes. This ap
pendix lists the DSM-fV disorders and conditions (wit..l::l..their ICD-9-CM codes) in nu
merical order by code. It has been included to facilitate recording of diagnostic terms.

Appendix G: ICD-9-CM Codes for Selected General Medical Conditions and Med
ication-Induced Disorders. This appendix contains a list of ICD-9-CM codes for
selected general medical conditions and has been provided to facilitate coding on
Axis m. This appendix also provides ICD-9-CM E-codes for selected medications,
prescribed at therapeutic dose levels, that cause Substance-Induced Disorders. The
E-codes may optionally be coded on Axis I immediately following the related dis
order (e.g., 292.39 Oral Contraceptive-Induced Mood Disorder, With Depressive Fea
tures; £932.2 oral contraceptives).

Appendix H: DSM-IV Classification (With ICD-lO Codes). As of the publication
of the text revision (in the late spring of 2000), the official coding system in use in the
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United States is the ll/temf/tiollaf Clf/ssification of Disenses, Ninth Revision, Clinical
Modification (ICD-9·CM). Throughout much of the world, the official coding system
is the IlltemntiOllal Sflltistical Clf/ssificatioll of Diseases aJld Related Healt1/ Problems, Tenth
Revision (ICD-lO). To facilitate the use of DSM-IV internationally, this appendix con
tains the complete OSM·JV classification with ICD-lO diagnostic codes.

Appendix I: Outline for Cultural Fonnulation and Glossary of Culture·Bound
Syndromes. This appendix is divided into hvo sections. The first provides an out
line for cultural formulation designed to assist the clinician in systematically evalu
ating and reporting the impact of the individual's cultural context The second is
a glossary of culture-bound syndromes.

~

Appendix J: DSM-IV Contributors. This appendix lists the names of the advisers
and field-trial participants and other individuals and organizations that contributed
to the development of DSM-IV.

Appendix K: DSM-rv Text Revision Advisers. This appendix lists the names of
the advisers who contributed to the DSM-IV Text Revision.



DSM-IV-TR Classification

319

318.1
318.2

315.39
307.0
307.9

•

NOS = Not Othen\'ise Specified.

An x appearing in a diagnostic code in
dicates that a specific code number is re
quired.

An ellipsis (...) is used in the names of
certain disorders to indicate that the
nalne of a specific mental disorder or
general medical condition should be
inserted when recording the name
(e.g.,293.0 Delirium Due to Hypothy
roidism).

Numbers in parentheses are page num
bers.

U criteria are currently met. one of the
following severity specifiers may be
noted after the diagnosis:

Wd

Moderate
$evere

If criteria are no longer met, one of the
following specifiers may be noted:

In Partial Remission
In Full Remission
Prior History

13

Disorders Usually First
Diagnosed in Infancy,
Childhood, or Adolescence (39)

MENTAL RETARDATION (41)
Note: These nre coded 011 Axis 11.
317 Mild Mental Retardation (43)
318.0 Moderate Mental Retardation

(~3)

Severe Mental Retardation (43)
Profound Mental Retardation
(-14)
Mental Retardation, Severity
Unspecified (44)

LEARNING DISORDERS (49)

315.00 Reading Disorder (51)
315.1 Mathematics Disorder (53)
315.2 Disorder of Written Expression

(54)
315.9 Learning Disorder NOS (56)

MOTOR SKILLS DISORDER (56), .
315.4 Developmental Coordination

Disorder (56)

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS (58)
315.31 Ex-pressive Language Disorder

(58)
315.32 Mixed Receptive-Expressive

Language Disorder (62)
Phonological Disorder (65)
StuHering (67)
Communication Disorder NOS
(69)



D$M-IV-TR Classification

Delirium, Dementia, and
Amnestic and Other Cognitive
Disorders (135)

ELIMINATION DISORDERS (116)
-.- Encopresis (116)
787.6 With Constipation and

Overflow Incontinence
307.7 Without Constipation and

Overflow Incontinence
307.6 Enuresis (Not Due to a General

Medical Condition) (118)
Sp«ify type.. Nocturnal Only/Diurnal
Only/Nocturnal and Diurnal

DELIRIUM (136)

293.0 Delirium Due to ... [Illdicate the
General Medical COllditioll/ (I'll)

-.- Substance Intoxication Delirium
(refer to Substance-Related
Disorders for subs/alice-specific
codes) (143)

-- Substance Withdrawal
Delirium (refer fo Subsfallce
Related Disorders for substallce
specific codes) (143)

OTHER DISORDERS OF INFANCY,
CHILDHOOD, OR ADOLESCENCE
(121 )

309.21 Separation Anxiety Disorder
(121)
S/H'cify if: Earl)' Onset

313.23 Selective Mutism (125)
313.89 Reactive Attachment Disorder

of Infancy or Early Childhood
(127)
Spffify typr.lnhibiled Type/
Disinhibiled Type

307.3 Stereotypic Movement Disorder
(131)
Specify if: With Self-Injurious Behavior

313.9 Disorder of Infancy,Childhood,
or Adolescence NOS (134)

Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder (85)

Combined Type
Predominantly Inattentive
Type
Predominantly
Hyperactive-Impulsive Type

Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder NOS
(93)
Conduct Disorder (93)

ChHdhood-Onset Type
Adolescent-Onset Type
Unspecified Onset

Oppositional Defiant Disorder
(100)
Disruptive Behavior Disorder
NOS (103)

.01

.01

.00

312.9

314.9

312.xx
.81
.82
.89

313.81

AITENTlON·DEFICIT AND
DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
(85)
314.xx

FEEDING AND EATING DISORDERS
OF INFANCY OR EARLY
CHILDHOOD (103)

307.52 Pica (103)
307.53 Rumination Disorder (105)
307.59 Feeding Disorder of InfanC)' or

Early Childhood (107)

TIC DISORDERS (108)

307.23 Tourette's Disorder (111)
307.22 Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic

Disorder (114)
307.21 Transient Tic Disorder (115)

Spmfy if: Single Episode/Recurrent

307.20 Tic Disorder NOS (116)

PERVASIVE DEVELOPMENTAL
DISORDERS (69)
299.00 Autistic Disorder (70)
299.80 Rett's Disorder (76)
299.10 Childhood Disintegrative

Disorder (77)
299.80 Asperger's Disorder (80)
299.80 Pervasive Developmental

Disorder NOS (S-t)
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.10

.10

'1CD-9-CM code \'alid after OcIOber 1, 2000.

.11
290.xx

.40

.41

.42

.•3

293.89 Catatonic Disorder Due to ...
[Indicate IIle Gel/eral Medical
Condition] (185)

310.1 Personality Change Due to ...
[Indicate tlle General Medical
Conditiolll (187)

294.lx"" Dementia Due to Pick's Disease
(also code 331.1 Pick's disease 011

Axis Ill) (165)
29"\'.h:· Dementia Due to Creutzfeldt

Jakob Disease (also code 046.1
Crelllzfeldt-}akob disease 011 Axis
Ill) (166)

29-l.1~ Dementia Due to ... filldicate tile
Gellf!ral Medical COllditiollllOt
listed aooi./e1 (also code tile general
medical condition 011 Axis /II)

(167)
- - Substance-lnduced Persisting

Dementia (refer to Substallce
Related Disorders for substance
specific codes) (168)

- - Dementia Due to Multiple
Etiologies (code each ofthe specific
etiologies) (170)

294.8 Dementia 'OS (171)

AMNESTIC DISOROERS (172)

294.0 Amnestic Disorder Due to ...
fIlldicate tile General Medical
Condition] (175)
Specify if Transient/Chronic

- - Substance-Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (refer to
Substance-Related Disorders for
sllbstance-specijic codes) (177)

294.8 Amnestic Disorder NOS (179)

OTHER COGNITIVE DISORDERS
(179)
294.9 Cognitive Disorder OS (179)

Mental Disorders Due to a
General Medical Condition
Not Elsewhere Classified (181)

-.- Delirium Due to Multiple
Etiologies (code each ofIIIe specific
etiologies) (146)

780.09 Delirium NOS (147)

DEMENTIA (147)

294.xx· Dementia of the Alzheimer's
Type, With Early Onset (also
code 331.0 Alzheimer's disease 011

Axis Ill) (154)
Without Behavioral
Disturbance

.11 With Behavioral Disturbance
294.xx· Dementja of the Alzheimer's

Type, With Late Onset (also code
331.0 Alz.heimer's disease 011

Axis Ill) (154)
Without Behavioral
Disturbance
With Behavioral Disturbance

Vascular Dementia (158)
Uncomplicated
With Delirium
With Delusions
With Depressed Mood

Sptcify if. With Beh,n;oral Disturbance

Code presence or absence ofa beluwiornl
disturbQllce ill tile fifth digit for Dementia
Due 10 a General Medical Condition:

294.1x· Dementia Due to rnv Disease
(also code 042 HlV all Axis Ill)
(163)

294.lx· Dementia Due to Head Trauma
(also code 854.00 head illjury all
Axis Ill) (164)

29·1.1x· Dementia Due to Parkinson's
Disease (also code 332.0
Parkinson's disease all Axis 111)
(1~)

29·Ux· Dementia Due to HWltington's
Disease (also code 333.4 Hutltillg
tOil'S disease all Axis 111) (165)

0" Without Behavioral Disturbance
1 .. With Behavioral Disturbance

I

I

,,
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291.x

291.9

291.89

291.89

Amphetamine Use Disorders (224)
3O-t.-l0 Amphetamine Dependenccap,c

(224)

305.70 Amphetamine Abuse (225)

.s

.3
291.89

291.89

Alcohol-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (338)

With Delusions!.w
With Hallucinationsl,\V

Alcohol-Induced Mood
Disorde,l·w (405)

Alcohol-Induced Anxiety
Disorde,l·w (479)

Alcohol-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)
Alcohol-Induced Sleep
Disorde,l,w (655)

Alcohol-Related Disorder NOS
(223)

AMPHETAMINE (OR
AMPHETAMINE-lIKE)-RELATED
DISORDERS (223)

Substance-Related Disorders
(191)

~With Physiological Dependence/Without
Ph}·siological Dependence

"Enl}" FuU Remission/Early Partial RenUssion/
Sustained Full Remission/Sustained Partial
R~ion

"In a ControUed En,rjronmenl

don Agonist Therapy

TIle jol/orvillg specifiers apply to Substallce
Dependellce as noted:

Spteifyt~ labile Type/Disinlubited
Type/Aggressi"e Type/Apathetic
Type/Paranoid Type/Other Type/
Combined Type/Unspecified Type

293.9 Mental Disorder NOS
Due 10 .. . lJlldicate tile Gelleral
Medical COllditioll] (190)

Amphetamine Intoxication
(226)
SJNdfy if: With Perceptual Disturbances

Amphetamine Withdrawal
(227)
Amphetamine Intoxication
Delirium (143)
Amphetamine-Induced
Psychotic Disorder (338)

With Delusions l

With Hallucinations l

Amphetamine-Induced 100d
Disorde,l,w (-IDS)

Amphetamine-InducedAnxiety
I);so,de,J (479)
Amphetatlline-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)
Amphetamine-Induced Sleep
Disorderl,\\! (655)

Amphetamine-Related
Disorder NOS (231)

292.9

292.89

292.89

292.89

.11

.12

292.84

Amphetamine-Induced Disorders
(226)

292.89

292.0

292.81

292.xx

Alcohol Use Disorders (213)
303.90 Alcohol Dependenceap,c (213)
305.00 Alcohol Abuse (214)

Alcohol·lnduced Disorders (214)

303.00 Alcohol Intoxication (214)
291.81 Alcohol Withdrawal (215)

Spmfy if. With Perceptual Disturbances

291.0 Alcohollntoxication Delirium
(143)

291.0 Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium
(143)

291.2 Alcohol-Induced Persisting
Dementia (168)

291.1 Alcohol-Induced Persisling
Amnestic Disorder (177)

ALCOHOL-RELATED DISORDERS
(212)

[With Onset During Intoxication/ \\'With Onset
During Withdrawal

The following specifiers apply to Substallee
Illduced Disorders as IIoted:



,
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CAFFEINE-RELATED DISORDERS
(231)

Caffeine-Induced Disorders (232)
305.90 Caffeine intoxication (232)
292.89 Caffeine-induced Anxiety

Disorde~ (-179)
292.89 Caffeine-Induced Sleep

Disorde~ (655)
292.9 Caffeine-Related Disorder NOS

(23-1)

CANNABIS-RELATED DISORDERS
(234)

292.84 Cocaine-induced Mood
Disorder!.w (405)

292.89 Cocaine-Induced Anxiety
Disorde~'\V(479)

292.89 Cocaine-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)

292.89 Cocaine-Induced Sleep
Disorde~'w(655)

292.9 Cocame-Related Disorder 'OS
(250)

HALLUCINOGEN-RELATED
DISORDERS (250)

.11

.12
292.89

INHALANT-RELATED DISORDERS
(257)

Inhalant Use Disorders (258)
304.60 Inhalant Dependenceb.c (258)
305.90 Inhalant Abuse (259)

Inhalant-Induced Disorders (259)
292.89 Inhalant Intoxication (259)
292.81 Inhalant Intoxication Delirium

(143)

Hallucinogen Intoxication (252)
Hallucinogen Persisting
Perception Disorder
(Flashbacks) (253)
Hallucinogen Intoxication
Delirium (143)
Hallucinogen-Induced
Psychotic Disorder (338)

With Delusions'
With Hallucinations l

Hallucinogen-Induced Mood
Disorder l (405)
Hallucinogen-Induced Anxiety
Di~p~derl (479)
Hallucinogen-Related Disorder
NOS (256)

292.81

292.xx

Hallucinogen Use Disorders (251)
3Q.l.30 Hallucinogen Dependenceb.c

(251)
305.30 Hallucinogen Abuse (252)

Hallucinogen-Induced Disorders
(252)
292.89
292.89

292.89

.11

.12
292.84

292.9

Cannabis Use Disorders (236)
30-1.30 Cannabis Dependencea.b.c (236)
305.20 Cannabis Abuse (236)

Cannabis-Induced Disorders (237)
292.89 Cannabis Intoxication (237)

Sped!'l if: With Perceptual Disturbann's

292.81 Cannabis Intoxication Delirium
(143)

292.xx Canmlbis-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (338)

With Delusions l

With Hallucinations1

Cannabis-Induced Anxiety
Disorder! (479)

292.9 Cannabis-Related Disorder
NOS (241)

COCAINE·RELATED DISORDERS
(24 I)

Cocaine Use Disorders (242)
304.20 Cocaine Dependencea,b,c (242)
305.60 Cocaine Abuse (243)

Cocaine-Induced Disorders (244)
292.89 Cocaine Intoxication (244)

s~~ify if: With Perceptual Disturbances

292.0 Cocaine Withdrawal (245)
292.81 Cocaine Intoxication Delirium

(143)
292.xx Cocaine-Induced Psychotic

Disorder (338)
.11 With Delusionst

.12 With Hallucinationsl
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292.9

292.xx

292.89

292.82

Phencyclidine Intoxication (280)
Sptdfy if: With Perceptual Disturbances

Phencyclidine Intoxication
Deliriwn (143)
Phencyclidine-Induced
Psychotic Disorder (338)

With Delusions'
With Hallucinations'

Phencyclidine-Induced Mood
Disorde~ (405)
Phencyclidine-Induced Anxiety
Disorder! (479)
Phencyclidine-Related Disorder

NOS (283)
292.9

292.89

.11

.12
292.84

292.xx

292.81

PHENCYCLIDINE (OR
PHENCYCLIDINE-L1KE)-RELATED

DiSORDERS (278)

Phencyclidine Use Disorders (279)
304.60 Phencyclidine Dependenceb.c

(279)
305.90 Phencyclidine Abuse (279)

Phencyclidine.lnduced Disorders
(280)

292.89

Nicotine Use Disorder (264)
305.1 'icotine Dependencea.b (264)

Nicotine-Induced Disorder (265)
292.0 Nicotine Withdrawal (265)
292.9 Nicotine-Related Disorder OS

(269)

OPIOID-RELATED DISORDERS (269)

lnhalant·lnduced Persisting
Dementia (168)
lnhalant·Induced Psychotic
Disorder (338)

With Delusions'
With Hallucinations!

Inhalant-Induced Mood
Disorder! (405)
Inhalant-Induced Anxiety
Disorder! (479)
Inhalant.Rel,!!ed Disorder NOS

(263)

NICOTINE-RELATED DISORDERS
(264)

.11

.12
292.84

.11

.12
292.84

Opioid Use Disorders (270)
304.00 Opioid Dependence",b.c,d (270)

305.50 Opioid Abuse (271)

Opioid-lnduced Disorders (271)
292.89 Opioid lntoxication (271)

Sp«ify if With Perceptu'" Di!;turbances
292.0 Opioid Withdrawal (272)
292.81 Opioid lntoxication Delirium

(143)
292.xx Opioid·lnduced Psychotic

Disorder (338)
With Delusions!
With Hallucinationsl

Opioid.lnduced Mood
Disorde~ (405)

292.89 Opioid.lnduced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)

292.89 Opioid·Induced Sleep
Disorde~'w(655)

292.9 Opioid-ReIated Disorder OS
(277)

SEDATIVE·, HYPNOTIC-, OR
ANXIOLYTlC·RELATED DISORDERS
(284)

Sedative, Hypnotic. or Anxiolytic
Use Disorders (285)
304.10 Sedative, Hypnotic. or

Anxiolytic Dependencea.b.c

(285)
305.40 Sedative. Hypnotic, or

Anxiolytic Abuse (286)

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Disorders (286)
292.89 Sedative, Hypnotic, or

Anxiolytic Intoxication (286)
292.0 Sedative. Hypnotic, or

AnxioIytic Withdrawal (287)
spmfy if With Perceptual Disturbances

292.81 Sedative. Hypnotic, or
Anxiolytic Intoxication
Delirium (143)

292.81 Sedative. Hypnotic, or
Anxiolytic Wilhdrawal
Delirium (143)
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292.9

292.89

292.82

292.89

...

Other (or Unknown) Substance
Withdrawal (201)
5prrify if \\'ith Perceptual DisturbanCl5

Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Delirium
(143)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Persisting
Dementia (168)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (177)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (338)

With Delusionsl•W

With Hallucinationsl ,\\'

Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Mood.
Disorde~'\\' (405)

Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Anxiety
Disorde~'w(479)

Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Sleep
Disorde~'1V(655)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Related Disorder
N05 (295)

292.81

292.xx

292.0

292.82

292.83

.11

.12
292.84

292.89

292.89

292.9

292.89

292.83

292.xx

.11

.12
292.84

292.89

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting
Dementia (168)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (177)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (338)

With Delusions l.\\'

With Hallucinations!,\\'
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-lnduced Mood
Disorder!'\\' (405)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety
Disorder\\' (479)

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-lnduced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Sleep
Disorderl.\V (655)

Sedative-, Hypnotic-. or
Anxiolytic-Related Disorder
NOS (293)

POLYSUBSTANCE-RELATED
DISORDER (293)
304.80 Polysubstance

Dependencea,b,c,d (293)

OTHER (OR UNKNOWN)
SUBSTANCE-RELATED DISORDERS
(294)

Other (or Unknown) Substance
Use Disorders (295)
304.90 Other (or Unknown) Substance

Dependencea,b,c,d (192)
305.90 Other (or Unknown) Substance

Abuse (198)

Other (or Unknown) Substance
Induced Disorders (295)
292.89 Other (or Unknown) Substance

Intoxication (199)
Sptrify if. With Pen:eptual Disturbances

Schizophrenia and Other
Psychotic Disorders (297)

295.xx Schizophrenia (298)
Thefollowing Classijicntiotr ofLongitudillal
Course applies to all subtypes of
ScJrizop/lrt11ia:

Episodic With Intenopisode Residual
Symptoms (sp«ify if: With Prominent
Negati\'e S)'lTIptoms}/Episodic With No
Inlerepisode Residual S)mptoffiS
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297.1

298.8

298.9

.81

.82

311

.2x

.3x
300.4

DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS (369)
296.xx Major Depressive Disorder

(369)
Single Episode",b,c,d.e,f
Recurrenta,b,c,d,e,f,g..h

Dysthymic Disorder (376)
Specify if: Early Onset/Late Onset
Sprr-ify: With Atypical Features

Depressive Disorder NOS (381

BIPOLAR DISORDERS (382)

296.:0: Bipolar I Disorder (382)
.Ox Single Manic Episode<l,cJ

sp«ify if. Mb.ed

.40 Most Recent Episode
Hypomanic&-h.i

.4x Most Recent Episode
Manic<l,d,g.h,i

'With or Without Fulllntercpisode Rem\-e!)"/
hWith Seasonal P<llIem/;With R.tpid

Cycling

"Sc\"erity/Psychotic/Remission Specifiers/
bChron(cl"With Catatonic FC<ltures/dWith
Melancholic Features/tWith Atypic<ll

Fe<llures/fWith Postpartum Onset

TIle follo<uillg speCifiers apply 10 Mood
Disorders liS /loted:

Code current stllte of Major DepressiiJl!
Disorder or Bipolar I Disorder ill riftll digit

l" Mild
2" 1\·lodcrale
3 "Se\"cre Withoutl'sychotic Features
.,\ "Severe With Psychotic Features

Sprdfy: Mood-Congruent Psychotic
Fealures/~lo()(Hncongruent Psychotic

Features
5" In Partial Remis..sion

6" In FuU Remission

0" Unspecified

Thefollowing speCifiers apply (jorcllrrmt 01

1Il0st recellt episode) to Mood Disorders tiS
/loted:

Mood Disorders (345)

-.-

297.3
293.:0:

295.70

Continuou§ (spmfy if: With Prominent

Negative Symptoms)
Single Episode In Partial Remission ($pmfy if

With Prominent Negath'e Symptoms)/

Single Episode In Full Remission
Other or Unspecified P<lltem

.30 Paranoid Type (313)

.10 Disorganized Type (314)

.20 CatalonicType (315)

.90 Undifferentiated Type (316)

.60 Residual Type (316)

295.40 Schizophre.'tiform Disorder
(317)
spmfy if. Without Good Prognostic
Fe<l!un'S/With Good Prognostic

FNtures
Schizoaffective Disorder (319)
S,>«ify typ;!; Bipol<lr Type/Depressive

Type
Delusional Disorder (323)
specify Iy~; Erotom<lnic Type/
Grandiose Type/Je<llous Type/

Persecutory Type/Somatic Type/
Mixed Type/Unspecified Tn>e

Brief Psychotic Disorder (329)
Spt'rify if: Wilh Marked Slressor(s)/
Without ~tilrkedStressor(s)/With

postp<lrtum Onset

Shared Psychotic Disorder (332)

Psychotic Disorder Due to ...
(Indicate ti,e General Medical
Conditionl (334)

With Delusions
With Hallucinations

Substance-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (refer to Subs/mICe
Re1l1ted Disorders for Sl/bsta/lce-
specific codes) (338)
sp«ify if: With Onset During
lntoxication/With Onset During

Withdrawal

Psychotic Disorder NOS (:>-13)
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.6>.: Most Recent Episode 300.3 Obsessive-.-Compulsive
NUxeda,e,f,g,h,i Disorder (456)

.OX Most Recent Episode Spt"cify if: With Poor Insight
Depresseda,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i 309.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

.7 Most Recent Episode (463)
Unspecifiedg,h,i Spt"cify if" Acute/Chronic

296.89 Bipolar II Disordera,b,c,d,e,f,g..h,i specify if With Delayed Onset

(392) 308.3 Acute Stress Disorder (469)

Specify (cIITrell! or /IIosl Tecml ryisode): 300.02 Generalized Anxiety Disorder

H}'P0manic/ Depressed (472)
301.13 Cyclothymic Disorder (398) 293.84 Anxiety Disorder Due to ...
296.80 Bipolar Disorder NOS (400) [II/dicafe the General Medical
293.83 Mood Disorder Due to ... Condition] (476)

[Indimte tile Gelleral Medical sprcify if With Generalized Anxiety/

Condition] (401) With Panic Attacks/With Obsessive-

Specify tYI'e: With Depressive Features/ Compulsive Symptoms

With foolajor Dl'pressi\'e-Like Episode/ -- Substance-Induced Anxiety

With ~lanlc Features/With MiXl'd Disorder (refer to Substance-
Features Related Disorders for sllbstal/ce-

-- Substance-Induced Mood specific codes) (479)
Disorder (refer to Substallce- Specify if: With Generalized Anxiety/
Related Disorders for substance- With Panic Attacks/With Obsessive-

specific codes) (405) Compulsive Symptoms/\\'ith Phobic

Sp«ify Iyl"': With Depressive Features/ Symptoms

With Manic Features/With Mi.xed Specify if" With Onset During

Features Intoxication/With Onset During

Specify if: With Onset During \\'ithdrawal
300.00 Anxiety Disorder NOS (484)Intoxication/With Onset During

Withdrawal
296.90 Mood Disorder NOS (410)

Somatoform Disorders (485)

Anxiety Disorders (429)

300.D1 Panic Disorder Without
Agoraphobia (433)

300.21 Panic Disorder With
Agoraphobia (433)

300.22 Agoraphobia Without History
of Panic Disorder (441)

300.29 Specific Phobia (443)
Sl"'cify fype: Animal Type/Natural
Environment T}'Pe/Biood-[njection~
Injury Type/Situational Type/Other
T}'Pe

300.23 Social Phobia (450)
Spt"cify if: Generalized

300.81

300.82

300.11

307.xx

.80

.89

Somatization Disorder (486)
Undifferentiated Somatofonn
Disorder (490)

Conversion Disorder (492)
Specify fype: With :-'·lotor Symptom or
Deficit/With Sensory S}'mptom or
Deficit/With Seizures or COn\'ulsions/
With i\Iixed Presentation
Pain Disorder (498)

Associated With
Psychological Factors
Associated With Both
Psychological Factors and a
Gener,11 Medical Condition

Specify if: Acute/Chronic



Dissociative Disorders (519)

Factitious Disorders (513)

300.7 Hypochondriasis (504)
Spteify if: With Poor Insight

300.7 Body Dysmorphic Disorder
(507)

300.82 Somatoform Disorder NOS
(511)

300.>0<
.16

.19

.19

300.19

Factitious Disorder (513)
With Predominantly
Psychological Signs and
Symptoms
With Predominantly
Physical Signs and
Symptoms
,,,lith Combined
Psychological and Physical
Signs and Symptoms

Factitious Disorder NOS (517)

DSM·IV·TR Classification

Lifelong Type!Acquired Trpe

Generalized Type/Situational Trpe

Due to PsrcllOlogical Factors/Due to
Combined Factors

Sexual Desire Disorders (539)
302.71 Hypoactive Sexual Desire

Disorder (539)
302.79 Sexual Aversion Disorder (541)

Sexual Arousal Disorders (543)
302.72 Female Sexual Arousal

Disorder (543)
302.72 Male Erectile Disorder (545)

Orgasmic Disorders (547)
302.73 Female Orgasmic Disorder

(547)
302.74 Male Orgasmic Disorder (550)
302.75 Premature Ejaculation (552)

Sexual Pain Disorders (554)
302.76 Dyspareunia (Nol Due to a

General Medical Condition)
(554)

306.51 Vaginismus (Not Due to a
General Medical Condition)
(556)

300.12 Dissociative Amnesia (520)
300.13 Dissociative Fugue (523)
300.14 Dissociative Identity Disorder

(526)
300.6 Depersonalization Disorder

(530)

300.15 Dissociative Disorder NOS
(532)

Sexual and Gender Identity
Disorders (535)

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS (535)

Tilefollowing specifiers apply to all primary
Sexual Dysfunctions:

Sexual Dysfunction Due to a
General Medical Condition (558)
625.8 Female Hypoactive Sexual

Desire Disorder Due to ...
[Indicate tile General Medicnl
COllditioll! (558)

608.89 Male Hypoactive Sexual Desire
Disorder Due to ... (fndicate tile
Gelleral Medical COlldifioll/ (558)

607.84 Male Erectile Disorder Due to ...
[Illdicnle the General Medical

COllditiou! (558)
625.0 Female Dyspareunia Due 10 ...

(fndicnte the General Medical
COllditioll} (558)

608.89 Male Dyspareunia Due to ...
[fndicnte the General Medical
Conditioll} (558)
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625.8

608.89

Other Female Sexual
Dysfunction Due to ... {llldicate
tile General Medical Conditiol/]
(558)

Other Male Sexual Dysfunction
Due to ... {llldicate the Gel/eral
Medical COllditioll} (558)

Substance-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction <refer to SlIbstallce
Related Disorders for 5l1bstallce
specific codes) (562)
S~cify if: With Impaired Desire/With
Impaired Arousal/With Impaired
Orgasm/With Sexual Pain
Specify if: With Onset During
Intoxication

Eating Disorders (583)

307.1 Anorexia Nervosa (583)
sp«ify typt'; Restricting Type; Binge
Eating/Purging Type

307.51 Bulimia Nervosa (589)
spt'cify type; Purging Type/Nonpurging
Type

307.50 Eating Disorder NOS (594)

Sleep Disorders (597)

302.9 Sexual Disorder NOS (582)

302.70 Sexual Dysfunction NOS (565)

PARAPHILIAS (566)
PRIMARY SLEEP DISORDERS (598)

Dyssomnias (598)
307.42 Primary InsoIImja (599)
307.44 Primary Hypersomnia (604)

Specify if: Recurrent

347 Narcolepsy (609)
780.59 Breathing-Related Sleep

Disorder (615)
307.45 Circadian Rhythm Sleep

Disorder (622)
Specify typt': Delayed Sleep Phase Type/
Jet Lag Type/Shift Work Type/
Unspecified Type

307.47 Dyssomnia NOS (629)

Parasomnias (630)
307.47 Nigh}ffiare Disorder (631)
307.46 Sleep Terror Disorder (634)
307.46 Sleepwalking Disorder (639)
307.47 Parasomnia NOS (644)

SLEEP DISORDERS RELATED TO
ANOTHER MENTAL DISORDER (645)

307.42 Insomnia Related to .. . 111ldicate
Ole Axis lor Axis II Disorder}
(645)

307.44 Hypersomnia Related 10 ...

/llldicate tile Axis lor Axis 11
Disorder} (645)

Exhibitionism (569)
Fetishism (569)
Frotteurism (570)
Pedophilia (571)
Spt'cify if Sexually Attracted to ""lales/
Sexually Attracted to Females/Sexually
Attracted to Both

Spt'cify if: limited to Incest
Sl1t'Cify type: Exclusive Type/
NonexclusivE' Type

Sexual Masochism (572)
Sexual Sadism (573)
Transvestic Fetishism (574)
Spt'cify if: With Gt'nder Dysphoria

Voyeurism (575)
Paraphilia NOS (576)

302.4
302.81
302.89
302.2

302.82
302.9

302.83
302.84
302.3

Gender Identity Disorder (576)
in Children
in Adolescents or Adults

Spt'cify if: Sexually Attracted to Males/
Sexually Attracted to Females/Sexually
Attracted to Both/Sexuall)' Attracted to
Neither

302.6 Gender Identity Disorder NOS
(582)

GENDER IDENTITY DISORDERS
(576)

302.:0;
.6
.85
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Personality Disorders (685)

Other Conditions That May Be a
Focus of Clinical Attention (731)

OTHER SLEEP DISORDERS (651)
780.xx Sleep Disorder Due to ...

/II/dicate the General Medical
COl/ditio,,] (651)

.52 Insomnia Type

.54 Hypersomnia Type

.59 Parasomrna Type

.59 Mixed Type
-.- Substance-Induced Sleep

Disorder (refrr to 5l1bstallce~

Related Disorflers far Slibstallce·
specific codes) (l;SS)

Sptrify type. Insomnia Type!
Hrpersomnia Trpe/P.HilSOmnia Type/
~-lixed Type

Sp«ify if. With Onset During
Intoxication/With On5e1 During
Withdrawal

Impulse-Control Disorders Not
Elsewhere Classified (663)

312.34 Intermittent Explosive Disorder
(663)

312.32 Kleptomania (667)
312.33 Pyromania (669)
312.31 Pathological Gambling (671)
312.39 Trichotillomania (674)
312.30 Impulse-Control Disorder I as

(677)

Note:
301.0

301.20

301.22

301.7

301.83

301.50

301.81

301.82

301.6

301.4

301.9

Tl,ese are coded all Axis II .
Paranoid Personality Disorder
(690)
Schizoid Personality Disorder
(694)
Schizotypal Personality
Disorder (697)
Antisocial Personality Disorder
(701)

Borderline Personality Disorder
(706)
Histrionic Personality Disorder
(711)
Narcissistic Personality
Disorder (714)
Avoidant Personality Disorder
(71 B)
Dependent Personality
Disorder (721)
Obsessive-Compulsive
Personality Disorder (725)
Personality Disorder NOS (729)

Adjustment Disorders (679)

309.xx
.0
.24
.28

.3

.4

.9

Adjustment Disorder (679)
With Depressed Mood
With Anxiety
With ~tixed Anxiety and
Depressed Mood
With Disturbance of Conduct
'''lith Mixed Disturbance of
Emotions and Conduct
Unspecified

Spi'Cify if: Acute/Chronic

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
AFFECTING MEDICAL CONDITION
(731)
316 ... {Specified Psyc11010gical Factor]

Affecting . .. {II/dimte ti,e General
Medical Conditiou} (731)
Choose lUll/It' based 011 natllre

offnctors:
Mental Disorder Affecting

Medical Condition
PsychologicalSymploms

Affecting Medical Condition
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Personality Traits or Coping
Style Affecting Medical
Condition

Maladaptive Health Behaviors
Affecting Medical Condition

Stress-Related Physiological
Response Affecting Medical
Condition

Other or Unspecified
Psychological Factors
Affecting Medical Condition

MEDICATION·INDUCED
MOVEMENT DISORDERS (734)

332.1 Neuroleptic-Induced
Parkinsonism (735)

333.92 Teuroleptic Malignant
Syndrome (735)

333.7 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute
Dystonia (735)

333.99 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute
Akathisia (735)

333.82 Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive
Dyskinesia (736)

333.1 Medication-Induced Postural
Tremor (736)

333.90 Medication·lnduced Movement
Disorder NOS (736)

OTHER MEDICATION-INDUCED
DISORDER (736)

995.2 Adverse Effects of Medication
NOS (736)

RELATIONAL PROBLEMS (736)

V61.9 Relational Problem Related to a
Mental Disorder or General
Medical Condition (737)

V61.20 Parent-ehild Relational
Problem (737)

V61.10 Partner Relational Problem
(737)

V61.8 Sibling Relational Problem (737)
V62.81 Relational Problem NOS (737)

25

PROBLEMS RELATEO TO ABUSE OR
NEGLECT (738)
V61.21 Physical Abuse of Child (738)

(rode 995.54 iffoms ofalleutioll is
all victim)

V61.21 Sexual Abuse of Child (738)
(code 995.53 iffows ofafte"tioll is
all victim)

V61.21 Neglect of Child (738)
(code 995.52 iffoclls ofattelltioll is
011 victim)

- - Physical Abuse of Adult (738)
V61.12 (if by partner)
V62.83 (ifby person other than partner)

(code 995.81 iffoclls ofallentioll is
all victim)

- - Sexual Abuse of Adult (738)
V61.12 (if by partner)
V62.83 (iiby person other than partner)

(code 995.83 iffoclls ofatfelltioll is
011 victim)

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS THAT
MAY BE A FOCUS OF CLINICAL
ATIENTION (739)

V15.81 Toncompliance With
Treatment (739)

V65.2 Malingering (739)
V71.01 Adult Antisocial Behavior (7-10)
V71.02 Child or Adolescent Antisocial

Behavior (740)
Y62.89 Borderline Intellechlal

Functioning (740)
Note: This is coded on Axis [I.
~

780.9 Age·Related Cognitive Decline
(740)

V62.82 Berea\'ement (740)
V62.3 Academic Problem (741)
V62.2 Occupational Problem (741)
313.82 Identity Problem (741)
V62.89 Religious or Spiritual Problem

(741)
Y62.4 Acculturation Problem (7-11)
V62.89 Phase of Life Problem (742)
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Additional Codes (743)

DSM-IV-TR Classification

Multiaxial System

300.9

V71.09

799.9

V71.09
799.9

Unspecified Mental Disorder
(nonpsychotic) (743)

No Diagnosis or Condition on
Axis I (743)
Diagnosis or Condition
Deferred on Axis I (743)
'0 Diagnosis on.Axis II (743)

Diagnosis Deferred on Axis U
(743)

Axis I Clinical Disorders
Other Conditions That May Bea
Focus of Clinical Attention

Axis n Personality Disorders
Mental Retardation

Axis m General Medical Conditions
Axis rv Psychosocial and

Envi.ronmental Problems
Axis V Global Assessment of

Flmctioning
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A multiaxial system involves an assessment on several axes, each of which refers
to a different domain of infomlation that may help the clinician plan treatment and
predict outcome. There are five axes included in the DSM·!V multiaxial classification:

Axis I

Axis J1

AxislTl
Axis IV
Axis V

Clinical Disorders
Other Conditions That May Be it Focus of Clinical Attention
Personality Disorders
Mental Retardation
General Medical Conditions
Psychosocial and Environmental Problems
Global Assessment of Functioning

The use of the multiaxial system facilitates comprehensive and systematic evalua
tion with attention to the various mental disorders and general medical conditions.
psychosocial and environmental problems, and lenl of functioning that might be
overlooked if the focus were on assessing a single presenting problem. A multiaxial
system provides a convenient format for organizing and communicating clinical
information, for capturing the complexity of clinical situations, and for describing the
heterogeneity of individuals presenting with the same diagnosis. In addition, the
multiaxial system promotes the application of the biopsychosocial model in clinical,
educational, and research settings.

The rest of this section provides a description of each of the OSt-.·I-IV axes. In some
settings or situations, clinicians may prefer not to use the multiaxial system. For this
reason, guidelines for reporting the results of a DSM-rv assessment without applying
the formal multiaxial system are provided at the end of this section.

Axis I: Clinical Disorders
Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of Clinical Attention

Axis I is for reporting all the various disorders or conditions in the Classification ex
cept for the Personality Disorders and Mental Retardation (which are reported on
Axis IT). The major groups of disorders to be reported on Axis I are listed in the box
below. Also reported on Axis I are Other Conditions That ;Vlay Be a Focus of Clinical
Attention.

\Vhen an individual has more than one Axis I disorder, all of these should be report
ed (for examples, see p. 35). U more than one Axis I disorder is present, the principal
diagnosis or the reason for visit (see p. 3) should be indicated by listing it first. When
an individual has both an Axis I and an Axis II disorder, the principal diagnosis or the
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reason for visit will be assumed to be on Axis I unless the Axis II diagnosis is followed
by the qualifying phrase "(Principal Diagnosis)" or "(Reason for Visit)." U no Axis I
disorder is present, this should be coded as V71.09. U an Axis 1diagnosis is deferred,
pending the gathering of additional information, this should be coded as 799.9.

Axis I
Clinical Disorders

Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of Clinical Attention
Disorders Usually First Diagnosed in Infancy, Childhood, or Adolescence

(excluding Mental Retardation, which is diagnosed on Axis fJ)
Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive Disorders
Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition
Substance-Related Disorders
Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders
Mood Disorders
Anxiety Disorders
Somatoform Disorders
Factitious Disorders
Dissociative Disorders
Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders
Eating Disorders
Sleep Disorders
Impulse-Control Disorders Not Elsewhere Classified
Adjustment Disorders
Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of Clinical Attention

Axis II: Personality Disorders
Mental Retardation

Axis n is for reporting Personality Disorders and Mental Retardation. It may also be
used for noting prominent maladaptive personality features and defense mecha
nisms. The listing of Personality Disorders and Mental Retardation on a separate axis
ensures that consideration will be given to the possible presence of Personality Dis
orders and Mental Retardation that might othem'ise be overlooked when attention is
directed. to the usually more florid Axis I disorders. The coding of Personality Dis
orders on Axis II should not be taken to imply that their pathogenesis or range of
appropriate treatment is fundamentally different from that for the disorders coded
on Axis 1. The disorders to be reported on Axis U are listed in the box below.

In the common situation in which an individual has more than one Axis II diagno
sis, all should be reported. (for examples, see p. 35). When an individual has both an
Axis I and an Axis II diagnosis and the Axis II diagnosis is the principal diagnosis or
the reason for visit, this should be indicated by adding the qualifying phrase "(prin
cipal Diagnosis)" or "(Reason for Visit)" after the Axis II diagnosis. If no Axis ndis-
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order is present, this should be coded as V71.09. If an Axis II diagnosis is deferred.,
pending the gathering of additional information, this should be coded as 799.9.

Axis II may also be used to indicate prominent maladaptive personality features
that do not meet the threshold for a Personality Disorder (in such instances. no code
number should be used-see Example 3 on p. 37). The hahirual use of maladaptive
defense mechanisms may also be indicated on Axis II (see Appendix B, p. 811, for def
initions and Example 1 on p. 37).

Axis II
Personality Disorders
Mental Retardation

Paranoid Personality Disorder Narcissistic Personality Disorder
Schizoid Personality Disorder Avoidant Personality Disorder
Schizotypal Personality Disorder Dependent Personality Disorder
Antisocial Personality Disorder Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder
Borderline Personality Disorder Personality Disorder Not Otherwise Specified
Histrionic Personality Disorder Mental Retardation

Axis III: General Medical Conditions

Axis III is for reporting current general medical conditions that are potentially rele
vant to the understanding or management of the individual's mentaJ disorder. These
conditions are classified outside the "Mental Disorders" chapter of ICD-9-eM (and
outside Chapter V of lCD-tO). A listing of the broad categories of general medical
conditions is given in the box below. (For a more detailed listing including the specific
1(0-9-0"'1 codes, refer to Appendix G.)

As discussed in the "Introduction;' the multiaxial distinction among Axis I, Axis n,
and Axis ill disorders does not imply that there are fundamental differences in their
conceprualization, that mental disorders are unrelated to physical or biological fac
tors or processes, or that general medical conditions are unrelated to behavioral or
psychosocial factors or processes. The purpose of distingtIishing genera I medical con
ditions is to encourage thoroughness in evaluation and to enhance communication
among health care providers.

General medical conditions can be related to mental disorders in a variety of ways.
In some cases it is clear that the general medical condition is directly etiological to the
development or worsening of mental symptoms and that the mechanism for this ef
fect is physiological. \o\'hen a mental disorder is judged to be a direct physiological
consequence of the general medical condition, a Mental Disorder Due to a General
~'ledical Condition should be diagnosed on Axis 1and the general medical condition
should be recorded on both Axis I and Axis m. For example, when hypothyroidism
is a direct cause of depressive symptoms, the designation on Axis I is 293.83 Mood
Disorder Due to Hypothyroidism, With Depressive Fearures, and the hypothyroid
ism is listed again and coded on Axis ill as 244.9 (see Example 3, p. 37). For a further
discussion, see p. 181.
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In those instances in which the etiological relationship behveen the general medi
cal condition and the mental symptoms is insufficiently clear to warrant an Axis I di
agnosis of Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, the appropriate
mental disorder (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder) should be listed and coded on Axis I;
the general medical condition should ani}' be coded on Axis Ill.

There are other situations in which general medical conditions are recorded on
Axis III because of their importance to the overall understanding or treatment of the
individual with the mental disorder. An Axis I disorder may be a psychological reac
tion to an Axis III general medical condition (e.g., the development of 309.0 Adjust
ment Disorder '''lith Depressed Mood as a reaction to the diagnosis of carcinoma of
the breast). Some general medical conditions may not be directly related to the mental
disorder but nonethcless have important prognostic or treatment implications (e.g.,
when the diagnosis on Axis I is 296.30 Major Depressi\le Disorder, Recurrent, and on
Axis HI is 427.9 arrhythmia, the choice of pharmacotherapy is influenced by the gen
eral medical condition; or when a person with diabetes mellitus is admitted to the
hospital for an exacerbation of Schizophrenia and insulin management must be mon4

itored).
When an individual has more than one clinically relevant Axis III diagnosis, all

should be reported. For examples, see p. 35. If no Axis III disorder is present, this
should be indicated by the notation "Axis Ill: Tone." If an Axis In diagnosis is de
ferred, pending the gathering of additional information, this should be indicated by
the notation "Axis Ill: Deferred."

Axis III
General Medical Conditions (with ICD-9-CM codes)

Infectious and Parasitic Diseases (001-139)
Neoplasms (140-239)
Endocrine, Nutritional, and Metabolic Diseases and Immunity Disorders

(240-279)
Diseases of the Blood and Blood-Forming Organs (280-289)
Diseases of the Nervous System and Sense Organs (320-389)
Diseases of the Circulatory System (390-459)
Diseases of the Respiratory System (460-519)
Diseases of the Digestive System (520-579)
Diseases of the Genitourinary System (580-629)
Complications of Pregnancy, Childbirth, and the Puerperium (630-676)
Diseases of the Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue (680-709)
Diseases of the Musculoskeletal System and Connective Tissue (710-739)
Congenital Anomalies (740-759)
Certain Conditions Originating in the Perinatal Period (760-779)
Symptoms, Signs, and III-Defined Conditions (780-799)
Injury and Poisoning (800-999)
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Axis IV: Psychosocial and Environmental Problems

31

Axis IV is for reporting psychosocial and environmental problems that may affect the
diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of mental disorders (Axes I and 11). A psycho
social or em'ironmental problem may be a negative We event, an environmental dif
ficulty or deficiency, a familial or other interpersonal stress, an inadequacy of social
support or personal resources, or other problem relating to the context in which a per
son's difficulties have developed. So-called positive stressors, such as job promotion,
should be listed only if they constitute or lead to a problem, as when a person has dif
ficulty adapting to the new situation. In addition to playing a role in the initiation or
exacerbation of a mental disorder, psychosocial problems may also develop as a con
sequence of a person's psychopathology or may constitute problems that should be
considered in the overall management plan.

When an individual has multiple psychosocial or environmental problems, the cli~

nidan may note as many as are judged to be relevant. In general, the clinician should
note only those psychosocial and environmental problems that have been present
during the year preceding the current evaluation. However, the clinician may choose
to note psychosocial and environmental problems occurring prior to the previous
year if these clearly contribute to the mental disorder or have become a focus of treat
ment-for example, previous combat experiences leading to Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder.

In practice, most psychosocial and environmental problems will be indicated on
Axis IV. However, when a psychosocial or environmental problem is the primary fo
cus ofclinical attention, it should also be recorded on Axis I, with a code derived from
the section "Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of Clinical Attention" (see p. 731).

For convenience, the problems are grouped together in the following categories:

• Problems with primary support group--e.g., death of a family member; health
problems in family; disruption of family by separation, divorce, or estrangement;
removal from the home; remarriage of parent; sexual or physical abuse; parental
overprotection; neglect of child; inadequate discipline; discord with siblings; birth
of a sibling

• Problems related to the social environment---e.g., death or loss of friend; inade
quate social support; living alone; difficulty with acculturation; discrimination; ad

~

justment to life-cycle transition (such as retirement)
• Educational problems---e.g., illiteracy; academic problems; discord with teachers

or classmates; inadequate school environment
• Occupational problems---e.g., unemployment; threat of job loss; stressful work

schedule; difficult work conditions; job dissatisfaction; job change; discord with
boss or co-workers

• Housing problems---e.g., homelessness; inadequate housing; WlSafe neighbor
hood; discord with neighbors or landlord

• Economic problems---e.g., extreme po\'erty; inadequate finances; insufficient wel
fare support

• Problems with access to health care services---e.g., inadequate health care ser
vices; transportation to health care facilities unavailable; inadequate health insur
ance
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• Problems related to interaction with the legal systemlcrime-e.g., arrest; incar
ceration; litigation; victim of crime

• Other psychosocial and environmental problems---e.g., exposure to disasters,
war, other hostilities; discord with nonfamily caregivers such as counselor, social
worker, or physician; unavailability of social service agencies

When using the Multiaxial Evaluation Report Form (see p. 36), the clinician should
identify the relevant categories of psychosocial and environmental problems and in
dicate the specific factors involved. If a recording form with a checklist of problem
categories is nol used, the clinician may simply list the specific problems on Axis IV.
(See examples on p. 35.)

Axis IV
Psychosocial and Environmental Problems

Problems with primary support group
Problems related to the social environment
Educational problems
Occupational problems
Housing problems
Economic problems
Problems with access to health care services
Problems related to interaction with the legal system/crime
Other psychosocial and environmental problems

Axis V: Global Assessment of Functioning

Axis V is for reporting the clinician's judgment of the individual's overall level of
functioning. This information is useful in planning treatment and measuring its im
pact, and in predicting outcome.

The reporting of overall functioning on Axis V can be done using the Global As
sessment of Functioning (GAF) Scale. The GAF Scale may be particularly useful in
tracking the clinical progress of individuals in global terms, using a single measure.
The GAF Scale is to be rated with respect only to psychological, social. and occupa
tional functioning. The instructions specify, "Do not include impairment in function+
ing due to physical (or environmental) limitations."

The GAF scale is divided into 10 ranges of functioning. Making a GAF rating in
volves picking a single value that best reflects the individual's overall level of func
tioning. The description of each la-point range in the GAF scale has h\'ocomponents:
the first part covers symptom severity, and the second part covers functioning. The
GAF rating is within a particular decile if either the symptom severity or the level of
functioning faUs within the range. For example, the first part of the range 41-50 de
scribes "serious symptoms (e.g., suicidal ideation, severe obsessional rituals, frequent
shoplifting)" and the second part includes "any serious impairment in social, oceupa+
tional, or school functioning (e.g., no friends, unable to keep a job)." It should be noted
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that in situations where the individual's symptom severity and level of functioning are
discordant, the final GAF rating always reflects the worse of the two. For example, the
GAF rating for an individual who is a significant danger to self but is olhem'ise func
tioning well would be below 20. Similarly, the GAF rating for an individual with min
imal psychological symptomatology but significant impainnent in functioning (e.g.,
an individual whose excessive preoccupation with substance use has resulted in loss
of job and friends but no other psychopathology) would be 40 or lower.

In most instances, ratings on the GAF Scale should be for the current period (i.e.,
the level of functioning at the time of the evaluation) because ratings of current func
tioning will generally reflect the need for treatment or care. In order to account for day
to-day variability in functioning, the GAF rating for the "current period" is some
times operationalized as the lowest level of functioning for the past week. In some
settings, it may be useful to note the GAF Scale rating both at time of admission and
at time of discharge. The GAf Scale may also be rated for other time periods (e.g., the
highest level of functioning for at least a few months during the past year). The GAF
Scale is reported on Axis V as follows: "GAF = ," followed by the GAf rating iTom 0
to 100, followed by the time period reflected by the rating in parentheses-for example,
"(current)," "{highest level in past year)," "(at discharge)." (See examples on p. 35.)

In order to ensure that no elements of the GAF scale are overlooked when a GAF
rating is being made, the following method for detennining a GAF rating may be
applied:

STEP 1: Starting at the top level, evaluate each range by asking "is either the indi
vidual's symptom severity OR level of functioning worse than what is indicated in
the range description?"

STEP 2: Keep moving down the scale until the range that best matches the individ
ual's symptom severity OR the level of functioning is reached, whichever is worse.

STEP 3: Look at the next lower range as a double-check against having stopped pre
maturely. This range should be too severe on both symptom severity and level of
functioning. U it is, the appropriate range has been reached (continue with step 4). If
not, go back to step 2 and continue moving down the scale.

STEP 4: To determine the specific GAF rating within the selected 10-point range,
consider whether the individual is functioningat the higher or lower end of the to
point range. For example, consider an individual who hears voices that do not influence
his behavior (e.g., someone with long-standing Schizophrenia who accepts his hallu
cinations as part ofrus illness). If the voices occur relatively infrequently (once a week
or less), a rating of 39 or 40 might be most appropriate. In contrast, if the individual
hears voices almost continuously, a rating of 31 or 32 would be more appropriate.

In some settings, it may be useful to assess social and occupational disability and
to track progress in rehabilitation independent of the severity of the psychological
symptoms. For this purpose, a proposed Social and Occupational Functioning
As.sessmentScale (SOFAS) (see p. 817) is induded in Appendix B. Two additional pro
posed scales that may be useful in some settings-the Global Assessment of Rela·
tional Functioning (GARF) Scale (see p. 814) and the Defensive Functioning Scale (see
p. B07)-are also included in Appendix B.
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Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) Scale

Consider psychological, social, and occupational functioning on a hypothetical con
tinuum of mental health-illness. Do not include impainnent in functioning due to
physical (or environmental) limitations.

Code (Note: Use Intermediate codes when appropriate, e.g., 45. 68, 72.)

, 00 Superior functionIng in a wide r"nge of activities, life's problems never seem to
I get out of hand, is sought out by others because of his or her many positive qual·

91 ities. No symptoms.

90 Absent or minimal symptoms (e.g., mild anxiety before an exam), good functioning
I in all areas. int.!rested and involved in a wide range of activiti85, socially eHe,

81 tive, generally satisfied with life, no more than everyday problems or concerns
(e.g .• an occasional argument with family members).

80 If symptoms are present,. they are transient and expectable reactions to psycho
I 50dal str.ssors (e.g., difficulty concentrating after family argument); no more than

71 slight impairment in sodal, occupational, or school functioning (e.g., temporarily
falling behind in schoolwork).

70 Some mild symptoms (e.g., depressed mood and mild insomnia) OR some difficulty in
I sodal, occupational, or school functioning (e.g .• occasional truancy, or theft within the

61 household), but generally functioning pretty well. has some meaningfullnterper
sonal relationships_

60 Moderate symptoms (e.g .• flat affect and circumstantial speech, occasional panic attaoo)
I OR moderate difficulty in social, occupational. or school functioning (e.g., few

51 friends, conflicts with peers or co·workers).

50 Serious symptoms (e.g., suicidal ideation, severe obsessional rituals. frequent shoplifting)
I OR any serious impairment in social. occupational. or school functioning (e.g., no

41 friends, unable to keep a job).

40 Some impairment in reality testing or communication (e.g .• speech is at times iIIagi
I cal. obscure. or irrelevant) OR major impairment in several areas, such as work or

31 school, family relations, judgment, thinking, or mood (e.g., depressed man avoids
friends. neglects family, and is unable to work; child frequently beat5 up younger children.
is defiant at home, and is failing at school).

30 Behavior is considerably influenced by delusions or hallucinations OR serious
I impairment in communication or judgment (e.g .• sometimes incoherent, acts gro§5ly

21 inappropriately, suicidal preoccupation) OR Inabllity to function in almost all areas
(e.g., stays in bed all day; no job. home. or friends).

20 Some danger of hurting self or others (e.g., suicide attempt5 without dear expectation
I of death; frequently violent; manic excitement) OR occo1lslonally faits to maintain min·

11 imal personal hygiene (e.g., smears IKes) OR gross impairment In communication
(e.g., largely incoherent or mute).

10 Persistent danger of severely hurting self or others (e.g.• recurrent violence) OR per·
I sistent Inability to maintain minimal personal hygiene OR serious suicidal act
1 with clear expectation of death.

o Inadequate information.

The rating of overall psychological functioning on a scale of 0-100 was operationalized by Lubarsky
in the Health·Sickness Rating Scale (Lubarsky l: "Clinicians' Judgments of Mental Health." Archives
of General Psychiatry 7:407-417, 1962). Spitzer and colleagues developed a revision of the Health·
Sickness Rating SCale called the Global Assessment SCale (GAS) (Endicott '. Spitzer RL.. Fleiss JL.. Cohen
J: -The Global Assessment Scale: A Procedure for Measuring Overall Severity of Psychiatric Distur
bance.- Archives of General Psychiatry 33:76&-711, 1976). A modified version 01 the GAS was includ
ed in DSM-IIl-R as the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) Scale.
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Examples of How to Record
Results of a DSM-IV Multiaxial Evaluation

305.00
301.6

300.4
315.00
V71.09

382.9

293.83

V71.09

244.9
365.23

V61.10

V71.09

Example 1:

Axis I

Axis II

Axis III

Axis IV

Axis V

Example 2:

Axis I

Axis II

Axis III

Axis IV

Axis V

Example 3:

Axis I

Axis II

Axis III

Axis IV

Axis V

Example 4:

Axis I

Axis 11

Axis III

Axis IV

Axis V

296.23 Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, Severe Without
Psychotic Features

Alcohol Abuse

Dependent Personality Disorder

Frequent use of denial

None
Threat of job loss

GAF = 35 (current)

Dysthymic Disorder
Reading Disorder

No diagnosis

Otitis media, recurrent

Victim of child neglect

GAF = 53 (current)

Mood Disorder Due to Hypothyroidism, With Depressive
Features

No diagnosis, histrionic personality features

Hypothyroidism
Chronic angle-closure glaucoma

None

GAF = 45 (on admission)

GAF = 65 (at discharge)

Partner Relational Problem

No diagnosis

None

Unemployment

GAF = 83 (highest level past year)
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Multiaxial Evaluation Report Form

The (ollowing form is oflered as one possibility for reporting multiaxial evaluations.
In some settings, this form may be used exactly as is; in other settings, the form may
be adapted to satisfy special needs.

AXIS I: Clinical Disorders
Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of Clinical Attention

Diagnostic code DSM-IV name

---"--

---"--

---"--

AXIS II: Personality Disorders
Mental Retardation

Diagnostic code

---"--

---"--

DSM-IV name

AXIS III: General Medical Conditions

I(D·g·eM code

---"--

---"--

---"--

ICD·9·CM name

AXIS IV: Psychosocial and Environmental Problems

Check:

Q Problems with primary support group Specify: _

Q Problems related to the social environment Specify: _

Q Educational problems Specify: _

Q Occupational problems Specify: _

a Housing problems Specify: _

a Economic problems Specify: _

a Problems with access to health care services Specify: _

Q Problems related to interadion with the legal system/crime Specify: _

Other psychosocial and environmental problems Specify: _

AXIS V: Global Assessment of Functioning Scale

Score: _

Time frame: _
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Nonaxial Format
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Clinicians who do not wish to use the multiaxial format may simply list theappropri·
ale diagnoses. Those choosing this option should follow the general rule of recording
as many coexisting mental disorders, general medical conditions, and other factors as
are relevant to the care and treatment of the individual. The Principal Diagnosis or
the Reason for Visit should be listed first.

The examples below illustrate the reporting of diagnoses in a format that does not
use the multiaxial system.

Example 7:
296.23 Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, Severe Without Psychotic

Features
305.00 Alcohol Abuse
301.6 Dependent Personality Disorder; Frequent use of denial

Example 2:
300.4 Dysthymic Disorder
315.00 Reading Disorder
382.9 Otitis media, recurrent

Example 3:
293.83 Mood Disorder Due to Hypothyroidism, With Depressive Features
244.9 Hypothyroidism
365.23 Chronic angle-closure glaucoma

Histrionic personality features

Example 4:
V61.10 Partner Relational Problem



Disorders Usually First
Diagnosed in Infancy,
Childhood, or Adolescence

The provision of a separate section for disorders that are usually first diagnosed
in infancy, childhood, or adolescence is for convenience only and is not meant to sug
gest that there is any clear distinction behveen "childhood" and "adult" disorders.
Although most indh,jduals with. these disorders present for clinical attention during
childhood or adolescence, the disorders sometimes are not diagnosed until adult
hood. Moreover. many disorders included in other sections of the manual often have
an onset during childhood or adolescence. In evaluating an infant, child, or adoles
cent, the clinician should consider the diagnoses included in this section but also
should refer to the disorders described elsewhere in this manual. Adults may also be
diagnosed with disorders included in this section for Disorders Usually First Diag
nosed in Infancy. Childhood, or Adolescence if their clinical presentation meets rele
vant diagnostic criteria (e.g.• Stuttering. Pica). Moreover, if an adult had symptoms as
a child that met full criteria for a disorder. but now presents with an attenuated or
residual fonn, the In Partial Remission specifier may be indicated (e.g., Atlention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Combined Type, In Partial Remission). For most (but
not all) DSM-IV disorders, a single criteria set is provided that applies to children, ad
olescents, and adults (e.g., if a child or adolescent has symptoms that meet the criteria
for Major Depressive Disorder, this diagnosis should be given, regardless of the indi
vidual's age). The variations in the presentation of a disorder that are attributable to
an individual's developmental stage are described in a section in the text titled "Spe
cific Culture, Age, and Gender Features." Specific issues related to the diagnosis of
Personality Disorders in children or adolescenls arc disG;lssed on p. 687.

The foUowing disorders are included in lhis section:

Menial Retardation. This disorder is characterized by significantly subaverage in
tellectual functioning (an IQ of approximately 70 or below) with onset before age 18
years and concurrent deficits or impainnents in adaptive functioning. 5eparatecodes
are provided for Mild, Moderale, Severe, and Profound Mental Retardation and for
Menial Retardation, Severity Unspecified.

Learning Disorders. These disorders are characterized b)' academic functioning
thai is substantially below that expecled given the person's chronological age, mea
sured intelligence, and age-appropriate education. The specific disorders included in
Ihis section are Reading Disorder, Mathematics Disorder, Disorder of Written Ex·
pression, and Learning Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.
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1

Motor Skills Disorder. ntis includes Developmental Coordination Disorder,
which is characterized by motor coordination that is substantially below that expect
ed given the person's chronological age and measured intelligence.

Communication Disorders. These disorders are characterized by difficulties in
speech or language and include Expressive language Disorder, Mixed Receptive
Expressive language Disorder, Phonological Disorder, Stuttering, and Communi
cation Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

Pervasive Developmental Disorders. These disorders are characterized by severe
deficits and pen'asive impairment in multiple areas of development. These include
impairment in reciprocal social interaction, impairment in communication, and the
presence of stereotyped behavior, interests, and activities. The specific disorders in
cluded in this section are Autistic Disorder, Rett's Disorder, Childhood Disintegra
tive Disorder, Asperger's Disorder, and Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not
Othenvise Specified.

Attention·Deficit and Disruptive Behavior Disorders. This section includes
Attention·DeficitlHyperactivity Disorder, which is characterized by prominent
symptoms of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity. Subtypes are prOVided
for specifying the predominant symptom presentation: Predominantly Inattentive
Type, Predominantly Hyperactive-lmpulsive Type, and Combined Type. Also in
cluded in this section are the Disruptive Behavi.or Disorders: Conduct Disorder is
characterized by a pattern of behavior that violates the basic rights of others or major
age-appropriate societal norms or rules; Oppositional Defiant Disorder is character
ized by a pattern of negativistic, hostile, and defiant behavior. This section also in
cludes two Not Othenvise Specified categories: Attention-DeficitlHyperactivity
Disorder Not Othenvise Specified and Disruptive Behavior Disorder Not Other
wise Specified.

Feeding and Eating Disorders of Infancy or Early Childhood. These disorders are
characterized by persistent disturbances in feeding and eating. The specific disorders
included are Pica, Rumination Disorder, and Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early
Childhood. Note that Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosa are included in the
"Eating Disorders" section presented later in the manual (see p. 583).

Tic Disorders. These disorders are characterized by vocal and/or motor tics. The
specific disorders included are Tourette's Disorder, Chronic Motoror Vocal Tic Dis·
order, Transient Tic Disorder, and Tic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

Elimination Disorders. This grouping includes Encopresis, the repeated passage
of feces into inappropriate places, and Enuresis, the repeated voiding of urine into
inappropriate places.

Other Disorders of Infancy, Childhood, or Adolescence. This grouping is for dis
orders that are not covered in the sections listed abO\'e. Separation Anxiety Disorder
is characterized by developmentally inappropriate and excessive anxiety concerning
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separation from home or from those to whom the child is attached. Selective Mutism
is characterized by a consistent failure to speak in specific social situations despite
speaking in other situations. Reactive Attachment Disorder of lnfancy or Early Child
hood is characterized by markedly disturbed and developmentally inappropriate
social relatedness that occurs in most contexts and is associated with grossl)' patho
genic care. Stereotypic Movement Disorder is characterized by repetitive, seemingly
driven, and nonfunctional motor behavior that markedly interferes with normal ac
tivities and at times may result in bodily injury. Disorder of Infancy, Childhood, or
Adolescence Not Othenvise Specified is a residual category for coding disorders
with onset in infancy, childhood, or adolescence that do not meet criteria for any spe·
rific disorder in the Classification.

Children or adolescents may present with problems requiring clinical attention
that are not defined as mental disorders (e.g., Relational Problems, Problems Related
to Abuse or Neglect, Bereavement, Borderline Intellectual Functioning, Academic
Problem, Child or Adolescent Antisocial Behavior, Identity Problem). These are listed
at the end of the manual in the section "Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of
Clinical Attention" (see p. 731).

DSM-ID-R included two anxiety disorders specific 10 children and adolescents,
Overanxious Disorder of Childhood and Avoidant Disorder of Childhood, that have
been subsumed under Generalized Anxiety Disorder and Social Phobia, respectively,
because of similarities in essential features.

Mental Retardation

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Mental Retardation is significantly subaverage general intel
lectual functioning (Criterion A) that is accompanied by significant limitations in adap
tive functioning in at least ""'0 of the following skill areas: communication, self-care,
home liVing, social/interpersonal skills, use of community resources, self-direction,,
functional academic skills, work, leisure, health, and sa"fety (Criterion B). The onset
must occur before age 18 years (Criterion C). Mental Retardation has many different
etiologies and may be seen as a final common pathway of various pathological pro
cesses that affect the functioning of the central nervous system.

Gelleral intellectual fUllctiolling is defined by the intelligence quotient (IQ or IQ
equivalent) obtained by assessment with one or more of the standardized, individu
ally administered intelligence tests (e.g., Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children,
3rd Edition; Stanford-Binet, 4th Edition; Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children).
Significantly subaverage intellectual functioning is defined as an IQ of about 70 or be-
low (approximately 2 standard deviations below the mean). It should be noted that
there is a measurement error of approximately 5 points in assessing IQ although this
may vary from instrument to instrument (e.g., a Wechsler IQ of 70 is considered to
represent a range of 65-75). Thus, it is possible to diagnose Mental Retardation in
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individuals with IQs between 70 and 75 who exhibit significant deficits in adaptive
behavior. Conversely, Mental Retardation would not be diagnosed in an individual
with an IQ lower than 70 if there are no significant deficits or impairments in adaptive
functioning. The choice of testing instruments and interpretation of results should
take into account factors that may limit test performance (e.g., the individual's socio
cultural backgrmmd, native language, and associated communicative, motor, and
sensory handicaps). When there is significant scatler in the subtest scores, the profile
of strengths and weaknesses, rather than the mathematically derived full-scale IQ
will more accurately reflect the person's learning abilities. ''''hen there is a marked
discrepancy across verbal and performance scores, averaging to obtain a hill-scale IQ
score can be misleading.

Impairments in adaptive functioning, rather than a low IQ, are usually the present
ing symptoms in individuals with Mental Retardation. Adaptive jUllctiolling refers to
how effectively individuals cope with corrunon life demands and how well they meet
the standards of personal independence expected of someone in their particular age
group, sociocultural background, and corrununity setting. Adaptive functioning may
be influenced by various factors, including education, motivation, personality char
acteristics, social and vocational opportunities, and the mental disorders and general
medical conditions that may coexist with Mental Retardation. Problems in adaptation
are more likely to improve with remedial efforts than is the cognitive 10, which tends
to remain a more stable attribute.

It is useful to gather evidence for deficits in adaptive ftmctioning from one or morc
reliable independent sources (e.g., teacher evaluation and educational, developmen
tal, and medical history). Several scales have also been designed to measure adaptive
functioning or behavior (e.g., the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales and the Ameri
can Association on Mental Retardation Adaptive Behavior Scale). These scales gener
ally provide a clinical cutoff score that is a composite of performance in a number of
adaptive skill domains. It should be noted that scores for certain individual domains
are not included in some of these instruments and that individual domain scores may
vary considerably in reliability. As in the assessment of intellectual hmctioning, con
sideration should be given to the suitability of the instrument to the person's socio
cultural background, education, associated handicaps, motivation, and cooperation.
For instance, the presence of significant handicaps invalidates many adaptive scale
norms. In addition, beha\'iors that would normally be considered maladaptive (e.g., de
pendency, passivity) may be evidence of good adaptation in the context of a particular
individual's life (e.g., in some institutional scttings).

Degrees of Severity of Mental Retardation

Four degrees of severity can be specified, reflecting the level of intellectual impair
ment: Mild, Moderate, Severe, and Profound.

317
318.0
318.1
318.2

Mild Mental Retardation:
Moderate Retardation:
Severe Mental Retardation:
Profound Mental Retardation:

IQ level So-SS to approximately 70
IQ level 35-40 to 50-S5
IQ level 20--25 to 35-40
IQ level below 20 or 25



317 Mild Mental Retardation

319 Mental Retardation, Severity Unspecified, can be used when there is a
strong presumption of Mental Retardation but the person's intelligence is untestable
by standard tests (e.g., with individuals too impaired or uncooperative, or with in
fants).

317 Mild Mental Retardation

~\'Iild Mental Retardation is roughly equivalent to what used to be referred to as the
educational category of "educable." This group constitutes the largest segment
(about 85%) of those with the disorder. As a group, people with this level of Mental
Retardation typicaUy develop social and communication skills during the preschool
years (ages O-S years), have minimal impairment in sensorimotor areas, and often are
not distinguishable from children without Mental Retardation until a later age. By
their late teens, they can acquire academic skills up to approximately the sixth-grade
level. During their adult years, they usually achieve social and vocational skills ade
quate for minimum self-support, but may need supervision, guidance, and assis
t,1Oce, especially when under unusual social or economic stress. '''lith appropriate
supports, individuals with Mild Ment,1l Retardation can usually live successfully in
the conuntmity, either independently or in supervised settings.

318.0 Moderate Mental Retardation

Moderate Mental Retardation is roughly equivalent to what used to be referred to as
the educational category of "trainable." This outdated teon should not be used be
cause it wrongly implies that people with Moderate Mental Retardation cannot ben
efit from educational programs. This group constitutes about 10% of the entire
population of people with Mental Retardation. Most of the individuals with this level
of Mental Retardation acquire communication skills during early childhood years.
They profit from vocational training and, with moderate supervision, can attend to
their personal care. They can also benefit from training in social and occupational
skills but are unlikely to progress beyond the second-grade level in academic subjects.
They may learn to travel independently in familiar places. During adolescence, their dif
ficulties in recognizing social conventions may interfere with peer relationships. In their

~

adult years, the majority are able to perforn1 unskilled or semiskilled work lmder super-
vision in sheltered workshops or in the general workforce. They adapt well to life in the
community, usually in supervised settings.

318.1 Severe Mental Retardation

The group with Severe Mental Retardation constihttes 3%--4% of individuals with
Mental Retardation. During the early childhood years, they acquire little or no com
municative speech. During the school-age period, they may learn to talk and can be
trained in elementary self-care skills. They profit to only a limited extent from instruc
tion in pre-academic subjects, such as familiarity with the alphabet and simple count
ing, but can master skills sud, as learning sight reading of some "survival" words. In

their adult years, they may be able to perform simple tasks in closely supervised set-
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tings. Most adapt weU to We in the community, in group homes or with their families,
unless they have an associated handicap that requires specialized nursing or other
care.

318.2 Profound Mental Retardation

The group with ProfOlmd Mental Retardation constitutes approximately 1%....2% of
people with Mental Retardation. Most individuals with this diagnosis have an iden
tified neurological condition that accounts for their Mental Retardation. During the
early childhood years, they display considerable impainnents in sensorimotor func
tioning. Optimal development may occur in a highly structured environment with
constant aid and supervision and an individualized relationship with a caregiver.
Motor development and self-care and communication skills may improve if appro
priate training is prOVided. Some can perform simple tasks in closely supervised and
sheltered settings.

319 Mental Retardation, Severity Unspecified

The diagnosis of Mental Retardation, Severity Unspecified, should be used when
there isa strong presumption of Mental Retardation but the person cannot be success
fully tested by standardized intelligence tests. This may be the case when children.
adolescents, or adults are too impaired or uncooperative to be tested or, with infants,
when there is a clinical judgment of significantly subaverage intellectual functioning.
but the available tests (e.g., the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Cattell Infant
Intelligence ScaJes, and others) do not yield lQ values. In general, the younger the
age, the more difficult it is to assess for the presence of Mental Retardation except in
those with profound impairment.

Recording Procedures

The specific diagnostic code for Mental Retardation is selected based on the level of
severity as indicated above and is coded on Axis U. If Mental Retardation is associat
ed with another mental disorder (e.g., Autistic Disorder), the additional mental dis
order is coded on Axis r. If Mental Retardation is associated with a general medical
condition (e.g., Down syndrome), the general medical condition is coded on Axis D1.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disordel'"$, No specific personality
and behavioral features are uniquely associated with Mental Retardation. Some indi
viduals with Mental Retardation are passive, plaCid, and dependent, whereas others
can be aggressive and impulsive. Lack of communication skills may predispose to
disruptive and aggressive behaviors that substitute for communicative language.
Some general medical conditions associated with Mental Retardation are character
ized by certain behavioral symptoms (e.g., the intractable self·injurious behavior as
sociated with Lesch-Nyhan syndrome). Individuals with Mental Retardation may be
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vulnerable to exploitation by others (e.g., being physically and sexually abused) or
being denied rights and opportunities.

Individuals with Mental Retardation have a prevalence of comorbid mental disorders
that is estimated to be three to four times greater than in the general population. In some
cases, this may result from a shared etiology that is common to Mental Retardation and
the associated mental disorder (e.g., head trauma may result in Mental Retardation and
in Personality Change Due to Head Trauma). All types of mental disorders may be seen,
and there is no evidence that the nature of a given mental disorder is different in individ
uals who have Mental Retardation. The diagnosis of comorbid mental disorders is, how
ever, often complicated by the fact that the clinical presentation may be modified by the
severity of the Mental Retardation and associated handicaps. Deficits in communication
skills may result in an inability to provide an adequate history (e.g., the diagnosis of Ma
jor Depressive Disorder in a nonverbal adult with Mental Retardation is often based pri
marily on manifestations such as depressed mood, irritability, anorexia, or insomnia that
are observed by others). More often than is the case in individuals without Mental Retar
dation, it may be difficult to choose a specific diagnosis and in such cases the appropriate
'ot Othem'ise Specified category can be used (e.g., Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise

Specified). The most common assodated mental disorders are Attention-Deficit/Hyper
activity Disorder, Mood. Disorders, Pervasive Developmental Disorders, Stereotypic
Movement Disorder, and Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition (e.g., De
mentia Due to Head Trauma). Individuals who have Mental Retardation due to Down
syndrome may be at higher risk for developing Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type.
Pathological changes in the brain associated \\'ith this disorder usually develop by the
time these individuals are in their early 405, although the clinical symptoms of dementia
are not evident until later.

Associations have been reported between specific etiological factors and certain
comorbid symptoms and mental disorders. For example, fragile X syndrome appears
to increase the risk for Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and Social Phobia;
individuals with Prader-Willi syndrome may exhibit hyperphagia and compulsivity,
and those with William's syndrome may have an increased risk of Anxiety Disorders
and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.

Predisposing factors. Etiological factors may be primarily biological or primarily
psychOSOcial, or some combination of both. In approximately 30%.....40% of individu
als seen in clinical settings, no clear etiology for the Mental Retardation can be deter
mined despite extensive evaluation efforts. Specific etiologies are more likely to be
identified in individuals with Severe or Profound Mental Retardation. The major pre
disposing factors include:

Heredity: These factors include inborn errors of metabolism inherited mostly
through autosomal recessive mechanisms (e.g., Tay-Sachs disease), other single-gene
abnormalities with Mendelian inheritance and variable expression (e.g., tuberous
sclerosis), and chromosomal aberrations (e.g., translocation Down syndrome, fragile
X syndrome). Advances in genetics will likely increase the identification of heritable
fonns of Mental Retardation.

Early alterations of embryollic deuelopmenf: These factors include chromosomal
changes (e.g., Down syndrome due to trisomy) or prenatal damage due to toxins
(e.g., maternal alcohol consumption, infections).
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Environmental influences; These factors include deprivation of nurturance and of
social, linguistic, and other stimulation.

Melltal disorders: These factors include Autistic Disorder and other Pervasi\'e [)e..

ve)opmental Disorders.
Pregnancy Qlld perinatal problems: These factors include fetal malnutrition, prema

turity, hypoxia, viral and other infections, and trauma.
General medical conditions acqllired ill illfolley or childhood: These factors include in

fections, traumas, and poisoning (e.g., due to lead).

Associated laboratory findings. Other than the results of psychOlogical and adap
tive behavior tests that are necessary for the diagnosis of Mental Retardation, there
are no laboratory findings that are uniquely associated. with Mental Retardation. Di·
agnostic laboratory findings may be associated with a specific accompanying general
medical condition (e.g., chromosomal findings in various genetic conditions, high
blood phenylalanine in phenylketonuria, or abnormalities on central nervous system
imaging).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
There are no specific physical features associated with Mental Retardation. "''hen
Mental Retardation is part of a specific syndrome, the clinical features of that S}'O'

drome will be present (e.g., the physical features of Down s}'ndrome). The more se
vere the Mental Retardation (especially if it is severe or profound), the greater the
likelihood. of neurological (e.g., seizures), neuromuscular, visual. auditory, cardio
vascular, and other conditions.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Care should be taken to ensure that intellectual testing procedures reflect adequate
attention to the individual's ethnic, cultural, or linguistic background. This is usually
accomplished by using tests in which the individual's relevant characteristics are rep
resented in the standardization sample of the test or by employing an examiner who
is familiar with aspects of the individual's ethnic or cultural background.Individual
ized testing is always required to make the diagnosis of Mental Retardation. The
prevalence of Mental Retardation due to known biological factors is similar among
children of upper and lower socioeconomic classes, except that certain etiological fac·
lors are linked to lower socioeconomic status (e.g., lead poisoning and premature
births). In cases in which no specific biological causation can be identified, the Mental
Retardation is usuall}' milder (although all degrees of severity are represented) and
individuals from lower socioeconomic classes are overrepresented. Developmental
considerations should be taken into account in evaluating impairment in adaptive
skills because certain of the skill areas are less relevant at different ages (e.g., use of
community resources or employment in school-age children). Mental Retardation is
more common among males, with a male-ta-female ratio of approximately 1.5:1.

Prevalence

The prevalence rate of Mental Retardation has been estimated at approximately l~o.

However, different studies have reported different rates depending on definitions
used, methods of ascertainment, and population studied.
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Course
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The diagnosis of Mental Retardation requires that the onset of the disorder be before
age 18 years. The age and mode of onset depend on the etiology and severity of the
Mental Retardation. More severe retardation, especially when associated with a syn
drome with a dlaracteristic phenotype, tends to be recognized early (e.g., Down syn
drome is usually diagnosed at birth). In contrast, Mild Retardation of unknown origin
is generally noticed later. In more severe retardation resulting from an acquired
cause, the intellectual impairment will develop more abruptly (e.g., retardation fol
lowing an encephalitis). The course of Mental Retardation is influenced by the course
of underlying general medical conditions and by environmental factors (e.g., educa
tional and other opportunities, environmental stimulation, and appropriateness of
management).lf an illIderlying general medical condition is static, the course is more
likely to be variable and to depend on environmental factors. Mental Retardation is
not necessarily a lifelong disorder.lndividuals who had Mild Mental Retardation ear
lier in their lives manifested by failure in academic learning tasks may, with appro
priate training and opportunities, develop good adaptive skills in other domains and
may no longer have the level of impairment required for a diagnosis of Mental Retar
dation.

Familial Pattern

Because of its heterogeneous etiology, no familial pattern is applicable to Mental Re
tardation as a general category. The heritability of Mental Retardation is discussed
under "Predisposing Factors" (see p. 45).

Differential Diagnosis

The diagnostic criteria for Mental Retardation do not include an exclusion criterion;
therefore, the diagnosis should be made whenever the diagnostic criteria are met, re
gardless of and in addition to the presence of another disorder. In learning Disor
ders or Communication Disorders (unassociated with Mental Retardation), the
development in a specific area (e.g., reading, expressive language) is impaired but
there is no generalized impainnent in intellectual development and adaptive func
tioning. A Learning Disorder or Communication Disorder can be diagnosed in an in
dividual with Mental Retardation if the specific deficit is out of proportion to the
severity of the Mental Retardation. In Pervasive Developmental Disorders, there is
qualitative impairment in the development of reciprocal social interaction and in the
development of verbal and nonverbal social communication skills. Mental Retarda
tion often accompanies Pervasive Developmental Disorders.

Some cases of Mental Retardation have their onset after a period of normal func
tioning and may qualify for the additional diagnosis of dementia. A diagnosis of de
mentia requires that the memory impairment and other cognitive deficits represent
a significant decline from a previously higher level of functioning. Because it may be
difficult to determine the previous level of fWlCtioning in very yOilllg children, the
diagnosis of dementia may not be appropriate lUltil the child is between ages 4 and
6 years. In general, for individuals lmder age 18 years, the diagnosis of dementia is
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made only when the condition is not characterized satisfactorily by the diagnosis of
Mental Retardation alone.

Borderline Intellectual Functioning (see p. 740) describes an IQ range that is high
er than that for Mental Retardation (generally 71--84). As discussed earlier, an IQ
score may involve a measurement error of approximately 5 points, depending on the
testing instrument. Thus, it is possible to diagnose Mental Retardation in individuals
with IQ scores between 71 and 75 if they have significant deficits in adaptive behavior
that meet the criteria for Mental Retardation. Differentiating Mild Mental Retardation
from Borderline Intellectual Flmctioning requires careful consideration of all avail
able information.

Relationship to Other Classifications of Mental Retardation

The classification system of the American Association on Mental Retardation
(AAMR) includes the same three criteria (i.e., significantly subaverage intellectual
functioning, limitations in adaptive skills, and onset prior to age 18 years). In the
AAMR classification, the criterion of significantly subaverage intellectual functioning
refers to a standard score of approximately 70-75 or below (which takes into account
the potential meaSLUement error of plus or minus 5 points in IQ testing). Furtller
more, DSM-IV specifies levels of severity, whereas the AAlvlR 1992 classification sys
tem specifies "Patterns and Intensity of Supports Needed" (i.e., "lntennittent,
Limited, Extensive, and Pervasive"), which are not directly comparable with the de
grees of severity in DSM-IV. The definition of developmental disabilities in Public
Law 95-602 (1978) is not limited to Mental Retardation and is based on functional cri
teria. This law defines developmental disability as a disability attributable to a mental
or physical impairment, manifested before age 22 years, likely to continue indefinite
ly, resulting in substantial limitation in three or more specified areas of functioning,
and requiring specific and lifelong or extended care.
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A. Significantly subaverage intellectual functioning: an 10 of approximately 70 or below
on an individually administered 10 test (for infants, a clinical judgment of significant
ly subaverage intellectual functioning).

B. Concurrent deficits or impairments in present adaptive functioning (i.e., the person's
effectiveness in meeting the standards expected for his or her age by his or her cul
tural group) in at least two of the following areas: communication, self-eare, home
living, socialfinterpersonal skills, use of community resources, self-direction, func
tional academic skills, work, leisure, health, and safety.

C. The onset is before age 18 years.

Code based on degree of severity reflecting level of intellectual impairment:

317 Mild Mental Retardation: 10 level 50-55 to approximately 70
318.0 Moderate Mental Retardation: 10 level 35-40 to 50-55
318.1 Severe Mental Retardation: 10 level 20-25 to 35-40
318.2 Profound Mental Retardation: 10 level below 20 or 25
319 Mental Retardation, Severity Unspecified: when there is strong

presumption of Mental Retardation but the person's intelligence is
untestable by standard tests

Learning Disorders
(formerly Academic Skills Disorders)

The section on Learning Disorders includes Reading Disorder, Mathematics Disor
der, Disorder of Written Expression, and Learning Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

Diagnostic Features

learning Disorders are diagnosed when the individual's achievement on individual
ly administered, standardized tests in reading, mathematics, or written expression is
substantially below that expected for age, schooling, and level of intelligence. The
learning problems significantly interfere with academic achievement or activities of
daily living that require reading, mathematical, or writing skills. A variety of statisti
cal approaches can be used to establish that a discrepancy is significant. Substantially
below is usually defined as a discrepancy of more than 2 standard deviations between
achievement and IQ. A smaller discrepancy between achievement and IQ (i.e., be
tween 1 and 2 standard deviations) is sometimes used, especially in cases where an
individual's perfonnance on an IQ test may have been compromised by an associated
disorder in cognitive processing, a comorbid mental disorder or general medical con
dition, or the individual's ethnic or cultural background. If a sensory deficit is
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present. the learning difficulties must be in excess of those usually associated with the
deficit. Learning Disorders may persist into adulthood.

Associated Features and Disorders

Demoralization, low self-esteem, and deficits in social skills may be associated with
Leaming Disorders. The school drop-out rate (or children or adolescents with Learn
ing Disorders is reported at nearly 40% (or approximately 1.5 times the average).
Adults with Leaming Disorders may have significant difficulties in employment or
social adjustment. Many individuals (10%-25%) with Conduct Disorder, Opposition
al Defiant Disorder, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Major Depressive,
Disorder, or Dysthymic Disorder also have Learning Disorders. There is evidence
that developmental delays in language may occur in association with Leaming Dis
orders (particularly Reading Disorder), although these delays may not be sufficientl)'
severe to warrant the separate diagnosis of a Communication Disorder. Learning DiY
orders may also be associated with a higher rate of Developmental Coordination
Disorder.

There may be underlying abnormalities in cognitive processing (e.g., deficits in vi
sual perception, linguistic processes, attention, or memory, or a combination of these)
that often precede or are associated with Learning Disorders. Standardized tests to
measure these processes are generally less reliable and valid than other psychoedu
cational tests. Although genetic predisposition, perinatal injury, and various neuro
logical or other general medical conditions rna}' be associated with the development
of Learning Disorders, the presence of such conctitions does not invariably predict an
eventual Learning Disorder, and there are many individuals with Learning Disorders
who have no such history. Learning Disorders are, however, frequently found in as
sociation with a variety of general medical conditions (e.g., lead poisoning, fetal alco
hol syndrome, or fragile X syndrome).

Specific Culture Features

Care should be taken to ensure that intelligence testing procedures reflect adequate
attention to the individual's ethnic or cultural background. This is usually accom
plished by using tests in which the individual's relevant characteristics are represent
ed in the standardization sample of the test or by employing an examiner who is
familiar with aspects of the individual's ethnic or cultural background. Individual
ized testing is always required to make the diagnosis of a Leaming Disorder.

Prevalence

Estimates of the prevalence of Learning Disorders range from 2% to 10% depending
on the nature of ascertainment and the definitions applied. Approximately 5% of
students in public schools in the United States are identified as having a Learning
Disorder.
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Learning Disorders must be differentiated from normal variations in academic at
tainment and from scholastic difficulties due to lack of opportunity. poor teaching,
or cultural factors. Inadequate schooling can result in poor performance on standard
ized ac.rue\"ement tests. Children from ethnic or cultural backgroWlds different from
the prevailing school culture or in which English is not the primary language and
children who have attended class in schools where teaching has been inadequate may
score poorly on achievement tests. Children from these same backgrounds may also
be at greater risk for absenteeism due 10 more frequent illnesses or impoverished or
chaotic living environments.

Impaired vision or hearing may affect learning ability and should be investigated
through audiometric or visual screening tests. A Learning Disorder may be diag
nosed in the presence of such sensory deficits only if the leaming difficulties are in
excess of those usually associated with these deficits. Accompanying neurological or
other general medical conditions should be coded on Axis lU.

In Mental Retardation, leaming difficulties are commensurate with general im
pairment in intellectual functioning. However, in some cases of Mild Mental Retar
dation, the level of achievement in reading, mathematics, or written expression is
significantly below expected levels given the person's schooling and severity of Men
tal Retardation. In such cases, the additional diagnosis of the appropriate Learning
Disorder should be made.

An additional Learning Disorder diagnosis should be made in the context of a Per
vasive Developmental Disorder only when academic impainnent is significantly be
low expected levels given the indi\'idual's intellectual functioning and schooling. In
individuals with Communication Disorders, intellectual functioning may have to be
assessed using standardized measures of nonverbal intellectual capacity. In cases in
which academic achievement is significantly below this measured capacity, the ap
propriate Learning Disorder should be diagnosed.

Mathematics Disorder and Disorder of Written Expression most commonly oc
cur in combination with Reading Disorder. When criteria are met for more than one
learning Disorder, all should be d.iagnosed.

315.00 Reading Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Reading Disorder is reading achievement (i.e., reading accu
racy, speed, or comprehension as measured by individually administered standard
ized tests) that falls substantially below that expected given the individual's
chronological age, measured intelligence, and age-appropriate education (Criterion
A). The disturbance in reading significantly interferes with academic acrue\'ement or
with activities of daily living that require reading skills (Criterion B). If a sensory def
iot is present, the reading difficulties are in excess of those usually associated with it
(Criterion C). If a neurological or other general medical condition or sensory deficit is
present, it should be coded on Axis Ill. In individuals with Reading Disorder (which
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has also been called "dyslexia"), oral reading is characterized by distortions, substi
tutions, or omissions; both oral and silent reading are characterized by slowness and
eTTors in comprehension.

Associated Features and Disorders

See the"Associated Features and Disorders" section for Leaming Disorders (p. 50).
Mathematics Disorder and Disorder of Written Expression are commonly associated
with Reading Disorder, and it is relatively rare for either of these disorders to be
found in the absence of Reading Disorder.

Specific Gender Features

From 60% to 80% of individuals diagnosed with Reading Disorder are males. Referral
procedures may often be biased toward identifying males, because they more frequent
ly display disruptive behaviors in association with Learning Disorders. The disorder
has been found to occur at more equal rates in males and females when careful diag
nostic ascertainment and stringent criteria are used rather than traditional school
based referral and diagnostic procedures.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Reading Disorder is difficult to establish because many studies fo
cus on the prevalence of Learning Disorders without careful separation into specific
djsorders of Reading, Mathematics, or Written Expression. Reading Disorder, alone
or in combination with Mathematics Disorder or Disorder of Written Expression, ac
counts for approximately four of every five cases of Learning Disorder. The preva
lence of Reailing Disorder in the United States is estimated at 4% of school·age
children. Lower incidence and prevalence figures for Reading Disorder may be found
in other countries in which stricter criteria are used.

Course

Although symptoms of reading difficulty (e.g., inability to distinguish among com
mon letters or to associate common phonemes with letter symbols) may occur a;;

early as kindergarten, Reading Disorder is seldom diagnosed before the end of kin
dergarten or the beginning of first grade because formal reailing instruction usually
does not begin until this point in most school settings. Particularly when Reading Dis
order is associated with high IQ the child may function at or near grade level in the
early grades, and the Reailing Disorder may not be fully apparent until the fourth
grade or later. With early identification and inten'ention, the prognosis is good. in
a significant percentage of cases. Reading Disorder may persist into adult life.

Familial Pattern

Reading Disorder aggregates familially and is more prevalent among first-degree bi
ological relatives of individuals with Learning Disorders.
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Differential Diagnosis

See the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Learning Disorders (p. 51).

Diagnostic criteria for 315.00 Reading Disorder

A. Reading achievement, as measured by individually administered standardized tests
of reading accuracy or comprehension, is substantially below that expected given the
person's chronological age, measured intelligence, and age-appropriate education.

B. The disturbance in Criterion A significantly interferes with academic achievement or
activities of daily living that require reading skills.

C. If a sensory deficit is present, the reading difficulties are in excess of those usually as
sociated with it.

Coding note: If a general medical (e.g., neurological) condition or sensory deficit is
present, code the condition on Axis III.

315.1

Diagnostic Features

Mathematics Disorder

The essential feature of Mathematics Disorder is mathematical ability (as measured
by individually administered standardized tests of mathematical calculation or rea~

soning) that falls substantially below that expected for the individual's c1uonological
age, measured intelligence, and age-appropriate education (Criterion A). The distur
bance in mathematics Significantly interferes with academic achievement or with ac
tivities of daily living that require mathematical skills (Criterion B). If a sensory
deficit is present, the difficulties in mathematical ability are in excess of those usually
associated with it (Criterion C). If a neurological or other general medical condition
or sensory deficit is present, it should be coded on Axis Ill. A number of different
skills may be impaired in Mathematics Disorder, inclu..ding "linguistic" skills (e.g.,
understanding or naming mathematical terms, operations, or concepts, and decoding
written problems into mathematical symbols), "perceptual" skills (e.g., recognizing
or reading numerical symbols or arithmetic signs, and clustering objects into groups),
"attention" skills (e.g., copying numbers or figures correctly, remembering to add
in "carried" numbers, and observing operational signs), and "mathematical" skills
(e.g., following sequences of mathematical steps, counting objects, and learning mul
tiplication tables).

Associated Features and Disorders

See the "Associated Features and Disorders" section for Learning Disorders (p. 50).
Mathematics Disorder is commonly found in combination with Reading Disorder or
Disorder of Written Expression.
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The prevalence of Mathematics Disorder is difficult to establish because many studies
focus on the prevalence of learning Disorders without careful separation into specific
disorders of Reading.. Mathematics, or Written Expression. The prevalence of Mathe
matics Disorder alone (Le., when not found in association with other Leaming Dis
orders) has been estimated at approximatel}' one in every five cases of Learning
Disorder. It is estimated. that 1% of school-age children have ~'IathematicsDisorder.

Course

Although symptoms of difficulty in mathematics (e.g., confusion in number concepts
or inability to count accurately) may appear as early as kindergarten or first grade,
Mathematics Disorder is seldom diagnosed before the end of first grade because suf·
ficient formal mathematics instruction has usually not occurred until this point in
most school settings. It usually becomes apparent during second or third grade. Par·
ticularly when Mathematics Disorder is associated with high IQ the child may be
able to function at or near grade level in the early grades, and Mathematics Disorder
may not be apparent until the fifth grade or later.

Differential Diagnosis

See the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Learning Disorders (p. 51).

Diagnostic criteria for 315.1 Mathematics Disorder

A. Mathematical ability, as measured by individually administered standardized tests, is
substantially below that expected given the person's chronological age, measured
intelligence. and age-appropriate education.

B. The disturbance in Criterion A significantly interferes with academic achievement or
activities of daily living that require mathematical ability.

C. If a sensory deficit is present, the difficulties in mathematical ability are in excess of
those usually associated with it.

Coding note: If a general medical (e.g., neurological) condition or sensory deficit is
present, code the condition on Axis III.

315.2 Disorder of Written Expression

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Disorder of Written Expression is writing skills (as measured
by an individually administered standardized test or functional assessment of writ
ing skills) thai fall substantially below those expected given the individual's chrono-
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logical age, measured intelligence, and age-appropriate education (Criterion A). The
disturbance in written expression significantly interferes with academic achievement
or with activities of daily living that require writing skills (Criterion B). If a sensory
deficit is present, the difficulties in writing skills are in excess of those usually associ
ated with it (Criterion C). If a neurological or other general medical condition or sen
sory deficit is present, it should be coded on Axis ill. There is generally a combination
of difficulties in the individual's ability to compose written texts evidenced by gram
matical or punctuation errors within sentences, poor paragraph organization, multi
ple spelling errors, and excessively poor handwriting. This diagnosis is generally not
given if there are only spelling errors or poor handwriting in the absence of other im
pairment in written expression. Compared with other Learning Disorders, relatively
less is known about Disorders of Written Expression and their remediation, par
ticularly when they occur in the absence of Reading Disorder. Except for spelling,
standardized tests in this area are less well developed than tests of reading or math
ematical ability, and the evaluation of impairment in wrillen skills may require a
comparison beh\'een extensive samples of the individual's written schoolwork and
expected perfonnance for age and lQ. This is especially the case for young children
in the early elementary grades. Tasks in which the child is asked to copy, write to dic
tation, and write spontaneously may all be necessary to establish the presence and ex
tent of this djsorder.

Associated Features and Disorders

See the"Associated Features and Disorders" section for Learning Disorders (p. 50).
Disorder of Written Expression is commonly found in combination with Reading Dis
order or Mathematics Disorder. There is some evidence that language and perceptual
motor deficits may accompany this disorder.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Disorder of Written Expression is difficult to establish because
many studies focus on the prevalence of Learning Disorders in general without care
ful separation into specific Disorders of Reading, Mathematics, or Written Expres
sion. Disorder of Written Expression is rare when not associated with other Learning
Disorders.

Course

Although difficulty in writing (e.g., particularly poor handwriting or copying ability
or inability to remember letter sequences in common words) may appear as early as
the first grade, Disorder of Written Expression is seldom diagnosed before the end of
first grade because sufficient fonnal writing instruction has usually not occurred un
til this point in most school settings. The disorder is usually apparent by second
grade. Disorder of Written Expression may occasionally be seen in older children or
adults, and little is known about its long-term prognosis.
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Differential Diagnosis

See the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Learning Disorders (p. 51). A disorder in
spelling or handwriting alone, in the absence of other difficulties of written expres
sion. generally does not qualify for a diagnosis of Disorder of Written Expression. U
poor handwriting is due to impairment in molor coordination, a diagnosis of Devel
opmental Coordination Disorder should be considered.

Diagnostic criteria for
315.2 Disorder of Written Expression

A. Writing skills. as measured by individually administered standardized tests (or func
tional assessments of writing skills), are substantially below those expected given the
person's chronological age, measured intelligence. and age-appropriate education.

B. The disturbance in Criterion A significantly interferes with academic achievement or
activities of daily living that require the composition of written texts (e.g., writing
grammatically correct sentences and organized paragraphs).

C. If a sensory deficit is present, the difficulties in writing skills are in excess of those usu·
ally associated with it.

Coding note: If a general medical (e.g .• neurological) condition or sensory deficit is
present, code the condition on Axis III.

315.9 Learning Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for disorders in learning that do not meet criteria (or any specific
Learning Disorder. This category might include problems in all three areas (reading.
mathematics, written expression) that together Significantly interfere with academic
achievement even though performance on tests measuring each indi\'idual skill is not
substantially below that expected given the person's chronological age, measured in
telligence, and age-appropriate education.

Motor Skills Disorder

315.4 Developmental Coordination Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Developmental Coordination Disorder is a marked impair
ment in the development of motor coordination (Criterion A). The diagnosis is made
only if this impairment significantly interferes with academic achievement or activi.-
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ties of daily living (Criterion B). The diagnosis is made if the coordination difficulties
are not due to a general medical condition (e.g., cerebral palsy, hemiplegia, or mus
cular dystrophy) and the criteria are not met for Pen'asive Developmental Disorder
(Criterion C). If Mental Retardation is present, the motor difficulties are in excess of
those usually associated with it (Criterion D). The manifestations of this disorder vary
with age and development. For example, younger children may display clumsiness
and delays in achieving developmental motor milestones (e.g., walking, crawling, sit
ting, tying shoelaces, buttoning shirts, zipping pants). Older children may display
difficulties with the motor aspects of assembling puzzles, building models, playing
ball, and printing or handwriting.

Associated Features and Disorders

Problems commonly associated with Developmental Coordination Disorder include
delays in other nonmotor milestones. Associated disorders may include Phonological
Disorder, Expressive Language Disorder, and Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language
Disorder.

Prevalence

Prevalence of Developmental Coordination Disorder has been estimated to be as high
as 6% for children in the age range of 5-11 years.

Course

Recognition of Developmental Coordination Disorder usually occurs when the child
first attempts such tasks as running, holding a knife and fork, buttoning clothes, or
playing ball games. The course is variable. In some cases, lack of coordinationcontin
ues through adolescence and adulthood.

Differential Diagnosis

Developmental Coordination Disorder must be distinguished from motor impair
ments that are due to a general medical condition. Problems in coordination may be
associated with specific neurological disorders (e.g., cerebral palsy, progressive
lesions of the cerebellum), but in these cases there is definite neural damage and ab
normal findings on neurological examination. If Mental Retardation is present. De
velopmental Coordination Disorder can be diagnosed only if the motor difficulties
are in excess of those usually associated with the Mental Retardation. A diagnosis of
Developmental Coordination Disorder is not given if the criteria are met for a Perva
sive Developmental Disorder. Individuals with Attenlion-DeficitlHyperactivity
Disorder may fall, bump into things, or knock things over, but this is usually due to
distractibility and impulsiveness, rather than to a motor impairment. U criteria for
both disorders are met, both diagnoses can be given.
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Diagnostic criteria for
315.4 Developmental Coordination Disorder

A. Performance in daily activities that require motor coordination is substantially below
that expected given the person's chronological age and measured intelligence. This
may be manifested by marked delays in achieving motor milestones (e.g., walking,
crawling, sitting), dropping things, "clumsiness," poor performance in sports, or poor
handwriting.

B. The disturbance in Criterion A significantly interferes with academic achievement or

activities of daily living.

C. The disturbance is not due to a general medical condition (e.g., cerebral palsy. hemi
plegia, or muscular dystrophy) and does not meet criteria for a Pervasive Develop
mental Disorder.

D. If Mental Retardation is present, the motor difficulties are in excess of those usual~

associated with it.

Coding note: If a general medical (e.g., neurological) condition or sensory deficit is
present, code the condition on Axis III.

Communication Disorders

The following Communication Disorders are included in this section: Expressive
Language Disorder, Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder, Phonological
Disorder, Stuttering, and Communication Disorder Not Othenvise Specified. The)'
are included in this classification to familiarize clinicians with the ways in which
Communication Disorders present and to facilitate their differential diagnosis.

315.31 Expressive Language Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feahueof Expressive Language Disorder is an impaimlent in expressh'e
language development as demonstrated by scores on standardjzed individually ad·
ministered measures of expressive language development substantially below those
obtained from standardized measures of both nonverbal intellectual capacity and re
ceptive language development (Criterion A). When standardized instruments are not
availableor appropriate, the diagnosis may be based on a thorough nmctjonal assess·
ment of the individual's language ability. The difficulties may occur in conununica·
tion involving both verbal language and sign language. The language difficulties
interfere with academic or occupational achievement or with social communication
(Criterion B). The symptoms do not meet criteria for Mixed Receptive-Exprcssire
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language Disorder or a Pervasive Developmental Disorder (Criterion C). if rvtental
Retardation, a speech-motor or sensory deficit, or environmental deprivation is
present, the language difficulties are in excess of those usually associated with these
problems (Criterion D). If a speech-motor or sensory deficit or neurological condition
is present, it should be coded on Axis III.

The linguistic features of the disorder vary depending on its severity and the age
of the child. These features include a limited amount of speech, limited range of vo
cabulary, difficulty acquiring new words, word-finding or vocabulary errors, short
ened sentences, simplified grammatical structmes, limited varieties of grammatical
structures (e.g., verb forms), limited varieties of sentence types (e.g., imperatives,
questions), omissions of critical parts of sentences, use of unusual word order, and
slow rate of language development. Nonlinguistic functioning (as measured by per
fOffilance intelligence tests) and language comprehension skills are usually within
normal limits. Expressive Language Disorder may be either acquired or developmen
tal. In the acquired type, an impairment in expressive language occurs after a period
of normal development as a result of a nemological or other general medical condi
tion (e.g., encephalitis, head trauma, irradiation). In the developmental type, there is
an impairment in expressive language that is not associated with a postnatal neuro
logical insult of known origin. Children with this type often begin speaking late and
progress more slowly than usual through the various stages of expressive language
development.

Associated Features and Disorders

The most common associated feature of Expressive Language Disorder in ymmger
children is Phonological Disorder. There may also be a disnubance in fluency and lan
guage formulation involving an abnormally rapid rate and erratic rhythm of speech
and disturbances in language structure ("cluttering"). When Expressive L.,nguage
Disorder is acquired, additional speech difficulties are also common and may include
motor articulation problems, phonological errors, slow speech, syllable repetitions,
and monotonous intonation and stress patterns. Among school-age children, school
and learning problems (e.g., writing to dictation, copying sentences, and spelling)
that sometimes meet criteria for Learning Disorders are often associated with
Expressive Language Disorder. There may also be some mild impairment in recep
tive language skills, but when this is significant, a diagnosis of Mixed Receptive
Expressive Language Disorder should be made. A history of delay in reaching some
motor milestones, Developmental Coordination Disorder, and Enuresis are not un
common. Social withdrawal and some mental disorders such as Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder are also commonly associated. Expressive Language Disor
der may be accompanied by EEG abnormalities, abnormal findings on neuroimaging,
dysarthric or apraxic behaviors, or other neurological signs.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Assessments of the development of communication abilities must take into account
the individual's cultmal and language context, particularly for individuals growing
up in bilingual environments. The standardized measures of language development
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and of nonverbal intellectual capacity must be relevant for the cultural and linguistic
group (i.e., tests developed and standardized for one group may not provide appro
priate norms for a different group). The developmental type of Expressive Language
Disorder is more common in males than in females.

Prevalence

Prevalence estimates vary with age. In children under 3, language delays are quite
CODUnan, occurring in 100/..-15% of children. By school age, prevalence estimates.
range from 3% to 7%. The developmental type of Expressive Language Disorder is
more common than the acquired type.

Course

The developmental type of Expressive Language Disorder is usually recognized by
age 3 years, although milder forms of the disorder may not become apparent until
early adolescence, when language ordinarily becomes more complex. The acquired
type of Expressive language Disorder due to brain lesions, head trauma, or stroke
may occur at any age, and the onset is sudden. The outcome of the developmental
type of Expressive Language Disorder is variable. A majority of children with this
disorder improve substantially; in a smaller proportion, difficulties persist into adult·
hood.

Most children ultimately acquire more or less normal language abilities by late ad
olescence, although subtle deficits may persist. In the acquired type of Expressi\'e
Language Disorder, the course and prognosis are related to the severity and location
of brain pathology, as well as to the age of the child and the extent of language devel
opment at the time the disorder is acquired. Clinical improvement in language abili
ties is sometimes rapid and complete, although deficits in communication and related
cognitive abilities may persist. In other instances there may be progressive deficit.

Familial Pattern

It appears that the developmental type of Expressive Language Disorder is more like
ly to occur in individuals who have a family history of Commlmication or Learning
Disorders. There is no evidence of familial aggregation in the acqUired type.

Differential Diagnosis

Expressive Language Disorder is distinguished &om Mixed Receptive-Expressive
Language Disorder by the presence in the latter of significant impairment in recep
tive language; many individuals with ExpreSSive Language Disorder have subtledif·
ficulties in receptive skills as well.

Expressive Language Disorder is not diagnosed if the criteria are met for Autistic
Disorder or another Pervasive Developmental Disorder. Autistic Disorder also in

voh"es expressive language impairment but may be distinguished Cram Expressin
and Mixed Receptive-expressive Language Disorders by the characteristics of the
communication impairment (e.g., stereotyped use of language) and by the presence
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of a qualitative impainnent in social interaction and restricted, repetitive, and stereo
typed patterns of behavior. Expressive and receptive language development may be
impaired due to Mental Retardation, a hearing impairment or other sensory deficit,
a speech·motor deficit, or severe environmental deprivation. The presence of these
problems may be established by intelligence testing, audiometric testing, neurologi
cal testing, and history_ U the language difficulties are in excess of those usually asso
ciated with these problems, a concurrent diagnosis of Expressive Language or Mixed
Recepth'e·Expressive Language Disorder may be made. Children with expressive
language delays due to environmental deprivation may show rapid gains once the
environmental problems are ameliorated.

In Disorder of Written Expression, there is a disturbance in writing skills. If defi
cits in oral expression are also present, an additional diagnosis of Expressive Lan
guage Disorder may be appropriate. Selective Mutism involves limited expressive
output that may mimic Expressive or Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disor
der; careful history and observation are necessary to determine the presence of nor
mallangllage in some settings. Acquired aphasia associated with a general medical
condition in childhood is often transient. A diagnosis of Expressive Language Dis
order is appropriate only if the language disturbance persists beyond the acute recov
ery period for the etiological general medical condition (e.g., head trauma, viral
infection).

Diagnostic criteria for
315.31 Expressive Language Disorder

A. The scores obtained from standardized individually administered measures of ex
pressive language development are substantially below those obtained from stan
dardized measures of both nonverbal intellectual capacity and receptive language
development. The disturbance may be manifest clinically by symptoms that include
having a markedly limited vocabulary, making errors in tense, or having difficulty re
calling words or producing sentences with developmentally appropriate length or
complexity.

B. The difficulties with expressive language interfere with academic or occupational
achievement or with social communication. ......

C. Criteria are not met for Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder or a Pervasive
Developmental Disorder.

D. If Mental Retardation, a speech-motor or sensory deficit, or environmental depriva
tion is present, the language difficulties are in excess of those usually associated with
these problems.

Coding note: If a speech-motor or sensory deficit or a neurological condition is present,
code the condition on Axis III.
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Mixed Receptive-Expressive
Language Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder is an impair
ment in both receptive and expressive language development as demonstrated by
scores on standardized individually administered measures of both receptive and ex
pressive language development that are substantially below those obtained from
standardized measures of nonverbal intellectual capacity (Criterion A). When stan
dardized instruments are not available or appropriate, the diagnosis may be based on
a thorough ftmctional assessment of the individual's language ability. The difficulties
may occur in communication involving both verbal language and sign language. The
language difficulties interfere with academic or occupational achievement or with
social communication (Criterion B), and the symptoms do not meet criteria for a Per
vasive Developmental Disorder (Criterion C). If Ment.l1 Retardation, a speech-motor
or sensory deficit, or envirorunental deprivation is present, the language difficulties
are in excess of those usually associated with these problems (Criterion D). If a
speech-motor or sensory deficit or a neurological condition is present, it should be
coded on Axis Ill.

An individual with this disorder has the difficulties associated with Expressive
Language Disorder (e.g., a markedly limited vocabulary, errors in tense, difficulty re
calling words or producing sentences with developmentally appropriate length or
complexity, and general difficulty expressing ideas) and also has impaimlent in re
ceptive language development (e.g., difficulty lmderstanding words, sentences, or
specific types of words). In mild cases, there may be difficulties only in understand
ing particular types of words (e.g., spatial terms) or statements (e.g., complex "if
then" sentences). In more severe cases, there may be multiple disabilities, including
an inability to understand basic vocabulary or simple sentences, and deficits in vari
ous areas of auditory processing (e.g., discrimination of sounds, association of sounds
and symbols, storage, recall, and sequencing). Because the development of expressive
language in childhood relies on the acquisition of receptive skills, a pure receptive
language disorder (analogous to a Wernicke's aphasi.l in adults) is virtually nel'er
seen (although in some cases the receptive deficit may be more severe than the ex
pressive one).

Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder may be either acquired or devel
opmental. In the acquired type, an impainnent in receptive and expressive language
occurs after a period of normal development as a result of a neurological or other gen
eral medical condition (e.g., encephalitis, head trauma, irr.ldiation). In the develop
mental type, there is an impai.rment in receptive and expressive language that is nol
associated with a neurological insult of known origin. This type is char.lcterized by a
slow rate of language development in which speech may begin late and advance
slowly through the stages of language development.
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Associated Features and Disorders

The linguistic features of the production impairment in Mixed Receptive-Expressive
language Disorder are similar to those that accompany Expressive Language Disor
der. The comprehension deficit is the primary feature that differentiates this disorder
from Expressive Language Disorder, and this can vary depending on the severity of
the disorder and the age of the child. impairments in language comprehension can be
less obvious than those in language production because they are not as readily appar
ent to the observer and may appear only on formal assessment. The child may inter
mittently appear not to hear or to be confused or not paying attention when spoken
to. The child may follow commands incorrectly, or not at all, and give tangential or
inappropriilte responses to questions. The child may be exceptionally quiet or, con
\'ersely, very talkative. Conversational skills (e.g., taking turns, maintilining iI topic)
are often quite poor or inappropriate. Deficits in various areas of sensory information
processing are common, especially in temporal auditory processing (e.g., processing
rate, association of smmds and symbols, sequence of sounds and memory, attention
to and discrimination of sounds); these kinds of difficulties are sometimes referred to
as "central auditory processing" disorders.

Difficulty in producing motor sequences smoothly and quickly is also characteris
tic. Phonological Disorder, Learning Disorders, and deficits in speech perception are
often present and accompanied by memory impairments. Other associated disorders
are Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Developmental Coordination Disorder,
and Emuesis. Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder may be accompanied
by EEG abnormalities, abnormal findings on neuroimaging, and other neurological
signs. A form of acquired J\1.ixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder that has its
onset at about ages 3-9 yeaTS and is accompanied by seizures is referred to as Landau
Kleffner syndrome.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Assessments of the development of communication abilities must take into account
the individual's cultural and language context, particularly for individuals growing
up in bilingual environments. The standardized measures of language development
and of nonverbal intellectual cilpacity must be relevant tor the cultural and linguistic
group. The developmental type is probably more prevalent in males than in females.

Prevalence

Prevalence estimates vary with age. It is estimated that the developmental type of
Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder may occur in up to 5% of preschool
children and 3% of school-age dlildren but is probably less common than Expressive
language Disorder. Landau-Kleffner syndrome and other forms of the acquired type
of the disorder are relatively uncommon.

Course

The developmental type of Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder is usual
ly detectable before age 4 years. Severe forms of the disorder may be apparent by age
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2 years. Milder forms may not be recognized until the child reaches elementary
school, where deficits in comprehension become more apparent. The acquired type
of Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder due to brain lesions, head trauma,
or stroke may occur at any age. The acquired type due to Landau-Kleffner syndrome
(acquired epileptic aphasia) usually occurs beh\'een ages 3 and 9 years. Many chil
dren with Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder eventually acquire nor
mal language abilities, but the prognosis is worse than for those with Expressive
Language Disorder. In the acquired type of Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language
Disorder, the course and prognosis are related to the severity and location of brain
pathology, as well as to the age of the child and the extent of language development
at the time the disorder is acquired. Clinical improvement in language abilities is
sometimes complete or nearly so. In other instances, there may be incomplete recov
ery or progressive deficit. Children with more severe forms are likely to develop
Learning Disorders.

Familial Pattern

The developmental type of MLxed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder is more
common among first-degree biological relatives of those with the disorder than in the
general population. There is no evidence of familial aggregation in the acquired type
of the disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

See the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Expressive Language Disorder (p. 60).

Diagnostic criteria for
315.32 Mixed Receptive·Expressive Language Disorder

A The scores obtained from a battery of standardized individually administered mea
sures of both receptive and expressive language development are substantially be
low those obtained from standardized measures of nonverbal intellectual capacity.
Symptoms include those for Expressive Language Disorder as well as difficulty under
standing words, sentences, or specific types of words, such as spatial terms.

B. The difficulties with receptive and expressive language significantly interfere with
academic or occupational achievement or with social communication.

C. Criteria are not met for a Pervasive Developmental Disorder.

D. If Mental Retardation, a speech-motor or sensory deficit, or environmental depriva
tion is present, the language difficulties are in excess of those usually associated with
these problems.

Coding note: If a speech-motor or sensory deficit or a neurological condition is present,
code the condition on Axis III.
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315.39 Phonological Disorder
(formerly Developmental Articulation Disorder)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Phonological Disorder is a failure to use developmentally
expected speech sounds that are appropriate for the individual's age and dialect (Cri
terion A). nus may involve errors in sound production, use, representation, or orga
nization such as, but not limited 10, substitutions of one sound for another (use of
It I for target Ikl sound) or omissions of sounds (e.g., final consonants). The difficul
ties in speech sound production interfere with academic or occupational achievement
or with social communication (Criterion B). U Mental Retardation, a speech-molar or
sensory deficit, or environmental deprivation is present, the speech difficulties are in
excess of those usually associated with these problems (Criterion C). If a speech
motor or sensory deficit or neurological condition is present, it should be coded. on
Axis m.

Phonological Disorder includes phonological production (Le., articulation) errors
that involve the failure to fOml speech sounds correctly and cognitively based forms
of phonological problems that involve a deficit in linguistic categorization of speech
sounds (e.g., a difficulty in sorting out which sounds in the language make a differ
ence in meaning). Severity ranges from little or no effect on speech intelligibility to
completely unintelligible speech. Sound omissions are typically viewed as more se
vere than are sound substitutions, which in tum are more severe than sound distor
tions. The most frequently misarticulated sounds are those acquired later in the
de\·elopmental sequence (I, ',5, I, fll. ell), but in younger or more severely affected. in
dividuals, consonants and vowels that develop earlier may also be affected.. Lisping
(i.e., misarticulation of sibilants) is particularly common. Phonological Disorder may
also involve errors of selection and ordering of sounds within syllables and words
(e.g., aks for ask).

Associated Features and Disorders

Although there may be an association with clear causal factors such as hearing im
pairment (e.g., due to chronic otitis media) or structuraLdeficits of the oral peripheral
speech mechanism (e.g., cleft palate), neurological conditions (e.g., cerebral palsy).
cognitive limitations (e.g., Mental Retardation), or psychosocial problems, at least 3%
of preschool children present with Phonological Disorders of unknown or suspect or
igin, which are often referred to asjl/Ilctional or developmelltal. There may be a delayed
onset of speech. Some forms of Phonological Disorder, involving inconsistent errors,
difficulty sequencing sounds in connected. speech, and vowel distortions, are some
times referred. to as "developmental dyspraxia of speech."

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Assessments of the development of communication abilities must take into account
the individual's cultural and language context, particularly for individuals growing
up in bilingual environments. Phonological Disorder is more prevalent in males.
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Prevalence
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Approximately 2% of 6- and 7-year-"{)!ds present with moderate to severe Phonologi
cal Disorder, although the prevalence of milder forms of this disorder is higher. The
prevalence falls to 0.5% by age 17 years.

Course

In severe Phonological Disorder, the child's speech may be relatively unintelligible
even to family members. Less severe forms of the disorder may not be recognized un
til the child enters a preschool or SdlOOI environment and has difficulty being under
stood by those outside the immediate family. The course of the disorder is variable
depending on associated causes and severity. In children with mild to moderate pho
nological problems not due to a general medical condition, about three-fourths show
spontaneous nom1alization by age 6.

Familial Pattern

A familial pattern has been demonstrated for some forms of Phonological Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Speech difficulties may be associated. with Mental Retardation, a hearing impairment
or other sensory deficit, a speech-motor deficit, or severe environmental deprivation.
The presence of these problems may be established by intelligence testing, audiometric
testing, neurologicallesting, and history. If the speech difficulties are in excess of those
usually associated with these problems or if they interfere with the child's ability 10 be
understood by significant others, a concurrent diagnosis of Phonological Disorder may
be made. Problems limited to speech rhythm or voice are not included as part of Pho
nological Disorder and instead are diagnosed as Stuttering or Communication Disor
der Not OthenYise Specified. Children with speech difficulties due to envirorullental
deprivation may show rapid gains once the environmental problems are ameliorated.

Diagnostic criteria for 315.39 Phonological Disorder

A. Failure to use deyelopmentally expected speech sounds that are appropriate for age
and dialect (e.g., errors in sound production, use, representation, or organization
such as, but not limited to, substitutions of one sound for another luse of ItJ for tar
get IkJ sound] or omissions of sounds such as final consonants).

B. The difficulties in speech sound production interfere with academic or occupational
achievement or with social communication.

C. If Mental Retardation, a speech-motor or sensory deficit, or environmental depriva
tion is present, the speech difficulties are in excess of those usually associated with
these problems.

Coding note: If a speech-motor or sensory deficit or a neurological condition is present.
code the condition on Axis III.
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307.0 Stuttering

Diagnostic Features

The essential featureofStultering is a disturbance in the nonnal fluency and time pat
terning of speech that is inappropriate for the individual's age (Criterion A). This dis
turbance is characterized by frequent repetitions or prolongations of sounds or
syllables (Criteria Aland A2). Various other types of speech dysfluencics Illay also
be involved, including interjections (Criterion A3), broken words (e.g., pauses within
a word) (Criterion A4). audible or silent blocking (fiUed or unfilled pauses in speech)
(Criterion AS), circumlocutions (i.e., word substitutions to a\·oid problematic words)
(Criterion A6), words produced with an excess of physical tension (Criterion A7), and
monosyllabic whole·word repetitions (e.g., "1·1·1-1 see him") (Criterion A8). The dis
turbance in fluency interferes with academic or occupational achievement or with
social communication (Criterion B). If a speech-motor or sensory deficit is present, the
speech difficulties are in excess of those usually associated with these problems (Cri
terion C). U a speech-motor or sensory deficit or a neurological disorder is present,
this condition should also be coded on Axis Ill. The extent of the disturbance varies
from situation to situation and often is more severe when there is special pressure to
communicate (e.g., giving a report at school, interviewing for a job). Stuttering is of
ten absent during oral reading, singing, or talking to inanimate objects or to pets.

Associated Features and Disorders

At the onset of Stuttering, the speaker may not be aware of the problem, although
awareness and even fearful anticipation of the problem may develop later. The speak
er may attempt to avoid stuttering by linguistic mechanisms (e.g., altering the rate of
speech, avoiding certain speech situations such as telephoning or public speaking, or
a\"Oiding certain words or sounds). Shlttering may be accompanied by motor move
ments (e.g., eye blinks, tics, tremors of the lips or face, jerking of the head, breathing
movements, or fist clenching). Stress or anxiety have been shown to exacerbate Stut
tering. Impairment of social functioning may result from associated anxiety, frustra
tion, or low self-esteem. In adults, Stuttering may limit occupational choice or
advancement. Phonological Disorder and Expressive language Disorder occur at a
higher frequency in individuals with Stuttering than in the general population.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Stuttering in prepubertal children is 1% and drops to 0.8% in ado
lescence. The rna le-to-female ratio is approximately 3:1.

Course

Retrospective studies of individuals with Shlttering report onset typically between
ages 2 and 7 years (with peak onset at a.round age 5 years). Onset occurs before age
10 years in 98% of cases. The onset is usually insidious, covering many months during
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which episodic, unnoticed speech dysfluencies become a chronic problem. Typically,
the disturbance starts gradually, with repetition of initial consonants, words that are
usually the first words of a phrase, or long words. The child is generally not aware of
Stuttering. As the disorder progresses, there is a waxing and waning course. The dys·
fluencies become more frequent, and the Stuttering occurs on the most meaningful
words or phrases in the utterance. As the child becomes aware of the speech diffi·
culty, mechanisms for avoiding the dysfluencies and emotional responses may occur.
Research suggests that some proportion recover; estimates range from 20% to 80%.
Some individuals with Stuttering recover spontaneously, typically before age 16
years.

Familial Pattern

Family and twin studies provide strong evidence of a genetic factor in the etiology of
Stuttering. The presence of a Phonological Disorder or the developmental type of
Expressive Language Disorder, or a family history of these, increases the likelihood
of Stuttering. The risk of Stuttering among first-degree biological relatives is more
than three times the risk in the general population. For men with a history of Stutter·
ing, about 10% of their daughters and 20% of their sons will stutter.

Differential Diagnosis

Speech difficulties may be associated with a hearing impainnent or other sensory def·
icit or a speech-motor deficit. In instances where the speech difficulties are in excess of
those usually associated with these problems, a concurrent diagnosis of Stuttering may
be made. Stuttering must be distinguished from nonnal dysfluencies that occur fre
quently in young children, which include whole--word or phrase repetitions (e.g., "I
want, I want ice cream"), incomplete phrases, interjections, unfilled pauses, and paren
thetical remarks. If these difficulties increase in frequency or complexity as the child
grows older, a diagnosis of Stuttering becomes more likely.
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.0 Stuttering
A. Disturbance in the normal fluency and time panerning of speech (inappropriate for

the individual's age), characterized by frequent occurrences of one or more of the
following:

(1) sound and syllable repetitions
(2) sound prolongations
(3) interjections
(4) broken words (e.g., pauses within a word)
(5) audible or silent blocking (filled or unfilled pauses in speech)
(6) circumlocutions (word substitutions to avoid problematic words)
(7) words produced with an excess of physical tension
(8) monosyllabic whole-word repetitions (e.g., "1_1_1_1 see him")

B. The disturbance in fluency interferes with academic or occupational achievement or
with social communication.

C. If a speech-motor or sensory deficit is present, the speech difficulties are in excess of
those usually associated with these problems.

Coding note: If a speech·motor or sensory deficit or a neurological condition is present,
code the condition on Axis Ill.

307.9 Communication Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for disorders in communication that do not meet criteria for any spe
cific Communication Disorder; for example. a voice disorder (i.e., an abnormality of
\'ocal pitch, loudness, quality, tone, or resonance).

Pervasive Developmental Disorders

Pervasive De\'elopmental Disorders are characterized by severe and pervasive im
pairment in several areas of de\'elopment reciprocal social interaction skills, commu
nication skills, or the presence of stereotyped behavior, interests, and activities. The
qualitative impairments that define these conditions are distinctly deviant relative to
the indi\'idual's developmental level or mental age. This section contains Autistic
Disorder, Rett's Disorder, Childhood Disintegrative Disorder, Asperger's Disorder,
and Pervasive Developmental Disorder ot Otherwise Specified. These disorders are
usuaUy evident in the first years of life and are often associated with some degree of
Mental Retardation, which, if present, should be coded on Axis II. The Pervasive De
\'elopmental Disorders are sometimes observed with a diverse group of other general
medical conditions (e.g., chromosomal abnormalities, congenital infections, srructur-
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al abnormalities of the central nervous system). If such conditions are present, the}'
should be noted on Axis Ill. Although terms like "psychosis" and "childhood schizo
phrenia" were once used to refer to individuals with these conditions, there is consid
erable evidence to suggest that the Pervasive Developmental Disorders are distinct
from Schizophrenia (however, an individual with Pervasive Developmental Disorder
may occasionally later develop Schizophrenia).

299.00 Autistic Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feahtre5 oL(\utistic Disorder are the presence of markedly abnormal or
impaired development in social interaction and communication and a markedly re
stricted repertoire of activity and interests. Manifestations of the disorder vary great
ly depending on the developmental level and chronological age of the individual.
Autistic Disorder is sometimes referred to as early infantile autism, c1/i/dhood autism, or
Kn II IIer's a/I fi5111.

The impairment in reciprocal social interaction is gross and sustained. There may
be marked impairment in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors (e.g., eye-to-€ye
gaze, facial expression, body postures and gestures) to regulate social interaction and
communication (Criterion Ala). There may be failure to develop peer relationships
appropriate to developmental level (Criterion Alb) that may take different forms at
different ages. Younger individuals may have lillIe or no interest in establishing
friendships. Older individuals may have an interest in friendship but lack under
standing of the conventions of social interaction. There rna}' be a lack of spontaneous
seeking to share enjoyment, interests, or achievements with other people (e.g., not
showing, bringing, or pointing out objects they find interesting) (Criterion Ale). Lack
of social or emotional reciprocity may be present (e.g., not actively participating in
simple social play or games, preferring solitary activities, or involving others in activ
ities only as tools or "mechanical" aids) (Criterion Ald). Often an indi vidual's aware
ness of others is markedly impaired. Individuals with this disorder may be oblivious
to other children (including siblings), may have no concept of the needs of others, or
may not notice another person's distress.

The impairment in communication is also marked and sustained and affects both
verbal and nonverbal skills. There may be delay in, or total lack of. the development
of spoken language (Criterion A2a). In individuals who do speak, there may be
marked impairment in the ability to initiate or sustain a conversation with others
(Criterion A2b), or a stereotyped and repetitive use of language or idiosyncratic lan
guage (Criterion Alc). There may also be a lack of varied, spontaneous make·believe
play or social imitative play appropriate to developmental level (Criterion A2d).
When speech does develop, the pitch, intonation, rate, rhythm, or stress may be ab
normal (e.g., tone of voice may be monotonous or inappropriate to context or may
contain questionlike rises at ends of statements). Grammatical structures are often
immature and include stereotyped and repetitive use of language (e.g., repetition of
words or phrases regardless of meaning; repeating jingles or commercials) or idio
syncratic language (i.e., language that has meaning only to those familiar with the
individual's communication style). Language comprehension is often very delayed,
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and the individual may be unable to understand simple questions or directions. A
disturbance in the pragmatic (social use) of language is often evidenced by an inabil
ity to integrate words with gestures or understand humor or nonliteral aspects of
speech such as irony or implied meaning. Imaginative play is often absent or mark
edly impaired. These individuals also tend not to engage in the simple imitation
games or routines of infancy or early childhood or do so ani)' out of context or in a
mechanical way.

individuals with Autistic Disorder have restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped pat
terns of behavior, interests, and activities. There may be an encompassing preoccupa
tion with one or more stereotyped and restricted patterns of interest that is abnormal
either in intensity or focus (Criterion A3a); an apparently inflexible adherence to spe
cific, nonfunctional routines or rituals (Criterion A3b); stereotyped and repetitive
motor mannerisms (Criterion A3c); or a persistent preoccupation with parts of objects
(Criterion A3d). Individuals with Autistic Disorder display a markedly restricted
range of interests and are often preoccupied with one narrow interest (e.g., dates,
phone numbers, radio station call letters). They may line up an exact number of play
things in the same manner over and over again or repetitively mimic the actions of
a television actor. They may insist on sameness and show resistance to or distress
over trivial dlanges (e.g., a younger child may have a catastrophic reaction to a minor
change in the environment such as rearrangement of the furniture or use of a new set
of utensils at the dinner table). There is often an interest in nonfunctional routines or
rituals or an unreasonable insistence on follOWing routines (e.g., taking exactly the
same route to school every day). Stereotyped body movements include the hands
(clapping, finger flicking) or whole body (rocking, dipping, and swaying). Abnormal
ities of posture (e.g., walking on tiptoe, odd hand movements and body postures)
may be present. These individuals show a persistent preoccupation with parts of ob
jects (buttons, parts of the body). There may also be a fascination with movement
(e.g., the spinning wheels of toys, the opening and closing of doors, an electric fan or
other rapidly revolving object). The person rna)' be highly attached to some inanimate
object (e.g., a piece of string or a rubber band).

The disturbance must be manifest by delays or abnormal functioning in at least
one (and often several) of the following areas prior to age 3 years: social interaction,
language as used in social communication, or symbolic or imaginative play (Criterion
B). in most cases, there is no period of wlequivocaUy normal development, although
in perhaps 20% of cases parents report relatively normal development for lor 2 years.
In such cases, parents may report that the child acquired a few words and lost these
or seemed to stagnate developmentally.

By defmition, if there is a period of nonnal den'lopment, it cannot extend past age
3 years. The disturbance must not be better accounted for by Rett's Disorder or Child
hood Disintegrative Disorder (Criterion C).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. In most cases, there is an
associated diagnosis of Mental Retardation, which can range from mild to profound.
There may be abnormalities in the development of cognitive skills. The profile of cog-
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nitive skills is usually uneven, regardJess of the general level of intelligence, with ver
bal skills typically weaker than nonverbal skills. Sometimes special skills are present
(e.g., a 4Jh-year-old girl with Autistic Disorder may be able to "decode" written
materials with minimallUlderstanding of the meaning of what is read [hyperlexia] or
a IO-year-old boy may have prodigious abilities to calculate dates [calendar calcula
tion]). Estimates of single-word (receptive or expressive) vocabulary are not always
good estimates of language level (i.e., actual language skills may be at much lower
levels).

Individuals with Autistic Disorder may have a range of behavioral symptoms, in
cluding hyperacti\'ity, short attention span, impulsivity, aggressiveness, self-injurious
behaviors, and, particularly in young children, temper tantrums. There may be odd
responses to sensory..s.timuli (e.g., a high threshold for pain, oversensitivity to smmds
or being touched, exaggerated reactions to light or odors, fascination with ccrtain
stimuli). There may be abnormalities in eating (e.g., limiting diet to a few foods, Pica)
or sleeping (e.g., recurrent awakening at night with rocking). Abnormalities of mood
or affect (e.g., giggling or weeping for no apparent reason, an apparent absence of
emotional reaction) may be present. There may be a lack of fear in response to real
dangers, and excessivc fearfulness in response to harmless objects. A variety of self
injurious behaviors may be present (e.g., head banging or finger, hand, or wrist bit
ing). In adolescence or early adult life, individuals with Autistic Disorder who have
the intellectual capacity for insight may become depressed in response to the realiza
tion of their serious impairment.

Associated laboratory findings. When Autistic Disorder is associated with a gen
eral medical condition, laboratory findings consistent with the general medical con
dition will be observed. There are group differences in some measures of serotonergic
activity, but these are not diagnostic for Autistic Disorder. Imaging studies may be
abnormal in some cases, but no specific pattern has been clearly identified. EEG ab
normalities are common even in the absence of seizure disorders.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Various nonspecific neurological symptoms or signs may be noted (e.g., primitive re
flexes, delayed development of hand dominance) in Autistic Disorder. The condition
is sometimes observed in association with a neurological or other general medical
condition (e.g., fragile X syndrome and tuberous sclerosis).

Seizures may develop (particularly in adolescence) in as many as 25% of cases.
Both microcephaly and macrocephaly are observed. When other general medical con
ditions are present, they should be noted on Axis m.

Specific Age and Gender Features

TIle nature of the impairment in social interaction may change over time in Autistic
Disorder and may vary depending on the developmental level of the individual. In
infants, there may be a failure to cuddle; an indifference or aversion to affection or
physical contact; a lack of eye contact, facial responsiveness, or socially directed
smiles; and a failure to respond to their parents' voices. As a result, parents may be
concerned initially that the child is deaf. Young children with this disorder may treat
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adults as interchangeable, may ding mechanically to a specific person, or may use the
parent's hand to obtain desired objects without e\'er making eye contact (as if it were
the hand rather than the person that is relevant). Over the course of development, the
child may become more willing to be passively engaged in social interaction and may
e"en become more interested in social interaction. However, even in such instances, the
child tends to treat other people in unusual ways (e.g., expecting other people to an
swer ritualized questions in specific ways, haVing little sense of other people's bound
aries, and being inappropriately intrusive in social interaction). In older individuals,
tasks involving long-term memory (e.g., train timetables, historical dates, chemical for
mulas, or ret:all of the exact words of songs heard years before) may be excellent, but
the information tends to be repeated over and o\'er again, regardless of the appropri
ateness of the information to the social context. Rates of the disorder are four to five
times higher in males than in females. Females with the disorder are more likely, how
c\'er, to exhibit more severe Mental Retardation.

Prevalence

The median rate of Autistic Disorder in epidemiological studies is 5 cases per 10,000
indh'iduals, with reported rates ranging from 2 to 20 cases per 10,000 individuals. It
remains unclear whether the higher reported rates reflect differences in methodology
or an increased frequency of the condition.

Course

By definition, the onset of Autistic Disorder is prior to age 3 years. In some instances.
parents will report that they have been worried about the child since birth or shortly
afterward because of the child's lack of interest in social interaction. Manifestations
of the disorder in infancy are more subtle and difficult to define than those seen after
age 2 years. In a minority of cases, the child may be reported to ha\'e developed nor
mally for the first )'ear (or even 2 years) of life. Autistic Disorder follows a continuous
course. In school-age children and adolescents, developmental gains in some areas
are common (e.g., increased interest in social functioning as the child reaches school
age). Some individuals deteriorate behaviorally during adolescence, whereas others
improve. Language skills (e.g., presence of communicative speech) and overall intel
leduililevel are the strongest factors related to ultimate prognosis. Available follow
up studies suggest that only a small percentage of individuals with the disorder go
on as adults to live and work independently. In about one-third of cases, some degree
of partial independence is possible. The highest functioning adults with Autistic Dis
order typically continue to exhibit problems in social interaction and communication
along with markedl)' restricted interests and activities.

Familial Pattern

There is an increased risk of Autistic Disorder among siblings of individuals with the
disorder, with approximately 5% of siblings also exhibiting the condition. There also
appears to be risk for various developmental difficulties in affected siblings.
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Differential Diagnosis

Periods of developmental regression may be observed in normal development, but
these are neilher as severe or as prolonged as in Autistic Disorder. Autistic Disorder
must be differentiated from other Pervasive Developmental Disorders. ReU's Dis·
order differs from Autistic Disorder in its characleristic sex ratio and pattern of defi
cits. Rett's Disorder has been diagnosed only in females, whereas Autistic Disorder
occurs much more frequently in males. In ReU's Disorder, there is a characteristic pat
tern of head growth deceleration, loss of previollsly acquired purposeful hand skills,
and the appearance of poorly coordinated gait or trunk movements. Particularly dur
ing the preschool years, individuals with Reu's Disorder may exhibit djfficulties in
social interaction siml~r to those observed in Autistic Disorder, but Ihese lend to be
transient. Autistic Disorder differs from Childhood Disintegrative Disorder, which
has a distinctive paUern of severe developmental regression in multiple areas of
functioning following at least 2 years of normal development. In Autistic Disorder,
developmental abnomlalities are usually noted witllin the first year of life. When in
formation on early development is unavailable or when it is not possible to document
the required period of nonnal development, the diagnosis of Autistic Disorder
should be made. Asperger's Disorder can be distinguished from Autistic Disorder by
the lack of delay or deviance in early language development. Asperger's Disorder is

not diagnosed if criteria are met for Autistic Disorder.
Schizophrenia with childhood onset usually develops after years of normal, or

near normal, development. An additional diagnosis of Schizophrenia can be made if
an individual with Autistic Disorder develops the characteristic features of Schizo
phrenia (see p. 298) with active-phase symptoms of prominent delusions or halluci
nations that lasl for at least 1 month. In Selective Mutism, the child usually exhibits
appropriate communication skills in certain contexts and does not have the severe
impairment in social interaction and the restricted patterns of behavior associated
with Autistic Disorder. In Expressive Language Disorder and Mixed Receptive
Expressive language Disorder, there is a language impairment, but it is nol associ
ated with the presence of a qualitative impairment in social interaction and restricted,
repetitive, and stereotyped pallerns of behavior. It is sometimes difficull to determine
whether an additional diagnosis of Autistic Disorder is warranted in an individual
with Mental Retardation, especially if the Mental Retardation is Severe or Profound.
An additional diagnosis of Autistic Disorder is reserved for those situations in which
there are qualitative deficits in social and communicative skills and the specific be

haviors characteristic of Autistic Disorder are present. Motor stereotypies are charac
teristic of Autistic Disorder; an additional diagnosis of Stereotypic Movement
Disorder is not given when these are better accounted for as pari of the presentation
of Autistic Disorder. Symptoms of overactivity and inattention are frequent in Autis
tic Disorder, but a diagnosis of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder is not
made if Autistic Disorder is present.
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Diagnostic criteria for 299.00 Autistic Disorder
A. A total of six (or more) items from (1). (2), and (3). with at least t\vo from (1). and one

each from (2) and (3):

(1) qualitative impairment in social interaction. as manifested by at least two of the
following:

(a) marked impairment in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors such as eye
to-eye gaze, facial expression, body postures, and gestures to regulate so
cial interaction

(b) failure to develop peer relationships appropriate to developmental level
(c) a lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment, interests, or achieve

ments with other people (e.g., by a lack of showing, bringing, or pointing
out objects of interest)

(d) lack of social or emotional reciprocity

(2) qualitative impairments in communication as manifested by at least one of the
following:

(a) delay in, or total lack of, the development of spoken language (not accom
panied by an attempt to compensate through alternative modes of com
munication such as gesture or mime)

(b) in individuals with adequate speech, marked impairment in the ability to
initiate or sustain a conversation with others

(c) stereotyped and repetitive use of language or idiosyncratic language
(d) lack of varied, spontaneous make-believe play or social imitative play ap

propriate to developmental level

(3) restricted repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior. interests, and activi
ties, as manifested by at least one of the following:

(a) encompassing preoccupation with one or more stereotyped and restricted
patterns of interest that is abnormal either in intensity or focus

(b) apparently inflexible adherence to specific, nonfunctional routines or ritu,,,
(c) stereotyped and repetitive motor mannerisms (e.g .. hand or finger flap

ping or twisting. or complex whole-body movements)
(d) persistent preoccupation with parts of objects

B. Delays or abnormal functioning in at least one of the following areas, with onset
prior to age 3 years: (l) social interaction, (2) language as used in social communica
tion, or (3) symbolic or imaginative play.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by Rett's Disorder or Childhood Disinte
grative Disorder.
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Rett's Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Rett's Disorder is the development of multiple specific defi
cits following a period of normal functioning after birth. Individuals have an appar
ently normal prenatal and perinatal period. (Criterion AI) with normal psychomotor
dcvelopment through the first 5 months of We (Criterion A2). Head circumference at
birth is also within normal limits (Criterion A3). Beh\'een ages 5 and 48 months, head
growth decelerates (Criterion 81). There is a loss of previously acquired purposeful
hand skills beh\'een ages 5 and 30 months, with the subsequent development ofchar·
acteristic stereotyped Rand movements resembling hand-wringing or hand washing
(Criterion 82). Interest in the social environment diminishes in the first fcw years after
the onset of the disorder (Criterion 83), although social interaction may often develop
later in the course. Problems develop in the coordination of gait or trunk movements
(Criterion 84). There is also severe impairment in expressive and receptive language
development, with severe psychomotor retardation (Criterion 85).

Associated Features and Disorders

Rett's Disorder is typically associated with Severe or Profound Mental Retardation.
which, if present, should be coded on Axis n. There are no specific laboratory find
ings associated with the disorder. There may be an increased frequency of EEG ab
normalities and seizure disorder in individuals with Rett's Disorder. TonspecifiC
abnormalities on brain imaging have been reported. Preliminary data suggest that
a genetic mutation is the cause of some cases of Rett's Disorder.

Prevalence

Data are limited to mostly case series, and it appears that ReU's Disorder is much less
common than Autistic Disorder. This disorder has been reported only in females.

(ourse

The pattern of developmental regression is highly distinctive. Rett's Disorder has its
onset prior to age 4 years, usuall)' in the first or second year of life. The duration of
the disorder is lifelong, and the loss of skills is generally persistent and progressi\'e.
In most instances, recovery is quite limited, although some very modest developmen
tal gains rna)' be made and interest in social interaction may be obsen'ed as individ
uals enter later childhood or adolescence. The communicative and beha\'ioral
difficulties usually remain relatively constant throughout life.

Differential Diagnosis

Periods of developmental regression may be obsen'ed in normal development, but
these are neither as severe or as prolonged as in Rett's Disorder. For the differential
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diagnosis between Rett's Disorder and Autistic Disorder, see p. 7.t. Rett's Disorder
differs from Childhood Disintegrative Disorder and Aspergers Disorder in its
characteristic sex ratio, onset, and pattern of deficits. Rett's Disorder has been diag
nosed only in females, whereas Childhood Disintegrative Disorder and Asperger's
Disorder appear to be more common in males. The onset of symptoms in Rett's Dis
order can begin as early as age 5 months, whereas in Childhood Disintegrative Dis
order the period of nonnal development is typically more prolonged (i.e., at least
until age 2 years). In Rett's Disorder, there is a characteristic pattern of head growth
deceleration, loss of previously acquired purposeful hand skills, and the appearance
of poorly coordinated gait or trunk movements. In contrast to Asperger's Disorder,
Rett's Disorder is characterized by a severe impainnent in expressive and receptive
language development.

Diagnostic criteria for 299.80 Rett's Disorder

A. All of the following:

(1) apparently normal prenatal and perinatal development
(2) apparently normal psychomotor development through the first 5 months after

birth
(3) normal head circumference at birth

8. Onset of all of the following after the period of normal development:

(1) deceleration of head growth between ages 5 and 48 months
(2) loss of previously acquired purposeful hand skills between ages 5 and 30

months with the subsequent development of stereotyped hand movements
(e.g., hand-wringing or hand washing)

(3) loss of social engagement early in the course (although often social interaction
develops later)

(4) appearance of poorly coordinated gait or trunk movements
(S) severely impaired expressive and receptive language development with severe

psychomotor retardation

299.10 Childhood Disintegrative Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Childhood Disintegrative Disorder is a marked regression in
multiple areas of functioning following a period of at least 2 years of apparently nor
mal development (Criterion A). Apparentl}' normal development is reflected in age
appropriate verbal and nonverbal communication, social relationships, play, and
adaptive behavior. After the first 2 years of life (but before age 10 years), the child has
a clinically significant loss of previously acquired skills in at least two of the follOWing
areas: expressive or receptive language, social skills or adaptive behavior, bowel or
bladder control, play, or motor skills (Criterion B). Most typically, acquired skills arc
lost in almost all areas.
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lndh,jduals with this disorder exhibit the social and communicative deficits and
behavioral features generally observed in Autistic Disorder (see p. 70). There is qual
itative impairment in social interaction (Criterion el) and in communication (Crite
rion e2), and restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests,
and activities (Criterion C3). The disturbance is not better accounted for by another
specific Pervasive Developmental Disorder or by Schjzophrenia (Criterion D). This
condition has also been termed Heller's syndrome, demelltia ill/nlltiUs, or disilltegrative

Jlsychosis.

Associated Features and Disorders

Childhood Disintegrative Disorder is usually associated with Severe Mental Retarda
tion, which, if present, should be coded on Axis n. Various nonspecific neurological
symptoms or signs may be noted. There seems to be an increased frequency of EEG
abnormalities and seizure disorder. Although it appears likely that the condition is
the result of some insult to the developing central nervous system, no precise mech
anjsm has been identified. The condition is occasionally observed in association with
a general medical condition (e.g., metachromatic leukodystrophy, Schilder's disease)
that might account for the developmental regression. In most instances, howe\"er,
extensive im'estigation does not reveal such a condition. If a neurological or other
general medical condition is associated with the disorder, it should be recorded on
Axis m. The laboratory findings will reflect any associated general medical conditions.

Prevalence

Epidemiological data are limited, but Childhood Disintegrative Disorder appears to
be very rare and much less common than Autistic Disorder, although the condition is
likely underdiagnosed. Although initial studies suggested an equal sex ratio. the
most recent data suggest that the condition is more common among males.

Course

By definition, Childhood Disintegrative Disorder can only be diagnosed if the symp
toms are preceded by at least 2 years of nonnal development and the onset is prior to
age 10 years. When the period of normal development has been quite prolonged (5 or
more years), it is particularly important to conduct a thorough physical and neuro
logical examination to assess for the presence of a general medical condition. In most
cases, the onset is behveen ages 3 and -I rears and may be insidious or abrupt. Pre
monitory signs can include increased activity levels, irritability, and anxiety followed
by a loss of speech and other skills. During this time, the child may also lose intefl:'S1
in the environment. Usually the loss of skills reaches a plateau, after which some lim·
iled improvement may occur, although improvement is rarely marked. In other in
stances, especially when the disorder is associated with a progressive neurological
condition, the loss of skills is progressive. This disorder foHows a continuous course,
and in the majority of cases, the duration is lifelong. The social, communicative, and
behavioral difficulties remain relatively constant throughout life.
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Differential Diagnosis
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Periods of regression may be observed in normal development, but these are neither
as senre or as prolonged as in Childhood Disintegrative Disorder. Childhood Dis
integrative Disorder must be differentiated from other Pervasive Developmental
Disorders. For the differential diagnosis with Autistic Disorder, seep. 74. For the dif
ferential diagnosis with Rett's Disorder, see p. 76. In contrast to Asperger's Disorder,
Childhood Disintegrative Disorder is characterized by a clinically significant loss in
previously acquired skills and a greater likelihood of Mental Retardation. In Asperger's
Disorder, there is no delay in language development and no marked loss of develop
mental skills.

Childhood Disintegrative Disorder must be differentiated from a dementia with
onset during infancy or childhood. Dementia occurs as a consequence of the direct
physiological effects of a general medical condition (e.g., head trauma), whereas
Childhood Disintegrative Disorder typically occurs in the absence of an associated
general medical condition.

Diagnostic criteria for
299.10 Childhood Disintegrative Disorder

A. Apparently normal development for at least the fir~ 2 years after birth as manifested
by the presence of age-appropriate verbal and nonverbal communication, social re
lationships, play. and adaptive behavior.

B. Clinically significant loss of previously acquired skills (before age 10 years) in at least
" ....0 of the following areas:

(1) expressive or receptive language
(2) social skills or adaptive behavior
(3) bowel or bladder control
(4) play
(5) motor skills

C. Abnormalities of functioning in at least two of the following areas:

(1) qualitative impairment in social interaction (e.g., impairment in nonverbal be
haviors, failure to develop peer relationships, lack of social or emotional reci
procity)

(2) qualitative impairments in communication (e.g., delay or lack of spoken Ian·
guage, inability to initiate or sustain a conversation, stereotyped and repetitive
use of language. lack of varied make-believe play)

(3) restricted, repetitive. and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests, and activ
ities. including motor stereotypies and mannerisms

D. The di~urbance is not better accounted for by another specific Pervasive Develop
mental Disorder or by Schizophrenia.
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Asperger's Disorder

The essential features of Asperger's Disorder are severe and sustained impairment in
social interaction (Criterion A) and the development of restricted, repetitive paNems
of behavior, interests, and activities (Criterion B). The disturbance must cause clini
cally significant impairment in social. occupational, or other important areas of func
tioning (Criterion C). In contrast to Autistic Disorder. there are no clinically
significant delays or deviance in language acquisition (e.g., single non-echoed words
are used communicatively by age 2 years, and spontaneous communicative phrases
are used by age 3 years) (Criterion 0), allhough more subtle aspects of social commu
nication (e.g., typical give-and-take in conversation) may be affected. In addition,
during the first 3 years of life, there are no clinically significant delays in cognitive de
velopment as manifested by expressing nonnal curiosity about the environment or in
the acquisition of age-appropriate learning skills and adaptive behaviors (other than
in social interaction) (Criterion E). Finally, the criteria are not met for another specific
Pervasive Developmental Disorder or for Schizophrenia (Criterion F). This condition
is also termed Asperger's syndrome.

The impairment in reciprocal social interaction is gross and sustained. There may
be marked impairment in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors (e.g., eye-ta-eye
gaze, facial expression, body postures and gestures) to regulate social interaction and
communication (Criterion A1). There may be failure to de\'elop peer relationships
appropriate to developmental level (Criterion A2) that may take different forms at
different ages. Younger individuals may have little or no interest in establishing
friendships. Older individuals may have an interest in friendship but lack under
standing of the conventions of social interaction. There may be a lack of spontaneous
seeking to share enjoyment, interests, or achievements with other people (e.g., not
showing, bringing, or pointing out objects they find interesting) (Criterion A3). Lack
of social or emotional reciprocity may be present (e.g., not actively participating in
simple social play or games, preferring solitary activities, or involving others in activ
ities only as tools or "mechanical" aids) (Criterion A4). Although the social deficit in
Asperger's Disorder is severe and is defined in the same way as in Autistic Disorder,
the lack of social reciprocity is more typically manifest by an eccentric and one-sided
social approach to others (e.g., pursuing a conversational topic regardless of others'
reactions) rather than social and emotional indifference.

As in Autistic Disorder, restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, and
activities are present (Criterion B). Often these are primarily manifest in the develop
ment of encompassing preoccupations about a circumscribed topic or interest, about
which the individual can amass a great deal of facts and information (Criterion Bl).
These interests and activities are pursued with great intensity often to the exdusion
of other activities.

The disturbance must cause clinically significant impairment in social adaptation,
which in tum may have a Significant impact on sell-suftiency or on occupational or
other important areas of functioning (Criterion C). The social deficits and restricted
patterns of interests, activities, and behavior are the source of considerable disability.
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In contrast to Autistic Disorder, there are no clinically significant delays in early
language (e.g., single words are used by age 2, communicath'e phrases are used by
age 3) (Criterion D). Subsequent language may be unusual in terms of the individu
al's preoccupation with certain topics and his or her verbosity. Difficulties in commu
nication may result from social dysfunction and the failure to appreciate and utilize
com'entional rules of conversation, failure to appreciate nonverbal cues, and limited
capacities for self-monitoring.

Individuals with Asperger's Disorder do not have clinically significant delays in
cognitive development or in age-appropriate self-help skills, adaptive behavior (oth~

er than in social interaction), and curiosity about the environment in childhood. (Cri
terion E). Because early language and cognitive skills are within nonnallimits in the
first 3 years of life, parents or caregivers are not usually concerned about the child's
development during that time, although upon detailed interviewing they may recall
unusual behaviors. The child may be described as talking before walking, and indeed
parents may believe the child to be precocious (e.g., with a rich or "adult" vocabu
lary). Although subtle social problems may exist, parents or caregivers often are not
concerned until the child begins to attend a preschool or is exposed to same-age chil
dren; at this point the child's social difficulties with same-age peers may become ap
parent.

By definition the diagnosis is not given if the criteria are met for any other specific
Pervasive Developmental Disorder or for Schizophrenia (although the diagnoses of
Asperger's Disorder and Schizophrenia may coexist if the onset of the Asperger's Dis
order dearly preceded the onset of Schizophrenia) (Criterion F).

Associated Features and Disorders

In contrast to Autistic Disorder, Mental Retardation is not usually obseryed in As
perger's Disorder, although occasional cases in which Mild Mental Retardation is
present have been noted (e.g., when the Mental Retardation becomes apparent only
in the school years, with no apparent cognitive or language delay in the first years of
life). Variability of cognitive functioning may be observed, often with strengths in ar
eas of verbal ability (e.g., vocabulary, rate auditory memory) and weaknesses in non
verbal areas (e.g., visual-motor and visual-spatial skills). Motor c1Ull15iness and
awkwardness may be present but usually are relatively mild, although motor diffi
culties may contribute to peer rejection and social isolation (e.g., inability to partici
pate in group sports). Symptoms of overactivity and inattention are frequent in
Asperger's Disorder, and indeed many individuals with this condition receive a di
agnosis of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder prior to the diagnosis of As
perger's Disorder. Asperger's Disorder has been reported to be associated with a
number of other mental disorders, including Depressive Disorders.

Specific Age and Gender Features

The clinical picture may present differently at different ages. Often the social disabil
ity of individuals with the disorder becomes more striking over time. By adolescence
some individuals with the disorder may learn to use areas of strength (e.g., rote ver
bal abilities) to compensate for areas of weakness. Individuals with Asperger's Dis-
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order may experience victimization by others; this, and feelings of social isolation and
an increasing capacity for self-awareness, may contribute 10 the development of de
pression and anxiety in adolescence and young adulthood. The disorder is diagnosed
much more frequently (at least five times) in males than in females

Prevalence

Definitive data regarding the prevalence of Asperger's Disorder are lacking.

Course

Asperger"s Disorder is a continuous and Welong disorder. In Sdlool-age children.
good \'erbal abilities may, to some extent, mask the severity of the child's social dys
hmction and may also mislead caregivers and teachers-that is, caregivers and teach
ers may focus on the child's good verbal skills but be insuffidently aware of problems
in other areas (particularly social adjustment). The child's relatively good \'erbal
skills may also lead teachers and caregivers to erroneously attribute behavioral diffi
culties to willfulness or stubbornness in the child. Interest in forming social relation
ships may increase in adolescence as the individuals learn some ways of responding
more adaptively to their difficulties-for example, the individual may learn to apply
explicit verbal rules or routines in certain stressful situations. Older individuals rna}'
have an interest in friendship but lack understanding of the conventions of social
interaction and may more likely make relationships with individuals much older or
younger than themselves. The prognosis appears significantly better than in Autistic
Disorder, as follow·up studies suggest that, as adults, many indi\'iduals are capable
of gainful employment and personal self-sufficiency.

Familial Pattern

Although the available data are limited, there appears to be an increased frequency
of Asperger's Disorder among famil}' members of individuals who have the disorder.
There may also be an increased risk for Autjstic Disorder as well as more general S(}

cial difficulties.

Differential Diagnosis

Asperger's Disorder must be distinguished from the other Pervasive Developmental
Disorders, all of which are characterized by problems in social interaction. It differs
from Autistic Disorder in several ways. In Autistic Disorder there are, by definition,
significant abnormalities in the areas of social interaction, language, and play, where
as in Asperger's Disorder early cognitive and language skills are not delayed sig
nificantly. Furthermore, in Autistic Disorder, restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped
interests and activities are often characterized by the presence of motor mannerisms,
preoccupation with parts of objects, rituals, and marked distress in change, whereas
in Asperger's Disorder these are primarily observed in the all-encompassing pursuit
of a circumscribed interest involVing a topic to which the individual devotes inordi·
nate amounts of time amassing information and facts. Differentiation of the t\\'o (on-
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ditions can be problematic in some cases. In Autistic Disorder, typical social
interaction patterns arc marked by self-isolation or markedly rigid social approaches,
whereas in Asperger's Disorder there may appear to be motivation for approaching
others even though this is then done in a highly eccentric, one-sided, verbose, and in
sensitive manner.

Asperger's Disorder must also be differentiated from Pervasive Developmental Dis
orders other than Autistic Disorder. Rett's Disorder differs from Asperger's Disorder
in its characteristic sex ratio and pattern of deficits. Rett's Disorder has been diagnosed
only in females, whereas Asperger's Disorder occurs much more frequently in males.
In Rett's Disorder, there is a dlaracteristic pattern of head growth deceleration, loss of
previously acquired purposeful hand skills, and the appearance of poorly coordinated
gait or trunk movements. Rett's Disorder is also associated with marked degrees of
Mental Retardation and gross impairments in language and communication.

Asperger's Disorder differs from Childhood Disintegrative Disorder, which has
a distinctive pattern of developmental regression following at least 2 years of normal
development. Children with Childhood Disintegrative Disorder also display marked
degrees of Mental Retardation and language impairment. In contrast, in Asperger's
Disorder there is no pattern of developmental regression and, by definition, no sig
nificant cognitive or language delays.

Schizophrenia of childhood onset usually develops after years of normal. or near
normal, development, and characteristic features of the disorder, including halluci
nations, delusions, and disorganized speech, are present. In Selective Mutism, the
child usually exhibits appropriate comnumication skills in certain contexts and does
not have the severe impairnlent in social interaction and the restricted patterns of be
havior associated with Asperger's Disorder. Conversely, individuals with Asperger's
Disorder are typically verbose. In Expressive Language Disorder and Mixed Recep
tive-Expressive Language Disorder, there is language impairment but no associated
qualitative impairment in social interaction and restricted, repetitive, and stereo
typed patterns of behavior. Some individuals with Asperger's Disorder may exhibit
behavioral patterns suggesting Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, although special
clinical attention should be given to the differentiation between preoccupations and
activities in Asperger's Disorder and obsessions and compulsions in Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder. In Asperger's Disorder these interests are the source of some
apparent pleasure or comfort, whereas in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder they are
the source of anxiety. Furthermore, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is typically not
associated with the level of impairment in social interaction and social communica
tion seen in Asperger's Disorder.

The relationship between Asperger's Disorder and Schizoid Personality Disor
der is unclear. In general, the social difficulties in Asperger's Disorder are more se
vere and of earlier onset. Although some i.ndividuals with Asperger's Disorder may
experience heightened and debilitating anxiety in social settings as in Social Phobia
or other Anxiety Disorders, the latter conditions are not characterized by pervasive
impairments in social development or by the circumscribed interests typical of As
perger's Disorder. Asperger's Disorder must be distinguished from normal social
awkwardness and normal age-appropriate interests and hobbies. In Asperger's
Disorder, the social deficits are quite severe and the preoccupations arc all-encom
passing and interfere with the acquisition of basic skills.
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Diagnostic criteria for 299.80 Asperger's Disorder

A. Qualitative impairment in social interaction, as manifested by at least two of the fol·
lowing:

(1) marked impairment in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors such as eye-to
eye gaze, facial expression, body postures, and gestures to regulate social inter·
action

(2) failure to develop peer relationships appropriate to developmental level
(3) a lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment, interests, or achievemenu

with other people (e.g., by a lack of showing, bringing, or pointing out objem
of interest to other people)

(4) lack of social or emotional reciprocity

B. Restricted repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests, and activities,
as manifested by at least one of the following:

(1) encompassing preoccupation with one or more stereotyped and restricted pat·
terns of interest that is abnormal either in intensity or focus

(2) apparently inflexible adherence to specific, nonfunctional routines or ritual~

(3) stereotyped and repetitive motor mannerisms (e.g., hand or finger flapping or
twisting, or complex whole-body movements)

(4) persistent preoccupation with parts of objects

C. The disturbance causes clinically significant impairment in social, occupational, or
other important areas of functioning.

D. There is no clinically significant general delay in language (e.g., single words used by
age 2 years, communicative phrases used by age 3 years).

E. There is no clinically significant delay in cognitive development or in the develop
ment of age-appropriate self-help skills, adaptive behavior (other than in social in
teraction), and curiosity about the environment in childhood.

F. Criteria are not met for another specific Pervasive Developmental Disorder or Schizo
phrenia.

299.80 Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not
Otherwise Specified (Including Atypical Autism)

This category should be used when there is a severe and pervasive impairment in tbe
development of reciprocal social interaction associated with impairment in either
verbal or nonverbal communication skills or with the presence of stereotyped beha\"
ior, interests, and activities, but the criteria are not met for a specific Pervasive Den>!
opmental Disorder, Schizophrenia, Schizotypal Personality Disorder, or Avoidant
Personality Disorder. For example, this category includes "atypical autism"-p"",,"
tations that do not meet the criteria for Autistic Disorder because of late age ,1t onset,
atypical symptomatology, or subthreshold symptomatology, or all of these.
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Attention-Deficit and
Disruptive Behavior Disorders

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
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Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder is a persistent pat
tern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity that is more frequently dis
played and more severe than is typically observed in individuals at a comparable
level of development (Criterion A). Some hyperactive-impulsive or inattentive symp
toms that cause impairment must have been present before age 7 years, although
many individuals are diagnosed after the symptoms have been present for a number
of years, especially in the case of individuals with the Predominantly Inattentive
Type (Criterion B). Some impairment from the symptoms must be present in at least
two settings (e.g., at home and at school or work) (Criterion C). There must be dear
evidence of interference with developmentally appropriate social, academic, or occu
pational functioning (Criterion D). The disturbance does not occurexdusively during
the course of a Pervasive Developmental Disorder, Schizophrenia, or other Psychotic
Disorder and is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., a Mood Dis
order, Anxiety Disorder, Dissociative Disorder, or Personality Disorder) (Criterion E).

Inattention may be manifest in academic, occupational, or social situations. Indi
viduals with this disorder may fail to give close attention to details or may make care
less mistakes in schoolwork or other tasks (Criterion Ala). Work is often messy and
performed carelessly and without considered thought. Individuals often have diffi
culty sustaining attention in tasks or play acth'ities and often find it hard to persist
with tasks until completion (Criterion Alb). They often appear as if their mind is else
where or as if they are not listening or did not hear what has just been said (Criterion
Ale). There may be frequent shifts from one uncompleted activity to another. indi
viduals diagnosed with this disorder may begin a task, move on to another, then tum
to yet something else, prior to completing anyone task. ....They often do not follow
through on requests or instructions and fail to complete schoolwork, chores, or other
duties (Criterion AId). Failure to complete tasks should be considered in making this
diagnosis only if it is due to inattention as opposed to other possible reasons (e.g.,
failure to understand instructions, defiance). These individuals often ha\'e difficulties
organizing tasks and activities (Criterion Ale). Tasks that require sustained mental
effort are experienced as unpleasant and markedly aversive. As a result, these indi
viduals typically avoid or have a strong dislike for activities that demand sustained
self-application and mental effort or that require organizational demands or dose
concentration (e.g., homework or paperwork) (Criterion ~ 1f). This avoidance must
be due to the person's difficulties with attention and not due to a primary opposition
al attitude, although secondary oppositionalism may also occur. Work habits are of
ten disorganized and the materials necessary for doing the task are often scattered,
lost, or carelessly handled and damaged (Criterion Alg). Individuals with this disor-
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dec are easily distracted by irrelevant stimuli and frequently interrupt ongoing tasks
to attend to trivial noises or events that are usually and easily ignored by others (e.g.,
a car honking, a background conversation) (Criterion Alh). They are often forgetful
in daily activities (e.g., missing appoinhnents, forgetting to bring hmch) (Criterion
A Ii). In social situations, inattention may be expressed as frequent shifts in conversa
tion, not listening to others, not keeping one's mind on conversations, and not follow
ing details or rules of games or acti\,jties.

Hyperactivity may be manifested by fidgetiness or squirming in one's seat (Crite
rion Ala), by not remaining scated when expected to do so (Criterion Alb), by excessive
numing or climbing in situations where it is inappropriate (Criterion A2c), by having
difficulty playing or engaging quietly in leisure activities (Criterion A2d), by appear~

ing to be often "on the go" or as if "driven by a motor" (Criterion A2e), or by talking
excessively (Criterion A2f). Hyperactivity may vary with the individual's age and de
velopmental level, and the diagnosis should be made cautiously in yOlmg children.
Toddlers and preschoolers with this disorder differ from normally active young chil
dren by being constantly on the go and into everything; they dart back and forth, are
"out of the door before their coat is on," jump or climb on furniture, run through the
house, and have difficulty participating in sedentary group activities in presdlool
classes (e.g., listening to a story). School-age children display similar behaviors but
usually with less frequency or intensity than toddlers and preschoolers. TIley have
difficulty remaining seated, get up frequently, and squirm in, or hang on to the edge
of, their seat. They fidget with objects, tap their hands, and shake their feet or legs ex
cessively. They often get up from the table during meals, while watching television,
or while doing homework; they talk excessively; and they make excessive noise dur
ing quiet activities. in adolescents and adults, symptoms of hyperactivity take the
form of feelings of restlessness and difficulty engaging in quiet sedentary activities.

Impulsivity manifests itself as impatience, difficulty in delaying responses, blurt
ing out answers before questions have been completed (Criterion A2g), difficulty
awaiting one's tum (Criterion A2h), and frequently interrupting or intruding on oth
ers to the point of causing difficulties in social, academic, or occupational settings
(Criterion A2i). Others may complain that they cannot get a word in edgewise. in
dividuals with this disorder typically make comments out of tum, fail to listen to di
rections, initiate conversations at inappropriate times, interrupt others excessively,
intrude on others, grab objects from others, touch things they are not supposed to
touch, and clown around. Impulsivity may lead to accidents (e.g., knocking over ob
jects, banging into people, grabbing a hot pan) and to engagement in potentially dan
gerous activities without consideration of possible consequences (e.g., repeatedly
climbing to precarious positions or riding a skateboard over extremely rough terrain).

Attenlional and behavioral manifestations usually appear in multiple contexts, in
cluding home, school, work, and social situations. To make the diagnosis, some im
pairment must be present in at least hvo settings (Criterion C). It is very unusual for
an individual to display the same level of dysfunction in all settings or within the
same setting at all times. Symptoms typically worsen in situations that require sus
tained attention or mental effort or that lack intrinsic appeal or novelty (e.g., listening
to classroom teachers, doing class assigrunents, listening to or reading lengthy matE'
rials, or working on monotonous, repetitive tasks). Signs of the disorder may be
minimal or absent when the person is receiving frequent rewards for appropriate
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behavior, is under close supervision, is in a no\'el setting, is engaged in especially in
teresting activities, or is in a one-to-one situation (e.g., the clinician's office). The
symptoms are more likely to occur in group situations (e.g., in playgroups, classrooms,
or work environments). The clinician should therefore gather information from multi
ple sources (e.g., parents, teachers) and inquire about the individual's behavior in a va
riety of situations within each setting (e.g., doing homework, having meals).

Subtypes

Although many individuals present with symptoms of both inattention and h)'per
activity-impulsivity, there are individuals in whom one or Ule other pattem is pre
dominant. The appropriate subtype (for a current diagnosis) should be indicated
based on the predominant symptom pattern for the past 6 months.

314.01 Attention-DeficitlHyperactivity Disorder, Combined Type. Thissub
type should be used if six (or more) symptoms of inattention and six (or more)
symptoms of hyperactivity-impulsivity have persisted for at least 6 months.
Most children and adolescents with the disorder have the Combined Type. It
is not known whether the same is true of adults with the disorder.
314.00 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Predominantly lnatlentive
Type. This subtype should be used if six (or more) symptoms of inattention
(but fewer than six symptoms of hyperactivity-impulsivity) have persisted for
at least 6 months. Hyperactivity may still be a significant clinical feature in many
such cases, whereas other cases are more purely inattentive.
314.01 Atlention-DefidtfHyperactivity Disorder, Predominantly Hyperac
tive-Impulsive Type. This subtype should be used if six (or more) symptoms
of hyperactivity-impulsivity (but fewer than six symptoms of inattention)
have persisted for at least 6 months. Inattention may often still be a Significant
clinical feature in such cases.

Recording Procedures

Individuals who at an earlier stage of the disorder had the Predominantly Inattentive
Type or the Predominantly Hyperactive-Impulsive Type may go on to develop the Com
bined Type and vice versa. The appropriate subtype (for a current diagnosis) should be
indicated on the basis of the predominant symptom pattern for the past 6 months. U
clinically Significant symptoms remain but criteria are no longer met for any of the
subtypes, the appropriate diagnosis is Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, In
Partial Remission. When an individual's symptoms do not currently meet full criteria
for the disorder and it is unclear whether criteria for the disorder have previously
been met, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder Tot Otherwise Specified should
be diagnosed.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Associated features vary
depending on age and developmental stage and may include low frustration toler
ance, temper outbursts, bossiness, stubbornness, excessive and frequent insistence
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that requests be met, mood lability, demoralization, dysphoria, rejection by peers,
and poor self-esteem. Academic achievement is often markedly impaired and deval
ued, typically leading to conflict with the family and with school authorities. Inade
quate self-application to tasks that require sustained effort is often interpreted by
others as indicating laziness. a poor sense of responsibility. and oppositional beha\'·
ior. Family relationships are often characterized by resentment and antagonism, es
pecially because variability in the individual's symptomatic status often leads others
to believe that all the troublesome behavior is willful. Family discord and negative
parent-child inter,lctions are often present. Such negative interactions often diminish
with successful treatment. On average, indh'iduals with Attention-Deficit/Hyper
activity Disorder obtain less schooling than their peers and have poorer vocational
achievement. Also, on average, inteUectuallevel. as assessed by indh'iduallQ tests,
is several points lower in children with this disorder compared with peers. At the
same time, great variability in IQ is evidenced: individuals with Attention-Deficit!
Hyperactivity Disorder may show intellectual development in the above-average or
gifted range. In its severe form, the disorder is markedly impairing, affecting social,
familial, and scholastic adjustment. All three subtypes are associated with significant
impairment. Academic deficits and school-related problems tend to be most pro
nounced in the types marked by inattention (Predominantly Inattentive and Com
bined Types), whereas peer rejection and, to a lesser extent, accidental injury are most
salient in the types marked by hyperactivity and impulsivity (Predominantly Hyper
active-lmpulsive and Combined Types). Individuals with the Predominantly lnallen
tive Type tend to be socially passive and appear to be neglected, rather than rejected,
by peers.

A substantial proportion (approximately half) of clinic-referred children with A.t
tention-Deficit/H)'Peractivity Disorder also have Oppositional Defiant Disorder or
Conduct Disorder. The rates of Co-DCcurrence of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder with these other Disruptive Behavior Disorders are higher than with other
mental disorders, and this co-occurrence is most likely in the hvo subtypes marked
by hyperacti\'ity-impulsivity (Hyperactive-lmpulsh'e and Combined Types). Other
associated disorders include Mood Disorders, Anxiety Disorders, Learning Disor
ders, and Communication Disorders in children with Attention-Deficit/Hyperacti\·
ity Disorder. Although Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder appears in at least
50% of clinic-referred individuals with Touretle's Disorder, most individuals with
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder do not have accompanying Tourette's Dis·

order. When the h\'O disorders coexist, the onset of the Attention-Deficit/Hyperacti\··
ity Disorder often precedes the onset of the Tourelte's Disorder.

There may be a history of child abuse or neglect, multiple foster placements, neu·
rotoxin exposure (e.g., lead poisoning), infections (e.g., encephalitis), drug e"posure
in utero, or Mental Retardation. Although low birth weight may sometimes be asso
ciated with Atlention-Defidt/H)rperactivit)' Disorder, most children with low birth
weight do not develop Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, and most children
with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder do not have a history of low birth
weight.

Associated laboratory findings. There are no laboratory tests, neurological assess
ments, or attentional assessments that have been established as diagnostic in the clin-
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ieal assessment of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Tests that require
effortful mental processing have been noted to be abnormal in groups of individuals
with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder compared with peers, but these tests
are not of demonstrated utility when one is trying to determine whether a particular
individual has the disorder. It is not yet known what ftmdamental cognitive deficits
are responsible for such group differences.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
There are no specific physical features associated with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactiv
ity Disorder, although minor physical anomalies (e.g., hypertelorism, highly arched
palate, low-set ears) may occur at a higher r..ate than in the general population. There
may also be a higher rate of accidental physical injury.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder is known to occur in various cultures, with
variations in reported prevalence among '"'''estern countries probably arising more
from different diagnostic practices than from differences in clinical presentation.

It is difficult to establish this diagnosis in children younger than age 4 or 5 years,
bC(:ause their characteristic behavior is much more variable than that of older chil
dren and may include features that are similar to symptoms of Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder. Furthermore, symptoms of inattention in toddlers or pre
school children arc oftcn not readily observed because young children typically
experience few demands for sustained attention. However, cvcn the attention of
toddlers can be held in a variety of situations (e.g., the avcrage 2- or 3-year-old child
can typically sit with an adult looking through picture books). Young childrcn with
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder move excessively and typically are diffi
cult to contain. Inquiring about a wide variety of behaviors in a young child may be
helpful in ensuring that a full clinical picture has been obtained. Substantial impair
ment has been demonstrated in preschool-age children with Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder. In school-age children, symptoms of inattention affect class
room work and academic performance. Impulsive symptoms may also lead to the
breaking of familial, interpersonal, and educational rules. Symptoms of Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder are typically at their most prominent during the ele
mentary grades. As children mature, symptoms usually become less conspicuous. By
late childhood and early adolescence, signs of excessive gross motor activity (e.g., ex
cessive running and climbing, not remaining seated) are less common, and hyper
activity symptoms may be confined to fidgetiness or an inner feeling of jitteriness or
restlessness. In adulthood, restlessness may lead to difficulty in participating in sed
entary activities and 10 avoiding pastimes or occupations that provide limited oppor
tunity for spontaneous movement (e.g., desk jobs). Social dysfunction in adults
appears to be especially likely in those who had additional concurrent diagnoses in
dilldhood. Caution should be exercised in making the diagnosis of Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder in adults solely on the basis of the adult's recall of being in
attentive or hyperactive as a child, because the validity of such retrospective data is
often problematic. Although supporting infomlat"ion may not always be available,
corroborating information from other informants (including prior school records) is
helpful for improving the accuracy of Ihe diagnosis.
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The disorder is more frequent in males than in females, with male-la-female ratios
ranging from 2:1 to 9:1, depending on the type (i.e., the Predominantly Inattentive Type
may have a gender ratio that is less pronounced) and setting (Le., clinic-referred dilldren
are morc likely to be male).

Prevalence

The prevalence of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder has been estimated al
3%-7% in school-age children. These reported rail'S vary depending on the nature of
the population sampled and the method of ascertainment. Data on prevalence in .1d
olescence and adulthood are limited. Evidence suggests that the prevalence of Atten
tion-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder as defined in DSM-IV may be somewhat greater
than the prevalence of the disorder based on DSM-III-R criteria because of the inclu
sion of the Predominantly Hyperactive-Impulsive and Predominantly Inattentive
Types (which would have been diagnosed as Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disor
der Not Otherwise Specified in DSM-III-R).

Course

Most parents first observe excessive motor activity when the children are toddlers,
frequently coinciding with the development of independent locomotion. However,
because many overactive toddlers will not go on to develop Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder, special attention should be paid to differentiating nonnal
overactivity from the hyperactivity characteristic of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder before making this diagnosis in early years. Usually, the disorder is first di
agnosed during elementary school years, when school adjustment is compromised.
Some children with the Predominantly Inattentive Type may not come to clinical at·
tention lmtillate childhood. In the majority of cases seen in clinical settings, the dis
order is relatively stable through early adolescence. In most individuals, symptoms
(particularly motor hyperactivity) attenuate during late adolescence and adulthood,
although a minority experience the full complement of symptoms of Attention-Defi
cit/Hyperactivity Disorder into mid-adulthood. Other adults may retain only some
of the symptoms, in which case the diagnosis of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Dis
order, In Partial Remission, should be used. The latter diagnosis applies to individu
als who no longer have the full disorder but still retain some symptoms that cauSl.'
functional impairment.

Familial Pattern

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder has been fOWld to be more common in the
first-degree biological relatives of children with Atlenlion-Deficil/ Hyperactivity Dis
order than in the general population. Considerable evidence attests to the strong in
fluence of genetic factors on levels of hyperactivity, impulsivity, and inattention as
measured dimensionally. However, family, school, and peer influences are also cru
cial in determining the extent of impairments and comorbidity. Studies also suggest
that there is a higher prevalence of Mood and Anxiety Disorders, Learning Disorders,
Substance-Related Disorders, and Antisocial Personality Disorder in family members
of individuals with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.
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In early childhood, it may be difficult to distinguish symptoms of Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder from age-appropriate behaviors in active children (e.g., run
ning arOlmd or being noisy).

Symptoms of inattention are common among children with low IQ who are placed in
academic settings that are inappropriate to their intellectual ability. These behaviors must
be distinguished from similar signs in clilldren with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder. In children with Mental Retardation, an additional diagnosis of Attention-Def
idt/Hyperactivity Disorder should be made only if the symptoms of inattention or hy
peractivity are excessive for the child's mental age. Inattention in the classroom may also
occur when children with high inteUigenceare placed in academically understimulating
environments. Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder must also be distinguished
from difficulty in goal-dire<:ted behavior in children from inadequate, disorganized, or
chaotic environments. Thorough hislories of symptom pattern obtained from multiple
informants (e.g., baby-sitters, grandparents, or parents of playmates) are helpful in pro
viding a confluence of observations concerning the child's inattention, hyperactivity, and
capacity for developmentally appropriate self-regulation in various settings.

Individuals with oppositional behavior may resist work or school tasks that require
self-application because of an unwillingness to conform to others' demands. These
s}'mptoms must be differentiated from the avoidance of school tasks seen in individ
uals with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Complicating the differential
diagnosis is the fact Ihat some individuals with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Dis
order develop secondary oppositional attitudes toward such tasks and devalue their
importance, often as a rationalization for their failure.

The increased motor activity that may occur in Attention-Defidt/Hyperacti\'ity
Disorder must be distinguished from the repetitive motor behavior that characterizes
Stereotypic Movement Disorder. In Stereotypic Movement Disorder, the motor be
havior is generally focused and fixed (e.g., body rocking, self-bitingt whereas the
fidgetiness and restlessness in Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder are more
t>'Pically generalized. Furthermore, individuals with Stereotypic Movement Disor
der are not generally overactive; aside from the stereotypy, they may be lUlderaclive.

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder is not diagnosed if the symptoms are better
accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Mood Disorder [especially Bipolar Dis
orderj, Anxiety Disorder, Dissociative Disorder, Personality Disorder, Personality
Change Due to a General Medical Condition, or a Substance-Related Disorder). In all
these disorders, the symptoms of inattention typically have an onset after age 7 years, and
the childhood history of school adjustment generally is not characterized by disrupti\'e
behavior or teacher complaints conceming inattentive, hyperactive, or impulsive behav
ior. When a Mood Disorder or Anxiety Disorder CO-OCCUr5 with Attention-Deficit/
Hypefilctivity Disorder, each should be diagnosed. Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Dis
order is not diagnosed if the symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity occur exclusively
during the course of a Pervasive Developmental Disorder or a Psychotic Disorder.
Symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity, or impulsivity related to the use of medication
(e.g., broncllOdilators, isoniazid, akathisia from neuroleptics) in children before age 7
years are not diagnosed as Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder but instead are di
agnosed as Other Substance-Related Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.
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Diagnostic criteria for
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

A. Either (1) or (2):

(1) six (or more) of the following symptoms of inattention have persisted for at
least 6 months to a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent with develop
mental level:

.
Inattention
(a) often fails to give close attention to details or makes careless mistakes in

schoolwork. work. or other activities
(b) often has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities
(c) often does not seem to listen when spoken to directly
(d) often does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish school·

work. chores, or duties in the workplace (not due to oppositional behavior
or failure to understand instructions)

(e) often has difficulty organizing tasks and activities
(f) often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require sus

tained mental effort (such as schoolwork or homework)
(g) often loses things necessary for tasks or activities (e.g., toys, school assign

ments, pencils. books. or tools)
(h) is often easily distracted by extraneous stimuli
(i) is often forgetful in daily activities

(2) six (or more) of the following symptoms of hyperactivity-impulsivity have
persisted for at least 6 months to a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent
with developmental level:

Hyperactivity
(a) often fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat
(b) often leaves seat in classroom or in other situations in which remaining

seated is expected
(c) often runs about or climbs excessively in situations in which it is inappro

priate (in adolescents or adults. may be limited to subjective feelings of
restlessness)

(d) often has difficulty playing or engaging in leisure activities quietly
(e) is often "on the go" or often acts as if "driven by a motor"
(f) often talks excessively

Impulsivity
(g) often blurts out answers before questions have been completed
(h) often has difficulty awaiting turn
(i) often interrupts or intrudes on others (e.g., butts into conversations or

games)

B. Some hyperactive-impulsive or inattentive symptoms that caused impairment were
present before age 7 years.

C. Some impairment from the symptoms is present in t\vo or more settings (e.g.• at
school (or work] and at home).



314.9 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

Diagnostic criteria for
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (continued)

D. There must be clear evidence of clinically significant impairment in social, academic,.
or occupational functioning.

E. The symptoms do not occur exclusively during the course of a Pervasive Developmen
tal Disorder. Schizophrenia. or other Psychotic Disorder and are not better accounted
for by another mental disorder (e.g., Mood Disorder, Anxiety Disorder, Dissociative
Disorder, or a Personality Disorder).

Code based on type:

314.01 Attention-DeficitlHyperactivity Disorder, Combined Type:
if both Criteria Aland A2 are met for the past 6 months
314.00 Attention.DeficitIHyperactivity Disorder, Predominantly
Inattentive Type: if Criterion A1 is met but Criterion A2 is not met for
the past 6 months
314.01 Attention.DeficitIHyperactivity Disorder. Predominantly
Hyperactive-Impulsive Type: if Criterion A2 is met but Criterion A1 is not met
for the past 6 months

Coding note: For individuals (especially adolescents and adults) who currently have
symptoms that no longer meet full criteria, "In Partial Remission" should be specified.

314.9 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for disorders with prominent symptoms of inattention or hyperactivity
impulsi\rity that do not meet criteria for Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.
Examples include

1. lndividuaJs whose symptoms and impairment meet the criteria for Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Predominantly Inattentive Type but whose age
at onset is 7 years or after ~

2. Individuals with clinically significant impairment who present with inattention
and whose symptom pattern does not meet the full criteria for the disorder but
have a behavioral pattern marked by sluggishness, daydreaming, and hypoac
tivHy

Conduct Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Conduct Disorder is a repetitive and persistent pattern of
behavior in which the basic rights of others or major age-appropriate societal norms
or rules are violated (Criterion A). These behaviors fall into four main groupings:
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aggressive conduct that causes or threatens physical harm to other people or animals
(Criteria AI-A7), nonaggressive conduct that causes property loss or damage (Crite
ria A8-A9), deceitfulness or theft (Criteria AIG-A12), and serious violations of rules
(Criteria Al3-A15). Truee (or more) characteristic behaviors must have been present
during the past 12 months, with at least one behavior present in the past 6 months.
The disturbance in behavior causes clinically significant impairment in social, aca
demic, or occupational functioning (Criterion B). Conduct Disorder may be diag
nosed in individuals who are older than age 18 years, but only if the criteria for
Antisocial Personality Disorder are not met (Criterion C). The behavior pattern is
usually present in a variety of settings such as home, school, or the community.
Because individuals with Conduct Disorder are likely to minimize their conduct
problems, the clinician often must rely on additional infonnants. However, the infor
mant's knowledge of the child's conduct problems may be limited by inadequate
supervision or by the child's not having revealed them.

Children or adolescents with this disorder often initiate aggressive behavior and
react aggressively to others. They may display bullying, threatening, or intimidating
behavior (Criterion AI); initiate frequent physical fights (Criterion Al); use a weapon
that can cause serious physical harm (e.g., a bat, brick, broken bottle, knife, or gun)
(Criterion A3); be physically cruel to people (Criterion A4) or animals (Criterion AS);
steal while confronting a victim (e.g., mugging, purse snatching, extortion, or armed
robbery) (Criterion A6); or force someone into sexual activity (Criterion A7). Physical
violence may take the fonn of rape, assault, or, in rare cases, homicide.

Deliberate destruction of others' property may include deliberate fire setting with
the intention of causing serious damage (Criterion AS) or deliberately destroying oth
er people's property in other ways (e.g., smashing car windows, school vandalism)
(Criterion A9).

Acts of deceitfulness or theft may include breaking into someone else's house,
building, or car (Criterion AIO); frequently lying or breaking promises to obtain
goods or favors or to avoid debts or obligations (e.g., "conning" other people) (Crite
rion All); or .stealing items of nontrivial value without confronting the victim (e.g.,
shoplifting, forgery) (Criterion AI2).

There may also be serious violations of rules (e.g., school. parental) by individuals
with this disorder. Children with this disorder often have a pattern, beginning before
age 13 years, of staying out late at night despite parental prohibitions (Criterion An).
There may be a pattern of running away from home overnight (Criterion AI4). To be
considered a symptom of Conduct Disorder, the numing away must have occurred
at least twice (or only once if the individual did not return for a lengthy period). Run
away episodes that occur as a direct consequence of physical or sexual abuse do not
typicany qualify for this criterion. Children with this disorder may often be truant
from school, beginning prior to age 13 years (Criterion AI5). In older individuals, this
behavior is manifested by often being absent from work without good reason.

Subtypes

Two subtypes of Conduct Disorder are provided based on the age at onset of the dis
order (i.e., Childhood-Onset Type and Adolescent-Onset Type). The subtypes differ
in regard to the characteristic nature of the presenting conduct problems, develop-
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mental course and prognosis, and gender ratio. Both subtypes can occur in a mild,
moderate, or severe form. In assessing the age at onset, information should preferably
be obtained from the youth and from caregiver(s). Because many of the behaviors
may be concealed, caregivers may underreport symptoms and overestimate the age
at onset.

312.81 Childhood·Onset Type. This subtype is defmed by the onset of at
least one criterion characteristic of Conduct Disorder prior to age 10 years. In
dividuals with Childhood-Onset Type are usually male, frequently display
physical aggression toward others, have disturbed peer relationships, may
have had Oppositional Defiant Disorder during early childhood, and usually
have symptoms that meet full criteria for Conduct Disorder prior to puberty.
Many children with this subtype also have concurrent Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder. Individuals with Childhood-0nsel Type are more
likely to have persistent Conduct Disorder and to develop adult Antisocial
Personality Disorder than are those with Adolescent-Onset Type.
312.82 Adolescent-Onset Type. This subtype is defined by the absence of
any criteria characteristic of Conduct Disorder prior to age 10 years. Com
pared with those with the Childhood-0nset Type, these indi\'iduals are less
likel)' to display aggressive behaviors and tend to have more normative peer
relationships (although they often display conduct problems in the company
of others). These individuals are less likely to have persistent Conduct Dis·
order or to develop adult Antisocial Personality Disorder. The ratio of males
10 females with Conduct Disorder is lower for the Adolescent...Qnsel Type than
for the Childhood-0nset Type.
312.89 Unspecified Onset. This subtype is used if the age at onset of Con
duct Disorder is unknown.

Severity Specifiers

Mild. Few if any conduct problems in excess of those required to make the
diagnosis are present, and conduct problems cause relatively minor harm to
others (e.g., lying, truancy, staying out after dark without permission).
Moderate. The number of conduct problems and the effect on others are in
termediate between "mild" and "severe" (e.g., stealing \\~ithout confronting a
victim, vandalism).
Severe. Many conduct problems in excess of those required to make the di·
agnosis are present, or conduct problems cause considerable harm to others
(e.g., forced sex, physical cruelty, use of a weapon, stealing while confronting
a victim, breaking and entering).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with Conduct
Disorder may have little empathy and little concern for the feelings, wishes, and well
being of others. Especially in ambiguous situations, aggressive individuals with this
disorder frequently misperceive the intentions of others as more hostile and threaten
ing than is the case and respond with aggression that they then feel is reasonable and
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justified. They may be callous and lack appropriate feelings of guilt or remorse. It can
be difficult to evaluate whether displayed remorse is genuine because some of these
individuals leam that expressing guilt may reduce or prevent punishment. Individu
als with this disorder may readily inform on their companions and try to blame oth
ers for their own misdeeds. Self-esteem may be low, despite a projected image of
"tougluless." For other individuals, measured self'esteem may be overly inflated.
Poor frustration tolerance, irritability, temper outbursts, and recklessness are fre
quent associated features. Accident rates appear to be higher in individuals with Con
duct Disorder than in those without it.

Conduct Disorder is often associated with an early onset of sexual behavior,drink
ing, smoking. use of illegal substances, and reckless and risk·taking acts. lllcgal drug
use may increase the risk that Conduct Disorder will persist. Conduct Disorder be
haviors may lead to school suspension or expulsion, problems in work adjuslmen~

legal difficulties, sexually transmilled diseases, unplanned pregnancy, and physical
injury from accidents or fights. These problems may preclude attendance in ordinary
schools or living in a parental or foster home. Suicidal ideation, suidde attempts, and
completed suicide occur at a higher·than~expected rale. Conduct Disorder may beas
sodated with lower~than~averageintelligence, particularly with regard to verballQ.
Academic achievement, particularly in reading and other verbal skills, is often belO\l'
the level expected on the basis of age and intelligence and may justify the additional
diagnosis of a Learning or Communication Disorder. Attention-Defidt/Hyperacth-·
ity Disorder is common in children with Conduct Disorder. Conduct Disorder ma),
also be associated with one or more of the follOWing mental disorders: Learning Vii
orders, Anxiety Disorders, Mood Disorders, and Substance-Related Disorders. The
foUowing factors may predispose the individual to the development of Conduct Vii
order: parental rejection and neglect, difficult infant temperament, inconsistent child·
rearing practices with harsh discipline, physical or sexual abuse, lack of supervision.
early institutional living, frequent changes of caregivers, large family size, history of
maternal smoking during pregnancy, peer rejection, association with a delinquent
peer group, neighborhood exposure to violence, and certain kinds of familial ps}"cho
patholog}' (e.g., Antisocial Personality Disorder, Substance Dependence or Abuse).

Associated laboratory findings. In some studies, lower heart rate and lower skin
conductance have been noted in individuals with Conduct Disorder compared with
those without the disorder. However, levels of physiological arousal are not diagnos
tic of the disorder.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Concerns have been raised that the Conduct Disorder diagnosis may at times be mis
applied to individuals in settings where patterns of undesirable behavior are some
times viewed as protective (e.g., threatening. impoverished, high-crime). Consislmi
with the DS~l-lV definition of mental disorder, the Conduct Disorder diagnosis
should be applied only when the behavior in question is symptomatic of an under
lying dysfunction within the individual and not simply a reaction to the immediatt
social context. Moreover, immigrant youth from war-ravaged countries who hawa
history of aggressive behaviors that may have been necessary for their survival in tNt
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context would not necessarily warrant a diagnosis of Conduct Disorder. It may be
helpful for the clinician to consider the social and economic context in which the un
desirable behaviors have occurred.

Symptoms of the disorder vary with age as the individual develops increased
physical strength, cognitive abilities, and sexual maturity. Less severe behaviors (e.g.,
lying, shoplifting, physical fighting) tend to emerge first, whereas others (e.g., bur
glary) tend to emerge later. Typically, the most severe conduct problems (e.g., rape,
theft while confronting a victim) tend to emerge last. However, there are wide differ
ences among individuals, with some engaging in the more damaging behaviors at an
early age (which is predictive of a worse prognosis).

Conduct Disorder, especially the Childhood-Onset Type, is more common in
males. Gender differences are also found in specific types of conduct problems. Males
with a diagnosis of Conduct Disorder frequently exhibit fighting, stealing, vandal
ism, and school discipline problems. Females with a diagnosis of Conduct Disorder
are more likely to exhibit lying, truancy, running away, substance use, and prostitu
tion. Whereas confrontational aggression is more often displayed by males, females
tend to use more nonconfrontational behaviors.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Conduct Disorder appears to have increased over the last decades
and may be higher in urban than in Nral settings. Rates vary widely depending on
the nature of the population sampled and methods of ascertairunent. General popu
lation studies report fates ranging from less than 1% to more than 10%. Prevalence
rates are higher among males than females. Conduct Disorder is one of the most fre
quently diagnosed conditions in outpatient and inpatient mental health facilities for
children.

Course

The onset of Conduct Disorder may occur as early as the preschool years, but the first
Significant s}'mptoms usually emerge during the period from middle childhood
through middle adolescence. Oppositional Defiant Disorder is a common precursor
to the Childhood-Onset Type of Conduct Disorder. Onset is rare after age 16 years.
The course of Conduct Disorder is variable. In a majority of individuals, the disorder
remits by adulthood. However, a substantial proportion continue to show behaviors
in adulthood that meet criteria for Antisocial Personality Disorder. Many individuals
with Conduct Disorder, particularly those with Adolescent-Onset Type and those
with few and milder symptoms, achieve adequate social and occupational adjust
ment as adults. Early onset predicts a worse prognosis and an increased risk in adult
life for Antisocial Personality Disorder and Substance-Related Disorders. Individuals
with Conduct Disorder are at risk for later Mood Disorders, Anxiety Disorders, So
matofonn Disorders, and Substance-Related Disorders.

Familial Pattern

Estimates from twin and adoption studies show that Conduct Disorde.r is influenced
by both genetic and environmental factors. The risk for Conduct Disorder is increased
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in children with a biological or adoptive parent with Antisocial Personality Disorder
or a sibling with Conduct Disorder. The disorder also appears to be more common in
children of biological parents wilh Alcohol Dependence, Mood Disorders, or Schizo
phrenia or biological parents who have a history of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder or Conduct Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Although Oppositional Defiant Disorder includes some of the features observed in
Conduct Disorder (e.g., disobedience and opposition to authority figures), it does not
include the persistent pattern of the more serious forms of behavior in which either
the basic rights of others or age-appropriate societal norms or rules are violated.
When the individual's pattern of behavior meets the criteria for both Conduct Disor
der and Oppositional Defiant Disorder, the diagnosis of Conduct Disorder takes pre
cedence and Oppositional Defiant Disorder is not diagnosed.

Although children with Attention-DeficitIHyperactivity Disorder often exhibit
h)-peractive and impulsive behavior that may be disruptive, this behavior does not
by itself violate age-appropriate societal norms and therefore does not usually meet
criteria for Conduct Disorder. When criteria are met for both Attention-Defidt/Hyper
activity Disorder and Conduct Disorder, both diagnoses should be given.

Irritability and conduct problems often occur in children or adolescents with a
Mood Disorder. These can usually be distinguished from the pattern of conduct
problems seen in Conduct Disorder based on the episodic course and accompanying
symptoms characteristic of the Mood Disorder. If criteria for both are met, diagnoses
of both Conduct Disorder and the Mood Disorder can be given.

The diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder (With Disturbance of Conduct or With
Mixed Disturbance of Emotions and Conduct) should be considered if clinically sig
nificant conduct problems that do not meet the criteria for another specific disorder
develop in clear association with the onset of a ps)'chosocial stressor. Isolated conduct
problems that do not meet criteria for Conduct Disorder or Adjustment Disorder may
be coded as Child or Adolescent Antisocial Behavior (see "Additional Conditions
That May Be a Focus of Clinical Attention," p. 740). Conduct Disorder is diagnosed
only if the conduct problems represent a repetitive and persistent pattern that is as
sociated with impairment in social, academic, or occupational functioning.

Diagnostic criteria for Conduct Disorder

A. A repetitive and persistent pattern of behavior in which the basic rights of others or
major age-appropriate societal norms or rules are violated, as manifested by the
presence of three (or more) of the following criteria in the past 12 months. with at
least one criterion present in the past 6 months:

Aggression to people and animals
(1) often bullies. threatens, or intimidates others
(2) often initiates physical fights
(3) has used a weapon that can cause serious physical harm to others (e.g., a bat,

brick, broken bottle, knife. gun)
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Diagnostic criteria for Conduct Disorder (continued)

(4) has been physically cruel to people
(5) has been physically cruel to animals
(6) has stolen while confronting a victim (e.g., mugging, purse snatching, extortion,

armed robbery)
(7) has forced someone into sexual activity

Destruction of property
(8) has deliberately engaged in fire setting with the intention of causing serious

damage
(9) has deliberately destroyed others' property (other than by fire setting)

Deceitfulness or theft
(10) has broken into someone else's house, building, or car
(11) often lies to obtain goods or favors or to avoid obligations (i.e., "cons" others)
(12) has stolen items of nontrivial value without confronting a victim (e.g., shoplift-

ing, but without breaking and entering; forgery)

Serious violations of rules
(13) often stays out at night despite parental prohibitions, beginning before age 13

yea~

(14) has run away from home overnight at least t...tfice while living in parental or pa
rental surrogate home (or once without returning for a lengthy period)

(15) is often truant from school, beginning before age 13 years

8. The disturbance in behavior causes clinically significant impairment in social, aca
demic, or occupational functioning.

C. If the individual is age 18 years or older, criteria are not met for Antisocial Personality
Disorder.

Code based on age at onset:

312.81 Conduct Disorder, Childhood·Onset Type: onset of at least one
criterion characteristic of Conduct Disorder prior to age 10 years
312.82 Conduct Disorder, Adolescent·Onset Type: absence of any criteria
characteristic of Conduct Disorder prior to age 10 years
312.89 Conduct Disorder, Unspecified Onset: age at onset is not known

Specify severity:

Mild: few if any conduct problems in excess of those required to make the diag
nosis and conduct problems cause only minor harm to others
Moderate: number of conduct problems and effect on others intermediate be
tween "mild- and "'severe-
Severe: many conduct problems in excess of those required to make the diagno
sis or conduct problems cause considerable harm to othe~

For ifldividuals over age 18 years, a diagnosis of Conduct Disorder can be given
only if the criteria are not also met for Antisocial Personality Disorder. The diagnosis
of Antisocial Personality Disorder cannot be given to individuals under age 18 years.
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Oppositional Defiant Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Oppositional Defiant Disorder is a recurrent pattern of nega
tivistic, defiant, disobedient. and hostile behavior toward authority figures that per
sists for at least 6 months (Criterion A) and is characterized by the frequent
occurrence of at least four of the following behaviors: losing temper (Criterion Al).
arguing with adults (Criterion A2), actively defying or refusing to comply with the
requests or rules of adults (Criterion A3), deliberately doing things thai will annoy
other people (Criterion A4), blaming others for his or her own mistakes or misbehav
ior (Criterion AS), being touchy or easily annoyed. by others (Criterion A6), being an
gry and resentful (Criterion A7), or being spiteful or vindictive (Criterion AS). To
qualify for Oppositional Defiant Disorder, the behaviors must occur more frequently
than is typically observed in individuals of comparable age and developmental level
and must lead to significant impairment in social, academic, or occupational func
tioning (Criterion B). The diagnosis is not made if the disturbance in behavior occurs
exclusively during the course of a Psychotic or 1l.·lood Disorder (Criterion C) or if cri
teria are met for Conduct Disorder or Antisocial Personality Disorder (in an individ·
ual over age 1S years).

Tegativistic and defiant behaviors are expressed by persistent ShJbbornness, resis·
tance to directions, and unwillingness to compromise, give in, or negotiate with
adults or peers. Defiance may also include deliberate or persistent testing of limits,
usually by ignoring orders, arguing, and failing to accept blame for misdeeds. Hos
tility can be directed at adults or peers and is shown by deliberately annoying others
or by verbal aggression (usually without the more serious physical aggression seen
in Conduct Disorder). Manifestations of the disorder are almost invariably present in
the home setting, but may not be evident at school or in the communit)'. Symptoms
of the disorder are typically more evident in interactions with adults or peers whom
the individual knows weU, and thus may not be apparent during clinical examina
tion. Usually individuals with this disorder do not regard themselves as oppositional
or defiant, but justify their behavior as a response to unreasonable demands or cir
cumstances.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated features and disorders vary as a function of the individual's age and the
severity of the Oppositional Defiant Disorder. In males, the disorder has been shown
to be more prevalent among those who, in the preschool years, have problematic tem
peraments (e.g., high reactivity, difficulty being soothed) or high motor activity_ Dur
ing the school years, there may be low self·esteem (or overly inflated self-esteem),
mood lability, low frustration tolerance, swearing, and the precocious use of alcohol,
tobacco, or illicit drugs. There are often conflicts with parents, teachers, and peers.
There may be a vicious cyde in which the parent and chi.ld bring out the worst in each
other. Oppositional Defiant Disorder is more prevalent in families in which child care
is disrupted by a succession of different caregivers or in families in which harsh,
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inconsistent, or neglectful child~rearing practices are common. Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder is common in children with Oppositional Defiant Disorder.
learning Disorders and Communication Disorders also tend to be associated with
Oppositional Defiant Disorder.

Specific Age and Gender Features

Because transient oppositional behavior is very common in preschool children and in
adolescents, caution should be exercised in making the diagnosis of Oppositional De
fiant Disorder especially during these developmental periods. The number of oppo
sitional symptoms tends to increase with age. The disorder is more prevalent in males
than in females before puberty, but the rates appear to be equal after puberty. Symp
toms are generally similar in each gender, except that males may have more confron
tational behavior and more persistent symptoms.

Prevalence

Rates of Oppositional Defiant Disorder from 2% to 16% have been reported, depend
ing on the nature of the population sample and methods of ascertainment.

Course

Oppositional Defiant Disorder usually becomes evident before age 8 years and usu
ally not later than earl)' adolescence. The oppositional symptoms often emerge in the
home setting but over time may appear in other settings as welL Onset is typically
gradual, usually occurring over the course of months or years. In a significant propor
tion of cases, Oppositional Defiant Disorder is a developmental antecedent to Con
duct Disorder. Although Conduct Disorder, Childhood-Onset Type is often preceded
by Oppositional Defiant Disorder, many children with Oppositional Defiant Dis
order do not subsequently develop Conduct Disorder.

Familial Pattern

Oppositional Defiant Disorder appears to be more common in families in which at
least one parent has a history of a Mood Disorder, Oppositional Defiant Disorder,
Conduct Disorder, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Antisocial Personality
Disorder, or a Substance-Related Disorder. in addition, some studies suggest that
mothers with a Depressive Disorder are more likely to have children with opposition
al behavior, but it is unclear to what extent maternal depression results from or causes
oppositional beha\'ior in children. Oppositional Defiant Disorder is more common in
families in which there is serious marital discord.

Differential Diagnosis

The disruptive behaviors of individuals with Oppositional Defiant Disorder are of
a less senre nature than those of individuals with Conduct Disorder and typically do
not include aggression toward people or animals, destruction of property, or a pat-
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tern of theft or deceit. Because aU of the features of Oppositional Defiant Disorder are
usually present in Conduct Disorder, Oppositional Defiant Disorder is not diag
nosed if the criteria are met for Conduct Disorder. Oppositional behavior is a com
mon associated feature of Mood Disorders and Psychotic Disorders presenting in
children and adolescents and should not be diagnosed separately if the symptoms oc
cur exclusively during the course of a Mood or Psychotic Disorder. Oppositional
behaviors must also be distinguished from the disruptive behavior resulting from in
attention and impulsivity in Attention·OeficitiHyperactivity Disorder. When the
two disorders co-occur, both diagnoses should be made. In individuals with Mental
Retardation, a diagnosis of Oppositional Defiant Disorder is given only if the oppo
sitional behavior is markedly greater than is commonly observed among individuals
of comparable age, gender, and severity of Mental Retardation. Oppositional Defiant
Disorder must also be distinguished from a failure to follow directions that is the re
sult of impaired language comprehension (e.g., hearing loss, Mixed Receptive
Expressive Language Disorder). Oppositional behavior is a typical feature of certain
developmental stages (e.g., early childhood and adolescence). A diagnosis of Oppo
sitional Defiant Disorder should be considered only if the behaviors occur more fre
quently and have more serious consequences lhan is typically observed in other
individuals of comparable developmental stage and lead to significant impairment in
social, academic, or occupational functioning. New onset of oppositional behaviors
in adolescence may be due to the process of normal individuation.

Diagnostic criteria for
313.81 Oppositional Defiant Disorder

A. A pattern of negativistic, hostile, and defiant behavior lasting at least 6 months, dur
ing which four (or more) of the following are present:

(1) often loses temper
(2) often argues with adults
(3) often actively defies or refuses to comply with adults' requests or rules
(4) often deliberately annoys people
(5) often blames others for his or her mistakes or misbehavior
(6) is often touchy or easily annoyed by others
(7) is often angry and resentful
(8) is often spiteful or vindictive

Note: Consider a criterion met only if the behavior occurs more frequently than is
typically observed in individuals of comparable age and developmental level.

B. The disturbance in behavior causes clinically significant impairment in social, aca
demic, or occupational functioning.

C. The behaviors do not occur exclusively during the course of a Psychotic or Mood Dis·
order.

D. Criteria are not met for Conduct Disorder, and, if the individual is age 18 years or old·
er, criteria are not met for Antisocial Personality Disorder.
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312.9 Disruptive Behavior Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for disorders characterized by conduct or oppositional defiant behav
iors that do not meet the criteria for Conduct Disorder or Oppositional Defiant Dis
order. For example, include clinical presentations that do not meet full criteria either
for Oppositional Defiant Disorder or Conduct Disorder, but in which there is clinical
ly Significant impairment.

Feeding and Eating Disorders of
Infancy or Early Childhood

The Feeding and Eating Disorders of Infancy or Early Childhood are characterized by
persistent feeding and eating disturbances. The specific disorders included are Pica,
Rumination Disorder, and Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood. late that
Anorexia 'ervosa and Bulimia 'ervosa are included in the "Eating Disorders" sec
tion (see p. 583).

307.52 Pica

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Pica is the eating of one or more nonnutritive substances on a
persistent basis for a period. of at least 1 month (Criterion A). The typical substances
ingested tend to vary' with age. Infants and younger children typically eat paint. pIas
ter, string, hair, or doth. Older children may eat animal droppings, sand, insects,
lea\'es, or pebbles. Adolescents and adults may consume clay or soil. There is no aver
sion to food. This behavior must be developmentally inappropriate (Criterion B) and
not part of a culturally sanctioned practice (Criterion C). The eating of nonnutritive
substances is an associated feature of other mental disorders (e.g., Pervasive Devel
opmental Disorder, Mental Retardation). Ii the eating behavior occurs exclusively
during the course of another mental disorder, a separate diagnosis of Pica should be
made only if the eating behavior is sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical
attention (Criterion D).

Associated Features and Disorders

Pica is frequently associated with Mental Retardation and Pen'ash'e Developmental
Disorders. Although vitamin or mineral deficiencies (e.g., zinc) have been reported in
some instances, usually no specific biological abnormalities are found. In some cases,
Pica comes to clinical attention only following general medical complications (e.g.,
lead poisoning as a result of ingesting paint or paint-soaked plaster. mechanical bowel
problems, intestinal obstruction as a result of hair ball hlmors, intestinal perforation,
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or infections such as toxoplasmosis and toxocariasis as a result of ingesting feces or
dirt). Poverty, neglect, lack of parental supervision, and developmental delay in
crease the risk for the condition.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

In some cultures, the eating of dirt or other seemingly nonnutritive substances is be
lieved to be of value. Pica is more commonly seen in young children and occasionally
in pregnant females.

Prevalence

Epidemiological data on Pica are limited. Among individuals with Mental Retarda
tion, the prevalence of the disorder appears to increase with the severity of the retar
dation (e.g., it has been reported to be as high as 15% in adults with Severe Mental
Retardation).

Course

Pica may have its onset in infancy. In most instances, the disorder appears to last for
several months and then remits. It may occasionally continue into adolescence or, less
frequently, into adulthood. In individuals with Mental Retardation, the behavior may
diminish during adulthood.

Differential Diagnosis

Before approximately ages 18-24 months, mouthing and sometimes eating of nonnu
tritive substances are relatively common and do not imply the presence of Pica. Pica
is diagnosed only when the behavior is judged to be persistent (i.e., present for at least
1 month) and inappropriate given the individual's developmental level. Eating of
nonnutritive substances may occur during the course of other mental disorders (e.g.,
in a Pervasive Developmental Disorder, in Schizophrenia as a result of delusional
beliefs, and in Kleine-levin syndrome). In such instances, an additional diagnosis of
Pica should be given only if the eating behavior is sufficiently severe to warrant inde
pendent clinical attention. Pica can be distinguished from other eating disorders
(e.g., Rumination Disorder, Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood, Ano
rexia I ervosa, and Bulimia Nen'osa) by the consumption of nonnutrith'e substances.
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.52 Pica
A. Persistent eating of nonnutritive subrtances for a period of at least 1 month.

B. The eating of non nutritive subrtances is inappropriate to the developmental level.

C. The eating behavior is not part of a culturally sanctioned practice.

D. If the eating behavior occurs exclusively during the course of another mental disor
der (e.g., Mental Retardation, Pervasive Developmental Disorder, Schizophrenia), it
is sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention.

307.53 Rumination Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Rumination Disorder is the repeated regurgitation and re
chewing of food occurring after feeding that develops in an infant or child after a pe
riod of normal functioning and lasts for at least 1 month (Criterion A). Partially
digested food is brought up into the mouth without apparent nausea, retching, dis
gust, or associated gastrointestinal disorder. The food is then either ejected from the
mouth or, more frequently, chewed and reswallowed. The symptoms are not due to
an associated gastrointestinal or other general medical condition (e.g., Sandifer'ssyn
drome, esophageal renux) (Criterion B) and do not occur exclusively during the
course of Anorexia Nervosa or Bulimia Nervosa. If the symptoms occur exclusively
during the course of Mental Retardation or a Pen'asive Developmental Disorder,
they must be sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention (Criterion
C). The disorder is most commonJ}' obsen'ed in infants but may be seen in older in
dividuals, particularly those who also have Mental Retardation. lnfants with the dis
order display a characteristic position of straining and arching the back with the head
held back, make sucking movements with their tongues, and give the impression of
gaining satisfaction from the activity.

Associated Features and Disorders

Infants with Rumination Disorder are generally irritable and hungry between epi
sodes of regurgitation. Although the infant is apparently hungry and ingests large
amounts of food, malnutrition may occur because regurgitation immediately follows
the feedings. Weight loss, failure to make expected weight gains, and even death can
result (with mortality rates as high as 25% reported). Malnutrition appears to be less
likely in older children and adults in whom the disorder may be either continuous or
episodic. Psychosocial problems such as lack of stimulation, neglect, stressful life sit
uations, and problems in the parent-child relationship may be predisposing factors.
Understimulation of the infant may result if the caregiver becomes discouraged and
alienated because of the unsuccessful feeding experiences or the noxious odor of the
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regurgitated material. In some instances, Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Child
hood may also develop. in older children and adults, Mental Retardation is a predis
posing factoT.

Prevalence

Rumination Disorder appears 10 be uncommon. It may occur more often in males
than in females.

Course

The onset of Rumination Disorder may occur in the context of developmental delays.
The age at onset is between ages 3 and 12 months, except in individuals with Mental
Retardation in \\'hom the disorder may occur at a somewhat later developmental
stage. In infants, the disorder frequently remits spontaneously. In some severe cases,
however, the course is continuous.

Differential Diagnosis

In infants. congenital anomalies (e.g., pyloric stenosis or gastroesophageal reflux) or
other general medical conditions (e.g., infections of the gastrointestinal system) can
cause regurgitation of food and should be ruled out by appropriate physical exami
nations and laboratory tests. Rumination can be distingujshed from normal vomiting
of early infancy by the apparently voluntary nature of the rumination (e.g., observa
tion of characteristic preparatory movements followed by regurgitation and sucking
or chewing movements that appear to be pleasurable). Rumination Disorder is not
diagnosed if the symptoms occur exclusively during the course of Anorexia Tervosa
or Bulimia Nervosa.

Diagnostic criteria for 307.53 Rumination Disorder
A. Repeated regurgitation and rechewing of food for a period of at least 1 month fol·

lowing a period of normal functioning.

B. The behavior is not due to an associated gastrointestinal or other general medical
condition (e.g .• esophageal reflux).

C. The behavior does not occur exclusively during the course of Anorexia Nervosa or Bu·
limia Nervosa. If the symptoms occur exclusively during the course of Mental Retar
dation or a Pervasive Developmental Disorder, they are sufficiently severe to warrant
independent clinical attention.
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307.59 Feeding Disorder of Infancy or
Early Childhood
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Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood is the persis
tent failure to eat adequately, as renected in significant failure to gain weight or sig
nificant weight loss over at least 1 month (Criterion A). There is no gastrointestinal or
other general medical condition (e.g., esophageal reflux) severe enough to account for
the feeding disturbance (Criterion B). The feeding disturbance is also not better ac
counted for by another Mental Disorder (e.g., Rumination Disorder) or by lack of
available food (Criterion C). The onset of the disorder must be before age 6 years (Cri
terion D).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Infants with feeding dis
orders may be more irritable and difficult to console during feeding than infants
without feeding disorders. They may appear apathetic and withdra\\'n and may also
exhibit developmental delays. In some instances, parenH::hild interaction problems
may contribute to or exacerbate the infant's feeding problem (e.g., presenting food in
appropriately or responding to the infant's food refusal as if it were an act of aggres
sion or rejection). Inadequate caloric intake may exacerbate the associated features
(e.g., irritability, developmental lags) and further contribute to feeding difficulties.
Factors in the infant that may be associated with the condition include temperamen
tal characteristics or intrauterine growth retardation and preexisting developmental
impairments that make the infant less responsive. Other factors that may be associat
ed with the condition include parental ps}'chopathoiogy and child abuse or neglect

Associated laboratory findings. There may be nonspecific findings associated with
the malnutrition that is sometimes seen with Feeding Disorder of infancy or Early
Childhood (e.g., anemia and low serum albumin and total protein).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
There may be malnutrition that, in severe cases, can be life threatening in Feeding
Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood.

Specific Age and Gender Features

A later onset (e.g., age 2 or 3 years rather than infancy) is associated with lesser de
grees of developmental delay and malnutrition, although growth retardation may be
observed. Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood is equalJy common in
males and females.

Prevalence

Of all pediatric hospital admissions, 10/0-5% are for failure to thrive, and up to one
half of these may reflect feeding disturbances without any apparent predisposing
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general medical condition. Data from community samples suggest a point prevalence
of around 3% for failure to thrive.

Course

Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood commonly has its onset in the first
year of life, but may have an onset in children ages 2-3 years. The majority of children
have improved growth after variable lengths of time, although they remain shorter
and lighter up through adolescence compared with children who did not experience
growth failure.

Differential Diagnosis

Minor problems in feeding are common in infancy. The diagnosis of Feeding Disor
der of Infancy or Early Childhood should be made only if the eating problem results
in significant failure to gain weight or loss of weight.

This disorder is not diagnosed if the feeding disturbances are fully explained by a
gastrointestinal, endocrinological, or neurological condition. Children with an un
derlying general medical condition may be more difficult to feed, and the diagnosis
of Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood should not be made in such cases
unless the degree of disturbance is of greater severity than would be expected on the
basis of the general medical condition alone. The diagnosis is suggested if there is im
pro\'ement in feeding and weight gain in response to changing caregivers.

Diagnostic criteria for
307.59 Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood

A. Feeding disturbance as manifested by persistent failure to eat adequately with sig
nificant failure to gain weight or significant loss of weight over at least 1 month.

8. The disturbance is not due to an associated gastrointestinal or other general medical
condition (e.g., esophageal reflux).

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Rumi
nation Disorder) or by lack of available food.

D. The onset is before age 6 years.

Tic Disorders

Four disorders are included in this section: Tourette's Disorder, Chronic Motor or Vo
cal Tic Disorder, Transient Tic Disorder, and Tic Disorder I ot Othem'ise Specified.
A tic is a sudden, rapid, recurrent, nonrhythmic, stereotyped motor movement or
vocalization. Motor and vocal tics may be simple (involVing only a few muscles or
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simple soWlds) or complex (involving multiple groups of muscles recruited. in orches
trated bouts or words and sentences). Examples of simple motor tics are eye blinking,
nose wrinkling, neck jerking, shoulder shrugging, facial grimacing, and abdominal
tensing. These tics usually last less than several hundred milliseconds. Complex motor
tits include hand gestures, jumping, touching, pressing, stomping, fadal contortions,
repeatedly smelling an object, squatting, deep knee bends, retracing steps, twirling
when walking, and assuming and holding unusual postures (including "dystonic
ticsn such as holding the neck in a particular tensed position). These tics are longer in
duration, lasting seconds or longer. Copropraxia (a sudden, lie-like vulgar, sexual, or
obscene gesture) and mirror phenomena such as echopraxia (involWltary, spontane
ous imitation of someone else's movements) are complex motor Iics.

Simple vocal tics are meaningless sounds such as tluoat clearing, grunting, sniffing,
snorting, and chirping. Complex vocal/ics more clearly involve speech and language
md include the sudden, spontaneous expression of single words or phrases; speech
blocking; sudden and meaningless changes in the pitch, emphasis, or volume of
speech; palilalia (repeating one's own sounds or words); and echolalia (repeating the
last-heard sound, word, or phrase). Coprolalia is the sudden, inappropriate expres
sionof a socially unacceptable word or phrase and may include obscenities as well as
specific etlmic, racial, or religious slurs. Coprolalia is found in fewer than 10% of in
dividuals with a tic disorder.

Tics generally are experienced as irresistible but can be suppressed for varying
lengths of time. Some children (and an occasional adult) are not aware of their tics.
Howe\·er, with development, many (but not all) persons with ties experience a pre
monitory urge-a rising tension or somatic sensation in a part of the body that pre
cedes the motor or vocal tic, and a feeling of relief or tension reduction following the
expression of the tic. lndividuals with tics may feel that the tic is between "voluntary"
and "involuntary" in that it is often experienced as a giving in to a mounting tension
or bodily need, similar to the tension that precedes a sneeze or the almost irresistible
need to scratch an itch. An individual may feel the need to perform a complex tic in
a specific way or repeatedly until he or she achieves the feeling that the tic has been
done "just right." Only then will the individual experience a reduction in the anxiety
or tension.

Tics are often emitted in bouts of one or several tics; the bouts are separated by pe
riods of non·tic behavior lasting from seconds to hours. Tics generally change in se
\·erily (frequency of tics, forcefulness, and the degree tics disrupt ongoing behavior)
during the course of hours and over the course of a day. Tics may vary in frequency
and disruptiveness in different contexts. For example, children and adults may be
better able to suppress tics when in school, at work, or in the physician's office than
at home. Tics generally decrease or stop during sleep, although some individuals
ha\'e occasional tics while asleep or awaken suddenl}' with a tic. Tics are often more
frequent when a person relaxes in private (e.g., when watching television) and are de
creased when the individual engages in directed, effortful activity (e.g., reading or
sewing). Tics may be exacerbated during periods of stress, such as when there are
heightened work pressures or during examinations.
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Differential Diagnosis

Tic Disorders must be distinguished from other types of abnormal movements that
may accompany general medical conditions (e.g., Huntington's disease, stroke,
Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, Wilson's disease, Sydenham's chorea, multiple sclerosis,
postviral encephalitis, head injury) and from abnormal movements that are due to
the direct effects of a substance (e.g., a neuroleptic medication). Taking account of
the medical and family history, movement morphology, rhythm, and modifying in·
fluences can assist in making a correct diagnosis. Chorea typically is a simple, ran·
dom, irregular, and nonstereotyped. movement that has no premonitory component
and increases when the person is distracted. Dystonic movements are slow, protract
ed twisting movements interspersed with prolonged states of muscular tension.
Athetoid movements are slow, irregular, writhing movements, most frequently in
the fingers and toes but often involving the neck. Myoclonic movements are brief,
simple, shocklike muscle contractions that may affect parts of muscles or muscle
gTOUpS. Unlike tics, myoclonic movements may continue during sleep. Hemiballis
mic movements are intermittent, coarse, large·amplitude, unilateral movements of
the limbs. Spasms are stereotypic, prolonged movements involving the same groups
of muscles that are usually slower but are sometimes more rapid than tics. Hemi·
facial spasm consists of irregular, repetitive, unilateral jerks of facial muscles. Syn.
kinesis is an involuntary movement that is concurrent exclusively with a speciJi(
vohUltary act (e.g., movement of the comer of the mouth when the person intends to
close the eye).

When the tics are a direct physiological consequence of medication use, a Medica
tion·lnduced Movement Disorder lot Othenvise Specified would be diagnosed m.
stead of a Tic Disorder (e.g., in the clearest case, when the tics occur with the use of a
medication and stop when the medication is discontinued). In some cases, certain
medications (e.g., stimulants) may exacerbate a preexisting Tic Disorder, in which
case no additional diagnosis of a medication-induced disorder is necessary.

Tics must also be distinguished from Stereotypic Movement Disorder and stereo
typies in Pervasive Developmental Disorders. Differentiating simple tics (e.g., eye
blinking) from the complex movements characteristic of stereotyped movements is
relatively straightforward. The djstinction between complex motor tics and stereo
typed movements is less clear·cut. In general, stereotyped movements appear to be
more driven, rhythmic, self-stimulating or soothing, and intentional, whereas tics
have a more involuntary quality (although some individuals describe tics as having
a voluntary component) and generally occur in temporal bouts or clusters. Complex
tics may be difficult to distinguish from compulsions (as in Obsessive-Compulsi\'e
Disorder); making this distinction is all the more challenging because Obsessiw
Compulsive Disorder is common in individuals with Tic Disorders. Compulsions are
performed in response to an obsession (e.g., hand washing to allay a concern about
germs) or according to rules that must be applied rigidly (e.g., the need to line things
up in a specific order). Compulsions typically are more elaborate than tics and are
more likely to resemble "normal" behavior. \oVhereas compulsions are often, though
not always, preceded by a persistent worry or concern, tics are more likely to be pre
ceded by a transient "physical" tension in a part of the body (e.g., in the nose or shoul
der muscles or in the throat) that is reduced by the tic. When individuals manifest
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symptoms of both Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder and a Tic Disorder (especially
Tourctte's Disorder). both diagnoses may be warranted. Certain vocal or motor tics
(e.g., barking, echolalia, palilalia) must be distinguished from disorganized or cata
tonic behavior in Schizophrenia.

The Tic Disorders can be distinguished from one another based on duration and
variety of tics and age at onset. Transient Tic Disorder includes motor and lor vocal
tics lasting for at least -l weeks but for no longer than 12 consecutive months.
Touretle's Disorder and Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder each have a duration
of more than 12 months, but Touretle's Disorder requires multiple motor tics and at
least one vocal tic during part of this time. Often, the diagnosis may change over time
during the natural history of a Tic Disorder. For example, during the first months, a
child may be diagnosed as having a Transient Tic Disorder. After a year, with further
lies and longer duration, the diagnosis may become Tourette's Disorder. Tic Disor
der Not Othenvise Specified would be appropriate for clinically significant presen
tations lasting less than 4 weeks, for presentations with an age at onset above age 18
years, and for the unusual case of an individual with only one motor tic and only one
vocal tic.

307.23 laurette's Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of TDurette's Disorder are multiple motor tics and one or more
,·ocal tics (Criterion A). These may appear simullaneously or at different periods
during the illness. The tics occur many times a day, recurrently throughout a period
of more than 1 year. During this period, there is never a tic-free period of more than
3 consecutive months (Criterion B). The onset of the disorder is before age 18 years
(Criterion C). The ties are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance
(e.g., stimulants) or a general medical condition (e.g., Huntington's disease or post
viral encephalitis) (Criterion D).

The anatomical location, number, frequency, complexity, and severity of the tics
change over time. Simple and complex motor tics may affect any part of the body, in
cluding the face, head, lorso, and upper and lower limbs. Simple motor tics are rapid,
meaningless contractions of one or a few muscles, such as eye blinking. Complex mo
tor ties involving touching, squatting, deep knee bends, retracing steps, and twirling
when walking may be present. The vocal tics include various words or sounds such
as dicks, grunts, yelps, barks, sniffs, snorts, and coughs. Coprolalia, a complex vocal
lie involving the uttering of obscenities, is present in only a small minority of individ
uals (less than 10%) and is not required for a diagnosis of Tourette's Disorder.

In approximately one-half of the individuals with this disorder, the first symptoms
to appear are bouts of a single tic, most frequently eye blinking. Less frequently, ini
tial tics involve another part of the face or the body, such as facial grimacing, head
jerking, tongue protrusion, sniffing, hopping, skipping, throat dearing, stuttering
like block in speech fluency. or uttering sounds ocwords. Sometimes this disorder be
gins with multiple symptoms starting at the same time.
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Associated Features and Disorders

The most common associated symptoms of Tourette's Disorder are obsessions and
compulsions. Hyperactivity, distractibility, and impulsivity are also relatively com
mon. Social discomfort, shame, self-consciousness, and demoralization and sadness
frequently occur. Persistent motor and vocal tics may cause a broad range of distress
and impairment, ranging from none to severe. Younger children, in particular, may
be unaware of their tics, suffer no distress, and show no impairment in any area of
functioning. A high percentage of children, adolescents, and adults with Tourette's
Disorder do not seek medical attention for their tics. At the other end of the spectrum,
there are indi\'iduals with Tourette's Disorder who are burdened by intrusive, recur
rent, forceful, and social1y stigmatizing motor and vocal tics.

Social, academic, and occupational functioning may be impaired because of rejec
tion by others or anxiety about haVing tics in social situations. Chronic tic symptoms
can cause considerable distress and can lead to social isolation and personality changes.
In severe cases of Tourette's Disorder, the tics rna}' directly interfere with daily activ
ities (e.g., conversing, reading, or writing). Rare complications of Tourette's Disorder
include physical injury, such as blindness due to self-inflicted eye injury (from head
banging or eye gouging), orthopedic problems (from knee bending, neck jerking, or
head turning), skin problems (from picking or lip licking), and neurological sequelae
(e.g., from disc disease related to many years of forceful neck movements). The sever
ity of the tics may be exacerbated by administration of central nervous system stim
ulants, such as those used in the treatment of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder, although some individuals can tolerate these medications without an exac
erbation of their tics or may even have a reduction in tics. Obsessive-Compulsive Dis
order and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder often co-occur in individuals
with Tourette's Disorder. Attentional problems or obsessive symptomatology may
precede or follow the onset of tics. Obsessive-compulsive symptoms found in indi
viduals with Tourette's Disorder may constitute a specific subtype of Obsessive
Compulsi\"e Disorder. This subtype appears to be characterized by an earlier age at
onset, male preponderance, higher frequency of certain obsessive-compulsive S}'Il1p

toms (more aggressive symptoms and less concern about contamination and hoard
ing), and poorer response to pharmacotherapy with selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors. Disruptive behavior, impulsiveness, and social immaturity are prominent
features in those children and adolescents who also have Attention-Deficit/Hyper
activity Disorder. These clinical features may interfere with academic progress and
interpersonal relationships and lead to greater impairment than that caused by the
Tourette's Disorder.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Tourette's Disorder has been widely reported in diverse racial and ethnic groups. Al
though in clinical settings the disorder is diagnosed approximately three to five times
more often in males than in females, the gender ratio is perhaps as low as 2:1 in com
munity samples.
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Prevalence
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The prevalence of Tourette's Disorder is related to age. Many more children (5-30 per
10,(00) are affected than adults (1-2 per 10,000).

Course

The age at onset of Tourette's Disorder may be as early as age 2 years, is usually dur
ing childhood or early adolescence, and is by definition before age 18 years. The me
dian age at onset for motor tics is about 6-7 years. The duration of the disorder may
be lifelong, though periods of remission lasting from weeks to years may occur. In
most cases, the severity, frequency, disruptiveness, and variability of the symptoms
diminish during adolescence and adulthood. In other cases, the symptoms aCluaU}'
disappear entirely, usually by early adulthood. In a few cases, the symptoms may
worsen in adulthood. The predictors of this course are not known.

Familial Pattern

The vulnerability to Tourette's Disorder and related disorders is transmitted within
families and appears to be genetic. The mode of genetic transmission, however, is not
known. Pedigree studies suggest that there are genes of major effect. Although some
early studies suggested a pattern of transmission that is consistent wHh an autosomal
dominant pattern, other studies suggest a more complex mode of transmission. "Vul
nerability" implies that the child receives the genetic or constitutional basis for devel
oping a Tic Disorder; the precise type or severity of disorder may be different from
one generation to another and is modified by nongenetic factors. Not e\'eryone who
inherits the genetic vulnerability will express symptoms of a Tic Disorder. The range
of forms in which the vulnerability may be expressed includes Tourette's Disorder,
Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder, and some forms of Obsessive-Compulsive Dis
order. It also appears that individuals with Tourette's Disorder are at greater risk for
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. In some individuals with Tourette's Dis
order, there is no evidence of a familial pattern.

Differential Diagnosis

Refer to the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Tic Disorders (p. 110).
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.23 lourette's Disorder
A. Both multiple motor and one or more vocal tics have been present at some time dur

ing the illness, although not necessarily concurrently. (A tic is a sudden, rapid, recur
rent, nonrhythmic. stereotyped motor movement or vocalization.)

B. The tics occur many times a day (usually in bouts) nearly every day or intermittently
throughout a period of more than 1 year, and during this period there was never a
tic-free period of more than 3 consecutive months.

C. The onset is before age 18 years.

D. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.,
stimulants) or a general medical condition (e.g., Huntington's disease or portviral
encephalitis).

307.22 Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Chronic Malar or Vocal Tic Disorder is the presence of either
motor tics or vocal tics, but lIot both (Criterion A). This differs from Tourette's Disor~

der in which there must be both multiple motor and one or more vocal tics. The other
essential features (Criteria B, C, and D) are the same as for Tourette's Disorder. A di
agnosis of Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder cannot be made if the criteria for
Tourette's Disorder have ever been met (Criterion E). The other characteristics of
Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder are generally the same as for Tourette's Disorder
(see p. 111), except that the severity of the symptoms and the functional impairment
are usually much less. It appears that Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder and
Tourette's Disorder may be genetically related because they often occur in the same
families.

Differential Diagnosis

Refer to the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Tic Disorders (p. 110).
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A. Single or multiple motor or vocal tics (i.e., sudden, rapid, recurrent, nonrhythmic,
stereotyped motor movements or vocalizations), but not both, have been present at
some time during the illness.

B. The tics occur many times a day nearly every day or intermittently throughout a pe
riod of more than 1 year, and during this period there was never a tic-free period of
more than 3 consecutive months.

C. The onset is before age 18 years.

D. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.,
stimulants) or a general medical condition (e.g., Huntington's disease or postviral
encephalitis).

E. Criteria have never been met for Tourette's Disorder.

307.21 Transient Tic Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Transient Tic Disorder is the presence of single or multiple
motor tics and/or vocall'ics (Criterion A). The tics occw many times a day, nearly ev
ery day for alleast 4 weeks, but for no longer than 12 consecutive months (Criterion
B). The other essential features (Criteria C and D) are the same as for Towette's Dis~

order. Transient Tic Disorder is not diagnosed if the criteria for Tourette's Disorder
or Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder (both of which require a duration of at least
1 year) have ever been met (Criterion E). The other characteristics of the disorder are
generally the same as for Touretle's Disorder (see p. 111), except that the severity of
the symptoms and the functional impairment are usuaUy much less.

Specifiers

The course of Transient Tic Disorder may be indicated by specifying Single Episode
or Recurrent.

Differential Diagnosis

Refer 10 the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Tic Disorders (p. 110).
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.21 Transient Tic Disorder

A. Single or multiple motor andlor vocal tics (i.e.• sudden, rapid. recurrent. nonrhyth
mic. stereotyped motor movements or vocalizations)

B. The tics occur many times a day, nearly everyday for at least 4 weeks. but for no long
er than 12 consecutive months.

C. The onset is before age 18 years.

D. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g .•
stimulants) or a general medical condition (e.g., Huntington's disease or portviral
encephalitis).

E. Criteria have never been met for lourette's Disorder or Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic
Disorder.

Specify if:

Single Episode or Recurrent

307.20 Tic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for disorders characterized by tics that do nol meet criteria for a spe
dfic Tic Disorder. Examples include tics lasting less than 4 weeks or tics with an onset
after age 18 years.

Elimination Disorders

Encopresis

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Encopresis is repeated passage of feces into inappropriate
places (e.g.; clothing or floor) (Criterion A). Most often this is involuntary but occa
sionally may be intentional. The event must Deem at least once a month for at least
3 months (Criterion B), and the chronological age of the child must be at least 4 years
(or for children with developmental delays, a mental age of at least 4 years) (Criterion q.
The fecal incontinence must not be due exclusively to the direct physiological effects
of a substance (e.g., laxatives) or a general medical condition except through a mech
anism involving constipation (Criterion D).

''''hen the passage of feces is involuntary rather than intentional, it is often related
to constipation, impaction, and retention with subsequent overno\\,. The constipation
may develop for psychological reasons (e.g., anxiety about defecating in a particular
place or a more general patlem of anxious or oppositional behavior) leading to avoid-
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ance of defecation. Physiological predispositions to constipation include ineffectual
straining or paradoxical defecation dynamics, with contraction rather than relaxation
of the external sphincter or pelvic floor during straining for defecation. Dehydration
associated with a febrile illness, hypothyroidism, or a medication side effect can also
induce constipation. Once constipation has developed, it may be complicated by an
anal fissure, painful defecation, and further fecal retention. The consistency of the
stool may vary. In some individuals it may be of nannal or near-normal consistency.
It may be liquid in other individuals who ha\-e overflow incontinence secondary to
fecal retention.

Subtypes

Encopresis is coded according to the subtype that characterizes the presentation:

787.6 With Constipation and Overflow Incontinence. There is evidence of
constipation on physical examination (i.e., the presence of tl large stool mass
on abdominal or rectal examination) or a history of a stool frequency of less
than three per week. Feces in overflow incontinence are characteristically (but
not invariably) poorly formed, and leakage can be infrequent to continuous,
occurring mostly during the day and rarely during sleep. Only part of the feces
is passed during toiletting, and the incontinence resolves after treatment of the
constipation.
307.7 Without Constipation and Overflow Incontinence. There is no evi
dence of constipation on physical examination or by history. Feces are likely to
be of normal form and consistency, and soiling is intermiUent. Feces may be
deposited in a prominent location. This is usually associated with the presence
of Oppositional Defiant Disorder or Conduct Disorder or may be the conse
quence of anal masturbation. Soiling without constipation appears to be less
common than soiling with constipation.

Associated Features and Disorders

The child with Encopresis often feels ashamed and may wish to avoid situations (e.g.,
camp or school) that might lead to embarrassment. The amount of impairment is a
function of the effect on the child's self-esteem, the degree of social ostracism by
peers, and the anger, punishment, and rejection on the part of caregivers. Smearing
feces may be deliberate or accidental resulting from the child's attempt to dean or
hide feces that were passed involuntarily. When the incontinence is dearly deliberate,
features of Oppositional Defiant Disorder or Conduct Disorder may also be present.
Many children with Encopresis and chronic constipation are enuretic and may have
associated \'esico--ureteric reflux and chronic urinary tract infections that may remit
with treatment.

Prevalence

It is estimated that approximately 1% of 5-year-olds have Encopresis, and the disor
der is more common in males than in females.
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Encopresis is not diagnosed until a child has reached a chronological age of at least
-1 years (or for children with developmental delays. a mental age of alleasl-l years).
Inadequate, inconsistent toilet training and psychosocial stress (e.g., entering school
or the birth of a sibling) may be predisposing factors. Two types of course have been
described: a "primary" type in which the individual has never established fecal con
tinence, and a "secondary" type in which the disturbance develops after a period of
established fecal continence. Encopresis can persist with intermittent exacerbations
for years.

Differential Diagnosis

A diagnosis of Encopresis in the presence of a general medical condition is appropri
ateonly if the mechanism involves functional constipation. Fecal incontinence related
to other general medical conditions (e.g., chronic diarrhea, spina bifida, anal stenosis)
would not warrant a DSM-IV diagnosis of Encopresis.

Diagnostic criteria for Encopresis

A. Repeated passage of feces into inappropriate places (e.g.. clothing or floor) whether
involuntary or intentional.

B. At least one such event a month for at least 3 months.

C. Chronological age is at least 4 years (or equivalent developmental level).

D. The behavior is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of a substance
(e.g., laxatives) or a general medical condition except through a mechanism involv
ing constipation.

Code as follows:

787.6 With Constipation and Overflow Incontinence
307.7 Without Constipation and Overflow Incontinence

307.6 Enuresis
(Not Due to a General Medical Condition)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Enuresis is repeated voiding of urine during the day or at
night into bed or clothes (Criterion A). ~'Iost often this is involuntary but occasionally
may be intentional. To qualify for a diagnosis of Enuresis, the voiding of urine must
occur at least hvice per week for at least 3 months or else must cause clinically signif
icant distress or impairment in social, academic (occupational), or other important
areas of functioning (Criterion B). The individual must have reached an age at which
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continence is expected (i.e., the chronological age of the child must be at least 5 years,
or, for children with developmental delays, a mental age of at least 5 years) (Criterion
C). The urinary incontinence is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects
of a substance (e.g., diuretics) or a general medical condition (e.g., diabetes, spina
bifida, a seizure disorder) (Criterion D).

Subtypes

The situation in which the Enuresis occurs may be noted by one of the following sub
types:

Nocturnal Only. This is the most common subtype and is defined as passage
of urine only during nighttime sleep. The enuretic event typically occurs dur
ing the first one~third of the night. Occasionally the voiding takes place during
the rapid eye movement (REM) stage of sleep, and the child may recall a
dream that involved the act of urinating.
Diurnal Only. This subtype is defined as the passage of urine only during
waking hours. Diurnal Enuresis is more common in females than in males and
is W1COnlll10n after age9 years. Individuals with dilunal Enuresis can be divid
ed into two groups. One group with "luge incontinence" has Enuresis charac
terized by sudden urge symptoms and detrusor instability on cystometry.
Another group with "voiding postponement" consciously defer micturition
urges lmtil incontinence results, with the deferral sometimes due to a reluc
tance to use the toilet because of social anxiety or a preoccupation with school
or play activity. This hitler group has a high rate of symptoms of disruptive be
havior. The enuretic event most commonly occurs in the early afternoon on
school days.
Nocturnal and Diurnal. This subtype is defined as a combination of the two
subtypes above.

Associated Features and Disorders

The amount of impainnent associated with Enuresis is a function of the Hmitation on
the child's social activities (e.g., ineligibility for sleep-away camp) or its effect on the
child's self-esteem, the degree of social ostracism by peers, and the anger, punish
ment, and rejection on the part of caregivers. Although most children with Enuresis
do not have a coexisting mental disorder, the prevalence of coexisting behavioral
symptoms is higher in children with Enuresis than in children without Enuresis. De
velopmental delays, including speech, language, learning, and motor skills delays,
are also present in a portion of children with Enuresis. Encopresis, Sleepwalking Dis
order, and Sleep Terror Disorder may be present. Urinary tract infections are more
common in children with Enuresis, especially the Diurnal Type, than in those who are
continent. The Enuresis commonly persists after appropriate treatment of an associ
ated infection. A number of predisposing factors have been suggested, including de
layed or lax toilet training, psychosocial stress, delays in the development of nonnal
circadian rhythms of urine production with resulting nocturnal polyuria or abnor
malities of central vasopressin receptor sensitivity, and reduced functional bladder
capacities with bladder hyperreactivity (unstable bladder syndrome).
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The prevalence of Enuresis is around 5%---10% among S'year--olds, 30/0-5% among 10
year-olds, and around 1% among individuals age 15 years or older.

Course

Two types of course of Enuresis have been described: a "primary" type in which the
individual has never established urinary continence. and a "secondary" type in
which the disturbance develops after a period of established urinary continence. By
definition, primary Enuresis begins at age 5 years. The most common time for the on
set of secondary Enuresis is between the ages of 5 and 8 years, but it may occur at any
time. After age 5 years, the rale of spontaneous remission is behveen 5% and 10% per
year. Most children with the disorder become continent by adolescence, but in ap
proximately 1% of cases the disorder continues into adulthood.

Familial Pattern

Approximately 75% of all children with Enuresis have a first-degree biological rela
tive who has had the disorder. The risk of Enuresis is five- to sevenfold greater in the
offspring of a parent who had a history of Enuresis. The concordance for the disorder
is greater in monozygotic twins than in dizygotic twins. Although molecular genetic
anal)'ses have detected links to several chromosomes, no significant associations be
tween linkage to a chromosome interval and type of enuresis have been identified.

Differential Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Enuresis is not made in the presence of a neurogenic bladder or the
presence of a general medical condition that causes polyuria or urgency (e.g' l un
treated diabetes mellitus or diabetes insipidus) or during an acute urinary tract infec
tion. However, a diagnosis of Enuresis is compatible with such conditions if urinary
incontinence was reglliarl)' present prior to the development of the general medical
condition or if it persists after the institution of appropriate treatment.
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A. Repeated voiding of urine into bed or clothes (whether involuntary or intentional).

8. The behavior is clinically significant as manifested by either a frequency of twice a
week for at least 3 consecutive months or the presence of clinically significant distress
or impairment in social, academic (occupational), or other important areas of func
tioning.

C. Chronological age is at least 5 years (or equivalent developmental level).

D. The behavior is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effect of a substance
(e.g., a diuretic) or a general medical condition (e.g., diabetes, spina bifida, a seizure
disorder).

Specify type;

Nocturnal Only
Diurnal Only
Nocturnal and Diurnal

Other Disorders of Infancy,
Childhood, or Adolescence

309.21 Separation Anxiety Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Separation Anxiety Disorder is excessive anxiety concerning
separation from the home or from those to whom the person is attached (Criterion A).
TIlis anxiety is beyond that which is expected for the individual's developmental lev
el. The disturbance must last for a period of at least 4 weeks (Criterion B), begin before
age 18 years (Criterion C), and cause clinically significant distress or impairment in
social, academic (occupational), or other important areas of functioning (Criterion D).
The diagnosis is not made if the anxiety occurs exclusively during the course of a Per
vasive Developmental Disorder, Schizophrenia, or other Psychotic Disorder or, in ad
olescents or adults, if it is beUer accounted for by Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia
(Criterion E).

Individuals with this disorder may experience recurrent excessive distress on sep
aration from home or major attachment figures (Criterion Al). When separated from
attachment figures. they often need to know their whereabouts and need to stay in
touch with them (e.g., by telephone calls). Some individuals become extremely home
sick and uncomfortable to the point of misery when away from home. They may
yearn to return home and be preoccupied with reunion fantasies. \Nhen separated
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from major attachment figures, these individuals are oflen preoccupied with fears
that accidents or illness will befall the attachment figures or themselves (Criterion
A2). Children with this disorder often express fear of being lost and never being re
united with their parents (Criterion A3). They are often uncomfortable when tra\'el
ing independently away from the house or from other familiar areas and may avoid
going places by themselves. They may be reluctant or refuse to attend school or camp.
to visit or sleep at friends' homes, or to go on errands (Criterion At). These children
may be unable to stay or go in a room by themselves and may display "clinging" be
havior, staying close to and "shadowing" the parent around the house or requiring
someone to be with them when going to another room in the house (Criterion AS).

Children with this disorder often have difficulty at bedtime and may insist that
someone stay with them until they fall asleep (Criterion A6). During the night, the)'
may make their way to their parents' bed (or that of another significant person, such
as a sibling); if entTy to the parental bedroom is barred, they may sleep outside the
parents' door. There may be nighhnares whose content expresses the individual's
fears (e.g., destruction of the family through fire, murder, or other catastrophe) (Cri
terion A7). Physical complaints, such as stomachaches, headaches, nausea, and vomiting
are common when separation occurs or is anticipated (Criterion AS). Cardiovascular
symptoms such as palpitations, dizziness, and feeling faint are rare in younger chilo
dren but may occur in older individuals.

Specifier

Early Onset. This specifier may be used to indicate onset of the disorder be
fore age 6 years.

Associated Features and Mental Disorders

Children with Separation Anxiety Disorder tend to come from families that are close
knit. When separated from home or major attadunent figures, they may recurrentl}'
exhibit social withdrawal, apathy, sadness, or difficulty concentrating on work or
play. Depending on their age, individuals may have fears of animals, monsters, the
dark, muggers, burglars, kidnappers, car accidents, plane travel, and other situations
that are perceived as presenting danger to the integrity of the family or themselves.
Concerns about death and dying are common. School refusal may lead to academic
difficulties and social avoidance. Children may complain that no one loves them or
cares about them and that they wish they were dead. "'hen extremely upset at the
prospect of separation, they may show anger or occasionally hit out at someone who
is forcing separation. When alone, especially in the evening or the dark, young chilo
dren may report unusual perceprual experiences (e.g., seeing people peering into
their room, scary creatures reaching for them, feeling eyes staring at them). Children
with this disorder are often described as demanding, intrusive, and in need of con
stant attention. Thechild's excessive demands often become a source of parental frus
tration, leading to resenhnent and conflict in the family. Sometimes, children with the
disorder are described as unusually conscientious, compliant, and eager to please.
The children may have somatic complaints that result in physical examinations and
medical procedures. Depressed mood is frequently present and may become more per-
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sistent over time, justifying an additional diagnosis of Dysthymic Disorder or Major
Depressive Disorder in some cases. The disorder may precede the development of Pan
ic Disorder With Agoraphobia. Comorbidity with other Anxiety Disorders may be
common, especially in clinical settings.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

TIlere are cultural variations in the degree to which it is considered desirable to toler
ate separation. It is important to differentiate Separation Anxiety Disorder from the
high value some cultures place on strong interdependence among family members.

The manifestations of the disorder may vary with age. Younger children may not
express specific fears of definite threats to parents, home, or themselves. As children
gel older, worries or fears are often of specific dangers (e.g., kidnapping, mugging).
Anxiety and anticipation of separation become manifest in mid-childhood. Although
adolescents with this disorder, especially males, may deny anxiety about separation,
it may be reflected in their limited independent activity and reluctance to leave home.
In older individuals, the disorder may limit the person's ability to handle changes in
circumstances (e.g., moving, getting married). Adults with the disorder are typically
overconcemed about their offspring and spouses and experience marked discomfort
when separated from them. In clinical samples, the disorder is apparently equally
common in males and females. In epidemiological samples, the disorder is more fre
quent in females.

Prevalence

Separation Anxiety Disorder is not uncommon; prevalence estimates average about
4% in children and ymmg adolescents. Separation Anxiety Disorder decreases in
prevalence from childhood through adolescence.

Course

Separation Anxiety Disorder may develop after some life stress (e.g., the death of
a relative or pet, an illness of the child or a relative, a change of schools, a move to a
new neighborhood, or immigration). Onset may be as early as preschool age and may
occur at any time before age 18 years, but onset as late as adolescence is uncommon.
Typically there are periods of exacerbation and remission. In some cases, both the
an;ciety about possible separation and the avoidance of situations involving separa
tion (e.g., going away to college) may persist for many years. However, the majority
of children with Separation Anxiety Disorder are free of impairing Anxiety Disorders
at extended follow-up.

Familial Pattern

Separation Anxiety Disorder is more common in first-degree biological relatives than
in the general population and is relatively more frequent in children of mothers with
Panic Disorder.
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Differential Diagnosis

Separation anxiety can be an associated feature of Pervasive Developmental Disor
ders. Schizophrenia, or other Psychotic Disorders. If the symptoms of Separation
Anxiety Disorder occurexdusively during the course of one of these disorders. a sep
arate diagnosis of Separation Anxiety Disorder is not given. Separation Anxiety Dis
order is distinguished from Generalized Anxiety Disorder in that the anxiety
predominantly concems separation from home and attachment figures. In children or
adolescents with Separation Anxiety Disorder, threats of separation may lead to
extreme an.xiety and even a Panic Attack. In contrast to Panic Disorder, the anxiet}'
concems separation from attachment figures or from home rather than being incapac·
Hated by an unexpected Panic Attack. In adults. Separation Anxiety Disorder is rare
and should not be given as an additional diagnosis if the separation fears are better
accounted for by Agoraphobia in Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia or Agorapho
bia Without History of Panic Disorder. Truancy is common in Conduct Disorder,
but an;~ietyabout separation is not responsible for school absences and the child usu
ally stays away from, rather than returns to, the home. Some cases of school refusal,
especially in adolescence, are due to Social Phobia or Mood Disorders rather than
separation anxiety. Children with Separation Anxiety Disorder may be oppositional
in the context of being forced to separate from attachment figures. Oppositional De
fiant Disorder should be diagnosed only if there is oppositional behavior at times
other than at times of separation or when separation is anticipated. Similarly. chil
dren with Separation Anxiety Disorder may become depressed while being separat
ed or in anticipation of separation. A Depressive Disorder should be diagnosed only
if the depression occurs at other limes.

Unlike the hallucinations in Psychotic Disorders, the unusual perceptual experi
ences in Separation Anxiety Disorder are usually based on a misperception of an ac
tual stimulus. occur only in certain situations (e.g., nighttime), and are reversed by
the presence of an attachment figure. Clinical judgment must be used in distinguish
ing developmentally appropriate levels of separation anxiety from the clinically sig
nificant concerns about separation seen in Separation Anxiety Disorder.
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Diagnostic criteria for 309.21 Separation Anxiety Disorder

A. Developmentally inappropriate and excessive anxiety concerning separation from
home or from those to whom the individual is attached, as evidenced by three (or
more) of the following:

(1) recurrent excessive distress when separation from home or major attachment
figures occurs or is anticipated

(2) persistent and excessive worry about losing, or about possible harm befalling,
major attachment figures

(3) persistent and excessive worry that an untoward event will lead to separation
from a major attachment figure (e.g., getting lost or being kidnapped)

(4) persistent reluctance or refusal to go to school or elsewhere because of fear of
separation

(5) persistently and excessively fearful or reluctant to be alone or without major
attachment figures at home or without significant adults in other settings

(6) persistent reluctance or refusal to go to sleep without being near a major at
tachment figure or to sleep away from home

(7) repeated nightmares involving the theme of separation
(8) repeated complaints of physical symptoms (such as headaches, stomachaches,

nausea, or vomiting) when separation from major attachment figures occurs or
is anticipated

B. The duration of the disturbance is at least 4 weeks.

C. The onset is before age 18 years.

D. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, academic
(occupational), or other important areas of functioning.

E. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a Pervasive Develop
mental Disorder, Schizophrenia, or other Psychotic Disorder and, in adolescents and
adults, is not better accounted for by Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia.

Specify if:

Early Onset: if onset occurs before age 6 years

313.23 Selective Mutism
(formerly Elective Mutism)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Selective Mutism is the persistent failure to speak in specific
social situations (e.g., school, with playmates) where speaking is expected, despite
speaking in other situations (Criterion A). The disturbance interferes with education
al or occupational achievement or with social communication (Criterion B). The dis
turbance must last for at least 1 month and is not limited to the first month of school
(during which many children may be shy and reluct,1nt to speak) (Criterion C). Selec-
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tive ivlutism should not be diagnosed if the individual's failure to speak is due solely
to a lack of knowledge of, or comfort with, the spoken language required in the social
situation (Criterion D). It is also not diagnosed if the disturbance is better accounted
for by embarrassment related to having a Communication Disorder (e.g., Stuttering)
or if it occurs exclusively during a Pervasive Developmental Disorder, Schizophre
nia, or other Psychotic Disorder (Criterion E). Instead of communicating by standard
verbalization, children with this disorder may communicate by gesttues, nodding or
shaking the head, or pulling or pushing. or, in some cases, by monosyllabic. short. or
monotone utterances, or in an altered. voice.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated features of Selective Mutism may include excessive shyness, fear of social
embarrassment, social isolation and withdrawal, clinging, compulsive traits, negativ
ism, temper tantrums, or controlling or oppositional behavior, particularly at home.
There may be severe impairment in social and school functioning. Teasing or scape
goating by peers is common. Although children with this disorder generally have
normal language skills, there may occasionally be an associated Communication
Disorder (e.g., Phonological Disorder, Expressi\'e Language Disorder, or Mixed
Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder) or a general medical condition thai causes
abnormalities ofarticulation. Mental Retardation, hospitalization, or extreme psycho
social stressors may be associated with the disorder. In addition, in clinical settings,
children with Selective Mutism are almost always given an additional diagnosis of an
Anxiety Disorder (especially Social Phobia).

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Immigrant children who are unfamiliar with or uncomfortable in the official lan
guage of their new host country may refuse to speak to strangers in their new envi
ronment. This behavior should not be diagnosed as Selective Mutism. Selective
Mutism is slightly more common in females than in males.

Prevalence

Selective Mutism is apparently rare and is found in fewer than 10/0 of individuals seen
in mental health settings.

Course

Onset of Selective Mutism is usually before age 5 years, but the disturbance may not
come to clinical attention until entry into school. The degree of persistence of the dis
order is variable. It may persist for only a few months or may continue for several
years. In some cases, particularly in those with severe Social Phobia, anxiety symp
toms rna}' become chronic.
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Differential Diagnosis

Selective Mutism should be distinguished from speech disturbances that are beHer
accounted for by a Communication Disorder, such as Phonological Disorder, Ex·
pressive language Disorder, Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder, or
Stuttering. Unlike Selective Mutism, the speech disturbance in these conditions is not
restricted to a specific sociaJ situation. Children in families who have immigrated to
a country where a different language is spoken may rehlse to speak the new language
because of lack of knowledge of the language. U comprehension of the new lan
guage is adequate, but refusal to speak persists, a diagnosis of Selective Mutism may
be warranted. Individuals with a Pervasive Developmental Disorder, Schizophre·
nia or other Psychotic Disorder, or severe Mental Retardation may have problems
in social communication and be unable to speak appropriately in social situations. In
contrast, Selective Mutism should only be diagnosed in a child who has an estab
lished capacity to speak in some social situations (e.g., typically at home). The social
anxiety and social avoidance in Social Phobia may be associated with Selective Mut
ism. In such cases, both diagnoses may be given.

Diagnostic criteria for 313.23 Selective Mutism
A. Consistent failure to speak in specific social situations (in which there is an expecta

tion for speaking. e.g., at school) despite speaking in other situations.

B. The disturbance interferes with educational or occupational achievement or with so
cial communication.

C. The duration of the disturbance is at least 1 month (not limited to the first month of
school).

D. The failure to speak is not due to a lack of knowledge of, or comfort with, the spoken
language required in the social situation.

E. The disturbance is not berter accounted for by a Communication Disorder (e.g., Stut
tering) and does not occur exclusively during the course of a Pervasive Developmen
tal Disorder, Schizophrenia, or other Psychotic Disorder.

313.89 Reactive Attachment Disorder of
Infancy or Early Childhood

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Reactive Attachment Disorder is markedly disturbed and de
velopmentally inappropriate social relatedness in most contexts that begins before
age 5 years and is associated with grossly pathological care (Criterion A). There are
two types of presentations. In the Inhibited Type, the child persistently fails to initiate
and to respond to most social interactions in a developmentally appropriate way. The
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child shows a pattern of excessively inhibited, hypervigilant, or highly ambivalent reo
sponses (e.g., frozen watchfulness. resistance 10 comfort, or a mixture of approach
and avoidance) (Criterion Al). In the Disinhibited Type, there is a pattern of diffuse
attachments. The child exhibits indiscriminate sociability or a lack of selectivity in the
choice of attachment figures (Criterion Al). The disturbance is not accounted for sole
I)' by developmental delay (e.g., as in Mental Retardation) and does not meet criteria
for Pervash'e Developmental Disorder (Criterion B). By definition, the condition is as
sociated with grossly pathological care that may take the form of persistent disregard
of the child's basic emotional needs for comfort, stimulation, and affection (Criterion
Cl); persistent disregard of the child's basic physical needs (Criterion C2); or repeat
ed changes of primary caregh'er that prevent formation of stable attachments (e.g.,
frequent changes in foster care) (Criterion C3). The pathological care is presumed to
be responsible for the disturbed social relatedness (Criterion D).

Subtypes

The predominant type of disturbance in social relatedness may be indicated by spec·
ifying one of the follOWing subtypes for Reacti\'e Attachment Disorder:

Inhibited Type. In this subtype, the predominant disturbance in social relat·
edness is the persistent failure to initiate and to respond to most social interac
tions in a developmentally appropriate way.
Disinhibited Type. This subtype is used if the predominant disturbance in

social relatedness is indiscriminate sociability or a lack of selectivity in the
choice of attachment figures.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Certain situations (e.g.,
prolonged hospitalization of the child, extreme poverty, or parental inexperience)
may predispose to the development of pathological care. However, grossly patholog·
icat care does not always result in the development of Reactive Attachment Disorder;
some children may form stable attachments and social relationships even in the face
of marked neglect or abuse. Extreme neglect-and especially institutional care with
limited opportunities to form selective attachments-increases risk of developing the
disorder. Reactive Attachment Disorder may be associated with developmental de
lays, Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood, Pica, or Rumination Disorder.

Associated laboratory findings. Laboratory findings consistent with malnutrition
may be present.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Physical examination may document associated general medical conditions that are
associated with extreme neglect (e.g., growth delay, evidence of physical abuse, mal
nutrition, vitamin deficiencies, or infectious diseases).
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Prevalence

Epidemiological data are limited, but Reactive Attachment Disorder appears to be
\'ery uncommon.

Course

The onset of Reactive Attachment Disorder is usually in the first several years of life
and, by definition, begins before age 5 years. The course appears to vary depending
on individual factors in child and caregivers, the severity and duration of associated
psychosocial deprivation, and the nature of intervention. Considerable improvement
or remission may occur if an appropriately supportive environment is provided. Oth
erwise, the disorder follows a continuous course. Indiscriminate sociability may per
sist even after the child has de\'eloped selective attachments.

Differential Diagnosis

In Mental Retardation, appropriate attachments to caregivers usually develop con
sistent with the child's general developmentallevet and these attachments are clearly
present by the time a child has a mental age of 10 months. However, some infants and
young children with Severe Mental Retardation may present particula.r problems for
caregivers and exhibit symptoms characteristic of Reactive Attachment Disorder. Re
active Attachment Disorder should be diagnosed only if it is clear that the character
istic problems in formation of selective attachments are not a function of the
retardation.

Reactive Attachment Disorder must be differentiated from Autistic Disorder and
other Pervasive Developmental Disorders. In the Pervasive Developmental Disor
ders, selective attachments either fail to develop or are highly deviant, but this usual
ly occurs in the face of a reasonably supportive psychosocial envi.ronment. Autistic
Disorder and other Pervasive Developmental Disorders are also characterized by the
presence of a qualitative impai.rment in communication and restricted, repetitive, and
stereot)'ped patterns of behavior. Reactive Attachment Disorder is not diagnosed if
the criteria are met for a Pervasive Developmental Disorder.

The Inhibited Type of Reactive Attachment Disorder must be distinguished from
Social Phobia. In Social Phobia, the social inhibition is apparent in social settings or
in anticipation of social encounters but does not occur with familiar caregivers in fa
miliar settings. Socially deviant behavior in Reactive Attachment Disorder, including
inhibition, is apparent across social contexts.

The Disinhibited. Type must be distingUished from the impulsive or hyperactive
behavior characteristic of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. In contrast to
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, the disinhibited behavior in Reactive At
tadunent Disorder is characteristically associated. with being overly familiar with or
seeking comfort from an unfamiliar adult caregiver rather than with generally impul
sive behavior.

Reactive Attachment Disorder should also be differentiated from Disruptive Be
ha\!ior Disorders such as Conduct Disorder and Oppositional Defiant Disorder.
The term "affectionless psychopath" has been used to describe children who were
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raised in settings that limited opportunities for the child to develop selective attach·
ments (e.g., institutions) and who exhibited a pattern of antisocial and aggressive be
havior, inability to form lasting relationships with adulls, and miscellaneous
symptoms such as enuresis and stereotypies. Nevertheless, no direct link beh,'een
Reactl\'e Attachment Disorder and "affectionless psychopathy" has been established.
Disturbances of attachment in the early years may increase the risk for antisocial be
haviors in later childhood and adolescence, but antisocial behaviors are not necessar
ily signs of Reactive Attachment Disorder. Grossly pathogenic care is a defining
feature of Reactive Attachment Disorder. An additional notation of Child Abuse,
Child Neglect, or Parent-Child Relational Problem may be warranted. When grossly
pathogenic care docs not result in marked disturbances in social relatedness, Child
'eglect or Parent-Child Relational Problem may be noted rather than Reactive Attach

ment Disorder.

Diagnostic criteria for 313.89 Reactive Attachment
Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood

A. Markedly disturbed and developmentally inappropriate social relatedness in most
contexts, beginning before age 5 years, as evidenced by either (1) or (2):

(1) persistent failure to initiate or respond in a developmentally appropriate fash
ion to most social interactions. as manifest by excessively inhibited, hypervigi
lant, or highly ambivalent and contradictol)l responses (e.g., the child may
respond to caregivers with a mixture of approach, avoidance, and resistance to
comforting, or may exhibit frozen watchfulness)

(2) diffuse attachments as manifest by indiscriminate sociability with marked in·
ability to exhibit appropriate selective attachments (e.g., excessive familiarity
with relative strangers or lack of selectivity in choice of attachment figures)

B. The disturbance in Criterion A is not accounted for solely by developmental delay (as
in Mental Retardation) and does not meet criteria for a Pervasive Developmental Dis
order.

C. Pathogenic care as evidenced by at least one of the following:

(1) persistent disregard of the child's basic emotional needs for comfort, stimula
tion, and affection

(2) persistent disregard of the child's basic physical needs
(3) repeated changes of primary caregiver that prevent formation of stable attach

ments (e.g., frequent changes in foster care)

D. There is a presumption that the care in Criterion C is responsible for the disturbed
behavior in Criterion A (e.g., the disturbances in Criterion A began following the
pathogenic care in Criterion O.

Specify type:

Inhibited Type: if Criterion A1 predominates in the clinical presentation
Disinhibited Type: if Criterion A2 predominates in the clinical presentation
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307.3 Stereotypic Movement Disorder
(formerly Stereotypy/Habit Disorder)

Diagnostic Features

131\

The essential feature of Stereotypic Movement Disorder is motor beha\'ior that is re
petitive, often seemingly driven, and nonfunctional (Criterion A). This motor behav
ior markedly interferes with normal activities or results in self-inflicted bodily injury
that is significant enough to require medical treatment (or would result in such injury
if protective measures were not used) (Criterion B). If Mental Retardation is present,
the stereotypic or self-injurious behavior is sufficiently severe to become a focus of
treatment (Criterion C). The behavior is not better accounted for by a compulsion (as
in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder), a tic (as in the Tic Disorders), a stereotypy that
is part of a Pervasive Developmenta I Disorder, or hair pu11ing (as in Trichotillomarua)
(Criterion D). The behavior is also not due to the direct physiological effects of a sub
stance or a general medical condition (Criterion E). The motor behaviors must persist
for at least 4 weeks (Criterion F).

The stereotypic movements may include hand waving, rocking, playing with
hands, fiddling with fingers, h\lirling objects, head banging, self-biting, or hitting var
ious parts of one's own body. Sometimes the individual uses an object in performing
these behaviors. The behaviors may cause permanent and disabling tissue damage
and may sometimes be We-threatening. For instance, severe head banging or hitting
may lead to cuts, bleeding, infection, retinal detachment, and blindness.

Specifiers

The clinician may specify With Self-Injurious Behavior if the behavior results in
bodily damage that requires specific treatment (or that would result in bodily dam
age if protective measures were not used).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. TI,e individual (especial
ly an individual with Lesch-Nyhan syndrome) may develop methods of self-restTaint
(e.g., holding hands inside shirts, trousers, or in pockets) to allempt to control the self
injurious behaviors. ,""hen I:h.e self-restraint is interfered with, the behaviors return.
If the behaviors are extreme or repulsive to others, there may be psychosocial compli
cations due to the individual's exclusion from social and community activities. 5te
reol)'Pic Movement Disorder occurs most commonly in association with ~'lental

Retardation. The more severe the retardation, the higher the risk for self-injurious be
ha\'iors. The disorder can also occur in non-developmentally delayed populations
(e.g., individuals with body rocking associated with Generalized Anxiel)' Disorder).

This disorder may also occur in association wil:h. se\'ere sensory deficits (blindness
and deafness) and may be more common in institutional environments in which the
individual receives insufficient stimulation. Self-injurious behaviors occur in certain
general medical conditions associated with Mental Retardation (e.g., fragile X syn-
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drcme, Down syndrome. de Lange syndrome. and especially lesc.h-I yhan syn
drome. which is characterized by severe self-biting).

Associated laboratory findings. If there is self-injury. the laboratory findings will
reflect its nature and sevcrit}' (e.g., anemia may be present if there is a chronic blood
loss from self-inflicted rectal bleeding).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Signs of chronic tissue damage may be present (e.g., bruises. bite marks, cuts, scratch
es, skin infections. rectal fissures. foreign bodies in bodily orifices. visual impairment
due 10 eye gouging or traumatic cataract, and fractures or deformed bones). In less
se\'ere cases, there may be a dlronic skin irritation or calluses from biting, pinching,
scratching, or saliva smearing.

Specific Age and Gender Features

Self-injurious behaviors occur in individuals of all ages. There are indications that
head banging is more prevalent in males (with about a 3:1 ratio), and self-biting may
be more prevalent in females.

Prevalence

There is limited information on the prevalence of Stereotypic Movement Disorder.
The estimates of prevalence ofself-injurious behaviors in individuals with Mental Re
tardation vary from 2% and 3% in children and adolescents li\ring in the community
to approximately 25''10 in adults with severe or profound Menta1Retardation living in
institutions.

(ourse

There is no typical age at onset or pattern of onset for Stereotypic Movement Disor
der. The onset may foUow a stressful environmental event. In nonverbal individuaJs
with Severe Mental Retardation, stereotypic movements may be triggered by a pain
hl1 general medical condition (e.g., a middle ear infection leading to head banging).
The stereotypic movements often peak in adolescence and then may gradually de
cline. However, especially in individuals with Severe or Profound i\'[ental Retarda
tion, the movements may persist for years. The focus of these behaviors often changes
(e.g., a person may engage in hand biting that may then subside and head hitting may
emerge).

Differential Diagnosis

Stereotypic movements may be associated with Mental Retardation, especially for
individuals in nonstimulating environments. Stereotypic Movement Disorder should
be diagnosed only in individuals in whom the stereotypic or self-injurious behavior
is of sufficient severity to become a focus of treatment. Repetitive stereotyped move
ments are a characteristic feature of Pervasive Developmental Disorders_ Stereol}tp-
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ic Movement Disorder is not diagnosed if the stereotypies are better accounted for
by a Pervasi\'e Developmental Disorder. Compulsions in Obsessive·Compulsive
Disorder are generally more complex and ritualistic and are perfonned in response
to an obsession Or according to rules that must be applied rigidly. Differentiating the
complex movements characteristic of Stcreotypic Movement Disorder from simple
tics (e.g., eye blinking) is relatively straightforward. However, differentiating SterCO
typic Movement Disorder from complex motor tics can be quite difficult, given the
similarities beh\'een the h\'o in terms of intentionality, rhythmicity, and drivenness.

In Trichotillomania, by definition, the repetiti\'e behavior is limited to hair pulling.
The self-induced injuries in Stereotypic Movement Disorder should be distinguished
from Factitious Disorder With Predominantly Physical Signs and Symptoms, in
which the motivation of the seU-injury is to assume the sick role. Self·mutilation
associated with certain Psychotic Disorders and Personality Disorders is premedi
tated, complex, and sporadic and has a meaning for the individual within the context
of the underlying, severe mental disorder (e.g., is the result of delusional thinking).
Involuntary movements associated with neurological conditions (such as Hunting
ton's disease) usually follow a typical pattern, and the signs and symptoms of the
neurological condition are present. Tardive Dyskinesia usually results from chronic
neuroleptic use and consists of characteristic orofadal dyskinesias or, less commonly,
irregular truncal or limb movements. In addition, these types of movements do not
result in direct self-injury.

Developmentally appropriate self-stimulatory behaviors in young children
(e.g., thumb sucking, rocking, and head banging) are usually self-limited and rarely
result in tissue damage requiring treatment. Self-directed behaviors in individuals
with sensory deficits (e.g., blindness) are repetitive and stereotyped but usually do
not result in dysfunction or in seU-injury.

Many people engage in repetitive behaviors for various reasons (practicing to im
prove a motor skill, culturally sanctioned practices). In contrast to Siereol)'pic Move
ment Disorder, these behaviors do not interfere with nonnal activities nor do they
result in self-injury.
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.3 Stereotypic Movement Disorder
A. Repetitive, seemingly driven, and nonfunctional motor behavior (e.g., hand shaking

or waving, body rocking, head banging, mouthing of objects, self-biting, picking at
skin or bodily orifices, hitting own body).

B. The behavior markedly interferes with normal activities or results in self-inflicted
bodily injury that requires medical treatment (or would result in an injury if preven
tive measures were not used).

C. If Mental Retardation is present, the stereotypic or self-injurious behavior is of suffi
cient severity to become a focus of treatment.

D. The behavior is not better accounted for by a compulsion (as in Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder), a tic (as in Tic Disorder), a stereotypy that is part of a Pervasive Develop
mental Disorder, or hair pulling (as in Trichotillomania).

E. The behavior is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance or a general
medical condition.

F. The behavior persists for 4 weeks or longer.

Specify if:

With Self-Injurious Behavior: if the behavior results in bodily damage that
requires specific treatment (or that would result in bodily damage if protective
measures were not used)

313.9 Disorder of Infancy, Childhood, or
Adolescence Not Otherwise Specified

TItis category is a residual category for disorders with onset in infancy, childhood, or
adolescence that do not meet criteria for any specific disorder in the Classification.



Delirium, Dementia, and
Amnestic and Other
Cognitive Disorders

ThiS section includes Delirium, Dementia, Amnestic Disorders, and Cognitive
Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. The predominant disturbance is a clinically signif
icant deficit in cognition that represents a significant change from a previous level of
functioning. For each disorder in this section, the etiology is either a general medical
condition (although the specific general medical condition may not be identifiable) or
a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse, medication, or toxin), or a combination of these
factors.

in DSM-m-R, these disorders were placed in a section titled "Organic Mental Syn
dromes and Disorders." The term organic mel/lal disorder is no longer used in DSM-IV
because it incorrectly implies that "nanorganic" mental disorders do not have a bio
logical basis. In DSM-IV, disorders formerly called "organic mental disorders" have
been grouped into three sections: 1) Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other
Cognitive Disorders; 2) Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition; and
3) Substance-Related Disorders.

A delirium is characterized by a disturbance of consciousness and a change in cog·
rution that develop onr a short period of time. The disorders included in the "Delir
ium" section are Listed according to presumed etiology: Delirium Due to a General
Medical Condition, Substance-Induced Delirium (i.e., due to a drug of abuse, a med
ication, or toxin exposure), Delirium Due to Multiple Etiologies, or Delirium NotOth
erwise Specified (if the etiology is indeterminate).

A dementia is characterized by multiple cognitive deficits thai include impairment
in memory. The dementias are also listed according to presumed etiology: Dementia
of the Alzheimer's Type, Vascular Dementia, Dementia Due to Other General Medi
cal Conditions (e.g., human immunodeficiency virus (HIV] disease, head trauma,
Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease), Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia
(i.e., due to a drug of abuse, a medication, or toxin exposure), Dementia Due to
Multiple Etiologies, or Dementia Not Otherwise Specified (if the etiology is indeter
minate).

An amnestic disorder is characterized by memory impairment in the absence of
other significant accompanying cognitive impairments. The disorders in the"Anmes
tic Disorders" section also are lisled according 10 presumed etiology: Amnestic Dis
order Due to a General Medical Condition, Substance·lnduced Persisting Amnestic
Disorder, or Amnestic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

135
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Cognitive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified is for presentations that are charac
terized by cognitive dyshmction presumed to be due to either a general medical con
dition or substance use that do not meet criteria for any of the disorders lisled
elsewhere in this scction.

Introductory text is provided that discusses the genera] features for each group of
disorders, regardless of etiology. This is followed by text and criteria for each disor
der with specific etiology.

Delirium

The disorders in the "Delirium" section share a common symptom presentation of a
disturbance in consciousness and cognition, but are differentiated based on etiology:
Delirium Due to a General Medical Condition, Substance-Induced Delirium (in
duding medication side effects), and Delirium Due to Multiple Etiologies. In addi
tion, Delirium Not Othenvise Specified is included in this section for presentations
in which the clinician is unable to determine a specific etiology for the delirium.

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of a delirium is a disturbance of consciousness that is accompa
nied by a change in cognition that cannot be better accounted for by a preexisting or
evolving dementia. The disturbance develops over a short period of time, usually
hours to days, and tends to fluctuate during the course of the day. There is evidence
from the history, physical examination, or laboratory tests that the delirium is a direct
physiological consequence of a general medical condition, Substance Intoxication or
Withdrawal, use of a medication, or toxin exposure, or a combination of these factors.

The disturbance in consciousness is manifested by a reduced clarity of awareness
of the environment. The ability to focus, sustain, or shift attention is impaired (Crite
rion A). Questions must be repeated because the individual's attention wanders, or
the individual may perseverate with an answer to a previous question rather than
appropriately shift attention. The person is easily distracted by irrelevant stimuli.
Because of these problems, it may be difficult (or impossible) to engage the person in
conversation.

There is an accompanying change in cognition (which may include memory im
paimlent, disorientation, or language disturbance) or development of a perceptual
disturbance (Criterion B). Memory impairment is most commonly evident in rffent
memory and can be tested by asking the person to remember several unrelated objects
or a brief sentence, and then to repeat them after a few minutes of distraction. Dis
orientation is usually manifested by the individual's being disoriented to time
(e.g., thinking it is morning in the middle of the night) or being disoriented to place
(e.g., thinking he or she is home rather than in a hospital). In mild delirium, disorien
tation to time may be the first symptom to appear. Disorientation to self is less com
mon. Speedl or language distu.rbances may be evident as dysarthria (i.e., the
impaired ability to articulate), dysnomia (i.e., the impaired ability to name objffts),
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dysgraphia (i.e., the impaired ability to write), or even aphasia.ln some cases, speech
is rambling and irrelevant, in others pressured and incoherent, with unpredictable
switching from subject to subject. It may be difficult for the clinician to assess for
changes in cognitive function because the individual may be inattentive and incoher
ent. Under these circumstances, it is helpful to review carefully the individual's history
and to obtain information from other informants, particularly family members.

Perceptual disturbances may include misinterpretations, illusions, or hallucina·
lions. For example, the banging of a door may be mistaken for a gunshot (misinter·
pretation); the folds of the bedclothes may appear to be animate objects (illusion); or
the person may "see" a group of people hO\'ering o\'er the bed when no onc is actu
ally there (hallucination). Although sensory misperceptions are most commonly vi
sual, they may occur in other sensory modalities as \\'eU, such as auditory, tactile,
gustatory, and olfactory. lvtisperceptions range from simple and uniform to highl)'
complex. The individual may have a delusional conviction of the reality of the hallu
cinations and exhibit emotional and behavioral responses consistent with their
content.

The disturbance develops over a short period of time and tends to fluctuate during
the course of the day (Criterion C). For example, during morning hospital rounds, the
person may be coherent and cooperative, but at night might insist on pulling out in
travenous lines and going home to parents who died years ago.

Associated Features and Disorders

Delirium is often associated with a disturbance in the sleep+wake cycle. This distur·
bance can include daytime sleepiness or nighttime agitation and difficulty falling
asleep or excessive sleepiness throughout the day or wakefulness throughout the
night. In some cases, complete reversal of the night-day sleep·wake cycle can occur.
Delirium is frequently accompanied by disturbed psychomotor behavior. Many indi·
viduals with delirium are restless or hyperactive. Manifestations of increased psycho
motor activity may include groping or picking at the bedclothes, attempting to get
out of bed when it is unsafe or untimely, and sudden movements. On the other hand.
the individual may show decreased psychomotor activity, with sluggishness and
lethargy that approach stupor. Psychomotor activity often shifts from one extreme to
the other over the course of a day. 'While hyperactive, the individual is more likely to
show evidence of hallucinations, delusions, and agitation, whereas in hypoactive
slates, the individual is less likely to show evidence of hallucinations, delusions, or
other perceptual disturbances. Comparable levels of cognitive impairment have been
observed with both the hyperactive and the hypoactive states.

The individual may exhibit emotional disturbances such as anxiety, fear, depres+
sion, irritability, anger, euphoria, and apathy. There may be rapid and unpredictable
shifts from one emotional state to another, although some individuals with delirium
have a constant emotional tone. Fear often accompanies threatening hallucinations or
transient delusions. If fear is marked, the person may attack those who are falsely per
ceived as threatening. Injuries may be sustained from falling out of bed or trying to
escape while attached to intravenous lines, respiratory tubes, urinary catheters, or
other medical equipment. The disturbed emotional state may also be evident in call
ing out, screaming, cursing, muttering, moaning, or other sounds. These behaviors
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are especially prevalent at night and under conditions in which stimulation and en
vironmental cues are lacking. Impaired judgment may interfere with proper medical
treatment. Depending on the etiology, delirium can be associated with a number of
nonspecific neurological abnonnalities, such as tremor, myoclonus, asterixis, and re
flex or muscle tone changes.

In addition to laboratory findings that are characteristic of associated or etiological
general medical conditions (or intoxication or withdrawal states), the EEG is typically
abnonnal, showing generalized slowing. Fast activity is occasionall)' found, for ex
ample, in some cases of Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Cultural and educational background should be taken into consideration in the eval
uation of an individual's mental capacity. Individuals from certain backgrounds rna)'
not be familiar with the information used in certain tests of general knowledge (e.g.,
names of presidents, geographical knowledge). memory (e.g., date of birth in cultures
that do not routinely celebrate birthdays), and orientation (e.g., sense of placement
and location may be conceptualized differently in some cultures).

Children may be particularly susceptible to delirium compared with adults (other
than the elderly), especially when it is related to febrile illnesses and certain medica
tions (e.g., anticholinergics). This is perhaps due to their immature brain development
and physiological differences. In children, delirium may be mistaken for uncoopera
tive behavi.or, and eliciting the distinctive cognitive signs may be difficult. If familiar
figures cannot soothe the child, this may be suggestive of delirium. The elderl}' are
also especially susceptible to delirium compared with younger adults, perhaps be
cause of physiological differences. Increasing age in adults is associated wi.th higher
rates of delirium even after controlling for other risk factors. Male gender appears to
be an independent risk factor for delirium i.n elderly individuals.

Prevalence

The point prevalence of delirium in the general population is 0.4% in adults age 18
years and older and 1.1 % in those age 55 and older. The point prevalence of delirium
in the hospitalized medically ill ranges from 10% to 30%. In the hospitalized elderly,
about 100/0-15% are reported to exhibit delirium on admission, and 10°/0-40% may be
diagnosed with delirium while in the hospital. Up to 60% of nursing home residents
age 75 years and older may be delirious at any given time. As many as 25% of hospi
talized cancer patients and 30%--40% of hospitalized AIDS patients develop delirium
during their hospitalization. Up to 80% of those with terminal illness develop deliri
um near death. The rate of delirium in these populations depends greatly on the na
ture of their associated general medical conditions and surgical procedures.

Course

The symptoms of delirium usually develop over hours to days, although in some
individuals they may begin abruptly (e.g., after a head injury). More typically, pro
dromal symptoms, such as restlessness, anxiety, irritability, disorientation, distracti-
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bility, or sleep disturbance, progress to fuJI-blown delirium within a 1- to 3-day
period. The delirium may resolve in a few hours to days, or symptoms may persist
for weeks to months, particularly in elderly individuals and individuals with coexist
ing dementia. If the underlying etiological factor is promptly corrected or is self
limited, recovery is more likely to be complete and more rapid. Individuals with
better premorbid cOgnitive and physical functioning have better recovery from delir
ium. Those with previous episodes of delirium may be at increased risk for recurrent
symptoms.

While the majority of individuals have a full recovery, delirium may progress to
stupor,coma, seizures, or death, partieu..larly if the underlying cause is untreated. Full
recovery is less likely in the elderly, with estimated rates of full recovery by the time
of hospital discharge varying from 4% to 40%. Many symptoms will not have re
solved by 3-6 months after discharge. Persistent cognitive deficits are also common
in elderly individuals recovering from delirium, although such deficits may be due
to preexisting dementia that was nDt fully appreciated. Being admitted tD a hDspital
from home (as opposed tD from an institutional setting) is related tD a higher rate Df
improvement in mental state.

Delirium in the medically ill is associated with significant mDrbidity. ~..ledjcally ill
individuals with delirium, particularly the elderly, have significantly increased risk
of medical complications, such as pneumonia and decubitus ulcers, resulting in long
erduration ofhospitaJ stays. Delirium is also associated with increased functional de
cline and risk of institutional placement. Hospitalized patients 65 years or older with
delirium have three times the risk of nursing hDme placement and abDut three times
the functiona Idecline as hDspitalized patients without deli rium at both discharge and
3 months pDstdisdlarge. In pDstoperative patients, delirium is a harbinger of limited
recovery and poor IDng-term Dutcome and is Dften associated with increased risk for
postoperative complications, IDnger postDperative recuperation periods, longer hos
pital stays, and increased !ong-tenn disability.

Delirium in the medically ill is also associated with increased mortality. Elderly in
dividuals who develop delirium during a hospitalization may have up to a 20"/..-75%
chance of dying during that hospitalization. Patients who develop delirium during
a hospitalization also have a very high death rate during the months following dis
charge. Up to 15% of elderly patients with delirium die within a l-month periDd and
up to 25% die within a 6-mDnth period after discharge. Other risk factDrs, such as type
of iJ1ness, illness severity, preexisting cognitive impairment, and age, CDntribute sig
nificantly tD this associatiDn. Patients with malignancies and delirium have a partic
ularly high mortality rate both in-hospital and after discharge compared with
patients with malignancies who dD not also have delirium.

Differential Diagnosis

The most common differential diagnDstic issue is whether the person has a dementia
rather than a delirium, has a delirium alDne, or has a delirium superimposed Dn a pre
existing dementia. Memory impairment is common tD both a delirium and a demen
tia, but the person with a dementia alDne is alert and does nDt have the disturbance
in consciDusness that is characteristic Df a delirium. The tempDral Dnset and course of
cognitive impainnents are helpful in distinguishing between delirium and dementia.
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In delirium the onset of symptoms is much more rapid (i.e., usually over hours to
days), whereas in dementia the onset is typically more gradual or insidious. Delirium
symptom severity characteristically fluctuates during a 24-hour period, whereas de
mentia symptom severity generally does not. When symptoms of a delirium are
present, infonnation from family members, other caretakers, or medical records may
be helpful in determining whether the symptoms of a dementia were preexisting.
Coding of a delirium superimposed on the different types of dementias is discussed
under "Recording Procedures" for each type of delirium.

The presumed etiology determines the specific delirium diagnosis (text and crite
ria for each delirium diagnosis are provided separately later in this section). U it is
judged that the delirium is a consequence of the direct physiological effects of a gen
eral medical condition, then Delirium Due to a General Medical Condition is diag
nosed. If the delirium results from the direct physiological effects of a drug of abuse,
then Substance Intoxication Delirium or Substance Withdrawal Delirium is diag
nosed, depending on whether the delirium occurred in association with Substance
Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal. U the delirium results from medication use or
toxin exposure, then Substance-Induced Delirium is diagnosed. It is not unconunon
for the delirium to be due to both a general medical condition and substance (includ
ing medication) use. This may be seen, for example, in an elderly individual with a
serious general medical condition that is being treated with multiple medications.
When there is more than one etiology (e.g., both a substance and a general medical
condition), Delirium Due to Multiple Etiologies is diagnosed. If it is not possible to
establish a specific etiology (i.e., substance induced or due to a general medical con
dition), Delirium Not Othenvise Specified is diagnosed.

The diagnosis of Substance Intoxication Delirium or Substance Withdrawal Delir
ium is made instead of Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal only if the
symptoms of the delirium are in excess of those usually associated with the intoxica
tion or withdrawal syndrome and are sufficiently severe to warrant independentclin
ical attention. Even in individuals with obvious signs of intoxication or withdrawal,
other possible causes of the delirium (i.e., Delirium Due to a General Medical Condi
tion) must not be overlooked. For example, a head injury that occurs as a result of falls
or fighting during intoxication may be responsible for the delirium.

Delirium that is characterized by vivid hallucinations, delusions, language distur
bances, and agitation must be distinguished from Brief Psychotic Disorder, Schizo·
phrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, and other Psychotic Disorders, as well as
from Mood Disorders With Psychotic Features. In delirium, the psychotic symptoms
are fragmented and unsystematized. Delirium that is characterized by mood changes
and anxiety must also be distinguished from Mood Disorders and Anxiety Disor
ders. Finally, delirium associated with fear, anxiety, and dissociative symptoms such
as depersonalization must be distinguished from Acute Stress Disorder, which is
precipitated by exposure to a severely traumatic event. Psychotic, mood, anxiety, and
dissociative symptoms associated with delirium typically fluctuate, occur in the con
text of a reduced ability to appropriately maintain and shift attention, and are usually
associated with EEG abnormalities. There is often memory impairment and disorien
tation in delirium, but generally not in these other disorders. Finally, in delirium, the
person generally shows evidence of an underlying general medical condition, Sub
stance Intoxication or Withdrawal, or medication use.
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Delirium must be distinguished from Malingering and from Factitious Disorder.
This distinction is made based on the often atypical presentation in Malingering and
Factitious Disorder and the absence of a general medical condition or substance that
is etiologically related to the apparent cognitive disturbance.

Individuals may present with some but not all symptoms of delirium. Subsyndro
mal presentations need to be carefully assessed because they may be harbingers of a
full-blown delirium or may signal an as yet undiagnosed underlying general medical
condition. Such presentations should be coded as Cognitive Disorder Not Othenvise
Specified.

293.0 Delirium Due to a
General Medical Condition

Diagnostic and Associated Features

The descriptive features of Delirium Due to a General Medical Condition (Criteria A
C) are discussed on pp. 136-137. In addition, to diagnose Delirium Due to a General
~'IedicalCondition, there must be evidence from the history, physical examination, or
laboratory findings that the cognitive disturbance is the direct physiological conse
quence of a general medical condition (Criterion D).

In determining whether the delirium is due to a general medical condition, the cli
nician must first establish the presence of a general medical condition. Further, the
clinician must establish that the delirium is etiologically related 10 the general medi
cal condition. A careful and comprehensive assessment of multiple factors is neces
sary to make this judgment. Although there are no infallible guidelines, several
considerations provide some guidance in this area. One consideration is the presence
of a temporal association between the onset, exacerbation, or remission of the general
medical condition and that of the delirium. Evidence from the literature that suggests
that there can be a direcl association behveen the general medical condition in ques
tionand the development of a delirium can provide a useful context in the assessment
ofa particular situation. In addition, the clinician must also judge thai the disturbance
is not better accounted for by a Substance-Induced Delirium or a primary mental dis
order (e.g., a Manic Episode). This determination is explained in greater detail in the
"Menial Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition" section (p. 181).

Delirium can be associated with many different general medical conditions, each
of which has characteristic physical examination and laboratory findings. In systemic
illnesses, focal neurological signs are not usually found. Various forms of tremor may
be present. Asterixis, a flapping movement of the hyperextended hands, was origi
naUy described in hepatic encephalopathy but may also be found in association with
other causes of delirium. Signs of autonomic hyperactivity (e.g., tachycardia, sweat
ing, flushed face, dilated pupils, and elevated blood pressure) conunonly occur. In
addition to laboratory findings thai are characteristic of etiological general medical
conditions (or intoxication or withdrawal stales), the EEG is generaUy abnormal,
showing either generalized slowing or fast activity.
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Recording Procedures

In recording the diagnosis of Delirium Due to a General Medical Condition, the clini
cian should note both the delirium and the identified general medical condition
judged 10 be causing the disturbance on Axis I (e.g., 293.0 Delirium Due to Hypogly
cemia). The ICD-9-eM code for the general medical condition should also be noted on
Axis ill (e.g., 251.2 hypoglycemia.) (See Appendix G for a list of selected ICD-9--CM
diagnostic codes for general medical conditions.) When the delirium is superimposed
on a preexisting dementia, both diagnoses should be made (e.g., 294.11 Dementia of
the Alzheimer's Type, With Behavioral Disturbance, and 293.0 Delirium Due to
Hyponatremia). Since Alzheimer's disease is not an established etiology for delirium
but onl)' a risk factor, the etiology of an}' delirium superimposed on Alzheimer's dis
ease must be determined. Because of ICD-9-eM coding requirements, delirium su
perimposed on Vascular Dementia is noted by coding the appropriate subtype of the
dementia (e.g., 290.41 Vascular Dementia, With Delirium). In situations in which it is
unclear whether the cognitive deficilS are due to delirium or to dementia, it may be
useful to make a provisional diagnosis of delirium and observe the person carefully
while continuing efforts to identify the nature of the disturbance.

Associated General Medical Conditions

General medical conditions associated with delirium include central nervous system
disorders (e.g., head trauma, ictal and postictal states, vascular diseases such as
stroke and hypertensive encephalopathy, degenerative diseases such as Pick's dis-
ease, infection, brain tumor), metabolic disorders (e.g., renal or hepatic disease, fluid
or electrolyte imbalance such as dehydration, sodium or potassium imbalance, ane
mia, hypoxia, hypercarbia, hypoglycemia, thiamine deficiency, hypoalbuminemia,
endocrinopathy, acid-base imbalance), cardiopulmonary disorders (myocardial in
farction, congestive heart failure, cardiac arrhythmia, shock, respiratory failure), and
systemic illness or effects (e.g., infection such as septicemia, pneumonia, and urinary
tract infection; neoplasm; severe trauma; sensory deprivation such as visual and
hearing impairment; temperature dysregulation; postoperative state). Certain focal
lesions of the right parietal lobe and inferomedial surface of the occipital lobe also
may lead to a delirium.

Differential Diagnosis

See p. 139 for a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of delirium.
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Diagnostic criteria for 293.0 Delirium Due to ...
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

143

A. Di!iturbance of consciousness (i.e., reduced clarity of awareness of the environment)
with reduced ability to focus, SU!itain, or shift attention.

B. A change in cognition (such as memory deficit, disorientation, language di!iturbance)
or the development of a perceptual di!iturbance that is not better accounted for by
a preexi!iting, e!itablished. or evolving dementia.

e. The disturbance develops over a short period of time (usually hours to days) and
tends to fluctuate during the course of the day.

D. There is evidence from the history. physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the disturbance is caused by the direct physiological consequences of a general med
ical condition.

Coding note: If delirium is superimposed on a preexisting Vascular Dementia, indicate
the delirium by coding 290.41 Vascular Dementia, With Delirium.

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis I, e.g., 293.0
Delirium Due to Hepatic Encephalopathy; also code the general medical condition on Axis
III (see Appendix G for codes).

Substance-Induced Delirium

Diagnostic and Associated Features

The descriptive features of Substance-Induced Delirium (Criteria A-e) are discussed
on pp. 136-137. In addition, to diagnose Substance-Induced Delirium, there must be
evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of Substance
Intoxication or Withdrawal. medication side effects, or toxin exposure judged to be
etiologically related to the delirium (Criterion D). A delirium that occurs during Sub
stance Intoxication is diagnosed as Substance Intoxication Delirium, and a delirium
that occurs during Substance Withdrawal is diagnosed as Substance Withdrawal De
lirium. A delirium that is associated with medication side effects or toxin exposure is
diagnosed as Substance-Induced Delirium (see criteria set for Substance lntoxication
Delirium, p. 1-1-5).

Delirium that occurs during Substance Intoxication usually arises within minutes
to hours after taking relatively high doses of certain drugs such as cannabis, cocaine,
and hallucinogens. However, onset can also be delayed for some substances that can
accumulate O\'er time because they have long half-lives (e.g., diazepam). Usually the
delirium resolves as the intoxication ends or within a few hours to days. However,
the duration may be longer after intoxication with phencyclidine and might persist
for longer periods for individuals with brain damage, in the elderly, and in individ
uals taking combinations of substances. The time between taking a substance and
onset of Intoxication Delirium may be shorter in individuals having poor clearance
(e.g., due to renal or hepatic disease).
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Delirium that is associated with Substance Withdrawal de\'elops as tissue and
fluid concentrations of the substance decrease after reduction or termination of sus
tained, usually high-dose use of alcohol or sedative, hypnotic, or anxioiytic drugs. In
individuals having poor clearance, experiencing drug interactions, or taking combi
nations of substances, Substance Withdrawal Delirium can occur after the reduction
or termination of lower doses. The duration of the delirium tends to vary with the
half-life of the substance im'olved: longer-acting substances usually are associated
with more protracted withdrawal. Substance \\'ithdrawal Delirium may continue for
only a few hours or may persist for as long as 2--4 weeks.

This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or
Substance Withdrawal only when the cognitive symptoms are in excess of those usu
ally associated with the intoxication or withdrawal syndrome and when the symp
toms are sufficiently se\'ere to warrant independent clinical attention. For a more
detailed discussion of the features associated with Substance-Related Disorders, see
p. ]91.

Recording Procedures

A diagnosis of Substance-Induced Delirium begins with the name of the specific
substance (rather than the class of substances) that is presumed to be causing the de
lirium (e.g., "Diazepam" rather than "Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic"). The diag
nostic code is selected from the listing of classes of substances provided in the criteria
set. For substances that do not fit into any of the classes (e.g., digitalis), the code for
"Other Substance" should be used. In addition, for medications prescribed at thera
peutic doses, the Specific medication can be indicated by listing the appropriate E-code
(see Appendix G). For substances that produce intoxication or withdrawal, the name
of the substance is followed by the context in which the symptoms developed (e.g.,
292.81 Dextroamphetamine Intoxication Delirium; 291.0 Alcohol Withdrawal Deliri
um). For medication side effects and toxin exposure, the term "-Induced" is used
(e.g., 292.81 Digitalis-Induced Delirium). When more than one substance is judged to
playa significant role in the development of the delirium, each should be listed sep
arately. If a substance is judged to be the etiological factor but the specific substance
or class of substances is unknown, the diagnosis is 292.81 Unknown Substance
Induced Delirium.

Specific Substances

Substance Intoxication Delirium can occur with the follOWing classes of substances:
alcohol; amphetamines and related substances; cannabis; cocaine; hallucinogens; in
halants; opioids; phencyclidine and related substances; sedatives, hypnotics, and
anxiolytics; and other or unknown substances. Substance Withdrawal Delirium can
occur with the following classes of substances: alcohol (often called "delirium tre
mens"); sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics; and other or unknown substances.

Medications reported to cause delirium include anesthetics, analgesics, antiasth
matic agents, anticonvulsants, antihistamines, antihypertensive and cardiovascular
medications, antimicrobials, antiparkinsonian drugs, corticosteroids, gastrointestinal
medications, histamine Hrreceptor antagonists (e.g., cimetidine), immunosuppres-
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sive agents, lithium, muscle relaxants, and psychotropic medications with anticholin
ergic side effects. Toxins reported to cause delirium include organophosphate
(anticholinesterase), insecticides, carbon monoxide, and volatile substances such as
fuel or organic solvents.

Differential Diagnosis

See p. 139 for a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of delirium and p. 207 for
a discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance Intoxication and Withdrawal.

Diagnostic criteria for Substance Intoxication Delirium

A. Disturbance of consciousness (i.e.• reduced clarity of awareness of the environment)
with reduced ability to focus, sustain. or shift attention.

B. A change in cognition (such as memory deficit, disorientation, language disturbance)
or the development of a perceptual disturbance that is not better accounted for by
a preexisting, established, or evolving dementia.

e. The disturbance develops over a short period of time (usually hours to days) and
tends to fluctuate during the course of the day.

D. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of
either (1) or (2):

(1) the symptoms in Criteria A and 8 developed during Substance Intoxication
(2) medication use is etiologically related to the disturbance"

Note: This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxica
tion only when the cognitive symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with
the intoxication syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant
independent clinical attention.

"Note: The diagnosis should be recorded as Substance-Induced Delirium if related
to medication use. Refer to Appendix G for E-eodes indicating specific medications.

Code [Specific Substance) Intoxication Delirium:

(291.0 Alcohol; 292.81 Amphetamine [or Amphetamine-Like Substance];
292.81 Cannabis; 292.81 Cocaine; 292.81 Hallucinogen; 292.81 Inhalant;
292.81 Opioid; 292.81 Phencyclidine lor Phencyclidine-Like Substance);
292.81 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic; 292.81 Other lor Unknown] Substance
le.g., cimetidine, digitalis. benztropine))
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Diagnostic criteria for Substance Withdrawal Delirium

A. Disturbance of consciousness (i.e.• reduced clarity of awareness of the environment)
with reduced ability to focus, sustain, or shift attention.

B. A change in cognition (such as memory deficit, disorientation, language disturbance)
or the development of a perceptual disturbance that is not better accounted for by
a preexisting, established. or evolving dementia.

e. The disturbance develops over a short period of time (usually hours to days) and
tends to fluctuate during the course of the day.

D. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the symptoms in Criteria A and B developed during, or shortly after, a withdrawal
syndrome.

Note: This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Withdrawal
only when the cognitive symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with the with
drawal syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant independent
clinical attention.

Code (Specific Substancel Withdrawal Delirium:

(291.0 Alcohol; 292.B1 Sedative, Hypnotic. or Anxiolytic; 292.B1 Other lor Un
known] Substance)

Delirium Due to Multiple Etiologies

The Delirium Due to Multiple Etiologies category is included to alert clinicians to the
common situation, particularly in critically ill and elderly hospitalized patients, in
which the delirium has more than one etiology. For example, there may be more than
one general medical condjtion etiologically related to the delirium (e.g., Delirium
Due to Hepatic Encephalopathy, Delirium Due to Head Trauma), or the delirium
may be due to the combined effects of a general medical condition (e.g., viral enceph
alitis) and substance use (e.g., Alcohol Withdrawal). A higher number of general
medical conditions and substances is associated with a higher rate of delirium.

Recording Procedures

Delirium Due to Multiple Etiologies does not have ils own separate code and should
not be recorded as a diagnosis. For example, to code a delirium due to both hepatic
encephalopathy and withdrawal from alcohol, the clinician would list both 293.0 De

lirium Due to Hepatic Encephalopathy and 291.0 Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium on
Axis I and 572.2 hepatic encephalopathy on Axis m.
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Diagnostic criteria for Delirium Due to Multiple Etiologies

A. Disturbance of consciousness (i.e., reduced clarity of awareness of the environment)
with reduced ability to focus, sustain, or shift attention.

B. A change in cognition (such as memory deficit, disorientation, language disturbance)
or the development of a perceptual disturbance that is not better accounted for by
a preexisting, established, or evolving dementia.

C. The disturbance develops over a short period of time (usually hours to days) and
tends to fluctuate during the course of the day.

D. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the delirium has more than one etiology (e.g., more than one etiological general
medical condition, a general medical condition plus Substance Intoxication or medi
cation side effect).

Coding note: Use multiple codes reflecting specific delirium and specific etiologies,
e.g., 293.0 Delirium Due to Viral Encephalitis; 291.0 Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium.

780.09 Delirium Not Otherwise Specified

This category should be used to diagnose a delirium that does not meet criteria for
any of the specific types of delirium described in this section.

Examples include

1. A clinical presentation of delirium that is sllspected to be due to a general med
ical condition or substance use but for which there is insufficient evidence to es
tablish a specific etiology

2. Delirium due to causes not listed in this section (e.g., sensory deprivation)

Dementia

The disorders in the "Dementia" section are characterized by the development of
multiple cognitive deficits (including memory impairment) that are due to the dired
physiological effects of a general medical condition, to the persisting effects of a sub
stance, or to multiple etiologies (e.g., the combined effects of cerebrovascular disease
and Alzheimer's disease). The disorders in this section share a corrunon symptom
presentation but are differentiated based on etiology. The diagnostic features listed
in the next section pertain to Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, Vascular Demen
tia, Dementia Due to HIV Disease, Dementia Due to Head Trauma, Dementia Due
to Parkinson's Disease, Dementia Due to Huntington's Disease, Dementia Due to
Pick's Disease, Dementia Due to Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease, Dementia Due to Oth·
er General Medical Conditions, Substance·lnduced Persisting Dementia, and De·
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mentia Due to Multiple Etiologies. In addition, Dementia Not Otherwise Specified
is included in this section for presentations in which the clinician is unable to deter·
mine a specific etiology for the multiple cognitive deficits.

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of a dementia is the development of multiple cognitive deficits
that include memory impairment and at least one of the following cognitive distur
bances: aphasia, apraxia, agnosia, or a disturbance in executive functioning. The cog
nitive deficits must be sufficiently severe to cause impairment in occupational or
social functioning and must represent a decline from a previously higher level of
functioning. A diagnosis of a dementia should not be made if the cognitive deficits
occur exclusively during the course of a delirium. However, a dementia and a deliri
um may both be diagnosed if the dementia is present at times when the delirium is
not present. Dementia may be ctiologically related to a general medical condition, to
the persisting effects of substance use (including toxin exposure), or to a combination
of these factors.

Memory impairment is required to make the diagnosis of a dementia and is a
prominent early symptom (Criterion AI). Individuals with dementia become im
paired in their ability to learn new material. or they forget previously learned mate
rial. Most individuals with dementia have both forms of memory impairment,
although it is sometimes difficult to demonstrate the loss of previously learned mate
rial early in the course of the disorder. They may lose valuables like wallets and keys,
forget food cooking on the stove, and become lost in unfamiliar neighborhoods. In
advanced stages ofdementia, mcmory impairment is SO severe that the person forgets
his or her occupation, schooling, birthday, family members, and sometimes cven
name.

Memory may be formally tested by asking the pcrson to register, retain, recall, and
recognize information. The ability to learn new information may be assessed by ask
ing the individual to learn a list of words. The individual is requested to repeat the
words (registration), to recall the information after a dela}' of several minutes (reten
tion, recall), and to recognize the words from a multiple list (recognition). Individuals
with difficulty learning new information are not helped by clues or prompts (e.g.,
multiple-choice questions) because they did not learn the material initially. In con
trast, individuals with primarily retrieval deficits can bc helped by clues and prompts
because their impairmcnt is in the ability to acccss their memories. Remote memory
may be tested by asking the individual to recall personal information or past material
that the individual found of interest (e.g., politics, sports, entertainment). It is also
useful to determine (from the individual and informants) the impact of the memory
disturbances on the individual's functioning (e.g., ability to work, shop, cook, pay
bills, return home without getting lost).

Deterioration of language function (aphasia) may be manifested by difficulty pr~

dueing the names of individuals and objects (Criterion Ala). The speech of individu
als with aphasia rna)' become vague orempt)', with long circumlocutory phrases and
excessive use of terms of indefinite reference such as "thing" and "il." Comprehension
of spoken and written language and repetition of language rna)' also be compromised.
In the advanced stages of dementia, individuals may be mute or have a deteriorated
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speech pattern characterized by echolalia (i.e., echoing what is heard) or palilalia (i.e.,
repeating sounds or words over and over). Language is tested by asking the individ
ual to name objects in the room (e.g., tie, dress, desk, lamp) or body parts (e.g., nose,
chin, shoulder), follow commands ("Point at the door and then at the table"), or re
peat phrases ("no ifs, ands, or buts").

Individuals with dementia may exhibit apraxia (i.e., impaired ability to execute
motor activities despite intact motor abilities, sensory ftmction, and comprehension
of the required task) (Criterion Alb). They will be impaired in their ability to panto
mime the useof objects (e.g., combing hair) or to execute known motor acts (e.g., wav
ing goodbye). Apraxia may contribute to deficits in cooking, dressing, and drawing.
Motor skill disturbances may be tested by asking the individual to execute motor
flUlctions (e.g., to show how to brush teeth, to copy intersecting pentagons, to assem
ble blocks, or to arrange sticks in specific designs).

Individuals with dementia may exhibit agnosia (i.e., failure to recognize or identi
fy objects despite intact sensory function) (Criterion Alc). For example, the individu
al may have normal visual acuity but lose the ability to recognize objects such as
chairs or pencils. Eventually they may be unable to recognize family members or
e\'en their own reflection in the mirror. Similarly, they may have normal tactile sen
sation, but be unable to identify objects placed in their hands by touch alone (e.g., a
coin or keys).

Disturbances in executive functioning are a common manifestation of dementia
(Criterion A2d) and may be related especially to disorders of the frontal lobe or as
sociated subcortical pathways. Executive flUlctioning involves the ability to think
abstractly and to plan, initiate, sequence, monitor, and stop complex behavior. Im
pairment in abstract thinking may be manifested by the individual having difficulty
coping with novel tasks and avoiding situations that require the processing of new
and complex information. The ability to abstract can be formally assessed by asking
the person to find similarities or differences between related words. Executive dys
function is also evident in a reduced ability to shift mental sets, to generate novel verbal
or nonverbal information, and to execute serial motor activities. Tests for executive
function include asking the individual to count to 10, recite the alphabet, subtract se
rial 7s, state as many animals as possible in 1 minute, or draw a continuous line con
sisting of alternating m's and n's. It is also useful to determine (from the individual
and informants) the impact of the disturbances in executive functioning on the indi
vidual's daily We (e.g., ability to work, plan activities, budget).

The items in both Criterion Al (memory impairment) and Criterion A2 (aphasia,
apraxia, agnosia, or disturbance in executive ftmctioning) must be severe enough to
cause significant impairment in social or occupational functioning (e.g., going to
school, working, shopping, dressing, bathing, handling finances, and other activities
of daily living) and must represent a decline from a previous (evel of functioning (Cri
terion B). The nature and degree of impairment are variable and often depend on the
particular social setting of the individual. The same level of cognitive impairment
may significantly impair an individual's ability to perform a complex job, but not a
job that is less demanding. Standardized published rating scales that measure physi
cal maintenance (e.g., personal hygiene), intellectual flUlctioning, and the ability to
use implements or tools (e.g., telephone, washing machine) can be used to measure
the severity of impairment.
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Dementia is not diagnosed if these symptoms occur exclusively during the course
of a delirium. However, a delirium may be superimposed on a preexisting dementia,
in which case both diagnoses should be given.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with demen
tia may become spatially disoriented and ha,"e difficuJty with spatial tasks. Visuospa
tial functioning can be assessed by asking the individual to copy drawings, such as
a circle, overlapping pentagons, and a cube. Poor judgment and poor insight arecom
man in dementia. Individuals may exhibit little or no awareness of memory loss or
other cognitive abnormaUties. TIley may make unrealistic assessments of their abili
ties and make plans that are not congruent with their deficits and prognosis (e.g.,
planning to start a new busi.ness). They may underestimate the risks involved in ac
tivities (e.g., driving). Occasionally, they may harm others by becoming violent. Sui
cidal behavior may occur, particularly in early stages when the indi\'iduaJ is more
capable of carrying out a plan of action. Dementia is sometimes accompanied by mo
tor disturbances of gait leading to falls. Some individuals with dementia show disin
hibited behavior, including making inappropriate jokes, neglecting personal hygiene,
exhibiting undue familiarity with strangers, or disregarding conventional rules of so
cial conduct. Slurred speech may occur in dementia thai is associated with subcortical
pathology such as Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, and some cases of Vas
cular Dementia. The multiple cognitive impainnents of dementia are often associated
with anxiety, mood, and sleep disturbances. Delusions are common, especiaUy those
involving themes of pe.rsecution (e.g., that misplaced possessions have been stolen).
Hallucinations can occur in all sensory modalities, but visual hallucinations are most
common. Delirium is frequently superimposed on dementia because the underlying
brain disease may increase susceptibility to confusional states that may be produced
by medications or other concurrent general medi.cal conditions. Individuals wilh de
mentia may be especially vulnerable to physical slTessors (e.g., illness or minor sur
gery) and psychosocial stressors (e.g., going to the hospital, bereavement), which
may exacerbate their intellectual deficits and other associated problems.

Associated laboratory findings. A discussion of associated laboratory findings that
are specific to types of dementia is included in the texi for each dementia. Invariably
there are abnormalities in cognitive and memory functioning, which can be assessed
using mental status examinations and neuropsychological testing. Neuroimaging
may aid in the differe.ntial diagnosis of dementia. Computed tomography (Cf) or
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may reveal cerebral alTophy, focal brain lesions
(cortical strokes, tumors, subdural hematomas), hydrocephalus, or periventricular is
chemic brain injury. Functional imaging such as positron·cmission tomography
(PEl) or single photon emission computed. tomography (SPECf) are not routinely
used. in the e\·aluation of dementia, but may pcovide useful differential diagnostic in
formation (e.g., parietal lobe changes in Alzheimer's disease or frontal lobe alter
ations in frontal lobe degenerations) in individuals without e\'idence of structural
changes on cr or r-.oo scans.
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Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. The
associated physical examination findings of dementia depend on the nature, location,
and stage of progression of the wlderlying pathology. The most common cause of de
mentia is Alzheimer's disease. Other frequent forms include Vascular Dementia and
dementia due to other nemodegenerative processes, such as Lewy body disease
(including dementia due to Parkinson's disease) and frontotemporal degeneration
(including Pick's disease). Other causes are less common and include normal-pressme
hydrocephalus, Huntington's disease, traumatic brain injury, brain tumors, anoxia,
infectious disorders (e.g., human immunodeficiency virus [HIVj, syphilis), prion dis
eases (e.g., Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease), endocrine conditions (e.g., hypothyroidism,
hypercalcemia, hypoglycemia), vitamin deficiencies (e.g., deficiencies of thiamine or
niacin), immune disorders (e.g., temporal arteritis, systemic lupus eryUlematosus),
hepatic conditions, metabolic conditions (e.g., Kufs' disease, adrenoleukodystrophy,
metachromatic leukodystrophy, and other storage diseases of adulthood and child
hood), and other neurological conditions (e.g., multiple sclerosis).

Specific Culture and Age Features

Cultural and educational background should be taken into consideration in the eval
uation of an individual's mental capacity. Individuals from certain backgrounds may
not be familiar with the information used in certain tests of general knowledge (e.g.,
names of presidents, geographical knowledge), memory (e.g., date of birth in cultures
that do not routinely celebrate birthdays), and orientation (e.g., sense of place and
location may be conceptualized differently in some cultures). The prevalence of dif
ferent causes of dementia (e.g., infections, nutritional deficiencies, traumatic brain in
jury, endocrine conditions, cerebrovascular diseases, seizure disorders, brain tumors,
substance abuse) varies substantially across cultural groups.

The age at onset of dementia depends on the etiology, but is usually late in life,
with highest prevalence above age 85 years. A significant deterioration in memory
and in multiple cognitive skills, which is necessary for the diagnosis of dementia, may
be difficult to document in very young children. Thus, the diagnosis of dementia may
not be practical until the child is older (usually behveen ages 4 and 6 years). In indi
viduals under age 18 years with Mental Retardation, an additional diagnOSis of a de
mentia should be made only if the condition is not characterized satisfactorily by the
diagnosis of Mental Retardation alone. Dementia is uncommon in children and ado
lescents, but can occm as a result of general medical conditions (e.g., head injury,
brain tumors, HIV infection, strokes, adrenoleukodystrophies). Dementia in children
may present as a deterioration in functioning (as in adults) or as a significant delay or
deviation in normal development. Deteriorating school performance may be an early
Sign.

Prevalence

Reported prevalence of dementia varies among epidemiological studies, depending
on the ages of the subjects sampled; methods of determining the presence, severity,
and type of cognitive impairment; and the regions or countries studied. Community
studies estimated a I-year prospective prevalence of almost 3.0% with severe cogni-
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tive impainnent in the adult population. The study assessed individuals with a brief
instrument that assessed current cognitive status (the Mini-Mental State Exam),
which does nol identify specific diagnoses. A variety of epidemiological studies have
shown thallhe prevalence of dementia. especially Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type,
increases with age. The prevalence figures range from l.4'}o to 1.6% for individuals
ages 65-69 years, rising 10 16% to 25% for those over age 85 years.

Course

Historically, the term demelltin implied a progressive or irreversible course. The DSM
IV definition of demel/tin, howe\'er, is based on the pattern of cognitive deficits and
carries no connotation concerning prognosis. Dementia may be progressive, static, or
remitting. The reversibility of a dementia is a function of the underlying pathology
and of the availability and timely application of effective treatment. The mode of on
set and subsequent course of dementia also depend on the underlying etiology. The
level of disability depends not only on the severity of the individual's cognitive im
pairments but also on the available social supports. In advanced dementia, the indi
vidual may become totall)' oblivious to his or her surroundings and require constant
care. Individuals with scvere dementia are susceptible to accidents and infectious dis
eases, which often prove fatal.

Differential Diagnosis

Memory impairment occurs in both delirium and dementia. Delirium is also charac
terized by a reduced ability to maintain and shift attention appropriately. The clinical
course can help to differentiate between delirium and dementia. Typically, symp-
toms in delirium fluctuate and symptoms in dementia are relativelvstahl~
cognitive imp-airments that..persist-irwm_unchanged form for more than a few months
suggest dementia rather tb.<Ul_drlirium.J2elirium may be superimposed on a deUlell:-
ria, in which case both disorders are diagnosed. In situations in which it is unclear
whether the cognitive deficits are due to a delirium or a dementia, it may be useful to
make a provisional diagnosis of delirium and observe the person carefully while con
tinuing efforts to identify the natu.re of the disturbance.

An amnestic disorder is characterized by severe memory impairment without oth
er significant impairments of cognitive functioning (I.e., aphasia, apraxia, agnosia, or
disturbances in executive functioning).

The presumed etiology determines the specific dementia diagnosis. If the clinician
has determined that the dementia is due to multiple etiologies, multiple codes based
on the specific dementias and their etiologies should be used (see Dementia Due to
Multiple Etiologies, p. 170). In Vascular Dementia, focal neurological signs (e.g., ex
aggeration of deep tendon reflexes, extensor plantar response) and laboratory evi
dence of vascular disease judged to be related to the dementia are present. The
clinical course of Vascular Dementia is variable and typically progresses in stepwise
fashion. The presence of Dementia Due to Other General Medical Conditions (e.g.,
Pick's disease, HI\') requires evidence from the history, physical examination, and
appropriate laboratory tests that a general medical condition is etiologically related
to the dementia. The onset of the deterioration (gradual or sudden) and its course
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(acute, subacute, or chronic) may be useful in suggesting the etiology. For example,
the severity of the impairment in cognitive functioning often remains static after head
injury, encephalitis, or stroke.

~'Iultiplecognitive deficits that occur only in the context of substance use are diag
nosed as Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal. If the dementia results
from the persisting effects of a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse, a medication, or toxin
exposure), then Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia is diagnosed. Other causes
of dementia (e.g., Dementia Due to a General Medical Condition) should always be
considered, even in a person with Substance Dependence. For example, head injury
is not infrequent during substance use and may underlie the dementia. Although re
searchers are seeking to develop sensitive and specific tests to confirm the diagnosis
of Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, it currently remains a diagnosis of exclusion,
and other causes for the cognitive deficits (see above) must first be ruled out. In ad
dition, the course is dlaracterized by gradual onset and continuing cognitive decline.
In those cases in which there is insufficient evidence to determine whether the de
mentia is due to a general medical condition or is substance induced, Dementia Not
Othenvise Specified should be coded.lndividuals may present with some but not all
of the symptoms of dementia. Such presentations should be coded as Cognitive Dis
order Not Othenvise Specified.

Mental Retardation is characterized by significantly subaverage current general
intellectual functioning, with concurrent impairments in adaptive functioning and
with an onset before age ]8 years. Mental Retardation is not necessarily associated
with memory impairment. In contrast, the age at onset of dementia is usually late in
life. If the onset of the dementia is before age 18 years, both dementia and Mental Re
tardation may be diagnosed. if the criteria for both disorders are met. Documenting
a significant deterioration in memory and in other cognitive skills, which is necessary
for the diagnosis of dementia, may be difficult in persons under age .. years. In indi
viduals under age 18 years, the diagnosis of dementia should be made only if the con
dition is not characterized satisfactorily by the diagnosis of Mental Retardation alone.

Schizophrenia can also be associated with multiple cognitive impairments and a
decline in functioning, but Schizophrenia is unlike dementia in its generally earlier
age at onset, its characteristic symptom pattern, and the absence of a specific etiolog
ical general medical condition or substance. Typically, the cognitive impairment as
sociated with Schizophrenia is less severe than that seen in Dementia.

Major Depressive Disorder may be associated with complaints of memory im
painnent, difficulty thinking and concentrating, and an overall reduction in intellec
tual abilities. Individuals sometimes perfonn poorly on mental status examinations
and neuropsychological testing. Particularly in elderly persons, it is often difficult to
determine whether cognitive symptoms are better accounted for by a dementia or by
a Major DepreSSive Episode. This differential diagnosis may be informed by a thor
ough medical evaluation and an evaluation of the onset of the disturbance, the tem
poral sequencing of depressive and cognitive symptoms, the course of illness, family
history, and treatment response. The premorbid state of the individual may help to
differentiate "pseudodementia" (i,e., cognitive impairments due to the ~'fajor Depres
sh"e Episode) from dementia. In dementia, there is usually a premorbid history of de
clining cognitive function, whereas the individual with a Major Depressive Episode
is much more likely to have a relatively nonnal premorbid state and abrupt cognitive
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decline associated with the depression.lf the clinician determines that both a demen
tia and Major Depressive Disorder are present with independent etiologies, both
should be diagnosed.

Dementia must be distinguished from Malingering and Factitious Disorder. The
patterns of cognitive deficits presented in Malingering and Factitious Disorder are
usually not consistent over time and arc not characteristic of those typically seen in
dementia. For example, individuals with Factitious Disorder or Malingering mani
festing as dementia may perform calculations while keeping score during a card
game, but then claim to be unable to perform similar calculations during a mental sta
tus examination.

Dementia must be distinguished from the normal decline in cognitive functioning
that occurs with aging (as in Age-Related Cognitive Decline). The diagnosis of de
mentia is warranted only if there is demDnstrable evidence of greater memDry and
other cognitive impairment than would be expected due to normal aging processes
and the symptoms cause impairment in social or Dccupational flUlctiDning.

294.1x* Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type

Diagnostic Features

The cognitive deficits (Criterion A) and the required impairment (Criterion B) are dis
cussed on pp. 147-150. The onset of Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type is gradual and
involves continuing cognitive decline (CriteriDn C). Because of the difficulty Df ob
taining direct pathological evidence of the presence of Alzheimer's disease, the diag
nDsis can be made only when other etiologies for the dementia have been ruled out.
Specifically, the cognitive deficits are nDt due to other central nervous system condi
tions that cause progressive deficits in memory or cognition (e.g., cerebrovascular
disease, Parkinson's disease, Hlmtington's disease), systemic conditions that are
known to cause dementia (e.g., hypothyroidism, vitamin B12 deficiency, HIV infec
tion), or the persisting effects of a substance (e.g., alcohol) (Criterion D). If there is an
additional etiDlogy (e.g., head trauma worsening a Dementia of the Alzheimer's
Type), both types of dementia should be coded (see Dementia Due to Multiple Etiol
ogies, p. 170). Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type should not be diagnosed if the
symptDms occur exclusively during delirium (Criterion E). However, delirium may
be superimposed on a preexisting Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, in which case
the With Delirium subtype should be indicated. Finally, the cognitive deficits are not
better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder or
Schizophrenia) (Criterion F).

Subtypes

The age at Dnset of Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type is indicated by the use of one
of the follOWing subtypes:

°ICD-9-CM code v.11id after October 1,2000.
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With Early Onset. This subtype is used if the onset of the dementia is age
65 years or under.
With Late Onset. This subtype is used if the onset of the dementia is after age
65 years.

The presence or absence of a clinically significant behavioral disturbance is indi-
cated by using one of the following coded subtypes:

.10 Without Behavioral Disturbance. This subtype is used if the cognitive
disturbance is not accompanied by any clinically significant behavioral distur
bance.
.11 With Behavioral Disturbance. This subtype is used if the cognitive dis
turbance is accompanied by a clinically significant behavioral disturbance
(e.g., wandering, agitation).

Recording Procedures

The diagnostic code depends entirely on the presence or absence of a clinically Signif
icant behavioral disturbance and not whether the dementia is of early versus late on
set. Thus, the diagnostic code is 294.10 for Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With
Early Onset, Without Behavioral Disturbance; 294.10 for Dementia of the Alzheimer's
Type, With Late Onset, Without Behavioral Disturbance;}94.11 for Dementia of the
Alzheimer's Type, With Early Onset. With...Jl#1avioral Disturbance; and 294.11 for
-Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Late Onset, With Behavioral Disturbance. In
addition, 331.0 Alzheimer's disease should be coded on Axis m.

Other prominent clinical features related to the Alzheimer's disease can be indicat
ed by coding the specific additional mental disorders due to Alzheimer's disease on
Axis I. For example, to indicate the presence of prominent delusions, clinically siglill
kant depressed mood, and the development of persistent aggressive behavior, 293.81
Psychotic Disorder Due to Alzheimer's Disease, With Delusions; 293.83 Mood Dis
order Due to Alzheimer's Disease, With Depressive Features; and 310.1 Personality
Change Due to Alzheimer's Disease, Aggressive Type, would also be coded on Axis 1.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. See p. 150 for a general
discussion of features and disorders associated with dementia. The prevalence of De
mentia of the Alzheimer's Type is increased in individuals with Down syndrome and
in individuals with a history of head trauma. Pathological changes that are character
istic of Alzheimer's disease are present in the brains of individuals with Down syn
drome by the time they are in their early 40s, although the clinical symptoms of
dementia are not usually evident until later.

Associated laboratory findings. ° widely accepted, sensitive, and specific
biological marker is currently available that is universally accepted as diagnostic of
Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type in a living individuaL In the majority of cases,
br,1in atrophy is present in Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, with wider cortical-
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sulci and larger cerebral ventricles than would be ex ected ·ven the normal agio
process. may e emonstrated by computed tomography (CT) or magnetic res·
onance imaging (~1RI). Microscopic examination usually reveals histopathological
changes, including senile plaques, neurofibrillary tangles, granulovascular degener
ation. neuronal loss, astrocytic gliosis, and amyloid angiopathy. Lewy bodies are
sometimes seen in the cortical neurons.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. In the
first years of illness, few moior and sensory signs are associated with Dementia of the
Alzheimer's Type. Later in the course, myoclonus and gait disorder may appear. Sei
zures occur in approximately 10% of individuals with the disorder.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

See p. 151 for a general discussion of culture and age features associated with demen
tia. Late onset (after age 65 years) of Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type is much morc
common than early onsel. Few cases develop before age 50 years. The disorder is
slightly mOTC common in females than in males.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type increases dramatically with in
creasing age. rising from 0.6% in males and 0.8% in females at age 65 (all levels of se
verity) to 11% in males and 14% in females at age 85. At age 90 the prevalence rises to
21 % in males and 25% in females, and by age 95 the prevalence is 36% in males and
-11% in females. Moderate to severe cases make up about 40%...60% of these estimated
prevalence rates.

Course

See p. 152 for a general discussion of the course of dementia. The course of Dementia
of the Alzheimer's Type tends to be slowly progressive, with a loss of 3-4 points per
year on a standard assessment instrument such as the Mini·Mental State Exam. Var
ious patterns of deficits are seen. A common pattern is an insidious onset, with earl)'
deficits in recent memory followed by the development of aphasia, apraxia, and ag
nosia after several years. Many individuals show personality changes, increased irri
tability, and other behavioral signs and symptoms, starting in the early stages and
becoming most pronounced in the middle stages of the disease. In the later stages of
the disease, individuals may develop gait and motor disturbances and eventually be
come mute and bedridden. The average duration of the illness from onset of sym?,"
toms to death is 8-10 years.

Familial Pattern

Compared with the general population, first-degree biological relatives of indh'idu
als with Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Early Onset, are more likely to de
velop the disorder. Late-onset cases may also have a genetic component. Dementia of
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the Alzheimer's Type in some families has been shown to be inherited as an autoso
mal dominant trait with linkage to several chromosomes, including chromosomes 1,
14, and 21. However, the proportion of cases that are related to specific inherited
abnonnalities is not known. Individuals carrying one or both alleles coding for apo
lipoprotein E-4 (APOE4) on chromosome 19 bear an elevated risk for later-onset
Alzheimer's disease, although this gene is not itself a cause of the disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

See p. 152 for a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of dementia.

Diagnostic criteria for 294.1x Dementia of
the Alzheimer's Type

A. The development of multiple cognitive deficits manifested by both

v(1) memory impairment (impaired ability to learn new information or to recall pre
viously learned information)

(2) one (or more) of the following cognitive disturbances:

via) aphasia (language disturbance)
(b) apraxia (impaired ability to carry out motor activities despite intact motor

function)
(c) agnosia (failure to recognize or identify objects despite intact sensory

function)
(d) disturbance in executive functioning (i.e., planning, organizing, sequenc

ing, abstracting)

B,/The cognitive deficits in Criteria Al and A2 each cause significant impairment in so
J cia I or occupational functioning and represent a significant decline from a previous

level of functioning.
/..-c. The course is characterized by gradual onset and continuing cognitive decline.

D. The cognitive deficits in Criteria Aland A2 are not due to any of the following:
,7
~other central nervous system conditions that cause progressive deficits in mem

ory and cognition (e.g., cerebrovascular disease, Parkinson's disease, Hunting
ton's disease, subdural hematoma, normal-pressure hydrocephalus, brain
tumor)

(2) systemic conditions that are known to cause dementia (e.g., hypothyroidism,
J vitamin B12 or folic acid deficiency, niacin deficiency, hypercalcemia, neurosyph

ilis, HIV infection)
(3) substance-induced conditions

1,./The deficits do not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

/"The disturbance is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., Major De
pressive Disorder, Schizophrenia).

Code based on presence or absence of a clinically significant behavioral disturbance:

294.10 Without Behavioral Disturbance: if the cognitive disturbance is not
accompanied by any clinically significant behavioral disturbance.
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Diagnostic criteria for 294.1 x Dementia of
the Alzheimer's Type (continued)

294.11 With Behavioral Disturbance: if the cognitive disturbance is accom
panied by a clinically significant behavioral disturbance (e.g.. wandering, agita
tion).

Specify subtype:

With Early Onset: if onset is at age 65 years or below
With Late Onset: if onset is after age 65 years

Coding note: Also code 331.0 Alzheimer's disease on Axis III. Indicate other prominent
clinical features related to the Alzheimer's disease on Axis I (e.g., 293.83 Mood Disorder
Due to Alzheimer's Disease, With Depressive Features, and 310.1 Personality Change Due
to Alzheimer's Disease, Aggressive Type).

290.4x Vascular Dementia
(formerly Multi-Infarct Dementia)

Diagnostic Features

The cognitive deficits (Criterion A) and the required impairment (Criterion B) in Vas
cular Dementia are discussed on pp. 147-150. There must be evidence of cerebrovas
cular disease (i.e., focal neurological signs and symptoms or laboratory evidence) that
is judged to be etiologically related to the dementia (Criterion C). The focal neurolog
ical signs and symptoms include extensor plantar response, pseudobulbar palsy, gait
abnormalities, exaggeration of deep tendon reflexes, or weakness of an extremity.
Computed tomography (cr) of the head and magnetic resonance imaging (MRl) usu
ally demonstrate multiple vascular lesions of the cerebral cortex and subcortical
structures. Vascular Dementia is not diagnosed if the symptoms occur exclusively
during delirium (Criterion D). However, delirium may be superimposed on a pre
existing Vascular Dementia, in which case the subtype With Delirium should be in
dicated.

Subtypes

By ICD-9-0vl convention, Vascular Dementia is the only type of dementia that em
ploys subtypes to indicate the presence of significant associated symptoms. The fol
lowing subtypes (each of which has its own separate code) must be used to indicate
the predominant feature of the current clinical presentation:

With Delirium. This subtype is used if delirium is superimposed on the de
mentia.
With Delusions. This subtype is used if delusions are the predominant fea
ture.
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With Depressed Mood. This subtype is used if depressed mood (including
presentations that meet symptom criteria for a Major Depressive Episode) is
the predominant feahue. A separate diagnosis of Mood Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition is not given.
Uncomplicated. This subtype is used if none of the above predominates in
the Clurent clinical presentation.

The specifier With Behavioral Disturbance (wh.icll camlOt be coded) C.1I1 also be
used to indicate clinically significant behavioral disturbances (e.g., wandering).

Recording Procedures

By ICD-9-CM convention, only Vascular Dementia has codable subtypes. The diag
nostic codes for Vascular Dementia depend on the subtype for predominant features:
290.41 for "'Vith Delirium, 290.42 for With Delusions, 290.43 for With Depressed
~'lood, 290.40 for Uncomplicated. The specifier \o\'ith Behavioral. Disturbance is uncoded
and can be applied to each of the above subtypes (e.g., 290.43 Vascular Dementia,
With Depressed Mood, With Behavioral Disturbance). In addition, the cerebrovascu
lar condition (e.g., 436 stTOke) should be coded on Axis lil.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. See p. 150 for a general dis
cussion of features and disorders associated with dementia.

Associated laboratory findings. The extent of central nervous system lesions de~

lected by CT and MRI in Vascular Dementia typically exceeds the extent of changes
detected in the brains of healthy elderly persons (e.g., peri ventricular and white mat
ter hyperintensities noted on MRl scans). Lesions often appear in both white matter
and gray matter structures, including subcortical regions and nuclei. Evidence of old
infarctions (e.g., focal atrophy) may be detected, as well as findings of more recent
disease. EEG findings may reflect focal lesions in the brain. In addition, there may be
laboratory evidence of associated cardiac and systemic vascular conditions (e.g., ICG
abnormalities, laboratory evidence of renal failure).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Common neurological signs (e.g., abnormal reflexes, weakness of an extremity, gait
disturbance) are discussed in the "Diagnostic Features" section. There is often evi
dence of long~sta.ndingarlerial hypertension (e.g., funduscopic abnormalities, enlarged
heart), valvular heart disease (e.g., abnormal heart sounds), or extracranial. vascular
disease that may be sources of cerebral emboli. A single stroke may cause a relatively
circumscribed change in mental state (e.g., an aphasia. following damage to the left
hemisphere, or an amnestic disorder from infarction in the distribution of the poste
rior cerebral arteries), but generally does not cause Vascular Dementia, whicll Iypi
cally results from the occurrence of multiple strokes, usually at different times.
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Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

See p. 151 for a general discussion of culture and age features of dementia.
The onset of Vascular Dementia is typically earlier than thai of Dementia of the

Alzheimer's Type. The disorder is apparently more common in males than in fe
males.

Prevalence

Vascular Dementia is reportedly much less common than Dementia of the Alzhei
mer's Type.

Course

See p. 152 for a general discussion of the course of dementia.
The onset of Vascular Dementia is typicaUy abrupt, followed by a stepwise and

fluctuating course that is characterized by rapid changes in functioning rather than
slow progression. The course, however, may be highly variable, and an insidious
onset with gradual decline is also encountered. Usually the pattern of deficits is

"patchy," depending on which regions of the brain have been destroyed. Certain cog
niti\'e functions may be affected early, whereas others remain relatively unimpaired.
Early treatment of hypertension and vascular disease may prevent further pro
gression.

Differential Diagnosis

See p. 152 for a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of dementia.
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Diagnostic criteria for 290.4x Vascular Dementia

A. The development of multiple cognitive deficits manifested by both

(1) memory impairment (impaired ability to learn new information or to recall pre
viously learned information)

(2) one (or more) of the following cognitive disturbances:

(a) aphasia (language disturbance)
(b) apraxia (impaired ability to carry out motor activities despite intact motor

function)
(c) agnosia (failure to recognize or identify objects despite intact sensory

function)
(d) disturbance in executive functioning (i.e., planning, organizing, sequenc

ing, abstracting)

B. The cognitive deficits in Criteria Aland A2 each cause significant impairment in so
cial or occupational functioning and represent a significant decline from a previous
level of functioning.

C. Focal neurological signs and symptoms (e.g., exaggeration of deep tendon reflexes,
extensor plantar response, pseudobulbar palsy, gait abnormalities, weakness of an
extremity) or laboratory evidence indicative of cerebrovascular disease (e.g., multiple
infarctions involving cortex and underlying white matter) that are judged to be eti
ologically related to the disturbance.

D. The deficits do not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

Code based on predominant features:

290.41 With Delirium: if delirium is superimposed on the dementia
290.42 With Delusions: if delusions are the predominant feature
290.43 With Depressed Mood: if depressed mood (including presentations
that meet full symptom criteria for a Major Depressive Episode) is the predominant
feature. A separate diagnosis of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condi
tion is not given.
290.40 Uncomplicated: if none of the above predominates in the current
clinical presentation

Specify if:

With Behavioral Disturbance

Coding note: Also code cerebrovascular condition on Axis III.
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Dementias Due to
Other General Medical Conditions

Diagnostic Features

The cognitive deficits (Criterion A) and the required impairment (Criterion B) of De
mentia Due to Other GeneraJ Medical Conditions are discussed on pp. 147-150. There
must be evidence from the history. physical examination. or laboratory findings that
a general medical condition (other than Alzheimer's disease or cerebrovascular dis
ease) is etiologically related to the dementia (e.g., HN infection, traumatic brain inju
ry. Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease. Pick's disease, Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease, normal-pressure hydrocephalus. hypothyroidism, brain tumor, or vitamin
8 12 deficiency) (Criterion C). Dementia Due to a General Medical Condition is not di·
agnosed if the symptoms occur exclusively during delirium (Criterion D). However,
delirium may be superimposed on a preexisting Dementia Due to a General Medical
Condition, in which case both diagnoses should be given.

In determining whether the dementia is due to a general medical condition, thecli·
nician must first establish the presence of a general medical condition. Further, the
clinician must establish that the dementia is etiologically related to the general med
ical condition through a physiological mechanism. A careful and comprehensive as
sessment of multiple factors is necessary to make this judgment. Although there are
no infallible guidelines for determining whether the relationship between the demen
tia and the general medical condition is etiological, several considerations proVide
some guidance in this area. One consideration is the presence of a temporal associa
tion between the onset or exacerbation of the general medical condition and that of
the cognitive deficits. Evidence from the literature that suggests that there can be a
direct association behveen the general medical condition in question and the devel·
opment of a dementia can prO\'ide a useful context in the assessment of a particular
situation. In addition, the clinician must also judge that the disturbance is not better
accounted for by Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, Vascular Dementia, a Substance
Lnduced Persisting Dementia, or another mental disorder (e.g., Major Depressive Dis·
order). These determinations are explained in greater detail in the "Mental Disorders
Due to a General Medical Condition" section (p. 181).

See p. 150 for a general discussion of the features and disorders associated with de
mentia.

Subtypes

The presence or absence of a clinically Significant behavioral disturbance can be indio
cated by using one of the following coded subtypes:

.10 Without Behavioral Disturbance. nus subtype is used if thecogruti\'e
disturbance is not accompanied by any clinically Significant behavioral distur

bance.
.11 With Behavioral Disturbance. nus SUbtype is used if the cognitive dis
turbance is accompanied by a clinically significant behavioral disturbance
(e.g., wandering, agitation).
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Recording Procedures

The diagnostic codes are selected depending on whelher there is a clinically signifi·
cant behavioral disturbance (i.e., Ihe diagnostic code 294.10 applies when Ihere is no
clinically Significant behavioral disturbance, and 294.11 applies when Ihere is a clini
cally Significant behavioral disturbance accompanying Ihe cognitive defidts). The
ICo.9-CM code for the etiological condition should also be noted on Axis III (e.g.,
332.0 Parkinson's disease, 331.1 Pick's disease, 244.9 hypothyroidism). (See Appendix
G for a list of selected ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes for general medical conditions.)

In an individual with an established history of a dementia, a superimposed Delir
ium Due to a General Medical Condition should be noted by coding both the demen
tia and the delirium on Axis I (e.g., 294.1 Dementia Due to Parkinson's Disease and
293.0 Delirium Due to Hepatic Encephalopathy). This is in contrast to Vascular De
mentia, in which the "Vith Delirium subtype is spedfied.

Other prominent clinical features related to the etiological general medical condi
tion can be indicated by coding the specific additional Mental Disorder Due to Gen
eral Medical Condition on Axis 1. For example, to indicate the presence of prominent
delusions, clinically significant depressed mood, and a change to a labile personality
in an individual with Dementia Due to Parkinson's Disease, 293.81 Psychotic Dis
order Due to Parkinson's Disease, With Delusions; 293.83 Mood Disorder Due to Par·
kinson's Disease, With Depressive Features; and 310.1 Personality Change Due to
Parkinson's Disease, labile Type would also be coded on Axis I.

294.1x· Dementia Due to HIV Disease

The essential feature of Dementia Due to HIV Disease is the presence of a dementia
that is judged to be the direct pathophysiological consequence of human immuno

deficiency virus (HIV) disease. Neuropathological findings most commonly involve
diffuse, multifocal destruction of the white matter and subcortical structures. The spi
nal nuid may show normal or slightly elevated protein and a mild lymphocytosis,
and HIV can usually be isolated directly from cerebrospinal nuid. Dementia that is
associated with direct HIV infection of the central nervous system is typically charac
terized by forgetfulness, slowness, poor concentration, and difficulties with problem
solVing. Behavioral manifestations most commonly jncludfLapjtili and social with
~an occasionally these may' be accompanied by-delirium, delusions, or hal
!¥cinatioQ? Tremor, impaired rapid repetitive movements, imbalance, ataxia,
hypertonia, generalized hyperrenexia, positive frontal release signs, and impaired
pursuit and saccadic eye movements may be present on physical examination. Chil
dren may also develop Dementia Due to HIV Disease, typically manifested by devel
opmental delay, hypertonia, microcephaly, and basal ganglia calcification. Dementia
in association with HIV infection may also result from accompanying central nen'ous
system tumors (e.g., primary central nervous system lymphoma) and from opportu
nistic infections (e.g., toxoplasmosis, cytomegalovirus infection, cryptococcosis, tu
berculosis, and syphilis), in which case the appropriate type of dementia should be
diagnosed (e.g., 294.1 Dementia Due to Toxoplasmosis). Unusual systemic infections

·ICD-9-e1'.·1 code \'alid after October 1, 2000.
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(e.g., Plleufllocystis cnrillii pneumonia) or neoplasms (e.g., Kaposi's sarcoma) may also
be present.

294.1x* Dementia Due to Head Trauma

The essential feature of Dementia Due to Head Trauma is the presence of a dementia
that is judged to be the direct pathophysiological consequence of head trauma. The
degree and type of cognitive impainnents or behavioral disturbances depend on the
location and extent of the brain injury. Posttraumatic amnesia is frequently present,
along with persisting memory impairment. A variety of other behavioral symptoms
may be evident. with or without the presence of motor or sensory deficits. These
symptoms include aphasia, attentional problems, irritability, anxiety, depression or
affective lability, apathy, increased aggression, or other changes in personality. Alco
hol or other Substance Intoxication is often present in individuals with acute head in
juries, and concurrent Substance Abuse or Dependence may be present. Head injury
occurs most often in young males and has been associated with risk-taking behaviors.
When it occurs in the context of a single injury, Dementia Due to Head Trauma is usu
ally nonprogressive, but repeated head injury (e.g., from boxing) may lead to a pro
gressive dementia (so-caUed dementia pugilistica). A single head trauma that is
followed by a progressive decline in cognitive function should raise the possibility
of another superimposed process such as hydrocephalus or a Major Depressive
Episode.

294.1x* Dementia Due to Parkinson's Disease

The essential feature of Dementia Due to Parkinson's Disease is the presence of a de
mentia that is judged to be the direct pathophysiological consequence of Parkinson's
disease. Parkinson's disease is a slowly progressive neurological condition, charac
terized by tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and postural instability. Dementia has been
reported to occur in approximately 20"/0-60"/0 of individuals with Parkinson's disease
and is more likely to be present in older individuals or those with more severe or ad
vanced disease. The dementia associated with Parkinson's disease is characterized b}'
cognitive and motoric slowing, executive dysfunction, and impaimlent in memory
retricval Declining cognitive performance in individuals with Parkinson's disease is
frequently exacerbated by depression. Findings on physical examination include the
characteristic abnonnal motor signs of resting tremor, evidence of slowness and po\'
erty of movement (such as micrographia), or muscular rigidity and loss of associated
movements. At autopsy, neuronal loss and Lewy bodies are evident in the substantia
nigra. There are a number of syndromes that may manifest with dementia, parkin
sonian movement disorders, and additional neurological features (e.g., progressive
supranuclear palsy, olivopontocerebeUar degeneration, and Vascular Dementia).
Some individuals with Parkinson's disease and dementia are found at autopsy to
have coexisting neuropathology indicative of Alzheimer's disease or of diffuse Lew)'
body disease. Dementia due to Lew)' &dy Disease in the absence of evidence of Par
kinson's (such as tremor and cogwheel rigidity) should be diagnosed as Dementia

°ICD-9-CM code valid after October 1, 2000.
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Due to Lewy body disease, one of the dementias due to other general medical condi
tions (see p. 167).

294.1x* Dementia Due to Huntington's Disease

The essential feature of Dementia Due to Huntington's Disease is the presence of a
dementia that is judged to be the direct pathophysiological consequence of Hunting
ton's disease. Huntington's disease is an inherited progressive degenerative disease
of cognition, emotion, and movement. The disease affects men and women equally
and is transmitted by a single autosomal dominant gene on the short arm of chromo
some 4. The disease is usually diagnosed in the late 30s to early 40s but may begin as
early as age 4 years in the juvenile form or as late as age 85 years in the late-onset
fonn. The onset of Huntington's disease is often heralded by insidious changes in be
ha\'ior and personality, including depression, irritability, and anxiety. Some individ
uals present with abnormalities of movement that resemble increased fidgeting and
that later progress to characteristic generalized choreoathetosis. Difficulties with
memory retrieval, executive functioning, and judgment are common early in the
course, with more severe memory deficits occurring as the disease progresses. Dis
organized speech and psychotic features are sometimes present. Late in the disease,
characteristic "boxcar ventricles" may be seen on structural brain imaging due to the
atrophy of the striatum. Positron-emission tomography (PET) may show striatal hy
pometabolism early in the disease. Offspring of individuals with Huntington's dis
ease have a 50% chance of developing the disease. A genetic test is available to
determine with relative certainty whether a given at-risk individual is likely to devel
op the disease; however, such testing may be best administered by centers with expe
rience in counseling and foUow-up of individuals at risk for Huntington's disease.

294.1x* Dementia Due to Pick's Disease

The essential feature of Dementia Due to Pick's Disease is the presence of a dementia
that is judged to be the direct pathophysiological consequence of Pick's disease.
Pick's disease is a degenerative disease of the brain that particularly affects the frontal
and temporal lobes. As in other frontal lobe dementias, Pick's disease is characterized
clinically by changes in personality early in the course, deterioration of social skills,
emotional blunting, behavioral disinhibition, and prominent language abnormalities.
Difficulties with memory, apraxia, and olher features of dementia usually foUow later
in the course. Prominent primitive reflexes (snout, suck, grasp) may be present. As
the dementia progresses, it may be accompanied by either apathy or extreme agita
tion. Individuals may develop such severe problems in language, attention, or behav
ior that it may be difficult to assess their degree of cognitive impairment. Structural
brain imaging typically reveals prominent frontal and/or temporal atrophy, and
functional brain imaging may localize frontotemporal hypometabolism, even in the
absence of clear structural atrophy. The disorder most commonly manifests itself in
individuals between ages 50 and 60 years, although it can occur among older individ
uals. Pick's disease is one of the pathologically distinct etiologies among lhe hetero
geneous group of dementing processes that are associated wilh frontotemporal brain

'ICD·9-eM code valid after October I, 2000.
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atrophy. The specific diagnosis of a frontal lobe dementia such as Pick's disease is
usually established at autopsy with the pathologica I finding of characteristic intra
newonal argentophilic Pick inclusion bodies. Clinically, Pick's disease often cannot
be distinguished with certainty from atypical cases of Alzheimer's disease or from
other dementias that affect the frontal lobes. Dementia due to frontotemporal degen
eration other than Pick's disease should be diagnosed as Dementia Due 10 Frontotem
poral Degeneration, one of the dementias due to other general medical conditions
(see p. 167).

294.1x* Dementia Due to
Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease

The essential feature of Dementia Due to CreutzfeldHakob Disease is the presence
of a dementia that is judged to be the direct pathophysiological consequence of
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease is one of the subacute spongi
form encephalopathies, a group of central nervous system diseases caused by tram
missible agents known as "slow viruses" or prions. Typically, individuals with
CreutzfeldHakob disease manifest the clinical triad of dementia, involuntary mO\'e

ments (particularly myoclonus), and periodic EEG activity. However, up to 25%ofin
dividuals with the disorder may have atypical presentations, and the disease can be
confirmed only by biopsy or at autopsy with the demonstration of spongiform neu·
ropathological changes. CreutzfeldHakob disease may develop at any age in adults,
but most typically when they are behveen ages 40 and 60 years. From 5% to 15% of
cases may have a familial component. Prodromal symptoms ofCreutzfeldt-Jakobdis
ease may include fatigue, anxiety, or problems with appetite, sleeping, or concentra
tion and may be followed after several weeks by incoordination, altered vision, or
abnormal gait or other movements that may be myoclonic, choreoathetoid, or baJlis.
tic, along with a rapidly progressive dementia. The disease typicall}' progresses \.ery
rapidly over several months, although more rarely it can progress over years and ap
pear similar in its course to other dementias. Although there are no distinctive fmd·
ings on cerebrospinal fluid analysis, reliable biomarkers are being developed.
Nonspecific atrophy may be apparent on neuroimaging.ln most individuals, the HG
typically reveals periodic sharp, often triphasic and synchronous discharges at a rate
of 0.5-2 Hz at some point during the course of the disorder. The transmissible agent
thought to be responsible for Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease is resistant to boiling, forma
lin, alcohol, and ultraviolet radiation, but it can be inactivated by pressured autocla\'
ing or by bleach. Transmission by corneal transplantation and human growth factor
injection has been documented, and anecdotal cases of transmission to health care
workers ha\'e been reported. Therefore, when neurosurgery, brain biopsy, or brain
autopsy is undertaken, universal precautions should be taken with both tissue and
equipment that comes in contact with tissue. Cross-species transmission of prion
infections, with agents that are closely related to the human form, has now bet>n
demonstrated (e.g., the outbreak of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (mad cow
disease) human variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease in the United Kingdom during the
mid-1990s).

"ICD-9-CM code valid after October I, 2000.
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294.1x* Dementia Due to Other
General Medical Conditions

167

In addition to the specific categories described above, a number of other general med
ical conditions can cause dementia. Two of the most common are due to Lewy bodr
related. neurodegeneration ("Lew)' body dementia") and to focal degeneration in the
frontal and temporal lobes ("frontotemporal dementia"). Dementia Due to Parkin
son's Disease is an example of the former (see p. 164), and Dementia Due to Pick's
Disease is an example of the latter (see p. 165). The descriptive features, course, and
etiology of dementia due to diffuse Lewy body disease without Parkinson's disease
and dementia due to frontotemporal degeneration other than Pick's disease require
further research. Other conditions associated with dementia include structural le
sions (primary or secondary brain tumors, subdural hematoma, slowly progressive
or normal-pressure hydrocephalus), endocrine conditions (hypothyroidism, hyper
calcemia, hypoglycemia), nutritional conditions (deficiencies of thiamine or niacin),
other infectious conditions (neurosyphilis, cryptococcosis), immune disorders (e.g.,
temporal arteritis, systemic lupus erythematosus), derangements of renal and hepatic
function, metabolic conditions (e.g., Kufs' disease, adrenoleukodyslTophy, metachro
matic leukodystrophy, and other storage diseases of adulthood and childhood), and
other neurological conditions such as multiple sclerosis. Unusual causes of central
nervous system injury, such as electrical shock or intTacranial radiation, are generaUy
evident from the history. Rare disorders such as the childhood and adult storage dis
eases have a distinctive family history or clinical presentation. Associated physical
examination and laboratory findings and other clinical features depend on the nature
and severity of the general medical condition.

Differential Diagnosis

See p. 152 for a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of dementia.

·ICD--9-0.·' code valid after October 1, 2000.
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Diagnostic criteria for 294.1x Dementia Due to
Other General Medical Conditions

A. The development of multiple cognitive deficits manifested by both

(1) memory impairment (impaired ability to learn new information or to recall pre
viously learned information)

(2) one (or more) of the following cognitive disturbances:

(a) aphasia (language disturbance)
(b) apraxia (impaired ability to carry out motor activities despite intact motor

function)
(c) agnosia (failure to recognize or identify objem despite intact sensory

function)
(d) disturbance in executive functioning (i.e., planning, organizing, sequenc

ing, abstracting)

B. The cognitive deficits in Criteria Aland A2 each cause significant impairment in so
cial or occupational functioning and represent a significant decline from a previous
level of functioning.

c. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion other than Alzheimer's disease or cerebrovascular disease (e.g., HIV infection,
traumatic brain injury, Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, Pick's disease,
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, normal-pressure hydrocephalus, hypothyroidism, brain
tumor, or vitamin 812 deficiency).

D. The deficits do not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

Code based on presence or absence of a clinically significant behavioral disturbance:

294.10 Without Behavioral Disturbance: if the cognitive disturbance is not
accompanied by any clinically significant behavioral disturbance.
294,11 With Behavioral Disturbance: if the cognitive disturbance is accom
panied by a clinically significant behavioral disturbance (e.g., wandering, agita
tion).

Coding note: Also code the general medical condition on Axis 111 (e.g., 042 HIV infec
tion, 8S4.OO head injury, 332.0 Parkinson's disease, 333.4 Huntington's disease, 331.1 Pick's
disease, 046.1 Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; see Appendix G for additional codes).

Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia

Diagnostic and Associated Features

The cognitive deficits (Criterion A) and the required impairment (Criterion B) are dis
cussed on pp. 1-17-150. Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia is diagnosed if the
symptoms persist beyond the usual duration of Substance Intoxication or Withdraw
al and is not diagnosed if they occur exclusively during the course of a delirium (Cri
terion C). However, delirium may be superimposed on a preexisting Substance
Induced Persisting Dementia, in which case both diagnoses should be given. There
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must be evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the deficits are etiologically related to the persisting effects of substance use (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication, toxin exposure) (Criterion D). This disorder is termed
"persisting" because the dementia persists long after the individual has experienced
the effects of Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal.

Features that are associated with Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia are those
associated with dementias generally (see p. 147). Even if currently abstinent from
substance use, most individuals with this disorder have previollsly had a pattern of
prolonged and heavy substance use that met criteria for Substance Dependence. Be
cause these disorders persist long after use of the substance has stopped, blood or
urine screens may be negative for the etiological substance. The age at onset of
Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia is rarely before age 20 years. This disorder
usually has an insidious onset and slow progression, typically during a period when
the person qualifies for a Substance Dependence diagnosis. The deficits are usually
permanent and may worsen even if the substance use stops, although some cases do
show improvement.

For a more detailed discussion of the features associated with Substance-Related
Disorders, see p. 191.

Recording Procedures

The name of the diagnosis begins with the specific substance (e.g., alcohol) that is pre
sumed to have caused the dementia. The diagnostic code is selected from the listing
of classes of substances provided in the criteria set. For substances that do not fit into
any of the classes, the code for "Other Substance" should be used. In addition, for
medications prescribed at therapeutic doses, the specific medication can be indicated
by listing the appropriate E-code (see Appendix G). When more than one substance
is judged to playa significant role in the development of the persisting dementia,
each should be listed separately (e.g., 291.2 Alcohol-Induced Persisting Dementia;
292.82lnhalant-lnduced Persisting Dementia). Ua substance is judged. to be the etio
logical factor, but the specific substance or class of substances is unknown, the diag
nosis is 292.82 Unknown Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia.

Specific Substances

Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia can occur in association with the foUowing
classes of substances: alcohol; inhalants; sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics; or oth
er or unknown substances. Medications reported to cause dementia include anticon
vuIsants and intrathecal methotrexate. Toxins reported to evoke symptoms of
dementia include lead, mercury, carbon monoxide, organophosphate insecticides,
and industTial solvents.

Differential Diagnosis

See p. 152 for a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of dementia.
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Diagnostic criteria for
Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia

A. The development of multiple cognitive deficits manifested by both

(1) memory impairment (impaired ability to learn new information or to recall pre
viously learned information)

(2) one (or more) of the following cognitive disturbances:

(a) aphasia (language disturbance)
(b) apraxia (impaired ability to carry out motor activities despite intact motor

function)
(c) agnosia (failure to recognize or identify objects despite intact sensory

function)
(d) disturbance in executive functioning (i.e., planning, organizing, sequenc

ing, abstracting)

B. The cognitive deficits in Criteria Aland A2 each cause significant impairment in so
cial or occupational functioning and represent a significant decline from a previous
level of functioning.

C. The deficits do not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium and persist be·
yond the usual duration of Substance Intoxication or Withdrawal.

D. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the deficits are etiologically related to the persisting effects of substance use (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication).

Code (Specific Substancel-Induced Persisting Dementia:

(291.2 Alcohol; 292.82 Inhalant; 292.82 Sedative, Hypnotic. or Anxiolytic;
292.82 Other [or Unknown) Substance)

Dementia Due to Multiple Etiologies

The Dementia Due to Multiple Etiologies category is included to alert clinicians to the
common situation in which the dementia has more than one etiology. More than one
general medical condition may be etiologically related to the dementia (e.g., Demen
tia of the Alzheimer's Type and Dementia Due to Head Trauma). or the dementia
may be due to the combined effects of a general medical condition (e.g., Parkinson's
disease) and the long-term use of a substance (e.g., Alcohol-Induced Persisting De
mentia).

Recording Procedures

Dementia Due to Multiple Etiologies does not have its own separate code and should
not be recorded as a diagnosis. For example, both Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type
and Vascular Dementia should be diagnosed for an individual with Dementia of the
Alzheimer's Type, With Late Onset, Without Behavioral Disturbance, who, over the
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course of several strokes, develops a significant further decline in cognitive function
ing. In this example, the clinician wouJd list both 294.10 Dementia of the AJzheimers
Type, With Late Onset, Without Behavioral Disturbance, and 290.40, Vascular De
mentia, Uncomplicated, on Axis I, and 331.0 Alzheimer's Disease and 436 Stroke on
Axis m.

Diagnostic criteria for Dementia Due to Multiple Etiologies

A. The development of multiple cognitive deficits manifested by both

(1) memory impairment (impaired ability to learn new information or to recall pre
viously learned information)

(2) one (or more) of the following cognitive disturbances:

(a) aphasia (language disturbance)
(b) apraxia (impaired ability to carry out motor activities despite intact motor

function)
(cl agnosia (failure to recognize or identify objects despite intact sensory

function)
(d) disturbance in executive functioning (i.e., planning, organizing. sequenc

ing, abstracting)

B. The cognitive deficits in Criteria Aland A2 each cause significant impairment in so
cial or occupational functioning and represent a significant decline from a previous
level of functioning.

C. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the disturbance has more than one etiology (e.g., head trauma plus chronic alcohol
use, Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type with the subsequent development of Vascular
Dementia).

D. The deficits do not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

Coding note: Use multiple codes based on specific dementias and specific etiologies,
e.g., 294.10 Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With late Onset, Without Behavioral Dis
turbance; 290.40 Vascular Dementia, Uncomplicated.

294.8 Dementia Not Otherwise Specified

This category shouJd be used to diagnose a dementia that does not meet criteria for
an}' of the specific types described in this section.

An example is a clinical presentation of dementia foe which there is insufficient ev
idence to establish a specific etiology.
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Amnestic Disorders

The disorders in the"Amnestic Disorders" section are characterized by a disturbance
in memory that is either due 10 the direct physiological effects of a general medical
condition or due to the persisting effects of a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse, a medi
cation. or toxin exposure). The disorders in this section share the common symptom
presentation of memory impairment. but are differentiated based on etiology. The
diagnostic features listed below pertain to Amnestic Disorder Due to a General Med·
ical Condition (e.g., physical trauma and vitamin deficiency) and Substance·lnduced
Persisting Amnestic Disorder (including medication side effects). In addition. Am
nestic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is included in this section for presentations
in which the clinician is unable to determine a specific etiology for the memory dis
turbance. Text and criteria for Dissociative Disorders involving memory loss are not
included here and instead are contained in the Dissociative Disorders section (see
p.519).

Diagnostic Features

Individuals with an amnestic disorder are impaired in their abilit), to learn new infor
mation or are unable to recall previously learned information or past events (Cri
terion A). The memory disturbance must be sufficiently severe to cause marked
impairment in social or occupational functioning and must represent a significant
decline from a pccvious level of functioning (Criterion B). The memory disturbanre
must not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium or a dementia (Criterion q.
The ability to learn and recall new information is always affected in an amnestic dis
order, whereas problems remembering previously learned information occur more
variably, depending on the location and severity of brain damage. The memory def
icit is most apparent on tasks that require spontaneous recall and may also be evident
when the examiner provides stimuli for the person to recall at a later time. Depending
on the specific area of the brain affected, deficits may be predominantly related to
verbal or visual stimuli. In some forms of an amnestic disorder, the individual rna)'
remember things from the very remote past better than more recent events (e.g., a
person ma)' remember in vivid detail a hospital stay that took place a decade before
the examination, but may have no idea that he or she is currently in the hospital).

The diagnosis is not made if the memory impairment occurs exclusively during the
course of a delirium (Le., occurs only in the context of reduced ability to maintain and
shift attention). The ability to immediately repeat a sequential string of information
(e.g., digit span) is typically not impaired in an amnestic disorder. "''hen such impair
ment is evident, it suggests the presence of an attentional disturbance that may be in
dicative of a delirium. The diagnosis is also not made in the presence of other
cognitive deficits (e.g., aphasia, apraxia, agnosia, disturbance in executive function
ing) that are characteristic of a dementia. Individuals with an amnestic disorder rna)'
experience major impairment in their social and "ocational functioning as a result of
their memory deficits, which, at its extreme, may necessitate supervised liVing situa
tions to ensure appropriale feeding and care.
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Associated Features and Disorders
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An amnestic disorder is often preceded by an evolving clinical picture that includes
confusion and disorientation, occasionally with attentional problems that suggest a
delirium (e.g., Anmestic Disorder Due to Thiamine Deficiency). Confabulation, often
evidenced by the recitation of imaginary events to fill gaps in memory, may be noted
during the early stages of an amnestic disorder but tends to disappear with time. It
may therefore be important to obtain corroborating information from family mem
bers or other informants. Profound amnesia may result in disorientation to place and
time, but rarely to sell. Disorientation to sell may be encountered in individuals with
a dementia but is unusual in an amnestic disorder. Most individuals with a severe
Amnestic Disorder lack insight into their memory deficits and may explicitly deny
the presence of severe memory impairment despite evidence to the contrary. This
lack of insight may lead to accusations against others or, in rare instances, to agita
tion. Some individuals may acknowledge that they have a problem but appear
unconcerned. Apathy, lack of initiative, emotional blandness, or other changes sug
gestive of altered personality nmction may be encountered. Individuals may be su
perficially friendly or agreeable, but they may have a shallow or diminished range of
affective expression. Individuals with transient global amnesia often appear bewil
dered or befuddled. Subtle deficits in other cognitive functions may be noted, but, by
definition, they are not severe enough to cause clinically Significant impairment.
Quantitative neuropsychological testing often demonstrates specific memory deficits
in the absence of other cognitive disturbances. Performance on standardized tests
that assess recall of well-known historical events or public figures may be variable
among individuals with an Amnestic Disorder, depending on the nature and extent
of the deficit.

Specific Culture Features

Cultural and educational background should be taken into consideration in the eval
uation of memory. Individuals from certain backgrounds may not be familiar with
the information used in certain tests of memory (e.g., date of birth in cultures that do
not routinely celebrate birthdays).

Course

Age at onset and subsequent course of amnestic disorders may be quite variable, de
pending on the primary pathological process causing the amnestic disorder. Trau
matic brain injury, stroke or other cerebrovascular events, or specific types of
neurotoxic exposure (e.g., carbon monoxide poisoning) may lead to an acute onset of
an amnestic disorder. Other conditions such as prolonged substance abuse, chronic
neurotoxic exposure, or sustained nutritional deficiency may lead to an insidious on
set. Transient amnesia due to a cerebrovascular etiology may be recurrent, with epi
sodes lasting from several hours to several days. Amnestic Disorders Due to Head
Trauma may last for variable amounts of time, with a characteristic pattern of greatest
deficit immediately after injury and improvement during the ensuing 2 years (further
improvement beyond 24 months has been noted, but less commonly). Disorders due
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to destruction of middle-temporal lobe structures (e.g., from infarction, surgical abla
tion, or malnutrition occurring in the context of Alcohol Dependence) may cause per
sisting impairments.

Differential Diagnosis

Memory impairment is also a feature of delirium and dementia. In delirium, memo
ry dyshmction occurs in association with impaired consciousness, with reduced abil·
ity to focus, sustain, or shift attention. In dementia, memory impairment must be
accompanied by multiple cognitive deficits (i.e., aphasia, apraxia, agnosia, or a dis
turbance in executive functioning) that lead to clinically significant impairment.

An amnestic disorder must be distinguished from Dissociative Amnesia and am
nesia occurring in the context of other Dissociative Disorders (e.g., Dissociative
Identity Disorder). By definition, an amnestic disorder is due to the direct physiolog
ical effects of a general medical condition or substance use. Furthermore, amnesia in
Dissociative Disorders typically does not involve deficits in learning and recalling
new information; rather, individuals present with a circumscribed inability to recall
previous memories, usually of a traumatic or stressful nature.

For memory disturbances (e.g., blackouts) that occur only during intoxication with
or withdrawal from a drug of abuse, the appropriate Substance Intoxication or Sub
stance Withdrawal should be diagnosed and a separate amnestic disorder diagnosis
is not made. For memory disturbances that are associated with the use of medic.1tion,
Adverse Effects of Medication Not Othem'ise Specified (p. 736) may be noted, with
the medication indicated by the use of an E-code (see Appendix G).

The presumed etiology of the amnestic disorder determines the diagnosis (text and
criteria for each amnestic disorder diagnosis are provided separately later in this sec·
tion). If it is judged that the memory disturbance is a consequence of the direct phys·
iological effects of a general medical condition (including head trauma), then
Amnestic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is diagnosed. If the mem
ory disturbance results from the persisting effects of a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse,
a medication, or toxin exposure), then Substance·Induced Persisting Amnestic Dis·
order is diagnosed. ""hen both a substance (e.g., alcohol) and a general medical con
dition (e.g., head trauma) have had an etiological role in the development of the
memory dishubance, both diagnoses are given. If it is not possible to establish asp....
cific etiology (i.e., dissociative, substance induced, or due to a general medical condi
tion), Amnestic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is diagnosed.

Amnestic disorder must be distinguished from Malingering and from Factitious
Disorder. This difficult distinction can be assisted by systematic memory testing
(whid1 often yields inconsistent results in Factitious Disorder or Malingering) and b)'
the absence of a general medical condition or substance use that is etiologically relat·
ed to the memory impairment.

Amnestic disorder should be distinguished from the less efficient memory charac
teristic of Age-Related Cognitive Decline, which is within the expected age-adjusted
normative range for the individual.
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294.0 Amnestic Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition

Diagnostic and Associated Features
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The descriptive features of Amnestic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition
(Criteria A-e) are discussed on p. 172. In addition, the diagnosis requires that there
must be evidence from the history, physicaJ examination, or laboratory findings that
the memory disturbance is the direct physiologicaJ consequence of a general medical
condition (including physical trauma) (Criterion D).

In determining whether the amnestic disturbance is due to a general medical con
dition, the clinician must first establish the presence of a general medical condition.
Further, the clinician must establish that the amnestic disturbance is etiologically re
lated to the general medical condition through a physiological mechanism. A careful
and comprehensive assessment of multiple factors is necessary 10 make this judg
ment. Although there are no infallible guidelines for determining whether the rela
tionship between the amnestic disturbance and the general medical condition is
etiological, several considerations provide some guidance in this area. One consider
ation is the presence of a temporal association beh\'een the onset, exacerbation, or re
mission of the general medical condition and that of the amnestic disturbance.
A second consideration is the presence of features that are atypical of memory im~

paiement in the context of a dissociative or other mentaJ disorder (e.g., atypical age at
onset or course). Evidence from the literature that suggests that there can be a direct
association behveen the general medical condition in question and the de"elopmcnt
of memory impairment can provide a useful context in the assessment of a particular
situation. In addition, the clinician must also judge that the disturbance is not better
accounted for by a Dissociative Disorder, Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic
Disorder, or another primary mental disorder (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder).
These determinations are explained in greater detail in the "Mental Disorders Due to
a General Medical Condition" section (p. 181).

Individuals with Amnestic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition often
show other features of the primary systemic or cerebral disease that caused the mem
ory impairment. However, disordered mental status may be the sole presenting fea
ture. There are no specific or diagnostic features detectable with procedures SUcll as
magnetic resonance imaging (MRl) or computed tomography (CT). However, dam
age to mediotemporallobe structures is common and may be renected byenlarge
ment of third ventricle or temporal homs or by structural atrophy detected on MRJ.

Specifiers

The following specifiers may be noted to indicate the duration of the disturbance.

Transient. 1lUs specifier is used to indicate durations usually from several
hours to a few days and for no more than 1 month. \¥hen the diagnosis is made
within the first month without wailing for recovery, the term "provisional"
may be added. "Transient global amnesia" is a specific form of transient am
nestic disorder, characterized by a dense, transitory inability to learn new in-
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formation and a variable impaired ability to recall events that occurred jU51
before, or in the midst of, the etiological cerebrovascular problem.
Chrome. This specifier is used for disturbances that last for more than
1 month.

Recording Procedures

In recording the diagnosis of Amnestic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition,
the clinician should note the identified general medical condition judged to be causing
the disturbance on Axis I (e.g., 29·tQ Amnestic Disorder Due to Stroke). The ICD-9-Q.1
code for the general medical condition should also be noted on Axis ill (e.g., 436
stroke). (See Appendix G for a list of selected ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes for general
medical conditions.)

Associated General Medical Conditions

An amnestic disorder often occurs as the result of pathological processes (e.g., closed
head trauma, penetrating missile wounds, surgical intervention, hypoxia, infarction
of the distribution of the posterior cerebral artery, and herpes simplex encephalitis)
that cause damage to specific diencephalic and mediotemporallobe structures (e.g..
mammillary bodies, hippocampus, fomi.''(). Pathology is most often bilateral, but def·
icits may arise from unilateral lesions. Transient Amnestic Disorder, when encoun
tered as "transient global amnesia," is typically associated with cerebrovascular
disease and pathology in the vertehrohasilar system. Transient Amnestic Disorder
may also arise from episodic general medical conditions (e.g., metabolic conditions
or seizures).

Differential Diagnosis

See p. 174 for a discussion of the differential diagnosis of amnestic disorders.
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Diagnostic criteria for 294.0 Amnestic Disorder Due to ...
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

A. The development of memory impairment as manifested by impairment in the ability
to learn new information or the inability to recall previously learned information.

B. The memory disturbance causes significant impairment in social or occupational
functioning and represents a significant decline from a previous level of functioning.

C. The memory disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium
or a dementia.

D. There is evidence from the history, physical examination. or laboratory findings that
the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion (including physical trauma).

Specify if:

Transient: if memory impairment lasts for 1 month or less
Chronic: if memory impairment lasts for more than 1 month

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis I, e.g., 294.0
Amnestic Disorder Due to Head Trauma; also code the general medical condition on Axis
III (see Appendix G for codes).

Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder

Diagnostic and Associated Features

The descriptive features ofSubstance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder (Criteria
Aand B) are discussed on p. 172. The memory disturbance does not occur exclusively
during the course of a delirium or a dementia and persists beyond the usual duration
of Substance Intoxication or Withdrawal (Criterion C). In addition, to diagnose
Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder, there must be evidence from the
history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that the memory dishlrbance is
etiologically related to the persisting effects of substance use (e.g., a drug of abuse, a
medication, toxin exposure) (Criterion D). This disorder is termed "persisting" be
cause the memory disturbance persists long after the inctividual is no longer experi
endng the effects of Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal.

Features that are associated with Substance-induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder
are those associated with amnestic disorders generally (see p. ]73). Even if currently
abstinent from substance use, most individuals with this disorder have previously
had a pattern of prolonged and heavy substance use that met criteria for Substance
Dependence. Because these disorders persist long after use of the substance has
stopped, blood or urine screens may be negative for the etiological substance. The age
at onset is rarely before age 20 years. The resulting impairment may remain stable or
worsen, even if substance use stops.
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For a more detailed discussion of the features associated with Substance-Related
Disorders, see p. 191.

Recording Procedures

The name of the diagnosis begins with the specific substance (e.g., alcohol. secobar
bital) that is presumed to be causing the memory diShlrbance. The diagnostic code is
selected from the listing of classes of substances provided in the criteria set. For sub
stances that do not fit into any of the classes, the code for "Other Substance" shouJd
be used. In addition, for medications prescribed at therapeutic doses, the specific
medication can be indicated by listing the appropriate E-code (see Appendix G).
When more than one substance is judged to playa significant Tole in the development
of the memory disturbance. each should be listed separatel}' (e.g., 291.1 Alcohol
Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder; 292.83 Secobarbital-Induced Persisting Am
nestic Disorder). U a substance is judged to be the etiological factor but the specific
substance or class of substances is unknown, the diagnosis is 292.83 Unknown Sub
stance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder.

Specific Substances

Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder can occur in association with the
following classes of substances: alcohol; sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics; and
other or unknown substances.

Alcohol-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder is apparently due to the vitamin
deficiency that is associated with prolonged, heavy ingestion of alcohol. Neurological
disturbances such as peripheral neuropathy, cerebellar ataxia, and myopathy are
among the associated features. Alcohol-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder due 10

thiamine deficiency (Korsakoff's syndrome) often follows an acute episode of Wer
nicke's encephalopathy, a neurological condition manifested by confusion, ataxia,
eye-movement abnormalities (gaze palsies, nystagmus), and other neurological
signs. Gradually. these manifeslations subside, but a major impairment of memory
remains. U Wernicke's encephalopath}' is treated early with large doses of thiamine,
Alcohol-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder may not develop. Although age is not
a specific etiological factor in the condition, individuals who develop Alcohol·
Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder generally have histories of many years of
heavy alcohol use and are mosl often over age 40 years. Although the mode of onset
is typically abrupt, some individuals may develop deficits insidiously over many
years, due to repeated toxic and nutritional insults, prior to the emergence of a final,
more dramatically impairing episode apparently related to thiamine deficiency. Once
established, Alcohol-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder usually persists indefi
nitely, although there may be slight improvement over time and in a minority of the
cases the condition can remit. Impairment is usually quite severe, and lifelong custo
dial care may be necessary. Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder can follow prolonged and heavy use of drugs from this class. The
course is variable, and, unlike Alcohol-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder, full
recovery can occur. Medications reported to cause amnestic disorders include anti
cOJl\'ulsants and intrathecal methotrexate. Toxins reported to evoke symptoms of
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•
amnesia include lead, mercury, carbon monoxide, organophosphate insecticides, and
industrial solvents.

Differential Diagnosis

See p. 174 for a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of amnestic disorders.

Diagnostic criteria for
Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder

A. The development of memory impairment as manifested by impairment in the ability
to learn new information or the inability to recall previously learned information.

B. The memory disturbance causes significant impairment in social or occupational
functioning and represents a significant decline from a previous level of functioning.

C. The memory disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium
or a dementia and persists beyond the usual duration of Substance Intoxication or
Withdrawal.

D. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the memory disturbance is etiologically related to the persisting effects of substance
use (e.g .. a drug of abuse, a medication).

Code [Specific Substance]-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder:

(291.1 Alcohol; 292.83 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic; 292.83 Other lor Un
known] Substance)

294.8 Amnestic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

This category should be used to diagnose an amnestic disorder that does not meetcri·
teria for any of the specific types described in this section.

An example is a clinical presentation of anmesia for which there is insufficient
evidence to establish a specific etiology (i.e., dissociative, substance induced, or due
to a general medical condition).

Other Cognitive Disorders

294.9 Cognitive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for disorders that are characterized by cognitive dysfunction pre·
sumed to be due 10 the direct physiological effect of a general medical condition that
do nol meel criteria for any of the specific deliriums, dementias, or amnestic disorders
listed in this section and that are nol better classified as Delirium Not Otherwise Spec-
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ified, Dementia Not Otherwise Specified, or Amnestic Disorder Not Otherwise Spa:
ified. For cognitive dysfunction due to a specific or unk-nown substance, the specific
Substance-Related Disorder Not Othenvise Specified category should be used.

Examples include

1. Mild neurocognitive disorder: impairment in cognitive functioning as e\'idenced
by neuropsychological testing or quantified clinical assessment. accompanied bJ
objective evidence of a systemic general medical condition or centTal nen'ous
system dysfunction (see p. 762 for suggested research criteria)

2. Poslconcussional disorder: following a head trauma, impairment in memoryOl
attention with associated symptoms (see p. 760 for suggested research criteria)



Mental Disorders Due to a
General Medical Condition

A Mental Disorder Due to il General Medical Condition is characterized by the
presence of mental symptoms that aTe judged to be the direct physiological conse
quence of a general medical condition. The term gmeraI medical conditioll refers to con
ditions that are coded on Axis ill and that arc. listed outside the "Mental Disorders"
chapter of ICD. (See Appendix G for a condensed list of these conditions.) As dis
cussed in the "Introduction" to this manual, maintaining the distinction between
mental disorders and general medical conditions does not imply that there are ftm
damenlal differences in their conceptualization, that mental disorders are unrelated
to physical or biological factors or processes, or that general medical conditions are
unrelated to behavioral or psychosocial factors or processes. TIle purpose of distin
guishing general medical conditions from mental disorders is to encourage thorough
ness in evaluation and to provide a shorthand term to enhance comnllmication
among health care providers. However, in clinical practice, it is expected that more
specific terminology will be used to identify the specific condition involved.

In DSM-I11-R, the Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition and the
Substance-Induced Disorders were called "organic" disorders and were listed togeth
er in a single section. This differentiation of "organic" mental disorders as a separate
class implied that "nonorganic" or "functional" mental disorders were somehow un
related to physical or biological factors or processes. DSM-IV eliminates the tenn or
gal/ic and distinguishes those mental disorders that are due to a general medical
condition from those that are substance induced and those that have no specified eti
ology. The term primanJ mel/lal disorder is used as a shorthand to indicate those mental
disorders that are not due to a general medical condition and that are not substance
induced.

Text and criteria for three of these disorders (i.e., Catatonic Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition, Personality Change Due to a General Medical Condi
tion, and Mental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified Due to a General Medical Con
dition) are included in this section. The text and criteria for the conditions listed
below are placed in other sections of the manual with disorders with which they
share phenomenology. The manual has been organized in this fashion to alert clini
cians to consider these disorders in making a differential diagnosis.

293.0 Delirium Due to a General Medical Condition Text and criteria are includ
ed in the "Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive Disorders" sec
tion, p. 141.

181
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_,_ Dementia Due to a General Medical Condition Text and criteria are in
cluded in the "Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive Disorders"
set:tion, p. 162.

294.0 Amnestic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition Text and criteria
are included in the "Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive Disor
ders" section, p. 175.

293.8x Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition Text and criteria
are included in the "Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders" section, p. 334.

293.83 Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition Text and criteria are
included in the "Mood Disorders" section, p. 401.

293.84 Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition Text and criteria
are included in the "Anxiety Disorders" section, p. 476.

_"_ Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condition Text and critf'
ria are included in the "Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders" section, p. 558.

780.5x Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition Text and criteria are
included in the "Sleep Disorders" section, p. 651.

Diagnostic Features

Three criteria appear in the criteria sets for each of the Mental Disorders Due to a Gen
eral ~"edicalCondition:

B_ There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory find
ings that the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general
medical condition.

Application of this criterion requires hvo separate judgments: that a generaJ med
ical condition is present (ascertained by history, physical examination, or laboratol)'
assessment) and that the disturbance (e.g., psychotic, mood, anxiety symptoms) is eli
ologkal1y related to the general medical condition through a physiological mecna
nism. It shouJd be recognized that whether or not a disturbance is or is 110t due to tne
direct physiological effects of a general medical condition often represents a false di
chotomy-that is, a general medical condition may be part of but not the sole etiology
of the disturbance. In any case, although there are no infallible guidelines for deter
mining whether the relationship behveen the general medical condition and the dis
turbance is etiological, several considerations provide guidance in this area. One
consideration is the presence of a temporal association beh\'een the onset, exacerba
tion, or remission of the general medical condition and that of the mental disorder
(e.g., symptoms of anxiety in an individual with a parathyroid adenoma that resoh'e
after surgical excision restores a normal serum calcium le\'el). Although evidence of
a close temporal relationship is often useful in making a judgment about etiology,
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there are many exceptions. Foe example, Psychotic Disorder Due to Epilepsy can
emerge many years after the onset of seizures. Alternatively, symptoms and signs of
a mental disorder can be among the first manifestations of a systemic or cerebral dis
ease, appearing months or more before the detection of the underlying pathological
process (e.g., depressed mood preceding choreiform movements in Huntington's dis
ease). Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition can also persist after the
general medical condition has resolved (e.g., depressed mood persisting after thyroid
hormone replacement). Moreover, a Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical Can·
dition can be amenable to symptomatic treatment even while the general medical
condition remains active (e.g., depression in epilepsy). Treatment targeted to the gen
eral medical condition that alleviates the symptoms of both the general medical con
dition and the mental disturbance may provide stronger evidence of an etiological
relationship.

A second important consideration is the presence of features that are atypical of
the primary mental disorder. The most common example is an atypical age at onset
or course (e.g., first appearance of schizophrenic-like symptoms in a 75·year-old in
di\'idual). There may be unusual associated features (e.g., visual or tactile hallucina
tions accompanying major depressive-like episodes) or diagnostic features that are
disproportionately more severe than would be expected given the overall presenta
tion (e.g., a SG-pound weight loss in an individual with othenvise mild depressive
symptoms might suggest the presence of a underlying general medical condition).
The clinician should be alerted especially by the presence of significant cognitive def
icits that are out of proportion to those typically encountered with the primary mental
disorder.

Evidence from the literature of a well-established or frequently encountered assn-
aation behveen the general medical condition and the phenomenology of a specific
mental disorder may be useful in the evaluation of a particular situation. Such studies
may provide evidence of a plausible etiological association behveen the mental
symptoms and the general medical condition (e.g., lesion location or a known patho
physiological mechanism likely to affect brain function) and of an ele"ated preva
lence rate of the mental symptoms (Le., above the base rate in an appropriate control
population) in individuals with the general medical condition. Although such evi
dence suggests a possible causal link between a mental disorder and a particular gen·
eral medical condition, it is not sufficient for making a determination in an individual
case because research studies generally reflect group means, whereas the clinician
seeks to make a decision regarding an individual. The text for each of the specific
Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition contains a list of some of the
general medical conditions noted in the literature to be associated with that specific
mental disorder.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder.

In making the diagnosis of a Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition,
it is necessary to rule out primaT)' mental disorders and mental disorders thai are sub·
stance induced. Ruling out primary mental disorders is often difficult becallse indj·
"iduals with primary mental disorders commonly have co-occurring general medical
conditions that are /lot causing the mental symptoms through direct physiological
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mechanisms. There may be a number of other relationships between a mental disor
der and a general medical condition: the general medical condition may exacerbate
the symptoms or complicate treatment of the mental disorder; the two may be related
through nonphysiological mechanisms; or the CCHXcurrence may be coincidental. For
example, when depressive symptoms are precipitated by the general medical condi
tion acting as a psychosocial stressor, rather than resulting from the direct physiolog
ical effects of the general medical condition, the diagnosis would be Major Depressive
Disorder or Adjustment Disorder With Depressed Mood. In an individual with de
pressive symptoms that co-occur with a general medical condition, a history of many
Major Depressive Episodes or a family history of depression would suggest a diag
nosis of Major Depressive Disorder, rather than a Mood Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition. Finally, the clinician should also consider whether the mental
symptoms are caused by a drug of abuse, a medication, or toxin exposure (see p. 209
for guidelines). This is especially important because many individuals with general
medical conditions receive medications that may have the potential to cause a Substance
Induced Mental Disorder.

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

If symptoms (e.g., psychotic, mood, anxiety) occur only during periods of deliri
um, they are considered to be associated features of the delirium and do not warrant
a separate diagnosis. These conditions (e.g., Mood Disorder Due toa General Medical
Condition) can be diagnosed separately only if they occur at times other than during
the delirium.

Recording Procedures

10 recording a Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, the clinician
should note both the type of mental disturbance and the etiological general medjcal
condition on Axis I (e.g., 293.83 Mood Disorder Due to Hypothyroidism, With [)e..

pressive Features). The ICD-9-CM code for the general medical condition (e.g., 24-4.9
hypothyroidism) should also be noted on Axis Ill. In situations in which the clinician
has determined that the mental symptoms are not a direct physiological consequence
of the general medical condition, the primary mental disorder should be coded on
Axis I and the general medical condition should be coded on Axis Ill. (See AppendiX
C for a list of selected ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes for general medical conditions.)

Differential Diagnosis

A Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is distinguished from a pri
mary mental disorder by applying the criteria discussed earlier in this section under
"Diagnostic Features." When symptoms of a mental disorder and a general medical
condition CCHXcu.r, it is especially important to determine whether the etiological re
lationship, if any, is directly physiological (in which case the diagnosis is Mental Dis
order Due to a General Medical Condition) or through another mechanism (in which
case the diagnosis is a primary mental disorder). In some cases, the development of a
general medical condition or the presence of associated disability may precipitate or
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exacerbate a mental disorder, with no known physiological link (e.g., the disability
aSSDciated with Dsteoarthritis may playa role in the development Df depressive
symptoms or a MajDr Depressive EpisDde, but there is no knDwn physiolDgical mech
anism underlying the etiological relatiDnship behveen the arthritis and the depres
sive symptDms). In this situation, the primary mental disDrder (i.e., Adjustment
DiSDrder Dr MajDr Depressive DisDrder) should be diagnosed on Axis I and the gen
eral medical condition (i.e., osteoarthritis) should be listed on Axis III.

A Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition must also be distinguished
from a Substance-Induced Disorder. If there is e\'idence of recent or prolonged use
Df a substance (including medications with psychoactive effects), withdrawal from
a substance, or exposure to a toxin, a Substance~lnduced DisDrder should be consid
ered. It may be useful to obtain a urine or blood drug screen or other appropriate lab
oratory evaluation. Symptoms that occur during or shortly after (i.e., within 4 weeks
of) significant substance intoxication or withdrawal or medication use may be espe
cially indicative of a Substance-Induced Disorder, depending on the type or the amount
of the substance used or the duration of use.

Delirium, dementia, psychDtic, mood, anxiety, or sleep symptoms or a sexual dys
function may be caused by the cDmbined effects Df a general medical conditiDn and
substance use (including medications). In such situatiDns, both djagnDses (e.g., Mood
Disorder Due to a General Medical CDndition and Substance-Induced Mood Dis
order) should be listed. If it is not possible to ascertain whether the mental symptoms
are due to a general medical condition or are substance induced, the Not Othenvise
Specified category may be used (see discussion below).

When, as often happens, the presentation of a Mental Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition contains a mix of different symptoms (e.g., mood and anxiety), it
is generally desirable tD assign a single diagnosis based on which symptoms predom
inate in the clinical presentatiDn. In some situations, it is nDt possible to determine
whether the mental symptoms are primary, due to a general medical condition, or
substance induced. The Not Otherwise Specified category should be used in such sit
uations.

293.89 Catatonic Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Catatonic Disorder Due tD a General Medical Condition is the
presence of catatonia that is judged to be due to the direct physiolDgical effects of a
general medical condition. Catatonia is manifested by any of the following: motoric
immDbility. excessive motor activity, extreme negativism or mutism, peculiarities of
voluntary movement, echolalia, or echopraxia (Criterion A). There must be evidence
from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that the catatonia is the
direct physiological consequence of a general medical condition (Criterion B). The di
agnosis is not given if the catatonia is better accounted for by another mental disorder
(e.g., Manic Episode) (Criterion C) or if it occurs exclusively during the course of a de
lirium (Criterion D).
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Motoric immobility may be manifested by catalepsy (waxy flexibility) or stupor.
The excessive motor activity is apparently purposeless and is not influenced byexter
nal stimuli. There may be extreme negativism that is manifested by resistance to all
instructions or the maintenance of a rigid posture against attempts to be moved.
Peculiarities of voluntary movement are manifested by the voluntary assumption of
inappropriate or bizarre postures or by prominent grimacing. Echolalia is the patho
logical, parrotlike, and apparently senseless repetition of a word or phrase just spo
ken by another person. Echopraxia is the repetitive imitation of the movements of
another person.

Recording Procedures

In recording Catatonic Disorder Due to a General ~lledical Condition, the clinician
should note both the specific phenomenology of the disturbance and the identified
general medical condition judged to be causing the disturbance on Axis I (e.g., 293.89
Catatonic Disorder Due to Malignant Teoplasm of Brain). The ICD-9-C 1 code for the
general medical condition (e.g., 191.9 malignant neoplasm of brain) should also be
noted on Axis 111. (See Appendix G for a list of selected ICD-9-eto.·1 diagnostic codes
for general medical conditions.)

Associated General Medical Conditions

A variety of general medical conditions may cause catatonia, especially neurological
conditions (e.g., neoplasms, head trauma, cerebrovascular disease, encephalitis) and
metabolic conditions (e.g., hypercalcemia, hepatic encephalopathy, homocystinuria,
diabetic ketoacidosis). Theassociated physical examination findings, laboratory find
ings,and patterns of prevalence and onset reflect those of the etiological general med
ical condition.

Differential Diagnosis

A separate diagnosis of Catatonic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is no!
gi\!en if the catatonia occurs exclusively during the course of a delirium. If the indio
vidual is currently taking neuroleptic medication, Medication-Induced Movement
Disorders should be considered (e.g., abnormal positioning may be due to 'euroleptic·
Induced Acute Dystonia). Catatonic symptoms may also be present in Schizophrenia
and tI.·lood Disorders. Schizophrenia, Catatonic Type, is distinguished by the ab
sence of evidence of a general medical condition that is etiologically related to the
catatonia, and by the presence of other symptoms characteristic of Schizophrenia
(e.g., delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech, negative symptoms). A Mood
Disorder With Catatonic Features is likewise differentiated by the absence of evi·
dence of a general medical condition that is etiologically related to the catatonia, and
by the presence of symptoms that meet the criteria for a Major Depressive or Manic
Episode.
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Diagnostic criteria for 293.89 Catatonic Disorder Due to ...
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

A. The presence of catatonia as manifested by motoric immobility, excessive motor activity
(that is apparently purposeless and not influenced by external stimuli), extreme neg
ativism or mutism, peculiarities of voluntary movement, or echolalia or echopraxia.

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., a Manic
Episode).

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis I, e.g., 293.B9
Catatonic Disorder Due to Hepatic Encephalopathy; also code the general medical condi
tion on Axis III (see Appendix G for codes).

310.1 Personality Change Due to a
General Medical Condition

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of a Personality Change Due to a General Medical Condition is
a persistent personality disturbance that is judged to be due to the direct physiologi
cal effects of a general medical condition. The personality disturbance represents a
change from the individual's previous characteristic personality pattern. In children,
this condition may be manifested as a marked deviation from nonnal development
rather than as a change in a stable personality pattern (Criterion A). There must be
evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that the per
sonality change is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion (Criterion B). The diagnosis is not given if the disturbance is better accounted for
by another mental disorder (Criterion C). The diagnosis is not given if the disturbance
occurs exclusively during the course of a delirium (Criterion D). The disturbance
must also cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational,
or other important areas of functioning (Criterion E).

Common manifestations of the personality change include affective instability,
poor impulse control. outbursts of aggression or rage grossly out of proportion to any
precipitating psychosocial stressor, marked apathy, suspiciousness, or paranoid ide
ation. The phenomenology of the change is indicated using the subtypes listed below.
An individual with the disorder is often characterized by others as "not himself [or
herself]." Although it shares the term "personality" with the Axis II Personality Dis
orders, this diagnosis is coded on Axis I and is distinct by virtue of its specific etiolo
gy, different phenomenology, and more variable onset and course.
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The clinical presentation in a given individual may depend on the nature and lo
calization of the pathological process. For example, injury to the frontal lobes may
yield such symptoms as lack of judgment or foresight, facetiousness, disinhibition,
and euphoria. Right hemisphere strokes have often been shown to evoke personality
changes in association with unilateral spatial neglect, anosognosia (inability of the in
dividual to recognize a bodily or functional deficit such as the existence of hemipare
sis), motor impersistence. and other neurological deficits.

Subtypes

The particular personality change can be specified by indicating the symptom presen
tation that predominates in the clinical presentation:

labile Type. This subtype is used if the predominant feature is affective la
bility.
Disinhibited Type. This subtype is used if the predominant feature is poor
impulse control (e.g., as evidenced by sexual indiscretions).
Aggressive Type. This subtype is used if the predominant feature is aggres
si\'e behavior.
Apathetic Type. This subtype is used if the predominant feature is marked
apathy and indifference.
Paranoid Type. This subtype is used if the predominant feature is suspi
ciousness or paranoid ideation.
OtherType. This subtype is for presentations not characterized by any of the
above subtypes.
Combined Type. This subtype is used if more than one feature predomi
nates in the clinical picture.
Unspecified Type.

Recording Procedures

10 recording Personality Change Due to a General Medical Condition, the c1inidan
should note both the specific phenomenology of the disturbance, including appropri
ate subtype, and the general medical condition judged to be causing the disturbance
on Axis I (e.g., 310.1 Personality Change Due to Systemic Lupus Er}'thematosus,
Paranoid Type). The ICD-9-CM code for the general medical condition (e.g., 710.0
systemic lupus erythematosus) should also be noted on Axis m. (See Appendix G for
a list of selected ICD·9-CM diagnostic codes for general medical conditions.)

Associated General Medical Conditions

A variety of neurological and other general medical conditions may cause personality
changes, including central nen'ous system neoplasms, head trauma, cerebrovascular
disease, Huntington's disease, epilepsy, infectious conditions with central nervous
system involvement (e.g., human immunodeficiency virus), endocrine conditions
(e.g., hypothyroidism, hyp<r and hyperadrenocorticism), and autoimmune condi
tions with central nervous system involvement (e.g., systemic lupus erythematosus).
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The associated physical examination findings, laboratory findings, and pa"ems of
prevalence and onset reOect those of the neurological or other general medical condi
tion involved.

Differential Diagnosis

Chronic general medical conditions associated with pain and disability can also be
associated with changes in personality. The diagnosis of Personality Change Due to
a General Medical Condition is given only i( a direct pathophysiological mechanism
can be established. This diagnosis is not given if the change is due to a behavioral or
psychological adjustment or response to a general medical condition (e.g., dependent
behaviors that result from a need for the assistance of others following a severe head
trauma, cardiovascular disease, or dementia). Personality change is a frequent asso
ciated feature of a delirium or dementia. A separate diagnosis of Personality Change
Due to a General Medical Condition is not given if the change occurs exclusively dur
ing the course of a delirium. However, the diagnosis of Personality Change Due to a
General Medical Condition may be given in addition to the diagnosis of dementia if
the personality change is a prominent part of the clinical presentation. Furthermore,
the diagnosis of Personality Change Due to a General Medical Condition is not given
if the disturbance is be"er accounted (or by another Mental Disorder Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition (e.g., Mood Disorder Due to Brain Tumor, With Depressive
Features).

Personality changes may also occur in the context of Substance Dependence, es
pecially if the dependence is long-standing. The clinician should inquire carefully
about the nature and extent of substance use. If the clinician wishes to indicate an eti
ological relationship between the personality change and substance use, the Not Oth
en\'ise Specified category (or the specific substance (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified) can be used.

Marked personality changes may also be an associated feature of other mental dis
orders (e.g., Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder, Mood Disorders, lmpulse-Conlrol
Disorders Not Elsewhere Classified, Panic Disorder). However, in these disorders, no
specific physiological factor is judged to be etiologically related to the personality
change. Personality Change Due to a General Medical Condition can be distin
guished from a Personality Disorder by the requirement for a clinically significant
change from baseline personality functioning and the presence of a specific etiologi
cal general medical condition.
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Diagnostic criteria for 310.1 Personality Change Due to ...
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

A. A persistent personality disturbance that represents a change from the individual's
previous characteristic personality pattern. (In children, the disturbance involves a
marked deviation from normal development or a significant change in the child's
usual behavior patterns lasting at least 1 year).

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (including
other Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition).

D. The dirturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

E. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa·
tional, or other important areas of functioning.

Specify type:

Labile Type: if the predominant feature is affective lability
Disinhibited Type: if the predominant feature is poor impulse control as evi
denced by sexual indiscretions, etc.
Aggressive Type: if the predominant feature is aggressive behavior
Apathetic Type: if the predominant feature is marked apathy and indifference
Paranoid Type: if the predominant feature is suspiciousness or paranoid ide
ation
Other Type: if the presentation is not characterized by any of the above sub
types
Combined Type: if more than one feature predominates in the clinical picture
Unspecified Type

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis I, e.g., 310.\
Personality Change Due to Temporal lobe Epilepsy; also code the general medical condi·
tion on Axis III (see Appendix G for codes).

293.9 Mental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified
Due to a General Medical Condition

This residual category should be used for situations in which it has been established
that the djslurbance is caused by the direct physiological effects of a general medical
condition, but the criteria are not met for a specific Mental Disorder Due 10 a General
Medical Condition (e.g., dissociative symptoms due to complex partial seizures).

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis L e.g., 293.9
Mental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified Due to HIV Disease; also code the general

medical condition on Axis ill (see AppendiX G for codes).

-
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The Substance-Related Disorders include disorders related to the taking of a drug
of abuse (including alcohol), to the side effects of a medication, and to toxin exposure.
In this manual, the term substa/lce can refer to a drug of abuse, a medication, or a
toxin. The substances discussed in this section are grouped into 11 classes: alcohol;
amphetamine or similarly acting sympathomimetics; caffeine; cannabis; cocaine; hal
lucinogens; inhalants; nicotine; opioids; phencyclidine (PCP) or similarly acting aryl
cyclohexylamines; and sedatives, hypnotics, or anxiolytics. Although these 11 classes
appear in alphabetical order, the following classes share similar features: alcohol
shares features with the sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics; and cocaine shares fea
tures with amphetamines or similarly acting sympathomimetics. Also included in this
section are Polysubstance Dependence and Other or Unknown Substance-Related
Disorders (which include most disorders related to medications or toxins).

Many prescribed and over~the~countermedications can also cause Substance~

Related Disorders. Symptoms generally occur at high doses of the medication and
usually disappear when the dosage is lowered or the medication is stopped. Medica
tions that rna}' cause Substance-Related Disorders include, but are not limited to, an
esthetics and analgesics, anticholinergic agents, anticonvulsants, antihistamines,
antihypertensive and cardiovascular medications, antimicrobial medications, anti
parkinsonian medications, chemotherapeutic agents, corticosteroids, gastrointestinal
medications, muscle relaxants, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medications, other
over-the-counter medications, antidepressant medications, and disulfiram.

Exposure to a wide range of other chemical substances can also lead to the devel
opment of a Substance·Related Disorder. Toxic substances that may cause Substance
Related Disorders include, but are not limited to, heavy metals (e.g., lead or aluminum),
rat poisons containing strychnine, pesticides containing nicotine, or acetylcholin
esterase inhibitors, nerve gases, ethylene glycol (antifreeze), carbon monoxide, and
carbon dioxide. The volatile substances (e.g., fuel, paint) are classified as "inhalants"
(see p. 257) if they are used for the purpose of becoming intoxicated; they are con
sidered "toxins" if exposure is accidental or part of intentional poisoning. impair
ments in cognition or mood are the most common symptoms associated with toxic
substances, although anxiety, hallucinations, delusions, or seizures can also result.
Symptoms usually disappear when the individual is no longer exposed to the sub
stance, but resolution of symptoms can take weeks or months and may require treat
ment.

The Substance-Related Disorders are divided into two groups: the Substance Use
Disorders (Substance Dependence and Substance Abuse) and the Substance-Induced
Disorders (Substance Intoxication, Substance Withdrawal, Substance-Induced Delir
ium, Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia, Substance-Induced Persisting Am-
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nestic Disorder, Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Substance-Induced Mood
Disorder, Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder, Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunc
tion, and Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder). The section begins with the text and cri
teria sets for Substance Dependence, Abuse, Intoxication, and Withdrawal that are
applicable across classes of substances. This is followed by general comments con
cerning associated features; culture, age, and gender features; course; impaimlent
and complications; familial pattern; differential diagnosis; and recording procedures
that apply to all substance classes. The remainder of the section is organized by class
of substance and describes the specific aspects of Dependence, Abuse, Intoxication,
and Withdrawal for each of the 11 classes of substances. It should be noted that the
Prevalence sections of the substance-specific texts contain survey data indicating
rates of substance use in various age groups, as well as the lifetime and I-year prev
alence of Dependence and Abuse. To facilitate differential diagnosis, the text and cri
teria for the remaining Substance-Induced Disorders are included in the sections of
the manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology (e.g., Substance
Induced Mood Disorder is included in the "Mood Disorders" section). The diagnoses
associated with each specific group of substances are shown in Table 1.

Substance Use Disorders

Substance Dependence

Features

The essential feature of Substance Dependence is a cluster of cognitive, behavioral,
and physiological symptoms indicating that the individual continues use of the sub·
stance despite Significant substance-related problems. There is a pattern of repeated
self-administration that can result in tolerance, withdrawal, and compulsive drug·
taking behavior. A djagnosis of Substance Dependence can be applied to every class
of substances except caffeine. The symptoms of Dependence are similar across the
various categories of substances, but for certain classes some symptoms are less sa
lient, and in a few instances not all symptoms apply (e.g., withdrawal symptoms are
not specified for Hallucinogen Dependence). Although not specifically listed as a cri
terion item, "craving" (a strong subjective drive to use the substance) is likely to be
experienced by most (if not all) individuals with Substance Dependence. Dependence
is defined as a cluster of three or more of the symptoms listed below occurring at any
time in the same 12-month period.

Tolerance (Criterion 1) is the need for greatly increased amounts of the substance
to achieve intoxication (or the desired effect) or a markedly diminished effect with
continued use of the same amount of the substance. The degree to which tolerance
develops varies greatly across substances. Furthermore, for a specific drug, varied
degrees of tolerance may develop for its different central nervous system effects. For
example, for opioids, tolerance 10 respiratory depression and tolerance to analgesia
develop at different rates. Individuals with heavy use of opioids and stimulants can
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develop substantial (e.g., lG-fold) levels of tolerance, often to a dosage that would be
lethal to a nonuser. Alcohol tolerance can also be pronounced, but is usually less ex·
treme than for amphetamine. r.,'lany individuals who smoke cigarettes consume more
than 20 cigarettes a day, an amount that would have produced symptoms of toxicity
when they first started smoking.lndividuals with heavy use ofcannabis or phencycli
dine (PCP) are generally not aware of having developed tolerance (although it has
been demonstrated in animal studies and in some individuals). Tolerance may bedif
ficult to determine by history alone when the substance used is illegal and perhaps
mixed with various diluents or with other substances. In such situations, laboratory
tests may be helpful (e.g., high blood levels of the substance coupled with little evi
dence of intoxication suggest that tolerance is likely). Tolerance must also be distin
guished from individual variability in the initial sensitivity to the effects of particular
substances. For example, some first-time drinkers show very little evidence of intox
ication with three or four drinks, whereas others of similar weight and drinking his
tories have slurred speech and incoordination.

Withdrawal (Criterion 2a) is a maladaptive behavioral change, with physiological
and cognitive concomitants, that occurs when blood or tissue concentrations of a sub
stance decline in an individual who had maintained prolonged heavy use of the sub
stance. After developing unpleasant withdrawal symptoms, the person is likely to
take the substance to relieve or to avoid those symptoms (Criterion 2b), typically us·
ing the substance throughout the day beginning soon after awakening. Withdrawal
symptoms, which are generally the opposite of the acute effects of the substance, vary
greatly across the classes of substances, and separate criteria sets for Withdrawal are
provided for most of the classes. Marked and generally easily measured physiologi
cal signs of withdrawal are common with alcohol, opioids, and sedatives, hypnotics,
and anxiolytics. Withdrawal signs and symptoms are often present, but may be less
apparent, with stimulants such as amphetamines and cocaine, as well as with nicotine
and cannabis. '0 significant withdrawal is seen even after repealed use of halluOno-
gens. Withdrawal from phencyclidine and related substances has not yet been de
scribed in humans (although it has been demonstrated in animals). Neither tolerance
nor withdrawal is necessary or sufficient for a diagnosis of Substance Dependence.
However, for most classes of substances, a past history of tolerance or withdrawal is
associated with a more severe clinical course (i.e., an earlier onset of Dependence,
higher levels of substance intake, and a greater number of substance-related prob·
lems). Some individuals (e.g., those with Cannabis Dependence) show a pattern of
compulsive use without obvious signs of tolerance or withdrawal. Conversely, some
general medical and postsurgical patients without Opioid Dependence may develop
a tolerance to prescribed opioids and experience withdrawal symptoms without
showing any signs of compulsive use. The specifiers With Physiological Dependence
and Without Physiological Dependence are provided to indicate the presence or ab
sence of tolerance or withdrawal.

The follOWing items describe the pattern of compulsive substance use that is char·
acteristic of Dependence. The individual may take the substance in larger amounts or
over a longer period than was originally intended (e.g., continuing to drink until se
verely intoxicated despite having set a limit of only one drink) (Criterion 3). The in
dividual may express a persistent desire to cut down or regulate substance use. Often,
there have been many unsuccessful efforts to decrease or discontinue use (Criterion 4).
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The individual may spend a great deal of time obtaining the substance, using the sub
stance, or recovering from its effects (Crilerion 5). In some instances of Substance De
pendence, virtually all of the person's daily activities revolve aroWld the substance.
Important social, occupational, or recreational activities rna}' be given up or reduced
because of substance use (Criterion 6). The individual may withdraw from family ac
tivities and hobbies in order to use the substance in private or to spend more time
with substance-using friends. Despite recognizing the contributing role of the sub
stance to a psychological or physical problem (e.g., severe depressive symptoms or
damage to organ systems), the person continues to use the substance (Criterion 7).
The key issue in evaluating this criterion is not the existence of the problem, but rath
er the individual's failure to abstain from using the substance despite having evi
dence of the difficulty it is causing.

Specifiers

Tolerance and withdrawal may be associated with a higher risk for immediate gener
al medical problems and a higher relapse rate. Specifiers are provided to note their
presence or absence:

With Physiological Dependence. This specifier should be used when Sub
stance Dependence is accompanied by evidence of tolerance (Criterion 1) or
withdrawal (Criterion 2).
Without Physiological Dependence. This specifier should be used when
there is no evidence of tolerance (Criterion 1) or withdrawal (Criterion 2). In
these individuals, Substance Dependence is characterized by a paNem of com
pulsive use (at least three items from Criteria 3-7).

Course Specifiers

Six course specifiers are available for Substance Dependence. The four Remission
specifiers can be applied only after none of the criteria for Substance Dependence or
Substance Abuse have been present for at least I month. For those criteria that require
recurrent problems, a remission specifier can apply only if no aspect of the criterion
has been present (e.g., one incident of driving while intoxicated would suffice to dis
qualify the individual from being considered in remission). The definition of these
four types of Remission is based on the interval of time that has elapsed since the ces
sation of Dependence (Early versus Sustained Remission) and whether there is con
tinued presence of one or more of the items included in the criteria sets for
Dependence or Abuse (Partial versus Full Remission). Because the first 12 months fol
lOWing Dependence is a time of particularly high risk for relapse, this period is des
ignated Early Remission. After 12 months of Early Remission have passed without
relapse to Dependence, the person enters into Sustained Remission. For both Early
Remission and Sustained Remission, a further designation of Full is given if no crite
ria for Dependence or Abuse have been met during the period of remission; a desig
nation of Partial is given if at least one of the criteria for Dependence or Abuse has
been met, intermittently or continuously, during the period of remission. The differ
entiation of Sustained Full Remission from recovered (no current Substance Use Dis-
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order) requires consideration of the length of time since the last period ofdisturbance,
the total duration of the disturbance, and the need for continued evaluation. U, after
a period. of remission or recovery, the individual again becomes dependent, the ap
plication of the Early Remission specifier requires that there again be at least 1 month
in which no criteria for Dependence or Abuse are met. Two additional specifiers have
been provided: On Agonist Therapy and In a Controlled Environment. For an indi
vidual to qualify for Early Remission after cessation of agonist therapy or release
from a controlled environment, there must be a I-month period in which none of the
criteria for Dependence or Abuse are mel.

The following Remission specifiers can be applied only after no criteria for Depen
dence or Abuse have been met for at least 1 month. Note that these specifiers do not
apply if the individual is on agonist therapy or in a controlled emrironment (see
below).

Early Full Remission. This specifier is used if, for at least 1 month, but for
less than 12 months, no criteria for Dependence or Abuse have been met.

_Dependence --++0--1 --++0--0-11 months II

month

Early Partial Remission. This specifier is used if, for at least 1 month, but less
than 12 months, one or more criteria for Dependence or Abuse have been mel
(but the full criteria for Dependence have not been met).

_Dependence --++0-- 1 --++0--0-11 months II

month

Sustained Full Remission. This specifier is used if none of the criteria for
Dependence or Abuse have been met at any time during a period of 12 months
or longer.

~L-- _

M-Dependence .......... 1 ----+W-- 11+ months ---------------....11

month

Sustained Partial Remission. This specifier is used if full criteria for Depen
dence ha\'e not been met for a period of 12 months or longer; however, one or
more criteria for Dependence or Abuse have been met.

~---:::.~~~=====:M-Dependence .......... 1 .......... 11+ months II

month
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The (allowing specifiers apply if the individual is on agonist therapy or in a con*
trolled. environment:

On Agonist Therapy, This specifier is used if the individual is on a pre
scribed agonist medication such as methadone and no criteria (or Dependence
or Abuse have been met for that class of medication for at least the past month
(except tolerance to, or withdrawal hom, the agonist). This category also applies
to those being treated. for Dependence using a partial agonist or an agonist!
antagonist.
In a Controlled Environment. This specifier is used if the individual is in an
environment where access to alcohol and controlled substances is restricted,
and no criteria for Dependence or Abuse have been met for at least the past
month. Examples of these environments are closely supervised and substance
free jails, therapeutk communities, or locked. hospital units.

Criteria for Substance Dependence

A maladaptive pattern of substance use, leading to clinically significant impair
ment or distress, as manifested by three (or more) of the following, occurring at
any time in the same 12-month period:

(1) tolerance, as defined by either of the following:

(a) a need for markedly increased amounts of the substance to achieve in
toxication or desired effect

(b) markedly diminished effect with continued use of the same amount of
the substance

(2) withdrawal, as manifested by either of the following:

(a) the characteristic withdrawal syndrome for the substance (refer to Criteria
A and Bof the criteria sets for Withdrawal from the specific substances)

(b) the same (or a closely related) substance is taken to relieve or avoid with
drawal symptoms

(3) the substance is often taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than
was intended

(4) there is a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control sub
stance use

(5) a great deal of time is spent in activities necessary to obtain the substance
(e.g., visiting multiple doctors or driving long distances), use the substance
(e.g., chain-smoking), or recover from its effects

(6) important social, occupational, or recreational activities are given up or re
duced because of substance use

(7) the substance use is continued despite knowledge of having a persistent or
recurrent physical or psychological problem that is likely to have been caused
or exacerbated by the substance (e.g., current cocaine use despite recognition
of cocaine-induced depression, or continued drinking despite recognition
that an ulcer was made worse by alcohol consumption)
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Criteria for Substance Dependence (continued)

Specify if:

With Physiological Dependence: evidence of tolerance or withdrawal
(i.e., either Item 1 or 2 is present)
Without Physiological Deplmdence: no evidence of tolerance or withdrawal
(i.e.• neither Item 1 nor 2 is present)

Course specifiers (see text for definitions):

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
On Agonist Therapy
In a Controlled Environment

Substance Abuse

Features

The essentiaJ feature of Substance Abuse is a maladaptive pattem of substance use
manifested by recurrent and Significant adverse consequences related to the repeated
use of substances. In order for an Abuse criterion to be met, the substance-related
problem must have occurred repeatedly during the same 12-month period or been
persistent. There may be repeated failure to fulfill major role obligations, repeated. use
in situations in which it is physically hazardous, multiple legal problems, and recur
rent social and interpersonal problems (Criterion A). Unlike the criteria for Substance
Dependence, the criteria for Substance Abuse do not include tolerance, withdrawal,
or a pattern of compulsive use and instead include only the harmful consequences of
repeated use. A diagnosis of Substance Abuse is preempted by the diagnosis of Sub
stance Dependence if the individual's pattern of substance use has ever met the crile
ria for Dependence for that class of substances (Criterion B). Although a diagnosis of
Substance Abuse is more likely in individuals who have only recently started taking
the substance, some individuals continue to have substance-related adverse social
consequences over a long period of time without developing evidence of Substance
Dependence. The category of Substance Abuse does not apply to caffeine and nico
tine. The term abuse should be applied only to a pattern of substance use that meets
the criteria for this disorder; the term should not be used as a synonym for "use,"
"misuse," or "hazardous use."

The individual may repeatedly demonstrate intoxication or other substance-related
symptoms when expected to fulfill major role obligations at work, school, or home
(Criterion AI). There may be repeated absences or poor work performance related to
recurrent hangovers. A student oUght have substance-related absences, suspensions,
or expulsions from school. While intoxicated, the individual may neglect children or
household duties. The person may repeatedly be intoxicated in situations that are
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physicall}' hazardous (e.g., while driving a car, operating machinery, or engaging in
risky recreational behavior such as swimming or rock climbing) (Criterion A2). There
may be recurrent substance-related legal problems (e.g., arrests for disorderly con·
duct, assault and battery, driving under the influence) (Criterion A3). The person
may continue to use the substance despite a history of undesirable persistent or re
current social or interpersonal consequences (e.g., marital difficulties or divorce, ver~
bal or physical fights) (Criterion A4).

Criteria for Substance Abuse

A. A maladaptive pattern of substance use leading to clinically significant impairment
or distress, as manifested by one (or more) of the following, occurring within a 12
month period:

(1) recurrent substance use resulting in a failure to fulfill major role obligations at
work, school, or home (e.g., repeated absences or poor work performance re·
lated to substance use; substance·related absences. suspensions, or expulsions
from school; neglect of children or household)

(2) recurrent substance use in situations in which it is physically hazardous (e.g .•
driving an automobile or operating a machine when impaired by substance use)

(3) recurrent substance-related legal problems (e.g., arrests for substance-related
disorderly conduct)

(4) continued substance use despite having persistent or recurrent social or inter
personal problems caused or exacerbated by the effects of the substance (e.g.,
arguments with spouse about consequences of intoxication, physical fights)

B. The symptoms have never met the criteria for Substance Dependence for this class of
substance.

Substance-Induced Disorders

Substance Intoxication

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Substance Intoxication is the development of a reversible sub
stance-specific syndrome due to the recent ingestion of (or exposure to) a substance
(Criterion A). The clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological
changes associated with intoxication (e.g., belligerence, mood lability, cognitive im
pairment, impaired judgment, impaired social or occupational functioning) are due
to the direct physiological effects of the substance on the central nervous system and
develop during or shortly after use of the substance (Criterion B). The symptoms are
not due to a general medical condition and are not better accounted for by another
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mental disorder (Criterion C). Substance Intoxication is often associated with Sub
stance Abuse or Dependence. This category does not apply to nicotine. Evidence for
recent intake of the substance can be obtained from the history, physical examination
(e.g., smell of alcohol on the breath), or toxicological analysis of body fluids (e.g.,
urine or blood).

The most common changes involve disturbances of perception, wakefulness, at
tention, thinking, judgment, psychomotor behavior, and interpersonal behavior. The
specific clinical picture in Substance Intoxication varies dramatically among individ
uals and also depends on which substance is involved, the dose, the duration or chro
nicity of dosing, the person's tolerance for the substance, the period of time since the
last dose, the expectations of the person as to the substance's effects, and the environ
ment or setting in which the substance is taken. ShorHerm or "acute" intoxications
may have different signs and symptoms from sustained or "chronic" intoxications.
For example, moderate cocaine doses may initially produce gregariousness, but
social withdrawal may develop if such doses are frequently repeated over days or
weeks.

Different substances (sometimes even different substance classes) may produce
identical symptoms. For example, Amphetamine and Cocaine Intoxication can both
present with grandiosity and hyperactivity, accompanied by tachycardia, pupillary
dilation, elevated blood pressure, and perspiration or chills. Also, alcohol and sub
stances from the sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic class produce similar symptoms of
intoxication.

When used in the physiological sense, the term intoxication is broader than Sub
stance Intoxication as defined here. Many substances may produce physiological or
psychological changes that are not necessarily maladaptive. For example, an individ
ual with tachycardia from excessive caffeine use has a physiological intoxication, but
if this is the only symptom in the absence of maladaptive behavior, the diagnosis of
Caffeine Intoxication would not apply. The maladaptive nature of a substance
induced change in behavior depends on the social and environmental context. The
maladaptive behavior generally places the individual at significant risk for adverse
effects (e.g., accidents, general medical complications, disnlption in social and family
relationships, vocational or financial difficulties, legal problems). Signs and symp
toms of intoxication may sometimes persist for hours or days beyond the time when
the substance is detectable in body fluids. This may be due to continuing low concen
trations of the substance in certain areas of the brain or to a "hit and nln" effect in
which the substance aJters a physiological process, the recovery of which takes longer
than the time for elimination of the substance. These longer-term effects of intoxica
tion must be distinguished from withdrawal (i.e., symptoms initiated by a decline in
blood or tissue concentrations of a substance).
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A. The development of a reversible substance-spedfic syndrome due to recent ingestion
of (or exposure to) a substance. Nob!: Different substances may produce similar or
identical syndromes.

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes that are due to
the effect of the substance on the central nervous syrtem (e.g., belligerence, mood
lability. cognitive impairment. impaired judgment. impaired social or occupational
functioning) and develop during or shortly after use of the substance.

C. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Substance Withdrawal

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Substance Withdrawal is the development of a substance

specific maladaptive behavioral change. with physiological and cognitive concomi
tants, that is due to the cessation of, or reduction in, heavy and prolonged substance
use (Criterion A). The substance-specific syndrome causes clinically significant dis
tress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning
(Criterion B). The s)'JIlptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not
better accounted for by another mental disorder (Criterion C). Withdrawal is usually,
but not always, associated with Substance Dependence (see p. 192). Most (perhaps
all) individuals with Withdrawal have a craving to readminister the substance to re
duce the symptoms. The diagnosis of Withdrawal is recognized for the following

groups of substances: alcohol; amphetamines and other related substances; cocaine;
nicotine; opioids; and sedatives, hypnotics, or anxiolytics. The signs and s}'mptoms
of Withdrawal vary according to the substance used, with most symptoms being the
opposite of those observed in Intoxication with the same substance. The dose and du
ration of use and other factors such as the presence or absence of additional illnesses
also affect withdrawal symptoms. Withdrawal develops when doses are reduced or
stopped, whereas signs and symptoms of Intoxication improve (gradually in some
cases) after dosing stops.
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Criteria for Substance Withdrawal

Substance-Related Disorders

A. The development of a substance-specific syndrome due to the cessation of (or reduc
tion in) substance use that has been heavy and prolonged.

B. The substance-specific syndrome causes clinically significant distress or impairment in
social, occupational. or other important areas of functioning_

C. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Associated Features of Substance Dependence, Abuse,
Intoxication, and Withdrawal

Assessment issues. The djagnosis of Substance Dependence requires obtaining a
detailed history from the individual and, whenever possible, from additional sources
of information (e.g., medical records; a spouse, relative, or dose friend). In addition,
physical examination findings and laboratory test results can be helpful.

Route of administration. The route of administration of a substance is an impor

tant factor in determining its effects (including the time comse of developing Intoxi
cation, the probability that its use will produce physiological changes associated with
Withdrawal, and the likelihood that use will lead to Dependence or Abuse). Routes

of administration that produce more rapid and efficient absorption into the blood
stream (e.g., intravenous, smoking, or "snorting") tend to result in a more intense in
toxication and an increased likelihood of an escalating pattem of substance use leading

to Dependence. These routes of administration quickly deli\'er a large amount of the
substance to the brain and, thus, are associated with higher levels of substance con
sumption and an increased likelihood of toxic effects. For example, a person who uses
intravenous amphetamine is more likely to rapidly consume large amounts of the
substance and thereby risk an overdose than the person who only takes amphetamine
orally.

Speed of onset within a class of substance. Rapidly acting substances are more
likely than slower-acting substances to produce immediate intoxication and lead to
Dependence or Abuse. For example, because diazepam and alprazolam both ha\'e a

more rapid onset than phenobarbital, they may consequently be more likely to lead
to Substance Dependence or Abuse.

Duration of effects. The dmation of effects associated with a particular substance
is also important in determining the time course of Intoxication and whether use of
the substance will lead to Dependence or Abuse. Relatively short-acting substances
(e.g., certain anxiolytics) tend to have a higher potential for the development of De

pendence or Abuse than substances with similar effects that have a longer duration
of action (e.g., phenobarbital). The half-life of the substance parallels aspects of With-
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drawal: the longer the duration of action, the longer the time beh\'een cessation and
the onset of withdrawal symptoms and the longer the Withdrawal is likely to last. For
example, for heroin, the onset of acute withdrawal symptoms is more rapid but the
withdrawal syndrome is less persistent than for methadone. In general, the longer the
acute withdrawal period, the less intense the syndrome tends to be.

Use of multiple substances. Substance Dependence, Abuse, Intoxication, and With
drawal often involve several substances used simultaneously or sequentially. For ex
ample, individuals with Cocaine Dependence frequently also use alcohol, anxiolytics,
or opioids, often to counteract lingering cocaine-induced anxiety symptoms. Similar
ly, individuals with Opioid Dependence or Cannabis Dependence usually have sev
eral other Substance-Related Disorders, most often involving alcohol, anxiolytics,
amphetamine, or cocaine. \¥hen criteria for more than one Substance-Related Dis
order are met, the diagnosis of Polysubstance Dependence should not be used. It ap
plies only to those situations in which the pattern of multiple substance use does not
meet the criteria for Dependence or Abuse for any specific substance, but meets it for
the group of substances taken as a whole. The situations in which a diagnosis of
Polysubstance Dependence should be given are described on p. 293.

Associated laboratory findings. Laboratory analyses of blood and urine samples
can help determine recent use of a substance. Blood concentrations offer additional
information on the amount of substance still present in the body. It should be noted
that a positive blood or urine test does not by itself indicate that the individual has a
pattern of substance use that meets criteria for a Substance-Related Disorder and that
a negative blood or urine test does not by itself rule out a diagnosis of a Substance
Related Disorder.

In the case of Intoxication, blood and urine tests can help to determine the relevant
substance(s) involved. Specific confirmation of the suspected substance may require
toxicological analysis, because various substances have similar Intoxication S)'11

dromes; individuals often take a number of different substances; and because substi
tution and contamination of street drugs are frequent, those who obtain substances
illicitly often do not know the specific contents ofwhat they have taken. TOXicological
tests may also be helpful in differential diagnosis to determine the role of Subslance
Intoxication or Withdrawal in the etiology (or exacerbation) of symptoms of a variety
of mental disorders (e.g., Mood Disorders, Psychotic Disorders). Furthermore, serial
blood levels may help to differentiate Intoxication from ''''ithdrawal.

The blood concentration of a substance may be a useful clue in determining wheth
er the person has a high tolerance 10 a given group of substances (e.g., a person pre
senting with a blood alcohol level of over 150 mg/dL without signs of Alcohol
Intoxication has a significant tolerance to alcohol and is likely to be a chronic user of
either alcohol or a sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic). Another method for assessing
tolerance is to determine the individual's response to an agonist medication. For ex
ample, a person who does not exhibit any signs of intoxication from a dose of pento
barbital of 200 mg or higher has a significant tolerance to sedatives, hypnotics, or
anxiolytics and may need treatment to prevent the development of Withdrawal.

Laboratory tests can be useful in identifying Withdrawal in individuals with Sub
stance Dependence. Evidence for cessation or reduction of dosing may be obtained
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by history or by toxicological analysis of body fluids (e.g., urine or blood). Although
many substances and their metabolites clear the urine within 48 hours of ingestion,
certain metabolites may be present for a longer period in those who use the substance
chronically. If the person presents with Withdrawal from an unknown substance,
urine tests may help identify the substance from which the person is withdrawing
and make it possible to initiate appropriate treahnent. Urine tests may also be helpful
in differentiating Withdrawal from other mental disorders, because withdrawal
symptoms can mimic the symptoms of mental disorders unrelated to use of a sub
stance. In cases in which Opioid Dependence cannol be clearly confirmed by history,
the use of an antagonist (e.g., naloxone) to demonstrate whether withdrawal symp
toms are induced may be informative.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. As
presented in the sections specific to the 11 classes of substance, intoxication and with
drawal states are likely to include physical signs and symptoms that are often the first
due to a substance-related state. In general. intoxication with amphetamines or co
caine is accompanied by increases in blood pressure, respiratory rate, pulse, and body
temperature. Intoxication with sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic substances or with
opioid medication often involves the opposite pattern. Substance Dependence and
Abuse are often associated with general medicaJ conditions often related to the toxic
effects of the substances on particular organ systems (e.g., cirrhosis in Alcohol Depen·
dence) or the routes of administration (e.g., human immunodeficiency virus (HIV] in
fection from shared needles).

Associated mental disorders. Substance use is often a component of the presenta
tion of symptoms of mental disorders. When the symptoms are judged to be a direct
physiological consequence of a substance, a Substance-Induced Disorder is diag
nosed (see p. 209). Substance-Related Disorders are also commonly comorbid with,
and complicate the course and treatment of, many mental disorders (e.g., Conduct
Disorder in adolescents; AntisociaJ and Borderline Personality Disorders, Schizo
phrenia, Bipolar Disorder).

Recording Procedures for Dependence,
Abuse, Intoxication, and Withdrawal

For drugs of abuse. The clinician should use the code that applies to the class of
substances, but record the name of the specific substance rather than the name of the
class. For example, the clinician should record 292.0 Secobarbital Withdrawal (rather
than Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal) or 305.70 Methamphetamine
Abuse (rather than Amphetamine Abuse). For substances that do not fit into any of
the classes (e.g., amyl nitrite), the appropriate code for "Other Substance Depen
dence," "Other Substance Abuse," "Other Substance Intoxication," or "Other Sub
stance Withdrawal" should be used and the specific substance indicated (e.g., 305.90
Amyl Nitrite Abuse). If the substance taken by the individual is unknown, the code
for the class "Other (or Unknown)" should be used (e.g., 292.89 Unknown Substance
Intoxication). For a particular substance, ifcriteria are met for more than one Substance
Related Disorder, all should be diagnosed (e.g., 292.0 Heroin \'\'ithdrawal; 304.00
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Heroin Dependence). If there are symptoms or problems associated with a particular
substance but criteria are not met for any of the substance-specific disorders, the I at
Otherwise Specified category can be used (e.g., 292.9 Cannabis-Related Disorder Not
OUlerwise Specified). If multiple substances are used, all relevant Substance-Related
Disorders should be diagnosed (e.g., 292.89 Mescaline Intoxication; 304.20 Cocaine
Dependence). The situations in whi,," a diagnosis of 304.80 Polysubstance Depen
dence should be given are described on p. 293.

For medications and toxins. For medications not covered above (as well as for tox
ins), the code for "Other Substance" should be used. The specific medication can be
coded by also listing the appropriate E-code on Axis I (see Appendix G) (e.g., 292.89
Benztropine Intoxication; E941.1 Benztropine). E-codes should also be used for class
es of substances listed above when they are taken as prescribed (e.g., opioids).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

There are wide cultural variations in attitudes toward substance consumption, pat
terns of substance use, accessibility ofsubstances, physiological reactions to substances,
and prevalence of Substance-Related Disorders. Some groups forbid use of alcohol,
whereas in others the use of various substances for mood-altering effects is widely ac
cepted. The evaluation of any individual's pattern of substance use must take these
factors into account. Patterns of medication use and toxin exposure also vary widely
within and beh\"{~encountries.

Individuals beh\'een ages 18 and 24 years have relatively high prevalence rates for
the use of virtually every substance, including alcohol. For drugs of abuse, Intoxica
tion is usually the initial Substance-Related Disorder and usually begins in the teens.
Withdrawal can occur at any age as long as the relevant drug has been taken in high
enough doses over a long-enough period of time. Dependence can also occur at any
age, but typically has its initial onset for most drugs of abuse in the 20s, 305, and -lOs.
When a Substance-Related Disorder other than Intoxication begins in early adoles
cence, it is often associated with Conduct Disorder and failure to complete school. For
drugs of abuse, Substance-Related Disorders are usually diagnosed more commonly
in males than in females, but the sex ratios vary with class of substance.

Course

The course of Dependence, Abuse, Intoxication, and Withdrawal varies with the class
of substance, route of administration, and other factors. The "Course" sections for the
various classes of substances indicate the specific features characteristic of each.
However, some generalizations across substances can be made.

Intoxication usually develops within minutes after a sufficiently large single dose
and continues or intensifies with frequently repeated doses. Intoxication begi.ns to
abate as blood or tissue concentrations of the substance decline, but signs and symp
toms may resolve slowI)'. The onset of Intoxication rna)' be delayed with slowl}'
absorbed substances or with those that must be metabolized to acti\'e compounds.
Long-acting substances may produce prolonged intoxications.

Withdrawal develops with the decline of the substance in the central nervous sys-
•
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tern. Early symptoms of Withdrawal usually develop a few hours after dosing stops
for substances with short elimination half·lives (e.g., alcohol, lorazepam, or heroin),
although withdrawal seizures may develop several weeks after termination of high
doses of long-half-life anxiolytic substances. The more intense signs of Withdrawal
usually end within a few days to a few weeks after the cessation of substance use, al
though some subtle physiological signs may be detectable for many weeks or even
months as part of a protracted withdrawal syndrome. For example, impaired sleep
can be seen for months after a person with Alcohol Dependence stops drinking.

A diagnosis of Substance Abuse is more likely in individuals who have begun us
ing substances only recently. For many individuals, Substance Abuse with a particu
lar class of substances evolves into Substance Dependence for the same class of
substance. This is particularly true for those substances that have a high potential for
the development of tolerance, withdrawal, and patterns ofcompulsive use such as co
caine or heroin. Some individuals have evidence of Substance Abuse that occurs o\'er
an extended period of time without ever developing Substance Dependence. nus is
more true for those substances that have a lower potential for the development of tol
erance, withdrawal, and patterns of compulsive use. Once criteria for Substance De
pendence are met, a subsequent diagnosis of Substance Abuse cannot be given for
any substance in the same class. For a person with Substance Dependence in full re
mission, any relapses that meet criteria for Substance Abuse would be considered De
pendence in partial remission (see course specifiers, p. 195).

The course of Substance Dependence is variable. Although relatively brief and
self-limited periods of Dependence may occur (particularly during times of psycho
social stress), the course is usually chronic, lasting years, with periods of exacerbation
and partial or full remission. There may be periods of heavy intake and severe prob
lems, periods of total abstinence, and times of nonproblematic use of the substance,
sometimes lasting for months. Substance Dependence is sometimes associated with
spontaneous, long-tenn remissions. For example, follow-ups reveal that 20% (or
more) of individuals with Alcohol Dependence become pennanenUy abstinent, usuall)'
following a severe life stress (e.g., the threat or imposition of social or legal sanctions,
discovery of a We-threatening medical complication). During the first 12 months after
the onset of remission, the individual is particularly vulnerable to having a relapse.
Many individuals underestimate their Vulnerability to developing a pattern of De
pendence. When in a period of remission, they incorrectly assure themselves that
the)' will have no problem regulating substance use and may experiment with grad
ually less restrictive rules governing the use of the substance, only to experience a re
turn to Dependence. The presence of co-occurring mental disorders (e.g., Antisocial
Personality Disorder, untreated Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar Disorder) often
increases the risk of complications and a poor outcome.

Impairment and Complications

Although many individuals with substance-related problems have good hmctioning
(e.g., in personal relationships, job performance, earning abilities), these disorders
often cause marked impairment and severe complications. Individuals with Substance
Related Disorders &equentl), experience a deterioration in their general health. Mal
nutrition and other general medical conditions may result from improper diet and
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inadequate personal hygiene. Intoxication or Withdrawal may be complicated by
trauma related to impaired motor coordination or faulty judgment. The materials
used to "cut" certain substances can produce toxic or allergic reactions. Using sub
stances intranasally ("snorting") may cause erosion of the nasal septum. Stimulant
use can result in sudden death from cardiac arrhythmias, myocardial infarction, a cere
brovascular accident, or respiratory arrest. The use of contaminated needles during
intravenous administration of substances can cause human immunodeficiency virus
(HI\') infection, hepatitis, tetanus, vasculitis, septicemia, subacute bacterial endocar
ditis, embolic phenomena, and malaria.

Substance use can be associated with violent or aggressive behavior, which may be
manifested by fights or criminal activity, and can result in injury to the person using
the substance or to others. Automobile, home, and industrial accidents are a major
complication of Substance Intoxication and result in an appreciable rate of morbidity
and mortality. Approximately one-half of all highway fatalities involve either a drh'·
er or a pedestrian who is intoxicated. In addition, perhaps 10"10 of individuals with
Substance Dependence commit suicide, often in the context of a Substance-Induced
Mood Disorder. Finally, because most, if not all, of the substances described in this
section cross the placenta, they may have potential adverse effects on the developing
fetus (e.g., fetal alcohol syndrome). When taken repeatedly in high doses by the
mother, a number of substances (e.g., cocaine, opioids, alcohol, and sedatives, hyp
notics, and anxiolytics) are capable of causing physiological dependence in the fetus
and a withdrawal syndrome in the newborn.

Familial Pattern

Information about familial associations has been best studied for the Alcohol-Related
Disorders (see the detailed discussion on p. 221). There is some evidence for geneti
cally determined differences among individuals in the doses required to produce Al
cohol Intoxication. Although Substance Abuse and Dependence appear to aggregate
in families, some of this effect may be explained by the concurrent familial distribu
tion of Antisocial Personality Disorder, which may predispose individuals to the
development of Substance Abuse or Dependence. Furthermore, the children of in·
dividuals with Alcohol Dependence (but not Antisocial Personality Disorder) do not
have a predisposition to developing Substance Dependence on all substances; they
are only at higher risk for Alcohol Dependence.

Differential Diagnosis

Substance-Related. Disorders are distinguished from nonpathological substance use
(e.g., "social" drinking) and from the use of medications for appropriate medical
purposes by the presence of a pattern of multiple symptoms occurring over an ex
tended period of time (e.g., tolerance, withdrawal, compulsive use) or the presence of
substance-related problems (e.g., medical complications, disruption in social and
family relationships, vocational or financial difficulties, legal problems). Repeated
episodes of Substance Intoxication are almost invariably prominent features of Sub
stance Abuse or Dependence. Howe,'er, one or more episodes of Intoxication alone
are not sufficient for a diagnosis of either Substance Dependence or Abuse.-
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It may sometimes be difficult to distinguish between Substance Intoxication and
Substance Withdrawal. If a symptom arises during the time of dosing and then grad
ually abates after dosing stops, it is likely to be part of Intoxication. U the symptom
arises after stopping the substance, or reducing its use, it is likely to be part of With
drawal. Individuals with Substance-Related Disorders often take more than one sub
stance and may be intoxicated with one substance (e.g., heroin) while withdrawing
from another (e.g., diazepam). This differential is further complicated by the fact that
the signs and symptoms of Withdrawal from some substances (e.g., sedatives) may
partially mimic Intoxication with others (e.g., amphetamines). Substance Intoxication
is differentiated from Substance Intoxication Delirium (p. 143), Substance-Induced
Psychotic Disorder, With Onset During Intoxication (p. 338), Substance-Induced
Mood Disorder, With Onset During Intoxication (p. 405), Substance-lnduced Anx
iety Disorder, With Onset During lntoxication (p. 479), Substance-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction, With Onset During lntoxication (p. 562), and Substance-Induced
Sleep Disorder, With Onset During Intoxication (p. 655), by the fact that the symp
toms in these latter disorders are in excess of those usually associated with Substance
Intoxication and are severe enough to warrant independent clinical attention. Sub
stance Withdrawal is distinguished from Substance Withdrawal Delirium (p. 143),
Substance-lnduced Psychotic Disorder, With Onset During Withdrawal (p. 338),
Substance-lnduced Mood Disorder, With Onset During Withdrawal (p. 405), Sub
stance-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Onset During Withdrawal (p. 479), and
Substance-lnduced Sleep Disorder, With Onset During Withdrawal (p. 655), by the
fact that the symptoms in lhese latter disorders are in excess of those usually associ
ated with Substance \\'ithdrawal and are severe enough to warrant independent clin
ical attention.

The additional Substance-Induced Disorders described above present with symp
toms that resemble non-suhstance-induced (i.e., primary) mental disorders. See
p. 210 for a discussion of this important differential diagnosis.

An additional diagnosis of a Substance-Induced Disorder is usually not made
when symptoms of preexisting mental disorders are exacerbated by Substance
Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal (although a diagnosis of Substance Intoxica
tion or Withdrawal might be appropriate). For example, Intoxication with some
substances may exacerbate the mood swings in Bipolar Disorder, the auditory hallu
cinations and paranoid delusions in Schizophrenia, the intrusive thoughts and terri·
fying dreams in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, and the anxiety symptoms in Panic
Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Social Phobia, and Agoraphobia. Intoxica
tion or Withdrawal may also increase the risk of suicide, violence, and impulsive
behavior in individuals with a preexisting Antisocial or Borderline Personality Dis
order.

Many neurological (e.g., head injuries) or metabolic conditions produce symptoms
that resemble, and are sometimes misattributed to, Intoxication or Withdrawal (e.g.,
fluctuating levels ofconsciousness, slurred speech, incoordination). The symptoms of
infectious diseases may also resemble Withdrawal from some substances (e.g., viral
gastroenteritis can be similar to Opioid Withdrawal). If lhe symptoms are judged to
be a direct physiological consequence of a general medical condition, the appropriate
Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition should be diagnosed. If the
symptoms are judged to be a direct physiological consequence of both substance use
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and a general medical condition, both a Substance-Related Disorder and a Mental
Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition may be diagnosed.lf the clinician is un
able to determine whether the presenting symptoms are substance induced, due to a
general medical condition, or primary, the appropriate Not Othenvise Specified
Category should be diagnosed (e.g., psychotic symptoms with indetenninate etiolo
gy would be diagnosed as Psychotic Disorder Tot Otherwise Specified).

Substance-Induced Mental Disorders
Included Elsewhere in the Manual

Substance-Induced Disorders cause a variety of symptoms that are characteristic of
other mental disorders (see Table 1. p. 193). To facilitate differential diagnosis, the text
and criteria for these other Substance-Induced Disorders are included in the sections
of the manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology:

Substance-Induced Delirium (see p. 143) is included in the "Delirium, Dementia,
and Amnestic and Other Cognitive Disorders" section.

Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia (see p. 168) is included in the "Delirium,
Dementia, and Anmestic and Other Cognitive Disorders" section.

Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder (see p. 177) is included in the
"Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive Disorders" section.

Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder (see p. 338) is included in the "Schizo
phrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders" section. (In DSM-m-R these disorders were
classified as "organic hallucinosis" and "organic delusional disorder.")

Substance-Induced Mood Disorder (see p. 405) is included in the "Mood. Disor
ders" section.

Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479) is included in the"Anxiety Dis
orders" section.

Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (seep. 562) is included in the "Sexual and
Gender Identity Disorders" section.

Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder (see p. 655) is included in the "Sleep Disor
ders" section.

In addition, Hallucinogen Persisting Perception Disorder (Flashbacks) (p. 253) is
included wlder "Hallucinogen-Related Disorders" in this section.

In DSM-m-R the Substance-Induced Disorders and the Mental Disorders Due to a
General Medical Condition were called "organic" disorders and were listed together in
a single section. ll1is differentiation of "organic" mental disorders as a separate class
implied that "nonorganic" or "functional" mental disorders were somehow unrelated
to physical or biological factors or processes. DSM-IV eliminates the term organic and
distinguishes those mental disorders that are substance induced from those that are
due to a general medical condition and those that have no specified etiology. The term
primary mel/tal disorder is used as a shorthand to indicate those mental disorders that are
not substance induced and that are not due to a general medical condition.

The context in which a Substance-Induced Disorder develops can have important
management implications. Substance-Induced Disorders can develop in the context
ofSubstance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal, or they can persist long after the
substance has been eliminated from the body (Substance-Induced Persisting Disor-
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ders). Substance-induced presentations that develop in the context of Substance In
toxication can be indicated by using the specifier With Onset During Intoxication.
Substance-induced presentations that develop in the context ofSubstance Withdraw
al can be indicated by the specifier With Onset During Withdrawal. It should be noted
that a diagnosis of a Substance-Induced Disorder, With Onset During Intoxication or
Withdrawal, should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or Sub
stance Withdrawal only when the symptoms are in excess of those usually associated
with the intoxication or withdrawal syndrome that is characteristic of the particular
substance and when they are sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical at
tention. For example, depression and fatigue that develop after stopping cocaine use
following a prolonged period of daily intake are ordinarily diagnosed as Cocaine
Withdrawal, since these symptoms are typical features of the withdrawal syndrome.
Severe depression accompanied by a suicide attempt is usually diagnosed as Cocaine
Induced ~'Iood Disorder, With Depressive Features, With Onset During Withdrawal,
since a suicidal depression is in excess of what is usually seen in Cocaine Withdrawal
and would warrant independent clinical attention.

Three Substance-Induced Persisting Disorders are included: Substance-Induced
Persisting Dementia (see p. 168) and Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Dis
order (see p. 177) in the "Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive
Disorders" section and Hallucinogen Persisting Perception Disorder under "Halluci
nogen-Related Disorders" in this section (see p. 253). The essential feature of a Sub
stance-Induced Persisting Disorder is prolonged or permanent persistence of
substance-related symptoms that continue long after the usual course of Intoxication
or \o"ithdrawal has ended.

For drugs of abuse, a diagnosis of a Substance-Induced Mental Disorder requires
that there be evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings
of Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal. In evaluating whether the symp
toms of a mental disorder are the direct physiological effect of substance use, it is im

portant to note the temporal relationship between the onset and offset of substance
use and the onset and offset of the symptoms or the full syndrome. If the symptoms
precede the onset of substance use or persist during extended periods of abstinence
from the substance, it is likely that the symptoms are not substance induced. As a rule
of thumb, symptoms that persist for more than 4 weeks after the cessation of acute
Intoxication or Withdrawal should be considered to be manifestations of an indepen
dent non-substance-induced mental disorder or of a Substance-Induced Persisting
Disorder. Clinical judgment is necessary in making this distinction, particularly be
cause different substances have different characteristic durations of intoxication and
withdrawal and varying relationships with symptoms of mental disorders. Because the
withdrawal state for some substances can be relatively protracted, it is useful to care
fully observe the course of symptoms for an extended period of time (e.g., 4 weeks or
more) after the cessation of acute Intoxication or Withdrawal, making all possible ef
forts to maintain the individual's abstinence. This can be accomplished in various
ways, including inpatient hospitalization or residential treahnent, requiring frequent
follow~up visits, recruiting friends and family members to help keep the person sub
stance free, regularly evaluating urine or blood for the presence of substances, and, if
alcohol is involved, routinely evaluating changes in state markers of heavy drinking
such as gamma-glutamyltransferase (GCn.
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Another consideration in differentiating a primary mental disorder from a Substance
Induced Disorder is the presence of features that are atypical of the primary disorder
(e.g., atypical age at onset or course). For example, the onset of a Manic Episode after
age 45 years may suggest a substance-induced. etiology. In contrast, factors that sug
gest that the symptoms are better aCCOWlted. for by a primary mental disorder include
a history of prior episodes of the disturbance that were not substance induced.. Final
ly, the presence or absence of the substance-specific physiological and behavioral fea
tures of Intoxication or Withdrawal should be considered. For example, the presence
of paranoid delusions would not be surprising in the context of Amphetamine Intox
ication, but would be WlUSUal with Sedative Intoxication, increasing the likelihood
that a primary Psychotic Disorder accounts for the symptoms. Furthermore, the dos
age of the substance used should be taken into account. For example, the presence of
paranoid delusions would be unusuaJ after a single puff of marijuana, but might be
compatible with high doses of hashish.

Substance-Induced Disorders can also occur as a side effect of a medication or from
exposure to a toxin. Substance-Induced Disorders due to a prescribed treahnent for a
mental disorder or general medical condition must have their onset while the person
is receiving the medication (or during withdrawal if the medication is associated with
a withdrawal syndrome). Once the treatment is discontinued, the symptoms will usu
ally remit within days but may persist for up to 4 weeks or so (depending on the half
life of the substance, the presence of a withdrawal syndrome, and individual variabil
ity). If symptoms persist, a primary mental disorder (not related to a medication)
should be considered. Because individuals with general medical conditions often
take medications far those conditions, the c1inidan must cansider the possibility that
the s}'lllptams are caused by the physiological consequences of the general medical
condition rather than the medication, in which case Mental Disorder Due to a General
r..·ledical Condition is diagnosed.. The history may provide a basis for making this
judgment, but a change in the treatment for the general medical condition (e.g., med
ication substitution or discontinuation) may be needed to determine empirically for
that person whether or not the medication is the causative agent.

Recording Procedures for Substance-Induced Mental Disorders
Included Elsewhere in the Manual

The name of the diagnosis begins with the specific substance (e.g., cocaine, diazepam,
dexamethasone) that is presumed to be causing the symptoms. The diagnostic code
is selected from the listing of classes of substances provided in the criteria sets for the
particular Substance-Induced. Disorder. For substances that do not fit into any of the
classes (e.g., dexamethasone), the code for "Other Substance" should be used.. In ad
dition, for medications prescribed. at therapeutic doses, the specific medication can be
indicated by listing the appropriate E-code on Axis I (see Appendix G). The name of
the disorder (e.g., Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder; Diazepam·lnduced Anxiety
Disorder) is foUowed by the specification of the predominant symptom presentation
and the context in which the symptoms developed (e.g., 292.11 Cocaine-Induced Psy
chotic Disorder, With Delusions, With Onset During Intoxication; 292.89 Diazepam
Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Onset During Withdrawal). When more than one
substance is judged to playa Significant role in the development of symptoms, each
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should be listed separately. If a substance is judged to be the etiological factor, but the
specific substance or class of substances is unknown, the class "Unknown Substance"
should be used.

Alcohol-Related Disorders

In most cultures, alcohol is the most hequently used. brain depressant and a cause of
considerable morbidity and mortality. At some time in their lives, as many as 90% of
adults in the United States have had some experience with alcohol, and a substantial
number (60% of males and 30% of females) have had one or more alcohol-related ad
verse life events (e.g., driving after consuming too much alcohol, missing school or
work due to a hangover). Fortunately, most individuals learn hom these experiences
and moderate their drinking, thus avoiding Alcohol Dependence or Abuse.

This section contains discussions specific to the Alcohol·Related Disorders. Texts
and criteria sets have already been provided earlier for the generic aspects of Sub
stance Dependence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that apply across all sub
stances. The application of those general criteria to Alcohol Dependence and Abuse
is provided below. However, there are no additional unique criteria sets for Alcohol
Dependence or Alcohol Abuse. Specific texts and criteria sets for Alcohol Intoxication
and Alcohol Withdrawal are also provided below. The Alcohol-Induced Disorders
(other than Alcohol Intoxication and Withdrawal) are described in the sections of the
manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology (e.g., Alcohol-Induced
Mood Disorder is included in the "Mood Disorders" section). Listed below are the Al
cohol Use Disorders and the Alcohol-Induced Disorders.

Alcohol Use Disorders

303.90
305.00

Alcohol Dependence (see p. 213)
Alcohol Abuse (see p. 214)

Alcohol-Induced Disorders

303.00
291.81

291.0
291.0
291.2
291.1
291.5

Alcohol Intoxication (see p. 214)
Alcohol Withdrawal (see p. 215) Specify if: With Perceptual
Disturbances
Alcohol Intoxication Delirium (see p. 143)
Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium (see p. 143)
Alcohol-lnduced Persisting Dementia (see p. 168)
Alcohol-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder (see p. 177)
Alcohol-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions (see p. 338)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal
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291.3 Alcohol-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/
With Onset During Withdrawal

291.89 Alcohol-Induced Mood Disorder (see p. 405)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal

291.89 Alcohol-Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479)
Specify if: With Onset Duri.ng Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal

291.89 Alcohol-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (see p. 562)
Specify if; With Onset During Intoxication

291.89 Alcohol-Induced Sleep Disorder (see p. 655)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal

291.9 Alcohol-Related Disorder Not Othenvise Specified (see p. 223)

Alcohol Use Disorders

303.90 Alcohol Dependence

Refer, in addition, to the general text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see
p. 192). Physiological dependence on alcohol is indicated by evidence of tolerance or
symptoms of Withdrawal. Especially if associated with a history of withdrawaL
physiological dependence is an indication of a more severe clinical course overall
(i.e., earlier onset, higher levels of intake, more alcohol-related problems).

Alcohol Withdrawal (see p. 215) is characterized by withdrawal symptoms that de
velop 4-12 hours or so after the reduction of intake following prolonged, heavy, alco
hol ingestion. Because Withdrawal from alcohol can be unpleasant and intense,
individuals with Alcohol Dependence may continue to consume alcohol, despite ad
verse consequences, often to avoid or to relieve the symptoms of withdrawal. Some
withdrawal symptoms (e.g., sleep problems) can persist at lower inlensities for
months. A subslantial minority of individuals who have Alcohol Dependence never
experience clinically relevanllevels of Alcohol Withdrawal, and only about 5% of
individuals with Alcohol Dependence ever experience severe complications of with
drawal (e.g., delirium, grand mal seizures). Once a pattern of compulsive use devel
ops, individuals with Dependence may devote substantial periods of time to
obtaining and consuming alcoholic beverages. These individuals often continue to
use alcohol despite evidence of adverse psychological or physical consequences (e.g.,
depression, blackouts, liver disease, or other sequelae).
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Specifiers

The following specifiers may be applied to a diagnosis of Alcohol Dependence (see
p. 195 for more details):

With Physiological Dependence
Without Physiological Dependence

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
In a Controlled Environment

305.00 Alcohol Abuse
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. 198). Alcohol
Abuse requires fewer symptoms and, thus, may be less severe than Dependence and
is only diagnosed once the absence of Dependence has been established. School and
job performance may suffer either from the aftereffects of drinking or hom actual in
toxication on the job or at school; child care or household responsibilities may be ne
glected; and alcohol-related absences may occur hom school or job. The person may
use alcohol in physically hazardous circumstances (e.g., driving an automobile or op
erating machinery while intoxicated). Legal difficulties may arise because of alcohol
use (e.g., arrests for intoxicated behavior or for driving under the influence). Finally,
individuals with Alcohol Abuse may continue to consume alcohol despite the knowl
edge that continued consumption poses Significant social or interpersonal problems
for them (e.g., violent arguments with spouse while intoxicated, child abuse). When
these problems are accompanied by evidence of tolerance, withdrawal, or compul
sive behavior related to alcohol use, a diagnosis of Alcohol Dependence, rather than
Alcohol Abuse, should be considered. However, since some symptoms of tolerance,
withdrawal, or compulsive use can occur in individuals with Abuse but not Depen
dence, it is important to determine whether the full criteria for Dependence are met.

Alcohol-Induced Disorders

303.00 Alcohol Intoxication
Refer to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The essential fea
ture of Alcohol Intoxication is the presence of clinically Significant maladaptive be
havioral or psychological changes (e.g., inappropriate sexual or aggressive behavior,
mood lability, impaired. judgment, impaired social or occupational functioning) that
develop during, or shortly after, the ingestion of alcohol (Criteria A and B). These
changes are accompanied by evidence of slurred. speech, incoordination, unsteady
gait, nystagmus, impairment in atlention or memory, or stupor or coma (Criterion C).
The symptoms must not be due to a general medical condition and are not better ac·
counted for by another mental disorder (Criterion D). The resulting picture is similar
to what is obsen'ed during Benzodiazepine or Barbiturate Intoxication. The levels of
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incoordination can interfere with driving abilities and with performing usual activi
ties to the point of causing accidents. Evidence of alcohol use can be obtained by
smelling alcohol on the individual's breath, eliciting a history from the individual or
another observer, and, when needed, having the individual undertake breath, blood,
or urine toxicology analyses.

Diagnostic criteria for 303.00 Alcohol Intoxication

A. Recent ingestion of alcohol.

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., inappro
priate sexual or aggressive behavior. mood lability, impaired judgment, impaired
social or occupational functioning) that developed during, or shortly after. alcohol
ingestion.

C. One (or more) of the following signs, developing during, or shortly after, alcohol use:

(1) slurred speech
(2) incoordination
(3) unsteady gait
(4) nystagmus
(5) impairment in attention or memory
(6) stupor or coma

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

291.81 Alcohol Withdrawal
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Withdrawal (see p. 201). The
essential feature of AlcohDI Withdrawal is the presence of a characteristic withdrawal
syndrome that develops after the cessation Df (or reductjDn in) heavy and prolonged
alcohDl use (Criteria A and B). The withdrawal syndrome includes tWD or more of the
following symptoms: autonomic hyperactivity (e.g., sweating or pulse rate greater
than 100); increased hand tremor; insomnia; psychomotor agitation; anxiety; nausea
or vDmiting; and, rarely, grand mal seizures or transient visual, tactile, or auditory
hallucinatiDns or illusions. \Vhen hallucinations Dr illusions are observed, the clini
cian can specify With Perceptual Disturbances (see below).

Withdrawal symptoms cause clin.ically signilicant distress or impairment in social.
occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion C). The symptoms
must not be due to a general medical condition and are not better accounted for by
another mental disorder (e.g., Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal or Gen
eralized Anxiety Disorder) (Criterion D).

Symptoms can be relieved by administering alcohol or any other brain depressant.
The withdrawal symptoms typically begin when blood concentrations of alcohol de
cline sharply (i.e., within 4-12 hours) after alcohol use has been stopped or reduced.
Because of the short half-life of alcohol, symptoms of Alcohol Withdrawal usually
peak in intensity during the second day of abstinence and are likely to improve mark-
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edly by the fourth or fifth day. Following acute Withdrawal, however, symptoms of
anxiety, insomnia, and autonomic dysfunction may persist for up to 3-6 months at
lower levels of intensity.

Fewer than 10% of individuals who develop Alcohol Withdrawal will ever devel
op dramatic symptoms (e.g.• severe autonomic hyperactivity. tremors, and Alcohol
Withdrawal Delirium). Grand mal seizures occur in fewer than 3% of individuals.
Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium (p. 143) includes disturbances in consciousness and
cognition and visual, tactile. or auditory hallucinations ("delirium tremens," or "DTs").
When Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium develops, it is likely that a clinically relevant
general medical condition may be present (e.g., liver failure. pneumonia, gastrointes
tinal bleeding, sequelae of head trauma, hypoglycemia, an electrolyte imbalance, or
postoperative status).

Specifier

The following specifier may be applied to a diagnosis of Alcohol Withdrawal:

With Perceptual Disturbances. This specifier may be noted in the rare in
stance when hallucinations with intact reality testing or auditory. visual, or
tactile illusions occur in the absence of a delirium. Intact reality testing means
that the person knows that the hallucinations are induced by the substance
and do not represent external reality. When hallucinations occur in the ab
sence of intact reality testing.. a diagnosis ofSubstance-lnduced Psychotic Dis
order, With Hallucinations, should be considered.

Diagnostic criteria for 291 .S1 Alcohol Withdrawal
A. Cessation of (or reduction in) alcohol use that has been heavy and prolonged.

B. Two (or more) of the following, developing within several hours to a few days after
Criterion A:

( I)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(&)

(7)

(8)

autonomic hyperactivity (e.g., sweating or pulse rate greater than 100)

increased hand tremor
. .
Insomnia
nausea or vomiting
transient visual, tactile, or auditory hallucinations or illusions
psychomotor agitation
anxiety
grand mal seizures

C. The symptoms in Criterion B cause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial, occupational. or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Specify if:

With Perceptual Disturbances
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The following Alcohol-Induced Disorders are described in the sections of the manual
with disorders with which they share phenomenology: Alcohol Intoxication Delirium
(p.143), Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium (p. 143), Alcohol-Induced Persisting Dementia
(p. 168), Alcohol-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder (p. 177), Alcohol-Induced
Psychotic Disorder (p. 338), Alcohol-Induced Mood Disorder (p. 405), Alcohol
Induced Anxiety Disorder (p. 479), Alcohol-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (p. 562),
and Alcohol-Induced Sleep Disorder (p. 655). These disorders are diagnosed instead
of Alcohollntoxication or Alcohol Withdrawal only when the symptoms are in excess
of those usually associated with the Alcohol Intoxication or Withdrawal syndrome
and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical
attention.

Additional Information on
Alcohol-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Alcohol Dependence and
Abuse are often associated with Dependence on, or Abuse of, other substances (e.g.,
cannabis; cocaine; heroin; amphetamines; the sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics;
a.nd nicotine). Alcohol may be used to alleviate the lmwanted effects of these other
substances or to substitute for them when they are not available. Symptoms of de
pression, anxiety, and insomnia frequently accompany Alcohol Dependence and
sometimes precede it. Alcohol Intoxication is sometimes associated with an amnesia
for the events that occurred during the course of the intoxication ("blackouts"). This
phenomenon may be related to the presence of a high blood alcohol level and, per
haps, to the rapidity with which this level is reached.

Alcohol-Related Disorders are associated with a significant increase in the risk of
accidents, violence, and suicide. It is estimated that perhaps one in five intensive care
unit admissions in some urban hospitals is related to alcohol and that 40% of people
in the United States experience an alcohol-related accident at some time in their lives,
with alcohol accounting for up to 55% of fatal driving events. Severe Alcohollntoxi
cation, especially in individuals with Antisocial Personality Disorder, is associated
with the commission of criminal acts. For example, more than one-half of all murder
ers and their victims are believed to have been intoxicated with alcohol at the time of
the murder. Severe Alcohol Intoxication also contributes to disinhibition and feelings
of sadness and irritability, which contribute to suicide attempts and completed sui
cides. Alcohol-Related Disorders contribute to absenteeism from work, job-related
accidents, and low employee productivity. Alcohol Abuse and Dependence, along
with Abuse and Dependence of other substances, are prevalent among individuals
across aU levels of education and socioeconomic status. Rates of Alcohol-Related Dis
orders appear to be elevated in homeless individuals, perhaps reflecting a downward
spiral in social and occupational functioning, although ma.ny people with Depen
dence or Abuse continue to maintain relationships with their families and ftmction
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within their jobs. Mood Disorders, Anxiety Disorders, Schizophrenia, and Antisocial
Personality Disorder may be associated with Alcohol Dependence. It should be noted
that some evidence suggests thai at least a part of the reported association beh\'een
depression and Alcohol Dependence may be attributable to comorbid depressive
symptoms resulting from the acute effects of intoxication or withdrawal.

Associated laboratory findings. One sensitive laboratory indicator of heavy drink
ing is an elevation (>30 units) of gamma-glutamyltransferase (GCn. This finding
may be the only laboratory abnormality. At least 70% of individuals with a high GGT
level are persistent heavy drinkers (i.e., consuming eight or more drinks daily on a
regular basis). A second test with comparable or even higher levels of sensitivity and
specificity is carbohydrate deficient transferrin (COn, with levels of 20 units or higher
useful in identifying individuals who regularly consume eight or more drinks daily.
Since both GGT and COT levels return toward normal within days to weeks of stop
ping drinking, both state markers are useful in monitoring abstinence, especially
when the clinician observes increases, rather than decreases, in these values over
time. The combination of COT and GGT may have even higher levels of sensitivity
and specificity than either test used alone. Additional useful tests include the mean
corpuscular volume (lvICV), which may be elevated to high-normal values in individ
uals who drink heavily-a change that is due to the direct toxic effects of alcohol on
erythropoiesis. Although the MCV can be used to help identify those who drink
heavily, it is a poor method of monitoring abstinence because of the long half-life of
red blood cells. Liver function tests (e.g., alanine aminotransferase {ALT] and alkaline
phosphatase) can reveal liver injury that is a consequence of heavy drinking. Eleva
tions of lipid levels in the blood (e.g., triglycerides and lipoprotein cholesterol) can be
observed, resulting from decreases in gluconeogenesis associated with heavy drink
ing. High fat content in the blood also contributes to the development of fatty liver.
High-nonnal levels of uric acid can occur with heavy drinking, but are relatively
nonspecific. The most direct test available to measure alcohol consumption cross
sectionally is blood alcohol concentration, which can also be used to judge tolerance
to alcohol. An individual with a concentration of 100 mg of ethanol per deciliter of
blood who does not show signs of intoxication can be presumed to have acquired at
least some degree of tolerance to alcohol. At 200 mg/dL, most nontolerant individu
als demonstrate severe intoxication.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. Re
peated intake of high doses of alcohol can affect nearly every organ system, especially
the gastrointestinal tract, cardiovascular system, and the central and peripheral ner
vous systems. Gastrointestinal effects include gastritis, stomach or duodenal ulcers,
and, in about 15% of those who use alcohol heavily, liver cirrhosis and pancreatitis.
There is also an increased rate of cancer of the esophagus, stomach, and other parts
of the gastrointestinal tract. One of the most common associated general medical con
ditions is low-grade hypertension. Cardiomyopathy and other myopathies are less
common, but occur at an increased rate among those who drink very heavily. These
factors, along with marked increases in levels of triglycerides and low-density lipo
protein cholesterol, contribute to an elevated risk of heart disease. Peripheral neu
ropathy may be evidenced by muscular weakness, paresthesias, and decreased
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peripheral sensation. More persistent central nervous system effects include cogni
tive deficits, severe memory impairment, and degenerative changes in the cerebel
lum. These effects are related to the direct effects of alcohol or of trauma and to
vitamin deficiencies (particularly of Ule B vitamins, including thiamine). One devas
tating central nervous system effect is the relatively rare A1cohol-lnduced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (p. 177) (Wemicke-Korsakoff syndrome), in which the ability to
encode new memory is severely impaired.

M,my of the symptoms and physical findings associated with the Alcohol-Related
Disorders are a consequence of the disease states noted above. Examples are the dys
pepsia, nausea, and bloating that accompany gastritis and the hepatomegaly, esoph
ageal varices, and hemorrhoids that accompany alcohol-induced changes in the liver.
Other physical signs include tremor, tmsteady gait, insonmia, and erectile dysfunc
tion. Men with chronic Alcohol Dependence may exhibit decreased testicular size
and feminizing effects associated with reduced testosterone levels. Repeated heavy
drinking in women is ,1ssociated with menstrual irregularities and, during pregnancy,
with spontaneous abortion and fetal alcohol syndrome. Individuals with preexisting
histories of epilepsy or severe head trauma are more likely to develop alcohol-related
seizures. Alcohol Withdrawal may be associated with nausea, vomiting, gastritis,
hematemesis, dry mouth, puffy blotchy complexion, and mild peripheral edema. AI~
cohollnloxication may result in falls and accidents that may cause fractures, subdural
hematomas, and other forms of brain trauma. Severe, repeated Alcohol Intoxication
may also suppress immtme mechanisms and predispose individuals to infections and
increase the risk for cancers. Finally, wmnticipated Alcohol Withdrawal in hospital
ized patients for whom a diagnosis of Alcohol Dependence has been overlooked can
add to the risks and costs of hospitalization and to time spent in the hospital.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

The cultural traditions surrounding the use of alcohol in family, religious, and social
settings, especially during childhood, can affect both alcohol use patterns and the like
lihood that alcohol problems will develop. Marked differences characterize the quan
tity, frequency, and patterning of alcohol consumption in the countries of the world.
In most Asian cultures, the overall prevalence of Alcohol-Related Disorders may be
relatively low, and the male-to-female ratio high. 111e low prevalence rates among
Asians appear to relate to a deficiency, in perhaps 50% of Japanese, Chinese, and
Korean individuals, of the form of aldehyde dehydrogenase that eliminates low lev
els of the first breakdown product of alcohol, acetaldehyde. When the estimated 10%
of individuals who have a complete absence of the enzyme consume alcohol, they ex
perience a flushed face and palpitations that can be so severe that many do not sub
sequently drink at all. Those 40%. of the population with a relative deficiency of the
enzyme experience less intense flushing but still have a significantly reduced risk of
developing an Alcohol Use Disorder. In the United Slates, whites and African Amer
icans have similar rates of Alcohol Abuse and Dependence. Latino males have some
what higher rates, although prevalence is lower among Latino females than among
females from other ethnic groups. Low educational leveL tmemployment, and lower
socioeconomic status are associated with Alcohol-Related Disorders, although it is of
ten difficult to separate cause from effect. Years of SdlOOling may not be as important
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in detennining risk as completing the immediate educational goal (i.e., those who
drop oul of high school or college have particularly high rales of Alcohol-Related
Disorders).

Among adolescents, Conduct Disorder and repealed antisocial behavior often co-
occur with Alcohol Abuse or Dependence and with other Substance-Related Disorders.
Age-related physical changes in elderly persons resull in increased brain susceptibil·
it)' to the depressant effects of alcohol, decreased rales of liver metabolism of a variety
of substances, including alcohol, and decreased percentages of body water. These
changes can cause older people to develop more severe intoxication and subsequent
problems at lower levels of consumption. Alcohol-related problems in older people
are also especially likely to be associated with other medical complications.

Females tend to develop higher blood alcohol concentrations than males at a given
dose of alcohol per kilogram be<::ause of their lower percentage of body water, higher
percentage of body fat, and the fact that they tend to metabolize alcohol more slowly
(in part be<::ause of lower levels of alcohol dehydrogenase in the mucosal lining of the
stomach). Because of these higher alcohol levels, they may be at greater risk than
males for some of the health-related consequences of heavy alcohol intake
(in particular, liver damage). Alcohol Abuse and Dependence are more common
in males than in females, with a male-to-female ratio as high as 5:1, but this ratio var
ies substantially depending on the age group. In general, females start to drink sev
eral years later than males, but once Alcohol Abuse or Dependence develops in
females, the disorder appears to progress somewhat more rapidly. However, the
clinical course of Alcohol Dependence in males and females is more similar than
different.

Prevalence

Alcohol use is highly prevalent in most Western countries, with the 199~ per capita
consumption in adults in the United States estimated at 2.17 gallons of absolute alco
hol. Among adults in the United States, two-thirds to 90% have ever consumed alco
hol, depending on the suntey and the methods used, with figures for men higher than
those for women. A 1996 national survey indicated that about 70% of men and 60%
of women consumed alcohol, figures that varied with age, with the highest preva
lence (77%) for those between ages 26 and 34 years. Higher proportions of drinkers
were reported in tuban and coastal areas of the United States, and there were only
modest differences across racial groups. It should be noted that because these slln'eys
measured patterns of use rather than disorders, it is not known how many of those in
the SUT\'eys who used alcohol had symptoms that met criteria for Dependence or
Abuse.

Perhaps reflecting differences in research methodology and changes in the diag
nostic criteria over the years, estimates of the prevalence of Alcohol Abuse and De
pendence have varied markedly across different studies. Howe\'er, when DSM-m-R
and DSM-IV criteria are used, it appears that in the mid·1990s, the lifetime risk for Al
cohol Dependence was approximately 15% in the general population. TheoveraU rate
of CUTTent Alcohol Dependence (measured as individuals whose pattern of alcohol
use fulfilled the criteria over the prior year) probably approached 5%.
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The first episode of Alcohol Intoxication is likely to occur in the mid-teens, with the
age at onset of Alcohol Dependence peaking in the 20s to mid-30s. The large majority
of those who develop Alcohol-Related Disorders do so by their late 30s. The first ev
idence of Withdrawal is not likely to appear until after many other ,1spects of Depen
dence have developed. Alcohol Abuse and Dependence have a variable course that is
frequently chawcterized by periods of remission and relapse. A decision to stop
drinking, often in response to a crisis, is likely to be followed by weeks or more of ab
stinence, which is often followed by limited periods of controlled or nonproblematic
drinking. However, once alcohol intake resumes, it is highly likely that conslUl1ption
will rapidly escalate and that severe problems will once again develop. Clinicians of
ten have the erroneous impression that Alcohol Dependence and Abuse are intracta
ble disorders based on the fact that those who present for treatment typically have
a history of many years of severe alcohol-related problems. However, these most
severe cases represent only a small proportion of individuals with Alcohol Depen
dence or Abuse, and the typical person with an Alcohol Use Disorder has a much
more promising prognosis. Follow-up studies of more highly ftmctioning individuals
show a higher than 65% I-year abstinence rate following treatment. Even among less
ftmctionaJ and homeless individuals with Alcohol Dependence who complete a treat
ment program, as many as 60% are abstinent at 3 months, and 45"/0 at 1 year. Some
individuals (perhaps 20% or more) with Alcohol Dependence achieve long-term so
briety even without active treatment.

During even mild Alcohol Intoxication, different symptoms are likely to be ob
served at different time points. Early in the drinking period, when blood alcohol lev
cis are rising, symptoms often include talkativeness, a sensation of well-being, and
a bright, expansive mood. Later, especially when blood a1cohollevels are falling, the
individual is likely to become progressively more depressed, withdrawn, and cogni
tively impaired. At very high blood alcohol levels (e.g., 200-300 mg/dL), a non
tolerant individual is likely to fall asleep and enter a first stage of anesthesia. Higher
blood alcohol levels (e.g., in excess of 300-400 mg/dL) can cause inhibition of respi
ration and pulse and even death in nontolerant individuals. The duration of intoxica
tion depends on how much alcohol was consumed over what period of time. in
general, the body is able to metabolize approximately one drink per hour, so that the
blood alcohol level generally decreases at a rate of 15-20 mg/dL per hour. Signs and
symptoms of intoxication are likely to be more intense when the blood alcohol level
is rising than when it is falling.

Familial Pattern

Alcohol Dependence often has a familial pattern, and it is estimated that 40%---60% of
the variance of risk is explained by genetic influences. The risk for Alcohol Depen
dence is three to four times higher in close relatives of people with Alcohol Depen
dence. Higher risk is associated with a greater number of affected relatives, closer
genetic relationships, and the severity of the alcohol-related problems in the affected
relative. Most studies have fOlmd a significantly higher risk for Alcohol Dependence
in the monozygotic twin than in the dizygotic twin of a person with Alcohol Depen-
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dence. Adoption studies have revealed a three- to fourfold increase in risk for Alcohol
Dependence in the children of individuals with Alcohol Dependence when thesechil
dren were adopted away at birth and raised by adoptive parents who did not have
this disorder. However, genetic factors explain only a part of the risk for Alcohol De
pendence, with a significant part of the risk coming from environmental or interper·
sonal factors that may include cultural attitudes toward drinking and drunkenness,
the availability of alcohol (including price), expectations of the effects of alcohol on
mood and behavior, acquired personal experiences with alcohol, and stress.

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Reiatcd Disorders,
see p. 207. Alcohol-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms (e.g., de
pressed mood) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Major Depressive Dis
order versus Alcohol-Induced Mood Disorder, With Depressive Features, With Onset
During Intoxication). See p. 210 for a discussion of Ihis differential diagnosis.

The incoordination and impaired judgment that are associated with Alcohol Lntox
ication can resemble the symptoms of certain general medical conditions (e.g., dia
betic acidosis, cerebellar ataxias, and other neurological conditions such as multiple
sclerosis). Similarly, the symptoms of Alcohol Withdrawal can also be mimicked by
certain general medical conditions (e.g., hypoglycemia and diabetic ketoacidosis).
Essential tremor, a disorder that frequently runs in families, may suggest the tremu
lousness associated with Alcohol Withdrawal.

Alcohol Intoxication (except for the smell of alcohol on the breath) closely resem
bles Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication. The presence of alcohol on the
breath does not by itself exclude intoxications with olher substances because multiple
substances are not uncommonly used concurrently. Although intoxication at some
time during their lives is likely to be a part of the history of most individuals who
drink alcohol, when this phenomenon occurs regularly or causes impairment it is
important to consider the possibility of a diagnosis of Alcohol Dependence or Alcohol
Abuse. Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal produces a syndrome very
sinlilar to that of Alcohol Withdrawal.

Alcohol Intoxication and Alcohol Withdrawal are distinguished from the olher
Alcohol-Induced Disorders (e.g., Alcohol-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Onset
During Withdrawal) because the symptoms in these latter disorders are in excess of
those usually associated with Alcohol Intoxication or Alcohol Withdrawal and are
severe enough to warrant independent clinical attention. Alcohol idiosyncratic in
toxication, defined as marked behavioral change, usually aggressiveness, following
the ingestion of a relatively small of amount of alcohol, was included in DSM-m-R.
Because of limited support in the literature for the validit)' of this condition, it is no
longer included as a separate diagnosis in DSM-IV. Such presentations would most
likely be diagnosed. as Alcohol Intoxication or Alcohol-Related Disorder Not Other
wise Specified.
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291.9 Alcohol-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified
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The Alcohol-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for disorders
associated with the use of alcohol that are not classifiable as Alcohol Dependence,
Alcohol Abuse, Alcohol Intoxication, Alcohol Withdrawal, Alcohol Intoxication De
lirium, Alcohol WithdrawaJ Delirium, Alcohol-Induced Persisting Dementia, Alcohol
Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder, Alcohol-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Alcohol
Induced Mood Disorder, Alcohol-Induced Anxiety Disorder, Alcohol-Induced Sexu
al Dysfunction, or Alcohol-Induced Sleep Disorder.

Amphetamine (or Amphetamine-Like)
Related Disorders

The class of amphetamine and amphetamine-like substances includes all substances
with a substituted-phenylethylamine structure, such as amphetamine, dextroamphet
amine, and methamphetamine ("speed"). Also included are those substances that are
structurally different but also have amphetamine-like action, such as methylpheni
date or agents used as appetite suppressants ("diet pills"). These substances are usu
ally taken orally or intravenously, although methamphetamine is also taken by the
nasal route ("snorting"). A very pure form of methamphetamine is called "ice" because
of the appearance of its crystals when observed under magnification. Because of its
high purity and relatively low vaporization point, as is true for "crack/' ice can be
smoked to produce an immediate and powerful stimulant effect. In addition to the
synthetic amphetamine-like compounds, there are naturally occurring, plant-derived
stimulants such as khat that can produce Abuse or Dependence. Unlike cocaine,
which is almost always purchased on the illegal market, amphetamines and other
stimulants may be obtained by prescription for the treatment of obesity, Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, and arcolepsy. Prescribed stimulants have some
times been diverted into the illegal market, often in the context of weight-control pro
grams. Most of the effects of amphetamines and amphetamine-like drugs are similar
to those of cocaine. However, unlike cocaine, these substances do not have local an
esthetic (Le., membrane ion channel) activity; therefore, their risk for inducing certain
general medical conditions (e.g., cardiac arrhythmias and seizures) may be lower.
The psychoactive effects of most amphetamine-like substances last longer than those
of cocaine, and the peripheral sympathomimetic effects may be more polent.

This section contains discussions thai are specific to the Amphelamine·Related
Disorders. Texts and criteria sets ha\'e already been provided for the generic aspects
of Substance Dependence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that apply across all
substances. The application of these general criteria to Amphetamine Dependence
and Abuse is provided below. However, there are no unique criteria sets for Amphet
amine Dependence or Amphetamine Abuse. Specific texts and criteria sets for Am
phetamine Intoxication and Amphetamine Withdrawal are also provided below. The
Amphetamine-Induced Disorders (other than Amphetamine Intoxication and With-
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drawal) are described in the sections of the manual with disorders with which they
share phenomenology (e.g., Amphetamine-Induced Mood Disorder is included in
the "Mood Disorders" section). listed below are the Amphetamine Use Disorders
and the Amphetamine-Induced Disorders.

Amphetamine Use Disorders

304.40
305.70

Amphetamine Dependence (see p. 224)
Amphetamine Abuse (see p. 225)

Amphetamine-Induced Disorders

292.89

292.0
292.81

292.11

292.12

292.84

292.89

292.89

292.89

292.9

Amphetamine Intoxication (see p. 226) Specify if: With Perceptual
Disturbances
Amphetamine Withdrawal (see p. 227)
Amphetamine Intoxication Delirium (see p. 143)
Amphetamine·lnduced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Amphetamine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
(see p. 338) SpecijeJ if: With Onset During Intoxication
Amphetamine-Induced Mood Disorder (see p. 405)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal
Amphetamine-Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Amphetamine-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (see p. 562)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Amphetamine·lnduced Sleep Disorder (see p. 655)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal
Amphetamine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified
(see p. 231)

Amphetamine Use Disorders

304.40 Amphetamine Dependence

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192). The
patterns of use and course of Amphetamine Dependence are similar to those of
Cocaine Dependence because both substances are potent central nervous system
stimulants with similar psychoactive and sympathomimetic effects. Howe\'er, am
phetamines are longer acting than cocaine and thus are usually self·administered.
fewer times per day. As with Cocaine Dependence, usage may be chronic or episodic.
with binges ("speed runs") punctuated by brief drug·Cree periods. Aggressive or vi
olent behavior is associated with Amphetamine Dependence, especially when high
doses are smoked, ingested, or administered intravenously. As with cocaine, intense
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but temporary anxiety resembling Panic Disorder or Generalized Anxiety Disorder,
as weU as paranoid ideation and psychotic episodes that resemble Schizophrenia,
Paranoid Type, are often seen, especially in association with high-dose use. With
drawal states are often associated with temporary. but potentially intense, depressive
symptoms that can resemble a Major Depressive Episode. Tolerance to amphet
amines develops and often leads to substantial escalation of the dose. Conversely,
some individuals with Amphetamine Dependence develop sensitization, which is
characterized by enhanced augmentation of an effect following repeated exposure. In
these cases, small doses may produce marked stimulant and other adverse mental
and neurological effects.

Specifiers

The follOWing specifiers may be applied to a diagnOSiS of Amphetamine Dependence
(see p. 195 for more details):

With Physiological Dependence
Without Physiological Dependence

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
In a Controlled Environment

305.70 Amphetamine Abuse

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. 198). Even indi+
viduals whose pattern of use does not meet criteria for Dependence can develop mul
tiple problems wilh these substances. Legal difficulties typically arise as a result of
behavior while intoxicated with amphetamines (especially aggressive behavior), as a
consequence of obtaining the drug on the illegal market, or as a result of drug posses
sion or use. Occasionally, individuals with Amphetamine Abuse will engage in il1e
gal acts (e.g., manufacturing amphetamines, theft) to obtain the drug; however, this
behavior is more common among those with Dependence. Individuals may continue
to use the substance despite the knowledge that continued use results in arguments
with family members while the individual is intoxicated or presents a negative exam
ple to children or other close family members. When these problems are accompanied
by evidence of tolerance, withdrawal, or compulsive behavior, a diagnosis of Amphet
amine Dependence rather than Abuse should be considered. However, since some
symptoms of tolerance, withdrawal, or compulsive use can occur in individuals with
Abuse but not Dependence, it is important to determine whether the full criteria for
Dependence are met.
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Amphetamine-Induced Disorders

292.89 Amphetamine Intoxication

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential feature of Amphetamine Intoxication is the presence of clinically significant
maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes that develop during, or shortly af
ter, lise of amphetamine or a related substance (Criteria A and B). Amphetamine
Intoxication generally begins with a "high" feeling, followed by the development of
symptoms such as euphoria wilh enhanced vigor, gregariousness, hyperactivity,
restlessness, hypervigilance, interpersonal sensitivity, talkativeness, anxiety, tension,
alertness, grandiosity, stereotypical and repetitive behavior, anger, fighting. and im
paired judgment. In the case of chronic intoxication, there may be affective blunting
with fatigue or sadness and social withdrawal. These behavioral and psychological
changes are accompanied by two or more of the follOWing signs and symptoms: tach
ycardia or bradycardia; pupillary dilation; elevated or lowered blood pressure; per
spiration or chills; nausea or vomiting; evidence of weight loss; psychomotor
agitation or retardation; muscular weakness, respiratory depression, chest pain, or
cardiac arrhythmias; and confusion, seizures, dyskinesias, dystonias, or coma (Crite
rion C). Amphetamine Intoxication, either acute or dlronic, is often associated with
impaired social or occupational functioning. The symptoms must not be due to a gen
eral medical condition and are not better accounted for by another mental disorder
(Criterion D). The magnitude and manifestations of the behavioral and physiological
changes depend on the dose used and individual characteristics of the person using
the substance (e.g., tolerance, rate of absorption, chronicity of use). The changes asso
ciated with intoxication begin usually within minutes (and sometimes within sec
onds) after substance use but may take up to 1 hour. depending on the specific drug
and method of delivery.

Specifier

The following specifier may be applied to a diagnosis of Amphetamine Intoxication:

With Perceptual Disturbances. This specifier may be noted when hallucina
tions with intact reality testing or auditory, visual, or tactile illusions occur in
the absence of a delirium. IIltaet reality testing means that the person knows
that the hallucinations are induced by the substance and do not represent ex
ternal reality. When hallucinations occur in the absence of intact reality testing..
a diagnosis of Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations,
should be considered.
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Diagnostic criteria for 292.89 Amphetamine Intoxication
A. Recent use of amphetamine or a related substance (e.g., methylphenidate).

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., euphoria
or affective blunting; changes in sociability; hypervigilance; interpersonal sensitivity;
anxiety. tension, or anger; stereotyped behaviors; impaired judgment or impaired
social or occupational functioning) that developed during, or shortly after, use of
amphetamine or a related substance.

C. Two (or more) of the following, developing during, or shortly after, use of amphet
amine or a related substance:

(1) tachycardia or bradycardia
(2) pupillary dilation
(3) elevated or lowered blood pressure
(4) perspiration or chills
(5) nausea or vomiting
(6) evidence of weight loss
(7) psychomotor agitation or retardation
(8) muscular weakness. respiratory depression, chest pain. or cardiac arrhythmias
(9) confusion. seizures, dyskinesias, dystonias, or coma

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Specify if:

With Perceptual Disturbances

292.0 Amphetamine Withdrawal

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Withdrawal (see p. 201). The
essential feature of Amphetamine Withdrawal is the presence of a characteristic with
drawal syndrome that develops within a few hours to several days after cessation of
(or reduction in) heavy and prolonged amphetamine use (Criteria A and 13). The
symptoms of withdrawal are. in general. the opposite of those seen during intoxica
tion. The withdrawal syndrome is characterized by the development of dysphoric
mood and two or more of the following physiological changes: fatigue, vi\-id and un
pleasant dreams, insomnia or hypersomnia, increased appetite, and psychomotor re
tardation or agitation. Anhedonia and drug craving can also be present but are not
part of the diagnostic criteria. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or
impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of hmctioning (Criterion
C). The symptoms must not be due to a general medical condition and are not better
accounted for by another mental disorder.

Marked withdrawal symptoms ("crashing") often follow an episode of intense,
high-dose use (a "speed run"). This "crash" is characterized by intense and unpleas
ant feelings of lassitude and depression, generally requiring several days of rest and
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recuperation. Weight loss commonly occurs during heavy stimulant use, whereas a
marked increase in appetite with rapid weight gain is often obsented during with·
drawa!. Depressive symptoms may last several days to weeks and may be accompa·
nied by suicidal ideation. The vast majority of individuals with Amphetamine
Dependence have experienced a withdrawal syndrome at some point in their lives,
and virtually all report tolerance.

Diagnostic criteria for 292.0 Amphetamine Withdrawal

A. Cessation of (or reduction in) amphetamine (or a related substance) use that has
been heavy and prolonged.

B. Dysphoric mood and two (or more) of the following physiological changes, develop
ing within a few hours to several days after Criterion A:

(1) fatigue
(2) vivid, unpleasant dreams
(3) insomnia or hypersomnia
(4) increased appetite
(5) psychomotor retardation or agitation

C. The symptoms in Criterion B cause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Other Amphetamine-Induced Disorders

The following Amphetamine-Induced Disorders are described in the sections of the
manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology: Amphetamine In
toxication Delirium (p. 143), Amphetamine·Induced Psychotic Disorder (p. 338),
Amphetamine-Induced Mood Disorder (p. 405), Amphetamine·Induced Anxiety
Disorder (p. 479), Amphetamine·lnduced Sexual Dysfunction (p. 562), and Amphet
amine-Induced Sleep Disorder (p. 655). These disorders are diagnosed instead of
Amphetamine Intoxication or Amphetamine Withdrawal only when the symptoms
are in excess of those usually associated. with Amphetamine Intoxication or With
drawal and when the symptoms are suffidently severe to warrant independent clin
ical attention.

Additional Information on
Amphetamine-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Acute Amphetamine Intoxication is sometimes associated with rambling speech,
headache, transient ideas of reference, and tinnitus. During intense Amphetamine
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Intoxication, paranoid ideation, auditory hallucinations in a clear sensorium, and tac
tile hallucinations (e.g., fonnication or a feeling of bugs under the skin) may be expe
rienced. Frequently, the person using the substance recognizes these symptoms as
resulting from the stimulants. Extreme anger with threats or acting out of aggressive
behavior may occur. Mood changes such as depression with suicidal ideation, irrita
bility, anhedonia, emotional lability, or disturbances in attention and concentration
are common, especially during withdrawal. Weight loss and other signs of malnutri
tion and impaired personal hygiene are often seen with sustained Amphetamine De
pendence.

Amphetamine-Related Disorders and other stimulant-related disorders are oflen
"ssociated with Dependence on or Abuse of other substances, especially those with
sedative properties (such as alcohol or benzodiazepines), which are usually taken to
reduce the unpleasant, "jittery" feelings that result from stimulant drug effects.

The laboratory and physical examination findings and the menial disorders and
general medical conditions thai areassociated with the Amphetamine-Related Disor·
clers are generally similar to those that are associated with the Cocaine-Related Dis·
orders (see p. 246). Urine tests for substances in this dass usually remain positive for
only 1-3 days, even after a "binge:' Adverse pulmonary effects are seen less oflen
than with cocaine because substanccs in this class are smokcd fewer times per day.
Seizures, HIV infection, malnutrition, gunshot or knife wounds, nosebleeds, and car
diovascular problems are often seen as presenting complaints in individuals with
Amphetamine-Related Disorders. A history of childhood Conduct Disorder and
adult Antisocial Personality Disorder may be associated with the later development
of Amphetamine-Related Disorders.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Amphetamine Dependence and Abuse are seen throughout all levels of society and
are more common among persons beh\·een ages ]8 and 30 years. Intravenous use is
more common among persons from lower socioeconomic groups and has a male-to
female ratio of 3 or 4:1. The male-to-female ratio is more evenly divided among those
with nonintravenous use.

Prevalence

The patterns of use of amphetamines in the general population differ beh\'een locales
(e.g., with high rates in southern California) and have nuctuated greatly over the
years. In the United States, general use patterns were thought to peak in the early
19805, when more than 25% of adults reported that they had ever used one of these
drugs.

Regarding more recent use, a 1996 national slln'ey of drug use reported that
around 5% of adults acknowledged ever having used "stimulant" drugs to get
"high." Approximately 1% acknowledged having taken amphetamines in the prior
year, and 0.4% acknowledged having taken amphetamines in the prior month. The
peak prevalence of ever having used amphetamines was between ages 26 and 34
years (6%), while use in the last year was highest among 18- to zs..year--olds (2%).
Some slln'eys have reported even higher patterns of use in some younger cohorts.
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A 1997 slln'ey of high school seniors reported that 16% had ever used amphetamine
like drugs, including 10% in the prior year. It should be noted that because these sur·
vel's measured patterns of use rather than disorders, it is not known how many of
those in the surveys who used amphetamines had symptoms that met the criteria for
Dependence or Abuse.

Rates of Amphetamine Dependence and Abuse are more difficult to document.
A national epidemiological study conducted in the United States in the early 1990s
reported a 1.5% lifetime prevalence of these Amphetamine Use Disorders, including
0.14% in the past 12 months.

Course

Some individuals who develop Abuse or Dependence on amphetamines or amphet
amine-like substances begin use in an attempt to control their weight. Others become
introduced to these substances through the illegal market. Dependence can occur rap-
idly when the substance is used intravenously or smoked. Oral administration usually
results in a slower progression hom use to Dependence. Amphetamine Dependence is
associated with two patterns of administration: episodic use or daily (or almost daily)
use. In the episodic pattern, substance use is separated by days of nonuse (e.g., intense
use over a weekend or on one or more weekdays). These periex:ts of intensive high..-dose
use (often called "speed. runs" or "binges") are often associated with intravenous use.
Runs tend to terminate only when drug supplies are depleted. Chronic daily use may
im'olve high or low doses and may occur throughout the day or be restricted to only a
few houTS. In chronic daily use, there are generally no wide fluctuations in dose on suc
cessive days, but there is often an increase in dose over time. Chronic use of high doses
often becomes unpleasant because of sensitization and the emergence of dysphoric and
other negative drug effects. TIle few long-term data available indicate that there is a ten
dency for persons who have been dependent on amphetamines to decrease or stop use
after 8-10 years. This appears to result hom the development of adverse mental and
physical effects that emerge in association with long-term dependence. little or no data
are available on the long-term course of Abuse.

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disorders,
see p. 207. Amphetamine-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms
(e.g., delusions) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Schizophreniform
Disorder or Schizophrenia versus Amphetamine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With
Delusions, With Onset During Intoxication). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differ
ential diagnosis.

Cocaine Intoxication, Hallucinogen Intoxication, and Phencyclidine Intoxica
tion may cause a similar clinical picture and can sometimes be distinguished hom
Amphetamine Intoxication only by the presence of amphetamine metabolites in a urine
specimen or amphetamine in plasma. Amphetamine Dependence and Abuse should
be distinguished from Cocaine, Phencyclidine, and Hallucinogen Dependence and
Abuse. Amphetamine Intoxication and Amphetamine Withdrawal are distinguished
from the other Amphetamin~InducedDisorders (e.g., Amphetamine-Induced Anxi
ety Disorder, ''''ith Onset During Intoxication) because the symptoms in these latter
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disorders are in excess of those usually associated with Amphetamine Intoxication
or Amphetamine "Vithdrawal and are severe enough to warrant independent clinical
.1ttention.

292.9 Amphetamine-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Amphetamine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for dis
orders associated with the use of amphetamine (or a related substance) that are not
classifiable as Amphetamine Dependence, Amphetamine Abuse, Amphetamine
Intoxication, Amphetamine Withdrawal, Amphetamine Intoxication Delirium,
Amphetamine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Amphetamine-Induced Mood Disorder,
Amphetamine-Induced Anxiety Disorder, Amphetamine-Induced Sexual Dysfunc
tion, or Amphetamine-Induced Sleep Disorder.

Caffeine-Related Disorders

Caffeine can be consumed fTOm a number of different sources, induding coffee
(brewed '= 100-140 mg/8 OZ, instant '= 65--100 mg/80z), tea (-lO-loo O1g/8 oz), caffein
ated soda (45 mg/12 oz), over-the-counter analgesics and cold remedies (25-50 mg/
tablet). antidrowsiness pills (100-200 mg/tablet). and weight-loss aids (75--200 mg/
tablet). Chocolate and cocoa have much lower levels of caffeine (e.g., 5 mg/chocolate
bar). The consumption of caffeine is ubiquitous in much of the United States, with an
average caffeine intake of approximately 200 mg/day, and up to 30% of Americans
consuming 500 mg or more per day. Some individuals who drink large amounts of
coffee display some aspects of dependence on caffeine and exhibit tolerance and per
haps withdrawal However, the data are insufficient at this time to detennine wheth
er these symptoms are associated with clinically significant impairment that meets
the criteria for Substance Dependence or Substance Abuse. In contrast, there is evidence
that Caffeine Intoxication can be c1inicaIl)' significant, and specific text and criteria
are provided below. Recent evidence also suggests the possible clinical relevance of
caffeine withdrawal; a set of research criteria is included on p. 765. The Caffeine
Induced Disorders (other than Caffeine Intoxication) are described in the sections of
the manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology (e.g., Caffeine
Induced Anxiety Disorder is included in the "Anxiety Disorders" section). Listed be
low are the Caffeine-Lnduced Disorders.

Caffeine-Induced Disorders

305.90
292.89

292.89

292.9

Caffeine Intoxication (see p. 232)
Caffeine-Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Caffeine-lnduced Sleep Disorder (see p. 655)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Caffeine-Related Disorder Not Othenvise Specified (see p. 23-l)
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Caffeine-Induced Disorders

305.90 Caffeine Intoxication
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria (or Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential featwe of Caffeine Intoxication is recent consumption of caffeine and five or
more symptoms that develop during, or shortly after, caffeine use (Criteria A and B).
Symptoms that can appear foUowing the ingestion of as little as 100 mg of caffeine per
day include restlessness, nervousness, excitement, insomnia, flushed face, diuresis,
and gastrointestinal complaints. Symptoms thai genera II}' appear at levels of more
than 1 g/day include muscle hdtching, rambling flow of thoughts and speech, tachy
cardia or cardiac arrhythmia, periods of inexhaustibility, and psychomotor agitation.
Caffeine Intoxication may not occur despite high caffeine intake because of the devel
opment of tolerance. The symptoms must cause clinically significant distress or im~

pairrnent in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion
C). The symptoms must not be due to a general medical condition and are not better
accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., an Anxiety Disorder) (Criterion D).

Diagnostic criteria for 305.90 Caffeine Intoxication

A. Recent consumption of caffeine, usually in excess of 250 mg (e.g., more than 2-3 cups
of brewed coffee).

B. Five (or more) of the following signs, developing during, or shortly after, caffeine
use:

(1) restlessness
(2) nervousness
(3) excitement
(4) insomnia
(5) flushed face
(6) diuresis
(7) gastrointestinal disturbance
(8) muscle twitching
(9) rambling flow of thought and speech

(10) tachycardia or cardiac arrhythmia
(11) periods of inexhaustibility
(12) psychomotor agitation

C. The symptoms in Criterion B cause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

O. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder (e.g.• an Anxiety Disorder).
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Other Caffeine-Induced Disorders
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The following Caffeine-Induced Disorders are described in other sections of the man
ual with disorders with which they share phenomenology: Caffeine-lnduced Anxi
ety Disorder (p. -t79) and Caffeine-Induced Sleep Disorder (p. 655). These disorders
are diagnosed instead of Caffeine lntoxication only when the s}'mptoms are in excess
of those usually associated with Caffeine lntoxication and when the symptoms are
sufficienlly severe to warrant independent clinical attention.

Additional Information on
Caffeine-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Mild sensory disturbances (e.g., ringing in the ears and flashes of light) have been re
ported at higher doses. Although large doses of caffeine can increase heart rate, small
er doses can slow the pulse. Whether excess caffeine intake can cause headaches is
unclear. On physical examination, agitation, restlessness, sweating, tachycardia,
flushed face, and increased bowel motility may be seen. Typical patterns of caffeine
intake have not been consistently associated with other medical problems. However,
heavy use is associated with the development or exacerbation of anxiety and somatic
symptoms such as cardiac arrhythmias and gastrointestinal pain or diarrhea. With
acute doses exceeding 10 g ofcaffeine, grand mal seizures and respiratory failure may
result in death. Excessive caffeine use is associated with Mood, Eating, Psychotic,
Sleep, and Substance-Related Disorders, whereas individuals with Anxiety Disorders
arc likely to avoid this substance.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Caffeine use and the sources hom which caffeine is consumed vary widely across cui·
tures. The a\'erage caffeine intake in most of the de\'eloping world is less than 50 mg/
day, compared to as much as 400 mg/day or more in Sweden, the United Kingdom,
and other European nations. Caffeine consumption increases during the 20s and
often decreases after age 65 years. Intake is greater in males than in females. ''''ith
advancing age, people are likely to demonstrate increasingly intense reactions to caf
feine, with greater complaints of interference with sleep or feelings of hyperarousaL

Prevalence

The pattern of caffeine lise fluctuates during life, with 80%--85% of adults consuming
caffeine in any given year. Among people who consume caffeine, 85% or more use
a caffeine-eontaining beverage at least once a week, imbibing an average of almost
200 mg/day. Caffeine intake is probabl}' elevated among individuals who smoke,
and perhaps among those who use alcohol and other substances. The prevalence of
Caffeine-Related Disorders is unknown.
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Course

Substance-Related Disorders

Caffeine intake usually begins in the mid-teens, with increasing levels of consump
tion through the 20s into the 305, when use levels off and perhaps begins to fall.
Among the approximately ..1,0% of individuals who have stopped the intake of some
form of caffeine. most reporl thai they changed their pattern in response to its side
effects or health concerns. The Jailer include cardiac arrhythmias, other heart prob
lems, high blood pressure, fibrocystic disease of the breast, insonulia, or anxiety. Be
cause tolerance 10 the behavioral effects of caffeine does occur, Caffeine Intoxication
is often seen in those who use caffeine less frequently or in those who ha\'e recently
increased their caffeine intake by a substantial amount.

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance·Related Disorders,
see p. 207. Caffeine-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms (e.g., Pan
ic Attacks) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Panic Disorder versus
Caffeine-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Panic Attacks, ''''ith Onset During Intoxi
cation). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differential diagnosis.

To meet criteria for Caffeine Intoxication, the symptoms must not be due to a gen
eral medical condition or another mental disorder, such as an Anxiety Disorder,
that could better explain them. Manic Episodes, Panic Disorder, Generalized Anxi
ety Disorder, Amphetamine Intoxication, Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic With
drawal or licotine Withdrawal, Sleep Disorders, and medication-induced side
effects (e.g., akathisia) can cause a clinical picture that is similar to that of Caffeine
Intoxication. The temporal relationship of the s)'mptoms to increased caffeine usc or
to abstinence from caffeine helps to establish the diagnosis. Caffeine Intoxication is
differentiated from Caffeine-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Onset During Intox·
ication (p. 479), and from Caffeine·Induced Sleep Disorder, With Onset During In
toxication (p. 655), by the fact that the symptoms in these latter disorders are in excess
of those usually associated with Caffeine Intoxication and are severe enough to war
rani independent clinical attention.

292.9 Caffeine-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Caffeine-Related Disorder ot Otherwise Specified category is for disorders
associated with the use of caffeine that are nol classifiable as Caffeine Intoxication,
Caffeine-Induced Anxiety Disorder, orCaffeine·lnduced Sleep Disorder. An example
is caffeine withdrawal (see p. 764 for suggested research criteria).

Cannabis-Related Disorders

This section includes problems that are associated with substances that are derived
from the cannabis plant (cannabinoids) and chemicaUy similar synthetic compounds.
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When the upper leaves, tops, and stems of the plant are cut, dried, and rolled into cig
arettes, the product is usually called marijuana or bhang. Hashish is the dried, resin
ous exudate that seeps from the tops and undersides of cannabis leaves; hashish oil
is a concentrated distillate of hashish. In recent years, another high-potency form of
cannabis, sensimilla, has been produced in Asia, Hawaii, and California. Canna
binoids are usually smoked, but they may be taken orally, usually mixed with tea or
food. The cannabinoid that has been identified as primarily responsible for the psy
choactive effects of cannabis is delta-9-letrahydrocannabinol (also known as THC, or
delta-9-THC), a substance that is rarely available in a pure form. The cafUlabinoids
have diverse effects in the brain, prominent among whidl are actions on CB1 and CB2
cannabinoid receptors that are found throughout the central nervous system. Endog
enous ligands for these receptors, anandamide and N-palmitoethanolamide, behave
essentially like neurotransmitters. The THC content of the marijuana that is generally
available varies greatly. The THe content of illicit marijuana has increased signifi
cantly since the late 19605 from an average of approximately 10/_5% to as much as
100/0--15%. Synthetic delta-9-THC has been used for certain general medical conditions
(e.g., for nausea and vomiting caused by chemotherapy, for anorexia and weight loss
in individuals with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS]).

This section contains discussions specific to the Cannabis-Related Disorders. Texts
and criteria sets have already been provided to define the generic aspects of Sub
stance Dependence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that apply across all sub
stances. The application of these general criteria 10 Cannabis Dependence and Abuse
is provided below. However, there are no unique criteria sets for Cannabis Depen
dence or Cannabis Abuse. A specific text and criteria set for Cannabis Intoxication is
also provided below. Symptoms of possible cannabis withdrawal (e.g., irritable or
anxious mood accompanied by physiological changes such as tremor, perspiration,
nausea, change in appetite, and sleep disturbances) have been described in associa
tion with the use of very high doses, but their clinical significance is uncertain. For
these reasons, the diagnosis of cannabis withdrawal is not included. in this manual.
The Cannabis-Induced. Disorders (other than Cannabis Intoxication) are described in
the sections of the manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology
(e.g., Cannabis-Induced. Mood Disorder is included in the "Mood Disorders"
section). Listed below are the Cannabis Use Disorders and the Cannabis-Induced
Disorders.

Cannabis Use Disorders

304.30
305.20

Cannabis Dependence (see p. 236)
Cannabis Abuse (see p. 236)

Cannabis-Induced Disorders

292.89

292.81
292.]]

Cannabis Intoxication (see p. 237) Specify if: With Perceptual
Disturbances
Cannabis Intoxication Delirium (see p. 143)
Cannabis-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions (see p. 338)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
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292.12 Cannabis·lnduced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
(see p. 338) Specify if: \,Vith Onset During Intoxication

292.89 Cannabis-Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication

292.9 Cannabis-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (see p. 2·41)

Cannabis Use Disorders

304.30 Cannabis Dependence

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192). In
dividuals with Cannabis Dependence have compulsive use and associated problems.
Tolerance to most of the effects of cannabis has been reported in individuals who use
cannabis chronically. There have also been some reports of withdrawal symptoms,
but their clinical significance is uncertain. There is some evidence that a majority of
chronic users of cannabinoids report histories of tolerance or withdrawal and that
these individuals evidence more severe drug-related problems overall. Individuals
with Cannabis Dependence may use very potent cannabis throughout the day over a
period of months or years, and the)' rna)' spend several hours a day acquiring and us
ing the substance. This often interferes with family. school, work, or recreational ac
tivities. Individuals with Cannabis Dependence may also persist in their use despite
knowledge of physical problems (e.g., chronic cough related to smoking) or psycho
logical problems (e.g., excessive sedation and a decrease in goal-oriented activities re
sulting from repeated use of high doses).

Specifiers

The following specifiers may be applied to a diagnosis of Cannabis Dependence (see
p. 195 for more details):

\-\lith Physiological Dependence
Without Physiological Dependence

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained FuJI Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
In a Controlled Environment

305.20 Cannabis Abuse

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. 198). Periodic
cannabis use and intoxication can interfere with performance at work or school and
may be physically hazardous in situations such as driving a car. Legal problems may
occur as a consequence of arrests for cannabis possession. There may be arguments
with spouses or parents ovcr the possession of cannabis in the home or its use in the
presence of children. Whcn psychological or physical problems are associated with
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cannabis in the context of compulsive use, a diagnosis of Cannabis Dependence, rath
er than Cannabis Abuse, should be considered.

Cannabis-Induced Disorders

292.89 Cannabis Intoxication
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential feature of Cannabis Intoxication is the presence of clinically significant mal
adaptive behavioral or psychological changes that develop during, or shortly after,
cannabis usc (Criteria A and B). Intoxication typically begins with a "high" feeling
followed by symptoms thai include euphoria with inappropriate laughter and gran
diosity, sedation, lethargy, impairment in shorHerm memory, difficulty carrying out
complex mental processes, impaired judgment, distorted sensory perceptions, im
paired motor performance, and the sensation lhat time is passing slowly. Occasional
ly, anxiety (which can be severe), dysphoria, or social withdrawal occurs. These
psychoactive effects are accompanied by two or more of the following signs, devel
oping within 2 hours of cannabis use: conjunctival injection, increased appetite, dry
mouth, and tadlycardia (Criterion C). The symptoms must nol be due to a general
medical condition and are not better accounted for by another mental disorder (Cri
terion D).

Intoxication develops within minutes if the cannabis is smoked, but may takea few
hours 10 develop if ingested orally. The effects usually last 3-4 hours, the duration
being somewhat longer when the substance is ingested orally. The magnitude of the
behavioral and physiological changes depends on the dose, the method of adminis
tration, and the individual characteristics of the person using the substance, such as
rate of absorption, tolerance, and sensitivity 10 the effects of the substance. Because
most cannabinoids, including delta-9-THC, are fat soluble, the effects of cannabis or
hashish may occasionally persist or reoccur for 12-2-t hours due to a slow release of
psychoactive substances from fatty tissue or to enterohepatic circulation.

Specifier

The following specifier may be applied to a diagnosis of Cannabis Intoxication:

With Perceptual Disturbances. This specifier may be noted when hallucina
tions with intact reality testing or auditory, visual, or tactile illusions occur in
the absence of a delirium. Illtact reality testing means that the person knows
that the hallucinations are induced by the substance and do not represent ex
ternal reality. "''hen hallucinations occur in the absence of intact reality testing,
a diagnosis of Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations,
should be considered.
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Diagnostic criteria for 292.89 Cannabis Intoxication
A. Recent use of cannabis.

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., impaired
motor coordination, euphoria. anxiety, sensation of slowed time. impaired judg
ment, social withdrawal) that developed during. or shortly after, cannabis use.

e. Two (or more) of the following signs. developing within 2 hours of cannabis use:

(1) conjunctival injection
(2) increased appetite
(3) dry mouth
(4) tachycardia

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Specify if:

With Perceptual Disturbances

Other Cannabis-Induced Disorders

The following Cannabis-Induced Disorders are described in other sections of the
manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology: Cannabis Intoxication
Delirium (p. 143), Cannabis-Induced Psychotic Disorder (p. 338), and Cannabis
Induced Anxiety Disorder (p. 479). These disorders are diagnosed instead of Can
nabis Intoxication only when the symptoms are in excess of those usually associated
with Cannabis Intoxication and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to war
rant independent clinical attention.

Additional Information on
Cannabis-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated desc.riptive features and mental disorders. Cannabis is often used
with other substances, especially nicotine, alcohol, and cocaine. Cannabis (especially
marijuana) may be mixed and smoked with opioids, phencyclidine (PCP), or halluci
nogenic drugs. Individuals who regularly use cannabis often report both physical
and mental lethargy and anhedonia. Mild forms of depression, anxiety, or irritability
are seen in about one-third of individuals who regularly use cannabis (daily or almost
daily). When taken in high doses, cannabinoids have psychoactive effects that can be
similar to those of hallucinogens (e.g., lysergic acid diethylamide {LSD]), and individ
uals who use cannabinoids can experience adverse mental effects that resemble hal
lucinogen-induced "bad trips." These range from mild to moderate levels of anxiety
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(e.g., concern that the police will discover the substance use) to severe anxiety reac·
tions resembling Panic Attacks. There may also be paranoid ideation ranging from
suspiciousness to frank delusions and hallucinations. Episodes of depersonalization
and derealization have also been reported. Fatal traffic accidents have been fOWld to
occur more often in individuals who test positive forcannabinoids than in the general
population. However, the significance of these findings is Wldear because alcohol
and other substances are often also present.

Associated laboratory findings. Urine tests generally identify cannabinoid metab
olites. Because these substances are fat soluble, persist in bodily fluids for extended
periods of time, and are excreted slowly, routine urine tests for cannabinoids in indi
viduals who use cannabis casually can be positive for 7-10 days; urine of individuals
with heavy use of cannabis may test positive for 2-4 weeks. A positive urine lest is
only consistent with past use; it does not establish Intoxication, Dependence, or Abuse.
Biological alterations include temporary (and probably dose-related) suppression of
immWlological function and suppressed secretion of testosterone and luteinizing
hormone (LH), although the clinical significance of these alterations is Wlclear. Acute
cannabinoid use also causes diffuse slOWing of backgroWld activity on EEG and rapid
eye movement (REM) suppression.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Cannabis smoke is highJy irritating to the nasopharynx and bronchial lining and thus
increases the risk for chronic cough and other signs and symptoms of nasopharyngeal
pathology. Chronic cannabis use is sometimes associated with weight gain, probably
resulting from overeating and reduced physical activity. Sinusitis, pharyngitis, bron
chitis with persistent cough, emphysema, and pulmonary dysplasia may occur with
chronic, heavy use. Marijuana smoke contains even larger amoWlts of known carcin
ogens than tobacco.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Cannabis is probably the world's most commonly used illicit substance. It has been
taken since ancient times for its psychoactive effects and as a remedy for a wide range
of medical conditions. It is among the first drugs of experimentation (often in the
teens) for all cultural groups in the United States. As with most olher illicit drugs,
Cannabis Use Disorders appear more often in males, and prevalence is most common
in persons between ages 18 and 30 years.

Prevalence

Cannabinoids, especially cannabis, are also the most widely used illidt psychoactive
substances in the United States. Although the Wetime prevalence figures slowly de
creased in the 19805, modest increases were reported between 1991 and 1997, espe
cially among youth. A 1996 national survey of drug use noted that 32% of the U.s.
population reported ever having used a cannabinoid. Almost 1 in 11 had used it in
the prior year, and around 5% had used it in the past month. The age span with the
highest lifetime prevalence was 26 to 34 years (50%), but use in the last year (24%) and
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last month (13%) was mostcomrnon in 18- to 25--year-olds. Among those who used. in
the prior year, 5% had taken a cannabinoid at least 12 times, and 3% had taken one on
more than 50 days. Regarding use of cannabis in adolescents and young adults, a 1995
sonley found that 42% of high school seniors had ever used. a cannabinoid, including
35% in the prior year. Because the surveys assessed patterns of use rather than disor
ders, it is not known how many of those who used marijuana had symptoms that met
criteria for Dependence or Abuse.

A 1992 national survey conducted in the United States reported lifetime rates of
Cannabis Abuse or Dependence of almost 5%, including 1.2% in the prior year.

Course

Cannabis Dependence and Abuse usually develop over an extended period of time,
although the progression might be more rapid in young people with pervasive con
duct problems. Most people who become dependent typically establish a pattern of
chronic use that gradually increases in both frequency and amount. With chronic
heavy use, there is sometimes a diminution or loss of the pleasurable effects of the
substance. Although there may also be a corresponding increase in dysphoric effects,
these are not seen as frequently as in chronic use of other substances such as alcohol,
cocaine, or amphetamines. A history of Conduct Disorder in childhood or adoles
cence and Antisocial Personality Disorder are risk factors for the development of
many Substance-Related Disorders, including Cannabis-Related Disorders. Few data
are available on the long-term course of Cannabis Dependence or Abuse. As with al
cohol, caffeine, and nicotine, cannabinoid use appears early in the course of substance
use in many people who later go on to develop Dependence on other substances-an
observation that has led to speculation that cannabis might be a "gateway drug."
However, the social, psychological, and neurochemical bases of this possibleprogres
sian are not well understood, and it is not clear that marijuana actuall}' causes indi
viduals to go on to use additional types of substances.

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance~RelatedDisorders,
see p. 207. Cannabis-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms (e.g.,
anxiety) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Generalized Anxiety Disorder
versus Cannabis-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Generalized Anxiety, With Onset
During Intoxication). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differential diagnosis. Chronic
intake of cannabis can produce a lack of motivation that resembles Dysthymic Dis
order. Acute adverse reactions to cannabis should be differentiated from the symp
toms of Panic Disorder, Major Depressive Disorder, Delusional Disorder, Bipolar
Disorder, or Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type. Physical examination will usually show
an increased pulse and injected conjunctivas. Urine toxicological testing can be help
ful in making a diagnosis.

In contrast to Cannabis Intoxication, Alcohollntorication and Sedative, Hypnotic,
or Anxiolytic Intoxication frequently decrease appetite, increase aggressive behavior,
and produce nystagmus or ataxia. Hallucinogens in low doses may cause a clinical
picture that resembles Cannabis Intoxication. PCP, like cannabis, can be smoked and
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also causes perceptual changes, but Phencyclidine Intoxication is much more likely
to cause ataxia and aggressive behavior. Cannabis Intoxication is distinguished from
the other Cannabis-Induced Disorders (e.g., Cannabis-Induced Anxiety Disorder,
With Onset During lntoxication) because the symptoms in these latter disorders are
in excess of those usually associated with Cannabis lntoxication and are severe
enough to warrant independent clinical attention.

The distinction between occasional use of cannabis and Cannabis Dependence or
Abuse can be difficult to make because social, behavioral, or psychological problems
may be difficult to attribute to the substance, especially in the context of use of other
substances. Denial of heavy use is common.. and people appear to seek treatment for
Cannabis Dependence or Abuse less often than for other types of Substance-Related
Disorders.

292.9 Cannabis-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Cannabis-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for disorders as
sociated with the usc of cannabis that are not classifiable as Cannabis Dependence,
Cannabis Abuse, Cannabis lntoxication.. Cannabis lntoxication Delirium, Cannabis
Induced Psychotic Disorder, or Cannabis-Induced Anxiety Disorder.

Cocaine-Related Disorders

Cocaine, a naturally occurring substance produced by the coca plant, is consumed in
several preparations (e.g., coca leaves.. coca paste, cocaine hydrochloride.. and cocaine
alkaloids such as freebase and crack) that differ in potency due to varying levels of
purity and speed of onset. However, in all fonos, cocaine is the active ingredient.
Chewing coca leaves is a practice generally limited to native populations in Central
and South America.. where cocaine is grown. The use of coca paste, a crude extract of
the coca plant, occurs almost exclusively in cocaine-producing countries in Central
and South America, where its nickname is "basuIca." Solvents used in the prepara
tion of coca paste often contaminate the paste and may cause toxic effects in the cen
tral nervous system and other organ systems when the paste is smoked. Cocaine
hydrochloride powder is usually "snorted" through the nostrils ("snorting") or dis
solved in water and injected intravenously. It is sometimes mixed with heroin, yield
ing a drug combination known as a "speedbalL"

A commonly used form of cocaine in the United States is "crack," a cocaine alka
loid that is ext.racted from its powdered hydrochloride salt by mixing it with sodium
bicarbonate and allowing it to dry into small "rocks." Crack differs from other forms
of cocaine primarily because it is easily vaporized and inhaled and thus its effects
have an extremely rapid onset. The clinical syndrome and adverse effects that are as
sociated with crack use are identical to those produced by comparable doses of other
cocaine preparations. Before the advent of crack, cocaine was separated from its hy
drochloride base by heating it with ether, ammonia.. or some other volatile solvent.
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The resulting "free base" cocaine was then smoked. This process was dangerolls be
cause of the risk that the solvents could ignite and harm the user.

This section contains discussions specific to the Cocaine-Related Disorders. Texts
and criteria sets have already been provided to define the generic aspects of Sub
stance Dependence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that apply across all sub
stances. The application of these general criteria to Cocaine Dependence and Abuse
is provided below. However, there are no unique criteria sets for Cocaine Depen
dence or Cocaine Abuse. Specific texts and criteria sets for Cocaine intoxication and
Cocaine Withdrawal are also provided below. The Cocaine-Induced Disorders (other
than Cocaine Intoxication and Withdrawal) are described in the sections of the man
ual with disorders with which they share phenomenology (e.g., Cocaine-Induced
Mood Disorder is included in the "Mood Disorders" section). Listed below are the
Cocaine Use Disorders and the Cocaine-Induced Disorders.

Cocaine Use Disorders

304.20
305.60

Cocaine Dependence (see p. 242)
Cocaine Abuse (see p. 243)

Cocaine-Induced Disorders

292.89

292.0
292.81
292.11

292.12

292.84

292.89

292.89

292.89

292.9

Cocaine Intoxication (see p. 2oW) Specify if: With Perceprual
Disturbances
Cocaine Withdrawal (see p. 245)
Cocaine Intoxication Delirium (see p. 143)
Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions (see p. 338)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder (see p. 405) Specify if: With Onset
During Intoxication/With Onset During \\'ithdrawal
Cocaine-Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479) Specify if: With
Onset During intoxication/With Onset During Withdrawal
Cocaine-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (see p. 562)
Specify if: With Onset During lntoxication
Cocaine-Induced Sleep Disorder (see p. 655) Specify if: With Onset
During intoxication/With Onset During Withdrawal
Cocaine-Related Disorder Not Othenvise Specified (see p. 250)

Cocaine Use Disorders

304.20 Cocaine Dependence

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192). Co
caine has extremely potent euphoric effects, and individuals exposed to it can devel
op Dependence after using the drug for very short periods of time. An early sign of
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Cocaine Dependence is when the individual finds it increasingly difficult to resist us~
ing cocaine whenever it is available. Because of its short half-life of about 30-50 min
utes, there is a need for frequent dosing to maintain a "high." Persons with Cocaine
Dependence can spend extremely large amounts of money on the drug within a very
short period of time. As a result, the person using the substance may become in
volved in theft, prostitution, or drug dealing or may request salary advances to obtain
funds to purchase the drug. Individuals with Cocaine Dependence often find it nec
essary to discontinue use for several days to rest or to obtain additional funds.
Important responsibilities such as work or child care may be grossly neglected to ob
tain or use cocaine. Mental or physical complications of duoruc use such as paranoid
ideation, aggressive behavior, anxiety, depression, and weight loss are conunon.
Regardless of the route of administration, tolerance occurs with repeated use. With
drawal symptoms, particularly hypersomnia, increased appetite, and dysphoric
mood, can be seen and are likely to enhance craving and the likelihood of relapse. The
overwhelming majority of individuals with Cocaine Dependence have had signs of
physiological dependence on cocaine (tolerance or withdrawal) at some time during
the COLUse of their substance use. The designation of "With Physiological Depen
dence" is associated with an earlier onset of Dependence and more cocaine-related
problems.

Specifiers

The following specifiers may be applied to a diagnosis of Cocaine Dependence (see
p. 195 for more details):

With Physiological Dependence
Without Physiological Dependence

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
In a Controlled Environment

305.60 Cocaine Abuse

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. 198). The inten
sity and frequency of cocaine administration is less in Cocaine Abuse as compared
with Dependence. Episodes of problematic use, neglect of responsibiUties, and inter
personal conflict often occur around paydays or special occasions, resulting in a pat
tern of brief periods (hours to a few days) of high-dose use followed by much longer
periods (weeks to months) of occasional, nonproblematic use or abstinence. Legal dif
ficulties may result from possession or use of the drug. When the problems associated
with use arc accompanied by evidence of tolerance, withdrawal, or compulsive be
havior related to obtaining and administering cocaine, a diagnosis of Cocaine Depen
dence rather than Cocaine Abuse should be considered. However, since some
symptoms of tolerance, withdrawal, or compulsive use can occur in individuals with
Abuse but not Dependence, it is important to determine whether the full criteria for
Dependence are met.
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Cocaine-Induced Disorders

292.89 Cocaine Intoxication

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential feature of Cocaine Intoxication is the presence of clinically significant mal
adaptive behavioral or psychological changes that develop during, or shortly after,
use of cocaine (Criteria A and B). Cocaine Intoxication usually begins with a "high"
feeling and includes one or more of the following: euphoria with enhanced vigor, gre
gariousness, hyperactivity, restlessness, hypervigilance, interpersonal sensitivity,
talkativeness, anxiety, tension, alertness, grandiosity, stereotyped and repetitive be
havior, anger, and impaired judgment, and in the case of chronic intoxication, affec
tive blunting with fatigue or sadness and social withdrawal. These behavioral and
psychological changes arc accompanied by hvo or more of the following signs and
symptoms that develop during or shortly after cocaine use: tachycardia or bradycar
dia; pupillary dilation; elevated or lowered blood pressure; perspiration or chills;
nausea or vomiting; evidence of weight loss; psychomotor agitation or retardation;
muscular weakness, respiratory depression, chest pain, or cardiac arrhythmias; and
confusion, seizures, dyskinesias, dystonias, or coma (Criterion C). Intoxication, either
acute or chronic, is often associated with impaired social or occupational functioning.
Severe intoxication can lead to convulsions, cardiac arrhythmias, hyperpyrexia, and
death. To make a diagnosis of Cocaine Intoxication, the symptoms must not be due
toa general medical condition and are not better accounted for by another mental dis
order (Criterion D).

The magnitude and direction of the behavioral and physiological changes depend
on many variables, including the dose used and the individual characteristics of the
person using the substance (e.g., tolerance, rate of absorption, chronicity of use, con
text in which it is taken). Stimulant effects such as euphoria, increased. pulse and
blood pressure, and psychomotor activity are most commonly seen. Depressant ef
fects such as sadness, bradycardia, decreased blood pressure, and decreased psycho
motor activity are less common and generally emerge only with chronic high-dose
use.

Specifier

The following specifier may be applied to a diagnosis of Cocaine Intoxication:

With Perceptual Disturbances. This specifier may be noted when hallucina
tions with intact reality testing or auditory, visual, or tactile illusions occur in
the absence of a delirium. Illtact reality testi"g means that the person knows
that the hallucinations are induced by the substance and do not represent ex
ternal reality. "''hen hallucinations occur in the absence of intact reality testing,
a diagnosis of Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations,
should be considered.
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Diagnostic criteria for 292.89 Cocaine Intoxication

A. Recent use of cocaine.

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., euphoria
or affective blunting; changes in sociability; hypervigilance; interpersonal sensitivity;
anxiety, tension, or anger; stereotyped behaviors; impaired judgment; or impaired
social or occupational functioning) that developed during, or shortly after, use of co
caine.

C. Two (or more) of the following. developing during, or shortly after, cocaine use:

(1) tachycardia or bradycardia
(2) pupillary dilation
(3) elevated or lowered blood pressure
(4) perspiration or chills
(5) nausea or vomiting
(6) evidence of weight loss
(7) psychomotor agitation or retardation
(8) muscular weakness, respiratory depression, chest pain, or cardiac arrhythmias
(9) confusion, seizures, dyskinesias, dystonias, or coma

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Specify if;

With Perceptual Disturbances

292.0 Cocaine Withdrawal
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Withdrawal (see p. 201). The
essential feature of Cocaine Withdrawal is the presence of a characteristic withdrawal
syndrome that develops within a few hours after the cessation of (or reduction in)
cocaine use that has been heavy and prolonged (Criteria A and B). The withdrawal
syndrome is characterized by the development of dysphoric mood accompanied by
hvo or more of the following physiological changes; fatigue, vivid and unpleasant
dreams, insomnia or hypersomnia, increased appetite, and psychomotor retardation
or agitation. Anhedonia and drug craving can often be present but are not part of the
diagnostic criteria. These symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impair
ment in social, occupational, or other important areas of hmctioning (Criterion C).
The symptoms must not be due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder (Criterion D).

Acute withdrawal symptoms ("a crash") are often seen after periods of repetitive
high-dose use ("runs" or "binges"). These periods are characterized by intense and
unpleasant feelings of lassitude and depression and increased appetite, generally re
quiring several days of rest and recuperation. Depressive symptoms with suicidal
ideation or behavior can occur and are generally the most serious problems seen dur
ing "crashing" or other forms of Cocaine Withdrawal.
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Diagnostic criteria for 292.0 Cocaine Withdrawal

A. Cessation of (or reduction in) cocaine use that has been heavy and prolonged.

B. Dysphoric mood and two (or more) of the following physiological changes. develop
ing within a few hours to several days after Criterion A:

(1) fatigue
(2) vivid. unpleasant dreams
(3) insomnia or hypersomnia
(4) increased appetite
(5) psychomotor retardation or agitation

C. The symptoms in Criterion Bcause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial. occupational. or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac·
counted for by another mental disorder.

Other Cocaine-Induced Disorders

The following Cocaine-Induced Disorders are described in other sections of the man
ual with disorders with which they share phenomenology: Cocaine Intoxication
Delirium (p. 143), Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder (p. 338), Cocaine-Induced
Mood Disorder (p. 405), Cocaine-lnduced Anxiety Disorder (p. 479), Cocaine
Induced Sexual Dysfunction (p. 562). and Cocaine-Induced Sleep Disorder (p. 655).
These disorders are diagnosed instead of Cocaine Intoxication or Cocaine Withdraw
al only when the symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with the Cocaine
Intoxication or Withdrawal syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently se
vere to warrant independent clinical attention.

Additional Information on
Cocaine-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Cocaine is a short-acting
drug that produces rapid and powerful effects on the central nervous system, espe
cially when taken intravenously or smoked. When injected or smoked, cocaine typi
cally produces an instant feeling of well-being, confidence, and euphoria. Dramatic
behavioral changes can rapidly develop. especially in association with dependence.
Individuals with Cocaine Dependence have been known to spend thousands of dol
lars for the substance within very short periods of time, resulting in financial catas
trophes in which savings or homes have been lost. Individuals rna)' engage in
criminal activities to obtain money for cocaine. Erratic behavior, social isolation, and
sexual dysfunction are often seen in the context of long-term Cocaine Dependence.
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Aggressive behavior can result from the effects of cocaine; violence is also associated
with the cocaine "trade." Promiscuous sexual behavior either as a result of increased
desire or using sex for the purpose of obtaining cocaine (or for money to purchase co
caine) has become a factor in the spread of sexually transmitted diseases, including
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).

Acute Intoxication with high doses of cocaine may be associated with rambling
speech, headache, transient ideas of reference, and tinnitus. There may also be para~

noid ideation, auditory hallucinations in a clear sensorium, and tactile hallucinations
("coke bugs"), which the user usually recognizes as effects of cocaine. Extreme anger
with threats or acting out of aggressive behavior may occur. Mood changes such as
depression, suicidal ideation, irritability, anhedonia, emotional lability, or distur
bances in attention and concentration are common, especially during Cocaine With
drawal.

Individuals with Cocaine Dependence often have temporary depressive symp
toms that meet symptomatic and duration criteria for Major Depressive Disorder (see
Substance-Induced Mood Disorder, p. 405). Histories consistent with repeated Panic
Attacks, social phobic-like behavior, and generalized anxiety-like syndromes are not
uncommon (see Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder, p. 479). Eating Disorders may
also be associated with this substance. One of the most extreme instances of cocaine
toxicity is Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder (see p. 338), a disorder with delusions
and hallucinations that resembles Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type. Mental distur
bances that occur in association WiUl cocaine use usually resolve within hours to days
after cessation of use, although they can persist for as long as a month.

Individuals with Cocaine Dependence often develop conditioned responses to
cocaine-related stimuli (e.g., craving on seeing any white powder-like substance)
a phenomenon that occurs with most drugs that cause intense psychological changes.
These responses probably contribute to relapse, are difficult to extinguish, and typi
cally persist long after detoxification is completed. Cocaine Use Disorders are often
associated with other Substance Dependence or Abuse, especially involving alcohol,
marijuana, heroin (a speedball), and benzodiazepines, which are often taken to re
duce the anxiety and other unpleasant stimulant side effects of cocaine. Cocaine
Dependence may be associated with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Antisocial
Personality Disorder, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, and Pathological
Gambling.

Assodated laboratory findings. Most laboratories test for benzoylecgonine, a me
tabolite of cocaine that typically remains in the urine for 1-3 days after a single dose
and may be present for 7-12 days in those using repeated high doses. Mildly elevated
liver function tests can be seen in individuals who inject cocaine or use alcohol exces
sively in association with cocaine. Hepatitis, sexually transmitted diseases including
HIV, and tuberculosis may be associated with cocaine use. Pneumonitis or pneu
mothorax are occasionally observed on chest X ray. Discontinuation of chronic co
caine use is often associated with EEG changes, alterations in secretion patterns of
prolactin, and down-regulation of dopamine receptors.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. A
wide range of general medical conditions may occur that are specific to the route of
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administration of cocaine. Persons who use cocaine intranasally ("snort") often de
velop sinusitis, irritation and bleeding of the nasal mucosa, and a perforated nasal
septum. Those who smoke cocaine are at increased risk for respiratory problems (e.g.,
coughing, bronchitis, and pneumonitis due to irritation and inflammation of the tis
sues lining the respiratory tract). Persons who inject cocaine have puncture marks
and "tracks," most commonly on their forearms, as seen in those with Opioid Depen
dence. HIV infection is associated with Cocaine Dependence due to the frequent in
travenous injections and the increase in promiscuous sexual behavior. Other sexually
transmitted diseases, hepatitis, and tuberculosis and other lung infections are also
seen. Cocaine Dependence (with any route of administration) is commonly associat
ed with signs of weight loss and malnutrition because of its appetite-suppressing ef
fects. Chest pain may also be a common symptom. Pneumothorax can result from
performing Valsalva-like maneuvers that are done to beller absorb cocaine thai has
been inhaled. Myocardial infarction, palpitations and arrhythmias, sudden death
from respiratory or cardiac arrest, and stroke have been associated with cocaine use
among young and otherwise healthy persons. TIlese incidents are probably caused by
the ability of cocaine to increase blood pressure, cause vasoconstriction, or aller the
electrical activity of the heart. Seiztues have been observed in association with co
caine use. Traumatic injuries due to disputes resuJting in violent behavior are com
mon, especially among persons who sell cocaine. Among pregnant females, cocaine
lI5e is associated with irregularities in placental blood flow, abruptio placentae, pre
mature labor and delivery, and an increased prevalence of infants with very low birth
weights.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Cocaine use and its attendant disorders affect all race, socioeconomic, age, and gen
der groups in the United States. Although the cturent cocaine epidemic started in the
19705 among more affluent individuals, it has shifted to include lower socioeconomic
groups living in large metropolitan areas. Rural areas that previously had been
spared the problems associated with illicit drug use have also been affected. Roughly
similar rates have been noted across different racial groups. Males are more common
ly affected than females, with a male-to-female ratio of 1.5-2.0:1.

Prevalence

As wilh most drugs, the prevalence of cocaine use in the United States has fluctuated
greatly over the years. After a peak in the 19705, the proportion of the population who
have used cocaine in any of its forms gradually decreased until the early 19905, after
which the pace of diminution continued but at a slower rale of decline. A 1996 nation
al sun'ey of drug use reported thai 10% of the population had ever used cocaine, with
2% reporting use in the last year and 0.8% reporting use in the last month. Crack use
was much less prevalent, with around 2% of the population reporting lifetime use,
0.6% reporting use in the prior year, and 0.3% reporting use in the prior month. Indi
viduals between ages 26 and J..l years reported the highest rates of lifetime use (21%
for cocaine and 4% for crack). However, the age group with the highest rate oyer the
past year (5% for cocaine and 1% for crack) was 18- to 25-year-olds.lt should be noted
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that because these sun'eys measured patterns of use rather than disorders, it is not
known how many of those in the sun'ey who used cocaine had symptoms that met
the criteria for Dependence or Abuse.

The lifetime rate of Cocaine Abuse or Dependence was reported to be almost 2%
in a 1992 community sun'ey conducted in the United States, with a prevalence in the
prior 12 months of about 0.2%.

Course

As with amphetamines, Cocaine Dependence is associated with a variety of patterns
of seU-administration, including episodic or daily (or almost daily) use. In the episod
ic pattern, the cocaine use tends to be separated by 2 or more days of nonuse (e.g., in
tense use over a weekend or on one or more weekdays). "Binges" are a form of
episodic use that typically involve continuous high-dose use over a period of hours
or days and are often associated with Dependence. Binges usually terminate only
when cocaine supplies are depleted. Chronic daily use may involve high or low doses
and may occur throughout the day or be restricted to only a few hours. in monic
daily use, there are generally no wide fluctuations in dose on successive days, but
there is often an increase in dose over time.

Cocaine smoking and intravenous use tend to be particularly associated with a
rapid progression from use to abuse or dependence, often occurring over weeks to
months. intranasal use is associated with a more gradual progression, usually occur
ring over months to years. Dependence is commonly associated with a progressive
tolerance to the desirable effects of cocaine leading to increasing doses. With continu
ing use, there is a diminution of pleasurable effects due to tolerance and an increase
in dysphoric effects. Few data are available on the long-term course of Cocaine Use
Disorders.

Differentia I Diag nosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disorders,
see p. 207. Cocaine-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms (e.g., de
pressed mood) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Major Depressive Disor
der versus Cocaine-induced Mood Disorder, With Depressive Feahtres, With Onset
During Withdrawal). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differential diagnosis. The
marked mental disturbances that can result from the effects of cocaine should be dis
tinguished from the symptoms of Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type, Bipolar and other
Mood Disorders, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, and Panic Disorder.

Amphetamine Intoxication and Phencyclidine Intoxication may cause a similar
clinical picture and can often only be distinguished from Cocaine Intoxication by the
presence of cocaine metabolites in a urine specimen or cocaine in plasma. Cocaine
Intoxication and Cocaine Withdrawal are distinguished from the other Cocaine
Induced Disorders (e.g., Cocaine-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Onset During
Intoxication) because the symptoms in these latter disorders are in excess of those
usually associated with Cocaine intoxication or Cocaine '<\Iithdrawal and are severe
enough to warrant independent clinical attention.
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292.9 Cocaine-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Cocaine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for disorders as~

saciated with the use of cocaine that are not classifiable as Cocaine Dependence,
Cocaine Abuse, Cocaine Intoxication, Cocaine Withdrawal, Cocaine Intoxication
Delirium, Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder,
Cocaine-Induced Anxiety Disorder, Cocaine-Induced Sexual Dysfunction, or Cocaine
Induced Sleep Disorder.

Hallucinogen-Related Disorders

This diverse group of substances includes ergot and related compounds (lysergic acid
diethylamide ILSD}, morning glory seeds), phenylalkylamines (mescaline, "STP"
(2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylarnphetamine], and MDMA 13,4-methylenedioxymetham
phetaminei also caUed "Ecstasy"]), indole alkaloids (psilocybin, DMT [dimethyl
tryptamine]), and miscellaneous other compounds. Excluded from this group are
phencyclidine (PCP) (p. 278) and cannabis and its active compound, deHa-9-tetra
hydrocannabinol (THe) (p. 234). Although these substances can have hallucinogenic
effects, they are discussed separately because of significant differences in their other
psychological and behavioral effects. Hallucinogens are usually taken orally, although
DMT is smoked, and use by injection does occur.

This section contains discussions specific to the Hallucinogen-Related Disorders.
Texts and criteria sets have already been provided to define the generic aspects of
Substance Dependence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that apply across all
substances. Theapplication of these general criteria to Hallucinogen Dependence and
Abuse is provided below. However, there are no unique criteria sets for HaJJucinogen
Dependence or Hallucinogen Abuse. A specific text and criteria set for Hallucinogen
Intoxication is also provided below. Tolerance develops with repeated use, but a clin
ically significant withdrawal from these substances has not been well documented.
For this reason, the diagnosis of hallucinogen withdrawal is not included in this man
uaL TIle Hallucinogen-Induced Disorders (other than Hallucinogen Intoxication) are
described in the sections of the manual with disorders with which they share phe
nomenology (e.g., Hallucinogen-Induced Mood Disorder is included in the "Mood
Disorders" section). Listed below are the Hallucinogen Use Disorders and the H,lI1U
cinogcn-Induced Disorders.

Hallucinogen Use Disorders

304.50
305.30

Hallucinogen Dependence (see p. 251)
Hallucinogen Abuse (see p. 252)
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292.89
292.89

292.81
292.11

292.12

292.84

292.89

292.9

Hallucinogen Intoxication (see p. 252)
Hallucinogen Persisting Perception Disorder (Flashbacks)
(see p. 253)
Hallucinogen lntoxication Delirium (see p. 143)
Hallucinogen-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Hallucinogen-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Hallucinogen-lnduced Mood Disorder (see p. 405)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Hallucinogen·Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Hallucinogen-Related Disorder Not Othenvise Specified
(see p. 256)

Hallucinogen Use Disorders

304.50 Hallucinogen Dependence

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192). One
of the generic Dependence criteria (i.e., withdrawal) does not apply to hallucinogens,
and others require further explanation. Tolerance has been reported to develop rap
idly to the euphoric and psychedelic effects of hallucinogens but not to the autonomic
effects such as pupillary dilation, hyperreflexia, increased blood pressure, increased
body temperature, piloerection, and tachycardia. Cross-tolerance exists between LSD
and other hallucinogens (e.g., psilocybin and mescaline) but does not extend to most
other categories of drugs such as PCP and cannabis. Hallucinogen use, even among
individuals with presentations that meet full criteria for Dependence, is often limited
to only a few times a week. Although withdrawal has been shown only in animals,
dear reports of "craving" after stopping hallucinogens are known. Because of the
long half-life and extended dtuation of action of most hallucinogens, individuals
Witil Hallucinogen Dependence often spend hours to days using and recovering from
theireffects.ln contrast, some hallucinogenic drugs (e.g., DMT) are quite short acting.
Hallucinogens may continue to be used despite the knowledge of adverse effects
(e.g., memory impainnent while intoxicated; "bad trips," which are usually panic re
actions; or flashbacks). Some individuals who use MDMA (an amphetamine-like
drug with hallucinogenic effects) describe a "hangover" the day .liter use that is char
acterized by insomnia, fatigue, drowsiness, sore jaw muscles from teeth clendling,
toss of balance, and headaches. Because adulterants or substHutes are often sold as
"acid" or other hallucinogens, some of the reported adverse effects may be due to
substances such as strycimine, PCP, or amphetamine. Some individuals can manifest
dangerous behavioral reactions (e.g., jumping out of a window under the belief that
one can "fly") due to lack of insight and judgment while intoxicated. These adverse
effects appear to be more common among those who have preexisting mental dis
orders.
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Specifiers

Substance-Related Disorders

The follOWing specifiers may be applied to a diagnosis of Hallucinogen Dependence
(see p. 195 for more details):

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
In a Controlled Environment

305.30 Hallucinogen Abuse

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. 198). Persons
who misuse hallucinogens are likely to use them much less often than do those with
Dependence. However, they may repeatedly fail to fulfill major role obligations at
school, work, or home due to behavioral impairment caused by Hallucinogen lntox·
katian. The individual may use hallucinogens in situations in which it is physically
hazardous (e.g., while driving a motorcycle or a car), and legal difficulties may arise
due to behaviors that result from intoxication or possession of hallucinogens. There
may be recurrent social or interpersonal problems due to the individual's behavior
while intoxicated, isolated Westyle, or arguments with significant others.

Hallucinogen-Induced Disorders

292.89 Hallucinogen Intoxication

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential feature of Hallucinogen Intoxication is the presence of clinically significant
maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., marked anxiety or depres
sion, ideas of reference, difficulty focusing attention, fear of losing one's mind, para
noid ideation, impaired judgment, or impaired social or occupational functioning)
that develop during or shortly after (within minutes to a few hours of) hallucinogen
use (Criteria A and B). Perceptual changes are a central part of intoxication, develop
ing during or shortly after hallucinogen use and occur in a state of full wakefulness
and alertness (Criterion C). These changes include subjective intensification of per
ceptions, depersonalization, derealization, illusions, hallucinations, and synesthe
sias. In addition, the diagnosis requires that hvo of the following physiological signs
are also present: pupillary dilation, tachycardia, sweating, palpit<1tions, blurring of
vision, tremors, and incoordination (Criterion D). The symptoms must not be due to
a general medical condition and are not better accounted for by another mental dis·
order (Criterion E).

Hallucinogen Intoxication usually begins with some stimulant effects such as rest
lessness and autonomic activation. Nausea may occur. A sequence of experiences
then follows, with higher doses producing more intense symptoms. Feelings of eu
phoria may alternate rapidly with depression or anxiety. Initial visual illusions or
enhanced sensory experience may give way to hallucinations. At low doses, the per-
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ceptual changes frequently do not include hallucinations. Synesthesias (a blending of
senses) may result, for example, in sounds being "seen." The hallucinations are usu
ally visual, often of geometric forms or figures, sometimes of persons and objects.
r-,'Iore rarely, auditory or tactile hallucinations are experienced. In most cases, reality
testing is preserved (i.e., the individual knows that the effects are substance induced).

Diagnostic criteria for 292.89 Hallucinogen Intoxication

A. Recent use of a hallucinogen.

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., marked
anxiety or depression, ideas of reference, fear of losing one's mind, paranoid ide
ation, impaired judgment, or impaired social or occupational functioning) that de
veloped during, or shortly after, hallucinogen use.

e. Perceptual changes occurring in a state of full wakefulness and alertness (e.g., sub
jective intensification of perceptions, depersonalization, derealization, illusions, hal
lucinations, synesthesias) that developed during, or shortly after, hallucinogen use.

D. Two (or more) of the following signs, developing during, or shortly after, hallucino
gen use:

(1) pupillary dilation
(2) tachycardia
(3) sweating
(4) palpitations
(5) blurring of vision
(6) tremors
(7) incoordination

E. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

292.89 Hallucinogen Persisting
Perception Disorder (Flashbacks)

The essential feature of Hallucinogen Persisting Perception Disorder (Flashbacks) is
the transient recurrence of disturbances in perception that are reminiscent of those
experienced during one or more earlier Hallucinogen Intoxications. The person must
have had no recent Hallucinogen Intoxication and must show no current drug toxic
ity (Criterion A). This reexperiencing of perceptual symptoms causes clinically sig
nificant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of
functioning (Criterion B). The symptoms are not due to a general medical COndition
(e.g., anatomical lesions and infections of the brain or visual epilepsies) and are not
better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., delirium, dementia, or Schizo
phrenia) or by hypnopompic hallucinations (Criterion C). The perceptual dishu
bances may include geometric forms, peripheral-field images, flashes of color,
intensified colors, trailing images {images left suspended in the path of a moving
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object as seen in stroboscopic photography), perceptions of entire objects, afterimages
(a same-colored or complementary-colored "shadow" of an object remaining after re
moval of the object), halos around objects, macropsia, and micropsia. The abnormal
perceptions that are associated with Hallucinogen Persisting Perception Disorder oc
cur episodically and may be self-induced (e.g., by thinking about them) or triggered
by entry into a dark environment, various drugs, anxiety or fatigue, or other stressors.
The episodes usually abate after several months but can last longer. Reality testing re
mains intact (i.e., the person recognizes that the perception is a drug effect and does
not represent external reality). In contrast, if the person has a delusional interpreta
tion concerning the etiology of the perceptual disturbance, the appropriate diagnosis
would be Psychotic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

Diagnostic criteria for 292.89 Hallucinogen Persisting
Perception Disorder (Flashbacks)

A. The reexperiencing, following cessation of use of a hallucinogen, of one or more of
the perceptual symptoms that were experienced while intoxicated with the halluci
nogen (e.g., geometric hallucinations, false perceptions of movement in the periph
eral visual fields, flashes of color, intensified colors, trails of images of moving
objects, positive afterimages, halos around objem, macropsia, and micropsia).

B. The symptoms in Criterion A cause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

C. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition (e.g., anatomical lesions
and infections of the brain, visual epilepsies) and are not better accounted for by an
other mental disorder (e.g., delirium, dementia, Schizophrenia) or hypnopompic hal
lucinations.

Other Hallucinogen·lnduced Disorders

The following Hallucinogen-Induced Disorders are described in other sections of the
manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology: Hallucinogen Intox
ication Delirium (p. 143), Hallucinogen-Induced Psychotic Disorder (p. 338), Hal
lucinogen-Induced Mood Disorder (p. 405), and Hallucinogen-Induced Anxiety
Disorder (p. 479). These disorders are diagnosed instead of Hallucinogen Intoxica
tion only when the symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with the Hal
lucinogen Intoxication syndrome and when the symptoms are suffiCiently severe to
warrant independent clinical attention.

Additional Information on
Hallucinogen-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

V\'hen intoxicated with a hallucinogen, individuals may be voluble and discursive
and show rapid alternation of moods. Fearfulness and anxiety may become intense,
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with dread of insanity or death. Many hallucinogenic substances have stimulant ef
fects (e.g., tachycardia, mild hypertension, hyperthermia, and pupillary dilation) and
may cause some of the features of Amphetamine Intoxication. The percephlal distur
bances and impaired judgment associated with Hallucinogen Intoxication may result
in injuries or fatalities from automobile accidents, physical fights, or attempts to "fly"
from high places. Environmental factors and the personality and expectations of
the individual using the hallucinogen may contribute to the nature and severity of
Hallucinogen Intoxication. Intoxication may also be associated with physiological
changes, including increases in blood glucose, cortisol, ACTH, and prolactin. Hallu
cinogen Persisting Perception Disorder may produce considerable anxiety and con
cern and may be more common in suggestible persons. It remains controversial
whether the chronic hallucinogen use produces a Psychotic Disorder de novo, trig
gers psychotic symptoms only in vulnerable persons, or is simply an early and con
tinuing sign of an evolving psychotic process. Hallucinogen Abuse and Dependence
also frequently occur in persons with preexisting adolescent Conduct Disorder or
adult Antisocial Personality Disorder. 150 intoxication may be confirmed by urine
toxicology.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Hallucinogens may be used as part of established religious practices such as peyote
in the Native American Church. Within the United States, there are regional differ
ences and changes in patterns of use over the decades. Hallucinogen Intoxication
usually first occurs in adolescence, and younger users may tend to experience more
disruptive emotions. Hallucinogen use and Intoxication appear to be three times
more common among males than among females.

Prevalence

Hallucinogens came into vogue in tlle United States in the 1960s. Over the ye.1rs, a va
riety of these agents have been popular, but in the 1990s the two most commonly used
drugs of this class have been LSD and MDlvtA. lt is estimated that the peak preva
lence of intake of hallucinogens in the United States was between 1966 and about
1970, with a subsequent decline, but there is some evidence of a modest increase be
giruling in approximately 1990.

According to a 1996 national survey of drug use, 10% of people aged 12 and older
acknowledged ever having used a hallucinogen. The age group reporting the highest
proportion who had ever used one of these drugs was 18- to 25-year-olds (16%), in

cluding 7% in the past year and 2% in the prior month. Among high school seniors,
data from a 1997 national survey indicated that 15% acknowledged ever having taken
a hallucinogen, including 10% in the prior year. It should be noted that because these
surveys measured patterns of use rather than disorders, it is not known how many of
those in the survey who used hallucinogens had symptoms that met the criteria for
Dependence or Abuse.

A 1992 conununity survey conducted in the United States reported lifetime rates
of Hallucinogen Abuse or Dependence to be about 0.6%, with a 12-month prevalence
rate of about 0.1%.
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Course

Hallucinogen Intoxication may be a brief and isolated event or may occur repeatedly.
The intoxication may be prolonged if doses are frequently repeated during an epi·
sode. Frequent dosing, however, tends to reduce the intoxicating effects because of
the development of tolerance. Depending on the drug and its route of administration,
peak effects occur within a few minutes to a few hours, and intoxication ends within
a few hours to a few days after dosing ends. The high prevalence of "ever haVing
used" hallucinogens among those ages 26-34 years and the lower prevalence of re
cent use in that group suggest that many individuals may stop using hallucinogens
as they get older. Some individuals who use hallucinogen report "flashbacks" that are
not associated with any impairment or distress. On the other hand, flashbacks can
cause impairment or distress in some individuals (Hallucinogen Persisting PerceJr
tion Disorder; see above).

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disorders,
see p. 207. Hallucinogen-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms (e.g.,
delusions) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Schizophreniform Disorder
versus Hallucinogen-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions, With Onset Dur
ing Intoxication). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differential diagnosis.

Hallucinogen Intoxication should be differentiated from Amphetamine or Phen
cyclidine Intoxication. Toxicological tests are useful in making this distinction. in
toxication with anticholinergics can also produce hallucinations, but they are often
associated with physical findings of pupillary dilation, fe\'er, dry mouth and skin,
flushed face, and visual disturbances. Hallucinogen Intoxication is distinguished
from the other Hallucinogen·Induced Disorders (e.g., Hallucinogen-Induced Anxi
ety Disorder, With Onset During Intoxication) because the symptoms in these latter
disorders are in excess of those usually associated with Hallucinogen Intoxication
and are severe enough to warrant independent clinical attention.

Hallucinogen Intoxication is distinguished from Hallucinogen Persisting Percep
tion Disorder mashbacks) by the fact that the latter continues episodically for weeks
(or longer) after the most recent intoxication. In Hallucinogen Persisting Perception
Disorder, the individual does not believe that the perception represents external real
ity, whereas a person with a Psychotic Disorder often beUeves that the perception
is real. Hallucinogen Persisting Perception Disorder may be distinguished from
migraine, epilepsy, or a neurological condition by neuro-ophthalmological history,
physical examination, and appropriate laboratory evaluation.

292.9 Hallucinogen-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Hallucinogen-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for disor
ders associated with the use of hallucinogens that are notdassifiable as Hallucinogen
Dependence, Hallucinogen Abuse, Hallucinogen Intoxication, Hallucinogen Persist
ing Perception Disorder, Hallucinogen Intoxication Delirium, Hallucinogen-Induced
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Psychotic Disorder, Hallucinogen-Induced
Induced Anxiety Disorder.

2571
Mood Disorder, or HaUucinogen-

Inhalant-Related Disorders

This section includes disorders induced by inhaling the aliphatic and aromatic hydro
carbons fOW'ld in substances such as gasoline, glue, paint thinners, and spray paints.
Less commonly used are halogenated hydrocarbons (found in cleaners, typewriter
correction fluid, spray-<:an propellants) and other volatile compounds containing es
ters, ketones, and glycols. The active ingredients include toluene, benzene, acetone,
tetrachloroethylene, methanol, and other substances. Reflecting different modes of
action and profiles of associated problems, disorders arising from the use of anesthet
ic gases (e.g., nitrous oxide, ether) as weU as short-acting vasodilators (e.g., amyl and
butyl nitrate ("poppers"]) are described instead under Other (or Unknown) Sub
stance-Related Disorders on p. 294. Most compounds that are inhaled are a mixture
of several substances that can produce psychoactive effects, and it is often difficult to
ascertain the exact substance responsible for the disorder. Unless there is dear evi
dence that a single, unmixed. substance has been used, the general term inhalallt
should be used in recording the diagnosis. These volatile substances are available in
a wide variety of commercial products and may be used interchangeably, depending
on a\'ailabitity and personal preference. Although there may be subtle differences
in the psychoactive and physical effects of the different compounds, not enough is
known about their differential effects to distinguish among them. All are capable of
producing Dependence, Abuse, and Intoxication.

Several methods are used to inhale intoxicating vapors. Most commonly, a rag
soaked with the substance is applied to the mouth and nose, and the vapors are
breathed in-a process called "huffing." The substance may also be placed in a paper
or plastic bag and the gases in the bag inhaled-a procedure calJed "bagging." Sub
stances may also be inhaled directly from containers or from aerosols sprayed in the
mouth or nose. There are reports of individuals heating these compounds to acceler
ate vaporization. The inhalants reach the lungs, bloodstream, and target sites very
rapidly.

This section contains discussions specific to the Inhalant-Related Disorders. Texts
and criteria sets have already been provided for generic aspects of Substance Depen
dence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that apply across all substances. The ap
plication of these general criteria to Inhalant Dependence and Abuse is provided
below. However, there are no unique criteria sets for Inhalant Dependence or Inhal
ant Abuse. A specific text and criteria set for Inhalant Intoxication is also provided
below. Tolerance has been reported among individuals with heavy use. Although
withdrawal-like symptoms have been seen in animals after repeated exposure to
trichloroethane, it has not been established. that a clinically meaningful withdrawal
syndrome occurs in humans. For this reason, the diagnosis of inhalant withdrawal is
not included in this manual. The Inhalant-Induced Disorders (other than Inhalant
Intoxication) are described in the sections of the manual with disorders with which
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they share phenomenology (e.g., Inhalant-Induced Mood Disorder is included in
the "Mood Disorders" section). Listed below are the Inhalant Use Disorders and the
Inhalant-Induced Disorders.

Inhalant Use Disorders

304.60
305.90

Inhalant Dependence (see p. 258)
Inhalant Abuse (see p. 259)

Inhalant-Induced Disorders

292.89
292.81
292.82
292.11

292.12

292.84

292.89

292.9

Inhalant Intoxication (see p. 259)
Inhalant lntoxication Delirium (see p. 143)
Inhalant·lnduced Persisting Dementia (see p. 168)
Inhalant-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions (see p. 338)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Inhalant-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
lnhalant·lnduced Mood Disorder (see p. 405) Specify if; With
Onset During Intoxication
Inhalant-Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479) Specify if: With
Onset During Intoxication
Inhalant-Related Disorder Not Othen.... ise Specified (see p. 263)

Inhalant Use Disorders

304.60 Inhalant Dependence
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192). Some
of the generic Dependence criteria do not apply to inhalants, whereas others require
further explanation. Tolerance to the effects of inhalants has been reported among
individuals with heavy use, although its prevalence and clinical significance are un
known. A possible mild withdrawal syndrome has been reported but has not been

well documented and does not appear to be clinically significant. Thus, Inhalant De-
pendence includes neither a characteristic withdrawal syndrome nor evidence of
inhalant use to relieve or avoid withdrawal symptoms. However, inhalants may be
taken over longer periods of time or in larger amounts than was originally intended,
and individuals who use them may find it difficult to cut down or regulate inhalant
use. Because inhalants are inexpensive, legal- and easily available, spending a great

deal of time attempting to procure inhalants would be rare. However, substantial
amounts of time may be spent on using and recuperating from the effects of inhalant
use. Recurrent inhalant use may result in the individual giving up or reducing impor
tant social, occupational, or recreational activities, and substance use may continue
despite the individual's knowledge of phYSical problems (e.g., liver disease or central
and peripheral nervous system damage) or psychological problems (e.g., severe de
pression) caused by the use.
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Specifiers

259

The following specifiers may be applied to a diagnosis of Inhalant Dependence (see
p. 195 for more details):

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
In a Controlled Environment

305.90 Inhalant Abuse
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. 198). Individuals
who abuse inhalants may use them in hazardous circumstances (e.g., driving an au
tomobile or operating machinery when judgment and coordination are impaired by
Inhalant Intoxication). Users can also become agitated and even violent during intox
ication, with subsequent legal and interpersonal problems. Repeated intake of inhal
ants may be associated with family conflict and school problems (e.g., truancy, poor
grades, dropping out of school) or difficulties at work.

Inhalant-Induced Disorders

292.89 Inhalant Intoxication
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential feature of Inhalant Intoxication is the presence of clinically significant mal
adaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., confusion, belligerence, assault
iveness, apathy, impaired judgment, impaired social or occupational functioning)
that develop during, or shortly after, the intentional use of, or short-term, high-dose
exposure to, volatile inhalants (Criteria A and B). The maladaptive changes are ac
companied by signs that include dizziness or visual disrurbances (blurred vision or
diplopia), nystagmus, incoordination, slurred speech, an lmsteady gait, tremor, and
euphoria. Higher doses of inhalants may lead to the development of lethargy and
psychomotor retardation, generalized muscle weakness, depressed reflexes, stupor,
or coma (Criterion C). The disturbance must not be due to a general medical condi
tion and is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (Criterion D).
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I

Diagnostic criteria for 292.89 Inhalant Intoxication

A. Recent intentional use or short-term, high-dose exposure to volatile inhalants (ex
cluding anesthetic gases and short-acting vasodilators).

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., belliger
ence, assaultiveness, apathy, impaired judgment, impaired social or occupational
functioning) that developed during, or shortly after, use of or exposure to volatile
inhalants.

C. Two (or more) of the following signs, developing during, or shortly after, inhalant
use or exposure:

(1) dizziness
(2) nystagmus
(3) incoordination
(4) slurred speech
(5) unsteady gait
(6) lethargy
(7) depressed reflexes
(8) psychomotor retardation
(9) tremor
(10) generalized muscle weakness
(11) blurred vision or diplopia
(12) stupor or coma
(13) euphoria

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Other Inhalant-Induced Disorders

The following Inhalant-lllduced Disorders are described in other sections of the man
ual with disorders with which they share phenomenology: Inhalant Intoxication De
lirium (p. 143), Inhalant-Induced Persisting Dementia (p. 168), Inhalant-Induced
Psychotic Disorder (p. 338), Inhalant-Induced Mood Disorder (p. 405), and Inhalant
Induced Anxiety Disorder (p. 479). These disorders are diagnosed instead of Inhalant
Intoxication only when the symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with
Inhalant Intoxication and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant in
dependent clinical attention.
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Additional Information on
Inhalant-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with Inhalant
Intoxication may present with auditory, visual, or tactile hallucinations or other per
ceptual disturbances (macropsia, micropsia, i1Jusionary misperceplions, alterations
in time perception). Delusions (such as believing one can ny) may develop during pe
riods of Inhalant Intoxication, especially those characterized by marked confusion; in
some cases, these delusions may be acted on with resultant injury. Anxiety may also
be present. Repeated but episodic intake of inhalants may first be associated with
school problems (e.g., truancy, poor grades, dropping out of school) as well as family
conflict. Use by older adolescents and young adults is often associated with social and
work problems (e.g., delinquency, unemployment). Most commonly, inhalants are
used by adolescents in a group setting. Solitary use tends to be more typical of those
with long-tenn, hea\'y use. The use of inhalants as the predominant substance among
those seeking help for Substance Dependence appears to be rare, but inhalants may
be a secondary drug used by individuals with Dependence on other substances. In
some individuals, there may be a progression to a stage at which inhalants become
the preferred substance, especially among individuals with Antisocial Personality
Disorder.

Associated laboratory findings. Direct assay for inhalants is not generally avail
able and is not part of routine screening for drugs of abuse. However, a metabolite of
toluene, hippuric acid, is excreted in the urine, and a ratio greater than 1 in relation
to creatinine might be suggestive of toluene use. Damage to muscles, kidneys, liver,
and other organs can result in laboratory tests being indicative of these pathological
conditions.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. The
odor of paint or solvents may be present on the breath or clothes of individuals who
use inhalants, or there may be a residue of the substance on clothing or skin. A "glue
sniffer's rash" may be evident around the nose and mouth, and conjunctival irritation
may be noted. There may be evidence of trauma due to disinhibited behavior or
burns due to the flammable nature of these compounds. 'onspecific respiratory find
ings include evidence of upper- or lower-ainvay irritation, including increased air·
way resistance, pulmonary hypertension, acute respiratory distress, coughing, sinus
discharge, dyspnea, rales, or rhonchi; rarely, cyanosis may result from pneumonitis
or asphyxia. There may also be headache, generalized weakness, abdominal pain,
nausea, and vomiting.

Inhalants can cause both central and peripheral nen'ous system damage, which
may be permanent. Examination of the individual who chronically uses inhalants
may reveal a number of neurological deficits, including generalized weakness and
peripheral neuropathies. Cerebral atrophy, cerebellar degeneration, and white mat
ter lesions resulting in cranial nerve or pyramidal tract signs have been reported
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among individuals with heavy use. Recurrent use may lead 10 the development of
hepatitis (which may progress 10 cirrhosis) or metabolic acidosis consistent with dis
tal renal tubular acidosis. Chronic renal failure, hepatorenal syndrome, and proximal
renal tubular acidosis have also been reported, as has bone marrow suppression. es
pecially with benzene and trichloroethylene, with the former possibly increasing the
risk for acute myelocytic leukemia. Some inhalants (e.g.• methylene chloride) rna}' be
metabolized to carbon monoxide. Death may occur from respiratory or cardiovascu
lar depression; in particular, "sudden sniffing death" may result from acute arrh}·th
mia, hypoxia, or electrolyte abnormalities.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

While most surveys report few differences based solely on ethnic or radal groups, a
study of children in rural Alaska noted that almost 50% of Alaskan-native children in
isolated villages have at some time used solvents to get high. Because of their low cost
and easy availability, inhalants are often the first drugs of experimentation for young
people, and there may be a higher incidence among those living in economically de
pressed areas. Inhalant use may begin by ages 9-12 years, appears to peak in adoles·
cence, and is less common after age 35 years. Males account for 70%....-80% of inhalant·
related emergency-room visits.

Prevalence

It is difficult to establish the true prevalence of inhalant use because these drugs are
easy to obtain legall}', and their importance might be Wlderestimated in surveys. In
addition, the popularity of different inhalants changes over time, with, for example,
a decrease over !he past decade in the proportion of users preferring glues and aero
sols and an increase in those inhaling lighter fluid.

A 1996 national survey of drug use reported !hat around 6% of people in the Unit
ed States acknowledged ever having used inhalants, with 1% reporting use in !he past
year and 0.-1% in the past month. The highest lifetime prevalence was seen for 18- to
25-year-olds (11%), while 12- to 17-year-olds predominated for use in the prior year
(4%) or in the prior month (2%). Higher rates are reported among a variety of sub
groups, including almost 30% of prison inmates who report ever having used these
substances. Rates of use are also higher among populations who live in poverty, es
pecia.lly children and young adults. 11 should be noted that because these surveys
measured patterns of use rather than disorders, it is not known how many of those in
the survey who used inhalants had symptoms that met criteria for Dependence or
Abuse. The prevalence of Inhalant Dependence or Abuse in the general population is
unknown.

Course

It can be difficult to match inhalant dose to effect because the different methods of ad
ministration and the varying concentrations of inhalants in the products used cause
highly variable concentrations in the body. The time course of Inhalant Intoxication
is related to the phamlacological characteristics of the specific substance used, but it
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is typically brief, lasting from a few minutes to an hour. Onset is rapid, peaking with
in a few minutes after inhaling. Younger children diagnosed as having Inhalant De
pendence may use inhalants several times a week, often on weekends and after
school. Severe dependence in adults may involve varying periods of intoxication
throughout each day and occasional periods of heavier use that may last several days.
This pattern may persist for years, with recurrent need for treahnent. Individuals
who use inhalants may have a preferred level or degree of intoxication, and the meth
od of administration (typicall)' sniffing from a container or breathing through a rag
sO<'lked in the substance) may allow the individual to maintain that level for several
hours. Cases have also been reported of the development of Dependence in industrial
workers who have long-term occupational exposure and access to inhalants. A work
er may begin to use the compound for its psychoactive effects and subsequently de
velop a pattern of Dependence. Use leading to Dependence may also occur in people
who do not have access to other substances (e.g., prisoners, isolated military person
nel, and adolescents or young adults in isolated rural areas).

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disorders,
see p. 207. Inhalant-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms (e.g., de
pressed mood) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Major Depressive Dis
order versus lnhalant·lnduced Mood Disorder, With DepreSSive Features, With
Onset During Intoxication). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differential diagnosis.

The symptoms of mild to moderate Inhalant Intoxication can be similar to those of
Alcohol Intoxication and Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication. Breath
odor or residues on body or clothing may be important differentiating clues, but
should not be relied on exclusively. Individuals who chronically use inhalants are
likel}' to use other substances frequently and heavily, further complicating the djag
nostic picture. Concomitant use of alcohol may also make the differentiation difficult.
History of the drug used and characteristic findings (including odor of solvent or
paint residue) may differentiate Inhalant Intoxication from other substance intoxica
tions; additionally, symptoms may subside faster with Inhalant Intoxication than
with other substance intoxications. Rapid onset and resolution may also differentiate
Inhalant Intoxication from other mental disorders and neurological conditions. in
halant Intoxication is distinguished from the other Inhalant·Induced Disorders (e.g.,
lnhalant-lnduced Mood Disorder, With Onset During Intoxication) because the symp
toms in these latter disorders are in excess of those usually associated with Inhalant
Intoxication and are severe enough to warrant independent clinical attention.

Industrial workers may occasionally be accidentally exposed to volatile chemj·
cals and suffer physiological intoxication. The category "Other Substance-Related
Disorders" should be used for such toxin exposures.

292.9 Inhalant-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Inhalant-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for disorders as
sociated with the use of inhalants that are not classifiable as Inhalant Dependence,
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Inhalant Abuse, Inhalant Intoxication, Inhalant Intoxication Delirium, lnhalant
Induced Persisting Dementia, Inhalant-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Inhalant-Induced
Mood Disorder, or Inhalant-Induced Anxiety Disorder.

Nicotine-Related Disorders

Nicotine Dependence and Withdrawal can develop with use of all forms of tobacco
(cigarettes, chewing tobacco, snuff, pipes, and cigars) and with prescription medica
tions (nicotine gum and patch). The relative ability of these products to produce De
pendence or to induce Withdrawal is associated with the rapidity characteristic of the
route of administration (smoked over oral over transdemlal) and the nicotine content
of the product.

This section contains discussions specific to the Nicotine-Related Disorders. Texts
and criteria sets have already been provided to define the generic aspects of Sub
stance Dependence (p. 192) that apply across all substances. The application of these
general criteria to Nicotine Dependence is provided below. Reflecting a paucity of
clinically relevant data, nicotine intoxication and nicotine abuse are not included in
DSM-IV. A specific text and criteria set for Nicotine Withdrawal are also provided be
low. Listed below are the Nicotine-Related Disorders.

Nicotine Use Disorder

305.1 Nicotine Dependence (see p. 264)

Nicotine-Induced Disorder

292.0 Nicotine Withdrawal (see p. 265)
292.9 Nicotine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (see p. 269)

Nicotine Use Disorder

305.1 Nicotine Dependence

Refer, in addition, to the lext and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192). Some
of the generic Dependence criteria do not appear to apply to nicotine, whereas others
require further explanation. Tolerance to nicotine is manifested by a more intense ef
fect of nicotine the first time it is used during the day and the absence of nausea and
dizziness with repeated intake, despite regular use of substantial amounts of nico
tine. Cessation of nicotine use produces a well~defined withdrawal syndrome that is
described below. Many individuals who use nicotine take nicotine to relieve or to
avoid withdrawal symptoms when they wake up in the morning or after being in a
situation where use is restricted (e.g., at work or on an airplane). Individuals who
smoke and other individuals who use nicotine are likely to find that they use up their
supply of cigarettes or other nicotine-containing products faster than originally in-
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tended. Although more than 80% of individuals who smoke express a desire to stop
smoking and 35% try to stop each year, less than 5% are successful in unaided at
tempts to quit. Spending a great deal of time in using the substance is best exempli·
fied by chain-smoking. Because nicotine sources are readily and legally available,
spending a great deal of time attempting to procure nicotine would be rare. Giving
up inlportant social, occupational, or recreational activities can occur when an indi
vidual forgoes an activity because it occurs in smoking-restricted areas. Continued
use despite knowledge of medical problems related to smoking is a particularly im
portant health problem (e.g., an individual who continues to smoke despite having
a tobacco-induced general medical condition such as bronchitis or chronic obstruc
tive lung disease).

Specifiers

The following specifiers may be ap~lied to a diagnosis of Nicotine Dependence (see
p. 195 for more details):

With Physiological Dependence
Without Physiological Dependence

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission

Nicotine-Induced Disorder

292.0 Nicotine Withdrawal

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Withdrawal (see p. 201). The
essential feature of Nicotine Withdrawal is the presence of a characteristic withdraw
al syndrome that develops after the abrupt cessation ot or reduction in, the use ofnic
otinfX:ontaining products follOWing a prolonged period (at least several weeks) of
daily use (Criteria A and B). The withdrawal syndrome includes four or more of the
following: dysphoric or depressed mood; insomnia; irritability, frustration, or anger;
anxiety; difficulty concentrating; restlessness or impatience; decreased heart rate; and
increased appetite or weight gain. The withdrawal symptoms cause clinically signif
icant distress or impairment in social, occupational. or other important areas of func
tioning (Criterion C). The symptoms must not be due to a general medical condition
and are not better accounted for by another mental disorder (Criterion D).

These symptoms are in large part due to nicotine deprivation and are typically
more intense among individuals who smoke cigarettes than among individuals who
use other nicotine'"Containing products. The more rapid onset of nicotine effects with
cigarette smoking leads to a more intensive use pattern that is more difficult to give
up because of the frequency and rapidity of reinforcement and the greater physical
dependence on nicotine. In individuals who smoke cigarettes, heart rate decreases by
5 to 12 beats per minute in the first few days after stopping smoking, and weight
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•

increases an average 0£2-3 kg over the first year after slopping smoking. Mild symp
toms of withdrawal may occur after switching to low-tar/nicotine dgaretles and after
slopping the use of smokeless (chewing) tobacco, nicotine gum. or nicotine patches.

Diagnostic criteria for 292.0 Nicotine Withdrawal

A. Daily use of nicotine for at least several weeks.

B. Abrupt cessation of nicotine use, or reduction in the amount of nicotine used, fol
lowed within 24 hours by four (or more) of the following Signs:

(1) dysphoric or depressed mood
(2) insomnia
(3) irritability, frustration, or anger
(4) anxiety
(5) difficulty concentrating
(6) restlessness
(7) decreased heart rate
(8) increased appetite or weight gain

C. The symptoms in Criterion B cause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Additional Information on
Nicotine-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Craving is an important
element in Nicotine Withdrawal and may account for the difficulty that individuals
have in giving up nicotine-containjng products. Other symptoms associated with

'iconne Withdrawal include a desire for sweets and impaired performance on tasks
requrring vigilance. Several features associated with ticotine Dependence appear to
predict a greater level of difficulty in stopping nicotine use: smoking soon after wak
ing, smoking when ill, difficulty refraining from smoking, reporting the first cigarette
of the day to be the one most difficult to give up, and smoking more in the morning
than in the afternoon. The number of cigarettes smoked per day, the nicotine yield of
the cigarette, and the number of pack-years also are related to the likelihood of an
individual stopping smoking. icotine Dependence is more common among individ
uals with other mental disorders such as Schizophrenia. Depending on the popula
tion studied, from 55% to 90% of individuals with other mental disorders smoke,
compared to 30% in the general population. Mood, Anxiety, and other Substance
Related Disorders may be more common in individuals who smoke than in those
who arc ex-smokers and those who have never smoked.
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Associated laboratory findings. Withdrawal symptoms are associated with a slow
ing on EEG, decreases in catecholamine and cortisol levels, rapid eye movement (REM)
changes, impainnent on neuropsychological testing, and decreased metabolic rate.
Smoking increases the metabolism of many medications prescribed for the treatment
of mental disorders and of other substances. Thus, cessation of smoking can increase
the blood levels of these medications and other substances, sometimes to a clinically
significant degree. This effect does not appear to be due to nicotine but rather to other
compounds in tobacco. Nicotine and its metabolite cotinine can be measured in
blood, saliva, or urine. Persons who smoke also often have diminished pulmonary
function tests and increased mean corpuscular volume (MeV).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
'icotine Withdrawal may be associated with a dry or productive cough, decreased

heart rate, increased appetite or weight gain, and a dampened orthostatic response.
The most common signs of Nicotine Dependence are tobacco odor, cough, evidence
of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and excessive skin wrinkling. Tobacco
stains on the fingers can occur but are rare. Tobacco use can markedly increase the
risk of lung, oral, and other cancers; cardiovascular and cerebrovascular conditions;
chronic obstructive and other lung diseases; ulcers; matemal and fetal complications;
and other conditions. Although most of these problems appear to be caused by the
carcinogens and carbon monoxide in tobacco smoke rather than by nicotine itself, nic
otine may increase the risk for cardiovascular events. Those who have never smoked
but are chronically exposed to tobacco smoke appear to be at increased risk for con
ditions such as lung cancer and heart djsease.

Specific (ulture, Age, and Gender Features

The prevalence of smoking is decreasing in most industrialized nations but is increas
ing in the developing areas. African American men tend to have higher nicotine
blood levels for a given number of dgareHes compared with other racial groups,
which might contribute to greater difficulty in cessation of smoking. The highest life
time prevalence of use of nicotine, in contrast to other drugs, is in older individuals.
In the United States, the prevalence of smoking is slightly higher in males than in fe
males; however, the prevalence of smoking is decreasing more rapidly in males than
in females. In other countries, smoking is often much more prevalent among males.
Use of smokeless tobacco is much higher in males than females, with males outnum
bering females 8 to 1 or more.

Prevalence

There were fairly substantial decreases in regular smoking and ficotine Dependence
in most groups in the 1980s, followed by a leveling off of this rate of decline, estimat
ed to be only 2% or less in the late 1990s. Greater levels of decrease were seen for men
than for women, and for Caucasian individuals than for those of African American or
Hispanic background. Several groups have shown an actual increase in the preva
lence of regular smoking or Dependence in the mid·1990s, especially women who
have less than a high school education.
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A 1996 national survey of drug use reported that 72% of the adult population in
the United States had ever used cigarettes, with 32% reporting use in the prior year
and 29% reporting use in the prior month. The lifetime prevalence in the United
States was highest among individuals aged 35 and older (78%), although use in the
prior year and prior month was highest for people between ages 18 and 25 (45% and
38%, respectively). The 1996 survey also indicated substantial rates of use of smoke
less tobacco, with 17% of the u.s. population acknowledging ever having used these
products, and 5% reporting use in the prior month. Surveys of drug use in high school
students indicate that tobacco use in the younger population is on the rise. According
to a 1997 survey of 12th-gTaders, 65% reported ever having used cigarettes-an in
crease over the 1994 proportion of 62% (but not as high as the peak lifetime preva
lence of 76% in 1977).

Since it is estimated that between 80% and 90% of regular smokers have Nicotine
Dependence, up to 25% of the U.s. population may have Nicotine Dependence. The
rate of 'icotine Dependence has been shown to be higher in individuals with Schizo
phrenia or Alcohol Dependence than in the general population.

Course

Nicotine intake usually begins in the early teens, with 95% of those who continue to
smoke by age 20 becoming regular daily smokers. More than 80% of smokers report
attempting to quit, but during the first attempt, less than 25% of those who do abstain
remain successful for extended periods of time. In the longer run, about 45% of those
who consume nicotine on a regular basis are able to stop smoking eventually. For the
large majority of smokers who have Nicotine Dependence, cessation of cigarette
smoking usually results in withdrawal symptoms that begin within a few hours of
cessation and typically peak in intensity beh\'een the first and fourth days, with most
residual symptoms greatly improving by 3 to 4 weeks, but with hunger and weight
gain persisting for 6 months or more. This off-and-on again course and repeated de
sire for abstinence probably apply equally to consumption of other forms of nicotine,
including chewing tobacco.

Familial Pattern

The risk for smoking increases threefold if a first-degree biological relative smokes.
Twin and adoption studies indicate that genetic factors contribute to the onset and
continuation of smoking. with the degree of heritability equivalent to that observed
with Alcohol Dependence.

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disorders,
see p. 207.

The symptoms of 'icotine Withdrawal overlap with those of other substance with
drawal syndromes; Caffeine Intoxication; Anxiety, Mood, and Sleep Disorders; and
medication-induced akathisia. Admission to smoke-free inpatient tmits can induce
withdrawal symptoms that might mimic, intensify, or disguise other diagnoses. Re-
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duction of symptoms associated with the resumption of smoking or nicotine·replace
ment therapy confinns the diagnosis.

Because regular nicotine use does not appear to impair mental functioning, Nico
tine Dependence is not readily confused with other Substance-Related Disorders and
mental disorders.

292.9 Nicotine-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The I icotine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for disorders as
sociated with the use of nicotine that are not classifiable as icotine Dependence or
Nicotine Withdrawal.

Opioid-Related Disorders

The opioids include natural opioids (e.g., morphine), semisynthetics (e.g., heroin),
and synthetics with morphine-like action (e.g., codeine, hydromorphone, metha
done, oxycodone, meperidine, fentanyl). Medications such as pentazocine and bu
prenorphine that have both opiate agonist and antagonist effects are also included in
this class because, especially at lower doses. their agonist properties produce similar
physiological and behavioral effects as classic opioid agonists. Opioids are prescribed
as analgesics, anesthetics, antidiarrheal agents, or cough suppressants. Heroin is one
of the most commonly misused drugs of this class and is usually taken by injection,
although it can be smoked or "snorted" when very pure heroin is available. Fentanyl
is injected, whereas cough suppressants and antidiarrheal agents are taken orally.
The other opioids are taken both by injection and orally.

This section contains discussions specific to the Opioid·Related Disorders. Texts
and criteria sets have already been provided for the generic aspects of Substance De
pendence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that apply across all substances. The
application of these general criteria to Opioid Dependence and Abuse is proVided be
low. However, there are no unique criteria sets for Opioid Dependence and Opiaid
Abuse. Specific text and criteria sets for Opioid Intoxication and Opioid Withdrawal
are also provided below. The Opioid·lnduced Disorders (other than Opioid intoxica
tion and Withdrawal) are described in the sections of the manual with disorders with
which they share phenomenology (e.g., Opioid-Induced Mood Disorder is included
in the "Mood Disorders" section). Listed below are the Opioid Use Disorders and the
Opioid-Induced Disorders.

Opioid Use Disorders

304.00
305.50

Opioid Dependence (see p. 270)
Opioid Abuse (see p. 271)
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Opioid-Induced Disorders

•

Substance-Related Disorders

292.89

292.0
292.81
292.11

292.12

292.84

292.89

292.89

292.9

Opioid Intoxication (see p_ 271) Specify if \'\'ith Perceprual
Disturbances
Opioid Withdrawal (see p. 272)
Opioid Intoxication Delirium (see p. 143)
Opioid-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions (see p. 338)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Opioid-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Opioid-Induced Mood Disorder (see p. 405) Specify if: With
Onset During Intoxication
Opioid-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (see p. 562)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Opioid-Induced Sleep Disorder (see p. 655)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal
Opioid-Related DiSOrder Not Othenvise Specified (see p. 277)

Opioid Use Disorders

304.00 Opioid Dependence

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192). Most
individuals with Opioid Dependence have significant levels of tolerance and will
experience withdrawal on abrupt discontinuation of opioid substances. Opioid
Dependence includes signs and symptoms that reneet compulsive. prolonged. seU
administration of opioid substances that are used for no legitimate medical purpose
or, if a general medical condition is present that requires opioid treatment, that are
used in doses that are greatly in excess of the amount needed for pain relief. Persons
with Opioid Dependence tend to develop such regular patterns of compulsive drug
use that daily activities are typically planned around obtaining and administering
opioids. Opioids are usually purchased on the illegal market but may also be ob
tained from physicians by faking or exaggerating general medical problems or by
receiving simultaneous prescriptions from several physicians. Health care profes
sionals with Opioid Dependence will often obtain opioids by writing prescriptions
for themselves or by diverting opioids that have been prescribed for patients or from
pharmacy supplies.
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Specifiers
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The following specifiers may be applied to a diagnosis of Opioid Dependence (see
p. 195 for more details);

With Physiological Dependence
Without Physiological Dependence

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
On Agonist Therapy
In a Controlled Environment

305.50 Opioid Abuse

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. 198). Legal dif~

ficulties may arise as a result of behavior while intoxicated with opioids or because
an individual has resorted to illegal sources of supply. Persons who abuse opioids
typically use these substances much less often than do those with dependence and do
not develop significant withdrawal symptoms. \t\'hen problems related to opioid use
are accompanied by evidence of withdrawal or compulsive behavior related to the
use of opioids, further information should be gathered to see if a diagnosis of Opioid
Dependence, rather than Opioid Abuse, is more appropriate.

Opioid-Induced Disorders

292.89 Opioid Intoxication
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential feature of Opioid Intoxication is the presence of clinically significant mal
adaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., initial euphoria followed by apathy,
dysphoria, psychomotor agitation or retardation, impaired judgment, or impaired
social or occupational nUlctioning) that develop during, or shortly after, opioid use
(Criteria A and B). Intoxication is accompanied by pupillary constriction (unless there
has been a severe overdose with consequent anoxia and pupillary dilation) and one
or more of the following signs: drowsiness (described as being "on the nod") or even
coma, slurred speech, and impairment in attention or memory (Criterion C).Individ
uals with Opioid Intoxication may demonstrate inattention to the environment, even
to the point of ignoring potentially hannful events. The symptoms must not be due
to a general medical condition and are not better accounted for by another mental dis
order (Criterion D).

The magnitude of the behavioral and physiological changes that result from opioid
use depends on the dose as well as characteristics of the individual using the substance
(e.g., tolerance, rate of absorption, chronicity of use). Symptoms of Opioid Intoxica
tion usually last for several hours, a time frame that is consistent with the half~lifeof
most opioid drugs. Severe intoxication follOWing an opioid overdose can lead to co
ma, respiratory depression, pupillary dilation, unconsciousness, and even death.
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Specifier

The following specifier may be applied to a diagnosis of Opioid Intoxication:

With Perceptual Disturbances. This specifier may be noted in the rare in
stance in which hallucinations with intact reality testing or auditory, visual, or
tactile illusions occur in the absence of a delirium. Illtact reality testillg means
that the person knows that the hallucinations are induced by the substance
and do not represent external reality. When hallucinations occur in the ab
sence of intact reality testing, a diagnosis of Substance-Induced Psychotic Dis
order, With Hallucinations, should be considered.

Diagnostic criteria for 292.89 Opioid Intoxication

A. Recent use of an opioid.

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., initial
euphoria followed by apathy, dysphoria, psychomotor agitation or retardation, im
paired judgment, or impaired social or occupational functioning) that developed
during, or shortly after, opioid use.

e Pupillary constriction (or pupillary dilation due to anoxia from severe overdose) and
one (or more) of the following signs, developing during, or shortly after, opioid use:

(1) drowsiness or coma
(2) slurred speech
(3) impairment in attention or memory

O. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Specify if:

With Perceptual Disturbances

292.0 Opioid Withdrawal
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Withdrawal (see p. 201). The
essential feature of Opioid Withdrawal is the presence of a characteristic withdrawal
syndrome that develops after the cessation of (or reduction in) opioid use that has
been heavy and prolonged (Criterion AI). The withdrawal syndrome can be also pre4

cipitated by administration of an opioid antagonist (e.g., naloxone or naltrexone)
after a period of opioid use (Criterion Al). Opioid Withdrawal is characterized by
a pattern of signs and symptoms that are opposite to the acute agonist effects. The
first of these are subjective and consist of complaints of anxiety, restlessness, and an
"achy feeling" that is often located in the back and legs, accompanied by a wish to ob
tain opioids ("craving") and drug-seeking behavior, along with irritability and in
creased sensitivity to pain. Three or more of the follOWing must be present to make a
diagnosis ofOpioid Withdrawal: dysphoric mood; nausea or vomiting; muscle aches;
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lacrimation or rhinorrhea; pupillary dilation, piloerection, or increased. sweating; di~
arrhea; yawning; fever; and insomnia (Criterion B). Piloerection and fever are associ~

atec! with more severe withdrawal and are not often seen in routine clinical practice
because individuals with Opioid Dependence usually obtain substances before with
drawal becomes that far advanced. These symptoms of Opioid Withdrawal must
cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social- occupational, or other im
portant areas of functioning (Criterion C). The symptoms must not be due to a gener
al medical condition and are not better accounted for by another mental disorder
(Criterion D).

In most individuals who are dependent on short-acting drugs such as heroin,
withdrawal symptoms begin within 6--12 hours after the last dose. Symptoms may
take 2-4 days to emerge in the case of longer-acting drugs such as methadone or
LAAM (L-alpha-acetylmethadol). Acute withdrawal symptoms for a short-acting
opioid such as heroin usually peak within 1-3 days and gradually subside over a
period of 5-7 days. Less acute withdrawal symptoms can last for weeks to months.
These more duonic symptoms include anxiety, dysphoria, anhedonia, insomnia, and
drug craving. Virtually all individuals with Opioid Dependence report a physiologi
cal component, including 50% who have experienced withdrawal.

Diagnostic criteria for 292.0 Opioid Withdrawal

A. Either of the following:

(1) cessation of (or reduction in) opioid use that has been heavy and prolonged
(several weeks or longer)

(2) administration of an opioid antagonist after a period of opioid use

B. Three (or more) of the following, developing within minutes to several days after Cri
terion A:

(1) dysphoric mood
(2) nausea or vomiting
(3) muscle aches
(4) lacrimation or rhinorrhea
(5) pupillary dilation, piloerection, or sweating
(6) diarrhea
(7) yawning
(8) fever
(9) insomnia

C. The symptoms in Criterion 8 cause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.
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Other Opioid·lnduced Disorders
The following Opioid·lnduced Disorders are described in other sections of the man
ual with disorders with which they share phenomenology: Opioid Intoxication
Delirium (p. 143), Opioid-lnduced Psychotic Disorder (p. 338), Opioid-Induced
Mood Disorder (p. 405), Opiold-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (p. 562), and Opioid
Induced Sleep Disorder (p. 655). These disorders are diagnosed instead of Opioid
Intoxication or Opioid Withdrawal only when the symptoms are in excess of those
usually associated with the Opioid Intoxication or Withdrawal syndrome and when
the symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention.

Additional Information on
Opioid-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Opioid Dependence is
commonly associated with a history of drug-related crimes (e.g., possession or dis
tribution of drugs, forgery, burglary, robbery, larceny, or receiving stolen goods).
Among health care professionals and individuals who have ready access to controlled
substances, there is often a different pattern of illegal activities involving problems
with state licensing boards, professional staffs of hospitals, or other administrative
agencies. Divorce, unemployment, or irregular employment is often associated with
Opioid Dependence at all socioeconomic levels.

For many individuals, the effect of taking an opioid for the first time is dysphoric
rather than euphoric, and nausea and vomiting may result. Individuals with Opioid
Dependence are at risk for the development of mild to moderate depression that
meets symptomatic and duration criteria for Dysthymic Disorder, and sometimes for
Major Depressive Disorder. These symptoms may represent an Opioid-lnduced
Mood Disorder (see p. 405) or exacerbations of a preexisting primary depressive dis
order. Periods of depression are especiaUy common during chronic intoxication or in
association with physical or psychosocial stressors that are related to the Opioid De
pendence. Insomnia is common, especially during withdrawal. Antisocial Personali
ty Disorder is much more common in individuals with Opioid Dependence than in
the general population. Posttraumatic Stress Disorder is also seen with increased fre
quency. A history of Conduct Disorder in childhood or adolescence has been identi
fied as a significant risk factor for Substance-Related Disorders, especially Opioid
Dependence.

Associated laboratory findings. Routine urine toxicology tests are often positive
for opioid drugs in individuals with Opioid Dependence. Urine tests remain positive
for most opioids for 12-36 hours after administration. Longer-acting opioids (e.g.,
methadone and LAAM) can be ideJltified in urine for several days. Fentanyl is not de
tected. by standard urine tests but can be identified. by more specialized procedures.
Laboratory evidence of the presence of other substances (e.g., cocaine, marijuana, alco
hol, amphetamines, benzod.iazepines) is common. Screening tests for hepatitis A, 5,
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and C are positive in as many as SOO/.......900J0 of intravenous users, either for hepatitis an
tigen (signifying active infection) or hepatitis antibody (signifying past infection). Mild
ly elevated liver function tests are conunon, either as a result of resolving hepatitis or
from toxic injury to the liver due to contaminants that have been mixed with the inject
ed opioid. Subtle changes in cortisol secretion patterns and body temperature regula
tion have been observed for up to 6 months following opioid detoxification.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Acute and chronic opioid use are associated with a lack of secretions, causing dry
mouth and nose, slowing of gastrointestinal activity, and constipation. Visual acuity
may be impaired as a result of pupillary constriction. In individuals who use opioids
intravenously, sclerosed veins ("tracks") and puncture marks on the lower portions
of the upper extremities are conunon. Veins sometimes become so badly sclerosed
that peripheral edema develops and individuals switch to veins in the legs, neck, or
groin. When these veins become unusable or otherwise lmavailable, individuals often
inject directly into their subcutaneous tissue ("skin-popping"), resulting in cellulitis,
abscesses, and circular-appearing scars from healed skin lesions. Tetanus and Clostrid

iI/III botl/lilll/Ill infections are relatively rare but extremely serious consequences of
injecting opioids, especially with contaminated needles. Infections may also occur
in other organs and include bacterial endocarditis, hepatitis, and human immuna.
deficiency virus (HIV) infection. Tuberculosis is a particularly serious problem among
individuals who use drugs intravenously, especially those dependent on heroin. In
fection with the tubercle badllus is usually asymptomatic and evident only by the
presence of a positive tuberculin skin test. However, many cases of active tubercula.
sis have been found, especially among those who are infected with HIV. These in
dividuals often have a newly acquired infection, but also are likely to experience
reactivation of a prior infection due to impaired immune function. Persons who sniff
heroin or other opioids ("snorting") often develop irritation of the nasal mucosa,
sometimes accompanied by perforation of the nasal septum. Difficulties in sexual
functioning are common. Males often experience erectile dysfunction during intoxi
cation or chronic use. Females commonly have disturbances of reproducth'e function
and irregular menses.

The incidence of HJV infection is h.igh among individuals who use intravenous
drugs, a large proportion of whom are individuals with Opioid Dependence. HIV in
fection rates have been reported to be as high as 60% among persons dependent on
heroin in some areas of the United States.

In addition to infections such as cellulitis, hepatitis, HIV, tuberculosis, and en
docarditis, Opioid Dependence is associated with a death rate as high as 1.50/.......2% per
year. Death most often results from overdose, accidents, injuries, AIDS, or other gen
eral medical complications. Accidents and injuries due to violence that is associated
with buying or selling drugs are common. In some areas, violence accounts for more
opioid-related deaths than overdose or HIV infection. Physiological dependence on
opioids may occur in about hall of the infants born to females with Opioid Depen
dence; this can produce a severe withdrawal syndrome requiring medical treatment.
Although low birth weight is also seen in children of mothers with Opioid Depen
dence, it is usually not marked. and is generally not associated with serious adverse
consequences.
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Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Since the 1920s, in the United States, members of minority groups living in economi
cally deprived areas have been overrepresented among persons with Opioid Depen
dence. However, in the late 1800s and early 1900s, Opioid Dependence was seen more
often among white middle-class indi\'iduals, especially women, suggesting that dif·
ferences in use reflect the availability ofopioid drugs and other social factors. Medical
personnel who have ready access to opioids may have an increased risk for Opioid
Abuse and Dependence.

Increasing age is associated with a decrease in prevalence. This tendency for De
pendence to remit generally begins after age 40 years and has been called "maturing
out." However, many persons have remained opioid dependent for 50 years or long
er. Males are more commonly affected, with the male-ta-female ratio typically being
1.5:1 for opioids other than heroin (i.e., available by prescription) and 3:1 for heroin.

Prevalence

A 1996 national slln'ey of drug use reported that 6.7% of men and 4.5% of women in
the United States acknowledged ever using an analgesic drug in a manner other than
that for which it was prescribed, including 2% who had used these drugs in the prior
year and approximately 1% who had taken these drugs in the prior month. The med
ically inappropriate use of analgesics had its highest lifetime pre\'alence among indi
viduals behveen ages 18 and 25 (90/0), with 5% in this age group acknowledging ever
haVing taken the drug in the prior year, and 2% acknowledging ever having taken the
drug in the prior month. The lifetime prevalence for heroin use was around 1%, with
0.2% having taken the drug during the prior year. A 1997 sun'ey of drug use among
high school students reported that around 2% of high school seniors had ever taken
heroin and 10% acknowledged the inappropriate use of other "analgesics." These
lifetime heroin rates for high school seniors are higher than the 1990 and 1994 rates
(1.3% and 1.2%, respectively) and represent the highest figures since the 1975 rate of
over 2%.

Because the sun·eys assessed patterns of use rather than disorders, it is not known
how many of those who used analgesics or heroin had symptoms that met criteria for
Dependence or Abuse. A community study conducted in the United States from 1980
to 1985 that used the more narrowly defined DSM·llI criteria found that 0.7% of the
adult population had Opioid Dependence or Abuse at some time in their lives.
Among those individuals with Dependence or Abuse, 18% reported use in the last
month and 42% reported having had a problem with opioids in the last year.

Course

Opioid Dependence can begin at any age, but problems associated with opioid use
are most commonly first obsen'ed in the late teens or early 20s. Once Dependence de
velops, it usually continues over a period of many years, even though brief periods
of abstinence are frequent. Relapse following abstinence is common. Although re
lapses do occur, and while some long-term. mortality rates have been reported to be
as high as 2% per year, about 20%-30% of individuals with Opioid Dependence
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achieve long-term abstinence. An exception to the chronic course of Opioid Depen
dence was observed in service personnel who became dependent on opioids in Viet
nam. On their return to the United States, less than 10% of those who had been
dependent on opioids relapsed, although they experienced increased rates of Alcohol
or Amphetamine Dependence. Few data are available on the course ofOpioid Abuse.

Familial Pattern

The family members of individuals with Opioid Dependence are likely to have higher
levels of psychopathology, especially an increased incidence of other Substance
Related Disorders and Antisocial Personality Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disorders,
see p. 207. Opioid-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms (e.g., de
pressed mood) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., DysthymiC Disorder
versus Opioid-Induced Mood Disorder, With Depressive Features, With Onset Dur
ing Intoxication). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differential diagnosis. Opioids are
less likely to produce symptoms of mental disturbance than are most other drugs of
abuse. Alcohol Intoxication and Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication can
cause a clinical picture that resembles Opioid Intoxication. A diagnosis of Alcohol or
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication can usually be made based on the ab
sence of pupillary constriction or the lack of a response to a naloxone challenge. tn
some cases, intoxication may be due both to opioids and to alcohol or other sedatives.
In these cases, the naloxone challenge will not reverse all of the sedative effects. The
anxiety and restlessness associated with Opioid Withdrawal resemble symptoms
seen in Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal. However, Opioid Withdraw
al is also accompanied. by rhinorrhea, lacrimation, and pupillary dilation, which are
not seen in sedative-type withdrawal. Dilated pupils are also seen in Hallucinogen
Intoxication, Amphetamine Intoxication, and Cocaine Intoxication. However, other
signs or symptoms of Opioid Withdrawal such as nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, ab
dominal cramps, rhinorrhea, or lacrimation are not present. Opioid Intoxication and
Opioid Withdrawal are distinguished from the other Opioid·Induced Disorders
(e.g., Opioid-Induced Mood Disorder, With Onset During Intoxication) because the
symptoms in these latter disorders are in excess of those usually associated with Opi
aid Intoxication or Opioid Withdrawal and are severe enough to warrant indepen
dent clinical attention.

292.9 Opioid-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Opioid-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. category is for disorders asso
ciated with the use of opioids that are not classifiable as Opioid Dependence, Opioid
Abuse. Opioid Intoxication, Opioid Withdrawal, Opioid Intoxication Delirium, Opi
oid-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Opioid-Induced Mood Disorder, Opioid-Induced
Sexual Dysfunction, or Opioid-Induced Sleep Disorder.
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Phencyclidine (or Phencyclidine-Likel
Related Disorders

The phencyclidines (or phencyclidine-like substances) include phencyclidine (pCP,
Semylan) and the less polent but similarly acting compoWlds such as ketamine (Ket·
aJar, Ketaject), cyclohexamine, and dizocilpine. These substances were first clevel·
oped as dissociative anesthetics in the 19505 and became street drugs in the 19605.
They can be taken orally or inlTavenously or can be smoked. Phencyclidine (sold i1.
licitly under a variely of names such as PCP, Hog, Tranq, Angel Dust, and PeaCe Pill)
is the most commonly abused substance in this class.

This section contains discussions specific 10 the Phencyclidine-Related Disorders.
Texis and criteria sets have already been provided for the generic aspects of Sub
stance Dependence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that apply across all sub
stances. The application of these general criteria 10 Phencyclidine Dependence and
Abuse is provided below. However, there are no unique criteria sets for Phencycli
dine Dependence or Phencyclidine Abuse. A specific text and criteria set for Phen
cyclidine Intoxication is also provided below. Although symptoms of phencyclidine
withdrawal rna)' occur, their clinical significance is uncertain, and a diagnosis of
phencyclidine withdrawal is not included in this manual The Phencyclidine-Induced
Disorders (other than Phencyclidine Intoxication) are described in the sections of the
manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology (e.g., Phencyclidine
Induced Psychotic Disorder is included in the "Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic
Disorders" section). Listed below are the Phencyclidine Use Disorders and the Phen
cyclidine-Induced Disorders.

Phencyclidine Use Disorders

304.60
305.90

Phencyclidine Dependence (see p. 279)
Phencyclidine Abuse (see p. 279)

Phencyclidine-Induced Disorders

292.89

292.81
292.11

292.U

292.84

292.89

292.9

Phencyclidine Intoxication (see p. 280) SpecifiJ if With
Perceptual Disturbances
Phencyclidine Intoxication Delirium (see p. 143)
Phencyclidine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Phencyclidine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
(see p. 338) Specify if: With Onsel During Intoxication
Phencyclidine-Induced Mood Disorder (see p. 405)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Phencyclidine-Induced Anxiety Disorder (see p. 479)
Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Phencyclidine-Related Disorder ot Othenvise Specified
(>ee p. 283)
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Phencyclidine Use Disorders

304.60 Phencyclidine Dependence
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Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192). Some
of the generic criteria for Substance Dependence do not apply to phencyclidine. Al
though "craving" has been reported by individuals with heavy use, neither tolerance
nor withdrawal symptoms have been clearly demonstrated in humans (although
both have been shown to occur in animal studies). Phencyclidine is usually not diffi
cult to obtain, and individuals with Phencyclidine Dependence often use it at least
two to three times per day, thus spending a significant proportion of their time using
the substance and experiencing its effects. Phencyclidine use may continue despite
the presence of psychological problems (e.g., disinhibition, anxiety, rage, aggression,
panic, flashbacks) or medical problems (e.g., hyperthennia, hypertension, seizures)
that the individual knows are caused by the substance. Individuals with Phencycli
dine Dependence can manifest dangerous behavioral reactions due to lack of insight
and judgment while intoxicated. Aggressive behavior involving fighting-probably
the result of disorgan.ized thinking, agitation, and impaired judgment-has been
identified as an especially problematic adverse effect of phencyclidine. As with hal
lucinogens, adverse reactions to phencyclidine may be more common among indi
viduals with preexisting mental disorders.

Specifiers

The foUowing specifiers may be applied to a diagnosis of Phencyclidine Dependence
(see p. 195 for more details):

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
In a Controlled Environment

305.90 Phencyclidine Abuse
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. 198). Although
individuals who abuse phencyclidine use the substance much less often than those
with Dependence, they may repeatedly fail to fulfiU major role obligations at school,
work, or home because of Phencyclidine Intoxication. Individuals may use phen
cyclidine in situations where it is physically hazardous (such as while operating
heavy machinery or driving a motorcycle or car). Legal difficulties may arise due to
possession of phencyclidine or to behaviors resulting from Intoxication (e.g., fight
ing). There may be recurrent social or interpersonal problems due to the individual's
behavior while intoxicated or to the chaotic lifestyle, multiple legal problems, or argu
ments with significant others.
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Phencyclidine-Induced Disorders

292.89 Phencyclidine Intoxication

Refer. in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential feature of Phencyclidine Intoxication is the presence of clinically significant
maladaptive behavioral changes (e.g., belligerence, assaultiveness, impulsiveness,
unpredictability, psychomotor agitation, impaired judgment, or impaired social or
occupational functioning) that develop during, or shortly after, use of phencyclidine
(or a related substance) (Criteria A and B). These changes are accompanied by h\'O or
more of the following signs that develop within an hour of using the substance (or
less when it is smoked, "snorted," or used intravenously): vertical or horizontal nys
tagmus, hypertension or tachycardia, numbness or diminished responsiveness to
pain, ataxia, dysarthria, muscle rigidity, seizures or coma, and hyperacusis (Criterion
C). The symptoms must not be due to a general medical condition and are not better
accounted for by another mental disorder (Criterion D).

Specific signs and symptoms are dose related. Lower doses of phencyclidine pro
duce vertigo, ataxia, nystagmus, mild hypertension, abnormal involuntary move
ments, slurred speech, nausea, weakness, slowed reaction times, euphoria or affective
dulling, and lack of concern. Disorganized thinking, changed body image and sensory
perception, depersonalization, and feelings of unreality occur at intermediate doses.
There is evidence that individuals with Schizophrenia may experience an exacerba
tion of psychotic symptoms. Higher doses produce amnesia and coma, with analge
sia sufficient for surgery, and seizures with respiratory depression occur at the
highest doses. Effects begin almost immediately after intravenous use or smoking,
reaching a peak within minutes. Peak effects occur about 2 hours after oral doses. In
milder intoxications, the effects resolve after 8-20 hours, whereas signs and symp
toms ofsevere intoxications may persist for several days. Phencyclidine-Induced Psy
chotic Disorder (p. 338) may persist for weeks.

Specifier

The follOWing specifier may be applied to a diagnosis of Phencyclidine Intoxication:

With Perceptual Disturbances. This specifier may be noted when hallucina
tions with intact reality testing or auditory, visual. or tactile illusions occur in
the absence of a delirium. bdact reality testing means that the person knows
that the hallucinations are induced by the substance and do not represent ex
ternal reality. When hallucinations occur in the absence of intact reality testing,
a diagnosis of Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations,
should be considered..
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Diagnostic criteria for 292.89 Phencyclidine Intoxication

A. Recent use of phencyclidine (or a related substance).

8. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral changes (e.g., belligerence, assaultive
ness. impulsiveness. unpredictability, psychomotor agitation. impaired judgment. or
impaired social or occupational functioning) that developed during, or shortly after.
phencyclidine use.

e. Within an hour (less when smoked. "snorted," or used intravenously), two (or more)
of the following signs:

(1) vertical or horizontal nystagmus
(2) hypertension or tachycardia
(3) numbness or diminished responsiveness to pain
(4) ataxia
(5) dysarthria
(6) muscle rigidity
(7) seizures or coma
(8) hyperacusis

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Specify if:

With Perceptual Disturbances

Other Phencyclidine-Induced Disorders
The [oUowing Phencyclidine-Induced Disorders are described in other Sections of the
manual with disorders with which Ihey share phenomenology: Phencyclidine Intox·
ication Delirium (p. 143t Phencyclidine-Induced Psychotic Disorder (p. 338). Phen·
cyclidine-Induced Mood Disorder (p. 405), and Phencyclidine-Induced Anxiety
Disorder (p. 479). These disorders are diagnosed instead of Phencyclidine Intoxica
tion only when the symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with the Phen
cyclidine Intoxication syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe 10

warrant independent clinical attention.

Additional Information on
Phencyclidine-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Although individuals with
Phencyclidine Intoxication may remain alert and oriented. they may show delirium,
coma, psychotic symptoms, or catatonic mutism with posturing. Repeated intoxica-
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tions may lead to job, family, social, or legal problems. Violence, agitation, and bi
zarre behavior (e.g., confused wandering) may occur. Individuals with Phencyclidine
Dependence or Abuse may report repeated intoxication-induced hospitalizations,
emergency-room visits, and arrests for confused or bizarre behavior or for fighting.
Conduct Disorder in adolescents and Antisocial Personality Disorder in adults may
be associated with phencyclidine use. Dependence on other substances (especially CD

caine, alcohol, and amphetamines) is common among those who have Phencyclidine
Dependence.

Associated laboratory findings. Phencyclidine (or a related substance) is present in
the urine of individuals who are acutely intoxicated with one of these substances. The
substance may be detectable in urine for several weeks after the end of prolonged or
very high dose use because of its high lipid solubility. Phencyclidine may be detected
more readily in acidic urine. Creatine phosphokinase (CPK) and serum glutamic-oxalo
acetic transaminase (SCOn are often elevated, reflecting muscle damage.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Phencyclidine Intoxication produces ex.tensive cardiovascular and neurological (e.g.,
seizures, dystonias~dyskinesias, catalepsy, and hypothermia or hyperthermia) toxic
ity. Since almost halfof individuals with Phencyclidine Intoxication present with nys
tagmus or elevated blood pressure, these physical signs can be useful in identifying
a phencyclidine user. In those with Phencyclidine Dependence or Abuse, there may
be physical evidence of injuries from accidents, fights, and falls. Needle tracks, hepa
titis, human immunodeficiency virus (HlV) disease, and bacterial endocarditis may
be found among the relatively few individuals who take phencyclidine intravenous
ly. Drowning, even in small volumes of water, has been reported. Respiratory prob
lems arise with apnea, bronchospasm, bronchorrhea, aspiration during coma, and
h}'persali\'ation. Rhabdomyolysis with renal impairment is seen in about 2% of indi
viduals who seek emergency care. Cardiac arrest is a rare outcome.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

The prevalence of phencyclidine-related problems appears to be higher among males
(about twofold), among those between ages 20 and 40 years, and among ethnic minor
ities (about hvofold). Males compose about three-quarters of those with phencyclidine
related emergency-room visits.

Prevalence

Medical examiners nationally report that phencydjdine is involved in about 3%
of deaths associated with substance use. It is mentioned as a problem in about 3%
of substance-related. emergency-room visits. According to a 1996 nationalsun'ey of
drug use in the United States, more than 3% of those age 12 and older acknowledged
ever using phencyclidine, with 0.2% reporting use in the prior year. The highest life
time prevalence was in those aged 26-34 years (4%), while the highest proportion us
ing phencyclidine in the prior year (0.7"'/0) was in those aged 12-17 years. It should be
noted that because these sun'eys measured patterns of use rather than disorders, it is
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not known how many of those in the survey who used phencyclidine had symptoms
that met criteria for Dependence or Abuse. The prevalence of Phencyclidine Depen
dence or Abuse in the general population is unknown.

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disorders,
see p. 207. Phencyclidine-Induced Disorders may be characterized by symptoms (e.g.,
depressed mood) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Major Depressive
Disorder versus Phencyclidine-Induced Mood Disorder, With DepressiYe Features,
With Onset During Intoxication). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differential diag
nosis. Recurring episodes of psychotic or mood symptoms due to Phencyclidine
Intoxication may mimic Schizophrenia or Mood Disorders. History or laboratory
evidence of phencyclidine use establishes a role for the substance but does not rule
out the CD--OCcurrence of other primary mental disorders. Rapid onset of symptoms.
presence of delirium, or observation of nystagmus or hypertension also suggests
Phencyclidine Intoxication rather than Schizophrenia, but phencyclidine use may in
duce acute psychotic episodes in individuals with preexisting Schizophrenia. Rapid
resolution of symptoms and the absence of a history of Schizophrenia may aid in this
differentiation. Drug-related violence or impaired judgment may co-occur with, or
may mimic aspects of, Conduct Disorder or Antisocial Personality Disorder. Absence
of behavioral problems before the onset of substance use, or during abstinence, may
help to clarify this differentiation.

Phencyclidine and related substances may produce perceptual disturbances (e.g.,
scintillating lights, perception of sounds, illusions, or formed visual images) that the
person usually recognizes as resulting from the drug use. U reality testing remains in
tact and the person neither believes that the perceptions are real nor acts on them, the
specifier With Perceptual Disturbances is noted for Phencyclidine Intoxication. lIre
alHy testing is impaired, the diagnosis ofPhencyc1idine-lnduced Psychotic Disorder
should be considered.

Differentiating Phencyclidine Intoxication from other Substance Intoxications
(with which it often coexists) depends on a history of having taken the substance, the
presence of dlaracteristic findings (e.g., nystagmus and mild hypertension), and pos
itive urine toxicological tests. Individuals who use phencyclidine often use other
drugs as well, and comorbid Abuse or Dependence on other drugs must be consid
ered. Phencyclidine Intoxication is distingUished from the other Phencydidine
Induced Disorders (e.g., Phencyclidine-Induced I\'lood Disorder, ''''ith Onset During
Intoxication) because the symptoms in these latter disorders are in excess of those
usually associated with Phencyclidine Intoxication and arc severe enough to warrant
independent clinical attention.

292.9 Phencyclidine-Related Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Phencyclidine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for dis
orders associated with the use of phencycUdine that are not classifiable as Phencydi-
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dine Dependence, Phencyclidine Abuse, Phencyclidine Intoxication, Phencyclidine
Intoxication Delirium, Phencyclidine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Phencyclidine
Induced Mood Disorder, or Phencyclidine-Induced Anxiety Disorder.

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Related Disorders

The sedative, hypnotic, and anxiolytic (antianxiety) substances include the benzodi
azepines, benzodiazepine-like drugs such as zolpidem and zaleplon, the carhamates
(e.g., glutethimide, meprobamate), the barbittuates (e.g., secobarbital), and the barbi
turate-like hypnotics (e.g., glutethimide, methaqualone). This class of substances in
cludes all prescription sleeping medications and almost all prescription antianxiety
medications. The nonbenzodiazepine antianxiety agents (e.g., buspirone, gepirone)
are not included in this class. Some medications in this class have other important
clinical uses (e.g., as anticonvulsants). Like alcohoL these agents are brain depres
sants and can produce similar Substance-Induced and Substance Use Disorders. At
high doses, sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics can be lethal, particularly when
mixed with alcohol. Sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics are available both by pre
scription and from illegal sources. Occasionally, indjviduals who obtain these sub
stances by prescription will abuse them; conversely, some of those who purchase
substances from this class "on the street" do not develop Dependence or Abuse. Med
ications with rapid onset and/or short to intermediate lengths of action may be espe
cially vulnerable to being abused.

nus section contains discussions specific to the Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic
Related Disorders. Texts and criteria sets have already been provided to define the
generic aspects of Substance Dependence (p. 192) and Substance Abuse (p. 198) that
apply across all substances. The application of these general criteria to Sedative, Hyp
notic, or Anxiolytic Dependence and Abuse is provided below. However, there are
no unique criteria sets for Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Dependence and Seda
tive, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Abuse. Specific texts and criteria sets for Sedative, Hyp
notic, or Anxiolytic intoxication and Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal
are also provided below. TIle Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-induced Disorders
(other than Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication and Withdrawal) are de
scribed in the sections of the manual with disorders with which they share phenom
enology (e.g., Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety Disorder is
included in the"Anxiety Disorders" section). Listed below are the Sedative, Hypnot
ic, or Anxiolytic Use Disorders and the Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced
Disorders.

Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Use Disorders

304.10
305.40

Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Dependence (see p. 285)
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Abuse (see p. 286)



304.10 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Dependence

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Disorders

285

292.89
292.0

292.81

292.81
292.82

292.83

292.11

292.11

292.84

292.89

292.89

292.89

292.9

Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication (see p. 286)
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal (see p. 287)
Specify if: With Perceptual Disturbances
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication Delirium
(see p. 143)
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal Delirium (see p. 1·13)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting Dementia
(see p. 168)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting Amnestic
Disorder (see p. 177)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Psychotic Disorder,
With Delusions (see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During
Intoxication/With Onset During Withdrawal
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Psychotic Disorder,
With Hallucinations (see p. 338) Specify if: ',Vith Onset During
Intoxication/With Onset During Withdrawal
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Mood Disorder
(see p. 405) Specify if: Vhth Onset During Intoxication/With Onset
During Withdrawal
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxio1ytic-Induced Anxiety Disorder
(see p. 479) Spocify if: ,,,rith Onset During Withdrawal
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxio1ytic-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
(see p. 562) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Sleep Disorder
(see p. 655) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/With Onset
During Withdrawal
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Re1ated Disorder Not
Othen....ise Specified (see p. 293)

Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Use Disorders

304.10 Sedative, Hypnotic, or
Anxiolytic Dependence

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Dependence (see p. 192) and
Alcohol-Related Disorders (see p. 212). Very significant levels of physiological de
pendence, marked by both tolerance and withdrawal, can develop to the sedatives,
hypnotics, and anxiolytics. The timing and severity of the withdrawal syndrome will
differ depending on the specific substance and its pharmacokinetics and pharmaco
dynamics. For example, withdrawal from shorter-acting substances that are rapidly
absorbed and that have no active metabolites (e.g., triazolam) can begin within hours
after the substance is stopped; withdrawal from substances with long-acting metab
olites (e.g., diazepam) may not begin for 1-2 days or longer. The withdrawal syn
drome produced by substances in this class may be characterized by the development
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of a delirium that can be life threatening. There may be evidence of tolerance and
withdrawal in the absence of a diagnosis of Substance Dependence in an individual
who has abruptly discontinued benzodiazepines that were taken for long periods of
time at prescribed and therapeutic doses. A diagnosis of Substance Dependence
should be considered only when, in addition to having physiological dependence, the
individual using the substance shows evidence of a range of problems (e.g., an indi
\'idual who has developed drug-seeking behavior to the extent that important activ
ities are given up or reduced to obtain the substance).

Specifiers

The following specifiers may be applied to a diagnosis of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anx
ioiytk Dependence (see p. 195 for more details):

With Physiological Dependence
Without Physiological Dependence

Early Full Remission
Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission
Sustained Partial Remission
In a Controlled Environment

305.40 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Abuse
Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Abuse (see p. ]98). Abuse of
substances from this class may occur on its own or in conjunction with use of other
substances. For example, individuals may use intoxicating doses of sedatives or ben
zodiazepines to "come down" from cocaine or amphetamines or use high doses of
benzodiazepines in combination with methadone to "boost" its effects. Abuse of sub
stances from this class may result in use in hazardous situations, such as getting
"high" and then driving. The individual may miss work or school or neglect home
duties as a result of intoxication or get into arguments with spouse or parents about
episodes of substance lise. When these problems are accompanied by evidence of
tolerance, withdrawal, or compulsive behavior related to the use of sedatives, hyp
notics, or anxiolytics, a diagnosis of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Dependence
should be considered.

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Disorders

292.89 Sedative, Hypnotic, or
Anxiolytic Intoxication

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Intoxication (see p. 199). The
essential feature of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication is the presence of
clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., inappro-
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priate sexual or aggressive behavior, mood lability, impaired. judgment, impaired.
social or occupational functioning) that develop during, or shortly after, use of a sed
ative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic substance (Criteria A and B). As with other brain de.
pressants such as alcohol, these behaviors may be accompanied by slurred. speech, an
unsteady gait, nystagmus, memory or atlentional problems, levels of incoordination
that can interfere with driving abilities and with performing usual activities to the
point of causing faUs or automobile accidents, and stupor or coma (Criterion C).
Memory impairment is a prominent feature of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytk in
toxication and is most often characterized by an anterograde amnesia that resembles
"alcoholic blackouts," which can be quite disturbing to the individual. The symptoms
must not be due to a general medical condition and are not beNer accounted for b)'
another mental disorder (Criterion D). Intoxication may occur in individuals who are
receiving these substances by prescription, are borrowing the medication from
friends or relatives, or are deliberately taking the substance to achieve intoxication.

Diagnostic criteria for
292.89 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication

A. Recent use of a sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic.

B. Clinically significant maladaptive behavioral or psychological changes (e.g., inappro
priate sexual or aggressive behavior, mood lability, impaired judgment, impaired
social or occupational functioning) that developed during, or shortly after, sedative,
hypnotic. or anxiolytic use.

e. One (or more) of the following signs, developing during, or shortly after, sedative,
hypnotic. or anxiolytic use:

(1) slurred speech
(2) incoordination
(3) unsteady gait
(4) nystagmus
(5) impairment in attention or memory
(6) stupor or coma

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

292.0 Sedative. Hypnotic. or
Anxiolytic Withdrawal

Refer, in addition, to the text and criteria for Substance Withdrawal (see p. 201). The
essential feature of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal is the presence of
a characteristic syndrome that develops after a marked decrease in or cessation of
intake after several weeks or more of regular use (Criteria A and B). This withdrawal
syndrome is characterized by two or more symptoms (similar to Alcohol Withdraw
al) that include autonomic hyperactivity (e.g., increases in heart rate, respiratory rate,
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blood pressure, or body temperature, along with sweating); a tremor of the hands; in
somnia, anxiety, and nausea sometimes accompanied by vomiting; and psychomotor
agitation. A grand mal seizure may occur in perhaps as many as 200/..-30% of individ
uals undergoing untreated withdrawal from these substances. In severe Withdrawal,
visuaL tactile, or auditory hallucinations or iJlusions can occur but are usually in the
context of a delirium. If the person's reality testing is intact (i.e., he or she knows the
substance is causing the hallucinations) and the illusions occur in a clear sensorium,
the specifier With Perceptual Disturbances can be noted (see below). The symptoms
cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupationaL or other im
portant areas of functioning (Criterion C). The symptoms must not be due to a gener
al medical condition and are not better accounted for by another mental disorder
(e.g., Alcohol Withdrawal or Generalized Anxiety Disorder) (Criterion 0). Relief of
withdrawal symptoms with administration of any sedative-hypnotic agent would
support a diagnosis of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal.

The withdrawal syndrome is characterized by signs and symptoms that are gener
ally the opposite of the acute effects that are likely to be observed in a first-time user
of these agents. The time course of the withdrawal syndrome is generaUy predicted
by the half-life of the substance. Medications whose actions typically last about
10 hours or less (e.g., lorazepam, oxazepam, and temazepam) produce withdrawal
symptoms within 6-S hours of decreasing blood levels that peak in intensity on the
second day and improve markedly by the fourth or fifth day. For substances with
longer half-lives (e.g., diazepam), symptoms may not develop for more than a week,
peak in intensity during the second week, and decrease markedly during the third or
fourth week. There may be additional longer-term symptoms at a much lower level
of intensity that persist for several months. As with alcohol, these lingering with
drawal symptoms (e.g., anxiety, moodiness, and trouble sleeping) can be mistaken
for non-substance-induced Anxiety or Depressive Disorders (e.g., Generalized Anxi
ety Disorder).

The longer the substance has been taken and the higher the dosages used, the more
likely it is that there will be severe Withdrawal. However, Withdrawal has been re
ported with as little as 15 mg of diazepam (or its equivalent in other benzodiazepines)
when taken daily for several months. Dosages of approximately 40 mg of diazepam
(or its equivalent) daily are more likely to produce clinically relevant withdrawal
symptoms, and even higher doses (e.g., 100 mg of diazepam) are more likely to be fol
lowed by withdrawal seizures or delirium. Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic With
drawal Delirium (see p. 143) is characterized by disturbances in consciousness and
cognition, with visual, tactile, or auditory hallucinations. \oVhen present, Sedative,
Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal Delirium should be diagnosed instead of With
drawal.

Specifier

The following specifier may be applied to a diagnosis of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anx
iolytic Withdrawal:

With Perceptual Disturbances. This specifier may be noted when hallucina
tions with intact reality testing or auditory, visual, or tactile illusions occur in
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the absence of a delirium. Intact reality testillg means that the person knows
that the hallucinations are induced by the substance and do not represent ex
ternal reality. When hallucinations occur in the absence of intact reality testing,
a diagnosis of Substance.Induced Psychotic Disorder. With HaUucinations.
should be considered.

Diagnostic criteria for
292.0 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal

A. Cessation of (or reduction in) sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic use that has been
heavy and prolonged.

B. Two (or more) of the following, developing within several hours to a few days after
Criterion A:

(1) autonomic hyperactivity (e.g., sweating or pulse rate greater than 100)
(2) increased hand tremor
(3) insomnia
(4) nausea or vomiting
(5) transient visual, tactile, or auditory hallucinations or illusions
(6) psychomotor agitation
(7) anxiety
(8) grand mal seizures

C. The symptoms in Criterion 8 cause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to a general medical condition and are not better ac~

counted for by another mental disorder.

Specify if:

With Perceptual Disturbances

Other Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Disorders

The following Sedative.. Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-lnduced Disorders are described in
other sections of the manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology:
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication Delirium (p. 143), Sedative, Hypnot
ic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal Delirium (p. 143), Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic
Induced Persisting Dementia (p. 168), Sedative-, Hypnotic-. or Anxiolytic-Induced
Persisting Amnestic Disorder (p. 177). Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced
Psychotic Disorder (p. 338), Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Mood
Disorder (p. 405), Sedati\'e-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety Disorder
(p. 479), Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (p. 562),
and Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Sleep Disorder (p. 655). These dis
orders are diagnosed instead of Sedative. Hypnotic. or Anxiolytic Intoxication or
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Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal only when the symptoms are in excess
of those usually associated with the Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication or
Withdrawal syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant in
dependent clinical attention.

Additional Information on Sedative-,
Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Related Disorders

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Sedative, Hypnotic, or
Anxiolytic Dependence and Abuse may often be associated with Dependence on, or
Abuse of, other substances (e.g., alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, heroin, methadone, am
phetamines). Sedatives are often used to alleviate the llnwanted effects of these other
substances. Acute Intoxication can result in accidental injury through falls and auto
mobile accidents. For elderly individuals, even short-term use of these sedating med·
ications at prescribed doses can be associated with an increased risk for cognitive
problems and falls. Some data indicate that the disinhibiting effects of these agents
can, like alcohol, actually contribute to overly aggressive behavior, with subsequent
interpersonal and legal problems. Intense or repeated Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxio
lytic intoxication may be associated with severe depressions that, although tempo
rary, can be intense enough to lead to suicide attempts and completed suicides.
Accidental or deliberate overdoses, similar to those observed for Alcohol Abuse or
Dependence or repeated Alcohol intoxication, can occur. in contrast to their wide
margin of safety when used alone, benzodiazepines taken in combination with alco
hol appear to be particularly dangerous, and accidental overdoses ha\'e been report
ed. Accidental overdoses have also been reported in individuals who deliberately
misuse barbiturates and other nonbenzodiazepine sedatives (e.g., methaqualone).
With repeated use in search of euphoria, tolerance develops to the sedative effects,
and a progressively higher dose is used. However, tolerance to brain stem depressant
effects develops much more slowly, and as the person takes more substance to
achieve euphoria, there may be a sudden onset of respirator}' depression and hypo
tension, which may resuJt in death. Antisocial behavior and Antisocial Personality
Disorder are associated with Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Dependence and
Abuse, especially when the substances are obtained illegally.

Associated laboratory findings. Almost all of these substances can be identified
through laboratory evaluations of urine or blood (the latter of which can quantify the
amounts of these agents in the body). Urine tests are likely to remain positive for up
to a week or so after the use of long-acting substances (e.g., fJurazepam).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Physical examination is likely to reveal evidence of a mild decrease in most aspects of
autonomic nervous system ftmctioning, including a slower pulse, a slightly de
creased respiratory rate, and a slight drop in blood pressure (most likely tooceurwith
postural changes). Overdoses of sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiol}'tics may be associ-
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ated with a deterioration in vital signs that may signal an impending medical emer
gency (e.g., respiratory arrest from barbiturates). There may be consequences of
trauma (e.g., internal bleeding or a subdural hematoma) from accidents that occur
while intoxicated. Intravenous use of these substances can result in medical compli
cations related to the use of contaminated needles (e.g., hepatitis and human immu
nodeficiency virus [Hrv] infection).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

There are marked variations in prescription patterns (and availability) of this class of
substances in different countries, which may lead to variations in prevalence of Sed·
ative·, Hypnotic·, or Anxiolytic·Related Disorders. Deliberate Intoxication to achieve
a "high" is most likely to be observed in teenagers and individuals in their 20s. '\/ith
drawal, Dependence, and Abuse are also seen in individuals in their 405 and older
who escalate the dose of prescribed medications. Both acute and chronic toxic effects
of these substances, especially effects on cognition, memory, and motor coordination,
are likely to increase with age as a consequence of phannacodynamic and phannaco
kinetic age-related changes. Individuals with dementia are more likely to develop
Intoxication and impaired physiological functioning at lower doses. Women may be
at higher risk for prescription drug abuse of substances of this class.

Prevalence

In the United States. up to 90% of individuals hospitalized for medical care or surgery
receive orders for sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic medications during their hospital
stay, and more than 15% of American adults use these medications (usually by pre
scription) during any 1 year. Most of these individuals take the medication as directed,
without evidence of misuse. Among the medications in this class, the benzodiaz
epines are the most widely used, with perhaps 10"10 of adults having taken a benzo
diazepine for at least 1 month during the prior year. In both the United States and
elsewhere, these drugs are usually prescribed by a primary care provider, and pre
scribed use of these medications is higher in women and increases with age.

A 1996 national survey of drug use indicated that around 6% of individuals ac·
knowledged using either sedatives or "tranquilizers" illicitl}', including 0.3% who re·
ported illicit use of sedatives in the prior year and 0.1% who reported use of sedatives
in the prior month. The age group with the highest lifetime prevalence of sedatives
(3%) or "tranquilizers" (6%) was 26- to 3..J.-year-olds, while those aged 18-25 were
most likely to han used in the prior year.

Because most surveys assessed. paUems of use rather than disorders, it is not
known how many of those who used substances from this dass had symptoms that
met criteria for Dependence or Abuse. A 1992 U.S. national survey reported a Wetime
prevalence for Abuse or Dependence of less than 1%, including less than 0.1% for 12·
month prevalence.

Course

The more usual course involves young people in their teens or 205 who rna}' escalate
their occasional useof sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics to the point at which they
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develop problems that might qualify for a diagnosis of Dependence or Abuse. This
pattern may be especially likely among individuals who have other Substance Use
Disorders (e.g., related to alcohol, opioids, cocaine, amphetamine). An initial pattern
of intenniuent use at parties can lead to daily use and high levels of tolerance. Once
this occurs, an increasing level of interpersonal, work, and legal difficulties, as well
as increasingly severe episodes of memory impairmcnt and physiological withdraw·
al, can be expected to ensue.

The second and less frequently observed clinical course begins with an individual
who originally obtaincd the medication by prescription from a physician, usually for
thc treatment of anxiety, insomnia, or somatic complaints. Although the great major·
ity of those who are prescribed a medication from this class do not develop problems,
a small proportion do. In these individuals, as either tolerance or a need for higher
doses of the medication develops, there is a gradual increase in the dose and frequen
cy of self-administration. The person is likely to continue to justify use on the basis of
the original symptoms of anxiety or insomnia, but substance-seeking behavior be
comcs more prominent and the person may seek out multiple ph}tsicians to obtain
sufficient supplies of the medication. Tolerance can reach high levels, and Withdraw
al (induding seizwes and Withdrawal Delirium) may occur. Other individuals at
heightened risk might include those with Alcohol Dependence who may receive
repeated prescriptions in response to their complaints of alcohol-related anxiety or
. .
msomrua.

Differential Diagnosis

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disorders,
see p. 207. Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-lnduced Disorders may present with
symptoms (e.g., anxiety) that resemble primary mental disorders (e.g., Generalized
Anxiety Disorder versus Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety Dis·
order, With Onset During Withdrawal). See p. 210 for a discussion of this differential
diagnosis.

Sedative, Hypnotic. or Anxiolytic Intoxication closely resembles Alcohol Intoxica
tion, except for the smell of alcohol on the breath. In older persons, the clinical pichtre
of intoxication can resemble a progressive dementia. In addition, the slurred speech,
incoordination, and other associated features characteristic of Sedative, Hypnotic, or
Anxiolytic Intoxication could be the result of a general medical condition (e.g., mul
tiple sclerosis) or of a prior head trauma (e.g., a subdural hematoma).

Alcohol Withdrawal produces a syndrome very similar to that of Sedative, Hyp
notic, or Anxiol}'tic Withdrawal. The anxiety, insonmia, and autonomic nervous
system hyperactivity that is a consequence of intoxication with other drugs (e.g.,
stimulants such as amphetamines or cocaine), that are consequences of physiologi
cal conditions (e.g., hyperth}troidism), or that are related to primary Anxiety Dis
orders (e.g., Panic Disorder or Generalized Anxiety Disorder) can resemble some
aspects of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal.

Sedative. Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication and Withdrawal are distingUished
from the other Sedative·, Hypnotic·, or Anxiolytic·rnduced Disorders (e.g., Seda
tive-, Hypnotic·, or Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Onset Dilling With
drawal) because the symptoms in these latter disorders are in excess of those usually
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associated with Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication or Withdrawal and are
severe enough 10 warrant independent clinical attention.

It should be noted that there are individuals who continue to take benzodiazepine
medication according 10 a physician's direction for a legitimate medical indication
over extended periods of time. Even if physiologically dependent on the medication,
many of these individuals do not develop symptoms that meet the criteria for Depen
dence because they are not preoccupied with oblaining the substance and its use does
not interfere with their perfonnance of usual social or occupational roles.

292.9 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Related Disorder

Not Otherwise Specified
The Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Related Disorder lot Othem'ise Specified
category is for disorders associated with the use of sedatives, hypnotics, or anxiolyt
ics that are not classifiable as Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Dependence; Seda
tive, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Abuse; Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication;
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal; Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic
Intoxication Delirium; Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal Delirium; Sed
ative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting Dementia; Sedative-, Hypnotic-,
or Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder; Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxi
olytic-Induced Psychotic Disorder; Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced
Mood Disorder; Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety Disorder; Sed
ative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Sexual Dysfunction; or Sedative-, Hypnotic
,or Anxiolytic-Induced Sleep Disorder.

Polysubstance-Related Disorder

304.80 Polysubstance Dependence
This diagnosis is reserved for behavior during the same 12-month period in which the
person was repeatedly using at least three groups of substances (not including caf
feine and nicotine), but no single substance predominated. Further, during this peri
od, the Dependence criteria were met for substances as a group but not for any
specific substance. For example, a diagnosis of Polysubstance Dependence would ap
ply to an individual who, during the same 12-month period, missed work because of
his heavy use of alcohol, continued to use cocaine despite experiencing severe de
pressions after nights of heavy consumption, and was repeatedly unable tostay with
in his self-imposed limits regarding his use of codeine. In this instance, although the
problems associated with the use of anyone substance were not pervasive enough to
justify a diagnosis of Dependence, his overall use ofsubstances significantly impaired
his functioning and thus warranled a diagnosis of Dependence on the substances as
a group. Such a pattern might be obsen'ed, for example, in a setting where substance
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use was highly prevalent but where the drugs ofchoice changed frequently. For those
situations in which there is a pattern of problems associated with multiple drugs and
the criteria arc met for more than one specific Substance-Related Disorder (e.g., Co
caine Dependence, Alcohol Dependence, and Cannabis Dependence), each diagnosis
should be made.

Other (or Unknown) Substance-Related Disorders

The Other (or Unknown) Substance-Related Disorders category is for classifying
Substance-Related Disorders associated with substances not listed above. Examples
of these substances, which are described in more detail below, include anahoHc ste
roids, nitrite inhalants ("poppers"), nitrous oxide, over-the-counter and prescription
medications not otherwise covered by the 11 categories (e.g., cortisol, antihistamines,
benztropine), and other substances that have psychoactive effects. In addition, this
category may be used. when the specific substance is unknown (e.g., an intoxication
after taking a bottle of unlabeled pills).

Anabolic steroids sometimes produce an initial sense of enhanced well-being (or
even euphoria), which is replaced after repeated use by lack of energy, irritability,
and other forms of dysphoria. Continued use of these substances may lead 10 more
severe symptoms (e.g., depressive symptomatology) and general medical conditions
(liver disease).

Nitrite inhalants ("poppers"-forms of amyl, but)'1, and isobutyl nitrite) produce
an intoxication that is characterized by a feeling of fullness in the head, mild eupho
ria, a change in the perception of time, relaxation of smooth muscles, and a possible
increase in sexual feelings. In addition to possible compulsive use, these substances
carry dangers of potential impairment of immune functioning, irritation of the respi
ratory s}'stem, a decrease in the oxygen--carrying capacity of the blood, and a toxic re
action that can include vomiting.. severe headache, hypotension, and dizziness.

Nitrous oxide ("laughing gas") causes rapid onset of an intoxication that is charac
terized by light-headedness and a floating sensation that clears in a matter of minutes
aiter administration is stopped. There are reports of temporary but clinically relevant
confusion and reversible paranoid states when nitrous oxide is used regularly.

Other substances that are capable of producing mild intoxications include catnip,
which can produce states similar to those observed with marijuana and which in high
doses is reported 10 result in LSD-type perceptions; betel nut, which is chewed in
many culhrres to produce a mild euphoria and floating sensation; and kava (a sub
stance derived from the South Pacific pepper plant), which produces sedation, inco
ordination, weight loss, mild forms of hepatitis, and lung abnormalities. In addition,
individuals can develop dependence and impairment through repeated self-admin
istration of over·the-counter and prescription drugs, including cortisol, antiparkin
sonian agents that have anticholinergic properties, and antihistamines. A discussion
of how to code medication-related disorders is found on p. 205.

Texts and criteria sets have already been provided to define the generic aspects of
Substance Dependence (p. 192), Substance Abuse (p. 198), Substance Intoxication
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(p. 199), and Substance \,\'ithdrawal (p. 201) that are applicable across classes of sub
stances. The Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Disorders are described in the
sections of the manual with disorders with which they share phenomenology [e.g.,
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is included in the "Mood
Disorders" section]. Listed below are the Other (or Unknown) Substance Use Disor~

ders and the Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Disorders.

Other (or Unknown) Substance Use Disorders

304.90
305.90

Other (or Unknown) Substance Dependence (see p. 192)
Other (or Unknown) Substance Abuse (see p. 198)

Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Disorders

292.89

292.0

292.81
292.82

292.83

292.11

292.U

292.84

292.89

292.89

292.89

292.9

Other (or Unkno\vn) Substance Intoxication (see p. 199)
Specify if: With Perceptual Disturbances
Other (or Unknown) Substance Withdrawal (see p. 201)
Specify if: With Perceptual Disturbances
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Delirium (see p. 1·13)
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia
(see p. 168)
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic
Disorder (see p. In)
Other (or Unkno\vn) Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder,
With Delusions (see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During
Intoxication/With Onset During Withdrawal
Other (or Unkno\vn) Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder,
With Hallucinations (see p. 338) Specify if: With Onset During
Intoxication/With Onset During Withdrawal
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Mood Disorder
(see p. 405) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/
With Onset During Withdrawal
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder
(sec p. 479) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/
With Onset During Withdrawal
Other (or UnknO\vn) Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
(sec p. 562) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder
(see p. 655) Specify if: With Onset During Intoxication/
With Onset During Withdr.lwal
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Related Disorder Not
Othenvise Specified



Schizophrenia and
Other Psychotic Disorders

The disorders in Ihis section include Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder,
Schizoaffective Disorder, Delusional Disorder, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Shared Psy
chotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, Substance
Induced Psychotic Disorder, and Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. These
disorders have been grouped together to facilitate the differential diagnosis of dis
orders that include psychotic symptoms as a prominent aspect of their presentation.
Other disorders that may present with psychotic symptoms as associated features are
included elsewhere in the manual (e.g., Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type and Sub
stance-Induced Delirium in the "Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cog
nitive Disorders" section; Major Depressive Disorder, With Psychotic Features, in the
"Mood Disorders" section). Despite the fact that these disorders are grouped together
in this chapter, it should be understood that psychotic symptoms are not necessarily
considered to be core or fundamental features of these disorders, nor do the disorders
in this section necessarily have a common etiology. In fact, a number of studies sug
gest doser etiological associations between Schizophrenia and other disorders that,
by definition, do not present with psychotic symptoms (e.g., Schizotypal Personality
Disorder).

The term psychotic has historically received a number of different definitions, none
of which has achieved universal acceptance. The narrowest definition of psycllOtiC is
restricted to delusions or prominent hallucinations, with the hallucinations occurring
in the absence of insight into their pathological nature. A slightly less restrictive def
inition would also include prominent hallucinations that the individual realizes ace
hallucinatory experiences. Broader still is a definition that also includes other positive
symptoms of Schizophrenia (i.e., disorganized speech, grossly disorganized or cata
tonic behavior). Unlike these definitions based on symptoms, the definition used in
earlier classifications (e.g., DSM·U and ICD-9) was probably far too inclusive and fo
cused on the severity of functional impairment. In that context, a mental disorder was
termed "psychotic" if it resulted in "impairment that grossly interferes with the ca
pacity to meet ordinary demands of life." The term has also previously been defined
as a "loss of ego boundaries" or a "gross impairment in reality testing."

In this manual, the term psychotic refers to the presence ofcertain symptoms. How·
ever, the specific constellation of symptoms to which the term refers varies to some
extent across the diagnostic categories. In Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder,
Sc:hizoaHective Disorder, and Brief Psychotic Disorder, the term psycllotic refers to de
lusions, any prominent hallucinations, disorganized speech, or disorganized or cata
tonic behavior. In Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition and in
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Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, psyclloticrefers to delusions or only those hal
lucinations that are not accompanied by insight. Finally, in Delusional Disorder and
Shared Psychotic Disorder, psychotic is equivalent to delusional.

n,e following-disorders are included in this section:

Schizophrenia is a disorder that lasts for at least 6 months and includes at least
1 month of active-phase symptoms (i.e., two [or more] of the following: delusions,
hallucinations, disorganized speech, grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior, neg
ative symptoms). Definitions for the Schizophrenia subtypes (paranoid, Disorga
nized, Catatonic, Undifferentiated, and Residual) are also included in this section.

Schizophreniform Disorder is characterized b}' a symptomatic presentation that
is equivalent to Schizophrenia except for its dur.ltion (i.e., the distmhance lasts from
1 to 6 months) and the absence of a requirement that there be a decline in functioning.

SchizoaHective Disorder is a disorder in which a mood episode and the active
phase symptoms of Schizophrenia occur together and were preceded or are followed
by at least 2 weeks of delusions or hallucinations without prominent mood symp
toms.

Delusional Disorder is characterized by at least 1 month of nonbizarre delusions
without other active-phase symptoms of Schizophrenia.

Brief Psychotic Disorder is a disorder that lasts more than 1 day and remits by
1 month.

Shared Psychotic Disorder is characterized by the presence of a delusion in an in
dividual who is influenced by someone else who has a longer-standing delusion with
similar content.

In Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, the psychotic symp
toms are judged to be a direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion.

In Substance·lnduced Psychotic Disorder, the psychotic symptoms are judged to
be a direct physiological consequence of a drug of abuse, a medication, or toxin expo
sure.

Psychotic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is included for classifying psychotic
presentations that do not meet the criteria for any of the specific Psychotic Disorders
defined in this section or psychotic symptomatology about which there is inadequate
or contradictory infonnation.

Schizophrenia
The essential features of Schizophrenia are a mixture of characteristic signs and
symptoms (both positi,·-e and negati,'e) that have been present for a significant por·
tion of time during a I-month period (or for a shorter time if successfully treated),
with some signs of the=disorder persisting for at least 6 month:? (Criteria A and C).
These signs and symptoms are assOCiated with marked social or occu anonal d 's
function riterion B . e disturbance is not better accounted for by Schizoaffective
Disorder or a Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features and is not due...to..thc direct
ghysiological effects of asubstanceor..a.general medical conditiQn (Criteria 0 and E).
In individuals with a previous diagnosis of Autistic Disorder (or another Pervasive
Developmental Disorder), the additional diagnosis of Schizophrenia is warranted...-
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ani if prominent delusions or hallucinations are j:!.[es.enl1OLaUeast a mo~(Crite
rion F). The characteristic sY..!!lp-t ms of Schizo hrenia involve a ran e of co itive
and emotional d sfunctions that include erce tion, inferential thinking, Ian
and communication, be lilvioraI monitoring, affect, fluency and productivit of
thou ilt and speecl1,"fieaonic-capadty, volffion and drive, and attention. No single
symptom is pa ognomonic of Schizophrenia; the diagnosis invoh'es the recognition
of a consteUation of signs and symptoms associated with impaired occupational or
social functioning.

Characteristic symptoms (Criterion A) may be conceptualized as faUing into h"o
broad categories: positive and negative. The positive symptoms appear to reflect an
excess or distortion of normal functions, whereas the negative symptoms aerear to
reflect a diminution orJQss of.nur nctions. The positive symetoms (Criteria Al
A-I) include distortions in thought content (delusions), perception (hallucinations),
Ian age and thought process (disorganizedS~t and self-monit6ring-of-behav
ior (grosslrdisorganized or catatonic behavior). These positi,-e symptoms may com
rise h,'o distinct dirilenslons;'\\'hich may fitum be related to different underlying

neural mechanisms and clinical correlates. The "psycfiOric dimenSion" ma.Wes:rtelu
sions and hallucinations, ~"hereas the "disorganization dimension" includes disor '1

nized s cech and behavior. Ne ative s In toms Cnterion mclude restrictions in
the range and intensity of emotional ex ression (affective flattemng ,til e fluency
and roductivity of thought and speech (alogia), and in the Imnation 0 goa -Clltected
..behavior {avo itionL

Delusions (Criterion A1) are erroneous beliefs that usuaUy involve a misinterpre
tation of perceptions or experiences. Their content may include a variety of themes
(e.g., persecutory, referential, somatic, religious, or grandiose). Persecutory delusions
are most common; the person believes heorshe is being tormented, followed, tricked,
spied on, or ridiculed. Referential delusions are also common; the person believes
that certain gestures, comments, passages from books, newspapers, song lyrics, or
other em'ironmental cues are specifically directed at him or her. The distinction be
h"een a delusion and a strongly held idea is sometimes difficult to make and depends
in part on the degree of conviction with which the belief is held despite clear contra
dictory evidence regarding its veraciry.,

Although bizarre delusions are considered to be especially characteristic of Schizo
phrenia, "bizarreness" may be difficult to judge, especially across different cultures.
Delusions are deemed bizarre if they are clearly implaUSible and not understandable
and do not derive from ordinary life experiences. An example of a bizarre delusion is
a person's belief that a stranger has removed his or her internal organs and has re
placed them with someone else's organs without leaving any wounds or scars. An ex
ample of a nonbizarre delusion is a person's false belief that he or she is under
surveilJance by the police. Delusions that express a loss of control over mind or body
are generally considered to be bizarre; these include a person's belief that his or her
thoughts have been taken away by some outside force ("thought withdrawal"), that
alien thoughts have been put into his or her mind ("thought insertion"), or that his or
her body or actions are being acted on or manipulated by some outside force ("delu
sions of control"). If the delusions are judged to be bizarre, only this single symptom
is needed to satisfy Criterion A for Schizophrenia.

Hallucinations (Criterion A2) may occur in any sensory modality (e.g., auditory,

-

-
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visual, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile), but auditory hallucinations are by far the
most common. Auditory hallucinations are usually experienced as voices, whether
familiar or unfamiliar, that are perceived as distinct from the person's own thoughts~

The hallucinations must occur in the context of a dear sensorium; those that occur
while falling asleep (hypnagogic) or waking up (hypnopompic) are considered to be
within the range of normal experience. Isolated experiences of hearing one's name
called or experiences that lack the quality of an external percept (e.g., a humming in
one's head) should also not be considered as s)'Tl\ptomatic of Schizophrenia or any
other Psychotic Disorder. Hallucinations may be a norn,al part of religious experi
ence in certain cultural contexts. Certain types of auditory hallucinations (Le., two or
more voices conversing with one another or voices maintaining a running comn,en
tar}' on the person's thoughts or behavior) have been considered to be particularly
characteristic ofSchizopluenia. If these types of hallucinations are present, then only
this single s}'mptom is needed to satisfy Criterion A.

Disorganized thinking ("formal thought disorder") has been argued by some to be
the single most important feature of Schizophrenia. Because of the difficulty inherent
in developing an objective definition of "thought disorder," and because in a clinical
setting inferences about thought are based primarily on the individual's speech, the
concept of disorganized speech (Criterion A3) has been emphasized in the definition
for Schizophrenia used in this manual. The speech of individuals with Schizophrenia
may be disorganized in a variety of ways. The person may "slip off the track" from
one topic to another ("derailment" or "loose associations'"); answers to questions may
be obliquely related or completely unrelated ("tangentiaJity"); and, rarely, speech
may be so severely disorganized that it is nearly incomprehensible and resembles re
ceptive aphasia in its linguistic disorganization ("incoherence" or "word salad"). Be
cause mildly disorganized speech is common and nonspecific, the symptom must be
severe enough to substantially impair effective communication. Less severe disorga
nized thinking or speech may occur during the prodromal and residual periods of
Schizophrenia (see Criterion C).

Grossly disorganized behavior (Criterion A4) may manifest itself in a variety of
ways, ranging from childlike silliness to unpredictable agitation. Problems may be
noted in any form of goal-directed behavior, leading to difficulties in performing ac
tivities of daily Jiving such as preparing a meal or maintaining hygiene. The person
may appear markedly disheveled, may dress in an unusual manner (e.g., wearing
multiple overcoats, scan'es, and gloves on a hot day), or may display clearly inappro
priate sexual behavior (e.g., public masturbation) or unpredictable and un triggered
agitation (e.g., shouting or swearing). Care should be taken not to apply this criterion
too broadly. For example, a few instances of restless, angry, or agitated behavior
should not be considered to be evidence of Schizophrenia, especially if the motivation
is understandable.

Catatonic motor behaviors (Criterion A4) include a marked decrease in reactivity
to the environment, sometimes reaching an extreme degree of complete unawareness
(catatonic stupor), maintaining a rigid posture and resisting efforts to be moved (cata
tonic rigidity), active resistance to instructions or attempts to be moved (catatonic
negativism), the assumption of inappropriate or bizarre postures (catatonic postur
ing), or purposeless and unstimulated excessive motor activity (catatonic excite
ment). Although catatonia has historically been associated with Schizophrenia, the
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clinician should keep in mind that catatonic symptoms are nonspecific and may occur
in othcr mental disorders (see Mood Disorders With Catatonic Features, p. -H7), in
general medical conditions (see Catatonic Disorder Due to a General Medical Con
dition, p. 185), and Medication-Induced Movement Disorders (see Neuroleptic
Induced Parkinsonism, p. 792).

The negative symptoms of Schizophrenia (Criterion AS) account for a substantial
degree of the morbidity associated with the disorder. Three negative symptoms
affective flattening, alogla, and avolition-are included in the definition of Schizo
phrenia; other negatin symptoms (e.g., anhedonia) are noted in the"Associated Fea
tures and Disorders" section below. Affective flattening is especially common and is
characterized by the person's face appearing immobile and unresponsive, with poor
eye contact and reduced body language. Although a person with affectin flattening
may smile and warm up occasionally, his or her range of emotional expressivcness is
clearly diminished most of the HOle. It may be useful toobservc the person interacting
with peers to determine whether affective flattening is sufficiently persistent to meet
the criterion. Alogia (poverty of speech) is manifested by brief, laconic, empty replies.
The individual with alogia appears to have a diminution of thoughts that is reflected
in decreased fluency and productivity of speech. This must be differentiated from an
unwillingness to speak, a clinical judgment that may require observation o\'er time
and in a variety of situations. Avolition is characterized by an inability to initiate and
persist in goal-directed activities. The person may sit for long periods of time and
show little interest in participating in work or social activities.

Althuugh common in Schizophrenia, negative symptoms are difficult to evaluate
because they occur on a continuum with normality, are relatively nonspecific, and
may be due to a variety of other factors (including positive symptoms, medication
side effects, depression, envirorunental understimulation, or demoraliLltion). If a
negative symptom is judged to be dearly attributable to any of these factors, then it
should not be considered in making the diagnosis of Schizophrenia. For example, the
behavior of an indh'idual who has the delusional belief that he will be in danger if he
leaves his room or talks to anyone may mimic social isolation, avolition, and alogia.
Certain antipsychotic medications often produce extrapyramidal side effects, such as
bradykinesia, that may mimic affective flattening. The distinction beh\·een true neg
ative symptoms and medication side effects often depends on clinical judgment
concerning the type of antipsydlOtic medication, the effects of anticholinergic medi
cations, and dosage adjustments. The difficult distinction between negative symp
toms and depressive symptoms may be informed by the other accompanying
symptoms that are present and the fact that individuals with symptoms of depression
typically experience an intensely painful affect, whereas those with Schizophrenia
have a diminution or emptiness of affect. Finally, chronic environmental understim·
ulation or demoralization may result in learned apathy and avolition. In establishing
the presence of negative symptoms that are to be used in making the diagnosis of
Schizophrenia, perhaps the best test is their persistence for a considerable period of
tin1e despite efforts directed at resolving cad1 of the potential causes described above.
It has been suggested that enduring negative symptoms that are not attributable to
the secondary causes described above be referred to as "deficit" symptoms.

Criterion A for Schizophrenia requires that at least h\'O of the five items be present
concurrently for much of at least 1 month. However, if delusions are bizarre or haJlu-
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cinatioTl5 involve "voices commenting" or "voices conversing," then the presence of
only one item is required. The presence of this relatively severe constellation of signs
and symptoms is referred to as the "active phase." in those situations in which the
active-phase symptoms remit within a month in response 10 treatment, Criterion A
can still be considered to have been met if the clinician judges that the symptoms
would have persisted for a month in the absence of effective treahnent. In children,
evaluation of the characteristic symptoms should include due consideration of the pres
ence of other disorders or developmental difficulties. For example, the disorganized
speech in a child with a Communication Disorder should naleount toward a diagno
sis of Schizophrenia unless the degree of disorganization is significantly greater than
would be expected on the basis of the Communication Disorder alone.

Schizophrenia involves dysfunction in one or more major areas of functioning
(e.g., interpersonal relations, work or education, or self-care) (Criterion B). Typically,
functioning is clearly below that which had been achieved before the onset of symp
toms. If the disturbance begins in childhood or adolescence, however. there may be
a failure to achieve what would have been expected for the individual rather than
a deterioration in functioning. Comparing the indh'idual with unaffected siblings
may be helpful in making this determination. Educational progress is frequently
disrupted, and the individual may be unable to finish school. Many individuals are
unable to hold a job for sustained periods of time and are employed at a lower level
than their parents ("downward drift"). The majority (60%-70%) of individuals with
Schizophrenia do not marry. and most have relatively limited social contacts. The
dysfunction persists for a substantial period during the course of the disorder and
does not appear to be a direct result of any single feature. For example, if a woman
quits her job because of the circumscribed delusion that her boss is trying to kill her.
this alone is not sufficient evidence for this criterion unless there is a more pervasi\'e
pattern of difficulties (usually in multiple domains of functioning).

Some signs of the disturbance must persist for a continuous period of at least
6 months (Criterion C). During that time period, there must be at least 1 month of
symptoms (or less than 1 month if symptoms are successfull}' treated) that meet Cri
terion A of Schizophrenia (the active phase). Prodromal symptoms are often present
prior to the active phase, and residual symptoms may foUow it. Some prodromal and
residual symptoms are relatively mild or subthreshold forms of the positive symp
toms specified in Criterion A. Individuals may express a variety of unusual or odd
beliefs that are not of delusional proportions (e.g., ideas of reference or magical think
ing); they may have unusual perceptual experiences (e.g., sensing the presence of an
unseen person or force in the absence of formed hallucinations); their speech may be
generally understandable but digressive, vague, or overly abstract or concrete; and
their behavior may be peculiar but not grossly disorganized (e.g., mumbling to them
selves, collecting odd and apparently worthless objects). In addition to these positi\'e
like symptoms. negative symptoms are particularly common in the prodromal and
residual phases and can often be quite severe. lndh'iduals who had been socially ac
tive may become withdrawn; they lose interest in previously pleasurable activities;
they may become less talkative and inquisitive; and they may spend the bulk of their
time in bed. Such negative symptoms are often the first sign to the family that some
thing is wrong; family members may ultimately report that they experienced the in
dividual as "gradually slipping away."
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The diagnosis of a particular subtype is based. on the clinical picture that occasioned
the most recent evaluation or admission to clinical care and may therefore change
over time. Separate text and criteria are provided for each of the following subtypes:

295.30
295.10
295.20
295.90
295.60

Paranoid Type (see p. 313)
Disorganized Type (see p. 314)
Catatonic Type (see p. 315)
Undifferentiated Type (see p. 316)
Residual Type (see p. 316)

The following specifiers may be used to indicate the characteristic course of symp
toms of Schizophrenia over time. These Specifiers can be applied only after at least
1 year has elapsed since the initial onset of active-phase symptoms. During this initial
t·year period, no course specifiers can be given.

Episodic With Interepisode Residual Symptoms. This speci1ier applies
when the course is characterized b}' episodes in which Criterion A for Schizo
phrenia is met and there are clinically Significant residual symptoms between
the episodes. With Prominent Negative Symptoms can be added if prominent
negative symptoms are present during these residual periods.
Episodic With No lnterepisode Residual Symptoms. TillS specifier applies
when the course is characterized by episodes in which Criterion A for Schizo
phrenia is met and there are no clinically significant residual symptoms be
tween the episodes.
Continuous. This specifier applies when characteristic symptoms of Criteri
on A are met throughout all (or most) of the course. With Prominent Negative
Symptoms can be added if prominent negative s}'mptoms are also present.
Single Episode In Partial Remission. 11l..is specifier applies when there has
been a single episode in which Criterion A for Schizophrenia is met and some
clinically significant residual symptoms remain. With Prominent egative
Symptoms can be added if these residual symptoms include prominent nega·
tive symptoms.
Single Episode In Full Remission. This specifier applies when there has
been a single episode in which Criterion A for Schizophrenia has been met and
no clinically significant residual symptoms remain.
Other or Unspecified Pattern. This specifier is used if another or an unspec
ified course pattern has been present.

Recording Procedures

The diagnostic code for Schizophrenia is selected based on the appropriate subtype:
295.30 for Paranoid Type, 29.5.10 for Disorganized Type, 29.5.20 for Catatonic Type,
29.5.90 for Undifferentiated Type, and 29.5.60 for Residual Type. There are no fifth
digit codes available for the course specifiers. In recording the name of the disorder,
the course specifiers are noted after the appropriate subtype (e.g., 295.30 Schizophre
nia, Paranoid Type, Episodic With lnterepisode Residual Symptoms, With Prominent
Negative Symptoms).
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Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. The individual with Schizo
phrenia may display inappropriate affect (e.g., smiling, laughing, or a silly facial ex
pression in the absence of an appropriate stimulus), which is one of the defining
features of the Disorganized Type. Anhedonia is common and is manifested by a loss
of interest or pleasure. Dysphoric mood may take the form of depression, anxiety, or
anger. lllcre may be disturbances in sleep pattern (e.g., sleeping during the day and
nighttime activity or resllessness). The individual may show a lack of interest in eat+
ing or may refuse food as a consequence of delusional beliefs. Often there are abnoc+
malities of psychomotor activity (e.g., pacing, rocking, or apathetic immobility).
Difficulty in concentration, attention, and memory is frequently evident.

A majority of individuals with Schizophrenia have poor insight regarding the fact
that they have a psychotic illness. Evidence suggests that poor insight is a manifesta
tion of the illness itself rather than a coping strategy. It may be comparable to the lack
of awareness of neurological deficits seen in stroke, temled (1II0sogllosia. This symp
tom predisposes the individual to noncompliance with treatment and has been found
to be predictive of higher relapse rates, increased number of invohmtary hospital ad
missions, poorer psychosocial functioning, and a poorer course of illness.

Depersonalization, derealization, and somatic concerns may occur and sometimes
reach delusional proportions. Anxiety and phobias are common in Schizophrenia.
Motor abnormalities (e.g., grimacing, posturing, odd mannerisms, ritualistic or ste
reotyped beha\!ior) are sometimes present. The life expectancy of individuals with
Schizophrenia is shorter than that of the general population for a variety of reasons.
Suicide is an important factor, because approximately 10% of individuals with Schizo
phrenia commit suicide--and beh\'een 20% and 40% make at least one attempt over
the course of the illness. Although the risk remains high over the whole lifespan, spe
cific risk factors for suicide include male gender, being under 45 years of age, depres
sive symptoms, feelings of hopelessness, unemployment, and recent hospital
discharge. Suicide risk is also elevated during post"psychotic periods. Males success
fully complete suicide more often than females, but both groups are at increased risk
relative to the general population.

Many studies have reported that subgroups of individuals diagnosed with Schizo
phrenia have a higher incidence of assaultive and violent behavior. The major predic
tors of violent behavior are male gender, younger age, past history of violence,
noncompliance with antipsychotic medication, and excessive substance use. How
ever, it should be noted that most individuals with Schizophrenia are not more dan
gerous to others than those in the general population.

Rates of comorbidity with Substance-Related Disorders are high. Nicotine Depen
dence is especiaUy high, with estimates ranging from 80% to 90% of individuals with
Schizophrenia being regular cigarette smokers. FurthemlOre, these individuals tend
to smoke heavily and to choose cigarettes with high nicotine content. Comorbidity
with Anxiety Disorders has also been increasingly recognized in Schizophrenia. 10
particular, rates of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder and Panic Disorder are elevated
in individuals with Schizophrenia relative to the general population. Sch.izotypal,
Schizoid, or Paranoid Personality Disorder may sometimes precede the onset of
Schizophrenia. Whether these Personality Disorders are simply prodromal to Schizo-
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phrenia or whether they constitute a separate earlier disorder is not clear.
An increased risk of Schizopluenia has been found in association with prenatal

and childhood factors (e.g., prenatal exposure to flu, prenatal exposure to famine, ob
stetric complications, central nervous system infection in early childhood).

Associated laboratory findings. No laboratory findings have been identified that
are diagnostic of Schizophrenia. However, a variely of measures from neuroimaging,
neuropsychological, and neurophysiological studies have shown differences be
h\'een groups of individuals with Schizophrenia and appropriately matched control
subjects. In the structural neuroimaging literature, the most widely studied and most
consistently replicated finding continues to be enlargement of the lateral ventricles.
Many studies have also demonstrated decreased brain tissue as evidenced by wid
ened cortical sulci and decreased volumes of gray and white matter. However, there
is ongoing controversy as 10 whether the apparent decrease in brain tissue is a focal
as opposed to a more diffuse process. When examined by region, the temporal lobe
has most consistently been found to be decreased in volume, while the frontal lobe is
implicated less often. Within the temporal lobe, there is evidence of focal abnormali
ties, with medial temporal structures (hippocampus, amygdala, and entorhinal cor
tex), as well as the superior temporal gyrus and planum temporale, most consistently
found to be smaller in volume. Decreased thalamic volume has also been observed in
both individuals with Schizophrenia and their unaffected first-degree relatives, but
fewer studies have looked at this. Another finding that has been consistently replicat
ed is that of increased basal ganglia size, bul there is increasing evidence that this may
be an epiphenomenon of treatment with t)'pical neuroleptic medication. An in·
creased incidence of large cavum septum peUucidi has also been demonstrated in
individuals with Schizophrenia. This may have important pathophysiological impli·
cations, because it is suggestive of an early (i.e., prenatal) midline developmental
brain abnormality, at least in a subgroup of individuals with Schizophrenia.

In terms of functional brain imaging studies, hypofrontality (i.e., a relative de
crease in cerebral blood flow, metabolism, or some other proxy for neural activity)
continues to be the most consistently replicated finding. However, there is increasing
recognition that functional abnormalities are unlikely to be limited to anyone brain
region, and most of the more recent studies suggest more widespread abnormalities
involving cortical-subcortical circuitry.

Neuropsychological deficits are a consistent finding in groups of individuals with
Schizopluenia. Deficits are evident across a range of cognitive abilities, including
memory, psychomotor abilities, attention, and difficulty in changing response set. In
addition to the presence of these deficits among chronically ill individuals with
Schizopluenia, there is increasing evidence that many of these deficits are found
among individuals during their first psychotic episode and prior to treatment wilh
antipsychotic medication, in individuals with Schizophrenia who are in clinical rE!'"
mission, as well as in unaffected first~degree relatives. For these reasons, some of the
neuropsychological deficits are thought to reflect more fundamental features of the
illness and, perhaps, to reveal vulnerability factors for Schizopluenia. These deficits
are clinically meaningful in that they are related to the degree of difficulty that some
individuals with Schizophrenia have with activities of daily living as well as the abil
ity to acquire skills in psychosocial rehabilitation. Accordingly, the severity of neu-
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rops)'chological deficits is a relatively strong predictor of social and vocational
outcome.

Several neurophysiological abnormalities have been demonstrated in groups of
individuals with Schizophrenia. Among the most common are deficits in the percep
tion and processing of sensory stimuli (e.g., impairment in sensory gating), abnormal
smooth pursujt and saccadic eye movements, slowed reaction time, alterations in
brain laterality, and abnomlalities in evoked potential electroencephalograms.

Abnormal laboratory findings may also be noted as a complication either of
Schizophrenia or of its treatment. Some individuals with Schizophrenia drink exces
sive ammmts of flujd ("water intoxication") and develop abnormalities in urine spe
cific gravity or electrolyte imbalances. Elevated creatine phosphokinase (CPK) levels
may result from Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome (see p. 795).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. in
dividuals with Schizophrenia are sometimes physicalJy awkward and may display
neurological "soft signs." such as left/right confusion, poor coordination, or mirror
ing. Some minor physical anomalies (e.g., highly arched palate, narrow- or wide-set
eyes or subtle malformations of the ears) may be more coounon among individuals
with Schizophrenia. Perhaps the most common associated physical findings are mo
tor ahnomlalities. Most of these are likely to be related to side effects from treatment
with antipsychotic medications. Motor abnormalities that are secondary to neurolep
tic treatment include Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia (see p. 803), Neurolep
tic-Induced Parkinsonism (see p. 792), 'euroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia (see
p. 800), Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia (see p. 798), and Neuroleptic Malignant
Syndrome (see p. 795). Spontaneous motor abnormalities resembling those that may
be induced by neuroleptics (e.g., sniffing, tongue clucking, grunting) had been de
scribed in the preneurolepticera and are also still observed, although they may be dif
ficult to distinguish from neuroleptic effects. Other physical findings may be related
to frequently associated disorders. For example, because Nicotine Dependence is so
common in Schizophrenia, these individuals are more likely to develop cigarette
related pathology (e.g., emphysema and other pulmonary and cardiac problems).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Clinicians assessing the symptoms of Schizophrenia in socioeconomic or cultural sit
uations that are dHferent from their own must take cultural differences into account.
Ideas that may appear to be delusional in one culture (e.g., sorcery and witchcraft)
may be commonly held in another. In some cultures, visual or auditory hallucinations
with a religious content may be a normal part of religious experience (e.g., seeing the
Virgin Mary or hearing God's voice). In addition, the assessment of disorganized
speech may be made difficult by linguistic variation in narrative styles across cultures
that affects the logical form of verbal presentation. The assessment of affect requires
sensitivity to differences in styles of emotional expression, eye contact, and body lan
guage, which vary across cultures. If the assessment is conducted in a language that
is different from the individual's primary language, care must be taken to ensure that
alogia is not related to linguistic barriers. Because the cultural meaning of self-initiated,
goal-directed activity can be expected to vary across diverse settings, djsturhances of
volition must also be carefully assessed.
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There is some evidence that clinicians may have a tendency 10 overdiagnose
Schizophrenia in some ethnic groups. Studies conducted. in the United Kingdom and
the United Slates suggest that Schizophrenia may be diagnosed more often in indi
viduals who are African American and Asian American than in other racial groups.
It is nol clear, however, whether these findings represent true differences among ra
ctal groups or whether they are the resull of clinician bias or cultural insensitivity.
Culhual differences have been noted. in the presentation, course, and outcome of
Schizophrenia. Catatonic behavior has been reported as relatively uncommon among
individuals with Schizophrenia in the United. States but is more common in non
Western countries. Individuals with Schizophrenia in developing nations tend to
have a more acute course and a better oulcome than do individuals in industrialized
nations.

The onset of Schizophrenia typically occurs between the late teens and the mid
3Os, with onset prior to adolescence rare (although cases wilh age at onset of 5 or
6 years have been reporled). The essential features of lhe condition are the same in
children, but it may be particularly difficult to make the diagnosis in this age group.
In children, delusions and hallucinations may be less elaborated than those observed
in adults, and visual hallucinations may be more common. Disorganized speech is
observed in a number of disorders with childhood onset (e.g., Communication Disor
ders, Pervasive Developmental Disorders), as is disorganized behavior (e.g., Attenlion
Deficit/H}rperactivity Disorder. Stereotypic Movement Disorder). These symptoms
should not be attributed. to Schizophrenia without due consideration of these morc
common disorders of childhood. Schizophrenia can also begin later in Life (e.g., after
age .t5 years). Late-onset cases tend to be similar to earlier-onset Schizophrenia, al
though a number of differences have been obsen"ed.. For example, the proportion of
affected women is greater, and individuals with late onset are more likely to ha\-e
been married. than individuals with an earlier age at onset, but they are nonetheless
more socially isolated. and impaired when contrasted. to the general population. Clin
ical factors such as the postmenopausal state, human leukocyte antigen subtypes, and
cerebrovascular disease are possible risk factors. The clinical presentation is morc
likely to include persecutory delusions and hallucinations, and less likely 10 include
disorganized and negative symploms. Often the course is characterized by a predom
inance of positive symptoms with preservation of affect and social fWKtioning. The
course is typically chronic, although individuals may be quite responsive to antipsy
chotic medications in lower doses. Among those with the oldest age at onset (Le., over
age 60 years), sensory deficits (e.g., auditory and visual loss) occur morc commonly
than in the general adult population, although their specific role in pathogenesis re
mains unknown. There is also evidence suggesting that cognitive impainnent ac
companies the clinical picture. However, Ihe issue of whether identifiable brain
pathology defines late-onset illness remains unclear.

E\·idence from a large body of literature demonstrates that Schizophrenia is ex
pressed differently in men and women. The modal age at onset for men is between 18
and 25 years, and that for women is between 25 and the mid·30s. Theage-at-onset dis
tribution is bimodal for women, with a second peak occurring later in Life, but uninlO
dal among men. Approximately 30/0-10% of women have an age at onset after 40,
whereas late onset is much less common in men. \o\'omen also have better premorbid
functioning than men. Women with Schizophrenia tend to express more affective
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symptomatology, paranoid delusions, and hallucinations, whereas men tend to ex
press more negative symptoms (flat affect, avolition, social withdrawal). Regarding
the course of Schizophrenia, women have a better prognosis than men, as defined by
number of rehospitalizations and lengths of hospital stay. overall duration of illness,
time to relapse, response to neuroleptics, and social and work functioning. However,
the gender advantage in these parameters appears to attenuate to some degree with
age (Le., short- 10 medium-term outcome is beller in women, bullong-term outcome
for women, especially in the postmenopausal period, becomes more like that for
men). A slightly higher incidence of Schizophrenia has been observed in men than in
women. Further, a number of studies have demonstrated gender differences in the
genetic transmission of Schizophrenia. Rates of Schizophrenia among family mem
bers of women with Schizophrenia are higher than those among family members of
men with Schizophrenia, while relatives of men have a higher incidence of schizotyp
al and schizoid personality traits than do those of women.

Prevalence

Schizophrenia has been observed worldwide. Prevalences among adults are often re
porled to be in the range of 0.5% to 1.5%. Annual incidences are most often in the
range of 0.5 to 5.0 per 10,000. Incidence estimates beyond this range have been report
ed for some population groups-for instance. a far higher incidence for second
generation African Caribbeans living in the United Kingdom.

Birth cohort studies suggest some geographic and historical variations in inci
dence. For example, an elevated risk has been reported among urban-born individu
als compared with rural-born individuals, as well as a gmdually declining incidence
for later-born birth cohorts.

Course

The median age at onset for the first psychotic episode of Schizophrenia is in the earl)'
10 mid-20s for men and in the late lOs for women. The onset may be abrupt or insid
ious, but the majority of individuals display some type of prodromal phase manifest
ed by the slow and gradual development of a variety of signs and symptoms (e.g.,
social withdrawal, loss of interest in school or work, deterioration in hygiene and
grooming. unusual behavior, outbursts of anger). Family members may find this be
havior difficult to interpret and assume that the person is "going through a phase:'
EvenluaUy, however. the appearance of some active-phase symptom marks the dis
turbance as Schizophrenia. The age al onsel may have both pathophysiological and
prognostic significance. individuals with an early age at onset are more often male
and have a poorer premorbid adjustment. lower educational achievement, more evi
dence of structural brain abnormalities, more prominent negative signs and symp
loms, more evidence of cognitive impairment as assessed with neuropsychological
lesting, and a worse outcome. Conversely, individuals with a later onset are more of
ten female, have less evidence of structural brain abnormalities or cognitive impair
ment, and display a better outcome.

Most studies of course and outcome in Schizophrenia suggest that the course may
be variable, with some individuals displaying exacerbations and remissions, whereas
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others remain chronically ill Because of variability in definition and ascertainment,
an accurate summary of the long-term outcome of Schizophrenia is not possible.
Complete remission (i.e., a return to full premorbid functioning) is probably not com·
mon in this disorder. Of those who remain ill, some appear to have a relatively stable
course, whereas others show a progressive worsening associated with se\'ere disabil
ity. Early in the illness, negative symptoms may be prominent, appearing primarily
as prodromal features. Subsequently, positive symptoms appear. Because these pos
itive symptoms are particularly responsive to treatment, they typically diminish, but
in many individuals, negative symptoms persist between episodes of positive symp
toms. There is some suggestion that negative symptoms may become steadily more
prominent in some individuals during the course of the illness. Numerous studies
ha\'e indicated a group of factors that are associated with a better prognosis. These
include good premorbid adjustment, acute onset, later age at onset, absence of anoso
gnosia (poor insight), being female, precipitating events, associated mood dislu.r~

bance, treatment with antipsychotic medication soon after the onset of the illness,
consistent medication compliance (i.e., early and consistent treatment predicts better
response to later treatment with antipsychotic medication), brief duration of active
phase symptoms, good interepisode functioning, minimal residual symptoms, absence
ofstructural brain abnormalities, normal neurological functioning, a family history of
Mood Disorder, and no family history of Schizophrenia.

Familial Pattern

The first-degree biological relati\'es of individuals with Schizophrenia have a risk for
Schizophrenia that is about 10 times greater than that of the general population. Con
cordance rates for Schizophrenia are higher in monozygotic twins than in dizygotic
twins. Adoption studies have shown that biological relatives of individuals with
Schizophrenia have a substantially increased risk for Schizophrenia, whereas adop
tive relatives have no increased risk. Although much evidence suggests the impor
tance of genetic factors in the etiology of Schizophrenia, the existence of a substantial
discordance rate in monozygotic h\'ins also indicates the importance of environmen
tal factors. Some relatives of individuals with Schizophrenia may also have an in
creased risk for a group of mental disorders, termed the scllizopllrellia spectrulII.

Although the exact boundaries of the spectrum remain unclear, family and adoption
studies suggest that it probably includes Schizoaffective Disorder and 5chizotypal
Personality Disorder. Other psychotic disorders and Paranoid, Schizoid, and Avoid
ant Personality Disorders may belong 10 the schizophrenia spectrum as well, but the
evidence is more limited.

Differential Diagnosis

A wide variety of general medical conditions can present with psychotic symptoms.
Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, a delirium, or a dementia
is diagnosed when there is evidence from the history, physical examination, or labo
ratory tests that indicates thal the delusions or hallucinations are the direct physio
logical consequence of a general medical condition (e.g., Cushing's syndrome, brain
tumor) (see p. 334). Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Substance-Induced De-
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lirium, and Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia are distinguished from Schizo
phrenia by the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, or exposure
to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the delusions or hallucinations (see
p. 338). Many different types of Substance-Related Disorders may produce symp
toms similar to those of Schizophrenia (e.g., sustained amphetamine or cocaine use
may produce delusions or hallucinations; phencyclidine use may produce a mixture
of positive and negative symptoms). Based on a variety of features that characterize
the course of Schizophrenia and Substance-Related Disorders, the clinician must de
termine whether the psychotic symptoms have been initiated and maintained by the
substance use. Ideally, the clinician should attempt to observe the individual during
a sustained period (e.g.,4 weeks) of abstinence. However, because such prolonged
periods of abstinence are often difficult to achieve. the clinician may need to consider
other evidence, such as whether the psychotic symptoms appear to be exacerbated by
the substance and to diminish when it has been discontinued, the relative severity of
psychotic symptoms in relation to the amount and duration of substance use, and
knowledge of the characteristic symptoms produced by a particular substance (e.g.,
amphetamines typically produce delusions and stereotypies, but not affective blunt
ing or prominent negative symptoms),

Distinguishing Schizophrenia from Mood Disorder With Psychotic Feahlres and
SchizoaffecHve Disorder is made difficult by the fact that mood disturbance is com
mon during the prodromal, active, and residual phases of Schizophrenia, If psychotic
symptoms occur exclusively during periods of mood disturbance, the diagnosis is
Mood Disorder \o\'ith Psychotic Features, In Schizoaffective Disorder, there must be
a mood episode that is concurrent with the active-phase symptoms of Schizophrenia,
mood symptoms must be present for a substantial portion of the total duration of the
disturbance, and delusions or hallucinations must be present for at least 2 weeks in
the absence of prominent mood symptoms. In contrast, mood symptoms in SchiZO

phrenia either have a duration that is brief in relation to the total duration of the dis
turbance, occur only during the prodromal or residual phases, or do not meet full
criteria for a mood episode. When mood symptoms that meet full criteria for a mood
episode are superimposed on Schizophrenia and are of particular clinical signifi·
cance, an additional diagnosis of Depressive Disorder Not Othenvise Specified or
Bipolar Disorder at Othenvise Specified may be given. Schizophrenia, Catatonic
Type, may be difficult to distinguish from a Mood Disorder With Catatonic
Features.

By definition, Schizophrenia differs from Schizophreniform Disorderon the basis
of duration. Schizophrenia involves the presence of symptoms (including prodromal
or residual symptoms) for at least 6 months, whereas the total duration of symptoms
in Schizophreniform Disorder must be at least 1 month but less than 6 months.
Schizophreniform Disorder also does not require a decline in functioning. Brief PS)'
chotic Disorder is defined. by the presence of delusions, hallucinations, disorganized
speech, or grossly disorganized. or catatonic beha\'jor lasting for at least 1 day but for
less than 1 month.

The differential diagnosis between Schizophrenia and Delusional Disorder rests
on the nature of the delusions (nonbizarre in Delusional Disorder) and the absence of
other characteristic symptoms of Schizophrenia (e,g" hallucinations, disorganized
speech or behavior, or prominent negative symptoms), Delusional Disorder may bl'
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particularly difficult to differentiate from the Paranoid Type of Schizophrenia, be
cause this subtype does not include prominent disorganized speech, disorganized be
havior, or flat or inappropriate affect and is often associated with less decline in
functioning than is characteristic of the other subtypes of Schizophrenia. When poor
psychosocial functioning is present in Delusional Disorder, it arises directly from the
delusional beliefs themseh-cs.

A diagnosis of Psychotic Disorder Not Othen'lise Specified may be made if insuf
ficient information is available to choose between Schizophrenia and other Psychotic
Disorders (e.g., Schizoaffective Disorder) or to determine whether the presenting
symptoms are substance induced or are the result of a general medical condition.
Such uncertainty is particularly likely to occur early in the course of the disorder.

Although Schizophrenia and Pervasive Developmental Disorders (e.g., Autistic
Disorder) share djsturbances in language, affect, and interpersonal relatedness, they
can be distinguished in a number of ways. Pervasive Developmental Disorders are
char'lcteristicaUy recognized during infancy or early childhood (usually before age
3 years), whereas such early onset is rare in Schizophrenia. Moreover, in Pervasive
Developmental Disorders, there is an absence of prominent delusions and hallucina~

tions; more pronounced abnormalities in affect; and speech that is absent or minimal
and characterized by stereotypies and abnormalities in prosody. Schizophrenia may
occasionally develop in individuals with a Pervasive Developmental Disorder; a di
agnosis of Sc.hizophrenia is warranted in individuals with a preexisting diagnosis of
Autistic Disorder or another Pervasive Developmental Disorder only if prominent
hallucinations or delusions have been present for at least a month. Childhood-onset
Schizophrenia must be distinguished from childhood presentations combining dis
organized speech (from a Communication Disorder) and disorganized behavior
(from AUention-DefidtIHyperactivity Disorder).

Schizophrenia shares features (e.g., paranoid ideation, magical thinking, social
avoidance, and vague and digressi"e speech) with and may be preceded by Schizo
typal, Schizoid, or Paranoid Personality Disorder. An additional diagnosis of Schizo
phrenia is appropriate when the symptoms are severe enough to satisfy Criterion A
of Schizophrenia. The preexisting Personality Disorder may be noted on Axis n
followed by "Premorbid" in parentheses [e.g., Schizotypal Personality Disorder
(Premorbid)J.
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Diagnostic criteria for Schizophrenia

A. Characteristic symptoms: Two (or more) of the following, each present for a signif
icant portion of time during a l-month period (or less if successfully treated):

(l) delusions
(2) hallucinations
(3) disorganized speech (e.g .• frequent derailment or incoherence)
(4) grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior
(5) negative symptoms, i.e., affective flattening, alogia, or avolition

Note: Only one Criterion A symptom is required if delusions are bizarre or halluci
nations consist of a voice keeping up a running commentary on the person's behavior
or thoughts, or two or more voices conversing with each other.

B. Social/occupational dysfunction: For a significant portion of the time since the on
set of the disturbance, one or more major areas of functioning such as work, inter
personal relations, or self-care are markedly below the level achieved prior to the
onset (or when the onset is in childhood or adolescence, failure to achieve expected
level of interpersonal, academic, or occupational achievement).

C. Duration: Continuous signs of the disturbance persist for at least 6 months. This 6
month period must include at least 1 month of symptoms (or less if successfully treat
ed) that meet Criterion A (i.e., active-phase symptoms) and may include periods of
prodromal or residual symptoms. During these prodromal or residual periods, the
signs of the disturbance may be manifested by only negative symptoms or two or
more symptoms listed in Criterion A present in an attenuated form (e.g., odd beliefs,
unusual perceptual experiences).

D. Schizoaffective and Mood Disorder exclusion: Schizoaffective Disorder and Mood
Disorder With Psychotic Features have been ruled out because either (1) no Major De
pressive, Manic, or Mixed Episodes have occurred concurrently with the active-phase
symptoms; or (2) if mood episodes have occurred during active-phase symptoms,
their total duration has been brief relative to the duration of the active and residual
periods.

E. Substance/general medical condition exclusion: The disturbance is not due to the
direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a
general medical condition.

F. Relationship to a Pervasive Developmental Disorder: If there is a history of Autistic
Disorder or another Pervasive Developmental Disorder, the additional diagnosis of
Schizophrenia is made only if prominent delusions or hallucinations are also present
for at least a month (or less if successfully treated).

Classification of longitudinal course (can be applied only after at least 1 year has elapsed
since the initial onset of active-phase symptoms):

Episodic With lnterepisode Residual Symptoms (episodes are defined by the
reemergence of prominent psychotic symptoms); also specify if: With Promi
nent Negative Symptoms

Episodic With No lnterepisode Residual Symptoms
Continuous (prominent psychotic symptoms are present throughout the period

of observation); also specify if: With Prominent Negative Symptoms
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Diagnostic criteria for Schizophrenia (continued)

Single Episode In Partial Remission; also specify if: With Prominent
Negative Symptoms

Single Episode In Full Remission
Other or Unspecified Pattern

Schizophrenia Subtypes

The subtypes of Schizophrenia are defined by the predominant symptomatology at
the time of evaluation. Although the prognostic and treatment implications of the
subtypes are variable, the Paranoid and Disorganized Types tend to be the least and
most severe, respectively. The diagnosis of a particular subtype is based on the clini
cal picture that occasioned the most recent evaluation or admission to clinical care
and may therefore change o\'er time. Tot inhequenUy, the presentation may include
symptoms that are characteristic of more than one subtype. The choice among sulr
types depends on the following algorithm: Catatonic Type is assigned whenever
prominent catatonic symptoms are present (regardless of the presence of other symp
toms); Disorganized Type is assigned whenever disorganized speech and behavior
and flat or inappropriate affect are prominent (lutless Catatonic Type is also present);
Paranoid Type is assigned whenever there is a preoccupation with delusions or fre
quent hallucinations are prominent (unless the Catatonic or Disorganized Type is
present). Undifferentiated T}'pe is a residual category describing presentations that
include prominent active-phase symptoms not meeting criteria for the Catatonic, Dis
organized, or Paranoid Type; and Residual Type is for presentations in which there
is continuing evidence of the disturbance, but the criteria for the active-phase symp
toms are no longer mel.

Because of the limited value of the schizophrenia subtypes in clinical and research
settings (e.g., prediction of course, treatment response, correlates of illness). alterna
tive subtyping schemes are being actively investigated. The alternative with the most
empirical support to date proposes that three dimensions of psychopathology (psy
chotic, disorganized, and negative) may come together in different ways among indi
viduals WiUl Schizophrenia. This dimensional alternative is described in Appendix B
(p.765).

295.30 Paranoid Type
The essential feature of the Paranoid Type of Schizophrenia is the presence of prom·
inent delusions or auditory hallucinations in the context of a relative preservation of
cognitive functioning and affect. Symptoms characteristic of the Disorganized and
Catatonic Types (e.g., disorganized speech, flat or inappropriate affect, catatonic or
disorganized behavior) are not prominent. Delusions are typicaUy persecutory or
grandiose, or both, but delusions with other themes (e.g., jealousy, religiosity, or sa
matization) may also occur. The delusions may be multiple, but are usuallyorganized
around a coherent theme. Hallucinations are also typicaUy related to the content of
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the delusional theme. Associated features include an,xiely, anger, aloofness, and ar
gumentativeness. The individual may have a superior and patronizing manner and
either a stilted, formal quaUty or extreme intensity in interpersonal interactions. The
persecutory themes may predispose the individual to suicidal behavior, and the com
bination of persecutory and grandiose delusions with anger may predispose the
indjvidual to violence. Onset tends to be later in life than the other types of Schizo
phrenia, and the distinguishing characteristics may be more stable over time. These
individuals usually show little or no impairment on neuropsychologic.11 or other cog
nitive testing. Some evidence suggests that the prognosis for the Paranoid Type may
be considerably better than for the other types of Schizophrenia, particul.uly with re
gard to occupational functioning and capacity for independent living.

Diagnostic criteria for 295.30 Paranoid Type

A type of Schizophrenia in which the following criteria are met:

A. Preoccupation with one or more delusions or frequent auditory hallucinations.

B. None of the following is prominent: disorganized speech, disorganized or catatonic
behavior, or flat or inappropriate aHect.

295.10 Disorganized Type

,

The essential features of the Disorganized Type of Schizophrenia are disorganized
speech, disorganized behavior, and flat or inappropriate aHect. TIle disorganized
speech may be accompanied by silliness and laughter Utat are not closely related 10
the content of the speech. TIle behavioral disorganization (i.e., lack of goal orienta
tion) may lead to severe disruption in the ability to perform activities of daily living
(e.g., showering, dressing, or preparing meals). Criteria for the Catatonic Type of
Schizophrenia are not met, and delusions or hallucinations, if present, are fragmen
tary and not organized into a coherent theme. Associated features include grimacing,
malUlerisms, and other oddities of behavior. Impaired performance may be noted on
a variety of neuropsychological and cognitive tests. This subtype is also usually asso
ciated with poor premorbid personality, early and insidious onset, and a continuous
course without significant remissions. Hislorically, and in other classification sys
tems, this type is termed Ilebepilrellic.
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Diagnostic criteria for 295.10 Disorganized Type

Atype of Schizophrenia in which the following criteria are met:

A.. All of the following are prominent:

(1) disorganized speech
(2) disorganized behavior
(3) flat or inappropriate affect

8. The criteria are not met for Catatonic Type.

295.20 Catatonic Type
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The essential feature of the Catatonic Type of Schizophrenia is a marked psycho
motor disturbance that may involve motoric immobility, excessive motor activity,
extreme negativism, mutism, peculiarities of voluntary movement, echolalia, or
echopraxia. Motoric immobility may be manifested by catalepsy (waxy flexibility) or
stupor. The excessive motor activity is apparently purposeless and is not influenced
by external stimuli. There may be extreme negativism that is manifested by the main
tenance of a rigid posture against attempts to be moved or resistance to all instructions.
Peculiarities of voluntary movement are manifested by the voluntary assumption of
inappropriate or bizarre postures or by prominent grimacing. Echolalia is the patho
logical. parroUike, and apparently senseless repetition of a word or phrase just spo
ken by another person. Echopraxia is the repetitive imitation of the movements of
another person. Additional features include stereotypies, mannerisms, and automat
ic obedience or mimicry. During severe catatonic stupor or excitement, the person
may need careful supervision to avoid self-harm or hanning others. There are poten
tial risks from malnutrition, exhaustion, hyperpyrexia, or self-inflicted injury. To di
agnose this subtype, the individual's presentation must first meet the full criteria for
Schizophrenia and not be better accounted for by another eliolog}': substance in
duced (e.g., Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinson.ism, see p. 792), ,1 general medical condi
tion (see p. 185), or a Manic or ~'Iajor Depressive Episode (see p. 417).
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Diagnostic criteria for 295.20 Catatonic Type

A type of Schizophrenia in which the clinical picture is dominated by at least two of the
following:

(1) matofic immobility as evidenced by catalepsy (including waxy flexibility) or stupor
(2) excessive motor activity (that is apparently purposeless and not influenced by exter

nal stimuli)
(3) extreme negativism (an apparently motiveless resistance to all instructions or main

tenance of a rigid posture against attempts to be moved) or mutism
(4) peculiarities of voluntary movement as evidenced by posturing (voluntary assump

tion of inappropriate or bizarre postures), stereotyped movements, prominent man
nerisms, or prominent grimacing

(5) echolalia or echopraxia

295.90 Undifferentiated Type

The essential feature of the Undifferentiated Type of Schizophrenia is the presence of
symptoms that meet Criterion A of Schizophrenia but that do not meet criteria for the
Paranoid, Disorganized, or Catatonic Type.

Diagnostic criteria for 295.90 Undifferentiated Type

A type of Schizophrenia in which symptoms that meet Criterion A are present, but the cri
teria are not met for the Paranoid, Disorganized, or Catatonic Type.

295.60 Residual Type

The Residual Type of Schizophrenia should be used when there has been at least one
episode of Schizophrenia, but the current clinical picture is without prominent posi
tive psychotic symptoms (e.g., delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech or be

havior). There is continuing evidence of the disturbance as indicated by the presence
of negative symptoms (e.g., flat affect, poverty of speech, or avolition) or h\'O or more
attenuated positive symptoms {e.g., eccentric behavior, mildly disorganized speech,
or odd beliefs). If delusions or hallucinations are present, they are not prominent and
are not accompanied by strong affect. The course of the Residual Type may be time
limited and represent a transition behveen a full-blown episode and complete remis
sion. However, it may also be continuously present for many years, with or without
acute exacerbations.
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Diagnostic criteria for 295.60 Residual Type
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Atype of Schizophrenia in which the following criteria are met:

A. Absence of prominent delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech. and grossly
disorganized or catatonic behavior.

B. There is continuing evidence of the disturbance, as indicated by the presence of neg
ative symptoms or two or more symptoms listed in Criterion A for Schizophrenia,
present in an attenuated form (e.g .• odd beliefs. unusual perceptual experiences).

295.40 Schizophreniform Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Schizophreniform Disorder are identical to those of Schizo
phrenia (Criterion A) except for two differences: the total duration of the illness (in
cluding prodromal, active, and residual phases) is at least 1 month but less than
6 months (Criterion B) and impaired social or occupational functioning during some
part of the illness is not required (although it may ocrur). The duration requirement
for Schizophreniform Disorder is intermediate beh"een that for Brief Psychotic Dis
order (in which symptoms last for at least 1 day but for less than 1 month) and Schizo
phrenia (in which the symptoms persist for at least 6 months). The diagnosis of
Schizophreniform Disorder is made under two conditions. In the first. the diagnosis
is applied without qualification to an episode of illness of behveen 1 and 6 months'
duration from which the individual has already recovered. In the second instance, the
diagnosis is applied when a person who, although symptomatic, has been so for less
than the 6 months required for a diagnosis of Schizophrenia. In this case, the diagno
sis of Schizophreniform Disorder should be qualified as "Provisional" because there
is no certainty that the individual will actually recover from the disturbance within
the 6-month period. If the disttubance persists beyond 6 months, the diagnosis would
be changed to Schizophrenia.

Specifiers

The following specifiers for Schizophreniform Disorder rna)' be used to indicate the
presence or absence of features that may be associated with a better prognosis:

With Good Prognostic Features. lltis specifier is used if at least h"o of the
following features are present: onset of prominent psychotic symptoms within
-t weeks of the first noticeable change in usual behavior or functioning, confu
sion or perplexity at the height of the psychotic episode, good premorbid so
cial and occupational functioning, and absence of blunted or flat affect.
Without Good Prognostic Features. This specifier is used if two or more of
the above features have not been present.
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L

Associated Features and Disorders

Also see the discussion in the Associated Features and Disorders section for Schizo
phrenia, p. 304. Unlike Schizophrenia, impairment in social or occupational function
ing is not required for a djagnosis of Schizophreniform Disorder. However, most
individuals do experience dyshmction in various areas of daily functioning (e.g.,
work or school, interpersonal relationships, and self-care).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

For additional discussion of culture, age, and gender factors relevant to the diagnosis
of Schizophrenifonn Disorder, sec the Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features
section for Schizophrenia (p. 306).111creare suggestions that in developing countries,
recovery from Psychotic Disorders may be more rapid, which would result in higher
rates of Schizophreniform Disorder than of Schizophrenia.

Prevalence

Available evidence suggests variations in incidence across sociocultural settings. In
the United States and other developed countries, the incidence is low, possibly five
fold less than that of Schizophrenia. In developing countries, the incidence is substan
tially higher, especially for the subtype "With Good Prognostic Features"; in some of
these settings Schizophrenifoml Disorder may be as conunon as Schizophrenia.

Course

There is little available information on the course of Schizophreniform Disorder. Ap
proximately one-third of individuals with an initial diagnosis of Schizophreni.form
Disorder (provisional) recover within the 6-month period and receive 5chizophreni
form Disorder as their final diagnosis. Of the remaining hvo-thirds, the majority will
progress to the diagnosis of Schizophrenia or Schizoaffective Disorder.

Familial Pattern

Few family studies have focused on Schizophreniform Disorder. Available evidence
suggests that relatives of individuals with Schizophrenifoml Disorder have an in
creased risk for Schizophrenia.

Differential Diagnosis

Because the diagnostic criteria for Schizophrenia and Schizophreniform Disorder dif
fer primarily in temlS of duration of illness, the discussion of the differential diagnosis
of Schizophrenia (p. 309) also applies toSc.hizophreniform Disorder. Schizophreniform
Disorder differs from Brief Psychotic Disorder, which has a duration of less than
1 month.
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Diagnostic criteria for 295.40 5chizophreniform Disorder

A. Criteria A, D, and E of Schizophrenia are met.

B. An episode of the disorder (including prodromal, active, and residual phases) larts at
least 1 month but less than 6 months. (When the diagnosis murt be made without
waiting for recovery, it should be qualified as "Provisional.")

Specify if:

Without Good Prognostic Features
With Good Prognostic Features: as evidenced by two (or more) of the following:

(1) onset of prominent psychotic symptoms within 4 weeks of the first noticeable
change in usual behavior or functioning

(2) confusion or perplexity at the height of the psychotic episode
(3) good premorbid social and occupational functioning
(4) absence of blunted or flat affect

295.70 5chizoaffective Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Schizoaffective Disorder is an uninterrupted. period of illness
during which, at some time, there is a Major Depressive, l\'lanic, or rvlixed. Episode
concurrent with symptoms that meet Criterion A for Schizophrenia (Criterion A). In
addition, during the same period of illness, there have been delusions or hallucina
tions for at least 2 weeks in the absence of prominent mood symptoms (Criterion B).
Finally, the mood symptoms are present for a substantial portion of the total duration
of the illness (Criterion C). The symptoms must not be due to the direct physiological
effects of a substance (e.g., cocaine) or a general medical condition (e.g., hyperthy
roidism or temporal lobe epilepsy) (Criterion D). To meet criteria for Schizoilffective
Disorder, the essential featmes must occur within a single uninterrupted period of ill
ness. The phrase "period of illness" as used here refers to a time period during which
the individual continues to display active or residual symptoms of psychotic illness.
For some individuals, this period of illness may last for years or even decades. A pe
riod of illness is considered to have ended when the individual has completely recov
ered for a significant interval of time and no longer demonstrates any Significant
symptoms of the disorder.

The phase of the illness with concurrent mood and psychotic symptoms is charac
terized by the full criteria being met for both the active phase of Schizophrenia (i.e.,
Criterion A) (see p. 298) and for a J\<lajor Depressive Episode (p. 349), a Manic Episode
(p. 357), or a Mixed Episode (p. 362). The duration of the Major Depressive Episode
must be at least 2 weeks; the duration of the Manic or Mixed. Episode must be at least
1 week. Because the psychotic symptoms must have a total duration of at least 1 month
to meet Criterion A for Sch.izophrenia, the minimum duration of a schizoaffective
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episode is also 1 month. An essential feature of a Major Depressive Episode is the
presence of either depressed mood or markedly diminished interest or pleasure. Be
cause loss of interest or pleasure is so common in non affective Psychotic Disorders,
to meet Criterion A for Schizoaffective Disorder the Major Depressive Episode must
include pervasive depressed mood (i.e., the presence of markedly diminished interest
or pleasure is not sufficient). The phase of the illness with psychotic symptoms alone
is characterized by delusions or hallucinations that last at least 2 weeks. Although
some mood symptoms may be present during this phase, they are not prominent.
This detennination can be difficult and may require longitudinal observation and
multiple sources of information.

The symptoms of Schizoaffective Disorder may occur in a variety of temporal pat
terns. The following is a typical pattern: An individual may have pronounced auditory
hallucinations and persecutory delusions for 2 months before the onset of a promi
nent Major Depressive Episode. The psychotic symptoms and the full Major Depres
sive Episode are then present for 3 months. Then, the person recovers completely
from the Major Depressive Episode, but the psychotic symptoms persist for another
month before they too disappear. During this period of illness, the individual's symp
toms concurrently met criteria for a Major Depressive Episode and Criterion A for
Schizophrenia, and, during this same period of illness, auditory hallucinations and
delusions were present both before and after the depressive phase. The total period
of illness lasted for about 6 months, with psychotic symptoms alone present during
the initial 2 months, both depressive and psychotic symptoms present during the
next 3 months, and psychotic symptoms alone present during the last month. In this
instance, the duration of the depressive episode was not brief relative to the total du
ration of the psychotic disturbance, and thus the presentation qualifies for a diagnosis
of Schizoaffective Disorder.

Criterion C for Schizoaffective Disorder specifies that mood symptoms that meet
criteria for a mood episode must be present for a substantial portion of the entire pe
riod of illness. If the mood symptoms are present for only a relatively brief period of
time, the diagnosis is Schizophrenia, not Schizoaffective Disorder. In evaluating this
criterion, the clinician should determine the proportion of time during the continuous
period of psychotic illness (i.e., both active and residual symptoms) in which there
were Significant mood symptoms accompanying the psychotic symptoms. The oper
ationalization of what is meant by "a substantial portion of time" requires clinical
judgment. For example, an individual with a 4-year history of active and residual
symptoms of Schizophrenia develops a superimposed Major Depressive Episode that
lasts for 5 weeks during which the psychotic symptoms persist. This presentation
would not meet the criterion for "a substantial portion of the total duration" because
the symptoms that meet criteria for a mood episode occurred for only 5 weeks out of
a total of4 years of disturbance. The diagnosis in this example remains Schizophrenia
with the additional diagnosis of Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified to in
dicate the superimposed Major Depressive Episode.

Subtypes

Two subtypes of Schizoaffective Disorder may be noted based on the mood compo
nent of the disorder:
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Bipolar Type. This subtype applies if a Manic Episode or Mixed Episode is
part of the presentation. Major Depressive Episodes may also occur.
Depressive Type. This subtype applies if only Major Depressive Episodes
are part of the presentation.

Associated Features and Disorders

There may be poor occupational functioning, a restricted range of social contact, dif
ficulties with sell-care, and increased risk of suicide associated with Schizoaffective
Disorder. Residual and negative symptoms are usually less severe and less chronic
than those seen in Schizophrenia. Anosognosia (i.e., poor insight) is also common in
Schizoaffective Disorder, but the deficits in insight may be less severe and pervasive
than in Schizophrenia. Individuals with Schizoaffective Disorder may be at increased
risk for later developing episodes of pure Mood Disorder (e.g., Major Depressive or
Bipolar Disorder) or of Schizophrenia or Schizophreniform Disorder. TIlere may be
associated Alcohol and other Substance-Related Disorders. Limited clinical evidence
suggests that Schizoaffective Disorder may be preceded by Schizoid, Schizotypal,
Borderline, or Paranoid Personality Disorder.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

For additional discussion of culture, age, and gender factors relevant to evaluating
psychotic symptoms, see the text for Schizophrenia (p. 306), and for a discussion of
such factors relevant to diagnosing Mood Disorders, see p. 372 and p. 385. Schizo
affective Disorder, Bipolar Type, may be more common in young adults, whereas
Schizoaffective Disorder, Depressive Type, may be more common in older adults.
The incidence of Schizoaffective Disorder is higher in women than in men-a differ
ence that is mostly accotmted for by an increased incidence among women of the De
pressive Type.

Prevalence

Detailed information is lacking, but Schizoaffective Disorder appears to be less corn
man than Schizophrenia.

Course

The typical age at onset of Schizoaffective Disorder is early adulthood, aHhough on
set can occur anywhere from adolescence to late in life. The prognosis for Schizo
affective Disorder is somewhat better than the prognosis for Schizophrenia, but
considerably worse than the prognosis for Mood Disorders. Substantial occupational
and social dysfunction are common. The presence of precipitating events or stressors
is associated with a better prognosis. The outcome for Schizoaffective Disorder, Bipo
lar Type, may be better than that for Schizoaffective Disorder, Depressive Type.
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Familial Pattern
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There is substantial evidence that there is an increased risk for Schizophrenia in first
degree biological relatives of individuals with $chizoaffective Disorder. Most studies
also show that relatives of individuals with Schizoaffective Disorder are at increased
risk for Mood Disorders.

Differential Diagnosis

General medical conditions and substance use can present with a combination of psy
chotic and mood symptoms. Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condi
tion, a delirium, or a dementia is diagnosed when there is evidence from the history,
physical examination, or laboratory tests indicating that the symptoms are the direct
physiological consequence of a specific general medical condition (see p. 334). Sub
stance-Induced Psychotic Disorder and Substance-Induced Delirium are distin
guished from Schizoaffective Disorder by the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of
abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the
symptoms (see p. 338).

Distinguishing Schizoaffective Disorder from Schizophrenia and from Mood Dis
order With Psychotic Features is often difficult. In Schizoaffective Disorder, there
must be a mood episode that is concurrent with the active-phase symptoms of Schizo
phrenia, mood symptoms must be present for a substantial portion of the total dura
tion of the disturbance, and delusions or hallucinations must be present for at least
2 weeks in the absence of prominent mood symptoms. In contrast, mood symptoms
in Schizophrenia either have a duration that is brief relative to the total duration of
the disrurbance, occur only during the prodromal or residual phases, or do not meet
full criteria for a mood episode. If psychotic symptoms occur exclusively during pe
riods of mood disturbance, the diagnosis is Mood Disorder With Psychotic Feahlres.
In Schizoaffective Disorder, symptoms should not be counted toward a mood epi
sode if they are clearly the result of symptoms ofSchizophrenia (e.g., difficulty sleeping
because of disrurbing auditory hallucinations, weight loss because food is considered
poisoned, difficulty concentrating because of psychotic disorganization). Loss of in
terest or pleasure is common in nonaffective Psychotic Disorders; therefore, to meet
Criterion A for Schizoaffective Disorder, the Major Depressive Episode must include
pervasive depressed mood.

Because the relative proportion of mood to psychotic symptoms may change over
the course of the disturbance, the appropriate diagnosis for an individual episode of
illness may change from Schizoaffective Disorder to Schizophrenia (e.g., a diagnosis
of Schizoaffective Disorder for a severe and prominent Major Depressive Episode
lasting 3 months during the first 6 months of a chronic psychotic illness would be
changed to Schizophrenia if active psychotic or prominent residual symptoms persist
over several years without a recurrence of another mood episode). The diagnosis may
also change for different episodes of illness separated by a period of recovery. For ex
ample, an individual may have an episode of psychotic symptoms that meet Criterion
A for Schizophrenia during a Major Depressive Episode, recover fully from this epi
sode, and then later develop 6 weeks of delusions and hallucinations without prom
inent mood symptoms. The diagnosis in this instance would not be Schizoaffective
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Disorder because the period of delusions and hallucinations was not continuous with
the initial period of disturbance. Instead, the appropriate diagnoses fOT the first epi
sode would be Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features, In Full Remission, and
Schizophrenifonn Disorder (provisional) for the current episode.

Mood disturbances, especially depression, commonl)' develop during the course
of Delusional Disorder. However, such presentations do not meet criteria for
Schizoaffective Disorder because the psychotic symptoms in Delusional Disorder are
restricted to nonbizarre delusions and therefore do not meet Criterion A for Schizo
affective Disorder.

If there is insufficient infonnation concerning the relationship between psychotic
and mood symptoms, Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified may be the most
appropriate diagnOSis.

Diagnostic criteria for 295.70 Schizoaffective Disorder
A. An uninterrupted period of illness during which, at some time, there is either a Major

Depressive Episode. a Manic Episode, or a Mixed Episode concurrent with symptoms
that meet Criterion A for Schizophrenia.

Note: The Major Depressive Episode must include Criterion A 1: depressed mood.

B. During the same period of illness, there have been delusions or hallucinations for at
least 2 weeks in the absence of prominent mood symptoms.

C. Symptoms that meet criteria for a mood episode are present for a substantial portion
of the total duration of the active and residual periods of the illness.

D. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

Specify type:

BipolarType: if the disturbance includes a Manic or a Mixed Episode (or a Manic
or a Mixed Episode and Major Depressive Episodes)
Depressive Type: if the disturbance only includes Major Depressive Episodes

297.1 Delusional Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feahrre of Delusional Disorder is the presence of one or more nonbizarre
delusions that persist for at least 1 month (Criterion A). A diagnosis of Delusional
Disorder is not given if the individual has ever had a symptom presentation that met
Criterion A for Schizophrenia (Crilerion B). Auditory or visual hallucinations, if
present, are not prominent. Tactile or olfactory hallucinations may be present (and
prominent) if they are related to the delusional theme (e.g., the sensation of being in
fested with insects associated with delusions of infestation, or Ihe perception that one
emits a foul odor from a body orifice associated with delusions of reference). Apart
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from the direct impact of the delusions, psychosocial functioning is not markedly im
paired, and behavior is neither obviously odd nor bizarre (Criterion C). If mood epi
sodes occur concurrently with the delusions, the total duration of these mood
episodes is relatively brief compared to the total duration of the delusional periods
(Criterion D). The delusions are not due to the direct physiological effects of a sub
stance (e.g., cocaine) or a general medical condition (e.g., Alzheimer's disease, sys
temic lupus erythematosus) (Criterion E).

Although the determination of whether delusions are bizarre is considered to be
especially important in djstinguishing behveen Delusional Disorder and Schizophre
nia, "bizarreness" may be difficult to judge, especially across different cultures. De
lusions are deemed bizarre if they are clearly implausible, not understandable, and
not derived from ordinary life experiences (e.g., an individual's belief that a stranger
has removed his or her internal organs and replaced them with someone else's organs
without leaving any wounds or scars). In contrast, nonbizarre delusions involve sit
uations that can conceivably occur in real life (e.g., being followed, poisoned, infect
ed, loved at a distance, or deceived by one's spouse or lover).

Psychosocial functioning is variable. Some individuaJs may appear to be relatively
unimpaired in their interpersonal and occupational roles. In others, the impairment
may be substantial and include low or absent occupational functioning and social iso
lation. When poor psychosocial functioning is present in Delusional Disorder, it aris
es directly from the delusional beliefs themselves. For example, an individual who is
convinced that he will be murdered by "Mafia hit men" may quit his job .md refuse
to leave his house except late at night and only when dressed in clothes quite different
from his normal attire. All of this behavior is an understandable attempt to prevent
being identified and killed by his presumed assassins. In contrast, poor functioning
in Schizophrenia may be due to both positive and negative symptoms (particularly
avolition). Similarly, a common characteristic of individuals with Delusional Disor
der is the apparent normality of their behavior and appear.lnce when their delusional
ideas are not being discussed or acted on. In general, social and marital functioning
are more likely to be impaired than intellectual and occupational functioning.

Subtypes

The type of Delusional Disorder may be specified based on the predominant delu
sional theme:

Erotomanic Type. This subtype applies when the central theme of the delu
sion is that another person is in love with the individual. The delusion often
concerns idealized romantic love and spiritual union rather than sexual attrac
tion. The person about whom this conviction is held is usually of higher status
(e.g., a famous person or a superior at work), but can be a complete stranger.
Efforts to contact the object of the delusion (through telephone calls, letters,
gifts, visits, and even surveillance and stalking) are common, although OCC.1

sionally the person keeps the delusion secret. Most individuals with this sub
type in clinical samples are female; most individuals with this subtype in
forensic samples are male. Some individuals with this subtype, particularly
males, come into conflict with the law in their efforts to pursue the object of
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their delusion or in a misguided effort to "rescue" him or her from some imag
ined danger.
Grandiose Type. This subtype applies when the central theme of the delu
sion is the conviction of having some great (but unrecognized) talent or insight
or haVing made some important discovery. Less commonly, the individual
may have the delusion of haVing a special relationship with a prominent per
son (e.g., an adviser to the president) or being a prominent person (in which
case the actual person may be regarded as an impostor). Grandiose delusions
may have a religious content (e.g., the person believes that he or she has a spe
cial message from a deity).
Jealous Type. This subtype applies when the central theme of the person's
delusion is that his or her spouse or lover is unfaithful This belief is arrived at
wilhout due cause and is based on incorrect inferences supported by small bits
of "evidence" (e.g., disarrayed clothing or spots on the sheets), which are collect
ed and used to justify the delusion. The individual with the delusion usually
confronts the spouse or lover and attempts to intervene in the imagined infi
delity (e.g., restricting the spouse's autonomy, secretly follOWing the spouse,
investigating the imagined lover, attacking the spouse).
Persecutory Type. This subtype applies when the central theme of the delu
sion involves the person's belief that he or she is being conspired against,
cheated, spied on, followed, poisoned or drugged, maliciously maligned, ha
rassed, or obstructed in the pursuit of long-term goals. Small slights may be
exaggerated and become the focus of a delusional system. The focus of the de
lusion is often on some injustice that must be remedied by legal action ("quer
ulous paranoia"), and the affected person may engage in repeated attempts to
obtain satisfaction by appeal to the courts and other government agencies. In
dividuals with persecutory delusions are often resentful and angry and may
resort to violence against those they believe are hurting them.
Somatic Type. This subtype applies when the central theme of the delusion
involves bodily functions or sensations. Somatic delusions can occur in several
forms. Most common are the person's conviction that he or she emits a foul
odor from the skin, mouth, rectum, or vagina; that there is an infestation of in
sects on or in the skin; that there is an internal parasite; that certain parts of the
body are definitely (contrary to all evidence) misshapen or ugly; or that parts
of the body (e.g., the large intestine) are not functioning.
Mixed Type. This subtype applies when no one delusional theme predomi
nates.
Unspecified Type. This subtype applies when the dominant delusional
belief cannot be clearly detennined or is not described in the specific types
(e.g., referential delusions without a prominent persecutory or grandiose com
ponent).

Associated Features and Disorders

Social, marital, or work problems can result from the delusional beliefs of Delusional
Disorder. Ideas of reference (e.g., that random events are of special significance) are
common in individuals with this disorder. Their interpretation of these events is usu-
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ally consistent with the content of their delusional beliefs. Many individuals with De
lusional Disorder develop irritable or dysphoric mood, which can usually be
understood as a reaction to their delusional beliefs. Especially with the Persecutory
and Jealous Types, marked anger and violent behavior can occur. The individual may
engage in litigious behavior, sometimes leading to hundreds of letters of protest to
government and judidal offidals and many court appearances. Legal difficulties can
occur in Delusional Disorder, Jealous Type and Erotomanic Type. lndividuals with
Delusional Disorder, Somatic Type, may be subject to unnecessary medical tests and
procedures. Hearing deficiency, severe psychosocial stTessors (e.g., immigration),
and low socioeconomic status may predispose an individual to the development of
certain types of Delusional Disorder (e.g., Paranoid Type). Major DepreSSive Epi+
sodes probably occur in individuals with Delusional Disorder more frequently than
in the general population. Delusional Disorder may be associated with Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder, Body Dysmorphic Disorder, and Paranoid, Schizoid, or Avoid
ant Personality Disorders.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

An individual's cultural and religious background must be taken into account in

evaluating the possible presence of Delusional Disorder. Some cultures have widely
held and culturally sanctioned beliefs that might be considered delusional in other
cultures. TIle content of delusions also varies in different cultures and subcultures.
Delusional Disorder, Jealous Type, is probably more common in men than in women,
but there appears to be no major gender difference in the overall frequency of Delu
sional Disorder.

Prevalence

Delusional Disorder is relatively uncommon in clinical settings, with most studies
suggesting that the disorder accounts for 1'10-2% of admissions to inpatient mental
health facilities. Precise information about the population prevalence of this disorder
is lacking, but the best estimate is around 0.03%. Because of its usually late age at on
set, the Wetime morbidity risk may be behveen 0.05% and 0.1%.

Course

The age at onset of Delusional Disorder is variable, ranging from adolescence to late
in life. The Persecutory Type is the most common subtype. The course is quite vari
able. Especially in the Persecutory Type, the disorder may be chronic, although a
waxing and waning of the preoccupation with the delusional beliefs often occurs. In
other cases, full periods of remission may be followed by subsequent relapses. In yet
other cases, the disorder remits within a few months, often without subsequent re
lapse. Some evidence suggests that the Jealous Type may have a better prognosis than
the Persecutory Type. When the Persecutory Type is associated with a precipitating
event or stressor, it may have a better prognosis.
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Familial Pattern

Some studies ha\'e found that Delusional Disorder is more common among relatives
of individuals with Schizophrenia than would be expected by chance, whereas other
studies have found no familial relationship beh\'een Delusional Disorder and Schizo
phrenia. There is limited evidence that Avoidant and Paranoid Personality Disorders
may be especially common among first·degree biological relatives of indi\'iduals
with Delusional Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Delusional Disorder is made only when the delusion is not due to
the direct physiological effects of a substance or a general med.ical condition. A delir·
ium, a dementia, and Psychotic Disorder Due 10 it General Medical Condition may
present with symptoms that suggest Delusional Disorder. For example, simple per
secutory delusions (e.g., "someone comes into my room at night and steals my
clothes") in the early phase of Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type would be diagnosed
as Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Delusions. A Substance·lnduced Psy·
chotk Disorder,especially due to stimulants such as amphetamines or cocaine, cross
sectionally may be identical in symptomatology to Delusional Disorder, but can
usually be distinguished by the chronological relationship of substance use to the on
sel and remission of the delusional beliefs.

Delusional Disorder can be distinguished from Schizophrenia and Schizophreni·
fonn Disorder by the absence of the other characteristic symptoms of the active phase
of Schizophrenia (e.g., prominent auditory or visual hallucinations, bizarre delu
sions, disorganized speech, grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior, negative
symptoms). Compared with Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder usually produces
less impairment in occupational and social functioning.

It can be difficult to differentiate Mood Disorders With Psychotic Features from
Delusional Disorder, because the psychotic features associated with Mood Disorders
usually involve nonbizarre delusions without prominent hallucinations, and Delu
sional Disorder frequently has associated mood symptoms. The distinction depends
on the temporal relationship between the mood disturbance and the delusions and on
the severity of the mood symptoms. If delusions occur exclusively during mood epi
sodes, the diagnosis is Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features. Although depressive
symptoms are common in Delusional Disorder, they are usually mild, remit while the
delusional symptoms persist. and do not warrant a separate Mood Disorder magna-
sis. Occasionally, mood symptoms that meet full criteria for a mood episode are super
imposed on the delusional disturbance. Delusional Disorder can be diagnosed only if
the total duration of all mood. episodes remains brief relative to the total duration of
the delusional disturbance. If symptoms that meet criteria for a mood episode are
present for a substantial portion of the delusional disturbance (Le., the delusional
equivalent of Schizoaffectiv€ Disorder), then a diagnosis of Psychotic Disorder Nol
Otherwise Specified accompanied by either Depressive Disorder ot Othenvise
Specified or Bipolar Disorder. ot Othenvise Specified is appropriate.

Individuals with Shared Psychotic Disorder can presenl with symptoms that are
similar to those seen in Delusional Disorder, but the disturbance has a characteristic
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etiology and course. In Shared Psychotic Disorder, the delusions arise in the context
of a close relationship with another person, are identical in fonn to the delusions of
that other person, and diminish or disappear when the individual with Shared Psy
chotic Disorder is separated from the individual with the primary Psychotic Dis
order. Brief Psychotic Disorder is differentiated from Delusional Disorder by the fact
that the delusional symptoms last less than 1 month. A diagnosis of Psychotic Disor·
der Not Olhen'lise Specified may be made if insufficient information is available to
choose between Delusional Disorder and other Psychotic Disorders or to determine
whether the presenting symptoms are substance induced or the result of a general
medical condition.

It may be difficult to differentiate Hypochondriasis (especially With Poor 1osight)
from Delusional Disorder. In Hypochondriasis, the fears of haVing a serious disease
or the concern that one has such a serious disease are held with less than delusional
intensity (Le., the individual can entertain the possibility that the feared disease is not
present). Body Dysmorphic Disorder involves a preoccupation with some imagined
defect in appearance. Many individuals with this disorder hold their beliefs with less
than delusional intensity and recognize that their view of their appearance is distort
ed. However, a significant proportion of individuals whose symptoms meet criteria
for Body Dysmorphic Disorder hold their beliefs with delusional intensity. When
criteria for both disorders are met, both Body Dysmorphic Disorder and Delusional
Disorder, Somatic Type, may be diagnosed. The boundary between Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder (especially With Poor Insight) and Delusional Disorder can
sometimes be difficult to establish. The ability of individuals with Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder to recognize that the obsessions or compulsions are excessive
or unreasonable occurs on a continuum. 10 some individuals, reality testing may be
lost, and the obsession may reach delusional proportions (e.g., the belief that one has
caused the death of another person by having willed it). If the obsessions develop into
sustained delusional beliefs that represent a major part of the clinical picture, an ad
ditional diagnosis of Delusional Disorder may be appropriate.

10 contrast to DeJusional Disorder, there are no clear-cut or persisting delusional
beliefs in Paranoid Personality Disorder. Whenever a person with a Delusional Dis
order has a preexisting Personality Disorder, the Personality Disorder should be list
ed on Axis II, followed by "Premorbid" in parentheses.
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Diagnostic criteria for 297.1 Delusional Disorder

A. Nonbizarre delusions (i.e., involving situations that occur in real life, such as being
followed, poisoned, infected, loved at a distance, or deceived by spouse or lover, or
having a disease) of at least 1 month's duration.

B. Criterion A for Schizophrenia has never been met. Note: Tactile and olfactory hal
lucinations may be present in Delusional Disorder if they are related to the delusional
theme.

C. Apart from the impact of the delusion(s) or its ramifications, functioning is not mark
edly impaired and behavior is not obviously odd or bizarre.

D. If mood episodes have occurred concurrently with delusions, their total duration has
been brief relative to the duration of the delusional periods.

E. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse. a medication) or a general medical condition.

Specify type (the follOWing types are assigned based on the predominant delusional
theme):

Erotomanic Type: delusions that another person, usually of higher status, is in
love with the individual
Grandiose Type: delusions of inflated worth. power, knowledge, identity, or
special relationship to a deity or famous person
Jealous Type: delusions that the individual's sexual partner is unfaithful
Persecutory Type: delusions that the person (or someone to whom the person
is close) is being malevolently treated in some way
Somatic Type: delusions that the person has some physical defect or general
medical condition
Mixed Type: delusions characteristic of more than one of the above types but
no one theme predominates
Unspecified Type

298.8

Diagnostic Features

Brief Psychotic Disorder

The essential feature of Brief Psychotic Disorder is a disturbance that involves the
sudden onset of at least one of the following positive psychotic symptoms: delusions,
hallucinations, disorganized speech (e.g., frequent derailment or incoherence), or
grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior (Criterion A). An episode of the disturbance
lasts at least 1 day but less than 1 month, and the individual eventually has a full re
turn to the premorbid level of functioning (Criterion B). The disturbance is not better
accounted for by a Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features, by Schizoaffective Dis
order, or by Schizophrenia and is not due to the direct physiological effects of a sub
stance (e.g., a hallucinogen) or a general medical condition (e.g., subdural hematoma)
(Criterion C).
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Specifiers
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The following specifiers for Brief Psychotic Disorder rna}' be noted based on the pres
ence or absence of precipitating stressors:

With l\'larked Stressor(s). This specifier may be noled if the psychotic symp
toms develop shortly after and apparently in response to one or more e\'enls
that, singly or together, would be markedly stressful to almost anyone in sim
ilar circumstances in that person's culture. This type of Brief Psychotic Dis
order was called "brief reactive psychosis" in DSM-l1I-R. The precipitating
event(s) may be any major stress, such as the loss of a loved one or the psycho
logical trauma of combat. Determining whether a specific stressor was a pre
cipitant or a consequence of the illness may sometimes be clinically difficult.
In such instances, the decision will depend on related factors such as the tem
poral relationship behveen the stressor and the onset of the symptoms, ancil
lary infDrmation from a spouse or friend about level of flmctioning prior tD the
stressor, and history of similar responses to stressful events in the past.
Without Marked Stressor(s). This specifier may be noted if the psychotic
symptoms are not apparently in response to events that would be markedly
stressful to almost anyone in similar circumstances in the person's culture.
With Postpartum Onset. This specifier may be noted if the onset of the psy
chotic symptoms is within 4 weeks postpartum.

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals with Brief Psychotic Disorder typically experience emotional turmoil or
overwhelming confusion. They may have rapid shifts from one intense affect to an
other. Although brief, the level of impairment may be severe, and supervision may
be required to ensure that nutritional and hygienic needs are mel and that the indio
\'idual is protected from the consequences of poor judgment, cognitive impairment,
or acting on the basis of delusions. There appears to be an increased risk of mortality
(with a particularly high risk for suicide), especially among younger individuals. Pre
existing Personality Disorders (e.g., Paranoid, Histrionic, Narcissistic, 5chizotypal, or
Borderline Personality Disorder) may predispose the individual to the development
of the disorder.

Specific Culture Features

It is important to distinguish symptoms of Brief Psychotic Disorder from culturally
sanctioned response patterns. For example, in some religious ceremonies, an individ
ual may report hearing voices, but these do not generally persist and are not per
ceived as abnormal by mDst members Df the person's community.

Prevalence

Cases of Brief Psychotic Disorder are rarely seen in clinical settings in the United
States and other developed countries. The incidence and prevalence of cases that do
not come to clinical attention are unknown. However, psychotic disturbances that
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meet the A and C criteria for Brief Psychotic Disorder but not the B criterion (i.e., the
duration of active symptoms is 1-6 months as opposed to remitting within a month)
are more common in developing countries than in developed countries.

Course

Brief Psychotic Disorder may appear in adolescence or earl}' adulthood, with the av
erage age at onset being in the late 20s or early 30s. By definition, a diagnosis of Brief
Psychotic Disorder requires a full remission of all symptoms and a return to the pre
morbid level of functioning within 1 month of the onset of the disturbance. In some
individuals, the duration of psychotic symptoms may be quite brief (e.g., a few days).

Familial Pattern

Some evidence suggests that Brief Psychotic Disorder may be related to Mood Disor
ders, whereas other evidence suggests that it may be distinct from both Schizophre
nia and Mood Disorders.

Differential Diagnosis

A wide variety of general medical conditions can present with pSydlOtic symptoms
of short duration. Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition or a de
lirium is diagnosed when there is evidence from the history, physical examination,
or laboratory tests that indicates that the delusions or hallucinations are the direct
physiological consequence of a specific general medical condition (e.g., Cushing's
syndrome, brain tumor) (see p. 334). Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, Sub
stance-Induced Delirium, and Substance Intoxication are distinguished from Brief
Psychotic Disorder by the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, or
exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the psychotic s}'mptoms
(see p. 338). Laboratory tests, such as a urine drug screen or a blood alcohol level, may
be helpful in making this determination, as maya careful history of substance use
with attention to temporal relationships beh\'eet1 substance intake and onset of the
symptoms and the nature of the substance being used.

The diagnosis of Brief Psychotic Disorder Carulot be made if the psychotic symp
toms are better accounted for by a mood episode (i.e., the psychotic symptoms occur
exclusively during a full ~'Iajor Depressive, Manic, or Mixed Episode). If the psychot
ic symptoms persist for 1 month or longer, the diagnosis is either Schizophreniform
Disorder, Delusional Disorder, Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features, or Psy
chotic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified, depending on the other symptoms in the
presentation. The differential diagnosis between Brief Psychotic Disorder and Schizo
phreniform Disorder is difficult when the psychotic symptoms have remitted before
1 month in response to successful treatment with medication. Because recurrent epi
sodes of Brief Psychotic Disorder are rare, careful attention should be given to the
possibility that a recurrent disorder (e.g., Bipolar Disorder, recurrent acute exacerba
tions of Schizophrenia) may be responsible for any recurring psychotic episodes.

An episode of Factitious Disorder, With Predominantly Psychological Signs and
Symptoms, may have the appearance of Brief Psychotic Disorder, but in such cases
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there is evidence that the symptoms are intentionally produced. When Malingering
involves apparently psychotic symptoms, there is usually evidence that the illness
was feigned for an understandable goal.

In certain individuals with Personality Disorders, psychosocial stressors may pre
cipitate brief periods of psychotic symptoms. These are usually transient and do not
warrant a separate diagnosis. If psychotic symptoms persist for at least 1 day, an ad
ditional diagnosis of Brief Psychotic Disorder may be appropriate.

Diagnostic criteria for 298.8 Brief Psychotic Disorder

A. Presence of one (or more) of the following symptoms:

(1) delusions
(2) hallucinations
(3) disorganized speech (e.g., frequent derailment or incoherence)
(4) grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior

Note: Do not include a symptom if it is a culturally sanctioned response pattern.

B. Duration of an episode of the disturbance is at least 1 day but less than 1 month, with
eventual full return to premorbid level of functioning.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by a Mood Disorder With Psychotic Fea
tures, Schizoaffective Disorder, or SChizophrenia and is not due to the direct physio
logical effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general
medical condition.

Specify if:

With Marked Stressor(s) (brief reactive psychosis): if symptoms occur shortly
after and apparently in response to events that, singly or together, would be mark
edly stressful to almost anyone in similar circumstances in the person's culture
Without Marked Stressor(s): if psychotic symptoms do not occur shortly after,
or are not apparently in response to events that, singly or together, would be
markedly stressful to almost anyone in similar circumstances in the person's culture
With Postpartum Onset: if onset within 4 weeks postpartum

297.3 Shared Psychotic Disorder (Folie a Deux)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Shared Psychotic Disorder (Folie a Deux) is a delusion that
develops in an individual who is involved in a dose relationship with another person
(sometimes termed the "inducer" or "the primary case") who already has a Psychotic
Disorder with prominent delusions (Criterion A). The individual comes to share the
delusional beliefs of the primary case in whole or in part (Criterion B). The delusion
is not better accoWlted for by another Psychotic Disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia) or
a Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features and is nol due to the direct physiological
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effects of a substance (e.g., amphetamine) or a general medical condition (e.g., brain
tumor) (Criterion C). Schizophrenia is probably the most common diagnosis of the
primary case, although other diagnoses may include Delusional Disorder or Mood
Disorder With Psychotic Feahues. The content of the shared delusional beliefs may
be dependent on the diagnosis of the primary case and can include relatively bizarre
delusions (e.g., that radiation is being transmitted into an apartment from a hostile
foreign power, causing indigestion and diarrhea), mood-<:ongruent delusions (e.g.,
that the primary case will soon receive a film contract for S2 million, allOWing the
family to purchase a much larger home with a swimming pool), or the nonbizarre de
lusions that are characteristic of Delusional Disorder (e.g., the FBI is tapping the fam
ily telephone and trailing family members when they go out). Usually the primary
case in Shared Psychotic Disorder is dominant in the relationship and gradually im
poses the delusional system on the more passive and initially healthy second person.
Individuals who come to share delusional beliefs are often related by blood or mar
riage and have lived together for a long time, sometimes in relative social isolation. If
!he relationship with the primary case is interrupted, the delusional beliefs of the oth
er individual usually diminish or disappear. Although most commonly seen in rela
tionships of only two people, Shared Psychotic Disorder can occur among a larger
number of individuals, especially in family situations in which the parent is the pri
mary case and the children, sometimes to varying degrees, adopt the parent's delu
sional beliefs. Individua,ls with this disorder rarely seek treatment and usually are
brought to clinical altention when the primary case receives treatment.

Associated Features and Disorders

Aside from the delusional beliefs, behavior is usually not otherwise odd or unusual
in Shared Psychotic Disorder. Impairment is often less severe in the individual with
Shared Psychotic Disorder than in the primary case.

Prevalence

Little systematic information about the prevalence of Shared Psychotic Disorder is
available. This disorder is rare in clinical settings, although it has been argued that
some cases go unrecognized. Limited evidence suggests that Shared Psychotic Disor
der is somewhat more common in women than in men.

Course

little is known about the age at onset of Shared Psychotic Disorder, but it appears to
be quite variable. \-\'ithout inten'ention, the course is usually chronic, because this
disorder most commonly occurs in relationships that are long-standing and resistant
to change. With separation from the primary case, the individual's delusional beliefs
disappear, sometimes quickly and sometimes quite slowly.

Differential Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Shared Psychotic Disorder is made only when the delusion is not
due to the direct physiological effects of a substance or a general medical condition.
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Differential diagnosis is rarely a problem because the history of close association with
the primary case and the similarity of delusions between the two individuals is
unique 10 Shared Psychotic Disorder. In Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder,
Schizoaffective Disorder, and Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features, there is ei
ther no dose relationship with a dominant person who has a Psychotic Disorder and
shares similar delusional beliefs or, if there is such a person, the psychotic symptoms
usually precede the onset of any shared delusions. In rare cases, an individual may
present with what appears to be Shared Psychotic Disorder, bul the delusions do nol
disappear when the individual is separated from the primary case. In such a sinla
tion, it is probably appropriate to consider another Psychotic Disorder diagnosis.

Diagnostic criteria for 297.3 Shared Psychotic Disorder

A. A delusion develops in an individual in the context of a close relationship with an
other person(s), who has an already-established delusion.

B. The delusion is similar in content to that of the person who already has the estab
lished delusion.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another Psychotic Disorder (e.g.,
Schizophrenia) or a Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features and is not due to the
direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or
a general medical condition.

Psychotic Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition are
prominent hallucinations or delusions that are judged to be due to the direct physio
logical effects of a generaJ medical condition (Criterion A). Therc must be cvidence
from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that the delusions or
hallucinations are the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion (Criterion B). The psychotic disturbance is not better accounted for by another
mental disorder (e.g., the symptoms are not a psychologically mediated response to
a severe general medical condition, in which case a diagnosis of Brief Psychotic Dis
order, With Marked Stressor, would be appropriate) (Criterion C). TI,e diagnosis is
not made if the disturbance occurs only during the course of a delirium (Criterion D).
Because of ICD-9-CM coding requirements. a separate diagnosis of Psychotic Dis
order Due to a General Medical Condition is not given if delusions occur only during
the course of Vascular Dementia; a diagnosis of Vascular Dementia with the subtype
With Delusions is given instead.

HaUucinations can occur in any sensory modality (i.e., visual, olfactory. gustatory,
t,"lctile, or auditory), but certain etiological factors are likely to evoke specific halluci-
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natory phenomena. Olfactory hallucinations, especially those involving the smell of
burning rubber or other unpleasant smells. are highly suggestive of temporal lobe
epilepsy. Hallucinations may vary from simple and unformed to highly complex and
organized, depending on etiological factors. environmental surroundings, nature
and focus of the insult rendered to the central nen'ous system, and the reactive re
sponse to impairment. Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition isgen
erally not diagnosed if the individual maintains reality testing for the hallucination
and appreciates that the perceptual experiences result from the general medical con
dition. Delusions rna)' express a variety of themes, including somalic, grandiose, re
ligious, and, most commonly, persecutory. Religious delusions have been specifically
associated. in some cases with temporal lobe epilepsy. Individuals with right parietal
brain lesions can develop a contralateral neglect syndrome in which they may disown
parts of their body to a delusional extent. On the whole. however. associations be
h\'een delusions and particular general medical conditions appear to be less specific
than is the case for haUucinations.

In determining whether the psychotic disturbance is due to a general medical con
dition, the clinician must first establish the presence of a general medical condition.
Further, the clinician must establish that the psychotic disturbance is etiologically re
lated to the general medical condition through a physiological mechanism. A careful
and comprehensive assessment of multiple factors is necessary to make this judg
ment. Although there are no infallible guidelines for determining whether the rela
tionship between the pSycl10tiC disturbance and the general medical condition is
etiological, several considerations provide some guidance in this area. One consider
ation is the presence of a temporal association beh\'een the onset, exacerbation. or
remission of the general medical condition and that of the psychotic disturbance.
A second consideration is the presence of features that are atypical for a primary Psy
chotic Disorder (e.g., atypical age at onset or presence of visual or olfactory hallu
cinations). Evidence from the literature that suggests that there can be a direct
association beh\'een the general medical condition in question and the development
of psychotic symptoms can provide a useful context in the assessment of a particular
situation. In addition, the clinician must also judge that the disturbance is not better
accounted for by a primary Psychotic Disorder, a Substance-Induced Psychotic Dis
order, or another primary menial disorder (e.g., Adjustment Disorder). This determi
nation is explained in greater detail in the "Mental Disorders Due to <1 General
Medical Condition" section (po 181).

Subtypes

One of the following subtypes may be used to indicate the predominant symptom
presentation. Uboth delusions and hallucinations are present, code whichever is pre-
dominant:

293.81 With Delusions. This subtype is used if delusions are the predom~
inant symptom.
293.82 With Hallucinations. This subtype is used if hallucinations are the
predominant symptom.
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Recording Procedures

In recording the diagnosis of Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition,
the clinician should first note the presence of the Psychotic Disorder, then the identi
fied general medical condition judged to be causing the disturbance, and finally the
appropriate specifier indicating the predominant symptom presentation on Axis I
(e.g., Psychotic Disorder Due to Thyrotoxicosis, With Hallucinations). The diagnostic
code on Axis I is selected based on the subtype: 293.81 for Psychotic Disorder Due to
a General Medical Condition, With Delusions, and 293.82 for Psychotic Disorder Due
to a General Medical Condition, With Hallucinations. The ICD-9-CM code for the
general medical condition should also be noted on Axis III (e.g., 242.9 thyrotOXicosis).
(See Appendix G for a list of ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes for selected general medical
conditions.)

Associated General Medical Conditions

A variety of general medical conditions may cause psychotic symptoms, including
neurological conditions (e.g., neoplasms, cerebrovascular disease, Huntington's
disease, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, auditory or visual nerve injury or impairment,
deafness, migraine, central nervous system infections), endocrine conditions (e.g.,
hyper- and hypothyroidism, hyper- and hypoparathyroidism, hyper- and hypo
adrenocorticism), metabolic conditions (e.g., hypoxia, hypercarbia, hypoglycemia),
fluid or electrolyte imbalances, hepatic or renal diseases, and autoimnllUle disorders
with central nervous system involvement (e.g., systemic lupus erythematosus).
Those neurological conditions that involve subcortical structures or the temporal lobe
are more conunonly associated with delusions. TI,e associated physical examination
findings, laboratory findings, and patterns of prevalence or onset reflect the etiologi
cal general medical condition.

Prevalence

Prevalence rates for Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition are dif
ficuH to estimate given the wide variety of underlying medical etiologies. Research
docs suggest that the syndrome is underdiagnosed in the general medical setting.
Psychotic symptoms may be present in as many as 20% of individuals presenting
with untreated endocrine disorders, 15% of those with systemic lupus erythemato
sus, and up to 40% or more of individuals with temporal lobe epilepsy.

Course

Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition may be a single transient
state or it may be recurrent, cycling with exacerbations and remissions of the under
lying general medical condition. Although treatment of the underlying general med
ical condition often results in a resolution of the psychotic symptoms, this is not
always the case, and psychotic symptoms may persist long after the causative medi
cal event (e.g., Psychotic Disorder Secondary to Focal Brain Injury).
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Differential Diagnosis
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Hallucinations and delusions commonly occur in the context of a delirium; howe\'er,
a separate diagnosis of Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is not
given if the disturbance occurs exclusively during the course of a delirium. In con
trast, a diagnosis of Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition may be
gi\'en in addition to a diagnosis of dementia if the psychotic symptoms are a direct
etiological consequence of the pathological process causing the dementia. Because of
ICD·9-eM coding requirements, an exception to this is when delusions occur exclu
sively during the course of Vascular Dementia. In this case, only a diagnosis of Vas
cular Dementia with the subtype With Delusions is given; a separate diagnosis of
Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is not made. Ii the presenta
tion includes a mix of different types of symptoms (e.g., psychotic and anxiety), the
diagnosis is usually Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition because
in such situations pSydlOtic symptoms typically predominate in the cli.n.ical picture.

If there is evidence of recent or prolonged substance use (including medications
with psychoactive effects), withdrawal from a substance, or exposure to a toxin (e.g.,
LSD Intoxication, Alcohol Withdrawal), a Substance·lnduced Psychotic Disorder
should be considered. It may be useful to obtain a urine or blood drug screen or other
appropriate laboratory evaluation. Symptoms that occur during or shortly after (i.e.,
within 4 weeks of) Substance Intoxication or Withdrawal or after medication use may
beespec.ially indicative of a Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, depending on the
character, duration, or amount of the substance used. If the clinician has ascertained
that the disturbance is due to both a general medical condition and substance use,
both diagnoses (i.e., Psychotic Disorder Due to a General lvledical Condition and
Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder) can be given.

Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition must be distinguished
from a primary Psychotic Disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder, Schizo
affective Disorder) or a primary Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features. In primary
Psychotic Disorders and in primary Mood Disorders With Psychotic Features, nospe
cific and direct causative physiological mechanisms associated with a general medi
cal condition can be demonstrated. Late age at onset (e.g., the first appearance of
delusions in an individual over age 35 years) and the absence of a personal or family
history of Schizophrenia or Delusional Disorder suggest the need for a thorough as
sessment to rule out the diagnosis of Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition. Aud-itory hallucinations that involve voices speaking complex sentences
are more characteristic of Schizophrenia than of Psychotic Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition. Other types of hallucinations (e.g., visual, olfactory) commonly
signal a Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition or a Substance
Induced Psychotic Disorder.

Psychotic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is diagnosed when the clinician can
not determine if the psychotic disturbance is primary, substance induced, or due to
a general medical condition. Hypnagogic and hypnopompic hallucinations may oc
cur in individuals without a mental disorder, but they occur only on falling asleep or
on awakening.
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Diagnostic criteria for 293.xx Psychotic Disorder Due to ...
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

A. Prominent hallucinations or delusions.

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder.

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

Code based on predominant ~mptom:

.81 With Delusions: if delusions are the predominant symptom

.82 With Hallucinations: jf hallucinations are the predominant symptom

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis I, e.g., 293.81
Psychotic Disorder Due to Malignant lung Neoplasm, With Delusions; also code the gen
eral medical condition on Axis III (see Appendix G for codes).

Coding note: If delusions are part of Vascular Dementia, indicate the delusions by cod·
ing the appropriate subtype, e.g., 290.42 Vascular Dementia, With Delusions.

Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder are prominent hallu
cinations or delusions (Criterion A) that are judged to be due to the direct physiolog
ical effects of a substance (i.e., a dru.g of abuse, a medication, or toxin exposure)
(Criterion B). Hallucinations that the individual realizes are substance induced are
not included here and instead would be diagnosed as Substance Intoxication or Sub
stance Withdrawal with the accompanying specifier With Perceptual Disturbances.
The disturbance must not be better accounted for by a Psychotic Disorder that is not
substance induced (Criterion C). The diagnosis is not made if the psychotic symp
toms occur only during the course of a delirium (Criterion D). nus diagnosis should
be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal
only when the psychotic symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with the
intoxication or withdrawal syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe
to warrant independent clinical attention. For a more detailed discussion of Sub
stance-Related Disorders, see p. 191.

A Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder is distinguished hom a primary Psychot
ic Disorder by considering the onset, course, and other factors. For drugs of abuse,
there must be evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings
of Dependence, Abuse, intoxication, or withdrawal. Substance-Induced Psychotic
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Disorders arise only in association with intoxication or withdrawal states but can per
sist faT weeks, whereas primary Ps}'chotic Disorders may precede the onset of sub
stance use or may occur during times of sustained abstinence. Once initiated, the
psychotic symptoms may continue as long as the substance use continues. Another
consideration is the presence of features that are atypical of a primary Psychotic Dis
order (e.g., atypical age at onset or cowse). For example, the appearance of delusions
de novo in a person over age 35 years without a known history of a primary Psychotic
Disorder should alert the clinician to the possibility of a Substance-lnduced Psychotic
Disorder. Even a prior history of a primary Psychotic Disorder does not rule out the
possibility of a Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder. It has been suggested. that 9
out of 10 nonauditory hallucinations are the product of a Substance-Induced Psychot
ic Disorder or a Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition. In contrast,
factors that suggest that the psychotic symptoms are better accounted for by a pri
mary Psychotic Disorder include persistence of psychotic symptoms for a substantial
period of time (Le., a month or more) after the end of Substance Intoxication or acute
Substance Withdrawal; the development of symptoms that are substantially in excess
of what would be expected given the type or amount of the substance used or the du
ration of use; or a history of prior recurrent primary Psychotic Disorders. Other caus
es of psychotic symptoms must be considered even in a person with Intoxication or
Withdrawal, because substance use problems are not uncommon among persons
with (presumabl}') non-substance-induced Psychotic Disorders.

Subtypes and Specifiers

One of the following subtypes may be used to indicate the predominant symptom
presentation. U both delusions and hallucinations are present. code whichever is pre
dominant:

with Delusions. This subtype is used if delusions are the predominant
symptom.
With Hallucinations. This subtype is used if hallucinations are the predom
inant symptom.

TI'e context of the development of the psychotic symptoms may be indicated by
using one of the specifiers listed below:

With Onset During Intoxication. This specifier should be used if criteria for
intoxication with the substance are met and the symptoms develop during the
intoxication syndrome.
With Onset During Withdrawal. This specifier should be used if criteria for
withdrawal from the substance are met and the symptoms develop during, or
shortly after. a withdrawal syndrome.

Recording Procedures

The name of the Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder begins with the specific sub
stance (e.g., cocaine, methylphenidate, dexamethasone) that is presumed to be caus
ing the psychotic symptoms. The diagnostic code is selected from the listing of classes
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of substances provided in the criteria set. For substances that do not fit into any of the
classes (e.g., dexamethasone), the code for "Other Substance" should be used. In ad
dition, for medications prescribed at therapeutic doses, the specific medication can be
indicated by listing the appropriate E-eode on Axis I (see Appendix G). The code for
each of the specific Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorders depends on whether the
presentation is predominated by delusions or hallucinations: 292.11 lor With Delu
sions and 292.12 for With Hallucinations, except for alcohol, for which the code is
291.5 for With Delusions and 291.3 for With Hallucinations. The name of the disorder
(e.g., Cocaine·lnduced Psychotic Disorder; Methylphenidate-Induced Psychotic Dis
order) is followed by the subtype indicating the predominant symptom presentation
and the specifier indicating the context in which the symptoms developed (e.g.,
292.11 Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, \<\rith Delusions, With Onset During In~

toxication; 292.12 Phencyclidine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations,
With Onset During Intoxication). When more than one substance is judged to playa
Significant role in the development of the psychotic symptoms, each should be listed
separately. If a substance is judged to be the etiological factor, but the specific sub
stance or class of substance is unknown, the category 292.11 Unknown Substance
lnduced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions, or 292.12 Unknown Substance-Induced
Ps}'chotic Disorder, With Hallucinations, may be used.

Specific Substances

Psychotic Disorders can occur in association with intoxication with the following
classes of substances: alcohol; amphetamine and related substances; cannabis; co
caine; hallucinogens; inhalants; opioids (meperidine); phencyclidine and related sub
stances; sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics; and other or unknown substances.
Psychotic Disorders can occur in association with withdrawal from the following
classes of substances: alcohol; sedatives, hypnotics. and anxiolytics; and other or un
known substances. The initiation of the disorder may vary conSiderably with the sub
stance. For example, smoking a high dose of cocaine may produce psychosis within
minutes, whereas days or weeks of high-dose aJcohol or sedative use may be required
to produce psychosis. Hallucinations may occur in any modality, but, in the absence
of delirium, they are usually auditory. Alcohol~Induced Psychotic Disorder, With
H,'llucinaHons, usually occurs only after prolonged, heavy ingestion of alcohol in
people who apparently have Alcohol Dependence. The auditory hallucinations are
usually voices.

The Psychotic Disorders induced by intoxication with amphetamine and cocaine
share similar clinical features. Persecutory delusions may rapidly develop shortly af
ter use of amphetamine or a similarly acting sympathomimetic. Distortion of body
image and misperception of people's faces may occur. The hallucination of bugs or
vermin crawling in or under the skin (formication) can lead to scratching and exten
sive skin excoriations. Cannabis·lnduced Psychotic Disorder may develop shortly af
ter high-dose cannabis use and usually involves persecutory delusions. The disorder
is apparently rare. Marked anxiety, emotional lability, depersonalization, and subse
quent amnesia for the episode can occur. The disorder usually remits within a day,
but in some cases may persist for a few days.

Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorders may at times not resolve promptly when
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the offending agent is removed. Agents such as amphetamines, phencyclidine, and
cocaine have been reported to evoke temporary psychotic states that can sometimes
persist for weeks or longer despite removal of the agent and treatment with neuro
leptic medication. These may be initially difficult to distinguish from non-substance
induced Psychotic Disorders.

Some of the medications reported to evoke psychotic symptoms include anesthetics
and analgesics, anticholinergic agents, anticonvulsants, antihistamines, antihyper
tensive and cardiovascular medications, antimicrobial medications, antiparkinsonian
medications, chemotherapeutic agents (e.g., cydosporine and procarbaZine), cortico
steroids, gastrointestinal medications, muscle relaxants, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
medications, other over-the-counter medications (e.g., phenylephrine, pseudoephed
rine), antidepressant medication, and disulfiram. Torins reported to induce psychotic
symptoms include anticholinesterase, organophosphate insecticides, nerve gases,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and volatile substances such as fuel or paint.

Differential Diagnosis

A diagnosis of Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder should be made instead of a di
agnosis of Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal only when the psychotic
symptoms are judged to be in excess of those usually associated with the intoxication
or withdrawal syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant
independent clinical attention. Individuals intoxicated with stimulants, cannabis, the
opioid meperidine, or phencyclidine, or those withdrawing from alcohol or sedatives,
may experience altered perceptions (scintillating lights, sounds, visual illusions) that
they recognize as drug effects. U reality testing for these experiences remains intact
(i.e., the person recognizes that the perception is substance induced and neither be
lieves in nor acts on it), the diagnosis is not Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder.
Instead, Substance Intoxication or Withdrawal, With Perceptual Disturbances, is
diagnosed (e.g., Cocaine Intoxication, With Perceptual Disturbances). "Flashback"
hallucinations that can occur long after the use of hallucinogens has stopped are di
agnosed as Hallucinogen Persisting Perception Disorder (see p. 253). Moreover, if
substance·induced psychotic symptoms occur exclusively during the course of a de
lirium, as in some severe forms of Alcohol Withdrawal, the psychotic symptoms are
considered to be an associated feature of tlle delirium and are not diagnosed sepa
rately.

A Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder is distinguished from a primary Psy
chotic Disorder by the fact that a substance is judged to be etiologically related to the
symptoms (see p. 338).

A Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder due to a prescribed treatment for a men
ta! or general medical condition must have its onset while the person is receiving the
medication (or during withdrawal, if there is a withdrawal syndrome associated with
the medication). Once the treatment is discontinued, the psychotic symptoms will
usually remit within days to several weeks (depending on the half·life of the sub·
stance and the presence of a withdrawal syndrome). U symptoms persist beyond
4 weeks, other causes for the psychotic symptoms should be considered. Because in
dividuals with general medical conditions often take medications for those condi
tions, the clinician must consider the possibility that the psychotic symptoms are
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caused by the physiological consequences of the general medical condition rather
than the medication, in which case Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition is diagnosed. The history often provides the primary basis for such a judg
ment. At times, a change in the treatment for the general medical condition (e.g., med
ication substihltion or discontinuation) may be needed to determine empirically for
that person whether the medication is the causative agent. If the clinician has ascer
tained that the disturbance is due to both a general medical condition and substance
use, both diagnoses (i.e., Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition and
Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder) may be given. When there is insufficient evi
dence to determine whether the psychotic symptoms are due to a substance (includ
ing a medication) or to a general medical condition or are primary (i.e., not due to
either a substance or a general medical condition), Psychotic Disorder Not Other
wise Specified would be indicated.

Diagnostic criteria for Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder

A. Prominent hallucinations or delusions. Note: Do not include hallucinations if the
person has insight that they are substance induced.

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of ei
ther (1) or (2):

(1) the symptoms in Criterion A developed during, or within a month of, Substance
Intoxication or Withdrawal

(2) medication use is etiologically related to the disturbance

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by a Psychotic Disorder that is not sub
stance induced. Evidence that the symptoms are better accounted for by a Psychotic
Disorder that is not substance induced might include the following: the symptoms
precede the onset of the substance use (or medication use); the symptoms persist for
a substantial period of time (e.g., about a month) after the cessation of acute with
drawal or severe intoxication, or are substantially in excess of what would be expect
ed given the type or amount of the substance used or the duration of use; or there
is other evidence that suggests the existence of an independent non-substance
induced Psychotic Disorder (e.g., a history of recurrent non-substance-related epi
sodes).

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

Note: This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or
Substance Withdrawal only when the symptoms are in excess of those usually associated
with the intoxication or withdrawal syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently se
vere to warrant independent clinical attention.
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Diagnostic criteria for Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder
(continued)

Code [Specific Substancej-Induced Psychotic Disorder:

(291.5 Alcohol, With Delusions; 291.3 Alcohol, With Hallucinations; 292.11 Am
phetamine [or Amphetamine-Like Substancel, With Delusions; 292.12 Amphet
amine [or Amphetamine-Like Substance!. With Hallucinations; 292.11 Cannabis,
With Delusions; 292.12 Cannabis, With Hallucinations; 292.11 Cocaine, With Delu
sions; 292.12 Cocaine, With Hallucinations; 292.11 Hallucinogen, With Delusions;
292.12 Hallucinogen, With Hallucinations; 292.11 Inhalant, With Delusions; 292.12
Inhalant, With Hallucinations; 292.11 Opioid, With Delusions; 292.12 Opioid, With
Hallucinations; 292.11 Phencyclidine [or Phencyclidine-Like Substance], With Delu
sions; 292.12 Phencyclidine [or Phencyclidine-Like Substance]. With Hallucinations;
292.11 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic, With Delusions; 292.12 Sedative, Hypnot
ic, or Anxiolytic, With Hallucinations; 292.11 Other (or Unknown] Substance, With
Delusions; 292.12 Other [or Unknown] Substance, With Hallucinations)

Specify if (see table on p. 193 for applicability by substance):

With Onset During Intoxication: if criteria are met for Intoxication with the
substance and the symptoms develop during the intoxication syndrome
With Onset During Withdrawal: if criteria are met for Withdrawal from the
substance and the symptoms develop during, or shortly after, a withdrawal syn
drome

298.9 Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

This category includes psychotic symptomatology (i.e., delusions, hallucinations, dis
organized speech, grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior) about which there is
inadequate information to make a specific diagnosis or about which there is contra

dictory information, or disorders with psychotic symptoms that do not meet the cri
teria for any specific Psychotic Disorder.

Examples include

1. Postpartum psychosis that does not meet criteria for Mood Disorder With Psy·
chotic Features, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition, or Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder

2. Psychotic symptoms that have lasted for less than 1 month but that have not yet
remitted, so that the criteria for Brief Psychotic Disorder are not met

3. Persistent auditory hallucinations in the absence of any other features

4. Persistent nonbizarre delusions with periods of overlapping mood episodes that
have been present for a substantial portion of the delusional disturbance

S. Sihmtions in which the clinician has concluded that a Psychotic Disorder is
present, but is lmable to determine whether it is primary, due to a general med
ical condition, or substance induced
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The Mood Disorders section includes disorders that have a disturbance in mood
as the predominant feature. The section is divided into three parts. The first part de
scri~ mood episodes (Major Depressive Episode, Manic Episode, Mixed Episode,
and Hypomanic Episode) that have been included separately at the beginning of this
section for convenience in diagnosing the various Mood Disorders. These episodes
do not have their own diagnostic codes and cannot be diagnosed as separate entities;
however, they s~e_as the building blocks for the disorder diagnoses. The second
part describes the Mood Disorders (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder, Dysthymic Dis
order, Bipolar I Disorder). The criteria sets for most of the Mood Disorders require the
presence or absence of the mood episodes described in the first part of the section,
The third part includes the specifiers that describe either the most recent mood epi
sode or the course of recurrent episodes.

The Mood Disorders are divided into the Depressive Disorders ("unipolar depres
sion"), the Bipolar Disorders, and two disorders based on etiology-Mood Disorder
Due to a General Medical Condition and Substance-Induced Mood Disorder. The De
pressive Disorders (i.e., Major Depressive Disorder, Dysthymic Disorder, and De
pressive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified) are distinguished from the Bipolar
Disorders by the fact that there is no history of ever having had a Manic, Mixed, or
Hypomanic Episode. The Bipolar Disorders (i.e., Bipolar I Disorder, Bipolar n Dis
order, Cyclothymic Disorder, and Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified) involve
the presence (or history) of Manic Episodes, Mixed Episodes, or Hypomanic Epi
sodes, usually accompanied by the presence (or history) of Major Depressive Epi
sodes.

Major Depressive Disorder is characterized by one or more Major Depressive Ep
isodes (i.e., at least 2 weeks of depressed mood or loss of interest accompanied by at
least four additional symptoms of depression).

Dysthymic Disorder is characterized by at least 2 years of depressed mood for
more days than not, accompanied by additional depressive symptoms that do not
meet criteria for a Major Depressive Episode.

Depressive Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is included for coding disorders
with depressive features that do not meet criteria for Major Depressive Disorder,
Dysthymic Disorder, Adjustment Disorder With Depressed Mood, or Adjusbnent
Disorder With Mixed Anxiety and Depressed Mood (or depressive symptoms about
which there is inadequate or contradictory infonnation).

Bipolar I Disorder is characterized by one or more Manic or Mixed Episodes, usu
ally accompanied by Major Depressive Episodes.

Bipolar II Disorder is characterized by one or more Major Depressive Episodes ac
companied by at least one Hypomanic Episode.

345
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Cyclothymic Disorder is characterized by at least 2 years of numerous periods of
hypomanic symptoms that do not meet criteria for a l\<fanic Episode and numerous
periods of depressive symptoms that do not meet criteria for a Major Depressive
Episode.

Bipolar Disorder 01 Olhenvise Specified is included for coding disorders with
bipolar features that do not meet criteria for any of the specific Bipolar Disorders de
fined in this section (or bipolar s}'mptoms about which there is inadequate or contra
dictory information).

Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is characterized by a prom
inent and persistent disturbance in mood that is judged to be a direct physiological
consequence of a general medical condition.

Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is characterized by a prominent and persis
tent diShlTbance in mood that is judged to be a direct physiologic.l\ consequence of
a drug of abuse, a medication, another somatic treatment for depression, or toxin ex
posure.

Mood Disorder Not Otherwise Specified is induded for coding disorders with
mood symptoms that do not meet the criteria for an)' specific Mood Disorder and in
which it is difficult to choose between Depressive Disorder fat Otherwise Specified
and Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (e.g., acute agitation).

The specifiers described in the third part of the section are prOVided to increase di
agnostic specificity, create more homogeneous SUbgroups, assist in treatment selec
tion, and improve the prediction of prognosis. Some of the specifiers describe the
clinical status of the CUTTent (or most recent) mood episode (i.e., SeveritylPsychotid
Remission Specifiers), whereas others describe features of the current episode (or
most recent episode if the episode is currently in partial or full remission) (i.e., Chron
ic, With Catatonic Features, With Melancholic Features, With Atypical Features,
With Postpartum Onset). Table 1 (p. -H1) indicates which episode specifiers apply to
each cadable Mood Disorder. Other specifiers describe the course of recurrent mood
episodes (Le., Longitudinal Course Specifiers, With Seasonal Pallem, With Rapid
Cycling). Table 2 (p. 414) indicates which course specifiers apply to each codable
Mood Disorder. The specifiers that indicate severity, remission, and psychotic fea
tures can be coded in the fifth digit of the diagnostic code for most of the Mood Dis
orders. The other specifiers cannot be coded.

The Mood Disorders section is organized as follows:

• Mood Episodes
Major Depressive Episode (p. 349)
Manic Episode (p. 357)
Mixed Episode (p. 362)
Hypomanic Episode (p. 365)

• Depressive Disorders
296.xx ~'Iajor Depressive Disorder (p. 369)
300..1 Dysthymic Disorder (p. 376)
311 Depressive Disorder Not Othem'ise Specified (p. 381)
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• Bipolar Disorders
296.xx Bipolar I Disorder (p. 382)
296.89 Bipolar U Disorder (p. 392)
301.13 Cyclothymic Disorder (p. 398)
296.80 Bipolar Disorder Nol OlhcT\\'ise Specified (p. 4(0)

• Other Mood Disorders
293.83 Mood Disorder Due 10 .. . lJlld;cate the Ge1leral Medical COlfditio1l1 (p. 401)

29x.xx Substance--lnduced Mood DisOrder (po 405)
296.90 Mood Disorder Not Othem'ise Specified (po 410)

• Specifiers describing the clinical status of the current (or most recent) mood
episode
NWd, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features, Severe With Psychotic fea

hues, In Parlial Remission, In Full Remission (for Major Depressive Episode,
p. 411; for Manic Episode, p. 413; for Mixed Episode, p. 415)

• Specifiers describing features of the current episode (or most recent episode if
currently in partial or full remission)
Cluonic (p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (p. 417)

With Melancholic Features (po 419)

With Atypical Features (p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (p. 422)

• Specifiers describing course of recurrent episodes
Longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Full Interepisode Recovery)

(p.424)
With Seasonal Pattern (p. 425)
With Rapid Cycling (p. -1,27)

Recording Procedures for Major Depressive Disorder and
Bipolar I and Bipolar II Disorders

Selecting diagnostic codes. The diagnostic codes are selected as follows:

For Major Depressive Disorder:

1. The first three digits are 296.
2. The fourth digit is either 2 (if there is only a single Major Depressive Epi

sode) or 3 (if there are recurrent Major Depressive Episodes).
3. The fifth digit indicates the severity of the current Major Depressive Epi

sode if full criteria are met as follows: 1 foe tvlild severity, 2 for ~'Ioderate

severity, 3 for Severe Without Psychotic Features, 4 for Severe With Psy
chotic Features. U full criteria are not currently met fora Major Depressive
Episode, the fifth digit indicates the current clinical status of the Major
Depressive Disorder as follows: 5 far In Partial Remission, 6 for In Full Re-
mission. If current se\'erity or clinical status is unspecified, the fifth digit
is O.
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For Bipolar I Disorder.

1. The first three digits are also 296.
2. The fourth digit is 0 if lhere is a single Manic Episode. For recurrent epi·

sodes, the fourth digit indicates the nature of the current episode (or, if the
Bipolar I Disorder is currently in partial or full remission, the nature of the
most recent episode) as follows: 4 if the current or mosl recent episode is
a Hypomanic Episode or a Manic Episode, 6 if it is a Mixed Episode,S if
it is a Major Depressive Episode, and 7 if the current or most recent epi
sode is Unspecified.

3. The fifth digit (except (or Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Hypo
manic, and Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Unspecified) indi
cates the severity of the current episode if full criteria are met for a Manic,
Mixed, or Major Depressive Episode as follows: 1 for Mild severity, 2 for
Moderate severity, 3 for Severe Without Psychotic Features, 4 for Severe
With Psychotic Features. II full criteria are not met for a ~'Ianic, Mixed, or
Major Depressive Episode, the fifth digit indicates the current clinical sta
tus of the Bipolar I Disorder as follows: 5 for In Partial Remission, 6 for In
Full Remission. llCUITent severity or clinical status is WlSpecified, the fifth
digit is O. For Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Hypomanic, the
fifth digit is always O. For Bipolar Disorder, Most Recent Episode Unspec
ified, there is no fifth digit.

For Bipolar II Disorder, the diagnostic code is 296.89.

Recording the name of the diagnosis. In recording the name of a diagnosis, terms
should be listed in the following order:

1. Name of disorder (e_g., Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar Disorder)
2. Specifiers coded in the fourth digit (e.g., Recurrent Most Recent Episode Manic)
3. Specifiers coded in the fifth digit (e.g., Mild, Severe ''''ith Psychotic Features, In

Partial Remission)
4. As many specifiers (without codes) as apply to the current or most recent epi

sode (e.g., With Melancholic Features, With Postpartum Onset)
5. As many specifiers (without codes) as apply to the course of recurrent episodes

(e.g., With Seasonal Pattern, With Rapid Cycling)

The following examples illustrate how to record a Mood Disorder diagnosis with
specifiers:

• 296.32 Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, Moderate, With Atypical Features,
With Seasonal Pattern, With Full Intcrepisode Recovery

• 296.5-1 Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed, Severe With Psychot·
ic Features, With Melancholic Features, With Rapid Cycling
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Theessential feature of a Major Depressive Episode is a period of at least 2 weeksdur
ing which there is either depressed mood or the loss of interest or pleasure in nearly
all activities. In children and adolescents, the mood may be irritable rather than sad.
The individual must also experience at least four additional symptoms drawn from
a list that includes changes in appetite or weight, sleep, and psychomotor activity; de
([eased energy; feelings of worthlessness or guilt; difficulty thinking, concentrating,
or making decisions; or recurrent thoughts of death or suicidal ideation, plans, or at
lempls. To COlUlt toward a Major Depressive Episode, a symptom must either be new
I)' present or must have dearly worsened compared with the person's preepisode
status. The symptoms must persist for most of the day, nearly every day, for at least
2consecutive weeks. The episode must be accompanied by clinically significant dis
tress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.
For some individuals with milder episodes, functioning may appear to be normal but
requires markedly increased effort.

The mood in a Major Depressive Episode is often described by the person as de
pressed, sad, hopeless, discouraged, or "down in the dumps" (Criterion AI). In some
cases, sadness may be denied at first, but may subsequently be elicited by interview
(e.g., by pointing out that the individual looks as if he or she is about to cry). In some
individuals who complain of feeling "blah," having no feelings, or feeling anxious,
the presence of a depressed mood can be inferred from the person's facial expression
and demeanor. Some individuals emphasize somatic complaints (e.g., bodily aches
and pains) rather than reporting feelings of sadness. Many individuals report or ex
hibit increased irritability (e.g., persistent anger, a tendency to respond to events with
angry outbursts or blaming others, or an exaggerated sense of frustration over minor
matters). In children and adolescents, an irritable or cranky mood may develop rather
than a sad or dejected mood. lllis presentation should be differentiated from a
"spoiled child" pattern of irritability when frustrated.

loss of interest or pleasure is nearly always present, at least to some degree. lncli
\'iduals may report feeling less interested in hobbies, "not caring anymore," or not
feeling any enjoyment in activities that were preViously considered pleasurable (Cri
terion A2). Family members often notice social withdrawal or neglect of pleasurable
avocations (e.g., a formerly avid goUer no longer plays, a child who used to enjoy soc
cer finds excuses not to practice). In some individuals, there is a significant reduction
&om previous levels of sexual interest or desire.

Appetite is usually reduced, and many individuals feel that they have to force
themselves to eat. Other individuals, particularly those encountered in ambulatory
settings, may have increased appetite and may crave specific foods (e.g., sweets or
other carbohydrates). "''hen appetite changes are severe (in either direction), there
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may be a significant loss or gain in weight, or, in children, a failure to make expected
weight gains may be noted (Criterion A3).

The most common sleep disturbance associated with a Major Depressive Episode
is insomnia (Criterion A4). lndividuals typically have middle insomnia (i.e., waking
up during the night and having difficulty returning to sleep) or terminal insomnia
(i.e., waking too early and being unable to retum to sleep).lnitial insomnia (i.e., dif
ficulty falling asleep) may also occur. Less frequently, individuals present with over
sleeping (hypersomnia) in the form of prolonged sleep episodes at night or increased
daytime sleep. Sometimes the reason that the individual seeks treatment is for the dis
turbed sleep.

Psychomotor changes include agitation (e.g., the inability to sit still, pacing, hand
wringing; or pulling or rubbing of the skin, clothing, or other objects) or retardation
(e.g., slowed speech, thinking, and body movements; increased pauses before an
swering; speech that is decreased in volume, inflection, amount, or variety of content,
or muteness) (Criterion AS). The psychomotor agitation or retardation must be severe
enough to be observable by others and not represent merely subjective feelings.

Decreased energy, tiredness, and fatigue are common (Criterion A6). A person
may report sustained fatigue without physical exertion. Even the smallest tasks seem
to require substantial effort. The efficiency with which tasks are accomplished rna}'
be reduced. For example, an individual may complain that washing and dressing in
the morning are exhausting and take twice as long as usual.

The sense of worthlessness or guilt associated with a Major Depressive Episode
rna}' include unrealistic negative evaluations of one's worth or guilty preoccupations
or ruminations over minor past failings (Criterion A7). Such individuals often mis
interpret neutral or trivial day-to-day events as evidence of personal defects and have
an exaggerated sense of responsibility for untoward events. For example, a realtor
may become preoccupied with self-blame for failing to make sales even when the
market has coUapsed generally and other realtors are equally unable to make sales.
The sense of worthlessness or guilt may beof delusional proportions (e.g., an individ
ual who is convinced that he or she is personally responsible for world poverty).
Blaming oneself for being sick and for failing to meet occupational or interpersonal
responsibilities as a result of the depression is very common and, unless delusional,
is not considered sufficient to meet this criterion.

Many individuals report impaired ability to think, concentrate, or make decisions
(Criterion AS). They may appear easily distracted or complain of memory difficulties.
Those in intellectually demanding academic or occupational pursuits are often unable
to function adequately even when they have mild concentration problems (e.g., a
computer programmer who can no longer perform complicated but previously man
ageable tasks). In children, a precipitous drop in grades may reflect poor concentra
tion. In elderly individuals with a lajor Depressive Episode, memory difficulties may
be the chief complaint and may be mistaken for early signs of a dementia ("pseudcr
dementia"). When the Major Depressi\'e Episode is successfully treated, the memory
problems often fully abate. However, in some individuals, particularly elderly per
sons, a Major Depressive Episode may sometimes be the initial presentation of an ir
reversible dementia.

Frequently there may be thoughts of death, suicidal ideation, or suicide attempts
(Criterion A9). These thoughts range from a belief that others would be better off if
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the person were dead, to transient but recurrent thoughts of committing suicide, to
actual specific plans of how to conunit suicide. The frequency, intensity, and lethality
of these thoughts can be quite variable. Less severely suicidal individuals may report
transient (1- to 2·minute), recurrent (once or twice a week) thoughts. More severely
suicidal individuals may have acquired materials (e.g., a rope or a gun) to be used in
the suicide attempt and may have established a location and time when they wiIJ be
isolated from others so that they can accomplish the suicide. Although these behav
iors are associated statistically with suicide attempts and may be helpful in identify
ing a high-risk group, many studies have shown that it is not possible to predict
accurately whether or when a particular individual with depression will attempt sui
cide. Motivations for suicide may include a desire to give up in the face of perceived
insurmountable obstacles or an intense wish to end an excruciatingly painful emo-
tional state that is perceived by the person to be without end.

A diagnosis of a Major Depressive Episode is not made if the s)'mptoms meet cri

teria for a ~lixed Episode (Criterion B). A to.'lixed Episode is characterized by the
symptoms of both a Manic Episode and a Major Depressive Episode occurring nearly
every day for at least a I-week period.

The degree of impairment associated with a Major Depressive Episode varies, but
even in mild cases, there must be either clinically significant distress or some interfer
ence in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion C). If
impairment is severe, the person may lose the ability to function socially or occupa
tionally. In extreme cases, the person may be unable to perform minimal self-care
(e.g., feeding or clothing self) or to maintain minimal personal hygiene.

A careful interview is essential to elicit symptoms of a l\'lajor Depressive Episode.
Reporting may be compromised by diIficulties in concentrating, impaired memory,
or a tendency to deny, discount, or explain away symptoms. Wormation from addi
tional informants can be especially helpful in clarifying the course of current or prior
Major Depressive Episodes and in assessing whether there have been any Manic or
Hypomank Episodes. Because Major Depressive Episodes can begin gradually, a re
view of clinical information that focuses on the worst part of the current episode may
be most likely to detect the presence of symptoms. The evaluation of the symptoms
of a Major Depressive Episode is especially difficult when they occur in an individual
who also has a general medical condition (e.g., cancer, stroke, myocardial infarction,
diabetes). Some of the criterion items of a Major Depressive Episode are identical to
the characteristic signs and symptoms of general medkal conditions (e.g., weight loss
with untreated diabetes, fatigue with cancer). Such symptoms should count toward
a Major Depressive Episode except when they are dearly and full)' accounted for by
a general medical condition. For example, weight loss in a person with ulcerative coli
tis who has many bowel movements and little food intake should not be counted to-
ward a Major Depressive Episode. On the other hand, when sadness, guilt, insonmia,
or weight loss are present in a person with a recent myocardial infarction, each symp
tom would count toward a Major Depressi\'e Episode because these are not clearly
and fully accounted for by the physiological effects of a myocardial infarction. Simi
larly, when symptoms are clearly due to mood-incongruent delusions or hallucina
tions (e.g., a 30-pound weight loss related to not eating because of a delusion that
one's food is being poisoned), these symptoms do not count toward a Major Depres
sive Episode.
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By definition, a Major Depressive Episode is not due to the direct physiological ef
fects of a drug of abuse (e.g., in the context of Alcohol Intoxication or Cocaine With
drawal), to the side effects of medications or treatments (e.g., steroids), or to toxin
exposure. Similarly. the episode is not due to the direct physiological effects of a gen
eral medical conclition (e.g., hypoth}'roidism) (Criterion D). Moreover, if the symp
toms begin within 2 months of the loss of a loved one and do not persist beyond these
2 months, they are generally considered to result from Bereavement (see p. 740), unless
they are associated with marked functional impairment or include morbid preoccu
pation with worthlessness, suicidal ideation, psychotic symptoms, or psychomotor
retardation (Criterion E).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated desO'iptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with a roo'fajor
Depressive Episode hequently present with tearfulness, irritability, brooding, obses
sive rumination, anxiety, phobias, excessive worry over phySical health, and com
plaints of pain (e.g., headaches or joint, abdominal, or other pains). During a Major
Depressive Episode, some individuals have Panic Attacks that occur in a pattern that
meets criteria for Panic Disorder. In children, separation anxiety may occur. Some in
dividuals note difficulty in intimate relationships, leSS satisfying social interactions,
or difficulties in sexual functioning (e.g., anorgasmia in women or erectile dysfunc
tion in men). There may be marital problems (e.g., divorce), occupational problems
(e.g., loss of job), academic problems (e.g., truancy, school failure), Alcohol or Other
Substance Abuse, or increased utilization of medical services. The most serious con
sequence of a Major Depressive Episode is attempted or completed suicide. Suicide
risk is especially high for individuals with psychotic features, a history of previous
suicide attempts, a family history ofcompleted suicides, or concurrent substance use.
There may also be an increased rate of premature death hom general medical condi
tions. Major Depressive Episodes often foUow psychosocial slressors (e.g., the death
of a lovoo one, marital separation, divorce). Childbirth may precipitate a Major De
pressive Episode, in which case the specifier With Postpartum Onset is noted (see
p.422).

Associated laboratory findings. No laboratory findings that are diagnostic of a Ma·
jor Depressive Episode have been identified. However, a variety of laboratory find
ings have been noted to be abnormal more often in groups of individuals with Major
Depressive Episodes compared with control subjects. It appears that the same labo
ratory abnonnalities are associated with a Major Depressive Episode regardless of
whether the episode is part of a Major Depressive, Bipolar I, or Bipolar II Disorder.
Most laboratory abnormalities are state dependent (i.e., affected by the presence or
absence of depressive symptoms), but some findings may precede the onset of the
episode or persist after its remission. Laboratory tests are more likely to be abnormal
in episodes with melancholic or psychotic features and in more severely depressed
individuals.

Sleep EEG abnormalities may be evident in 40%-60% of outpatients and in up to
90% of inpatients with a Major Depressive Episode. The most frequently associated
pOlysomnographic findings include 1) sleep continuity disturbances, such as pro-
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longed sleep latency, increased intermittent wakefulness, and early morning awak
ening; 2) reduced non-rapid eye movement ( 'REM) stages 3 and 4 sleep (slow-wave
sleep), with a shift in slow-wave acti\'ity away from the first NREM period; 3) de
creased rapid eye movement (RE~1) latency (i.e., shortened duration of the first
NREM period);-l) increased phasic REM activity (i.e., the number of actual eye move
ments during REM); and 5) increased duration of REM sleep early in the night. There
is evidence that these sleep abnormalities may persist after clinical remission or pre
cede the onset of the initial Major Depressive Episode among those at high risk for
a Mood Disorder (e.g., first-degree family members of individuals with Major De
pressive Disorder).

The pathophysiology of a Major Depressive Episode may involve a dysregulation
of a number of neurotransmitter systems, including the serotonin, norepinephrine,
dopamine, acclylcholine, and gamma-aminobutyric acid systems. There is also evi
dence of alterations of several neuropeptides, induding corticotropin-releasing hor
mone. In some depressed individuals, hormonal disturbances have been observed,
induding ele\'ated glucocorticoid secretion (e.g., elevated urinary free cortisol levels
or dexamethasone nonsuppression of plasma cortisol) and blWlted growth homlone,
thyroid-stimulating hormone, and prolactin responses to various chaUenge tests.
Functional brain imaging studies document alterations in cerebral blood flow and
metabolism in some individuals, including increased blood flow in limbic and para
limbic regions and decreased blood flow in the lateral prefrontal cortex. Depression
beginning in late life is associated with alterations in brain structure, including
periventrieular vascuJar changes. one of these changes are present in all individuals
in a Major Depressive Episode, however, nor is any particular disturbance specific to
depression.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Culture can influence the experience and communication of symptoms of depression.
Underdiagnosis or misdiagnosis can be reduced by being alert to ethnic and cultural
specificity in the presenting complaints of a Major Depressive Episode. For example,
in someculhues, depression may be experienced largely in somatic terms, rather than
with sadness or guilt. Complaints of "nerves" and headaches (in Latino and Medi
terranean cultures), of weakness, tiredness, or "imbalance" (in Chinese and Asian
cultures), of problems of the "heart" (in Middle Eastern cultures), or of being "heart
broken" (among Hopi) may express the depressive experience. Such presentations
combine features of the Depressive, Anxiety, and Somatoforrn Disorders. Cultures
also may differ in judgments about the seriousness of experiencing or expressing dys
phoria (e.g., irritability may provoke greater concern than sadness or withdrawal).
Culturally distinctive experiences (e.g., fear of being hexed or bewitched, feelings of
"heat in the head" or crawling sensations of worms or ants, or vivid feelings of being
visited by those who have died) must be distinguished from actual haUucinations or
delusions that may be part of a Major Depressive Episode, With Psychotic Features.
It is also imperative that the clinician not routinely dismiss a symptom merely be
cause it is viewed as the "norm" for a culture.

The core symptoms of a Major Depressive Episode are the same for children and
adolescents, although there are data that suggest that the prominence of characteristic
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symptoms may change with age. Certain symptoms such as somatic complaints, irri
tability, and social withdrawal are particularly common in children, whereas psycho
molar retardation, hypersomnia, and delusions are less common in prepuberty than
in adolescence and adulthood. In prepubertal children, Major Depressive Episodes
occur more frequently in conjunction with other mental disorders (especially Disrup
tive Behavior Disorders, Attention-Deficit Disorders, and Anxiety Disorders) than
in isolation. In adolescents, Major Depressive Episodes are frequently associated with
Disruptive Behavior Disorders, Attention-Deficit Disorders, Anxiety Disorders,
Substance-Related Disorders, and Eating Disorders. In elderly adults, cognitive
symptoms (e.g., disorientation, memory loss, and distractibility) may be particularly
prominent.

Women are at significantly greater risk than men to develop Major Depressive Ep
isodes at some point during their lives, with the greatest differences found in studies
conducted in the United States and Europe. This increased differential risk emerges
during adolescence and may coincide with the onset of puberty. Thereafter, a Signif
icant proportion of women report a worsening of the symptoms of a Major Depres
sive Episode several days before the onset of menses. Studies indicate that depressive
episodes occur h"ice as frequently in women as in men. See the corresponding sec
tions of the texis for Major Depressive Disorder (p. 372), Bipolar I Disorder (p. 385),
and Bipolar n Disorder (p. 394) for specific information on gender.

Course

Symptoms of a Major Depressive Episode llsually develop over days to weeks. A pro
dromal period that may include anxiety symptoms and mild depressive symptoms
may last for weeks to months before the onset of a full Major Depressive Episode. The
duration of a Major Depressive Episode is also variable. An untreated episode typi
cally lasts 4 months or longer, regardless of age at onset. In a majority of cases, there
is complete remission of symptoms, and functioning returns to the premorbid level.
In a significant proportion of cases (perhaps 20%-30%), some depressive symptoms
insufficient to meet full criteria for a Major Depressive Episode may persist for
months to years and may be associated with some disability or distress (in which case
the specifier In Partial Remission may be noted; p. 412). Partial remission following
a Major Depressive Episode appears to be predictive of a similar pattern after subse
quent episodes. In some individuals (50;0-10%), the full criteria for a Major Depressive
Episode continue to be met for 2 or more years (in which case the specifier Chronic
may be noted; see p. 417).

Differential Diagnosis

A Major Depressive Episode must be distinguished from a Mood Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition. The appropriate diagnosis would be Mood Disorder
Due to a General Medical Condition if the mood disturbance is judged to be the direct
physiological consequence of a specific general medical condition (e.g., multiple scle
rosis, stroke, hypothyroidism) (see p. 401). This determination is based on the history,
laboratory findings, or physical examination. If both a :vlajor Depressive Episode and
a general medical condition are present but it is judged that the depressive symptoms
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are not the direct physiological consequence of the general medical condition, then
the primary Mood Disorder is recorded on Axis I (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder)
and the general medical condition is recorded on Axis III (e.g., myocardial infarction).
This would be the case, for example, if the Major Depressive Episode is considered to
be the psychological consequence of having the general medical condition or if there
is no etiological relationship between the Major Depressive Episode and the general
medical condition.

A Substance·Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished hom a Major Depressive
Episode by the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, or a toxin) is
judged to be etiologically related to the mood disturbance (see p. 405). For example,
depressed mood that occurs only in the conlextof withdrawal hom cocaine would be
diagnosed as Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With Depressive Features, With On
set During Withdrawal.

In elderly persons, it is often difficult to detennine whether cognitive symptoms
(e.g., disorientation, apathy, difficulty concentrating, memory loss) are better ac
counted for by a dementia or by a Major Depressive Episode. A thorough medical
evaluation and an evaluation of the onset of the disturbance, temporal sequencing of
depressive and cognitive symptoms, course of illness, and treatment response are
helpful in making this determination. The premorbid state of the individual may help
to differentiate a Major Depressive Episode hom a dementia. In a dementia, there is
usually a premorbid history of declining cognitive function, whereas the individual
with a Major Depressive Episode is much more likely to have a relatively normal pre
morbid state and abrupt cognitive decline associated with the depression.

Major Depressive Episodes with prominent irritable mood may be difficult to dis
tinguish from Manic Episodes with irritable mood or from Mixed Episodes. This
distinction requires a careful clinical evaluation of the presence of manic symptoms.
If criteria are met for both a Manic Episode and a Major Depressive Episode (except
for the 2-week duration) nearly every day for at least a l-week period, this would con
stihJte a Mixed Episode.

Distractibility and low frustration tolerance can occur in both AUention-DeficitJ
Hyperactivity Disorder and a Major Depressive Episode; if the criteria are met for
both, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder may be diagnosed in addition to the
Mood Disorder. However, the clinician must be cautious not 10 overdiagnose a Major
Depressive Episode in children with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder whose
dishJrbance in mood is characterized by irritability rather U,an by sadness or loss of
interest.

A Major Depressive Episode that occurs in response to a ps)'chosocial stressor is
distinguished hom Adjustment Disorder With Depressed Mood by the fact that the
full criteria for a Major Depressive Episode are not met in Adjustment Disorder. After
the loss of a loved one, even if depressive symptoms are of sufficient duration and
number to meet criteria for a Major Depressive Episode, they should be attributed to
Bereavement rather than to a Major Depressive Episode, unless they persist for more
than 2 months or include marked functional impairment, morbid preoccupation with
worthlessness, suicidal ideation, psychotic symptoms, or psydlOmotor retardation.

Finally, periods of sadness are inherent aspects of the human experience. These
periods should not be diagnosed as a Major Depressive Episode lUlless criteria are
met for severity (Le., five out of nine symptoms), duration (i.e., most of the day, nearly
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every day for at least 2 weeks), and clinically significant distress or impairment. The
diagnosis Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified may be appropriate for
presentations of depressed mood with clinically significant impairment that do not
meet criteria for duration or severity.

Criteria for Major Depressive Episode

A. Five (or more) of the following symptoms have been present during the same 2-week
period and represent a change from previous functioning; at least one of the symp
toms is either (1) depressed mood or (2) loss of interest or pleasure.

Note: Do not include symptoms that are clearly due to a general medical condi
tion, or mood-incongruent delusions or hallucinations.

(1) depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated by either sub-
jective report (e.g., feels sad or empty) or observation made by others (e.g., ap
pears tearful). Note: In children and adolescents, can be irritable mood.
markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities most of
the day, nearly every day (as indicated by either subjective account or observa-
tion made by others)

(3) significant weight loss when not dieting or weight gain (e.g., a change of more
than 5% of body weight in a month). or decrease or increase in appetite nearly
every day. Note: In children, consider failure to make expected weight gains.

(4) insomnia or hypersomnia nearly every day
(5) psychomotor agitation or retardation nearly every day (observable by others,

not merely subjective feelings of restlessness or being slowed down)
fatigue or loss of energy nearly every day
feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt (which may be de
lusional) nearly every day (not merely self-reproach or guilt about being sick)

(8) diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness, nearly every day
(either by subjective account or as observed by others)

(9) recurrent thoughts of death (not just fear of dying), recurrent suicidal ideation
without a specific plan, or a suicide attempt or a specific plan for committing
suicide

8. The symptoms do not meet criteria for a Mixed Episode (see p. 365).

C. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation
al, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse. a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hypothyroidism).

E. The symptoms are not better accounted for by Bereavement. i.e.• after the loss of a
loved one, the symptoms persist for longer than 2 months or are characterized by
marked functional impairment, morbid preoccupation with worthlessness, suicidal
ideation, psychotic symptoms, or psychomotor retardation.
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Episode Features

A r-,·ranic Episode is defined by a distinct period during which there is an abnormally
and persistently elevated, expansive, or irritable mood. This period of abnormal
mood must last at least 1 week (or less if hospitalization is required) (Criterion A).
The mood disturbance must be accompanied by at least three additional symptoms
from a list that includes inflated self-esteem or grandiosity, decreased need for sleep,
pressure of speech, flight of ideas, distractibility, increased involvement in goal
directed activities or psychomotor agitation, and excessive involvement in pleasur
able activities with a high potential for painful consequences. If the mood. is irritable
(rather than elevated or expansive), at least four of the above symptoms must be
present (Criterion B). The symptoms do not meet criteria for a Mixed. Episode, which
is characterized by the symptoms of both a Manic Episode and a ~'tajor Depressive
Episode occurring nearly every day for at least a I-week period (Criterion C). The dis·
turbance must be sufficiently severe to cause marked. impairment in social or occupa
tional functioning or to require hospitalization, or it is characterized by the presence
of psychotic features (Criterion D). The episode must not be due to the direct physi
ological effects of a drug of abuse, a medication, other somatic treatments for depres
sion (e.g., electroconvulsive therapy or light therapy), or toxin exposure. The episode
must also not be due to the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition
(e.g., multiple sclerosis, brain tumor) (Criterion E).

The elevated mood of a Manic Episode may be described as euphoric, unusually
good, cheerful, or high. Although the person's mood may initially have an infectious
quality for the uninvolved obsen.'er, it is recognized. as excessive by those who know
the person well. The expansive quality of the mood is characterized. by unceasing and
indiscriminate enthusiasm for interpersonal, sexual, or occupational interactions. For
example, the person may spontaneously start extensive conversations with strangers
in public places, or a salesperson may telephone strangers at home in the early morn
ing hows to initiate sales. Although elevated mood is considered the prototypical
symptom, the predominant mood disturbance may be irritability, particularly when
the person's wishes are thwarted. Lability of mood (e.g., the alternation between eu
phoria and irritability) is frequently seen.

lnflated self-esteem is typically present, ranging from uncritical self-confidence to
marked. grandiosity, and may reach delusional proportions (Criterion B1). Individu
als may give advice on matters about which they ha\'e no special knowledge (e.g.,
how to run the United Nations). Despite lack of any particular experience or talent,
the individual may embark on writing a novel or composing a symphony or seek
publicity for some impractical invention. Grandiose delusions are common (e.g., hav
ing a special relationship to God or to some public figure from the political, religiOUS,
or entertainment world).

Almost invariably, there is a decreased need for sleep (Criterion B2). The person
usually awakens several hours earlier than usual, feeling full of energy. When the
sleep disturbance is severe, the person may go for days without sleep and yet not feel
tired.
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Manic speech is typically pressured, loud, rapid, and difficult to interrupt (Criteri
on B3). Individuals may talk nonstop, sometimes for hours on end, and without re
gard for others' wishes to communicate. Speech is sometimes characterized by joking,
punning, and amusing irrelevancies. The individual may become theatrical, with dra
matic mannerisms and singing. Sounds rather than meaningful conceptual relation
ships may govern word choice (i.e., clanging). If the person's mood is more irritable
than expansive, speech may be marked by complaints, hostile comments, or angry
tirades.

The individual's thoughts may race, often at a rate faster than can be articulated (Cri
terion 64). Some individuals with Manic Episodes report that this experience resembles
watching two or three television programs simultaneously. Frequently there is flight
of ideas evidenced by a nearly continuous flow of accelerated speech, with abrupt
changes from one topic to another. For example, while talking about a potential busi·
ness deal to sell computers, a salesperson may shift to discussing in minute detail the
history of the computer chip. the industrial revolution, or applied mathematics. When
flight of ideas is severe, speech may become disorganized and incoherent.

Distractibility (Criterion B5) is evidenced by an inability to screen out irrelevant
external stimuli (e.g., the interviewer's tie, background noises or conversations, or
furnishings in the room). There may be a reduced ability to differentiate between
thoughts that are germane to the topic and thoughts that are only slightly relevant or
clearly irrelevant.

The increase in goal-directed activity often involves excessive planning of, and ex
cessive participation in, multiple activities (e.g., sexual, occupational, political. reli
gious) (Criterion B6). Increased sexual drive, fantasies, and behavior are often
present. The person may simultaneously take on multiple new business ventures
without regard for the apparent risks or the need to complete each venture satisfac
torily. Almost invariably, there is increased sociability (e.g., renewing old acquain
tances or calling friends or even strangers at all hours of the day or night), without
regard to the intrusive, domineering, and demanding nature of these interactions.
Individuals often display psychomotor agitation or restlessness by pacing or by hold
ing multiple conversations simultaneously (e.g., by telephone and in person at the
same time). Some individuals write a torrent of letters on many different topics to
friends, public figures, or the media.

Expansiveness, unwarranted optimism, grandiosity, and poor judgment often
lead to an imprudent involvement in pleasurable activities such as buying sprees,
reckless driving, foolish business investments, and sexual behavior unusual for the
person, even though these activities are likely to have painful consequences (Criteri
on B7). The individual may purchase many unneeded items (e.g., 20 pairs of shoes,
expensive antiques) without the money to pay for them. Unusual sexual behavior
may include infidelity or indiscriminate sexual encounters with strangers.

The impairment resulting from the disturbance must be severe enough to cause
marked impaimlent in functioning or to require hospitalization to protect the indi
vidual from the negative consequences of actions that result from poor judgment
(e.g., financial losses, illegal activities, loss of employment, assaultive behavior). By
definition, the presence of psychotic features during a Manic Episode constitutes
marked impairment in functioning (Criterion D).

Symptoms like those seen in a Manic Episode may be due to the direct effects of
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antidepressant medication, electroconvulsive therapy, light therapy, or medication
prescribed for other general medical conditions (e.g., corticosteroids). Such presenta
tions are not considered Manic Episodes and do not count toward the diagnosis of
Bipolar I Disorder. For example, if a person with recurrent Major Depressive Disorder
develops manic symptoms following a course of antidepressant medication, the epi
sode is diagnosed as a Substance·Induced Mood Disorder. With Manic Features. and
there is no switch from a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder to Bipolar I Dis
order. Some evidence suggests that there may be a bipolar "diathesis" in individuals
who develop manic·Iike episodes fonowing somatic treatment for depression. Such
individuals may have an increased likelihood of fuhlfe Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic
Episodes that are not related to substances or somatic treatments for depression. This
may be an especially important consideration in children and adolescents.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with a Manic
Episode frequently do not recognize that they are ill and resist efforts to be treated.
They may travel impulsively to other cities, losing contact with relatives and caretak
ers. They may change their dress, makeup, or personal appearance to a more sexually
suggestive or dramatically flamboyant style that is out of character for them. TIley
may engage in activities that have a disorganized or bizarre quality (e.g.• distributing
candy, money, or advice to passing strangers). Gambling and antisocial behaviors
may accompany the Manic Episode. Ethical concerns may be disregarded even by
those who are typically vcry conscientious (e.g., a stockbroker inappropriately buys
and sells stock without the clients' knowledge or permission; a scientist incorporates
the findings of others). The person may be hostile and physically threatening to others.
Some individuals, especially those with psychotic features, may become physically as
saultive or suicidal. Adverse consequences of a rvtanic Episode (e.g., involuntary hos
pitalization, difficulties with the law, or serious financial difficulties) often result
from poor judgment and hyperactivity. When no longer in the Manic Episode, most
individuals are regretful for behaviors engaged in during the Manic Episode. Some
individuals describe ha\'ing a much sharper sense of smelt hearing, or vision (e.g.,
colors appear very bright). When catatonic symptoms (e.g., stupor, mutism, negativ
ism, and posturing) are present, the specifier '-Vith Catatonic Features may be indicat
ed (see p. ~17).

Mood may shift rapidly to anger or depression. Depressive symptoms may last
moments, hours, or, more rarely, days. Not uncommonly, the depressive symptoms
and manic symptoms occur simultaneously. If the criteria for both a Major Depres
sive Episode and a Manic Episode are prominent every day for at least 1 week, the
episode is considered to be a Mixed Episode (see p. 362). As the Manic Episode de
velops, there is often a substantial increase in the use of alcohol or stimulants. which
rna}' exacerbate or prolong the episode.

Associated laboratory findings. a laboratory findings that are diagnostic of a
Manic Episode have been identified. However, a variety of laboratory findings have
been noted to be abnormal in groups of individuals with Manic Episodes compared with
control subjects. Laboratory findings in Manic Episodes include polysomnographic
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abnormalities and increased cortisol secretion. There may be abnormalities involving
the norepinephrine, serotonin, acetylcholine, dopamine, or gamma-aminobutyric add
neurotransmitter systems, as demonstrated by studies of neurotransmitter metabo
lites, receptor functioning, pharmacological provocation, and neuroendocrine
function.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Cultural considerations that were suggested for Major Depressive Episodes are also
relevant to Manic Episodes (see p. 353). Manic Episodes in adolescents are more likely
to include psychotic features and may be associated with school truancy, antisocial
behavior, school failure. or substance use. A significant minority of adolescents ap
pear 10 have a history of long-standing behavior problems that precede the onset of
a frank Manic Episode. It is unclear whether these problems represent a prolonged
prodrome to Bipolar Disorder or an independent disorder. See the corresponding sec
tions of the texts for Bipolar I Disorder (p. 385) and Bipolar nDisorder (p. 394) for spe
cific information on gender.

Course

The mean age at onset for a first Manic Episode is the early 205, but some cases start
in adolescence and others start after age 50 years. Manic Episodes typically begin sud
denly, with a rapid escalation of symptoms over a few days. Frequently, Manic Epi~

sodes occur following psychosocial slressors. The episodes usually last from a few
weeks to several months and are briefer and end more abruptly than Major Depres
sive Episodes. In many instances (500/0-60%), a Major Depressive Episode immediate
ly precedes or immediately follows a Manic Episode, with no intervening period of
euthymia. If the Manic Episode occurs in the postpartum period, there may be an in
creased risk for recurrence in subsequent postpartum periods and the specifier With
Postpartum Onset is applicable (see p. 422).

Differential Diagnosis

A Manic Episode must be distinguished from a Mood Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition. The appropriate diagnosis would be Mood Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition if the mood disturbance is judged to be the direct physi~
ologkal consequence of a specific general medical condition (e.g., multiple sclerosis,
brain tumor, Cushing's syndrome) (see p. -WI). This detennination is based on the
history, laboratory findings, or physical examination. If it is judged that the manic
symptoms are not the direct physiological consequence of the general medical condi
tion, then the primary Mood Disorder is recorded on Axis I (e.g., Bipolar I Disorder)
and the general medical condition is recorded on Axis III (e.g., myocardial infarction).
A late onset of a first Manic Episode (e.g., after age 50 years) should alert the clinician
to the possibility of an etiological general medical condition or substance.

A Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from a Manic Episode by
the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is
judged to be etiologically related to the mood disturbance (see p. 405). Symptoms like
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those seen in a Manic Episode may be precipitated. by a drug of abuse (e.g., manic
symptoms that occur only in the context of intoxication with cocaine would be diag
nosed as Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features, With Onset During
lntoxication). Symptoms like those seen in a Manic Episode may also be precipitated
by antidepressant treatment such as medication, electroconvulsive therapy. or light
therapy. Such episodes are also diagnosed as Substance-Induced Mood Disorders
(e.g., Amitriptyline-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features; Electroconvulsive
Therapy~Induced ~'Iood Disorder, With Manic Features). However, clinical judg
ment is essential to determine whether the treatment is truly causal or whether a pri
mary Manic Episode happened to have its onset while the person was receiving the
treatment (see p. 406).

Manic Episodes should be distinguished from Hypomanic Episodes. Although
Manic Episodes and Hypomanic Episodes have an identical list of characteristic
symptoms, the disturbance in Hypomanic Episodes is not sufficiently severe to cause
marked impairment in social or occupational functioning or to require hospitaliza
tion. Some Hypomanic Episodes may evolve into full Manic Episodes.

Major Depressive Episodes with prominent irritable mood may be difficult to
distinguish from Manic Episodes with irritable mood or from Mixed Episodes. This
determination requires a careful clinical evaluation of the presence of manic symp
toms. U criteria are met for both a Manic Episode and a Major Depressive Episode
nearly every day for at least a l-week period, this would constitute a Mixed Episode.

AUention-DeficitlHyperactivity Disorder and a Manic Episode are both charac
terized by excessive activity, impulsive behavior, poor judgment, and denial of prob
lems. Attention-Deficit/H)'Peractivity Disorder is distinguished from a Manic
Episode by its characteristic early onset (i.e., before age 7 )'ears), chronic rather than
episodic course, lack of relatively dear onsets and offsets, and the absence of abnor
maUy expansive or elevated mood or psychotic features.
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Criteria for Manic Episode

Aj A distinct period of abnormally and persistently elevated, expansive. or irritable
mood, lasting at least 1 week (or any duration if hospitalization is necessary).

B. During the period of mood disturbance. three (or more) of the following symptoms
have persisted (four if the mood is only irritable) and have been present to a signifi
cant degree:

(1) inflated self-esteem or grandiosity
(2) decreased need for sleep (e.g.. feels rested after only 3 hours of sleep)
(3) more talkative than usual or pressure to keep talking
(4) flight of ideas or subjective experience that thoughts are racing
(5) distractibility (i.e., attention too easily drawn to unimportant or irrelevant ex

ternal stimuli)
(6) increase in goal-directed activity (either socially, at work or school, or sexually)

or psychomotor agitation
(7) excessive involvement in pleasurable activities that have a high potential for

painful consequences (e.g., engaging in unrestrained buying sprees, sexual in
discretions, or foolish business investments)

C. The symptoms do not meet criteria for a Mixed Episode (see p. 365).

O. The mood disturbance is sufficiently severe to cause marked impairment in occupa
tional functioning or in usual social activities or relationships with others, or to ne
cessitate hospitalization to prevent harm to self or others, or there are psychotic
features.

E. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.. a
drug of abuse, a medication, or other treatment) or a general medical condition
(e.g., hyperthyroidism).

Note: Manic-like episodes that are clearly caused by somatic antidepressant treat
ment (e.g., medication, electroconvulsive therapy, light therapy) should not count
toward a diagnosis of Bipolar I Disorder.

Mixed Episode

Episode Features

A Mixed Episode is characterized by a period of time (lasting at least 1 week) in which
the criteria are met both for a Manic Episode and for a Major Depressive Episode
nearly every day (Criterion A). The individual experiences rapidly a1temating moods
(sadness, irritability, euphoria) accompanied by symptoms of a Manic Episode (see
p. 357) and a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 349). The symptom presentation fre
quently indudes agitation, insomnia, appetite dysreguJation, psychotic features, and
suicidal thinking. The disturbance must be sufficiently severe to cause marked im
pairment in social or occupational functioning or to require hospitalization, or it is
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characterized by the presence of psychotic features (Criterion B). The disturbance is
not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a med
ication, or other treatment) or a general medical condition (e.g., hyperthyroidism)
(Criterion C). Symptoms like those seen in a Mixed Episode Illay be due to the direct
effects of antidepressant medication, electroconvulsive therapy, light therapy, or
medication prescribed for other general medical conditions (e.g., corticosteroids).
Such presentations are not considered ~!fixed Episodes and do not count toward a di
agnosis of Bipolar I Disorder. For example, if a person with recurrent Major Depres
si\'e Disorder develops a mixed symptom picture during a course of antidepressant
medication, the diagnosis of the episode is Substance-Induced Mood Disorder, With
ML-.:ed Features, and there is noswitch from a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder
to Bipolar I Disorder. Some evidence suggests that there may be a bipolar "diathesis"
in individuals who develop mixed-like episodes following somatic treatment for de
pression. Such individuals may have an increased likelihood of future Manic, Mixed,
or Hypomanic Episodes that are not related to substances or somatic treatments for
depression. This may be an especially important consideration in children and ado
lescents.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Associated features of a
Mixed Episode are similar to those for Manic Episodes and Major Depressi\'e Epi
sodes. Individuals may be disorganized in their thinking or behavior. Because in
dividuals in r-.olixed Episodes experience more dysphoria than do those in Manic
Episodes, they may be more likely to seek help.

Associated laboratory findings. L:lboratory findings for Mixed Episode are not well
Shldied, although evidence to date suggests physiological and endocrine findings
that are similar to those found in severe Major Depressive Episodes.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Cultural considerations suggested for Major Depressive Episodes are relevant to
Mixed Episodes as well (see p. 353). Mixed episodes appear to be more common in
younger individuals and in individuals over age 60 years with Bipolar Disorder and
may be more common in males than in females.

Course

Mixed Episodes can evolve from a Manic Episode or from a Major Depressive Epi
sode or may arise de novo. For example, the diagnosis would be changed from Bi
polar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic, to Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent
Episode Mixed, for an individual with 3 weeks of manic symptoms foUowed by
1 week of both manic symptoms and depressive symptoms. Mixed episodes may last
weeks to several months and may remit to a period with few or no symptoms or
evolve into a Major Depressi\'c Episode. It is far less common for a r-.olixed Episode to
evolve into a Manic Episode.
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Differential Diagnosis

A Mixed Episode must be distinguished from a Mood Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition. The diagnosis is Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Con
dition if the mood disturbance is judged to be the direct physiological consequence of
a specific general medical condition (e.g., multiple sclerosis, brain tlUllor, Cushing's
syndrome) (see p. 401). This determination is based on the history, laboratory find
ings, or physical examination. If it is judged that the mixed manic and depressive
symptoms are not the direct physiological consequence of the general medical condi
tion, then the primary Mood Disorder is recorded on Axis I (e.g., Bipolar I Disorder)
and the general medical condition is recorded on Axis III (e.g., myocardial infarction).

A Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from a Mixed Episode by
the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is
judged to be etiologically related to the mood disturbance (see p. 405). Symptoms like
those seen in a Mixed Episode may be precipitated by use of a drug of abuse (e.g.,
mixed manic and depressive symptoms that occur only in the context of intoxication
with cocaine would be diagnosed as Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With Mixed
Features, With Onset During Intoxication). Symptoms like those seen in a Mixed
Episode may also be precipitated by antidepressant treatment such as medication,
electroconvulsive therapy, or light therapy. Such episodes are also diagnosed as Sub
stance-Induced Mood Disorders (e.g., Amitriptyline-Induced Mood Disorder, With
Mixed Features; Electroconvulsive Therapy~lnduced Mood Disorder, With t\1.ixed
Feahlres). However, clinical judgment is essential to determine whether the treat
ment is truly causal or whether a primary Mixed Episode happened to have its onsct
while the person was receiving the treatment (see p. 406).

Major Depressive Episodes with prominent irritable mood and Manic Episodes
with prominent irritable mood may be difficult to distinguish from Mixed Episodes.
This determination requires a careful clinical evaluation of the simultaneous presence
of symptoms that are characteristic of both a full Manic Episode and a full Major De
pressive Episode (except for duration).

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and a Mixed Episode are both charac·
terized by excessive activity, impulsive behavior, poor judgment, and denial of prob
lems. Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder is distinguished from a Nlixed
Episode by its characteristic early onset (i.e., before age 7 years), chronic rather than
episodic course, lack of relatively dear onsets and offsets, and the absence of abnor
mally expansive or elevated mood or psychotic features. Children with Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder also sometimes show depressive symptoms such as
low self-esteem and frustration tolerance. If criteria are met for both, Attention·
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder may be diagnosed in addition to the Mood Disorder.
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Criteria for Mixed Episode
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A. The criteria are met both for a Manic Episode (see p. 362) and for a Major Depressive
Episode (see p. 356) (except for duration) nearly every day during at least a '-week
period.

B. The mood disturbance is sufficiently severe to cause marked impairment in occupa
tional functioning or in usual social activities or relationships with others, or to
necessitate hospitalization to prevent harm to self or others, or there are psychotic
features.

C. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.. a
drug of abuse, a medication, or other treatment) or a general medical condition
(e.g_, hyperthyroidism).

Note: Mixed-like episodes that are dearly caused by somatic antidepressant treat
ment (e.g., medication, electroconvulsive therapy, light therapy) should not count
toward a diagnosis of Bipolar I Disorder.

Hypomanic Episode

Episode Features

A Hypomanic Episode is defined as a distinct period during which there is an abnor
mallyand persistently elevated, expansive, or irritable mood that lasts at least -1 days
(Criterion A). This period of abnormal mood must be accompanied by at least three
additional symptoms from a list that includes inflated self-esteem or grandiosity
(nondelusional), decreased need for sleep, pressure of speech, flight of ideas, distract
ibility, increased. involvement in goal4 directed. activities or psychomotor agitation,
and excessive involvement in pleasurable activities that have a high potential for
painful consequences (Criterion B). If the mood is irritable rather than elevated or eX4

pansive, at least four of the above symptoms must be present. This list of additional
symptoms is identical to those that define a Manic Episode (see p. 357) except that de
lusions or hallucinations cannot be present. The mood during a Hypomanic Episode
must be clearly different from the individual's usual nondepressed mood, and there
must be a clear change in functioning that is not characteristic of the individual's usu
al functioning (Criterion C). Because the changes in mood and functioning must be
observable by others (Criterion D), the evaluation of this criterion will often require
interviewing other informants (e.g., family members). History from other informants
is particularly important in the evaluation of adolescents. In contrast to a Manic Epi
sode, a Hypomanic Episode is not se\'ere enough to cause marked. impairment in
social or occupational functioning or to require hospitalization, and there are no psy
chotic features (Criterion E). The change in functioning for some individuals may
take the form of a marked increase in efficiency, accomplishments, or creativity.
However, for others, hypomania can cause some social or occupational impairment.
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The mood disturbance and other s}'mptoms must not be due to the direct physio
logical effects of a drug of abuse, a medication, other treatment for depression (elec
troconvulsive therapy or light therapy), or toxin exposure. The episode must also not
be due to the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition (e.g., multiple
sde.rosis, brain tumor) (Criterion F). Symptoms like those seen in a Hypomanic Epi
sode may be due to the direct effects of antidepressant medication, electroconvulsive
therapy, light therapy, or medication prescribed for other general medical conditions
(e.g., corticosteroids). Such presentations are not considered Hypomanic Episodes
and do not count toward the diagnosis of Bipolar nDisorder. For example, if a person
with recurrent Major Depressive Disorder develops S}'ITlptoms of a hypomanic-like
episode during a course of antidepressant medication, the episode is diagnosed as a
Substance-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features, and there is no switch from
a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder to Bipolar n Disorder. Some evidence sug~

gests that there may be a bipolar "diathesis" in individuals who develop manic- or
hypomanic-like episodes following somatic treatment for depression. Such individu
als may have an increased likelihood of future Manic or Hypomanic Episodes that are
not related to substances or somatic treatments for depression.

The elevated mood in a Hypomanic Episode is described as euphoric, unusually
good, cheerful, or high. Although the person's mood may have an infectious quality
for the unim'olved observer, it is recognized as a distinct change from the usual self
by those who know the person welL The expansive quality of the mood disturbance
is characterized by enthusiasm for social, interpersonal, or occupational interactions.
Although elevated mood is considered prototypical, the mood disturbance may be ir
ritable or may alternate beh"een euphoria and irritability. Characteristically, innated
self-esteem, usually at the level of uncritical self-confidence rather than marked gran~

diosity, is present (Criterion 81). There is very often a decreased need for sleep (Cri
terion 82); the person awakens before the usual time with increased energy. The
speech of a person with a Hypomanic Episode is often somewhat louder and more
rapid than usual, but is not typically difficult to interrupt. It may be full of jokes, puns,
plays on words, and irrelevancies (Criterion B3). Flight of ideas is uncommon and, if
present, lasts for very brief periods (Criterion 84).

Distractibility is often present, as e\'idenced by rapid changes in speech or activity
as a result of responding to various irrelevant external stimuli (Criterion B5). The in
crease in goal-directed activity may involve planning of, and participation in, multi
ple activities (Criterion 66). These activities are often creative and productive (e.g.,
writing a letter to the editor, clearing up paperwork). Sociability is usually increased,
and there may be an increase in sexual activity_ There may be impulsive activity such
as buying sprees, reckless driving, or foolish business in\"eshnents (Criterion B7).
However, such activities are usually organized, are not bizarre, and do not resull in
the level of impairment that is characteristic of a Manic Episode.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated features of a Hypomanic Episode are similar to those for a Manic Episode.
Mood may also be characterized as d}'sphoric if irritable or depressive symptoms are
more prominent than euphoria in the clinical presentation.
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':uJtural considerations that were suggested for Major Depressive Episodes are rele
\'ant to Hypomanic Episodes as well (see p. 353). In younger (e.g., adolescent) per
sons, Hypomanic Episodes may be associated with school truancy, antisocial
behavior, school failure, or substance use.

Course

A Hypomanic Episode typically begins suddenly, with a rapid escalation of symp
toms within a day or two. Episodes may last for several weeks to months and are usu
i'I11y more abrupt in onset and briefer than Major Depressive Episodes. In many cases,
the Hypomanic Episode may be preceded or followed by a Major Depressive Epi
sode. Studies suggest that 5%-15% of individuals with hypomania will ultimately de
velop a Manic Episode.

Differential Diagnosis

A H}'pomanic Episode must be distinguished fTom a Mood Disorder Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition. The diagnosis is Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition if the mood disturbance is judged to be the direct physiological conse
quence of a specific general medical condition (e.g., multiple sclerosis, brain tumor,
Cushing's syndmme) (see p. 401). This determination is based on the history, labora
tory findings, or physical examination. If it is judged that the hypomanic symptoms
are not the di.rect physiological consequence of the general medical condition, then
the primary Mood. Disorder is recorded on Axis I (e.g., Bipolar II Disorder) and the
general medical condition is recorded on Axis m (e.g., myocardial infarction).

A Substance·lnduced Mood Disorder is distinguished from a Hypomanic Epi
sode by the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, or exposure to a
toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the mood disturbance (see p. 405). Symp
toms like those seen in a H)'P0manic Episode may be precipitated by a drug of abuse
(e.g., hypomanic symptoms that occur only in the context of intoxication with cocaine
would be diagnosed as Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features, With
Onset During Intoxication). Symptoms like those seen in a Hypomanic Episode may
also be precipitated by antidepressant treatment such as medication, electroconvul
sive therapy, or light therapy. Such episodes are also diagnosed as Substance
Induced Mood. Disorders (e.g., Amitriptyline-Induced Mood. Disorder, With Manic
Features; Electroconvulsive Therapy-lnduced Mood. Disorder, With Manic Fea
tures). However, clinical judgment is essential to determine whether the treatment is
buly causal or whether a primary Hypomanic Episode happened to have its onset
while the person was receiving the treatment (see p. 406).

Manic Episodes should be distinguished from Hypomanic Episodes. Although
Manic Episodes and Hypomanic Episodes have identical lists of characteristic symp
toms, the mood disturbance in Hypomanic Episodes is not sufficiently severe to cause
marked impairment in social or occupational functioning or to require hospitaliza
tion. Some Hypomanic Episodes may evolve into full Manic Episodes.

Attention-DeficitIHyperactivity Disorder and a Hypomanic Episode are both
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characterized by excessive activity, impulsive behavior, poor judgment, and denial of
problems. Atlention-Defidt/Hyperacnvity Disorder is distinguished from a Hypo
manic Episode by its characteristic early onset (i.e., before age 7 years), chronic rather
than episodic course, lack of relatively clear onsets and offsets, and the absence of ab
normally expansive or elevated mood.

A Hypomanic Episode must be distinguished from euthymia, particularly in indi
viduals who have been chronically depressed and are unaccustomed to the experi
ence of a nondepressed mood state.

Criteria for Hypomanic Episode

A distinct period of persistently elevated, expansive, or irritable mood, lasting
throughout at teast 4 days, that is clearly different from the usual nondepressed
mood.

B. During the period of mood disturbance, three (or more) of the following symptoms
have persisted (four if the mood is only irritable) and have been present to a signifi
cant degree:

(1) inflated self-esteem or grandiosity
(2) decreased need for sleep (e.g., feels rested after only 3 hours of sleep)
(3) more talkative than usual or pressure to keep talking
(4) flight of ideas or subjective experience that thoughts are racing
(5) distractibility (i.e., attention too easily drawn to unimportant or irrelevant ex

ternal stimuli)
(6) increase in goal-directed activity (either socially, at work or school, or sexually)

or psychomotor agitation
(7) excessive involvement in pleasurable activities that have a high potential for

painful consequences (e.g.. the person engages in unrestrained buying sprees,
sexual indiscretions, or foolish business investments)

C. The episode is associated with an unequivocal change in functioning that is unchar
acteristic of the person when not symptomatic.

D. The disturbance in mood and the change in functioning are observable by others.

E. The episode is not severe enough to cause marked impairment in social or occupa
tional functioning, or to necessitate hospitalization, and there are no psychotic fea
tures.

F. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication, or other treatment) or a general medical condition
(e.g., hyperthyroidism).

Note: Hypomanic-like episodes that are clearly caused by somatic antidepressant
treatment (e.g., medication, electroconvulsive therapy, light therapy) should not
count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar II Disorder.
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The essential feature of Major Depressive Disorder is a clinical course that is charac·
terized by one or more Major Depressive Episodes (see p. 349) without a history of
~'Ianic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episodes (Criteria A and C). Episodes of Substance
Induced Mood Disorder (due to the direct physiological effects of a drug of abuse, a
medication, or toxin exposure) or of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Con
dition do not count toward a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder. In addition, the
episodes must not be better accounted for by Schizoaffective Disorder and are not
superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, Delusional Disorder,
or Psychotic Disorder ot Othem'ise Specified (Criterion B).

The fourth digit in the diagnostic code for Major Depressive Disorder indicates
whether it is a Single Episode (used only for first episodes) or Recurrent. It is some
times difficult to distinguish between a single episode with waxing and waning
symptoms and two separate episodes. For purposes of this manual, an episode is con
sidered to have ended when the full criteria for the Major Depressive Episode have
nol been met for at least 2 consecutive months. During this 2·month period, there is
either complete resolution of symptoms or the presence of depressive symptoms Ihal
no longer meet the full criteria for a Major Depressive Episode (In Partial Remission).

The fifth digit in the diagnostic code for Major Depressive Disorder indicates the
currenl slale of the disturbance. If the criteria for a Major Depressive Episode are met,
the severity of the episode is noted as Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Fea
tures, or Severe With Psychotic Features. If the criteria for a Major Depressive Epi
sode are not currently met, the fifth digit is used to indicate whether the disorder is
In Partial Remission or In Full Remission (see p. 412).

If Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episodes develop in the course of Major Depres·
sive Disorder, the diagnosis is changed to a Bipolar Disorder. However, if manic or
hypomanic symptoms occur as a direct effect of antidepressant treatment, use of oth·
cr medications, substance use, or toxin exposure, the diagnosis of Major Depressive
Disorder remains appropriate and an additional diagnosis of Substance-Induced
Mood Disorder, With Manic Features (or With Mixed Features), should be noted.
Similarl}', if manic or h)'Pomanic s}'mptoms ocror as a direct effect of a general med·
ical condition, the diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder remains appropriate and
an additional diagnosis of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, With
r.,·fanic Features (or With Mixed Features), should be noted.

Specifiers

If the full criteria are currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, the follOWing
specifiers may be used to describe the current clinical status of the episode and to de·
scribe features of the current episode:
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Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features, Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 411)

Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria afe not currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, the foUo\\,
ing specifiers may be used to describe the current clinical starns of the Major Depres
sive Disorder and 10 describe fealrnes of the most recent episode:

In Partial Remission, In Full Remission (see p. 411)
Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
V·lith Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

TIle following specifiers may be used to indicate the pattern of the episodes and
the presence of intercpisode symptoms for Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent:

Longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Fullinterepisode
Recovery) (see p. 424)

With Seasonal Pattern (see p. 425)

Recording Procedures

TIle diagnostic codes for Major Depressive Disorder are selected as follows:

1. The first three digits are 296.
2. The fourth digit is either 2 (if there is only a single Major Depressive Episode) or

3 (if there are recurrent Major Depressive Episodes).
3. If the full criteria are currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, the fifth digit

indicates the current severity as follows: 1 for Mild severity, 2 for Moderate se
verity, 3 for Severe Without Psychotic Features, 4 for Severe With Psychotic Fea
tures. If the full criteria are not currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, the
fifth digit indicates the current clinical status of the Major Depressive Disorder
as follows: 5 for In Partial Remission, 6 for Ln Full Remission. U the severity of
the current episode or the current remission status of the disorder is unspecified,
then the fifth digit is O. Other specifiers for Major Depressive Disorder cannot be
coded.

In recording the name of a diagnosis, terms should be Listed in the following order:
Major Depressive Disorder, specifiers coded in the fourth digit (e.g., Recurrent), spec
ifiers coded in the fifth digit (e.g., Mild, Se"ere With Psychotic Features, In Partial Re
mission). as many specifiers (without codes) as apply to the current or most recent
episode (e.g., With Melancholic Features, With Postpartum Onset), and as many
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specifiers (without codes) as apply to the course of episodes (e.g., With Full Interepi
sode Recovery); for example, 296.32 Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, Moder
ate, With Atypical Features, With Seasonal Pattern, With Fullinterepisode Recovery.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Major Depressive Dis
order is associated with high mortality. Up to 15% of individuals with severe Major
Depressive Disorder die by suicide. Epidemiological evidence also suggests that
there is a fourfold increase in death rates in indi\'iduals with Major Depressive Dis
order who are over age 55 years. Individuals with Major Depressive Disorder admit
ted to nursing homes may have a markedly increased likelihood of death in the first
year. Among individuals seen in general medical settings, those with Major Depres
sive Disorder have more pain and physical illness and decreased physical, social, and
role functioning.

Major Depressive Disorder may be preceded by Dysthymic Disorder (10% in epi
demiological samples and 150/0-25% in clinical samples). It is also estimated that each
year approximately 10% of individuals with Dysthymic Disorder alone will go on to
have a first Major Depressive Episode. Other mental disorders frequently co-occur
with Major Depressive Disorder (e.g., Substance-Related Disorders, Panic Disorder,
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia Nervosa, Borderline
Personality Disorder).

Associated laboratory findings. TIle laboratory abnormalities that are associated
with Major Depressive Disorder are those associated with Major Depressive Episode
(see p. 352). None of these findings are diagnostic of Major Depressive Disorder, but
they have been noted to be abnormal in groups of individuals with Major Depressive
Disorder compared with control subjects. Neurobiological disturbances such as ele
vated glucocorticoid levels and EEG sleep alterations are more prevalent among in
dividuals with Psychonc Features and those with more severe episodes or with
Melancholic Features. Most laboratory abnormalities are state dependent (i.e., are
present only when depressive symptoms are present). However, evidence suggests
that some sleep EEG abnormalities persist into clinical remission or may precede the
onset of the Major Depressive Episode.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. Indi
viduals with duonic or severe general medical conditions are at increased risk to de
velop Major Depressive Disorder. Up to 200/0-25% of individuals with certain general
medical conditions (e.g., diabetes, myocardial infarction, carcinomas, stroke) will de
\'elop Major Depressive Disorder during the course of their general medical condi
non. The management of the general medical condition is more complex and the
prognosis is less favorable if Major Depressive Disorder is present. In addition, the
prognosis of Major Depressive Disorder is adversely affected (e.g., longer episodes or
poorer responses to treatment) by concomitant chronic general medical conditions.
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Specific culture-related features are discussed in the text for Major Depressive Epi·
sode (see p. 353). Epidemiological studies suggest significant cohort effects in risk of
depression. For example, individuals born between 19-!O and 1950 appear to have an
earlier age at onset and a greater Lifetime risk of depression than those born prior to
19-10. There is some evidence thai Atypical Features are more common in younger
people and that Melancholic Features are mOTe common in older depressed people.
Among those with an onset of depression in later life, there is evidence of subcortical
white matter hyperintensities associated with cerebrovascular disease. These "vascu
lar" depressions aTe associated with greater neuropsychological impairments and
poorer responses to standard therapies. Major Depressive Disorder (Single or Recur
rent) is h"ice as common in adolescent and adult females as in adolescent and adult
males. In prepubertal children, boys and girls are equally affected.

Prevalence

Studies of Major Depressive Disorder have reported a wide range of values for the
proportion of the adult population with the disorder. The lifetime risk for Major De
pressive Disorder in community samples has varied from 10% to 25% for women and
from 5% to 12% for men. The point prevalence of Major Depressive Disorder in adults
in community samples has varied from 5% to 9% for women and from 2% to 3% for
men. The prevalence rates for Major Depressive Disorder appear to be unrelated to
ethnicity, education, income, or marital status.

Course

Major DepresSive Disorder may begin at any age, with an average age at onset in the
mid-20s. Epidemiological data suggest that the age at onset is decreasing for those
born more recently. The course of Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, is variable.
Some people have isolated episodes that are separated by many years without any
depressive symptoms, whereas others have dusters of episodes, and still others have
increasingly frequent episodes as they grow older. Some evidence suggests that the
periods of remission generally last longer early in the course of the disorder. The
number of prior episodes predicts the likelihood of developing a subsequent Major
DepreSSive Episode. Al least 60% of individuals with Major DepreSSive Disorder, Sin
gle Episode, can be expected lohave a second episode. Individuals who have had two
episodes have a 70% chance of having a third, and individuals who have had three
episodes have a 90"10 chance of having a fourth. About 5%-10% of individuals with
Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, subsequently develop a Manic Episode
(Le., de\'elop Bipolar I Disorder).

Major Depressive Episodes may end completely (in about h"Q-thirds of cases), or
only partially or not at all (in about one-third of cases). For individuals who haveonl)'
partial remission, there is a greater likelihood of developing additional episodes and
of continuing the pattern of partial interepisode recovery. The longitudinal course
specifiers With FuU Interepisode Recovery and Without Full Interepisode Recovery
(see p. 424) may therefore have prognostic value. A number of individuals have pre-
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existing Dysthymic Disorder prior to the onset of Major Depressive Disorder. Single
:pisode. Some evidence suggests that these individuals are more likely to have addi
tional Major Depressive Episodes, have poorer interepisode recovery, and may re
quire additional acute·phase treatment and a longer period of continuing treatment
to attain and maintain a more thorough and longer-lasting euthymic state.

Follow-up naturalistic studies suggested that 1 year after the diagnosis of a Major
Depressive Episode, 40% of individuals still have symptoms that are sufficiently se
vere to meet criteria for a full Major Depressive Episode, roughly 20% continue to
have some symptoms that no longer meet fuJI criteria for a Major Depressive Episode
(i.e., Major Depressive Disorder, In Partial Remission), and 40% have no Mood Dis
order. The severity of the initial Major Depressive Episode appears to predict persis
tence. Chronic general medical conditions are also a risk factor for more persistent
episodes.

Episodes of Major Depressive Disorder often foUow a severe psychosocial stressor,
such as the death of a 100'ed one or divorce. Studies suggest that psychosocial events
(stressors) may playa more significant role in the precipitation of the first or second
episodes of Major Depressive Disorder and may play less of a role in the onset of sub
sequent episodes. Chronic general medical conditions and Substance Dependence
(particularly Alcohol or Cocaine Dependence) may contribute to the onset or exacer
bation of Major Depressive Disorder.

It is difficult to predict whether the first episode of a Major Depressive Disorder in
a young person will ultimately evolve into a Bipolar Disorder. Some data suggest that
the acute onset of severe depression, especially with psychotic feahues and psycho
motor retardation, in a young person without prepubertal psychopathology is more
likely to predict a bipolar course. A family history of Bipolar Disorder may also be
suggestive of subsequent development of Bipolar Disorder.

Familial Pattern

Major Depressive Disorder is 1.5---3 times more common among first-degree biologi
cal relatives of persons with this disorder than among the general population. There
is evidence for an increased risk of Alcohol Dependence in adult first-degree biolog
ical relatives, and there may be an increased incidence of an Anxiety Disorder (e.g.,
Panic Disorder, Social Phobia) or Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder in the
children of adults with Major Depressive Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

See the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Major Depressive Episode (p. 354). A his
tory ofa Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episode precludes the diagnosis of Major De
pressive Disorder. The presence of Hypomanic Episodes (without any history of
Manic Episodes) indicates a diagnosis of Bipolar II Disorder. The presence of Manic
or Mixed Episodes (with or without Hypomanic Episodes) indicates a diagnosis of
Bipolar I Disorder.

Major Depressive Episodes in Major Depressive Disorder must be distinguished
from a Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition. The diagnosis is Mood
Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition if the mood disturbance is judged to be
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the direct physiological consequence of a specific general medical condition (e.g.,
multiple sclerosis, stroke, hypothyroidism) (see p. 401). This determination is based
on the history, laboratory findings, or physical examination. U it is judged that the de
pressive symptoms are not the direct physiological consequence of the general med
ical condition, then the primary Mood Disorder is recorded on Axis I (e.g., Major
Depressive Disorder) and the general medical condition is recorded on Axis ill (e.g.,
myocardial infarction). This would be the case, for example, if the Major Depressive
Episode is considered 10 be the psychological consequence of having the general
medical condition or if there is no etiological relationship between the Major Depres
sive Episode and the general medical condition.

A Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from Major Depressive
Episodes in Major Depressive Disorder by the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of
abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the
mood disturbance (see p. 405). For example, depressed mood that occurs only in the
context of withdrawal from cocaine would be diagnosed as Cocaine-Induced Mood
Disorder, With Depressive Feah.ues, With Onset During Withdrawal.

Dysthymic Disorder and ~'Iajor Depressive Disorder are differentiated based on
severity, chronicity. and persistence. In Major Depressive Disorder, the depressed
mood must be present for most of the day, nearly every day, for a period of at least
2 weeks, whereas Dysthymic Disorder must be present for more days than not over
a period of at least 2 years. TIle differential diagnosis between Dysthymic Disorder
and Major Depressive Disorder is made particularly difficult by the fact that the two
disorders share similar symptoms and that the differences between them in onset, du
ration, persistence, and severity are not easy to evaluate retrospectively. Usually Ma
jor Depressive Disorder consists of one or more discrete Major Depressive Episodes
that can be distinguished from the person's usual functioning, whereas Dysthymic
Disorder is characterized by chronic, less severe depressive symptoms that have been
present for many years. U the initial onset of chronic depressive symptoms is of suf
ficient severity and number to meet criteria for a Major Depressive Episode, the diag
nosis would be Major Depressive Disorder, Chronic (if the criteria are stiJI met), or
Major Depressive Disorder, In Partial Remission (if the criteria are no longer met).
The diagnosis of Dysthymic Disorder is made following Major Depressive Disorder
only if the Dysthymic Disorder was established prior to the first Major Depressive
Episode (i.e., no Major Depressive Episodes during the first 2 years of dysthymic symp
toms), or if there has been a full remission of the Major Depressive Episode (i.e.,
lasting at least 2 months) before the onset of the Dysthymic Disorder.

Schizoaffective Disorder differs from Major Depressive Disorder, With Psychotic
Features, by the requirement that in Schizoaffective Disorder there must be at least
2 weeks of delusions or hallucinations occurring in the absence of prominent mood
S}'lT1ptoms. Depressive symptoms may be present during Schizophrenia, Delusional
Disorder, and Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. IVlost commonly, such
depressive symptoms can be considered associated feahues of these disorders and do
not merit a separate diagnosis. However, when the depressive symptoms meet full
criteria for a Major Depressive Episode (or are of particular clinical significance), a di
agnosis of Depressive Disorder Not Othem'ise Specified may be made in addition to
the diagnosis of Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Oth
erwise Specified. Schizophrenia, Catatonic Type, may be difficult to distinguish from
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Major Depressive Disorder, With Catatonic Features. Prior history or family history
may be helpful in making this distinction.

In elderly individuals, it is often difficult to determine whether cognitive symp
toms (e.g., disorientation, apathy, difficulty concentrating, memory loss) are better
accounted for by a dementia or by a Major Depressin Episode in Major Depressive
Disorder. lhis differential diagnosis may be informed by a thorough general medical
evaluation and consideration of the onset of the disturbance, temporal sequencing of
depressive and cognitive symptoms, course of illness, and treatment response. The
premorbid state of the individual may help to differentiate a Major Depressive Dis
order from dementia. In dementia, there is usually a premorbid history of declining
cognitive function, whereas the individual with Major Depressive Disorder is much
more likely to have a relatively nom1al premorbid state and abrupt cognitive decline
associated with the depression.

Diagnostic criteria for
296.2x Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode

A. Presence of a single Major Depressive Episode (see p. 3S6).

B. The Major Depressive Episode is not better accounted for by Schizoatfective Disorder
and is not superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, Delusional
Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

C. There has never been a Manic Episode (see p. 362). a Mixed Episode (see p. 365), or
a Hypomanic Episode (see p. 368). Note: This exclusion does not apply if all of the
manic-like, mixed-like, or hypomanic-like episodes are substance or treatment in
duced or are due to the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition.

If the full criteria are currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, specify in current
clinical status and/or features:

Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features/Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 41 t)
Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Major Depressive Episode. specify the cur
rent clinical status of the Major Depressive Disorder or features of the most recent epi
sode:

In Partial Remission, In Full Remission (see p. 411)
Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)
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Diagnostic criteria for
296.3x Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent

Mood Disorders

A. Presence of two or more Major Depressive Episodes (see p. 356).

Note: To be considered separate episodes. there murt be an interval of at least
2 consecutive months in which criteria are not met for a Major Depressive Episode.

B. The Major Depressive Episodes are not better accounted for by Schizoaffective Dis
order and are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, De
lusional Disorder. or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

C. There has never been a Manic Episode (see p. 362), a Mixed Episode (see p. 365), or
a Hypomanic Episode (see p. 368). Note: This exclusion does not apply if all of the
manic-like, mixed-like. or hypomanic-like episodes are substance or treatment in
duced or are due to the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition.

If the full criteria are currently met for a Major Depressive Episode. specify its current
clinical status and/or features:

Mild. Moderate. Severe Without Psychotic featuresJ
Severe With Psychotic features (see p. 411)

Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic features (see p. 419)
With Atypical features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Major Depressive Episode. specify the cur
rent clinical status of the Major Depressive Disorder or features of the most recent epi·
sode:

In Partial Remission. In full Remission (see p. 411)
Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

Specify:

Longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Interepisode Recovery)
(see p. 424)
With Seasonal Pattern (see p. 425)

300.4 Dysthymic Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Dysthymic Disorder is a chronically depressed mood that oc
curs for most of the day more days than not for at least 2 years (Criterion A). Individ-
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uals with Dysthym.ic Disorder describe their mood as sad or "down in the dumps."
In children, the mood may be irritable rather than depressed, and the required mini
mum dillation is only 1 year. Dilling periods of depressed mood, at least h\'o of the
following additional symptoms are present: poor appetite or overeating, insomnia or
hypersomnia, low energy or fatigue, low sell-esteem, poor concentration or difficulty
making decisions, and feelings of hopelessness (Criterion B). individuals may note the
prominent presence of low interest and self-criticism, often seeing themselves as un
interesting or incapable. Because these symptoms have become so much a part of the
individual's day-to-day experience (e.g., "I've always been this way," "That's just how
I am"), they are often not reported unless directly asked about by the interviewer.

Dilling the 2-year period (1 year for children or adolescents), any symptom-free in
tervals last no longer than 2 months (Criterion C). The diagnosis of Dysthymic Dis
order can be made only if the initial 2-year period of dysthymic symptoms is free of
Major Depressive Episodes (Criterion D). U the chronic depressive symptoms include
a Major Depressive Episode during the initial 2 years, then the diagnosis is Major De
pressive Disorder, Chronic (if full criteria for a Major Depressive Episode are met), or
~'Iajor Depressive Disorder, In Partial Remission (if full criteria for a Major Depres
sive Episode are not cillrently met). After the initial 2 years of the Dysthymic Dis
order, Major Depressive Episodes may be superimposed on the Dysthymic Disorder.
In such cases ("double depression"), both Major Depressive Disorder and Dysthymic
Disorder are diagnosed. Once the person returns to a dysthymic baseline (Le., criteria
for a Major Depressive Episode are no longer met but dysthymic symptoms persist),
only Dysthymic Disorder is diagnosed.

The diagnosis of Dysthymic Disorder is not made if the individual has ever had
a r.,'lanic Episode (p. 357), a Mixed Episode (p. 362), or a Hypomanic Episode (p. 365)
or if criteria have ever been met for Cyclothymic Disorder (Criterion E). A separate
diagnosis of Dysthymic Disorder is not made if the depressive symptoms occur ex
clusively during the course of a chronic Psychotic Disorder, such as Schizophrenia or
Delusional Disorder (Criterion F), in which case they are regarded as associated fea
tures of these disorders. Dysthymic Disorder is also not diagnosed if the distillbance
is due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., alcohol, antihypertensive
medications) or a general medical condition (e.g., hypothyroidism, Alzheimer's dis
ease) (Criterion G). The symptoms must cause clinically significant distress or impair
ment in social, occupational (or academic), or other important areas of functioning
(Criterion H).

Specifiers

Age at onset and the characteristic pattern of symptoms in Dysthymic Disorder may
be indicated by using the following specifiers:

Early Onset. This specifier should be used if the onset of the dysthymic
symptoms occurs before age 21 years. Such individuals are more likely to de
velop subsequent Major Depressive Episodes.
late Onset. This specifier should be used if the onset of the dysthymic symp
toms occurs at age 21 or older.
With Atypical Features. This specifier should be used if the pattern of symp-
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toms during the most recent 2 years of the disorder meets the criteria for With
Atypical Features (see p. 420).

Associated Features and Disorders

Assodated descriptive features and mental disorders. The associated features
of DysthymiC Disorder are similar to those for a Major Depressive Episode (p. 352).
Several studies suggest that the most commonly encountered symptoms in Dysthy
mic Disorder may be feelings of inadequacy; generalized loss of interest or pleasure;
social withdrawal; feelings of guilt or brooding about the past; subjective feelings of
irritability or excessive anger; and decreased. activity, effectiveness, or productivity.
(Appendix B provides an alternative for Criterion B for use in research studies that
includes these items.) In individuals with Dysthymic Disorder, vegetative symptoms
(e.g., sleep, appetite, weight change, and psychomotor symptoms) appear to be less
common than for persons in a Major Depressive Episode. When Dysthymic Disorder
without prior Major Depressive Disorder is present, it is a risk factor for developing
Major Depressive Disorder (in clinical settings up to 75% of individuals with Dysthy
mic Disorder will develop Major Depressive Disorder within 5 years). Dysthymic
Disorder may be associated with Borderline, Histrionic, Narcissistic, Avoidant, and
Dependent Personality Disorders. However, the assessment of features of a Person
ality Disorder is difficult in such individuals because chronic mood symptoms may
contribute to interpersonal problems or be associated with distorted sell-perception.
Other chronic Axis I disorders (e.g., Substance Dependence) or chronic psychosocial
stressors may be associated with Dysthymic Disorder in adults. In children, Dysthy
mic Disorder may be associated with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Con
duct Disorder, Anxiety Disorders, Learning Disorders, and Mental Retardation.

Associated laboratory findings. About 25%-50% of adults with Dysthymic Disor
der have some of the same polysomnographic features that are found in some indi
viduals with Major Depressive Disorder (e.g., reduced rapid eye movement [REM]
latency, increased REM density, reduced slow-wave sleep, impaired sleep continu
ity). Those individuals with polysomnographic abnormalities more often have a pos
itive family history for Major Depressive Disorder (and may respond better to
antidepressant medications) than those with Dysthymic Disorder without such find
ings. Whether polysomnographic abnormalities are also found in those with "pure"
Dysthymic Disorder (i.e., those with no prior history of Major Depressive Episodes)
is not dear. Dexamethasone nonsuppression in Dysthymic Disorder is not common,
unless criteria are also met for a Major Depressive Episode.

Specific Age and Gender Features

In children, Dysthymic Disorder seems to occur equally in both sexes and often re
sults in impaired. school performance and social interaction. Children and adoles
cents with Dysthymic Disorder are usually irritable and crank1' as well as depressed.
They have low sell-esteem and poor social skills and are pessimistic. In adulthood,
women are hvo to three times more likely to develop DysthymiC Disorder than are
men.
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Prevalence

The lifetime prevalence of Dysthymic Disorder (with or without superimposed Major
Depressive Disorder) is approximately 6%. The point prevalence of Dysthymic Dis
order is approximately 3%.

Course

Dysthymic Disorder often has an early and insidious onset (i.e., in childhood, adoles
cence, or early adult life) as well as a chronic course. In clinical settings; individuals
with Dysthymic Disorder usually have superimposed Major Depressive Disorder,
which is often the reason for seeking treatment. If Dysthymic Disorder precedes the
onset of Major Depressive Disorder. there is less likelihood that there will be sponta
neous full interepisode recovery beh\'een Major Depressive Episodes and a greater
likelihood of having more frequent subsequent episodes. Although the spontaneous
remission rate for Dysthymic Disorder may be as low as 10% per year, evidence sug~

gests the outcome is Significantly better with active treatment. The treat.ed course of
Dysthymic Disorder appears similar to that of other Depressive Disorders, whether
or not there is a superimposed Major Depressive Disorder.

Familial Pattern

Dysthymic Disorder is more common among first-degree biological relatives of pe0

ple with Major Depressive Disorder than among the general population. In addition,
both Dysthymic Disorder and l'vlajor Depressive Disorder are more common in the
first-degree relatives of individuals with Dysthymic Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

See the "Differential Diagnosis" section for Major Depressive Disorder (p_ 373). The
differential diagnosis between Dysthymic Disorder and Major Depressive Disorder
is made particularly difficult by the facts that the two disorders share similar symp
toms and that the differences between them in onset, duration, persistence, and se
verity are not easy to evaluate retrospectively. Usually Major Depressive Disorder
consists of one or more discrete Major Depressive Episodes that can be distinguished
from the person's usual functioning, whereas Dysthymic Disorder is characterized by
chronic, less severe depressive symptoms that have been present for many years.
When Dysthymic Disorder is of many years' duration, the mood disturbance may not
be easily distinguished from the person's "usual" functioning. U the initial onset of
chronic depressive symptoms is of sufficient severity and number to meet full criteria
for a Major Depressive Episode, the diagnosis would be Major Depressive Disorder,
Chronic (if the full criteria are still met), or Major Depressive Disorder, In Partial Re
mission (if the full criteria are no longer met). The diagnosis of DysthymiC Disorder
can be made following Major Depressive Disorder only if the Dysthymic Disorder
was established prior to the first Major Depressive Episode (i.e., no Major Depressi\-e
Episodes during the first 2 years of dysthymic symptoms), or if there has been a full
remission of the Major Depressive Disorder (i.e., lasting at least 2 months) before the
onset of the Dysthymic Disorder.
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Depressive symptoms may be a common associated feature of chronic Psychotic
Disorders (e.g., Schizoaffective Disorder, Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder). A sepo
arate diagnosis of Dysthym.ic Disorder is not made if the symptoms occur only during
the course of the Psychotic Disorder (including residual phases).

Dysthymic Disorder must be distinguished from a Mood Disorder Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition. The diagnosis is Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition, With Depressive Features, if the mood disturbance is judged to be the di
rect physiological consequence of a specific, usually chronic, general medical condi
tion (e.g., multiple sclerosis) (see p. 401). This determination is based on the history,
laboratory findings, or physical examination. If it is judged thai the depressive symp
toms are not the direct physiological consequence of the general medical condition,
then the primary Mood Disorder is recorded on Axis I (e.g., Dysthymic Disorder) and
the general medical condition is recorded on Axis III (e.g., diabetes mellitus). This
would be the case, for example, if the depressive symptoms are considered to be the
psychological consequence of having a chronic general medical condition or if there
is no etiological relationship between the depressive symptoms and the general med
ical condition. A Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from a Dysthy
mic Disorder by the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, or
exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the mood disturbance (see
p.405).

Often there is evidence of a coexisting personality disturbance. When an individ
ual's presentation meets the criteria for both Dysthymic Disorder and a Personality
Disorder, both diagnoses are given.

Diagnostic criteria for 300.4 Dysthymic Disorder

A. Depressed mood for most of the day, for more days than not, as indicated either by
subjective account or observation by others, for at least 2 years. Note: In children
and adolescents, mood can be irritable and duration must be at least 1 year.

8. Presence, while depressed, of two (or more) of the following:

(1) poor appetite or overeating
(2) insomnia or hypersomnia
(3) low energy or fatigue
(4) low self-esteem
(5) poor concentration or difficulty making decisions
(6) feelings of hopelessness

C. During the 2-year period (1 year for children or adolescents) of the disturbance, the per·
son has never been without the symptoms in Criteria Aand Bfor more than 2 months at
a time.

D. No Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356) has been present during the first 2 years of
the disturbance (1 year for children and adolescents); i.e., the disturbance is not bet
ter accounted for by chronic Major Depressive Disorder, or Major Depressive Disor
der, In Partial Remission.
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Diagnostic criteria for 300.4 Dysthymic Disorder
(continued)

Note: There may have been a previous Major Depressive Episode provided there
was a full remission (no significant signs or symptoms for 2 months) before develop
ment of the Dysthymic Disorder. In addition, after the initial 2 years (1 year in chil
dren or adolescents) of Dysthymic Disorder. there may be superimposed episodes of
Major Depressive Disorder. in which case both diagnoses may be given when the cri
teria are met for a Major Depressive Episode.

E. There has never been a Manic Episode (see p. 362), a Mixed Episode (see p. 365), or
a Hypomanic Episode (see p. 368), and criteria have never been met for Cyclothymic
Disorder.

F. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a chronic Psychotic
Disorder, such as Schizophrenia or Delusional Disorder.

G. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hypothyroidism).

H. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation
al, or other important areas of functioning.

Specify if:

Early Onset: if onset is before age 21 years
Late Onset: if onset is age 21 years or older

Specify (for most recent 2 years of Dysthymic Disorder):

With Atypical Features (see p. 420)

311 Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified
The Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. category includes disorders with de
pressive features that do not meet the criteria for Major Depressive Disorder, Dysthy
mic Disorder, Adjustment Disorder With Depressed. Mood (see p. 679), or Adjustment
Disorder With Mixed Anxiety and Depressed Mood (see p. 680). Sometimes depressive
symptoms can present as part of an Anxiety Disorder at Olhenvise Specified. (see
p. 484). Examples of Depressive Disorder ot Othem·ise Specified include

1. Premenstrual dysphoric disorder: in most menstrual cycles during the past year,
symptoms (e.g., markedly depressed. mood, marked. anxiety, marked affective
lability, decreased interest in activities) regularly occurred during the last week
of the luteal phase (and remitted within a few days of the onset of menses). These
symptoms must be severe enough to markedly interfere with work, school, or
usual activities and be entirely absent for at least 1 week postmenses (see p. 771
for suggested research criteria).

2. lvlinor depressive disorder: episodes of at least 2 weeks of depressive symptoms
but with fewer than the five items required for Major Depressive Disorder (see
p. ns for suggested research criteria).
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3. Recurrent brief depressive disorder: depressive episodes lasting from 2 days up
to 2 weeks, occurring at least once a month for 12 months (not associated with
the menstrual cycle) (see p. 778 for suggested research criteria).

4. Postpsychotic depressive disorder of Schizophrenia: a Major Depressive Epi
sode that occurs during the residual phase of Schizophrenia (see p. 767 for sug
gested research criteria).

:J. A Major Depressive Episode superimposed on Delusional Disorder, Psychotic
Disorder Not Othenvise Specified, or the active phase of Schizophrenia.

6. Situations in which the clinician has concluded that a depressive disorder is
present but is unable 1'0 determine whether it is primary, due to a general medi
cal condition, or substance induced.

Bipolar Disorders

This section includes Bipolar I Disorder, Bipolar II Disorder, Cyclothymia, and Bipo
lar Disorder Not Othem'ise Specified. There are six separate criteria sets for Bipolar I
Disorder: Single ~'Ianic Episode, Most Recent Episode Hypomanic. Most Recent Epi
sode Manic, Most Recent Episode i\1ixed, Most Recent Episode Depressed, and Most
Recent Episode Unspecified. Bipolar r Disorder, Single Manic Episode, is used to de
scribe individuals who are haVing a first episode of mania. The remaining criteria sets
are used to specify the nature of the current (or most recent) episode in individuals
who ha\"e had recurrent mood episodes.

Bipolar I Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Bipolar I Disorder is a clinical course that is characterized by
the occurrence of one or more Manic Episodes (see p. 357) or ~'Iixed Episodes (see
p. 362). Often individuals have also had one or more Major Depressive Episodes (see
p. 349). Episodes of Substance-Induced Mood Disorder (due 10 the direct effects of
a medication, other somatic treatments for depression, a drug of abuse, or toxin ex
posure) or of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition do not count to
ward a diagnosis of Bipolar I Disorder. In addition, the episodes are not better
accounted for by Schizoaffective Disorder and are not superimposed on Schizophre
nia, 5chizophreniform Disorder, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder NotOth
erwise Specified. Bipolar I Disorder is subclassified in the fourth digit of the code
according to whether the individual is experiencing a first episode (Le., Single Manic
Episode) or whether the disorder is recurrent. Recurrence is indicated by either a shift
in the polarity of the episode or an inten'al between episodes of at least 2 months
without manic symptoms. A shift in polarity is defined as a clinical course in which
a Major Depressive Episode evolves into a Manic Episode or a Mixed Episode or in
which a Manic Episode or a Mixed Episode evolves into a Major Depressive Episode.
In contrast, a Hypomanic Episode that evolves into a Manic Episode or a Mixed Epi-
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sode, or a Manic Episode that evolves into a Mixed Episode (or vice versa), is consid
ered to be only a single episode. For recurrent Bipolar I Disorders, the nature of the
current (or most recent) episode can be specified (Most Recent Episode H)'pomanic,
Most Recent Episode Manic, Most Recent Episode Mixed, Most Recent Episode De
pressed, Most Recent Episode Unspecified).

Specifiers

If the full criteria are currently met for a Manic, Mixed, or Major Depressive Episode,
the following specifiers may be used to describe the current clinical status of the epi~

sorle and to describe features of the current episode:

Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features, Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 411)

With Catatonic Features (see p. -U7)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Manic, Mixed or Major Depressive Ep
isode, the following specifiers may be used to describe the current clinical status of
the Bipolar I Disorder and to describe features of the most recent episode:

In Partial Remission, In Full Remission (see p. 411)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If criteria are currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, the following may be
used to describe features of the current episode (or, if criteria are not currently met
but the most recent episode of Bipolar I Disorder was a Major Depressive Episode,
these specifiers apply to that episode):

Chronic (see p. -117)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)

The following specifiers can be used to indicate the pattern of episodes:

longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Fulllnterepisode Recov
ery) (see p. 424)

With Seasonal Pattern (applies only to the pattern of Major Depressive Epi
sodes) (see p. ill)

With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427)

Recording Procedures

The diagnostic codes for Bipolar I Disorder are selected as follows:

1. The first three digits are 296.
2. The fourth digit is 0 if there is a single Manic Episode. For recurrent episodes, the

fourth digit indicates the nature of the current episode (or, if the Bipolar I Dis-
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order is currently in partial or full remission. the nature of the most recent epi·
sode) as follows: 4 if the current or most recent episode is a Hypomanic Episode
or a Manic Episode. 5 if it is a Major Depressive Episode, 6 if it is a Mixed Epi
sode. and 7 if the current or most recent episode is Unspecified.

3. The fifth digit (except for Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Hypomanic.
and Bipolar I Disorder. Most Recent Episode Unspecified) indicates the severit}'
of the current episode if full criteria are met for a Manic, Mixed, or Major Depres
sive Episode as follows: 1 for Mild severity, 2 for Moderate severity, 3 for Se\'ere
Without Psychotic Features, 4 for Severe With Psychotic Features. If full criteria
are not met for a Manic, Mixed, or Major Depressive Episode. the fifth digit in
dicates the current clinical status of the Bipolar I Disorder as follows: 5 for In Par
tial Remission, 6 for In Full Remission. If current severity or clinical status is

unspecified. the fifth digit is O. Other specifiers for Bipolar I Disorder cannot be
coded. For Bipolar I Disorder. Most Recent Episode Hypomanic, the fifth digit is
always O. For Bipolar Disorder. Most Recent Episode Unspecified, there is no
fifth digit.

In recording the name of a diagnosis, terms should be listed in the following order:
Bipolar I Disorder, specifiers coded in the fourth digit (e.g.• Most Recent Episode
Manic), specifiers coded in the fifth digit (e.g.• Mild, Severe With Psychotic Features,
In Partial Remission), as many specifiers (without codes) as apply to the current or
most recent episode (e.g., With Melancholic Features, With Postpartum Onset), and
as many specifiers (without codes) as apply to the course of episodes (e.g., With Rap·
id Cycling); for example. 296.54 Bipolar I Disorder. Most Recent Episode Depressed,
Severe With Psychotic Features. With Melancholic Features. With Rapid Cycling.

Note that if the single episode of Bipolar I Disorder is a Mixed Episode, the diag
nosis would be indicated as 296.0x Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode, :Mixed.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Completed suicide occurs
in 10o/o-15%of individuals with Bipolar I Disorder. Suicidal ideation and attempts are
more likely to occur when the individual is in a depressive or mixed state. Child
abuse. spouse abuse. or other violent behavior may occur during severe Manic Epi
sodes or during those with psychotic features. Other associated problems include
school truancy, school failure, occupational failure. divorce, or episodic antisocial be
havior. Bipolar Disorder is associated with Alcohol and other Substance Use Dis
orders in many individuals. Individuals with earlier onset of Bipolar I Disorder are
more likely to have a history of current alcohol or other substance use problems. Con
comitant alcohol and other substance use is associated with an increased number of
hospitalizations and a worse course of illness. Other associated mental disorders
include Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia ervosa, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Dis
order, Panic Disorder. and Social Phobia.

Associated laboratory findings. There appear to be no laboratory features that are
diagnostic of Bipolar I Disorder or that distinguish Major Depressive Episodes found
in Bipolar I Disorder from those in Major Depressive Disorder or Bipolar IT Disorder.
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Imaging studies comparing groups of indi\'iduals with Bipolar I Disorder with
groups with Major Depressive Disorder or groups without any r.,'lood Disorder tend
to show increased rates of right+hemispheric lesions, or bilateral subcortical or peri
ventricular lesions in those with Bipolar I Disorder.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. An
age at onset for a first Manic Episode after age 40 years should alert the clinician to
the possibility that the symptoms rna}' be due to a general medical condition or sub
stance use. Current or past hypothyroidism or laboratory evidence of mild thyroid
hypofunction may be associated with Rapid Cycling (see p. 427). In 'addition, hyper
thyroidism may precipitate or worsen manic symptoms in individuals with a preex
isting Mood Disorder. However, hyperthyroidism in individuals without preexisting
Mood Disorder does not typically cause manic symptoms.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

There arc no reports of differential incidence of Bipolar I Disorder based on race or
ethnidty. There is some evidence that clinicians may have a tendency to overdiag
nose Schizophrenia (instead of Bipolar Disorder) in some ethnic groups and in
younger individuals.

Approximately 10%....15% of adolescents with recurrent Major Depressive Epi
sodes will go on to develop Bipolar I Disorder. Mixed Episodes appear to be more
likely in adolescents and young adults than in older adults.

Recent epidemiological studies in the United States indicate that Bipolar I Disorder
is approximately equally common in men and women (unlike Major Depressive Dis
order, which is more common in women). Gender appears to be related to the num+
ber and type of Manic and Major Depressh'e Episodes. The f1l5t episode in males is
more likely to be a Manic Episode. The first episode in females is more likely to be a
Major Depressive Episode. In men the number of Manic Episodes equals or exceeds
the number of Major Depressive Episodes, whereas in women Major Depressive
Episodes predominate. In addition, Rapid Cycling (see p. 427) is more common in
women than in men. Some evidence suggests that mixed or depressive symptoms
during Manic Episodes may be more common in women as well, although not all
studies are in agreement. Thus, women may be at particular risk for depressive or in
termixed mood symptoms. Women with Bipolar rDisorder have an increased risk of
developing subsequent episodes in the immediate postpartum period. Some women
have their first episode during the postpartum period. The specifier With Postpartum
Onset may be used to indicate that the onset of the episode is within 4 weeks of de
livery (see p. 422). The premenstrual period may be associated with worsening of an
ongoing Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episode.

Prevalence

The lifetime prevalence of Bipolar r Disorder in community samples has varied from

0.""0 to 1.6%.
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Course

Mood Disorders

Average age at onset is 20 for both men and women. Bipolar 1 Disorder is a recurrent
disorder-more than 90% of individuals who have a single Manic Episode go on to
have future episodes. Roughly 60"/0-70% of Manic Episodes occur immediately be
fore or after a lvlajor Depressive Episode. Manic Episodes often precede or follow the
Major Depressive Episodes in a characteristic pattern for a particular person. The
number of lifetime episodes (both Manic and Major Depressive) tends to be higher
for Bipolar I Disorder compared with Major Depressive Disorder. Recurrent. Studies
of the course of Bipolar I Disorder prior to lithium maintenance treatment suggest
that, on average, fOUT episodes occur in 10 years. The inten'al between episodes tends
10 decrease as the individual ages. There is some evidence that changes in sleep-wake
schedule such as occur during time zone changes or sleep deprivation may precipi
tate or exacerbate a Manic, rvlixed, or Hypomanic Episode. Approximately 5%--15%
of individuals with Bipolar I Disorder have multiple (four or more) mood episodes
(t>.<lajor Depressive, Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic) that occur within a given year.
If this pattern is present, it is noted by the specifier With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427).
A rapid-cycling pattern is associated with a poorer prognosis.

Although the majority of individuals with Bipolar I Disorder experience signifi
cant symptom reduction between episodes, some (200/0--30%) continue to display
mood lability and other residual mood symptoms. As many as 60% experience chron
ic interpersonal or occupational difficulties behveen acute episodes. Psychotic symp
toms may develop after days or weeks in what was previously a nonpsychotic Manic
or Mixed Episode. When an individual has Manic Episodes with psychotic features,
subsequent Manic Episodes are more likely to have psychotic features. Incomplete in
terepisode recovery is more common when the current episode is accompanied by
mood-incongruent psychotic features.

Familial Pattern

First-degree biological relatives of individuals with Bipolar I Disorder have elevaled
rates of Bipolar 1Disorder (40/0--24%), Bipolar II Disorder (1%....-5%), and Major Depres
sive Disorder (4%-24%). Those individuals with Mood Disorder in their first-degree
biological relatives are more likely to have an earlier age al onset. Twin and adoption
studies provide strong evidence of a genetic innuence for Bipolar 1 Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed, and Hypomanic Episodes in Bipolar I Disorder must
be distinguished from episodes of a Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condi
tion. The diagnosis is Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition for episodes
that are judged to be the direct physiological consequence of a specific general medical
condition (e.g., multiple sclerosis, stroke, hypothyroidism) (see p. 401). This determina
tion is based on the history, laboratory findings, or physical examination.

A Subslance·Jnduced Mood Disorder is distinguished from Major Depressive,
Manic, or Mixed Episodes that occur in Bipolar I Disorder by Ihe fact that a substance
(e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiological
ly related to the mood disturbance (see p. 405). Symptoms like those seen in a Manic,
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Mixed, or Hypoma.nic Episode may be part of an intoxication with or withdrawal
from a drug of abuse and should be diagnosed as a Substance-Induced Mood Disor
der (e.g., euphoric mood that occurs only in the context of intoxication with cocaine
would be diagnosed as Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features, With
Onset During Intoxication). Symptoms like those seen in a Manic or Mixed Episode
may also be precipitated by antidepressant treatment SUdl as medication, electrocon
\'ulsive therapy, or light therapy. Such episodes may be diagnosed as a Substance
Induced Mood Disorder (e.g., Amitriptyline-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic
Features; Electroconvulsive Therapy-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features)
and would not count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar I Disorder. However, when the
substance use or medication is judged not to fully account for the episode (e.g., the
episode continues for a considerable period autonomously after the substance is dis
continued), the episode would count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar TDisorder.

Bipolar TDisorder is distinguished from Major Depressive Disorder and Dysthy
mic Disorder by the lifetime history of at least one Manic or Mixed Episode. Bipolar I
Disorder is distinguished from Bipolar II Disorder by the presence of one or more
Manic or Nlixed Episodes. When an individual previously diagnosed with Bipolar II
Disorder develops a Manic or Mixed Episode, the diagnosis is changed to Bipolar I
Disorder.

In Cyclothymic Disorder, there are numerous periods of hypomanic symptoms
that do not meet criteria for a Manic Episode and periods of depressive symptoms
that do not meet symptom or duration criteria for a Major Depressive Episode. Bipo
lar I Disorder is distinguished from Cyclothymic Disorder by the presence of one or
more Manic or Mixed Episodes. If a Manic or Mixed Episode occurs after the first
2 years of Cyclothymic Disorder, then Cyclothymic Disorder and Bipolar I Disorder
may both be diagnosed.

The differential diagnosis beh\'een Psychotic Disorders (e.g., Schizoaffective Disor
der, Schizophrenia, and Delusional Disorder) and Bipolar I Disorder may be difficult
(especially in adolescents) because these disorders may share a number of presenting
symptoms (e.g., grandiose and persecutory delusions, irritability, agitation, and cata
tonic symptoms), particularly cross-sectionally and early in their course. In contrast
to Bipolar I Disorder, Schizophrenia, SchizoaffecHve Disorder, and Delusional Disor
der are all characterized by periods of psychotic symptoms that occur in the absence
of prominent mood symptoms. Other helpful considerations include the accompany
ing symptoms, previous course, and family history. Manic and depressive symptoms
may be present during Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder, and Psychotic Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified, but rarely with sufficient number, duration, and pervasive
ness to meet criteria for a Manic Episode or a Major Depressive Episode. However,
when full criteria are met (or the symptoms are of particular clinical significance), a
diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder Not Othenvise Specified may be made in addition to
the diagnosis of Schizophrenia, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Oth
erwise Specified.

If there is a very rapid altemation (over days) behveen manic symptoms and de
pressive symptoms (e.g., several days of purely manic symptoms followed by several
days of purely depressive symptoms) that do not meet minimal duration criteria for
a Manic Episode or Major Depressive Episode, the diagnosis is Bipolar Disorder Not
Othenvise Specified.
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Diagnostic criteria for
296.0x Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode

Mood Disorders

A. Presence of only one Manic Episode (see p. 362) and no past Major Depressive Epi
sodes.

Note: Recurrence is defined as either a change in polarity from depression or an
interval of at least 2 months without manic symptoms.

B. The Manic Episode is not better accounted for by SchizoaHective Disorder and is no
superimposed on Schizophrenia. Schizophreniform Disorder. Delusional Disorder. 01

Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

Specify if:

Mixed: if symptoms meet criteria for a Mixed Episode (see p. 365)

If the full criteria are currently met for a Manic, Mixed. or Major Depressive Episod~

specify its current clinical status and/or features:

Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic: Features/Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 410)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Manic, Mixed, or Major Depressive Epi
sode, specify the current clinical status of the Bipolar I Disorder or features of the most
recent episode:

In Partial Remission, In Full Remission (see p. 410)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

Diagnostic criteria for
296.40 Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Hypomanic

A. Currently (or most recently) in a Hypomanic Episode (see p. 368).

B. There has previously been at least one Manic Episode (see p. 362) or Mixed Episode
(see p. 365).

C. The mood symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occu
pational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The mood episodes in Criteria A and Bare not better accounted for by SChizoaffective
Disorder and are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, 5chizophreniform Disorder.
Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

Specify:

longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Interepisode Recovery)
(see p. 424)
With Seasonal Pattern (applies only tothe pattern of Major Depressive Episodes)
(see p. 425)
With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427)
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Diagnostic criteria for
296.4x Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic

A. Currently (or most recently) in a Manic Episode (see p. 362).

B. There has previously been at least one Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356). Manic
Episode (see p. 362), or Mixed Episode (see p. 365).

C. The mood episodes in Criteria A and Bare not better accounted for by SChizoaffective
Disorder and are not superimposed on SChizophrenia. Schizophreniform Disorder,
Delusional Disorder. or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

If the full criteria are currently met for a Manic Episode, specify its current clinical status
and/or features:

Mild. Moderate. Severe Without Psychotic Features/Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 413)

With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Manic Episode. specify the current clinical
status of the Bipolar I Disorder and/or features of the most recent Manic Episode:

In Partial Remission. In Full Remission (see p. 414)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

Specify:

Longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Interepisode Recovery)
(see p. 424)
With Seasonal Pattern (applies only tothe pattern of Major Depressive Episodes)
(see p. 425)
With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427)
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Diagnostic criteria for
296.6x Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Mixed

A. Currently (or mort recently) in a Mixed Episode (see p. 365).

B. There has previously been at least one Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356), Manic
Episode (see p. 362), or Mixed Episode (see p. 365).

C. The mood episodes in Criteria A and B are not better accounted for by Schizoaffec·
tive Disorder and are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, 5chizaphreniform Disorder,
Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Spedfied.

If the full criteria are currently met for a Mixed Episode, specify its current clinical status
and/or features:

Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features/Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 415)

With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Mixed Episode, specify the current clinical
status of the Bipolar I Disorder and/or features of the most recent Mixed Episode:

In Partial Remission, In Full Remission (see p. 416)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

Specify:

Longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Interepisode Recovery)
(see p. 424)
With Seasonal Pattern (applies only to the pattern of Major Depressive Episodes)
(see p. 425)
With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427)
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Diagnostic criteria for
296.5x Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed

A. Currently (or most recently) in a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356).

B. There has previously been at least one Manic Episode (see p. 362) or Mixed Episode
(see p. 365).

C. The mood episodes in Criteria A and B are not better accounted for by Schizoaffec
tive Disorder and are not superimposed on SChizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder,
Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Othel"Nise Specified.

If the full criteria are currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, specify its current
clinical status and/or features:

Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features/Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 411)

Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, specify the cur
rent clinical status of the Bipolar I Disorder and/or features of the most recent Major De
pressive Episode:

In Partial Remission, In Full Remission (see p. 411)
Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

Specify:

Longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Interepisode Recovery)
(see p. 424)
With Seasonal Pattern (applies only to the pattern of Major Depressive Episodes)
(see p. 42S)
With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427)
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Diagnostic criteria for
296.7 Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Unspecified

A. Criteria, except for duration. are currently (or most recently) met for a Manic (see
p. 362), a Hypomanic (see p. 368). a Mixed (see p. 365), or a Major Depressive Episode
(see p. 356).

B. There has previously been at least one Manic Episode (see p. 362) or Mixed Episode
(see p. 365).

C. The mood symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social. occu
pational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The mood symptoms in Criteria A and B are not better accounted for by Schizoaffec
tive Disorder and are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder.
Delusional Disorder. or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

E. The mood symptoms in Criteria A and 8 are not due to the direct physiological effects
of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse. a medication. or other treatment) or a general
medical condition (e.g.• hyperthyroidism).

Specify:

Longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Interepisode Recovery)
(see p. 424)
With Seasonal Pattern (applies only to the pattern of Major Depressive Episodes)
(see p. 425)
With Rapid Cycling bee p. 427)

296.89 Bipolar II Disorder (Recurrent Major
Depressive Episodes With Hypomanic Episodes)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Bipolar II Disorder is a dinical course that is characterized by
the occurrence of one or more Major Depressive Episodes (Criterion A) accompanied
by at least one Hypomanic Episode (Criterion B). Hypomanic Episodes should not be
confused with the several days of euthymia that may follow remission of a Major De
pressive Episode. The presence of a Manic or Mixed Episode precludes the diagnosis
of Bipolar nDisorder (Criterion C). Episodes of Substance-Induced Mood Disorder
(due to the direct physiological effects of a medication, other somatic treatments for
depression, drugs of abuse, or toxin exposure) or of Mood Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition do not count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar 11 Disorder. In addi
tion, the episodes must not be better accounted for by Schizoaffective Disorder and
are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, 5c.hizophreniform Disorder, Delusional Dis·
order, or Psychotic Disorder Not Othen\'ise Specified (Criterion D). The symptoms
must cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or oth-
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er important areas of functioning (Criterion E). In some cases, the Hypomanic Epi
sodes themselves do not cause impairment. Instead, the impairment may result from
the Major Depressive Episodes or from a chronic pattern of unpredictable mood epi
sodes and fluctuating unreliable interpersonal or occupational functioning.

Individuals with Bipolar II Disorder may not view the Hypomanic Episodes as
pathological, although others may be troubled by the individual's erratic behavior.
Often individuals. particularly when in the midst of a Major Depressive Episode, do
not recall periods of hypomania without reminders from close friends or relatives.
Information from other informants is often critical in establishing the diagnosis of
Bipolar II Disorder.

Specifiers

The following specifiers for Bipolar II Disorder should be used to indicate the nahue
of the current episode or, if the full criteria are not currently met for a Hypomanic or
Major Depressive Episode, the nature of the most recent episode:

Hypomanic. This specifier is used if the current (or most recent) episode is
a Hypomanic Episode.
Depressed. This specifier is used if the current (or most recent) episode is
a Major Depressive Episode.

If the full criteria are currentIy met for a Major Depressive Episode. the follOWing
specifiers may be used to describe the current clinical status of the episode and to de
scribe features of the current episode:

Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features, Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 411)

Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Hypomanic or Major Depressive Epi
sode, the follOWing specifiers may be used to describe the current clinical status of the
Bipolar II Disorder and to describe features of the most recent Major Depressive Ep
isode (only if it is the most recent type of mood episode):

In Partial Remission, In Full Remission (see p. 411)
Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)

With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

The following specifiers may be used to indicate the pattern or frequency of epi
sodes:
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Longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Withoutlnterepisode Recovery)
(see p.424)
With Seasonal Pattern (applies only to the pattern of Major Depressive Epi
sodes) (see p. 425)
With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427)

Recording Procedures

TIle diagnostic code for Bipolar n Disorder is 296.89; none of the specifiers are cod
able. In recording the name of the diagnosis, tenus should be listed in the following
order: Bipolar n Disorder, specifiers indicating current or most recent episode (e.g.,
Hypomanic, Depressed), severity specifiers that apply to the current Major Depres
sive Episode (e.g., Moderate), as many specifiers describing features as apply to the
current or most recent Major Depressive Episode (e.g., With Melancholic Feahues,
With Postpartum Onset), and as many specifiers as apply to the course of episodes
(e.g., With Seasonal Pattern); for example, 296.89 Bipolar n Disorder, Depressed, Se
vere With Psychotic Features, With Melancholic Features, With Seasonal Pattern.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Completed suicide (usu
ally during Major Depressive Episodes) is a Significant risk, occurring in 10%....-15%
of persons with Bipolar U Disorder. School truancy, school failure, occupational fail
ure, or divorce may be associated with Bipolar U Disorder. Associated mental dis
orders include Substance Abuse or Dependence, Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia Nen'05<l,
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Panic Disorder, Social Phobia, and Bor
decline Personality Disorder.

Associated laboratory findings. There appear to be no laboratory features that are
diagnostic of Bipolar 11 Disorder or that distinguish Major Depressive Episodes found
in Bipolar II Disorder from those in Major Depressive Disorder or Bipolar I Disorder.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. An
age at onset for a first H}'pomanic Episode after age 40 years should alert the clinician
to the possibility that the symptoms may be due to a general medical condition or
substance use. Current or past hypothyroidism or laboratory evidence of mild thy
roid hypofunction may be associated with Rapid Cycling (see p. -l27). In addition, hy
perthyroidism may precipitate or worsen hypomanic symptoms in individuals with
a preexisting Mood Disorder. However, hyperthyroidism in other individuals does
not typically cause hypomanic symptoms.

Specific Gender Features

Bipolar nDisorder may be more common in women than in men. Gender appears to
be related to the number and type of Hypomanic and .Major Depressive Episodes. In
men the number of Hypomanic Episodes equals or exceeds the number of Major De
pressive Episodes, whereas in women Major Depressive Episodes predominate. In
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addition, Rapid Cycling (see p. 427) is more common in women than in men. Some
evidence suggests that mixed or depressive symptoms during Hypomanic Episodes
may be more common in women as well. although not all studies are in agreement.
Thus, women may be at particular risk for depressive or intermixed mood symptoms.
Women with Bipolar n Disorder may be at increased risk of developing subsequent
episodes in the immediate postpartum period.

Prevalence

Community studies suggest a lifetime prevalence of Bipolar II Disorder of approxi
mately 0.5%.

Course

Roughly 60%--70% of the Hypomanic Episodes in Bipolar 11 Disorder occur immedi
ately before or after a Major Depressive Episode. Hypomanic Episodes often precede
or follow the Major Depressive Episodes in a characteristic pattern for a particular
person. The number of lifetime episodes (both Hypomanic Episodes and Major De
pressive Episodes) tends to be higher for Bipolar U Disorder compared with Major
Depressive Disorder, Recurrent. The interval between episodes tends to decrease as
the individual ages. Approximately 5%-15% of individuals with Bipolar U Disorder
ha\'e multiple (four or more) mood episodes (Hypomanic or Major Depressive) that
occur within a given year. If this pattern is present, it is noted by the specifier With
Rapid Cycling (see p. 427). A rapid-cycling pattern is associated with a poorer prog
nosis.

Although the majority of individuals with Bipolar II Disorder return to a fully
functional level beh\'een episodes, approximately 15% continue to display mood la
bility and interpersonal or occupational difficulties. Psychotic symptoms do not oc·
cur in Hypomanic Episodes, and they appear to be less frequent in the Major
Depressive Episodes in Bipolar U Disorder than is the case for Bipolar I Disorder.
Some evidence is consistent with the notion that marked changes in sleep-wake
schedule such as occur during time zone changes or sleep deprivation may precipi
tate or exacerbate Hypomanic or Major Depressive Episodes. If a Manic or Mixed
Episode develops in the course of Bipolar II Disorder, the diagnosis is changed to Bi
polar I Disorder. Over 5 years, about 5%-15% of individuals with Bipolar II Disorder
will develop a Manic Episode.

Familial Pattern

Some studies have indicated that first-degree biological relatives of individuals with
Bipolar n Disorder have elevated rates of Bipolar Il Disorder. Bipolar I Disorder. and
Major Depressive Disorder compared with the general population.

Differential Diagnosis

Hypomanic and Major Depressive Episodes in Bipolar II Disorder must be distin
guished from episodes of a Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition.
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The diagnosis is Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition for episodes
that are judged to be the direct physiological consequence of a specific general med
ical condition (e.g., multiple sclerosis, stroke, hypothyroidism) (see p. 401). This de-
termination is based on the history, laboratory findings, or physical examination.

A Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from Hypomanic or Major
Depressive Episodes that occur in Bipolar II Disorder by the fact that a substance (e.g.,
a drug of abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically re-
lated 10 the mood disturbance (see p. 405). Symptoms like those seen in a Hypomanic
Episode may be part of an intoxication with or withdrawal from a drug of abuse and
should be diagnosed as a Substance-Induced Mood Disorder (e.g., a major depres
sive-like episode occurring only in the context of withdrawal from cocaine would be
diagnosed as Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With Depressive Features, With On
set During Withdrawal). Symptoms like those seen in a Hypomanic Episode may also
be precipitated by antidepressant treatment such as medication, electroconvulsive
therapy, or light therapy. Such episodes may be diagnosed as a Substance-Induced
Mood Disorder (e.g., Amitriptyline-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features;
Electroconvulsive Therapy-Induced Mood Disorder, With Manic Features) and
would not count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar n Disorder. However, when the sub
stance use or medication is judged not to fully account for the episode (e.g., the epi
sode continues for a considerable period autonomously after the substance is
discontinued), the episode would count toward a diagnosis of Bipolar II Disorder.

Bipolar II Disorder is distinguished from Major Depressive Disorder by the life
time history of at least one Hypomanic Episode. Attention during the interview to
whether there is a history of euphoric or dysphoric hypomania is important in mak
ing a differential diagnosis. Bipolar II Disorder is distinguished from Bipolar I Dis
order by the presence of one or more Manic or Mixed Episodes in the latter. When an
individual previously diagnosed with Bipolar U Disorder develops a Manic or Mixed
Episode, the diagnosiS is changed to Bipolar I disorder.

In Cyclothymic Disorder, there are numerous periods of hypomanic symptoms
and nunlerous periods of depressive symptoms that do not meet symptom or dura
tion criteria for a Major Depressive Episode. Bipolar 11 Disorder is distinguished from
Cyclothymic Disorder by the presence of one or more Major Depressive Episodes. If
a Major Depressive Episode occurs after the firsl2 years of Cyclothymic Disorder, the
additional diagnosis of Bipolar II Disorder is given.

Bipolar II Disorder must be distinguished from Psychotic Disorders (e.g.,
Schizoaffective Disorder, Schizophrenia, and Delusional Disorder). Schizophrenia,
Schizoaffective Disorder, and Delusional Disorder are all characterized by periods of
psychotic symptoms that occur in the absence of prominent mood symptoms. Other
helpful considerations include the accompanying symptoms, previous course, and
family history.
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Diagnostic criteria for 296.89 Bipolar II Disorder

A. Presence (or history) of one or more Major Depressive Episodes (see p. 356).

B. Presence (or history) of at least one Hypomanic Episode (see p. 368).

C. There has never been a Manic Episode (see p. 362) or a Mixed Episode (see p. 365).

D. The mood symptoms in Criteria A and Bare not better accounted for by Schizoaffec
tive Disorder and are not superimposed on SChizophrenia, SChizophreniform Disorder,
Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Othen.vise Specified.

E. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation
al. or other important areas of functioning.

Specify current or most recent episode:

Hypomanic: if currently (or most recently) in a Hypomanic Episode (see p. 368)
Depressed: if currently (or most recently) in a Major Depressive Episode (see
p. 356)

If the full criteria are currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, specify its current
clinical status and/or features:

Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features/Severe With Psychotic
Features (see p. 411) Note: Fifth-digit codes specified on p. 413 cannot be used
here because the code for 8ipolar II Disorder already uses the fifth digit.
Chronic (see p. 417)
With Catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

If the full criteria are not currently met for a Hypomanic or Major Depressive Episode,
specify the clinical status of the Bipolar II Oisorder and/or features of the most recent
Major Depressive Episode (only if it is the most recent type of mood episode):

In Partial Remission, In Full Remission (see p. 411) Note: Fifth-digit codes
specified on p. 413 cannot be used here because the code for Bipolar II Disorder
already uses the fifth digit.
Chronic (see p. 417)
With catatonic Features (see p. 417)
With Melancholic Features (see p. 419)
With Atypical Features (see p. 420)
With Postpartum Onset (see p. 422)

Specify:

longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Interepisode Recovery)
(see p. 424)
With Seasonal Pattern (applies only tothe pattern of Major Depressive Episodes)
(see p. 425)
With Rapid Cycling (see p. 427)
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301.13 Cyclothymic Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Cyclothymic Disorder is a chronic, fluctuating mood distur
bance involving numerous periods of hypomanic symptoms (see p. 365) and numer
OliS periods of depressive symptoms (see p. 349) (Criterion A). The hypomanic
symptoms are of insufficient number, severity, pervasiveness, or duration to meet
full criteria for a Manic Episode, and the depressive symptoms are of insufficient
number, severity, pervasiveness, or duration to meet full criteria for a Major Depres
sive Episode. However, it is not necessary that any of the periods of hypomanic
symptoms meet either the duration or symptom t1ueshold criterion for a Hypomanic
Episode. During the 2-year period (1 year for children or adolescents), any symptom
free intervals last no longer than 2 months (Criterion B). The diagnosis of Cyclothy
mic Disorder is made only if the initial2~yearperiod of cyclothymic symptoms is free
of Major Depressive, Manic, and Nfixed Episodes (Criterion C). After the initial 2 years
of the Cyclothymic Disorder, Manic or Mixed Episodes may be superimposed on the
Cyclothymic Disorder, in which case both Cyclothymic Disorder and Bipolar I Dis
order are diagnosed. Similarly, after the initial 2 years of Cyclothymic Disorder, Major
Depressive Episodes may be superimposed on the Cyclothymic Disorder, in which
case both Cyclothymic Disorder and Bipolar II Disorder are diagnosed. The diagnosis
is not made if the pattern of mood swings is better accounted for by Schizoaffective
Disorder or is superimposed on a Psychotic Disorder, such as Schizophrenia, Schizo
phreniform Disorder, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise
Specified (Criterion D), in which case the mood symptoms are considered to be asso
ciated features of the Psychotic Disorder. The mood disturbance must also not be due
to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication)
or a general medicaJ condition (e.g., hyperthyroidism) (Criterion E). Although some
people may function particularly well during some of the periods of hypomania,
overall there must be clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning as a result of the mood disturbance
(Criterion F). The impairment may develop as a result of prolonged periods of cycli
cal, often unpredictable mood changes (e.g., the person may be regarded as temper
amental, moody, unpredictable, inconsistent, or unreliable).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Substance-Related Disor
ders and Sleep Disorders (i.e., difficulties in initiating and maintaining sleep) may be
present.

Specific Age and Gender Features

Cyclothymic Disorder often begins early in We and is sometimes considered to reflect
a temperamental predisposition to other Mood Disorders (especially Bipolar Disor
ders). In community samples, Cyclothymic Disorder is apparently equally common
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in men and in women. In clinical settings, women with Cyclothymic Disorder may be
more likely to present for treatment than·men.

Prevalence

Studies have reported a lifetime prevalence of Cyclothymic Disorder of from 0.4% to
1%. Prevalence in mood disorders clinics may range from 3% to 5%.

Course

Cyclothymic Disorder usually begins in adolescence or early adult life. Onset of Cy
clothymic Disorder late in adult life may suggest a Mood Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition such as multiple sclerosis. Cyclothymic Disorder usually has an
insidious onset and a chronic course. There is a 15%--50% risk that the person \\'ill
subsequently de\'elop Bipolar I or II Disorder.

Familial Pattern

Major Depressive Disorder and Bipolar I or U Disorder appear to be more conunon
among first-degree biological relatives of persons with Cyclothymic Disorder than
among the general population. There may also be an increased familial risk of
Substance-Related Disorders. In addition, Cyclothymic Disorder may be more com
mon in the first-degree biological relatives of individuals with Bipolar I Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Cyclothymic Disorder must be distinguished from a Mood Disorder Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition. The diagnosis is Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition, With r..-lixed Features, when the mood disturbance is judged to be the di
red physiological consequence of a specific, usually chronic general medical condi
tion (e.g., hyperthyroidism) (see p. 401). This determination is based on the history,
laboratory findings, or physical examination. If it is judged that the depressive symp
toms are not the direct physiological consequence of the general medical condition,
then the primary Mood Disorder is recorded on Axis I (e.g., Cyclothymic Disorder)
and the general medical condition is recorded on Axis m. This would be the case, for
example, if the mood symptoms are considered to be the psychological consequence
of having a chronic general medical condition or if there is no etiological relationship
between the mood symptoms and the general medical condition.

A Substance·Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from Cyclothymic Disor
der by the fact that a substance (especially stimulants) is judged to be etiologically re
lated to the mood disturbance (see p. 403). The frequent mood swings that are
suggestive of Cyclothymic Disorder usually dissipate following cessation of drug
use.

Bipolar I Disorder, With Rapid Cycling, and Bipolar II Disorder, With Rapid
Cycling, both may resemble Cyclothymic Disorder by virtue of the frequent marked
shifts in mood. By definition, the mood states in Cyclothymic Disorder do not meet
the full criteria for a Major Depressive, Manic, or Mixed Episode, whereas the speci-
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fier With Rapid Cycling requires that full mood episodes be present. If a Major De
pressive, Manic, or Nlixed Episode occurs during the course of an established
Cyclothymic Disorder, the diagnosis of either Bipolar I Disorder (for a Manic or
Mixed Episode) or Bipolar II Disorder (for a Major Depressive Episode) is given along
with the diagnosis of Cyclothymic Disorder.

Borderline Personality Disorder is associated with marked shifts in mood that
may suggest Cyclothymic Disorder. If the criteria are met for each disorder, both Bor
derline Personality Disorder and Cyclothymic Disorder may be diagnosed.

Diagnostic criteria for 301.13 Cyclothymic Disorder

A. For at least 2 years, the presence of numerous periods with hypomanic symptoms (see
p. 368) and numerous periods with depressive symptoms that do not meet criteria for
a Major Depressive Episode. Note: In children and adolescents, the duration must
be at least 1 year.

B. During the above 2-year period (1 year in children and adolescents), the person has
not been without the symptoms in Criterion A for more than 2 months at a time.

C. No Major Depressive Episode (p. 356), Manic Episode (p. 362), or Mixed Episode (see
p. 365) has been present during the first 2 years of the disturbance.

Note: After the initial 2 years (1 year in children and adolescents) of Cyclothymic
Disorder, there may be superimposed Manic or Mixed Episodes (in which case both
Bipolar I Disorder and Cyclothymic Disorder may be diagnosed) or Major Depressive
Episodes (in which case both Bipolar II Disorder and Cyclothymic Disorder may be di
agnosed).

D. The symptoms in Criterion A are not better accounted for by Schizoaffective Disorder
and are not superimposed on Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, Delusional
Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

E. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hyperthyroidism).

F. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation·
al, or other important areas of functioning.

296.80 Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

The Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category includes disorders with bipo
lar features that do not meet criteria for any specific Bipolar Disorder. Examples in
clude

1. Very rapid alternation (over days) behveen manic symptoms and depressive
symptoms that meet symptom tlueshold criteria but not minimal duration crite
ria for Manic, Hypomanic, or Major Depressive Episodes

2. Recurrent Hypomanic Episodes without intercurrent depressive symptoms
3. A Manic or Mixed Episode superimposed on Delusional Disorder, residual

Schizophrenia, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified
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4. Hypomanic Episodes, along with chronic depressive symptoms, that are too in

frequent to qualify for a diagnosi5 of Cyclothymic Disorder
5. Sihtations in which the clinician has concluded that a Bipolar Disorder is present

but is unable to delermine whether it is primary, due to a general medical con
dition, or substance induced

Other Mood Disorders

293.83 Mood Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is a
prominent and persistent disturbance in mood that is judged to be due 10 the direct
physiological effects of a general medical condition. The mood disturbance may in
volve depressed mood; markedly diminished interest or pleasure; or elevated, expan
sive, or irritable mood (Criterion A). Although the clinical presentation of the mood
disturbance may resemble that of a Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic
Episode, the full criteria for one of these episodes need not be met; the predominant
symptom type may be indicated by using one of the following subtypes: With De
pressive Features, With Major Depressive-Like Episode, With Manic Features, or With
Mixed Features. There must be evidence from the history, physical examination, or
laboratory findings that the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of
a general medical condition (Criterion B). The mood disturbance is not better ac
counted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Adjustment Disorder With Depressed
Mood that occurs in response to the psychosocial stress of having the general medical
condition) (Criterion C). The diagnosis is also not made if the mood disturbance oc
curs only during the course of a delirium (Criterion D). The mood disturbance must
cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other im
portant areas of functioning (Criterion E). In some cases, the individual may still be
able to function, but only with markedly increased effort.

In determining whether the mood disturbance is due to a general medical condi
tion, the clinidan must first establish the presence of a general medical condition. Fur
ther, the clinician must establish that the mood disturbance is etiologically related to
the general medical condition through a physiological mechanism. A careful and
comprehensive assessment of multiple factors is necessary to make this judgment. Al
though there are no infallible guidelines for determining whether the relationship be
tween the mood disturbance and the general medical condition is etiological, several
considerations provide some guidance in this area. One consideration is the presence
of a temporal association between the onset, exacerbation, or remission of the general
medical condition and that of the mood disturbance. A second consideration is the
presence of feahlres that are atypical of primary Mood Disorders (e.g., atypical age at
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onset or course or absence of family history). Evidence from the literature that sug
gests that there can be a direct association beh\'een the general medical condition in
question and the development of mood symptoms can pro\'ide a useful context in the
assessment of a particular situation. In addition, the clinician must also judge that the
disturbance is not better accounted for by a primary Mood Disorder, a Substance
lnduced Mood Disorder, or other primary mental disorders (e.g., Adjushnent Dis
order). This determination is explained in greater detail in the "Mental Disorders Due
to a General Medical Condition" section (p. 181).

In contrast to Major Depressive Disorder, Mood Disorder Due to a General Medi
cal Condition, With Depressive Features, appears to be nearly equally distributed by
gender. Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition increases the risk of at
tempted and completed suicide. Rates of suicide are variable depending on the par
ticular general medical condition, with chronic, incurable, and painful conditions
(e.g., malignancy, spinal cord injury, peptic ulcer disease, Huntington's disease, ac
quired immunodeficiency syndrome [AIDS), end-stage renal disease, head injury)
carrying the greatest risk for suicide.

Subtypes

One of the follOWing subtypes may be used to indicate which of the following symp
tom presentations predominates:

With Depressive Features. This subtype is used if the predominant mood is
depressed, but the full criteria for a Major Depressive Episode are not met.
With Major Depressive-Like Episode. This subtype is used if the full crite
ria (except Criterion D) for a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356) are met.
With Manic Features. This subtype is used if the predominant mood is ele
vated, euphoric, or irritable.
With Mixed Features. This subtype is used if the symptoms of both mania
and depression are present but neither predominates.

Recording Procedures

In recording the diagnosis of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, the
clinician should note both the specific phenomenology of the disturbance, including
the appropriate subtype, and the identified general medical condition judged to be
causing the disturbance on Axis I (e.g., 293.83 Mood Disorder Due to Thyrotoxicosis,
With Manic Features). The ICD-9-CM code for the general medical condition should
also be noted on Axis TIl (e.g., 242.9 thyrotoxicosis). (See Appendix G for a list of se
lected ICD·9-eM diagnostic codes for general medical conditions.)

A separate diagnosis of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is not
given if the depressive symptoms develop exclusively during the course of Vascular
Dementia. In this case, the depressive s)rrnptoms are indicated by specifying the sub
type With Depressed Mood (i.e., 290.43 Vascular Dementia, With Depressed Mood).
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Associated General Medical Conditions

A variety of general medical conditions may cause mood symptoms. These condi
tions include degenerative neurological conditions (e.g., Parkinson's disease, Hun
tington's disease), cerebrovascular disease (e.g., stroke), metabolic conditions (e.g.,
vitamin Bl2 deficiency), endocrine conditions (e.g., hyper- and hypothyroidism, hy
per- and hypoparathyroidism, hyper- and hypoadrenocorticism), autoimmune con
ditions (e.g., systemic lupus erythematosus), viral or other infections (e.g., hepatitis,
mononucleosis, human immunodeficiency virus [HIV]), and certain cancers (e.g., car
cinoma of the pancreas). The associated physical examination findings, laboratory
findings, and patterns of prevalence or onset reflect the etiological general medical
condition.

Prevalence

Prevalence estimates for Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition are con
fined to those presentations with depressive features. It has been observed that 25%
40% of individuals with certain neurological conditions (including Parkinson's
disease, Huntington's disease, multiple sclerosis, stroke, and Alzheimer's disease)
will develop a marked depressive disturbance at some point during the course of the
illness. For general medical conditions without direct central nervous system in
voh'ement, rates are far more variable, ranging from more than 60% in Cushing's
syndrome to less than 8% in end-stage renal disease.

Differential Diagnosis

A separate diagnosis of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is not
given if the mood disturbance occurs exclusively during the course of a delirium. In
contrast, a diagnosis of Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condjtion may be
given in addition to a diagnosis of dementia if the mood symptoms are a direct etio
logical consequence of the pathological process causing the dementia and if the mood
symptoms are a prominent part of the clinical presentation (e.g., Mood Disorder Due
to Alzheimer's Disease). Because of ICD-9-CM coding requirements, an exception to
this is when depressive symptoms occur exclusively during the course of Vascular
Dementia. In this case, only a diagnosis of Vascular Dementia with the subtype With
Depressed Mood is given; a separate diagnosis of Mood Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition is not made. If the presentation includes a mix of different types
of symptoms (e.g., mood and anxiety), the specific mental disorder due to a general
medical condition depends on which symptoms predominate in the clinical picture.

If there is evidence of recent or prolonged substance use (including medications
with psychoactive effects), withdrawal from a substance, or exposure to a toxin, a
Substance-lnduced Mood Disorder should be considered. It may be useful to obtain
a urine or blood drug screen or other appropriate laboratory evaluation. Symptoms
that occur during or shortly after (i.e., within 4 weeks of) Substance Intoxication or
Withdrawal or after medication use may be especially indicative of a Substance
Induced Disorder, depending on the character, duration, or amount of the substance
used. If the clinician has ascertained that therlisturbance isdue to both a general med-
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ital condition and substance use, both diagnoses (i.e., Mood Disorder Due to a Gen
eral ~'Iedical Condition and Substance-Induced Mood Disorder) are given.

Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition must be distinguished from
Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar I Disorder, Bipolar II Disorder, and Adjust
ment Disorder With Depressed Mood (e.g., a maladaptive response to the stress of
having a general medical condition). In Major Depressive. Bipolar, and Adjustment
Disorders, no specific and direct causative physiological mechanisms associated with
a general medical condition can be demonstrated. It is often diffieu.lt to determine
whether certain symptoms (e.g.• weight loss, insomnia, fatigue) represent a mood dis
turbance or aTe a direct manifestation of a general medical condition (e.g., cancer,
stroke, myocardial infarction, diabetes). Such symptoms count toward a diagnosis of

a Major Depressive Episode except in cases where they are clearly and fully account
ed for by a general medical condition. If the clinician cannot determine whether the
mood dishlrbance is primary, substance induced, or due to a general medical condi
tion, Mood Disorder Not Otherwise Specified may be diagnosed.

Diagnostic criteria for 293.83 Mood Disorder Due to ...
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

A. A prominent and persistent disturbance in mood predominates in the clinical picture
and is characterized by either (or both) of the following:

(1) depressed mood or markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all,
activities

(2) elevated, expansive, or irritable mood

8. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi·
tion.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Adjust
ment Disorder With Depressed Mood in response to the stress of having a general
medical condition).

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

E. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation
al, or other important areas of functioning.

Specify type:

With Depressive Features: if the predominant mood is depressed but the full
criteria are not met for a Major Depressive Episode
With Major Depressive-like Episode: if the full criteria are met (except (rite
rion D) for a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356)
With Manic Features: if the predominant mood is elevated, euphoric, or irrita·
ble
With Mixed Features: if the symptoms of both mania and depression are
present but neither predominates
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Diagnostic criteria for 293.83 Mood Disorder Due to ..•
[Indicate the General MedicarCondition] (continued)

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis I, e.g.,
293.83 Mood Disorder Due to Hypothyroidism, With Depressive Features; also code
the general medical condition on Axis III (see Appendix G for codes).

Coding note: If depressive symptoms occur as part of a preexisting Vascular De
mentia, indicate the depressive symptoms by coding the appropriate subtype, i.e.,
290.43 Vascular Dementia, With Depressed Mood.

Substance-Induced Mood Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is a prominent and persis
tent disturbance in mood (Criterion A) that is judged to be due to the direct physio
logical effects of a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse, a medication, other somatic
treatment for depression, or toxin exposure) (Criterion B). Depending on the nature
of the substance and the context in which the symptoms occur (i.e., during intoxica
tion or withdrawal), the disturbance may involve depressed mood or markedly di
minished interest or pleasure or elevated, expansive, or irritable mood. Although the
clinical presentation of the mood disturbance may resemble that of a Major Depres
sive, Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episode, the full criteria (or one of these episodes
need not be met. The predominant symptom type may be indkated by using one of
the following subtypes: With Depressive Features, With Manic Features, With Mixed
Features. The disturbance must not be better accounted for by a i\<lood Disorder that
is not substance induced (Criterion C). The diagnosis is not made if the mood distur
bance occurs only during the course of a delirium (Criterion D). The symptoms must
cause clinically significant distress or impainnent in social, occupational, or other im
portant areas of functioning (Criterion E). In some cases, the individual may still be
able to function, but only with markedly increased effort. This diagnosis should be
made instead o( a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal only
when the mood symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with the intoxica
tion or withdrawal syndrome and when the mood symptoms are sufficiently severe
to warrant independent clinical attention.

A Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from a primary Mood Dis
order by considering the onset, course, and other factors. For drugs of abuse, there
must be evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of
Dependence, Abuse, intoxication, or withdrawal. Substance-Induced Mood Disor
ders arise only in association with intoxication or withdrawal stales, whereas primary
Mood Disorders may precede the onset of substance use or may occur during times
of sustained abstinence. Because the withdrawal state for some substances can be rel
atively protracted, mood symptoms can last in an intense form (or up t04 weeks after
the cessation of substance use. Another consideration is the presence of features that
are atypical of primary Mood Disorders (e.g., atypical age at onset or course). For ex-
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ample, the onset of a Manic Episode after age 45 years may suggest a substance
induced etiology. In contrast, factors that suggest that the mood symptoms are better
accounted for by a primary Mood Disorder include persistence of mood symptoms
for a substantial period of time (Le., a month or more) after the end of Substance In

toxication or acute Substance Withdrawal; the development of mood symptoms that
are substantially in excess of what would be expected given the type or amount of the
substance used or the duration of use; or a history of prior recurrent primary episodes
of Mood Disorder.

Some medications (e.g., stimulants, steroids, L-dopa, antidepressants) or other so
matic treatments for depression (e.g., electroconvulsive therapy or light therapy) can
induce manic-like mood disturbances. Clinical judgment is essential to determine
whether the treatment is truly causal or whether a primary Mood Disorder happened
to have its onset while the person was receiving the treatment. For example, manic
symptoms that develop in a person while he or she is taking lithium would not be di
agnosed as Substance-Induced Mood Disorder because lithium is not likely to induce
manic-like episodes. On the other hand, a depressive episode that developed within
the first several weeks of beginning alpha-methyldopa (an antihypertensive agent) in
a person with no history of Mood Disorder would qualify for the diagnosis of Alpha
Methyldopa-Induced Mood Disorder, With Depressive Features. In some cases, a
previously established condition (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent) can re
cur while the person is coincidentally taking a medication that has the capacity to
cause depressive symptoms (e.g., L-dopa, birth-control pills). In such cases, the clini
cian must make a judgment as to whether the medication is causative in this particu
lar situation. For a more detailed discussion of Substance-Related Disorders, see
p. 191.

Subtypes and Specifiers

One of the following subtypes may be used to indicate which of the following symp
tom presentations predominates:

With Depressive Features. This subtype is used if the predominant mood is
depressed.
With Manic Features. This subtype is used if the predominant mood is ele
vated, euphoric, or irritable.
With Mixed Features. This subtype is used if the symptoms of both mania
and depression are present but neither predominates.

TIle context of the development of the mood symptoms may be indicated by using
one of the following specifiers:

With Onset During Intoxication. This specifier should be used if criteria for
intoxication with the substance arc met and the symptoms develop during the
intoxication syndrome.
With Onset During Withdrawal. This specifier should be used if criteria for
withdrawal from the substance are met and the symptoms develop during, or
shortly after, a withdrawal syndrome.
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Recording Procedures

The name of the Substance-Induced Mood Disorder begins with the specific sub
stance or somatic treatment (e.g., cocaine, amitriptyline, electroconvulsive therapy)
that is presumed to be causing the mood symptoms. The djagnostic code is selected
from the listing of classes of substances provided in the criteria set. For substances
that do not fit into any of the classes (e.g., amitriptyline) and for other somatic treat
ments (e.g., electroconvulsive therapy), the code for "Other Substance" should be
used. In addition, for medjcations prescribed at therapeutic doses, the specific medi
cation can be indicated by listing the appropriate E-code (see Appendix G). The name
of the disorder (e.g., Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder) is followed by the subtype in
dicating the predominant symptom presentation and the specifier indicating the con
text in which the symptoms developed (e.g., 292.84 Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder,
With Depressive Features, With Onset During Withdrawal). When more than one
substance is judged to playa significant role in the development of mood symptoms,
each should be listed separately (e.g., 292.84 Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder, With
Manic Features, With Onset During Withdrawal; 292.84 Light Therapy-Induced
Mood Disorder, With Manic Features). If a substance is judged to be the etiological
factor but the specific substance or class of substances is unknown, the category
292.84 Unknown Substance-Induced Mood Disorder may be used.

Specific Substances

Mood Disorders can occur in association with intoxication with the following classes
of substances: alcohol; amphetamine and related substances; cocaine; hallucinogens;
inhalants; opioids; phencyclidine and related substances; sedatives, hypnotics, and
anxiolytics; and other or unknown substances. Mood Disorders can occur in associa
tion with withdrawal from the following classes of substances: alcohol; amphetamine
and related substances; cocaine; sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics; and other or
unknown substances.

Some of the medications reported to evoke mood symptoms include anesthetics,
analgesics, anticholinergics, anticonvulsants, antihypertensives, antiparkinsonian
medications, antiulcer medications, cardiac medications, oral contraceptives, psycho
tropic medications (e.g., antidepressants, benzodiazepines, antipsychotics, disulfiram),
muscle relaxants, steroids, and sulfonamides. Some medications have an especially
high likelihood of producing depressive features (e.g., high doses of reserpine, corti
costeroids, anabotic steroids). I ote that this is not an exhaustive list of possible med
ications and that many medications may occasionally produce an idiosyncratic
depressive reaction. Heavy metals and toxins (e.g., volatile substances such as gaso
line and paint, organophosphate insecticides, nerve gases, carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide) may also cause mood symptoms.

Differential Diagnosis

Mood symptoms occur commonly in Substance Intoxication and Substance With
drawal, and the diagnosis of the substance-specific intoxication or substance-specific
withdrawal will usually suffice to categorize the symptom presentation. A diagnosis
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of Substance-Induced Mood Disorder should be made instead of a diagnosis of Sub
stance Intoxication or Substance \\'ithdrawal only when the mood symptoms are
judged. to be in excess of those usually associated with the intoxication..or withdrawal
syndrome and when the mood symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant indepen
dent clinical attention. For example, dysphoric mood is a characteristic feature of
Cocaine Withdrawal. Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder should be diagnosed instead
of Cocaine Withdrawal only if the mood disturbance is substantially more intense
than what is usually encountered with Cocaine Withdrawal and is sufficiently severe
to be a separate focus of attention and treatment.

If substance-induced mood symptoms occm exclusively during the course of a de
lirium, the mood symptoms are considered to be an associated feature of the delirium
and are not diagnosed separately. In substance-induced presentations that contain
a mix of different types of symptoms (e.g., mood, psychotic, and anxiety symptoms),
the specific type of Substance-Induced Disorder to be diagnosed depends on which
type of symptoms predominates in the clinical presentation.

A Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from a primary Mood Dis
order by the fact that a substance is judged to be etiologically related to the symptoms
(p.405).

A Substance-Induced Mood Disorder due to a prescribed treatment for a mental
disorder or general medical condition must have its onset while the person is receIv
ing the medication (e.g., antihypertensive medication) or during withdrawal, if there
is a withdrawal syndrome associated with the medication. Once the treatment is dis
continued, the mood symptoms will usually remit within days to several wee~

(depending on the half-life of the substance and the presence of a withdrawal S)'T

drome). U symptoms persist beyond 4 weeks, other causes for the mood symptom
should be considered.

Because individuals with general medical conditions often take medications f(
those conditions, the clinician must consider the possibility that the mood symptom
are caused by the physiological consequences of the general medical condition rathe,
than the medication, in which case Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Can·
dition is diagnosed. The history often provides the primary basis for such a judg
ment. At times, a change in the treatment for the general medical condition (e.g.,
medication substitution or discontinuation) rna)' be needed to determine empirically
for that person whether the medication is the causative agent. If the clinician has as
certained that the disturbance is due to both a general medical condition and sub
stance use, both diagnoses (i.e., Mood Disorder Due 10 a General Medical Condition
and Substance-Induced Mood Disorder) may be given. When there is insufficient
evidence to determine whether the mood symptoms are due to a substance (including
a medication) or to a general medical condition or are primary (i.e., not due to either
a substance or a general medical condition). Depressive Disorder Not Othenvise
Specified or Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified would be indicated_
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Diagnostic criteria for Substance-Induced Mood Disorder
A. A prominent and persistent disturbance in mood predominates in the clinical picture

and is characterized by either (or both) of the following:

(1) depressed mood or markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all,
activities

(2) elevated, expansive, or irritable mood

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of ei
ther (1) or (2):

(1) the symptoms in Criterion A developed during, or within a month of, Substance
Intoxication or Withdrawal

(2) medication use is etiologically related to the disturbance

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by a Mood Disorder that is not substance
induced. Evidence that the symptoms are better accounted for by a Mood Disorder
that is not substance induced might include the following: the symptoms precede the
onset ofthe substance use (or medication use); the symptoms persist for a substantial
period of time (e.g., about a month) after the cessation of acute withdrawal or se
vere intoxication or are substantially in excess of what would be expected given the
type or amount of the substance used or the duration of use; or there is other evi
dence that suggests the existence of an independent non-substance·induced Mood
Disorder (e.g., a history of recurrent Major Depressive Episodes).

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

E. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation-
al, or other important areas of functioning.

Note: This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or
Substance Withdrawal only when the mood symptoms are in excess of those usually asso
ciated with the intoxication or withdrawal syndrome and when the symptoms are suffi
ciently severe to warrant independent clinical attention.

Code [Specific Substance]-Induced Mood Disorder:

(291.89 Alcohol; 292.84 Amphetamine [or Amphetamine-Like Substance); 292.84
Cocaine; 292.84 Hallucinogen; 292.84 Inhalant; 292.84 Opioid; 292.84 Phencycli
dine lor Phencyclidine-like Substance); 292.84 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic;
292.84 Other lor Unknown] Substance)

Specify type:

With Depressive Features: if the predominant mood is depressed
With Manic Features: if the predominant mood is elevated, euphoric, or irritable
With Mixed Features: if symptoms of both mania and depression are present
and neither predominates

Specify if (see table on p.193 for applicability by substance):

With Onset During Intoxication: if the criteria are met for Intoxication with
the substance and the symptoms develop during the intoxication syndrome
With Onset During Withdrawal: if criteria are met for Withdrawal from the
substance and the symptoms develop during, or shortly after, a withdrawal syn
drome
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Mood Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

This category includes disorders with mood symptoms that do not meet the criteria
(or any specific Mood Disorder and in which it is di(ficult to choose between Depres
sive Disorder Tot Othem'iseSpecified and Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified
(e.g., acute agitation).

Specifiers Describing Current or
Most Recent Episode

A number of specifiers for Mood Disorders are provided to increase diagnostic spec
ificity and create more homogeneous subgroups, assist in treatment selection, and
improve the prediction of prognosis. The Severity /Psychotic/Remission specifiers
describe the current dinicalstatus of the Mood Disorder. The following specifiers de
scribe symptom or course features of the current mood episode (or the most recent
mood episode if criteria are not currently met (or any episode): Chronic, With Cata
tonic Features, With Melancholic Features, With Atypical Features, and \,Vith Post
partum Onset. The specifiers that indicate severity, remission, and psychotic features
can be coded in the fifth digit of the diagnostic code (or most o( the lo.'lood Disorders.
The other spe<ifiers cannot be coded. Table 1 indicates which episode specifiers apply
to each ~Ilood Disorder (see p. 411).

•
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Table 1. Episode specifiers that apply to Mood Disorders

Severity! With With With With Post-
Psychotic! Catatonic Melancholic Atypical partum
Remission Chronic Features Features Features Onnt

Major Depressive X X X X X X
Disorder,
Single Episode

Major Depressive X X X X X X
Disorder,
Recurrent

Dysthymic Disorder X

Bipolar I Disorder, X X X
Single Manic
Episode

Bipolar I Disorder,
Most Recent
Episode
Hypomanic

Bipolar I Disorder, X X X
Most Recent
Episode Manic

Bipolar I X X X
Disorder,
Most Recent
Episode Mixed

Bipolar I X X X X X X
Disorder,
Most Recent
Episode
Depressed

Bipolar I
Disorder, Most
Recent
Episode
Unspecified

Bipolar II Disorder,
Hypomanic

Bipolar II Disorder, X X X X X X
Depressed

Cyclothymic
Disorder

Severity/Psychotic/Remission Specifiers
for Major Depressive Episode

In Major Depressive Disorder. these specifiers indicate either the severity of the cur
rent Major Depressive Episode or the level of remission if full criteria are no longer
met. In Bipolar 1and Bipolar II Disorder. these specifiers indicate either the severity
of the current Major Depressive Episode or the level of remission if the most recent
episode was a Major Depressive Episode. If criteria are currently met (or the Major
Depressive Episode, it can be classified as Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic
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Features, or Severe With Psychotic Features. If the criteria are no longer met, the spec
ifier indicates whether the most recent Major Depressive Episode is in partial or full
remission. For Major Depressive Disorder and most of the Bipolar I Disorders, the
specifier is renecled in the fifth-digit coding for the disorder.

I-Mild, 2-Moderate, 3-Severe Without Psychotic Features. Severity is judged
to be mild, moderate, or severe based on the number of criteria symptoms, the sever
ity of the symptoms, and the degree of functional disability and distress. Mild epi
sodes are characterized by the presence of only five or six depressive symptoms and
either mild disability or the capacity to function normally but with substantial and
unusual effort. Episodes that are Severe Wit/will Psychotic Fentl/res are characterized by
the presence of most of the criteria symptoms and clear-cut, observable disability
(e.g., inability to work or care for children). Moderate episodes have a se\'erity that is
intermediate beh\'een mild and severe.

4-Severe With Psychotic Features. This specifier indicates the presence of either
delusions or hallucinations (typically auditory) during the current episode. Most
commonly. the content of the delusions or hallucinations is consistent with the de
pressive themes. Such mood-<ollgruellt psyc1lOtic features include delusions of guilt
(e.g., of being responsible for illness in a loved one), delusions of deserved punish
ment (e.g., of being punished because of a moral transgression or some personal in
adequacy), nihilistic delusions (e.g., of world or personal deshuction), somatic
delusions (e.g., of cancer or one's body "rotting away"), or delusions of poverty (e.g.,
of being bankrupt). Hallucinations, when present, are usually transient and not elab
orate and may involve voices that berate the person for shortcomings or sins.

Less commonly, the content of the haUucinations or delusions has no apparent re
lationship to depressive themes. Such mood-illcollgmellt psychoticfeatures include per
secutory delusions (without depressive themes that the individual desen'es to be
persecuted), delusions of thought insertion (i.e., one's thoughts are not one's own).
delusions of thought broadcasting (Le., others can hear one's thoughts), and delu
sions of control (i.e., one's actions are under outside control). These features are asso
ciated with a poorer prognosis. The clinician can indicate the nature of the psychotic
features by specifying With Mood-Congruent Features or With Mood-Incongruent
Features.

5-ln Partial Remission, 6---In Full Remission. Full Remission requires a period of
at least 2 months in which there are no significant symptoms of depression. There are
h\'o ways for the episode to be In Partial Remission: 1) some symptoms of a Major De
pressive Episode are still present, but full criteria are no longer met; or 2) there are no
longer any significant symptoms of a Major Depressive Episode, but the period of re
mission has been less than 2 months. If the Major Depressive Episode has been super
imposed on Dysthymic Disorder, the diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder, In
Partial Remission, is not given once the full criteria for a Major Depressive Episode
are no longer met; instead, the diagnosis is Dysthymic Disorder and Major Depres
sive Disorder, Prior History.
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Criteria for SeveritylPsychoticlRemission Specifiers for
current (or most recent) Major Depressive Episode
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...

Note: Code in fifth digit. Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features, and Severe
With Psychotic Features can be applied only if the criteria are currently met for a Major
Depressive Episode. In Partial Remission and In Full Remission can be applied to the most
recent Major Depressive Episode in Major Depressive Disorder and to a Major Depressive
Episode in Bipolar I or II Disorder only if it is the most recent type of mood episode.

.•'-Mild: Few, if any. symptoms in excess of those required to make the diagnosis and
symptoms result in only minor impairment in occupational functioning or in usual social
activities or relationships with others.
.x2-Moderate: Symptoms or functional impairment between "mild" and Nsevere."
.x3-Severe Without Psychotic Features: Several symptoms in excess of those re
quired to make the diagnosis, and symptoms markedly interfere with occupational func
tioning or with usual social activities or relationships with others.
.x4-Severe With Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations. If possible. specify
whether the psychotic features are mood-congruent or mood-incongruent:

Mood-Congruent Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations whose con
tent is entirely consistent with the typical depressive themes of personal inade
quacy, guilt, disease, death, nihilism. or deserved punishment.
Mood-Incongruent Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations whose
content does not involve typical depressive themes of personal inadequacy, guilt.
disease. death, nihilism, or deserved punishment. Included are such symptoms as
persecutory delusions (not directly related to depressive themes), thought inser
tion. thought broadcasting, and delusions of control.

.•5-ln Partial Remission: Symptoms of a Major Depressive Episode are present but
full criteria are not met. or there is a period without any significant symptoms of a Major
Depressive Episode lasting less than 2 months following the end of the Major Depressive
Episode. (If the Major Depressive Episode was superimposed on Dysthymic Disorder, the
diagnosis of Dysthymic Disorder alone is given once the full criteria for a Major Depressive
Episode are no longer met.)
.x6-ln Full Remission: During the past 2 months, no significant signs or symptoms of
the disturbance were present.
,x~nspedfied.

Severity/Psychotic/Remission
Specifiers for Manic Episode

In Bipolar I Disorder, these specifiers indicate either the severity of the current r.,'lanic
Episode or the level of remission if the most recent episode was a Manic Episode. U
criteria are currently met for the Manic Episode. it can be classified as ~'Wd, ~'Ioder

ate, Severe Without Psychotic Features. or Severe With Psychotic Features. If the cri
teria are no longer met for a Manic Episode, the specifier indicates whether the most
recent Manic Episode is in partial or full remission. These specifiers are reflected in
the fifth-digit coding for the disorder.
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l-Mild, 2-Moderate, 3-Severe Without Psychotic Features. Severity is judged
to be mild, moderate, or severe based on the number of criteria symptoms, the sever
ity of the symptoms, the degree of functional disability, and the need for super....ision.
Mild episodes are characterized by the presence of only three or four manic symptoms.
Moderate episodes are characterized by an extreme increase in activity or impairment
in judgment. Episodes that are Severe Withollt Psychotic Featl/res are characterized b}'
the need for almost continual supervision to protect the individual from harm to self
or others.

4-Severe With Psychotic Features. This specifier indicates the presence of either
delusions or hallucinations (typically auditory) during the current episode. Most
commonly, the content of the delusions or hallucinations is consistent with the manic
themes, that is, they are mood-collgmellt psychotic features. For example, God's voice
may be heard explaining that the person has a special mission. Persecutory delusions
may be based on the idea that the person is being persecuted. because of some special
relationship or attribute_

Less commonly, the content of the hallucinations or delusions has no apparent re
lationship to manic themes, that is, they are mood-incollgruellt psychoticfeatl/res. These
may include persecutory delusions (not directly related to grandiose themes), delu
sions of thought insertion (Le., one's thoughts are not one's own), delusions of
thought broadcasting (i.e., others can hear one's thoughts), and delusions of control
(i.e., one's actions are under outside control). The presence of these features may
be associated with a poorer prognosis. The clinician can indicate the nature of the
psychotic features by specifying With Mood+Congruent Features or With Mood
Lncongruent Features.

5-In Partial Remission, 6---In Full Remission. Full Remission requires a period of
at least 2 months in which there are no significant symptoms of mania. There are h\-o
ways for the episode to be In Partial Remission: 1) symptoms of a ~'Ianic Episode are
still present, but full criteria are no longer met; or 2) there are no longer any Significant
symptoms of a Manic Episode, but the period of remission has been less than
2 months.
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Criteria for Severity/Psychotic/Remission Specifiers for
current (or most recent) Manic Episode

41S

Note: Code in fifth digit. Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features, and Severe
With Psychotic Features can be applied only if the criteria are currently met for a Manic
Episode. In Partial Remission and In Full Remission can be applied to a Manic Episode in
Bipolar I Disorder only if it is the most recent type of mood episode.

.x'-Mild: Minimum symptom criteria are met for a Manic Episode.

.x2-Moderate: Extreme increase in activity or impairment in judgment.

.x3-Severe Without Psychotic Features: Almost continual supervision required to
prevent physical harm to self or others.
.x4-Severe With Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations. If pOSSible, specify
whether the psychotic features are mood-congruent or mood-incongruent:

Mood-Congruent Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations whose con
tent is entirely consistent with the typical manic themes of inflated worth. power,
knowledge, identity, or special relationship to a deity or famous person.
Mood-Incongruent Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations whose
content does not involve typical manic themes of inflated worth, power, knowl
edge, identity, or special relationship to a deity or famous person. Included are
such symptoms as persecutory delusions (not directly related to grandiose ideas or
themes), thought insertion, and delusions of being controlled .

.x5-ln Partial Remission: Symptoms of a Manic Episode are present but full criteria
are not met, or there is a period without any significant symptoms of a Manic Episode last
ing less than 2 months following the end of the Manic Episode .
.x6-ln Full Remission: During the past 2 months no significant signs or symptoms of
the disturbance were present.
.xo-Unspecified.

Severity/Psychotic/Remission
Specifiers for Mixed Episode

In Bipolar I Disorder, these specifieTS indicate either the severity of the current Nlixed
Episode or the level of remission if the most recent episode was a Mixed Episode. If
criteria are currently met for the Mixed Episode, it can be classified as Mild, Moder
ate, Severe Without Psychotic Features, or Severe With Psychotic Features. If the cri
teria are no longer met for a rvlixed Episode, the specifier indicates whether the most
recent Mixed Episode is in partial or full remission. These specifiers are reflected in
the fifth-digit coding for tile disorder.

I-Mild, 2-Moderate, 3-Severe Without Psychotic Features. Severity is judged
to be mild, moderate, or severe based on the number of criteria symptoms, the sever
ity of the symptoms, the degree of functional disability, and the need for supervision.
Mild episodes are characterized by the presence of only three or four manic symp-
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toms and five or six depressive symptoms. Moderate episodes are characterized by an
extreme increase in activity or impaimlent in judgment. Episodes that are Severe With

out PsycilOtic Features are characterized by the need for almost continual supervision
10 protect the individual from haml to self or others.

4-Severe With Psychotic Features. This specifier indicates the presence of either
delusions or hallucinations (typically auditory) during the current episode. Most
commonly, the content of the delusions or hallucinations is consistent with either the
manic or depressive themes, that is, they are mood-coJlgruellt psyclloticfentures. For ex
ample, God's voice may be heard explaining that the person has a special mission.
Persecutory delusions may be based on the idea that the person is being persecuted
because of being especially deserving of punishment or having some special relation
ship or attribute.

Less conunoruy, the content of the hallucinations or delusions has no apparent re
lationship to either manic or depressive themes, that is, they are mood-iI/congruent psy
dIOtic feat fires. These may include delusions of thought insertion (i.e., one's thoughts
are not one's own), delusions of thought broadcasting (i.e., others can hear one's
thoughts), and delusions of control (i.e., one's actions are under outside control).
These features are associated with a poorer prognosis. TIle clinician can indicate the
nature of the psychotic features by specifying With Mood-Congruent Features or
'!\lith Mood-Incongruent Features.

5--In Partial Remission, 6-ln Full Remission. Full Remission requires a period of
at least 2 months in which there are no significant symptoms of mania or depression.
There are two ways for the episode to be In Partial Remission: 1) symptoms of a
Mixed Episode are still present, but full criteria are no longer met; or 2) there are no
longer any significant symptoms of a Mixed Episode, but the period of remission has
been less than 2 months.

Criteria for Severity/PsychotidRemission Specifiers for
current (or most recent) Mixed Episode

Note: Code in fifth digit. Mild, Moderate, Severe Without Psychotic Features, and Severe
With Psychotic Features can be applied only if the criteria are currently met for a Mixed
Episode. In Partial Remission and In Full Remission can be applied to a Mixed Episode in
Bipolar I Disorder only if it is the most recent type of mood episode.

.x1-Mild: No more than minimum symptom criteria are met for both a Manic Episode
and a Major Depressive Episode .
.x2-Moderate: Symptoms or functional impairment between "mild" and "severe. ~
.x3-Severe Without Psychotic Features: Almost continual supervision required to
prevent physical harm to self or others.
.x4-Severe With Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations. If possible, specify
whether the psychotic features are mood·congruent or mood-incongruent:



Chronic Specifier for a Major Depressive Episode

Criteria for SeveritylPsychoticlRemission Specifiers for
current (or most recent) Mixed Episode (continued)
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Mood-Congruent Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations whose con
tent is entirely consistent with the typical manic or depressive themes.
Mood-Incongruent Psychotic Features: Delusions or hallucinations whose
content does not involve typical manic or depressive themes. Included are such
symptoms as persecutory delusions (not directly related to grandiose or depressive
themes). thought insertion, and delusions of being controlled.

.x5-ln Partial Remission: Symptoms of a Mixed Episode are present but full criteria
are not met, or there is a period without any significant symptoms of a Mixed Episode last
ing less than 2 months following the end of the Mixed Episode.
.x6-ln Full Remission: During the past 2 months, no significant signs or symptoms of
the disturbance were present .
.xo-Unspecified.

Chronic Specifier for a Major Depressive Episode

This specifier indicates the chronic nature of a Major Depressive Episode (i.e., that full
criteria for a Major Depressive Episode have been continuously met for at least
2 years). This specifier applies to the current (or, if the full criteria are not currently
met for a Major Depressive Episode. to the most recent) Major Depressi\'e Episode
in Major Depressive Disorder and to the cunent (or most recent) Major Depressive
Episode in Bipolar I or Bipolar n Disorder only if it is the most recent type of mood
episode.

Criteria for Chronic Specifier

Specify if:

Chronic (can be applied to the current or most recent Major Depressive Episode in
Major Depressive Disorder and to a Major Depressive Episode in Bipolar I or II Dis
order only if it is the most recent type of mood episode)

Full criteria for a Major Depressive Episode have been met continuously for at least
the past 2 years.

Catatonic Features Specifier

The specifier With Catatonic Features can be applied to the current Major Depressi\·e.
~'fanic,or Mixed Episode in Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar I Disorder, or Bipolar
n Disorder. If full criteria are no longer met for a mood episode. the specifier applies
to the most recent mood episode. The specifier With Catatonic Features is appropriate
when the clinical picture is characterized by marked psychomotor disturbance that
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may involve molonc immobility, excessive motor activity, extreme negativism, mut
ism, peculiarities of voluntary movement, echolalia, or echopraxia. Motoric immobil
ity may be manifested by catalepsy (waxy flexibility) or stupor. The excessive motor
activity is apparently purposeless and is not influenced by external stimuli. There
may be extreme negativism thai is manifested by the maintenance of a rigid poslure
against attempts to be moved or resistance to all instructions. Peculiarities of volun
tary movement are manifested by the assumption of inappropriate or bizarre postures
or by prominenl grimacing. Echolalia (the pathological, parrotlike, and apparently
senseless repetition of a word or phrase just spoken by another person) and echo
praxia (the repetitive imitation of the movements of another person) are often present.
Additional features may include stereotypies, mannerisms, and automatic obedience
or mimicry. During severe catatonic stupor or excitement, the person may need care
ful supervision to avoid self-harm or hann to others. Potential consequences include
malnutrition, exhaustion, hyperpyrexia, or self-inflicted injury.

Catatonic states have been found to occur in 5%-9% of inpatients. Among inpa
tients with catatonia, 250/...--50% of cases occur in association with Mood Disorders,
10%-15% of cases occur in association with Schizophrenia (see Schizophrenia, Cata
tonic Type, p. 315), and the remainder occur in association with other mental dis
orders (e.g., Obsessi\'e-Compulsive Disorder, Personality Disorders, and Dissociative
Disorders). It is important 10 note that catatonia can also occur in a wide variety of
general medical conditions including, but not limited 10, those due to infectious, met
abolic, neurological conditions (see Catatonic Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition, p. 185), or can be due to a side effect of a medication (e.g., a Medication
Induced Movement Disorder, see p. 791). Because of the seriousness of Ihe compli
cations, particuJar attention should be paid to the possibility that the catatonia is due
to Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome (p. 795).

Criteria for Catatonic Features Specifier
Specify if:

With Catatonic Features (can be applied to the current or most recent Major De
pressive Episode, Manic Episode, or Mixed Episode in Major Depressive Disorder,
Bipolar I Disorder, or Bipolar II Disorder)

The clinical picture is dominated by at least two of the following:

(1) motoric immobility as evidenced by catalepsy (including waxy flexibility) or
stupor

(2) excessive motor activity (that is apparently purposeless and not influenced
by external stimuli)

(3) extreme negativism (an apparently motiveless resistance to all instructions
or maintenance of a rigid posture against attempts to be moved) or mutism

(4) peculiarities of voluntary movement as evidenced by posturing (voluntary
assumption of inappropriate or bizarre postures), stereotyped movements,
prominent mannerisms, or prominent grimacing

(5) echolalia or echopraxia

j
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Melancholic Features Specifier
The sped1ier With Melancholic Feahrres can be applied to the current (or, if the full
criteria are not currently met for a Major Depressive Episode, to the most recent) Ma
jor Depressive Episode in Major Depressive Disorder and to the current (or most re
cent) Major Depressive Episode i.n Bipolar I or U Disorder only if it is the most recent
type of mood episode. The essential featureof a Major Depressive Episode, With Mel
ancholic Features, is loss of interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities or a lack
of reactivity to usually pleasurable stimuli. The individual's depressed mood does
not improve, e\'en temporarily, when something good happens (Criterion A). In ad·
dition, at least three of the follOWing symptoms are present: a distinct quality of the
depressed mood, depression that is regularl)' worse in the morning.. early morning
awakening, psychomotor retardation or agitation, significant anorexia or weight loss,
or excessive or inappropriate guilt (Criterion B).

The specifier With Melancholic Features is applied if these features are present at
the nadir of the episode. There is a near-eomplete absence of the capacity for pleasure,
not merely a diminution. A guideline for evaluating the lack of reactivity of mood is
that, even for very desired events, the depressed mood does not brighten at all or
brightens only partially (e.g., up to 20%-40% of normal for only minutes at a time).
The distinct quality of mood that is characteristic of the With Melancholic Features
specifier is experienced by individuals as qualitatively ctiHerent from the sadness ex·
perienced during bereavement or a nonmelancholic depressive episode. This may be
elicited by asking the person to compare the quality of the current depressed mood
with the mood experienced after the death of a loved one. A depressed mood that is
described as merely more severe, longer·lasting, or present without a reason is not
considered distinct in quality. Psychomotor changes are nearly always present and
are observable by others. Individuals with melancholic features are less likely to have
a premorbid Personality Disorder, to have a dear precipitant to the episode, and to
respond to a trial of placebo medication. One consequence of a lower probability of
response to placebo is a greater need for active antidepressant treatment.

These features exhibit only a modest tendency to repeat across episodes in the
same individual. They are more frequent in inpatients, as opposed to outpatients, and
are less likely to occur in milder than in more severe Major DepreSSive Episodes and
are more likely to occur in those with psychotic features. Melancholic features are
more frequently associated with laboratory findings of dexamethasone nonsuppres·
sion; elevated cortisol concentrations in plasma, urine, and saliva; alterations of sleep
EEG profiles; abnormal tyramine challenge test; and an abnormal asymmetry on di·
chotic listening tasks.
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Criteria for Melancholic Features Specifier

Specify if:

With Melancholic Features (can be applied to the current or most recent Major
Depressive Episode in Major Depressive Disorder and to a Major Depressive Epi
sode in Bipolar I or Bipolar II Disorder only if it is the most recent type of mood
episode)

A. Either of the following, occurring during the most severe period of the current
episode:

(1) loss of pleasure in all, or almost all, activities
(2) lack of reactivity to usually pleasurable stimuli (does not feel much better.

even temporarily. when something good happens)

B. Three (or more) of the following:

(1) distinct quality of depressed mood (i.e., the depressed mood is experienced
as distinctly different from the kind of feeling experienced after the death
of a loved one)

(2) depression regularly worse in the morning
(3) early morning awakening (at least 2 hours before usual time of awaken-

ing)
(4) marked psychomotor retardation or agitation
(5) significant anorexia or weight loss
(6) excessive or inappropriate guilt

Atypical Features Specifier
The specifier With Atypical Features can be applied to the current (or, if the full cri
teria are not currently met for a Major Depressive Episode. to the most recent) Major
Depressive Episode in ~'Iajor Depressive Disorder and to the current (or most recent)
Major Depressive Episode in Bipolar I or Bipolar n Disorder only if it is the most re
cent type of mood episode, or to Dysthymic Disorder. "Atypical depression" has his
torical significance (Le., atypical in contradistinction to the more classical
"endogenous" presentations of depression) and does not connote an uncommon or
unusual clinical presentation as the term might imply. The essential features are
mood reactivity (Criterion A) and the presence of at least two of the following fea
tures (Criterion B): increased appetite or weight gain, hypersomnia, leaden paralysis,
and a long-standing pattern of extreme sensitivity to perceived interpersonal rejec
tion. These features predominate during the most recent 2-week period (or the most
recent 2-year period for Dysthymic Disorder). The specifier With Atypical Features is
not given if the criteria for With Melancholic Features or ,,,rith Catatonic Features
have been met during the same Major Depressive Episode. When used todesc.ribe the
most recent j'"lajor Depressive Episode (as opposed to a current episode), the specifier
applies if the features predominate during any 2-week period.
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~'lood reactivity is the capacity to be cheered up when presented with positive
~vents (e.g., a visit from children, compliments &001 others). Mood may become eu~

thymic (not sad) even for extended periods of time if the external circumstances re
main favorable. Increased appetite may be manifested by an obvious increase in food
intake or b}' weight gain. Hypersomnia may include either an extended period of
nighttime sleep or daytime napping that totals at least 10 hours of sleep per day (or
at least 2 hours more than when not depressed). Leaden paralysis is defined as feeling
heavy, leaden, or weighted. down, usually in the arms or legs; this is generally present
for at least an hour a day but often lasts for many hours at a time. Unlike the other
atypical features, pathological sensitivity to perceived interpersonal rejection is a trait
that has an early onset and persists throughout most of adult We. Rejection sensitivity
occurs both when the person is and is not depressed, though it may be exacerbated
during depressive periods. The problems that result from rejection sensitivity must
be significant enough to result in functional impairment. There rna)' be stormy rela
tionships wilh frequent disruptions and an inability to sustain a longer-lasting rela
tionship. The individual's reaction to rebuff or criticism may be manifested by
leaving work early, using substances excessively, or displaying other clinically signif
icant maladaptive behavioral responses. There may also be avoidance of relation
ships due to the fear of interpersonal rejection. Being occasionally touchy or
overemotional does not qualify as a manifestation of interpersonal rejection sensi
tivity. Personality Disorders (e.g., Avoidant Personality Disorder) and Anxiety Dis
orders (e.g., Separation Anxiety Disorder, Specific Phobia, or Social Phobia) may be
more common in those wilh atypical features. The laboratory findings associated
with a Major Depressive Episode With lelancholic Features are generally not
present in association with an episode with atypical features.

Atypical features are two to three times more common in women. Individuals with
atypical features report an earlier age at onset of their depressive episodes (e.g., while
in high school) and frequently have a more chronic, less episodic course, with only
partial interepisode recovery. Younger individuals may be more likely to have epi
sodes with atypical features, whereas older individuals may more often have epi
sodes with melancholic features. Episodes with atypical features are more common
in Bipolar I Disorder, Bipolar U Disorder, and in Major Depressive Disorder, Recur
rent, occurring in a seasonal pattern. Depressive episodes with Atypical Features are
more likely to respond to treatment with monoamine oxidase inhibitors than with tri
cyclic antidepressants. The predictive value of Atypical Features is less clear with
newer treatments, such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibilors or interpersonal or
cognitive psychotherapies.
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Criteria for Atypical Features Specifier
Specify if:

With Atypical Features (can be applied when these features predominate during
the most recent 2 weeks of a current Major Depressive Episode in Major Depressive
Disorder or in Bipolar I or Bipolar II Disorder when a (Urrent Major Depressive
Episode is the mort recent type of mood episode. or when these features predom
inate during the mort recent 2 years of Dyrthymic Disorder; if the Major Depressive
Episode is not current, it applies if the feature predominates during any 2-week
period)

A. Mood reactivity (i.e., mood brightens in response to actual or potential positive
events)

B. Two (or more) of the following features:

(1) significant weight gain or increase in appetite
(2) hypersomnia
(3) leaden paralysis (i.e., heavy, leaden feelings in arms or legs)
(4) long-standing pattern of interpersonal rejection sensitivity (not limited to

episodes of mood disturbance) that results in significant social or occupa
tional impairment

C. Criteria are not met for With Melancholic Features or With Catatonic Features
during the same episode.

Postpartum Onset Specifier
The specifier With Postpartum Onset can be applied to the current (or, if the full cri
teria are not currently mel for a Major Depressive, Manic, or Mixed Episode, to the
most recent) Major Depressive, Manic, or ~1ixed Episode of Major Depressive Disor
der, Bipolar I Disorder, or Bipolar II Disorder or to Brief Psychotic Disorder (p. 329)
if onset is within 4 weeks after childbirth. The symptoms of the postpartum-onset Ma
jor Depressive, Manic, or Mixed Episode do not differ from the symptoms in nonpost
partum mood episodes. Symptoms that are common in postpartum-onset episodes,
though not specific to postpartum onset, include fluctuations in mood, mood lability,
and preoccupation with infant weU-being, the intensity of which may range from
overconcern to frank delusions. The presence of severe ruminations or delusional
thoughts about the infant is associated with a significantly increased risk of hann to
the infant.

Postpartum-onset mood episodes can present either with or without psychotic fea
tures. Infanticide is most often associated with postpartum psychotic episodes that
are characterized by command haUucinations to kill the infant or delusions that the
infant is possessed, but it can also occur in severe postpartum mood episodes without
such specific delusions or hallucinations. Postpartum mood (tvlajor Depressive, Man
ic, or Mixed) episodes with psychotic features appear to occur in from 1 in 500 to 1 in
1,000 deliveries and may be more common in primiparous women. The risk of post-
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partum episodes with psychotic features is particularly increased for women with
prior postpartum mood episodes but is also elevated for those with a prior history of
a Mood Disorder (especially Bipolar I Disorder). Once a woman has had a postpar
tum episode with psychotic features, the risk of recurrence with each subsequent de
livery is between 30% and 50"10. There is also some evidence of increased risk of
postpartum psychotic mood episodes among women without a history of Mood Dis-
orders with a family history of Bipolar Disorders. Postpartum episodes must be dif
ferentiated from delirium occurring in the postpartum period, which is distinguished
by a decreased level of awareness or attention.

''''omen with postpartum Major Depressive Episodes often have severe anxiety
and even Panic Attacks. Maternal attitudes toward the infant are highly variable but
can include disinterest, fearfulness of being alone with the infant, or overintrusive
ness that inhibits adequate infant rest. It is important to distinguish postpartum
mood episodes from the "baby blues," which affect up to 70% of women during the
10 days postpartum, are transient, and do not impair functioning. Prospective studies
have demonstrated that mood and anxiety symptoms during pregnancy, as well as
the "baby blues," increase the risk for a postpartum ~1ajorDepressive Episode. A past
personal history of nonpostpartum Mood Disorder and a family history of Mood Dis·
orders also increase the risk for the development of a postpartum Mood Disorder.
The risk factors, recurrence rates, and symptoms of postpartum-onset Mood Epi
sodes are similar to those of nonpostpartum Mood Episodes. However, the postpar
tum period is unique with respect to the degree of neuroendocrine alterations and
psychosocial adjustments, the potential impact of breast-feeding on treatment plan
ning.. and the long-term implications of a history of postpartum ~'food Disorder on
subsequent family planning.

Criteria for Postpartum Onset Specifier

Specify if:

With Postpartum Onset (can be applied to the current or most recent Major De
pressive, Manic, or Mixed Episode in Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar I Disorder,
or Bipolar II Disorder; or to Brief Psychotic Disorder)

Onset of episode within 4 weeks postpartum

Specifiers Describing Course of Recurrent Episodes

A number of specifiers for Mood Disorders are provided to increase diagnostic spec
ificity and create more homogeneous subgroups, assist in treatment selection, and
improve the prediction of prognosis. Specifiers that describe the cOUlSe of recurrent
episodes include longitudinal Course Specifiers (With and Without Full Inter
episode Recovery), Seasonal Pattern, and Rapid Cycling. These specifiers cannot be
coded. Table 2 indicates which course specifiers apply to each Mood Disorder (see
p.424).
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Table 2. Course specifiers that apply to Mood Disorders

WithIWithout
lnterepisode

Recovery Seasonal Pattern Rapid Cycling

Major Depressive
Disorder, Single
Episode

Major Depressive X X
Disorder, Recurrent

Dysthymic Disorder

Bipolar I Disorder,
Single Manic
Episode

Bipolar I Disorder, X X X
Mort Recent
Episode
Hypomanic

Bipolar I Disorder, X X X
Most Recent
Episode Manic

Bipolar I Disorder, X X X
Most Recent
Episode Mixed

Bipolar I Disorder, X X X
Most Recent
Episode Depressed

Bipolar I Disorder, X X X
Most Recent
Episode Unspecified

Bipolar II Disorder, X X X
Hypomanic

Bipolar II Disorder, X X X
Depressed

Cyclothymic Dimrder

Longitudinal Course Specifiers
(With and Without Full Interepisode Recovery)

The specifiers With Fulllnterepisode Recovery and \\/ithout Full lnlerepisode Recm·4

ery are provided to help characterize the course of illness in individuals with Recur
rent Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar I Disorder, or Bipola.r n Disorder. These
specifiers should be applied to the period of time between the two most recent epi
sodes. The characterization of course is further enhanced. by noting the presence of
antecedent Dysthymic Disorder.

The four graphs below depict prototypical courses. A shows the course of Major
Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, in which there is no antecedent Dysthymic Disorder
and there is a period of full remission beh\'een the episodes. This course pattern pre
dicts the best future prognosis. Bshows the course of lajor Depressive Disorder, Re
current, in which there is no antecedent Dysthymic Disorder but in which prominent
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symptoms persist between the h\'O most recent episodes-that is, no more than par
tial remission is attained. C shows the rare pattern (present in fewer than 3% of indi
viduals with Major Depressive Disorder) of Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent,
with antecedent Dysthymic Disorder but with full interepisode recovery between the
two most recent episodes. D shows the course of Major Depressive Disorder, Recur
rent, in which there is antecedent Dysthymic Disorder and in which there is no period
of full remission between the h\'O most recent episodes. This pattern, commonly re
ferred to as "double depression" (see p. 377), is seen in about 20%-25% of individuals
with Major Depressive Disorder.

In general, individuals with a history of Without Fullinterepisode Recovery have
a persistence of that pattern beh\'een subsequent episodes. They also appear more
likely to have more Major Depressive Episodes than those with full interepisode re
covery. Dysthymic Disorder prior to the first episode of Major Depressive Disorder
is most likely to be associated with lack of full interepisode recovery subsequently.
These specifiers may also be applied to the period of time beh\'een the most recent
mood episodes in Bipolar I Disorder or Bipolar IT Disorder to indicate presence or ab
sence of mood symptoms.

A. Recurrent, with full interepisode recovery, with
no Dysthymic Disorder

8. Recurrent, without fulllnterepisode recovery,
with no Dysthymic disorder

C. Recurrent, with full interepisode recovery, super
imposed on Dysthymic Disorder (also code 300.4)

........_-

D. Recurrent, without full interepisode recovery, super- ~-=;;;=:;;;:;;......,--::;~;"'="_;;;::=
imposed on Dysthymic Disorder (also code 300.4) "'-'

Criteria for Longitudinal Course Specifiers

Specify if (can be applied to Recurrent Major Depressive Disorder or
Bipolar Ior II Disorder):

With Fullinterepisode Recovery: if full remission is attained between the two
most recent Mood Episodes
Without fullinterepisodl! Recovery: if full remission is not attained bet..."een
the two most recent Mood Episodes

Seasonal Pattern Specifier
The specifier With Seasonal Pattern <an be applied to the pattern of Major Depressive
Episodes in Bipolar I Disorder, Bipolar II Disorder, or Major Depressive Disorder. Re
current. The essential feature is the onset and remission of Major Depressive Episodes
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at characteristic times of the year. Ln most cases, the episodes begin in fall or winter
and remit in spring. less commonly, there may be recurrent summer depressive
episodes. This pattern of onset and remission of episodes must have occurred during
the last 2 years, without any nonseasonal episodes occurring during this period. In
addition, the seasonaJ depressive episodes must substantially outnumber any non
seasonal depressive episodes over the individual's lifetime. This specifier does not
apply to those situations in which the pattern is better explained by seasonally linked
psychosocial stressoTS (e.g., seasonal unemployment or school schedule). Major De
pressive Episodes that occur in a seasonal pancm are often characterized by promi
nenl anergy, hypersomnia, overeating, weight gain, and a craving for carbohydrates.
It is unclear whether a seasonal pattern is more likely in Major Depressive Disorder,
Recurrent, or in Bipolar Disorders. However, within the Bipolar Disorders group, a
seasonal pattern appears to be more likely in Bipolar IT Disorder than in Bipolar I
Disorder. In some individuals, the onset of Manic or Hypomanic Episodes may also
be linked to a particular season. Bright visible-spectrum light used in treatment may
be associated with switches into Manic or Hypomanic Episodes.

The prevalence of winter-type seasonal pattern appears to vary with latitude, age,
and sex. Pre\,alence increases with higher latitudes. Age is also a strong predictor of
seasonality, with younger persons at higher risk for winter depressive episodes.
Women comprise 60%....90% of persons with seasonal pattern, but it is unclear wheth
er female gender is a specific risk factor over and above the risk associated with re
current Major Depressive Disorder. AJthough this speciIier applies to seasonal
occurrence of full Major Depressive Episodes, some research suggests that a seasonal
pattern may also describe the presentation in some individuals with recurrent winter
depressive episodes that do not meet criteria for a Major Depressive Episode.
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Criteria for Seasonal Pattern Specifier

Specify if:

With Seasonal Pattern (can be applied to the pattern of Major Depressive Epi
sodes in Bipolar I Disorder, Bipolar II Disorder, or Major Depressive Disorder, Recur
rent)

A. There has been a regular temporal relationship benveen the onset of Major
Depressive Episodes in Bipolar I or Bipolar II Disorder or Major Depressive Dis
order, Re<urrent. and a particular time of the year (e.g .. regular appearance of
the Major Depressive Episode in the fall or winter).

Note: 00 not include cases in which there is an obvious effect of seasonal
related psychosocial stressors (e.g., regularly being unemployed every winter).

B. Full remissions (or a change from depression to mania or hypomania) also occur
at a characteristic time of the year (e.g., depression disappears in the spring).

C. In the last 2 years, two Major Depressive Episodes have occurred that demon
strate the temporal seasonal relationships defined in Criteria A and B, and no
nonseasonal Major Depressive Episodes have occurred during that same period.

D. Seasonal Major Depressive Episodes (as described above) substantially outnum
ber the nonseasonal Major Depressive Episodes that may have occurred over
the individual's lifetime.

Rapid-Cycling Specifier

The specifier With Rapid Cycling can be applied to Bipolar I Disorder or Bipolar II
Disorder. The essential feature of a rapid-cycling Bipolar Disorder is the occurrence
of four or more mood episodes during the previous 12 months. These episodes can
occur in any combination and order. The episodes must meet both the duration and
symptom criteria for a Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episode and
must be demarcated by either a period of full remission or by a switch to an episode

of the opposite polarity. Manic, Hypomanic, and Mixed Episodes are counted as be
ing on the same pole (e.g., a Manic Episode immediately followed by a rvlixed Epi
sode counts as only one episode in considering the specifier With Rapid Cycling).
Except for the fact that they occur more frequently, the episodes that occur in a rapid
cycling pattern are no different from those that occur in a non-rapid-cycling pattern.
Mood episodes that count toward defining a rapid-cycling pattern exclude those
episodes directly caused by a substance (e.g., cocaine, corticosteroids) or a general
medical condition.

Rapid cycling occurs in approximately 10%-20% of individuals with Bipolar Dis
order seen in Mood Disorders clinics. Whereas in Bipolar Disorder in general the sex
ratio is equal, women comprise 700/0--90% of individuals with a rapid-cycling pattern.

The mood episodes are not linked to any phase of the menstrual cycle and occur in
both pre- and postmenopausal women. Rapid cycling may be associated with hypo-
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thyroidism, certain neurological conditions (e.g., multiple sclerosis), Mental Retarda
tion, head injury, or antidepressant treatment. Rapid cycling can occur at any time
during the course of Bipolar Disorder and may appear and disappear, particularly if
it is associated with antidepressant use. There is some evidence that some individuals
with rapid cycling have an acceleration of their cycling rate after exposure to anti
depressant medication. The development of rapid cycling is associated with a poorer
longer-term prognosis.

Criteria for Rapid-Cycling Specifier

Specify if:

With Rapid Cycling (can be applied to Bipolar I Disorder or Bipolar II Disorder)

At least four episodes of a mood disturbance in the previous 12 months that meet
criteria for a Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed. or Hypomanic Episode.

Note: Episodes are demarcated either by partial or full remission for at least
2 months or a switch to an episode of opposite polarity (e.g .• Major Depressive Ep
isode to Manic Episode).
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The foUowing disorders are contained in this section: Panic Disorder Without
Agoraphobia, Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia, Agoraphobia Without History of
Panic Disorder, Specific Phobia, Social Phobia, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder,
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Acute Stress Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder,
An.xiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, Substance-Induced Anxiety
Disorder, and Anxiety Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. Because Panic Attacks and
Agoraphobia occur in the context of several of these disorders, criteria sels for a Panic
Attack and for Agoraphobia are listed separately at the beginning of tlus section.

A Panic Attack is a discrete period in which there is the sudden onset of intense
apprehension, fearfulness, or terror, often associated with feelings of impending
doom. During these attacks, symptoms such as shortness of breath, palpitations,
chest pain or discomfort, choking or smothering sensations, and fear of "going crazy"
or losing control are present.

Agoraphobia is anxiety about, or avoidance of, places or situations hom which es
cape might be difficult (or embarrassing) or in which help may nol be available in the
event of having a Panic Attack or panic-like symptoms.

Panic Disorder Without Agoraphobia is characterized by recurrent unexpected
Panic Attacks ahout which there is persistentconcem. Panic Disorder With Agorapho
bia is characterized by both recurrent unexpecled Panic Attacks and Agoraphobia.

Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder is characterized by the presence
of Agoraphobia and panic-like symptoms without a history of unexpected Panic At
tacks.

Specific Phobia is characterized by clinically significant anxiety provoked by ex
posure to a specific feared object or situation, often leading to avoidance behavior.

Social Phobia is characterized by clinically significant anxiety provoked by expo
sure to certain types of social or performance situations, often leading to avoidance
behavior.

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is characterized by obsessions (which cause
marked anxiety or distress) and/or by compulsions (which serve to neutralize anxi

ety).
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder is characterized by the reexperiencing of an ex

tremely traumatic event accompanied by symptoms of increased arousal and by
avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma.

Acute Stress Disorder is characterized by symptoms similar to those of Posttrau
matic Stress Disorder that occur immediately in the aftermath of an extremel}' trau
matic event.

Generalized Anxiety Disorder is characterized by at least 6 months of persistent
and excessive anxiety and worry.

429
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Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is characterized by prom
inent symptoms of anxiety that are judged to be a direct physiological consequence
of a general medical condition.

Substance.-Induced Anxiety Disorder is characterized by prominent symptoms of
anxiety that are judged 10 be a direct physiological consequence of a drug of abuse,
a medication, or toxin exposure.

Anxiety Disorder Not Otherwise Specified is included for coding disorders with
prominent anxiety or phobic avoidance that do nol meet criteria for any of the specific
Anx:iety Disorders defined in this section (or anxiety symptoms about which there is
inadequate or contradictory infonnation).

Because Separation Anxiety Disorder (characterized by anxiety related to separa
tion from parental figures) usuaUy develops in childhood, it is included in the "Dis
orders Usually First Diagnosed in lnfancy. Childhood. or Adolescence" section (see
p. 121). Phobic avoidance that is limited to genital sexual contact with a sexual partner
is classified as Sexual Aversion Disorder and is included in the "Sexual and Gender
Identity Disorders" section (see p. 541).

Panic Attack

Features
Because Panic Attacks can occur in the context of any Anxiety Disorder as well as olh
er mental disorders (e.g., Mood Disorders. Substance-Related Disorders) and some
general medical conditions (e.g.• cardiac. respiratory. vestibular. gastrointestinal), the
text and criteria set for a Panic Attack are provided separately in this section.

The essential feature of a Panic Attack is a discrete period of intense fear or discom
fort in the absence of real danger that is accompanied by at least :I of 13 somatic or
cognitive symptoms. Symptoms can be somatic or cognitive in nature and include
palpitations, sweating. trembling or shaking, sensations of shortness of breath or
smothering, feeling of choking, chest pain or discomfort, nausea or abdominal dis
tress, dizziness or lightheadedness, derealization or depersonalization, fear of losing
control or "going crazy," fear of dying, paresthesias, and chills or hot flushes. The .1t
tack has a sudden onset and builds to a peak rapidly (usually in 10 minutes or less)
and is ohen accompanied by a sense of imminent danger or impending doom and an
urge to escape. The anxiety that is characteristic of a Panic Attack can be differentiat
ed from generalized anxiety by its discrete, almost paroxysmal, nature and its typi
call)' greater severity. Attacks that meet all other criteria but that have fewer than 4
somatic or cognitive symptoms are referred to as limited-symptom attacks.

There are three characteristic types of Panic Attacks: unexpected (uncued), situa
tionany bound (cued), and situationally predisposed. Each type of Panic Attack is de
fined by a different set of relationships between the onset of the attack and the
presence or absence of situational triggers that can include cues that are either exter
nal {e.g., an individual with claustrophobia has a.n attack while in a elevator stuck be
h\'een (Ioors) or internal (e.g., catastrophic cognitions about the ramifications of heart
palpitations). Unexpected (uncued) Panic Attacks are defined as those for which the
individual does not associate onset with an internal or external situational triggpr
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(i.e., the attack is perceived as occurring spontaneously "out of the blue"). Situation
ally bound (cued) Panic Attacks are defined as those that almost invariably occur im
mediately on exposure to, or in anticipation of, the situational cue or trigger (e.g., a
person with Social Phobia having a Panic Attack upon entering into or thinking about
a public speaking engagement). Situationally predisposed Panic Attacks are similar
to situationaUy bound Panic Attacks but are not invariably associated with the cue
and do not necessarily occur immediately after the exposure (e.g., attacks are more
likely to occur while driving, but there are times when the individual drives and does
not have a Panic Attack or times when the Panic Attack occurs after driving for a half
hour).

Individuals seeking care for unexpected Panic Attacks will usually describe the
fear as intense and report that they thought they were about to die, lose control, have
a heart attack or stroke, or "go crazy." They also usually report an urgent desire to
flee from wherever the attack is occurring. With recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks,
over time the attacks typically become situationally bound or predisposed, although
unexpected attacks may persist.

The occurrence of unexpected Panic Attacks is required for a diagnosis of Panic
Disorder (with or without Agoraphobia). Situationally bound and situationally pre
disposed attacks are frequent in Panic Disorder but also occur in the context of other
Anxiety Disorders and other mental disorders. For example, situationally bound Pan
ic Attacks are experienced by a majority of individuals with SociaJ Phobia (e.g., the
person experiences a Panic Attack each and every time she must speak in public) and
Specific Phobias (e.g., the person with a Specific Phobia of dogs experiences a Panic
Attack each and every time he encounters a barking dog), whereas sih.tationa~ypre
disposed Panic Attacks most typically occur in Generalized Anxiety Disorder (e.g.,
after watching television news programs that warn of an economic slowdown, th~
person becomes overwhelmed with worries about his finances and escalates into a
Panic Attack) and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (e.g., a rape victim sometimes expe
riences Panic Attacks when faced with reminders of the traumatic event, such as see
ing a man who reminds her of the assailant).

In determining the differential diagnostic significance of a Panic Attack, it is im
portant to consider the context in which the Panic Attack occurs. The distinction be
tween unexpected Panic Attacks and both situationaUy bound and sih.mtionally
predisposed Panic Attacks is critical, since recurrent unexpected attacks are required
for a diagnosis of Panic Disorder (see p. 433). Determining whether a history of Panic
Attacks warrants a diagnosis of Panic Disorder is, however, complicated by the fact
that an exclusive relationship does not always exist between the type of Panic Attack
and the diagnosis. For instance, although a diagnosis of Panic Disorder definitionally
requires that at least some of the Panic Attacks be unexpected, individuals with Panic
Disorder frequently report also havi.ng situationaUy bound or sih.tationally predis
posed attacks. As such, careful consideration of the focus of awdety associated with
the Panic Attacks is ai_so important in differential diagnosis. To illustrate, consider a
woman who has a Panic Attack prior to a public speaking engagement. If this woman
indicates that the focus of her anxiety was that she might die from an impending heart
attack, then assuming other diagnostic criteria are met, she may have Panic Disorder.
If on the other hand, this woman identifies the focus of anxiety as not the Panic Attack
itself, but of being embarrassed and humiliated, then she may be more likely to haw

•
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Social Phobia. The diagnostic issues for boundary cases are discussed in the "Differ
ential Diagnosis" sections of the texts for the disorders in which Panic Attacks may
appear.

Criteria for Panic Attack

Note: A Panic Attack is not a codable disorder. Code the specific diagnosis in which the
Panic Attack occurs (e.g .• 300.21 Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia (p. 441J).

A discrete period of intense fear or discomfort, in which four (or more) of the following
symptoms developed abruptly and reached a peak within 10 minutes:

(1) palpitations. pounding heart. or accelerated heart rate
(2) sweating
(3) trembling or shaking
(4) sensations of shortness of breath or smothering
(5) feeling of choking
(6) chest pain or discomfort
(7) nausea or abdominal distress
(8) feeling dizzy, unsteady, lightheaded. or faint
(9) derealization (feelings of unreality) or depersonalization (being detached from

oneself)
(10) fear of losing control or going crazy
(11) fear of dying
(12) paresthesias (numbness or tingling sensations)
(13) chills or hot flushes

Agoraphobia

Features
Because Agoraphobia occurs in the context of Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia and
Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder, the text and criteria set for Agora
phobia are proVided separately in this section. The essential feature of Agoraphobia
is anxiety about being in places or situations from which escape might be difficult (or
embarrassing) or in which help may not be avaiJable in the event of haVing a Panic
Attack (see p. 430) or panic-like symptoms (e.g., fear of having a sudden attack of diz
ziness or a sudden attack of diarrhea) (Criterion A). The anxiety typically leads to a
pervasive avoidance of a variety of situations that may include being alone outside
the home or being home alone; being in a crowd of people; traveling in an automo
bile, bus, or airplane; or being on a bridge or in an elevator. Some individuals are able
to expose themselves to the feared situations but endure these experiences with con
siderable dread. Oflen an individual is better able to confront a feared situation when
accompanied by a companion (Criterion B). Individuals' avoidance of situations may
impair their ability to travel to work or to carry out homemaking responsibilities (e.g.,
grocery shopping, taking children to the doctor). The anxiety or phobic avoidance is
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,lot better accounted for by another mental disorder (Criterion C). The differential di
agnosis to distinguish Agoraphobia from Social and Specific Phobia and from severe
Separation Anxiety Disorder can be difficult because all of these conditions are char
acterized by avoidance of specific situations. The diagnostic issues for boundary
cases are discussed in the "Differential Diagnosis" sections of the texts for the disor
ders in which avoidant behavior is an essential or associated feature.

Criteria for Agoraphobia

Note: Agoraphobia is not a codable disorder. Code the specific disorder in which the
Agoraphobia occurs (e.g .. 300.21 Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia [po 441) or 300.22 Agora
phobia Without History of Panic Disorder (p. 441]).

A. Anxiety about being in places or situations from which escape might be difficult (or
embarrassing) or in which help may not be available in the event of having an unex
pected or situationally predisposed Panic Attack or panic-like symptoms. Agorapho
bic fears typically involve characteristic clusters of situations that include being
outside the home alone; being in a crowd or standing in a line; being on a bridge;
and traveling in a bus, train, or automobile.

Note: Consider the diagnosis of Specific Phobia if the avoidance is limited to one
or only a few specific situations, or Social Phobia if the avoidance is limited to social
situations.

B. The situations are avoided (e.g., travel is restricted) or else are endured with marked
distress or with anxiety about having a Panic Attack or panic-like symptoms, or re
quire the presence of a companion.

C. The anxiety or phobic avoidance is not better accounted for by another mental dis
order, such as Social Phobia (e.g., avoidance limited to social situations because of
fear of embarrassment), Specific Phobia (e.g., avoidance limited to a single situation
like elevators), Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (e.g., avoidance of dirt in someone
with an obsession about contamination), Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (e.g., avoid
ance of stimuli associated with a severe stressor), or Separation Anxiety Disorder
(e.g., avoidance of leaving home or relatives).

Panic Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Panic Disorder is the presence of recurrent, unexpected Panic
Attacks (see p. 430) followed by at least 1 month of persistent concern about having
another Panic Attack, wOrr), about the possible implications or consequences of the
Panic Attacks, or a significant beha\'ioral change related to the attacks (Criterion A).

The Panic Attacks are not due 10 the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.,
Caffeine Intoxication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hyperthyroidism) (Criteri
on C). Finally, the Panic Attacks are nol better accounted for by another mental dis-
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order (e.g., Specific or Social Phobia, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder, or Separation Anxiety Disorder) (Criterion D). Depending on wheth
er criteria are also met for Agoraphobia (see p. 433), 300.21 Panic Disorder With Ag
oraphobia or 300.01 Panic Disorder Without Agoraphobia is diagnosed (Criterion B).

An unexpected (spontaneous, uncued) Panic Attack is defined as one that an indi
vidual does not inunediately associate with a situational trigger (i.e., it is perceived
as occurring "out of the blue"). Situational triggers can include stimuli that are either
external (e.g., a phobic object or situation) or internal (e.g., physiological arousal) to
the individual. In some instances, although a situational trigger may be apparent to
thedinidan, it may not be readily identifiable to the individual experiencing the Pan
ic Attack. For example, an individual may not immediately identify increased auto
nomic arousal induced by a hot, stuffy room, or feelings of faintness produced b)'
quickly sitting up as triggers for a Panic Attack, and as such, these attacks are consid
ered at the time to be unexpected. At least two unexpected Panic Attacks are required
for the diagnosis, but most individuals have considerably more. Individuals with
Panic Disorder frequently also have situationally predisposed Panic Attacks (Le.,
those more likely to occur on, but not invariably associated with, exposure to a situ
ational trigger). Situationally bound attacks (i.e., those that occur almost invariably
and immediately on exposure to a situational trigger) can occw but are less common.

The frequency and severity of the Panic Attacks vary widely. For example, some
individuals have moderately frequent attacks (e.g., once a week) that occw regularly
for months at a time. Olhers report short bursts of more frequent attacks (e.g., daily
for a week) separated by weeks or months without any attacks or with less frequent
attacks (e.g., hvo each month) over many years. Limited-symptom attacks (Le., at
tacks that are identicaJ to "full" Panic Attacks except that the sudden fear or anxiety
is accompanied by fewer than 4 of the 13 symptoms) are very common in individuals
with Panic Disorder. Although the distinction between full Panic Attacks and limit
ed-symptom attacks is somewhat arbitrary, full Panic Attacks are typically associated
wit:hgreater morbidity (e.g., greater health care utilization, greater functional impair
ment, poorer quality of life). Most indi\'iduals who have limited-symptom altacks
have had full Panic Attacks at some time during the course of the disorder.

Individuals with Panic Disorder display characteristic concerns or attributions
about the implications or consequences of the Panic Attacks. Some fear that the at
tacks indicate the presence of an undiagnosed, life-threatening illness (e.g., cardiac
disease, seizure disorder). Despite repeated medical testing and reassurance, they
may remain frightened and unconvinced that they do not have a life·threatening ill
ness. Others fear that the Panic Attacks are an indication that they are "going crazy"
or losing control or are emotionally weak. Some individuals with recurrent Panic At
tacks significantly change their behavior (e.g., quit a job, avoid ph)'sical exertion) in
response to the attacks, but deny either fear of haVing another attack or concerns
about the consequences of their Panic Attacks. Concerns about the next attack, or its
implications, are often associated with development of avoidant behavior that may
meet criteria for Agoraphobia (see p. 433), in which case Panic Disorder With Agora
phobia is diagnosed.
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Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. In addition to worry about
Panic Attacks and their implications, many inclividuals with Panic Disorder also re
port constant or intermittent feelings of anxiety that are not focused on any specific
situation or event. Others become excessively apprehensive about the outcome of
routine activities and experiences, particularly those related to health or separation
from loved ones. For example, individuals with Panic Disorder often anticipate a cat
astrophic outcome from a mild physical symptom or medication side effect (e.g.,
thinking that a headache inclicates a brain tumor or a hypertensive crisis). Such indj
viduals are also much less tolerant of medication side effects and generally need con
tinued reassurance in order to take medication. In inclividuals whose Panic Disorder
has not been treated or was misdiagnosed, the belief that they have an undetected
life-threatening illness may lead to both chronic debilitating anxiety and excessive
visits to health care facilities. This pattern can be both emotionally and financially dis
ruptive.

In some cases, loss or dismption of important interpersonal relationships (e.g.,
leaving horne to live on one's own, divorce) is associated with the onset or exacerba
tion of Panic Disorder. Demoralization is a common consequence, with many indi
viduals becoming discouraged, ashamed, and willappy about the difficulties of
carrying out their normal routines. They often attribute this problem to a lack of
"strength" or "character." This demoralization can become generalized to areas be
yond specific panic-related problems. These individuals may frequently be absent
from work or school for doctor and emergency-room visits, which can lead to unem
ployment or dropping out of school.

Reported rates for comorbid Major Depressive Disorder vary widely, ranging
from 10% to 65% in individuals with Panic Disorder. In approximately one-third of
individuals with both disorders, the depression precedes the onset of Panic Disorder.
In the remaining two-thirds, depression occurs coincident with or following the onset
of Panic Disorder. A subset of individuals may treat their anxiety with alcohol or
medications, and some of them may develop a Substance-Related Disorder as a con
sequence.

Comorbidity with other Anxiety Disorders is also common, especially in clinical
settings and in individuals with more severe Agoraphobia. Social Phobia and Gener
alized Anxiety Disorder have been reported in 15%..--30% of individuals with Panic
Disorder, Specific Phobia in 20/...--20%, and Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder in up to
10%. Although the literature suggests that Posttraumatic Stress Disorder has been re
ported in 2°/...--10% of those with Panic Disorder, some evidence suggests that rates
may be much higher when posttraumatic symptoms are systematically queried. Sep
aration Anxiety Disorder in childhood has been associated with this disorder. Co
morbidity and symptom overlap with Hypochondriasis are common.

Associated laboratory findings. No laboratory findings have been identified that
are diagnostic of Panic Disorder. However, a variety of laboratory findings have been
noted to be abnormal in groups of individuals with Panic Disorder relative to control
subjects. Some individuals with Panic Disorder show signs of compensated respira
tory alkalosis (Le., decreased carbon dioxide and decreased bicarbonate levels with
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an almost normal pH). Panic Attacks in response to panic provocation procedures
such as sodium lactate infusion or carbon dioxide inhalation are more common in in
dividuals with Panic Disorder than in control subjects or individuals with General
ized Anxiety Disorder.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Transient tachycardia and moderate ele\'ation of systolic blood pressure may occur
dUring some Panic Attacks. Studies have identified significant comorbidity beh\'een
Panic Disorder and numerous general medical symptoms and conditions, including.
but not limited to, dizziness, cardiac arrhythmias, hyperthyroidism, asthma, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, and irritable bowel syndrome. However, the nature
of the association (e.g., cause-and-effecl) between Panic Disorder and these condi
tions remains unclear. Although studies have suggested that both mitral valve pro
lapse and thyroid disease are more coounon among individuals with Panic DisordCI
than in the general population, others have found no differences in prevalence.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

In some cultures, Panic Attacks may involve intense fear of witchcraft or magic. Panic
Disorder as described. here has been found in epidemiological studies tluoughout the
world. Moreover, a number of conditions included in the "Glossary of Culture
Bound Syndromes" (see Appendix l) may be related to Panic Disorder. Some cultural
or ethnic groups restrict the participation of women in public life, and this must be
distinguished from Agoraphobia. Panic Disorder Without Agoraphobia is diagnosed
twice as often and Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia three times as often in women
as Ln men.

Prevalence

Although lifetime prevalence rates of Panic Disorder (With or Without Agoraphobia)
in community samples have been reported to be as high as 3.5%, most studies have
found rates between 1% and 2%. One-year prevalence rates are between 0.5% and
1.5%. The prevalence rates of Panic Disorder in clinical samples are considerably
higher. For example, Panic Disorder is diagnosed in approximately 10% of individu
als referred for mental heallh consultation. In general medical settings, prevalence
rates vary from 10% to 30% in vestibular, respiratory, and neurology clinics to as high
as 60% in cardiology clinics. Approximately one-third to one-hall of individuals
diagnosed with Panic Disorder in cooununity samples also have Agoraphobia, al
though a much higher rate of Agoraphobia is encountered in clinical samples.

Course

Age at onset for Panic Disorder varies considerably, but is most typically between late
adolescence and the mid-30s. There may be a bimodal distribution, with one peak in
late adolescence and a second smaller peak in the mid-30s. A small number of cases
begin in childhood, and onset after age 45 years is unusual but can occur. Retrospec
tive descriptions by individuals seen in clinical settings suggest that the usual course

I
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is chronic but waxing and waning. Some individuals may ha\'e episodic outbreaks
with years of remission in between, and others may have continuous severe symp
tomatology. Limited symptom attacks may come to be experienced with greater fre
quency if the course of the Panic Disorder is chronic. Although Agoraphobia may
develop at any point. its onset is usually within the first year of occurrence of recur·
rent Panic Attacks. The course of Agoraphobia and its relationship to the course of
Panic Attacks are variable. In some cases, a decrease or remission of Panic Attacks
may be followed dosely by a corresponding decrease in agoraphobic avoidance and
anxiety. In others, Agoraphobia may become chronic regardless of the presence or ab
sence of Panic Attacks. Some individuals report that they can reduce the frequency of
Panic Attacks by avoiding certain situations. Naturalistic follow-up studies of indi
viduals treated in tertiary care settings (which may select for a poor-prognosis group)
suggest that, at 6-10 years posttreatment, about 30% of individuals are well, 40%
50% are improved but symptomatic, and the remaining 20%-30% have symptoms
that are the same or slightly worse.

Familial Pattern

First-degree biological relatives of individuals with Panic Disorder are up to 8 times
more likely to develop Panic Disorder. If the age at onset of the Panic Disorder is be
fore 20, first-degree relatives have been found to be up to 20 times more likely to have
Panic Disorder. However, in clinical settings, as many as one-half to three--quarters of
individuals with Panic Disorder do not have an affected first·degree biological
elath'e. Twin studies indicate a genetic contribution to the development of Panic
Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Panic Disorder is not diagnosed if the Panic Attacks are judged to be a direct physio
logical consequence of a general medical condition, in which case an Anxiety Dis
order Due to a General Medical Condition is diagnosed (see p. 476). Examples of
general medical conditions that can cause Panic Attacks include hyperthyroidism,
hyperparathyroidism, pheochromocytoma, vestibular dyshmctions, seizure disorders,
and cardiac conditions (e.g., arrhythmias, supraventricular tachycardia). Appropri
ate laboratory tests (e.g., serum calcium levels for hyperparathyroidism) or physical
examinations (e.g., for cardiac conditions) may be helpful in determining the etiolog
ical role of a general medical condition. Panic Disorder is not diagnosed if the Panic
Attacks are judged to be a direct physiological consequence of a substance (i.e., a drug
of abuse, a medication), in which case a Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder is di
agnosed (see p. 479). Intoxication with central nervous system stimulants (e.g., co
caine, amphetamines, caffeine) or cannabis and withdrawal from central nervous
system depressants (e.g., alcohol, barbiturates) can precipitate a Panic Attack. How
ever, if Panic Attacks continue to occur outside of the context of substance use (e.g.,
long after the effects of intoxication or withdrawal have ended), a diagnosis of Panic
Disorder should be considered. In addition, because Panic Disorder may precede
substance use in some individuals and may be associated with increased substance
use for purposes of self-medication, a detailed history should be taken to detennine
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if the individual had Panic Attacks prior to excessive substance use. If this is the case.
a diagnosis of Panic Disorder should be considered. in addition to a diagnosis of Sub
stance Dependence or Abuse. Features such as onset after age 45 years or the presence
of atypical symptoms during a Panic Attack (e.g., vertigo, loss of consciousness, loss
of bladder or bowel control, headaches, slurred speech, or amnesia) suggest the pos
sibility that a general medical condition or a substance may be causing the Panic At
tack symptoms.

Panic Disorder must be distinguished from other mental disorders (e.g., other
Anxiety Disorders and Psychotic Disorders) that have Panic Attacks as an associated
feature. By definition, Panic Disorder is characterized by recurrent, unexpected
(spontaneous, uncued. "out of the blue"') Panic Attacks. As discussed earlier (see
p. 430), there are three types of Panic Attacks-unexpected, situationally bound, and
situationally predisposed. The presence of recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks either
initially or later in the course is required for the diagnosis of Panic Disorder. In con
trast, Panic Attacks that occur in the context of other Anxiety Disorders are situa
tionally bound or situationally predisposed (e.g., in Social Phobia cued by social
situations; in Specific Phobia cued by an object or situation; in Generalized Anxiety
Disorder cued by worry; in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder cued by thoughts of or
exposure to the object or situation related to an obsession le.g., exposure to dirt in
someone with an obsession about contamination); in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
cued by stimuli recalling the stressor). In some cases, the individual may ha\'e diffi
culty identifying cues triggering a Panic Attack. For example, an individual with
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder may have a Panic Attack triggered by cognitions or
physiological symptoms similar to those that occurred at the time of the traumatic
event (e.g., cardiac arrhythmias, feelings of detachment). These cues may not be eas
ily associated by the individual with the triggering event. If the Panic Attacks occur
only in situations that can be associated with the traumatic event, then the Panic At
tacks should be attributed to the Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. For example, if a per
son who had been raped while at home alone experiences Panic Attacks only when
others are not around, a diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder should be consid
ered instead of a diagnosis of Panic Disorder. However, if the person experiences un
expected Panic Attacks in other situations, then an additional diagnosis of Panic
Disorder should be considered.

The focus of the anxiety also helps to differentiate Panic Disorder With Agorapho
bia from other disorders characterized by avoidant behaviors. Agoraphobic avoidance
is associated with anxiety about the possibility of having a Panic Attack or panic-like
sensations, whereas avoidance in other disorders is associated with concern about
the negative or harmful consequences arising from the feared object or situation
(e.g., scrutiny, humiliation, and embarrassment in Social Phobia; falling from a high
place in Specific Phobia of heights; separation from parents in Separation Anxiety
Disorder; persecution in Delusional Disorder).

Differentiation of Specific Phobia, Situational Type, from Panic Disorder With
Agoraphobia may be particularly difficult because both disorders may include Panic
Attacks and avoidance of similar types of situations (e.g., driving, flying, public trans
portation, enclosed places). Prototypically, Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia is
characterized by the initial onset of unexpected Panic Attacks and the subsequent
avoidance of multiple situations thought to be likely triggers of the Panic Attacks.
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Prototypically, Specific Phobia, Situational Type, is characterized by situational
avoidance in the absence of recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks. Some presentations

fall behveen these prototypes and require clinical judgment in the selection of the
most appropriate diagnosis. Four factors can be helpful in making this judgment the
focus of anxiety, the type and number of Panic Attacks, the number of situations

avoided, and the le'·el of intercurrent anxiety. For example, an individual who had
not previously feared or avoided elevators has a Panic Attack in an elevator and be
gins to dread going to work because of the need to take the elevator to his office on
the 24th noor. If this individual subsequently has Panic Attacks only in elevators
(even if the focus ofanxiety is on the Panic Attack), then a diagnosis of Specific Phobia
may be appropriate. If, however, the individual experiences unexpected Panic At

tacks in other situations and begins to avoid or endure with dread other situations be
cause of anxious anticipation of a Panic Attack, then a diagnosis of Panic Disorder
With Agoraphobia would be warranted. Furthermore, the presence of pervasive ap
prehension about having a Panic Attack even when not anticipating exposure to a
phobic situation also supports a diagnosis of Panic Disorder \>\Iith Agoraphobia. II the
individual has additional unexpected Panic Attacks in other situations but no addi
tional avoidance or endurance with dread develops, then the appropriate diagnosis
would be Panic Disorder Without Agoraphobia. If the focus of avoidance is not relat
ed to having a Panic Attack but concerns some other catastrophe (e.g., injury due to

the elevator cable breaking), then an additional diagnosis of Specific Phobia may be
considered.

Similarly, distinguishing beh\'een Sodal Phobia and Panic Disorder With Agora
phobia can be difficult, especially when there is avoidance only of social situations.
For example, individuals with Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia and those with Sn
cial Phobia may both a\·oid crowded situations (e.g., large shopping centers, crowded
parties). The focus of anxiety and the type of Panic Attacks can be helpful in making
this distinction. For example, an individual who had not previously had a fear of pub
lic speaking has a Panic Attack while giving a talk and begins to dread giving presen

tations. II this individual subsequently has Panic Attacks only in social performance
situations and if these attacks are accompanied by a fear of being embarrassed and
humiliated, then a diagnosis of Social Phobia may be appropriate. If, however, the in

dividual continues to experience unexpected Panic Attacks in other situations, then
a diagnosis of Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia would be warranted. Individuals
with Social Phobia fear scrutiny and rarely have a Panic Attack when alone (unless
when anticipating a social situation), whereas individuals with Panic Disorder With
Agoraphobia may be more anxious in situations where they must be without a trust
ed companion. In addition, nocturnal Panic Attacks that awaken an individual from
sleep are characteristic of Panic Disorder.

When criteria are met for both Panic Disorder and another Anxiety or Mood Dis
order, both disorders should be diagnosed. However, if unexpected Panic Attacks oc

cur in the context of another disorder (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder or Generalized
Anxiety Disorder) but are not accompanied by a month or more of fear of having ad
ditional attacks, associated concerns, or behavior change, the additional diagnosis of
Panic Disorder is not made. Because individuals with Panic Disorder may self-medi
cate their symptoms, comorbid Substance-Related Disorders (most notably related to
cannabis, alcohol, and cocaine) are not uncommon.
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Diagnostic criteria for
300.01 Panic Disorder Without Agoraphobia

A. Both (1) and (2):

Anxiety Disorders

l

(1) recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks (see p. 432)
(2) at least one of the attacks has been followed by 1 month (or more) of one (or

more) of the following:

(a) persistent concern about having additional attacks
(b) worry about the implications of the attack or its consequences (e.g., losin{J

control, having a heart attack, "going crazy")
(c) a significant change in behavior related to the attacks

B. Absence of Agoraphobia (see p. 433).

C. The Panic Attacks are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.,
a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g .. hyperthyroid·
ism).

D. The Panic Attacks are not better accounted for by another mental disorder, such as
Social Phobia (e.g., occurring on exposure to feared social situations), Specific Phobia
(e.g., on exposure to a specific phobic situation), Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
(e.g., on exposure to dirt in someone with an obsession about contamination), Post
traumatic Stress Disorder (e.g., in response to stimuli associated with a severe stres
sor), or Separation Anxiety Disorder (e.g., in response to being away from home or
close relatives).

•
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Diagnostic criteria for
300.21 Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia

A. Both (1) and (2):

441

(1) recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks (see p. 432)
(2) at least one of the attacks has been followed by 1 month (or more) of one (or

more) of the following:

(a) persistent concern about having additional attacks
(b) worry about the implications of the attack or its consequences (e.g., losing

control, having a heart attack, "going crazy")
(c) a significant change in behavior related to the attacks

B. The presence of Agoraphobia (see p. 433).

C. The Panic Attacks are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.,
a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hyperthyroid
ism).

D. The Panic Attacks are not better accounted for by another mental disorder, such as
Social Phobia (e.g., occurring on exposure to feared social situations), Specific Phobia
(e.g., on exposure to a specific phobic situation), Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
(e.g., on exposure to dirt in someone with an obsession about contamination), Post
traumatic Stress Disorder (e.g., in response to stimuli associated with a severe stres
sor), or Separation Anxiety Disorder (e.g., in response to being away from home or
close relatives).

300.22 Agoraphobia Without
History of Panic Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder are similar
to those of Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia except that the focus of fear is on the
occurrence of incapacitating or extremely embarrassing panic-like symptoms or
limited-symptom attacks rather than full Panic Attacks. Individuals with this dis
order have Agoraphobia (see p. 433) (Criterion A). The "panic-like symptoms" include
any of the 13 symptoms listed for Panic Attack (see p. 432) or other symptoms that
may be incapacitating or embarrassing (e.g., loss of bladder control, vomiting in pub
lic). For example, an individual may fear having a severe headache or cardiac symp
toms and not being able to get help.

To qualify for this diagnosis, the full criteria for Panic Disorder must never have
been met (Criterion B) and the symptoms must not be due to the direct physiological
effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medicaJ condi
tion (Criterion C). If an associated general medical condition is present (e.g., a cardiac
condition), the fear of being incapacitated or embarrassed by the development of
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symptoms (e.g., fainting) is dearly in excess of that usually associated with the con
dition (Criterion D). When a diagnosis of Agoraphobia Without History of Panic
Disorder is being made, it should be ensured that the avoidance is characteristic of
Agoraphobia and cannot be better explained b}' another Axis I disorder (e.g., Spe..
cific Phobia or Social Phobia) or Axis IT disorder (e.g., Avoidant Personality Dis
order).

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Some cultural or ethnic groups restrict the participation of women in public life, and
this must be distinguished from Agoraphobia. This disorder is diagnosed far more of
ten in females than in males.

Prevalence

In clinical settings. almost all individuals (over 95%) who present with Agoraphobia
also have a current diagnosis (or history) of Panic Disorder. In contrast, the preva
lence of AgoraphObia Without History of Panic Disorder in epidemiological samples
has been reported to be higher than that for Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia. How
ever, problems with assessment appear to have inflated the rates reported in epidemi
ological studies. Recently, individuals who were given a diagnosis of Agoraphobia
Without History of Panic Disorder in an epidemiological study were reevaluated by
clinicians using standard interview schedules. The majority were found to have Spe
cific Phobias, but not Agoraphobia.

Course

Relatively little is known about the course of Agoraphobia \'\'ithoul History of Panic
Disorder. Anecdotal evidence suggests that some cases rna}' persist for years and be
associated with considerable impairment.

Differential Diagnosis

Agoraphobia Without I-listory of Panic Disorder is distinguished from Panic Disorder
With Agoraphobia by the absence of a history of recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks.
The avoidance in Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder results from fear
of incapacitation or humiliation due to unpredictable, sudden, panic-like symptoms
rather than from fear of a full Panic Attack as in Panic Disorder Vlith Agoraphobia.
The diagnosis of Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia remains appropriate in cases in
which Panic Attacks go into remission but Agoraphobia continues to be experienced.

Other reasons for avoidance must also be distinguished from Agoraphobia With·
out History of Panic Disorder. In Social Phobia, individuals avoid social or perfor·
mance situations in which they fear that they might act in a way that is humiliating
or embarrassing. In Specific Phobia, the individual avoids a specific feared object or
situation. In Major Depressive Disorder, the individual may avoid leaVing home
due to apathy, loss of energy, and anhedonia. Persecutory fears (as in Delusional
Disorder) and fears of contamination (as in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder) can
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also lead to widespread avoidance. In Separation Anxiety Disorder, children avoid
situations that take them away from home or dose relatives.

Individuals with certain general medical conditions may avoid situations due to
realistic concerns about being incapacitated (e.g., fainting in an individual with tran
sient ischemic attacks) or being embarrassed (e.g., diarrhea in an individual with
Crohn's disease). The diagnosis of Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder
should be given only if the fear or avoidance is clearly in excess of that usually asso
ciated with the general medical condition.

Diagnostic criteria for
300.22 Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder

A. The presence of Agoraphobia (see p. 433) related to fear of developin9 panic·like
symptoms (e.g., dizziness or diarrhea).

B. Criteria have never been met for Panic Disorder (see p. 440).

e. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance
(e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

D. If an assodated general medical condition is present, the fear described in Criterion A
is clearly in excess of that usually associated with the condition.

300.29 Specific Phobia
(formerly Simple Phobia)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Specific Phobia is marked and persistent fear of clearly dis
cernible, circumscribed objects or situations (Criterion A). Exposure to the phobic
stimulus almost invariably provokes an immediate anxiety response (Criterion B).
This response may take the form of a situationally bOWld or situationally predisposed
Panic Attack (see p. 430). Although adolescents and adults with this disorder recog
nize that their fear is excessive or wueasonable (Criterion C), this may not be the case
with children. Most often, the phobic stimulus is avoided, although it is sometimes
endured with dread (Criterion D). The diagnosis is appropriate only if the avoidance,
fear, or anxious anticipation of encountering lhe phobic stimulus interferes signifi
cantly with the person's daily routine, occupational functioning, or social life, or if the
person is markedly distressed about having the phobia (Criterion E). In individuals
under age 18 years, symptoms must have persisted for at least 6 months before
Specific Phobia is diagnosed (Criterion F). The anxiety, Panic Attacks, or phobic
avoidance are not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Separation Anxiety Disorder,
Social Phobia, Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia, or Agoraphobia Without History of
Panic Disorder) (Criterion G).
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The individual experiences a marked, persistent, and excessive or lUlreasonable
fear when in the presence of, or when anticipating an enCDwlter with, a specific object
or situation. The focus of the fear may be anticipated harm from some aspect of the
object or situation (e.g., an individual may fear air travel because of a concern about
crashing, may fear dogs because of concerns about being bitten, or may fear driving
because of concerns about being hit by other vehicles on the road). Specific Phobias
may also involve concerns about losing control, panicking, somatic manifestations of
anxiety and fear (such as increased heart rate or shortness of breath), and fainting that
might occur on exposure to the feared object. Forexample, individuals afraid of blood
and injury may also worry about the possibility of fainting; people afraid of heights
may also worry about dizziness; and people afraid of closed-in situations may also
worry about losing control and screaming. These concerns may be particularly strong
in the Situational Type of Specific Phobia.

Anxiety is almost invariably felt immediately on confronting the phobic stimulus
(e.g., a person with a Specific Phobia of cats will almost invariably have an immediate
anxiety response when forced to confront a cat). The level of anxiety or fear usually
varies as a function of both the degree of proximity to the phobic stimulus (e.g., fear
intensifies as the cat approaches and decreases as the cat withdraws) and the degree
to which escape from the phobic stimulus is limited (e.g., fear intensifies as the eleva
tor approaches the midway point between floors and decreases as the doors open at
the next floor). However, the intensity of the fear may not always relate predictably
to the phobic stimulus (e.g., a person afraid of heights may experience variable
amounts of fear when crossing the same bridge on different occasions). Sometimes
full-blown Panic Attacks are experienced in response to the phobic stimulus, espe
cially when the person must remain in the situation or believes that escape will be im
possible. Occasionally, the Panic Attacks are delayed and do not occur immediately
upon confronting the phobic stimulus. This delay is more likely in the Situational
Type. Because marked anticipatory anxiety occurs if the person is confronted with the
necessity of entering into the phobic situation, such situations are usually avoided.
Less commonly, the person forces himself or herself to endure the phobic situation,
but it is experienced with intense anxiety.

Adults with this disorder recognize that the phobia is excessive or lUlfeasonable.
The diagnosis would be Delusional Disorder instead of Specific Phobia for an indi
vidual who avoids an elevator because of a conviction that it has been sabotaged and
who does not recognize that this fear is excessive and unreasonable. Moreover, the
diagnosis should not be given if the fear is reasonable given the context of the stimuli
(e.g., fear of being shot in a hunting area or a dangerous neighborhood). Insight into
the excessive or unreasonable nature of the fear tends to increase with age and is not
required 10 make the diagnosis in children.

Fears of circumscribed objects or situations are very common, especially in chil
dren, but in many cases the degree of impairment is insufficient to warrant a diagno
sis. Ii the phobia does not significantly interfere with the individual's hmctioning or
cause marked distress, the diagnosis is not made. For example, a person who is afraid
of snakes to the point of expressing intense fear in the presence of snakes would not
receive a diagnosis of Specific Phobia if he or she lives in an area devoid of snakes, is
not restricted in activities by the fear of snakes, and is not distressed about having
a fear of snakes.
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Subtypes

The following subtypes may be specified to indicate the focus of fear or avoidance in
Specific Phobia (e.g., Specific Phobia, Animal Type).

Animal Type. This subtype should be specified if the fear is cued by animals
or insects. This subtype generally has a childhood onset.
Natural Environment Type. This subtype should be specified if the fear is
cued by objects in the natural environment, such as storms, heights, or water.
This subtype generally has a childhood onset.
Blood-injection-Injury Type. nus subtype should be specified if the fear is
cued by seeing blood or an injury or by receiving an injection or other invasive
medical procedure. This subtype is highly familial and is often characterized
by a strong vasovagal response.
Situational Type. This subtype should be specified if the fear is cued by a
specific situation such as public transportation, tunnels, bridges, elevators, fly
ing, driving, or enclosed places. This subtype has a bimodal age·at-onset dis
tribution, wilh one peak in childhood and another peak in the mid-20s. nus
subtype appears to be similar to Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia in its char
acteristic sex ratios, familial aggregation pattern, and age at onset.
Other Type. This subtype should be specified if the fear is cued by other
stimuli. These stimuli might include the fear of choking, vomiting, or contract
ing an illness; "space" phobia (i.e., the individual is afraid of falling down if
away from walls or other means of physical support); and children's fears of
loud soWlcls or costumed characters.

The frequency of the subtypes in adult clinical settings, from most to least frequent,
is Situational; atural Environment; Blood-Injection-Injury; and Animal. Studies of
community samples show a slightly different pattern, with phobias of heights and of
spiders, mice, and insects most common, and phobias of other animals and other ele
ments of the natural environment, such as storms, thunder, and lighbling, least com
mon. Phobias of closed-in situations (a Situational Type of phobia) may be more
common in the elderly. In many cases, more than one subtype of Specific Phobia is
present. Having one phobia of a specific subtype tends to increase the likelihood of
having another phobia from within the same subtype (e.g., fear of cats and snakes).
When more than one subtype applies, they should all be noted (e.g., Specific Phobia,
Animal and Natural Environment Types).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated desuiptive features and mental disorders. Specific Phobia may result
in a restricted lifestyle or interference with certain occupations, depending on the
type of phobia. For example, job promotion may be threatened by avoidance of air
travel, and social activities may be restricted by fears of crowded or dosed-in places.
Specific Phobias frequently co-occur with other Anxiety Disorders, Mood Disorders,
and Substance-Related Disorders. For example, in communit}' samples, rates of co
occurrence with other disorders range from 50% to 80%, and these rates may be high+
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er among individuals with early-onset Specific Phobias. In clinical settings, Specific
Phobias are \'er)' common comorbid diagnoses with other disorders. However, Spe
cific Phobias are rarely the focus of clinical attention in these situations. The Specific
Phobia is usually associated with less distress or less interference with functioning
than the comorbid main diagnosis. Overall, only 12%-30"10 are estimated to seek pro
fessional help for their Specific Phobias. In the absence of other diagnoses, help seek
ing for Specific Phobias is more likely with more functionally impairing phobias (e.g.,
phobias of objects or situations that are commonly encountered), multiple phobias,
and Panic Attacks in the phobic context. In contrast, individuals with irrational fears
of blood injury, medical procedures, and medical settings may be less likely to seek
help for phobias.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
A vasovagal fainting response is characteristic of Blood-Injection-Injury Type Spe
cific Phobias; approximately 75% of such individuals report a history of fainting in
these situations. The physiological response is characterized by an initial brief accel
eration of heart rate and elevation in blood pressure followed by a deceleration of
heart rate and a drop in blood pressure, which contrasts with the usual acceleration
of heart rate and elevation in blood pressure in other Specific Phobias. Certain general
medical conditions may be exacerbated as a consequence of phobic avoidance. For ex
ample, Specific Phobias, Blood-Injection-Injury Type, may have detrimental effects
on dental or physical health, because the individual may avoid obtaining necessary
medical care. Similarly, fears of choking may have a detrimental effect on health
when food is limited to substances that are easy to swallow or when oral medication
is avoided.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

The content of phobias varies with culture and ethnidty. For example, fears of magic
or spirits are present in many cultures and should be considered a Specific Phobia
only if the fear is excessive in the context of that culture and causes significant impair
ment or distress. Specific Phobias may be more common in the lower socioeconomic
strata, although the data are mixed.

In children, the anxiety may be expressed by crying, tantrums, freeZing, or cling
ing. Children often do not recognize that the fears are excessive or unreasonable and
rarely report distress about having the phobias. Fears of animals and other objects in
the natural environment are particularly common and are usually transitory in child
hood. A diagnosis of Specific Phobia is not warranted unless the fears lead to clinical
ly Significant impairment (e.g., unwillingness to go to school for fear of encountering
a dog on the street).

Overall, the ratio of women to men with Specific Phobias is apprOximately 2:1,
even among the elderly. However, the sex ratio varies across different types of Spe
cific Phobias. Approximately 750/_90% of individuals with the Animal and Natural
Environment Type are female (except for feilr of heights, where the percentage of
females is 55%-70%). Similarly, approximately 75%-90% of individuals with the Sit
uational Type are female. Approximately 55°/_70% of individuals with the Blood
Injection-Injury Type are female.
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Prevalence

Although phobias are common in the general population, they rarely result in suffi
cient impairment or distress 10 warrant a diagnosis of Specific Phobia. The reported
prevalence may vary depending on the threshold used to determine impairment or
distress and the number of types of phobias surveyed. In community samples, cur
rent prevalence rates range from 4% to 8.8%, and lifetime prevalence rates range from
7.2% to 11.3%. Prevalence rates decline in the elderly. Also, prevalence estimates vary
for different types of Specific Phobias.

Course

The first symptoms of a Specific Phobia usually occur in childhood. or early adoles
cence and may occur at a younger age for women than for men. Also, Ihe mean age
at onset varies according to the type of Specific Phobia. Age at onset for Specific Pho
bia, Situational Type, tends 10 be bimodally distributed, with a peak in childhood and
a second peak in the mid-20s. Specific Phobias, 1 annal Environment Type (e.g.,
height phobia), tend to begin primarily in childhood, although many new cases of
height phobia develop in early adulthood. The ages al onset for Specific Phobias, An
imal Type, and for Specific Phobias, Blood-Injection-Injury Type, are also usually in
childhood.. Fear of a stimulus is usually present for some time before becoming suffi·
ciently distressing or impairing to be considered. a Specific Phobia.

Predisposing factors to Ihe onset of Specific Phobias include traumatic events
(such as being attacked by an animal or trapped in a closet), unexpected Panic Attacks
in the to~be-feared situation, observation of others lffidergoing trauma or demon
strating fearfuJness (such as observing others fall from heights or become afraid in the
presence of certain animals), and informational transmission (e.g., repealed parental
warnings about the dangers of certain animals or media coverage of airplane crash
es). Feared objects or situations tend to involve things that may actually represenl a
Weat or have represented a Weat at some point in the course of human evolution.
Phobias that result from traumatic events or unexpected Panic Attacks tend to be
particuJarly acute in their development. Phobias of traumatic origin do not have
a characteristic age at onset (e.g., fear of choking, which usually follows a choking or
near-choking incident, may develop at almost any age). Specific Phobias in adoles
cence increase the chances of either persistence of the Specific Phobia or development
of additional Specific Phobias in early adulthood but do not predict the development
of other disorders. Phobias that persist inlo adulthood. remit only infrequently
(around 20% of cases).

Familial Pattern

There is an increased risk for Specific Phobias in family members of those with Spe
cific Phobias. Also, there is some evidence to suggest that there may be an aggrega
tion within families by type of phobia (e.g., first-degree biological relatives of persons
with Specific Phobias, Animal Type, are likely to have animal phobias, although not
necessarily of the same animal, and first-degree biological relatives of persons with
Specific Phobias, Situational Type, are likely 10 have phobias of situations). Fears of
blood and injury have particularly strong familial patterns.
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Differential Diagnosis

Specific Phobias differ from most other Anxiety Disorders in levels of intercurrent
anxiety. Typically, individuals with Specific Phobia, unlike those with Panic Disor
der With Agoraphobia, do not present with pen'asive anxiety, because their fear is
limited to specific, circumscribed objects or situations. However, generalized anxious
anticipation may emerge under conditions in which encounters with the phobic stim
ulus become more likely (e.g., when a person who is fearful of snakes moves to a
desert area) or when life events force immediate confrontation with the phobic stim
ulus (e.g., when a person who is fearful of flying is forced by circumstances to fly).

Differentiation of Specific Phobia, Situational T}rpe, from Panic Disorder With Ag
oraphobia may be particularly difficult because both disorders may include Panic At
tacks and avoidance of similar types of situations (e.g., driving, flying, public
transportation, and enclosed places). Prototypically, Panic Disorder With Agorapho
bia is characterized by the initial onset of unexpected Panic Attacks and the subse
quent avoidance of multiple situations thought to be likely triggers of the Panic
Attacks. Prototypically, Specific Phobia, Situational Type, is characterized by situa
tional avoidance in the absence of recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks. Some presen
tations fall beh\'een these prototypes and require clinical judgment in the selection of
the most appropriate diagnosis. Four factors can be helpful in making this judgment:
the focus of fear, the type and number of Panic Attacks, the number of situations
avoided, and the level of intercurrent anxiety. For example, an individual who had
not previously feared or avoided elevators has a Panic Attack in an elevator and be
gins to dread going to work because of the need to take the elevator to his office on
the 24th floor. If this individual subsequently has Panic Attacks only in elevators
(even if the focus of fear is on the Panic Attack), then a diagnosis of Specific Phobia
may be appropriate. If, however, the individual e:o::periences unexpected Panic At
tacks in other situations and begins to avoid or endure with dread other situations be
cause of fear of a Panic Attack, then a diagnosis of Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia
would be warranted. Furthermore, the presence of pervasive apprehension about
having a Panic Attack even when not anticipating exposure to a phobic situation also
supports a diagnosis of Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia. If the individual has ad
ditional unexpected Panic Attacks in other situations but no additional avoidance or
endurance with dread develops, then the appropriate diagnosis wouJd be Panic Dis
order Without Agoraphobia.

Concurrent diagnoses of Specific Phobia and Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia
are sometimes warranted. In these cases, consideration of the focus of the individual's
concern about the phobic situation may be helpful. For example, avoidance of being
alone because of concern about having unexpected Panic Attacks warrants a diagno
sis of Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia (if other criteria are met), whereas the addi
tional phobic avoidance of air travel, if due to worries about bad weather conditions
and crashing, may warrant an additional diagnosis of Specific Phobia.

Specific Phobia and Sodal Phobia can be differentiated on the basis of the focus of
the fears. For example, avoidance of eating in a r~staurant may be based on concerns
about negative evaluation from others (Le., Social Phobia) or concerns about choking
(i.e., Specific Phobia). In contrast to the avoidance in Specific Phobia, the avoidance
in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder follows a life-threatening stressor and is accompa-
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nied by additional features (e.g., reexperie.ncing the trauma and restricted affect). In
Obsessive·Compulsive Disorder, the avoidance is associated with the content of the
obsession (e.g., dirt, contamination). In individuals with Separation Anxiety Disor
der, a diagnosis of Specific Phobia is not given if the avoidance behavior is exclusively
limited to fears of separation from persons to whom the individual is attached. More
over, children with Separation Anxiety Disorder often have associated exaggerated
fears of people or events (e.g., of muggers, burglars, kidnappers, car accidents, air
plane travel) that might t1ueaten the integrity of the family. A separate diagnosis of
Specific Phobia would rarely be warranted.

The differentiation between Hypochondriasis and a Specific Phobia, Other Type
(i.e., avoidance of situations that may lead to contracting an illness), depends on the
presence or absence of disease conviction. Individuals with Hypochondriasis are pre
occupied with fears of having a disease, whereas individuals with a Specific Phobia
fear contracting a disease (but do not believe it is already present). In individuals with
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosd, a diagnosis of Specific Phobia is not given
if the avoidance behavior is exclusively limited to avoidance of food and food-related
cues. An individual with Schizophrenia or another Psychotic Disorder may avoid
certain activities in response to delusions, but does not recognize that the fear is ex
cessive or UIUeasonable.

Fears are very common, particularly in childhood, but they do not warrant a diag
nosis of Specific Phobia unless there is significant interference with social, education
al, or occupational functioning or marked distress about having the phobia.

Diagnostic criteria for 300.29 Specific Phobia
A. Marked and persistent fear that is excessive or unreasonable, cued by the presence

or anticipation of a specific object or situation (e.g., flying, heights, animals, receiv
ing an injection, seeing blood).

B. Exposure to the phobic stimulus almost invariably provokes an immediate anxiety re
sponse, which may take the form of a situationally bound or situationally predis
posed Panic Attack. Note: In children, the anxiety may be expressed by crying,
tantrums, freezing, or clinging.

C. The person recognizes that the fear is excessive or unreasonable. Note: In children,
this feature may be absent.

D. The phobic situation(s) is avoided or else is endured with intense anxiety or distress.

E. The avoidance, anxious anticipation. or distress in the feared situation(s) interferes
significantly with the person's normal routine, occupational (or academic) function
ing, or social activities or relationships, or there is marked distress about having the
phobia.

F. In individuals under age 18 years, the duration is at least 6 months.
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Diagnostic criteria for 300.29 Specific Phobia (continued)

G. The anxiety, Panic Attacks, or phobic avoidance associated with the specific object or
situation are not better accounted for by another mental disorder, such as Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder (e.g., fear of dirt in someone with an obsession about contam
ination), Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (e.g., avoidance of stimuli associated with a
severe stressor), Separation Anxiety Disorder (e.g., avoidance of school), Social Pho
bia (e.g., avoidance of social situations because of fear of embarrassment). Panic Dis
order With Agoraphobia, or Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder.

Specify type:

Animal Type
Natural Environment Type (e.g., heights, storms, water)
Blood-Injection-Injury Type
Situational Type (e.g., airplanes, elevators, enclosed places)
Other Type (e.g., fear of choking, vomiting, or contracting an illness; in children,
fear of loud sounds or costumed characters)

300.23 Social Phobia
(Social Anxiety Disorder)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Social Phobia is a marked and persistent fear of social or per
formance situations in which embarrassment may occur (Criterion A). Exposure to
the social or performance situation almost invariably provokes an immediate anxiety
response (Criterion B). This response may take the fann of a situatianally bound or
situationally predisposed Panic Attack (see p. 430). Although adolescents and adults
with this disorder recognize that their fear is excessive or unreasonable (Criterion C),
this may not be the case with children. Most often, the social or performance situation
is avoided, although it is sometimes endured with dread (Criterion D). The diagnosis
is appropriate only if the avoidance, fear, or anxious anticipation of encountering the
social or performance situation interferes significantly with the person's daily rou
tine, occupational functioning, or social life, or if the person is markedly distressed
about having the phobia (Criterion E). In individuals younger than age 18 years,
symptoms must have persisted for at least 6 months before Social Phobia is diagnosed
(Criterion F). The fear or avoidanCe is not due to the direct physiological effects of a
substance or a general medical condition and is not better accounted for by another
mental disorder (e.g., Panic Disorder, Separation Anxiety Disorder, Body Dysmor
phic Disorder, a Pervasive Developmental Disorder, or Schizoid Personality Disor
der) (Criterion G). If another mental disorder or general medical condition is present
(e.g., Stuttering, Parkinson's disease, Anorexia Nervosa), the fear or avoidance is not
limited to concern about its social impact (Criterion H).

In feared social or performance situations, individuals with Social Phobia experi~

ence concerns about embarrassment and are afraid that others will judge them to be
anxious, weak, "crazy," or stupid. They may fear public speaking because of concern
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that others will notice their trembling hands or voice or they may experience extreme
anxiety when conversing with others because of fear that they will appear inarticu
late. They may avoid eating, drinking, or writing in public because of a fear of being
embarrassed by having others see their hands shake. Individuals with Social Phobia
almost always experience symptoms of anxiety (e.g., palpitations, tremors, sweating,
gastrointestinal discomfort, diarrhea, muscle tension, blushing, confusion) in the
feared social situations, and, in se\'ere cases, these symptoms rna}' meet the criteria
for a Panic Attack (see p. 432). Blushing may be more typical of Social Phobia.

Adults with Social Phobia recognize that the fear is excessive or unreasonable, al
though this is not always the case in children. For example, the diagnosis would be
Delusional Disorder instead of Social Phobia for an individual who avoids eating in
public because of a conviction that he or she will be observed by the police and who
does not recognize that this fear is excessive and unreasonable. Moreover, the diag
nosis should not be given if the fear is reasonable given the context of the stimuli
(e.g., fear of being called on in class when unprepared).

The person with Social Phobia typically will avoid the feared situations. Less com
monly, the person forces himself or herself to endure the social or performance situ
ation, but experiences it with intense anxiety. Marked anticipatory anxiety may also
occur far in advance of upcoming social or public situations (e.g., worrying every day
for several weeks before attending a social event). There may be a vicious cycle of an
ticipatory anxiety leading to fearful cognition and anxiety symptoms in the feared sit
uations, which leads to actual or perceived poor performance in the feared situations,
which leads to embarrassment and increased anticipatory anxiety about the feared
situations, and so on.

The fear or avoidance must interfere significantly with the person's normal rou
tine, occupational or academic functioning, or social activitjes or relationships, or the
person must experience marked distress about having the phobia. For example, a per
son who is afraid of speaking in public would not receive a diagnosis of Social Phobia
if this activity is not routinely encountered on the job or in the classroom and the per
son is not particularly distressed about it. Fears of being embarrassed in social situa
tions are common, but usually the degree of distress or impairment is insufficient to
warrant a diagnosis of Social Phobia. Transient social anxiety or avoidance is espe
cially common in childhood and adolescence (e.g., an adolescent girl may avoid eat
ing in front of boys for a short time, then resume usual behavior). In those younger
than age 18 years, only symptoms that persist for at least 6 months qualify for the di
agnosis of Social Phobia.

Specifier

Generalized. This specifier can be used when the fears are related to most
social situations (e.g., initiating or maintaining conversations, participating in
small groups, dating, speaking to authority figures, attending parties). lndi
viduals with Social Phobia, Generalized, usually fear both public performance
situations and social interactional situations. Because individuals with Social
Phobia often do not spontaneously report the full range of their social fears, it
is useful for the clinician to review a list of social and performance situations
with the individual. Indjviduals whose clinical manifestations do not meet the
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definition of Generalized compose a heterogeneous group (sometimes re
ferred to in the literature as nongeneralized, circumscribed, or specific) that in
cludes persons who fear a single performance situation as well as those who
fear several, but not most social situations. Individuals with Social Phobia,
Generalized, may be more likely to manifest deficits in social skills and to have
severe social and work impairment.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Common associated fea
tures of Social Phobia include hypersensitivity to criticism, negative evaluation, or re
jection; difficulty being assertive; and low self-esteem or feelings of inferiority.
Individuals with Social Phobia also often fear indirect evaluation by others, such as
taking a test. They may manifest poor social skills (e.g., poor eye contact) or observ
able signs of anxiety (e.g., cold clammy hands, tremors, shaky voice). Individuals
with Social Phobia often underachieve in school due to lest anxiety or avoidance of
classroom participation. They may underachieve at work because of anxiety during,
or avoidance of, speaking in groups, in public, or to authority figures and colleagues.
Persons with Social Phobia often have decreased social support networks and are less
likely to marry. In more severe cases, individuals may drop out of school, be unem
ployed and not seek work due to difficulty interviewing for jobs, have no friends or
cling to unfulfilling relationships, completely refrain from dating, or remain with
their family of origin. Furthermore, Social Phobia may be associated with suicidal
ideation, especially when comorbid disorders are present.

Social Phobia may be associated with other Anxiety Disorders, Mood Disorders,
Substance-Related Disorders, and Bulimia Nervosa and usually precedes these disor
ders. In clinical samples, Avoidant Personality Disorder is frequently present in indi
viduals with Social Phobia, Generalized.

Associated laboratory findings. Thus far, no laboratory test has been found to be
diagnostic of Social Phobia, nor is there sufficient evidence to support the use of any
laboratory lest (e.g., lactate infusion, CO2 inhalation) to distinguish Social Phobia
from other Anxiety Disorders (e.g., Panic Disorder).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Clinical presentation and resulting impairment may diller across culrures, depending
on social demands. In certain cultures (e.g., Japan and Korea), individuals with Social
Phobia may develop persistent and excessive fears of giving offense to others in social
situations, instead of being embarrassed. These fears may take the form of extreme
anxiety that blushing, eye-to-eye contact, or one's body odor will be offensive 10 oth
ers (tnijill kyofllsho in Japan).

In children, crying, tantrums, freezing, clinging or staying close to a familiar per
son, and inhibited interactions to the point of mutism rna)' be present. Young children
may appear excessively timid in unfamiliar social settings, shrink from contact with
others, refuse 10 participate in group play, typically Slay on the periphery of social ac
tivities, and attempt 10 remain close to familiar adults. Unlike adults, children with
Social Phobia usually do not have the option of avoiding feared situations altogether
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and may be unable to identify the nature of their anxiety. There may be a decline in
classroom performance, school refusal, or avoidance of age-appropriate: social activ
ities and dating. To make the diagnosis in children, there must be e\'idence of capac
ity for social relationships with familiar people and the social anxiety must occur in
peer settings, not just in interactions with adults. Because of the disorder's early onset
and chronic course, impairment in children tends to take the form of failure to achieve
an expected level of functioning, rather than a decline from an optimal level of func·
tioning. In contrast, when the onset is in adolescence, the disorder may lead to decre
ments in social and academic performance.

Epidemiological and community-based studies suggest that Social Phobia is more
common in women than in men. In most clinical samples, however, the sexes are ei
ther equally represented or the majority are male.

Prevalence

Epidemiological and community-based studies have reported a Wetime prevalence
of Social Phobia ranging from 3% to 13%. The reported. prevalence may vary depend·
ing on the threshold used to determine distress or impairment and the number of
types of social situations specifically surveyed. In one study, 20% reported excessive
fear of public speaking and performance, but only about 2% appeared to experience
enough impairment or distress to warrant a diagnosis of Social Phobia. In the general
population, most individuals with Social Phobia fear public speaking, whereas some
what less than half fear speaking to strangers or meeting new people. Other perfor
mance fears (e.g., eating, drinking, or writing in public, or using a public restroom)
appear to be less common. In clinical settings, the \'ast majority of persons with Social
Phobia fear more than one type of social situation. Social Phobia is rarely the reason
for admission to inpatient settings. In outpatient clinics, rales of Social Phobia have
ranged between 10% and 2OCJ'- of individuals with Anxiety Disorders, bul rales vary
Widely by site.

Course

Social Phobia typically has an onset in the mid-teens, sometimes emerging out of a
childhood history of social inhibition or shyness. Some individuals report an onset in
early childhood. Onset may abruptly follow a stressful or humiliating experience, or
it may be insidious. TIle course of Social Phobia is often continuous. Duration is fre·
quently lifelong, although the disorder may attenuate in severity or remit during
adulthood. Severity of impairment may fluctuate with We stressors and demands.
For example, Social Phobia may diminish after a person with fear of dating marries
and reemerge after death of a spouse. A job promotion to a position requiring public
speaking may result in the emergence of Social Phobia in someone who previously
never needed to speak in public.

Familial Pattern

Social Phobia appears to occur more frequently among first-degree biological rela
tives of those with the disorder compared with the general population. Evidence for
this is strongest for the Generalized subtype.
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Differential Diagnosis

Individuals with both Panic Attacks and social avoidance sometimes present a poten
tially difficult diagnostic problem. Prototypically, Panic DisorderWith Agoraphobia
is characterized by the initial onset of unexpected Panic Attacks and the subsequent
avoidance of multiple situations thought to be likely triggers of the Panic Attacks. AI·
though social situations may be avoided in Panic Disorder due to the fear of being
seen while ha\'ing a Panic Attack, Panic Disorder is characterized by recurrent unex
pected Panic Attacks that are not limited to social situations, and the diagnosis of So
cial Phobia is not made when the only social fear is of being seen while having a Panic
Attack. Prototypically, Social Phobia is characterized by the avoidance of social situ
ations in the absence of recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks. When Panic Attacks do
occur, they take the form of situationally bound or situationally predisposed Panic
Attacks (e.g., a person with fear of embarrassment when speaking in public experi
ences Panic Attacks cued only by public speaking or other sodal situations). Some
presentations fall between these prototypes and require clinical judgment in the se
lection of the most appropriate diagnosis. For example, an individual who had not
previously had a fear of public speaking has a Panic Attack while gi\!ing a talk and
begins to dread giving presentations. U this individual subsequently has Panic At
tacks only in social performance situations (even if the focus of fear is on the panic),
then a diagnosis of Social Phobia may be appropriate. li, however, the individual con
tinues to experience unexpected Panic Attacks, then a diagnosis of Panic Disorder
With Agoraphobia would be warranted.lf criteria are met for both Social Phobia and
Panic Disorder, both diagnoses may be given. For example, an individual with We
long fear and avoidance of most social situations (Social Phobia) later develops Panic
Allacks in nonsocial situations and a variety of additional avoidance behaviors (Panic
Disorder With Agoraphobia).

Avoidance of situations because of a fear of possible humiliation is highly promi
nent in Social Phobia, but may also at times occur in Panic Disorder With Agorapho
bia and Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder. The situations avoided in
Social Phobia are limited to those involving possible scrutiny by other people. Fears
in Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder typically involve characteristic
dusters of situations that mayor may not involve scrutiny by others (e.g., being alone
outside the home or being home alone; being on a bridge or in an ele\'atori traveling
in a bus, train, automobile, or airplane). The role of a companion also may be useful
in distinguishing Social Phobia from Agoraphobia (With and Without Panic Dis
order). Typically, individuals with agoraphobic avoidance prefer to be with a trusted
companion when in the feared situation, whereas individuals with Social Phobia may
have marked anticipatory anxiety, but characteristically do not have Panic Attacks
when alone. A person with Social Phobia who fears crowded stores would feel scm
tinized with or without a companion and might be less anxious without the added
burden of perceived scrutiny by the companion.

Children with Separation Anxiety Disorder may avoid sodal settings due to con
cerns about being separated from their caretaker, c<?ncems about being embarrassed
by needing to leave prematurely to return home, or concerns about requiring the
presence of a parent when it is not developmentally appropriate. A separate diagno
sis of Social Phobia is generaUy not warranted. Children with Separation Anxiety Dis-
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order are usually comfortable in social settings in their own home, whereas those
with Social Phobia display signs of discomfort even when feared social situations oc
cur at home.

Although fear of embarrassment or humiliation may be present in Generalized
Anxiety Disorder or Specific Phobia (e.g., embarrassment about fainting when hav
ing blood drawn), this is not the main focus of the individual's fear or anxiety. Chil
dren with Generalized Anxiety Disorder have excessive worries about the quality of
their performance, but these occur even when they are not evaluated by others,
whereas in Social Phobia the potential evaluation by others is the key to the anxiety.

In a Pervasive Developmental Disorder and Schizoid Personality Disorder, so
cial situations are avoided because of lack of interest in relating to other individuals.
In contrast, individuals with Social Phobia have a capacity for and interest in social
relationships with familiar people. In particular, for children to qualify for a diagnosis
of Social Phobia, they must have at least one age-appropriate social relationship with
someone outside the immediate family (e.g., a child who feels uncomfortable in social
gatherings with peers and avoids such situations, but who has an active interest in
and a relationship with one familiar same-age friend).

Avoidant Personality Disorder shares a number of features with Social Phobia
and appears to overlap extensively with Social Phobia, Generalized. Avoidant Per
sonality Disorder may be a more severe variant of Social Phobia, Generalized, that is
not qualitatively distinct. For individuals with Social Phobia, Generalized, the addi
tional diagnosis of Avoidant Personality Disorder should be considered.

Social anxiety and avoidance of social situations are associated features of many
other mental disorders (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder, Dysthymic Disorder,
Schizophrenia, Body Dysmorphic Disorder). U the symptoms of social anxiety or
avoidance occur only during the course of another mental disorder and are judged to
be better accounted for by that disorder, the additional diagnosis of Social Phobia is
not made.

Some individuals may experience clinically significant social anxiety and avoid
ance related to a general medical condition or mental disorder with potentially em
barrassing symptoms (e.g., tremor in Parkinson's disease, Stuttering. obesity,
strabismus, facial scarring, or abnormal eating behavior in Anorexia Nenfosa). How
ever, if social anxiety and avoidance are limited to concerns about the general medical
condition or mental disorder, by convention the diagnosis of Social Phobia is not
made. If the social avoidance is clinically significant, a separate diagnosis of Anxiety
Disorder Not Othenl/ise Specified may be given.

Performance anxiety, stage fright, and shyness in social situations that involve
unfamiliar people are common and should not be diagnosed as Social Phobia unless
the anxiety or avoidance leads to clinically Significant impairment or marked distress.
Children commonly exhibit social anxiety, particularly when interacting with unfa
miliar adults. A diagnOSiS of Social Phobia should not be made in children unless the
social anxiety is also evident in peer settings and persists for at least 6 months.
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Diagnostic criteria for 300.23 Social Phobia
A. A marked and persistent fear of one or more social or performance situations in

which the person is exposed to unfamiliar people or to possible scrutiny by others.
The individual fears that he or she will act in a way (or show anxiety symptoms) that
will be humiliating or embarrassing_ Note: In children, there must be evidence of
the capacity for age-appropriate social relationships with familiar people and the
anxiety must occur in peer settings, not just in interactions with adults.

B. Exposure to the feared social situation almost invariably provokes anxiety, which
may take the form of a situationally bound or situationally predisposed Panic
Attack. Note: In children, the anxiety may be expressed by crying, tantrums, freez
ing, or shrinking from sodal situations with unfamiliar people.

C. The person recognizes that the fear is excessive or unreasonable. Note: In children,
this feature may be absent.

D. The feared social or performance situations are avoided or else are endured with in
tense anxiety or distress.

E. The avoidance, anxious anticipation, or distress in the feared sodal or performance
situation(s) interferes significantly with the person's normal routine, occupational
(academic) functioning, or social activities or relationships, or there is marked distress
about having the phobia.

F. In individuals under age 18 years, the duration is at least 6 months.

G. The fear or avoidance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance
(e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition and is not better
accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Panic Disorder With or Without
Agoraphobia, Separation Anxiety Disorder, Body Dysmorphic Disorder, a Pervasive
Developmental Disorder, or Schizoid Personality Disorder).

H. If a general medical condition or another mental disorder is present, the fear in Cri
terion A is unrelated to it, e.g., the fear is not of Stuttering, trembling in Parkinson's
disease, or exhibiting abnormal eating behavior in Anorexia Nervosa or Bulimia Ner·
vasa.

Specify if:

Generalized: if the fears include most social situations (also consider the addi
tional diagnosis of Avoidant Personality Disorder)

300.3 Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Obsessive-Compulsi\'e DiSorder are recurrent obsessions or
compulsions (Criterion A) thai are severe enough to be lime consuming (i.e., they
take more than 1hour a day) or cause marked distress or significant impairment (Cri-
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terion C). At some point during the course of the disorder, the person has recognized
that the obsessions or compulsions are excessive or unreasonable (Criterion B). U an
other Axis I disorder is present, the content of the obsessions or compulsions is not
restricted to it (Criterion D). The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological ef
fecls of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condi
tion (Criterion E).

Obsessions are persistent ideas, thoughts, impulses, or images that are experienced
as intrusive and inappropriate and that cause marked anxiety or distress. The inlru
siveand inappropriate quality of the obsessions has been referred to as "ego-dystonic."
This refers to the individual's sense that the content of the obsession is alien, not with
in his or her own control. and not the kind of thought that he or she would expect to
have. However, the individual is able to recognize that the obsessions are the produci
of his or her own mind and are not imposed from without (as in thought insertion).

The most common obsessions are repeated thoughts about contamination (e.g., be
coming contaminated by shaking hands), repeated doubts (e.g., wondering whether
one has performed some act such as having hurt someone in a traffic accident or hav
ing left a door unlocked), a need to have things in a particular order (e.g., intense dis
tress when objects are disordered or asymmetrical), aggressive or horrific impulses
(e.g., to hurt one's child or to shout an obscenity in church), and sexual imagery (e.g.,
a recurrent pornographic image). The thoughts, impulses, or images are nol simply
excessive worries about real-life problems (e.g., concerns about current ongoing dif
ficulties in life, such as financial, work, or school problems) and are unlikely to be re
lated to a real-life problem.

The individual with obsessions usually attempts to ignore or suppress such
thoughts or impulses or to neutralize them with some other thought or action (i.e., a
compulsion). For example, an individual plagued by doubts about having turned off
the stove attempts 10 neutralize them by repeatedly checking to ensure that il is off.

Compulsio1ls are repetiti\Oe behaviors (e.g., hand washing, ordering.. checking) or
mental acts (e.g., praying. counting, repeating words silently) the goal of which is to
prevent or reduce anxiety or distress, not to provide pleasure or gratification. In most
cases, the person feels driven to perform the compulsion to reduce the distress that
accompanies an obsession or to prevent some dreaded event or situation. For exam
ple, individuals with obsessions about being contaminated may reduce their mental
distress by washing their hands until their skin is raw; individuals distressed by ob
sessions about haVing lefl a door unlocked may be driven to check the lock every few
minutes; individuals distressed by unwanted blasphemous thoughts may find relief
in counting to 10 bad..vard and forward 100 times for each thought. In some cases,
individuals perform rigid or stereotyped acts according to idiosyncratically elaborat
ed rules without being able 10 indicate why they are doing them. By definition, com
pulsions are either dearly excessive or are not connected in a realistic way with what
they are designed to neutralize or prevent. The most common compulsions involve
washing and cleaning, counting, checking, requesting or demanding assurances, re
peating actions, and ordering.

By definition, adults with Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder have at some point rec
ognized that the obsessions or compulsions are excessive or urueasonable. This re
quirement does not apply to children because they may lack sufficient cognitive
awareness 10 make this judgment. However, even in adults there is a broad range of
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insight into the reasonableness of the obsessions or compulsions. Some individuals
are uncertain about the reasonableness of their obsessions or compulsions, and any
given individual's insight may vary across times and situations. For example, the per
son may recognize a contamination compulsion as unreasonable when discussing it
in a "safe situation" (e.g., in the therapist's office), but not when forced to handle
money. At those times when the individual recognizes that the obsessions and com
pulsions are unreasonable, he or she may desire or attempt to resist them. ""'hen at
tempting to resist a compulsion, the individual may have a sense of mounting anxiety
or tension that is often relieved by yielding to the compulsion. In the course of the dis
order, after repeated failure to resist the obsessions or compulsions, the individual
may give in to them, no longer experience a desire to resist them, and may incorpo
rate the compulsions into his or her daily routines.

The obsessions or compulsions must cause marked distress, be time consuming
(take more than 1 hour per day), or Significantly interfere with the individual's nor
mal routine, occupational functioning, or usual social activities or relationships with
others. Obsessions or compulsions can displace useful and satisfying behavior and
can be highl)' disruptive to overall functioning. Be<ause obsessh'e intrusions can be
distracting, they frequently result in inefficient performance of cognitive tasks that re
quire concentration, such as reading or computation. In addition, many individuals
avoid objects or sihlations that provoke obsessions or compulsions. Such avoidance
can become extensive and can severely restrict general functioning.

Specifier

With Poor Insight. This specifier can be applied when, for most of the time
during the current episode, the individual does not recognize that the obses
sions or compulsions are excessive or unreasonable.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Frequently there is avoid
ance of situations that involve the content of the obsessions, such as dirt or contami~
nation. For example, a person with obsessions about dirt may avoid public restrooms
or shaking hands with strangers. Hypochondriacal concerns are common, with re
peated visits to physicians to seek reassurance. Guilt. a pathological sense of respon
sibility, and sleep disturbances may be present. There may be excessive use of akohol
or of sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic medications. Performing compuJsions may be
come a major life activity, leading to serious marital, occupational, or social disability.
Pervasive avoidance rna)' leave an individual housebound.

In adults, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder may be associated with Major Depres
sive Disorder, some other Anxiety Disorders (i.e., Specific Phobia, Social Phobia, Pan
ic Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder), Eating Disorders. and some Personality
Disorders (i.e., Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder, Avoidant Personality
Disorder, Dependent Personality Disorder). In children, it may also be associated
with Learning Disorders and Disruptive Behavior Disorders. There is a high inci
dence of Obsessive~Compulsi\'eDisorder in children and adults with Tourette's
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Disorder, with estimates ranging from approximately 35% to 50%. The incidence of
laurette's Disorder in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is lower, with estimates
ranging beh\'een 5% and 7%. Between 20% and 30% of individuals with Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder have reported current or past tics.

Associated laboratory findings. No laboratory findings have been identified that
are diagnostic of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder. However, a variety of laboratory
findings have been noted to be abnormal in groups of individuals with Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder relative to control subjects. There is some evidence that some
serotonin agonists given acutely cause increased symptoms in some indh,jduals with
the disorder. Individuals with the disorder may exhibit increased autonomic activity
when confronted in the laboratory with circumstances that trigger an obsession.
Physiological reactivity decreases after the performance of compulsions.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Dermatological problems caused by excessive washing with water or caustic cleaning
agents may be observed.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Culturally prescribed ritual behavior is not in itself indicati\'e ofObsessive-Compulsi\-e
Disorder unless it exceeds cultural norms, occurs at times and places judged inappro
priate by others of the same culture, and interferes with social role functioning.
Although cultural factors may not lead to Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder per se, re
ligiOUS and cultural beliefs may influence the themes of obsessions and compulsions
(e.g., Orthodox Jews with religious compulsions may have s}'mptoms focusing on
dietary practices). Important life transitions and mourning may lead to an intensifi
cation of ritual behavior that may appear to be an obsession 10 a clinician who is not
familiar with the culhlral context.

Presentations of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder in children are generally similar
'0 those in adulthood. Washing, checking, and ordering rituals are particularly com
non in children. Children generally do not request help, and the symptoms may not
Je ego-dystonic. More often the problem is identified by parents, who bring the child
in for treatment. Gradual dedines in schoolwork secondary to impaired ability to
concentrate have been reported. Like adults, children are more prone to engage in
rituals at home than in front of peers, teachers, or strangers. For a small subset of
children. Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder may be associated with Group A beta
hemolytic streptococcal infection (e.g., scarlet fever and "strep throat"). This form of
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is characterized by prepubertal onset, associated
neurological abnomlaHties (e.g., choreiform movements and motoric hyperactiVity)
and an abrupt onset of symptoms or an episoclic course in which exacerbations are
temporally related to the streptococcal infections. Older adults tend to show more ob
sessions concerning morality and washing rituals compared with other types of
symptoms.

In adults, this disorder is equally common in males and females. However, in
childhood-onset Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder. the disorder is more common in
boys than in girls.
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Prevalence

Community studies have estimated a lifetime prevalence of 2.5% and a I-year preva
lence of 0.5%-2.1% in adults. However. methodological problems with the assess
ment tool used raise the possibility that the true prevalence rates are much lower.
Community studies of children and adolescents have estimated a Wetime prevalence
of 10/0-2.3% and a I-year prevalence of 0.7%. Research indicates that prevalence rates
of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder are similar in many different cultures around the
world.

Course

Although Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder usually begins in adolescence or early
adulthood, it may begin in childhood. Modal age at onset is earlier in males than in

females: between ages 6 and 15 years for males and between ages 20 and 29 years for
females. For the most part, onset is gradual, but acute onset has been noted in some
cases. The majority of individuals have a chronic waxing and waning course. with ex
acerbation of symptoms that may be related to stress. About 15% show progressive
deterioration in occupational and social functioning. About 5% have an episodic
course with minimal or no symptoms between episodes.

Familial Pattern

The concordance rate for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is higher for monozygotic
twins than it is for dizygotic twins. The rate of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder in
first-degree biological relatives of individuals with Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
and in ftrSt-degree biological relatives of individuals with Tourette's Disorder is high
er than that in the general population.

Differential Diagnosis

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder must be distinguished from Anxiety Disorder Due
to a General Medical Condition. The diagnosis is Anxiety Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition when the obsessions or compulsions are judged to be a direct
physiological consequence of a specific general medical condition (see p. 476). TIus
determination is based on history, laboratory findings, or physical examination.
A Substance·Induced Anxiety Disorder is distinguished from Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder by the fact that a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse. a medication. or exposwe
to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the obsessions or compulsions (see
p.479).

Recurrent or intrusive thoughts, impulses, images, or behaviors may occw in the
context of many other mental disorders. Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is not diag
nosed if the content of the thoughts or the activities is exclusivel}' related to another
mental disorder (e.g., preoccupation with appearance in Body Dysmorphic Disor·
der. preoccupation with a feared object or situation. in Specific or Social Phobia, hair
pulling in Trichotillomania). An additional diagnosis of Obsessive-Compulsive Dis
order may still be warranted if there are obsessions or compulsions whose content is
unrelated to the other mental disorder.
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In a Major Depressive Episode, persistent brooding about potentially unpleasant

circumstances or about possible altemative 'actions is common a.nd is considered a
mood-congruent aspect of depression rather than an obsession. For example, a de
pressed individual who ruminates that he is worthless would not be considered to
han obsessions because such brooding is not ego-dystonic.

Generalized Anxiety Disorder is characterized by excessive worry, but such wor
ries are distinguished from obsessions by the fact that the person experiences them as
excessive conceOlS about real-life drctUnstances. For example, an excessive concern
that one may lose one's job would constitute a worry, not an obsession. In contrast,
the content of obsessions does not typically involve real-life problems, and the obses
sions are experienced as inappropriate by the individual (e.g., the intrusive distress
ing idea that "God" is "dog" spelled backward).

If recurrent distressing thoughts are exclusively related to fears of having, or the
idea that one has, a serious disease based on misinterpretation of bodily symptoms,
then Hypochondriasis should be diagnosed instead of Obsessive-Compulsive Disor
der. However, if the concern about having an illness is accompanied by rituals such
as excessive washing or checking beha\'ior related to concerns about the illness or
about spreading it to other people, then an additional diagnosis of Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder may be indicated. If the major concern is about contracting an
illness (rather than haVing an illness) and no rituals are involved, then a Specific Pho
bia of illness may be the more appropriate diagnosis.

The ability of individuals to recognize that the obsessions or compulsions are ex
cessive or unreasonable occurs on a continuum. In some individuals with Obsessive
CompulsiH Disorder, reality testing may be lost, and the obsession may reach
delusional proportions (e.g., the belief that one has caused the death of another per
son by having willed it). In such cases, the presence of psychotic features may be in
dicated by an additional diagnosis of Delusional Disorder or Psychotic Disorder
Not Othenvise Specified. The specifier With Poor lnsight may be useful in those sit
uations that are on the boundary between obsession and delusion (e.g., an individual
whose extreme preoccupation with contamination, although exaggerated, is less in
tense than in a Delusional Disorder and is justified by the fact that genns are indeed
ubiqUitous).

The ruminative delusional thoughts and bizarre stereotyped behaviors that occur
in Schizophrenia are distinguished from obsessions and compulsions by the fact that
they are not ego-dystonic and not subject to reality testing. However, some individu
als manifest symptoms of both ObsessiYe-Compulsive Disorder and Schizophrenia
and warrant both diagnoses.

Tics (in Tic Disorder) and stereotyped movements (in Stereotypic Movement
Disorder) must be distinguished from compulsions. A tic is a sudden, rapid, recur
rent, nonrhythmic stereotyped motor movement or vocalization (e.g., eye blinking,
tongue protrusion, throat dearing). A stereotyped movement is a repetitive, seemingly
driven nonfunctional motor behavior (e.g., head banging, body rocking, seU-biting).
In contrast to a compulsion, tics and stereotyped movements are typically less com
plex and are not aimed at neutralizing an obsession. Some individuals manifest
symptoms of both Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder and a Tic Disorder (especially
Tourette's Disorder), and both diagnoses may be warranted.

Some activities, such as eating (e.g., Eating Disorders), sexual behavior (e.g.,
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Paraphilias), gambling (e.g., Pathological Gambling), or substance use (e.g., Alcohol
Dependence or Abuse), when engaged in excessively, have been referred 10 as "com
pulsive." However, these activities are not considered to be compulsions as defined
in this manual because the person usuaUyderives pleasure from the activity and may
wish to resist it only because of its deleterious consequences.

Although Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder and Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder have similar names, the clin..icaJ manifestations of these disorders are quite
different. Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder is not characterized by the
presence of obsessions or compulsions and instead involves a pervasive pattern of
preoccupation with orderliness, perfectionism, and control and must begin by early
adulthood. U an individual manifests symptoms of both ObsessivKompulsive Dis
order and Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder, both diagnoses can be given.

Superstitions and repetitive checking behaviors are commonly encountered in

everyday life. A diagnosis of ObsessivKompulsive Disorder should be considered
only if they are particularly time consuming or result in clinically significant impair
ment or distress.

Diagnostic criteria for
300.3 Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

A. Either obsessions or compulsions:

Obsessions as defined by (1), (2), (3), and (4):

(1) recurrent and persistent thoughts, impulses, or images that are experienced, at
some time during the disturbance, as intrusive and inappropriate and that cause
marked anxiety or distress

(2) the thoughts, impulses, or images are not simply excessive worries about real
life problems

(3) the person attempts to ignore or suppress such thoughts, impulses, or images,
or to neutralize them with some other thought or action

(4) the person recognizes that the obsessional thoughts, impulses, or images are
a product of his or her own mind (not imposed from without as in thought in
sertion)

Compulsions as defined by (1) and (1):

(1) repetitive behaviors (e.g., hand washing, ordering, checking) or mental acts
(e.g., praying, counting, repeating words silently) that the person feels driven
to perform in response to an obsession, or according to rules that must be ap+
plied rigidly

(2) the behaviors or mental acts are aimed at preventing or reducing distress or pre
venting some dreaded event or situation; however, these behaviors or mental
acts either are not connected in a realistic way with what they are designed to
neutralize or prevent or are dearly excessive

8. At some point during the course of the disorder, the person has recognized that the
obsessions or compulsions are excessive or unreasonable. Note: This does not apply
to children.
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Diagnostic criteria for
300.3 Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (continued)

c. The obsessions or compulsions cause marked distress, are time consuming (take more
than 1 hour a day), or significantly interfere with the person's normal routine, o<cu

pational (or academic) functioning, or usual social activities or relationships.

D. If another Axis I disorder is present, the content of the obsessions or compulsions is
not restricted to it (e.g.. preoccupation with food in the presence of an Eating Disor
der; hair pulling in the presence of Trichotillomania; concern with appearance in the
presence of Body Dysmorphic Disorder; preoccupation with drugs in the presence of
a Substance Use Disorder; preoccupation with having a serious illness in the presence
of Hypochondriasis; preoccupation with sexual urges or fantasies in the presence of
a Paraphilia; or guilty ruminations in the presence of Major Depressive Disorder).

E. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g .. a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

Specify if:

With Poor Insight: if, for most of the time during the current episode, the per
son does not recognize that the obsessions and compulsions are excessive or un
reasonable

309.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder is the development of charac
teristic symptoms following exposure to an extreme traumatic stressor involving di
rect personal experience of an event that involves actual or threatened. death or
serious injury, or other threat to one's physical integrity; or witnessing an event that
involves death, injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of another person; or leam~
ing about unexpected or violent death, serious harm, or threat of death or injury ex
perienced by a family member or other close associate (Criterion AI). The person's
response to the event must involve intense fear, helplessness, or horror (or in chil
dren, the response must involve disorganized or agitated behavior) (Criterion A2).
The characteristic symptoms resulting from the exposure to the extreme trauma in
clude persistent reexperiencing of the traumatic event (Criterion B), persistent avoid

ance of stimuli associated with the trauma and numbing of general responsiveness
(Criterion C), and persistent symptoms of increased arousal (Criterion D). The full
symptom picture must be present for more than I month (Criterion E), and the dis
turbance must cause clinically significant distress or impainnent in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion F).

Traumatic events that are experienced. directly include, but are not limited to, mil
itary combat, violent personal assault (sexual assault, physical attack, robbery, mug
ging), being kidnapped, being taken hostage, terrorist attack, torture, incarceration as
a prisoner of war or in a concentration camp, natural or manmade disasters, severe
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automobile accidents, or being diagnosed with a We-threatening illness. For children,
sexuaUy traumatic events may include developmentally inappropriate sexual experi
ences without threatened or actual violence or injury. Witnessed events include, but
are not limited to, observing the serious injury or unnatural death of another person
due to violent assault, accident, war, or disaster or unexpectedly witnessing a dead
body or body parts. Events experienced by others that are learned about include, but
are not limited to, violent personal assault, serious accident, or serious injury experi
enced by a family member or a close friend; learning about the sudden, unexpected
death of a family member or a close friend; or learning that one's child has a life
threatening disease. The disorder may be especiaUy se\'ere or long lasting when the
stressor is of human design (e.g., torture, rape). The likelihood of developing this dis
order may increase as the intensity of and physical proximity to the stressor increase.

The traumatic event can be reexperienced in various ways. Commonly the person
has recurrent and intrusive recoUections of the event (Criterion 81) or recurrent dis
tressing dreams during which the event can be replayed or othem'ise represented
(Criterion 82). In rare instances, the person experiences dissociative states that last
from a few seconds to several hOUTS, or even days, during which components of the
event are relived and the person behaves as though experiencing the event at that
moment (Criterion 83). These episodes, often referred to as "flashbacks," are typically
brief but can be associated with prolonged. distress and heightened arousal. Intense
psychological distress (Criterion 84) or physiological reactivity (Criterion 85) often
occurs when the person is exposed to triggering events that resemble or symbolize an
aspect of the traumatic event (e.g., anniversaries of the traumatic event; cold, snowy
weather or uniformed guards for sun'ivors of death camps in cold climates; hot. hu
mid weather for combat veterans of the South Pacific; entering any elevator for a
woman who was raped in an elevator).

Stimuli associated with the trauma are persistently avoided. The person common~
Iy makes deliberate efforts to avoid thoughts, feelings, or conversations about the
traumatic event (Criterion Cl) and to avoid activities, situations, or people who
arouse recollections of it (Criterion C2). This avoidance of reminders may include am
nesia for an important aspect of the traumatic event (Criterion 0). Diminished re
sponsiveness to the external world, referred to as "psychic numbing" or "emotional
anesthesia," usually begins soon after the traumatic event. The individual may com
plain of having markedly diminished interest or participation in previously enjoyed
activities (Criterion C4), of feeling detached or estranged from other people (Criterion
CS), or of having markedly reduced. ability to feel emotions (especially those associ
ated. with intimacy, tenderness, and sexuality) (Criterion C6). The individual may
have a sense of a foreshortened future (e.g., not expecting to have a career, marriage,
children, or a normal life span) (Criterion C7).

The individual has persistent symptoms of anxiety or increased arousal that were
not present before the trauma. These symptoms may include difficulty falling or stay
ing asleep that may be due to recurrent nightmares during which the traumatic event
is relived (Criterion 01), hypervigilance (Criterion 04), and exaggerated startle re
sponse (Criterion 05). Some individuals report irritability or outbursts of anger (Cri
terion 02) or difficulty concentrating or completing tasks (Criterion 03).
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Specifiers

The foUowing specifiers may be used to specify onset and duration of the symptoms
of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder:

Acute. This specifier should be used when the duration of symptoms is less
than 3 months.
Chronic. This specifier should be used when the symptoms last 3 months or
longer.
With Delayed Onset. This specifier indicates that at least 6 months have
passed between the traumatic event and the onset of the symptoms.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with Post
traumatic Stress Disorder may describe painful guilt feelings about surviving when
others did not sun'ive or about the things they had to do to sun'ive. Avoidance pat
terns may interfere with interpersonal relationships and lead to marital conflict, di
vorce, or loss of job. Auditory hallucinations and paranoid ideation can be present in
some severe and chronic cases. The follOWing associated constellation of symptoms
may occur and are more commonly seen in association with an interpersonal stressor
(e.g., childhood sexual or physical abuse, domestic battering): impaired affect modu
lation; self·destructive and impulsive behavior; dissociative symptoms; somatic
complaints; feelings of ineffectiveness, shame, despair, or hopelessness; feeling per
manently damaged; a loss of previously sustained beliefs; hostility; social withdraw
al; feeling constantly threatened; impaired relationships with others; or a change
from the individual's previous personality characteristics.

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder is associated with increased rates of Major Depres
sive Disorder, Substance-Related Disorders, Panic Disorder, Agoraphobia, Obses·
sive--Compulsive Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Social Phobia, Specific
Phobia, and Bipolar Disorder. These disorders can either precede, follow, or emerge
concurrently with the onset of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.

Associated laboratory findings. Increased arousal may be measured through stud·
ies of autonomic functioning (e.g., heart rate, electromyography, sweat gland activity).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Physical injuries may occur as a direct consequence of the trauma. In addition, chron·
ic Posttraumatic Stress Disorder may be associated with increased. rates of somatic
complaints and, possibly, general medica.l conditions.

Specific Culture and Age Features

Individuals who have recently emigrated from areas of considerable social unrest
and civil conflict may have elevated rates of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Such in·
dividuals may be especially reluctant to divulge experiences of torture and trauma
due to their vulnerable political immigrant status. Specific assessments of traumatic
experiences and concomitant symptoms are needed for such individuals.
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In younger children, distressing dreams of the event may, within several weeks,
change into generalized nightmares of monsters, of rescuing others, or of threats to
sell or others. Young children usuaUy do not have the sense that they are reliving the
past; rather, the reliving of the trauma may occur through repetitive play (e.g., a child
who was involved in a serious automobile accident repeatedly reenacts car crashes
with toy cars). Because it may be difficult for children to report diminished interest in
significant activities and constriction of affect, these symptoms should be carefully
evaluated with reports from parents, teachers, and other observers. In children, the
sense of a foreshortened future may be evidenced by the belief that life will be too
short to include becoming an adult. There may also be "omen formation"-that is, be
lief in an ability to foresee future untoward events. Children may also exhibit various
physical symptoms, such as stomachaches and headaches.

Prevalence

Community-based studies reveal a lifetime prevalence for Posttraumatic Stress Dis
order of approximately 8% of the adult population in the United States. Information
is not currently available with regard to the general population prevalence in other
countries. Studies of at-risk individuals (i.e., groups exposed to specific traumatic in
cidents) yield variable findings, with the highest rates (ranging between one-third
and more than half of those exposed) found among sun'ivors of rape, military combat
and captivity, and ethnically or politically motivated internment and genocide.

Course

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder can occur at any age, including childhood. Symptoms
usually begin within the first 3 months after the trauma, although there may be a de
lay of months, or even years, before symptoms appear. Frequently, a person's reac
tion to a trauma initially meets criteria for Acute Stress Disorder (see p. 469) in the
immediate aftermath of the trauma. The symptoms of the disorder and the relative
predominance of reexperiencing, avoidance, and hyperarousal symptoms may vary
over time. Duration of the symptoms varies, with complete recovery occurring within
3 months in approximately half of cases, with many others having persisting symp
toms for longer than 12 months after the trauma. In some cases, the course is charac
terized by a waxing and waning of symptoms. Symptom reactivation may occur in
response to reminders of the original trauma, life stressors, or new traumatic events.

The severity, duration, and proximity of an individual's exposure to the traumatic
event are the most important factors affecting the likelihood of developing this disor
der. There is some evidence that social supports, family history, childhood e)"periences,
personality variables, and preexisting mental disorders may influence the develop
ment of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. This disorder can develop in individuals with
out any predisposing conditions, particularly if the stressor is especially extreme.

Familial Pattern

There is evidence of a heritable component to the transmission of Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder. Furthermore, a history of depression in first-degree relatives has
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been related to an increased vul~erabi1it)' to developing Postraumatic Stress
Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

In Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, the stressor must be of an_extreme (i.e., life-threat
ening) nature. In contrast, in Adjustment Disorder, the stressor can be of any sever
ity. The diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder is appropriate both for situations in which
the response to an extreme stressor does not meet the criteria for Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder (or another specific mental disorder) and for situations in which the symp
tom pattern of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder occurs in response 10 a stressor that is
not extreme (e.g., spouse lea\'ing, being fired).

Not all psychopathology that occurs in individuals exposed to an extreme stressor
should necessarily be attributed to Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Symptoms of
avoidance, numbing, and increased arousal that are present before exposure to the
stressor do not meet criteria for the diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and
require consideration of other diagnoses (e.g., a Mood Disorder or another Anxiety
Disorder). Moreover, if the symptom response pattern to the extreme stressor meets
criteria for another mental disorder (e.g., Brief Psychotic Disorder, Conversion Dis
order, Major Depressive Disorder), these diagnoses should be given instead of, or in
addition to, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.

Acute Stress Disorder is distinguished from Posttraumatic Stress Disorder be
cause the symptom pattern in Acute Stress Disorder must occur within 4 weeks of the
traumatic event and resolve within that 4-week period. If the symptoms persist for
more than 1 month and meet criteria for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, the diagnosis
is changed from Acute Stress Disorder to Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.

Tn Obsessive·CompuIsive Disorder, there are recurrent intrusive thoughts, but
these are experienced as inappropriate and are not related to an experienced traumat
ic event. Flashbacks in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder must be distinguished from
illusions, hallucinations, and other perceptual disturbances that may occur in Schizo·
phrenia, other Psychotic Disorders, Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features, a de·
lirium, Substance·Induced Disorders, and Psychotic Disorders Due to a General
Medical Condition.

Malingering should be ruled out in those situations in which financial remunera
tion, benefit eligibility, and forensic determinations playa role.

Diagnostic criteria for
309.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

A. The person has been exposed to a traumatic event in which both of the following
were present:

(1) the person experienced, witnessed, or was confronted with an event or events
that involved actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the
physical integrity of self or others

(2) the person's response involved intense fear. helplessness. or horror. Note: In
children, this may be expressed instead by disorganized or agitated behavior
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Diagnostic criteria for
309.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (continued)

B. The traumatic event is persirtently reexperienced in one (or more) of the following
ways:

(1) recurrent and intrusive distressing recollections of the event, including images,
thoughts, or perceptions. Note: In young children, repetitive play may occur
in which themes or aspects of the trauma are expressed.

(2) recurrent dirtressing dreams of the event. Note: In children, there may be
frightening dreams without recognizable content.

(3) acting or feeling as if the traumatic event were recurring (includes a sense of
reliving the experience, illusions, hallucinations, and dissociative flashback epi
sodes, including those that occur on awakening or when intoxicated). Note:
In young children, trauma-specific reenactment may occur.

(4) intense psychological dirtress at exposure to internal or external cues that sym
bolize or resemble an aspect of the traumatic event

(5) physiological reactivity on exposure to internal or external cues that symbolize
or resemble an aspect of the traumatic event

C. Persistent avoidance of rtimufi associated with the trauma and numbing of general
responsiveness (not present before the trauma), as indicated by three (or more) of
the following:

(1) efforts to avoid thoughts, feelings, or conversations associated with the trauma
(2) efforts to avoid activities, places, or people that arouse recollections of the trauma
(3) inability to recall an important aspect of the trauma
(4) markedly diminished interest or participation in significant activities
(5) feeling of detachment or estrangement from others
(6) restricted range of affect (e.g., unable to have loving feelings)
(7) sense of a foreshortened future (e.g., does not expect to have a career, mar

riage, children, or a normal life span)

D. Persistent symptoms of increased arousal (not present before the trauma), as indicat
ed by two (or more) of the following:

(1) difficulty falling or staying asleep
(2) irritability or outbursts of anger
(3) difficulty concentrating
(4) hypervigilance
(5) exaggerated startle response

E. Duration of the disturbance (symptoms in Criteria B, C, and D) is more than 1 month.

F. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning.

Specify if:

Acute: if duration of symptoms is less than 3 months
Chronic: if duration of symptoms is 3 months or more

Specify if:

With Delayed Onset: if onset of symptoms is at least 6 months after the stressor
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308.3 Ac~te Stress Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Acute Stress Disorder is the development of characteristic
anxiety, dissociative, and other symptoms that occurs within 1 month after exposure
to an extreme traumatic stressor (Criterion A). For a discussion of the types of stres
sors involved, see the description of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (p. 463). Either
while experiencing the traumatic event or after the event, the individual has at least
three of the following dissociative symptoms: a subjective sense of numbing, detach
ment, or absence of emotional responsiveness; a reduction in awareness of his or her
surroundings; derealization; depersonalization; or dissociative amnesia (Criterion B).
Following the trauma, the traumatic event is persistently reexperienced (Criterion C),
and the individual displays marked avoidance of stimuli that may arouse recollec
tions of the trauma (Criterion D) and has marked symptoms of anxiety or increased
arousal (Criterion E). The symptoms must cause clinically significant distress, signif
icantly interfere with normal functioning, or impair the individual's ability to pursue
necessary tasks (Criterion F). The disturbance lasts for a minimum of 2 days and a
maximum of 4 weeks after the traumatic event (Criterion G); if symptoms persist be
yond 4 weeks, the diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder may be applied. The
symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (Le., a drug of
abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition, are not better accounted for by
Brief Psychotic Disorder, and are not merely an exacerbation of a preexisting mental
disorder (Criterion H).

As a response to the traumatic event, the individual develops dissociative symp
toms. Individuals with Acute Stress Disorder rna}' have a decrease in emotional re
sponsiveness, often finding it difficult or impossible to experience pleasure in
previously enjoyable activities, and frequently feel guilty about pursuing usual life
tasks. They may experience difficulty concentrating, feel detached from their bodies,
experience the world as unreal or dreamlike, or have increasing difficulty recalling
specific details of the traumatic event (dissociative amnesia). In addition, at least one
symptom from each of the symptom clusters required for Posttraumatic Stress Disor
der is present. First, the traumatic event is persistently reexperienced (e.g., recurrent
recollections, images, thoughts, dreams, illusions, flashback episodes, a sense of re
living the event, or distress on exposure to reminders of the event). Second, remind
ers of the trauma (e.g., places, people, activities) are avoided. Finally, hyperarousal in
response to stimuli reminiscent of the trauma is present (e.g., difficulty sleeping, ir
ritability, poor concentration, hypervigilance, an exaggerated startle response, and
motor restlessness).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Symptoms of despair and
hopelessness may be experienced in Acute Stress Disorder and may be sufficientlyse
vere and persistent to meet criteria for a Major Depressive Episode, in which case an
additional diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder may be warranted. If the trauma
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led to another's death or to serious injury, survivors may feel guilt about having re
mained intact or about not providing enough help to others. Individuals with this dis
order often perceive themselves to have greater responsibility for the consequences
of the trauma than is warranted. Problems may result from the individual's neglect
of basic health and safety needs associated with the aftennath of the trauma.Individ
uals with this disorder are at increased risk for the development of Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder. Rates of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder of approximately 80"'/0 have
been reported for motor vehicle crash Slln,jvors and victims of violent crime whose
response to the trauma initially met criteria for Acute Stress Disorder. Impulsive and
risk-taking behavior may occur after the trauma.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
General medical conditions may occur as a consequence of the trauma (e.g., head in
jury, burns).

Specific Culture Features

Although some events are likely to be universally experienced as traumatic, the se
verity and pattern of response may be modulated by cultural differences in the impli
cations of loss. There may also be culhuany prescribed coping behaviors that are
characteristic of particular cultures. For example, dissociative symptoms may be a
more prominent part of the acute stress response in cultures in which such behaviors
are sanctioned. For further discussion of cultural factors related to traumatic events,
see p. 465.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Acute Stress Disorder in a population exposed to a seriolls trau
matic stress depends on the severity and persistence of the trauma and the degree of
exposure to it. The prevalence of Acute Stress Disorder in the general population is
not known. In the few available studies, rates ranging from 14% to 33% have been
reported in individuals exposed to severe tramna (i.e., being in a motor vehicle acci
dent, being a bystander at a mass shooting).

Course

Symptoms of Acute Stress Disorder are experienced during or immediately after the
trauma, last for at least 2 days, and either resolve within 4 weeks after the conclusion
of the traumatic event or the diagnosis is changed. When symptoms persist beyond
1 month, a djagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder may be appropriate if the full
criteria for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder are met. The severity, duration, and prox
imity of an individual's exposure to the traumatic event are the most important fac
tors in determining the l.ikelihood of development of Acute Stress Disorder. There is
some evidence that social supports, family history, childhood experiences, personal
ity variables, and preexisting mental disorders may influence the development of
Acute Stress Disorder. This disorder can develop in individuals without any predis
posing conditions, particularly if the stressor is especially extreme.
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Differential Diagnosis

471

Some symptomatology following exposure to an extreme stress is ubiquitous and of
ten does not require any diagnosis. Acute Stress Disorder should only be considered
if the symptoms last at least 2 days and cause clinically significant distress or impair~

ment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning or impair the in
dividual's ability to pursue some necessary task (e.g., obtaining necessary assistance
or mobilizing personal resources by telling family members about the traumatic ex
perience).

Acute Stress Disorder must be distinguished from a Mental Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition (e.g., head trauma) (see p. 181) and from a Substance
Induced Disorder (e.g., related to Alcohol Intoxication) (see p. 209), which may be
common consequences of exposure to an extreme stressor. In some individuals, psy
chotic symptoms may occur following an extreme stressor. In such cases, Brief Psy
chotic Disorder is diagnosed instead of Acute Stress Disorder. If a Major Depressive
Episode develops after the trauma, a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder should
be considered in addition to a diagnosis of Acute Stress Disorder. A separate diagno
sis of Acute Stress Disorder should not be made if the symptoms are an exacerbation
of a preexisting mental disorder.

By definition, a diagnosis of Acute Stress Disorder is appropriate only for symp
toms that occur within 1 month of the extreme stressor. Because Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder requires more than 1 month of symptoms, this diagnosis cannot be made
during this initial I-month period. For individuals with the diagnosis of Acute Stress
Disorder whose symptoms persist for longer than 1 month, the diagnosis of Posttrau
matic Stress Disorder should be considered. For individuals who have an extreme
stressor but who develop a symptom pattern that does not meet criteria for Acute
Stress Disorder, a diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder should be considered.

Malingering must be ruled out in those situations in which financial remunera
tion, benefit eligibility, or forensic determinations playa role.

Diagnostic criteria for 308.3 Acute Stress Disorder

A. The person has been exposed to a traumatic event in which both of the following
were present:

(1) the person experienced, witnessed, or was confronted with an event or events
that involved actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the
physical integrity of self or others

(2) the person's response involved intense fear, helplessness, or horror

B. Either while experiencing or after experiencing the distressing event, the individual
has three (or more) of the following dissociative symptoms:

(1) a subjective sense of numbing, detachment, or absence of emotional respon-
siveness

(2) a reduction in awareness of his or her surroundings (e.g., "being in a daze")
(3) derealization
(4) depersonalization
(S) dissociative amnesia (i.e., inability to recall an important aspect of the trauma)
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Diagnostic criteria for 308.3 Acute Stress Disorder
(continued)

C. The traumatic event is persistently reexperienced in at least one of the following
ways: recurrent images. thoughts. dreams. illusions. flashback episodes, or a sense of
reliving the experience; or distress on exposure to reminders of the traumatic event.

D. Marked avoidance of stimuli that arouse recollections of the trauma (e.g., thoughts,
feelings, conversations, activities, places, people).

E. Marked symptoms of anxiety or increased arousal (e.g., difficulty sleeping, irritabili
ty, poor concentration. hypervigilance. exaggerated startle response, motor restless
ness).

F. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning or impairs the individual's ability to
pursue some necessary task, such as obtaining necessary assistance or mobilizing per
sonal resources by telling family members about the traumatic experience.

G. The disturbance lasts for a minimum of 2 days and a maximum of 4 weeks and occurs
within 4 weeks of the traumatic event.

H. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition, is not better accounted
for by Brief Psychotic Disorder, and is not merely an exacerbation of a preexisting
Axis I or Axis II disorder.

300.02 Generalized Anxiety Disorder
(Includes Overanxious Disorder of Childhood)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Generalized Anxiety Disorder is excessive anxiety and worry
(apprehensive expectation), occurring more days than not for a period of at least
6 months, about a number of events or activities (Criterion A). The individual finds it

difficult to control the worry (Criterion B). The anxiety and worry are accompanied
b}' at least three additional symptoms from a list that includes restlessness, being eas
ily fatigued, difficult)' concentrating, irritability, muscle tension, and disturbed sleep
(only one additional symptom is required in children) (Criterion C). The focus of the
anxiety and worry is not confined to features of another Axis I disorder such as hav
ing a Panic Attack (as in Panic Disorder), being embarrassed in public (as in Social
Phobia), being contaminated (as in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder), being away
from home or close relatives (as in Separation Anxiety Disorder), gaining weight (as
in Anorexia Nervosa), having multiple physical complaints (as in Somatization Dis

order), or haVing a serious illness (as in Hypochondriasis), and the anxiety and worry
do not occur exclusively during Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (Criterion D). Al
though individuals with Generalized Anxiety Disorder may not always identify the
worries as "excessive," they report subjective distress due to constant worry, have
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difficulty controlling the worry, or experience related impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of fWlctioning (Criterion E). The disturbance is not
due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (i.e.• a drug of abuse, a medica·
tion, or toxin exposure) or a general medical condition and does not occur exclusively
during a Mood Disorder, a Psychotic Disorder, or aPen'asive Developmental Dis·
order (Criterion F).

The intensity, duration, or frequency of the anxiety and worry is far out of propor
tion to the actual likelihood or impact of the feared event. The person finds it difficult
to keep worrisome thoughts from interfering with attention to tasks at hand and has
difficulty stopping the worry. Adults with Generalized Anxiety Disorder often WOrTy
about everyday, routine We circumstances such as possible job responsibilities, fi
nances, the health of family members, misfortWle to their children, or minor matters
(such as household chores, car repairs, or being late for appointments). Children with
Generalized Anxiety Disorder tend to worry excessively about their competence or
the quality of their performance. During the course of the disorder, the focus of worry
finy shift from one concern to another.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated with muscle tension, there may be trembling, h\'itching, feeling shaky,
and muscle aches or soreness. Many individuals with Generalized Anxiety Disorder
also experience somatic symptoms (e.g., sweating, nausea, or diarrhea) and an exag
gerated startle response. Symptoms of autonomic hyperarousal (e.g., accelerated
heart rate, shortness of breath, dizziness) are less prominent in Generalized Anxiety
Disorder than in other Anxiety Disorders, such as Panic Disorder and Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder. Depressive symptoms are also common.

Generalized Anxiety Disorder very frequently co-oceurs with Mood. Disorders
(e.g., Major Depressive Disorder or Dysthymic Disorder), with other Anxiety Disorders
(e.g., Panic Disorder, Social Phobia, Specific Phobia), and with Substance-Related
Disorders (e.g., Alcohol or Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Dependence or Abuse).
Other conditions that may be associated with stress (e.g., irritable bowel syndrome,
headaches) frequently accompany Generalized Anxiety Disorder.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

There is considerable culhtral variation in the e""pression of anxiety (e.g., in some cul
tures, anxiety is expressed predominantly through somatic s}'mptoms, in others
through cognitive symptoms). It is important to consider the cultural context when
evaluating whether worries about certain situations are excessive.

In children and adolescents with Generalized Anxiety Disorder, the anxieties and
worries often concern the quality of their perfonnance or competence at school or in
sporting events, even when their performance is not being evaluated by others. There
may be excessive concerns about pWlctuality. They may also worry about catastroph
ic e\'ents such as earthquakes or nudear war. Children with the disorder may be over·
1)' conforming, perfectionist, and unsure of themselves and tend to redo tasks because
of excessive dissatisfaction with less·than-perfect performance. They are typically
overzealous in seeking approval and require excessi\'e reassurance about their per
formance and their other worries.
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Generalized Anxiety Disorder may be Qverdiagnosed in children. In considering
this diagnosis in children, a thorough evaluation for the presence of other childhood
Anxiety Disorders should be done to determine whether the worries may be better
explained by one of these disorders. Separation Anxiety Disorder. Social Phobia, and
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder are often accompanied by worries that may mimic
those described in Generalized Anxiet)' Disorder. For example, a child with Social
Phobia rna}' be concerned about school performance because of fear of humiliation.
Worries about illness may also be better explained by Separation Anxiety Disorder or
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder.

In clinical settings. the disorder is diagnosed somewhat more frequently in women
than in men (about 550/0-60% of those presenting with the disorder are female). In
epidemiological studies, the sex ratio is approximately two-thirds female.

Prevalence

In a community sample, the l-year prevalence rate for Generalized Anxiety Disorder
was apprOXimately 3%, and the lifetime prevalence rate was 5%. In anxiety disorder
dinics, up to a quarter of the individuals have Generalized Anxiety Disorder as a pre
senting or comorbid diagnosis.

Course

Many individuals with Generalized Anxiety Disorder report that they have felt anx
ious and nervous all their lives. Although over half of those presenting for treatment
report onset in childhood or adolescence, onset occurring after age 20 years is not un
common. The course is chronic but fluctuating and often worsens during times of
stress.

Familial Pattern

Anxiety as a trait has a familial association. Although early studies produced incon
sistent findings regarding familial patterns for Generalized Anxiety Disorder, more
recent h"in studies suggest a genetic contribution to the development of this dis
order. Furthermore, genetic factors influencing risk of Generalized Anxiety Disorder
may be dosely related to those for Major Depressive Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Generalized Anxiety Disorder must be distinguished from an Anxiety Disorder Due
to a General Medical Condition. The diagnosis is Anxiety Disorder Due to a GeneraJ
Medical Condition if the anxiety symptoms are judged to be a direct physiologicaJ
consequence of a specific general medical condition (e.g., pheochromocytoma, hyper
thyroidism) (see p. 476). This determination is based on history, laboratory findings,
or physicaJ examination. A Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder is distinguished
from Generalized. Anxiety Disorder by the fact that a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse,
a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the anxiety
disturbance (see p. 479). For example, severe anxiety that occurs only in the context
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of heavy coffee consumption would be diagnosed as Caffeine-Induced Anxiety Dis
order, With Generalized Anxiety.

When another Axis I disorder is present, an additional diagnosis of Generalized
Anxiety Disorder should be made only when the focus of the anxiety and worry is un
related to the other disorder, that is, the excessive worry is not restTicted 10 having a
Panic Attack (as in Panic Disorder), being embarrassed in public (as in Social Pho
bia), being contaminated (as in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder), gaining weight
(as in Anorexia Nervosa), having a serious illness (as in Hypochondriasis), having
multiple physical complaints (as in Somatization Disorder), or to concerns about the
weUare of close relations or being away from them or from home (as in Separation
Anxiety Disorder). For example, Ule anxiety present in Social Phobia is focused on
upcoming social situations in which the individual must perform or be evaluated by
others, whereas individuals with Generalized Anxiety Disorder experience anxiety
whether or not they are being evaluated.

Several features distinguish the excessive worry of Generalized Anxiety Disorder
from the obsessional thoughts of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder. Obsessional
thoughts are not simply excessive worries about everyday or real-We problems, but
rather are ego-dystonic intrusions that often take the fonn of urges, impulses, and im
ages in addition to thoughts. Finally, most obsessions are accompanied by compul
sions that reduce the anxiety associated with the obsessions.

Anxiety is invariably present in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Generalized Anx
iety Disorder is not diagnosed if the anxiety occurs exclusively during the course of
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Anxiety may also be present in Adjustment Disorder,
but this residual category should be used only when the criteria are not met for any
other Anxiety Disorder (including Generalized Anxiety Disorder). Moreover, in Ad
justment Disorder the anxiety occurs in response to a life stressor and does not persist
for more than 6 months after the termination of the stressor or its consequences. Gen
eralized anxiety is a common associated feature of Mood Disorders and Psychotic
Disorders and should not be diagnosed separately if it occurs exclusively during the
course of these conditions.

Several features distinguish Generalized Anxiety Disorder from nonpathological
anxiety. First, the worries associated with Generalized Anxiety Disorder are difficult
to control and typically interfere significantly with functioning, whereas the worries
of everyday We are perceived as more controllable and can be put off until later. Sec
ond, the worries associated with Generalized Anxiety Disorder are more pervasive,
pronOlmced, distressing, and of longer duration and frequently occur without pre
cipitants. The more life circumstances about which a person worries excessively
(finances, children's safety, job performance, car repairs), the more likely the diagno
sis. Third, everyday worries are much less likely to be accompanied by physical
symptoms (e.g., excessive fatigue, restlessness, feeling keyed up or on edge, irritabil
ity), although this is less true of children.
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Diagnostic criteria for 300.02 Generalized Anxiety Disorder
A. Excessive anxiety and worry (apprehensive expectation). occurring more days than

not for at least 6 months. about a number of events or activities (such as work or
school performance).

B. The person finds it difficult to control the worry.

C. The anxiety and worry are associated with three (or more) of the following six symp
toms (with at least some symptoms present for more days than not for the past
6 months). Note: Only one item is required in children.

(1) restlessness or feeling keyed up or on edge
(2) being easily fatigued
(3) difficulty concentrating or mind going blank
(4) irritability
(5) muscle tension
(6) sleep disturbance (difficulty falling or staying asleep, or restless unsatisfying

sleep)

D. The focus of the anxiety and worry is not confined to features of an Axis I disorder,
e.g .• the anxiety or worry is not about having a Panic Attack (as in Panic Disorder).
being embarrassed in public (as in Social Phobia), being contaminated (as in Obses
sive-Compulsive Disorder). being away from home or close relatives (as in Separation
Anxiety Disorder), gaining weight (as in Anorexia Nervosa). having multiple physical
complaints (as in Somatization Disorder), or having a serious illness (as in Hypochon
driasis). and the anxiety and worry do not occur exclusively during Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder.

E. The anxiety. worry, or physical symptoms cause clinically significant distress or im
pairment in social. occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

F. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g .• a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hyperthyroidism)
and does not occur exclusively during a Mood Disorder, a Psychotic Disorder, or a Per
vasive Developmental Disorder.

293.84 Anxiety Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is clin
ically Significant anxiety that is judged to be due to the direct physiological effects of
a general medical condition. Symptoms can include prominent, generalized anxiety
symptoms, Panic Attacks, or obsessions or compulsions (Criterion A). There must be
evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that the dis
turbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condition (Cri-
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terion B). The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder,
such as Adjustment Disorder With Anxiety; in which the stressor is the general med
ical condition (Criterion C). The diagnosis is not made if the anxiety symptoms occur
only during the course of a delirium (Criterion D). The anxiety symptoms must cause
clinically significant distress or impainnent in social, occupational, or other impor
tant areas of fWlctioning (Criterion E).

In determining whether the anxiety symptoms are due to a general medical condi
tion, the clinician must first establish the presence of a general medical condition. Fur
ther, the clinician must establish that the anxiety symptoms are etiologically related
to the general medical condition through a physiological mechanism. A careful and
comprehensive assessment of multiple factors is necessary to make this judgment. Al
though there are no infallible guidelines for determining whether the relationship be
hveen the anxiety symptoms and the general medical condition is etiological, several
considerations provide some guidance in this area. One consideration is the presence
of a temporal association between the onset, exacerbation, or remission of the general
medical condition and the anxiety symptoms. A second consideration is the presence
of featlues that are atypical of a primary Anxiety Disorder (e.g., atypical age at onset
or course, or absence of family history). Evidence from the literature that suggests
that there can be a direct association beh\'een the general medical condition in ques~

tion and the development of anxiety symptoms may provide a useful context in the
assessment of a particular situation. in addition, the clinician must also judge that the
disturbance is not better accounted for by a primary Anxiety Disorder, a Substance
Induced Anxiety Disorder, or other primary mental disorders (e.g., Adjustment Dis
order). These determinations are explained in greater detail in the "Mental Disorders
Due to a General Medical Condition" section (p. 181).

Specifiers

The following specifiers can be llsed to indicate which symptom presentation pre
dominates in Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition:

With Generalized Anxiety. This specifier may be used if excessive anxiety
or worry about a number of events or activities predominates in the clinical
presentation.
With Panic Attacks. This specifier may be used if Panic Attacks (see p. 430)
predominate in the clinical presentation.
With Obsessive-Compulsive Symptoms. TIus specifier may be used if ob
sessions or compulsions predominate in the clinical presentation.

Recording Procedures

In recording the diagnosis of Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, the
clinician should first note the presence of the Anxiety Disorder, then the identified gen
eral medical condition judged to be causing the disturbance, and finally the appropriate
specifier indicating the predominant symptom presentation on Axis I (e.g., 293.84
Anxiety Disorder Due to Thyrotoxicosis, With Generalized Anxiety). The ICD-9-CM
code for the general medical condition should also be noted on Axis ill (e.g., 242.9
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thyrotoxicosis). See Appendix G for a list of ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes for selected
general medical conditions.

Associated General Medical Conditions

A variety of general medical conditions may cause anxiety symptoms, including en
docrine conditions (e.g., hyper· and hypothyroidism, pheochromocytoma, hypogly
cemia, hyperadrenocorticism), cardiovascular conditions (e.g., congestive heart
failure, pulmonary embolism, arrhythmia). respiratory conditions (e.g., chronic ob
structive pulmonary disease, pneumonia, hyperventilation). metabolic conditions
(e.g., vitamin 612 deficiency, porphyria), and neurological conditions (e.g., neo
plasms, vestibular dysfunction, encephalitis). The associated physical examination
findings, laboratory findings, and patterns of prevalence or onset reflect the etiologi
cal general medical condition.

Differential Diagnosis

A separate diagnosis of Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is not
given if the anxiety disturbance occurs exclusively during the course of a delirium.
However, a diagnosis of Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition may
be given in addition to a diagnosis of dementia if the anxiety is a dire<:t etiological
consequence of the pathological process causing the dementia and is a prominent
part of the clinical presentation. If the presentation includes a mix of different types
of symptoms (e.g., mood and anxiety), the specific Mental Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition depends on which symptoms predominate in the clinical picture.

If there is evidence of recent or prolonged substance use (including medications
with psychoactive effects), withdrawal from a substance, or exposure to a toxin, a
Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder should be considered. It may be useful to ob
tain a urine or blood drug screen or other appropriate laboratory evaluation. Symp
toms that occur during or shortly after (i.e., within 4 weeks of) Substance Intoxication
or Withdrawal or after medication use may be especially indicative of a Substance
Induced Anxiety Disorder, depending on the type, duration, or amolUlt of the substance
used. If the clinician has ascertained that the disturbance is due to both a general med
ical condition and substance use, both diagnoses (i.e., Anxiety Disorder Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition and Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder) can be given.

Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition should be distinguished
from a primary Anxiety Disorder (especially Panic Disorder, Generalized Anxiety
Disorder, and Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder) and from Adjustment Disorder
With Anxiety or With-Mixed Anxiety and Depressed Mood (e.g., a maladaptive re
sponse to the stress of having a general medical condition). In primary mental dis~

orders, no specific and direct causative physiological mechanisms associated with
a general medical condition can be demonstrated. Late age at onset and the absence
of a personal or family history of Anxiety Disorders suggest the need for a thorough
assessment to rule out the diagnosis of Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition. In addition, anxiety symptoms may be an associated feature of another
mental disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia, Anorexia Nervosa).

Anxiety Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is diagnosed if the clinician cannot de-
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termine whether the anxiety disturbance is primary, substance induced, or due 10 a
general medical condition.

Diagnostic criteria for 293.84 Anxiety Disorder Due to ...
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

A. Prominent anxiety, Panic Attacks, or obsessions or compulsions predominate in the
clinical picture.

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical condi
tion.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Adjust
ment Disorder With Anxiety in which the stressor is a serious general medical condi
tion).

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

E. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning.

Specify if:

With Generalized Anxiety: if excessive anxiety or worry about a number of
events or activities predominates in the clinical presentation
With Panic Attacks: if Panic Attacks (see p. 432) predominate in the clinical pre
sentation
With Obsessive-Compulsive Symptoms: if obsessions or compulsions pre
dominate in the clinical presentation

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis I, e.g., 293.84
Anxiety Disorder Due to Pheochromocytoma, With Generalized Anxiety; also code the
general medical condition on Axis 111 (see Appendix G for codes).

Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Substanc~lnducedAnxiety Disorder are prominent anxiety
symptoms (Criterion A) that are judged 10 be due to the direct physiological effects
of a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse, a medication, or toxin exposure) (Criterion B). De
pending on the nature of the substance and the contexl in which the symptoms occur
(i.e., during intoxication or withdrawal),lhedisturbance may involve prominent anx
iety. Panic Attacks, phobias, or obsessions or compulsions. Although the clinical pre
sentation of the Substanc~lnducedAnxiety Disorder may resemble that of Panic
Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Social Phobia, or Obsessive-Cornpulsi\"e
Disorder, the full criteria for one of these disorders need not be met. The disturbance
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must not be better accounted for by a mental disorder (e.g., another Anxiety Dis
order) that is not substance induced (Criterion C). The diagnosis is not made if the
anxiety symptoms occur only during the course of a delirium (Criterion D). The
symptoms must cause clinically Significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion E). This diagnosis should be
made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal only
when the anxiety symptoms are in excess of those usually associated with the intox
ication or withdrawal syndrome and when the anxiety symptoms are sufficiently
severe to warrant independent clinical attention. For a more detailed discussion of
Substance-Related Disorders, see p. 191.

A Substance·lnduced Anxiety Disorder is distinguished from a primary Anxiety
Disorder by considering the onset, course, and other factors. For drugs of abuse, there
must be evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of
Dependence, Abuse, intoxication, or withdrawal.

Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorders arise only in association with intoxication or
withdrawal states, whereas primary Anxiety Disorders may precede the onset of sub
stance use or occur during times of sustained abstinence. Because the withdrawal
state for some substances (e.g., some benzodiazepines) can be relatively protracted,
the onset of the anxiety symptoms can occur up to 4 weeks after cessation of sub
stance use but is usually earlier.

Another consideration is the presence of features that are atypical of a primary
Anxiety Disorder (e.g., atypical age at onset or course). For example, the onset of Pan
ic Disorder after age 45 years (which is rare) or the presence of atypical symptoms
during a Panic Attack (e.g., true vertigo; loss of balance, consciousness, or bladder or
bowel control; headaches; slurred speech; or amnesia) may suggest a substance
induced etiology. In contrast, factors suggesting that the anxiety symptoms are better
accounted for by a primary Anxiety Disorder indude persistence of anxiety symp
toms for a substantial period of time (i.e., a month or longer) after the end of Sub
stance Intoxication or acute Withdrawal; the development of symptoms that are
substantially in excess of what would be expected gi\'en the type or amount of the
substance used or the duration of use; or a history of prior recurrent primary Anxiety
Disorders.

Specifiers

The follOWing specifiers can be used to indicate which symptom presentation pre
dominates:

With Generalized Anxiety. This specifier may be used if excessive anxiety
or worry about a number of events or acti\'ities predominates in the clinical
presentation.
With Panic Attacks. This specifier may be used if Panic Attacks (see p. 430)
predominate in ~e clinical presentation.
With Obsessive-Compulsive Symptoms. This specifier may be used if ob
sessions or compulsions predominate in the clinical presentation.
With Phobic Symptoms. This specifier may be used if phobic symptoms
predominate in the clinical presentation.
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The context of the development of the anxiety symptoms may be indicated by us-
ing one of the foUowing specifiers: .

With Onset During Intoxication. This specifier should be used if crileria for
intoxication with the substance are met and the symptoms develop during the
intoxication syndrome.
With Onset During Withdrawal. This specifier should be used if criteria for
withdrawal from the substance are met and the symptoms develop during, or
shortly after, a withdrawal syndrome.

Recording Procedures

The name of the diagnosis of Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder begins with the
specific substance (e.g., alcohol, methylphenidate, thyroxine) that is presumed to be
causing the anxiety symptoms. TIle diagnostic code is selected from the listing of
classes of substances provided i.n the criteria set. For substances that do not fit into
any of the classes (e.g., thyroxine), the code for "Other Substance" should be used. In
addition, for medications prescribed al therapeutic doses, the specific medication can
be indicated by listing the appropriate E-code on Axis I (see Appendix G). The name
of the disorder (e.g., Caffeine-Induced Anxiety Disorder) is followed by the specifica·
tion of the predominant symptom presentation and the context in which the symp·
toms developed (e.g., 292.89 Caffeine-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Panic Attacks,
With Onset During Intoxication). When more than one substance is judged to playa
significant role in the development of anxiety symptoms, each should be listed sepa
rately (e.g., 292.89 Cocaine-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With Generalized Anxiety,
With Onset During Intoxication; 291.89 Alcohol-Induced Anxiety Disorder, With
Generalized Anxiety, With Onset During Withdrawal). U a substance is judged to be
the etiological factor, but the specific substance or class of substances is unknown, the
category 292.89 Unknown Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder should be used.

Specific Substances

Anxiety Disorders can occur in association with intoxication with the foUowing classes
of S\lbstances: alcohol; amphetamine and related substances; caffeine; cannabis; co
caine; hallucinogens; inhalants; phencyclidine and related substances; and other or
tmknown substances. Anxiety Disorders can occur in association with withdrawal
from the following classes of substances: alcohol; cocaine; sedatives, hypnotics, and
anxiolytics; and other or unknown subslances.

Some of the medications reported to evoke anxiety symptoms include anesthetics
and analgesics, syrnpathomimetics or other bronchodilators, anticholinergics, insulin,
thyroid preparations, oral contraceptives, antihistamines. antiparkinsonian medica
tions, corticosteroids, antihypertensive and cardiovascular medications, anticonvul
sants, lithium carbonate, antipsychotic medications, and antidepressant medications.
Heavy metals and toxins (e.g., volatile substances such as gasoline and paint, organo
phosphate insectiddes, nerve gases, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide) may also
cause anxiety symptoms.
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Differential Diagnosis

Anxiety S)'TJlptoms commonl). occur in Substance Intoxication and Substance With
drawal. The diagnosis of the substance-specific intoxication or substance-specific
withdrawal will usually suffice to categorize the symptom presentation. A diagnosis
of Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder should be made instead of a diagnosis of
Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal only when the anxiety symptoms
are judged to be in excess of those usually associated with the intoxication or with
drawal syndrome and when the anxiety symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant
independent clinical attention. For example, anxiety symptoms are a characteristic
feature of Alcohol Withdrawal. Alcohol-Induced Anxiety Disorder should be diag
nosed instead of Alcohol Withdrawal only if the anxiety symptoms are more severe
than those usually encountered with Alcohol Withdrawal and are sufficiently severe
to be a separate focus of attention and treatment.lf substance-induced anxiety S)'TJlp
toms occur exclusively during the course of a delirium, the anxiety symptoms are
considered to be an associated feature of the delirium and are not diagnosed separate
ly. In substance-induced presentations that contain a mix of different types of
symptoms (e.g., mood, psychotic, and anxiety), the specilic type of Substance
induced Disorder to be diagnosed depends on which type of symptoms predomi
nates in the clinical presentation.

A Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder is distinguished from a primary Anxiety
Disorder by the fact that a substance is judged to be etiologically related to the symp
toms (see p. 480).

A Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder due to a prescribed treatment for a mental
disorder or general medical condition must have its onset while the person is receiv
ing the medication (or during withdrawal, if a withdrawal syndrome is associated
with the medication). Once the treatment is discontinued, the anxiety symptoms will
usually improve markedly or remit within days to several weeks toa month (depend
ing on the half-life of the substance and the presence of a withdrawal syndrome). U
symptoms persist beyond 4 weeks, other causes for the anxiety symptoms should be
considered.

Because individuals with general medical conditions often take medications for
those conditions, the clinician must consider the possibility that the anxiety symp
toms are caused by the physiological consequences of the general medical condition
rather than the medication, in which case Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Med
ical Condition is diagnosed. The history often provides the primary basis for such a
judgment. At times, a change in the treatment for the general medical condition (e.g.,
medication substitution or discontinuation) may be needed to determine empirically
for that person whether or not the medication is the causative agent. If the clinician
has ascertained that the disturbance is due to both a general medical condition and
substance use, both diagnoses (i.e., Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Con
dition and Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder) may be given. When there is insuf
ficient evidence to determine whether the anxiety symptoms are due to a substance
(including a medication) or to a general medical ~ondition or are prinlary (i.e., not
due to either a substance or a general medical condition), Anxiety Disorder Not Oth
envise Specified would be indicated.
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•
Diagnostic criteria for Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder

A. Prominent anxiety, Panic Attacks, or obsessions or compulsions predominate in the
clinical picture.

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of ei
ther (1) or (2);

(1) the symptoms in Criterion A developed during, or within 1 month of, Substance
Intoxication or Withdrawal

(2) medication use is etiologically related to the disturbance

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by an Anxiety Disorder that is not sub
stance induced. Evidence that the symptoms are better accounted for by an Anxiety
Disorder that is not substance induced might include the following: the symptoms
precede the onset of the substance use (or medication use); the symptoms persist for
a substantial period of time (e.g., about a month) after the cessation of acute with
drawal or severe intoxication or are substantially in excess of what would be expect
ed given the type or amount of the substance used or the duration of use; or there
is other evidence suggesting the existence of an independent non-substance--induced
Anxiety Disorder (e.g., a history of recurrent non-substance-related episodes).

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

E. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning.

Note: This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or

Substance Withdrawal only when the anxiety symptoms are in excess of those usually as
sociated with the intoxication or withdrawal syndrome and when the anxiety symptoms
are sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention.

Code (Specific SubstanceHnduced Anxiety Disorder

(291.89 Alcohol; 292.89 Amphetamine (or Amphetamine-like Substance); 292.89
Caffeine; 292.89 Cannabis; 292.89 Cocaine; 292.89 Hallucinogen; 292.89 Inhalant;
292.89 Phencyclidine (or Phencyclidine-like Substance); 292.89 Sedative, Hypnotic,
or Anxiolytic; 292.89 Other [or Unknown) Substance)

Specify if:

With Generalized Anxiety: if excessive anxiety or worry about a number of
events or activities predominates in the clinical presentation
With Panic Attacks: if Panic Attacks (see p. 432) predominate in the clinical pre
sentation
With Obsessive-Compulsive Symptoms: if obsessions or compulsions pre
dominate in the clinical presentation
With Phobic Symptoms: if phobic symptoms predominate in the clinical pre
sentation

Specify if (see table on p. 193 for applicability by substance);

With Onset During Intoxication: if the criteria are met for Intoxication with
the substance and the symptoms develop during the intoxication syndrome
With Onset During Withdrawal: if criteria are met for Withdrawal from the sub
stance and the symptoms develop during, or shortly after. a withdrawal syndrome
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300.00 Anxiety Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category includes disorders with prominent anxiety or phobic avoidance that do
not meet criteria for any specific Anxiety Disorder, Adjustment Disorder With Anxi
ety, or Adjustment Disorder With Mixed Anxiety and Depressed Mood. Examples in
clude

1. Mixed anxiety-depressive disorder: clinically significant symptoms of anxiety
and depression, but the criteria are not met for either a specific Mood Disorder
or a specific Anxiety Disorder (see p. 780 for suggested research criteria)

2. Clinically significant social phobic symptoms that are related 10 the social impact
of having a general medical condition or mental disorder (e.g., Parkinson's dis
ease, dermatological conditions, Stuttering, Anorexia Nervosa, Body Dysmor
phic Disorder)

3. Situations in which the disturbance is severe enough to warrant a diagnosis of
an Anxiety Disorder but the individual fails to report enough symptoms for the
full criteria for any specific Anxiety Disorder to have been met; for example, an
individual who reports all of the features of Panic Disorder Without Agorapho
bia except that the Panic Attacks are alllimiled-symptom attacks

4. Situations in which the clinician has concluded that an Anxiety Disorder is
present but is unable to determine whether it is primary, due to a general medi
cal condition, or substance induced

•
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The common feature of the Somatofonn Disorders is the presence of physical
symptoms that suggest a general medical condition (hence, the term somatalarm) and
are not fully explained by a general medical condition, by the direct effects of a sub
stance, or by another mental disorder (e.g., Panic Disorder). The sym toms must
cause clinicall significant distress or 1m airmen! in social. occupational, or other
areas of functioning: In contrast to Factitious Disorders and Malingering. the physical
s,yrnptoms are nolinlentional.(i.e., under voluntary control). Somatoform Disorders
differ from Psychological Factors Affecting Medical Condition in that there is no di
agnosable general medical condition to fully account for the RhYsica~ toms. The
grouping of these disorders in a single section is based on clinical utiHty (i.e., the need
10 exclude occult general medical conditions or substance·induced etiologies for the
bodily symptoms) rather than on assumptions regarding shared etiology or mecha
nism. These disorders are often encountered in general medical settings.

The follOWing Somatoform Disorders are included in this section:
Somatization Disorder (historically referred to as hysteria or Briquet's syndrome)

is a polysymptomatic disorder that begins before age 30 years, extends over a period
of years, and is characterized by a combination of pain, gastrointestinal. sexuaL and
pseudoneurological s}'mptoms.

Undifferentiated Somatoform Disorder is characterized by unexplained physical
complaints, lasting at least 6 months, that are below the threshold for a diagnosis of
Somatization Disorder.

Conversion Disorder involves unexplained symptoms or deficits affecting volun
tary motor or sensory function that suggest a neurological or other general medical
condition. Psychological factors are judged to be associated with the symptoms or
deficits.

Pain Disorder is characterized by pain as the predominant focus of clinical atten
tion. In addition, psychological factors are judged to have an important role in its on
set, severity, exacerbation, or maintenance.

Hypochondriasis is the preoccupation with the fear of having.. or the idea that one
has, a serious disease based on the person's misinterpretation of bodily symptoms or
bodily functions.

Body Dysmorphic Disorder is the preoccupation with an imagined or exaggerat
ed defect in physical appearance.

Somato form Disorder Not Otherwise Specified is included for coding disorders
with somatoform symptoms that do not meet the criteria for any of the specific 50
matoform Disorders.

485
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300.81 Somatization Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Somatization Disorder is a pattern of recurring, multiple, clin
ically significant somatic complaints. A somatic complaint is considered to be clini
cally significant if it results in medical treatment (e.g., the taking of medication) or
causes significant impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of
functioning. The somatic complaints must begin before age 30 years and occur over a
period of several years (Criterion A). The multiple somatic complaints cannot be fully
explained by any known general medical condition or the direct effects of a sub
stance.1f they occur in the presence of a general medical condition, the physical com
plaints or resulting social or occupational impairment are in excess of what would be
expected from the history, physical examination, or laboratory tests (Criterion C).
There must be a history of pain related to at least four different sites (e.g., head, ab
domen, back, joints, extremities, chest, rectum) or functions (e.g., menstruation, sex
ual intercourse, urination) (Criterion 81). There also must be a history of at least two
gastrointestinal symptoms other than pain (Criterion 82). Individuals with the disor
der frequently describe the presence of nausea and abdominal bloating. Vomiting, di
arrhea, and food intolerance are less common. Gastrointestinal complaints often lead
to frequent X-ray examinations and can result in abdominal surgery that in retrospect
was unnecessary. There must be a history of at least one sexual or reproductive symp
tom other than pain (Criterion 83). In women, this may consist of irregular menses,
menorrhagia, or vomiting throughout pregnancy. In men, there may be symptoms
such as erectile or ejaculatory dysfunction. Both women and men may be subject to
sexual indifference. Finally, there must also be a history of at least one symptom, oth
er than pain, that suggests a neurological condition (conversion symptoms such as
impaired coordination or balance, paralysis or localized weakness, difficulty swal
lowing or lump in throat, aphonia, urinary retention, hallucinations, loss of touch or
pain sensation, double vision, blindness, deafuess, or seizures; dissociative symp
toms such as amnesia; or loss of consciousness other than fainting) (Criterion B-1). The
symptoms in each of the groups have been listed in the approximate order of their re
ported frequency. Finally, the unexplained symptoms in Somatization Disorder are
not intentionally feigned or produced (as in Factitious Disorder or Malingering) (Cri
terion D).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with Somati
zation Disorder usually describe their complaints in colorful, exaggerated terms, but
specific factual information is often lacking. They are often inconsistent historians, so
that a checklist approach to diagnostic interviewing may be less effective than a thor
ough review of medical treatments and hospitaHza,tions to document a pattern of fre
quent somatic complaints. They often seek treatment from several physicians
concurrently, which may lead to compUcated and sometimes hazardous combina
tions of treatments. Prominent anxiety symptoms and depressed mood. are very com-
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mon and may be the reason for being seen in mental health settings. There may be
impulsive and antisocial behavior, suicide threats and aUempts, and marital discord.
The lives of these individuals, particularly those with associated Personality Dis
orders, are often as chaotic and complicated as their medical histories. Frequent use
of medications may lead to side effects and Substance-Related Disorders. These indi
,riduals commonJy Wldergo numerous medical examinations, diagnostic procedures,
surgeries, and hospitalizations, which expose the person to an increased risk of mor·
bidity associated with these procedures. Major Depressive Disorder, Panic Disorder,
and Substance-Related Disorders are frequently associated with Somatization Dis
order. HiSlTionic, Borderline, and Antisocial Personality Disorders are the most fre
quently associated Personality Disorders.

Associated laboratory findings. Laboratory test results are remarkable for the ab
sence of findings 10 support the subjective complaints.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Ph}'sical examination is remarkable for the absence of objective findings to fully ex
plain the many subjective complaints of individuals with Somatization Disorder.
These individuals may be diagnosed with so-<aUed functional disorders (e.g., irrita·
ble bowel syndrome). However, because these syndromes are as yet without estab.
lished objective signs or specific laboratory findings, their symplOms rna)' count
toward a diagnosis of Somatization Disorder. Some individuals have objective find·
ings and an associated general medical condition that does not fully explain the com
plaints. For example, individuals with hypothyroidism may present with multiple
complaints and a significant number of objective findings, but the disease would nol
explain such a long history of numerous diverse complaints.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

The type and frequency of somatic symptoms may differ across cultures. For exam·
pie, burning hands and feet or the nondelusional experience of worms in the head or
ants crawling under the skin represent pseudoneurological symptoms that are more
common in Africa and South Asia than in North America. Symptoms related to male
reproductive fWlction may be more prevalent in cultures in which there is wide
spread concern about semen loss (e.g., dim! syndrome in India). Accordingly, the
symptom reviews should be adjusted to the culture. The symptoms listed in this man
ual are examples that have been found most diagnostic in the Uniled States. It should
be noted that the order of frequency was derived from studies carried out in the Unit
ed States.

Somatization Disorder occurs only rarely in men in the United Slates, but the high·
er reported frequency in Creek and Puerto Rican men suggests that cultural factors
may influence the sex ratio.

Prevalence

Studies have reported widely variable Wetime prevalence rates of Somatization Dis
order, ranging from 0.2% to 2% among women and less than 0.2% in men. Differences
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in rates may depend on whether the inlenriewer is a physician, on the method of as
sessment, and on the demographic variables in the samples studied. When nonphy·
sician interviewers are used, Somatization Disorder is much less frequently
diagnosed.

Course

Somatization Disorder is a chronic but fluctuating disorder that rarely remits com
pletely. A year seldom passes without the individual's seeking some medical atten
tion prompted by unexplained somatic complaints. Diagnostic criteria are typically
mel before age 25 years, but initial symptoms are often present by adolescence. Men
strual difficulties may be one of the earliest symptoms in women. Sexual symptoms
are often associated with marital discord.

Familial Pattern

Somatization Disorder is observed in 10%-20% of female first-degree biological rela
tives of women with Somatization Disorder. The male relatives of women with this
disorder show an increased risk of Antisocial Personality Disorder and Substance
Related Disorders. Adoption studies indicate that both genetic and environmental
factors contribute to the risk for Antisocial Personality Disorder, Substance-Related
Disorders, and Somatization Disorder. Having a biological or adopti\'e parent with
any of these disorders increases the risk of developing either Antisocial Personality
Disorder, a Substance-Related Disorder, or Somatization Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

The symptom picture encountered in Somatization Disorder is frequently nonspecific
and can overlap with a multitude of general medical conditions. Three features that
suggest a diagnosis of Somatization Disorder rather than a general medical condition
include 1) involvement of multiple organ systems, 2) early onset and chronic course
without development of physical signs or structural abnormalities, and 3) absence of
laboratory abnomlalities that are characteristic of the suggested general medical con
dition. It is still necessary to rule out general medical conditions that are dlaracterized
by vague, multiple, and confusing somatic symptoms (e.g., systemic lupus erythema
tosus, hyperparathyroidism, multiple sclerosis, acute intermittent porphyria, hemo
chromatosis, Lyme disease, chronic parasitic disease). Moreover, Somatizatjon
Disorder does not protect indi\'iduals from having other independent general medi
cal conditions. Objective findings should be evaluated without undue reliance on
subjective complaints. The onset of multiple physical symptoms late in life is almost
always due to a general medical condition.

Schizophrenia with multiple somatic delusions needs to be differentiated from the
nondelusional somatic complaints of individuals with Somatization Disorder. In rare
instances. individuals with Somatization Disorder also have Schizophrenia, in which
case both diagnoses should be noted. Furthermore. hallucinations can occur as
pseudoneurological symptoms and must be distinguished from the typical hallucina
tions seen in Schizophrenia (see p. 299).
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It can be very difficult to distinguish between Anxiety Disorders and Somatization
Disorder. In Panic Disorder, multiple somatic symptoms are also present, but these
occur primarily during Panic Attacks. However, Panic Disorder may coexist with S0
matization Disorder; when the somatic S)'lIlptoms occur at times other than during
Panic Attacks, both diagnoses may be made. Individuals with Generalized Anxiety
Disorder may have a multitude of physical complaints associated with their general
ized anxiety, but the focus of the anxiety and worry is not limited to the physical com
plaints. Individuals with Mood Disorders, particularly Depressive Disorders, may
present with somatic complaints, most commonly headache, gastrointestinal distur
bances, or unexplained pain. Individuals with Somatization Disorder have physical
complaints recurrently throughout most of their lives, regardless of their current
mood state, whereas physical complaints in Depressive Disorders are limited to epi
sodes of depressed mood. Individuals with Somatization Disorder also often present
with depressive complaints. If criteria are met for both Somatization Disorder and a
Mood Disorder, both may be diagnosed.

By definition, all individuals with Somatization Disorder have a history of pain
S)'lllptoms, sexual S}'lllptoms, and conversion or dissociative symptoms. Therefore, if
these symptoms occur exclusively during the course of Somatization Disorder, there
should not bean additional diagnosis of Pain Disorder Associated With Psychological
Factors, a Sexual Dysfunction, Conversion Disorder, or a Dissociative Disorder. Hypo
chondriasis is not to be diagnosed if preoccupation with fears of having a serious ill
ness occurs exclusively during the course of Somatization Disorder.

The criteria for Somatization Disorder in this manual are slightly more restrictive
than the original criteria for Briquet's syndrome. Somatoform presentations that do
not meet criteria for Somatization Disorder should be classified as Undifferentiated
Somatoform Disorder if the duration of the syndrome is 6 months or longer, or So
matoform Disorder Not Othenyise Specified for presentations of shorter duration.

In Factitious Disorder With Predominantly Physical Signs and Symptoms and
Malingering, somatic symptoms may be intentionally produced to assume the sick
role or for gain, respectively_ Symptoms that are intentionally produced should not
COWlt toward a diagnosis of Somatization Disorder. However, the presence of some
factitious or malingered symptoms, mixed with other nonintentional S)'lIlptoms, is
not uncommon. In such mixed cases, both Somatization Disorder and a Factitious
Disorder or Malingering should be diagnosed.
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Diagnostic criteria for 300.81 Somatization Disorder
A. A history of many physical complaints beginning before age 30 years that occur over

a period of several years and result in treatment being sought or significant impair
ment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

B. Each of the following criteria must have been met, with individual symptoms occur
ring at any time during the course of the disturbance:

(1) four pain symptoms: a history of pain related to at least four different sites or
functions (e.g., head, abdomen, back, joints, extremities, chest, rectum, during
menstruation, during sexual intercourse, or during urination)

(2) two gastrointestinal symptoms: a history of at least two gastrointestinal symp
toms other than pain (e.g., nausea, bloating, vomiting other than during preg
nancy, diarrhea, or intolerance of several different foods)

(3) one sexual symptom: a history of at least one sexual or reproductive symptom
other than pain (e.g., sexual indifference, erectile or ejaculatory dysfunction, ir
regular menses, excessive menstrual bleeding, vomiting throughout pregnancy)

(4) one pseudoneur%gical symptom: a history of at least one symptom or deficit
suggesting a neurological condition not limited to pain (conversion symptoms
such as impaired coordination or balance, paralysis or localized weakness, difficulty
swallowing or lump in throat, aphonia, urinary retention, hallucinations, loss of
touch or pain sensation, double vision, blindness, deafness, seizures; dissociative
symptoms such as amnesia; or loss of consciousness other than fainting)

C. Either (1) or (2):

(1) after appropriate investigation, each of the symptoms in Criterion Bcannot be
fully explained by a known general medical condition or the direct effects of a
substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication)

(2) when there is a related general medical condition, the physical complaints or reo
suiting social or occupational impairment are in excess of what would be ex·
pected from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings

D. The symptoms are not intentionally produced or feigned (as in Factitious Disorder or
Malingering).

300.82 Undifferentiated Somatoform Disorder

Diagnostic Features

TIle essential feature of Undifferentiated Somatoform Disorder is one or more physi
cal complaints (Criterion A) that persist for 6 months or longer (Criterion D). Fre
quent complaints include chronic fatigue, loss of appetite, or gastrointestinal or
genitourinary symptoms. These symptoms cannot be fully explained by any known
general medical condition or the direct effects of a substance (e.g., the effects of injury,
substance use, or medication side effects), or the physical complaints or resultant im
pairment are grossly in excess of what would be expected from the history, physical
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examination, or laboratory findings (Criterion B). The symptoms must cause clinical
ly significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas
of functioning (Criterion C). The diagnosis is not made when the symptoms are be"er
accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., another Somatoform Disorder, Sexual
Dysfunction, Mood Disorder, Anxiety Disorder, Sleep Disorder, or Psychotic Disor
der) (Criterion E). The symptoms are not intentionally produced or feigned (as in Fac
titious Disorder or Malingering) (Criterion F).

This is a residual category for those persistent somatoform presentations that do
not meet the full criteria for one of the specific Somatofonn Disorders (e.g., Somatiza
tion Disorder). Particular care must be exercised to ensure the presentation does not
meet the criteria for Somatization Disorder, because individuals with that disorder
typically are inconsistent historians (i.e., reporting insufficient somatic symptomatol
ogy to meet the criteria at one assessment, but enough symptoms to meet the full cri
teria at another evaluation). Symptoms that may be seen include the examples listed
for Somatization Disorder. There may be a single circumscribed s)'mptom, such as
nausea, or, more commonly, multiple physical symptoms. The chronic unexplained
physical complaints often lead to medical consultation, typically with a primary care
physician.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

~'ledicaUy unexplained symptoms and worry about physical illness mal' constitute
rultu.ral.J.y shaped "idioms of distress" that are employed to express concerns about a
broad range of personal and social problems, without necessarily indicating psycho
pathology. The highest frequency of unexplained physical complaints occurs in
young women of low socioeconomic status, but such symptoms are not limited to any
age, gender, or sociocultural group. "Neurasthenia," a syndrome described frequent
ly in many parts of the world and characterized by fatigue and weakness, is classified
in DSM-IV as Undifferentiated Somatoform Disorder if symptoms have persisted for
longer than 6 months.

Course

The course of individual unexplained physical complaints is unpredictable. The
eventual diagnosis of a general medical condition or another mental disorder is fre
quent.

Differential Diagnosis

Also refer to the Differential Diagnosis section for Somatization Disorder (see p. 488).
Undifferentiated Somatofonn Disorder is differentiated from Somatization Disorder
by the requirement in Somatization Disorder of a multiplicity of symptoms of several
years' duration and an onset before age 30 years. If the physical complaints have per·
sisted for less than 6 months, a diagnosis of Somatofonn Disorder Not Othenvise
Specified should be made. Undifferentiated Somatofonn Disorder is not diagnosed
if the symptoms are be"er accounted for by another mental disorder. Other mental
disorders that frequently include unexplained physical complaints are Major Oe-
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pressive Disorder, Anxiety Disorders, and Adjustment Disorder. in contrast to Un
differentiated Somatoform Disorder, the physical symptoms of Factitious Disorders
and Malingering are intentionally produced or feigned. In Factitious Disorder, the
motivation is to assume the sick role and to obtain medical evaluation and treatment,
whereas in Malingering, more external incentives are apparent, such as financial
compensation, avoidance of duty, evasion of criminal prosecution, or obtaining
drugs.

Diagnostic criteria for
300.82 Undifferentiated Somatoform Disorder

A. One or more physical complaints (e.g., fatigue, loss of appetite. gastrointestinal or
urinary complaints),

B. Either (1) or (2):

(1) after appropriate investigation, the symptoms cannot be fully explained by a
known general medical condition or the direct effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication)

(2) when there is a related general medical condition. the physical complaints or re
sulting social or occupational impairment is in excess of what would be expect
ed from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings

C. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation
al, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The duration of the disturbance is at least 6 months.

E. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., anoth
er Somatoform Disorder, Sexual Dysfunction. Mood Disorder, Anxiety Disorder, Sleep
Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder).

F. The symptom is not intentionally produced or feigned (as in Factitious Disorder or
Malingering).

300.11 Conversion Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Conversion Disorder is the presence of symptoms or deficits
affecting voluntary motor or sensory function that suggest a neurological or other
general medical condition (Criterion A). Psychological factors are judged to be asso
ciated with the symptom or deficit, a judgment based on the observation that the ini
tiation or exacerbation of the symptom or deficit is preceded by conflicts or other
stressors (Criterion B). The symptoms are not.intentionally produced or feigned, as in
Factitious Disorder or Malingering (Criterion C). Conversion Disorder is not diag
nosed if the symptoms or deficits are fully explained by a neurological or other gen
eral medical condition, by the direct effects of a substance. or as a culturally
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sanctioned behavior or experience (Criterion D). The problem must be clinically sig·
Riflcant as evidenced by marked distress; impairment in social, occupational, or other
important areas of functioning; or the fact that it warrants medical evaluation (Crite
rion E). Conversion Disorder is not diagnosed if symptoms are limited to pain or sex
ual dysfunction, occur exclusively during the course of Somatization Disorder, or are
better accounted for by another mental disorder (Criterion F).

Conversion symptoms are related to voluntary motor or sensory functioning and
are thus referred to as "pseudoneurological." Motor symptoms or deficits include im
paired coordination or balance, paralysis or localized weakness, aphonia, difficulty
swallowing or a sensation of a lump in the throat, and urinary retention. Sensory
symptoms or deficits include loss of touch or pain sensation, double vision, blind
ness, deafness, and hallucinations. Symptoms may also include seizures or convul
sions. The more medically naive the person, the more implausible are the presenting
symptoms. More sophisticated persons tend to have more subtle symptoms and def
icits that may closely simulate neurological or other general medical conditions.

A diagnosis of Conversion Disorder should be made only after a thorough medical
investigation has been performed to rule out an etiological neurological or general
medical condition. Because a general medical etiology for many cases of apparent
Com'ersion Disorder can take years to become evident, the diagnosis should be re
e\'aluated periodically. In earl)' studies, general medical etiologies were later found
in from one-quarter to one-half of persons initially diagnosed with conversion symp
toms. In more recent studies, misdiagnosis is less evident, perhaps reflecting in
creased awareness of the disorder, as well as improved knowledge and diagnostic
techniques. A history of other unexplained somatic (especially conversion) or disso
ciative symptoms signifies a greater likelihood that an apparent conversion symptom
is not due to a general medical condition, especially if criteria for Somatization Dis
order have been met in the past.

Conversion symptoms typically do not conform to known anatomical pathways
and physiological mechanisms, but instead follow the individual's conceptualization
of a condition. A "paralysis" may involve inability to perform a particular movement
or to move an entire body part, rather than a deficit corresponding to patterns of mo
tor innervation. Conversion symptoms are often inconsistent. A "paralyzed" extrem
ity will be moved inadvertently while dressing or when attention is directed
elsewhere. If placed above the head and released, a "paralyzed" arm will briefly re
tain its position, then fall to the side, rather than striking the head. Unacknowledged
strength in antagonistic muscles, normal muscle tone, and intact reflexes may be
demonstrated.. An electromyogram will be normal. Difficulty swallowing will be
equal with liquids and solids. Conversion "anesthesia" of a foot or a hand may follow
a so-called stocking·glove distribution with uniform (no proximal to distal gradient)
loss of all sensory modalities (Le., touch, temperature, and pain) sharply demarcated
at an anatomical landmark rather than according to dermatomes. A conversion "sei
zure" will vary from convulsion to convulsion, and paroxysmal activity will not be
evident on an EEG.

Even when following such guidelines carefully, caution must be exercised. Knowl
edge of anatomical and physiological mechanisms is incomplete, and available meth·
ods of objective assessment have limitations. A broad range of neurological
conditions may be misdiagnosed as Conversion Disorder. Prominent among them
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are multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, and idiopathic or substance-induced dys
tonias. However, the presence of a neurological condition does not preclude a diag
nosis of Conversion Disorder. As many as one-third of individuals with com'ersion
symptoms have a current or prior neurological condition. Conversion Disorder may
be diagnosed in the presence of a neurological or other general medical condition if
the symptoms are not fully explained given the nature and severity of the neurolog
ical or other general medical condition.

Traditionally, the tenncotlversioll derived from the hypothesis that the individual's
somatic symptom represents a symbolic resolution of an unconscious psychological
conflict, reducing anxiety and serving to keep the conflict out of awareness ("primary
gain"). The individual might also derive "secondary gain" from the conversion
s}'Illptom-that is, external benefits are obtained or noxious duties or responsibilities
are evaded. Although the DSM-IV criteria set for Conversion Disorder does not
necessarily imply that the symptoms involve such constructs, it does require that
psychological factors be associated with their onset or exacerbation. Because psycho
logical factors are so ubiquitously present in relation to general medical conditions, it
can be difficult to establish whether a specific psychological factor is etiologically
related to the symptom or deficit. However, a close temporal relationship between
a conflict or stressor and the initiation or exacerbation of a symptom may be helpful
in this determination, especially if the person has developed conversion symptoms
under similar circumstances in the past.

Although the individual may derive secondary gain from the conversion symp
tom, unlike in Malingering or Factitious Disorder the symptoms are not intentionally
produced to obtain the benefits. The determination that a symptom is not intention
ally produced or feigned can also be difficult. Generally, it must be inferred from
a careful evaluation of the context in which the symptom develops, especially relative
to potential external rewards or the assumption of the sick role. Supplementing the
person's self-report with additional sources of information (e.g., from associates or
records) may be helpful.

Conversion Disorder is not diagnosed if a symptom is fully explained as a cultur
ally sanctioned behavior or experience. For example, "visions" or "spells" that occur
as part of religiOUS rituals in which such behaviors are encouraged and expected
would not justify a diagnosis of Conversion Disorder unless the symptom exceeded
what is contextually expected and caused undue distress or impairment. In "epidem
ic hysteria," shared symptoms develop in a circumscribed group of people following
"exposure" to a common precipitant. A diagnosis of Com'ersion Disorder should be
made only if the individual experiences clinically significant distress or impairment.

Subtypes

The following subtypes are noted based on the nature of the presenting symptom or
deficit:

With Motor Symptom or Deficit. This subtype includes such symptoms as
impaired coordination or balance, paralysis or localized weakness, difficult),
swallOWing or "Iump in throat," aphonia, and urinary retention.
With Sensory Symptom or Deficit. This subtype includes such symptoms
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as loss of touch or pain sensation, double vision, blindness, deafness, and hal
lucinations.
With Seizures or Convulsions. This subtype indudes seizures or convul
sions with voluntary motor or sensory components.
With Mixed Presentation. This subtype is used if symptoms of more than
one category are evident.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Indh'iduals with com'er
sion symptoms may show fa belle indif!t?rellce (i.e., a relative lack of concern about the
nature or impUcations of the symptom) or may also present in a dramatic or histrionic
fashion. Because these individuals are often suggestible, their symptoms may be
modified or resolved based on external cues; however, it must be cautioned that this
is not specific to Conversion Disorder and may also occur with general medical con
ditions. Symptoms may be more common following extreme psychosocial stress (e.g.,
warfare or the recent death of a significant figure). Dependency and the adoption of
a sick role may be fostered in the course of treatment. Other nonconversion somatic
complaints are common. Associated mental disorders include Dissociative Disorders,
Major Depressive Disorder, and Histrionic, Antisocial, Borderline, and Dependent
Personality Disorders.

Associated laboratory findings. No specific laboratory abnormalities are associat
ed with Conversion Disorder. in fact, it is the absence of expected findings that sug
gests and supports the diagnosis of Conversion Disorder. However, laboratory
findings consistent with a general medical condition do not exclude the diagnosis of
Conversion Disorder, because it only requires that a symptom not be fully explained
by such a condition.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Symptoms of Conversion Disorder typically do not conform to known anatomical
pathways and physiological mechanisms. Thus, expected objective signs (e.g., reflex
changes) are rarely present. Howevcr, a person may develop symptoms that resem
ble those observed in others or in themselves (e.g., individuals with epilepsy may
simulate "seizures" that resemble those they have observed in others or how their
own seizures were described to them). GeneraUy, individual conversion symptoms
are sell-limited and do not lead to physical changes or disabilities. Rarely, physical
changes such as atrophy and contraclures may occur as a result of disuse or as se
quelae to diagnostic or therapeutic procedures. It is important to note, however, that
conversion symptoms can occur in individuals with neurological conditions.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Conversion Disorder has been reported to be more common in rural populations, in
dividuals of lower socioeconomic status, and individuals less knowledgeable about
medical and psychological concepts. Higher rates of conversion symptoms are re
ported in developing regions, with the incidence generally declining with increasing
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development. Falling down with loss or alteration of consciousness is a feature of
a variety of culture-specific syndromes. The form of conversion symptoms reflects
local cultural ideas about acceptable and credible ways to express distress. Changes
resembling conversion symptoms (as well as dissociative symptoms) are common as
pects of certain culturally sanctioned religious and healing rituals. The clinician must
assess whether such symptoms are fully explained in the particular social context,
and whether they result in clinically significant distress, disability, or role impair
ment.

Conversion symptoms in children under age 10 years are usually limited to gait
problems or seizures. Conversion Disorder appears to be more frequent in women
than in men, with reported ratios varying from 2:1 to 10:1. Especially in women,
symptoms are much more common on the left than on the right side of the body.
Women (rarely men) presenting with conversion symptoms may later manifest the
full picture of Somatization Disorder. In men, there is an association between Conver
sion Disorder and Antisocial Personality Disorder. In addition, Conversion Disorder
in men is often seen in the context of industrial accidents or the military.

Prevalence

Reported rates of Conversion Disorder have varied widely, ranging from 11/100,000
to 500/100,000 in general population samples. It has been reported in up to 3% of out
patient referrals to mental health clinics. Studies of general medical/surgical inpa
tients have identified conversion symptom rates ranging beh\'een 1% and 14%.

Course

The onset of Conversion Disorder is generally hom late childhood to early adult
hood, rarely before age 10 years or after age 35 years, but onset as late as the ninth
decade of life has been reported. When an apparent Conversion Disorder first devel
ops in middle or old age, the probability of an occult neurological or other general
medical condition is high. The onset of Conversion Disorder is generally acute, but
gradually increasing symptomatology may also occur. Typically, individu~ conver
sion symptoms are of short duration. In individuals hospitalized with conversion
symptoms, symptoms will remit within 2 weeks in most cases. Recurrence is com
mon, occurring in from one-fifth to one-quarter of individuals within 1 year, with a
single recurrence predicting future episodes. Factors that are associated with good
prognosis include acute onset, presence of clearly identifiable stress at the time of
onset, a short interval behveen onset and the institution of treatment, and abov€
average intelligence. Symptoms of paralysis, aphonia, and blindness are associated
with a good. prognosis, whereas tremor and seizures are not.

Familial Pattern

limited data suggest that conversion symptoms are more frequent in relatives of in
dividuals with Conversion Disorder. Increased risk of Conversion Disorder in
monozygotic h\'in pairs but not in dizygotic h\'in pairs has been reported.
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Differential Diagnosis

The major diagnostic concern in evaluating potential conversion symptoms is the ex
clusion of occult neurological or other general medical conditions and substance
{including medication)-induced etiologies. Appropriate evaluation of potential
general medical conditions (e.g., multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis) should in
clude careful review of the current presentation, the overaU medical history, neuro
logical and general physical examinations, and appropriate laboratory studies,
induding investigation for use of alcohol and other substances.

Pain Disorder or a Sexual Dysfunction is djagnosed instead of Conversion Disor
der if the symptoms are limited to pain or to sexual dysfunction, respectively. An ad4

ditionaJ diagnosis of Conversion' Disorder should not be made if conversion
symptoms occur exclusively during the course of Somatization Disorder. Conver
sion Disorder is not diagnosed if symptoms are better accounted for by another men
tal disorder (e.g., catatonic symptoms or somatic delusions in Schizophrenia or other
Psychotic Disorders or Mood Disorder or difficulty swallowing during a Panic At·
tack). In Hypochondriasis, the individual is preoccupied with the "serious disease"
underlying the pseudoneurological symptoms, whereas in Conversion Disorder the
focus is on the presenting symptom and there may be III belle illdifference. In Body Dys
morphic Disorder, the emphasis is on a preoccupation with an imagined or slight de
feet in appearance, rather than a change in voluntary motor or sensory function.
Conversion Disorder shares features with Dissociative Disorders. Both disorders
involve symptoms that suggest neurological dysfunction and may also have shared
antecedents. If both conversion and dissociative symptoms occur in the same individ
ual (which is common), both diagnoses should be made.

It is controversial whether hallucinations ("pseudohallucinations") can be consid
ered as the presenting symptom of Conversion Disorder. As distinguished from hal
lucinations that occur in the context of a Psychotic Disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia or
another Psychotic Disorder, a Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condi·
tion, a Substance-Related Disorder, or a Mood Disorder ,,,lith Psychotic Features),
hallucinations in Conversion Disorder generally occur with intact insight in the ab4

sence of other psychotic symptoms, often involve more than one sensory modality
(e.g., a hallucination involving visual, auditory, and tactile components), and often
have a naive, fantastic, or childish content. They are often psychologically meaningful
and tend to be described by the individual as an interesting story.

Symptoms of Factitious Disorders and Malingering are intentionally produced or
feigned. In Factitious Disorder, the motivation is to assume the sick role and to obtain
medical evaluation and treatment, whereas more obvious goals such as financial
compensation, avoidance of duty, evasion of criminal prosecution, or obtaining
drugs are apparent in Malingering. Such goals may resemble "secondary gain" in
conversion symptoms, with the distinguishing feature of conversion symptoms being
the lack of conscious intent in the production of the symptom.
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Diagnostic criteria for 300.11 Conversion Disorder

A. One or more symptoms or deficits affecting voluntary motor or sensory function that
suggest a neurological or other general medical condition.

B. Psychological factors are judged to be associated with the symptom or deficit be
cause the initiation or exacerbation of the symptom or deficit is preceded by conflicts
or other stressors.

C. The symptom or deficit is not intentionally produced or feigned (as in Factitious Dis
order or Malingering).

D. The symptom or deficit cannot, after appropriate investigation, be fully explained by
a general medical condition, or by the direct effects of a substance, or as a culturally
sanctioned behavior or experience.

E. The symptom or deficit causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning or warrants medical evalua
tion.

F. The symptom or deficit is not limited to pain or sexual dysfunction, does not occur
exclusively during the course of Somatization Disorder, and is not better accounted
for by another mental disorder.

Specify type of symptom or deficit:

With Motor Symptom or Deficit
With Sensory Symptom or Deficit
With Seizures or Convulsions
With Mixed Presentation

Pain Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Pain Disorder is pain that is the predominant focus of the clin
ical presentation and is of sufficient severity to warrant clinical attention (Criterion
A). The pain causes significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other
important areas of functioning (Criterion B). Psychological factors are judged to pia}'
a significant role in the onset, severity, exacerbation, or maintenance of the pain (Cri
terion C). The pain is not intentionally produced or feigned as in Factitious Disorder
or Malingering (Criterion D). Pain Disorder is not diagnosed if the pain is better ac
counted for by a Mood, Anxiety, or Psychotic Disorder, or if the pain presentation
meets criteria for Dyspareunia (Criterion E). Examples of impairment resulting from
the pain indude inability to work or attend school, frequent use of the health cares)'s
tem, the pain becoming a major focus of the individual's life, substantial use of med
ications, and relational problems such as marital discord and disruption of the
family's normal lifestyle. The psychological factors involved may consist of another
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Axis I or Axis Udisorder (which would also be diagnosed) or may be of a nature that
does not reach the threshold for suCh a disorder (e.g., reactions to psychosocial stres
sors).

Subtypes and Specifiers

Pain Disorder is coded according to the subtype that best characterizes the factors in
volved in the etiology and maintenance of the pain:

307.80 Pain Disorder Associated With Psychological Factors. This sub·
type is used when psychological factors are judged to have the major role in
the onset, severity, exacerbation, or maintenance of the pain. In this subtype,
general medical conditions play either no role or a minimal role in the onset or
maintenance of the pain. This subtype is not diagnosed if criteria for Somati
zation Disorder are met.
307.89 Pain Disorder Associated With Both Psychological Factors and a
General Medical Condition. This subtype is used when both psychological
factors and a general medical condition are judged to have important roles in
the onset, severity, exacerbation, or maintenance of the pain. The anatomical
site of the pain or associated general medical condition is coded on Axis'" (see
"Recording Procedures").
Pain Disorder Associated With a General Medical Condition. Thissubtype
of Pain Disorder is /lot considered a mel/tal disorder alld is coded all Atis lll. It is
listed in this section to facilitate differential diagnosis. The pain results hom
a general medical condition, and psychological factors are judged to play
either no role or a minimaI role in the onset or maintenance of the pain. The
ICD--9-eM code for this subtype is selected based on the location of the pain or
the associated general medical condition if this has been established (see "Re
cording Procedures").

For Pain Disorder Associated With Psychological Factors and Pain Disorder Asso
ciated With Both Psychological Factors and a General Medical Condition, the follow
ing specifiers may be noted to indicate the duration of the pain:

Acute. This specifier is used if the duration of the pain is less than 6 months.
Chronic. This Specifier is used if lhe duration of the pain is 6 months or longer.

Recording Procedures

The diagnostic code for Pain Disorder is selected based on the subtype described
above. The code is 307.80 for Pain Disorder Associated With Psychological Factors.
For Pain Disorder Associated With Both Psychological Factors and a General Medical
Condition, 307.89 is coded on Axis I and the associated general medical condition or
anatonticalsiteof pain is coded on Axis m(e.g., 307.89 Pain Disorder Associated With
Both Psychological Factors and a General Medical Condition on Axis I; 357.2 Diabetic
Polyneuropalhy on Axis ill). For Pain Disorder Associated With a General Medical
Condition, lhe diagnostic code for the pain is selected based on the associated general
medical condition if one has been estabHshed (see Appendix G) or on the anatomical
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location of the pain jf the underlying general medical condjtion is not yel clearly es·
tablished-for example, low back (724.2), sciatic (724.3), pelvic (625.9), headache
(784.0), facial (784.0), chest (786.50), joint (719.40), bone (733.90), abdominal (789.0),
breast (611.71), renal (788.0), ear (388.70), eye (379.91), throat (784.1), tooth (525.9),
and urinary (788.0).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Pain may severely disrupt
various aspects of daily life. Unemployment, disability, and family problems are fr~

quently encountered among individuals with chronic forms of Pain Disorder. Iatro-
genic Opioid Dependence or Abuse and Benzodiazepine Dependence or Abuse may
develop. A history of Substance Dependence or Abuse, whether with an illicit drug
or a prescribed medication, increases the risk for the development of Dependence or
Abuse on a controlled substance prescribed for pain management. However, even in
dividuals without any history of Substance Dependence or Abuse are at some risk for
developing these problems. As many as a quarter of individuals prescribed opioids
for treatment of chronic pain may develop Abuse or Dependence. The risk of iatro
genic Substance Dependence can be minimized by ensuring that the individual with
pain has had an appropriate evaluation to rule out the possibility of a treatable un
derlying etiology for the pain; that if other mental disorders are present, they are ap
propriately treated; and that medications are prescribed by a single physician rather
than haVing the individual obtaining them from multiple sources. Substance Depen
dence or Abuse (mostly with alcohol) may complicate the lifetime illness course of
Pain Disorder in up to a quarter of individuals with chronic pain.

Individuals whose pain is associated with severe depression and those whose pain
is related to a terminal illness, most notably cancer, appear to be at increased risk for
suicide. Individuals with recurrent acute or chronic pain are sometimes convinced
that there is a health professional somewhere who has the "cure" for the pain. They
may spend a considerable amount of time and money seeking an unattainable goal.
Health care professionals may unwittingly playa role in fostering this behavior.

Pain may lead to inactivity and social isolation, which in tum can lead to addition
al psychological problems (e.g., depression) and a reduction in physical endurance
that results in fatigue and additional pain. Pain Disorder appears to be associated
with other mental disorders, especially Mood and Anxiety Disorders. Chronic pain
appears to be most frequently associated with Depressive and Anxiety Disorders,
whereas acute pain appears to be more commonly associated with Anxiety Disorders.
The associated mental disorders may precede the Pain Disorder (and possibly prediS
pose the individual to it), co-occur with it, or result from it. Both the acute and chronic
forms of Pain Disorder are frequently associated with various sleep problems. Com
mon sleep symptoms in individuals with chronic pain include delayed sleep onset,
frequent awakenings, nonrestorative sleep, and decreased sleep time. Sleep Disor
ders such as obstructive sleep apnea and nocturnal myoclonus occur at higher rates
among individuals with chronic pam than in the general population.

Associated laboratory findings. In Pain Disorder Associated With Both Psycho
logical Factors and a General Medical Condition, appropriate laboratory testing may
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reveal pathology that is associated. with the pain (e.g., finding of a herniated lumbar
disc on a magnetic resonance imag}ng (MRI) scan in an individual with radicular low
back pain). However, general medical conditions may also be present in the absence
of objective findings. Conversely, the presence of such findings may be coincidental
to the pain.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. ln
Pain Disorder Associated With Both Psychological Factors and a General Medical
Condition, the physical examination may reveal pathology that is associated with the
pain. Pain Disorder can be associated with many general medical conditions. Among
the most common general medical conditions associated with pain are various mus
culoskeletal conditions (e.g., disc herniation, osteoporosis, osteoarthritis or rheumatoid
arthritis, myofascial syndromes), neuropathies (e.g., diabetic neuropathies, posther+
petie neuralgia), and malignancies (e.g., metastatic lesions in bone, tumor infiltration
of nerves). Attempts to treat the pain may lead to additional problems, some of which
can cause more pain (e.g., use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs resulting in
gastrointestinal distress, overuse of acetaminophen resulting in hepatic disease, sur
gery resulting in adhesions).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

There may be differences in how various ethnic and cultural groups respond to pain
ful stimuli and how they express their reactions to pain. However, because there is so
much individual variation, these factors are of limited usefulness in the evaluation
and management of individuals with Pain Disorder.

Pain Disorder may occur at any age. Females appear to experience certain chronic
pain conditions, most notably migraine and tension-type headaches and musculo
skeletal pain, more often than do males.

Prevalence

Pain that causes significant distress or impairment in functioning is widespread. For
example, it is estimated that, in any given year, 10%-15% of adults in the United
States have some form of work disability due to back pain (only some of whom have
Pain Disorder). However, the prevalence of Pain Disorder is unclear. Pain Disorder
Associated With Both Psychological Factors and a General Medical Condition ap
pears to be relatively common in certain clinical settings, particular those in which
pain is a significant problem (e.g., pain clinics, psychiatric consultation services in a
general medical hospital). Pain Disorder Associated With Ps}'choiogicai Factors ap
pears to be much less common.

Course

Most acute pain resolves in relatively short periods of time. There is a wide range of
variability in the onset of chronic pain, although it appears that the longer acute pain
is present, the more likely it is' to become chronic and persistent. In most cases, the
pain has persisted for many years by the time the individual comes to the attention of
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the mental heallh profession. Important factors that appear to influence recovery
from Pain Disorder are the individual's acknowledgment of pain; giving up unpro.
ductive efforts to control pain; participation in regularly scheduled activities (e.g.,
work) despite the pain; degree of pain reduction; recognition and treatment of comar·
bid mental disorders; psychological adaptation to chronic illness; and not allowing
the pain 10 become the detennining factor in his or her lifestyle. Individuals with
greater numbers of painful body areas and higher numbers of general medical symp
toms other than pain have a poorer prognosis.

Familial Pattern

Depressive Disorders, Alcohol Dependence, and chronic pain may be more common
in the first-degree biological relatives of individuals with chronic Pain Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Pain symptoms are included in the diagnostic criteria for Somatization Disorder. If
the pain associated with psychological fadors occurs exclusively during the course of
Somatization Disorder, an additional diagnosis of Pain Disorder Associated With
Psychological Factors is not made. Similarly, if the pain presentation meets criteria for
Dyspareunia (i.e., pain associated with sexual intercourse), an additional diagnosis
of Pain Disorder is not given. Pain complaints may be prominent in individuals with
Conversion Disorder, but by definition, Conversion Disorder is not limited to pain
symptoms. Pain symptoms are common associated features of other mental disor
ders (e.g., Depressive Disorders. Anxiety Disorders, Psychotic Disorders). An addition
al diagnosis of Pain Disorder should be considered only if the pain is an independent
focus of clinical attention, leads to clinically significant distress or impainnent, and is
in excess of that usually associated with the other mental disorder.

Pain symptoms may be intentionally produced or feigned in Factitious Disorder
or Malingering. In Factitious Disorder, the motivation is to assume the sick role and
to obtain medical evaluation and treatment, whereas more obvious goals such as fi·
nancial compensation, avoidance of duties related to military service or incarceration,
evasion of criminal prosecution, or obtaining drugs are apparent in Malingering.

Relationship to the Taxonomy Proposed by
The International Association for the Study of Pain

The Subcommittee on Taxonomy of The International Association for the Study of
Pain proposed a five-axis system for categorizing chronic pain according to I) ana
tomical region, il) organ system. III) temporal characteristics of pain and pattern of
occurrence. TV) patient's statement of intensity and time since onset of pain, and
V) etiology. This five-axis system focuses primarily on the physical manifestations of
pain. It provides for comments on psychological factors on both the second axis
where the involvement of a mental disorder can be coded and the fifth axis where
possible etiologies include "psychophysiological" and "psychological."
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Diagnostic criteria for Pain Disorder
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A. Pain in one or more anatomical sites is the predominant focus of the clinical presen
tation and is of sufficient severity to warrant clinical attention.

B. The pain causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or
other important areas of functioning.

C. Psychological factors are judged to have an important role in the onset, severity, ex
acerbation, or maintenance of the pain.

D. The symptom or deficit is not intentionally produced or feigned (as in Factitious Dis
order or Malingering).

r. The pain is not better accounted for by a Mood, Anxiety, or Psychotic Disorder and
does not meet criteria for Dyspareunia.

Code as follows:

307.BO Pain Disorder Associated With Psychological Factors: psychological
factors are judged to have the major role in the onset, severity, exacerbation, or
maintenance of the pain. (If a general medical condition is present, it does not
have a major role in the onset, severity, exacerbation, or maintenance of the pain.)
This type of Pain Disorder is not diagnosed if criteria are also met for Somatization
Disorder.

Specify if:

Acute: duration of less than 6 months
Chronic: duration of 6 months or longer

307.89 Pain Disorder Associated With Both Psychological Factors and a
General Medical Condition: both psychological factors and a general medical
condition are judged to have important roles in the onset, severity, exacerbation,
or maintenance of the pain. The associated general medical condition or anatom
ical site of the pain (see below) is coded on Axis III.

Specify if:

Acute: duration of less than 6 months
Chronic: duration of 6 months or longer

Note: The following is not considered to be a mental disorder and is included here to
facilitate differential diagnosis. "- ,

Pain Disorder Associated With a General Medical Condition: a general medical
condition has a major role in the onset, severity, exacerbation, or maintenance of the pain.
(If psychological factors are present, they are not judged to have a major role in the onset,
severity, exacerbation, or maintenance of the pain.) The diagnostic code for the pain is se
lected based on the associated general medical condition if one has been established (see
Appendix G) or on the anatomical location of the pain if the underlying general medical
condition is not yet clearly established-for example, low back (724.2), sciatic (724.3), pel
vic (625.9), headache (784.0), facial (784.0), chest (786.50), joint (719.40), bone (733.90),
abdominal (789.0), breast (611.71), renal (788.0), ear (388.70), eye (379.91), throat (784.1),
tooth (525.9), and urinary (788.0).
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Hypochondriasis

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Hypochondriasis is preoccupation with fears of having, or the
idea that one has, a serious disease based on a misinterpretation of one or more bocHly
signs or symptoms (Criterion A). A thorough medical evaluation does not identify a
general medical condition thai fully accounts for the person's concerns about disease
or fOT the physical signs or symptoms (although a coexisting general medical condi
tion may be present). The unwarranted fear or idea of having a disease persists de
spite medical reassurance (Criterion B). However, the belief is not of delusional
intensity (Le., the person can acknowledge the possibility that he or she may be exag
gerating the extent of the feared disease, or that there may be no disease at all). The
belief is also not restricted to a circumscribed concern about appearance, as seen in
Body Dysmorphic Disorder (Criterion C). The preoccupation with bodily symptoms
causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other
important areas of functioning (Criterion D) and lasts for at least 6 months (Criterion
E). The preoccupation is not better accounted for by Generalized Anxiety Disorder,
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, Panic Disorder, a Major Depressive Episode, Sepa
ration Anxiety, or another Somatoform Disorder (Criterion F).

The preoccupation in Hypochondriasis may be with bodily functions (e.g., heart
beat, sweating, or peristalsis); with minor physical abnormalities (e.g., a small sore or
an occasional cough); or with vague and ambiguous physical sensations (e.g.• "tired
heart/' "aching veins"). The person attributes these symptoms or signs to the suspect
ed disease and is very concerned with their meaning, authenticity, and etiology. The
concerns may involve several body systems, at different times or simultaneously. Al
ternatively, there may be preoccupation with a specific organ or a single disease (e.g.,
fear of having cardiac disease). Repeated physical examinations, diagnostic tests, and
reassurance from the physician do little to allay the concern about bodily disease or
affliction. For example, an individual preoccupied with having cardiac disease will
not be reassured by the repeated lack of findings on physical examination, ECG, or
even cardiac angiography. Individuals with Hypochondriasis may become ,?Iarmed
by reading or hearing about disease, knowing someone who becomes sick, or from
observations, sensations, or occurrences within their own bodies. Concern about the
feared illness often becomes a central feature of the individual's self-image, a topic of
social discourse, and a response to life stresses.

Specifier

With Poor Insight. This specifier is used if, for most of the time during the
current episode, the individual does not recognize that the concern about hav
ing a serious illness is excessive or unreasonable.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Fears of aging and death
are common. Although indh·iduals with Hypochondriasis place greater importance
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on physical health, they generally have no better health habits (e.g., healthy diet, reg
ular exercise, avoidance of smoking) than individuals without the disorder. The med
ical history is often presented in great detail and at length in Hypochondriasis.

"Doctor-shopping" and deterioration in doctor-patient relationships, with frustra
tion and anger on both sides, are common. Individuals with this disorder often be
lieve that they are not getting proper care and may strenuously resist referral to
mental health professionals. Complications may result from repeated diagnostic pro-
cedures that carry their own risks and are costly. However, be<:ause these individuals
have a history of multiple complaints without a dear physical basis, they may receive
cursory evaluations and the presence of a general medical condition may be missed.
Social relationships become strained because the individual with Hypochondriasis
is preoccupied with his or her condition and often expects special treatment and
consideration. Family We may become disturbed as it becomes centered around the
individual's physical well-being. Often, the preoccupation interferes with job perfor
mance and causes the person to miss time from work. In more severe cases, the indi
vidual with Hypochondriasis may become a complete invalid.

Serious illnesses, particularl}' in childhood, and past experience with disease in a
family member are associated with the occurrence of Hypochondriasis. Psychosocial
stressors, in particular the death of someone dose to the individual, are thought to
precipitate the disorder in some cases. Individuals with Hypochondriasis often have
other mental disorders (particularly Anxiety, Depressive, and other Somatoform Dis
orders).

Associated laboratory findings. Laboratory findings do not confirm the individu
al's preoccupation.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Physical examination findings do not confirm the individual's preoccupation.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Whether it is unreasonable for the preoccupation with disease to persist despite appro-
priate medical evaluation and reassurance must be judged relative to the indjvidual's
cultural backgrmmd tlnd explanatory models. The diagnosis of Hypochondriasis
should be made cautiously if the individual's ideas about disease have been rein
forced by traditional healers who may disagree with the reassurances prOVided by
medical evaluations. Findings with respect to age and gender differences in preva
lence are inconsistent, but the disorder occurs across the lifespan in both men and
women.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Hypochondriasis in the general population is 1%--5%. Among pri
mary care outpatients, estimates of current pre\'alence range from 2% to 7%.
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Course

Somatoform Disorders

Hypochondriasis can begin at any age, with the most common age at onset thought
to be in early adulthood. The course is usually chronic, with waxing and waning
symptoms, but complete recovery sometimes occurs. It appears that acute onset, brief
duration, mild hypochondriacal symptoms, the presence of general medical comor
bidity, the absence of a comorbid mental disorder, and the absence of secondary gain
are favorable prognostic indicators. Because of its chronicity, some view this disorder
as having prominent "traitlike" characteristics (i.e., a long-standing preoccupation
with bodily complaints and focus on bodily symptoms).

Differential Diagnosis

The most important differential diagnostic consideration in Hypochondriasis is an
underlying general medical condition, such as the early stages of neurological con
ditions (e.g., multiple sclerosis or myasthenia gravis), endocrine conditions (e.g., thy
roid or parathyroid disease), diseases that affect multiple body systems (e.g., systemic
lupus erythematosus), and occult malignancies. Although the presence of a general
medical condition does not rule out the possibility of coexisting Hypochondriasis,
transient preoccupations related to a current general medical condition do not con
stitute Hypochondriasis. Somatic symptoms (e.g., abdominal pain) are common in
children and should not be diagnosed as Hypochondriasis unless the child has a pro
longed preoccupation with having a serious illness. Bodily preoccupations and fears
of debility may be frequent in elderly persons. However, the onset of health concerns
in old age is more likely to be realistic or to reflect a Mood Disorder rather than Hypo
chondriasis.

A number of other disorders may be characterized by concerns about health or ill
ness. Hypochondriasis is not diagnosed if the individual's health concerns are better
accounted for by one of these disorders. For example, individuals with Generalized
Anxiety Disorder worry about a number of events and activities that may include
worries about having a disease. A separate diagnosis of Hypochondriasis should be
considered only if the preoccupation with having an illness is the individual's pre
dominant focus of concern. Some individuals in a Major Depressive Episod.e will be
preoccupied with excessive worries over physical health. A separate diagnosis of
Hypochondriasis is not made if these concerns occur only during Major Depressive
Episodes. However, depression often occurs secondary to the Hypochondriasis, in
which case Hypochondriasis should also be diagnosed.

Individuals with Hypochondriasis may have intrusive thoughts about having a
disease and also may have associated compulsive behaviors (e.g., asking for reassur
ances). A separate diagnosis of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is given only when
the obsessions or compulsions are not restricted to concerns about illness (e.g., check
ing locks). Occasionally, individuals with Hypochondriasis experience Panic Attacks
that are triggered by hypochondriacal concerns. However, a separate diagnosis of
Panic Disorder is made only when recurrent unexpected Panic Attacks are also
present. In Body Dysmorphic Disorder, the concern is limited to the person's physi
cal appearance. In contrast to a Specific ("disease") Phobia in which the individual
is fearful of developing or being exposed to a disease, Hypochondriasis is char,1cter
ized by a preoccupation that one has the disease.
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In Hypochondriasis, the disease conviction does not reach delusional proportions
(i.e., Ihe individual can entertain the possibility that the feared disease is nol present),
as opposed to somatic delusions that can occur in Psychotic Disorders (e.g., Schizo
phrenia, Delusional Disorder, Somatic Type, and ~'Iajor Depressi\'e Disorder, With
Psychotic Features).

Diagnostic criteria for 300.7 Hypochondriasis

A. Preoccupation with fears of having. or the idea that one has, a serious disease based
on the person's misinterpretation of bodily symptoms.

B. The preoccupation persists despite appropriate medical evaluation and reassurance.

C. The belief in Criterion A is not of delusional intensity (as in Delusional Disorder, So
matic Type) and is not restricted to a circumscribed concern about appearance (as in
Body Dysmorphic Disorder).

D. The preoccupation causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occu
pational. or other important areas of functioning.

E. The duration of the disturbance is at least 6 months.

F. The preoccupation is not better accounted for by Generalized Anxiety Disorder,
Obsessive·Compulsive Disorder, Panic Disorder, a Major Depressive Episode, Separa
tion Anxiety, or another Somatoform Disorder.

Specify if:

With Poor Insight: if, for most of the time during the current episode, the per
son does not recognize that the concern about having a serious illness is excessive
or unreasonable

300.7

Diagnostic Features

Body Dysmorphic Disorder

The essential feature of Body Dysmorphic Disorder (historically known as dysmor
phophobia) is a preoccupation with a defect in appearance (Criterion A). The defect
is either imagined, or, if a slight physical anomaly is present, the individual's concern
is markedly excessive (Criterion A). The preoccupation must cause significant dis
tress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning
(Criterion B). The preoccupation is not better accounted for by another mental disor
der (e.g., dissatisfaction with body shape and size in Anorexia Nen'osa) (Criterion C).

Complaints commonly involve imagined or slight flaws of the face or head such as
hair thinning, acne, wrinkles, scars, vascular markings, paleness or redness of the
complexion, swelling, facial asymmetry or disproportion, or excessive fadal hair.
Other common preoccupations include the shape, size, or some other aspect of the
nose, eyes, eyelids, eyebrows, ears, mouth, lips, leeth, jaw, chin, cheeks, or head.
However, any other body part may be the focus of concern (e.g., the genitals, breasts,
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buttocks, abdomen, arms, hands, feet, legs. hips, shoulders, spine, larger body re
gions, overall body size. or body build and muscularity). The preoccupation may si
multaneously focus on several bod}' parts. Although the complaint is often specific
(e.g., a "crooked" lip or a "bumpy" nose), it is sometimes vague (e.g., a "falling" face
or "inadequately finn" eyes). Because of embarrassment over their concerns or for
other reasons, some individuals with Body Dysmorphic Disorder avoid describing
their "defects" in detail and may instead refer only 10 their general ugliness.

Most individuals with tll..is disorder experience marked distress over their sup
posed deformity, often describing their preoccupations as "intensely painful," "tor
menting," or "devastating." Most find their preoccupations difficult to control. and
they may make little or no attempt to resist them. As a result, they often spend hours
a day thinking about their "defect," to the point where these thoughts may dominate
their lives. Significant impairment in many areas of functioning generally occurs.
Feelings of self-consciousness about their "defect" may lead to avoidance of work,
school, or public situations.

Associated Features and Disorders

Frequent checking of the defect, either directly or in a reflecting surface (e.g., mirrors,
store windows, car bumpers, watch faces) can consume many hours a day. Some in
dividuals use special lighting or magnifying glasses to scrutinize their"defect." lllere
may be excessive grooming behavior (e.g., excessive hair combing, hair removal, rit
ualized makeup application, or skin picking). Although the usual intent of checking
and grooming is 10 diminish anxiety, be reassured about one's appearance, or tempo
rarily improve one's appearance, these behaviors often intensify the preoccupation
and associated anxiety. Consequently, some individuals avoid mirrors, sometimes
cO\'ering them or removing them from their environment. Others alternate between
periods of excessive mirror checking and avoidance. Other behaviors aimed at im
proving the "defect" include excessive exercise (e.g., weight lifting), dieting, and fre
quent changing of clothes. There may be frequent requests for reassurance about the
"defect," but such reassurance leads to only temporary, if any, relief.lndividuals with
the disorder may also frequentl)' compare their "ugly" body part with that of others.
They may try to camouflage the "defect" (e.g., growing a beard to cover imagined fa
cial scars, wearing a hat to hide imagined hai.r loss, stuffing their shorts to enhance a
"small" penis). Some individuals may be excessively preoccupied with fears that the
"ugly" body pari will malfunction or is extremely fragile and in constant danger of
being damaged. Insight about the perceived defect is often poor, and some individu
als are delusional; that is, they are completely convinced that their view of the defect
is accurate and undistorted, and they cannot be convinced otherwise. Ideas and de
lusions of reference related to the imagined defect are also common; that is, individ·
uals with this disorder often think that others may be (or are) taking speci,itl notice of
their supposed flaw, perhaps talking about il or mocking it.

Avoidance of usual activities may lead to extreme social isolation. In some cases,
individuals may leave their homes only at night, when they cannot be seen, or be
come housebound, sometimes for years. Individuals with this disorder may drop out
of school, avoid job interviews, work at jobs below their capacity, or not work at all.
TIley may have few friends, avoid dating and other social interactions, have marital
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difficulties, or get divorced because of their symptoms. The distress and dysftmction
associated with this disorder, although variable, can lead to repeated hospitalization
and to suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and completed suicide. Individuals with
Body Dysmorphic Disorder often pursue and receive general medical (often derma
tological), dental, or surgical treatments to rectify their imagined or slight defects. Oc
casionally, individtlals may resort to extreme measures (e.g., self-surgery) to correct
their perceived flaws.

Such treatment may cause the disorder to worsen, leading to intensified or new
preoccupations, which may in turn lead to further unsuccessful procedures, so that
individuals may eventually possess "synthetic" noses, ears, breasts, hips, or other
body parts, which they are stilJ dissatisfied with. Body Dysmorphic Disorder may be
associated with Major Depressive Disorder, Delusional Disorder, Social Phobia, and
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Cultural concerns about physical appearance and the importance of proper physical
self-presentation may influence or amplify preoccupations about an imagined phys
ical deformity. Body Dysmorphic Disorder may be equally common in women and
in men in outpatient mental health settings.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Body Dysmorphic Disorder in the commw,ity is unknown. In clin
ic,,1 mental health settings, reported rates of Body Dysmorphic Disorder in individu
als with Anxiety or Depressive Disorders range from under 5% to approximately
-ID%. In cosmetic surgery and dermatology settings, reported rates of Body Dysmor
phic Disorder range from 6% to 15%.

Course

Bod}' Dysmorphic Disorder usuall}' begins during adolescence but can begin during
childhood. However, the disorder may not be diagnosed for many years, often be
cause individuals with the disorder are reluctant to reveal their symptoms. TIle onset
may be either gradual or abrupt. The disorder often has a fairly continuous course,
with few symptom-free intervals, although the intensity of symptoms may wax and
wane over time. The part of the body on which concern is focused. may remain the
same or may change.

Differential Diagnosis

Unlike normal concerns about appearance, the preoccupation with appearance in
Body Dysmorphic Disorder is excessively time consuming and associated with sig
nificant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other areas of functioning.
However, Body Dysmorphic Disorder may be underrecognized in settings in which
cosmetic procedures are performed. The excessive exercising (e.g., weight lifting) that
can occur in Body Dysmorphic Disorder to correct a perceived appearance naw
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should be differentiated from healthy e~ercisingand from excessive exercising that
may occur as part of an Eating Disorder.

The diagnosis of Body Dysmorphic Disorder should not be made if the preoccupa
tion is better accounted for by another mental disorder. Body Dysmorphic Disorder
should not be diagnosed if the excessive preoccupation is restricted to concerns ahout
"fatness" in Anorexia Nervosa, if the individual's preoccupation is limited to discom+
fort with or a sense of inappropriateness about his or her primary and secondary sex
characteristics occurring in Gender Identity Disorder, or if the preoccupation is lim
ited. to mood-congruenl ruminations involving appearance that occur exclusively
during a Major Depressive Episode. However, depression often occurs secondary to
Body Dysmorphic Disorder, in which case 6<x:Iy Dysmorphic Disorder should be di
agnosed.

Individuals with Avoidant Personality Disorder or Social Phobia may worry
about being embarrassed by real defects in appearance, but this concern is usualJy not
prominent, persistent, distressing, time consuming, and impairing. Allhough indi
viduals with Body Dysmorphic Disorder have obsessional preoccupations about
their appearance and may have associated compulsive behaviors (e.g., mirror check
ing), a separate diagnosis of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is given only when the
obsessions or compulsions are not restricted to concerns about appearance. Some in
dividuals with Body Dysmorphic Disorder remove body hair or pick their skin in an
attempt to improve their appearance; these behaviors should be distinguished from
hair pulling in Trichotillomania, which does not occur in response to appearance
concerns, and from skin picking that may be associated with other mental disorders.

Individuals with Bod}' Dysmorphic Disorder can receive an additional diagnosis
of Delusional Disorder, Somatic Type, if their preoccupation with an imagined de
fect in appearance is held with a delusional intensity.

Koro is a culture-related syndrome that occurs primarily in Southeast Asia thai
may be related to Body Dysmorphic Disorder. It is characterized by the preoccupa
tion that the penis (or labia, nipples, or breast in women) is shrinking or retracting
and will disappear into the abdomen. This preoccupation is often accompanied by a
belief that death will result. KoTO differs from Body Dysmorphic Disorder by its usu
ally brief duration, different associated features (primarily acute anxiety and fear of
death), positive response to reassurance, and occasional occurrence as an epidemic.

Diagnostic criteria for 300.7 Body Dysmorphic Disorder

A. Preoccupation with an imagined defect in appearance. If a slight physical anomaly is
present, the person's concern is markedly excessive.

B. The preoccupation causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occu
pational, or other important areas of functioning.

C. The preoccupation is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., dis
satisfaction with body shape and size in Anorexia Nervosa).
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300.82 Somatoform Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category includes disorders with somatoform symptoms that do not meet the
criteria for any specific Somatoform Disorder. Examples include

1. Pseudocyesis: a false belief of being pregnant thai is associated with objective
signs of pregnancy, which may include abdominal enlargement (although the
umbilicus does not become everted), reduced menstrual flow, amenorrhea, sub
jective sensation of fetal movement, nausea, breast engorgement and secretions,
and labor pains at the expected date of delivery. Endocrine changes may be
present, but the syndrome cannot be explained by a general medical condition
that causes endocrine changes (e.g., a hormone-secreting rumor).

2. A disorder involving nonps)'chotic hypochondriacal symptoms of less than
6 months' duration.

3. A disorder involving une:\plained physical complaints (e.g., fatigue or body
weakness) of less than 6 months' duration that are not due to another mental dis
order.



Factitious Disorders

Factitious Disorders aTe characterized by physical or psychological symptoms
that arc intentionally produced or feigned in order to assume the sick role. The judg
ment that a particular symptom is intentionally produced is made both by direct
evidence and by excluding other causes of the symptom. For example, an individual
presenting with hematuria is found to have anticoagulants in his possession. The per
son denies having taken them, but blood studies are consistent with the ingestion of
anticoagulants. A reasonable inference, in the absence of evidence that accidental in
gestion occurred, is that the individual may have taken the medication intentionally.
It should be noted Ulaf the presence of factitious symptoms does not preclude the co
existence of true physical or psychological symptoms.

Factitious Disorders are distinguished from acts of Malingering. In Malingering,
the individual also produces the symptoms intentionally, but has a goal that is obvi
ously re<:ognizable when the environmental circumstances are known. For example,
the intentional production of symptoms to avoid jury duty, standing trial, or con
scription into the military would be classified as Malingering. SimiJarl)', if an individ
ual who is hospitalized for treatment of a mental disorder simulates an exacerbation
of illness to avoid transfer to another, less desirable facility, this would be an act of
Malingering. In contrast, in Factitious Disorder, the motivation is a psychological
need to assume the sick role, as evidenced by an absence of external incentives for the
behavior. Malingering may be considered to be adaptive under certain circumstances
(e.g., in hostage situations), but by definition a diagnosis of a Factitious Disorder al
ways implies psychopathology.

Factitious Disorder

The essential feature of Factitious Disorder is the intentional production of physical
or psychological signs or symptoms (Criterion A). The presentation rna)' include
fabrication of subje<:tive complaints (e.g., complaints of acute abdominal pain in the
absence of an)' such pain), falsification of objective signs (e.g., manipulating a ther
mometer to create the illusion of fever), self-inflicted conditions (e.g., the production
of abscesses by injection of saliva into the skin), exaggeration or exacerbation of pre
existing general medical conditions (e.g., feigning of a grand mal seizure by an indi
vidual with a previous history of seizure disorder). or any combination or variation
of these. The motivation for the behavior is to assume the sick role (Criterion B). Ex·
temal incentives for the behavior (e.g., economic gain, avoiding legal responsibility,
or improving physical well-being, as in Malingering) are absent (Criterion C).

Individuals with Factitious Disorder usually present their history with dramatic
flair, but are extremely vague and inconsistent when questioned in greater detail.

513
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They may engage in pathological lying. in a manner that is intriguing 10 the listener,
about any aspect of their history or symptoms (i.e., pseudologia fantastical. They of
ten have extensive knowledge of medical terminology and hospital routines. Com
plaints of pain and requests for analgesics are very common. After an extensh'e
workup of their initial chief complaints has proved negative, they often complain of
other physical or psychological problems and produce more factitious symptoms.In
dividuals with this disorder may eagerly undergo multiple invasive procedures and
operations. While in the hospital, they usually have few visitors. Eventually, a point
may be reached at which the factitious nature of the individual's symptoms is re
vealed (e.g., the person is recognized by someone who encountered the patient dur
ing a previous admission; other hospitals confirm multiple prior hospitalizations for
factitious symptomatology). When confronted with e\'idence that their symptoms are
factitious, individuals with this disorder usually deny the allegations or rapidly dis
charge themselves against medical ad\'ice. Sometimes, they will be admitted to an
other hospital soon after. Their repeated hospitalizations may take them to numerous
cities, states, and countries.

Subtypes

Factitious Disorder is coded according to the subtype that best characterizes the pre
dominant symptoms.

300.16 With Predominantly Psychological Signs and Symptoms. This
subtype describes a clinical presentation in which psychological signs and
symptoms predominate. It is characterized by the intentional production or
feigning of psychological symptoms that are suggestive of a mental disorder.
The individual's goal is apparently to assume the "patient" role and is not oth
erwise understandable in light of environmental circumstances (in contrast to
the case in Malingering). This subtype may be suggested by a Wide-ranging
symptomatology that often does not correspond to a typical syndromal pat
tern, an unusual course and response to treatment, and the worsening of
symptoms when the individual is aware of being observed. Individuals with
this subtype of Factitious Disorder may claim problems such as depression
and suicidal ideation follOWing the death o.f a spouse (the death not being con
firmed by other informants), memory loss (recent and remote), hallucinations
or delusions, symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, and dissociative
symptoms. Some individuals may discern from the examiner's questions the
symptoms to endorse during a review of s)'stems. Conversely, they may be ex
tremely negativistic and uncooperative when questioned. The presentation
usually represents the individual's concept of mental disorder and may not
conform to any recognized diagnostic category.
300.19 With Predominantly Physical Signs and Symptoms. This subtype
describes a clinical presentation in which signs and symptoms of an apparent
general medical condition predomin<"!te. Common clinical problems that may
be feigned or produced include infection (e.g., abscesses), impaired wound
healing, pain, hypoglycemia, anemia, bleeding, rashes, neurological symp
toms (e.g., seizures, diZZiness, or blacking out), vomiting, diarrhea, fevers of
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undetennined origin, and symptoms of automlffiune or connective tissue dis
ease. The most severe and cluonic form of this disorder has been referred to as
'?vh.inchausen's syndrome," consisting of the core elements of recurrent hos
pitalization, peregrination (traveling), and pseudologia fantastica. All organ
systems are potential targets, and the symptoms presented are limited only by
the individual's medical knowledge, sophistication, and imagination.
300.19 With Combined Psychological and Physical Signs and Symptoms.
This subtype describes a clinical presentation in which both psychological and
physical signs and symptoms are present, but neither predominates.

Associated Features.and Disorders

In Factitious Disorder With Predominantly Psychological Signs and Symptoms, the
intentional giving of approximate answers may OCCtu (e.g., "8 times 8 equals 65").
The individual may stureptitiously use psychoactive substances for the ptupose of
producing symptoms that suggest a mental disorder (e.g., stimulants to produce rest
lessness or insomnia, hallucinogens to induce altered perceptual stales, analgesics to
induce euphoria, and hypnotics to induce lethargy). Combinations of psychoactive
substances can produce very lmllSual presentations.

Individuals with Factitious Disorder With Predominantly Physical Signs and
Symptoms may also present with Substance Abuse, particularly of prescribed anal
gesics and sedatives. Multiple hospitalizations frequently lead to iatrogenically in
duced general medical conditions (e.g., the fonnation of scar tissue from unnecessary
surgery, or adverse drug reactions). Individuals with the chronic form of this disor
der may acquire a "gridiron abdomen" from multiple surgical procedures. Chronic
Factitious Disorder is usually incompatible with the individual's maintaining steady
employment, family ties, and interpersonal relationships. Possible predisposing fac
lars to Factitious Disorder may include the presence of other mental disorders or gen
eral medical conditions during childhood or adolescence that led to extensive
medical treatment and hospitalization; family disruption or emotional or physical
abuse in childhood; a grudge against the medical profession; employment in a med
ically related position; and the presence of a severe Personality Disorder, most often
Borderline Personality Disorder.

,..
Specific Gender Features

Factitious Disorder is more common in females than in males. However, the most
chronic and severe (Munchausen) variant appears to be more frequent in males than
in females.

Prevalence

There is limited information on the prevalence of Factitious Disorder. Standard epi
demiological tedmiques are constrained by the fact that Factitious Disorder always
involves deception and sometimes peregrination as well, and so it often may not be
recognized. On the other hand, the cluonic form of the disorder may be overreported
because affected individuals appear to different physicians at different hospitals, of-
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ten under different names. The best data indicate that, within large general hospitals,
Factitious Disorder is diagnosed in around 1% of patients on whom mental health
professionals consult. The prevalence appears to be greater in highly specialized
treatment settings. Presentations with Predominantly Psydlological Signs and Symp
toms are reported much less commonly than those wilh Predominantly PhYSical
Signs and Symptoms.

Course

The course of Factitious Disorder usually consists of intennitlent episodes. Less com
mon is a single episode or chronic, unremitting illness. The onset is usually in early
adulthood, often after a hospitalization for a general medical conclition or other men
tal disorder. in the chronic form of this disorder, a pattern of successive hospitaliza
tions may become a lifelong pattern.

Differential Diagnosis

A Factitious Disorder must be distinguished from a true general medical condition
and from a true mental disorder. Suspicion that an apparent mental disorder or gen
eral medical condition in fact represents Factitious Disorder should be aroused if any
combination of the following is noted in a hospitalized individual: an atypical or dr,l
matic presentation that does not conform to an identifiable general medical condition
or mental disorder; symptoms or beha\'iors that are present only when the individual
is being observed; pseudologia fantastica; disruptive behavior on the ward (e.g., non
compliance with hospital regulations, arguing excessively with nurses and physi
cians): extensive knowledge of medical terminology and hospital routines; covert use
of substances; evidence of multiple treatment interventions (e.g., repeated surgery,
repeated courses of electroconvulsive therapy); extensive history of traveling; few, if
any, visitors while hospitalized; and a fluctuating clinical course, with rapid develop
ment of "complications" or new "pathology" once the initial workup prO\·es to be
negati\'e. However, it should be noted that the absence of objecti\'e signs (e.g., a de
monstrable lesion) is not necessarily an indication that the symptoms (e.g., pain) are
intentionally produced.

In Somatoform Disorders, physical complCj.ints that are not fully attributable to a
true general medical condition are also present, but the symptoms are not intention
ally produced. Malingering differs from Factitious Disorder in that in Malingering,
the individual is consciously motivated by an external incentive. lndh'iduals with
ivlalingering may seek hospitalization by producing symptoms in attempts to obtain
compensation, avoid prosecution, or simply "get a bed for the night." However, the
goal is usually apparent, and they can "stop" the symptoms when the symptoms are
no longer useful to them. In Factitious Disorder, the individual is usually not aware
of the motivation behind the factitious behavior and external incentives are absent.
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Diagnostic criteria for Factitious Disorder
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A. Intentional production or feigning of physical or psychological signs or symptoms.

B. The motivation for the behavior is to assume the sick role.

C. External incentives for the behavior (such as economic gain, avoiding legal responsi
bility, or improving physical well-being, as in Malingering) are absent.

Code based on type:

300.16 With Predominantly Psychological Signs and Symptoms: if psy
chological signs and symptoms predominate in the clinical presentation
300.19 With Predominantly Physical Signs and Symptoms: if physical
signs and symptoms predominate in the clinical presentation
300.19 With Combined Psychological and Physical Signs and
Symptoms: if both psychological and physical signs and symptoms are present
but neither predominates in the clinical presentation

300.19 Factitious Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category includes disorders with factitious symptoms that do not meet the crite
ria for Factitious Disorder. An example is factitious disorder by proxy: the intentional
production or feigning of physical or psychological signs or symptoms in another
person who is under the individual's CMe for the purpose of indirectly assuming the
sick role (see p. 781 for suggested research criteria).
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Dissociative Disorders

The essential feature of the Dissociative Disorders is a disruption in the usually in
tegrated functions of consciousness, memory, identity, or perception. The distur
bance may be sudden or gradual, transient or duonic. The following disorders arc
included in this section:

Dissociative Amnesia is characterized by an inability to recall important personal
information. usually of a traumatic or stressful nature, that is too extensive to be ex·
plaincd by ordinary forgetfulness.

Dissociative Fugue is characterized by sudden, unexpccted travel away from
home or one's customary place of work, accompanied by an inability to recall one's
past and confusion about personal identity or the assumption of a new identity.

Dissociative Identity Disorder (formerly Multiple Personality Disorder) is char
acterized by the presence of two or more distinct identities or personality states that
recurrently take control of the individual's behavior accompanied by an inability to
recall important personal information that is too extensive to be explained by ordi
nary forgetfulness. II is a disorder characterized by identity fragmentation rather
than a proliferation of separate personalities.

Depersonalization Disorder is characterized by a persistent or recurrent feeling
of being detached from one's mental processes or body that is accompanied by intact
reality testing.

Dissociative Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is included for coding disorders
in which the predominant feature is a dissociative symptom, but that do not meet the
criteria for any specific Dissociative Disorder.

Dissociative symptoms are also included in the criteria sets for Acute Stress Disor
der, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, and Somatization Disorder. An additional Disso
ciative Disorder diagnosis is not given if the dissociative s)'mptoms occur exclusively
during the course of one of these disorders. in some classifications, conversion reac
tion is considered to be a dissociative phenomenon; however, in DSM-TV, Conversion
Disorder is placed in the "Somatoforrn Disorders" section 10 emphasize the impor
tance of considering neurological or other general medical conditions in the differen
tial diagnosis.

A cross-cultural perspective is particularly important in the evaluation of Dissoda
tive Disorders because dissociati\'e states are a common and accepted expression of
cultural activities or religious experience in many societies. In most such instances,
the dissociative states are not pathological and do not lead to significant distress, im
pairment, or help-seeking behavior. However, a number of culturally defined syn
dromes characterized by dissociation do cause distress and impairment and are
recognized indigenously as manifestations of pathology (see p. 783 and p. 897), al
though the symptomatology may take different forms in different cultures, such as
recurrent brief episodes of dissociatin stupor or spirit possession in India.
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300.12 Dissociative Amnesia
(formerly Psychogenic Amnesia)

Diagnostic Features

The essentiaJ feature of Dissodative Anmesia is an inability to recall important per
sonal infonnation, usually of a traumatic or stressful nature, that is too extensive to
be explained by normal forgetfulness (Criterion A). This disorder involves a re\'ers
ible memory impairment in which memories of personal experience cannot be re
trieved in a verbal form (or, if temporarily retrieved, cannot be wholly retained in
consciousness). The disturbance does not occur eXclusively during the course of Dis
sociative Identity Disorder, Dissociative Fugue, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Acute
Stress Disorder, or Somatization Disorder and is not due to the direct physiological
effects of a substance or a neurological or other general medical condition (Criterion
B). The symptoms must cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion C).

Dissociative Amnesia most coounonly presents as a retrospectively reported gap
or series of gaps in recall for aspects of the individual's life history. These gaps are
usually related to traumatic or extremely stressful events. Some individuals may
have amnesia for episodes of self-mutilation, violent outbursts, or suicide attempts.
Less commonly, Dissociative Amnesia presents as a florid episode with sudden on
set. This acute form is more likely to occur during wartime or in response to a natural
disaster or other forms of severe trauma.

Several types of memory disturbances have been described in Dissociative Amne
sia. In localized amnesia, the individual fails to recall events that occurred during a cir
cumscribed period of time, usually the first few hours following a profoundly
disturbing event (e.g., the uninjured survivor of a car accident in which a family
member has been killed may not be able to recall anything that happened from the
time of the accident until 2 days later). In selectiot amnesia, the person can recall some,
but not all, of the events during a circumscribed period of time (e.g., a combat veteran
can recall only some parts of a series of violent combat experiences). Three other types
of amnesia-generalized, continuous, and systematized-are less common. In gener
alized amnesia, failure of recaU encompasses the person's entire life. Individuals with
this rare disorder usually present to the police, to emergency rooms, or to general
hospital consultation-liaison services. ContinI/OilS lllllllesia is defined as the inability to
recall events subsequent to a specific time up to and including the present. System
ati:ed all/11esia is loss of memory for certain categories of information, such as all mem
ories relating to one's family or to a particular person. Individuals who exhibit these
latter three types of Dissociative Amnesia may ultimately be diagnosed as having
a more complex form of Dissociative Disorder (e.g., Dissooath-e Identity Disorder).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Some individuals with Dis
sociative Amnesia report depressive symptoms, anxiety, depersonalization, trance
states, analgesia, and spontaneous age regression. They may provide approximate in-
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accurate answers to questions (e.g., "2 plus 2 equals 5") as in Ganser syndrome. Other
problems that sometimes accompany this disorder include sexual dysfunction, impair
ment in work and interpersonal relationships, self-mutilation, aggressive impulses,
and suicidal impulses and acts. lndjviduals with Dissociative Aoulesia may also have
symptoms that meet criteria for Conversion Disorder, a Mood Disorder, a Substance
Related Disorder, or a Personality Disorder.

Associated laboratory findings. Individuals with Dissociative Amnesia often dis
play high hypnotizability as measured by standardized testing.

Specific Age Features

Dissociative Amnesia is especially difficuJt 10 assess in preadolescent children, be
cause it may be confused with inattention, anxiety, oppositional behavior, Learning
Disorders, psychotic disturbances, and developmentaUy appropriate childhood. am
nesia (Le., the decreased recall of autobiographical e\'enls that occurred before age 5).
Serial observation or evaluations by several different examiners (e.g., teacher, thera
pist, case worker) may be needed to make an accurate diagnosis of Dissociative Am
nesia in children.

Prevalence

In recent years, there has been an increase in reported cases of Dissociative Amnesia
that involves previously forgotten early childhood traumas. This increase has been
subject to very different interpretations. Some believe that the greater awareness of
the diagnosis among mental health professionals has resulted in the identification of
cases that were previously undiagnosed. in contrast, others believe that Ihe syn
drome has been overdiagnosed in individuals who arc highly suggestible.

Course

Dissociative Amnesia can present in any age group, from young children to adults.
The main manifestation in most individuals is a retrospective gap in memory. The re
ported duration of the events for which there is amnesia may be minutes to years.
Only a single episode of amnesia may be reported, although two or more episodes are
also commonly described. Indjviduals who have had one episode of Dissociative
Amnesia may be predisposed to develop amnesia for subsequent traumatic circum
stances. Acute amnesia may resolve spontaneously after the individual is rcmm·ed
from the traumatic circumstances with which the amnesia was associated (e.g., a sol
dier with localized amnesia after several days of intense combat may spontaneously
regain memory of these experiences after being removed from the battlefield). Some
individuals with chronic amnesia may gradually begin to recall dissociated memo
ries. Other individuals may develop a chronic form of amnesia.

Differential Diagnosis

Dissociative Amnesia must be distinguished from Amnestic Disorder Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition, in which the anmesia is judged to be the direct physiological
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consequence of a specific neurological or other general medical condition (e.g., head
trauma, epilepsy) (see p. 175). This determination is based on history, laboratory find
ings, or physical examination. In Amnestic Disorder Due 10 a Brain lnjury, the 00
hubance of recall, though circumscribed, is often both retrograde (i.e., encompassing
a period of time before the head trauma) and anterograde (Le., for events after the
trauma), and there is usually a history of a clear-cut physical trauma, a period of un
consciousness, or clinical evidence of brain injury. In contrast, in Dissociative Amne
sia, the disturbance of recall is almost always anterograde (i.e., memory loss is
restricted to the period after the trauma), and there are typically no problems with
leam.in.g new information. The rare case of Dissociative Amnesia with retrograde am
nesia can be distinguished by the diagnostic use of hypnosis; the prompt recovery of
the lost memories suggests a dissociative basis for the dishubance. in seizure dis
orders, the memory impairment is sudden in onset, motor abnormalities may be
present, and repeated EEGs reveal typical abnormalities. In delirium and dementia,
the memory loss for personal information is embedded in a far more extensive set of
cognitive, linguistic, affective, attentiona], perceptual, and behavioral disturbances.
In contrast, in Dissociative Amnesia, the memory loss is primarily for autobiograph
ical information and cognitive abilities generally are preserved. The amnesia associ
ated with a general medical condition usually cannot be reversed.

Memory loss associated with the use of substances or medications must be distin
guished from Dissociative Amnesia. Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disor
der should be diagnosed if it is judged that there is a persistent loss of memory that
is related to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse or a
medication) (see p. 177). Whereas the ability to lay down new memories is preserved
in Dissociative Amnesia, in Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder, short
term memory is impaired (i.e., events may be recalled immediately afler they occur,
but not after a few minutes han passed). Memory loss associated with Substance In
toxication (e.g., "blackouts") can be distinguished from Dissociative Amnesia by the
association of the memory loss with heavy substance use and the fact that the amnesia
usually cannot be reversed.

The dissociative symptom of amnesia is a characteristic feature of both Dissocia
tive Fugue and Dissociative Identity Disorder. Therefore, if the dissociative amnesia
occurs exclusively during the course of Dissociative Fugue or Dissociative Identity
Disorder, a separate diagnosis of Dissociativ~Amnesia is not made. Because deper
sonalization is an associated fearnre of Dissociative Amnesia, depersonalization that
occurs only during Dissociative Amnesia should not be diagnosed separately as De
personalization Disorder.

in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Acute Stress Disorder, there can be amnesia
for the traumatic event. Similarly, dissociatin symptoms such as amnesia are includ
ed in the crileria set for Somatization Disorder. Dissociative Amnesia is not diag
nosed if it occurs exclusively during the course of these disorders.

Malingered amnesia is most common in individuals presenting with aC\1te, florid
symptoms in a context in which potential secondary gain is evident-for example, fi
nancial or legal problems or the desire to avoid combat, although tnle amnesia may
also be associated with such stressors. Furthermore, individuals with true Dissocia
tive Amnesia usually score high on standard measures of hypnotizability and disso
ciative capacity.
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Care must be exercised in evaluating the accuracy of retrieved memories. There

has been considerable controversy concerning nmnesia related to reported physical
or sexual abuse, particularly when abuse is alleged to have occurred during early
childhood. Some clinicians believe that there has been an wlderreporting of such
e\'ents, especially because the victims are often children and perpetrators are inclined
to deny or distort their actions. However, other clinicians are concerned that there
may be overreporting, particularly given the unreliability of childhood memories.
There is currently no method for establishing with certainty the accuracy of such re·
lrieved memories in the absence of corroborative evidence.

Dissociative Amnesia must also be differentiated from memory loss related to
Age·Related Cognith'e Decline and non pathological forms of amnesia including
everyday memory loss, posthypnotic amnesia, infantile and childhood anmesia, and
amnesia for sleep and dreaming. Dissociative Amnesia can be distinguished from
normal gaps in memory by the extensive and involuntary nature of the inability to
recall the content of the lost memory (i.e., memories of a traumatic nature) and by the
presence of significant distress or impainnent.

Diagnostic criteria for 300.12 Dissociative Amnesia

A. The predominant disturbance is one or more episodes of inability to recall important
personal information, usually of a traumatic or stresrlul nature, that is too extensive
to be explained by ordinary forgetfulness.

B. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of Dissociative Identity
Disorder, Dissociative Fugue, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Acute Stress Disorder, or
Somatization Disorder and is not due to the direct physiological effects of a sub
stance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a neurological or other general med
ical condition (e.g., Amnestic Disorder Due to Head Trauma).

C. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation
al, or other important areas of functioning.

300.13 Dissociative Fugue
(formerly Psychogenic Fugue)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Dissociative Fugue is sudden, unexpected travel away from
home or one's custom,lry place of daily activities, with inability to recall some or aU
of one's past (Criterion A). This is accompanied by confusion about personal identity
or even the assumption of a new identity (Criterion B). The disturbance does not oc
cur exclusively during the course of Dissociative Identity Disorder and is not due to
the direct physiological effects of a substance or a general medical condition (Crileri·
on C). The symptoms must cause clinically significant distress or impainnenl in so-
dal, occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion D).
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Travel may range from brief trips over relatively short periods of time (Le., hours
or days) to complex, usually Wlobtrusive wandering over long time periods (e.g.,
weeks or months), with some individuals reportedly crossing numerous national
borders and traveling thousands of miles. During a fugue, individuals rna}' appear to
be without psychopathology and generally do not attract attention. At some point
the individual is brought to clinical attention, usuall)' because of amnesia for recent
events or a lack of awareness of personal identity. Once the individual returns to the
prefugue state, there may be no memory for the events that occurred during the
fugue.

Most fugues do not involve the formation of a new identity. If a new identity is as+
sumed during a fugue, it is usuaUy characterized by more gregarious and Wlinhibited
traits than characterized the former identity. The person may assume a new name,
take up a new residence, and engage in complex social acth'ities that are well inte
grated and that do not suggest the presence of a mental disorder.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. After return to the prefugue
state, amnesia for traumatic events in the person's past may be noted (e.g., after ter
mination of a long fugue, a soldier remains anmestic for wartime evenls that occurred
several years previously in which the soldier's closest friend was killed). Depression,
dysphoria, anxiety, grief, shame, guilt, psychological stress, conflict, and suicidal and
aggressive impulses may be present. The person may provide approximate inaccu
rate answers to questions (e.g., "2 plus 2 equals 5") as in Ganser syndrome. The extent
and duration of the fugue may determine the degree of other problems, such as loss
of employment or severe disruption of personal or family relationships. Individuals
with Dissociative Fugue may ha\'e a r.,·food Disorder, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder,
or a Substance-Related Disorder.

Specific Culture Features

Individuals with various culturally defined "running" syndromes (e.g., pibloktoq
among native peoples of the Arctic, grisi sikllis among the Miskito of Honduras and
Nicaragua, Navajo "frenzy" witchcraft, and some forms of (III/ok in Western Pacific
cultures) may have symptoms that meet diagnostic criteria for Dissociative Fugue.
These are conditions characterized by a sudden onset of a high level of activity, a
trancelike stale, potentially dangerous behavior in the form of running or fleeing, and
ensuing exhaustion, sleep, and amnesia for the episode. (See also Dissociative Trance
Disorder in Appendix B, p. 783.)

Prevalence

A prevalence rate of 0.2% for Dissociative Fugue has been reported in the general
population. The prevalence may increase during times of extremely stressful events
such as wartime or natural disaster.
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Course

The onsct of Dissociativc Fugue is usually related to traumatic, stressful, or over·
whelming life events. Most cases arc described in adults. Single episodes are most
commonly reported and may last from hours to months. Recovery is usually rapid,
but refractory Dissociative Amnesia may persist in some cases.

Differential Diagnosis

Dissociative Fugue must be distinguished from symptoms that are judged to be the
direct physiological consequence of a specific general medical condition (e.g., head
injury) (see p. 181). This determination is based on history, laboratory findings, or
physical examination. Individuals with complex partial seizures have been noted to
exhibit wandering or semipurposeful behavior during seizures or during postictal
states for which there is subsequent amnesia. However, an epileptic fugue can usual
ly be recognized because the individuaJ may have an aura, motor abnormalities, ste
reotyped behavior, perceptual alterations, a postictal stale, and abnormal findings on
serial EEGs. Dissociative symptoms that are judged to be the direct physiological con
sequence of a general medical condition shouJd be diagnosed as Mental Disorder
Not Othenvise Specified Due to a General Medical Condition. Dissociati\'e Fugue
must also be distinguished from symptoms caused by the direct physiological ef·
fects of a substance (see p. 209).

U the fugue symptoms ani)' occur during the course of Dissociative Identity Dis
order, Dissociative Fugue should not be diagnosed separately. Dissociative Amnesia
and Depersonalization Disorder should not be diagnosed separately if the amnesia
or depersonalization symptoms occur only during the course of a Dissociative Fugue.
Wandering and purposeful travel that occur during a Manic Episode must be distin
guished from Dissociath'e Fugue, As in Dissociati\'e Fugue, individuals in a r.,'lanic
Episode may report amnesia for some period of their !ife, particularly for behavior
that occurs during euthymic or depressed states. However, in a Manic Episode, the
travel is associated with grandiose ideas and other manic symptoms and such indi·
viduals often call attention to themselves by inappropriate behavior. Assumption of
an alternate identity does not occur.

Peripatetic behavior may also occur in Schizophrenia. Memory for events during
wandering episodes in individuals with Schiz.ophrenia may be difficult to ascertain
due to the individual's disorganized speech. Howc\;er, individuals with Dissociative
Fugue generally do not demonstrate any of the psychopathology associated with
Schizophrenia (e.g., delusions, negati\'e symptoms).

Malingered fugue states may occur in inrlh'iduals "'hoare attempting to flee a sit·
uation involving legal, financial, or personal difficulties, as well as in soldiers who are
attempting to avoid combat or unpleasant military duties (although true Dissociative
Fugue may also be associated with such stressors). r.,'lalingering of dissociative symp
toms can be maintained even during hypnotic or barbiturate·facilitated interviews. In
the forensic context, the examiner should always give careful consideration to the di
agnosis of malingering when fugue is claimed. Criminal conduct that is bizarre or
with little actual gain may be more consistent with a true dissociative disturbance.
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Diagnostic criteria for 300.13 Dissociative Fugue

A. The predominant disturbance is sudden, unexpected travel away from home or one's
customary place of work, with inability to recall one's past.

B. Confusion about personal identity or assumption of a new identity (partial or com
plete).

C. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of Dissociative Identity
Disorder and is not due to the direct physiological eHects of a substance (e.g., a drug
of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., temporal lobe epilepsy).

D. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupation
al. or other important areas of functioning.

300.14 Dissociative Identity Disorder
(formerly Multiple Personality Disorder)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Dissociative Identity Disorder is the presence of two or more
distinct identities or personality states (Criterion A) that recurrently take control of
behavior (Criterion B). There is an inability to recall important personal information,
the extent of which is too great to be explained by ordinary forgetfulness (Criterion
C). The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance or a
general medical condition (Criterion D). In children, the symptoms cannot be attrib
uted to imaginary playmates or other fantasy play.

Dissociative Identity Disorder renects a failure to integrate various aspects of iden
tity, memory, and consciousness. Each personality state may be experienced as if it
has a distinct personal history, self-image, and identity, including a separate name.
Usually there is a primary identity that carries the individual's given name and is pas
sive, dependent, gUilty, and depressed. The alternate identities frequently have dif
ferent names and characteristics that contrast with the primary identity (e.g., are
hostile, controlling, and self-destructive). Particular identities may emerge in specific
circumstances and may differ in reported age and gender, vocabulary, general
knowledge, or predominant affect. Alternate identities are experienced as taking con
trol in sequence, one at the expense of the other, and may deny knowledge of one an
other, be critical of one another, or appear to be in open conflict. Occasionally, one or
more powerful identities allocate time to the others. Aggressive or hostile identities
may at times interrupt activities or place the others in uncomfortable situations.

Individuals with this disorder experience frequent gaps in memory for personal
history, both remote and recent. The amnesia is frequently asymmetrical. TI,e more
passive identities tend to have more constricted memories, whereas the more hostile,
controlling, or "protector" identities have more complete memories. An identity that
is not in control may nonetheless gain access to consciousness by producing auditory
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or dsual hallucinations (e.g., a voice giving instructions). Evidence of amnesia may
be uncovered. by reports from others who have witnessed. behavior that is disavowed.
by the individual or by the individual's own discoveries (e.g., fineting Hems of cloth
ing at home that the individual cannot remember having bought). There may be loss
of memory not only for recurrent periods of time, but also an overall loss of biograph
ical memory for some extended period of childhood, adolescence, or even adulthood.
Transitions among identities are often triggered by psychosocial stress. The time re
quired to switch from one identity to another is usually a matter of seconds, but, less
frequently, may be gradual. Behavior that may be frequently associated with identity
switches include rapid blinking, fadal changes, changes in voice or demeanor, or dis
ruption in the individual's train of thoughts. The number of identities reported rang
es from 2 to more than 100. Half of reported cases include individuals with 10 or
fewer identities.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with Disso
ciative Identity Disorder frequently report having experienced severe physical and
sexual abuse, especially during childhood. Controversy surrounds the accuracy of
such reports, because childhood memories may be subject to distortion and some in
dividuals with this disorder are highly hypnotizable and especially vulnerable to
suggestive influences. However, reports by individuals with Dissociative Identity
Disorder of a past history of sexual or physical abuse are often confirmed by objective
evidence. Furthermore, persons responsible for acts of physical and sexual abuse may
be prone to deny or distort their behavior. Individuals with Dissociative Identity Dis
order may manifest posttraumatic symptoms (e.g., nightmares, flashbacks, and star
tle responses) or Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Sell-mutilation and suicidal and
aggressive behavior may occur. Some individuals may have a repetitive pattern of re
lationships involVing physical and sexual abuse. Certain identities may experience
conversion symptoms (e.g., pseudoseizures) or have unusual abilities to control pain
or other physical symptoms. Lndividuals with this disorder rna}' also have symptoms
that meet criteria for Mood, Substance-Related, Sexual, Eating, or Sleep Disorders.
Self-mutilative behavior, impulsivity, and sudden and intense changes in relation
ships may warrant a concurrent diagnosis of Borderline Personality Disorder.

Associated laboratory findings. Individuals with Dissociative Identity Disorder
score toward the upper end of the distribution on measures of hypnotizability and
dissociative capacity. There are reports of variation in physiological function across
identity states (e.g., differences in visual acuity, pain tolerance. symptoms of asthma,
sensitivity to allergens, and response of blood glucose to insulin).

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
There may be scars from self-inflicted injuries or physical abuse. Individuals with this
disorder may have migraine and other types of headaches, irritable bowel syndrome,
and asthma.
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Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Dissociative Disorders

Dissociative Identity Disorder has been found in individuals from a variety of cul
tures around the world. In preadolescent children, particular care is needed in mak
ing the diagnosis because the manifestations may be less distinctive than in
adolescents and aduJts. Dissociative Identity Disorder is diagnosed three 10 nine
times more frequently in adult females than in adult males; in childhood, the female
to-male ratio may be more even, bul data are limited. Females tend 10 have more
identities than do males, averaging 15 or more, whereas males average approximate
ly 8 identities.

Prevalence

The sharp rise in reported cases of Dissociative Identity Disorder in the niled States
in recent years has been subject to very different interpretations. Some believe that the
greater awareness of the diagnosis among mental health professionals has resulled in
the identification of cases that were previously undiagnosed. In contrast, others be
lieve that the syndrome has been overdiagnosed in individuals who are highly sug
gestible.

Course

Dissociative Identity Disorder appears to have a fluctuating clinical course that tends
to be chronic and recurrent. The average time period lTom first symptom presentation
to diagnosis is 6-7 years. Episodic and continuous courses have both been described.
The disorder may become less manifest as individuals age beyond their late 40s, but
may reemerge during episodes of stress or trauma or with Substance Abuse.

Familial Pattern

Several studies suggest that Dissociative Identity Disorder is more common among
the first-degree biological relatives of persons with the disorder than in the general
population.

Differential Diagnosis

Dissociative Identity Disorder must be distinguished from symptoms that are caused
by the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition (e.g., seizure dis
order) (see p. 181). This determination is based on history, laboratory findings, or
physical examination. Dissociative Identity Disorder should be distinguished from
dissociative symptoms due to complex partial seizures, although the two disorders
may co-occur. Seizure episodes are generally brief (30 seconds to 5 minutes) and do
not involve the complex and enduring structures of identity and behavior Iypically
found in Dissociative Identity Disorder. Also, a history of physical and sexual abuse
is less common in individuals with complex partial seizures. EEG studies, especially
sleep deprived and with nasopharyngeal leads, may help clarify the differential diag~
nOS1S.
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S}'mptoms caused by the direct physiological effects of a substance can be distin·
guished from Dissociative Identity Disorder by the fact that a substance (e.g., a drug
of abuse or a medication) is judged to be etiologically related to the disturbance (see
p.209).

The djagnosis of Dissociative Identity Disorder takes precedence over Dissocia
tive Amnesia, Dissociative Fugue, and Depersonalization Disorder. lndi\'iduals
with Dissociative Identity Disorder can be distinguished from those with trance and
possession trance symptoms U,at would be diagnosed as Dissociative Disorder Not
Othenvise Specified by the fact that those Witil pathological trance and possession
trance symptoms typically describe extemal spirits or entities that have entered their
bodies and taken control.

The differential diagnosis between Dissociative Identity Disorder and a variety of
olhermental disorders (including Schizophrenia and other Psychotic Disorders, Bi
polar Disorder, With Rapid Cycling, Anxiety Disorders, Somatization Disorders,
and Personality Disorders) is complicated by the apparentl}' overlapping symptom
presentations. For example, the presence of more than one dissociated personality
state may be mistaken for a delusion or the communication from one identity to an
other may be mistaken for an auditory hallucination, leading to confusion with the
Psychotic Disorders, and shifts behveen identity states may be confused with C)'dical
mood fluctuations leading to confusion with Bipolar Disorder). Factors that may sup
port a diagnosis of Dissociative Identity Disorder are the presence of clear-cut disso
ciative symptomatology witi, sudden shifts in identity states, the persistence and
consistency of identity-specific demeanors and behaviors over time, reversible amne
sia, evidence of dissociative behavior that predates the clinical or forensic presentation
(e.g., reports by family or co-workers), and high scores on measures of dissociation
and hypnotizability in individuals who do not have the characteristic presentations
of another mental disorder.

Dissociative Identity Disorder must be distinguished from Malingering in situa
tions in which there may be fmancial or forensic gain and from Factitious Disorder
in which there may be a pattern of help·seeking behavior.

Diagnostic criteria for 300.14 Dissociative Identity Disorder

A. The presence of two or more distinct identities or personality states (each with its
own relatively enduring pattern of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the
environment and selO.

B. At least two of these identities or personality states recurrently take control of the
person's behavior.

C. Inability to recall important personal information that is too extensive to be ex
plained by ordinary forgetfulness.

o. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.,
blackout5 or chaotic behavior during Alcohol Intoxication) or a general medical con~
dition (e.g., complex partial seizures). Note: In children, the symptoms are not at
tributable to imaginary playmates or other fantasy play.
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300.6

Diagnostic Features

Dissociative Disorders

Depersonalization Disorder

The essential features of Depersonalization Disorder are persistent or recurrent epi
sodes of depersonalization characterized by a feeling of detachment or estrangement
from one's sell (Criterion A). The individual may feel like an automaton or as if he or
she is living in a dream or a movie. There may be a sensation of being an outside ob·
sen"er of one's mental processes, one's body. or parts of one's body. Various types of
sensor)' anesthesia, lack of affective response, and a sensation of lacking control of
one's actions. including speech. are often present. The individual with Depersonal·
ization Disorder maintains intact reality testing (e.g., awareness that it is only a feeling
and that he or she is not reaBy an automaton) (Criterion B). Depersonalization is a
common experience, and this diagnosis should be made only if the symptoms are suf
ficiently severe to cause marked distress or impairment in functioning (Criterion C).
Because depersonalization is a common associated feature of many other mental dis
orders, a separate diagnosis of Depersonalization Disorder is not made if the expe·
rience occurs exclusively during the course of another mental disorder (e.g.,
Schizophrenia, Panic Disorder, Acute Stress Disorder, or another Dissociative Disor
der).in addition, the disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a sub
stance or a general medical condition (Criterion D).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Often individuals with
Depersonalization Disorder may have difficulty describing their symptoms and may
fear that these experiences signify that they are "crazy." Derealization may also be
present and is experienced as the sense that the external world is strange or unreal.
The individual may perceive an uncanny alteration in the size or shape of objects
(macropsia or micropsia), and people may seem unfamiliar or mechanical. Other
common associated features include anxiety symptoms, depressive symptoms,
obsessive rumination, somatic concerns, and a disturbance in one's sense of time.
Hypochondriasis, Major Depressive or Dysthymic Disorder, Anxiety Disorders, Per
sonality Disorders (most commonly Avoidant, BOrderline, and Obsessive-Compllisive),
and Substance-Related Disorders may also coexist with Depersonalization Disorder.
Depersonalization and derealization are very frequent symptoms of Panic Attacks
and are more common when anxiety symptoms follow a traumatic stressor, as in
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. A separate diagnosis of Depersonalization Disorder
should not be made when the depersonalization and derealization occur exclusively
during such attacks.

Associated laboratory findings. Individuals with Depersonalization Disorder may
display high hypnotizability and high dissociative capacity as measured by standard·
ized testing. .

•
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Voluntarily induced experiences of depersonalization or derealization form part of
med.itatin and trance practices that are prevalent in many religions and cultures and
should not be confused with Depersonalization Disorder-In clinical samples, this dis
order is diagnosed at least twice as often in women than in men.

Prevalence

The lifetime prevalence of Depersonalization Disorder in community and clinical set
tings is Wlknown. At some time in their lives, approximately half of all adults may
have experienced a single brief episode of depersonalization, usually precipitated by
severe stress. A transient experience of depersonalization develops in nearly one
third of individuals exposed to life-threatening danger and in close to 40% of patients
hospitalized for mental disorders.

Course

Individuals with Depersonalization Disorder usually present for treatment in adoles
cence or adulthood, although the disorder may have an undetected onset in child
hood. The mean age at onset has been reported to be around age 16. Becau.se
depersonalization is rarely the presenting complaint, individuals with recurrent
depersonalization often present with another symptom such as anxiety, panic, or
depression. Duration of episodes of depersonalization can vary from very brief (sec
onds) to persistent (years). Depersonalization subsequent to life-threatening situa
tions (e.g., military combat, traumatic accidents, being a victim of violent crime)
usually develops suddenly on exposure to the trauma, and trauma histories are often
associated with this disorder. The course is usually chronic and may wax and wane
in intensity but is also sometimes episodic. Most often the exacerbations occur in as
sociation with actual or perceived stressful events.

Differential Diagnosis

Depersonalization Disorder must be distinguished from symptoms that are due to
the physiological consequences of a specific general medic.. l condition (e.g., epi
lepsy) (see p. 181). This determination is based on history, laboratory findings, or
physical examination. Depersonalization that is caused by the direct physiological
effects of a substance is distinguished from Depersonalization Disorder by the fact
that a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse or a medication) is judged to be etiologically
related to the depersonalization (see p. 209). Acute Intoxication or Withdrawal from
alcohol and a variety of other substances can result in depersonalization. On the other
hand, substance use may intensify the symptoms of a preexisting Depersonalization
Disorder. Thus, accwate diagnosis of Depersonalization Disorder in individuals with
a history of alcohol- or substance-induced depersonalization should include a longi
tudinal history of Substance Abuse and depersonalization symptoms.

Depersonalization Disorder should not be diagnosed separately when the symp
toms occur only during a Panic Attack that is part of Panic Disorder, Social or
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Specific Phobia, or Posttraumatic or Acute Stress Disorders. In contrast to Schizo
phrenia, intact reality testing is maintained in Depersonalization Disorder. The feel
ing of numbness associated with depersonalization may mimic a depression.
However, feelings of numbness in individuals with Depersonalization Disorder are
associated with other manifestations ofdepersonalization (e.g., a sense of detachment
hom one's self) and occur even when the individual is not depressed.

Diagnostic criteria for 300.6 Depersonalization Disorder
A. Persistent or recurrent experiences of feeling detached from, and as if one is an out

side observer of. one's mental processes or body (e.g., feeling like one is in a dream).

B. During the depersonalization experience, reality testing remains intact.

C. The depersonalization causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, oc·
cupational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The depersonalization experience does not occur exclusively during the course of an
other mental disorder, such as Schizophrenia, Panic Disorder, Acute Stress Disorder,
or another Dissociative Disorder, and is not due to the direct physiological effects of
a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g..
temporal lobe epilepsy).

300.15 Dissociative Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is included for disorders in which the predominant feature is a disso
ciative symptom (i.e., a disruption in the usually integrated functions of conscious
ness, memory, identity, or perception of the environment) that does not meet the
criteria for any specific Dissociative Disorder. Examples include

1. Clinical presentations similar to Dissociative Identity Disorder that fail to meet
foB criteria for this disorder. Examples include presentations in which a) there
are not two or more distinct personality slates, or b) amnesia for important per
sonal information does not occur.

2. Derealization unaccompanied by depersonalization in adults.
3. Slates of dissociation that occur in individuals who have been subjected to peri

ods of prolonged and intense coercive persuasion (e.g., brainwashing, thought
reform, or indoctrination while captive).

4. Dissociative trance disorder: single or episodic disturbances in the state of con
sciousness, identity, or memory that are indigenous to particular locations and
cultures. Dissociative trance invoh-es narrowing of awareness of immediate sur
roundings or stereotyped behaviors or movements that are experienced as being
beyond one's control. Possession trance involves replacement of the customary
sense of personal identity by a new identity, attributed to the influence of a spirit,
power. deity, or other person, and associated with stereotype.d "involuntary"
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mO\'ements or amnesia and is perhaps the most common Dissociative Disorder
in Asia. Examples include nmok (Indonesia), bebaillun Ondonesia),/atalt (ivlalay
sial, pib/oktoq (Arctic). ataqlle de Ilervios (Latin America), and possession (India).
The dissociative or trance disorder is not a normal part of a broadl}' accepted col
lective cultural or religious practice. (See p. 785 for suggested research criteria.)

='. Loss of consciousness. stupor. or coma not attributable to a general medical con
dition.

6. Ganser syndrome: the giving of approximate answers to questions (e.g., "2 plus
2 equals 5") when not associated with Dissociative Amnesia or Dissociative
Fugue.



Sexual and Gender
Identity Disorders

ThiS section contains the Sexual Dysfunctions, the Paraphilias, and the Gender
Identity Disorders. The Sexual Dysfunctions are characterized by disturbance in 5CX

ual desire and in the psychophysiological changes that characterize the sexual re
sponse cycle and cause marked distress and interpersonal difficulty. 11112' Sexual
Dysfunctions include Sexual Desire Disorders (i.e., Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disor
der, Sexual Aversion Disorder), Sexual Arousal Disorders (i.e., Female Sexual Arous
al Disorder, Male Erectile Disorder), Orgasmic Disorders (i.e., Female Orgasmic
Disorder, Male Orgasmic Disorder, Premature Ejaculation), Sexual Pain Disorders
(i.e., Dyspareunia, Vaginismus), Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Con
dition, Substance·lnduced. Sexual Dysfunction, and Sexual Dysfunction Not Other
wise Specified.

The Paraphilias are characterized. by recurrent, intense sexual urges, fantasies, or
behaviors that involve unusual objects, activities, or situations and cause clinically
significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas
of functioning. The Paraphilias include Exhibitionism, Fetishism, Frotteurism, Pedo-
philia, Sexual Masochism, Sexual Sadism, Transvestic Fetishism, Voyeurism, and Para
philia Not Othen\'ise Specified.

Gender Identity Disorders are characterized by strong and persistent cross
gender identification accompanied by persistent discomfort with one's assigned sex.
Gel/der identity refers to an individual's self-perception as male or female. The term
gellder dysphoria denotes strong and persistent feelings of discomfort with one's as
signed sex, the desire to possess the body of the other sex, and the desire 10 be regard
ed by others as a member of the other sex. The terms gender identity and gender
dysphoria should be distinguished from the term sexual orie"fa/ioJl, which refers 10
erotic attraction to males, females, or both.

Sexual Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is included for coding disorders of sex
ual functioning that are not classifiable in any of the specific categories. It is important
to note that notions of deviance, standards of sexual performance, and concepts ofap
propriate gender role can vary from culture to culture.

Sexual Dysfunctions

A Sexual Dysfunction is characterized by a disturbance in the processes that charac
terize the sexual response cycle or by pain associated with sexual intercourse. The
sexual response cycle can be di\·jded into the following phases:

535
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1. Desire: lltis phase consists of fantasies a~out sexual activity and the desire to
have sexual activity.

2. Excitement: This phase consists of a subjective sense of sexual pleasure and ac
companying physiological changes. The major changes in the male consist of pe
nile hunescence and erection. The major changes in the female consist of
V.lsocongestion in the pelvis, vaginal lubrication and expansion, and swelling of
the external genitalia.

3. Orgasm: This phase consists of a peaking of sexual pleasure, with release of sex
ual tension and rhythmic contraction of the perineal muscles and reproductive
organs. In the male, there is the sensation of ejaculatory inevitability, which is
followed by ejaculation of semen. In the female, there are contractions (not al
ways subjectively experienced as such) of the wall of the outer third of the vagi
na. In both genders, the anal sphincter rhythmically contracts.

4. Reso/rlfioll: This phase consists of a sense of muscular relaxation and general
weU-being. During this phase, males are physiologically refractory to further
erection and orgasm for a variable period of time. In contrast, females may be
able to respond to additional stimulation almost immediately.

Disorders of sexual response may occur at one or more of these phases. Whenever
more than one Sexual Dysfunction is present, all are recorded. No attempt is made in
the criteria sets to specify a minimum frequency or range of settings, activities, or
types of sexual encOlmters in which the dysftmction must occur. This judgment must
be made by the clinician, taking into accOlmt SUdl factors as the age and experience
of the individual, frequency and chronicity of the symptom, subjective distress, and
effect on other areas of functioning. The words "persistent or recurrent" in the diag
nostic criteria indicate the need for such a clinical judgment. If sexual stimulation is
inadequate in either focus, intensity, or duration, the diagnosis of Sexual Dysfunction
involving excitement or orgasm is not made.

Subtypes

Subtypes are provided to indicate the onset, context, and etiological factors associat
ed with the Sexual Dyshmctions. If multiple Sexual Dysfunctions are present, the ap
propriate subtypes for each may be noted. These subtypes do not apply to a diagnosis
of Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condition or Substance-Induced
Sexual Dysfunction.

One of the following subtypes may be used to indicate the nature of the onset of
the Sexual Dysfunction:

Lifelong Type. This subtype applies if the sexual dysftmction has been
present since the onset of sexual ftmctioning.
Acquired Type. 1l1is subtype applies if the sexual dyshmction develops
only after a period of normal functioning.

One of the following subtypes may be used to indicate the context in which the
Sexual Dysfunction occurs:

Generalized Type. This subtype applies if the sexual dysfunction is not lim
ited to certain types of stimulation, sihlations, or partners.
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Situational Type. This subtype applies if the sexual dysfunction is limited to
ceria in types of stimulation, situations, or partners. The specific situational
pattern of the dysfunction may aid in the differential diagnosis. For example,
normal masturbatory function in the presence of impaired partner relational
functioning would suggest that a chief complaint of erectile dysfunction is
more likely due to an interpersonal or intrapsychic problem rather than attrib
utable to a general medical condition or a substance.

One of the foUowing subtypes may be used to indicate etiological factors associat-
ed with the Sexual Dysfunction:

Due to Psychological Factors. This subtype applies when psychological fac
tors are judged to have the major role in the onset, severity, exacerbation, or
maintenance of the Sexual Dysfunction, and general medical conditions and
substances play no role in the etiology of the Sexual Dysfunction.
Due to Combined Factors. This subtype applies when 1) psychological fac
tors are judged to have a role in the onset, severity, exacerbation, or mainte
nance of the Sexual Dysfunction; and 2) a general medical condition or
substance use is also judged to be contributory but is not sufficient to account
for the Sexual Dysfunction. If a general medical condition or substance use (in
cluding medication side effects) is sufficient to account for the Sexual Dysfunc
tion, Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condition (I'. 558) and/or
Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (I'. 562) is diagnosed.

Associated Disorders

Sexual dysfunction may be associated with r-,'Iood Disorders and Anxiety Disorders
(Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, Panic Disorder '",lith Agoraphobia, and Specific
Phobia).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Clinical judgments about the presence of a Sexual Dysfunction should take into ac
count the individual's eUmic, cultural, religious, and social background, which may
influence sexual desire, expectations, and attitudes about performance. For example,
in some societies, sexual desires on the part of the female are given less relevance (es
pecially when fertility is the primary concern). Aging may be associated with a low
ering of sexual interest and functioning (especially in males), but there are wide
individual differences in age effects.

Prevalence

There are few systematic epidemiological data regarding the prevalence of the vari
oussexual dysfunctions, and these show extremely wide variability, probably reflect
ing differences in assessment methods, definitions used, and characteristics of
sampled populations. The most comprehensive survey to date, conducted on a rep
resentative sample of the U.s. population between ages 18 and 59, suggests the fol-
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lowing prevalence estimates for various sexual complaints: 3% for male dyspareunia,
15% for female dyspareunia, 10% for male orgasm problems. 25% for female orgasm
problems, 33% for female hypoactive sexual desire. 27% for premature ejaculation,
20% for female arousal problems. and 10"10 for male erectile difficulties. Male erectile
problems also increase in prevalence after age 50. It is unclear whether these sexual
complaints would have met diagnostic criteria for a DSM-IV Sexual Disorder. Esti
mates of prevalence rates for sexual aversion, vaginismus, sexual dysfunctions due 10
a general medical condition, and substance-induced sexual dysfunctions are not
available.

Differential Diagnosis

If the Sexual Dysfunction is judged to be caused exclusively by the physiological ef
fects of a specified general medical condition, the diagnosis is Sexual Dysfunction
Due to a General Medical Condition (p. 558). This determination is based on history,
laboratory findings, or physical examination. If the Sexual Dysfunction is judged to
be caused exclusively by the physiological effects of a drug of abuse, a medication, or
toxin exposure, the diagnosis is Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (see p. 562).
The clinician should inquire carefully about the nature and extent of substance use,
including medications. S}'mptoms that occur during or shortly after (i.e., within
4 weeks 00 Substance Intoxication or after medication lIse may be especially indica
tive of a Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction, depending on the type or amount of
the substance used or the duration of use.

If the clinician has ascertained that the sexual dysfunction is due to both a general
medical condition and substance use, both diagnoses (Le., Sexual Dysfunction Due to
a General 'ledicaJ Condition and Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction) can be giv
en. A primary Sexual Dysfunction diagnosis with the subtype Due to Combined Fac
tors is made if a combination of psychological faelors and either a general medical
condition or a substance is judged to have an etiological role, but no one etiology is
sufficient to account for the dysfunction. If the clinician cannot determine the etiolog
ical roles of psychological factors, a general medical condition, and substance use,
Sexual Dysfunction Not Othenvise Specified is diagnosed.

The diagnosis of a Sexual Dyshmction is also not made if the dysfunction is better
accowlted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., if dimirlished sexual desire OCClUS only
in the context of a tvlajor Depressive Episode). However, if the disturbance in sexual
functioning antedates the Axis I disorder or is a focus of independent clinical atten
tion, an additional diagnosis of Sexual Dysfunction can also be made. Commonly, if
one Sexual Dysfunction is present (e.g., a Sexual Arousal Disorder), additional Sexual
Dysfunctions will also be present (e.g., Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder). In such
cases, all should be diagnosed. A Personality Disorder may coexist with a Sexual
Dysfunction. In such cases, the Sexual Dysfunction should be recorded on Axis I and
the Personality Disorder should be recorded on Axis n.If another clinical condition,
such as a Relational Problem, is associated with the disturbance in sexual function·
ing, the Sexual Dysfunction should be diagnosed and the other clinical condition is
also noted on Axis I. Occasional problems with sexual desire, arousal, or orgasm that
are not persistent or recurrent or are not accompanied by marked distress or interper
sonal difficulty are not considered to be Sexual Dysfunctions.
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302.71 Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder is a deficiency or absence
of sexual fantasies and desire for sexual activity (Criterion A). The disturbance must
cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulty (Criterion B). The dysfunction is not
better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (except another Sexual Dysfunction)
and is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of a substance (including
medications) or a general medical condition (Criterion C). Low sexual desire may be
global and encompass all fomls of sexual expression or may be situational and limit
ed 10 one partner or to a specific sexual activity (e.g., lntercourse but not masturba
tion). There is little motivation to seek stimuli and diminished frustration when
deprived of the opportunity for sexual expression. The individual usually does not
initiate sexual activity or may only engage in it reluctantly when it is initiated by the
partner. Although the frequency of sexual experiences is usually low, pressure from
the partner or nonsexual needs (e.g., for physical comfort or intimacy) may increase
the frequency of sexual encounters. Because of a lack of normative age· or gender
related data on frequency or degree of sexual desire, the diagnosis must rely on
clinical judgment based on the indh'idual's characteristics, the interpersonal determi
nants, the life context, and the cultural setting. The clinician may need to assess both
partners when discrepancies in sexual desire prompt the call (or professional atten
tion. Apparent "low desire" in one partner may instead reflect an excessive need for
sexual expression by the other partner. Alternatively, both partners may have levels
of desire within the normal range but at different ends of the continuum.

Subtypes

Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (Lifelong versus Acquired), context (Gener
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due to Psychological Factors,
Due 10 Combined Factors) for Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder. (See descriptions
on p. 536.)

Associated Features and Disorders

Low sexual interest is frequently associated with problems of sexual arousal or with
orgasm difficulties. The deficiency in sexual desire rna}' be the primary dysfunction
or may be the consequence of emotional distTess induced by disturbances in excite
ment or orgasm. Howe\"er, some individuals with low sexual desire retain the capac
ity for adequate sexual excitement and orgasm in response to sexual stimulation.
General medical conditions may have a nonspecific deleterious effect on sexual desire
due to weakness, pain, problems with body image, or concerns about survival. De
pressive disorders are often associated with low sexual desire, and the onset of de
pression may precede, co-occur with, or be the consequence of the deficient sexual
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desire. Individuals with Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder may have difficulties
developing stable sexual relationships and may have marital dissatisfaction and
disruption.

Course

The age atonsel for individuals with Welong (orms of Hypoactive Sexual Desire Dis
order is puberty. More frequently. the disorder develops in adulthood, after a period
of adequate sexual interest, in association with psychological distress, stressful life
events, or interpersonal difficulties. The loss of sexual desire may be continuous or
episodic, depending on psychosocial or relationship factors. An episodic pattern of
loss of sexual desire occurs in some individuals in relation 10 problems with intimacy
and commitment.

Differential Diagnosis

Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder must be distinguished from Sexual Dysfunction
Due to a General Medical Condition. The appropriate diagnosis would be Sexual
Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condition when the dysfunction is judged 10
be due exdusively to the physiological effects of a specified general medical condi
tion (see p. 558). This determination is based on history, laboratory findings, or phys
ical examination. Certain general medical conditions such as neurological, hormonal,
and metabolic abnormalities may specifically impair the physiological substrates of
sexual desire. Abnormalities in total and bioavailable testosterone and prolactin may
indicate hormonal disorders responsible for loss of sexual desire. Uboth Hypoactive
Sexual Desire Disorder and a general medical condition aTe present, but it is judged
thai the sexual dysfunction is nol due exdusively to the direct physiological effecls of
the general medical condition, Ihen Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder, Due to Com
bined Factors, is diagnosed.

In contrast to Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder, a Substance-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction is judged to be due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of a
substance (e.g., antihypertensive medication, a drug of abuse) (see p. 562). If both Hy
poactive Sexual Desire Disorder and substance use are present, but it is judged that
the sexual dysfunction is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of the
substance use, then Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder, Due to Combined Factors, is
diagnosed. If the low sexual desire is judged to be due exclusively to the physiological
effects of both a general medical condition and substance use, both Sexual Dysfunc
tion Due to a General Medical Condition and Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
are diagnosed.

Hypoactive Se1-'Ual Desire Disorder rna}' also occur in association with other Sexu
al Dysfunctions {e.g., Male Erectile Dysfunction).lf so, both should be noted. An ad
ditional diagnosis of Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder is usually not made if the
low sexual desire is better accounted for by another Axis I disorder {e.g., Major De
pressive Disorder, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder}.
The additional diagnosis may be appropriate when the low desire predates the Axis
I disorder or is a focus of independent clinical attention. Occasional problems with
sexual desire that are not persistent or recurrent or are not accompanied by marked
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distress or interpersonal difficulty are not considered to be Hypoactive Sexual Desire
Disorder.

Diagnostic criteria for
302.71 Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder

A. Persistently or recurrently deficient (or absent) sexual fantasies and desire for sexual
activity. The judgment of deficiency or absence is made by the clinician, taking into
account factors that affect sexual functioning, such as age and the context of the per
son's life.

B. The disturbance causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The sexual dysfunction is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (except
another Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively to the direct physiological ef
fects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condi
tion.

Specify type:

Lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Generalized Type
Situational Type

Specify:

Due to Psychological Factors
Due to Combined Factors

302.79

Diagnostic Features

Sexual Aversion Disorder

The essential featlue of Sexual Aversion Disorder is the aversion to and active avoid
ance of genital sexual contact with a sexual partner (Criterion A). The disturbance
must cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulty (Criterion B). The dysfw\Ction
is not better accmmted for by another Axis I disorder (except another Sexual Dyshmc
tion) (Criterion C). The individual reports anxiety, fear, or disgust when confronted
by a sexual opportunity with a partner. The aversion to genital contact may be fo
cused on a particular aspect of sexual experience (e.g., genital secretions, vagina1pen
etration). Some individuals experience generalized revulsion to all sexual stimuli,
including kissing and touching. The intensity of the indh'idual's reaction when ex
posed to the aversive stimulus may range from moderate anxiety and lack of pleasure
to extreme psychological distress.
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Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (lifelong versus Acquired), context (Gener
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due to Psychological Faclors,
Due to Combined Factors) for Sexual Aversion Disorder. (See descriptions on p. 536.)

Associated Features and Disorders

\¥hen confronted with a sexual situation, some individuals with severe Sexual Aver
sion Disorder may experience Panic Attacks with extreme anxiety, feelings of terror,
faintness, nausea, palpitations, dizziness, and breathing difficulties. There may be
markedly impaired interpersonal relations (e.g., marital dissatisfaction). Individuals
may avoid sexual situations or potential sexual partners by covert strategies (e.g., go
ing to sleep early, traveling, neglecting personal appearance, using substances, and
being overinvolved in work, social, or family activities).

Differential Diagnosis

Sexual Aversion Disorder may also occur in association with other Sexual Dysfunc
tions (e.g., Dyspareunia). If so, both should be noted. An additional diagnosis of Sex·
ual Aversion Disorder is usually not made if the sexual aversion is better accounted
for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., r"lajoT Depressive Disorder, Obsessive-Compul·
sive Disorder, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder). The additional diagnosis may be made
when the aversion predates the Axis I disorder or is a focus of independent clinical
allention. Although sexual aversion may tedmically meet the criteria for Specific
Phobia, this additional diagnosis is not given. Occasional sexual aversion that is not
persistent or recurrent or is not accompanied by marked distress or interpersonal dif
ficulty is not considered to be a Sexual Aversion Disorder.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.79 Sexual Aversion Disorder
A. Persistent or recurrent extreme aversion to, and avoidance of, all (or almost all) gen

ital sexual contact with a sexual partner.

B. The disturbance causes marked distress or jnterpersonal difficulty.

C. The sexual dysfunction is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (except
another Sexual Dysfunction).

Specify type:

lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Situational Type
Generalized Type

Specify.

Due to Psychological factol'"S
Due to Combined factors
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302.72 Female Sexual Arousal Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Female Sexual Arousal Disorder is a persistent or recurrent
inability to attain, or to maintain lmtil completion of the sexual activity, an adequate
lubrication-swelling response of sexual excitement (Criterion A). The arousal re
sponse consists of vasocongestion in the pelvis, vaginal lubrication and expansion,
and swelling of the external genitalia. TIle disturbance must cause marked distress or
interpersonal difficulty (Criterion B). The dyshmction is not better accmmted for by
another Axis I disorder (except another Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusive
ly to the direct physiological effects of a substance (including medications) or a gen
eral medical condition (Criterion C).

Subtypes

Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (Lifelong versus Acquired), context (Gener
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due to Psychological Factors,
Due to Combined Factors) for Female Sexual Arousal Disorder. (See descriptions on
p.536.)

Associated Features and Disorders

LimHed evidence suggests that Female Sexual Arousal Disorder is often accompa
nied by Sexual Desire Disorders and Female Orgasmic Disorder. The indi\'idual with
Female Sexual Arousal Disorder may have little or no subjective sense of sexual
arousal. The disorder may result in painful intercourse, sexual avoidance, and the
disturbance of marital or sexual relationships.

Differential Diagnosis

Female Sexual Arousal Disorder must be distinguished from a Sexual Dysfunction
Due to a General Medical Condition. TIle appropriate diagnosis would be Sexual
Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condition when the dysfunction is judged to
be due exclusively to the physiological effects of a specified general medical condi
tion (e.g., menopausal or postmenopausal reductions in estrogen levels, atrophic
vaginitis, diabetes mellitus, radiotherapy of the pelvis) (see p. 558). Reduced lubrica
tion has also been reported in association with lactation. This detennination is based
on history, laboratory findings, or physical examination. If both Female Sexual
Arousal Disorder and a general medical condition are present but it is judged that the
sexual dysftmction is not due exclusively to the direct physiological consequences of
the general medical condition, then Female Sexual Arousal Disorder, Due to Com
bined Factors, is diagnosed.

In contrast to Female Sexual Arousal Disorder, a Substance-Induced Sexual Dys
function is judged to be due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of a sub
stance (e.g., reduced lubrication caused by antihypertensives or antihistamines) (see
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p. 5(2). If both Female Sexual Arousal Disorder and substance use are present but it
is judged that the sexual dysfunction is naldue exciusinly to the direct physiological
effects of the substance use, then Female Sexual Arousal Disorder. Due to Combined
Factors, is diagnosed.

If the arousal problems aTC judged 10 he due exclusively to the physiological effects
of both a general medical condition and substance use, both Sexual Dysfunction Due
to a General r"fedical Condition and Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction are diag·
nosed.

Female Sexual Arousal Disorder may also occur in association with other Sexual
Dysfunctions (e.g., Female Orgasmic Disorder). If 50, both should be noted. An addi·
tional diagnosis of Female Sexual Arousal Disorder is usually nol made if the sexual
arousal problem is better accowlted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., Major De
pressive Disorder, Obsessive-Compulsin Disorder, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder).
The additional diagnosis may be made when the problem with sexual arousal pre-
dates the Axis I disorder or is a focus of independent clinical attention. Occasional
problems with sexual arousal that are not persistent or recurrent or are not accom
panied by marked distress or interpersonal difficulty are not considered to be Female
Sexual Arousal Disorder. A diagnosis of Female Sexual Arousal Disorder is also not
appropriate if the problems in arousal are due to sexual stimulation that is not ade
quate in fOCllS, intensity, and duration.

Diagnostic criteria for
302.72 Female Sexual Arousal Disorder

A. Persistent or recurrent inability to alta in, or to maintain until completion of the sex
ual activity, an adequate lubrication-swelling response of sexual excitement_

B. The disturbance causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The sexual dysfunction is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (except
another Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively to the direct physiological ef
fects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condi
tion.

Specify type:

lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Generalized Type
Situational Type

Specify:

Due to Psychological Factors
Due to Combined Factors
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302.72

Diagnostic Features

Male Erectile Disorder

The essential feature of Male Erectile Disorder is a persistent or recurrent inability to
attain, or to maintain lmtil completion of the sexual activity, an adequate erection
(Criterion A). The disturbance must cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulty
(Criterion B). The dysfunction is not better accOlmted for by another Axis I disorder
(except another Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively to the direct physio
logical effects of a substance (including medications) or a general medical condition
(Criterion C).

There are different patterns of erectile dysfunction. Some individuals will report
the inability to obtain any erection from the outset of a sexual experience. Others will
complain of first experiencing an adequate erection and then losing tumescence when
attempting penetration. Still others will report that they have an erection that is suf
ficiently finn for penetration but that they then lose tumescence before or during
thrusting. Some males may report being able to experience an erection only during
self-masturbation or on awakening. Masturbatory erections may be lost as well, but
this is nol common.

Subtypes

Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (Lifelong versus Acquired), context (Gener·
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due to Psychological Factors,
Due to Combined Factors) for r-,'lale Erectile Disorder. (See descriptions on p. 536.)

Associated Features and Disorders

The erectile difficulties in Male Erectile Disorder are frequently associated with sex
ual anxiety, fear of failure, concems about sexual perfomlance, and a decreased sub
jective sense of sexual excitement and pleasure. Erectile dysfunction can djsrupt
existing marital or sexual relationships and may be the cause of unconsummated
marriages and infertility. This disorder may be associated with Hypoactive Sexual
Desire Disorder and Premature Ejaculation. individuals with Mood Disorders and
Substance-Related Disorders often report problems with sexual arousal.

Course

The various forms of Male Erectile Disorder follow different courses, and the age at
onset varies substantially. The few individuals who have never been able to experi
ence an erection of sufficient quality to complete sexual activity with a partner typi
cally have a chronic, lifelong disorder. Acquired cases may remit spontaneously
15%-30% of the time. Sihlational cases may be dependent on a type of partner or the
intensity or quality of the relationship and are episodic and frequently recurrent.
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Differential Diagnosis

Male Erectile Disorder must be distinguished from Sexual Dysfunction Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition. The appropriate diagnosis would be Sexual Dysfunction Due
to a General Medkal Condition when the dysfunction is judged to be due exclusively
to the physiological effects of a specified general medical condition (e.g., diabetes
mellitus, multiple sclerosis, rcnal failure, peripheral neuropathy. peripheral vascular
disease, spinal cord injury. injury of the autonomic nervous system by surgery or
radiation) (see p. 558). This determination is based on history (e.g., impaired erectile
functioning during masturbation), laboratory fmdings, or physical examination.
Nocturnal penile tumescence studies can demonstrate whether erections occur dur
ing sleep and may be helpful in differentiating primary erectile disorders from Male
Erectile Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition. Penile blood pressure, pulse
wave assessments, or duplex ultrasound srudies can indicate vasculogenic loss of
erectile functioning. Invasive procedures such as intracorporeal pharmacological
testing or angiography can assess the presence of arterial flow problems. Cavemos
ography can evaluate venous competence. If both Male Erectile Disorder and a gen
eral medical condition are present but it is judged that the erectile dysfunction is not
due exclusively 10 the direct physiological effects of the general medical condition,
then Male Erectile Disorder, Due to Combined Factors, is diagnosed..

A Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction is distinguished from Male Erectile
Disorder by the fact that the sexual dysfunction is judged to be due exclusively to the
direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., antihypertensive medication, anti
depressant medkation, neuroleptic medication, a drug of abuse) (see p. 562). If both
Male Erectile Disorder and substance use are present but il is judged that the erectile
dysfunction is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of the substance
use, then Male Erectile Disorder, Due to Combined. Factors, is diagnosed.

if the arousal problems are judged to be due exclusively to the physiological effects
of both a general medical condition and substance use, both Sexual Dysfunction Due
to a General r-.·Iedical Condition and Substance-induced. Sexual Dysfunction are diag
nosed..

Male Erectile Disorder may also occur in association with other Sexual Dysfunc
tions (e.g., Premarure Ejaculation). If so, both should be noted. An additional diagno
sis of Male Erectile Disorder is usually not made if the erectile dysfunction is better
accounted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder, Obses
sive·Compulsive Disorder). The additional diagnosis may be made when the erectile
dysfunction predates the Axis I disorder or is a focus of independent clinical atten
tion. Occasional problems with having erections that are not persistent or recurrent
or are nol accompanied by marked. distress or interpersonal difficulty are not consid
ered to be Male Erectile Disorder. A diagnosis of Male &ectile Disorder is also not ap
propriate if the erectile dysfunction is due to sexual stimulation that is not adequate
in focus, intensity, and duration. Older males may require more stimulation or take
longer to achieve a full erection. TI,ese physiological changes should not be consid
ered to be Male Erectile Disorder.



302.73 Female Orgasmic Disorder
(formerly Inhibited Female Orgasm)

Diagnostic criteria for 302.72 Male Erectile Disorder

5471

A. Persistent or recurrent inability to attain, or to maintain until completion of the sex
ual activity, an adequate erection.

B. The disturbance causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The erectile dysfunction is not better accounted for by another Axis Idisorder (other
than a Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively to the direct physiological ef·
fects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condi
tion.

Specify type:

Lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Generalized Type
Situational Type

Specify:

Due to Psychological Factors
Due to Combined Factors

Orgasmic Disorders

302.73 Female Orgasmic Disorder
(formerly Inhibited Female Orgasm)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Female Orgasmic Disorder is a persistent or recurrent delay
in, or absence of, orgasm following a normal sexual excitement phase (Criterion A).
Women exhibit wide variability in the type or intensity of stimulation that triggers or
gasm. The diagnosis of Female Orgasmic Disorder should be based on the clinician's
judgment that the woman's orgasmic capacity is less than would be reasonable for
her age, sexual experience, and the adequacy of sexual stimulation she receives. The
disturbance must cause marked. distress or interpersonal difficulty (Criterion B). The
dysfunction is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (except another
Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of
a substance (including medications) or a general medical condition (Criterion C).

Subtypes

Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (Lifelong versus Acquired), context (Gener
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due 10 Psychological Factors,
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Combined Factors) for Female Orgasmic Disorder. (See descriptions on

Associated Features and Disorders

No association has been fotmd between specific patterns of personality traits or psy
chopathology and orgasm.ic dysfwlction in females. Female Orgasmic Disorder may
affect body image, seli~esteem, or relationship satisfaction. According to controlled
studies, orgasmic capacity is not correlated with vaginal size or pelvic muscle
strength. Although females with spinal cord lesions, removal of the vulva, or vaginal
excision and reconstruction have reported reaching orgasm, orgasmic dyshmction is
commonly reported in women with these conditions. In general, however, chronic
general med ical conditions like diabetes or pelvic cancer are more likel}' to impair the
arousal phase of the sexual response, leaving orgasmic capacity relatively intact.

Course

Because orgasmic capacity in females may increase with increasing sexual experi
ence, Female Orgasmic Disorder may be more prevalent in younger women. Most fe
male orgasmic disorders are lifelong rather than acquired. Once a female learns how
to reach orgasm, it is uncommon for her to lose that capacity, unless poor sexual com
munication, relationship conflict, a traumatic experience (e.g., rape), a Mood Disor
der, or a general medical condition intervenes. When org.lsmic dysfunction occurs
only in certain situations, difficulty with sexual desire and arousal are often present
in addition to the orgasmic disorder. Many females increase their orgasmic capacity
as they experience a wider variety of stimulation and acquire more knowledge about
their own bodies.

Differential Diagnosis

Female Orgasmic Disorder must be distinguished from a Sexual Dysfunction Due to
a General Medical Condition. The appropriate diagnosis would be Sexual Dysfunc
tion Due to a General Med.ical Condition when the dysftmclion is judged to be due
exclusively to the physiological effects of a specified general medical condition (e.g.,
spinal cord lesion) (see p. 558). This determination is based on history, laboratory
findings, or physical eX.lmination. Ii both Female Orgasmic Disorder and a general
medical condition are present but it is judged that the sexual dysfunction is not due
exclusively to the direct physiological effects of the general medic.ll condition, then
Female Orgasmic Disorder, Due to Combined Factors, is diagnosed.

In contrast to Female Orgasmic Disorder, a Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunc
tion is judged to be due exclusively to the direct physiological eHects of a substance
(e.g., antidepressants, benzod.iazepines, nemoleptics, antihypertensives, opioids) (see
p. 562). If both Female Orgasmic Disorder and substance use are present but it is
judged that the sexual dyshmction is not due. exclusively to the direct physiological
effects of the substance use, then Female Orgasmic Disorder, Due to Combined Fac
tors, is diagnosed.

Ii the sexual dysfunction is judged to be due exclusively to the physiological effects
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(formerly Inhibited Female Orgasm)

of both a general medical condition and substance use, both Sexual Dysfunction Due
loa General Medical Condition and Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction are diag
nosed.

Female Orgasmic Disorder may also occur in association with other Sexual Dys
functions (e.g., Female Sexual Arousal Disorder). U so, both should be noted. An ad
ditional diagnosis of Female Orgasmic Disorder is usually not made if the orgasmic
difficulty is better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., Major Depressi\'e
Disorder). This additional diagnosis may be made when the orgasmic difficulty pre
dales the Axis I disorder or is a focus of independent clinical attention. Occasional
orgasmic problems that are not persistent or recurrent or are not accompanied by
marked distress or interpersonal difficulty are not considered to be Female Orgasmic
Disorder. A diagnosis of Female Orgasmic Disorder is also not appropriate if the
problems are due to sexual stimulation that is not adequate in focus, intensity, and
duration.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.73 Female Orgasmic Disorder
A. Persistent or recurrent delay in, or absence of, orgasm farrowing a normal sexual ex

citement phase. Women exhibit wide variability in the type or intensity of stimula
tion that triggers orgasm. The diagnosis of Female Orgasmic Disorder should be
based on the clinician's judgment that the woman's orgasmic capacity is less than
would be reasonable for her age, sexual experience. and the adequacy of sexual stim
ulation she receives.

B. The disturbance causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The orgasmic dysfunction is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (ex
cept another Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively to the direct physiologi
cal effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical
condition.

Specify type:

Lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Generalized Type
Situational Type

Specify:

Due to Psychological Factors
Due to Combined Factors
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302.74 Male Orgasmic Disorder
(formerly Inhibited Male Orgasm)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Male Orgasmic Disorder is a persistent or recurrent delay in,
or absence of, orgasm following a normal sexual excitement phase. In judging wheth
er the orgasm is delayed, the clinician should take into account the person's age and
whether the stimulation is adequate in focus, intensity. and duration (Criterion A).
The disturbance must cause marked distress or interpersonal difficult)' (Criterion B).
The orgasmic dysfunction is not belter accounted for by another Axis I disorder (ex
cept another Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively to the direct physiologi
cal effects of a substance (including medications) or a general medical condition
(Criterion C). In the most common form of Male Orgasmic Disorder. a male cannol
reach orgasm during intercourse. although he can ejaculate from a partner's manual
or oral stimulation. Some males with Male Orgasmic Disorder can reach coital or
gasm but onl}' after very prolonged and intense noncoital stimulation. Some can ejac
ulate only from masturbation. An even smaller subgroup have experienced orgasm
only at the moment of waking from an erotic dream.

Subtypes

Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (Lifelong versus Acquired), context (Gener
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due to Psychological Factors,
Due to Combined Factors) for Male Orgasmic Disorder. (See descriptions on p. 536.)

Associated Features and Disorders

Many coHally inorgasmic males describe feeling aroused at the beginning of a sexual
encounter but that thrusting gradually becomes a chore rather than a pleasure. A pat
tern of paraphilic sexual arousal may be present. When a man has hidden his lack of
coital orgasms from his wife, the couple may present with infertility of unknown
cause. The disorder may result in the disturbance of existing marital or sexual rela
tionships. Males can usually reach orgasm even when vascular or neurological con
ditions interfere with erectile rigidity. Both the sensation of orgasm and striated
muscle contractions at orgasm remain intact in males who lose their prostate and
seminal vesicles with radical pelvic cancer surgery. Orgasm also can occur in the ab
sence of emission of semen (e.g., when sympathetic ganglia are damaged by surgery
or autonomic neuropathy).

Differential Diagnosis

Male Orgasmic Disorder must be distinguished from a Sexual Dysfunction Due to
a General Medical Condition. The appropriate diagnosis would be Sexual Dysfunc
tion Due to a General Medical Cond.itjon when the dysfunction is judged to be due
exclusively to the physiological effects of a specified general medical condition (e.g.,
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hyperprolactinemia) (see p. 558). This determination is based on history, laboratory
findings, or physical examination. Sensory threshold testing may demonstrate reduced
sensation in the skin on the penis that is due to a neurological condition (e.g., spinal
cord injuries, sensory neuropathies). If both Male Orgasmic Disorder and a general
medical condition are present but it is judged that the sexual dysfunction is not due
exclusively to the direct physiological effects of the general medical condition, then
~'Iale Orgasmic Disorder, Due to Combined Factors, is diagnosed.

In contrast to Male Orgasmic Disorder, a Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
is judged 10 be due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.,
alcohol, opioids, antihypertensives, antidepressants, neuroleptics) {see p. 562).lfboth
Male Orgasmic Disorder and substance use are present but it is judged that the sexual
dysfunction is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of the substance
use, then Male Orgasmic Disorder, Due to Combined Factors. is diagnosed.

If the orgasmic dysfunction is judged to be due exclusively to the physiological ef
fects of bath a general medical condition and substance use, both Sexual Dysfunction
Due to a General Medical Condition and Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction are
diagnosed.

Male Orgasmic Disorder may also occur in association with other Sexual Dysfunc
tions (e.g., Male Erectile Disorder).lf so, both should be noted. An additional diagno
sis of Male Orgasmic Disorder is usually not made if the orgasmic difficulty is better
accounted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder). An addi
tional diagnosis may be made when the orgasmic difficulty predates the Axis I disor
der or is a focus of independentclinical attention. Several types of Sexual Dysfunction
(e.g., ejaculation but without pleasurable orgasm, orgasm that occurs without ejacu·
lation of semen or with seepage of semen rather than propulsive ejaculation) would
be diagnosed as Sexual Dysfunction Not Othen."ise Specified rather than as Male
Orgasmic Disorder.

Occasional orgasmic problems that are not persistent or recurrent or are not ae·
companied by marked distress or interpersonal difficulty are not considered to be
Male Orgasmic Disorder. As males age, they may require a longer period of stimula
tion to achieve orgasm. The clinician must also ascertain that there has been sufficient
slimuJation to attain orgasm.
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Diagnostic criteria for 302.74 Male Orgasmic Disorder

A. Persistent or recurrent delay in, or absence of, orgasm following a normal sexual ex
citement phase during sexual activity that the clinician. taking into account the per
son's age, judges to be adequate in focus. intensity, and duration.

8. The disturbance causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The orgasmic dysfunction is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (ex
cept another Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively to the direct physiologi
cal effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical
condition.

Specify type:

Lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Generalized Type
Situational Type

Specify:

Due to Psychological Factors
Due to Combined Factors

302.75

Diagnostic Features

Premature Ejaculation

The essential feature of Premature Ejaculation is the persistent or recurrent onset of
orgasm and ejaculation with minimal sexual stimulation before, on, or shortly after
penetration and before the person wishes it (Criterion A). The clinician must take into
account factors that affect duration of the excitement phase, such as age, novelty of
the sexual partner or sihtation, and recent frequency of sexual activity. The majority
of males with this disorder can delay orgasm during self-masturbation for a consid
erably longer time than during coitus. Partners' estimates of the duration of time from
the beginning of sexual activity Wltil ejaculation as well as their judgment of whether
Premature Ejaculation is a problem can be quite disparate. The disturbance must
cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulty (Criterion B). The premature ejacu
lation is not due exc1usi,oely to the direct effects of a substance (e.g., withdrawal from
opioids) (Criterion C).



302.75 Premature Ejaculation

Subtypes

553

Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (Lifelong versus Acquired), context (Gener
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due to Psychological Factors,
Due to Combined Factors) for Premature Ejaculation. (See descriptions on p. 536.)

Associated Features and Disorders

Like other Sexual Dysfunctions, Premature Ejaculation may create tension in a rela
tionship. Some wunarried. males hesitate to begin dating new partners out of fear of
embarrassment hom the disorder. This can contribute to social isolation.

Course

A majority of young males learn to delay orgasm with sexual experience and aging,
but some continue to ejaculate prematurely and may seek help for the disorder. Some
males are able to delay ejaculation in a long-term relationship but experience a recur
rence of Premature Ejaculation when they have a new partner. Typically, Premature
Ejaculation is seen in YOWlg men and is present (TOm their first attempts at inter
course. However, some males lose the ability to delay orgasm after a period of ade
quate function. When onset occurs after a period of adequate sexual function, the
context is often a decreased frequency of sexual activity, intense performance anxiety
with a new partner, or loss of ejaculatory control related to difficulty achieving or
maintaining erections. Some males who have stopped regular use of alcohol may de
velop Premature Ejaculation because they relied on their drinking to delay orgasm in
stead of learning behavioral strategies.

Differential Diagnosis

Premature Ejaculation should be distinguished from erectile dysfunction related to
the development of a general medical condition (see p. 558). Some individuals with
erectile dysfunction may omit their usual strategies for delaying orgasm. Others re
quire prolonged noncoital stimulation to develop a degree of erection sufficient for
intromission. In such individuals, sexual arousal may be so high that ejaculation oc
curs immediately. Occasional problems with premature ejaculation that are not per
sistent or recurrent or are not accompanied by marked distress or interpersonal
difficulty do not qualify for the diagnosis of Premature Ejaculation. The clinician
should also take into account the individual's age, overall sexual experience, recent
sexual activity, and the novelty of the partner. \o\'hen problems with Premature Ejac
ulation are due exclusively to substance lise (e.g., Opioid Withdrawal), a Substance
Induced Sexual Dysfunction can be diagnosed (see p. 562).
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Diagnostic criteria for 302.75 Premature Ejaculation

A. Persistent or recurrent ejaculation with minimal sexual stimulation before, on, or
shortly after penetration and before the person wishes it. The dinician must take into
account factors that affect duration of the excitement phase, such as age, novelty of
the sexual partner or situation, and recent frequency of sexual activity.

B. The disturbance causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The premature ejaculation is not due exclusively to the direct effects of a substance
(e.g., withdrawal from opioids).

Specify type:

Lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Generalized Type
Situational Type

Specify:

Due to Psychological Fadors
Due to Combined Factors

Sexual Pain Disorders

302.76 Dyspareunia
(Not Due to a General Medical Condition)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of DysparelU1ia is genital pain that is associated with sexual in
tercoufse (Criterion A). Although it is most commonly experienced during coitus, it
may also occur before or after intercourse. The disorder can occur in both males and
females. In females, the pain may be described as superficial during intromission or
as deep during penile thrusting. The intensity of the symptoms may range from mild
discomfort to sharp pain. The disturbance must cause marked distress or interperson
al difficulty (Criterion B). The disturbance is not caused exdusiwly by Vaginismus or
lack of lubrication, is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (except for
another Sexual Dysfunction), and is not due exclusively to the direct physiological ef
fects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condi
tion (Criterion C).
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Subtypes

5551

Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (l.ifelong nrsus Acquired), context (Gener
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due to Psychological factors,
Due to Combined Factors) for Dyspareunia. (See descriptions on p. 536.)

Associated Features and Disorders

Dyspareunia is rarely a chief complaint in mental health settings. Individuals with
Dyspareunia typically seek treatment in general medical settings. The physical exam+
ination for indh'iduals with this disorder typically does not demonstrate genital ab
normalities. The repeated experience of genital pain during coitus may result in the
avoidance of sexual experience, disrupting existing sexual relationships or limiting
the development of new sexual relationships.

Course

The limited amount of information available suggests that the course of Dyspareunia
tends to be monic.

Differential Diagnosis

Dyspareunia must be distinguished from Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General
Medical Condition (see p. 558). The appropriate diagnosis would be Sexual Dyshmc+
tion Due to a General Medical Condition when the dysfunction is judged to be due
exclusively to the physiological effects of a specified general medical condition (e.g.,
insufficient vaginal lubrication; pelvic pathology such as vaginal or urinary tract in

fections, vaginal scar tissue, endometriosis, or adhesions; postmenopausal vaginal at
rophy; temporary estrogen deprivation during lactation; urinary tract irritation or
infection; or gastrointestinal conditions). This determination is based on history, lab
oratory findings, or physical examination.lfboth Dyspareunia and a general medical
condition are present but it is judged that the sexual dysfunction is not due exclusive
ly to the direct physiological effects of the general medical condition, then a diagnosis
of Dyspareunia, Due to Combined Factors, is made.

In contrast to Dyspareunia, a Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction is judged to
be due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of a substance (see p. 562). Pain
ful orgasm has been reported with fluphenazine, thioridazine, and amoxapine. If
both Dyspareunia and substance use are present but it is judged that the sexual dys
function is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of the substance use,
then Dyspareunia, Due to Combined factors, is diagnosed.

If the sexual pain is judged to be due exclusively to the physiological effects of both
a general medical condition and substance use, both Sexual Dysfunction Due to a
General Medical Condition and Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction aIe diag
nosed.

Dyspareunia is not diagnosed if it is caused exclusively by Vaginismus or a lack of
lubrication. An additional diagnosis of Dyspareunia is usually not made if the sexual
dysfunction is better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g., Somatization
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Disorder). The additional diagnosis may be made when the orgasmic difficulty pre
dates the Axis I disorder or is a focus of independent clinical attention. Dyspareunia
can also occur in association with other Sexual Dysfunctions (except Vaginismus),
and if criteria for both are met, both should be coded. Occasional pain associated
with sexual intercourse that is not persistent or recurrent or is nol accompanied by
marked distress or interpersonal difficulty is not considered to be Dyspareunia.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.76 Dyspareunia

A. Recurrent or persistent genital pain associated with sexual intercourse in either a
male or a female.

B. The disturbance causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The disturbance is not caused exclusively by Vaginismus or lack of lubrication, is not
better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (except another Sexual Dysfunction),
and is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.• a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

Specify type:

lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Generalized Type
Situational Type

Specify:

Due to Psyc.hologic.al Factors
Due to Combined Factors

306.51 Vaginismus
(Not Due to a General Medical Condition)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Vaginismus is the recurrent or persistent involuntary contrac·
tion of the perineal muscles surrounding the outer third of the vagina when vaginal
penetration with penis, finger, tampon, or speculum is attempted (Criterion A). The
disturbance must cause marked distress or interpersonal difficult)' (Criterion B). The
disturbance is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (except another
Sexual Dysfunction) and is not due exclusively 10 the direct physiological effects of a
general medical condition (Criterion C). In some females, even Ihe anticipation of
vaginal insertion may result in muscle spasm. TIle contraction may range from mild,
inducing some tightness and discomfort, to severe, preventing penetration.
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Subtypes

Subtypes are provided to indicate onset (Lifelong versus Acquired), context (Gener
alized versus Situational), and etiological factors (Due to Psychological Fadors,
Due to Combined Factors) for Vaginismus. (See descriptions on p. 536.)

Associated Features and Disorders

Sexual responses (e.g., desire, pleasure, orgasmic capacity) may not be impaired un
less penetration is attempted or anticipated. The physical obstruction due to muscle
contraction usuaUy prevents coitus. The condition, therefore, can limit the develop
ment of sexual relationships and disrupt existing relationships. Cases of unconsum
mated marriages and infertilit)' haw been found to be associated with this condition.
The diagnosis is often made during routine gynecological examinations when re
sponse to the pelvic examination results in the readily observed contraction of the
vaginal outlet. In some cases, the intensity of the contraction may be so severe or pro
longed as to cause pain. However, Vaginismus occurs in some women dUring sexual
activity but not during a gynecological examination. The disorder is more often
found in )'ounger than in older females, in females with negative attitudes toward
sex, and in females who have a history of being sexually abused or traumatized.

Course

Lifelong Vaginismus usually has an abrupt onset, first manifest during initial at
tempts at sexual penetration by a partner or during the first gynecological examina
tion. Once the disorder is established, the course is usually chronic unless
ameliorated by treatment. Acquired Vaginismus also may occur suddenly in re
sponse to a sexual trauma or a general medical condition.

Differential Diagnosis

Vaginismus must be distingUished from a Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General
Medical Condition (see p. 558). The appropriate diagnosis would be Sexual Dysfunc
tion Due to a General Medical Condition when the dysfunction is judged to be due
exclusively to the physiological effects of a specified general medical condition (e.g.,
endometriosis or vaginal infection). This determination is based on history, laborato
ry findings, or ph)'sical examination. Vaginismus may remain as a residual problem
after resolution of the general medical condition. U both Vaginismus and a general
medical condition are present but it is judged that the vaginal spasms are not due ex
dush-el). to the direct physiological effects of the general medical condition, a diag
nosis of Vaginismus, Due to Combined Factors, is made.

Vaginismus may also occur in association with other Sexual Dysfunctions (e.g.,
Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder). If so, both should be noted. Although pain asso
ciated with sexual intercourse may occur with Vaginismus, an additional diagnosis
of Dyspareunia is not given. An additional diagnosis of Vaginismus is usually not
made if the vaginal spasms are better accounted for by another Axis I condition (e.g.,
Somatization Disorder). The additional diagnosis may be made when the vaginal
spasms predate the Axis I disorder or are a focus of independent clinical attention.
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Diagnostic criteria for 306.51 Vaginismus

A. Recurrent or persistent involuntary spasm of the musculature of the outer third of
the vagina that interferes with sexual intercourse.

B. The disturbance causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another Axis I disorder (e.g.• Somati
zation Disorder) and is not due exclusively to the direct physiological effects of a gen
eral medical condition.

Specify type:

Lifelong Type
Acquired Type

Specify type:

Generalized Type
Situational Type

Specify:

Due to Psychological Factors
Due to Combined Factors

Sexual Dysfunction Due to a
General Medical Condition

Diagnostic Features

The essential feahue of Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condition is the
presence of clinically significant sexual dysfunction that is judged to be due exclu
sively to the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition. The sexual
dysfunction can involve pain associated with interco~e, hypoactive sexual desire,
male erectile dysfunction, or other forms of sexual dysfunction (e.g., Orgasmic Disor
ders) and must cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulty (Criterion A). There
must be evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the dysfunction is fully explained by the direct physiological effects of a general med
ical condition (Criterion B). The disturbance is not better accounted for by another
mental disorder (e.g., rvlajor Depressive Disorder) (Criterion C).

In determining whether the sexual dysfunction is exclusively due 10 a general
medical condition, the clinician must first establish the presence of a generaJ medical
condition. Further, the clinician must establish that the sexual dysfunction is etiolog
ically related to the general medical condition through a physiological mechanism.
A careful and comprehensive assessment of muJtiple factors is necessary to make this
judgment. Although there are no infallible guidelines for determining whether the re
lationship between the sexual dysfunction and the general medical condition is etio-
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logical. several considerations provide some guidance in this area. One consideration
is the presence of a temporal association between the onset, exacerbation, or remis
sion of the general medical condition and that of the sexual dyshmction. A second
consideration is the presence of features that are atypical of a primary Sexual Dys
function (e.g., atypical age at onset or course). Evidence from the literature that sug
gests that there can be a direct association bch,'een the general medical condition in
question and the development of the sexual dysfunction can provide a useful context
in the assessment of a particular situation. In addition, the clinician must also judge
that the disturbance is not better accowlted for by a primary Sexual Dyshmction, a
Substance-lnduced Sexual Dysfunction, or another primary mental disorder (e.g.,
r-,'Iajor Depressive Disorder). These determinations are explained in greater detail in
the "Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition" section (p. 181).

In contrast, a Sexual Dysfunction diagnosis with the subtype "Due to Combined
Factors" is made if a combination of psychological factors and either a general medi
cal condition or a substance is judged to havc an etiological role, but no one etiology
is sufficient to accOlmt for the dysfunction.

Subtypes

The diagnostic code and term for a Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical
Condition is selected based on the predominant Sexual Dysfunction. The tenns listed
below should be used instead of the overall rubric "Sexual Dysfullction Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition."

625.8 Female Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder Due to _.. [llldicate tile
Gel/eral Medical Condition). This term is used if, in a female, deficient or ab
sent sexual desire is the predominant feature.
608.89 Male Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder Due to ... [I"dicate tile
Gel/eral Medical Conditiol/). This tcrm is used if, in a male, deficient or ab
sent sexual desire is the predominant feature.
607.84 Male Erectile Disorder Due to ... (Indicate tile General Mediwl
Condition/. This term is used if male erectile dysfunction is the predominant
feature.
625.0 Female Dyspareunia Due to ... [II/dicate ti,e Gel/eral Medical
Conditioll). This term is used if, in a female, pain associated with intercourse
is the predominant feature.
608.89 Male Dyspareunia Due to ... n"dicate tile Gel/eral Medical
COllditioll/. This term is used if, in a male, pain associated with intercourse
is the predominant feature.
625.8 Other Female Sexual Dysfunction Due to ... [Indicate ti,e Gel/eral
Medical COflditiol//. This term is lIsed if, in a female, some oUler feature is
predominant (e.g., Orgasmic Disorder) or no feature predominates.
608.89 Other Male Sexual Dysfunction Due to ... (Ilfdicate tile Gel/eral
Medical Condition). This term is used if, in a male, some other feature is pre
dominant (e.g., Orgasmic Disorder) or no feature predominates.
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In recording the djagnosis of Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condi
Han, the clinician should note both the specific phenomenology of the dysfunction
(from the list above) and the identified general medical condition judged to be caus
ing the dysfunction on Axis I (e.g.,607.84 Male Erectile Disorder Due to Diabetes Mel
litus). The ICD·9-CM code for the general medical condition is also noted. on Axis m
(e.g., 250.0 diabetes mellitus). (See Appendix G for a list of selected ICD-9-CM diag
nostic codes for general medical conditions.)

Associated General Medical Conditions

A variety of general medical conditions can cause sexual dysfunction, including neu
rological conditions (e.g., multiple sclerosis, spinal cord lesions, neuropathy, tempo
ral lobe lesions), endocrine conditions (e.g., diabetes mellitus, hypothyroidism,
hyper- and hypoadrenocorticism, hyperprolactinemia, hypogonadal states, pituitary
dysfunction), vascular conditions, and genitourinary conditions (e.g., testicular dis
ease, Peyronie's disease, urethral infections, postprostatectomy complications, geni
tal injury or infection, atrophic vaginitis, infections of the vagina and external
genitalia, postsurgical complications such as episiotomy scars, shortened vagina, cys
titis, endometriosis, uterine prolapse, pelvic infections, neoplasms, oophorectomy
without hormone replacement, and side effects of cancer treatments (surgical, radia
tion, chemotherapy)). Current clinical experience suggests that Sexual Dysfunction
Due to a General Medical Condition is usually generalized. The associated physical
examination findings, laboratory findings, and patterns of prevalence or onset reflect
the etiological general medical condition.

Differential Diagnosis

Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condition is diagnosed only if the sex
ual dysfunction is fully explained by the direct effects of a general medical condition.
U psychological factors also playa role in the onset. severity, exacerbation, or main
tenance of a sexual dysfunction, the diagnosis is the primary Sexual Dysfunction
(with the subtype Due to Combined Factors). In determining whether the sexual dys
function is primary or exclusively due to the direct effects of a general medical con
dition.. a comprehensive psychosexual and medical history is the most important
component of the evaluation. For males.. tests such as nocturnal penile tumescence,
vascular studies, and injection of tissue activators may be helpful in the assessmenl
Careful gynecological examination is important in making these detenninations in
women, especially in assessing Sexual Pain Disorders in females. Neurological eval
uation and endocrine assessment may be helpful in hoth men and women.

If there is evidence of recent or prolonged substance use (including medications),
withdrawal from a substance.. or exposure to a toxin, and that the sexual dysfunction
is fully explained. by the direct effects of the substance, a Substance-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction should be considered. The clinician should inquire carefully about the
nature and extent of substance use, including medications. Symptoms that occurdur
ing or shortly after (i.e., within 4 weeks of) Substance Intoxication or after medication
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use may be especially indicative of a Substance-Induced. Sexual Dysfunction, de
pending on the type or amount of the substance used or the duration of use. U thedi·
nioan has ascertained that the sexual dysfunction is due to both a general medical
condition and substance use, both diagnoses (i.e., Sexual Dysfunction Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition and Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction) can be given.

Hypoactive sexual desire, arousal dysfunction, and, to a lesser extent, orgasmic
dysfunction can also occur as symptoms of Major Depressive Disorder. In Major De
pressive Disorder, no specific and direct causative pathophysiological mechanisms
associated with a general medical condition can be demonstrated. Sexual DyshlOC
tion Due to a General tvledical Condition must be distinguished from the diminished
sexual interest and functioning that may accompany aging.

Diagnostic criteria for Sexual Dysfunction Due to
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

• • •

A. Clinically significant sexual dysfunction that results in marked distress or interperson
al difficulty predominates in the clinical picture.

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the sexual dysfunction is fully explained by the direct physiological effects of a gen·
eral medical condition.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Major
Depressive Disorder).

Select code and term based on the predominant sexual dysfunction:

625.8 Female Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder Due to ... [Indicate
the General Medical Condition}: if deficient or absent sexual desire is the pre
dominant feature
608.89 Male Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder Due to ... [Indicate the
General Medical Condition}: if deficient or absent sexual desire is the predom
inant feature
607.84 Male Erectile Disorder Due to ... [Indicate the General Medical
Condition}: if male erectile dysfunction is the predominant feature
625.0 Female Dyspareunia Due to ... [Indicate the General Medical
Condition}: if pain associated with intercourse is the predominant feature
608.89 Male Dyspareunia Due to •.. [Indicate the General Medical
Condition}: if pain associated with intercourse is the predominant feature
625.8 Other Female Sexual Dysfunction Due to ... [Indicate the General
Medical Condition}: if some other feature is predominant (e.g., Orgasmic Dis
order) or no feature predominates
608.89 Other Male Sexual Dysfunction Due to ... [Indicate the General
Medical Condition}: if some other feature is predominant (e.g., Orgasmic Dis
order) or no feature predominates

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis t e.g., 607.84
Male Erectile Disorder Due to Diabetes Mellitus; also code the general medical condition
on Axis III (see Appendix G for codes).
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Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction is a clinically signifi
cant sexual dysfunction that results in marked distress or interpersonal difficulty
(Criterion A). Depending on the substance involved, the dysfunction may involve im
paired desire, impaired arousal. impaired orgasm, or sexual pain. The dysfunction is
judged 10 be fully explained by the direct physiological effects of a substance (i.e., a
drug of abuse, a medication. or toxin exposure) (Criterion B). The disturbance must
not be better accounted for by a Sexual Dysfunction that is not substance induced
(Criterion C). This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance In
toxication only when the sexual symptoms are in excess of those usually associated
with the intoxication syndrome and when the symptoms are suffidently severe to
warrant independent clinical attention. For a more detailed discussion of Substance·
Related Disorders, see p. ]91.

A Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction is distinguished from a primary Sexual
Dysfunction by considering onset and course. For drugs of abuse, there must be evi
dence of intoxication from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings.
Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunctions arise only in association with intoxication,
whereas primary Sexual Dysfunctions may precede the onset of substance use or oc
cur during times of sustained abstinence &om the substance. Factors suggesting that
the dysfunction is better accounted for by a primary Sexual Dysfunction include per
sistence of the dysfunction for a substantial period of time (i.e., a month or more) after
the end of Substance Intoxication; the development of a dysfunction that is substan
tially in excess of what would be expected given the type or amount of the substance
used or the duration of use; or a history of prior recurrent primary Sexual Dysfunc
tions.

Specifiers

The following specifiers for Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction are selected
based on the predominant sexual dysfunction. Although the clinical presentation of
the sexual dyshmction may resemble one of the specific primary Sexual Dysfunc
tions, the full criteria for one of these disorders need not be met.

With Impaired Desire. This specifier is used if deficient or absent sexual de
sire is the predominant feature.
With Impaired Arousal. This specifier is used if impaired sexual arousal
(e.g., erectile dysfunction, impaired lubrication) is the predominant feature.
With Impaired Orgasm. This specifier is used if impaired orgasm is the pre
dominant fearnre.
With Sexual Pain. This specifier is used if pain associated with intercourse
is the predominant feature.

Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunctions usually have their onset during Sub
stance Intoxication, and this may be indicated by noting With Onset During Intoxi
cation.
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I

r\ecording Procedures

The name of the Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction begins with the specific sub
stance (e.g., alcohol, fluoxetine) that is presumed to be causing the sexual dysfunc
tion. The diagnostic code is selected from the listing of classes of substances provided
in the criteria set. For substances that do not fit into any of the classes (e.g., fluoxetine),
the code for "Other Substance" should be used. In addition, for medications pre
scribed at therapeutic doses, the specific medication can be indicated by listing the
appropriate E-eode on Axis I (see Appendix G). The name of the disorder is foUowed
by the specification of predominant symptom presentation (e.g., 292.89 Cocaine
Induced Sexual D)'sfunction, With lmpaired Arousal). When more than one sub
stance is judged to playa significant role in the development of the sexual dysfunc
tion, each should be listed separately (e.g., 291.89 Alcohol-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction, With Impaired Arousal; 292.89 F1uoxetine-Induced Sexual Dyshmction,
With Impaired Orgasm). If a substance is judged to be the etiological factor, but the
specific substance or class of substances is unknown, the category 292.89 Unknown
Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfu.nction may be used.

Specific Substances

Sexual Dysfunctions can occur in association with intoxication with the following
dasses of substances: alcohol; amphetamine and related substances; cocaine; opioids;
sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics; and other or unknown substances. Acute intox
ication with or chronic Abuse of or Dependence on substances of abuse has been
reported to decrease sexual interest and cause arousal problems in both sexes. A de
crease in sexual interest, arousal disorders, and orgasmic disorders may also be
caused by prescribed medications including antihypertensives, histamine H2 recep
tor antagonists, antidepressants (especially selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors),
neuroleptics, anxiolytics, anabolic steroids, and antiepileptics. Painful orgasm has
been reported with fluphenazine, thioridazine, and amoxapine. Priapism has been re
ported with use of chlorpromazine, trazodone, and dozapine and following penile
injections of papaverine or prostaglandin. Medications such as antihypertensive
agents or anabolic steroids may also promote depressed or irritable mood in addition
to the sexual dysfllllction, and an additional diagnosis of Substance-Induced Mood
Disorder may be warranted. Current clinical experience strongly suggests that Sub
stance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction is usually generalized (i.e., not limited to certain
types of stimulation, situations, or partners).

Differential Diagnosis

Substance-induced sexual dysfunctions are most likely to occur during Substance In
toxication. The diagnosis of the substance-specific lntoxication will usually suffice to
categorize the symptom presentation. A diagnosis of Substance-Induced Sexual Dys
hmction should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication only when
the dysfunction is judged to be in excess of that usually associated with the intoxica
tion syndrome and when the symptoms are sufficiently severe to warrant indepen
dent clinical attention. If psychological factors also playa role in the onset, severity,
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exacerbation, or maintenance of a sexual dysfunction, the diagnosis is the primary
Sexual Dysftmction (with the subtype Due to Combined Factors).

A Substance-Induced Sexual Dyshmction is distinguished from a primary Sexual
Dysfunction by the fact that the symptoms are judged to be fully explained by the
direct effects of a substance (see p. 562).

A Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction due 10 a prescribed treatment for a men
tal disorder or general medical condition must have its onset while the person is re
ceiving the medication (e.g., antihypertensive medication). Once the tTeatmenl is
discontinued, the sexual dysflUlction will remit within days to several weeks (de
pending on the half-life of the substance). If the sexual dysfunction persists, other
causes for the dysfwlCtion should be considered. Side effects of prescribed medica
tions that affect sexual function may lead individuals to be noncompliant with the
medication regimen if they value sexual performance over the benefits of the medi
cation.

Because individuals with general medical conditions often take medications for
those conditions, the clinician must consider the possibility that the sexual dyshmc
tion is caused by the physiological consequences of the general medical condition
rather than the medication, in which case Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General
Medical Condition is diagnosed. The history often provides the primary basis for
such a judgment. At times, a change in the treatment for the general medical condi
tion (e.g., medication substitution or discontinuation) may be needed to determine
empirically for that person whether the medication is the causative agent. if the clini
cian has ascertained that the dysfunction is due to both a general medic.)l condition
and substance use, both diagnoses (i.e., Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical
Condition and Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction) are given. \o\'hen there is in
sufficient evidence to determine whether the Sexual Dysfunction is due to a sub
stance (including a medication) or to a general medical condition or is primary (i.e.,
not due to either a substance or a general medical condition), Sexual Dysfunction
Not Othen... ise Specified would be indicated.
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Diagnostic criteria for
Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction

A. Clinically significant sexual dysfunction that results in marked distress or interperson
al difficulty predominates in the clinical picture.

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the sexual dysfunction is fully explained by substance use as manifested by either (1)

or (2):

(1) the symptoms in Criterion A developed during, or within a month of, Substance
Intoxication

(2) medication use is etiologically related to the disturbance

C The disturbance is not better accounted for by a Sexual Dysfunction that is not sub
stance induced. Evidence that the symptoms are better accounted for by a Sexual
Dysfunction that is not substance induced might include the following: the symp
toms precede the onset of the substance use or dependence (or medication use); the
symptoms persist for a substantial period of time (e.g., about a month) after the ces
sation of intoxication, or are substantially in excess of what would be expected given
the type or amount of the substance used or the duration of use; or there is other
evidence that suggests the existence of an independent non-substance-induced Sex
ual Dysfunction (e.g., a history of recurrent non-substance·related episodes).

Note: This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication
only when the sexual dysfunction is in excess of that usually associated with the intoxica
tion syndrome and when the dysfunction is sufficiently severe to warrant independent
clinical attention.

Code [Specific Substance]-lnduced Sexual Dysfunction:

(291.89 Alcohol; 292.89 Amphetamine [or Amphetamine-like Substance]; 292.89
Cocaine; 292.89 Opioid; 292.89 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic; 292.89 Other [or
Unknown] Substance)

Specify if:

With Impaired Desire
With Impaired Arousal
With Impaired Orgasm
With Sexual Pain

Specify if:

With Onset During Intoxication: if the criteria are met for Intoxication with
the substance and the symptoms develop during the intoxication syndrome

302.70 Sexual Dysfunction
Not Otherwise Specified

This category includes sexual dysfunctions that do not meet criteria for any specific
Sexual Dyshmction. Examples include
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1. No (or substantially diminished) subjective erotic feelings despite otherwise
normal arousal and orgasm

2. Situations in which the clinician has concluded that a sexual dysfunction is
present but is unable to determine whether it is primary, due to a general medi
cal condition, or substance induced

Paraphilias

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of a Paraphilia are recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies,
sexual urges, or behaviors generally involving 1) nonhuman objects, 2) the suffering
or humiliation of oneself or one's partner, or 3) children or other nonconsenting per
sons tila! occur over a period of at least 6 months (Criterion A). For some individuals,
paraphilic fantasies or stimuli are obligatory for erotic arousal and are always includ
ed in sexual activity. In other cases, the paraphilic preferences occur only episodic,1lly
(e.g., perhaps during periods of stress), whereas at other times the person is able to
function sexually without paraphilic fantasies or stimuli. For Pedophilia, Voyeurism,
Exhibitionism, and Frotteurism, the diagnosis is made if the person has acted on these
urges or the urges or sexual fantasies cause marked distress or interpersonal difficul
ty. For Sexual Sadism, the diagnosis is made if the person has acted on these LUges
with a nonconsenting person or the urges, sexual fantasies, or behaviors cause
marked distress or interpersonal difficulty. For the remaining Paraphilias, the diag
nosis is made if the behavior, sexual urges, or fantasies cause clinically significant dis
tress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of ftmctioning
(Criterion B).

Paraphilic imagery may be acted out with a nonconsenting partner in a way thai
may be injurious to the partner (as in Sexual Sadism or Pedophilia). The individual
may be subject 10 arrest and incarceration. Sexual offenses against children constitute
a significant proportion of all reported criminal sex acts, and individuals with Exhi
bitionism, Pedophilia, and Voyeurism make up the majority of apprehended sex of
fenders. In some situations, acting out the paraphi lie imagery may lead 10 self-injury
(as in Sexual Masochism). Social and sexual relationships may suffer if others find tht
unusual sexual behavior shameful or repugnant or if the individual's sexual parlne]
refuses to cooperate in the unusual sexual preferences. In some instances, the unusual
behavior (e.g., exhibitionistic acts or the collection of fetish objects) may become the
major sexual activity in the individual's life. These individuals are rarely self-referred
and usually come to the attention of mental health professionals only when their be
havior has broughllhem into conflict with sexual partners or society.

111e Paraphilias described here are conditions that have been specifically identified
by previous classifications. They include Exhibitionism (ex-posure of genitals), Fetish
ism (use of nonliving objects), Frotteurism (touching and rubbing against a nonean
senting person), Pedophilia (focus on prepubescent children), Sexual Masochism
(receiving humiliation or suffering), Sexual Sadism (inflicting humiliation or suffer·
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ing), Transvestic Fetishism (cross·dressing), and Voyeurism (observing sexual activ
ity). A residual category, Paraphilia Not Otherwise Specified, includes other
Paraphilias that are less frequently encountered. Not uncommonly, individuals have
more than one Paraphilia.

Recording Procedures

The individual Paraphilias aredilierentiated based on the characteristic paraphilic fo
rus. However, if the individual's sexual preferences meet criteria for more than one
Paraphilia, all should be diagnosed. The diagnostic code and terms are as follows:
302.4 Exhibitionism, 302.81 Fetishism, 302.89 Frotteurism, 302.2 Pedophilia, 302.83
Sexual Masochism, 302.84 Sexual Sadism, 302.3 Transvestic Fetishism, 302.82 Voy
eurism, and 302.9 Paraphilia Not Otherwise Specified.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. The preferred stimulus, even
within a particular Paraphilia, may be highly specific. Individuals who do not have
a consenting partner with whom their fantasies can be acted oul may purchase the
services of prostitutes or may act out their fantasies with unwilling victims. Individ~
uals with a Paraphilia may select an occupation or develop a hobby or volunteer work
that brings them into contact with the desired stimulus (e.g., selling women's shoes
or lingerie (Fetishism], working with children (Pedophilia], or driving an ambulance
(Sexual Sadism)). They may selectively view, read, purchase, or collect photographs,
films, and textual depictions that focus on their preferred type of paraphilic stimulus.
Many individuals with these disorders assert that the behavior causes them no dis
tress and that their only problem is social dysfunction as a result of the reaction of oth
ers to their behavior. Others report extreme guilt, shame, and depression at having to
engage in an unusual sexual activity that is socially unacceptable or that they regard
as immoral. There is often impairment in the capacity for reciprocal, affectionate sex
ual activity, and Sexual Dysfunctions may be present. Personality disturbances are
also frequent and may be severe enough to warrant a diagnosis of a Personality Dis
order. Symptoms of depression may develop in individuals with Paraphilias and
may be accompanied by an increase in the frequency and intensity of the paraphilic
behavior.

Associated laboratory findings. Penile plethysmography has been used in re
search settings to assess various Paraphilias by measuring an individual's sexual
arousal in response to visual and auditory stimuli. The reliability and validity of this
procedure in clinical assessment have not been well established, and clinical experi
ence suggests that subjects can simulate response by manipulating mental images.

Associated general medical conditions. Frequent, unprotected sex may result in
infection with, or transmission of, a sexually transmitted disease. Sadistic or masoch
istic behaviors may lead to injuries ranging in extent from minor to life threatening.
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Specific Culture and Gender Features

The diagnosis of Paraphilias across cultures or religions is complicated by the fact
that what is considered deviant in one cultural setting may be more acceptable in
another setting. Except for Sexual Masodtism, where the sex ratio is estimated to be
20 males for each female. the other Paraphilias are almost never diagnosed in fe
males, although some cases have been reporled.

Prevalence

Although Pa.raphilias are rarely diagnosed in general clinical facilities, the large com
mercial market in paraphilic pornography and paraphernalia suggests that its prevo
alence in the community is likely to be higher. The most common presenting problems
in clinics Ihat specialize in the treabnenl of Paraphilias are Pedophilia, Voyeurism,
and Exhibitionism. Sexual Masochism and Se;\:ual Sadism are much less commonly
seen. Approximately one-hall of the individuals with Paraphilias seen clinically are
married.

Course

Certain of the fantasies and behaviors associated with Paraphilias may begin in child
hood or early adolescence but become better defined and elaborated during adoles
cence and early adulthood. Elaboration and revision of paraphilic fantasies may
continue over the lifetime of the individual By definition, the fantasies and wges as
sociated with these disorders are recurrent. Many individuals report that the fanta
sies are always present but that there are periods of time when the frequency of the
fantasies and intensity of the urges vary substantially. The disorders tend to be duon
ic and lifelong, but both the fantasies and the behaviors often diminish with advanc
ing age in aduJts. The behaviors may increase in response to psychosocial stressors,
in relation to other mental disorders, or with increased opportunity to engage in the
Paraphilia.

Differential Diagnosis

A Paraphilia must be distinguished from the nonpathological use of sexual fan la
sics, behaviors, or objects as a stimulus for sexual excitement in individuals without
a Paraphilia. Fantasies, behaviors, or objects are paraphilic only when Ihey lead 10
clinically significant distress or impairment (e.g., are obligatory, result in sexual dys
function, require participation of nonconsenting individuals, lead to legal complica
tions, interfere with social relationships).

In Menial Retardation, Dementia, Personality Change Due to a General Medical
Condition, Substance Intoxication, a Manic Episode, or Schizophrenia, there may
be a decrease in judgment, social skills, or impulse control that, in rare instances,
leads 10 unusual sexual behavior. This can be distinguished from a Paraphilia by the
fact thai the unusual sexual behavior is nol the individual's preferred or obligator),
pattern, the sexual symploms occw exclush'ely during the course of these mental dis
orders, and the unusual sexual acts tend to be isolated rather than recurrent and usu
ally have a later age at onset.
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The individual Paraphilias ca~ be distinguished based on differences in the char
acteristic paraphilic focus. However, if the individual's sexual preferences meet crite
ria for more th,m one ParaphiliCl, all can be diagnosed. Exhibitionism must be
distinguished from public urination, which is sometimes offered as an explanation
for the behavior. Fetishism and Transvestic Fetishism both often involve articles of
feminine clothing. In Fetishism, the focus of sexual arousal is on the article of clothing
itself (e.g., panties), whereas in Transvestic Fetishism the sexual arousClI comes from
the act of cross-dressing. Cross-dressing, which is present in Transvestic Fetishism,
may also be present in Sexual Masochism. In Sexual Masochism, it is the humiliation
of being forced to cross-dress, not the garments themselves, that is sexually exciting.

Cross-dressing may be associated with gender dysphoria. If some gender dyspho
ria is present but the full criteria for Gender Identity Disorder are not met, the diag
nosis is Transvestic Fetishism, With Gender Dysphoria. Individuals should recei\'e
the additional diagnosis of Gender Identity Disorder if their presentation meets the
full criteria for Gender Identity Disorder.

302.4 Exhibitionism

The paraphilic focus in Exhibitionism involves the exposure of one's genitals to a
stranger. Sometimes the individual masltubates while exposing himself (or while
fantasizing exposing himself). If the person acts on these urges, there is generally no
attempt at flUther sexual activity with the stranger. In some cases, the individual is
aware of a desire to surprise or shock the observer. In other cases, the individual has
the sexually arousing fantasy that the observer will become sexually aroused. The on
set usually occurs before age 18 years, although it can begin at a later age. Few arrests
are made in the older age groups, which may suggest that the condition becomes less
severe after age 40 years.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.4 Exhibitionism

A. Over a period of at least 6 months, recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies, sex
ual urges, or behaviors involving the exposure of one's genitals to an unsuspecting
stranger.

B. The person has acted on these sexual urges, or the sexual urges or fantasies cause
marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

302.81 Fetishism

The paraphilic focus in Fetishism involves the use of nonliving objects (the "fetish").
Among the more common fetish objects are women's underpants, bras, stockings,
shoes, boots, or other wearing apparel. TIle person with Fetishism frequently masltlr
bates while holding, rubbing, or smelling the fetish object or may ask the sexual part
ner to wear the object during their sexual encOlmters. Usually the fetish is required or
strongly preferred for sexual excitement, and in its absence there may be erectile dys-
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function in males. This Paraphilia is not diagnosed when the fetishes are limited to
articles of female clothing used in cross-d.ressing. as in Transvestic Fetishism, or when
the object is genitally stimulating because it has been designed for that purpose (e.g.,
a vibrator). Usually the Paraphilia begins by adolescence, although the fetish may
have been endowed with special significance earlier in childhood. Once established,
Fetishism tends to be chronic.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.81 Fetishism

A. Over a period of at least 6 months, recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies, sex
ual urges, or behaviors involving the use of nonliving objects (e.g., female undergar
ments).

B. The fantasies, sexual urges, or behaviors cause clinically significant distress or impair
ment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

C. The fetish objects are not limited to articles of female clothing used in cross-dressing
(as in Transvestic Fetishism) or devices designed for the purpose of tactile genital
stimulation (e.g., a vibrator).

302.89 Frotteurism

The paraphilic focus of Frotteurism involves touching and rubbing against a noncon
senting person. The behavior usually occurs in crowded places from which the indi
vidual can more easily escape arrest (e.g., on busy sidewalks or in public
transportation vehicles). He rubs his genitals against the victim's thighs and buttocks
or fondles her genitalia or breasts with his hands. "Vhile doing this he usually fanta
sizes an exclusive, caring relationship with the victim. However, he recognizes that
to avoid possible prosecution, he must escape detection after touching his victim.
Usually the paraphilia begins by adolescence. Most acts of frottage occur when the
person is ages 15-25 years, after which there is a gradual decline in frequency.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.89 Frotteurism

A. Over a period of at least 6 months, recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies, sex·
ual urges, or behaviors involving touching and rubbing against a nonconsenting per
son.

B. The person has acted on these sexual urges, or the sexual urges or fantasies cause
marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

•
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The paraphilic focus of Pedophilia involves sexual activity with a prepubescent child
(generally age 13 years or younger). The indi,-idual with Pedophilia must be age 16
rears or older and at least 5 years older than the child. For individuals in late adoles
cence with Pedophilia, no precise age difference is specified, and dinical judgment
must be used; both the sexual maturity of the child and the age difference must be
taken into account. Individuals with Pedophilia generally report an attraction to chil
dren of a particular age range. Some individuals prefer males, others females, and
some are aroused by both males and females. Those attracted to females usually pre
fer 8- to lo-rear-olds, whereas those attracted to males usually prefer slightly older
children. Pedophilia involving female victims is reported more often than Pedophilia
involving rna Ie victims. Some individuals with Pedophilia are sexually attracted only
to children (Exclusive Type), whereas others are sometimes attracted to adults (Non
exclusive Type). individuals with Pedophilia who act on their urges with children
may limit their activity to undressing the child and looking, exposing themselves,
masturbating in the presence of the child, or gentle touching and fondling of the
child. Others, however, perform fellatio or cunnilingus on the child or penetrate the
child's vagina, mouth, or anus with their fingers, foreign objects, or penis and use
varying degrees of force to do so. These activities are commonly explained with ex
cuses or rationalizations that the}' have "educational value" for the child, that the
child derives "sexual pleasure" from them, or that the child was "sexually provoca
tive"-themes that arc also common in pedophilic pornography. Because of the ego
syntonic nature of Pedophilia, many individuals with pedophilic fantasies, urges, or
behaviors do not experience significant distress. It is important to understand that ex
periencing distress about haVing the fantasies, urges, or behaviors is not necessary for
a diagnosis of Pedophilia. Individuals who have a pedophilic arousal pattern and act
on these fantasies or urges with a child qualify for the diagnosis of Pedophilia.

Individuals may limit their activities to their own children, stepchildren, or rela
tives or may victimize children outside their families. Some individuals with Pedo
philia threaten the child to prevent disclosure. Others, particularly those who
frequently victimize children, develop complicated techniques for obtaining access to
children, which may include winning the trust of a child's mother, marrying a wom
a.n with an attractive child, trading children with other individuals with Pedophilia,
or, in rare instances, taking in foster children from nonindustrialized countries or ab
ducting children from strangers. Except in cases in which the disorder is associated
with Sexual Sadism, the person may be attentive to the child's needs in order to gain
the child's affection, interest, and loyalty and to prevent the child from reporting the
sexual activity. The disorder usually begins in adolescence, although some individu
als with Pedophilia report that they did not become aroused by children until middle
age. The frequency of pedophilic behavior often fluctuates with psychosocial stress.
The course is usually chronic, especially in those attracted to males. The recidivism
rate for indhriduals with Pedophilia invoh'ing a preference for males is roughly h,'ice
that for those who prefer females.
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Diagnostic criteria for 302.2 Pedophilia

A. Over a period of at least 6 months. recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies, sex
ual urges, or behaviors involving sexual activity with a prepubescent child or children
(generally age 13 years or younger).

B. The person has acted on these sexual urges, or the sexual urges or fantasies cause
marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

C. The person is at least age 16 years and at least 5 years older than the child or children
in Criterion A.

Note: Do not indude an individual in late adolescence involved in an ongoing sex
ual relationship with a 12- or 13-year-old.

Specify if:

Sexually Attracted to Males
Sexually Attracted to Females
Sexually Attracted to Both

Specify if:

Limited to Incest

Specify type:

Exclusive Type (attracted only to children)
Nonexclusive Type

302.83 Sexual Masochism
The paraphilic focus of Sexual Masochism involves the act (real, not simulated) of be
ing humiliated, beaten, bound, or otherwise made to suffer. Some individuals are
bothered by their masochistic fantasies, which may be invoked during sexual inter
course or masturbation but not otherwise acted on. In such cases, the masochistic fan
tasies usually involve being raped while being held or bound by others so that there
is no possibility of escape. Others act on the masochistic sexual urges by themselves
(e.g., binding themselves, sticking themselves with pins, shocking themselves electri
cally, or self-mutilation) or with a partner. Masochistic acts that may be sought wilh
a partner include restraint (physical bondage), blindfolding (sensory bondage), pad
dling, spanking. whipping. beating, electrical shocks, cutting, "pinning and piercing"
(infibulation), and humiliation (e.g., being urinated or defecated on, being forced to
crawl and bark like a dog, or being subjected to verbal abuse). Forced cross-dressing
may be sought for its humiliating associations. The individual rna}' have a desire to
be treated as a helpless infant and clothed in diapers ("infantilism"). One particularly
dangerous form of Sexual Masochism;called "hypoxyphilja," involves sexual arousal
by oxygen deprivation obtained by means ofchest compression, noose, ligature, plas
tic bag, mask or chemical (often a volatile nitrite that produces a temporary decrease
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in brain oxygenation by peripheral vasodilation). Oxygen-depriving activities may
be engaged in alone or with a partner. Because of equipment malfunction, errors in
the placement of the noose or ligature, or other mistakes, accidental deaths some
times occur. Data f.rom the United States, England, Australia, and Canada indicate
that one to hvo hypoxyphilia-caused deaths per million population are detected and
reported each year. Some males with Sexual Masochism also have Fetishism, Trans
\·estic Fetishism, or Sexual Sadism. Masochistic sexual fantasies are likely to have
been present in childhood.. The age at which masochistic activities with partners first
begins is variable, but is commonly by early adulthood.. Sexual Masochism is usually
chronic, and the person tends to repeat the same masochistic act. Some individuals
with Sexual Masochism may engage in masochistic acts for many years without in·
creasing the potential injuriousness of their acts. Others, however, increase the se\'er
ity of the masochistic acts over time or during periods of stress, which may eventually
result in injury or even death.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.83 Sexual Masochism
A. Over a period of at leart 6 months. recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies, sex

ual urges, or behaviors involving the act (real, not simulated) of being humiliated,
beaten, bound, or otherwise made to suffer.

B. The fantasies, sexual urges, or behaviors cause clinically significant distress or impair
ment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

302.84 Sexual Sadism
The paraphilic focus of Sexual Sadism involves acts (real, not simulated) in which the
individual derives sexual excitement from the psychological or physical suffering (in·
eluding humiliation) of the victim. Some individuals with this Paraphilia are both
ered by their sadjstk fantasies, which may be invoked during sexual activity but not
otherwise acted on; in such cases the sadistic fantasies usually involve having com
plete control over the victim, who is terrified by anticipation of the impending sadis
tic act. Others act on the sadistic sexual urges with a consenting partner (who may
ha\'e Sexual Masochism) who willingly suffers pain or humiliation. Still others with
Sexual Sadism act on their sadistic sexual urges with nonconsenting victims. In all of
these cases, it is the suffering of the victim that is sexuaUy arousing. Sadistic fantasies
or acts may involve activities that indicate the dominance of the person over the vic·
tim (e.g., forcing the victim to crawl or keeping the victim in a cage). They may also
involve restraint, blindfolding, paddling, spanking, whipping, pinching,. beating,.
burning, electrical shocks, rape, cutting, stabbing, strangulation, torture, mutiJation,
or killing. Sadistic sexual fantasies are likely to have been present in childhood. The
age at onset of sadistic activities is variable, but is commonly by early adulthood. Sex
ual Sadism is usually chronic. When Sexual Sadism is practiced with nonconsenting
partners, the activity is likel)' to be repeated until the person with Sexual Sadism is
apprehended. Some individuals with Sexual Sadism may engage in sadistic acts for
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man)' years without a need to increase the potential for inflicting serious physical dam
age. Usually. however, the severity of the sadistic acts increases over time. When Sex
ual Sadism is severe, and especially when it is associated with Antisocial Personality
Disorder, individuals with Sexual Sadism may seriously injure or kill their victims.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.84 Sexual Sadism

A. Over a period of at least 6 months, recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies, sex
ual urges, or behaviors involving acts (real. not simulated) in which the psychological
or physical suffering (including humiliation) of the victim is sexually exciting to the
person.

B. The person has acted on these sexual urges with a nonconsenting person, or the sex·
ual urges or fantasies cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulty.

302.3 Transvestic Fetishism

TIle paraphilic focus of Transvestic Fetishism involves cross-dressing by a male in
women's attire. In many or most cases, sexual arousal is produced by the accompa
nying thought or image of the person as a female (referred to as "autogynephilia").
These images can range from being a woman with female genitalia to that of a view
of the self fully dressed as a woman with no real attention to genitalia. Women's gar
ments are arousing primarily as symbols of the individual's femininity, not as fetishes
with specific objective properties (e.g., objects made of rubber). Usually the male with
Transvestic Fetishism keeps a colJection of female clothes that he intermittently uses
to cross-dress. This disorder has been described only in heterosexual males. Trans
vestic Fetishism is not diagnosed when cross-dressing occurs exclusively during the
course of Gender Identity Disorder. Transvestic phenomena range from occasional
soljtary wearing of female clothes to extensive in\'olvement in a tTansvestic subcul
ture. Some males wear a single item of women's apparel (e.g., underwear or hosiery)
under their masculine attire. Other males with Transvestic Fetishism dress entirely as
females and wear makeup. The degree to which the cross-dressed individual success
fully appears to be a female varies, depending on mannerisms, body habitus, and
cross-dressing skill. When not cross-dressed, the male with Transvestic Fetishism is
usually unremarkably masculine. Although his basic preference is heterosexual, he
tends to have few sexual partners and may have engaged in occasional homosexual
acts. An associated feature may be the presence of Sexual ~·lasochism.The disorder
typically begins with cross-dressing in childhood or early adolescence. In many cases,
the cross-dressing is not done in public until ~dulthood.The initial experience may
involve partial or total cross-dressing; partial cross-dressing often progresses to com
pletecross-dressing. A favored article of clothing may become erotic in itself and may
be used habituall)', first in masturbation and later in intercourse. In some individuals,
the motivation for cross-dressing may change over time, temporarily or permanently,
with sexual arousal in response 10 the cross·dressing diminishing or disappearing. In
such instances, the cross-dressing becomes an antidote to anxiety or depression or
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contributes to a sense of peace and calm. In other indi,·iduals, gender dysphoria may
emerge, especially under situational stress with or without symptoms of depression.
For a small number of individuals, the gender dysphoria becomes a fi.xed part of the
clinical picture and is accompanied by the desire to dress and Ih'e permanently as a
femille and to seek hormonal or surgical reassignment. Individuals with Transvestic
Fetishism often seek treatment when gender dysphoria emerges. The subtype With
Gender Dysphoria is provided to allow the clinician to nole the presence of gender
dysphoria as part of Transvestic Fetishism.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.3 Transvestic Fetishism

A. Over a period of at least 6 months, in a heterosexual male, recurrent, intense sexually
arousing fantasies, sexual urges, or behaviors involving (ross-dressing.

B. The fantasies, sexual urges, or behaviors (ause clinically significant distress or impair
ment in social. occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

Specify if:

With Gender Dysphoria: if the person has persistent discomfort with gender
role or identity

302.82 Voyeurism

The paraphilic focus of Voyeurism involves the act of observing wlsuspecting indi
viduals, usually strangers, who are naked, in the process of djsrobing, or engaging in
sexual activity. The act of looking ("peeping") is for the purpose of achieving sexual
excitement and generally no sexual activity with the observed person is sought. Or
gasm, usually produced by masturbation, may occur during the voyeuristic activit)'
or later in response to the memory of what the person has witnessed. Often these in
di\'iduals have the fantasy of having a sexual experience with the observed person,
but in reality this rarely occurs. In its severe form, peeping constitutes the exclusive
form of sexual aclivity. The onset of voyeuristic behavior is usually before age 15
yc.1fs. The course tends to be chronic.

Diagnostic criteria for 302.82 Voyeurism

A. Over a period of at least 6 months, recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies. sex
ual urges, or behaviors involving the act of observing an unsuspecting person who is
naked, in the process of disrobing, or engaging in sexual activity.

B. The person has acted on these sexual urges, or the sexual urges or fantasies cause
marked distress or interpersonal diHiculty.
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302.9 Paraphilia Not Otherwise Specified

This category is induded for coding Paraphilias that do not meet the criteria for any
of the specific categories. Examples include, but are not limited to, telephone scatolo
gia (obscene phone calls), necrophilia (corpses). partialism (exclusive focus on part of
body), zoophilia (animals), coprophilia (feces), klismaphilia (enemas), and urophilia
(urine).

Gender Identity Disorders

Gender Identity Disorder

Diagnostic Features

There are two components of Gender Identity Disorder, both of which must be
present to make the diagnosis. There must be evidence of a strong and persistent
cross-gender identification, which is the desire to be, or the insistence that one is, of
the other sex (Criterion A). This cross-gender identification must not merely be a de
sire for any perceived cultural advantages of being the other sex. There must also be
e\·idence of persistent discomfort about one's assigned sex or a sense of inappropri
ateness in the gender role of that sex (Criterion B). The diagnosis is not made if the
individual has a concurrent physical intersex condition (e.g., partial androgen insen
sitivity syndrome or congenital adrenal hyperplasia) (Criterion C). To make the diag
nosis, there must be evidence of clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion D).

In boys, the cross-gender identification is manifested by a marked preoccupation
wilh traditionally feminine activities. They may have a preference for dressing in
girls' or women's clothes or may improvise such items from available materials when
genuine articles are unavailable. Towels, aprons, and scarves are often used 10 repre
sent long hair or skirts. There is a strong attraction for the stereotypical games and
pastimes of girls. They particularly enjo}' playing house, drawing pictures of beauti
ful girls and princesses, and watching television or videos of their favorite female
characters. Stereotypical female-type dolls, such as Barbie, are often their favorite
toys, and girls are their preferred playmates. When playing "hoHse," these boys role
play female figures, most commonly "mother roles," and often are quite preoccupied
with female fantasy figures. They avoid rough-and-tumble play and competitive
sports and have little interest in cars and trucks or other nonaggressi\'e but stereotyp
ical boys' toys. They may express a wish to be a girl and assert that they will grow up
to be a woman. The}' may insist on sitting to urinale and pretend not to have a penis
b}' pushing it in between their legs. More rarely, boys with Gender Identity Disorder
may state that they find their penis or' testes disgusting. that they want to remove
them, or that they have, or wish to have, a vagina.

Girls with Gender Identity Disorder display intense negative reactions to parental
expectations or attempts to have them wear dresses or other feminine attire. Some
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may refuse to attend school or social events where such clothes may be required.
They prefer boys' clothing and short hair, are often m.isidentified by strangers as
boys, and may ask to be called by a boy's name. Their fantasy heroes are most often
powerful male figures, such as Batman or Superman. These girls prefer boys as play
mates, with whom they share interests in contact sports, rough-and-tumble play, and
traditional boyhood games. They show little interest in dolls or any foml of feminine
dress-up or role-play activity. A girl with this disorder may occasionally refuse to uri
nate in a sitting position. She may claim that she has or will grow a penis and may not
want to grow breasts or to menstruate. She may assert that she will grow up to be a
man. Such girls typically reveal marked cross-gender identification in role-playing,
dreams, and fantasies.

Adults with Gender Identity Disorder are preoccupied with their wish to live as a
member of the other sex. This preoccupation may be manifested as an intense desire
to adopt the social role of the other sex or to acquire the physical appearance of the
other sex through hormonal or surgical manipulation. Adults with this disorder are
uncomfortable being regarded by others as, or functioning in society as, a member of
their designated sex. To varying degrees, they adopt the behavior, d.ress, and man
nerisms of the other sex. In private, these individuals may spend much time cross
dressed and working on the appearance of being the other sex. Many attempt to pass
in public as the other sex. With cross-dressing and hormonal treatment (and for
males, electrolysis), many individuals with this disorder may pass convincingly as
the other sex. The sexual activity of these individuals with same-sex partners is gen
erally constrained by the preference that their partners neither see nor touch their
genitals. For some males who present later in life (often following marriage), the in
dividual's sexual activity with a woman is accompanied by the fantasy of being les
bian lovers or that his partner is a man and he is a woman.

In adolescents, the clinical features may resemble either those of children or those
of adults, depending on the individual's developmental level, and the criteria should
be applied accordingly. In a younger adolescent, it may be more difficult to arrive at
an accurate diagnosis because of the adolescent's guardedness. This may be increased
if the adolescent feels ambivalent about cross-gender identification or feels that it is
unacceptable to the fanti!y. The adolescent may be referred because the parents or
teachers are concerned about soci.al isolation or peer teasing and rejection. In such cir~

cumstances, the diagnosis should be reserved for those adolescents who appear quite
cross-gender identified in their dress and who engage in behaviors that suggest sig
nificant cross-gender identification (e.g., shaving legs in males). Clarifying the diag
nosis in children and adolescents may require monitoring over an extended period of
time.

Distress or disability in individuals with Gender Identity Disorder is manifested
differently across the life cycle. In young children, distress is manifested by the stated
unhappiness about their assigned sex. Preoccupation with cross-gender wishes often
interferes with ordinary activities. In older children, failure to develop age-appropriate
same-sex peer relationships and skills oflen leads to isolation and distress, and some
children may refuse to attend school because of teasing or pressure to dress in attire
stereotypical of their assigned sex. In adolescents and adults, preoccupation with
cross-gender wishes often interferes with ordinary activities. Relationship difficulties
are common, and functioning at school or at work may be impaired.
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Specifiers

Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders

For sexually mature individuals, the following specifiers may be noted based. on the
individual's sexual orientation: Sexually Attracted to Males, Sexually Attracted to
Females, Sexually Attracted to Both, and Sexually Attracted to Neither. Males with
Gender Identity Disorder include substantial proportions with all four specifiers.
Those who are attracted to males usually first experience the disorder beginning in
childhood or early adolescence, while those males attracted to females, both genders,
or neither usually report their gender dysphoria beginning in early to mid-adult
hood. Those men attracted to neither gender are often isolated individuals with schiz
oid trails. Virtually all females with Gender Identity Disorder will receive the same
specifier-Sexually Atrracted to Females-although there are exceptional cases in·
volving females who are Sexually Attracted to Males.

Recording Procedures

The assigned diagnostic code depends on the individual's current age: if the disorder
occurs in childhood, the code 302.6 is used; for an adolescent or adult, 302.85 is used.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Many individuals with
Gender Identity Disorder become socially isolated. Isolation and ostracism contribute
to low self·esteem and may lead 10 school aversion or dropping out of school. Peer
ostracism and teasing are especially common sequelae for boys with the disorder.
&ys with Gender Identity Disorder often show marked feminine mannerisms and
speech patterns.

The disturbance can be so pervasive that the mental lives of some individuals re
volve only around those activities that lessen gender distress. They are often preoc·
cupied with appearance, especially early in the transition to living in the opposite sex
role. Relationships with one or both parents also may be seriously impaired. Some
males with Gender Identity Disorder resort to self·treatment with hormones and may
very rarely perform their own castration or penectomy. Especially in urban centers,
some males with the disorder may engage in prostitution, which places them at high
risk for human immunodeficiency virus (HTV) infection. Suicide attempts and
Substance-Related Disorders are commonly associated.

Children with Gender Identity Disorder may manifest coexisting Separation Anx·
iety Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, and symptoms of depression. Adoles·
cents are particularly al risk for depression and suicidal ideation and suicide
attempts. In adults, anxiety and depressive symptoms may be present. In clinical
samples, associated Personality Disorders are more common among males than
among females. Adult males who are sexually attracted to females, to both males and
females, or to neither sex usually report a history of erotic arousal associaled with the
thought or image of oneself as a woman (termed QlItogyneplJilia). In most cases, the in
dividual would qualify, at least in his past, for a diagnosis of Transvestic Fetishism.
In others, however, the individual's favorite fantasy emphasizes feminine attributes
other than clothing. Some men, for example, masturbate while picturing themselves
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as nude women, focusing on their imagined breasts and vulvas; others masturbate
while picturing themselves engaged in some stereotypically feminine activity such as
knitting.

Associated laboratory findings. There is no diagnostic test specific for Gender
Identity Disorder. In the presence of a nonnal physical examination, karyotyping for
sex chromosomes and sex hormone assays are usually not indicated. Psychological
testing may reveal cross-gender identification or behavior paNems.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. In
dividuals with Gender Identity Disorder have nomlal genitalia (in contrast to the
ambiguous genitalia or hypogonadism found in physical intersex conditions). Ado
lescent and adult males with Gender Identity Disorder may show breast enlargement
resulting from hormone ingestion, hair denuding from temporary or pennanent epi
lation, and other physical changes as a result of procedures such as rhinoplasty or
thyroid cartilage shaving (surgical reduction of the Adam's apple). Distorted breasts
or breast rashes may be seen in females who wear breast binders. Postsurgical com
plications in genetic females include prominent chest wall scars, and in genetic males,
vaginal strictures, rectovaginal fistulas, urethral stenoses, and misdirected urinary
streams. Adult females with Gender Identity Disorder may have a higher-than
expected likelihood of polycystic ovarian disease.

Specific Age and Gender Features

Females with Gender Identity Disorders generally experience less ostracism because
of cross-gender interests and may suffer less from peer rejection, at least until adoles
cence. In child clinic samples, boys with this disorder are referred for evaluation
much more frequently than are girls. In adult clinic samples, men outnumber women
by about h\'o or three times. In children, the referral bias toward males may partly
rencet the greater stigma that cross-gender behavior carries for boys than for girls.

Prevalence

There are no rceent epidemiological studies to prOVide data on prevalence of Gender
Identity Disorder. Data from smaller countries in Europe with access to total popula
tion statistics and referrals suggest that roughly 1 per 30.000 adult males and 1 per
100,000 adult females seek sex-reassignment surgery.

Course

For c1inicall}' referred children, onset of cross-gender interests and activities is usual
ly behvccn ages 2 and 4 years, and sOllle parents report that their child has always
had cross-gender interests. Only a very small number of children with Gender Iden
tity Disorder will continue to have symptoms that meet criteria for Gender Identity
Disorder in adolescence or adulthood. Typically, children are referred around the
time of school entry because of parental concern that what they regarded asa "phase"
does not appear to be passing. Most children with Gender Identity Disorder display
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less overt cross-gender behaviors with time, parental inten'entian, or response from
peers. By late adolescence or adulthood, about thr~uartersof boys who had a
childhood history of Gender Identity Disorder report a homosexual or bisexual ori
entation, but without concurrent Gender Identity Disorder. Most of the remainder re
port a heterosexual orientation, also without concurrent Gender Identity Disorder.
The corresponding percentages for sexual orientation in girls are not known. Some
adolescents may develop a clearer cross-gender identification and request sex
reassignment surgery or may continue in a chronic course of gender confusion or
dysphoria.

In adult males, there are two different courses for the development of Gender
Identity Disorder. The first is a continuation of Gender Identity Disorder that had an
onset in childhood. These individuals typically prescnt in late adolescence or adult
hood. In the other course, the more overt signs of cross-gender identification appear
later and more gradually, with a clinical presentation in early to mid-adulthood usu
ally foUmving. but sometimes concurrent with, Transvestic Fetishism. The later-onset
group may be more fluctuating in the degree of cross-gender identification, more am
bivalent about sex-reassignment surgery, more likely to be sexually attracted to wom
en, and less likely to be satisfied after sex-reassignment surgery. Males with Gender
Identity Disorder who are sexually attracted to males tend to present in adolescence
or early adulthood with a lifelong history of gender dysphoria. In contrast, those who
are sexually attracted to females, to both males and females, or to neither sex tend to
present later and typically have a history of Transvestic Fetishism. Typically, after sex
reassignment, those males who were attracted to females wish to live with another
woman in either a lesbian relationship or as sisters. U Gender Identity Disorder is
present in adulthood, it tends to have a chronic course, but spontaneous remission
has been reported.

Differential Diagnosis

Gender Identity Disorder can be distinguished from simple nonconfonnity to stereo·
typical sex·role behavior by the extent and pervasiveness of the cross·gender wishes,
interests, and activities. This disorder is not meant to describe a child's nonconfonnity
to stereotypic sex-role behavior as, for example, in "tomboyishness" in girls or "sissy
ish" behavior in boys. Rather, it represents a profqwld di.,sturbance of the individual's
sense of identity with regard to maleness or femaleness. Behavior in children that
merely does not fit the cultural stereotype of masculinity or femininity should not be
given the diagnosis unless the full syndrome is present, including marked distress or
impairment.

Transvestic Fetishism occurs in heterosexual (or bisexual) men for whom the
cross-dressing behavior is for the purpose of sexual excitement. Aside from cross
dressing, most individuals with Transvestic Fetishism do not have a history of child
hood cross-gender behaviors. Males with a presentation that meets full criteria for
Gender Identity Disorder as well as Transvestic Fetishism shouJd be given both diag
noses. If gender dysphoria is present in an individual with Transvestic Fetishism but
fuJI criteria for Gender Identity Disorder are not met, the specifier With Gender Dys
phoria can be used.

The category Gender Identity Disorder Not Otherwise Specified can be used for
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individua.ls who have a gender identity problem with a concurrent congenital inter
sex condition (e.g., partial androgen insensitivity syndrome or congenital adrenal
hyperplasia).

In Schizophrenia, there may rarely be delusions of belonging to the other sex. In
sistence by a person with a Gender Identity Disorder that he or she is of the other sex
is not considered a delusion, because what is invariably meant is that the person feels
like a member of the other sex rather than truly believes that he or she is a member of
the other sex. In very rare cases, however, Schizophrenia and severe Gender Identity
Disorder may coexist.

Diagnostic criteria for Gender Identity Disorder

A. A strong and persistent cross-gender identification (not merely a desire for any per
ceived cultural advantages of being the other sex).

In children, the disturbance is manifested by four (or more) of the following:

(1) repeatedly stated desire to be, or insistence that he or she is, the other sex
(2) in bOYS, preference for cross-dressing or simulating female attire; in girls, insis

tence on wearing only stereotypical masculine clothing
(3) strong and persistent preferences for cross-sex roles in make-believe play or per

sistent fantasies of being the other sex
(4) intense desire to participate in the stereotypical games and pastimes of the oth

ersex
(5) strong preference for playmates of the other sex

In adolescents and adults, the disturbance is manifested by symptoms such as a
stated desire to be the other sex, frequent passing as the other sex, desire to live or
be treated as the ather sex, or the conviction that he or she has the typical feelings
and reactions of the other sex.

B. Persistent discomfort with his or her sex or sense of inappropriateness in the gender
role of that sex.

In children, the disturbance is manifested by any of the following: in bays, asser
tion that his penis or testes are disgusting or will disappear or assertion that it would
be better not to have a penis, or aversion toward rough-and·tumble play and rejec
tion of male stereotypical toys, games, and activities; in girls, rejection of urinating
in a sitting position, assertion that she has or will grow a penis, or assertion that she
does not want to grow breasts or menstruate, or marked aversion toward normative
feminine clothing.

In adolescents and adults, the disturbance is manifested by symptoms such as pre
occupation with getting rid of primary and secondary sex characteristics (e.g.• re
quest for hormones, surgery. or other procedures to physically alter sexual
characteristics to simulate the other sex) or belief that he or she was barn the wrong
sex.

C. The disturbance is not concurrent with a physical intersex condition.

D. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa·
tional, or other important areas of functioning.
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Diagnostic criteria for Gender Identity Disorder (continued)
Code based on current age:

302.6 Gender Identity Disorder in Children
302.85 Gender Identity Disorder in Adolescents or Adults

Specify if (for sexually mature individuals):

Sexually Attracted to Males
Sexually Attracted to Females
Sexually Attracted to Both
Sexually Attracted to Neither

302.6 Gender Identity Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is included for coding disorders in gender identity thai are not classifi
able as a specific Gender Identity Disorder. Examples include

1. Intersex conditions (e.g., partial androgen insensitivity s)'lldrome or congenital
adrenal hyperplasia) and accompanying gender dysphoria

2. Transient, stress-related cross-dressing behavior
3. Persistent preoccupation with castration or penectomy without a desire to ac

quire the sex characteristics of the other sex

302.9 Sexual Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

This category is included for coding a sexual disturbance that does not meet the cri
teria for any specific Sexual Disorder and is neither a Sexual Dysfunction nor a
Paraphilia. Examples include

1. Marked feelings of inadequacy concerning sexual performance or other traits re
lated to self-imposed standards of masculinity or femininity

2. Distress about a pattern of repeated sexuijl relationships involving a succession
of lovers who are experienced by the individual only as things to be used

3. Persistent and marked distress about sexual orientation



Eating Disorders

The Eating Disorders are characterized by severe disturbances in eating behavior.
This section includes two specific diagnoses, Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia er
vosa. Anorexia Nervosa is characterized by a refusal to maintain a minimally normal
body weight. Bulimia Nervosa is characterized by repeated episodes of binge eating
followed by inappropriate compensatory behaviors such as self-induced. vomiting;
misuse of laxatives, diuretics. or other medications; fasting; or excessive exerdse.
A disturbance in perception of body shape and weight is an essential feature of both
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia lervosa. An Eating Disorder Not Othenvise Speci
fied category is also provided for coding disorders that do not meet criteria for a spe
cific Eating Disorder.

Simple obesity is included in the InternntionnI Classificatioll of Diseases (ICD) as a
general medical condition but does not appear in DSM-IV because it has not been es
tablished that it is consistently associated with a psychologicaJ or behavioral syn
drome. However, when there is evidence that psychological factors are of importance
in the etiology or course of a particular case of obesity, this can be indicated by noting
the presence of Psychological Factors Affecting Medical Condition (p. 731).

Disorders of Feeding and Eating that are usually first diagnosed in infancy or early
childhood (i.e., Pica, Rumination Disorder, and Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early
Childhood) are included in the section "Feeding and Eating Disorders of Infancy or
Early Childhood" (p. 103).

307.1 Anorexia Nervosa

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Anorexia Nervosa are that the individual refuses to maintain
a minimally normal body weight, is intensely afraid of gaining weight, and exhibits
a significant disturbance in the perception of the shape or size of his or her body. In
addition, postmenarcheal females with this disorder are amenorrheic. (The term
allorexia is a misnomer because loss of appetite is rare.)

The individual maintains a body weight that is below a minimally nonnallevel for
age and height (Criterion A). "''hen Anorexia Nervosa develops in an individual dur
ing childhood or early adolescence, there may be failure to make expected weight
gains (i.e., while growing in height) instead of weight loss.

Criterion A provides a guideline for determining when the individual meets the
threshold for being underweight. It suggests that the individual weigh less than 85%
of that weight that is considered normal for that person's age and height (usually

583
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computed using one of several published versions of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
tables or pediatric growth charts). An alternative and somewhat stricter guideline
(used in the ICD-lO Diagnostic Criteria for Research) requires that the individual
have a body mass index (BMI) (calculated as weight in kilograms/height in meters2)
equal to or below 17.5 kg/m1. These cutoffs are provided only as suggested guide
lines for the clinician, since it is unreasonable to specify a single standard for mini
maUy normal weight that applies to all individuals of a given age and height. In
determining a minimally normal weight, the clinician should consider not only such
guidelines but also the individual's body build and weight history.

Usually weight loss is accomplished primarily through reduction in total food in
take. Although individuals may begin by excluding from their diet what they per
ceive to be highly caloric foods, most eventually end up with a very restricted diet
that is sometimes limited to only a few foods. Additional methods of weighlloss in
dude purging (i.e., self-induced vomiting or the misuse of laxatives or diuretics) and
increased or excessive exercise.

Individuals with this disorder intensely fear gaining weight or becoming fat (Cri
terion B). This intense fear of becoming fat is usually not alleviated by the weight loss.
In fact, concern about weight gain often increases even as actual weight continues to
decrease.

The experience and significance of body weight and shape are distorted in these
individuals (Criterion C). Some individuals feel globally ovem'eight. Others realize
that they are thin but are still concerned that certain parts of their bodies, particularly
the abdomen, buttocks, and thighs, are "too fa I. " They may employ a wide variety of
techniques to estimate their body size or weight, including excessive weighing, ob
sessive measuring of body parts, and persistently using a mirror to check for per
ceived areas of "fat." The self-esteem of individuals with Anorexia Nervosa is highl),
dependent on their body shape and weight. Weight loss is viewed as an impressive
achievement and a sign of extraordinary self-discipline, whereas weight gain is per
ceived as an unacceptable failure of self-control. 1110ugh some individuals with this
disorder may acknowledge being thin, they typically deny the serious medical impli
cations of their malnourished state.

In postmenarcheal females, amenorrhea (due to abnormally low le\'els of estrogen
secretion that are due in tum to diminished pituita!), secretion of follicle-stimulating
honnone [FSHI and luteinizing hormone [LHJ) is an indicator of physiological dys
function in Anorexia Nervosa (Criterion D). Amenorrhea is usually a consequence of
the weight loss but, in a minority of individuals, may actually precede it. ln prepu
bertal females, menarche may be delayed by the illness.

The indjvidual is often brought to professional attention by family members after
marked weight loss (or failure to make expected weight gains) has occurred. If indi
viduals seek help on their own, it is usually because of their subjective distress over
the somatic and psychological sequelae of stan!ation. It is rare for an individual with
Anorexia Nervosa to complain of weight loss per se. lndividuals with Anorexia Ner
vosa frequently lack insight into, or have considerable denial of, the problem and
may be unreliable historians. It is therefore often necessary to obtain infonnation
from parents or other outside sources to evaluate the degree of weight loss and other
features of the illness.
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Subtypes

The following subtypes can be used to specify the presence or absence of regular
binge eating or purging during the current episode of Anorexia Nervosa:

ARestricting Type. This subtype describes presentations in which weight loss
is accomplished primarily through dieting, fasting, or excessive exercise. Dur
ing the current episode, these individuals have not regularly engaged in binge
eating or purging.
Binge-EatingfPurging Type. This subtype is used when the individual has
regularly engaged in binge eating or purging (or both) during the current ep
isode. 1os1 individuals with Anorexia Nervosa who binge eat also purge
through self-induced vomiting or the misuse of laxatives, diuretics, or enemas.
Some individuals included in this subtype do not binge eat but do regularly
purge after the consumption of small amounts of food. It appears that most in
dividuals with Bi.nge-Eating/Purging Type engage in these behaviors at least
weekly, but sufficient information is not available to justify the specification of
a minimum frequency.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. When seriously under
weight, many individuals wilh Anorexia Nervosa manifest depressive symptoms
such as depressed mood, social withdrawal, irritability, insomnia, and diminished in
terest in sex. Such individuals may have symplomatic presentations that meet criteria
for Major Depressive Disorder. Because these features are also obse[Ted in individu
als without Anorexia Nen'osa who are undergoing stan'ation, many of the depres
sive features may be secondary to the physiological sequelae of semistan'ation.
Symptoms of mood disturbance must therefore be reassessed after partial or com
plete weight restoration.

Obsessive-compulsive features, both related and unrelated to food, are often
prominent. Most individuals with Anorexia Nen'osa are preoccupied with thoughts
of food. Some collect recipes or hoard food. Obsen'ations of behaviors associated
with other forms of stan'ahon suggest that obsessions and compulsions related to
food may be caused or exacerbated by lmdernutrition. When individuals with An
orexia 'en'osa exhibit obsessions and compulsions that are not related to food, body
shape, or weight, an additional diagnosis of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder may be
warranted.

Other features sometimes associated with Anorexia Nen'osa include concerns
about eating in public, feelings of ineffectiveness, a strong need 10 control one's envi
ronment, i.nflexible thinking, limited social spontaneity, perfectionism, and overly re
strained initiative and emotional expression. A substantial portion of individuals
with Anorexia Nen'osa have a personality disturbance that meets criteria for at least
one Personality Disorder. Compared. with individuals with Anorexia Nentosa, Re
stricting Type, those with the Binge-Eating/Purging Type are more likely to have
other impulse-control problems, to abuse alcohol or other drugs, to exhibit more
mood lability, to be sexually active, to have a greater frequency of suicide attempts in
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their history, and to have a personality distwbance that meets criteria for Borderline
Personality Disorder.

Associated laboratory findings. Although some individuals with Anorexia Ner
vaSil exhibit no laboratory abnormalities, the semistarvation characteristic of this dis
order can affect most major organ systems and produce a variety of disturbances. The
induced vomiting and abuse of laxatives, dituetics, and enemas can also cause a num
ber of disturbances leading to abnormal laboratory findings.

Hematology: Leukopenia and mild anemia are common; thrombocytopenia occurs
rarely.

Chemistry: Dehydration may be reflected by an elevated blood urea nitrogen
(BU i). Hypercholesterolemia is common. Uver function tests may be elevated. Hypo-
magnesemia, hypozincemia, hypophosphatemia, and hyperamylasemia are occa
sionally found. Induced vomiting may lead to metabolic alkalosis (elevated serum
bicarbonate), hypochloremia, and hypokalemia, and laxative abuse may cause a met
abolic acidosis. Serum thyroxine (Tol) levels are usually in the low-normal range; tri
iodothyronine (T)) levels are decreased. Hyperadrenocorticism and abnormal
responsiveness to a variety of neuroendocrine challenges are common.

In females, low serum estrogen levels are present, whereas males have low levels
of serum testosterone. There is a regression of the hypothalamic-piruitary-gonadal
axis in both sexes in that the 24-hour pattern of secretion of luteinizing hormone (U-I)
resembles that normally seen in prepubertal or pubertal individuals.

Electromrdiograp/ly: Sinus bradycardia and, rarely. arrhythmias are observed.
Electroellcephalography: Diffuse abnomlalities, reOecting a metabolic encephalopa

thy, may result from significant fluid and electrolyte disturbances.
Braill il/1ngillg: An increase in the ventricular-brain ratio secondary to starvation is

often seen.
Resting eflergy expenditure: This is often significantly reduced.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Many of the physical signs and symptoms of Anorexia Nervosa are attributable to
starvation. In addition to amenorrhea, there may be complaints ofconstipation, abdom
inal pain, cold intolerance, lethargy. and excess energy. The most obvious fmding on
physical examination is emaciation. There may also be significant hypotension, hypo
thermia, and dryness of skin. Some individuals develop lanugo, a fine downy body
hair, on their trunks. Most individuals with Anorexia ervosa exhibit bradycardia.
Some develop peripheral edema, especially during weight restoration oron cessation
of laxative and diuretic abuse. Rarely, petechiae, usually all. the extremities. may in

dicate a bleeding diathesis. Some indi\'iduals evidence a yellOWing of the skin asso
ciated with hypercarotenemia. Hypertrophy of the salivary glands. particularly the
parotid glands, may be present. Individuals who induce vomiting may have dental
enamel erosion and some may have scars or calluses on the dorsum of the hand from
contact with the teeth when using the hand to induce vomiting.

The semistarvation of Anorexia Nervosa, and the purging behaviors sometimes
associated with it, can result in significant associated general medical conditions.
These include the development of normochromic normocytic anemia, impaired renal
function (associated with chronic dehydration and hypokalemia), cardiovascular
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problems (severe hypotension, arrhythmias), dental problems, and osteoporosis (re
sulting from low calcium intake and absorption, reduced estrogen secretion, and in
creased cortisol secretion).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Anorexia Nervosa appears to be far more prevalent in industrialized societies, in
which there is an abundance of food and in which, especially for females, being con
sidered attractive is linked to being thin. The disorder is probably most common in
the United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, Japan, New Zealand, and South Africa,
but little systematic work has examined. prevalence in other cultures. Immigrants
from cultures in which the disorder is rare who emigrate to cultures in which the dis
order is more prevalent may develop Anorexia Nervosa as thin-body ideals are as
similated. Cultural factors may also innuence the manifestations of the disorder. For
example, in some cultures, disturbed perception of the body or fear of weight gain
may not be prominent and the expressed motivation for food restriction may have a
different content, such as epigastric discomfort or distaste for food.

Anorexia Nervosa rarely begins before puberty, but there are suggestions that the
severity of associated mental disturbances may be greater among prepubertal indi
viduals who develop the illness. However, data also suggest that when the illness be
gins during early adolescence (behveen ages 13 and 18 years), it may be associated
with a better prognosis. t"lore than 90% of cases of Anorexia Nervosa occur in fe
males.

Prevalence

The lifetime prevalence of Anorexia Nervosa among females is approximately 0.5%.
Indi\'iduals who are subthreshold for the disorder (Le., with Eating Disorder Not
Otherwise Specified) are more commonly encountered. The prevalence of Anorexia
Nervosa among males is approximately one-tenth that among females. The incidence
of Anorexia Nervosa appears to have increased in recent decades.

Course

Anorexia Nervosa typically begins in mid- to late adolescence (age 14-18 years). The
onset of this disorder rarely occurs in females over age 40 years. The onset of illness
may be associated with a stressful life event. The course and outcome of Anorexia
Nen'osa are highly variable. Some individuals with Anorexia Nen'osa recover fully
after a single episode, some exhibit a fluctuating pattern of weight gain followed by
relapse. and others experience a chronically deteriorating course of the illness over
many years. With time, particularly within the first 5 years of onset, a significant frac
tion of individuals with the Restricting Type of Anorexia Nervosa develop binge eat
ing, indicating a change 10 the Binge Eating/Purging subtype. A sustained shift in
clinical presentation (e.g., weight gain plus the presence of binge eating and purging)
may eventually warrant a change in diagnosis to Bulimia Nervosa.

Hospitalization may be required to reslore weight and to address fluid and elec
trolyte imbalances. Of individuals admitted to university hospitals, the long-term
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mortality from Anorexia Nen'osa is over 10%. Death most commonly results from
starvation, suicide, or electrolyte imbalance.

Familial Pattern

There is an increased risk of Anorexia Nervosa among first-degree biological relatives
of individuals with the disorder. An increased risk of Mood Disorders has also been
found among first-degree biological relatives of indh,jduals with Anorexia Nervosa,
particularly relatives of individuals with the Binge-Eating/Purging Type. Sh.ldies of
Anorexia Nen'osa in twins have found concordance rates for monozygotic h\'ins to
be significantly higher than those for dizygotic h\'ins.

Differential Diagnosis

Other possible causes of significant weight loss should be considered in the differen
tial diagnosis of Anorexia Nen'osa, especially when the presenting features are atyl'""
icat (such as an onset of illness after age40 years). In general medical conditions (e.g.,
gastrointestinal disease, brain tumors, occult malignancies, and acquired immuno
deficiency syndrome (AIDS)), serious weight loss may occur, but individuals with
such disorders usually do not have a distorted body image and a desire for further
weight loss. The superior mesenteric artery syndrome (characterized by postpran
dial vomiting secondary to intenniltent gastric outlet obstruction) should be distin
guished from Anorexia Nervosa, although this syndrome may sometimes develop in
individuals with Anorexia I('rvosa because of their emaciation. In Major Depressive
Disorder, severe weight loss may occur, but most indheiduals with Major Depressive
Disorder do not have a desire for excessive weight loss or excessive fear of gaining
weight. In Schizophrenia, individuals may exhibit odd eating behavior and occa
sionally experience significant weight losse but they rarely show the fear of gaining
weight and the body image disturbance required for a diagnosis of Anorexia Ner
vasa.

Some of the features of Anorexia Ner\'osa are part of the criteria sets for Social
Phobia, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, and Body Dysmorphic Disorder. Specif
ically, individuals may be humiliated or embarrassed to be seen eating in public, as
in Sodal Phobia; may exhibit obsessions and compulsions related to food, as in Ob
sessive-Compulsive Disorder; or may be preoccup'ied with an imagined defect in
bodily appearance, as in Body Dysmorphic Disorder. If the individual with Anorexia
Nervosa has social fears that are limited to eating behavior alone, the diagnosis of S0
cial Phobia should not be made, but social fears unrelated to eating behavior (e.g., ex
cessive fear of speaking in public) may warrant an additional diagnosis of Social
Phobia. Similarly, an additional diagnosis of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder should
be considered only if the individual exhibits obsessions and compulsions unrelated
to food (e.g., an excessive fear of contamination), and an additional diagnosis of Body
Dysmorphic Disorder should be considered only if the distortion is unrelated to body
shape and size (e.g., preoccupation that one's I)ose is too big).

In Bulimia Nervosa, individuals exhibit recurrent episodes of binge eating, engage
in inappropriate behavior to avoid weight gain (e.g., self-induced vomiting), and are
overly concemed with body shape and weight. However, unlike individuals with
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Anorexia Nervosa, Binge-Eating/Purging Type, individuals with Bulimia Nervosa
are able 10 maintain body weight at or above a minimally normal level.

Diagnostic criteria for 307.1 Anorexia Nervosa

A. Refusal to maintain body weight at or above a minimally normal weight for age and
height (e.g .• weight loss leading to maintenance of body weight less than 85% of
that expected; Or failure to make expected weight gain during period of growth.
leading to body weight less than 85% of that expected).

8. Intense fear of gaining weight or becoming fat. even though underweight.

C. Disturbance in the way in which one's body weight or shape is experienced, undue
influence of body weight or shape on self~evaluation.or denial of the seriousness of
the current low body weight.

D. In postmenarcheal females, amenorrhea, i.e., the absence of at least three consecu
tive menstrual cycles. (A woman is considered to have amenorrhea if her periods oc
cur only following hormone. e.g., estrogen, administration.)

Specify type:

Restricting Type: during the current episode of Anorexia Nervosa, the person
has not regularly engaged in binge-eating or purging behavior (i.e., self-induced
vomiting or the misuse of laxatives, diuretics, or enemas)
Binge-eating/Purging Type: during the current episode of Anorexia Nervosa,
the person has regularly engaged in binge-eating or purging behavior (i.e.• self
induced vomiting or the misuse of laxatives, diuretics, or enemas)

307.51

Diagnostic Features

Bulimia Nervosa

The essential features of Bulimia Ten'osa are binge eating and inappropriate com
pensatory methods to prevent weight gain. In addition, the self-evaluation of individ
uals with Bulimia Nen'osa is excessively influenced by body shape and weight. To
qualify foe the diagnosis, the binge eating and the inappropriate compensator)' be
haviors must occur, on average. at least h\oice a week for 3 months (Criterion C).

A binge is defined as eating in a discrete period of time an amount of food that is
definitely larger than most individuals would eat under similar circumstances (Cri
terion A1). The clinician should consider the context in which the eating occurred
what WOllld be regarded as excessive conswnption at a typical meal m.ight be consid
ered normal during a celebration or holiday meal. A "discrete period of time" refers
to a limited period, usuaUy less than 2 hours. A single episode of binge eating need
not be restricted to one setting. For example, an individual may begin a binge in a res
taurant and then continue it on returning home. Continual snacking on small
amounts of food throughout the day would not be considered a binge.

AJthough the type of food consumed during binges varies, it typically includes
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sweet, high-ealorie foods such as ice cream or cake. However, binge eating appears
to be characterized more by an abnormality in the amount of food consumed than by
a craving for a specific nutrient, such as carbohydrate. Although individuals with Bu
limia Nervosa consume more calories during an episode of binge eating than persons
without Bulimia Nervosa consume during a meal, the fractions of calories derived.
from protein, fat, and carbohydrate are similar.

Individuals with Bulimia Nervosa are typicaUy ashamed of their eating problems
and attempt to conceal their symptoms. Binge eating usually occurs in secrecy, or as
inconspicuously as possible. An episode mayor may not be planned in advance and
is usually (but not always) characterized by rapid. consumption. The binge eating of
ten continues until the individual is uncomfortably, or e\'en painfully, full. Binge eat
ing is typically triggered by dysphoric mood states, interpersonal stressors, intense
hunger following dietary restraint, or feelings related to body weight, body shape,
and food. Binge eating may transiently reduce dysphoria, but disparaging self~

criticism and depressed mood often follow.
An episode of binge eating is also accompanied by a sense of lack of control (Cri

terion A2). An indi\'idual may be in a frenzied state while binge eating, especially ear
ly in the course of the disorder. Some individuals describe a dissociative quality
during, or following, the binge episodes. After Bulimia Nervosa has persisted for
some time, individuals may report that their binge-eating episodes are no longer
characterized by an acute feeling of loss of control, but rather by behavioral indic,1tors
of impaired control, such as difficulty resisting binge eating or difficulty stopping a
binge once it has begun. The impai,rment in control associated with binge eating in
Bulimia Nervosa is not absolute; for example, an individual may continue binge eat
ing while the telephone is ringing, but will cease if a roommate or spouse unexpect
edly enters the room.

Another essential feature of Bulimia 'ervosa is the recurrent use of inappropriate
compensatory behaviors to prevent weight gain (Criterion B). Many individuals with
Bulimia Nen'osa employ several methods in their attempt to compensate for binge
eating. The most common compensatory technique is the induction of vomiting after
an episode of binge eating. This method of purging is employed by 80%-90% of indi
viduals with Bulimia Nervosa who present for treatment at eating disorders clinics.
The immediate effects of vomiting include relief from physical discomfort and reduc
tion of fear of gaining weight. In some cases, vomiting becomes a goal in itself, and
the person will binge in order to vomit or will vomit after eating a small amount of
food. Individuals with Bulimia Nen'osa may use a variety of methods to induce vom~
iting, including the use of fingers or instruments to stimulate the gag renex. individ
uals generally become adept at inducing vomiting and are eventually able to vomit
at will. Rarely, individuals consume syrup of ipecac to induce vomiting. Other purg
ing behaviors include the misuse of laxatives and diuretics. Approximately one-third
of those with Bulimia Nervosa misuse laxatives after binge eating. Rarely, individuals
with the disorder will misuse enemas following episodes of binge eating, but this is
seldom the sale compensatory method employed.

Individuals with Bulimia Nen'osa may fast for aday or more or exercise excessive
ly in an aHempt to compensate for binge eating. Exercise may be considered to be ex
cessive when it significantly interferes with important activities, when it occurs at
inappropriate times or in inappropriate settings, or when the individual continues 10
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exercise despite injury or other medical complications. Rarely, individuals with this
disorder may lake thyroid hormone in an attempt to avoid weight gain. Individuals
with diabetes mellitus and Bulimia Nervosi'! may omit or reduce insulin doses in or
der 10 reduce the metabolism of food consumed during eating binges.

Indjviduals with Bulimia Nervosi'! place an excessive emphasis on body shape and
\I"cight in their self--€valuation, and these (,letors are typically the most important
ones in determining self-esteem (Criterion D). Individuals with this disorder may
closely resemble those with Anorexia Nen;osa in their fear of gaining weight, in their
desire to lose weight, and in the level of dissatisfaction with their bodies. However, a
diagnosis of Bulimia Nervosa should not be given when the disrnrbance occurs onl}'
during episodes of Anorexia Ncrvosa (Critcrion E).

Subtypes

The foUowing subtypes can be used to specify the presence or absence of regular use
of purging methods as a means to compensate for the binge eating:

Purging Type. This subtype describes presentations in which the person has
regularl}' engaged in self-induced vomiting or the misuse of laxatiYes, diuret
ics, or enemas during the current episode.
Nonpurging Type, This subtype describes presentations in which the per
son has used other inappropriate compensatory behaviors, such as fasting or
excessive exercise, but has not regularly engaged in self-induced vomiting or
the misuse of Ia.\:ati\·es, diuretics, or enemas during the current episode.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders, Individuals with Bulimia
Nervosa typically are within the normal weight range, although some may be slightly
undem'eight or o\'en\'eight. The disorder occurs but is uncommon among moderate
ly and morbidly obese individuals. There are suggestions that, prior to the onset of
the Eating Disorder, individuals with Bulimia Nervosa are more likely to be oyer
weight than their peers. Beh\'een binges, individuals with Bulimia Nen'osa typically
restrict their total caloric consumption and preferentially select low-calorie ("diet")
foods while avoiding foods they perceive to be fattening or likely to trigger a binge.

There is an increased frequency of depressive symptoms (e.g., low self-esteem) or
Mood. Disorders (particularly Dysthymic Disorder and tvlajor Depressive Disorder)
in individuals with Bulimia Nen'osa. In many or most individuals, the mood distur
bance begins at the same time as or following the development of Bulimia Jervosa,
and individuals often ascribe their mood. disturbances to Bulimia Nen'osa. However,
in some individuals, the mood disturbance clearly precedes the development of Bu~
Iimia Nervosa. There may also be an increased frequency of anxiety symptoms (e.g.,
fear of social situations) or Anxiety Disorders. lllese mood and anxiety dishlfbances
frequently remit follOWing effective treatment of Bulimia Nen'osa. The lifetime prcv·
alence of Substance Abuse or Dependence, particularly involving alcohol or stimu
lants, is at least 3O'}o among individuals with Bulimia Nen·osa. Stimulant use often
begins in an attempt to control appetite and weight. A substantial portion of individ-
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uals with Bulimia 'ervasa also have personality feahlres that meet criteria for one or
more Personality Disorders (most frequently Borderline Personality Disorder).

Preliminary evidence suggests that individuals with Bulimia I ervosa, Purging
T}'pc, show more symptoms of depression and greater concern with shape and
weight than individuals with Bulimia Nervasa, Nonpurging Type.

Associated laboratory findings. Frequent purging behavior of any kind can pro
duce fluid and electrolyte abnormalities. most frequently hypokalemia, hyponatremia,
and hypochloremia. The loss of stomach acid through vomiting may produce a met
abolic alkalosis (elevated serum bicarbonate), and the frequent induction of diarrhea
through laxative abuse can cause metabolic acidosis. Some individuals with Bulimia
Nervosa exhibit mildly elevated levels of serum amylase, probably reflecting an in
crease in the salivary isoenzyme.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. Re
current vomiting eventually leads to a significant and permanent loss of dental enamel,
especially from lingual surfaces of the front teeth. These teeth may become chipped
and appear ragged and "moth-eaten." There may also be an increased frequency of
dental cavities. In some individuals, the salivary glands, particularly the parotid
glands, may become notably enlarged. individuals who induce vomiting by manu
ally stimulating the gag reflex may develop calluses or scars on the dorsal surface of
the hand from repeated trauma from the teeth. Serious cardiac and skeletal myopa
thies have been reported among individuals who regularly use syrup of ipecac to in
duce vomiting.

Menstrual irregularity or amenorrhea sometimes occurs among females with Bu
limia Nervosa; whether such disturbances are related to weight fluctuations, to nutri
tional deficiencies, or to emotional stress is uncertain. Individuals who chronically
abuse laxatives may become dependent on their use to stimulate bowel mO\'ements.
The fluid and electrolyte disturbances resulting from the purging behavior are some
times sufficiently severe to constitute medically serious problems. Rare but potentially
fatal complications include esophageal tears, gastric rupture, and cardiac arrhyth
mias. Rectal prolapse has also been reported among individuals with this disorder.
Compared with individuals with Bulimia Nervosa, Nonpurging Type, those with the
Purging Type are much more likely to have physical problems such as fluid and elec
trolyte disturbances.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Bulimia Nervosa has been reported to occur with roughly similar frequencies in most
industrialized countries, including the United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, Ja
pan, New Zealand, and South Africa. Few studies have examined the prevalence of
Bulimia Nen'osa in other cultures. In clinical studies of Bulimia Nervosa in the Unit
ed States, individuals presenting with this disorder are primarily white, but the dis·
order has also been reported among other ethnic groups.

In clinic and population samples, at least 90% of individuals with Bulimia Nervosa
are female. Some data suggest Ihat males with Bulimia Nervosa have a higher prev·
alence of premorbid obesity than do females with Bulimia Nen'osa.

j
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Prevalence

The lifetime prevalence of Bulimia Nervosa among women is approximately 1%-3%;
the rate of occurrence of this disorder in males is approximately one-lenth of that in
females.

Course

Bulimia Nervosa usually begins in late adolescence or early adult life. The binge eat
ing frequently begins during or after an episode of dieting. Disturbed eating behavior
persists for at least several years in a high percentage of clinic samples. The course
may be chronic or intermittent, with periods of remission alternating with recur
rences of binge eating. However, over longer-term follow-up, the symptoms of many
individuals appear to diminish. Periods of remission longer than 1year are associated
with better long-term outcome.

Familial Pattern

Several studies have suggested an increased frequency of Bulimia Nervosa, of Mood
Disorders, and of Substance Abuse and Dependence in the first-degree biological rel
atives of individuals with Bulimia Nervosa. A familial tendency toward obesity may
exist, but this has not been definitively established.

Differential Diagnosis

Individuals whose binge-eating behavior occurs only during Anorexia Nervosa are
given the diagnosis Anorexia NCtvosa, Binge-EalingfPurging Type, and should /lot

be given the additional diagnosis of Bulimia Nervosa. For an individual who binges
and purges but whose presentation no longer meets the full criteria for Anorexia Ner
\'05a, Binge-Eating/Purging Type (e.g., when weight is nomlal or menses have be
come regular), it is a matter of clinical judgment whether the most appropriate
current diagnosis is Anorexia 'ervosa, Binge-Eating/Purging Type, In Partial Re
mission, or Bulimia 'ervosa.

In certain neurological or other general medical conditions, such as Kleine-Levin
syndrome, there is disturbed eating behavior, but the characteristic psychological
features of Bulimia Nervosa, such as overconcern with body shape and weight, are
not present. Overeating is common in Major Depressive Disorder, With Atypical
Features, but such individuals do not engage in inappropriate compensatory beha\'
ior and do not exhibit the characteristic overconcern with body shape and weight. If
criteria for both disorders are met, both diagnoses should be given. Binge-eating be
havior is included in the impulsive behavior criterion that is part of the definition of
Borderline Personality Disorder. If the full criteria for both disorders are met, both
diagnoses can be given.
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.51 Bulimia Nervosa

Eating Disorders

A. Recurrent episodes of binge eating. An episode of binge eating is characterized by
both of the following:

(1) eating, in a discrete period of time (e.g., within any 2·hour period), an amount
of food that is definitely larger than mort people would eat during a similar pe
riod of time and under similar circumstances

(2) a sense of lack of control over eating during the episode (e.g., a feeling that one
cannot stop eating or control what or how much one is eating)

B. Recurrent inappropriate compensatory behavior in order to prevent weight gain.
such as self-induced vomiting; misuse of laxatives, diuretics. enemas, or other medi
cations; fasting; or excessive exercise.

C. The binge eating and inappropriate compensatory behaviors both occur, on average,
at least twice a week for 3 months.

D. Self-evaluation is unduly influenced by body shape and weight.

E. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during episodes of Anorexia Nervosa.

Specify type:

Purging Type: during the current episode of Bulimia Nervosa, the person has
regularly engaged in self-induced vomiting or the misuse of laxatives, diuretics, or
enemas
Nonpurging Type: during the current episode of Bulimia Nervosa, the person
has used other inappropriate compensatory behaviors, such as fasting or excessive
exercise, but has not regularly engaged in self-induced vomiting or the misuse of
laxatives, diuretics, or enemas

307.50 Eating Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

The Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified category is for disorders of eating that
do nol meet the criteria for any specific Eating Disorder. Examples include

1. For females, all of the criteria for Anorexia Nervosa are met except that the indi
vidual has regular menses.

2. All of the criteria for Anorexia Nervosa are met except that, despite significant
weight loss, the individual's current weight is in the normal range.

3. All of the criteria for Bulimia Nervosa are met except that the binge eating and
inappropriate compensatory mechanisms occur at a frequency of less than twice
a \\'eek or for a duration of less than 3 months.

·t The regular lise of inappropriate compensatory behavior by an individual of
normal bod}' weight after eating small amounts of food (e.g., self-induced vom
iting after the consumption of two cookies).

5. Repeatedly chewing and spitting out, but not swallowing. large amounts of
food.
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6. Binge-eating disorder: recurrent episodes of binge eating in the absence of the
regular use of inappropriate compensatory behaviors characteristic of Bulimia
Ncrvosa (see p. 785 for suggested research criteria).



Sleep Disorders

The sleep disorders are organized into four major sections according to presumed
etiology. Primary Sleep Disorders are those in which none of the etiologies listed
below (i.e., another mental disorder, a general medical condition, or a substance) is
responsible. Primary Sleep Disorders are preSlillled to arise from endogenous abnor
malities in sleep-wake generating or timing mechanisms, often complicated by con
ditioning factors. Primary Sleep Disorders in tum are subdivided into Dyssomnias
(characterized by abnormalities in the amount, quality, or timing of sleep) and Para
somnias (characterized by abnormal behavioral or physiological events occurring in
association with sleep, specific sleep stages, or sleep-wake transitions).

Sleep Disorder Related to Another Mental Disorder involves a prominent com
plaint of sleep disturbance that results from a diagnosable mental disorder (often a
~'Iood Disorder or Anxiety Disorder) but that is sufficiently severe to warrant inde
pendent clinical attention. Presumably, the pathophysiological mechanisms respon
sible for the mental disorder also affect sleep-wake regulation.

Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition involves a prominent com
plaint of sleep disturbance that results from the direct physiological effects of a gen
eral medical condition on the sleep-wake system.

Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder involves prominent complaints of sleep dis
hubance that result from the concurrent use, or recent discontinuation of use, of a
substance (including medications).

The systematic assessment in individuals who present with prominent complaints
of sleep disturbance includes an evaluation of the specific type of sleep complaint and
a consideration of concurrent mental disorders, general medical conditions, and sub
stance (including medication) use that may be responsible for the sleep disturbance.

Five distinct sleep stages can be measured by polysomnography: rapid eye move
ment (REM) sleep and four stages of non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep (stages
1,2,3, and 4). Stage 1 NREM sleep is a transition from wakefulness to sleep and oc
cupies about 5% of time spent asleep in healthy adults. Stage 2 NREM sleep, which is
characterized by specific EIG waveforms (sleep spindles and K complexes), occupies
about 50% of time spent asleep. Stages 3 and 4 NRIM sleep (also known collectively
as slow-wave sleep) a.re the deepest levels of sleep and occupy about 100/..--20% of
sleep time. REM sleep, during which the majority of typical storylike dreams occur,
occupies about 200/..--25% of total sleep.

These sleep stages have a characteristic temporal organization across the night.
NREM stages 3 and 4 tend to occur in the first one-third to one-hali of the night and
increase in duration in response to sleep deprivation. REM sleep occurs cyclically
throughout the night, alternating with NREM sleep about every 80-100 minutes.
REM sleep periods increase in duration toward the morning. Human sleep also varies
characteristically across the life span. After relative stability with large amounts of
slow-wave sleep in chilcUlOOd and early adolescence, sleep continuity and depth de-
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teriorate across the adult age range. This deterioration is reflected by increased wake
fulness and stage I sleep and decreased stages 3 and .J sleep. Because of this, age must
be considered in the diagnosis of a Sleep Disorder in any individual.

Polysolll1logrnplly is the monitoring of multiple electrophysiological parameters
during sleep and generally includes measurement of EEG activity, electrooculo
graphic activity, and electromyographic activity. Additional polysomnographic mea
sures may include oral or nasal airflow, respiratory effort, chest and abdominal wall
movement, oxyhemoglobin saturation, or exhaled carbon djoxide concentration;
these measures arc used to monitor respiration during sleep and to detect the pres
ence and severity of sleep apnea. Measurement of peripheral electromyographic
activity may be used to detect abnormal movements during sleep. Most polysomno
graphic studies are conducted dUring the person's usual sleeping hours-that is, at
night. However, daytime polysomnographic studies also are used to quantify day
time sleepiness. The most common daytime procedure is the ~I[ultipleSleep Latency
Test {MSLT}, in which the individual is instructed to lie down in a dark room and not
resist falling asleep; this protocol is repeated fj\-e times during the day. Sleep latency
(the amount of time required to fall asleep) is measured on each trial and is used as
an index of physiological sleepiness. The converse of the MSLT is also used: In the
Maintenance of Wakefulness Test (t-.!flo,yf), the individual is placed in a quiet, dimly
lit room and instructed to remain awake; this protocol is repeated several times dur
ing the day. Again, sleep latency is measured, but it is lIsed here as an index of the
individual's ability to maintain wakefulness.

Standard terminology for polysomnographic measures is used throughout the text
in this section. Sleep cOllt/l/uity refers to the overall balance of sleep and wakefulness
during a night of sleep. "Better" sleep continuity indicates consolidated sleep with lit
tle wakefulness; "worse" sleep continuity indicates disrupted sleep with more wake
fulness. Specific sleep continuity measures include sleep latency-the amount of time
required to fall asleep (expressed in minutes); intermittent wakeftdness-the amount of
awake time after initial sleep onset (expressed in minutes); and sleep efficiency-the ra
tio of actual time spent asleep to time spent in bed (e","pressed as a percentage, with
higher numbers indicating better sleep continuity). Sleep arcllitectl/re refers to the
amount and distribution of specific sleep stages. Sleep architecture measures include
absolute amounts of REM sleep and each l\.TREM sleep stage (in minutes), relative
amount of REM sleep and NREM sleep stages (expressed as a percentage of total
sleep time), and latency between sleep onset and the first REM period (REM latency).

The text for each of the Sleep Disorders contains a section describing its relation
ship to corresponding disorders in the Tilt' Illtemational Classification a/Sleep Disorders:
(lCSD) Diagllostic and Coding Manual, published in 1990 by the American Sleep Dis

orders Association.

Primary Sleep Disorders

Dyssomnias
Dyssomnias arc primary disorders of initiating or maintaining sleep or of excessive
sleepiness and are characterized by il distlubance in the amotmt, quality, or timing of
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sleep. This section includes Primary Insomnia, Primary Hypersomnia, Narcolepsy,
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder, Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder, and Dyssomnia
N'ot Otherwise Specified.

307.42

Diagnostic Features

Primary Insomnia

The essential feature of Primary Insonmia is a complaint of difficulty initiating or
maintaining sleep or of nonrestorative sleep that lasts for at least 1 month (Criterion
A) and causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or
other important areas of ftmctioning (Criterion B). The disturbance in sleep does not
occur exclusively during the course of another sleep disorder (Criterion C) or mental
disorder (Criterion D) and is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance
or a general medical condition (Criterion E).

Individuals with Primary Insomnia most often report a combination of difficulty
falling asleep and intermittent wakefulness during sleep. The specific type of sleep
complaint often varies over time. For instance, individuals who complain of difficulty
falling asleep at one time may later complain of difficulty maintaining sleep, and vice
\'crsa. Less commonly, individuals with Primary Insomnia may complain only of
oonrestorative sleep--that is, feeling that their sleep was restless, light, or of poor
quality. Not all individuals with nighttime sleep disturbances are distressed or han
functional impairment. A diagnosis of Primary Insomnia should be reserved for
those individuals with significant distress or impairment.

Primary Insomnia is often associated with increased physiological, cognitive, or
emotional arousal in combination with negative conditioning for sleep. A marked
preoccupation with and distress due to the inability to sleep may contribute 10 the de
\'elopment of a vicious cycle: the more the individual strives to sleep, the more frus
trated and distressed he or she becomes and the less he or she is able to sleep. Lying
in a bed in whid\ the individual has frequently spent sleepless nights may cause frus
tration and conditioned arousaltConversely, the individual may fall asleep more eas
ily when not trying to do so (e.g., while watching television, re,lding, or riding in a
car). Some individuals with increased arousal and negative conditioning report that
they sleep better away from their own bedrooms and their usual routines. Individu
als with Primary Insomnia may thereby acquire maladaptive sleep habits (e.g., day
time napping, spending excessive time in bed, following an erratic sleep schedule,
performing sleep-incompatible behaviors in bed) during the course of the disorder.
Chronic insomnia may lead 10 decreased feelings of well-being during the day (e.g.,
deterioration of mood and motivation; decreased attention, energy, and concentra
tion; and an increase in fatigue and malaise). Although individuals often have the
subjective complaint of daytime fatigue, polysomnographic studies usually do not
demonstrate an increase in physiological signs of sleepiness.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Many individuals with Pri
mary Insomnia have a history of "light" or easily disturbed sleep prior to the devel-
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opment of more persistent sleep problems. Other associated factors may include
anxious overconcern with general health and increased sensitivity to the daytime ef
fects of mild sleep loss. Symptoms of anxiety or depression that do not meet criteria
for a specific mental disorder may be present. Interpersonal, social, and occupational
problems may de\'elop as a result of overconcern with sleep, increased daytime irri
tabilit)', and poor concentration. Problems with inattention and concentration may
also lead to accidents. Individuals with severe insomnia have greater functional im
pairment, lower productivity, and increased health care utilization compared with
individuals without sleep complaints. Individuals with Primary Insomnia may also
report interpersonal and work-related stress.

Individuals with Primary Insomnia may have a history of mental disorders, par
ticularly Mood Disorders and Anxiety Disorders. Primary Insomnia also constitutes
a risk factor for (or perhaps an early symptom of) subsequent Mood Disorders, Anx
iety Disorders, and Substance Use Disorders. Individuals with Primary Insomnia
sometimes use medications inappropriately: hypnotics or alcohol to help with night
time sleep, anxiolytks to combat tension or anxiety, and caffeine or other stimulants
to combat excessive fatigue. In some cases, this type of substance use may progress to
Substance Abuse or Substance Dependence.

Associated laboratory findings. Polysomnography often demonstrates poor
sleep continuity (e.g., increased sleep latency, increased intermittent wakefulness,
and decreased sleep efficiency) and may demonstrate increased. stage 1 sleep and de
creased stages 3 and.J sleep. Other laboratory findings may include increased muscle
tension and increased amounts of alpha and beta activity during sleep as measured
by quantitative EEC analysis. These features must be interpreted within the context
of age-appropriate norms. Polysomnographic measures often show considerable
variability from night to night. individuals with Primary Insomnia may also have
substantial discrepancies between subjective and polysomnographic measures of
sleep quantity, most commonly in the direction of underestimating sleep amount.
Some individuals rna}' report better sleep in the laboratory than at home, suggesting
a conditioned basis for sleep complaints. indi\'iduals with Primary insomnia typical·
Iy do not have increased daytime sleepiness as measured by sleep laboratory testing
compared with individuals without any Sleep Disorders. Other psychophysiological
tests may also show high arousal (e.g., increased muscle tension, excessive physiolog
ical reactivity to stress, and increased metabolic rate).

Individuals with Primary Insomnia may also have elevated scores on self-report
psychological or personality inventories (e.g., on profiles indicating chronic, mild de
pression and anxiety; an "internalizing" style of connict resolution; and a somatic fo
cus). Measures of neurops}'chological test performance do not show consistent
patterns of impairment among individuals with Primary Insomnia.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. In
dividuals with Primary Insomnia may appear fatigued or haggard but show no other
characteristic abnormalities on physical examination. There may be an increased
incidence of stress-related psychophysiological problems (e.g., tension headache, in·
creased muscle tension, gastric distress).
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Specific Age and Gender Features

Survey data consistently demonstrate that complaints of insomnia are more preva
lent with increasing age and among women. The increasing prevalence of insomnia
complaints with age may be attributable partly to the increased rates of physical
health problems in the elderly. Young adults more often complain of difficulty falling
asleep, whereas midlife and elderly adults are more likely to have difficulty with
maintaining sleep and early morning awakening. Paradoxically, despite the greater
prevalence of insomnia complaints among elderly women, polysomnographic stud
ies generally indicate better preservation of sleep continuity and slow-wave sleep in
elderly females than in elderly males. The reason for this discrepancy between self
report and laboratory data is not known. Although polysomnographic studies are of
limited value in the routine evaluation of insomnia, they may be more useful in the
differentiaJ diagnosis of insomnia among older adults than among younger individ
uals. This is because older individuals more often have identifiable etiologies for their
sleep complaints, such as periodic limb movements and sleep apnea.

Prevalence

There are few data regarding the prevalence of Primary Insomnia in the general pop
ulation. Population surveys indicate a 1-year prevalence of insomnia complaints of
300/0-45% in adults. The prevalence of Primary Insomnia is approximately 1%~10%

in the general adult population and up to 25% in the elderly. In clinics specializing
in sleep disorders, approximately 15%-25% of individuals with chronic insomnia are
diagnosed wilh Primary Insomnia.

Course

The factors that precipitate Primary Insomnia may differ from those that perpetuate
it. Most cases have a fairly sudden onset at a time of psychological, sociaI.. or medical
stress. Primary Insomnia often persists long after the original causative factors re
solve, due to the development of heightened arousal and negative conditioning. For
example, a person with a painful injury who spends a great deal of time in bed and
has difficulty sleeping may then develop negative associations for sleep. Negative as
sociations, increased arousal, and conditioned awakenings may then persist beyond
the convalescent period, leading to Prinlary Insomnia. A similar scenario may devel
op in association with insomnia that occurs in the context of an acute psychological
stress or a mental disorder. For instance, insomnia that occurs during an episode of
Major Depressive Disorder can become a focus of attention with consequent negative
conditioning, and insomnia may persist long after resolution of the depressive
episode. In some cases, Primary Insomnia may develop gradually without a clear
stressor.

Primary Insomnia typically begins in young adulthood or middle age and is rare
in dlildhood or adolescence. In exceptional cases, the insomnia can be documented
back to childhood. The course of Primary Insorrmia is variable. It may be limited to a
period of several months, particularly if precipitated by a psychosocial or general
medical stressor that later resolves. However, approximately 50%.....75% of individuals
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with insomnia complaints have chronic symptoms lasting for more than 1 year, and
previous insomnia is the strongest single risk factor for current msonmia, Some indi
viduals experience an episodic course, with periods of better or worse sleep occurring
in response to life events such as vacations or stress.

Familial Pattern

The predisposition toward light and disrupted sleep has a familial association. Lim
ited data from twin studies have yielded inconsistent resulls regarding the impor
tance of genetic factors in Primary Insomnia.

Differential Diagnosis

"Normal" sleep duration varies considerably in the general population. Some indi
viduals who require little sleep ("short sleepers") may be concerned about their sleep
duration. Short sleepers are distinguished from those with Primary Insomnia by
their lack of difficulty falling asleep and by the absence of characteristic symptoms of
Primary Insomnia (e.g., intermittent wakefulness, fatigue, concentration problems, or
irritability). However, some short sleepers are uninformed as to their abbreviated
biological need for sleep, and in their attempt to prolong time in bed, they create an

insomnia sleep pattern.
Daytime sleepiness, which is a characteristic feature of Primary Hypersomnia,

may infrequently occur in Primary Insonmia but is not as severe. 'Nhen daytime
sleepiness is judged to be due to insomnia, an additional diagnosis of Primary Hyper
somnia is not given.

Jet Lag and Shift Work Types of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder are distin
guished from Primary Insomnia by the history of recent transmeridian travel or shift
work. Individuals with the Delayed Sleep Phase Type of Circadian Rhythm Sleep
Disorder report sleep-onset insomnia only when they try to sleep at socially normal
times, but they do not report difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep when they
sleep at their preferred times.

Narcolepsy may cause insomnia complaints, particularly in older adults. Howev
er, Narcolepsy rarely involves a major complaint of insonmia and is distinguished
from Primary Insomnia by symptoms of prominent daytime sleepiness, cataplex}',
sleep paralysis, and sleep-related hallucinations.

Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder, particularly central sleep apnea, may involve
a complaint of chronic insomnia and daytime impaimlent. However, clinically signif
icant sleep apnea is an uncommon finding among otherwise healthy young and mid
dle-aged individuals with chronic insomnia (although it may be more common in the
elderly). A careful history may reveal periodic pauses in breathing during sleep or
crescendo-decrescendo breathing (Cheyne-Stokes respiration). A history of central
nervous system injury or disease may further suggest a Breathing-Related Sleep Dis
order. Polysomnography can confirm the presence of apneic events. Most individuals
with Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder have 'obstructive apnea that can be distin
guished from Primary Insomnia by a history of loud snoring, breathing pauses dw
ing sleep, and excessive daytime sleepiness.

Parasomnias are characterized by a complaint of unusual behavior or events dw-
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ing sleep thnt sometimes may lend to intermittent awakenings. However, it is these
behnvioral events that dominnte the clinical pichtre in a Parasollmia rather than the
. .
msonmla.

Primary Insomnia must be distinguished from mental disorders that include in
somnia as an essential or associated feature (e.g., Mnjor Depressive Disorder, Gen
eralized Anxiety Disorder, Schizophrenia). The diagnosis of Primary Insomnia is not
given if insOllmia occurs exclusively during the course of another mental disorder.
A thorough investigation for the presence of other mental disorders is essential be
fore considering the diagnosis of Primary Insonmia. A diagnosis of Primary Insomnia
can be made in the presence of another current or past mental disorder if the ment,ll
disorder is judged to not account for the insomnia or if the insollmia and the ment,ll
disorder have an independent course. "Vhen insomnin occurs as a manifestation of,
and exclusively during the course of, another mental disorder (e.g., a Mood, Anxiety,
Somatoform, or Psychotic Disorder), the diagnosis of Insomnia Related to Another
Mental Disorder may be more appropriate. This diagnosis should only be considered
when the insollmia is the predominant complaint and is sufficiently severe to warrant
independent clinical attention; otherwise, no separate diagnosis is necessary. Clinical
features such as negative conditioning and poor sleep hygiene are more consistent
with a diagnosis of Primary Insomnia, whereas clinically significant nonsleep symp
toms (e.g., depressed mood, anxiety) and a chronic, severe course of insomnia are
more common in individuals with Insomnia Relnted to Another Mental Disorder.

In clinical seltings, polysonmography is not typicnlly useful in the differential di
agnosis of Primary Insomnia versus Insomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder.

Primary Insomnia must be distinguished from Sleep Disorder Due 10 a General
Medical Condition, Insomnia Type. The diagnosis should be Sleep Disorder Due tD
a General Medical ConditiDn when the insomnia is judged to be the direct physiDlog
ical consequence of a specific general medical condition (e.g., pheochromocytoma,
hyperthyroidism, congestive heart failure, dlTDn.ic obstructive pulmonary disease)
(see p. 651). This determination is based on histDry, laboratory findings, or physicnl
examination. Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder, Insomnia Type, is distinguished
from Primnry Insomnia by the fnct that a substance (i.e., a drug of abuse, a medica
tiDn, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the insollmia (see
p. 655). For example, insomnia occurring only in the context of heavy coHee con
swnption would be diagnDsed as Caffeine-Induced Sleep Disorder, Insomnia Type,
With Onset During Intoxication.

Relationship to International Classification of Sleep Disorders

Primary Insonmia subsumes a number of insomnia diagnoses in the Intemationnl
Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD), induding Psychophysiological InsDllmia,
Sleep Stnte Misperception, Idiopathic Insonmia, and some cases of Inadequate Sleep
Hygiene. Psychophysiological Insomnia most closely resembles Primary InsDllmia,
particularly in terms of arousal and conditioning fnctors. Sleep State Misperception is
a condition characterized by complainls of insomnia with a marked discrepancy be
tween subjective and objective estimates of sleep. IdiopathiC Insomnin includes those
cases with onset in dilldhood and a lifelDng course, presumably due to an nbnormal
ity in the neurological control of the sleep-wake system. Inadequate Sleep Hygiene
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refers to insomnia resulting from behavioral practices that increase arousal or disrupt
sleep organization (e.g., working late into the night, taking excessive daytime naps,
or keeping irregular sleep hours).

Diagnostic criteria for 307.42 Primary Insomnia

A. The predominant complaint is difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, or nomenar·
alive sleep, for at least 1 month.

B. The sleep disturbance (or associated daytime fatigue) causes clinically significant dis
tress or impairment in social. occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

C. The sleep disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of Narcolepsy,
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder, or a Parasomnia.

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of another mental dis
order (e.g .. Major Depressive Disorder. Generalized Anxiety Disorder. a delirium).

E. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.• a
drug of abuse. a medication) or a general medical condition.

307.44 Primary Hypersomnia

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Primary Hypersomnia is excessive sleepiness for at least
1 month as evidenced either by prolonged sleep episodes or by daytime sleep epi
sodes occurring almost daily (Criterion A). The excessive sleepiness must be suffi
ciently severe to cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion B). The excessive
sleepiness does not occur exclusively during the course of another Sleep Disorder
(Criterion C) or mental disorder (Criterion D) and is not due to the direct ph}'siolog
ical effects of a substance or a general medical condition (Criterion E).

In individuals with Primary Hypersomnia, the duration of the major sleep episode
(for most indi\'iduals, nocturnal sleep) may range from 8 to 12 hours and is often fol
lowed by difficulty awakening in the morning. The actual quality of nocturnal sleep
is normal. Excessive sleepiness during normal waking hours takes the form of inten
tional naps or inadvertent episodes of sleep. Objective measurements demonstrate
increased physiological sleepiness. Daytime naps tend to be relatively long (often
lasting an houe or more), are experienced as unrefreshing. and ohen do not lead to
improved alertness. Individuals typically feel sleepiness developing over a period of
time. rather than experiencing a sudden sleep "attack." Unintentional sleep episodes
typically occur in low-stimulation and low-:activity situations (e.g., while attending
lectures. reading. watching television, or driving long distances).

Hypersomnia can lead to Significant distress and dysfunction in work and social
relationships. Prolonged nocturnal sleep and difficulty awakening can result in diff!-
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cult)' in meeting morning obligations. Unintentional daytime sleep episodes can be
embarrassing and even dangerous, if, for instance, the individual is driving or oper
ating machinery when the episode occurs. The low level of alertness that occurs while
an individual fights sleepiness can lead to poor efficienc)', poor concentration, and
poor memory during daytime activities. Sleepiness, often mjsattributed to boredom
or laziness, can also disrupt social and family relationships.

Specifier

Recurrent. This specifier is used if there are periods of excessive sleepiness
that last at least 3 days occurring several times a year for at least 2 years.

Most individuals with Primary Hypersomnia have consistent and persistent
symptoms. in contrast, the Recurrent form should be noted if symptoms occur peri
odjcally for several days to several weeks, with symptomatic periods recurring sev
eral tjmes per year. Between periods of excessive sleepiness, sleep dmation and
daytime alertness are normal. In the recurrent form of Primary Hypersonmia known
,1S Kleine-Levin syndrome, individuals may spend 18-20 hours asleep or in bed. The
recurrent periods of sleepiness are associated with other characteristic clin.ical fea
tures indicating disinhibition. indiscriminate hypersexuality including inappropriate
sexual advances and overt masturbation can be seen in males (and less often in fe
males). Compulsive overeating with acute weight gain may occur. Irritability, deper
sonalizat.ion, depression, confusion, and occasional hallucinations have been
described in some individuals, and impulsive behaviors can also occur. Other recur
rent forms of hypersollUlia can be seen in the absence of these feahlres. For instance,
some females report regularly occurring periods of hypersomnja at specific times of
their menstrual cycle.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. In Primary Hypersomnia,
sleep tends to be continuous but nonrestorative. lndjviduals with this disorder fall
asleep quickly and have good sleep efficiency, but may have difficulty waking up in
the morning, sometimes appearing confused, combative, or ataxic. This prolonged
impairment of alertness at the sleep-wake transition is often referred to as "sleep
drunkenness."

Persistent daytime sleepiness can lead to automatic behavior (usually of a very
routine, low-complexity type) that the individual carries out with little or no subse
quent recall. For example, individuals may Hnd themselves having driven several
miles from where they thought they were, unaware of fue "autom,1tk" driving they
did in the preceding minutes.

AIUlOUgh precise data are not available regarding comorbidity with mental disor
ders, many individuals with Primary Hypersomnia have symptoms of depression
that may meet criteria for a Mood Disorder. This may be related to the psychosocial
consequences of excessive sleepiness. Individuals with hypersomnia are also at
risk for Substance-Related Disorders, particularly related to self-medication wjth
stimulants.
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Associated laboratory findings. In Primary Hypersomnia, nocturnal pol)'somnog
raphy demonstrates a normal to prolonged sleep duration, short sleep lalency. nor·
mal to increased sleep continuity, and normal distributions of rapid eye movement
(REM) and non-rapid eye movement (NREI\If) sleep. Some individuals with this dis
order may have increased amounts of slow-wave sleep. Increased spindle density
during stage 2 sleep may be present. Sleep-onset REM periods (the OCCUI'rence of
REM sleep within 20 minutes of sleep onset), breathing-related sleep disturbances,
and frequent limb movements disrupting sleep are not present. The !\<lultiple Sleep
Latency Test (MSLT) documents excessive physiological daytime sleepiness, typical
ly indicated by mean sleep latency values of 5-10 minutes. REM sleep does not occur
during the daytime sleep episodes. 'octumaJ polysomnography and the MSLT do
not reveal findings characteristic of other causes of hypersomnia.

in the Recurrent Kleine-Levin form of Primary Hypersomnia, routine EEG studies
performed during the periods of hypersomnia show general slowing of the back
grollnd rhythm and paroxysmal bursts of theta activity. Nocturnal polysomnogra
phy shows an increase in total sleep time and short REM sleep latency. MSLT studies
confirm increased physiological sleepiness, with sleep latencies generally less than
10 minutes. Sleep..-onset REM periods may be seen during symptomatic periods.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. In
dividuals with Primary Hypersomnia often appear sleepy and rna}' enn fall asleep
in the clinician's waiting area. A subset of individuals with Primary Hypersomnia
have a family history of hypersomnia and also have symptoms of autonomic nervous
system dysfunction, including recurrent vascular-type headaches, reactivity of the
peripheral vascular system (Raynaud's phenomenon), and fainting. Individuals with
the Recurrent Kleine-Le\'in form rna}' have nonspecific neurological examination
findings including depressed deep tendon reflexes, dysarthria, and nystagmus.

Specific Age or Gender Features

Hyperactivity may be one of the presenting signs of daytime sleepiness in children.
Voluntary napping increases with age, but this normal phenomenon is distinct from
Primary Hypersomnia. Kleine-Levin syndrome affects males about three times more
often than it affects females.

Prevalence

The true prevalence of Primary Hypersomnia in the general population is not known.
Approximately 5%-10% of individuals who present to sleep disorders clinics with
complaints of daytime sleepiness are diagnosed as ha\'ing Primary Hypersomnia.
The Recurrent form of Primary Hypersomnia known as Kleine-Levin syndrome is
rare. Population surveys find a complaint of daytime sleepiness in 0.5%-5.0% of
adults, without regard to specific causes or diagnoses. After other coounon causes are
accounted for, the lifetime prevalence of clinically significant hypersomnia is at least
16%, and the incidence over approximately a 4·year interval is about 8%.
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Course

607

Primary Hypersomnia typically begins between ages 15 and 30 years, with a gradual
progression over weeks to months. For most individuals, the cou.rse is then chronic
and stable, unless treatment is initiated. The development of other sleep disorders
(e.g., Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder) may worsen the degree of sleepiness. Kleine
Levin syndrome also begins during adolescence and may continue its periodic course
for decades, although it often resolves during middle age.

Familial Pattern

The subgroup of individuals with autonomic dysfunction are more likel}' than other
individuals with Primary Hypersomnia to have family members with Primary Hyper
somnia. Kleine-Levin synd.rome does not demonstrate familial aggregation.

Differential Diagnosis

" 'ormal" sleep duration varies considerably in the general population. "Long sleep
ers" (i.e., individuals who require a greater than average amount of sleep) do not
have excessive daytime sleepiness, sleep drunkenness, or automatic behavior when
they obtain their required amount of nocturnal sleep. if social or occupational de
mands lead to shorter nocturnal sleep, daytime symptoms may appear. In Primary
Hypersomnia, by contrast, symptoms of excessive sleepiness occur regardless of noc
turnal sleep duration.

An inadequate amount of nocturnal sleep can produce symptoms of daytime
sleepiness very similar to those of Primary Hypersomnia. An average sleep duration
of fewer than 7 hours per night strongly suggests inadequate nocturnal sleep, and an
average of more than 9 hours of sleep per 2-l·hour period suggests Primary Hyper
somnia.Individuals with inadequate nocturnal sleep typically "catch up" with longer
sleep durations on days when they are free from social or occupational demands or
on vacations. Unlike Primary Hypersomnia, insufficient nocturnal sleep is unlikely to
persist unabated for decades. A diagnosis of Primary Hypersomnia should not be
made if there is a question regarding the adequacy of nocturnal sleep duration. A di
agnostic and therapeutic trial of sleep extension for 10-14 days can often clarify the
diagnosis.

Daytime sleepiness, which is a characteristic feahue of Primary Hypersonmia, can
also occur in Primary Insomnia, but the sleepiness or fatigue is less severe in individ
uals with Primary Insomnia. When daytime sleepiness is judged to be due to insom
nia, an additional diagnosis of Primary Hypersomnia is not given.

Primary Hypersomnia and Narcolepsy are similar with respect to the degree of
daytime sleepiness, age at onset, and stable course over time but can be distinguished
based on distinctive clinical and laboratory features. Individuals with Primary Hyper
somnia typically ha\'e longer and less disrupted noctumal sleep, greater difficulty
awakening, more persistent daytime sleepiness (as opposed to more discrete "sleep
attacks" in Narcolepsy), longer and less refreshing daytime sleep episodes, and little
or no dreaming during daytime naps. By contrast, individuals with Narcolepsy have
cataplexy and recurrent intrusions of elements of RL\!I sleep into the transition be-
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tween sleep and wakefulness (e.g., sleep-related hallucinations and sleep paralysis).
The MSLT typically demonstrates shorter sleep latencies (i.e., greater physiological
sleepiness) as weD as the presence of multiple sleep-onset REM periods in individuals
with arcolepsy.

Individuals with Primary Hypersomnia and Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder
may have similar patterns of excessive sleepiness. Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder
is suggested by a history of loud snoring, pauses in breathing during sleep, brain
injury, or cardiovascular disease and by the presence of obesity, oropharyngeal
anatomical abnormalities, hypertension, or heart failure on physical examination.
Polysomnographic studies can confirm the presence of apneic events in Breathing
Related Sleep Disorder (and their absence in Primary Hypersomnia).

Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder is often characterized by daytime sleepiness.
A history of an abnormal sleep-wake schedule (with shifted or irregular hours) is

present in individuals with Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder. Parasomnias rarely
produce the prolonged, undisturbed nocturnal sleep or daytime sleepiness character
istic of Primary Hypersomnia.

Primary Hypersomnia must be distinguished from mental disorders that include
hypersomnia as an essential or associated feature. ln particular, complaints of day
time sleepiness may occur in a Major Depressive Episode, With Atypical Features,
and in the depressed phase of Bipolar Disorder. The diagnosis of Primary Hyper
somnia is not given if hypersomnia occurs exdusively during the course of another
mental disorder. A thorough investigation for the presence of other mental disorders
is essential before considering the diagnosis of Primary Hypersomnia. A diagnosis of
Primary Hypersomnia can be made in the presence of another current or past mental
disorder if the mental disorder is judged to not account {or the hypersomnia or if the
hypersomnia and the mental disorder have an independent course (e.g., in an indi
vidual with chronic hypersomnia who later develops a ~\'Iajor Depressive Disorder).
In contrast, when h}'Persomnia occurs as a manifestation of, and exclusively during
the course of, another mental disorder, the diagnosis of Hypersomnia Related to An
other ~'Iental Disorder may be more appropriate. This diagnosis should only be con
sidered when the hypersomnia is the predominant complaint and is sufficiently
severe to warrant independent clinical attention; otherwise, no separate diagnosis is
necessary. In general, laboratory testing of daytime sleepiness in individuals with
Hypersomnia Related to a Mental Disorder often shows normal or only mild levels of
physiological sleepiness compared with individuals with Primary Hypersonmia.

Primary Hypersomnia must be distinguished from Sleep Disorder Due to a Gen
eral Medical Condition, Hypersomnia Type. The diagnosis is Sleep Disorder Due to
a General Medical Condition when the hypersomnia is judged to be a direct physio
logical consequence of a specific general medical condition (e.g., morbid obesity,
brain tumor) (see p. 651). This determination is based on history, laboratory findings,
or physical examination. Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder, Hypersomnia Type, is
distinguished from Primary Hypersomnia by the {act that a substance (i.e., a drug of
abuse, a medication, or exposure to a toxin) is judged to be etiologically related to the
hypersomnia (see p. 655). For example, hypersomnia occurring only in the context of
withdrawal from cocaine would be diagnosed as Cocaine-Induced Sleep Disorder,
Hypersomnia Type, ''''ith Onset During Withdrawal.
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Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

Primary HypersolTUlia is analogolls to the diagnosis of Idiopathic Hypersomnia in
the International Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD). In addition, the ICSD in
cludes a separate category for Recurrent Hypersomnia, which is analogolls to the Re
current form of Primary Hypersomnia.

Diagnostic criteria for 307.44 Primary Hypersomnia

A. The predominant complaint is excessive sleepiness for at least 1 month (or less jf re
current) as evidenced by either prolonged sleep episodes or daytime sleep episodes
that occur almost daily.

B. The excessive sleepiness causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational. or other important areas of functioning.

C. The excessive sleepiness is not better accounted for by insomnia and does not occur
exclusively during the course of another Sleep Disorder (e.g., Narcolepsy, Breathing
Related Sleep Disorder, Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder, or a Parasomnia) and can
not be accounted for by an inadequate amount of sleep.

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of another mental dis
order.

E. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological eHerts of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse. a medication) or a general medical condition.

Specify if:

Recurrent: if there are periods of excessive sleepiness that last at least 3 days oc
curring several times a year for at least 2 years

Diagnostic Features

347 Narcolepsy

TIle essential features of Narcolepsy are repeated irresistible attacks of refreshing
sleep, cataplexy, and recurrent intrusions of elements of rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep into the transition period beh\'een sleep and wakefulness. The individual's
sleepiness typically decreases after a sleep attack, only to return several hours later.
The sleep attacks must occur daily over a period of at least 3 months to establish the
diagnosis (Criterion A), although most individuals describe many years of sleep at
tacks prior to seeking clinical attention. In addition to sleepiness, individuals with
Narcolepsy experience one or both of the following: cataplexy (i.e., episodes of sud
den, bilateral, reversible loss of muscle tone that last for seconds to minutes and are
usually precipitated by intense emotion) (Criterion 81) or recurrent intrusions of ele
ments of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep into the transition behveen sleep and
wakefulness as manifested by paralysis of volwltary muscles or dreamlike hallucina
tions (Criterion 82). Many sleep experts allow the diagnosis to be made in the absence
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of cataplexy or intrusions of REM sleep elements if the individual demonstratl'::'
pathological sleepiness and two or more sleep-onset RE~'l periods during a Multiple
Sleep Latency Test (MSLn. The symptoms must nol be due to the direct physiological
effects of a substance (including a medication) or another general medical condition
(Criterion C). Although Tarcolepsy is classified in the chapter of ICD devoted to neu
rological conditions, it is included in this section to assist in differential diagnosis in
individuals with excessive sleepiness and is coded on Axis I.

Episodes of sleepiness in Narcolepsy are often described as irresistible, resulting
in unintended sleep in inappropriate situations (e.g.• while driving an automobile,at
tending meetings, or carrying on a conversation). Low-stimulation, low-activity situ
ations typically exaggerate the degree of sleepiness (e.g., falling asleep while reading.
watching television, or attending lectures). Sleep episodes generally last 10-20 min
utes but can last up to an hour if uninterrupted. Dreaming is frequently reported. In
dividuals have varying abilities to "fight off" these sleep attacks. Some individuals
take naps intentionally in order to manage their sleepiness. Indi\'iduals with Narco
lepsy typically have 2-6 episodes of sleep (intentional and unintentional) per day
when untreated. Sleep episodes are usually superimposed on a more normal degree
of alertness, although some individuals describe constant sleepiness of some degree.

Cataplexy often develops several years after the onset of daytime sleepiness and
occws in approximately 70"10 of individuals with thedisordec. The loss of muscle tone
with cataplex), may be subtle, leading to a sagging jaw or drooping eyelids, head, or
arms not noticeable to observers. Cataplexy can also be more dramatic, and the indi
vidual may drop objects being carried, buckle at the knees, or actually fall to the
ground. Respiratory and eye muscles are not affected. The muscle weakness usually
lasts only seconds, although periods of up to a half hour have been reported. Epi
sodes are followed by a full retum of normal muscle strength. Full consciousness and
alertness are preserved during cataplectic episodes. individuals can clearly describe
events and have no confusion before or after the episode. Rarely, prolonged episodes
of cataplexy may lead into sleep episodes. Cataplexy is usually triggered by a strong
emotional stimulus (e.g., anger, surprise, laughter). Sleep deprivation typically in
creases the frequency and severity of episodes of cataplexy.

Approximately 20%-40"10 of individuals with Tarcolepsy also experience intense
dreamlike imagery just before falling asleep (hypnagogic hallucinations) or just after
awakening (hypnopompic hallucinations). Most sleep-related hallucinations are vi
sual and incorporate elements of the actual environment. For instance, individuals
may describe objects appearing through cracks in the wall or describe objects moving
in a picrure on the wall. The hallucinations may also be auditory (e.g., hearing intrud
ers in the home) or kinetic (e.g., sensation of flying). Although hypnagogic and
hypnopompic hallucinations are important s)'mptoms among individuals with lat_

coleps)', these symptoms are also present in approximately 100/0-15% of the general
population. Approximately 300/0-500/0 of individuals with larcolepsy also experience
sleep paralysis JUSl on falling asleep or awakening. In this condition, individuals de
scribe being awake but unable to move or speak. They may also complain of feeling
unable to breathe, although the diaphragm is spared and respiration continues. It
should be noted, however, that -10%-50"10 of normal sleepers report having had iso
lated episodes of sleep paralysis at least once during their lifetime. Sleep-related hal
lucinations and sleep paralysis may occw simultaneously, resulting in an often
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terrifying experience of seeing or hearing unusual things and being unable to move.
Both sleep-related hallucinations and sleep paralysis last for seconds to a few minutes
and terminate spontaneously. Both phenomena (vivid mental imagery and skeletal
muscle atonia) are thought to result from dissociated elements of REM sleep intrud~

ing into wakefulness.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Some individuals with
Narcolepsy experience generalized daytime sleepiness between the discrete sleep at
tacks. They may describe being able to sleep at any time in any situ.ltion. Automatic
behavior, in whidl the individual engages in activity without full awareness, can oc
cur as a result of profound sleepiness. Individuals may drive, converse, or even work
during episodes of automatic behavior. Frequent, intense, and vivid dreams may occur
during nocturnal sleep. Individuals with Narcolepsy often experience fragmented
nighttime sleep as a resull of spontaneous awakenings or periodic limb movements.
Rarely, individuals may present with a chief complaint of insomnia rather than hy
personuua.

Individuals with Narcolepsy may hesitate to engage in social activities because
they fear falling asleep or having an episode ofcataplexy. They may also strive to pre
\'ent attacks of cataplexy by exerting control over their emotions, which may lead to
a generalized lack of expressiveness that interferes with social relations. Narcolepsy
can severely limit daytime functioning because of repeated, uncontrollable sleep at
tacks, automatic behavior, and episodes of cataplexy. Individuals with Narcolepsy
are at risk for accidental injury to themselves or others because of falling asleep in
dangerous situations (e.g., while driving an automobile or operating machinery).

A concurrent mental disorder or history of another mental disorder can be found
in approximately 40% of individuals with arcoleps}'. The most common associated
disorders are Mood Disorders (primarily Major DepreSSive Disorder and Dysthymic
Disorder), followed by Substance-Related Disorders and Generalized Anxiety Disor
der. A history of Parasomnias such as Sleepwalking Disorder, bruxism (clenching of
the jaw and grinding teeth), rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder, and
Enuresis appears to be more common in indi\'iduals with Narcolepsy.

Associated laboratory findings. Findings from the daytime Multiple Sleep laten
c)' Test (rvlSLn include an average sleep latenc)' of less than 5 minutes and the ap
pearance of REt."l sleep during two or more naps on a five-nap to.1SLT. These ~'ISLT

criteria will correctly identify approximately two out of three individuals with Nar~

coleps)'. Nocturnal polysomnographic studies frequently demonstrate sleep latencies
of less than 10 minutes and sleep-onset REM periods. Additional findings on poly
somnography may include frequent transient arousals, decreased sleep efficiency. in
creased stage 1 sleep, increased. REM sleep, and an increase in the frequency of eye
movements within the REM periods ("REM density"). Periodic limb movements and
episodes of sleep apnea are often noted, but the latter occur less frequently than in
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. Individuals with larcolepsy may demonstrate
differences in the amplitude or timing of circadian functioning as measured by core
bod)' temperature and motor activity.
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Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) typing of individuals with Narcolepsy often
shows the presence of HLA·DQBl ~0602.This marker is present in almost all individ
uals with 'areateps}' and cataplexy and is independent of racial ethnicity. However,
Hl.A-DQBl~0602 is present in only 40% of individuals wilh I arcolepsy without cat
aplexy and is present in 20%-25% of the general population. Other HLA markers
vary in ternlS of their sensitivity and specificity in different racial groups.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. In
dividuals with areateps)' may appear sleepy during the clinical interview and ex
amination and may actually fall asleep in the waiting aTea or examination room.
During episodes of cataplexy, individuals may slump in the chair and have slurred
speech or drooping eyelids.

Specific Age Features

Hyperactivity may be oneof the presenting signs in children with daytime sleepiness.
The core clinical feahlres and laboratory findings in Narcolepsy in children are simi
lar to those in adults. However, cataplexy and mild daytime sleepiness may be more
difficult to identify in children than in adults.

Prevalence

Epidemiological studies indicate a prevalence of 0.020/0-0.16% for Narcolepsy in the
adult population, with equal rates in females and males.

Course

Daytime sleepiness is almost always the first symptom of Narcolepsy and usually be
comes clinically significant during adolescence. However, on careful review, some
degree of sleepiness may have been present even during preschool and early school
ages. Onset after age 40 is unusual. However, some individuals with arcolepsy may
not identify excessh'e sleepinl..'Ss as a symptom of an illness. This may explain why
many individuals are first diagnosed with Narcolepsy many years after the first onset
of symptoms. Acute psychosocial stressors or acute alterations in the sleep-wake
schedule herald the onset in roughly half of cases. Cataplexy may develop concur
rently with sleepiness but often appears months, years, or even decades after the on+
set of sleepiness. Sleep-related hallucinations and sleep paralysis are more variable
symptoms of the disorder and may not occur in some individuals. Disrupted noctUI+
nal sleep usually de\'elops later in the course of the disorder, often when individuals
are in their .lOs or 50s.

The excessh·e sleepiness of I arcolepsy has a stable course over time. The develop
ment of other Sleep Disorders (e.g., periodic limb movements or Breathing-Related
Sleep Disorder) may worsen the degree of sleepiness, whereas treatment with stimu
lant medications may improve it. Cataplexy usually has a stable course as well, al
though some individuals report decreased symptoms or even complete cessation of
symptoms after many years. Similarly, the sleep-related hallucinations and sleep pa
ralysis may go into remission while the daytime sleepiness and sleep attacks persist.
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Familial Pattern

Data from HLA studies and family studies strongly suggest a role for genetic factors
in the development of Narcolepsy. The mode of inheritance has not been determined
but is likely multifactorial. Approximately 50/..-15% of first-degree biological relatives
of probands with arcolepsy have the disorder. Approximately 25%-50% of the first
degree biological relatives of individuals with Narcolepsy ha\'e other disorders char
acterized by excessive sleepiness (such as Primary Hypersomnia).

Differential Diagnosis

Narcolepsy must be differentiated from nonnal variations in sleep, sleep depriva
tion, other primary Sleep Disorders, and Sleep Disorder Related to Another Mental
Disorder, Hypersomnia Type. Many individuals feel some sleepiness during the day,
particularly in the aftemoon hours when an increase in physiological sleepiness oc
cucs. However, such individuals do not have irresistible sleep at other times of the
day and can "fight tluough" their sleepiness with increased mental and physical
effort. They generally do not experience cataplexy, sleep-related hallucinations, or
sleep paralysis. Episodes of muscle weakness may occur in individuals without
Narcolepsy. Although jolting and laughing are the most typical triggers of cataplexy,
episodes that are exclusively triggered by stress or tension or that occur in the context
of physical exertion are less likely to represent true cataplexy.

Sleep deprivation from any cause produces daytime sleepiness. arcolepsy
should be diagnosed only if the individual has demonstrated a regular sleep-wake
schedule with an adequate amount of nocturnal sleep. Sleep deprivation and irregu
lar sleep schedules may rarely lead to sleep-related hallucinations or sleep paralysis,
but not to cataplexy.

The degree of daytime sleepiness may be similar in individuals with Narcolepsy
and Primary Hypersomnia. Compared with individuals with 'arcolepsy, individu
als with Primary Hypersomnia generally describe prolonged and less disrupted noc
turnal sleep. Daytime sleepiness in Primary Hypersomnia consists of more
prolonged, unrefreshing sleep periods, which have less urgency than the sleep "at
tacks" of Narcolepsy and are less often associated with dreaming. Individuals with
Primary Hypersomnia do not manifest cataplexy, sleep-related hallucinations, or
sleep paralysis. Nocturnal polysomnography confirms less disrupted sleep and nor
mal REM latency in individuals with Primary Hypersomnia, and the MSLT does not
show sleep-onset REM periods.

Individuals with Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder often experience excessive
sleepiness that is equal in magrutllde to that of individuals with larcolepsy. Further
more, many individuals with Narcolepsy may develop some degree of sleep apnea.
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder is distinguished from I arcolepsy by a history of
loud snoring; breathing pauses that disrupt nocturnal sleep; lengthy, unrefreshing
daytime sleep episodes; and the absence of accessory symptoms such as cataplexy.
Polysomnography can identify breathing pauses (apneas) in individuals with Breath
ing-Related Sleep Disorder. If an individual presents with an unambiguous history of
Narcolepsy together with confirmatory polysomnogcaphic findings (sleep-onset
REM) and also has c\'idence of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder during polysom-
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nography, both diagnoses can be made. If an individual has sleep-onset REM and
sleep apnea activity during polysomnography but does not have the full clinical syn
drome of Narcolepsy, then only a diagnosis of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder
should be made.

Individuals with Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder may report
excessive sleepiness and intense dreams. In particular, Major Depressive Episodes
Vlith Atypical Features and Bipolar Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed, often
involve an intense need for sleep during the daytime. However, individuals with
Mood Disorders typically have prolonged albeit disturbed !lochlmal sleep in contrast
to the short, fragmented sleep of Narcolepsy. Daytime naps are not refreshing in in·
dividuals with Mood Disorders. Furthermore, these individuals do not have the ac
cessory symptoms that are characteristic of Narcolepsy (e.g., cataplexy), although
individuals who have Major Depressive Disorder, With Psychotic Features, rna)'

complain of hallucinations near sleep and at other times. Polysomnographic studies
of individuals with Mood Disorders may renal short REM latency, but typically not
as short as that seen in Narcolepsy. Nocturnal sleep latency is also longer in indh-id
uals with Mood Disorders. Finally, daytime testing with the lI.·ISLT shows a much
lower degree of physiological sleepiness and infrequent sleep-onset REM periods in
individuals with Mood Disorders. Thus, the "sleepiness" in these indi\'iduals ap
pears to be more a manifestation of psychomotor retardation and anergy.

The use of, or withdrawal from, substances (including medications) may produce
some symptoms of Narcolepsy. Cholinergic agonists (including anticholinesterase
pesticides) can disrupt sleep continuity and enhance REM sleep. Similar effects can
result from the abrupt discontinuation of anticholinergic agents, including tricyclic
antidepressants. Reserpine and methyldopa can enhance REM sleep and produce
sleepiness. Withdrawal from stimulants can produce severe somnolence. A diagnosis
of Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder, Hypersomnia Type, might be warranted if
the symptoms are judged to be due to the direct physiological effects of a substance
(see p. 655). Conversely, a diagnosis of Narcolepsy should not be made if the indi,id
ual is taking or has recently discontinued taking such substances.

I arcolepsy must be distinguished from Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition, Hypersomnia Type. The diagnosis is Sleep Disorder Due to a General
Medical Condition when the symptoms are judged 10 be the direct physiological con
sequence of a specific general medical con_dition (e.g., closed head injury or hypotha
lamic tumor) (see p. 651).

Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

The International ClassificationofSleep Disorders (ICSD) diagnosis of Narcolepsy in
cludes the same essential features as the [)5)"I-IV diagnosis.
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Diagnostic criteria for 347 Narcolepsy

A, Irresistible attacks of refreshing sleep that occur daily over at least 3 months.

B. The presence of one or both of the following:

(1) cataplexy (i.e" brief episodes of sudden bilateral loss of muscle tone, most often
in association with intense emotion)

(2) recurrent intrusions of elements of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep into the
transition between sleep and wakefulness. as manifested by either hypnopompic
or hypnagogic hallucinations or sleep paralysis at the beginning or end of sleep
episodes

C. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e,g., a
drug of abuse. a medication) or another general medical condition.

780.59 Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder is sleep disruption, leading
to excessive sleepiness or, less commonly, to insomnia, that is judged to be due to
abnonnalities of venlil ..,tion during sleep (e.g., sleep apnea or central alveolar hypo
\'entilation) (Criterion A). This sleep disruption must not be better accounted for by
a mental disorder and is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (in~

duding medication) or a general medical condition that produces sleep symptoms
through a mechanism other than abnormal breathing (Criterion B).

Excessivc sleepiness is the most common presenting complaint of individuals with
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. Sleepiness results from frequent arousals during
nocturnal sleep as the individual attempts to breathe nomlally. The sleepiness is most
e,·idellt in relaxing situations, such as when the individual is reading or watching
television. The individual's inability to controllhe sleepiness can be evident in boring
meetings or while attending movies, thealer, or concerts. When sleepiness is extreme,
the person rna}' fall asleep whilc actively conversing, eating, walking, or driving.
Naps tend to be Wlfefreshing and may be accompanied by a dull headache on awak
ening. However, there can be considerable variation in the intensity of the sleepiness.
The impact of the sleepiness rna}' be minimized by the individual, who may express
pride about being able to sleep anywhere at any time.

Insomnia, frequent awakenings, or unrefreshing sleep are less frequent than day
time sleepiness as the presenting complaint in individuals with Breathing-Related
Sleep Disorder. Some individuals may complain of difficulty breathing \\·hile lying
supine or sleeping.

Abnormal respiratory events during sleep in Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder in
clude apneas (episodes of bre.lthing cessation), hypopncas (abnormally slow or shal
low respiration), and hypoventilation (abnormal blood oxygen and carbon dioxide
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levels). Three forms of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder have been described: ob
structive sleep apnea syndrome. central sleep apnea syndrome. and central alveolar
hypoventilation syndrome. An older term, PicJ.7vickiall SlJlldrome, has been used to de
scribe obese individuals with a combination of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome and
waking hypoventilation as well as sleep-related hypo\'entilation.

Obstmctive sleep apllea syndrome is the most common form of Breathing-Related
Sleep Disorder. It is characterized by repeated episodes of upper-airway obstruction
(apneas and hypopneas) during sleep_ The central drive for respiration and respira
tory movements in the chest and abdomen are prescn'ed. It usually occurs in over
weight individuals and leads to a complaint of excessive sleepiness. Obstructive sleep
apnea syndrome is characterized by loud snores or brief gasps that alternate with
episodes of silence that usually last 20-30 seconds. Snoring is caused h)' breathing
through a partiaUy obstructed ainvay. Silent periods are caused by obstructive ap
neas, with the cessation in breathing caused by complete airway obstruction. Typical
ly the loud snoring has been present for many years, often since childhood, but an
increase in its severity may lead the indi\'idual to seek evaluation. The snoring is com
monly loud enough to disturb the sleep of others in dose proximity. The cessation of
breathing, sometimes lasting as long as 60-90 seconds and associated with cyanosis,
may also be of concern to bedparmers. The termination of the apneic event can be as
sociated with loud "resuscitative" snores, gasps, moans or mumbling, or whole-body
movements. The bedparmer may have to move to a separate bed or another room as
a result of the affected individual's snoring, gasps, and movements. r.,'lost affected in
dividuals are unaware of the loud snoring, breathing difficulty, and frequent arous
als. However, some persons, particularly elderly persons, are intensely aware of the
sleep disturbance and present with a complaint of frequent awakenings and unce
freshing sleep_ Some individuals without frank ainvay obstruction may demonstrate
arousals associated with increased airway resistance (sometimes referred to as IIpper
ainvay resislt1llce sylldrome or respiratory evmt-related aror/sals). These individuals have
many clinical characteristics in common with individuals with obstructive sleep ap
nea syndrome.

emtral sleep ap"ea sylldrome is characterized by episodic cessation of ventilation
during sleep (apneas and hypopneas) without airway obstruction. Thus. in contrast
to obstructive apnea events, central apneas are not associated with continued chest
wall and abdominal breathing movements and occur more commonly in elderly per
sons as a result of cardiac or neurological conditions that affect ventilatory regulation.
Individuals most often present with complaints of insomnia due to repeated awaken
ings, which they mayor may not associate with breathing difficulties. Individuals
with central sleep apnea may have mild snoring, but it is not a prominent complaint.

The celltral alveolar hypovelltifatioll syndrome is characterized by an impairment in
ventilatory control that results in abnonnally low arterial oxygen levels further wors
ened by sleep (hypoventilation withollt apneas or hypopneas). The lungs in individ
uals with this disorder have normal mechanical properties. This form most
commonly occurs in very overweight individuals and can be associated \\'ith a com
plaint of either excessive sleepiness or insomnia.
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Associated Features and Disorders

617

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. The individual with Breath
ing-Related Sleep Disorder may complain of nocturnal chest discomfort, choking.
suffocation, or intense anxiety in association with apneic events or hypoventilation.
Body movements associated with breathing difficulties can be violent, and individu
als with Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder are often described as restless sleepers.In
dividuals with this disorder typically feel unrefreshed on awakening and may
describe feeling more tired in the morning than when they went to sleep. They may
also describe sleep drunkenness (i.e., extreme difficulty awakening, confusion, and
inappropriate behavior). Se,·ere dryness of the mouth is common and often leads the
person to drink water during the night or on awakening in the morning. Nocturia oc
curs more often with the progression of symptoms. Dull, generalized morning head
aches can last for 1-2 hours after awakening.

The sleepiness can lead to memory disturbance, poor concentration, irritabiljty,
and personality changes. Mood Disorders (particularly Major Depressive Disorder
and Dysthymic Disorder), Anxiety Disorders (particularly Panic Disorder), and de
mentia are commonly associated with Breathing.Related Sleep Disorder. Individuals
can also have reduced libido and erectile ability. Rarely, erectile dysfunction is the
presenting complaint of the obstructive sleep apnea syndrome. Children with Breath
ing-Related Sleep Disorder may have failure to thrive, developmental delay,learning
difficulties, poor attention, and hyperactive behavior. Excessive daytime sleepiness
can result in injuries (e.g., falling asleep while driving a vehicle) and can also cause
severe social and occupational impairment resulting in job loss, marital and family
problems, and decreased school performance.

Associated laboratory findings. Each of the major Breathing-Related Sleep Disor
der syndromes produces specific abnormalities. In the obstructive sleep apnea syn
drome, nocturnal polysomnography shows apneic episodes longer than 10 seconds
in duration (usually 20-40 seconds), with rare episodes lasting up to several minutes.
Hypopneas are characterized by a reduction of airflow. Both types of events are asso
ciated with a reduction in ox"}'hemoglobin saturation. Generally, more than 10-15 ap
neas or hypopnias per hour of sleep in the presence of symptoms is considered to be
clinically significant. The central sleep apnea syndrome may include Cheyne-Stokes
respiration (i.e., a pattern of periodic breathing consisting of an apnea, a 10- 10 60
second episode of hyperventilation following the apnea, and a gradual decrease in
ventilation culminating in another apnea). In the central ah'eolar hypoventilation
syndrome, periods of decreased respiration lasting up to several minutes occur, with
sustained arterial oxygen desaturation and increased carbon dioxide levels. Other
features of nocturnal polysomnography in individuals with Breathing-Related Sleep
Disorder include short sleep duration, frequent awakenings, increased amounts of
stage 1 sleep, and decreased amounts of slow·wave sleep and rapid eye movement
(RE.M) sleep. The arousals that occur at the termination of the apneic and hypoventi
lation events may be quite brief (several seconds).

Apneas, hypopneas, and hypoventilation may produce other disturbances: oxyhe
moglobin desaturation, ECG abnonnalHies, elevated pulmonary and systemic arteri~

al pressure, and transient arousals as the individual tenninates an episode of
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breathing disturbance. Cardiac arrhythmias commonly occur during sleep in individ
uals with Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder and may include sinus arrhythmias, pre
mature ventricular contractions, atrioventricular block, or sinus arrest. Bradycardia
followed by tachycardia is common})' seen in association wilh apneic episodes. Fre
quent nochlrnal awakenings and oxyhemoglobin desahlration can result in excessive
sleepiness that may be detected by the l\'lultiple Sleep Latency Test (MSLT) or other
tests of daytime sleepiness. Mean sleep latency on the MSLT is often less than 10 min
utes and can be less than 5 minutes (normal is 10-20 minutes).

Arterial blood gas measurements while the person is awake are usually normal,
but some individuals wilh severe obstructive sleep apnea syndrome or central alve
olar hypoventilation syndrome can have waking hypoxemia or hypercarbia. Cepha
lometric X rays, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CD,
and fiber-optic endoscopy can show obstruction of the upper airway. Cardiac testing
may show evidence of impaired right ventricular function. Individuals may also have
elevated hemoglobin or hematocrit values due to repeated nocturnal hypoxemia.
Polysomnographic findings in children differ from those in adulls in that most chil
dren demonstrate labored breathing, partial obstructive hypoventilation with cycli
cal desaturations, hypercapnia, paradoxical movements, and snoring.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. The
majority of individuals with the obstructive sleep apnea syndrome and the central
alveolar hypoventilation syndrome are overweight and notice an increase in the se
verity of symptoms with increasing body weight. Upper-airway narrowing can occur
due to excessive bulk of soft tissues. In particular, individuals with larger neck sizes
(e.g., neck circumference greater than 17 inches in men and greater than 16 inches in
women) are at higher risk for obstructive sleep apnea. Obstructive sleep apnea S}'J1
drome occurring in individuals of normal or below-normal body weight suggests
upper·airway obstruction due to definable, localized structural abnormality, such as
a maxillomandibular malformation or adenotonsillar enlargement. Nasal ain\'ay
obstruction may also be present. Individuals may have noisy breathing even while
awake. Gastroesophageal reflux with severe "heartburn" pain may occur in the ob
structive sleep apnea syndrome in association with the effort to reestablish breathing
during sleep. Individuals with central sleep apnea s}'J1drome less frequently are over
weight or have demonstrable upper-airway obstructions.

Systemic hypertension with elevated diastolic pressure is commonly associated
with Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. Some individuals, particularly those with
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or ah'eolar hypoventilation, have continuous
ly low oxygen saturation values during sleep and are predisposed to developing pul
monary hypertension and associated right-sided cardiac failure (cor pulmonale),
hepatic congestion, and ankle edema.

Individuals with Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder may have an underlying ab
normality in the neurological control of the upper-aim'ay musculature or ventilation
during sleep. Disorders affecting neurological control of ventilation usually manifest
as the central sleep apnea syndrome. Some individuals with neurological conditions
have a specific lesion affecting the control of phar}'J1geal muscles, which may lead to
the obstructive sleep apnea s)'J1drome.

Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder can be associated with systemic general medical
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or neurological conditions. For instance. obstructive sleep apnea may result from
tongue enlargement due to acromegaly, lingual th}'roid tissue or cysts, or vocal cord
paralysis as seen in Shy-Drager syndrome. Impaired cardiac function due to reduced
cardiac output can result in centTal sleep apnea, as can neurological conditions that
affect the brain stem control of respiration, such as syringobulbia or brain stem
tumors.

Specific Age and Gender Features

In young children, the signs and symptoms of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder (al
mostexc!usively the obstructive sleep apnea syndrome) are more subtle than those in
adults and the diagnosis is more difficult to establish. In children, polysomnography
is useful in confinning the diagnosis. Snoring, which is characteristic of adult obstruc
tive sleep apnea syndrome, might not be present. Agitated arousals and unusual
sleep pOSh.lres, such as sleeping on the hands clnd knees, commonly occur. 'och.lrnal
enuresis is also common and should raise the suspicion of obstructive sleep apnea
syndrome if it recurs in a child who was previously dry at night. Children may also
manifest excessive daytime sleepiness, although this is not as common or pro
nounced as in adults. Daytime mouth breathing, difficulty in swallOWing.. and poor
speech articulation arc also common features in children. In children younger than 5
years, nighttime symptoms such as observed apneas or labored breathing are more
often the presenting symptoms. In children over the age of 5, daytime symptoms such
as sleepiness and behavioral problems, attention and learning difficulties, and morn
ing headaches are more often the focus of concern. On physical examination, pech.ls
excavalum and rib flaring can be seen. If associated with adenotonsillar enlargement
(the most common cause of obstructive sleep apnea in children), typical "adenoid fa
cies" can be seen with a dull expression, periorbital edema, and mouth breathing.

TIle obstructive sleep apnea syndrome is most common in middle-aged, over
weight males and prepubertal children with enlarged tonsils. Aging leads to an in
crease in the frequency of both obstructi"e and central apnea events, even among
asymptomatic healthy individuals. Because some degree of apnea may be nonnative
with aging, polysomnographic results must be interpreted within this context. On the
other hand, Significant clinical symptoms of insomnia and hypersomnia should be in
vestigated regardless of the individual's age, Clnd a diagnosis of Breathing-Related
Sleep Disorder should be made if a breathing diSh.lrbance best explains the symp
toms.

In adults, the male-to-female ratio of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome ranges
from 2:1 to -l:l. There is no sex difference among prepubertal children. In adults, cen
tral apneic events appear to be more prevalent in males than in females, although this
difference is less apparent after menopause.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder associated with obstructive sleep
apnea is estimated to be approximately 1%-10% in the adult population but may be
higher in elderly individuals. The prevalence of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder
also varies considerably as CI function of the threshold for the frequency of apnea
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events. The prevalence of central sleep apnea syndrome is not precisely known but is
estimated to be 10% of the rate of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome.

Course

The obstructive sleep apnea syndrome can occur at any age, but most individuals
present for evaluation when they are between ages -10 and 60 years (with females
more likely to develop obstructive sleep apnea after menopause). Central sleep apnea
is more commonly seen in elderly individuals with central nervous system or cardiac
disease. The central alveolar hypoventiJation syndrome and central sleep apnea syn
drome can develop al any age.

Breathing·Relaled Sleep Disorder usually has an insidious onset, gradual progres
sion, and chronic course. Most often, the disorder wiJI have been present for years by
the time it is diagnosed. Spontaneous resolution of the obstructive sleep apnea syn
drome has been reported with weight loss, but usually the course is progressive and
can ultimately lead to premature death due to cardiovascular disease or arrhythmia.
The central sleep apnea syndrome also has a chronic unremitting course, although
management of underlying medical conditions may improve the breathing distur
bance. Adults with the central alveolar hypoventilation syndrome have a slowly pro
gressive course.

Familial Pattern

A familial tendency for obstructive sleep apnea syndrome has been described.

Differential Diagnosis

Breathing-Relating Sleep Disorder must be differentiated from other causes of sleep
iness, such as I arcoleps)', Primary Hypersomnia, and Circadian Rhythm Sleep Dis
order. Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder can be differentiated from Narcolepsy by
the absence of cataplexy, sleep·related hallucinations, and sleep paralysis and by the
presence of loud snoring, gasping during sleep, or observed apneas or shallow
breathing in sleep. Daytime sleep episodes in Narcolepsy are characteristically short
er, more refreshing, and more often associated with dreaming. Breathing-Related
Sleep Disorder shows characteristic apneas or hypoventilation during nocturnal
polysomnographic studies, and Narcolepsy results in multiple sleep-onset REM pe
riods during the MSLT. Some individuals have concurrent Narcolepsy and Breath
ing-Related Sleep Disorder. Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder may be distinguished
from Primary Hypersomnia and Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder based on the
presence of clinical or laboratory findings of obstructive sleep apnea, central sleep ap
nea, or central alveolar hypoventilation syndromes. Definitive differential diagnosis
between Primary Hypersomnia and Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder may require
polysomnographic studies.

Hypersomnia related to a Major Depressive Episode can be distinguished from
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder by the presence or absence of other characteristic
symptoms (e.g., depressed mood and loss of interest in a Major Depressive Episode
and snoring and gasping dUring sleep in Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder).
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Individuals with Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder must also be differentiated
from otherwise asymptomatic adults who snore. This differentiation can be made
based on the presenting complaint of insomnia or hypersomnia, the greater intensity
of snoring, and the presence of the characteristic history, signs, and symptoms of
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. For individuals complaining of insonmia, Primary
Insomnia can be differentiated from Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder by the absence
of complaints (or reports from bedpartners) of difficulty breathing during sleep and
the absence of the history, signs, and symptoms characteristic of Breathing-Related
Sleep Disorder.

Toctumal Panic Attacks may include symptoms of gasping or choking during
sleep that may be difficult to distinguish clinically from Breathing-Related Sleep Dis
order. However, the lower frequency of episodes, intense autonomic arousal, and the
lack of excessive sleepiness differentiates nocturnal Panic Attacks from Breathing
Related Sleep Disorder. Polysomnography in individuals with nocturnal Panic
Attacks does not reveal the typical pattern of apneas, hypoventilation, or oxygen
desaturation characteristic of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder.

Attention-OefidtlHyperactivity Disorder in children may include symptoms of
inattention, academic impairment, and hyperactivity, all of which may also be symp
toms of childhood sleep apnea. The presence of other symptoms and signs of child
hood sleep apnea (e.g., labored breathing or snoring during sleep and adenotonsillar
hypertrophy) would suggest the presence of a Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder.

The diagnosis of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder is appropriate in the presence of
a general medical condition that causes insomnia or hypersomnia through the mech
anism of impaired ventilation during sleep. For example, an individual with tonsillar
hypertrophy who has sleep difficulty related to snoring and obstructive sleep apneas
should receive a diagnosis of Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder on Axis I and tonsillar
h}'pertrophy on Axis ill. In contrast, Sleep Disorder Due to a General l\'fedical Condi
tion is appropriate if a general medical or neurological condition causes Sleep-related.
symptoms through a mechanism other than breathing disturbance. For instance, indi
viduals with arthritis or renal impainnent may complain of insomnia or hypersomnia,
but this does not result from breathing impainnent during sleep.

The use of, or withdrawal from, substances (including medications) can produce
insomnia or hypersomnia similar to lhat in Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. A care
ful history is usually sufficient to identify the relevant substance, ,md [ollow-up
shows improvement of the sleep disturbance after discontinuation of the substance.
In other cases, the use of a substance (e.g., alcohol, barbiturates, benzodiazepines, or
tobacco) has been shown to be associated with Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. An

individual with symptoms and signs consistent with Breathing-Related Sleep Disor
der should receive that diagnosis, even in the presence of concurrent substance use
that is exacerbating the condition.

Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder is identified as three more specific syndromes in
the International Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD): Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Syndrome, Central Sleep Apnea Syndrome, and Central Alveolar Hypoventilation
Syndrome.
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A Sleep disruption, leading to excessive sleepiness or insomnia, that is judged to be due
to a sleep-related breathing condition (e.g., obstructive or central sleep apnea syn
drome or central alveolar hypoventilation syndrome),

B. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder and is not
due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medi
cation) or another general medical condition (other than a breathing-related dis
order).

Coding note: Also code sleep-related breathing disorder on Axis III.

307.45 Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder
(formerly Sleep-Wake Schedule Disorder)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder is a persistent or recurrent
pattern of sleep disruption that results from altered function of the circadian timing
system or from a mismatch between the individual's endogenous circadian sleep
wake system and exogenous demands regarding the timing and duration of sleep
(Criterion A). In contrast to other primary Sleep Disorders, Circadian Rhythm Sleep
Disorder does not result from dysfunction of the mechanisms generating sleep and
wakefulness per se. As a result of the circadian mismatch, individuals with this dis
order may complain of insomnia ,1t certain times during the 24-hour day and exces
sive sleepiness at other times, with resulting impairment in social, occupational, or
other important areas of functioning or marked subjecth'c distress (Criterion B). The
sleep problems are not better accounted for by other Sleep Disorders or other mental
disorders (Criterion C) and are not due to the direct physiological effects of a sub
stance or a general medical condition (Criterion D).

The diagnosis of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder should be reserved for those
presentations in which the individual has significant social or occupational impair
ment or marked distress related to the sleep disturbance. Individuals vary widely in
their ability to adapt to circadian changes and requirements. Many, if not most, indi
viduals with circadian-related symptoms of sleep disturbance do not seck treatment
and do not have symptoms of sufficient severity to warrant a diagnosis. Those who
present for evaluation because of this disorder are most often troubled by the se\'erity
or persistence of their symptoms. For example, it is not unusual for shift workers to
present for evaluation after falling asleep while on the job or while driving.

The diagnosis of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder rests primarily on the clinical
history. induding the pattern of work. sleep. naps, and "free time." The history
should also examine past attempts at coping with symptoms, such as attempts at ad-
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\rancing the sleep-wake schedule in Delayed Sleep Phase Type. Prospective sleep
wake diaries or sleep charts are often a useful adjunct to diagnosis.

Subtypes

Delayed Sleep Phase Type. This type of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder
is characterized by a delay of circadian rhythms, including the sleep-wake cy
de, relative to the demands of society. Measurement of endogenous circadian
rhythms (e.g., core body temperature, plasma melatonin levels) during the in
dividual's usual (i.e., delayed) sleep-wake schedule reflects this delay. Indi
viduals with this subtype are hypothesized to have an abnormally diminished
ability to phase-advance sleep-wake hours (i.e., to move sleep and wakehll
ness to earlier clock times) or an aHeration in the usual alignment of sleep with
other circadian rhythms. As a result, these individuals are "locked in" to ha
bitually late sleep hours and ha\'e great difficulty shifting these sleep hours
forward to an earlier time. The circadian phase of sleep is stable: indi\'iduals
will fall asleep and awaken at consistent, albeit delayed, times when left to
their own schedule (e.g., on weekends or vacations). Affected individuals
complain of difficu It)' falling asleep at socially acceptable hours, but once sleep
is initiated, it is normal. There is concomitant difficulty awakening at socially
acceptable hours (e.g., multiple alarm clocks are often unable to arouse the in
dividual). Many individuals with this disorder will be chronically sleep de
prived as a result of the need to awaken for social and occupational obligations
in the morning. Sleepiness during the desired. wake period may result.
Jet Lag Type. In this type of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder, the endoge
nous circadian sleep-wake cycle is normal and the disturbance arises from
conflict between thc pattern of sleep and wakefulness generated by the circa
dian system and the pattern of sleep and wakefulness required by a new time
zone. Individuals with this type complain of a mismatch between desired and
required hours of sleep and wakefulness. The severity of symptoms is propor
tional to the number of time zones traveled, with maximal difficulties often
noted after traveling through eight or more time zones in less than 2-1 hours.
Eastward travel (advancing sleep-wake hours) is typically more difficult for
most individuals to tolerate than westward travel (delaying sleep-wake
hours).
Shift Work Type. In this type of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder, the en
dogenous circadian sleep-wake cycle is normal and the disturbance arises
from conflict between the pattern of sleep and wakefulness generated by the
circadian system and the desired pattern of sleep and wakefulness required by
shift work. Night-shift schedules (with shifting back to a day schedule on days
off) and rotating-shift schedules arc the most disruptive because they force
sleep and wakefulness into aberrant circadian positions and prevent any con
sistent adjustment. \oVorkers on these shifts typically have a shorter sleep du
ralion and more frequent disturbances in sleep continuity than morning and
afternoon workers. Com·ersely. these individuals may feel sleepy or fall asleep
during the desired wake period, that is, in the middle of the night work shift.
Work schedules that invol\re slowly rotating shifts or rotations to progressively
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earlier shifts (Le., nights-aftemoons-days) are also associated with higher de
grees of sleep disturbance and other complaints than other types of rotating
shift schedules. The drcadian mismatch of the Shift Work Type is further ex
acerbated by insufficient sleep time, social and family demands, alcohol use,
and environmental disturbances (e.g.; telephone, traffic noise) dUring intend
ed sleep times.
Unspecified Type. This type of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder should be
indicated if another pattern of circadian sleep disturbance (e.g., advanced
sleep phase, non-24-hour sleep-wake pattern, or irregular sleep-wake pattern)
is present. An "advanced sleep phase pattern" is the analog of Delayed Sleep
Phase Type, but in the opposite direction: individuals complain of an inability
to stay awake in the evening and spontaneous awakening in the early morning
hours. " 'on·24-hour sleep-wake pattern" denotes a free-running cycle: the
sleep-wake schedule follows the endogenous circadian rhythm period of
slightly over 24 hours despite the presence of 24-hour time cues in the environ
ment. In contrast to the stable sleep-wake pattern of the Delayed or advanced
sleep phase types, these individuals' sleep-wake schedules become progres
sively delayed relative to the 2-l-hourc1ock, resulting in a changing sleep~wake

pattern and changing sleep-wake complaints over successive days (e.g., several
days of sleep.-onset insomnia followed by days of daytime sleepiness followed
b)' days of difficulty staying awake in the evening). "Irregular sleep-wake pat~

tern" indicates the absence of an identifiable pattern of sleep and wakefulness.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. In Delayed Sleep Phase
Type, indi\'iduals frequently go to bed later and wake up later on weekends or during
vacations, with a reduction in sleep-onset difficulties and difficulty awakening. The}'
will typically give many examples of school, work, and sodal difficulties arising from
their difficulty awakening at socially desired times. If awakened earlier than the time
dictated by the circadian timekeeping system, the individual may demonstrate "sleep
drunkenness" (i.e., extreme difficulty awakening, confusion, and inappropriate be
havior). Performance often also follows a delayed phase, with peak efficiency occur~

ring in late-evening hours.
Jet Lag Type may be more common in individuals who are "morning larks." It is

often accompanied by other symptoms such as impaired concentration and memory,
impaired coordination, weakness, lighlheadedness, headache, fatigue, malaise, de
creased appetite, and indigestion. These symptoms may relate not only to circadian
mismatch but also to other travel conditions such as sleep deprivation, alcohol and
caffeine use, and decreased ambient air pressure in airplanes. Performance is often
impaired, following the pattern that would be predicted by the underlying endoge
nous circadian rhythms. Shift Work Type may also be more common in individuals
who are "morning types." Concentration and attention, performance, and alertness
are often impaired during desired waking hours. following the pattern that would be
predicted by the underlying endogenous circadian rhythms. Reduced quality of life
and dysfunction in occupational, family, and social roles are often observed in shift
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workers, particularly those who have sleep difficulties. Shift work is a risk factor for
sleepiness-related work and motor vehicle accidents.

The non-24-hour sleep-wake pattern has been described primarily in blind indi
viduals, particularly those with no light perception (e.g., from retrolental fibroplasia
or surgical enucleation) as opposed to those with some degree of conscious light
perception. Napping and regularly recurring insonmia occur when the individual's
endogenous circadian rhythms (which are sUghtly longer than 24 hours) are out of
phase with the light-dark cycle and socially appropriate sleep-wake hours.

Individuals with any Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder may use increased
amounts of alcohol, sedative-hypnotic, or stimulants in an attempt to control their in
appropriately phased sleep-wake tendencies. The use of these substances may in tum
exacerbate the Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder. Delayed Sleep Phase Type has been
associated with schizoid, schizol)'pal, and avoidant personality feahues, particularly
in adolescents, as well as with depressive symptoms and Depressive Disorders.
"Non-24-hour sleep-wake pattern" and "irregular sleep-wake pattern" have also
been associated with these same feahues. Jet Lag and Shift Work Types may precip
itate or exacerbate a Manic or Major Depressive Episode or an episode of a Psychotic
Disorder. Shift work is also associated with depressive symptoms.

Associated laboratory findings, Sleep studies yield different results depending on
what time they are performed. For individuals with Delayed Sleep Phase Type, stud
ies conducted at the preferred sleep times will be essentially normal for age. How
e"er, when studied at socially nonnal sleep times, these individuals have prolonged
sleep latency, reduced sleep efficiency (due mainly to sleep-onset difficulties), short
sleep duration, and, in some individuals, moderately short REM sleep latency. Labo
ratory proced ures designed to measure the phase of the endogenous circadian pace
maker (e.g., core body temperature, plasma melatonin levels) reveal the expected
phase delay in the timing of acrophase (peak time) and nadir when individuals are
studied during their usual sleep-wake times. In addition, awakening time may be de
layed relative to other circadian rhythms.

When studjed during their habitual workweek sleep hours, individuals with Shift
Work Type usually have normal or short sleep latency, reduced sleep duration, and
more frequent sleep continuity disturbances compared with age-matched individu
als with "normal" nocturnal sleep patterns. There may be a specific reduction in stage
2, stages 3 and 4, and REM sleep in many cases. Polysomnographic patterns in shift
workers have been shown to remain stable over intervals of 2 years, suggesting nei
ther adaptation nor worsening. Measures of physiological sleepiness, such as the
r-.·Iultiple Sleep Latency Test (MSLT), show a high degree of sleepiness during desired
wake times (e.g., during the night shift). After a period of adjustment to a normal di
urnal schedule, these individuals have normal nocturnal sleep and nom1al levels of
daytime sleepiness. ""hen studied on their usual shift-work schedules in their usual
environment, shift workers demonstrate changes in the overt timing of their circadi
an rhythms relative to nonnaJ diurnal patterns. However, these changes seldom if
ever result in a complete nocturnal orientation. Interventions such as bright light can
shift endogenous circadian rhythms into phase with the night shift, but this does not
necessarily improve subjective complaints or performance. ight shift work may be
associated with increases in triglyceride or cholesterol levels.
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Laboratory studies of simulated jet lag demonstrate prolonged sleep latency, im
paired sleep efficiency, reductions in REM sleep, and minor reductions in slow-wave
sleep. These features recover towilrd baseline values over 1-2 weeks and are more se
vcre with simulated eastward travel (i.e., advanced sleep hours) than with simulated
westward travel (Le., delayed sleep hours). Other laboratory measures, including cir
cadian rhythms of melatonin, core body temperature, alertness, and perfomlance,
also take several days or weeks to adjust foUowing simulated jet lag. Non·2.J.-hour
sleep-wake pattern in blind individuals is often characterized by "free-nmning" cir
cadian rhythms of core body lemperalme, melatonin secretion, and sleep propensity.
In other words, these rhythms have a period of slightly longer than 24 hours, similar
to those of sighted individuals deprivcd of all time cues in experimental settings. In
dividuals with "advanced sleep phase pattern," as expected, show earlier timing of
endogenous circadian rhythms, as well as a shortening of thc endogenous circadian
rhythm period.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. No
specific physical findings are described for Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder. Shift
workers may appear haggard or sleepy and may have an excess of gastrointestinal
disturbances, induding gastritis and peptic ulcer disease. The roles of caffeine and aJ
cohol consumption and altered eating pauems have not been fully evaluated in these
cases. Shift work has been associated ,,'ith risk factors for cardiovascular disease,
such as hypertension, "nondipping" 24-hour blood pressure patterns, increased
atherogenic lipids, and abnormal electrocardiographic measures (prolonged QTc in
tef\'al). It may also be associated with a slightly increased risk for actual cardiovascu
lar disease, although not all studies have found this. Non-24-hour sleep-wake pattern
oftcn occurs in blind individuals, particularly those with no light perception. Circa
dian Rhythm Sleep Disorder may exacerbate preexisting general medical conditions.

Specific Age Features

The onset of Delayed Sleep Phase Type most often occurs bch\'een lale childhood and
early adulthood. Shift work and jet lag symptoms are oflen reported to be more se
vere, or more easily induced in laboratory settings, in lale-middle-aged and elderly
individuals compared with young adults. Older adults also have more severe poly
somnographic sleep disturbances following simulated jet lag in the laboratory. but
their circadian rhythms appear to adjust at the same rate as younger adults. "Ad
vanced sleep phase pattern" also increases with age. These findings may result from
age-related deterioration in nocturnal sleep and shortening of the endogenous circa
dian period.

Prevalence

The prc\'alence for any of the types of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder has not been
well established. Prevalence figures for the Dcla)'ed Sleep Phase Type from popula
tion sUf\'eys have varied widely, ranging from 0.1% to 4% in adults and up to ?'Yo in
adolescents. Up to 60% of night shift workers may have Shift Work Type.
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Delayed Sleep Phase Type typically begins during adolescence and may follow a psy
chosoOalstressor. Without intervention, Delayed Sleep Phase Type typically lasts for
years or decades but may "correct" itself given the tendency for endogenous circadi
an rhythm phase to advance with age. Treatment can often normaljze sleep hours at
least temporarily, but there is a persistent vulnerability for delayed sleep hours and
other symptoms.

Shift Work Type typically persists for as long as the individual works that par
ticular schedule. Reversal of symptoms generally occurs within 2 weeks of a return to
a normal diurnal sleep-wake schedule.

Experimental and field data concerning jet lag indicate that it takes approximately
1day per time zone traveled for the circadian system to resyndU"onize itself to the new
local time. Different circadian rhythms (such as core body temperature, hormonal
level, alertness, and sleep patterns) may readjust at different rates.

Familial Pattern

A family history may be present in up to 40% of individuals with Delayed Sleep
Phase Type. A familial form of Advanced Sleep Phase Type, segregating as an auto
somal dominant trait with high penetrance, has been identified.

Differential Diagnosis

Circadjan Rhythm Sleep Disorder must be distinguished from normal patterns of
sleep and normal adjustments following a change in schedule. The key to such dis
tinctions lies in the persistence of the disturbance and the presence and degree of so
cial or occupational impairment. For instance, many adolescents and yOlmg adults
maintain delayed sleep-wake schedules, but without distress or interference with
school or work routines. Likewise, many individuals characterize themselves as ei
ther "night owls" or 1/morning larks," because of their preference for either late or ear
ly sleep schedules. These tendencies in themselves do not warrant a diagnosis of
Delayed Sleep Phase Type or "advanced sleep phase pattern." A diagnosis would be
made only in individuals who persistently experience clinically Significant distress
or impairment and who have difficulty changing their sleep-wake pattern. Similarly,
almost anyone who travels across time zones wi.ll experience transient sleep dismp
lion. TIle diagnosis of the Jet Lag Type should be reserved for indi\'iduals with asso
ciated severe sleep disturbances and work disruption.

Delayed Sleep Phase Type must be differentiated from volitional patterns of de
layed sleep hours. Some individuals who voltmtarily delay sleep onset to participate
in social or work activities may complain of difficult)' awakening. \<\'hen permitted to
do so, these individuals fall asleep readily at earlier times and, after a period of recov
ery sleep, have no significant difficulty awakening in the morning. In such cases, the
primary problem is sleep deprivation rather than a Circadian Rhytlml Sleep Disor
der. Other indjviduals (particularly children and adolescents) may volitionaUy shift
sleep hours to avoid school or family demands. The pattern of difficulty awakening
vanishes when desired activities are scheduled in the morning hours. Tn a similar
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way, younger children invoked in Limil·setting battles with parents may present as
having Delayed Sleep Phase Type.

Jet Lag and Shift Work Types must be distinguished mainly from other primary
Sleep Disorders, such as Primary Insomnia and Primary Hypersomnia. The history
of jet lag or shift work, with lmdistmbed sleep on other schedules, usually provides
sufficient evidence 10 exclude these other disorders. In some cases, other primary
Sleep Disorders, such as Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder or periodic limb move
ments disorder, rna}' complicate Shift Work or Jet lag Types. This possibility should
be suspected when reversion to a normal diurnal schedule does not pro\'ide relief
from sleep-related symptoms. Other types of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder, such
as "non-2..J-hour sleep-wake paltern" and "irregular sleep-wake pattern," are distin
guished from the Delayed Sleep Phase Type by the stable pallern of delayed sleep
wake hours characteristic of the latter.

Patterns of delayed or advanced sleep that occur exclusively during another
mental disorder arc not diagnosed separately. For instance, an i.ndividual with Major
Depressive Disorder may have delayed sleep hours similar to those in Delayed Sleep
Phase Type, but if this sleep pattern occurs only during the Major Depressive Epi
sode, an additional diagnosis of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder would not be war
ranted. Likewise, an individual experiencing an acute exacerbation of Schizophrenia
may have a very irregular sleep-wake pattern, but if this sleep pattern is only associ
ated with the exacerbation, no additional diagnosis of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Dis
order would be made.

Substances (including medications) can cause delayed sleep onset or awakening
in the morning. For instance, consumption of caffeine or nicotine in the evening may
delay sleep onset, and the use of hypnotic medications in the middle of the night
may delay the time of awakening. A diagnosis of Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder
may be considered if the sleep disturbance is judged to be a direct physiological con
sequence of regular substance use and warrants independent clinical attention (see
p. 655). General medical conditions rarely cause fixed delays or advances of the sleep
Wilke schedule and typically pose no difficulty in differential diagnosis.

Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

The International Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD) includes categories for De
layed Sleep Phase Syndrome, Shift Work Sleep Disorder and Time Zone Change (Jet
lag) Syndrome, and specific categories for three other Circadian Rhythm Sleep Dis
orders (lrregularSleep-Wake Pattern, Advanced Sleep Phase Syndrome, and 100·24
Hour Sleep-Wake Syndrome).
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A. A persistent or recurrent pattern of sleep disruption leading to excessive sleepiness
or insomnia that is due to a mismatch between the sleep-wake schedule required by
a person's environment and his or her circadian sleep-wake pattern.

B. The sleep disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, oc
cupational, or other important areas of functioning.

C. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of another Sleep Disor
der or other mental disorder.

D. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

Specify type:

Delayed Sleep Phase Type: a persistent pattern of late sleep onset and late
awakening times, with an inability to fall asleep and awaken at a desired earlier
time
Jet Lag Type: sleepiness and alertness that occur at an inappropriate time of day
relative to local time, occurring after repeated travel across more than one time
zone
Shift Work Type: insomnia during the major sleep period or excessive sleepiness
during the major awake period associated with night shift work or frequently
changing shift work
Unspecified Type

307.47 Dyssomnia Not Otherwise Specified

The Dyssonmia Not Otherwise Specified category is for insonmias, hypersonmias, or
circadian rhythm disturbances that do not meet criteria for any specific Dyssomnia.
Examples include

l. Complaints of clinically significant insomnia or hypersomnia that are attribut
able to environmental factors (e.g., noise, light, frequent interruptions).

2. Excessive sleepiness that is attributable to ongoing sleep deprivation.
3. "Restless legs syndrome": nus syndrome is characterized by a desire to move

the legs or arms, associated with wlComfortable sensations typically described
as creeping, crawling, tingling, burning, or itdl.i.ng. Frequent movements of the
limbs occur in an effort to relieve the uncomfortable sensations. Symptoms are
worse when the individual is at rest and in the evening or night, and they are re
lieved temporarily by movement. The uncomfortable sensations and limb move
ments can delay sleep onset, awaken the individual from sleep, and lead to
daytime sleepiness or fatigue. Sleep studies demonstrate involuntary periodic
limb movements during sleep in a majority of individuals with restless legs syn
drome. A minority of individuals have evidence of anemia or reduced serum
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iron stores. Peripheral nerve electrophysiological studies and gross brain mol"·
phology are usually normaL Restless legs syndrome can occur in an idiopathic
form, or it can be associated with general medical or neurological conditions, in
cluding normal pregnancy, renal failure, rheumatoid arthritis. peripheral vascu
lardisease. or peripheral nerve dysfunction. Phenomenologically.lhe two forms
are indistinguishable. The onset of restless legs syndrome is typically in the sec~

and or third decade, although up 10 20% of individuals with this s)'ndrome may
have symptoms before age 10. The prevalence of restless legs syndrome is be-
tween 2"/0 and 10% in the general population and as high as 30% in general med
ical populations. Prevalence increases with age and is equal in males and
females. Course is marked by stability or worsening of symptoms with age.
There is a positive family history in 500/0-90% of individuals. The major differen
tial diagnoses include medication-induced akathisia, peripher.,l neuropathy,
and nocturnal leg cramps. Worsening at night and periodic limb movements are
moreconunon in restless legs syndrome than in medication-induced akc.thisia or
peripheral neuropathy. Unlike restless legs syndrome, nocturnal leg cramps do
not present with Ihe desire to move the limbs nor are there frequent limb move
ments.

4. Periodic limb movements: Periodic limb movements are repeated low-ampli
tude brief limb jerks, particularly in the lower extremities. These movements be
gin near sleep onset and decrease during stage 3 or -l non-rapid e}'e movement
(NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Movements usually occur rhyth
mically every 20-60 seconds and are associated with repealed, brief arousals. In
dividuals are often unaware of the actual movements, but may complain of
insomnia, frequent awakenings, or daytime sleepiness if the number of move
ments is very large. Individuals may have considerable \"ariability in the number
of periodic limb movements from night to night. Periodic limb movements occur
in the majority of individuals with restless legs syndrome, but they may also oc

cur withoullhe other symptoms of restless legs syndrome. Individuals with nor
mal pregnancy or with conditions such as renal failure, congestive heart failure,
and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder may also develop periodic limb movements.
Although typical age at onset and prevalence in the general population are un
known, periodic limb movements increase with age and may occur in more than
one-third of individuals over age 65. Men are more commonly affected thall
WOOlen.

5. Situations in which the clinician has conduded that a Dyssomnia is prescnt but
is unable to detennine whether it is primary, due to a general medical condition,
or substance induced.

Parasomnias
Parasomnias are disorders characterized by abnormal behavioral or physiological
events occurring in association with sleep, specific sleep stages, or sleep-wake transi
tions. Unlike dyssomnias, parasomnias do not involve abnonnalities of the mecha
nisms generating sleep-wake slales, nor of the timing of sleep and wakefulness.
Rather, parasomnias represent the activation of physiological systems al inappropri
ate times during the sleep-wake cycle. In particular, these disorders involve activa
tion of the autonomic nervous system, motor system, or cognitive processes during
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sleep or sleep-wake transitions. Different parasomnias occur at different times during
sleep, and specific parasomnias often occur during specific sleep stages. Individuals
with parasomnias usually present with complaints of unusual beha,'ior during sleep
rather than complaints of insomnia or excessin daytime sleepiness. This section in
cludes Nightmare Disorder. Sleep Terror Disorder, Sleepwalking Disorder, and Para
somoia Not Otherwise Specified.

307.47 Nightmare Disorder
(formerly Dream Anxiety Disorder)

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Nightmare Disorder is the repeated occurrence of frightening
dreams that lead to awakenings from sleep (Criterion A). The individual becomes ful
ly alert on awakening (Criterion B). The frightening dreams or sleep interruptions re
sulting from the awakenings cause the individual significant distress or result in
social or occupational dysfunction (Criterion C). This disorder is not diagnosed if the
nightmares occur exclusively during the course of another mental disorder or are due
to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse or a medication)
or a general medical condjtion (Criterion D).

I ightmares typically occur in a lengthy, elaborate dream sequence that is highly
anxiety provoking or terrifying. Dream content most often focuses on imminent
physical danger to the individual (e.g., pursuit, attack, injury). In other cases, the per
cei\·ed danger may be more subtle, involving personal failure or embarrassment.
Nightmares that occur after traumatic experiences may replicate the original danger
ous or threatening situation, but most nightmares do not recount actual events. On
awakening. individuals with this disorder can describe the dream sequence and con
tent in detail. Individuals may report multiple nightmares within a given night, often
with a recurrent theme. Nightmares arise almost exclusively during rapid eye move
ment (REl\.·t) sleep. Because REM episodes occur periodically throughout nocturnal
sleep (approximately every 90-110 minutes), nightmares may also occur at any tinle
during the sleep episode. However, bec,luse REM sleep periods typically become
longer and d.reaming more intense in the second haU of the night, nightmares are also
more likely to occur later in the night.

'ightmares usually terminate with an awakening that is associated with a rapid
return of full alertness and a lingering sense of fear or anxiety. These factors often lead
to difficulty returning to sleep. Nightmare Disorder causes significant subjective dis
tress more often than it causes demonstrable social or occupational impairment.
However, if nocturnal awakenings are frequent, or if the individual a,'oids sleeping
because of fear of nightmares, the individual may e:.:perience excessive sleepiness,
poor concentration, depression, anxiety, or irritability that can disrupt daytime func·
tioning.
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Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. In individuals with Night
mare Disorder, mild autonomic arousal (e.g., sweating, tachycardia, tachypnea) may
be evident on awakening. Individuals who have had frequent nightmares since child
hood tend to show elevated rates of general psychopathology on symptom measures.
Depressive and anxiety symptoms that do not meet criteria for a specific diagnosis
are common among individuals with Nightmare Disorder. Body movements and vo
calization are not characteristic of Nightmare Disorder because of the loss of skeletal
muscle tone that normally occurs during REM sleep. When talking, screaming, or
striking out do occur, these are most likely to appear as brief phenomena that temu
nate a nightmare. These behaviors are also more likely to occur in the nightmares that
accompany Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, because these nightmares may occur dur
ing non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep.

Associated laboratory findings. Polysomnographic studies demonstrate abrupt
awakenings from REM sleep that correspond to the individual's report of night
mares. These awakenings usually occur during the second half of the night. In most
cases, the REM sleep episode wiU have lasted for more than 10 minutes and may in
clude a greater-than-average number of eye movements. Heart rate and respiratory
rate may increase or show increased variability before the awakening. Nightmares
following traumatic events (e.g., in individuals with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder)
may arise during NREM sleep, particularly stage 2, as well as dUring REM sleep. Oth
er polysomnographic features, including sleep continuity and sleep architecture, are
not characteristically abnonnal in Nightmare Disorder.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

TI,e significance attributed to nightmares may vary with cultural backgrOlmd. For in
stance, some cultures may relate nightmares to spiritual or supernatural phenomena,
whereas others may view nightmares as indicators of mental or physical disturbance.
Because nighhnares frequently occur during childhood, this diagnosis should not be
given unless there is persistent significant distress or impairment that warrants in
dependent clinical attention. Nightmare Disorder is most likely to appear in children
exposed to severe psychosocial stressors. Although specific dream content may re
nect the age of the individual having the nightmares, the essential features of the dis
order are the same across age groups. Females report having nightmares more often
than do men, at a ratio of approximately 2:1 to -1:1. It is not dear to what extent this dif
ference renects a true discrepancy in the number of nightmares as opposed to a vari
ance in reporting.

Prevalence

Between 10010 and 50% of children ages 3-5 years have nightmares of sufficient inten
sity to disturb their parents. In the adult population, as many as 50% of individuals
may report at least an occasional nightmare. In young adults, at least 3% report ha\'
ing nightmares frequently or always. However, the actual prevalence of Nightmare
Disorder is unknown.
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Course
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Nightmares often begin between ages 3 and 6 years. \o\'hen the frequency is high (e.g.,
several per week), the dreams may become a source of concern and distress to both
children and parents. Most children who develop a nightmare problem outgrow it.
In a minority, the dreams may persist at high frequency into adulthood, becoming
virtually a lifelong dishubance. Adults with cmonic nightmares report similar de
grees of subjective sleep disturbance as those who have had nightmares for less than
6 months. A tendency toward amelioration of the disorder in later decades has been
described.

Differential Diagnosis

Nightmare Disorder should be differentiated from Sleep Terror Disorder. Both dis
orders include awakenings or partial awakenings with fearfulness and autonomic ac
tivation, but can be differentiated by several clinical features. Nightmares typically
occur later in the night during REM sleep and produce vivid dream imagery, com
plete awakenings, mild autonomic arousal- and detailed recall of the event. Sleep ter
rors typically arise in the first third of the night during stage 3 or 4 NREM sleep and
produce either no dream recall or single images without the storylike quality that is
typical of nightmares. Sleep terrors lead to partial awakenings in which the individ
ual is confused, disoriented, and only partially responsive and has significant auto
nomic arousal. In contrast to Nightmare Disorder, the individual with Sleep Terror
Disorder has anmesia for the event on awakening in the morning.

Breathing·Related Sleep Disorder can lead to awakenings with autonomic arous
al, but these are not accompanied by recall of frightening dreams. j ightmares are a
frequent complaint of individuals with Narcolepsy, but the presence of excessive
sleepiness and cataplexy differentiates this condition from Nightmare Disorder. Panic
Attacks arising during sleep can also produce abrupt awakenings with autonomic
arousal and fearfulness, but the individual does not report frightening dreams and
can identify these symptoms as consistent with other Panic Attacks. The presence of
complex motor activity during frightening dreams should prompt further evaluation
for other Sleep Disorders, such as "REM sleep behavior disorder" (see Parasomnia
Not Othenyise Specified).

Numerous medications that affect the autonomic nervous system can precipitate
nightmares. Examples include L-dopa and other dopaminergic agonists; beta-adren
ergic antagonists and other antihypertensive medications; amphetamine, cocaine,
and other stimulants; and antidepressant medications. Conversely, withdrawal of
medications that suppress REM sleep, such as antidepressant medications and alco
hol, can lead to a REM sleep "rebound" accompanied by nightmares. If the night
mares are sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention, a diagnosis of
Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder, Parasomnia Type, may be considered (see
p.655). Nightmare Disorder also should not be diagnosed if the disturbing dre,1ms
arise as a direct physiological effect of a general medical condition (e.g., central ner
\'ous system infection, vascular lesions of the brain stem, general medical conditions
causing delirium). If the nightmares are sufficiently severe to warrant independent
clinical attention, Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, Parasomnia
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Type, may be considered (see p. 651). Although nightmares may frequently occur
during a delirium, a separate diagnosis of ightmare Disorder is not given.

Nightmares occur frequently as par! of other mental disorders (e.g., Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder, Schizophrenia, Mood Disorders, other Anxiety Disorders, Adjust
ment Disorders, and Personality Disorders). If the nightmares occur exclusively dw
ing the cowse of another mental disorder, the diagnosis of Nightmare Disorder is not
given.

Many individuals experience an occasional, isolated nightmare. Nightmare Disor
der is not diagnosed unless the frequency and severity of nightmares result in signif
icant distress or impairment.

Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

Nightmare Disorder corresponds to the diagnosis of Nightmares in the International
Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD).

Diagnostic criteria for 307.47 Nightmare Disorder
A. Repeated awakenings from the major sleep period or naps with detailed recall of ex·

tended and extremely frightening dreams, usually involving threats to survival, secu
rity, or self-esteem. The awakenings generally occur during the second half of the
sleep period.

B. On awakening from the frightening dreams, the person rapidly becomes oriented
and alert (in contrast to the confusion and disorientation seen in Sleep Terror Disor
der and some forms of epilepsy).

C. The dream experience, or the sleep disturbance resulting from the awakening, causes
clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important
areas of functioning.

D. The nightmares do not occur exclusively during the course of another mental disor
der (e.g., a delirium. Posttraumatic Stress Disorder) and are not due to the direct
physiological effects of a substance (e.g.• a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general
medical condition.

307.46 Sleep Terror Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Sleep Terror Disorder is the repeated occurrence of sleep ter
rors, that is, abrupt awakenings from sleep usually beginning wilh a panic1q' scream
or cry (Criterion A). Sleep terrors usually begin dwing the first third of the major
sleep episode and last 1-10 minutes. The episodes are accompanied by autonomic
arousal and behavioral manifestations of intense fear (Criterion (3). During an epi
sode, the individual is difficuJt to aw~ken or comfort (Criterion C). If the indh'idual
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awakens after the sleep terror, no dream is recalled, or only fragmentary, single im·
ages arc recalled. On awakening the following morning, the individual has amnesia
for the event (Criterion D). TIle sleep terror episodes must cause clinically significant
distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning
(Criterion E). Sleep Terror Disorder should not be diagnosed if the recurrent events
are due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a med
ication) or a general medical condition (Criterion F). Sleep terrors are also called
"night terrors" or pavor noch.imus.

During a typical episode, the individual abruptly sits up in bed screaming or cry
ing, with a frightened expression and autonomic signs of intense anxiety (e.g., tachy
cardia, rapid breathing. flushing of the skin, sweating, dilation of the pupils,
increased muscle tone). The individual is usually unresponsive to the efforts of others
to awaken or comfort him or her. If awakened, the person is confused and disoriented
for several minutes and recounts a vague sense of terror, usually without dream con
tent. Although fragmentary vivid dream images may occur, a story like dream se
quence (as in nighbnares) is not reported. Most commonly, the individual does not
awaken fully, but returns to sleep, and has amnesia for the episode on awakening the
next morning. Some individuals may vaguely recall having an "episode" during the
previous night, but do not have detailed recall. Usually only one episode will occur
on anyone night, although occasionally several episodes may occur at intervals
throughout the night.

For tile diagnosis to be made, the individual must experience clinically significant
distress or impairment. Embarrassment concerning the episodes can impair social re·
lationships. Individuals may avoid situations in which others might become aware of
the disturbance, such as going to camp, visiting friends overnight, or sleeping with
bedparlners.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. The episode is usually ac·
companied by yelling. screaming. cr)'ing. or incoherent vocalizations. The individual
rna)' active.ly resist being held or touched or even demonstrate. more elaborate motor
activity (e.g., swinging, ptffiching, rising from the bed, or neeing). These behaviors
appear to represent attempts at self-protection or night from a tlueat and may result
in physical injury. Episodes that simultaneously include features of sleep terror and
sleepwalking can occur. Alcohol or sedative use, sleep deprivation, sleep-wake
schedule disruptions, fatigue, and physical or emotional stress increase the likelihood
of episodes.

Children with Sleep Terror Disorder do not have a higher incidence of psychopa
thology or mental djsorders than does the general population. Psychopathology is
more likely to be associated with Sleep Terror Disorder in adults. Sleep Terror Dis
order may occur with an increased frequency in individuals with Axis I disorders,
particularly Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Generalized Anxiety Disorder. Per
sonality Disorders may occur in individuals with Sleep Terror Disorder, especially
Dependent, Schizoid, and Borderline Personality Disorders. Elevated scores for de
pression and anxiety have been noted on personality inventories.
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Associated laboratory findings. Sleep terrors begin during deep i\.TREM sleep that
is characterized by slow-frequenC)' EEG activity (delta). This EEG activity is most
prevalent during stages 3 and 4 NREM sleep, which are concentr.lted in the first third
of the major sleep episode. Therefore, sleep terrors are also mosllikely to occur in the
first third of the night. However, episodes can occur during slow-wave sleep at an)'
time, even during daytime naps. The onset of sleep lerror episodes is typically her
alded by very high voltage EEG delta activity, an increase in muscle tone, and a h"Oo
fold to fourfold increase in heart rate, often to over 120 beats per minute. During the
episode, the polysomnogram may be obscured with movement artifact. In the ab
sence of such artifacl, the EEG typically shows theta or alpha activity during the epi
sode, indicating partial arousal. Individuals with Sleep Terror Disorder may also
have abrupt arousals from deep iRE.L\1 sleep that do nol progress 10 full episodes of
sleep lerror. Such episodes can include abrupt tachycardia.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. Fe
ver and sleep deprivation can produce an increased frequency of sleep terror epi
sodes.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

No reports have provided clear evidence of culturally related differences in the man
ifestations of Sleep Terror Disorder, although il is likely that the significance and
cause attributed to sleep terror episodes will differ behvcen cultures. Older children
and adults provide a more detailed recollection of fearful images associated with
sleep terrors than do younger children, who are more likely to have complete amne-
sia or to report only a vague sense of fear. Among children, Sleep Terror Disorder is
more common in males than in females. Among adults, the sex ratio is even.

Prevalence

There are limited data on Sleep Terror Disorder in the general population. The prev
alence of sleep terror episodes (as opposed to Sleep Terror Disorder in which there is
recurrence and distress or impairment) has been estimated at 1%-6% among children
and at less than 1% of adults.

Course

Sleep Terror Disorder usually begins in children beh,'een ages -l and ]2 years and re
solves spontaneously during adolescence. In adults, it most commonly begins be
h"een ages 20 and 30 years and often follows a chronic course, with the frequency and
severity of episodes waxing and waning over time. The frequency of episodes varies
both within and among individuals. Episodes usually occur at intervals of days or
weeks but may occur on consecutive nights.

Familial Pattern

Individuals with Sleep Terror Disorder frequently report a positive family history of
either sleep terrors or sleepwalking. Some studies indicate " 10-fold increase in the
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prevalence of the disorder among first-degree biological relath>es. The exact mode of
inheritance is unknown. .

Differential Diagnosis

Many individuals suffer from isolated episodes of sleep terrors at some time in their
lives. The distinction beh\'een individual episodes of sleep terrors and Sleep Terror
Disorder rests on repeated occurrence, intensity, dinically significant impainnent or
distress. and the potential for injury to self or others.

Sleep Terror Disorder must be differentiated from other disorders that produce
complete or partial awakenings at night or unusual behavior during sleep. The most
important differential diagnoses for Sleep Terror Disorder include Nighhnare Disor
der, Sleepwalking Disorder, other parasomnias (see Parasomnia Not Otherwise Spec
ified), Breathing·Related Sleep Disorder, and seizures occurring during sleep. In
contrast to individuals with Sleep Terror Disorder, individuals with Nightmare Dis
order typically awaken easily and completely, report vivid storylike dreams accom
panying the episodes, and tend to have episodes later in the night. The degree of
autonomic arousal and motor activity is not as great as that in Sleep Terror Disorder,
and recall is more complete. Sleep terrors usually occur during slow·wave sleep,
whereas nighhnares occur during REM sleep. Parents of children with Sleep Terror
Disorder may misinterpret reports of fearfulness and fragmentary imagery reports as
nighhnares.

Sleepwalking Disorder may be difficult to differentiate from cases of Sleep Terror
Disorder that involve prominent motor activity. In fact, the two disorders frequently
occur together, and family history commonly involves both disorders. The protO!)'P
iral case of Sleep Terror Disorder involves a predominance of autonomic arousal and
fear, with a lesser degree of motor activity that tends to be abrupt and disorganized.
The prototypical case of Sleepwalking Disorder involns little autonomic arousal or
fear and a greater degree of organized motor activity.

Parasomnias ot Othenvise Specified include several presentations that can re
semble Sleep Terror Disorder. The most common example is "REM sleep behavior
disorder," which also produces subjective fear, violent motor activi!)', and the poten
tial for injury. Because this occurs during REM sleep, it involves vivid storylike
dreams, more immediate and complete awakening, and motor activity that clearly
follows dream content. "Nocturnal paroxysmal dystonia" also includes awakenings
from sleep with motor activity, but this activi!)' is longer in duration, more rhythmic
and stereotyped, and not associated with subjecti\'e reports or signs of fear.

Hypnagogic hallucinations, experienced sporadically by many otherwise-asymp
tomatic individuals, as well as more regularly by those with Narcolepsy, may be as
sociated with anxiety. Their occurrence at sleep onset, vivid images, and subjective
sensation of wakefulness differentiate these episodes from sleep terrors.

Rarely, an individual with a Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder may have epi
sodes of awakenings associated with fear and panic that resemble those in Sleep Ter
ror Disorder. The association with snoring, obesity, and respiratory symptoms such
as witnessed apneas, an inability to breathe, or choking episodes distinguishes
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. A single episode of sleep terror can also occur dur
ing the slow-wave sleep rebound that follows the abrupt treatment of obstructive
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sleep apnea syndrome (e.g., following nasal continuous positive airway pressure
ICPAPI thecapy).

Seizures that occur during sleep can produce subjective sensations of fear and ste
reotyped behaviors, followed by confusion and difficult)' awakening. Most nocturnal
seizures occur at sleep-wake transitions, but they may occur during slow-wave sleep.
Incontinence and tonic-clonic movements suggest a seizure disorder, but frontal and
temporal lobe seizures can produce more complex behaviors as well. An EEG often
reveals interictal findings in individuals with sleep-related seizures, but EEG moni
toring during nocturnal sleep may be needed for definitive differential diagnosis.
Sleep disruption related to seizures should be diagnosed as Sleep Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition, Parasomnia Type (see p. 651). Sleep Disorders Due to a
General Medical Condition other than sleep-related seizures may rarely cause unusu
al behavioral episodes at night. The new onset of abnormal behavior during sleep in
a middle-aged or older adult should prompt consideration of a closed head injury or
central nervous system pathology such as tumor or infection.

Sleep terror episodes also may be exacerbated or induced by medications such as
central nervous system depressants. If episodes are judged to be a direct physiologi
cal effect of taking a medication or substance, the disorder should be classified as
a Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder, Parasomnia Type (see p. 655).

Panic Disorder may also cause abrupt awakenings from deep NREM sleep accom
panied by fearfulness, but these episodes produce rapid and complete awakening
\\'ithout the confusion, amnesia, or motor activity typical of Sleep Terror Disorder.
Individuals who have Panic Attacks during sleep report thai these symptoms are vir
tually identical to those of Panic Attacks that occur during the day. The presence of
Agoraphobia may also help differentiate the h\'o disorders.

Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

Sleep Terror Disorder is virtually identical to Sleep Terrors in the lnternational Clas
sification of Sleep Disorders (lCSD). Confusional Arousals, which can occur as an in
dependent disorder or in conjunction with Sleep Terror Disorder, are also described
in the ICSD. Confusional Arousals are characterized by brief awakenings from slo\\"
wave sleep with confusion, but without terror or ambulalion.
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.46 Sleep Terror Disorder
A. Recurrent episodes of abrupt awakening from sleep, usually occurring during the

first third of the major sleep episode and beginning with a panicky scream.

B. Intense fear and signs of autonomic arousal, such as tachycardia, rapid breathing,
and sweating, during each episode.

C. Relative unresponsiveness to efforts of others to comfort the person during the epi
sode.

D. No detailed dream is recalled and there is amnesia for the episode.

E. The episodes cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational.
or other important areas of functioning.

F. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

307.46 Sleepwalking Disorder

Diagnostic Features

Theessential fearureofSleepwalking Disorder is repeated episodes of complex motor
behavior initiated during sleep, including rising {rom bed and walking about. SI~p
walking episodes bcgin during slow-wavc sleep and therefore most often occur dur
ing the first third of the night (Criterion A). During episodes, the indi\'idual has
reduced alertness and responsiveness, a blank stare, and relative unresponsiveness
to communication with others or efforts to be awakened by others (Criterion B). If
awakened during the episode (or on awakening the following morning), the individ
ual has limited recall for the events of the episode (Criterion C). After the episode,
there may initially be a brief period of confusion or difficulty orienting, followed by
fuJI recovery of cognitive function and appropriate behavior (Criterion D). The sleep
walking must cause c1in.ically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion E). Sleepwalking Disorder
should not be diagnosed if the behavior is due to the direct physiological effects of
a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (Cri
terion F).

Sleepwalking episodes can include a variety of behaviors. In mild episodes (some
limes called "confusional arousals"), lhe individual may simply sit up in bed, look
about, or pick at the blanket or sheet. More typically, the individual achlally gets out
of bed and may walk into closets, out of the room, up and down stairs, and even out
of buildings. Individuals may use the bathroom, eat, and talk during episodes. Run
ning and frantic attempts to escape some apparent threat can also occur. Most beha,'
iors during sleepwalking episodes are routine and of low complexity. However, cases
of unlocking doors and e\'en operating machinery have been reporled. Particularly in
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childhood, sleepwalking can also include inappropriate behavior (e.g., urinating in
a closet). Most episodes last for several minutes to a half hour.

Sleepwalking episodes can terminate in spontaneous arousals fonowed by a brief
period of confusion, or the individual may return to bed and continue to sleep until
the morning. ot uncommonly, the individual may awaken the next morning in an
other place, or with evidence of having performed some activity during the night, but
with complete amnesia for the event. Some episodes may be fonowed by vague recall
of fragmentary dream images, but usually not by typical storylike dreams.

During sleepwalking episodes, individuals may talk or even respond to others'
questions. However, their articulation is pOOf, and true dialogue is rare. Individuals
rna}' respond to others' requests to cease their activity and return to bed. However,
these behaviors are performed with reduced levels of alertness, and awakening an in
dividual hom a sleepwalking episode is typically very difficult. If awakened, the in
dividual remains confused for several minutes and then returns to a normal state of
alertness.

For the diagnosis to be made, the individual must experience clinically Significant
distress or impaimlent. Individuals may avoid situations that would re\'eal their be
havior to others (e.g., children may avoid visiting friends or going to summer camp;
adults may avoid sleeping wilh bedparlners, going on vacation, or staying away from
home). Social isolation or occupational difficulties can result.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Internal stimuli (e.g., a dis
tended. bladder) or external stimuli (e.g., noises) can increase the likelihood of a sleep
walking episode, as can psychosocial stressors and alcohol or sedative use. Some
individuals with sleepwalking also report episodes of eating during the night, most
often with complete or partial amnesia. They may find evidence of their eating only
the next moming. Individuals can injure themselves during sleepwalking episodes
by bumping into objects, walking on stairs, going outside, and even walking out of
windows. The risk of injury further increases if sleepwalking episodes also include
features of sleep terrors, with an attendant fleeing or striking out. Individuals with
Sleepwalking Disorder and Sleep Terror Disorder can also injure others during epi
sodes.

Other parasornnias associated with non-rapid eye movement ( tREM) sleep (e.g.,
Sleep Terror Disorder) can also occur in individuals with Sleepwalking Disorder.
Sleepwalking Disorder in children usually is not associated with other mental disor
ders, but in adults it may be associated with Personality Disorders, Mood Disorders,
or Anxiety Disorders.

Associated laboratory findings. Polysomnograph)', using routine proced.ures
with the addition of audiovisual monitoring, can document episodes of sleepwalk
ing. The majority of sleepwalking episodes begin within the first few hours of sleep,
typically during NREM stage 3 or ~ sleep, although some individuals (e.g., older
adults) rna)' have episodes during NREM stage 2 sleep. Preceding the episode, the
EEe often shows rhythmic ("hypers)'nchronous"), high-voltage delta acti\'ity that
persists during the arousal. EEG signs of arousal, such as alpha activity, may also ap-
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pear at the beginning of the episode. Most commonly, the EEG is obscured by mo\'e
ment artifact during the actual episode. Heart rate and respiratory rate may increase
at the beginning of the episode. These findings may occur with a full sleepwalking
episode or with a more minor behavioral event (such as a confusional arousal). Other
polysomnographic findings may include an increased number of transitions out of
stages 3 and 4 sleep and reduced sleep efficiency. Other polysomnographic findings
may include an increased number of transitions out of stages 3 and 4 sleep, increased
awakenings during NREM sleep, and reduced sleep efficiency. Sleep-stage a.rchitec·
hue may show an increase i.n NREM stages 3 and 4 sleep but is otherwise unremark
able. Sleep apnea and periodic limb movements are seen in a minority of individuals
with Sleepwalking Disorder.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. Fe
ver or sleep deprivation can increase the frequency of sleepwalking episodes. Qb·
structive sleep apnea syndrome, periodic limb movement disorder, and other
disorders that produce severe disruption of slow-wave sleep can also be associated
with sleepwalking episodes. An association has been noted behveen Sleepwalking
Disorder and migraine headaches, arcolepsy, and other neurological conditions in
a subset of individuals.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

No reports have pro\'ided clear evidence of cuhurally related differences in the man·
ifestations of Sleepwalking Disorder, but it is likely that the significance and causes
attributed to sleepwalking differ among cultures. In clinical samples, violent activity
during sleepwalking episodes is more likely to occur in adults (particularly in men),
whereas eating during sleepwalking episodes is more commonly seen in women.
Sleepwalking Disorder occurs more often in females during childhood but more of
len in males during adulthood.

Prevalence

Beh\'een 10"10 and 30% of children have had at least one episode of sleepwalking, and
20/0-3% sleepwalk often. The prevalence of Sleepwalking Disorder (marked by re
peated episodes and impairment or distress) is much lower, probably in the range of
10/0-5"1". Epidemiological surveys report the prevalence of sleepwalking episodes (not
Sleepwalking Disorder) to be 1.0"/0-7.0"1c. among adults, with weekly to monthly epi
sodes occurring in O.5o/.,....{).7%.

Course

Sleepwalking can occur at any time after a child is able to walk, but episodes most
commonly occur for the first time beh\'een ages 4 and 8 years. The peak prevalence
occurs at about age 12. Episodes rarely occur for the first time in adults, although
some associated behaviors such as nocturnal eating may begin several years after the
sleepwalking itself. The onset of Sleepwalking Disorder in adults with no history of
sleepwalking as children should prompt a search for specific etiologies such as sub-
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stance use or a neurological condition. TI,e majority of adults with Sleepwalking Dis
order have a history of episodes during childhood as well. Sleepwalking in childhood
usually disappears spontaneously during early adolescence, typically by age 15
years. Less commonly. episodes may have a recurrent course, with return of episodes
in early adulthood after cessation of episodes in late childhood. Sleepwalking Disor
der in adults most often follows a chronic. waxing and waning course. Sleepwalking
episodes may occur as isolated events in individuals of any age, but the most com
mon pattem is repeated episodes occurring over a period of several years.

Familial Pattern

Sleepwalking Disorder aggregates among family members. A family history for
sleepwalking or sleep terrors has been reported in up to 80% of individuals who
sleepwalk. The risk for sleepwalking is further increased (to as much as 60% of off~

spring) when both parents ha\'e a history of the disorder. Genetic transmission issug
gested b}' an increased prevalence of monozygotic, as opposed to dizygotic, twins,
but the exact mode of inheritance is not known.

Differential Diagnosis

Many children ha\'e isolated or infrequent episodes of sleepwalking, either with or
without precipitating events. The exact boundary behveen non clinically significant
sleepwalking episodes and Sleepwalking Disorder is indistinct. Frequent episodes,
injuries, more acl'i\'e or violent behavior, and social impairment resulting from sleep
walking are likely to lead the child's parents to seek help and warrant a diagnosis of
Sleepwalking Disorder. Episodes that have persisted from childhood to late adoles
cence, or that occur de novo in adults, are more likely to warrant a diagnosis of Sleep
walking Disorder.

It can be difficult clinically to distinguish Sleepwalking Disorder from Sleep Ter
ror Disorder when there is an attempt to "escape" from the terrifying stimulus. In
both cases, the individual shows movement, difficulty awakening.. and amnesia for
the event. An initial scream, signs of intense fear and panic, and autonomic arousal
are more characteristic of Sleep Terror Disorder. Sleepwalking Disorder and Sleep
Terror Disorder may occur in the same individual, and in such cases both should be
diagnosed.

Breathing·Related Sleep Disorder, especially the obstructive sleep apnea syn
drome, can also produce confusional arousals with subsequent amnesia. However,
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder is also characterized by characteristic symptoms of
snoring, breathing pauses, and daytime sleepiness. In some individuals, Breathing
Related Sleep Disorder may precipitate episodes of sleepwalking.

"REr,,1 sleep behavior disorder" is another Parasomnia (see Parasomnia Tot Oth
envise Specified) that may be difficult to distinguish from Sleepwalking Disorder.
REM sleep behavior disorder is characterized by episodes of prominent, complex
movements, often involving personal injury. In contrast to Sleepwalking Disorder,
REM sleep behavior disorder occurs during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, often
in the later part of the night. Individuals with REM sleep behavior disorder awaken
easily and report more detailed and vivid dream content than do individuals with
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Sleepwalking Disorder. A small number of individuals may have confusional arous
als with motor activit)' that occur during both NREM and REl\'1 sleep. The definitive
diagnosis in such cases should be based on a careful evaluation of clinical, polysom
nographic, and other laboratory findings.

A variety of other behaviors can occur with partial arousals from sleep. Confusion
al arousals resemble sleepwalking episodes in all respects except the acrnal move·
ment out of the bed. "Sleep drunkenness" is a state in which the indh'idual shows a
prolonged transition from sleep to wakefulness in the morning. II may be difficult 10
arouse the individual, who may violently resist efforts 10 awaken him or her. Again,
ambulation or other more complex behaviors distinguish Sleepwalking Disorder.
However, both confusional arousals and sleep drunkenness may occur in individuals
with Sleepwalking Disorder.

51eep·related seizures can produce episodes of unusual behavior that occur only
during sleep. The individual is unresponsive and is amnestic for the episode. Typically,
sleep-related epilepsy produces more stereotypical, perseverative, low-complexity
movements than those in sleepwalking. In most cases, individuals with sleep-related
epilepsy also have similar episodes during wakefulness. The EEG shows features of
epilepsy, including parm,:ysmal activity during the episodes and intenctal features at
other times. However, the presence of sleep·related seizures does not preclude the
presence of sleepwalking episodes. Sleep-related epilepsy should be diagnosed as
Sleep Disorder Due to General Medical Condition, Parasomnia Type (see p. 651).

Sleepwalking can be induced by use ot or withdrawal from, substances or medi
cations (e.g., alcohol, benzodiazepines, opiates, cocaine, nicotine, antipsychotics, tri
cyclic antidepressants, chloral hydrate). In SUdl cases, Substance-Induced Sleep
Disorder, Parasomnia Type, should be diagnosed (see p. 655).

Dissociative Fugue bears superficial similarities to Sleepwalking Disorder. Fugue
is rare in children, typically begins when the individual is awake, lasts hours or days,
and is not characterized by disrnrbances of consciousness. Sleepwalking must also be
distinguished from Malingering or other voluntary behavior occurring during
wakefulness, although in some cases such distinctions may be difficult. Features that
suggest Sleepwalking Disorder include a positive childhood history, low-complexity
or stereotyped behavior during sleepwalking episodes, the absence of secondary gain
to the individual from his or her nocturnal behavior, and the presence of typical poly·
sonuwgraphic findings such as repeated arOllsals from NREM sleep. Furthermore, it
may be difficult for the individual to convincingly counterfeit the appearance or be
havior of sleepwalking under direct observation or in a video recording made in the
sleep laboratory.

Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

Sleepwalking Disorder is virtually identical to Sleepwalking as described in the Inter·
national Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD). The ICSD includes two other dis
orders that may have features similar to sleepwalking: Confusional Arousals and

'octumal Eating (Drinking) Syndrome.
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.46 Sleepwalking Disorder

A. Repeated episodes of rising from bed during sleep and walking about, usually occur
ring during the first third of the major sleep episode.

B. While sleepwalking, the person has a blank, staring face, is relatively unresponsive to
the efforts of others to communicate with him or her, and can be awakened only
with great difficulty.

C. On awakening (either from the sleepwalking episode or the nelct morning), the per
son has amnesia for the episode.

D. Within several minutes after awakening from the sleepwalking episode. there is no
impairment of mental activity or behavior (although there may initially be a short pe
riod of confusion or disorientation),

E. The sleepwalking causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning.

F. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

307.47 Parasomnia Not Otherwise Specified
The Parasonmia Not Othen"ise Specified category is for disturbances thai are char
acterized by abnonnal behavioral or physiological events during sleep or sleep-wake
transitions, but that do not meet criteria for a more specific Parasonmia. Examples in
dude

1. REM sleep behavior disorder: motor activity, often of a violent nature, that arises
during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Unlike sleepwalking. these episodes
tend to occur later in the night and are associated with vivid dream recall.

2. Sleep paralysis: an inability to perfonn voluntary movemenl during the transi
tion between wakefulness and sleep. The episodes may occur al sleep onset
(hypnagogic) or with awakening (hypnopompic). The episodes are usually asso
cialed with extreme anxiety and, in some cases, fear of impending death. Sleep
paralysis occurs commonly as an ancillary symptom of Narcolepsy and, in such
cases, should nol be coded separately.

3. Situations in which the clinician has concluded that a Parasonmia is presenl but
is unable to determine whether it is primary, due to a general medical condition,
or substance induced.
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Sleep Disorders Related to
Another Mental Disorder

307.42 Insomnia Related to
Another Mental Disorder

307.44 Hypersomnia Related to
Another Mental Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Insomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder and Hyper
somnia Related to Another Mental Disorder is the presence of either insomnia or
hypersomnia that is judged to be related temporally and causally to another mental
disorder. Insomnia or Hypersomnia that is the direct physiological consequence of
a substance is not included here. Such presentations would be diagnosed as Sub
stance-Induced Sleep Disorder (see p. 655). Insomnia Related to Another Mental Dis
order is characterized by a complaint of difficulty falling asleep, frequent awakenings
during the night, or a marked feeling of nonrestorative sleep that has lasted for at
least 1 month and is associated with daytime fatigue or impaired daytime functioning
(Criterion A). Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder is characterized by
a complaint of either prolonged nighttime sleep or repeated daytime sleep episodes
for at least 1 month (Criterion A). In both Insomnia and Hypersomnia Related to An
other Mental Disorder, the sleep symptoms cause significant distress or impairment
in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion B). The in
somnia or hypersomnia is not better accounted for by another Sleep Disorder (e.g.,

arcolepsy, Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder, or a Parasomnia) and hypersomnia is
not better accounted for by an inadequate amount of sleep (Criterion D). The sleep
disturbance must not be due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (Criterion E).

Sleep disturbances are common features of other mental disorders. An additional
diagnosis of Insomnia or Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder is made
only when the sleep disturbance is a predominant complaint and is sufficiently se
vere to warrant independent clinical attention (Criterion C). Individuals with this
type of insomnia or hypersomnia usually focus on their sleep disturbance to the
exclusion of the symptoms characteristic of the related mental disorder, whose pres+
ence may become apparent only after specific and persistent questioning. Not infre
quently, they attribute their symptoms of mental disorder to the fact that they have
slept poorly.

Many mental disorders may at times involve insomnia or hypersomnia as the pre
dominant problem. individuals in a Major Depressive Episode or who have Dysthy
mic Disorder often complain of difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep or early
morning awakening with inability to return to sleep. Hypersomnia Related to Mood
Disorder is more often associated with Bipolar Mood Disorder, Most Recent Episode
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Depressed, or a ~Iajor Depressive Episode, With Atypical Features. Individuals with
Generalized Anxiety Disorder often report difficulty falling asleep and may awaken
with anxious ruminations in the middle of the night. Some individuals with Panic
Disorder have nocturnal Panic At1acks that can lead to insomnja. Significant insom~
nia is often seen during exacerbations of Schizophrenia and other PsydlOtiC Dis
orders but is rarely the predominant complaint. Other mental disorders that may be
related to insomnia include Adjushnent Disorders, Somatoform Disorders, and Per
sonality Disorders.

Recording Procedures

The name of the diagnosis begins with the type of sleep disturbance (i.e., insomnia or
hypersomnia) followed by the name of the specific Axis I or Axis II disorder that it is
related to (e.g., 307A2 Insomnia Related to Major Depressive Disorder) on Axis I.
TIle specific related mental disorder should also be coded on Axis I or Axis n as
appropriate.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Because, by definition, thc
criteria are met for the related mental disorder, the associated features of Insomnia or
Hypersomnia Related to Another r-,.·lental Disorder include the characteristic and as
sociated features of the related mental disorder.

Individuals with Insomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder may demonstrate
the same type of conditioned arousal and negative conditioning that individuals with
Primary Insomnia demonstrate. For instance, they will notc increased anxiety as bed
time approaches, improved sleep when taken out of the usual sleep environment, and
a tendency to spend too much time in bed. The)' may also have a history of multiple
or inappropriate medication treatments for their insomnia complaints. Individuals
with H)'persomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder will frequently emphasize
symptoms of fatigue, "leaden paralysis." or complete lack of energy. On careful ques
tioning, these individuals may be more distressed by such fatigue-related symptoms
than by true sleepiness. They may also have a history of inappropriate use of stimu
lant medications, including caffeine.

Associated laboratory findings. Characteristic (but not diagnostic) polysomno
graphic findings in Major Depressive Episode include 1) sleep continuity distur
bance, such as prolonged sleep latency, increased intermittent wakefulness, and earl)'
morning awakening; 2) reduced non-rapid eye movement (i\lREM) stages 3 and ..I
sleep (slow~wavesleep), with a shift in slow-wave activity away from the first lR£M
period; 3) decreased rapid eye movement (REM) latenc)' (i.e., shorter duration of thc
first NREM period); .I) increased REM density (i.e., the number of actual eye mo\'c
ments during REM); and 5) increased duration of REM sleep early in the night. Sleep
abnormalities may be evident in 40%r-60% of outpatients and in up to 90% of inpa
tients with a Major Depressive Episode. Evidence suggests that most of Ulesc abnor
malHies persist after clinical remission and rna)' precede the onset of the initial tI.<fajor
Depressive Episode.
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Polysomnographic findings in J\'tanic Episodes are similar to those found in Major
Depressive Episodes. In Schizophrenia, REM sleep is diminished early in the course
of an acute exacerbation, with a gradual return toward normal values as clinical
status improves. REi'..1 latency may be reduced. Total sleep time is often severely
diminished in Schizophrenia, and slow-wave sleep is typically reduced during exac
erbations. lndi\'iduals with Panic Disorder may have paroxysmal awakenings on en·
tcring stages 3 and -I NREM sleep; these awakenings are accompanied by tachycardia,
increased respiratory rate, and cognitive and emotional symptoms with Panic At
tacks. 1\-1051 other mental disorders produce nonspecific patterns of sleep disturbance
(e.g., prolonged sleep latency or frequent awakenings).

Laboratory testing of daytime sleepiness by the Multiple Sleep Latency Test in in
di\'iduals with Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder often shows nor
mal or only mild levels of physiological sleepiness compared with individuals with
Primary Hypersomnia or Narcolepsy.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. In
dividuals with Insonmia or Hypersomnia Related to Another rt'lental Disorder rna)'
appear tired, fatigued, or haggard during routine examination. The general medical
conditions associated with these Sleep Disorders are the same as those associated
with the underlying mental disorder.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

In some cullures, sleep complaints may be viewed as relatively less stigmatizing than
mental disorders. Therefore, individuals from some cullural backgrounds may be
more likel)' to present with complaints of insomnia or hypersomnia rather than with
other sYIllptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety).

Children and adolescents with rvlajor Depressive Disorder generally present with
less subjective sleep disturbance and fewer polysomnographic changes than do older
aduJts. In general, hypersomnia is a more common feature of Depressive Disorders
in adolescents and young adults and insomnia is more common in older adults.

Sleep Disorders Related to Another Mental Disorder are more prevalent in females
than in males. This difference probably relates to the increased prevalence of Mood
and Anxiety Disorders in women rather than to any particular difference in suscepti
bility to sleep problems.

Prevalence

Sleep problems are extremely common in all types of mental disorders, but there are
no accurate estimates of the percentage of individuals who present primarily because
of sleep disruption. Insomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder is the most fre
quent diagnosis (35°6--50%) among individuals presenting to sleep disorders centers
for evaluation of chronic insomnia. Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disor
der is a much less frequent diagnosis (fewer than 5%) among individuals evaluated
for hypersomnia at sleep disorders centers.
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Course

Sleep Disorder.

The course of Sleep Disorders Related to Another ~'Iental Disorder generally follows
the course of the underlying mental disorder itself. The sleep disturbance may be one
of the earliest symptoms to appear in individuals who subsequently develop an asso
ciated mental disorder. Symptoms of insomnia or hypersomnia often nuctuate con
siderably over time. For many individuals with depression. particularly those treated
with medications, sleep disturbance may improve rapidly, often more quickly than
other symptoms of the underlying mental disorder. On the other hand, other individ
uals have persistent or intermittent insomnia even after the other symptoms of their
Major Depressive Disorder remit. Individuals "'ith Bipolar Disorder often have dis
tinctive sleep-related symptoms depending on the nature of the current episode. Dur
ing Manic Episodes, individuals experience hyposomnia, although they rarely
complain about their inability to sleep. On the other hand, such individuals may havp
marked distress about hypersomnia during Major Depressi\'e Episodes. Individuals
with PSydlOtiC Disorders most often have a notable worsening in sleep early during
the course of an acute exacerbation, but then report improvement as psychotic symp
toms abate.

Differential Diagnosis

Insomnia or HypersOmnia Related to Another Mental Disorder should not be diag
nosed in every individual with a mental disorder who also has sleep-related symp
toms. A diagnosis of Lnsomnia or Hypersomnia Related to Another Menial Disorder
should be made only when sleep symptoms are severe and are an independent focus
of clinical attention. No independent sleep disorder diagnosis is warranted for most
individuals with Major Depressive Disorder who report difficulties falling or stay
ing asleep in the middle of the night. However, if the individual primarily complains
of sleep disturbance or if the insomnia is out of proportion to other symptoms, then
an additional diagnosis of Insomnia Related to Another /l.4ental Disorder may be war
ranted.

Distinguishing Primary Insomnia or Primary Hypersomnia from Insomnia or
Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder can be especially difficult in indi
viduals who present with both clinically significant sleep disturbance and other
symptoms of a mental disorder. The diagnosis of Insomnia or Hypersomnia Related
to Another Mental Disorder is based on three judgments. First, the insomnia or hy
persomnia must be judged to be attributable to the mental disorder (e.g., the insom
nia or hypersomnia occurs exclusively during the mental disorder). Second, the
insomnia or hypersomnia must be the predominant complaint and must be suffi
oenlly severe to warrant independent clinical attention. Third, the symptom presen
tation should meet the full criteria for another mental disorder. A diagnosis of
Primary Insomnia or Primary Hypersomnia is appropriate when (as is often the case)
the insomnia or hypersomnia is accompanied by symptoms (e.g., anxiety, depressed
mood) that do not meet criteria for a specific mental disorder. A diagnosis of Primary
Insomnia is also appropriate for individuals with cluonic insomnia who later develop
a Mood or Anxiety Disorder. If symptoms of insomnia or hypersomnia persist long
after the other symptoms of the related mental disorder have remitted completely,
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the djagnosis would be changed from Insomnia or Hypersomnia Related to Another
Mental Disorder to Primary insomnia or Primary Hypersomnia.

Insomnia or Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder is not diagnosed if
the presenlation is better accounted for by another Sleep Disorder (e.g., arcolepsy,
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder, or a Parasomnia).

Insomnia or Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder must be distin
guished from a Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition. The diagnosis
is Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition when the sleep djsturbance is
judged to be a direct physiological consequence of a specific geneml medical condi
tion (e.g., pheochromocytoma, hyperthyroidism). This determination is based on his
tory, laboratory findings, and ph,'sical examination (see p. 651 for further discussion).
A Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder is distinguished from Insomnia or Hypersom
nia Related to Another Mental Disorder by the fact that a substance (i.e., a drug of
abuse, a medication) is judged to be etiOlogically related to the sleep disturbance (see
p. 655 for fmther discussion). For example, insomnia that occurs only in the conte:.:t
of heavy coffee consumption would be diagnosed as Caffeine-Induced Sleep Disor
der, Insomnia Type.

Sleep Disorders Related to Another Mental Disorder must be differentiated from
nonnal sleep patterns. as well as from other Sleep Disorders. Although complaints
of occasional insomnia or hypersomnia are common in the general population, they
arc not usually accompanied by the other signs and symptoms of a mental disorder.
Transient sleep disturbances are common reactions to stressful life events and gener
ally do not warrant a diagnosis. A separate diagnosis of Insomnia or Hypersomnia
Related to Adjustment Disorder should be considered only when the sleep distur·
bance is particularly severe and prolonged.

Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

The International Classification of Sleep Disorders OCSD) includes analogous diag
noses for Sleep Disorders Related to Another Mental Disorder and specifically lists
Psychoses, Mood Disorders, Anxiety Disorders, Panic Disorder, and Alcoholism.
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Diagnostic criteria for 307.42 Insomnia Related to ...
[Indicate the Axis I or Axis /I disorder]

A. The predominant complaint is difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, or nonrestor
ative sleep, for at least 1 month that is associated with daytime fatigue or impaired
daytime functioning.

B. The sleep disturbance (or daytime sequelae) causes clinically significant distress or im
pairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

C. The insomnia is judged to be related to another Axis I or Axis II disorder (e.g., Major
Depressive Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Adjustment Disorder With Anxi·
ety) but is sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention.

D. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another Sleep Disorder (e.g., Narco
lepsy, Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder, a Parasomnia).

E. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

Diagnostic criteria for 307.44 Hypersomnia Related to ...
[Indicate the Axis I or Axis /I disorder]

A. The predominant complaint is excessive sleepiness for at least 1 month as evidenced
by either prolonged sleep episodes or daytime sleep episodes that occur almost daily.

8. The excessive sleepiness causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social.
occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

c. The hypersomnia is judged to be related to another Axis Ior Axis II disorder (e.g., Ma·
jor Depressive Disorder, Dysthymic Disorder) but is sufficiently severe to warrant in
dependent clinical attention.

D. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another Sleep Disorder (e.g., Narco
lepsy, Breathing·Related Sleep Disorder, a Parasomnia) or by an inadequate amount
of sleep.

E. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.
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Other Sleep Disorders

780.xx Sleep Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition
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Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is a prom
inent disturbance in sleep that is severe enough to warrant independent clinical at
tention (Criterion A) and is due to a general medical condition. Symptoms may
include insomnia, hypersomnia, a Parasomnia, or some combination of these. There
must be evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the sleep disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical
condition (Criterion B). Therlisturbance is not better accounted for by another mental
disorder, such as Adjustment Disorder, in whidl the stressor is a serious general med
ical condition (Criterion C). The diagnosis is not made if the sleep disturbance occurs
only during the course of a delirium (Criterion D). By convention, sleep disturbances
due to a Sleep-Related Breathing Disorder (e.g., sleep apnea) or to I arcolepsy are not
included in this category (Criterion E). The sleep symptoms must cause clin..ically sig
nificant distress or impaimlent in social, occupational, or other important areas of
functioning (Criterion F).

In determining whether the sleep disturbance is due to a general medical condi
tion, the clinician must first establish the presence of a general medical condition. Fur
ther, the clinician must establish that the sleep disturbance is etiologically related to
the general medical condition through a physiological mechanism. A careful and
comprehensive assessment of multiple factors is necessary to make this judgment. Al
though there are no infallible guidelines for determining whether the relationship be
tween the sleep disturbance and the general medical condition is etiological, several
considerations provide some guidance in this area. One consideration is the presence
of a temporal association beh\'een the onset, exacerbation, or remission of the general
medical condition and that of the sleep disturbance. A second consideration is the
presence of features that are atypical of primary Sleep Disorders (e.g., atypical age at
onset or course or absence of famil)' history). Evidence from the literature that sug
gests that there can be a direct association between the general medical condition in
question and the development of a sleep disturbance can provide a useful context in
the assessment of a particular situation. In addition, the clinician must also judge that
the disturbance is not better accounted for by a primar)' Sleep Disorder, a Substance
Induced Sleep Disorder, or other primary mental disorders (e.g., Adjustment Disor
der). This determination is explained in greater detail in the "~'Iental Disorders Due
to a General Medical Condition" section (p. 181).

Subtypes

The subtypes listed below can be llsed to indicate which of the following symptom
presentations predominates. The clinical presentation of the specific Sleep Disorder
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Due to a General Medical Condition may resemble that of the analogous primary
Sleep Disorder. However, the full criteria for the analogous primary Sleep Disorder
do not need to be met to assign a diagnosis of Sleep Disorder Due to a General Med
ical Condition.

Insomnia Type. This subtype refers to a sleep complaint characterized pri
marH}' by difficulty falling asleep, difficulty maintaining sleep, or a feeling of
nonrestorative sleep.
Hypersomnia Type. This subtype is used when the predominant complaint
is one of excessively long nocturnal sleep or of excessive sleepiness during
\\faking hOUTS.

Parasomnia Type. This subtype refers to a sleep disturbance characterized
primarily by abnormal behavioral events thai occur in association with sleep
or sleep transitions.
Mixed Type. This subtype should be used to designate a sleep problem due
to a general medical condition characterized by multiple sleep symptoms but
no symptom clearly predominates.

Recording Procedures

In recording the diagnosis of Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition, the
clinician should note both the specific phenomenology of the disturbance, including
the appropriate subtype. and the specific general medical condition judged to be
causing the disturbance on Axis J (e.g., 780.52 Sleep Disorder Due to Thyrotoxicosis,
Insomnia Type). The ICD·9--eM code for the general medical condition should also
be noted on Axis ill (e.g., 242.9 thyrotoxicosis). (See Appendix G for a list of selected
ICD-9--er..'1 diagnostic codes for general medical conditions.)

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated laboratory findings. Laboratory findings are consistent with the un
derlying general medical condition. There are no polysonuwgraphic findings that are
specific to the entire group of Sleep Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition.
Most general medical conditions cause a decrease in total sleep duration, an increase
in awakenings, a decrease in slow-wave sleep, and (less consistently) a decrease in
rapid eye movement (REM) sleep or phasic RE I density. Some medical conditions
produce more specific polysomnographic findings. For example. individuals with
fibromyalgia syndrome complain of nonrestorative sleep and often have a distinct
pattem of alpha EEG activity during non-rapid eye movement ( fRL\1) sleep. Sleep
related seizures result in specific EEG discharges that are consistent with the under
lying seizure type.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions. In
dividuals with a Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition are expected to
have the typical physical findings of the underlying general medical condition. Sleep
disturbances may result from a variety of general medical and neurological condi
tions including (but not limited to) degenerative neurological illnesses (e.g., Par
kinson's disease, Huntington's disease), cerebrovascular disease (e.g., insomnia
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foUowing vascular lesions to the upper brain stem), endocrine conditions (e.g., hypo
or hyperthyroidism, hypo- or hyperadrenocorticism), viral and bacterial infections
(e.g., hypersomnia related to viral encephalitis), coughing related to pulmonary dis
ease other than sleep-related breathing conditions (e.g., chronic bronchitis), and pain
from musculoskeletal disease (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia). General med
ical conditions in which hypersomnia may present as a core feature of the illness in
clude myotonic dystrophy and Prader-Willi syndrome.

Differential Diagnosis

Sleep disturbances are extremely common in the context of a delirium; therefore, a sep
arate diagnosis of Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is not given if
the disturbance occurs exclusively during the course of the delirium. In contrast, a di
agnosis of Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition may be given in addi
tion to a diagnosis of dementia if the sleep disturbance is a direct etiological
consequence of the pathological process causing the dementia and the sleep distur
bance is a prominent part of the clinical presentation.

Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition must be differentiated from
expected disruptions in sleep patterns, primary Sleep Disorders, Sleep Disorders Re
lated to Another ivlental Disorder, and Substance-Induced Sleep Disorders. Many
individuals experience sleep disruption during the course of a general medical or
neurological condition. In the majority of cases, such complaints do not merit an ad
ditional diagnosis of a Sleep Disorder. Rather, a diagnosis of Sleep Disorder Due to
a General Medical Condition should be reserved for cases in which the sleep distur
bance is a very prominent clinical feature, atypical symptoms are present, or the in
dividual is sufficiently distressed by the sleep symptom or attendant impairment that
specific treatment for this disturbance is required.

Sleep Disorders Due loa General Medical Condition are characterized by symptoms
similar to those in primary Sleep Disorders. The differential diagnosis rests not on spe
cific symptoms but rather on the presence or absence of a medical condition judged to
be etiologically related to the sleep complaint. In the specific cases of arcolepsyand
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder, the underl)'ing etiology of the sleep disturbance is
assruned to be a general medical condition. However, in these two specific examples,
the general medical condition does not exist independent of sleep symptoms. For this
reason, these hvo disorders are included in the "Primary Sleep Disorders" section.

Differentiating a Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition from
Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder can prove very difficult. In many cases, individ
uals with a significant general medical condition often take medication for that con
dition; these medic.ltions in turn may cause sleep-related symptoms. For example, an
individual may have sleep disruption related to asthma. Howe\!cr, that individual
may also be treated with theophylline preparations, which in some cases can thcm
seh'es cause sleep disturbance. Differentiating a Sleep Disorder Due to a General
tliledical Condition from a Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder often rests on chronol
ogy, response to treatment or discontinuation of medications, and longitudinal
course. In some cases, concurrent diagnoses of Sleep Disorder Due to a General Med
ical Condition and Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder may be appropriate. In cases in
which a drug of abuse is suspected to be the cause for the Sleep Disorder, a urine or
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blood drug screen may help to differentiate this problem from a Sleep Disorder Due
to a General Medical Condition.

If the clinician cannot determine whether the sleep disturbance is primary, related
to another menial disorder, due to a general medical condition, or substance induced,
the appropriate diagnosis is Dyssomnia or Parasomnia Not Othem'ise Specified.

Relationship to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders

The International Classification of Sleep Disorders CleSO) contains the general sec
tion "f\'ledical/Psychiatric Sleep Disorders." Specific diagnoses arc presented for
Sleep Disorders that are associated with neurological disorders (with 7 examples list
ed) and Sleep Disorders that are associated with other medical disorders (with 7 ex
amples listed). Although only 14 medical/neurological disorders are specifically
cited in the lCSD, the clinician may diagnose a Sleep Disorder associated with any
other medical disorder simply by lIsing the appropriate ICD·9-Cr-.'1 codes.

Diagnostic criteria for 780.xx Sleep Disorder Due to
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

• • •

A. A prominent disturbance in sleep that is sufficiently severe to warrant independent
clinical attention.

B. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that
the sleep disturbance is the direct physiological consequence of a general medical
condition.

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., an Ad
justment Disorder in which the stressor is a serious medical illness).

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

E. The disturbance does not meet the criteria for Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder or
Narcolepsy.

F. The sleep disturbance causes clinically significant dirtress or impairment in social, oc
cupational, or other important areas of functioning.

Specify type:

.52 Insomnia Type: if the predominant sleep disturbance is insomnia

.54 Hypersomnia Type: if the predominant sleep disturbance is
hypersomnia

.59 Parasomnia Type: if the predominant sleep disturbance is a
Parasomnia

.59 Mixed Type: if more than one sleep disturbance is present and
none predominates

Coding note: Include the name of the general medical condition on Axis I, e.g., 78052
Sleep Disorder Due to Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, Insomnia Type; also code 1
the general medical condition on Axis III (see Appendix G for codes).
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Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder
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Diagnostic Features

TheessentiaJ feature ofSubstance-Induced Sleep Disorder is a prominent disturbance
in sleep that is sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention (Criterion
A) and is judged to be due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (Le., a drug
of abuse, a medication, or toxin exposure) (Criterion B). Depending on the substance
involved, one of four types of sleep disturbance may be noted. Insomnia and Hyper
somnia Types are most common, and Parasomnia Type is seen less often. A Mixed
Type may also be noted when more than one type of sleep disturbance is present and
none predominates. The disturbance must not be better accounted for by a mental
disorder (e.g., another Sleep Disorder) that is not substance induced (Criterion C).
The diagnosis is not made if the sleep disturbance occurs only during the course of a
delirium (Criterion D). The symptoms must cause clinically significant distress or im
pairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion
E). This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or
Substance Withdrawal only when the symptoms arc in excess of those usually asso
dated with the intoxication or withdrawal syndrome and when the s)'mptoms are
sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical allention. For a more detailed dis
cussion of Substance-Related Disorders, see p. 191.

A Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder is distinguished from a primary Sleep Disor
der and from Insomnia or Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder by con
sidering the onset and course. For drugs of abuse, there must be evidence from the
history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of Dependence, Abuse, intoxi
cation, or withdrawal. Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder arises only in association
with intoxication or withdrawal states, whereas the primary Sleep Disorders may
precede the onset of substance use or occur during times of sustained abstinence. Be
cause the withdrawal state for some substances with long half-lives (e.g., some benzo
diazepines) can be relatively protracted, the onset of the sleep disturbance can occur
up 10 .,l weeks after cessation of substance use but is usually seen within days of ab
stinence. Another consideration is the presence of features that are atypical of prima
ry Sleep Disorders (e.g., atypical age at onset or course). In contrast, factors that
suggest that the sleep disturbance is better accounted for by a primary Sleep Disorder
include persistence of the sleep disturbance for more than about a month after the end
of intoxication or acute withdrawal; the development of symptoms that are substan
tially in excess of what would be expected given the type or amount of the substance
used or the duration of use; or a history of a prior primary Sleep Disorder.

Subtypes and Specifiers

The subtypes listed below can be used to indicate which of the following symptom
presentations predominates. The cUnical presentation of the specific Substance
Induced Sleep Disorder may resemble that of the analogous primary Sleep Disorder.
However, the full criteria for the analogous primary Sleep Disorder do not need to be
met to assign a diagnosis of Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder.
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Insomnia Type. This subtype refers to a sleep complaint characterized pri
marily by difficulty falling asleep. difficulty maintaining sleep, or a feeling of
nonrestorative sleep.
Hypersomnia Type. This subtype is used when the predominant complaint
is onC' of excessively long nocturnal sleep or of excessive sleepiness during
waking hours.
Parasomnia Type. This subtype refers to a sleep disturbance characterized
primarily by abnormal behavioral events thai occur in association with sleep
or sleep-wake transitions.
Mixed Type. 1lUs subtype should be used to designate a substance-induced
sleep problem characterized by multiple types of sleep symptoms but no
symptom clearly predominates.

The context of the development of the sleep symptoms may be indicated by usin)
one of the following specifiers:

With Onset During Intoxication. This specifier should be used if criteria ar,
met for intoxication with the substance and symptoms develop during the in
toxication syndrome.
With Onset During Withdrawal. This specifier should be used if criteria an
met for withdrawal from the substance and the symptoms develop during, 01

shortly after, a withdrawal syndrome.

Recording Procedures

The name of the Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder begins with the specific substance
(e.g., alcohol, methylphenidate, thyroxine) that is presumed to be causing the sleep
disturbance. The diagnostic code is selected from the listing of classes of substances
pro\·jded in the criteria set for Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder. For substances that
do not fit into any of the classes (e.g., thyroxine), the code for "Other Substance"
should be used. In addition, for medications prescribed at therapeutic doses, the spe
cific medication can be indicated by listing the appropriate E-code (see Appendix G).
The name of the disorder (e.g., Caffeine-Induced Sleep Disorder) is followed by the
subtype indicating the predominant symptom presentation and the specifier indicat
ing the context in which the symptoms developed (e.g., 292.89 Caffeine-Induced
Sleep Disorder, Insomnia Type, With Onset During Intoxication). When more than
one substance is judged to playa significant role in the development of the sleep dis
turbance. each should be listed separately (e.g., 292.89 Cocaine-Induced Sleep Disor
der, Insomnia Type, With Onset During Intoxication; 291.89 Alcohol-Induced Sleep
Disorder, Insomnia Type, With Onset During Withdrawal). If a substance is judged
to be the etiological factor but the specific substance or class of substance is unknown,
the category 292.89 Unknown Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder may be used.

Specific Substances

Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder most commonly occurs dUring intoxication with
the follOWing classes of substances: alcohol; amphetamine and related substances;
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caffeine; cocaine; opioids; and sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics. Sleep distur
barlCes are also secn less commonly with intoxication with other lypes of substances.
Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder can also occur in association with withdrawal
from the following classes of substances: alcohol; amphetamine and related stimu
lants; cocaine; opioids; and sedath·es, hypnotics, and anxiolytics. Each of the Sub
stance-Induced Sleep Disorders produces EEG sleep patterns that are associated
with, but cannot be considered diagnostic of, the disorder. The EEG sleep profile for
each substance is hlrther related to the stage of use, whether intoxication, chronic use,
or withdrawal following discontinuation of the substance.

Alcohol. Alcohol-Induced Sleep Disorder typically occurs as the Insomnia Type.
During acute intoxication, alcohol typically produces an immediate sedative effect,
with increased sleepiness and reduced wakefuIness for 3-l hours. This is accompa
nied by an increase in stages 3 and 4 non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and re
duced rapid eye movement (REM) sleep during EEG sleep studies. Following these
initial effects, the individual has increased wakefulness, restJess sleep, and, often, viv
id and anXiety-laden dreams for the rest of the sleep period. EEG sleep studies show
that, in the second half of sleep after alcohol ingestion, stages 3 and -t sleep is reduced,
wakefulness is increased, and REM sleep is increased. Alcohol can aggravate Breath
ing-Related Sleep Disorder by increasing the number of obstructive apnea events.
With continued habitual use, alcohol continues to show a short-lived sedative effect
for several hours, followed by sleep continuity disruption for several hours.

During Alcohol \Nithdrawal, sleep is grossly disturbed.. The individual typically
has extremely disrupted sleep continuity, accompanied by an increase in the amount
and intensity of REM sleep. This is often accompanied by an increase in vi\'id dream
ing and, in the most extreme example, constitutes part of Alcohol Withdrawal Delir
ium. After acute withdrawal, individuals who have chronically used alcohol may
continue to complain of light.. fragmented sleep for weeks to years. EEG sleep studies
confirm a persistent deficit in slow-wave sleep and persistent sleep continuity distur
bance in these cases.

Amphetamines and related stimulants. Amphetamine-[nduced Sleep Disorder is
characterized by insomnia during intoxication and by hypersomnia during with
drawal. During the period of acute intoxication, amphetamine reduces the total
amount of sleep, increases sleep lalency and sleep continuity disturbances, increases
body movements, and decreases REM sleep. Slow-wave sleep tends to be reduced.
During withdrawal from chronic amphetamine use, individuals typically experience
hypersomnia, with both prolonged nocturnal sleep duration and excessive sleepiness
during the daytime. REM and slow-wave sleep may rebound to above baseline val
ues. Multiple Sleep Latency Tests (MSLTs) may show increased daytime sleepiness
during Ihe withdrawal phase as well.

Caffeine. Caffeine-Induced Sleep Disorder typically produces insomnia, although
some individuals may present with a complaint of hypersomnia and daytime sleepi
ness related 10 withdrawal (see p. 76-1). Caffeine exerts a dose-dependent effect, with
increasing doses causing increased wakefulness and decreased sleep continuity.
Pol}'somnography may show prolonged sleep latency, increased wakefulness, and
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a decrease in slow-wave sleep. Consistent effects on RB\'1 sleep have not been de
scribed. Abrupt withdrawal from chronic caffeine use can produce hypersomnia.
Some individuals Illay also experience hypersomnia between daytime doses of caf
feine, as the immediate stimulant effect wanes.

Cocaine. As with other stimulants, cocaine typically produces insomnia during
acute intoxication and hypersomnia during withdrawal. During acute intoxication,
the total amount of sleep may be drastically reduced, with only shorl bouts of ver),
disrupted sleep. Conversely, withdrawal after a cocaine binge is often associated with
extremely prolonged sleep duration.

Opioids. During acute short-term use, opioids typically produce an increase in
sleepiness and in subjective depth of sleep. RR·t sleep is typically reduced by acute
administration of opioids, with little overall change in wakefulness or total sleep
time. \"'ith continued administration, most individuals become tolerant to the seda
tive effects of opioids and may begin to complain of insomnia. This is mirrored by
increased wakefulness and decreased sleep time in polysomnographic studies. With
drawal from opioids is typically accompanied by hypersomnia complaints, although
few objective studies have documented this finding.

Sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics. Drugs within this class (e.g., barbiturates,
benzodiazepines, meprobamate, glutethimide, and meth)'prylon) have similar, but
not identical, effects on sleep. Differences in duration of action and half-life may affect
sleep complaints and objective measures of sleep. In general, barbiturates and the
older nonbarbiturate, nonbenzodiazepine drugs more consistently produce toler
ance, dependence, and severe withdrawal, but these phenomena can be noted with
benzodiazepines as well.

During acute intoxication, sedative-hypnotic drugs produce the expected increase
in sleepiness and decrease in wakefulness. Polysomnographic studies confirm these
subjective effects during acute administration, as weU as a decrease in REM sleep and
an increase in sleep-spindle activity. Chronic use (particularly of barbiturates and the
older nonbarbiturate, nonbenzodiazepine drugs) may cause tolerance with the r€Suil
ing return of insomnia. If the individual then increases the dose, daytime hypersom
nia may occur. Sedative-hypnotic drugs can aggravate Breathing-Related Sleep
Disorder by increasing the frequency and severity of obstructive sleep apnea events.

The abrupt discontinuation of chronic sedative-hypnotic use can lead to with
drawal insomnia. In addition to decreased sleep duration, withdrawal can produce
increased anxiety, tremulousness. and ataxia. Barbiturates and the older nonbarbitu
rate, nonbenzodiazepine drugs are also associated with a high incidence of with
drawal seizures, which are much less frequently observed with benzodiazepincs.
Typically, sedative-hypnotic drugs with short durations of action are mosllikely 10
produce complaints of withdrawal insonmia, whereas those with longer durations of
action are more often associated with daytime hypersonmia during active use. Ho\\·
e\-er, any sedative-hypnotic drug can potentially cause either daytime sedation or
withdrawal insomnia. Withdrawal from sedative-hypnotic agents can be confirmed
by polysomnographic studies, which show reduced sleep duration, increased sleep
disruption, and REM sleep "rebOlmd."
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other substances. Other substances may produce sleep disturbances. CODUnon ex
amples include medications that affect the central or autonomic nervous systems (in
cluding adrenergic agonists and antagonists, dopamine agonists and antagonists,
cholinergic agonists and antagonists, serotonergic agonists and antagonists, antihis
tamines, and corticosteroids). ClinicaUy. such medications are prescribed for the con~

Irol of hypertension and cardiac arrhythmias, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
gastrointestinal motility problems, or inflammatory processes.

Differential Diagnosis

Sleep disturbances are commonly encountered in the context of Substance lntoxica
tion or Substance Withdrawal. A diagnosis of Substance-lnduced Sleep Disorder
should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or Substance With·
drawal only when the sleep disturbance is judged to be in excess of that usually asso
ciated with the intoxication or withdrawal syndrome and when the disturbance is
sufficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention. For example, insomnia
is a characteristic feahlre of Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal. Sedative-,
Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-lnduced Sleep Disorder should be diagnosed instead of Sed
ative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal only if the insomnia is more severe than
lhat usually encountered with Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal and re
quires special attention and treatment. If the substance-induced sleep disturbance oc
curs exclusively during the course of a delirium, the sleep disturbance is considered
to be an associated feature of the delirium and is not diagnosed separatel}'. In sub·
stance-induced presentations that contain a mix of different types of symptoms
(e.g., sleep. mood, and anxiety), the specific type ofSubstance-lnduced Disorder to be
diagnosed depends on which type of symptoms predominates in the clinical presen
tation.

A Substance·Induced Sleep Disorder is distinguished (rom a primary Sleep Dis
order and from Insomnia or Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder by
the fact that a substance is judged to be etiologically related to the symptoms (see
p.655).

A Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder due to a prescribed treatment for a mental
disorder or general medical condition must have its onset while the person is receiv
ing the medication (or during withdrawal, if there is a withdrawal syndrome associ
ated with the medication). Once the treahnent is discontinued, the sleep disturbance
will usually remit within days to several weeks (depending on the half-life of the sub
stance and the presence of a withdrawal syndrome). However, as discussed above,
some form of sleep problem can persist at decreasing intensity for months following
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic ''\'ithdrawal. With these exceptions, if symptoms
persist beyond -l weeks, other causes (or the sleep disturbance should be considered.
Not infrequentl}r, indi\Ciduals with a primary Sleep Disorder use medications or
drugs of abuse to relieve their symptoms. If the dinidan judges that the substance is
playing a significant role in the exacerbation of the sleep disturbance, an additional
diagnosis of a Substance-lnduced Sleep Disorder may be warranted.

A Substance-lnduced Sleep Disorder and Sleep Disorder Due to a General Med
ical Condition can also be difficult to distinguish. Both may produce similar symp
toms of insomnia, hypersomnia. or (more rarely) a Parasomnia. Furthermore, many
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individuals with general medical conditions that cause a sleep complaint are treated
with medications that may also cause disturbances in sleep. The chronology of symp
toms is the most important factor in distinguishing between these hvo causes of sleep
disturbance. For instance, a sleep disturbance that cleady preceded the use of an)'
medication for treatment of a general medical condition would suggest a diagnosis of
Sleep Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition. Conversely, sleep symptoms
that appear only after the institution of a particular medication or substance would
suggest a Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder. In a similar way, a sleep disturbance
that appears during treatment for a general medical condition but that improves after
the medication is discontinued suggests a diagnosis of Substance-Induced Sleep Dis
order. If the clinician has ascertained that the disturbance is due to both a general
medical condition and substance use, both diagnoses (i.e., Sleep Disorder Due to a
General Medical Condition and Substance-Lnduced Sleep Disorder) arc given. When
there is insufficient evidence to determine whether the sleep disturbance is due to a
substance (including a medication) or to a general medical condition or is primary
(i.e., not due to either a substance or a general medical condition), Parasomnia Not
Othen.... ise Specified or Dyssomnia Not Othenvise Specified wouJd be indicated.

Diagnostic criteria for Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder

A. A prominent disturbance in sleep that is sufficiently severe to warrant independent
clinical attention.

B. There is e .... idence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings of
either (1) or (2):

(1) the symptoms in Criterion A developed during, or within a month of, Substance
Intoxication or Withdrawal

(2) medication use is etiologically related to the sleep disturbance

C. The disturbance is not better accounted for by a Sleep Disorder that is not substance
induced. Evidence that the symptoms are better accounted for by a Sleep Disorder
that is not substance induced might include the following: the symptoms precede the
onset of the substance use (or medication use); the symptoms persist for a substantial
period of time (e.g., about a month) after the cessation of acute withdrawal or se·
vere intoxication or are substantially in excess of what would be expected given the
type or amount of the substance used or the duration of use; or there is other evi
dence that suggests the existence of an independent non-substance-induced Sleep
Disorder (e.g.• a history of recurrent non-substance-related episodes).

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of a delirium.

E. The sleep disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, oc
cupational. or other important areas of functioning.

Note: This diagnosis should be made instead of a diagnosis of Substance Intoxication or
Substance Withdrawal only when the sleep symptoms are in excess of those usually asso
ciated with the intoxication or withdrawal syndrome and when the symptoms are suffi·
ciently se....ere to warrant independent clinical attention.
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Diagnostic criteria for Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder
(continued)

Code [Specific Substance)-Induced Sleep Disorder:

(291.89 Alcohol; 292.89 Amphetamine; 292.89 Caffeine; 292.89 Cocaine; 292.89
Opioid; 292.89 Sedative. Hypnotic. or Anxiolytic; 292.89 Other [or Unknown) Sub
stance)

Specify type:

Insomnia Type: if the predominant sleep disturbance is insomnia
Hypersomnia Type: if the predominant sleep disturbance is hypersomnia
Parasomnia Type: if the predominant sleep disturbance is a Parasomnia
Mixed Type: if more than one sleep disturbance is present and none predomi
nates

Specify if (see table on p. 193 for applicability by substance):

With Onset During Intoxication: if the criteria are met for Intoxication with
the substance and the symptoms develop during the intoxication syndrome
With Onset During Withdrawal: if criteria are met for Withdrawal from the
substance and the symptoms develop during, or shortly after. a withdrawal syn
drome



Impulse-Control Disorders
Not Elsewhere Classified

ThiS section includes disorders of impulse control that arc not classified as part of
the presentation of disorders in other sections of the manual (e.g., Substance-Related
Disorders, Paraphilias, Antisocial Personality Disorder, Conduct Disorder, Schizo
phrenia, and Mood Disorders may have features that involve problems of impulse
control). The essential feature of Impulse-Control Disorders is the failure to resist an
impulse, drive, or temptation to perform an act that is harmful 10 the person or to oth
ers. For most of the disorders in this se<tion, the individual feels an increasing sense
of tension or arousal before committing the act and then experiences pleasure, grati
fication, or relief at the time of committing the act. FollOWing the act there mayor may
not be regret, sell-reproach, or guilt. The following disorders are included in this sec
tion:

lntennittent Explosive Disorder is characterized by discrete episodes of failure to
resist aggressive impulses resulting in serious assaults or destruction of property.

Kleptomania is characterized by the recurrent failure to resist impulses to steal ob
jects not needed for personal use or monetary value.

Pyromania is characterized by a pattern of fire setting for pleasure, gratification,
or relief of tension.

Pathological Gambling is characterized by recurrent and persistent maladaptive
gambling behavior.

Trichotillomania is characterized by recurrent pulling out of one's hair for plea
sure, gratification, or relief of tension that results in noticeable hair loss.

Impulse-Control Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is included for coding disor
ders of impulse control that do not meet the criteria for any of the specific ImpuJse
Control Disorders described above or in other sections of the manual.

312.34 Intermittent Explosive Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Intermillent Explosive Disorder is the occurrence of discrete
episodes of failure to resist aggressive impulses that result in serious assaulti\'e acts
or destruction of property (Criterion A). Examples of serious assaultive acts include
striking or othenvise hurting another person or verbally threatening to physically as
sault another individual. Destruction of property entails purposeful breaking of an
object of value; minor or unintentional damage is nol of sufficient se\'erity to meet
this criterion. The degree of aggressiveness expressed during an episode is grossly

663
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out of proportion to any provocation or precipitating psychosocial stressor (Criterion
B). A diagnosis of Intermittent Explosive Disorder is made only after other mental
disorders that might account for episodes of aggressive behavior have been Tuled out
(e.g., Antisocial Personality Disorder, Borderline Personality Disorder, a Psychotic
Disorder, a Manic Episode, Conduct Disorder, or Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder) (Criterion C). The aggressive episodes are not due to the direct physiolog
ical effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical
cond.ition (e.g., head trauma, Alzheimer's disease) (Criterion C). TIle individual may
describe the aggressive episodes as "spells" or "attacks" in which the explosive be
havior is preceded by a sense of tension or arousal and is followed immediately by
a sense of relief. Later the indh,jdual may feel upset, remorseful, regretful, or embar
rassed about the aggressive behavior.

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Individuals with Intermit
tent Explosive Disorder sometimes describe intense impulses to be aggressive prior
to their aggressive acts. Explosive episodes may be associated with affective symp
toms (irritability or rage, increased energy, racing thoughts) during the aggressive
impulses and acts, and rapid onset of depressed mood and fatigue after the acts.
Some individuals may also report that their aggressive episodes are often preceded
or accompanied by symptoms such as tingling, tremor, palpitations, chest tightness,
head pressure, or hearing an echo. Individuals may describe their aggressive im
puJses as extremely distressing. The disorder may result in job loss, school suspen
sion, divorce, difficulties with interpersonal relationships or other impairment in
social or occupational spheres, accidents (e.g., in vehicles), hospitalization (e.g., be
cause of injuries incurred in fights or accidents), financial problems, incarcerations, or
other legal problems.

Signs of generalized impulsivity or aggressiveness may be present behvccn explo
sive episodes. Individuals with Intermittent Explosive Disorder may report problems
with chronic anger and frequent "subthreshold" episodes, in which they experience ag
gressive impuJses but either manage to resist acting on them or engage in less destruc
tive aggressive behaviors (e.g., screaming, punching a wall without damaging it).

Individuals with narcissistic, obsessive, paranoid, or sdlizoid traits may be espe
cially prone to having explosive outbursts of anger when under stress. Preliminary
data suggest that Mood Disorders, Anxiety Disorders, Eating Disorders, Substance
Use Disorders, and other ImpUlse-Control Disorders may be associated with Inter
mittent Explosive Disorder. Childhood histories may show severe temper tantrums,
impaired attention, hyperactivity, and other behavioral difficulties, such as stealing
and fire setting.

Associated laboratory findings. There may be nonspecific EEG findings (e.g., slow
ing) or evidence of abnormalities on neuropsychological testing (e.g.• difficulty with
letter revers,ll). Signs of altered serotonin metabolism (e.g., low mean 5-hydrox)'
indoleacetic acid [5~HlAA] concentrations) have been found in the cerebrospinal flu
id of some impulsive and temper-prone individuals, but the specific relationship of
these findings to Intermittent Explosive Disorder is unclear.
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Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
There may be nonspedficor "soft" findings on neurological examinations (e.g., reflex
asymmetries or mirror movements). Developmental difficulties indicative of cerebral
dysfunction may be present (e.g., delayed speech or poor coordination). A history of
neurological conditions (e.g., migraine headaches, head injury, episodes of uncon
sciousness, or febrile seizures in childhood) may be present. However, if the clinician
judges that the aggressive behavior is a consequence of the direct physiological ef
fects of a diagnosable gener.ll medical condition, the appropriate Mental Disorder
Due to a General Medical Condition should be diagnosed instead (e.g., Personality
Change Due to Head Trauma, Aggressive Type; Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type,
Early Onset, Uncomplicated, \""'ith Behavioral Disturbance).

Specific Culture and Gender Features

Amok is characterized by an episode of acute, unrestrained violent behavior for which
the person claims anmesia. Although traditionally seen in southeastern Asian coun
tries, cases of amok have been reported in Canada and the nited States. Unlike lnter
mittent Explosive Disorder, amok typically occurs as a single episode rather than as
a pattern of aggressive behavior and is often associated with prominent dissociative
feahtres. Episodic violent behavior is more common in males than in females.

Prevalence

Reliable information is lacking, but Intermittent E;.,;plosive Disorder is apparently
rare.

Course

Limited data are available on the age at onset of Intermiltent Explosive Disorder, but
it appears to be from childhood to the early 205. ~'Iode of onset may be abrupt and
without a prodromal period. The course of Intermittent Explosive Disorder is vari
able, with the disorder having a chronic course in some individuals and a more epi
sodic course in other individuals.

Familial Pattern

Mood Disorders, Substance Use Disorders, lntermittent Explosive Disorder, and oth
er Impulse-Control Disorders may be more common among the first-degree relatives
of individuals with Intermittent Explosive Disorder than among the general popula
tion.

Differential Diagnosis

Aggressive behavior can occur in the context of many other mcntal disorders. A di
agnosis of Intermittent Explosive Disorder should be considered only after all other
disorders that are associated with aggressive impulses or behavior have been rulcd
out. If the aggressive behavior occurs exclusively during the course of a delirium, a
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diagnosis of Intermittent Explosi\'e Disorder is not given. Similarly. when the beha\'+
iar develops as part of a dementia, a diagnosis of Intermittent Explosive Disorder is

not made and the appropriate diagnosis is dementia with the specifier With Beha\'·
iOTal Disturbance. Intermittent Explosive Disorder should be distinguished from Per
sonality Change Due to a General Medical Condition, Aggressive Type, which is
diagnosed when the pattern of aggressive episodes is judged to be due to the direct
physiological effects of a diagnosable general medical condition (e.g., an individual
who has suffered brain injury from an automobile accident and subsequently mani
fests a change in personality characterized by aggressive outbursts). In rare cases, epi
sodic violence may occur in individuals with epilepsy, especially of frontal and
temporal origin (partial complex epilepsy).

A careful history and a thorough neurological evaluation are helpful in making the
determination. Note that nonspedfic abnormalities on neurological examination
(e.g., "soft signs") and nonspecific EEG changes are compatible with a diagnosis of
Intermittent Explosive Disorder and only preempt the diagnosis if they are indicative
of a diagnosable general medical condition.

Aggressive outbursts may also occur in association with Substance Intoxication
or Substance Withdrawal, particularly associated with alcohol, phencyclidine, co
caine and other stimulants, barbiturates, and inhalants. The clinician should inquire
carefully about the nature and extent of substance use, and a blood or urine drug
screen may be informative.

Intermittent Explosive Disorder should be distinguished from the aggressive or
erratic behavior that can occur in Oppositional Defiant Disorder, Conduct Disorder,
Antisocial Personality Disorder, Borderline Personality Disorder, a Manic Episode,
and Schizophrenia. If the aggressive behavior is better accounted for as a diagnostic
or associated feature of another mental disorder, a separate diagnosis of Intermittent
Explosive Disorder is not given. However, impulsive aggression in individuals with
Antisocial Personality Disorder and Borderline Personality Disorder can have specif
ic clinical relevance, in which case both diagnoses may be made. For example, if an
individual with an established diagnosis of Borderline Personality Disorder develops
discrete episodes of failure to resist aggressive impulses resulting in serious physical
or verbal assaultive acts or destruction of property, an additional diagnosis of Inter
mittent Explosive Disorder may be warranted.

"Anger .lltacks"-sudden spells of anger associated with autonomic arousal (tachy
cardia, sweating, flushing) and feelings of being out of control-have been described
in individuals with Major Depressive Disorder and Panic Disorder. If these attacks
occur only in the setting of a Major Depressive Episode or a Panic Attack, they should
not count toward a diagnosis of lntennittent Explosive Disorder. However, if these
anger attacks also occur at times other than during Major Depressive Episodes or
Panic Attacks, and meet the Intermittent Explosive Disorder criterion for serious as
saultive acts, then both diagnoses may be gi\'en.

Aggressive behavior may, of course, occur when no mental disorder is present.
Purposeful behavior is distinguished from Intermittent Explosive Disorder by the
presence of motivation and gain in the aggressive act. In forensic settings, individuals
may malinger Intermittent Explosive Disorder to avoid responsibility for their be
havior. Anger as a normal reaction to specific life events or environmental situa
tions also needs to be distinguished from the anger that may occur as part of an
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aggressive episode in Intcrmittent Explosive Disorder, which occurs with little or no
provocation.

Diagnostic criteria for 312.34 Intermittent Explosive Disorder

A. Several discrete episodes of failure to resist aggressive impulses that result in serious
assaultive acts or destruction of property.

B. The degree of aggressiveness expressed during the episodes is grossly out of propor
tion to any precipitating psychosocial stressors.

C. The aggressive episodes are not better accounted for by another mental disorder
(e.g., Antisocial Personality Disorder, Borderline Personality Disorder, a Psychotic Dis
order, a Manic Episode, Conduct Disorder, or Attention-DeficiUHyperactivity Disor
der) and are not due to the direct physiological effern of a substance (e.g., a drug of
abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., head trauma, Alzheimer's
disease).

312.32

Diagnostic Features

Kleptomania

The essential feature of Kleptomania is the recurrent failure to resist impulses to stcal
items evcn though the items are not needed for personal use or for their monetary val
ue (Criterion A). The individual experiences a rising subjective sense of tension be
fore the theft (Criterion B) and feels pleasure, gratification, or relief when committing
the theft (Criterion C). The stealing is not committed to express anger or vengeance,
is not done in response to a delusion or hallucination (Criterion D), and is not better
accounted for by Conduct Disorder, a Manic Episode, or Antisocial Personality Dis
order (Criterion E). The objects are stolen despite the fact that they are typically of lit
tle value to the individual, who could have afforded to pay for them and often gives
them away or discards them. Occasionally the individual may hoard the stolen ob
jects or surreptitiously retum them. Although individuals with this disorder will gen
erally avoid stealing when immediate arrest is probable (e.g., in full '!iew of a police
officer), they usually do not preplan the thefts or fully take into account the chances
of apprehension. The stealing is done without assistance from, or collaboration with,
others.

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals with Kleptomania experience the impulse to steal as ego-dystonic and are
aware that the act is wrong and senseless. The person frequcntly fears being appre
hended and often feels depressed or guilty about the thefts. Kleptomania may be as
sociated with compulsive buying as well as with Mood Disorders (especially Major
Depressive Disorder), Anxiety Disorders, Eating Disorders (particularly Bulimia
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'ervosa), Personality Disorders, and other Impulse-Control Disorders. The disorder
may cause legal, family, career, and personal difficulties.

Specific Gender Features

Preliminary evidence suggests thai, in clinical samples, apprOximately two-thirds of
individuals with Kleptomania are female.

Prevalence

Kleptomania is a rare condition that appears to occur in fewer than 5% of identifica
shoplifters. lis prevalence in the general population is unknown.

Course

Age at onset of Kleptomania is variable. The disorder may begin in childhood, ado
lescence, or adulthood, and in rare cases in late adulthood. There is little systematic
information on the course of Kleptomania, but three typical courses have been dE'
scribed: sporadic with brief episodes and long periods of remission; episodic with
protracted periods of stealing and periods of remission; and chronic with some de
gree of fluctuation. The disorder may continue for years, despite multiple conviction:
for shoplifting.

Familial Pattern

There are no controlled family history studies of Kleptomania. However, preliminary
data suggest that first-degree relatives of individuals with Kleptomania rna)' have
higher rates of Obsessive-Compulsh'e Disorder than the general population.

Differential Diagnosis

Kleptomania should be distinguished from ordinary acts of theft or shoplifting. Or
dinary theft (whether planned or impulsive) is deliberate and is motivated by the use
fulness of the object or its monetary worth. Some individuals, espL'Ciall)' adolescents,
may also steal on a dare, as an act of rebellion, or as a rite of passage. The diagnosis
is not made unless other characteristic features of Kleptomania are also present. Klep
tomania is exceedingly rare, whereas shoplifting is relatively common. In Malinger
ing, individuals may simulate the symptoms of Kleptomania to avoid criminal
prosecution. Antisocial Personality Disorder and Conduct Disorder are distir
guished from Kleptomania by a general pattern of antisocial behavior. KJeptomani.
should be distinguished from intentional or inadvertent stealing that may occur dur
ing a Manic Episode, in response to delusions or hallucinations (e.g., in Schizophre
nia), or as a result of a dementia.

I,
I
•
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Diagnostic criteria for 312.32 Kleptomania
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A. Recurrent failure to resist impulses to steal objects that are not needed for personal
use or for their monetary value.

B. Increasing sense of tension immediately before committing the theft.

C. Pleasure, gratification. or relief at the time of committing the theft.

D. The stealing is not committed to express anger or vengeance and is not in response
to a delusion or a hallucination.

E. The stealing is not better accounted for by Conduct Disorder, a Manic Episode, or
Antisocial Personality Disorder.

Diagnostic Features

312.33 Pyromania

The essential feahlre of Pyromania is the presence of multiple episodes of deJiber.1te
and purposeful fire setting (Criterion A). IndividuaJs with this disorder experience
tension or affective arousal before setting a fire (Criterion B). There is a fascination
with, interest in, curiosity abollt, or attraction to fire and its situational contexts (e.g.,
paraphemalia, uses, consequences) (Criterion C). Individuals with this disorder are
often regular "watchers" at fires in their neighborhoods, may set off false alarms, and
derive pleasure from institutions, equipment, and personnel associated with fire.
They may spend time at the local fire department, set fires to be affiliated with the fire
department, or even become firefighters. Individuals with this disorder experience
pleasure, gratification, or a release of tension when setting the fire, witnessing ils ef
fects, or participating in its aftermath (Criterion D). The fire setting is not done for
monetary gain, as an expression of sociopolitical ideology, 10 conceal crimi.nal activi
ty. to express anger or vengeance, to improve one's living circumstances, or in re
sponse 10 a delusion or a hallucination (Criterion E). The fire setting does not result
from impaired judgment (e.g., in dementia or Mental Retardation). 111e di.1gnosis is
not made if the fire setting is better accounted for by Conduct Disorder, a Manic Epi
sode, or Antisocial Personality Disorder (Criterion F).

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals with Pyromania may make considerable advance preparation for starting
a fire. They may be indifferent to the consequences to life or property caused by the
fire, or they may derive satisfaction from the resulting property destruction. The be
haviors may lead to properly damage, legal consequences, or injury or loss of We to
the fire setter or to others. Individuals who impulsively set fires (who mayor may not
have Pyromania) often h.we a current or past hislory of Alcohol Dependence or
Abuse.
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Specific Age and Gender Features

Although fire setting is a major problem in children and adolescents (O\'er -10"10 of
those arrested for arson offenses in the United Slates are under age 18 years), Pyro
mania in childhood appears to be rare. Juvenile fire setting is usually associated with
Conduct Disorder, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, or Adjustment Disor
der. Pyromania occurs much more often in maJes, especially those with poorer social
skills and learning difficulties.

Prevalence

Pyromania is apparently rare.

Course

There aTe insufficient data to eSI"blish a typical age al onset of Pyromania. TI,e Tela
tionship between fire selting in childhood and Pyromania in adulthood has not been
documented. In individuals with Pyromania, fire-setting incidents are episodic and
may wax and wane in frequency. longiludinal course is unknown.

Differential Diagnosis

It is important to rule out other causes of fire setting before giving the diagnosis of
Pyromania. Intentional fire setting rna}' occur for profit, sabotage, or revenge; to con
ceal a crime; to make a political statement (e.g., an act of terrorism or protest); or to
attract attention or recognition (e.g., setting a fire in order to discover it and save the
day). Fire setting may also occur as part of developmental experimentation in child
hood (e.g., playing with matches, lighters, or fire). Some individuals with mental dis
orders use fire setting to communicate a desire, wish, or need, often directed at
gaining a change in the nahue or location of services. This fonn of fire setting has
been referred to as "communicative arson" and must be carefully distinguished from
Pyromania. A separate diagnosis of Pyromania is not given when fire setting occurs
as part of Conduct Disorder, a Manic Episode, or Antisocial Personality Disorder,
or if it occurs in response to a delusion or a hallucination (e.g., in Schizophrenia) or
if it is due to the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition (e.g., epi
lepsy). The diagnosis of Pyromania should also not be given when fire setting results
from impaired judgment associated with dementia, Mental Retardation, or Sub
stance Intoxication.
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Diagnostic criteria for 312.33 Pyromania

A. Deliberate and purposeful fire setting on more than one occasion.

B. Tension or affective arousal before the act.
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C. Fascination with, interest in, curiosity about, or attraction to fire and its situational
contexts (e.g., paraphernalia, uses, consequences).

D. Pleasure, gratification, or relief when setting fires, or when witnessing or participat
ing in their aftermath.

E. The fire setting is not done for monetary gain, as an expression of sociopolitical ide
ology, to conceal criminal activity, to express anger or vengeance, to improve one's
living circumstances, in response to a delusion or hallucination, or as a result of im
paired judgment (e.g., in dementia, Mental Retardation, Substance Intoxication).

F. The fire setting is not better accounted for by Conduct Disorder, a Manic Episode, or
Antisocial Personality Disorder.

312.31

Diagnostic Features

Pathological Gambling

The essential feature of Pathological Gambling is persistent and recurrent maladap
tive gambling behavior (Criterion A) that disrupts personal, family, or vocational
pursuits. The diagnosis is not made if the gambling behavior is better accounted for
b)' a tl.'lanic Episode (Criterion B).

The individual rna)' be preoccupied with gambling (e.g., reliving past gambling
experiences, planning the next gambling venture, or thinking of ways to get money
with which to gamble) (Criterion Al). Most individuals with Pathological Gambling
say that they are seeking "action" (an aroused, euphoric state) or excitement even
more than money. Increasingly larger bets, or greater risks, may be needed to contin
ue to produce the desired level of excitement (Criterion A2). Individuals with Patho
logical Gambling often continue to gamble despite repeated efforts to control, cut
back, or stop the behavior (Criterion A3). There may be restlessness or irritability
when attempting to cut down or SlOp gambling (Criterion A4). The individual may
gamble as a way of escaping from problems or to relieve a dysphoric mood (e.g., feel
ings of helplessness, guilt, anxiety, depression) (Criterion AS). A pattern of "chasing"
one's losses may develop, with an urgent need to keep gambling (often with larger
bets or the taking of greater risks) to undo a loss or series of losses. The individual
may abandon his or her gambling strategy and try to win back losses all at once. Al
though all gamblers may chase for short periods, it is the long·term chase that is more
characteristic of individuals with Pathological Gambling (Criterion A6). The individ
ual may lie to family members, therapists, or others to conceal the extent of involve
ment with gambling (Criterion A7). When the individual's borrowing resources are
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strained, the person may resort to antisocial behavior (e.g., forgery, fraud, theft, or
embezzlement) to obtain mane}' (Criterion A8). The individual may have jeopardized.
or lost a significant relationship, job, or educational or career opportunity because of
gambling (Criterion A9). The individual may also engage in "bailout" behavior, turn
ing to family or others for help with a desperate financial situal'ion that was caused
by gambling (Criterion AI0).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Distortions in thinking
(e.g., denial. superstitions, o\'erconfidence, or a sense of power and control) may be
present in individuals with Pathological Gambling. Many individuals with Patholog
ical Gambling believe that money is both the cause of and solution to aU their prob
lems. Individuals with Pathological Gambling are frequently highly competitive,
energetic, restless, and easily bored. They may be overly concemed with the approval
of others and may be generous to the point of extravagance. \'\'hen not gambling, they
may be workaholics or "binge" workers who wait until they are up against deadlines
before really working hard. They may be prone to developing general medical conm+
tions that are associated with stress (e.g., hypertension, peptic ulcer disease, migraine).
lndividualsseeking treatment for Pathological Gambling ha\-e relatively high rates of
suicidal ideation and suicide attempts. Studies of men with Pathological Gambling
suggest that a history of inattentive and hyperactive symptoms in childhood may be
a risk factor for development of Pathological Gambling later in life. Increased rates of
Mood Disorders, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Substance Abuse or De
pendence, other Impulse-Control Disorders, and Antisocial, Narcissistic, and Border
line Personality Disorders have been reported in individuals with Pathological
Gambling.

Associated laboratory findings. There are no laboratory findings that arediagnos
tic of Pathological Gambling. However, a variety of laboratory findings have been re
ported to be abnormal in males with Pathological Gambling compared with conlrol
subjects. These include measures of neurotransmitters and their metabolites in cere
brospinal fluid and urine, and response to neuroendocrine dlallenges, implicating
abnormalities in a variety of neurotransmitter systems, including the serotonin, nor
epinephrine, and dopamine systems. Abnormalities in platelet monoamine oxidase
activity have also been reported in males with Pathological Gambling. Individuals
with Pathological Gambling may display high levels of impulsivity on neuropsycho
logical tests.

Specific Culture and Gender Features

There are cultural variations in the prevalence and type of gambling activities (e.g.,
pai go, cockfights, horse racing, the stock market). Approximately one~third of indi
viduals with Pathological Gambling are females, but in different geographic areas
and cultures, gender ratio can vary considerably. Females with the disorder are more
apt to be depressed and to gamble as an escape. females are underrepresented in
treatment programs for gambling and represent only 2°~~o of the population of
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Gamblers Anonymous. This may be a function of the greater stigma attached to fe
male gamblers.

Prevalence

The pre\'alence of Pathological Gambling is influenced by both the availability of
gambling and the duration of availability such that with the increasing availabilily of
legalized gambling, there is an increase in the prevalence of Pathological Gambling.
Community studies estimate the lifetime prevalence of Pathological Gambling to range
from 0.4% to 3.4% in adults, although prevalence rates in some areas (e.g., Puerto Rico,
Australia) have been reported to be as high as 7%. Higher prevalence rates, ranging
from 2.8% to 8%, have been reported in adolescents and college students. The preva
lence of Pathological Gambling may be increased in treatment-seeking individuals
with a SubstanCe Use Disorder.

Course

Pathological Gambling typically begins in early adolescence in males and later in life
in females. Although a few individuals are "hooked" with their very first bet, for
most the course is more insidious. There may be years of social gambling followed by
an abrupt onset that may be precipitated by greater exposure to gambling or by a
stressor. The gambling pattern may be regular or episodic, and the course of the dis
order is typically chronic There is generally a progression in the frequency of gam
bling, the amount wagered, and the preoccupation with gambling and obtaining
money with which to gamble. The urge to gamble and gambling activity generally in
crease during periods of stress or depression.

Familial Pattern

Pathological Gambling and Alcohol Dependence are both more common among the
parents of individuals with Pathological Gambling than among the general popula
tion.

Differential Diagnosis

Pathological Gambling must be distinguished from social gambling and professional
gambling. Social gambling typically occurs with friends or colleagues and lasts for a
limited period of time, with predetemlined acceptable losses. In professional gam
bling, risks are limited and discipline is central. Some individuals can experience
problems associated with their gambling (e.g., short-term chasing behavior and loss
of control) that do not meet the full criteria for Pathological Gambling.

loss of judgment and excessi\'e gambling may occur during a Manic Episode, An
additional diagnosis of Pathological Gambling should only be given if the gambling
behavior is not beller accounted for by the Manic Episode (e.g., a history of maladap
tive gambling beha\'ior at times other than during a ~llanic Episode). Alternatively,
an individual with Pathological Gambling may exhibit behavior during a gambling
binge that resembles a Manic Episode. However, once the individual is away from the
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gambling, these manic-like features dissipate. Problems with gambling may occur in
individuals with Antisocial Personality Disorder; if criteria are met for both disor
ders, both can be diagnosed.

Diagnostic criteria for 312.31 Pathological Gambling
A. Persistent and recurrent maladaptive gambling behavior as indicated by five (or

more) of the following:

(1) is preoccupied with gambling (e.g.• preoccupied with reliving past gambling ex
periences, handicapping or planning the next venture, or thinking of ways to
get money with which to gamble)

(2) needs to gamble with increasing amounts of money in order to achieve the de-
sired excitement

(3) has repeated unsuccessful efforts to control. cut back. or stop gambling
(4) is restless or irritable when attempting to cut down or stop gambling
(5) gambles as a way of escaping from problems or of relieving a dysphoric mood

(e.g., feelings of helplessness, guilt, anxiety. depression)
(6) after losing money gambling, often returns another day to get even ("chasing

one's losses)
(7) lies to family members. therapist, or others to conceal the extent of involvement

with gambling
(8) has committed illegal acts such as forgery, fraud, theft, or embezzlement to fi

nance gambling
(9) has jeopardized or lost a significant relationship, job, or educational or career ~

opportunity because of gambling
(10) relies on others to provide money to relieve a desperate financial situatiofl

caused by gambling

B. The gambling behavior is not better accounted for by a Manic Episode.

312.39 Trichotillomania

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Trichotillomania is the recurrent pulling out of one's own hair
that results in noticeable hair loss (Criterion A). Sites of hair pulling may include any
region of the body in which hair may grow (including axillary, pubic, and perirectal re
gions), with the most common sites being the scalp, eyebrows, and eyelashes. Hair puU
ing may occur in brief episodes scattered throughout the day or in less frequent bu\
more sustained periods that can continue for hours. Hair pulling often occurs in slates
of relaxation and distraction (e.g., when reading a book or watching television) bul rna}'

also occur during stressful circumstances. An increasing sense of tension is present im
mediately before pulling out the hair (Criterion B). For some, tension does not necessc1r
ily precede the act but is associated with attempts to resist the urge. There is
gratification, pleasure, or a sense of relief when pulling oullhe hair (Criterion q. Some
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individuals experience an "itchlike" sensation in the scalp that is eased by the act of
pulling hair. The diagnosis is not given if the hair pulling is better accounted for by an
other mental d.isorder (e.g., in response to a delusion or a hallucination) or is due to a
general medical condition (e.g., inOammation of the skin or other dermatological con
ditions) (Criterion D). The disturbance must cause significant distress or impairment in
social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion E).

Associated Features and Disorders

Associated descriptive features and mental disorders. Examining the hair root,
twirling it off, pulling the strand between the teeth, or lTidlOphagia (eating hairs) may
occur with Trichotillomania. Hair pulling does not usually occur in the presence of
other people (except immediate family members), and social situations may bea\foid
cd. Individuals commonly deny their hair-pulling behavior and conceal or camou
nage the resulting alopecia. Some individuals have urges to pull hairs from other
people and may sometimes try to find opportunities to do so surreptitiously. They
may pull hairs from pets, dolls, and other fibrous materials (e.g., sweaters or carpets).
Nail biting, scratching, gnawing, and excoriation is often associated with Trichotillo
mania.Individuals with Trichotillomania may also have Mood Disorders, Anxiety Dis
orders (especially Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder), Substance Use Disorders, Eating
Disorders, Personality Disorders, or Mental Retardation.

Associated laboratory findings. Certain histological findings are considered char
acteristic and may aid diagnosis when Trichotillomania is suspected and the affected
individual denies symptoms. Biopsy samples from involved areas may reveal short
and broken hairs. Histological examination will reveal normal and damaged follicles
in the same area, as well as an increased number of catagen hairs. Some hair follicles
may show signs of trauma (wrinkling of the outer root sheath). Involved follicles may
be empty or may contain a deeply pigmented keratinous material. The absence of in
nammation distinguishes TrichotilJomania-induced alopecia from alopecia areata.

Associated physical examination findings and general medical conditions.
Pain is not routinely reported to accompany the hair pulling; pruritus and tingling in
the involved areas may be present. The patterns of hair loss are highly variable. Areas
of complete alopecia are common, as well as areas of noticeably thinned hair density.
When the scalp is involved, there may be a predilection for the crown or parietal re
gions. The surface of the scalp usually shows no evidence of excoriation. There may
be a pattern of nearly complete baldness except for a narrow perimeter around the
outer margins of the scalp, particularly at the nape of the neck ("tonsure trichotillo
mania"). Eyebrows and eyelashes may be completely absent. Thinning of pubic hairs
maybe apparent on inspection. There may be areas of absent hair on the limbs or tor
so. Trichophagia may result in bezoars (hair balls) that may lead to anemia, abdomi
nal pain, hematemesis, nausea and vomiting, and bowel obstruction and even
perforation.
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Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Among children with Trichotillomania, males and females are equally represented.
Among adults, Trichotillomania is much morc common among females than among
maJes. This may reflect the true gender ratio of the condition, or it rnilY reflect diifer
ential treatment seeking based on cultural or gender-based attitudes regarding ap
pearance (e.g., acceptance of normative hair loss among males).

Prevalence

'0 systematic data are available on the prevalence of Trichotillomania. Although
Trichotillomania was previously thought to be an uncommon condition, it is now
believed 10 occur more frequenUy_ For example, a survey of college students found
a lifetime rale of 0.6%.

Course

Transient periods of hair pulling in early childhood may be considered a benigl
"habit" with a self-limited course. Individuals who present with chronic Trichotillo
mania in adulthood often report onset in early adolescence. Some individuals ha'·e
continuous symptoms for decades. For others, the disorder may come and go for
weeks, months, or years at a time. Sites of hair pulling may vary over time.

Differential Diagnosis

Other causes of alopecia should be considered in individuals who deny hair pulling
(e.g., alopecia arcata, male-pattern baldness, chronic discoid lupus erythematosus,
lichen planopilaris, folliculitis decalvans, pseudopelade, and alopecia mudnosa).
A separate diagnosis of Trichotillomania is not given if the behavior is better accounl·
ed for by another mental disorder (e.g., in response to a delusion or a hallucination
in Schizophrenia). The repetitive hair pulling in Trichotillomania must be distin
guished from a compulsion, as in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder. In Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder, the repetitive behaviors are performed in response to an obses
sion, or according to rules that must be applied rigidly. An additional diagnosis of
Stereotypic Movement Disorder is not made if the repetitive behavior is limited t
hair pulling. The self-induced alopecia in Trichotillomania must be distinguish£'
from Factitious Disorder With Predominantly Physical Signs and Symptoms, in
which the motivation for the behavior is assuming the sick role.

Many individuals hvist and play with hair, espedally during states of heightened
an:xiety, but this behavior does not usually qualify for a diagnosis of Trichotillomania.
Some individuals may present with features of Trichotillomania, but the resulting
hair damage may be so slight as to be virtually undetectable. In such sihJations, the
diagnosis should only be considered if the individual experiences significant distress.
In children, self-limited periods of hair pulling are common and may be considered
a temporary "habit." This form of childhood hair pulling differs from adult forms of
Trichotillomania in lhat therc may be an absence of reported tcnsion or relief associ
ated with the hair pulling. Therefore, among children, the diagnosis should be re
served for situations in which the behavior has persisted for several months.

I.
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Diagnostic criteria for 312.39 Trichotillomania
A. ~ecurrent pulling out of one's hair resulting in noticeable hair loss.

B. An increasing sense of tension immediately before pulling out the hair or when at
tempting to resist the behavior.

C. Pleasure. gratification, or relief when pulling out the hair.

D. The disturbance is not better accounted for by another mental disorder and is not
due to a general medical condition (e.g .. a dermatological condition).

E. The disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social. occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning.

312.30 Impulse-Control Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for disorders of impulse control (e.g., skin picking) that do not meet
the criteria for any specific Impulse-Control Disorder or for another mental disorder
having features involving impulse control described elsewhere in the manual (e.g.•
Substance Dependence, a Paraphilia).



Adjustment Disorders

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of an Adjustment Disorder is a psychological response to an
identifiable stressor or stressors that results in the development of clinically significant
emotional or behavioral symptoms. The symptoms must develop within 3 months
after the onset of the stressor(s) (Criterion A). The clinical significance of the reaction
is indicated either by marked distress that is in excess of what would be expected giv
en the nature of the stressor or by significant impairment in social or occupational
(academic) functioning (Criterion B). In other words, a reaction to a stressor that
might be considered normal or expectable can still qualify for a diagnosis of Adjust
ment Disorder if the reaction is sufficiently severe to cause significant impairment.
This category should not be used if the disturbance meets the criteria for another spe
cific Axis I disorder (e.g., a specific Anxiety or Mood Disorder) or is merely an exac
erbation of a preexisting Axis I or U disorder (Criterion C). Howe\'er, an Adjustment
Disorder may be diagnosed in the presence of another Axis I or Axis n disorder if the
lauer does not account for the pattern of symptoms that have occurred in response to
the stressor. The diagnosis of an Adjustment Disorder also does not apply when the
symptoms represent Bereavement (Criterion D). By definition, an Adjustment Disor
der must resolve within 6 months of the termination of the stressor (or its consequenc
es) (Criterion E). Howe\'er, the symptoms may persist for a prolonged period (i.e.,
longer than 6 months) if they occur in response to a chronic stressor (e.g., a chronic,
djsabling general medical condition) or to a stressor that has enduring consequences
(e.g., the financial and emotional difficulties resulting from a divorce).

The stressor may be a single event (e.g., termination of a romantic relationship), or
there may be multiple stressors (e.g., marked business difficulties and marital prob
lems). Stressors may be recurrent (e.g., associated with seasonal business crises) or
continuous (e.g., living in a crime-ridden neighborhood). Stressors may affect a single
individual, an entire family, or a larger group or community (e.g., as in a natural di
saster). Some stressors may accompany specific developmental events (e.g., going to
school, leaving the parental home, getting married, becoming a parent, failing to at~

tain occupational goals, retirement).

Subtypes and Specifiers

Adjustment Disorders are coded according to the subtype that best characterizes the
predominant symptoms:

309.0 With Depressed Mood. This subtype should be used when the pre
dominant manifestations are symptoms such as depressed mood, tearfulness,
or feelings of hopelessness.
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309.24 With Anxiety. This subtype should be used when the predominant
manifestations are symptoms such as nervousness, worry, or jilteriness, or, in
children, fears of separation from major attachment figures.
309.28 With Mixed Anxiety and Depressed Mood. This subtype should be
used when the predominant manifestation is a combination of depression and
anxiety.
309.3 With Disturbance of Conduct. This subtype should be used when
the predominant manifestation is a d.isturbance in conduct in which there is ,·i
olanon of the rights of others or of major age-appropriate societal norms and
niles (e.g., truancy, vandalism, reckless driving, fighting, defaulting on legal
responsibilities).
309.4 With Mixed Disturbance of Emotions and Conduct. ntis subtype
should be used when the predominant manifestations are both emotional
symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety) and a disturbance of conduct (see above
subtype).
309.9 Unspecified. This subtype should be used for maladaptive reactions
(e.g., ph}'sical complaints, social withdrawal, or work or academic inhibition)
to stressors that are not classifiable as one of the specific subtypes of Adjust
ment Disorder.

The duration of the symptoms of an Adjustment Disorder can be indicated by
choosing one of the following specifiers:

Acute. This specifier can be used to indicate persistence of symptoms for less
than 6 months.
Chronic. This specifier can be used to indicate persistence of symptoms for
6 months or longer. By definition, symptoms cannot persist for more than 6
months after the temlination of the stressor or its consequences. TI,e Chronic
specifier therefore applies when the duration of the disturbance is longer than
6 months in response to a chronic stressor or to a stressor that has enduring
consequences.

Recording Procedures

The predominant symptom presentation for an Adjustment Disorder should be indi
cated by choosing the diagnostic code and term from the list above, followed, if de
sired, by the Acute or Chronic specifier (e.g., 309.0 Adjustment Disorder \,Vith
Depressed Mood, Acute). In a multiaxial assessment, the nature of the stressor can be
indicated by Hsting it on Axis IV (e.g., Divorce).

Associated Features and Disorders

The subjective distress or impairment in functioning associated with Adjustment Dis
orders is frequently manifested as decreased performance at work or school and tem
porary changes in social relationships. Adjustment Disorders are associated with
suicide attempts, suicide, excessive substance use, and somatic complaints. Adjust
ment Disorder has been reported in individuals with preexisting menial disorders in
selected samples, such as children and adolescents and in general medical and surgi-
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cal patients. The presence of an Adjustment Disorder may complicate the course of
illness in individuals who l1<1vC a general medical condition (e.g., decreased compli
ance with the reconunended medical regimen or increased length of hospital stay).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

The context of the individual's cultural setting should be taken into account in mak
ing the clinical judgment of whether the individual's response to the stressor is mal
adaptive or whether the associated distress is in excess of what would be expected.
The nature, meaning, and experience of the stressors and the evaluation of the re
sponse to the stressors may vary across cultures. Adjustment Disorders may occur in
any age group. In clinical samples of adults, women are given the diagnosis twice as
often as men. In contrast, in clinical samples of dilldren and adolescents, boys and
girls are equally likely to receive this diagnosis.

Prevalence

Adjustment Disorders are apparently common, although prevalence rates vary wide
ly as a function of the population studied and the assessment methods used. The
prevalence of Adjustment Disorder has been reported to be between 2% and 8% in

community samples of children and adolescents and the elderly. Adjustment Disor
der has been diagnosed in up to 12% of general hospital inpatients who are referred
for a mental health consultation, in 10%-30% of those in mental health outpatient set
tings, and in as many as 50% in special populations that have experienced a specific
stressor (e.g., foUowing cardiac surgery). Individuals from disadvantaged life cir
cumstances experience a high rate of stressors and may be at increased risk for the
disorder.

Course

By definition, the disturbance in Adjustment Disorder begins within 3 months of on
set of a stressor and lasts no longer than 6 months after the stressor or its consequenc
es have ceased. If the stressor is an acute event (e.g., being fired from a job), the onset
of the disnubance is usually immediate (or within a few days) and the duration is rel
atively brief (e.g., no more than a few months). If the stressor or its consequences per
sist, the Adjustment Disorder may also persist. The persistence of Adjustment
Disorder or its progression to other, more severe mental disorders (e.g., Major De
pressive Disorder) may be more likely in children and adolescents than in adults.
However, some or all of this increased risk may be attributable to the presence of co
morbid conditions (e.g., Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder) or to the possibil
ity that the Adjustment Disorder actually represented a subclinical prodrome
manifestation of the more severe mental disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Adjustment Disorder is a residual category used to describe presentations that are
a response to an identifiable stressor and that do not meet the criteria for another spe-
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eme Axis I disorder. For example, if an individual has symptoms that meet criteria for
a Major Depressive Episode in response to a stressor, the diagnosis of Adjustment
Disorder is not applicable. Adjustment Disorder can be diagnosed in addition to an
other Axis I disorder only if the latter does not account for the particular symptoms
thai occur in reaction to the stressor. ForexampJe, an individual may develop Adjust
ment Disorder \o\lith Depressed Mood after losing a job and at the same time have
a diagnosis of Obsessivc..compulsivc Disorder.

Because Personality Disorders are frequently exacerbated by stress, the additional
diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder is usually not made. However, if symptoms that
are not characteristic of the Personality Disorder appear in response 10 a stressor (e.g.,
a person with Paranoid Personality Disorder develops depressed mood in response
to job loss), the additional diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder may be appropriate.

The diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder requires the presence of an identifiable
stressor, in contrast to the atypical or subthreshold presentations that would be diag
nosed as a Not Othenvise Specified disorder (e.g., Anxiety Disorder Not Othenvise
Specified). If the symptoms of Adjustment Disorder persist for more than 6 months
after the stressor or its consequences have ceased, the diagnosis should be changed
to another mental disorder, usually in the appropriate Not Othenvise Specified cate
gory.

Adjustment Disorder, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, and Acute Stress Disorder
all require the presence of a stressor. Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Acute Stress
Disorder are characterized by the presence of an extreme stressor and a specific con
stellation of symptoms. In contrast, Adjustment Disorder can be triggered by a stres
sor of any severity and may involve a wide range of possible s}'lTlptoms.

In Psychological Factors Affecting Medical Condition, specific psychological
symptoms, behaviors, or other factors exacerbate a general medicaJ condition, com
plicate treatment for a general medical condition, or otherwise increase the risks of
deveJoping a general medical condition. In Adjustment Disorder, the relationship is
the reverse (i.e., the psychological symptoms develop in response to the stress of hav
ing or being diagnosed with a general medical condition). Both conditions may be
present in some individuals.

Bereavement is generally diagnosed instead of Adjustment Disorder when the re
action is an expectable response to the death of a lond one. The diagnosis of Adjust
ment Disorder may be appropriate when the reaction is in excess of, or more
prolonged than, what would be expected. Adjustment Disorder should aJso be distin
guished from other nonpathological reactions to stress that do not lead to marked
distress in excess of what is expected and that do not cause significant impairment in
social or occupational functioning. Adjustment Disorder should not be diagnosed
when the symptoms are due to the direct physiological effects of a General Medical
Condition (such as the usual transient functional impaimlent that is associated with
a course of chemotherapy).
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Diagnostic criteria for Adjustment Disorders

A. The development of emotional or behavioral symptoms in response to an identifi
able stressor(s) occurring within 3 months of the onset of the stressor(s).

B. These symptoms or behaviors are clinically significant as evidenced by either of the
following:

(1) marked distress that is in excess of what would be expected from exposure to
the stressor

(2) significant impairment in social or occupational (academic) functioning

C. The stress-related disturbance does not meet the criteria for another specific Axis I

disorder and is not merely an exacerbation of a preexisting Axis I or Axis II disorder.

D. The symptoms do not represent Bereavement.

E. Once the stressor (or its consequences) has terminated, the symptoms do not persist
for more than an additional 6 months.

Specify if:

Acute: if the disturbance lasts less than 6 months
Chronic: if the disturbance lasts for 6 months or longer

Adjustment Disorders are coded based on the subtype, which is selected according to the
predominant symptoms. The specific stressor(s) can be specified on Axis IV.

309.0 With Depressed Mood
309.24 With Anxiety
309.28 With Mixed Anxiety and Depressed Mood
309.3 With Disturbance of Conduct
309.4 With Mixed Disturbance of Emotions and Conduct
309.9 Unspecified



Personality Disorders

ThiS section begins with a general definition of Personality Disorder that applies
to each of the 10 specific Personality Disorders. A Personality Disorder is an enduring
pattern of inner experience and behavior that deviates markedly from the expecta
tions of the individual's culture, is pervasive and inflexible, has an onset in adoles
cence or early adulthood, is stable over time, and leads to distress or impairment. The
Personality Disorders included in this section are listed below.

Paranoid Personality Disorder is a pattern of distrust and suspiciousness such
that others' motives are interpreted as malevolent.

Schizoid Personality Disorderis a pattern of detachment from social relationships
and a restricted range of emotional expression.

Schizotypal Personality Disorder is a pattern of acute discomfort in close relation
ships, cognitive or perceptual distortions, and eccentricities of behavior.

Antisocial Personality Disorder is a pattern of disregard for, and violation of, the
rights of others.

Borderline Personality Disorder is a pattern of instability in interpersonal rela
tionships, self-image, and affects, and marked impulsivity.

Histrionic Personality Disorder is a pattern of excessive emotionality and atten
tion seeking.

Narcissistic Personality Disorder is a pattern of grandiosity, need for admiration,
and lack of empathy.

Avoidant Personality Disorder is a pattern of social inhibition, feelings of inade
quacy, and hypersensitivity to negative evaluation.

Dependent Personality Disorder is a pattern of submissive and clinging behavior
related to an excessive need to be taken care of.

Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder is a pattern of preoccupation with
orderliness, perfectionism, and control.

Personality Disorder Not Othenvise Specified is a category provided for two sit
uations: 1} the individual's personality pattern meets the general criteria for a Person
ality Disorder and traits of several different Personality Disorders are present, but the
criteria for any specific Personality Disorder are not met; or 2} the individual's per
sonality pattern meets the general criteria for a Personality Disorder, but the individual
is considered to have a Personality Disorder that is not included in the Classification
(e.g., passive-aggressive personality disorder).

The Personality Disorders are grouped into three clusters based on descriptive
similarities. Cluster A includes the Paranoid, Schizoid, and Schizotypal Personality
Disorders. Individuals with these disorders often appear odd or eccentric. Cluster B
includes the Antisocial, Borderline, Histrionic, and Narcissistic Personality Disorders.
Individuals with these disorders often appear dramatic, emotional, or erratic. Cluster C
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includes the Avoidant, Dependent, and Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorders.
Individuals with these disorders often appear anxious or fearful. It should be noted
that this clustering system, although useful in some research and educational situa
tions, has serious limitations and has nol been consistently validated. Moreover, in
dividuals frequently present with co-occurring Personality Disorders from different
clusters.

Diagnostic Features

Perso/lality traits are enduring patterns of perceiving, relating 10, and thinking about
the environment and oneself that arc exhibited in a wide range of social and personal
contexts. Omy when personality ITa its are inflexible and maladaptive and cause sig
nificant functional impairment or subjective distress do they constitute Personality
Disorders. The essential feature of a Personality Disorder is an enduring pattern of in
ner experience and behavior that deviates markedly from the expectations of the in
dividual's culhue and is manifested in at least two of the follOWing areas: cogniHon,
affectivity, interpersonal functioning. or impulse control (Criterion A). This enduring
pattern is inflexible and pervasive across a broad range of personal and social situa
tions (Criterion B) and leads to clinically signi.ficant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Criterion C). The pattern is sta
ble and of long duration, and its onset can be traced back at least to adolescence or
early adulthood (Criterion D). The pattern is not better accounted. for as a manifesta
tion or consequence of another mental disorder (Criterion E) and is not due to the di
rect physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication, exposure
to a toxin) or a general medical condition (e.g., head trauma) (Criterion F). Specific di·
agnostic criteria are also provided for each of the Personality Disorders included in
this section. The items in the criteria sets for each of the specific Personality Disorders
are listed in order of decreasing diagnostic importance as measured by relevant data
on diagnostic efficiency (when available).

The diagnosis of Personality Disorders requires an evaluation of the individual's
long-term patterns of functioning, and the particular personality features must be
evident by early adulthood. The personality traits that define these disorders must
also be distinguished from characteristics that emerge in response to specific situa
tional stressors or more transient mental states (e.g., Mood or Anxiety Disorders, Sub
stance Intoxication). The clinician should assess the stability of personality traits over
time and across different situations. Although a single interview with the person is
sometimes sufficient for making the diagnosis, it is often necessary to conduct more
than one interview and to space these over time. Assessment can also be complicated
by the fact thai the characteristics that define a Personality Disorder may not be con
sidered problematic by the individual (i.e., the traits are often ego-syntonic). To help
overcome this difficulty, supplementary information from other informants may be
helpful.

Recording Procedures

Personality Disorders are coded on Axis lI. When (as is often the case) an indh,jduaI's
pattern of behavior meets criteria for more than one Personality Disorder, the clini
cian should list all relevant Personality Disorder diagnoses in order of importance.
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When an Axis I disorder is not the principal diagnos.is or the reason for visit, the eli
nidan is encouraged to indicate which Personality Disorder is the principal diagnosis
or the reason for visit by noting "Principal Diagnosis" Of "Reason for Visit" in paren
theses. In most cases, the principal diagnosis or the reason for visit is also the main
focus of attention or treatment. Personality Disorder Not Otherwise Specified is the
appropriate diagnosis for a "mixed" presentation in which criteria are not met for any
single Personality Disorder but features of several Personality Disorders arc present
and inyolve clinically Significant impairment.

Specific maladaptive personality traits thai do not meet the threshold for a Person
ality Disorder may also be listed on f\xiS U. In 5udl instances, no specific code should
be used; for example, the clinician might record "Axis II: V71.09 No djagnosis on
Axis f1, histrionic personality traits." The use of particular defense mechanisms may
also be indicated on Axis n. For example, a clinician might record" Axis 11: 301.6 De
pendent Personality Disorder; Frequent use of denial." Glossary definitions for spe
cific defense mechanisms and the Defensive Functioning Scale appear in Appendix B
(p.807).

When an individual has a chronic Axis I Psychotic Disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia)
that was preceded by a preexisting PersonalHy Disorder (e.g., Schizotypal, Schizoid,
Paranoid), the Personality Disorder should be recorded on Axis n, followed by "Pre
morbid" in parentheses. For example: Axis I: 295.30 Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type;
Axis n: 301.20 Schizoid Personality Disorder (Premorbid).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Judgments about personality functioning must take into account the individual's eth
nic, cultural, and social background. Personality Disorders should not be confused
with problems associated with acculturation following inunigration or with the ex
pression of habits, customs, or religious and political values professed by the individ
ual's culture of origin. Especially when evaluating someone from a different
background, it is useful for the clinician to obtain additional information from infoI'·
mants who are familiar with the person's cultural background.

Personality Disorder categories may be applied to children or adolescents in those
relatively unusual instances in which the individual's particular maladaptive person
ality traits appear to be pervasive, persistent, and lmljkely to be limited to a particular
developmental stage or an episode of an Axis I disorder. It should be recognized that
the traits of a Personality Disorder that appear in childhood will often not persist un
changed into adult life. To diagnose a Personality Disorder in an individual under
age 18 years, the features must ha"e been present for at least 1 year. The one exception
to this is Antisocial Personality Disorder, which cannot be diagnosed in individuals
under age 18 years (see p. 701). Although, by definition, a Personality Disorder re
quires an onset no later than early adulthood, individuals may not come to clinical
attention until relatively late in life. A Personality Disorder may be exacerbated fol
lowing the loss of Significant supporting persons (e.g., a spouse) or previously stabi
lizing social situations (e.g., a job). However, the development of a change in

personality in middle adulthood or later life warrants a thorough evaluation to deter
mine the possible presence of a Personality Change Due to a General Medical Condi
tion or an unrecognized Substance-Related Disorder.
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Certain Personality Disorders (e.g., Antisocial Personality Disorder) are diagnosed
more frequently in men. Others (e.g., Borderline, Histrionic, and Dependent Person
alit}' Disorders) are diagnosed more frequently in women. Although these differenc
es in prevalence probably reflect real gender differences in the presence of such
patterns, clinicians must be cautious not to overdiagnose or underdiagnose certain
Personality Disorders in females or in males because of social stereotypes about typ
ical gender roles and behaviors.

Course

TIle features of a Personaljt}' Disorder usually become recogn.izable during adolescence
or early adult life. By definition, a Personality Disorder is an enduring pattern of think
ing, feeling, and behaving that is relatively stable over time. Some types of Personality
Disorder (notably, Antisocial and Borderline Personality Disorders) tend to become
less evident or to remit with age, whereas this appears to be less tnle for some other
types (e.g., Obscssive-Compulsive and 5chizotypal Personality Disorders).

Differential Diagnosis

Many of the specific criteria for the Personality Disorders describe features (e.g., sus
piciousness, dependency, or insensitivity) that are also characteristic of episodes of
Axis I mental disorders. A Personalit}, Disorder should be diagnosed only when the
defining characteristics appeared before early adulthood, are typical of the individual's
long-tenn functioning, and do not occur exclusively during an episode of an Axis I
disorder. It may be particularly difficult (and not particularly useful) to distinguish
Personality Disorders from those Axis I disorders (e.g., Dysthymic Disorder) that
have an early onset and a chronic, relatively stable course. Some Personality Disor
ders may have a "spectrum" relationship to particular Axis I conditions (e.g., Schizo
typal Personality Disorder with Schizophrenia; Avoidant Personality Disorder with
Social Phobia) based on phenomenological or biological similarities or familial aggre
gation.

For the three Personality Disorders that rna)' be related. to the Psychotic Disorders
(i.e., Paranoid, Schizoid, and Schizotypal), there is an exclusion criterion stating that the
pattern of behavior mllst not have occurred exclusively during the course of Schizo
phrenia, a Mood Disorder With Psychotic Feahtres, or another Psychotic Disorder.
When an individual has a chronic Axis I Psychotic Disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia) that
was preceded by a preexisting Personality Disorder, the Personality Disorder should
also be recorded, on Axis II, foDowed by "Premorbid" in parentheses.

The clinician must be cautiollS in diagnosing Personality Disorders during an epi·
sode of a Mood Disorder or an Anxiety Disorderbecause these conditions may ha\'{
cross-sectional symptom features that mimic personality traits and may make it mOT(
difficult to e\'aluate retrospectively the individual's long-term patterns of function
ing. When personality changes emerge and persist after an individual has been ex
posed to extreme stress, a diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder should be
considered (see p. 463). When a person has a Substance-Related Disorder, it is im
portant not to make a Personality Disorder diagnosis based solely on behaviors that
are consequences of Substance Intoxication or Withdrawal or that are associated with
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activities in the service of sustaining a dependency (e.g., antisocial behavior). When
enduring changes in personality arise as a result of the direct physiological effects of
a general medical condition (e.g., brain tumor), a diagnosis of Personality Change
Due to a General Medical Condition (p. 187) should be considered.

PersonaUty Disorders must be distinguished from personality traits that do not
reach the threshold for a Personality Disorder. Personality trails are diagnosed as a
Personality Disorder only when lhey are inflexible, maladaptive, and persisting and
cause Significant functional impairment or subjective distress.

General diagnostic criteria for a Personality Disorder
A. An enduring pattern of inner experience and behavior that deviates markedly from

the expectations of the individual's culture. This pattern is manifested in two (or
more) of the following areas:

(1) cognition (i.e., ways of perceiving and interpreting self, other people, and
events)

(2) affectivity (i.e., the range, intensity, lability, and appropriateness of emotional
response)

(3) interpersonal functioning
(4) impulse control

B. The enduring pattern is inflexible and pervasive across a broad range of personal and
social situations.

C. The enduring pattern leads to clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The pattern is stable and of long duration, and its onset can be traced back at least
to adolescence or early adulthood.

E. The enduring pattern is not better accounted for as a manifestation or consequence
of another mental disorder.

F. The enduring pattern is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance
(e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., head trau
ma).

Dimensional Models for Personality Disorders

The diagnostic approach used in this manual represents the categorical perspective
that Personality Disorders are qualitatively distinct clinical syndromes. An alterna
tive to the categorical approach is the dimensional perspective that Personality Dis·
orders represent maladaptive variants of personality traits that merge imperceptibly
into normality and into one another. There have been many different attempts to
identify the most fundamental dimensions that lmderlie the entire domain of nomlal
and pathological personality functioning. One model consists of the follOWing five di
mensions: neuroticism, introversion versus extroversion, c10sedness versus openness
to experience, antagonism \'ersus agreeableness, and conscientiousness. Another ap-
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proach is 10 describe more specific areas of personality dysfunction, including as
many as 15-40 dimensions (e.g., affective reactivity, sodal apprehensiveness, cogni
tive distortion, impulsivity, insincerity, self~centeredness).Other dimensional mod
els that have been proposed include positive affectivity, negative affectivity, and
constraint; novelty seeking, reward dependence, harm avoidance, persistence, self
direcledness, cooperativeness. and self-transcendence; power (dominance vs. sub
mission) and affiliation (love vs. hate); and pleasure seeking versus pain avoidance,
passive accommodation versus active modification, and self-propagation versus oth
er nurturance. The DStvl-lV Personality Disorder clusters (i.e.• odd-eccentric, dramal
ic·emotional, and anxious-fearful) may also be viewed as dimensions representing
spectra of personality dysfunction on a continuum with Axis I mental disorders. The
alternative dimensional models share much in common and together appear to cover
the important areas of personality dysfunction. Their integration, clinical utility, and
relationship with the Personality Disorder diagnostic categories and various aspects
of personality dysfunction are under active investigation.

Cluster A Personality Disorders

301.0 Paranoid Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Paranoid Personality Disorder is a pattern of pervasive dis
trust and suspiciousness of others such that their motives are interpreted as malevo
lent. This pattern begins by early adulthood and is present in a variety of contexts.

Individuals with this disorder assume that other people will exploit, harm, or de-.
ceive them, even if no evidence exists to support this expectation (Criterion AI). They
suspect on the basis of little or no evidence that others are plotting against them and
may attack them suddenly, at any time and without reason. They often feel that they
have been deeply and irreversibly injured by another person or persons even when
there is no objective evidence for this. They are preoccupied with unjustified doubts
about the loyalty or trustworthiness of their friends and associates, whose actions are
minutely scrutinized for evidence of hostile intentions (Criterion A2). Any perceived
deviation from trustworthiness or loyalty seI'Ye$ to support their underlying assump
tions. They are so amazed when a friend or associate shows loyalty that they cannol
trust or believe it. It they get into trouble, they expect that friends and associates wil
either attack or ignore them.

Individuals with this disorder are reluctant to confide in or become close to other
because they fear that the infomlation the)' share will be used against them (Criteria'
A3). They may refuse to answer personal questions, saying that the information is
"nobody's business." They read hidden meanings that are demeaning and threaten·
ing into benign remarksorevents (Criterion A4). For example, an individual with this
disorder may misinterpret an honest mistake by a store clerk as a deliberate attempt
to shortchange or rna)' view a casual humorous remark by a co-worker as a serious
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character attack. Compliments are often misinterpreted (e.g., a compliment on a new
acquisition is misinterpreted as a criticism for selfishness; a compliment on an accom
plishment is misinterpreted as an attempt to coerce more and better performance).
The)' may view an offer of help as a criticism that they are not doing well enough on
their own.

Individuals with this disorder persistently bear grudges and are unwilling to for·
give the insults, injuries, or slights that they think they have received (Criterion A5).
t-,'linor slights arouse major hostility, and the hostile feelings persist for a long time.
Because they are constantly vigilant to the hannful intentions of others, they very of
ten feel that their character or reputation has been attacked or that they have been
slighted in some other way. They are quick to counterattack and react with anger to
perceived insults (Criterion A6). Individuals with thjs disorder may be pathologically
jealous, often suspecting that their spouse or sexual partner is unfaithful without any
adequate justification (Criterion A7). They rna}' gather trivial and circumstantial "ev

idence" to support their jealous beliefs. They want to maintain complete control of in·
timate relationships to avoid being betrayed and may constantly question and
challenge the whereabouts, actions, intentions, and fidelity of their spouse or partner.

Paranoid Personality Disorder should not be diagnosed if the pattern of behavior
occurs exclusively during the course of Schizophrenia, a Mood Disorder With Psy
chotic Features, or another Psychotic Disorder or if it is due to the direct physiological
effects of a neurological (e.g., temporal lobe epilepsy) or other general medical condi
tion (Criterion B).

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals with Paranoid Personality Disorder are generally difficult to get along
with and often have problems with close relationships. Their excessive suspicious·
ness and hostility may be expressed in o\'ert argumentativeness, in recurrent com
plaining, or by quiet, apparently hostile aloomess. Because they are hypervigilant for
potential threats, the)' rna)' act in a guarded, secretive, or devious manner and appear
to be "cold" and lacking in tender feelings. Although they may appear to be objective,
rational, and unemotional, they more often display a labile range of affect, with hos
tile, stubborn, and sarcastic expressions predominating. Their combative and suspi
cious nature may elicit a hostile response in others, which then serves to confirm their
original expectations.

Because individuals with Paranoid Personality Disorder lack trust in others, they
have an excessive need to be self-sufficient and a strong sense of autonomy. They also
need to have a high degree of control over those around them. They are often rigid,
critical of others, and unable to collaborate, although they have great difficulty ac
cepting criticism themselves. They may blame others for their own shortcomings. Be
cause of their quickness to counterattack in response to the threats they perceh'e
around them, they may be litigious and frequently become involved in legal disputes.
Individuals with this disorder seek to confirm their preconceived negative notions
regarding people or sihlations they encounter, attributing malevolent motivations to
others that are projections of their own fears. They may exhibit thinly hidden, ume·
alistic grandiose fantasies, are often attuned to issues of power and rank, and tend to
develop negative stereotypes of others, particularly those from population groups
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distinct from their own. Attracted by simplistic formulations of the world, they are
often wary of ambiguous situations. They may be perceived as "fanatics" and form
tightly knit "cults" or groups with others who share their paranoid belief systems.

Particularly in response to slTess, individuals with this disorder may experience
very brief psychotic episodes (lasting minutes to hours). in some instances, Paranoid
Personality Disorder may appear as the premorbid antecedent of Delusional Disor
der or Schizophrenia. Individuals with this disorder may develop Major Depressive
Disorder and may be at increased risk for Agoraphobia and Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder. Alcohol and other Substance Abuse or Dependence frequently occur. The
most common co-occurring Personality Disorders appear to be Schizotypal, Schizoid,
Narcissistic, Avoidant. and Borderline.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Some behaviors that are influenced by sociocultural contexts or specific life circum
stances may be erroneously labeled paranoid and may even be reinforced b}' the pro
cess of clinical evaluation. t.<lembers of minority groups, immigrants, political and
economic refugees, or individuals of different ethnic backgrounds may display
guarded or defensive behaviors due to unfamiliarity (e.g., language barriers or lack
of knowledge of rules and regulations) or in response to the perceived neglect or in
difference of the majority society. These behaviors can, in turn, generate anger and
frustration in those who deal with these individuals, thus settmg up a vicious cycle
of mutual mistrust, which should not be confused with Paranoid Personality Dis
order. Some ethnic groups also display culturally related behaviors that can be mis
interpreted as paranoid.

Paranoid Personality Disorder may be first apparent in childhood and adolescence
with solitariness, poor peer relationships, social anxiety, underachievement in school,
hypersensitivity, peculiar thoughts and language, and idiosyncratic fantasies. These
children may appear to be "odd" or "eccentric" and attract teasing. In clinical sam
ples, this disorder appears to be more commonly diagnosed in males.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Paranoid Personality Disorder has been reported to be 0.5%-2.5%
in the general population, 10%-30% among those in inpatient psychiatric settings,
and 2%-llYl~among those in outpatient mental health clinics.

Familial Pattern

There is some evidence for an increased prevalence of Par,lnoid Personalit}' Disorder
in relatives of probands with chronic Schizophrenia and for a more specific familial
relationship with Delusional Disorder, Persecutory Type.

Differential Diagnosis

Paranoid Personality Disorder can be distinguished from Delusional Disorder, Per
secutory Type, Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type, and Mood Disorder With Psychotic
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Features because these disorders are all characterized by a period of persistent psy
chotic symptoms (e.g., delusions and hallucinations). To give an additional diagnosis
of Paranoid Personality Disorder, the Personality Disorder must have been present
before the onset of psychotic symptoms and must persist when the psychotic symp
toms are in remission. vVhen an individual has a chronic Axis I Psychotic Disorder
(e.g., Schizophrenia) that was preceded by Paranoid Personality Disorder, Paranoid
Personality Disorder should be recorded on Axis II, followed by "Premorbid" in pa
rentheses.

Paranoid Personality Disorder must be distinguished from Personality Change
Due to a General Medical Condition, in which tIle traits emerge due to the direct ef
fects of a general medical condition on the central nervous system. It must also be dis
tinguished from symptoms that may develop in association with chronic substance
use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder Tot Othenvise Specified). Finally. it must also be
distinguished from paranoid traits associated with the development of physical
handicaps (e.g., a hearing impainnent).

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Paranoid Personality Disorder
because they have certain features in coounon. It is, therefore. important to distin
guish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features.
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
Personality Disorders in addition to Paranoid Personality Disorder, all can be diag
nosed. Paranoid Personality Disorder and Schizotypal Personality Disorder share
the traits of suspiciousness, interpersonal aloofness, and paranoid ideation, but
Schizotypal Personality Disorder also includes symptoms such as magical thinking,
unusual perceptual experiences, and odd thinking and speech. Individuals with be
haviors that meet criteria for Schizoid Personality Disorder are often pcrceived as
strangc, eccentric, cold, and aloof. but they do not usually have prominent paranoid
ideation. The tendency of individuals with Paranoid Personality Disorder to react to
minor stimuli with anger is also seen in Borderline and Histrionic Personality Dis
orders. However, these disorders are not necessarily associated with pervasive sus
piciousness. People with Avoidant Personality Disorder may also be reluctant to
confide in others, but more because of a fear of being embarrassed or found inade
quate than from fear of others' malicious intent. Although antisocial behavior may be
present in some individuals with Paranoid Personality Disorder, it is not usually
motivated by a desire for personal gain or to exploit others as in Antisocial Person·
alily Disorder, but rather is more often due to a desire for revenge. Individuals with
Narcissistic Personality Disorder may occasionally display suspiciousness, social
withdrawal, or alienation, but this derives primarily from fears of having their imper
fections or flaws revealed.

Paranoid traits may be adaptive, particularly in threatening environments. Para
noid Personality Disorder should be diagnosed only when these traits are inflexible,
maladaptive. and persisting and cause Significant functional impairment or subjec
tive distress.
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Diagnostic criteria for 301.0 Paranoid Personality Disorder
A. A peIV3sive distrust and suspiciousness of others such that their motives are inter

preted as malevolent, beginning by early adulthood and present in a variety of con
texts, as indicated by four (or more) of the following:

(1) suspects, without sufficient basis, that others are exploiting, harming, or deceiv
ing him or her

(2) is preoccupied with unjustified doubts about the loyalty or trustworthiness of
friends or associates

(3) is reluctant to confide in others because of unwarranted fear that the informa
tion will be used maliciously against him or her

(4) reads hidden demeaning or threatening meanings into benign remarks or
events

(S) persistently bears grudges, i.e., is unforgiving of insults. injuries, or slights
(6) perceives attacks on his or her character or reputation that are not apparent to

others and is quick to react angrily or to counterattack
(7) has recurrent suspicions, without justification, regarding fidelity of spouse or

sexual partner

B. Does not occur exclusively during the course of Schizophrenia, a Mood DisorderWith
Psychotic Features, or another Psychotic Disorder and is not due to the direct physio
logical effects of a general medical condition.

Note: If criteria are met prior to the onset of Schizophrenia, add "Premorbid," e.g.,
"Paranoid Personality Disorder (Premorbid)."

301.20 Schizoid Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feahlre of Schizoid Personality Disorder is a pervasive pattern of de
tachment from social relationships and a restricted range of expression of emotions
in interpersonal settings. This pattern begins by early adulthood and is present in a
variety of contexts.

Individuals with Schizoid Personality Disorder appear to lack a desire for intima
cy. seem indifferent to opportunities 10 develop close relationships, and do not seem
to derive much satisfaction from being pari of a family or other social group (Criteri
on AI). They prefer spending time by themselves, rather than being with other peo
ple. They often appear to be socially isolated or "loners" and almost alwa)'s choose
solitary acti\.ities or hobbies thai do nol include interaction with others (Criterion
A2). They prefer mechanical or abstract tasks. such as computer or mathematical
games. They may have ver), little inlerest in having sexual experiences with another
person (Criterion A3) and take pleasure in few, if any, activities (Criterion At). There
is usually a reduced experience of pleasure from sensory, bodily, or interpersonal ex·
periences, such as walking on a beach at sunset or having sex. These individuals havt

j
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no close friends or confidants, except possibly a first-degree relative (Criterion AS).
Individuals with Schizoid Personality Disorder often seem indifferent to the ap~

pro"al or criticism of others and do not appear to be bothered by what others may
think of them (Criterion A6). They may be oblivious to the normal subtleties of social
interaction and often do not respond appropriately to social cues so that they seem
socially inept or superficial and sell-absorbed. They usually display a "bland" exteri
or without visible emotional reactivity and rarely reciprocate gestures or facial ex
pressions, such as smiles or nods (Criterion A7). They claim that they rarely
experience strong emotions such as anger and joy. They often display a constricted
affect and appear cold and aloof. However, in those very unusual circumstances in
which these individuals become at least temporarily comfortable in re"ealing them
selves, they may acknowledge having painful feelings, particularly related to social
interactions.

Schizoid Personality Disorder should not be diagnosed if the pattern of behavior
occurs exclusively during the course of Schizophrenia, a Mood Disorder With Psy
chotic Features, another Psychotic Disorder, or a Pervasive Developmental Disorder
or if it is due to the direct physiological effects of a neurological (e.g., temporal lobe
epilepsy) or other general medical condition (Criterion B).

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals WiUl Schizoid Personality Disorder may have particular difficulty ex
pressing anger, even in response to direct provocation, which contributes to the im~

pression that they lack emotion. Their lives sometimes seem directionless, and they
may appear to "drift" in their goals. Such individuals often react passively to adverse
circumstances and have difficulty responding appropriately to important life events.
Because of their lack of social skills and lack of desire for sexual experiences. individ
uals with this disorder have few friendships, date infrequently, and often do not
marr),. Occupational functioning may be impaired, particularly if interpersonal in
\'oh'ement is required, but individuals with this disorder may do weD when they
work under conditions of social isolation. Particularly in response to stress, individ
uals with this disorder may experience vcry brief psychotic episodes (lasting minutes
to hours). In some instances, Schizoid Personality Disorder may appear as the pre
morbid antecedent of Delusional Disorder or Schizophrenia. Individuals with this
disorder may sometimes develop Major Depressive Disorder. Schizoid Personality
Disorder most often co-occurs with Schizotypal, Paranoid, and Avoidant Personality
Disorders.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Individuals from a variety of cultural backgrounds sometimes exhibit defensive be
haviors and interpersonal styles that may be erroneously labeled as schizoid. For ex·
ample, those who haye moved from rural to metropolitan environments may react with
"emotional freezing" that may last for several months and be manifested by solitary
activities, constricted affect, and other deficits in communication. Immigrants from
other countries are sometimes mistakenly perceived as cold, hostile, or indifferent.

Schizoid Personality Disorder may be first apparent in childhood and adolescence
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with solitariness, poor peer relationships, and underachievement in school, which
mark these children or adolescents as different and make them subject 10 teasing.

Schizoid Personality Disorder is diagnosed slightly more often in males and may
cause more impairment in them.

Prevalence

Schizoid Personality Disorder is uncommon in clinical settings.

Familial Pattern

Schizoid Personality Disorder may have increased prevalence in the relatives of indi
viduals with Schizophrenia or Schizotypal Personality Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Schizoid Personality Disorder can be distinguished from Delusional Disorder,
Schizophrenia, and Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features because these disor
ders are aU characterized by a period of persistent psychotic symptoms (e.g., delu
sions and hallucinations). To give an additional diagnosis of Schizoid Personality
Disorder, the Personality Disorder must have been present before the onset of PS}'

chotic symptoms and must persist when the psychotic symptoms arc in remission.
When an individual has a chronic Axis I Psychotic Disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia) that
was preceded by Schizoid Personality Disorder, Schizoid Personality Disorder
should be recorded on Axis 11 followed by "Premorbid" in parentheses.

There may be great difficulty differentiating individuals with Schizoid Personality
Disorder from those with milder forms of Autistic Disorder and from those with As
perger's Disorder. Milder forms of Autistic Disorder and Asperger's Disorder are
differentiated by more severely impaired social interaction and stereotyped beha\··
iors and interests.

Schizoid Personality Disorder must be distinguished from Personality Change
Due to a General Medical Condition, in which the traits emerge due to the direct ef
fects of a general medical condition on the central nervous system. It must also be dis
tinguished from symptoms that may develop in association with chronic substance
use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified).

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Schizoid Personality Disorder
because they have certain features in common. It is, therefore, important to distin
guish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features..
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
Personality Disorders in addition to Schizoid Personality Disorder, all can be diag
nosed. Although characteristics of social isolation and reshicted affectivity are common
to Schizoid, Schizotypal, and Paranoid Personality Disorders, Schizoid Personality
Disorder can be distinguished from Schizotypal Personality Disorder by the lack of
cognitive and perceptual distortions and from Paranoid Personality Disorder by the
lack of suspiciousness and paranoid ideation. The social isolation of Schizoid Person·
ality Disorder can be distinguished from that of Avoidant Personality Disorder,
which is due to fear of being embarrassed or found inadequate and excessive antid·
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pation of rejection. In contrast, people with Schizoid Personality Disorder have a
more pervasive detachment and limited desire for social intimacy. Individuals with
Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder rna)' also show an apparent social de
tachment stemming from devotion to work and discomfort with emotions, but they
do have an underlying capacity for intimac)'.

Individuals who are "loners" may display personality traits that might be consid
ered schizoid. Only when these traits are inflexible and maladaptive and cause signif
icant functional impainnent or subjective distress do they constitute Schizoid
Personality Disorder.

Diagnostic criteria for 301.20 Schizoid Personality Disorder

A. A pervasive pattern of detachment from social relationships and a restricted range
of expression of emotions in interpersonal settings, beginning by early adulthood
and present in a variety of contexts, as indicated by four (or more) of the following:

(1) neither desires nor enjoys close relationships, including being part of a family
(2) almost always chooses solitary activities
()) has little. if any, interest ;n having sexual experiences with another person
(4) takes pleasure in few. if any, activities
(5) lacks close friends or confidants other than first-degree relatives
(6) appears indifferent to the praise or criticism of others
(7) shows emotional coldness, detachment, or flattened affectivity

B. Does not occur exclusively during the course of Schizophrenia, a Mood Disorder With
Psychotic Features, another Psychotic Disorder, or a Pervasive Developmental Disor·
der and is not due to the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition.

Note: If criteria are met prior to the onset of Schizophrenia. add "Premorbid." e.g.,
"Schizoid Personality Disorder (Premorbid)."

301.22 Schizotypal Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of 5chizotypal Personality Disorder is a pen'3sive pattern of so
cial and interpersonal defidts marked by acute discomfort with, and reduced capac
ity for, close relationships as well as by cognitive or perceptual distortions and
eccentricities of behavior. This pattern begins by early adulthood and is present in a
,!ariet)' of contexts.

Individuals with Schizotypal Personality Disorder often have ideas of reference
(i.e., incorrect interpretations of casual inddents and external events as having a par
ticular and unusual meaning specifically for the person) (Criterion AI). These should
be distinguished from delusions of reference, in which the beliefs are held with delu
sional conviction. These individuals may be superstitious or preoccupied with para~

nonnal phenomena that are outside the nonns of their subculture (Criterion Al).
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They may feel that they have special powers to sense events before they happen or to
read others' thoughts. They may believe that they ha\'e magical control over others,
which can be implemented directly (e.g., believing that their spouse's taking the dog
out for a walk is the direct result of thinking an hour earlier it should be done) or in
directly through compliance with magical rituals (e.g., walking past a specific object
three times to avoid a certain harmful outcome). Perceptual alterations may be
present (e.g., sensing that another person is present or hearing a voice murmuring his
or her name) (Criterion A3). Their speech may include unusual or idiosyncratic
phrasing and construction. 11 is often loose, digressive, or vague, but without actual
derailment or incoherence (Criterion A4). Responses can be either overly concrete or
overly abstract, and words or concepts are sometimes applied in unusual ways (e.g.,
the person may state that he or she was not "talkable" at work).

Individuals with this disorder are often suspicious and may ha\fe paranoid ide
ation (e.g., believing theircoJleagues at work are intent on undermining their reputa
tion with the boss) (Criterion AS). They are usually not able to negotiate the full range
of affects and interpersonal cuing required for successful relationships and thus often
appear to interact with others in an inappropriate, stiff. or constricted fashion (Crite
rion A6). These individuals are often considered to be odd or eccentric because of
unusual mannerisms, an often unkempt manner of dress that does not quite "fit to
gether," and inattention to the usual social conventions (e.g., the person may avoid
eye contact, wear dothes that are ink stained and ill-fitting. and be unable to join in
the give-and-take banter of co-workers) (Criterion A7).

Indjviduals with Schizotypal Personality Disorder experience interpersonal relat
edness as problematic and are uncomfortable relating to other people. Although they
may express unhappiness about their lack of relationships, their behavior suggests a
decreased desire for intimate contacts. As a result, they usually have no or few dose
friends or confidants other than a first-degree relative (Criterion A8). The}' are anx
ious in social situations, particularly those involving unfamiliar people (Criterion
A9). They will interact with other people when they have to, but prefer to keep to
themselves because they feel that they are dliferent and just do not "fit in." Their so
cial anxiety does not easily abate, even when they spend more time in the setting or
become more familiar with the other people, because their anxiety tends to be associ
ated with suspiciousness regarding others' motivations. For example, when attend
ing a dinner party, the individual with Schizotypal Personality Disorder will noj
become more relaxed as time goes on, but rather may become increasingly tense and
SUSpICIOUS.

Schizot)'pal Personality Disorder should not be diagnosed if the pattern of behav
ior occursexdusively during the course of Schizophrenia, a Mood Disorder With Psy
chotic Features, another Psychotic Disorder, or a Pen'asive Developmental Disorder
(Criterion B).

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals with Schizotypal Personality Disorder often seek treabnent for the asso
ciated symptoms of anxiety, depression, or other dysphoric affects rather than for the
personality disorder features per se. Particularly in response to stress, individuals
with this disorder may experience transient psychotic episodes (lasting minutes to
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hours), although they usuall}' are insufficient in duration to warrant an additional
diagnosis such as Brief Psychotic Disorder or Schizophreniform Disorder. In some
cases, clinically significant psychotic symptoms may develop that meet criteria for
Brief Psychotic Disorder, Schizophrenifonn Disorder, Delusional Disorder, or Schizo
phrenia. Over half may have a history of at least one ~'IajorDepressive Episode. From
30% to 50% of individuals diagnosed with this disorder have a concurrent diagnosis
of Major Depressive Disorder when admitted to a clinical setting. There is consider·
able co·occurrence with Schizoid, Paranoid, Avoidant, and Borderline Personality
Disorders.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Cognitive and perceptual distortions must be evaluated. in the context of the individ
ual's cultural milieu. Pen'asive culturally determined characteristics, particularly
those regarding religious beliefs and rituals, can appear to be schizotypalto the un
infonned outsider (e.g., voodoo, speaking in tongues, We beyond death, shamanism,
mind reading, sixth sense, evil eye, and magical beliefs related to health and illness).

Schizotypal Personality Disorder may be first apparent in childhood and adoles·
cence with solitariness, poor peer relationships, social anxiety, underachievement in
school, hypersensitivity, peculiar thoughts and language, and bizarre fantasies.
These children may appear"odd" or "eccentric" and attract teasing. Schizotypal Per
sonality Disorder may be slightly more common in males.

Prevalence

Schizotypal Personality Disorder has been reported to occur in approximately 3% of
the general population.

Course

Schizotypa] Personality Disorder has a relatively stable course, with only a small pro
portion of individuals going on to develop Schizophrenia or another Psychotic Dis·
order.

Familial Pattern

Schizot)'Pal Personality Disorder appears to aggregate familially and is more preva~

lent among the fust~degree biological relatives of individuals with Schizophrenia
than among the general population. There may also be a modest increase in Schizo
phrenia and other Psychotic Disorders in the relatives of probands with Schizotypal
Personalit), Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

Schizotypal Personality Disorder can be distinguished from Delusional Disorder,
Schizophrenia, and Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features because these disor
ders are all dlaracterized by a period of persistent psychotic symptoms (e.g., delu-
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sicns and hallucinations). To give an additional diagnosis of Schizotypal Personality
Disorder, the Personality Disorder must have been present before the onset of psy
chotic symptoms and persist when the psychotic symptoms are in remission. When
an individual has a chronic Axis I Psychotic Disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia) that was
preceded by Schizotypal Personality Disorder, Schizotypal Personality Disorder
should be recorded on Axis II followed by "Premorbid" in parentheses.

There may be great difficulty differentiating children with Schizo typal Personality
Disorder from the heterogeneous group of solitary, odd children whose behavior is
characterized by marked social isolation, eccentricity, or peculiarities of Ianguage and
whose diagnoses would probably include milder fonns of Autistic Disorder, Asper·
ger's Disorder, and Expressive and Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disor
ders. Communication Disorders may be differentiated by the primacy and severity
of the disorder in language accompanied by compensatory efforts by the child to
communicate by other means (e.g., gestures) and by the characteristic features of
impaired language found in a specialized language assessment. Milder forms of
Autistic Disorder and Asperger's Disorder are differentiated by the even gTe,1ter lack
of social awareness and emotional reciprocity and stereotyped behaviors and inter
ests.

Schizotypal Personality Disorder must be distinguished from Personality Change
Due to a General Medical Condition, in which the traits emerge due to the direct ef
fects of a general medical condition on the central nervous system. It must also be dis
tinguished from symptoms that may develop in association with chronic substance
use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder Not Othenvise Specified).

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Schizotypal Personality Disor
der because they have certain features in common. It is, therefore, important to dis
tinguish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features.
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
Personality Disorders in addition to Schizotypal Personality Disorder, all can be di
agnosed. Although Paranoid and Schizoid Personality Disorders may also be char
acterized by social detachment and restricted affect, Schizotypal Personality Disorder
can be distinguished from these hvo diagnoses by the presence of cognitive or per
ceptual distortions and marked eccentricity or oddness. Close relationships are limit
ed in both Schizotypal Personality Disorder and Avoidant Personality Disorder;
however, in Avoidant Personality Disorder an active desire for relationships is con
strained by a fear of rejection, whereas in Schizotypal Personality Disorder there is
a lack of desire for relationships and persistent detachment. Individuals with Nards
sistic Personality Disorder may also display suspiciousness, social withdrawal, or
alienation, but in arcissistic Personality Disorder these qualities derive primarily
from fears of having imperfections or flaws revealed. Individuals with Borderline
Personality Disorder may also have transient, psydlOtic-like symptoms, but these
are usually more closely related to affective shifts in response to stress (e.g., intense
anger, anxiety, or disappointment) and are usually more dissociative (e.g., derealiza
tion or depersonalization). In contrast, individuals with Schizotypal Personality Dis
order aTe more likely to have enduring psychotic-like symptoms that may worsen
w1der stress but are less likely to be invariably associated with pronounced affective
symptoms. Although social isolation may occur in Borderline Personality Disorder,
this is usually secondary to repeated interpersonal failures due to angry outbursts
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and frequent mood shifts, rather than a result of a persistent lack of social contacts
and desire for intimacy. Furthermore, individuals with Schizotypal Personality Dis
order do not usually demonstrate the impulsive or manipulative behaviors of the
individual with Borderline Personality Disorder. However, there is a high rate of CiF
occurrence between the hvo disorders, so that making such distinctions is not always
feasible. Schizotypal features during adolescence may be reflective of transient emiF
tional hlrmoil, rather than an enduring personality disorder.

Diagnostic criteria for
301.22 Schizotypal Personality Disorder

A. A pervasive pattern of social and interpersonal deficits marked by acute discomfort
with, and reduced capacity for. close relationships as well as by cognitive or percep
tual distortions and eccentricities of behavior, beginning by early adulthood and
present in a variety of contero, as indicated by five (or more) of the following:

(1) ideas of reference (excluding delusions of reference)
(2) odd beliefs or magical thinking that influences behavior and is inconsistent with

subcultural norms (e.g., superstitiousness. belief in clairvoyance, telepathy, or
"sixth sense"; in children and adolescents, bizarre fantasies or preoccupations)

(3) unusual perceptual experiences, including bodily illusions
(4) odd thinking and speech (e.g., vague, circumstantial, metaphorical, overelabo-

rate, or stereotyped)
(5) suspiciousness or paranoid ideation
(6) inappropriate or constricted affect
(7) behavior or appearance that is odd, eccentric, or peculiar
(8) lack of close friends or confidants other than first-degree relatives
(9) excessive social anxiety that does not diminish with familiarity and tends to be

associated with paranoid fears rather than negative judgments about self

B. Does not occur exclusively during the course of Schizophrenia, a Mood Disorder With
Psychotic Features, another Psychotic Disorder, or a Pervasive Developmental Disorder.

Note: If criteria are met prior to the onset of Schizophrenia, add gPremorbid." e.g.,
"Schizotypal Personality Disorder (Premorbid).·

Cluster B Personality Disorders

301.7 Antisocial Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Antisodal Personality Disorder is a pervasive pattern of dis
regard for, and violation of, the rights of others that begins in childhood or early ad
olescence and continues into adulthood.
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This pattern has also been referred tcas psychopathy, sociopathy, or dyssocial per
sonality disorder. Because deceit and manipulation are central features of Antisocial
Personality Disorder, it may be especially helpful to integrate information acquired.
from systematic clinical assessment with information collected from collateral sources.

For this diagnosis to be given, the individual must be at least age 18 years (Criteri
on B) and must have had a history of some symptoms of Conduct Disorder before age
15 years (Criterion C). Conduct Disorder invoh'es a repetitive and persistent pattern
of behavior in which the basic rights of others or major age-appropriate societal
norms or rules are violated. The specific behaviors characteristic of Conduct Disorder
fall into one of four categories: aggression to people and animals, destruction of prop
erty, deceithllness or theft, or serious violation of rules. These are described in more
detail on p. 93.

The pattern of antisocial behavior continues inlo adulthood_Individuals wilh Anti
social Personality Disorder fail to conform to social norms with respect to lawful be
havior (Criterion Al). They may repeatedly perform acts that are grounds for arrest
(whether they are arrested or not), such as destroying property, harassing others,
stealing. or pursuing illegal occupations. Persons with this disorder disregard the
wishes, rights, or feelings of others. They are frequently deceitful and manipulative
in order to gain personal profit or pleasure (e.g., to obtain money, sex, or power) (Cri
terion A2). They may repeatedly lie, use an alias, con others, or malinger. A pattern
of impulsivity may be manifested by a failure to plan ahead (Criterion AJ). Decisions
are made on Ihe spur of the moment, without forethought, and without consideration
for the consequences to self or others; this may lead 10 sudden changes of jobs, resi
dences, or relationships. Individuals with Antisocial Personality Disorder tend to be
irritable and aggressive and may repeatedly get into physical fights or commit acts of
physical assault (including spouse beating or child beating) (Criterion A-I). Aggres
sive aels thai are required to defend oneself or someone else are not considered to be
evidence for this item. These individuals also display a reckless disregard for the safe
ty of themselves or others (Criterion A5). This may be evidenced in their driving be
havior (recurrent speeding, driving while intoxicated, multiple accidents). They ma}
engage in sexual behavior or substance use that has a high risk for harmful conse
quences. They may neglect or fail 10 care for a child in a way that puts the child in

danger.
Individuals with Antisocial Personality Disorder also lend 10 be consistently and

extremely irresponsible (Criterion A6). Irresponsible work behavior may be indicated
by significant periods of unemployment despite available job opportunities, or by
abandonment of several jobs without a realistic plan for getting another job. There
may also be a pattern of repeated absences from work that are not explained by illness
either in themselves or in their family. Financial irresponsibility is indicated by acts
such as defaulting on debts, failing to provide child support, or failing to supportoth
er dependents on a regular basis. Individuals with Antisocial Personality Disorder
show little remorse for the consequences of their acts (Criterion A7). They may be in
different to, or provide a superficial rationalization for, having hurl, mistreated, or
stolen from someone (e.g., "life's unfair," "losers deserve 10 lose," or "he had it com
ing anyway"). These individuals may blame the victims for being foolish, helpless, or
deserving their fate; they may minimize the harmful consequences of their actions;
or they may simply indicate complete indifference. They generall}' fail to compensate
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or make amends for their beha\'ior. They may belie,-e that everyone is out to "help
number one" and that one should stop at nothing to avoid being pushed around.

The antisocial behavior must not occur exclusively during the course of Schizo
phrenia or a Manic Episode (Criterion D).

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals with Antisocial Personality Disorder frequentl}' lack empathy and tend
to be callous, C)'nical, and contemptuous of the feelings, rights, and sufferings of oth
ers. They may have an inflated and arrogant self-appraisal (e.g., feel that ordinary
work is beneath them or lack a realistic concern about their current problems or their
future) and maybe excessively opinionated, self·assured, or cocky. They may display
a glib, superficial chann and can be quite voluble and verbally facile (e.g., using tech
nical terms or jargon that might impress someone who is unfamiliar with the topic).
Lack of empathy, innated self-appraisal, and superficial charm are features that have
been commonly included in traditional conceptions of psychopathy that may be par
ticuJarly distinguishing of the disorder and more predictive of recidivism in prison or
forensic settings where criminal, delinquent, or aggressive acts are likely to be non
specific. These individuals may also be irresponsible and exploitative in their sexual
relationships. They may have a history of many sexual partners and may ne"er have
sustained a monogamous relationship. They may be irresponsible as parents, as evi
denced by malnutrition of a child, an illness in the child resulting from a lack of min
imal hygiene, a child's dependence on neighbors or nonresident relati\'es for food or
shelter, a failure to arrange for a caretaker for a young child when the individual is
away from home, or repeated squandering of money required for household necessi
ties. These individuals may receive dishonorable discharges from the armed services,
may fail to be self-supporting, may become impoverished or even homeless, or may
spend many years in penal institutions. Individuals with Antisocial Personality Dis
order are more likely than people in the general population to die prematurely by vio
lent means (e.g., suicide, accidents, and homicides).

Individuals with this disorder may also experience dysphoria, induding com
plaints of tension, inability to tolerate boredom, and depressed mood. They may have
associated Anxiety Disorders, Depressive Disorders, Substance-Related Disorders,
Somatization Disorder, Pathological Gambling, and other disorders of impulse con
trol. Individuals with Antisocial Personality Disorder also often have personality fea·
tures that meet criteria for other Personality Disorders, particularly Borderline,
Histrionic, and 'arcissistic Personality Disorders. The likelihood of developing An
tisocial Personality Disorder in adult life is increased if the individual experienced an
early onset of Conduct Disorder (before age 10 years) and accompanying Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Child abuse or neglect.. unstable or erratic parenting,
or inconsistent parental discipline may increase the likelihood that Conduct Disorder
will evolve into Antisocial Personality Disorder.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Antisocial Personality Disorder appears to be associated. with low socioeconomic sta
tus and urban settings. Concerns have been raised that the diagnosis rna}' at times be
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misapplied to individuals in settings in which seemingly antisocial behavior may be
part of a protective survival strategy. In assessing antisocial traits, it is helpful for the
clinician 10 consider the social and economic context in which the behaviors occur.

By definition, Antisocial Personality cannot be diagnosed before age 18 years. An
tisocial Personality Disorder is much more common in males than in females. There
has been some concern that AntisociaJ Personality Disorder may be underdiagnosed
in females, particularly because of the emphasis on aggressive items in the definition
of Conduct Disorder.

Prevalence

The overall prevalence of Antisocial Personality Disorder in community samples is
about 3% in males and about 1% in females. Prevalence estimates within clinical set
tings have varied from 3% to 3O'Y0, depending on the predominant characteristics of
the populations being sampled. Even higher prevalence rates are associated with sub
stance abuse treabnent settings and prison or forensic settings.

Course

Antisocial Personality Disorder has a chronic course but may become less evident or
remit as the indi\'idual grows older, particuJarly by the fourth decade of life. Al
though this remission tends to be particularly evident with respect to engaging in
criminal behavior, there is likely to be a decrease in the full spectrum of antisocial be
haviors and substance use.

Familial Pattern

Antisocial Personality Disorder is more common among the first-degree biological
relatives of those with the disorder than among the general population. The risk to
biological relatives of females with the disorder tends to be higher than the risk to bi·
ological relatives of males with the disorder. Biological relatives of persons with this
disorder are also at increased risk for Somatization Disorder and Substance-Related
Disorders. Within a family that has a member with Antisocial Personality Disorder,
males more often have Antisocial Personality Disorder and Substance-Related Disor
ders, whereas females more often have Somatization Disorder. However, in such
families, there is an increase in prevalence of all of these disorders in both males and
females compared with the general population. Adoption studies indicate that both
genetic and environmental factors contribute to the risk of this group of disorders.
Both adopted and biological children of parents with Antisocial Personality Disorder
have an increased risk of developing Antisocial Personality Disorder, Somatization
Disorder, and Substance-Related Disorders. Adopted-away children resemble their
biological parents more than their adoptive parents, but the adoptive family environ
ment influences the risk of developing a Personality Disorder and related psycho
pathology.
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Differential Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Antisocial Personality Disorder is not given to individuals under age
18 years and is given only if there is a history of some symptoms of Conduct Disorder
before age 15 years. For individuals over age 18 years, a diagnosis of Conduct Disor
der is given only if the criteria for Antisocial Personality Disorder are not met.

When antisocial behavior in an adult is associated with a Substance-Related Dis
order, the diagnosis of Antisocial Personality Disorder is not made unless the signs
of Antisocial Personality Disorder were also present in childhood. and have continued
into adulthood. When substance use and antisocial behavior both began in childhood
and continued into adulthood, both a Substance-Related Disorder and Antisocial Per
sonality Disorder should be diagnosed if the criteria for both are met. even though
some antisocial acts may be a consequence of the Substance-Related Disorder (e.g., il
legal selling of drugs or thefts to obtain money for drugs). Antisocial behavior that
occurs exclusively during the course of Schizophrenia or a Manic Episode should
not be diagnosed as Antisocial Personality Disorder.

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Antisocial Personality Disorder
because they have certain features in common. It is, therefore, important to distin
guish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features.
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
Personality Disorders in addition to Antisocial Personality Disorder, all can be diag
nosed. Individuals with Antisocial Personality Disorder and Narcissistic Personality
Disorder share a tendency to be tough-minded, glib, superficial, exploitative, and un
empnthic. However, Narcissistic Personality Disorder does not include characteris
tics of impulsivity, aggression, and deceit. In addition, individuals with Antisocial
Personality Disorder may not be as needy of the admiration and envy of others, and
persons with 1 arcissistic Personality Disorder usually lack the history of Conduct
Disorder in childhood or criminal behavior in adulthood. Individuals with Antisocial
Personality Disorder and Histrionic Personality Disorder share a tendency to be im
pulsive, superficial, excitement seeking.. reckless, seductive. and manipulati\'e, but
persons with Histrionic Personality Disorder tend to be more exaggerated in their
emotions and do not characteristically engage in antisocial behaviors. Individuals
with Histrionic and Borderline Personality Disorders are manipulative to gain nur
nuance, whereas those with Antisocial Personality Disorder are manipulative to gain
profit, power, or some other material gratification. Individuals with Antisocial Per
sonality Disorder tend to be less emotionally WlStable and more aggressive than
those with Borderline Personality Disorder. Although antisocial behavior may be
present in some individuals with Paranoid Personality Disorder, it is not usually
motivated by a desire for personal gain or to exploit others as in Antisocial Personal
ity Disorder, but rather is more often due to a desire for revenge.

Antisocial Personality Disorder must be distinguished from criminal behavior un
dertaken for gain that is not accompanied by the personality features characteristic of
this disorder. Adult Antisocial Behavior (listed in the "Other Conditions That May
Be a Focus of Clinical Attention" section, p. 740) can be used 10 describe criminal, ag
gressive, or other antisocial behavior that comes to clinical attention but that does not
meet the full criteria for Antisocial Personality Disorder. Only when antisocial per
sonality traits are inflexible, maladaptive, and persistent and cause significant func-
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tional impairment or subjective distress do they constitute Antisocial Personality
Disorder.

Diagnostic criteria for 301.7 Antisocial Personality Disorder

A. There is a pervasive pattern of disregard for and violation of the rights of others oc
curring since age lS years, as indicated by three (or more) of the following:

(1) failure to conform to social norms with respect to lawful behaviors as indicated
by repeatedly performing acts that are grounds for arrest

(2) deceitfulness, as indicated by repeated lying, use of aliases, or conning others
for personal profit or pleasure

(3) impulsivity or failure to plan ahead
(4) irritability and aggressiveness, as indicated by repeated physical fights or as

saults
(5) reckless disregard for safety of self or others
(6) consistent irresponsibility, as indicated by repeated failure to sustain consistent

work behavior or honor financial obligations
(7) lack of remorse, as indicated by being indifferent to or rationalizing having

hurt, mistreated, or stolen from another

B. The individual is at least age 18 years.

C. There is evidence of Conduct Disorder (see p. 98) with onset before age 15 years.

D. The occurrence of antisocial behavior is not exclusively during the course of Schizo
phrenia or a Manic Episode.

301.83 Borderline Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Borderline Personality Disorder is a per\'asive pattern of in
stability of interpersonal relationships, self-image, and affects, and marked impulsiv·
ity that begins by early adulthood and is present in a variety of contexts.

Individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder make frantic efforts to avoid real
or imagined abandonment (Criterion 1). The perception of impending separation or
rejection, or the loss of external structure, can lead to profound changes in self-image,
affect, cognition, and behavior. These individuals are very sensitive to environmental
circumstances. They experience intense abandonment fears and inappropriate anger
even when faced with a realistic time-limited separation or when there are unavoid
able changes in plans (e.g., sudden despair in reaction to a clinician's announcing the
end of the hour; panic or fury when someone important to them is just a few minutes
late or must cancel an appointment). They may believe that this "abandonment" im
plies they are "bad." These abandonment fears are related to an intolerance of being
alone and a need to have other people with them. Their fTantic efforts to avoid aban
donment may include impulsive actions such as self-mutilating or suicidal behaviors,
which are described separately in Criterion 5.

,
j
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Individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder have a pattern of unstable and
intense relationships (Criterion 2). They may idealize potential caregivers or lovers at
the first or second meeting, demand to spend a lot of time together, and share the
most intimate details early in a relationship. However, they may switch quickly from
idealizing other people to devaluing them, feeling that the other person does not care
enough, does not give enough, is not "there" enough. These individuals can empa
thize with and nurture other people, but ani)' with the expectation that the other per
son wiU "be there" in return to meet their own needs on demand. These individuals
<lrc prone to sudden and dramatic shifts in their view of others, who may alternately
be seen as beneficent supports or as cruelly punitive. Such shifts often reflect disillu
sionment with a caregiver whose nurturing qualities had been idealized or whose re
jection or abandonment is expected.

There may be an identity disturbance characterized by markedly and persistently
unstable sell-image or sense of self (Criterion 3). There are sudden and dramatic shifts
in self-image, characterized by shifting goals, \'alues, and vocational aspirations.
There may be sudden changes in opinions and plans about career, sexual identity,
values, and types of friends. These individuals may suddenly change from the role of
a needy supplicant for help to a righteous avenger of past mistreatment. Although
they usually have a self·image that is based on being bad or evil, individuals with this
disorder may at times have feelings that they do not exist at all. Such experiences usu
ally occur in situations in which the individual feels a lack of a meaningful relation
ship, nurturing, and support. These individuals may show worse performance in
unstructured work or school situations.

lndividuals with this disorder display impulsivity in at least hvo areas that are po-
tentially self-damaging (Criterion 4). They may gamble, spend money irresponsibly,
binge eat, abuse substances, engage in unsafe sex, or drive recklessly. Individuals
with Borderline Personality Disorder display recurrent suicidal behavior, gestures, or
threats, or self-mutilating behavior (Criterion 5). Completed suicide occurs in 8%
100/0 of such individuals, and self-mutilative acts (e.g., cutting or burning) and suicide
threats and attempts are very common. Recurrent suicidality is often the reason that
these individuals present for help. These self-destructive acts are usually precipitated
by threats of separation or rejection or by expectations that they assume increased re
sponsibility. Self-mutilation may occur during dissociative experiences and often
brings relief by reaffirming the ability to feel or by expiating the individual's sense of
being evil.

Individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder may display affective instability
that is due to a marked reactivity of mood (e.g., intense episodic dysphoria, irritabil
ity, or anxiety usually lasting a few hours and only rarely more than a few days) (Cri~

tenon 6). The basic dysphOriC mood of those with Borderline Personality Disorder is
often disrupted by periods of anger, panic. or despair and is rarely relieved b)' peri
ods of well-being or satisfaction. These episodes may reflect the individual's extreme
reactivity to interpersonal stresses. Individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder
may be troubled by chronic feelings of emptiness (Criterion 7). Easily bored, they
may constantly seek something to do. Individuals with Borderline Personality Dis
order frequently express inappropriate, intense anger or have difficulty controlling
their anger (Criterion 8). They may display extreme sarcasm, enduring bitterness, or
verbal outbursts. The anger is often elicited when a caregiver or lover is seen as
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neglectful, withholding, uncaring, or abandoning. Such expressions of anger are of·
ten followed. by shame and guilt and contribute to the feeling they have of being evil
During periods of extreme stress, transient paranoid ideation or dissociative symp
toms (e.g., depersonalization) may occur (Criterion 9), but these are generally of in
sufficient severity or duration to warrant an additional diagnosis. These episodes
occur most frequently in response to a real or imagined abandonment. Symptoms
tend to be transient, lasting minutes or hours. The real or perceived. return of the care
giver's nurtuTance may result in a remission of symptoms.

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder may have a pattern of undermining
themselves at the moment a goal is about to be realized (e.g., dropping out of school
just before graduation; regressing severely after a discussion of how well therapy is
going; destroying a good relationship just when it is clear that the relationship could
last). Some individuals develop psychotic-like symptoms (e.g., hallucinations, body
image distortions, ideas of reference, and hypnagogic phenomena) during times of
stress. Individuals with this disorder may feel more secure with transitional objects
(Le., a pet or inanimate possession) than in interpersonal relationships. Premature
death from suicide may occur in individuals with this disorder, especially in those
with co-occurring Mood Disorders or Substance-Related Disorders. Physical handi·
caps may result from sell-inflicted abuse behaviors or failed suicide attempts. Recur·
rent job losses, interrupted education, and broken marriages are common. Physical
and sexual abuse, neglect, hostile connict, and early parental loss or separation are
more common in the childhood histories of those with Borderline Personality Disor
der. Common co-occurring Axis I disorders include Mood Disorders, Substance
Related Disorders, Eating Disorders (notably Bulimia), Posttraumatic Stress Disorder,
and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Borderline Personality Disorder also
frequently co-occurs with the other Personality Disorders.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

The pattern of behavior seen in Borderline Personality Disorder has been identified
in many settings around the world. Adolescents and young adults with identity prob
lems (especially when accompanied by substance use) may transiently display be
haviors that misleadingly give the impression of Borderline Personality Disorder.
Such situations are characterized by emotional instability, "existential" dilemmas,
uncertainty, anxiety-provoking choices, conflicts about sexual orientation, and com
peting social pressures to decide on careers. Borderline Personality Disorder is diag
nosed predominantly (about 75%) in females.

Prevalence

The pre\'alence of Borderline Personality Disorder is estimated to be about 2% of the
general population, about 10% among individuals seen in outpatient mental health
clinics, and about 20"/0 among psychiatric inpatients. It ranges from 30% to 60%
among clinical populations with Pee;onality Diwrdee;. j
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Course

709

There is considerable variability in the course of Borderline Personality Disorder. The
most common pattern is one of chronic instability in early adulthood, with episodes
of serious affective and impulsive dyscontrol and high levels of use of health and
mental health resources. The impairment from the disorder and the risk of suicide are
greatest in the young-adult years and gradually wane with advancing age. Although
the tendency toward intense emotions, impulsivity, and intensity in relationships is
often lifelong, individuals who engage in therapeutic intervention often show im
pro\'ement beginning sometime during the first year. During their 30s and 405, the
majority of individuals with this disorder attain greater stabiHty in their relationships
and vocational functioning. Follow-up studies of individuals identified through out
patient mental health clinics indicate that after about 10 years, as many as half of the
individuals no longer have a pattern of behavior that meets full criteria for Borderline
Personality Disorder.

Familial Pattern

Borderline Personality Disorder is about five times more common among first-degree
biological relatives of those with the disorder than in the general population. There is
also an increased familial risk for Substance-Related Disorders, Antisocial Personali
ty Disorder, and 'Icod Disorders.

Differential Diagnosis

Borderline Personality Disorder often co--occurs with Mood Disorders, and when cri
teria for both are met, both may be diagnosed. Because the cross-sectional presenta
tion of Borderline Personality Disorder can be mimicked by an episode of Mood
Disorder, the clinician should avoid giving an additional diagnosis of Borderline Per
sonality Disorder based only on cross-sectional presentation without having docu
mented that the pattern of behavior has an early onset and a long-standing course.

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Borderline Personality Disor
der because they have certain features in common. It is, therefore, important to dis
tinguish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features.
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
Personality Disorders in addition to Borderline Personality Disorder, all can be diag
nosed. Although Histrionic Personality Disorder can also be characterized by atten
tion seeking, manipulative behavior, and rapidly shifting emotions, Borderline
Personality Disorder is distinguished by self-destructiveness, angry disruptions in
close relationships, and chronic feelings of deep emptiness and loneliness. Paranoid
ideas or illusions may be present in both Borderline Personality Disorder and Schizo·
typal Personality Disorder, but these symptoms are more transient, interpersonally
reactive, and responsive to external structuring in Borderline Personality Disorder.
Although Paranoid Personality Disorder and Narcissistic Personality Disorder
may also be characterized by an angry reaction to minor stimuli, the relative stability
of seU-image as well as the relative lack of self--d.estructiveness, impulsivity, and
abandonment concerns distinguish these disorders from Borderline Personality Dis-
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order. Although Antisocial Personality Disorder and Borderline Personality Disor
der are both characterized by manipulative behavior, individuals with Antisocial
Personality Disorder are manipulative to gain profit, power, or some other material
gratification, whereas the goal in Borderline Personality Disorder is directed more to
ward gaining the concern of caretakers. Both Dependent Personality Disorder and
Borderline Personality Disorder are characterized by fear of abandonment; however.
the individual with Borderline Personality Disorder reacts to abandonment with feel
ingsofemotional emptiness. rage. and demands, whereas the individual with Depen
dent Personality Disorder reacts with increasing appeasement and submissiveness
and urgently seeks a replacement relationship 10 provide caregiving and support
Borderline Personality Disorder can further be distingUished from Dependent Per
sonality Disorder by the typical pattern of unstable and inlense relationships.

Borderline Personality Disorder must be distinguished from Personality Change
Due 10 a General Medical Condition, in which the traits emerge due to the direct ef
fects of a general medical condition on the central nervous syslem. II musl also be djs
tinguished from symploms thai may develop in association with chronic substance
use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder ot Othen\'ise Specified).

Borderline Personality Disorder should be distinguished from Identity Problem
(see p. 741), which is resen'ed for identity concerns relaled to a developmental phase
(e.g., adolescence) and does not qualify as a mental disorder.

Diagnostic criteria for
301.83 Borderline Personality Disorder

A pervasive pattern of instability of interpersonal relationships. self-image. and affem.
and marked impulsivity beginning by early adulthood and present in a variety of contexts,
as indicated by five (or more) of the following:

(1) frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment. Note: Do not include sui
cidal or self-mutilating behavior covered in Criterion 5.

(2) a pattern of unstable and intense interpersonal relationships characterized by alter
nating between extremes of idealization and devaluation

(3) identity disturbance: markedly and persistently unstable self-image or sense of self
(4) impulsivity in at least two areas that are potentially self-damaging (e.g., spending,

sex, substance abuse, reckless driving, binge eating). Note: Do not include suicidal
or self-mutilating behavior covered in Criterion 5.

(5) recurrent suicidal behavior, gestures, or threats, or self-mutilating behavior
(6) affective instability due to a marked reactivity of mood (e.g., intense episodic dys

phoria, irritability, or anxiety usually lasting a few hours and only rarely more than a
few days)

(7) chronic feelings of emptiness
(8) inappropriate, intense anger or difficulty controlling anger (e.g.• frequent displays of

temper, constant anger, recurrent physical fights)
(9) transient, stress-related paranoid ideation or severe dissociative symptoms
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301.50 Histrionic Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Histrionic Personality Disorder is pen'asi\'c and excessive
emotionality and attention-seeking behavior. This pattern begins by early adulthood
and is present in a variety of contexts.

Individuals with Histrionic Personality Disorder are uncomfortable or feel unap
preciated when they arc not the center of attention (Criterion 1). Often lively and dra
matic, they tend to draw attention to themselves and may initially charm new
acquaintances by their enthusiasm, apparent openness, or flirtatiousness. These qual
ities wear thin, however, as these individuals continually demand to be the center of
attention. They commandeer the role of "the life of the party." U they are not the cen
ter of attention, they may do something dramatic (e.g., make up stories, create a
scene) to draw the focus of attention to themselves. TIlis need is often apparent in
their behavior with a clinician (e.g., nattery, bringing gifts, providing dramatic de
scriptions of physical and psychological symptoms that are replaced by new symp
toms each visit).

The appearance and behavior of individuals with this disorder are often inappro
priately sexually provocative or seductive (Criterion 2). This behavior is directed not
only toward persons in whom the individual has a sexual or romantic interest, but oc
curs in a wide variety of social, occupational, and professional relationships beyond
what is appropriate for the sodal context. Emotional expression may be shallow and
rapidly shifting (Criterion 3). Individuals with this disorder consistently use physical
appearance to draw attention to themselves (Criterion 4). They are O\ferly concerned
with impressing others by their appearance and expend an excessive amount of time,
energy, and money on clothes and grooming. They may "fish for compliments" re
garding appearance and be easily and excessively upset by a critical comment about
how they look or by a photograph that they regard as unflattering.

These individuals havc a style of speech that is excessively impressionistic and
lacking in detail (Criterion 5). Strong opinions are expressed with dramatic flair, but
Wlderlying reasons are usually vague and diffuse, without supporting facts and de
tails. For examplc, an individual with Histrionic Personality Disorder may comment
that a certain individual is a wonderful human being, yet be wlable to provide any
specific examples of good qualities to support this opinion. Individuals with this dis
order are characterized by self-dramatization, theatricality, and an cxaggerated ex
pression of emotion (Criterion 6). They may embarrass friends and acquaintances by
an excessive public display of emotions (e.g., embradng casual acquaintances with
excessive ardor, sobbing uncontroUably on minor sentimental occasions, or haVing
temper tantrums). However, their emotions often seem 10 be turned on and off too
quickly to be deeply felt, which may lead others to accuse the individual of faking
these feelings.

Individuals with Histrionic Personality Disorder have a high degree of suggestibil
ity (Criterion 7). Their opinions and feelings are easily influenced by others and by
current fads. They may be overly trusting, especiaUy of strong authority figures
whom they see as magically solving their problems. TIley have a tendency to play
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hunches and to adopt convictions quickly_ Individuals with this disorder often con
sider relationships more intimate than they actually are, describing almost every ac
quaintance as "my dear. dear friend" or referring to physicians met only once or twice
under professional circumstances by their first names (Criterion 8). Flights into ro
mantic fantasy are common.

Associated Features and Disorders

Individuals with Histrionic Personality Disorder may have difficulty achieving emo
tional intimacy in romantic or sexual relationships. Without being aware of it, they
ofIen act out a role (e.g., "victim" or "princess") in their relationships to others. They
may seek to control their partner through emotional manipulation or seductiveness
on one level, whereas displaying a marked dependency on them at another level. In
dividuals with this disorder often have impaired relationships with same-sex mends
because their sexually provocative interpersonal style may seem a threat to their
friends' relationships. These individuals may also alienate friends with demands for
constant attention. They often become depressed and upset when they are not the
center of attention. They may crave novelty, stimulation, and excitement and have a
tendency to become bored with their usual routine. These individuals arc often intol
erant of, or frustrated by, situations that involve delayed gratification, and their ac
tions are often directed at obtaining immediate satisfaction. Although they often
initiate a job or project with great enthusiasm, their interest may lag quickly. Longer
tern\ relationships may be neglected to make way for the excitement of new relation
ships.

The actual risk of suicide is not known, but clinical experience suggests that indi
viduals with this disorder are at increased risk for suicidal gestures and threats to get
attention and coerce better caregiving. Histrionic Personality Disorder has been asso
ciated with higher rates of Somatization Disorder, Conversion Disorder, and Major
Depressive Disorder. Borderline, Narcissistic, Antisocial, and Dependent Personality
Disorders often co-occur.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

Norms for interpersonal behavior, personal appearance, and emotional expressive
ness vary widely across cultures, genders, and age groups. Before considering the
various traits (e.g., emotionality, seductiveness, dramatic interpersonal style, novelty
seeking, sociability, charm, impressionability, and a tendency to somatization) to be
e\'idence of Histrionic Personalit}, Disorder, it is important to evaluate whether they
cause clinically significant impairment or distress. In clinical settings, this disorder
has been diagnosed more frequently in females; however, the sex ratio is not signifi
cantly different than the sex ratio of females within the respective clinical setting. In
contrast, some studies using structured assessments report similar prevalence rates
among males and females. The behavioral e:\.-pression of Histrionic Personality Disor
der may be influenced by sex role stereotypes. For example, a man with this disorder
may dress and behave in a manner often identified as "macho" and may seek to be
the center of attention by bragging about athletic skills, whereas a woman, for exam
ple, may choose very feminine clothes and talk about how much she impressed her
dance instructor.
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Prevalence

Limited data from general population studies suggest a prevalence of Histrionic Per
sonality Disorder of about 20/_3%. Rates of about 10"10-15% have been reported in in
patient and outpatient mental health settings when structured assessment is used.

Differential Diagnosis

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Histrionic Personality Disorder
because they have certain features in common. It is, therefore, important to distin
guish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features.
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
Personality Disorders in addition to Histrionic Personality Disorder, all can be diag
nosed. Although Borderline Personality Disorder can also be characterized by
attention seeking, manipulative behavior, and rapidly shifting emotions, it is distin
guished by self-destructiveness, angry disruptions in close relationships, and chronic
feelings of deep emptiness and identity disturbance. Individuals with Antisocial Per
sonality Disorder and Histrionic Personality Disorder share a tendency to be impul
sive, superficial, excitement seeking, reckless, seductive, and manipulative, but
persons with Histrionic Personality Disorder tend to be more exaggerated in their
emotions and do not characteristically engage in antisocial behaviors. Individuals
with Histrionic Personality Disorder are manipulative to gain nurturance, whereas
those with Antisocial Personality Disorder are manipulative to gain profit, power, or
some other material gratification. Although individuals with Narcissistic Personali
ty Disorder also crave attention from others, they usually want praise for their "su
periority," whereas the individual with Histrionic Personality Disorder is willing to
be viewed as fragile or dependent if this is instrumental in getting attention. Individ
uals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder may exaggerate the intimacy of their rela
tionships with other people, but they are more apt to emphasize the "VIP" status or
wealth of their friends.ln Dependent Personality Disorder, the person is excessively
dependent on others for praise and guidance, but is without the flamboyant, exagger
ated, emotional features of Histrionic Personality Disorder.

Histrionic Personality Disorder must be distinguished from Personality Change
Due to a General Medical Condition, in which the traits emerge due to the direet ef
feets of a general medkal condition on the central nervous system. It must also be dis
tinguished from symptoms that may develop in association with chronic substance
use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified).

Many individuals may display histrionic personality traits. Only when these traits
are inflexible, maladaptive, and persisting and cause significant functional impair
ment or subjective distress do they constitute Histrionic Personality Disorder.
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Diagnostic criteria for 301.50 Histrionic Personality Disorder

A pervasive pattern of excessive emotionality and attention seeking. beginning by early
adulthood and present in a variety of contexts, as indicated by five (or more) of the fol
lowing:

(1) is uncomfortable in situations in which he or she is not the center of attention
(2) interaction with others is often characterized by inappropriate sexually seductive or

provocative behavior
(3) displays rapidly shifting and shallow expression of emotions
(4) consistently uses physical appearance to draw attention to self
(5) has a style of speech that is excessively impressionistic and lacking in detail
(6) shows self.-dramatization. theatricality, and exaggerated expression of emotion
(7) is suggestible, i.e., easily influenced by others or circumstances
(8) considers relationships to be more intimate than they actually are

301.81 Narcissistic Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of larcissistic Personality Disorder is a pervasi\'e patlem of
grandiosity, need for admiration, and lack of empathy thai begins by early adulthood
and is present in a variety of contexts.

Individuals with this disorder have a grandiose sense of self-imporlance (Criterion
1). They routinely overestimate their abilities and inflate their accomplishments, of·
ten appearing boastful and pretentious. They may blithely assume that olhers at·
tribute the same value to their efforls and may be surprised when the praise they
expect and feel they deserve is not forthcoming. Often implicit in the inflated judg
ments of their own accomplishments is an underestimation (devaluation) of the con
tributions of others. They are often preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success,
power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal love (Criterion 2). They may ruminate about "long
overdue" admiration and privilege and compare themselves favorably with famous
or privileged people.

Lndividuals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder believe that they are superior,
special, or unique and expect others to recognize them as such (Criterion 3). They
may feel that they can only be understood by, and should only associate with, other
people who are special or of high status and may attribute "unique," "perfect," or
"gifted" qualities to those with whom they associate. Lndividuals with this disorder
believe that their needs are special and beyond the ken of ordinary people. Their own
self-esteem is enhanced (Le., "mirrored") by the idealized value that they assign to
those with whom they associate. They are likely to insist on having only the "top"
person (doctor, lawyer, hairdresser, instructor) or being affiliated with the "best" in
stitutions, but may devalue the credentials of those who disappoint them.

Lndividuals with this disorder generally require excessive admiration (Criterion 4).
Their self-esteem is almost invariably very fragile. They may be preoccupied with
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how well they are doing and how favorably they are regarded by others. This often
takes the form of a need for constant attention and admiration. They may expect their
arrival to be greeted with great fanfare and are astonished if others do not covet their
possessions. They may constantly fish for compliments, often with great charm. A
sense of entitlement is evident in these individuals' unreasonable expectation of es
pecially favorable treatment (Criterion 5). They expect to be catered to and are puz
zled or furious when this does not happen. For example, they may assume that they
do not have to wait in line and that their priorities are so important that others shouJd
defer to them, and then get irritated when others fail to assist "in their very important
work." This sense of entitlement combined with a lack of sensitivity to the wants and
needs of others may resuJt in the conscious or unwitting exploitation of others (Crite
rion 6). They expect to be given whatever they want or feel they need, no matter what
it might mean to others. For example. these individuals may expect great dedication
from others and may ovenvork them without regard for the impact on their lives.
They tend to form friendships or romantic relationships only if the other person
seems likely to advance their purposes or othenvise enhance their self-esteem. They
often usurp special privileges and extra resources that they believe they deserve be
cause they are so special.

Individuals with arcissistic Personality Disorder generally have a lack of empa
thy and have difficulty recognizing the desires, subjective experiences, and feelings
of others (Criterion 7). They may assume that others are totally concerned about their
welfare. They tend to discuss their own concerns in inappropriate and lengthy detail,
while failing to recognize that others also have feelings and needs. They are often con
temptuous and impatient with others who talk about their own problems and con
cerns. ll,ese individuals may be oblivious to the hurt their remarks may illnict (e.g.,
exuberantly telling a former lover that "I am now in the relationship of a lifetime!";
boasting of health in front of someone who is sick). \o\'hen recognized, the needs, de
sires, or feelings of others are likely to be viewed disparagingly as signs of weakness
or vulnerability. Those who relate to individuals with 'arcissistic Personality Disor
der typically nnd an emotional coldness and lack of reciprocal interest.

These individuals are often envious of others or believe that others are envious of
them (Criterion 8). They may begrudge others their successes or possessions, feeling
that they beller desen'e those achievements, admiration, or privileges. The}' rna}'
harshl}' devahle the contributions of others, particularly when those individuals have
received acknowledgment or praise for their accomplishments. Arrogant, haughty
beha\'iors characterize these individuals. They often display snobbish, disdainful, or
patronizing attitudes (Criterion 9). For example, an individual with this disorder may
complain about a clumsy waiter's "rudeness" or "stupidity" or conclude a medical
evaluation with a condescending evaluation of the physician.

Associated Features and Disorders

Vulnerability in self·esteem makes individuals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder
very sensitive to "injury" from criticism or defeat. Although they may not show it
outwardly, criticism may haunt these individuals and may leave them feeling humil
iated, degraded, hollow, and empty. They may react with disdain, rage, or defiant
counterattack. Such experiences often lead to social withdrawal or an appearance of
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humility that may mask and protect the grandiosity. Interpersonal relations aTe typ
ically impaired due to problems derived from entitlement. the need for admiration.
and the relative disregard for the sensitivities of others. Though overweening ambi~

tion and confidence may lead to high achievement, perfonnance may be disrupted
due to intolerance of criticism or defeat. Sometimes vocational functioning can be
\'er)' low, reflecting an unwillingness to take a risk in competitive or other situations
in which defeat is possible. Sustained feelings of shame or humiliation and the atten
dant self-criticism may be associated with social withdrawal, depressed mood, and
Dysthymic or Major Depressive Disorder. In contrast, sustained periods of grandios
ity may be associated with a hypomanic mood. Narcissistic Personality Disorder is
also associated with Anorexia Tervosa and Substance-Related Disorders (especially
related to cocaine). Histrionic, Borderline, Antisocial, and Paranoid Personality Dis·
orders may be associated with Narcissistic Personality Disorder.

Specific Age and Gender Features

Narcissistic traits may be particularly common in adolescents and do not necessarily
indicate that the individual will go on 10 have Narcissistic Personality Disorder.Indi
viduals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder may have special difficulties adjusting
10 the onset of physical and occupational limitations that are inherent in the aging
process. Of those diagnosed with arcissistic Personality Disorder, 50%-75% arc
male.

Prevalence

Estimates of prevalence of lardssistic Personality Disorder range from 2% to 16% in
the clinical population and are less than 1% in the general population.

Differential Diagnosis

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Narcissistic Personality Disorder
because they have certain features in common. It is, therefore, important to distin
guish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features.
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
Personality Disorders in addition to Narcissistic Personality Disorder, aU can be di
agnosed. The most useful feature in discriminating Narcissistic Personality Disorder
from Histrionic, Antisocial, and Borderline Personality Disorders, whose interac
tive styles arc respectively coquettish, callous, and needy, is the grandiosity charac
teristic of Narcissistic Personality Disorder. The relative stability of self-image as well
as the relative lack of self-destructiveness, impulsivity, and abandonment concerns
also help distinguish I arcissistic Personality Disorder from Borderline Personality
Disorder. Excessi\'e pride in achievements, a relative lack of emotional display, and
disdain for others' sensitivities help distinguish Narcissistic Personality Disorder
from Histrionic Personality Disorder. Although individuals with Borderline, Histri
onic, and larcissistic Personality Disorders may require much attention, those with
Narcissistic Personality Disorder specifically need thai attention to be admiring. in
dividuals with Antisocial and Narcissistic Personality Disorders will share a tenden
cy to be tough-minded, glib, superficial, exploitative, and unempath.ic. However,
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Narcissistic Personality Disorder does not necessarily include characteristics of im
pulsivity, aggression, and deceit.lrt addition, individuals with Antisocial Personality
Disorder may not be as needy of the admiration and envy of others, and persons with
Narcissistic Personality Disorder usuaUy lack the history of Conduct Disorder in
childhood or criminal behavior in adulthood. In both I arcissistic Personality Disor
der and Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder, the individual may profess a
commitment to perfectionism and believe that others cannot do things as well. In con
trast to the accompan}'ing seU-criticism of those with Obsessive-CompuJsive Person
ality Disorder, individuals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder are more likely to
believe that they have achieved perfection. Suspiciousness and social withdrawal
usually distinguish those with Schizotypal or Paranoid Personality Disorder from
those with Narcissistic Personality Disorder. When these qualities are present in in+
dividuals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder, they derive primarily from fears of
having imperfections or flaws revealed. Grandiosity may emerge as part of Manic or
Hypomanic Episodes, but the association with mood change or functional impair
ments helps distinguish these episodes from Narcissistic Personalit}' Disorder. Nar
cissistic Personality Disorder must also be distinguished from symptoms that may
develop in association \vith chronic substance use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder
Not Othenvise Specified).

Many highly successful individuals display personality traits that might beconsid
ered narcissistic. Only when these traits are inflexible, maladaptive, and persisting
and cause Significant nmctional impairment or subjective distress do they constitute
Narcissistic Personality Disorder.

Diagnostic criteria for 301.81 Narcissistic Personality Disorder

Apervasive pattern of grandiosity (in fantasy or behavior), need for admiration, and lack
of empathy, beginning by early adulthood and present in a variety of contexts, as indicat
ed by five (or more) of the following:

(I) has a grandiose sense of self-importance (e.g., exaggerates achievements and tal
ents, expects to be recognized as superior without commensurate achievements)

(2) is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal
Jove

(3) believes that he or she is "special N and unique and can only be understood by, or
should associate with, other special or high-status people (or institutions)

(4) requires excessive admiration
(5) has a sense of entitlement, i.e., unreasonable expectations of especially favorable

treatment or automatic compliance with his or her expectations
(6) is interpersonally exploitative, i.e., takes advantage of others to achieve his or her

own ends
(7) lacks empathy: is unwilling to recognize or identify with the feelings and needs of

others
(8) is often envious of others or believes that others are envious of him or her
(9) shovvs arrogant, haughty behaviors or attitudes
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Cluster C Personality Disorders

301.82 Avoidant Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Avoidant Personality Disorder is a pervasive pattem of social
inhibition, feelings of inadequacy, and hypersensitivity to negative evaluation thai
begins by early adulthood and is present in a variety of contexts.

Individuals with Avoidant Personality Disorder avoid work or school activities
that involve significant interpersonal contact because of fears of criticism, disappro\··
al, or rejection (Criterion 1). Offers of job promotions may be declined because the
new responsibilities might result in criticism from co-workers. These individuals
avoid making new friends unless they are certain they will be liked and accepted
without criticism (Criterion 2). Until they pass stringent tests proving the contrary,
other people are assumed to be critical and disappro\'ing. Individuals with this dis
order will not join in group activities unless there are repeated and generous offers of
support and nurturance. Interpersonal intimacy is often difficult for these individu
als, although they are able to establish intimate relationships when there is assurance
of uncritical acceptance. They may act with restraint, have difficuHy talking aboul
themselves, and withhold intimate feelings for fear of being e"posed, ridiculed, or
shamed (Criterion 3).

Because indi\'iduals with this disorder are preoccupied with being criticized or re
jected in sodal situations, they may have a markedly low threshold for detecting such
reactions (Criterion -I). U someone is even slightly disapproving or critical, they may
feel extremely hurt. They tend to be shy, quiet, inhibited, and "invisible" because of
the fear that any attention would be degrading or rejecting. They expect that no mat
ler what they say, others will see it as "wrong," and so they may say nothing at aU.
They react strongly to subtle cues thai are suggestive of mockery or derision. Despite
their longing to be active participants in social life, Ihey fear placing their welfare in
the hands of olhers. Individuals with Avoidant Personality Disorder are inhibited in
new interpersonal situations because they feel inadequate and have low self-esteem
(Criterion 5). Doubts concerning social competence and personal appeal become es
pecially manifest in settings involving interactions with strangers. These indi\'iduals
believe themselves 10 be socially inept, personally unappealing, or inferior to others
(Criterion 6). They are unusually reluctant to take personal risks or to engage in any
new activities because these may prove embarrassing (Criterion 7). They are prone to
exaggerale the potential dangers of ordinary situations, and a restricted lifestyle may
result from their need for certainty and security. Someone with this disorder may can
cel a job interview for fear of being embarrassed by not dressing appropriately. Mar
ginal somatic symptoms or other problems may become the reason for avoiding new
activities.
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Associated Features and Disorders
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Individuals with Avoidant Personality Disorder often vigilantly appraise the move
ments and expressions of those with whom they come into contact. Their fearful and
tense demeanor may elicit ridicule and derision from others, which in tum confirms
their self-doubts. They are very anxious about the possibility that they will react to
criticism with blushing or crying. They are described by others as being "shy," "tim

id," "lonely:' and "isolated." The major prOblems associated with this disorder occur
in social and occupational functioning. The low self-esteem and hypersensitivity to
rejection are associated with restricted interpersonal contacts. These individuals may
become relatively isolated and usually do not have a large social support network
that can help them weather crises. They desire affection and acceptance and may fan
tasize about idealized relationships with others. The avoidant behaviors can also ad
versely affect occupational functioning because these individuals try to avoid the
types of social situations that may be important for meeting the basic demands of the
job or for advancement.

Other disorders that are commonly diagnosed with Avoidant Personality Disorder
include Mood and Anxiety Disorders (especially Social Phobia of the Generalized
Type). Avoidant Personality Disorder is often diagnosed with Dependent Personality
Disorder, because individuals with Avoidant Personality Disorder become very at
tached to and dependent on those few other people with whom they are friends.
Avoidant Personality Disorder also tends to be diagnosed with Borderline Personal
ity Disorder and with the Cluster A Personality Disorders (i.e., Paranoid, Schizoid, or
5chizotypaJ Personality Disorders).

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

There may be variation in the degree to which different cultural and ethnic groups
regard diffidence and avoidance as appropriate. Moreover, avoidant behavior may
be the result of problems in acculturation following immigration. This diagnosis
should be used with great caution in children and adolescents for whom shy and
avoidant behavior may be developmentally appropriate. Avoidant Personality Dis
order appears to be equally frequent in males and females.

Prevalence

The prevalence of Avoidant Personality Disorder in the general population is be
tween 0.5% and 1.0%. Avoidant Personality Disorder has been reported to be present
in about 100/0 of outpatients seen in mental health clinics.

Course

The avoidant behavior often starts in infancy or childhood with shyness, isolation,
and fear of strangers and new situations. Although shyness in childhood is a common
precursor of Avoidant Personality Disorder, in most individuals it tends to gradually
dissipate as they get older. In contrast, individuals who go on to develop Avoidant
Personality Disorder may become increasingly shy and a\'oidant during adolescence
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and early adulthood, when social relationships with new people become especially
important. There is some evidence that in adults Avoidant Personality Disorder tends
to become less evident or to remit with age.

Differential Diagnosis

There appears to be a great deal of overlap between Avoidant Personality Disorder
and Social Phobia, Generalized Type, so much so that they may be alternative can
ceprualizations of the same or similar conditions. Avoidance also characterizes both
Avoidant Personality Disorder and Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia, and they of
ten co-occur. Theavoidance in Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia typically starts after
the onset of Panic Attacks and may vary based on their frequency and intensity. In
contrast, the avoidance in Avoidant Personality Disorder tends to ha\'e an early on
set, an absence of dear precipitants, and a stable course.

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with A\'oidant Personality Disorder
because they have certain features in common. It is, therefore, important to distin
guish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features.
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
Personality Disorders in addition to Avoidant Personality Disorder, all can be diag
nosed. Both Avoidant Personality Disorder and Dependent Personality Disorder are
characterized by feelings of inadequacy, hypersensitivity to criticism, and a need for
reassurance. Although the primary focus of concern in Avoidant Personality Disor
der is avoidance of humiliation and rejection, in Dependent Personality Disorder the
focus is on being taken care of. However, Avoidant Personality Disorder and Depen
dent Personality Disorder are particularly likely to co-occur. Like Avoidant Personal
ity Disorder, Schizoid Personality Disorder and Schizotypal Personality Disorder
are characterized by social isolation. Howe\'er, individuals with Avoidant Personali·
ty Disorder want to have relationships with others and feel their loneliness deeply,
whereas those with Schizoid or Schizotypal Personality Disorder may be content
with and even prefer their social isolation. Paranoid Personality Disorder and
Avoidant Personality Disorder are both characterized by a reluctance to confide in
others. However, in Avoidant Personality Disorder, this reluctance is due more to a
fear of being embarrassed or being found inadequate than to a fear of others' mali
cious intent.

Avoidant Personality Disorder must be distinguished from Personality Change
Due to a General Medical Condition, in which the traits emerge due to the direct ef
fects of a general medical condition on the central nervous system. It must also be dis
tinguished from symptoms that may develop in association with chronic substance
use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified).

Many indjviduals display avoidant personality traits. Only when these traits are
inflexible, maladaptive, and persisting and cause Significant functional impairment
or subjective distress do they constitute Avoidant Personality Disorder.
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Diagnostic criteria for 301.82 Avoidant Personality Disorder

A pervasive pattern of social inhibition, feelings of inadequacy, and hypersensitivity to
negative evaluation, beginning by early adulthood and present in a variety of contexts, as
indicated by four (or more) of the folloWing:

0) avoids occupational activities that involve significant interpersonal contact, because
of fears of criticism, disapproval, or rejection

(2) is unwilling to get involved with people unless certain of being liked
(3) shows restraint within intimate relationships because of the fear of being shamed or

ridiculed
(4) is preoccupied with being criticized or rejected in social situations
(S) is inhibited in new interpersonal situations because of feelings of inadequacy
(6) views self as socially inept, personally unappealing, or inferior to others
(7) is unusually reluctant to take personal risks or to engage in any new activities be

cause they may prove embarrassing

301.6 Dependent Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Dependent Personality Disorder is a pervasive and excessh·e
need to be taken care of that leads to submissive and clinging behavior and fears of
separation. This pattern begins by early adulthood and is present in a variety of con
texts. The dependent and submissive behaviors are designed to elicit caregiving and
arise from a self-perception of being unable to function adequately without the help
of others.

Individuals with Dependent Personality Disorder have great difficulty making
everyday decisions (e.g., what color shirt to wear to work or whether to carry an um
brella) without an excessive amount of advice and reassurance from others (Criterion
1). These individuals tend to be passive and to allow other people (often a single other
person) to take the initiative and assume responsibility for most major areas of their
lives (Criterion 2). Adults with this disorder typically depend on a parent or spouse
to decide where they should live, what kind of job they should ha,·e, and which
neighbors to befriend. Adolescents with this disorder may allow their parent(s) tode
cide what they should wear, with whom they should associate, how they shouJd spend
their free time, and what school or college they should attend. TIlis need for others
to assume responsibility goes beyond age-appropriate and situation-appropriate re
quests for assistance from others (e.g., the specific needs of children, elderly persons,
and handicapped persons). Dependent Personality Disorder may occur in an individ
ual who has a serious general medical condition or disability, but in such cases the
difficulty in taking responsibility musl go beyond what would normally be associat
ed with that condition or disability.
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Because they fear losing support or approval, individuals with Dependent Person
ality Disorder often have difficulty expressing disagreement with other people, espe-
dally those on whom they are dependent (Criterion 3). These individuals feel so
unable to function alone that they will agree with things that they feel are wrong rath
er than risk losing the help of those to whom they look for guidance. They do not gel
appropriately angry at others whose support and nUTturance they need for fear of
alienating them. If the individual's concerns regarding the consequences of express
ing disagreement are realistic (e.g., realistic (ears of retribution from an abusi\"e
spouse), the behavior should not be considered to be evidence of Dependent Person
alil}' Disorder.

Individuals with this disorder have difficulty initiating projects or doing things in
dependently (Criterion 4). They lack self-confidence and believe that they need help
to begin and carry through tasks. They will wait (or others to start things because they
believe that as a rule others can do them better. These individuals are convinced that
they are incapable of functioning independently and present themselves as inept and
requiring constant assistance. They are, however, likely to function adequately if giv·
en the assurance that someone else is supen'ising and approving. There may be a fear
of becoming or appearing to be more competent, because they may believe that this
will lead to abandonment. Because they rely on others to handle their problems, they
often do not learn the skills of independent living, thus perpetuating dependency.

Individuals with Dependent Personality Disorder may go to excessive lengths to
obtain nurturance and support (rom others, even to the point of volunteering for un
pleasant tasks if such behavior will bring the care they need (Criterion 5). They are
willing to submit to what others want, even if the demands are unreasonable. Their
need to maintain an important bond will often result in imbalanced or distorted rela·
tionships. They may make extraordinary self-sacrifices or tolerate verbal, physical, or
sexual abuse. (It should be noted that this behavior should be considered evidence of
Dependent Personality Disorder only when it can clearly be established that other op
tions are available to the individual.) Individuals with this disorder feellmcomfort·
able or helpless when alone, because of their exaggerated fears of being unable to care
for themselves (Criterion 6). They will "tag along" with important others just to avoid
being alone, even if they are not interested or involved in what is happening.

When a close relationship ends (e.g., a breakup with a lover; the death of a caregiv
er), individuals with Dependent Personality Disorder may urgently seek another re·
lationship to provide the care and support they need (Criterion 7). Their belief that
they are unable to function in the absence of a close relationship motivates these in

dividuals to become quickly and indiscriminately attached to another person. Indi
viduals with this disorder are often preoccupied with fears of being left to care for
themselves (Criterion 8). They see themselves as so totally dependent on the advice
and help of an important other person that they worry about being abandoned by
that person when there are no grounds to justify such fears. To be considered as evi
dence of this criterion, the fears must be excessive and lUU'ealistic. For example, an
elderly man with cancer who moves into his son's household forearc is exhibiting de
pendent behavior that is appropriate given this person's life circumstances.
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Individuals with Dependent Personality Disorder are often characterized by pessi
mism and self-doubt, tend to belittle their abilities and assets, and may constantly re
fer to themselves as "stupid." They take criticism and disapproval as proof of their
worthlessness and lose faith in themselves. They may seek overprotection and dom
inance from others. Occupational functioning may be impaired if independent initia
tive is required. They may avoid positions of responsibility and become anxious
when faced with decisions. Social relations tend to be limited to those few people on
whom the individual is dependent. There may be an increased risk of Mood Disor
ders, Anxiety Disorders, and Adjustment Disorder. Dependent Personality Disorder
often co-occurs with other Personality Disorders, especially Borderline, Avoidant,
and Histrionic Personality Disorders. Chronic physical illness or Separation Anxiety
Disorder in childhood or adolescence may predispose the individual to the develop
ment of this disorder.

Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features

The degree to which dependent behaviors are considered to be appropriate varies
substantially across different age and sociocultural groups. Age and cultural factors
need to be considered in evaluating the diagnostic threshold of each criterion. Depen
dent behavior should be considered characteristic of the disorder only when it is
clearly in excess of the individual's cultural norms or reflects unrealistic concerns. An
emphasis on passivity, politeness, and deferential treatment is characteristic of some
societies and may be misinterpreted as traits of Dependent Personality Disorder. Sim
ilarly, societies may differentially foster and discourage dependent behavior in males
and females. This diagnosis should be used with great caution, if at all, in children
and adolescents, for whom dependent behavior may be developmentally appropri
ate. In clinical settings, this disorder has been diagnosed more frequently in females,
although some studies report similar prevalence rates among males and females.

Prevalence

Dependent Personality Disorder is among the most frequently reported Personality
Disorders encountered in mental health clinics.

Differential Diagnosis

Dependent Personality Disorder must be distinguished from dependency arising as
a consequence of Axis I disorders (e.g., Mood Disorders, Panic Disorder, and Agora
phobia) and as a result of general medical conditions. Dependent Personality Disor
der has an early onset, chronic course, and a pattern of behavior that does not occur
exclusively during an Axis I or Axis III disorder.

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Dependent Personality Dis
order because they have certain features in common. It is, therefore, important to dis
tinguish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic features.
However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one or more
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Personality Disorders in addition to Dependent Personality Disorder, all can be diag
nosed. Although many Personality Disorders are characterized by dependent fea
lures, Dependent Personality Disorder can be distinguished by its predominantly
submissive, reactive, and clinging behavior. Both Dependent Personality Disorder
and Borderline Personality Disorder are characterized by fear of abandonment;
however, the individual with Borderline Personality Disorder reacts to abandonment
with feelings of emotional emptiness, rage, and demands, whereas the individual
with Dependent Personality Disorder reacts with increasing appeasement and sub
missiveness and urgently seeks a replacement relationship to provide caregiving and
support. Borderline Personality Disorder can further be distinguished from Depen
dent Personality Disorder by a typical pattem of unstable and intense relationships.
Individuals with Histrionic Personality Disorder, like those with Dependent Person
ality Disorder, have a strong need for reassurance and approval and may appear
childlike and clinging. However, unlike Dependent Personality Disorder, which is
characterized by self-effacing and docile behavior, Histrionic Personality Disorder is
characterized by gregarious namboyance with active demands for attention. Both De
pendent Personality Disorder and Avoidant Personality Disorder are characterized
by feelings of inadequacy, hypersensitivity to criticism, and a need for reassurance;
however, individuals with Avoidant Personality Disorder have such a strong fear of
humiliation and rejection that they withdraw until they are certain they will be ac
cepted. In contrast, individuals with Dependent Personality Disorder have a pattern
of seeking and maintaining connections to important others, rather than avoiding
and withdrawing from relationships.

Dependent Personality Disorder must be distinguished from Personality Change
Due to a General Medical Condition, in which the traits emerge due 10 the direct ef
fects of a general medical condition on the central nervous system. It must also be dis
tinguished from symptoms thai may develop in association with chronic substance
use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified).

Many individuals display dependent personality traits. Only when these traits are
inflexible, maladaptive, and persisting and cause significant functional impairment
or subjective distress do they constitute Dependent Personality Disorder.
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Diagnostic criteria for 301.6 Dependent Personality Disorder

A pervasive and excessive need to be taken care of that leads to submissive and clinging
behavior and fears of separation. beginning by early adulthood and present in a variety
of contexts. as indicated by five (or more) of the following:

(1) has difficulty making everyday decisions without an excessive amount of advice and
reassurance from others

(2) needs others to assume responsibility for most major areas of his or her life
(3) has difficulty expressing disagreement with others because of fear of loss of support

or approval. Note: Do not include realistic fears of retribution.
(4) has difficulty initiating projects or doing things on his or her own (because of a lack

of self·confidence in judgment or abilities rather than a lack of motivation or energy)
(5) goes to excessive lengths to obtain nurturance and support from others. to the point

of volunteering to do things that are unpleasant
(6) feels uncomfortable or helpless when alone because of exaggerated fears of being

unable to care for himself or herself
(7) urgently seeks another relationship as a source of care and support when a close re·

lationship ends
(8) is unrealistically preoccupied with fears of being left to take care of himself or herself

301.4 Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder is a preoccupa·
tion with orderliness, perfectionism, and mental and interpersonal control, at the ex
pense of flexibility, openness, and efficienC)'. This pattern begins by early adulthood
and is present in a variety of contexts.

Individuals with Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder attempt 10 maintain
a sense of control through painstaking attention to rules, trivial details, procedures,
lists, schedules, or form to the extent that the major point of the activity is lost (Crite
rion 1). They are excessively careful and prone to repetition, paying extraordinary at
tention 10 detail and repeatedly checking for possible mistakes. They are oblivious to
the fact that other people tend to become very annoyed at the delays and inconve
niences that result from this behavior. For example, when such individuals misplace
a list of things to be done, they will spend an inordinate amount of time looking for
the list rather than spending a few moments re--creating it from memory and proceed~

ing to accomplish the tasks. Time is poorly allocated, the most important tasks being
left to the last moment. The perfectionism and self-imposed high standards of perfor
mance cause Significant dysfunction and distress in these individuals. The)' may be
come so involved in making every detail of a project absolutely perfect that the
project is never finished (Criterion 2). For example, the completion of a written report
is delayed by numerous time-consuming rewrites that all come up short of "perfec-
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tion." Deadlines are missed, and aspects of the individual's life that are not the eur
rent (ocus of activity may fall into disarray.

Individuals with Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder display excessive
devotion to work and productivity to the exclusion of leisure activities and friend
ships (Criterion 3). This behavior is not accounted for by economic necessity. They of
ten feel that they do not have time to take an evening or a weekend day off to go on
an outing or 10 just relax. They may keep postponing a pleasurable activity, such as a
vacation, so that it may never occur. \¥hen they do take time for leisure activities or
vacations, they are very uncomfortable unless they have taken along something to
work on so they do not "wasle time." There may be a great concentration on house
hold chores (e.g., repeated excessive cleaning so that "one could eat off the floor"). If
they spend time with friends, it is likely to be in some kind of formally organized ac
tivity (e.g., sports). Hobbies or recreational activities are approached as serious tasks
requiring careful organization and hard work to master. The emphasis is on perfect
performance. These individuals tum play into a structured. task (e.g., correcting an in
fant for not putting rings on the post in the right order; telling a toddler to ride his or
her tricycle in a straight line; turning a baseball game into a harsh "lesson").

Individuals with Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder may be excessively
conscientious, scrupulous, and inflexible about matters of morality, ethics, or values
(Criterion 4). They may force themselves and others to follow rigid moral principles
and very strict standards of performance. They may also be mercilessly self-eritical
about their own mistakes. Individuals with this disorder are rigidly deferential to
authority and rules and insist on quite literal compliance, with no rule bending for
extenuating circumstances. For example, the individual will not lend a quarter to a
friend who needs one to make a telephone call, because "neither a borrower or lender
be" or because it would be "bad" for the person's character. These qualities should
not be accOlmted for by the individual's cultural or religious identification.

Individuals with this disorder may be unable to discard worn-out or worthless ob
jects, even when they have no sentimental value (Criterion 5). Often these individuals
will admit to being "pack rats." They regard discarding objects as wasteful because
"you never know when you might need something" and will become upset if some
one tries to get rid of the things they have saved. Their spouses or roommates may
complain about the amount of space taken up by old parts, magazines, broken appli
ances, and 50 on.

Individuals with Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder are reluctant to del
egate tasks or to work with others (Criterion 6). They stubbornly and unreasonably
insist that everything be done their way and that people conform to their way of do
ing things. They often give very detailed instructions about how things should be
done (e.g., there is one and only one wa)' to mow the lawn, wash the dishes, build a
doghouse) and are surprised. and irritated. if others suggest creative alternatives. At
other times they may reject offers of help even when behind schedule because they
believe no one else can do it right.

Individuals with this disorder may be miserly and stingy and maintain a standard
of living far below what they can afford, believing that spending must be tightly can·
trolled to provide for future catastrophes (Criterion 7). Individuals with Obsessive
Compulsive Personality Disorder are characterized by rigidity and stubbornness
(Criterion 8). They are so concerned about having things done the one "correct" way
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that they have trouble gDing along with anyDne else's ideas. These individuals plan
ahead in meticulous detail and arc unwilling tD cDnsider changes. Totally wrapped
up in their own perspective, they have difficulty acknowledging the viewpoints of
others. Friends and colleagues may become frustrated by this constant rigidity. Even
when individuals with Obsessive-Compulsive PersDnality DisDrder recognize that it
may be in their interest tD compromise, they may stubbornly rehlSC to do so, arguing
that it is "the principle Df the thing."

Associated Features and Disorders

When rules and established procedures do not dictate the correct answer, decisiDn
making may become a time-cDnsuming, Dften painful process. Individuals with
Obsessive-Compulsive PersDnality DisDrder may have such difficulty deciding
which tasks take priDrity or what is the best way of doing some particular task th,1t
they may never get started Dn anything. They are prone to become upset or angry in
situations in which they are not able to maintain control of their physical Dr interper
sonal environment, althDugh the anger is typically not expressed directly. For exam
ple, a persDn may be angry whcn service in a restaurant is pODr, but instead Df
complaining to the management, the individual ruminates abDut how much tD leave
as a tip. On Dther occasiDns, anger may be expressed with righteDus indignatiDn over
a seemingly minor matter. People with this disorder may be especially attentive to
their relative status in dDminance-submissiDn relatiDnships and may display exces
sive deference to an authority they respect and excessive resistance to authority that
they do not respect.

Individuals with this disorder usually express affection in a highly contrDlled Dr
stilted fashion and may be very w1comfortable in the presence of others who are emo
tionally expressive. Their everyday relationships have a formal and serious quality,
and they may be stiff in situations in which others would smile and be happy (e.g.,
greeting a lover at the airport). They carefully hold themselves back lmtiJ they are
sure that whatever they say will be perfect. They may be preoccupied with logic and
intellect, and intolerant of affective behavior in others. They often have difficulty ex
pressing tender feelings, rarely paying compliments. Individuals with this disorder
may experience occupational difficulties and distress, particularly when confronted
with new situations that demand flexibility and compromise.

Individuals with Anxiety DisDrders, including Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Ob
sessive-Compulsive Disorder, Social Phobia, and Specific Phobias, have an increased
likelihood of having a personality disturbance that meets criteria for Obsessive
CDmpulsive PersDnality Disorder. Evcn so, it appears that the majority of individuals
with Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder do not have a pattern of behavior that meets
criteria for this Personality Disorder. Many of the features of Obsessive-Compulsive
Personality Disorder overlap with "type A" persDnality characteristics (e.g., preoccu
pation with work, competitiveness, and time urgency), and these features may be
present in people at risk for myocardial infarction. There may be an association be
tween Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder and Mood and Eating Disorders.
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Specific Culture and Gender Features

Personality Disorders

In assessing an indi\,jdual for Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder, the clini
cian should not include those behaviors that reflect habits, customs, or interpersonal
styles that are cultur.ll1y sanctioned by the individual's reference group. Certain cul
tures place substantial emphasis on work and productivity; the resulting behaviors
in members of those societies need not be considered indications of Obsessive
Compulsive Personality Disorder. In systematic studies, the djsorder appears to be
diagnosed aboullwice as often among males.

Prevalence

Studies that have used systematic assessment suggest prevalence estimates of Obses
sive-Compulsive Personality Disorder of about 1% in commtmity samples and about
3%-10% in individuals presenting to mental health clinics.

Differential Diagnosis

Despite the similarity in names, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is usually easily
distinguished from Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder by the presence of
true obsessions and compulsions. A diagnosis of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
should be considered especially when hoarding is extreme (e.g., accumulated stacks
of worthless objects present a fire hazard and make it difficult for others to walk
through the house). When criteria for both disorders are met, both diagnoses should
be recorded.

Other Personality Disorders may be confused with Obsessive-Compulsive Person
ality Disorder because they have certain feanues in common. It is, therefore, impor
tant to distinguish among these disorders based on differences in their characteristic
features. However, if an individual has personality features that meet criteria for one
or more Personality Disorders in addition to Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Dis
order, all can be diagnosed. Individuals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder may
also profess a com.!nitmentto perfectionism and believe that others cannot do things
as welL but these individuals are more likely to believe that they have achieved per
fection, whereas those with Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder are usually
self-critical. Individuals with Narcissistic or Antisocial Personality Disorder lack
generosity but will indulge themselves, whereas those with Obsessive-Compulsive
Personality Disorder adopt a miserly spending style toward both self and others.
Both Schizoid Personality Disorder and Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disor
der may be characterized by an apparent formality and social detachment. In Obses
sive-Compulsive Personality Disorder, this stems from discomfort with emotions
and excessive devotion to work, whereas in Schizoid Personality Disorder there is a
fundamental lack of capacity for intimacy.

Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder must be distinguished from Person
ality Change Due to a General Medical Condition, in which the traits emerge due
to the direct effects of a general medical condition on the central nervous system. It
must also be distinguished from symptoms that may develop in association with
chronic substance use (e.g., Cocaine-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified).
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Obsessive-compulsive personality traits in moderation may be especially adap
tive, particularly in sihlations that reward high perfomlance. Only when these traits
are inflexible, maladaptive, and persisting and cause significant functional impair
mentor subjective distress do they constitute Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Dis
order.

Diagnostic criteria for
301.4 Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder

A pervasive pattern of preoccupation with orderliness, perfectionism, and mental and in
terpersonal control. at the expense of flexibility, openness, and efficiency. beginning by
early adulthood and present in a variety of contexts, as indicated by four (or more) of the
following:

(1) is preoccupied with details, rules, lists, order, organization. or schedules to the extent
that the major point of the activity is lost

(2) shows perfectionism that interferes with task completion (e.g., is unable to complete
a project because his or her own overly strict standards are not met)

(3) is excessively devoted to work and productivity to the exclusion of leisure activities
and friendships (not accounted for by obvious economic necessity)

(4) is overconscientious, scrupulous, and inflexible about matters of morality, ethics, or
values (not accounted for by cultural or religious identification)

(5) is unable to discard worn-out or worthless objects even when they have no sentimen
tal value

(6) is reluctant to delegate tasks or to work with others unless they submit to exactly his
or her way of doing things

(7) adopts a miserly spending style toward both self and others; money is viewed as
something to be hoarded for future catastrophes

(8) shows rigidity and stubbornness

301.9 Personality Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for disorders of personality functioning (refer 10 the general diagnos
tic criteria for a Personality Disorder on p. 689) that do not meet criteria for any spe
cific Personality Disorder. An example is the presence of features of more than one
specific Personality Disorder that do not meet the full criteria for anyone Personality
Disorder ("mixed personality"), but that together cause clinically significant distress
or impairment in one or more important areas of functioning (e.g., social or occupa
tional). This category can also be used when the clinician judges that a specific Per
sonality Disorder that is not included in the Classification is appropriate. Examples
include depressive personality disorder and passive-aggressive personality disorder
(see p. 789 and p. 791, respectively, for suggested research criteria).



Other Conditions That May Be a
Focus of Clinical Attention

This section covers other conditions or problems that may be a focus of cl.in..ical at
tention. These are related to the mental disorders described previously in this manual
in one of the following ways: 1) the problem is the focus of diagnosis or treatment and
the individual has no mental disorder (e.g., a Partner Relational Problem in which
neither parmer has symptoms that meet criteria for a mental disorder, in which case
only the Partner Relational Problem is coded); 2) the individual has a mental disorder
but it is unrelated to the problem (e.g., a Partner Relational Problem in which one of
the partners has an incidental Specific Phobia, in which case both can be coded); 3) the
individual has a mental disorder that is related to the problem, but the problem is suf
ficiently severe to warrant independent clinical attention (e.g., a Partner Relational
Problem sufficiently problematic to be a focus of treatment that is also associated with
1\'lajor Depressive Disorder in one of the partners, in which case both can be coded).
The conditions and problems in this section are coded on Axis I.

Psychological Factors Affecting Medical Condition

316 Psychological Factor
Affecting Medical Condition

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Psychological Factor Affecting Medical Condition is the pres
ence of one or more specific psychological or behavioral factors that adversely affect
a general medical condition. There are several different ways in which these factors
can adversely affect the general medical condition. The factors can influence the
course of the general medical condition (which can be inferred by a dose temporal
association between the factors and the development or exacerbation of, or delayed
recovery from, the medical condition). The factors may interfere with treatment of the
general medical condition. The factors may constitute an additional health risk for the
individual (e.g., continued overeating in an individual with weight-related diabetes).
They may precipitate or exacerbate symptoms of a general medical condition by elic
iting stress-related physiological responses (e.g., causing chest pain in individuals
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with coronary artery disease, or bronchospasm in individuals with asthma).
The psychological or behavioral factors that influence general medical conditions

include Axis I disorders, Axis n disorders, psychological symptoms or personality
traits that do not meet the full criteria for a specific mental disorder, maladaptive
health behaviors, or physiological responses to environmental or social stressors.

Psychological or behavioral factors playa potential role in the presentation or
treatment of almost every genera) medical condition. This category should be re
served for those situations in which the psychological factors have a clinically signif
icant effect on the course or outcome of the general medical condition or place the
individual at a significantl}' higher risk for an adverse outcome. There must be rea
sonable evidence to suggest an association between the psychological factors and the
medical condition, although it may often not be possible to demonstrate direct cau
sality or the mechanisms underlying the relationship. Psychological and behavioral
factors may affect the course of almost e\'ery' major category of disease, inducting car
diovascular conditions, dennatological conditions, endocrinological conditions, gas
trointestinal conditions, neoplastic conditions, neurological conditions, pulmonary
conditions, renal conditions, and rheumatological conditions.

The Psychological Factor Affecting Medical Condition diagnosis is coded on Axis I,
and the accompanying general medical condition is coded. on Axis ill. (See Appendix G
for a list of diagnostic codes for general medical conditions.) To provide greater spec
ificity regarding the type of psychological {Clctor, the name is chosen from the list be
low. When more than one type of factor is present, the most prominent should be
specified.

Mental Disorder Affecting ... [Tndicate tlie General Medical Condition]. A specif
ic Axis I or Axis n disorder significantly affects the course or treatment of a general
medical condition (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder adversely affecting the prognosis
of myocardial infarction, renal failure, or hemodialysis; Schizophrenia complicating
the treatment of diabetes mellitus). In addition to coding this condition on Axis l, the
specific mental disorder is also coded on Axis I or Axis n.

Psychological Symptoms Affecting .. {Indicate tile General Medical
Conditio,,]. Symptoms that do not meet full criteria for an Axis I disorder signifi
cantly affect the course or treatment of a general medical condition (e.g., symptoms
of anxiety or depression affecting the course and severity of irritable bowel syndrome
or peptic ulcer disease, or complicating recovery from surgery).

Personality Traits or Coping Style Affecting ... (Indicate tile Gelleral Medical
Conditioll]. A personality trail or a maladaptive coping style significantly affects
the course or treatment of a general medical condition. Personality traits can be sub
threshold for an Axis n disorder or represent another pattern that has been demon
strated to be a risk factor for certain illnesses (e.g., "type A," pressured, hostile
behavior for coronary artery disease). Problematic personality traits and maladapti\ce
coping styles can impede the working relationship with health care personnel.

Maladaptive Health Behaviors Affecting ... (llldicate ti,e Gelleral Medical
Conditioll]. Maladaptive health behaviors (e.g., sedentary lifestyle, unsafe sexual
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practices, overeating. excessive alcohol and drug use) significantly affect the course
or treatment of a general medical condition. U the maladaptive behaviors are better
accounted for by an Axis I disorder (e.g., overeating as part of Bulimia Nervosa, alco
hol use as part of Alcohol Dependence), the name "Ment.al Disorder Affecting Medi
cal Condition" should be used instead.

Stress-Related Physiological Response Affecting ... {Indicate tile Cerleral Medical
COllditio,,]. Stress-related physiological responses significantly affect the course or
treatment of a general medical condition (e.g., precipitate chest pain or arrhythmia in
a patient with coronary artery disease).

Other or Unspecified Factors Affecting ... [Indicate ti,e General Medical
Conditioll]. A factor not included in the subtypes specified above or an unspecified
psychological or behavioral factor significantly affects the course or treahnent of a
general medical conditlon.

Differential Diagnosis

A temporal association between symptoms of a mental disorder and a general medi
cal condition is also characteristic of a Mental Disorder Due to a General Medical
Condition. but the presumed causality is in the opposite direction. In a Mental Dis
order Due to a General Medical Condition, the general medical condition is judged to
be causing the mental disorder through a direct physiological mechanism. In Psycho
logical Factor Affecting Medical Condition, the psychological or behavioral factors
are judged to iliect the course of the general medical condition.

Substance Use Disorders (e.g., Alcohol Dependence, 1 icotine Dependence) ad
versely affect the prognosis of many general medical conditions. U an individual has
acoexisting Substance Use Disorder that adversely affects or causes a general medical
condition, Mental Disorder Affecting General Medical Condition can be coded on
Axis I in addition to the Substance Use Disorder. For substance use patterns affecting
a general medical condition that do not meet the criteria for a Substance Use Disorder,
~'IaladaptiveHealth Behaviors Affecting Medical Condition can be specified.

Somatoform Disorders are characterized by the presence of both psychological
factors and physical symptoms, but there is no general medical condition that can
completel)' account for the physical symptoms. In contrast, in PsydlOlogical Factors
Affecting ~'Iedical Condition, the psychological factors adversely affect a diagnosable
general medical condition. Psychological factors affeCting pain syndromes are not
diagnosed as Psychological Factor Affecting Medical Condition but rather as Pain
Disorder Associated With Psychological Factors or Pain Disorder Associated With
Both Psychological Factors and a General Medical Condition.

When noncompliance with treatment for a general med.ical condition results from
psychological factors but becomes the major focus of clinical attention. Noncompli
ance With Treatment (see p. 739) should be coded.
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316 ... [Specified Psychological Factor] Affecting. , .
[Indicate the General Medical Condition]

A. A general medical condition (coded on Axis III) is present.

B. Psychological factors adversely affect the general medical condition in one of the fol
lowing ways:

(1) the factors have influenced the course of the general medical condition as
shown by a dose temporal association between the psychological factors and
the development or exacerbation of, or delayed recovery from, the general
medical condition

(2) the factors interfere with the treatment of the general medical condition
(3) the factors constitute additional health risks for the individual
(4) stress-related physiological responses precipitate or exacerbate symptoms of

the general medical condition

Choose name based on the nature of the psychological factors (if more than one factor is
present, indicate the most prominent):

Mental Disorder Affecting ... [Indicate the General Medical Condition}
(e.g., an Axis I disorder such as Major Depressive Disorder delaying recovery
from a myocardial infarction)

Psychological Symptoms Affecting ..• [Indicate the General Medical Con·
dition} (e.g., depressive symptoms delaying re<overy from surgery; anxiety ex·
acerbating asthma)

Personality Traits or Coping Style Affecting ... [Indicate the General Med·
ical Condition} (e.g., pathological denial of the need for surgery in a patient
with cancer; hostile, pressured behavior contributing to cardiovascular disease)

Maladaptive Health Behaviors Affecting ... [Indicate the General Medical
Condition} (e.g., overeating; lack of exercise; unsafe sex)

Stress·Related Physiological Response Affecting .•. [Indicate the General
Medical Condition} (e.g., stress-related exacerbations of ulcer, hypertension,
arrhythmia, or tension headache)

Other or Unspecified Psychological Factors Affecting .•. [Indicate the Gen·
eral Medical Condition} (e.g., interpersonal, cultural, or religious factors)

Medication-Induced Movement Disorders

The follOWing r"ledication·Induced Movement Disorders are included because of
their frequent importance in 1) the management by medication of mental disorders
or general medical conditions; and 2) the differential diagnosis with Axis I disorders
(e.g., Anxiety Disorder versus Neuroleptic-Induced Akathisia; catatonia versus Neu
roleptic Malignant Syndrome). Although these disorders are labeled "medication in

duced:' it is often difficult to establish .he causal <elationship beh"een medication J
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exposure and the development of the movement disorder, especially because some of
these movement disorders also occur in the absence of medication exposure. The term
Ileuroleptic is used broadly i..t1 this manual to refer to medications with dopamine
antagonist properties. Although this term is becoming outdated because it highlights
the propensity of antipsychotic medications to cause abnormal movements, the term
neuroleptic remains appropriate. Although newer antipsychotic medications are less
likely to cause Medication-Induced Movement Disorders, these syndromes still oc
cur. Neuroleptic medications include so-caUed conventional or typical antipsychotic
agents (e.g., chlorpromazine, haloperidol, fluphenazine), the newer "atypical" anti
psychotic agents (e.g., c1ozapine, risperidone, olanzapine, quetiapine), certain dopa
mine receptor blocking drugs used in the treatment of symptoms such as nausea and
gastroparesis (e.g., prochIorperazine, promethazine, trimethobenzamide, thiethylpera
zine, and metoclopramide), and amoxapine, which is marketed as an antidepressant.
Medication-Induced Movement Disorders should be coded on Axis I.

332.1 Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism

Parkinsonian tremor, muscular rigidity, or akinesia developing within a few weeks
of starting or raising the dose of a neuroleptic medic.1tion (or after reducing a medi
cation used to treat extrapyramidal symptoms). (See p. 795 for suggested research
criteria.)

333.92 Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome

Severe muscle rigidity, elevated temperature, and other related findings (e.g., dia
phoresis, dysphagia, incontinence, changes in level of consciousness ranging from
confusion to coma, mutism, elevated or labile blood pressure, elevated creatine phos
phokinase [CPK]) developing in association with the use of neuroleptic medication.
(See p. 798 for suggested research criteria.)

333.7 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia

Abnormal positioning or spasm of the muscles of the head, neck, limbs, or trunk de
veloping within a few days of starting or raising the dose of a neuroleptic medication
(or after reducing a medication used to treat extrapyramidal symptoms). (See p. 800
for suggested research criteria.)

333.99 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia

Subjective complaints of restlessness accompanied by observed movements (e.g.,
fidgety movements of the legs, rocking from foot to foot, pacing, or inability to sit or
stand still) developing within a few weeks of starting or raising the dose of a neuro
leptic medication (or after reducing a medication used to treat extrapyramidal symp
toms). (See p. 802 for suggested research criteria.)
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Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia

Involuntary choreiform, athetoid, or rhythmic movements (lasting at least a few
weeks) of the tongue, jaw, or extremities developing in association with the use of
neuroleptic medication for at least a few months (may be for a shorter period of time
in elderly persons). (See p. 805 for suggested research criteria.)

333.1 Medication-Induced Postural Tremor

Fine tremor occurring during attempts to maintain a poshrre that develops in associ
ation with the use of medication (e.g., lithium, antidepressants, valproate). (See p. 807
for suggested research criteria.)

333.90 Medication-Induced Movement
Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for Medication-Induced Movement Disorders not classified by any of
the specific disorders listed above. Examples include 1) parkinsonism, acute akathis
ia, acute dystonia, or dyskinetic movement that is associated with a medication other
than a neuroleptic; 2) a presentation that resembles neuroleptic malignant syndrome
that is associated with a medication other than a neuroleptic; or 3) tardive dystonia.

Other Medication-Induced Disorder

99S.2 Adverse Effects of Medication
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is available for optional use by clinicians to code side effects of medica
tion (other than movement symptoms) when these adverse effects become a main fo
cus of clinical a!tention. Examples include severe hypotension, cardiac arrhythmias,
and priapism.

Relational Problems

Relational problems include patterns of interaction beh"een or among members of a
relational unit that are associated with clinically significant impairment in function
ing, or symptoms among one or more members of the relational unit, or impairment
in the functioning of the relational unit itself. The following relational problems are
included because they are frequently a focus of clinical attention among individuals
seen by health professionals. These problems may exacerbate or complicate the man
agement of a mental disorder or general medical condition in one or more members
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of the relational unit, may be a re.sult of a mental disorder or a general medical con
dition, may be independent of other conditions that are present, or can occur in the
absence of any other condition. ""hen these problems are the principal focus of clini
cal attention, they should be listed on Axis I. Othenvise, if they are present but not the
principal focus of clinical attention, they may be listed on Axis IV. The relevant cate
gory is generally applied to all members of a relational unit who are being treated for
the problem.

V61.9 Relational Problem Related to a Mental
Disorder or General Medical Condition

This category should be used when the focus of clinical attention is a pattern of im
paired interaction that is associated with a mental disorder or a general medical con
dition in a family member.

V61.20 Parent-Child Relational Problem

This category should be used when the focus of clinical attention is a pattern of in
teraction behveen parent and child (e.g., impaired communication, overprotection,
inadequate discipline) that is associated with clinically significant impairment in in
dividual or family functioning or the development of clinically significant symptoms
in parent or child.

V61.10 Partner Relational Problem

This category should be used when the focus of clinical attention is a pattern of inter
action behveen spouses or partners characterized by negative communication (e.g.,
criticisms), distorted communication (e.g., unrealistic expectations), or noncommuni
cation (e.g., withdrawal) that is associated with clinically significant impairment i.n
individual or family hmctioning or the development of symptoms in one or both
partners.

V61.8 Sibling Relational Problem

This category should be used when the focus of clinical attention is a pattern of inter
action among siblings that is associated with clinically significant impairment in in
dividual or family ftmctioning or the development of symptoms in one or more of the
siblings.

V62.81 Relational Problem
Not Otherwise Specified

This category should be used when the focus of clinical attention is on relational prob
lems that are not classifiable by any of the specific problems listed above (e.g., diffi
culties with co-workers).
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Problems Related to Abuse or Neglect

This section includes categories that should be used when the focus of clinical atten
tion is severe mistreatment of one individual by another through physical abuse, sex
ual abuse, or child neglect. These problems are included because they are frequently
a focus of clinical attention among individuals seen by health professionals. The ap
propriate V code applies if the focus of attention is on the perpetrator of the abuse or
neglect or on the relational unit in which it occurs. If the individual being evaluated
or treated is the victim of the abuse or neglect, code 995.52, 995.53, or 995.54 for a child
or 995.81 or 995.83 for an adult (depending on the type of abuse).

V61.21 Physical Abuse of Child

This category shouJd be used when the focus of clinical attention is physical abuse of
a child.
Coding 1Iote: Specify 995.54 iffoms ofclinical attelltiOIl is 011 tIle victim.

V61.21 Sexual Abuse of Child

This category should be used when the focus of clinical attention is sexual abuse of
a child.

Codillg note: Specify 995.53 iffOCIlS ofclinical atfe/ltioll is all the victim.

V61.21 Neglect of Child

This category should be used when the focus of clinicaJ attention is child neglect.

Coding lIote: Specify 995.52 iffOCIIS ofclillical attention is 01/ tile victim.

Physical Abuse of Adult

This category shouJd be used when the focus of clinical attention is physical abuse of
an adult (e.g., spouse beating, abuse of elderly parent).
Codillg note: Code

V61.12
V62.83

995.81

ifJoeus ofclillical attelltion is on the perpetrator and abllse is by portlier
iffoclls ofclinical attention is 011 the perpetrator and abllse is by person
oU,er thall partner
iffocus ofclinical attelltiOll is 011 tIJe victim

Sexual Abuse of Adult

This category should be used when the focus of clinical attention is sexual abuse of
an adult (e.g., sex"UaI coercion, rape).
Coding lIote: Code
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V61.12
V62.83

995.83

iffocus ofclinical attellfioll is 011 tlJe perpetrator alld abuse is by part/ler
iffoclls ofclinical attelltioll is on tile perpetrafor alld abl/se is by person
otller t!lall partller
iffoms ofclillical attentioll is 011 the victim

Additional Conditions That May Be a
Focus of Clinical Attention

V15.81 Noncompliance With Treatment

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is noncompliance with
an important aspect of the treatment for a mental disorder or a general medical con
dition. The reasons for noncompliance may include discomfort resulting from treat
ment (e.g., medication side effects), expense of treatment decisions based on personal
value judgments or religious or cultural beliefs about the advantages and disadvan~

tages of the proposed treatment, maladaptive personality traits or coping styles (e.g.,
denial of illness), or the presence of a mental disorder (e.g., Schizophrenia, Avoidant
Personality Disorder). This category should be used only when the problem is suffi
ciently severe to warrant independent clinical attention.

V65.2 Malingering

The essential feature of Malingering is the intentional production of false or grossly
exaggerated physical or psychological symptoms, motivated by external incentives
such as avoiding military duty, avoiding work, obtaining financial compensation,
evading criminal prosecution, or obtaining drugs. Under some circumstances, Malin~
gering may represent adaptive behavior-for example, feigning illness while a cap
tive of the enemy during wartime.

Malingering should be strongly suspected if any combination of the following is
noted:

1. Medicolegal context of presentation (e.g., the person is referred by an attorney to
the clinician for examination)

2. Marked discrepancy beh\'een the person's claimed stress or disability and the
objective findings

3. Lack of cooperation during the diagnostic evaluation and in complying with the
prescribed treatment regimen

4. The presence of Antisocial Personality Disorder

Malingering differs from Factitious Disorder in that the motivation for the symp
tom production in Malingering is an external incentive, whereas in Factitious Disor
der external incentives are absent. Evidence of an intrapsychic need to maintain the
sick role suggests Factitious Disorder. Malingering is differentiated hom Conversion
Disorder and other Somatoform Disorders by the intentional production of symp-
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toms and by the obvious, external incentives associated with it. In Malingering (in
contrast to Conversion Disorder), symptom relief is not often obtained by suggestion
or hypnosis.

V71.01 Adult Antisocial Behavior

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is adult antisocial be
havior that is not due to a mental disorder (e.g., Conduct Disorder, Antisocial Person
ality Disorder, or an ImpuJse-Control Disorder). Examples include the behavior of
some professional thieves, racketeers, or dealers in illegal substances.

V71.02 Child or Adolescent Antisocial Behavior

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is antisocial behavior in
a child or adolescent that is not due to a mental disorder (e.g., Conduct Disorder or
an Impulse-Control Disorder). Examples include isolated antisocial acts of children
or adolescents (not a pattern of antisocial behavior).

V62.89 Borderline Intellectual Functioning

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is associated with bor
derline intellectual functioning. that is. an IQ in the 71-st range. Differential diagno
sis between Borderline lntellectual Functioning and Mental Retardation (an IQ of 70
or below) is especially difficult when the coexistence of certain mental disorders (e.g.,
Schizophrenia) is involved.
Codillg lIote: T1/is is coded 011 Axis 11.

780.9 Age-Related Cognitive Decline

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is an objectively idel
tified decline in cognitive functioning consequent to the aging process that is within
normal limits given the person's age. Individuals with this condition may report
problems remembering names or appointments or may experience difficulty in solv
ing complex problems. This category should be considered only after it has been de
termined that the cognitive impainnent is not attributable to a specific mental
disorder or newological condition.

V62.82 Bereavement

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is a reaction to the death
of a loved one. As part of their reaction to the loss, some grie\fing individuals present
with symptoms characteristic of a ~'lajor Depressive Episode (e.g., feelings of sadness
and associated symptoms such as insomnia, poor appetite, and weight loss). The be
reaved individual typically regards the depressed mood as "norma!," although the
person may seek professional help for relief ofassociated symptoms such as insomnia
or anorexia. The duration and expression of "normal" berea"ement vary consider-

I....
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ably among different cultural groups. The diagnosis of ~"ajor Depressive Disorder is
generally not given unless the symptoms are still present 2 months after the loss.
However, the presence of certain symptoms that are not characteristic of a "normal"
grief reaction may be helpful in differentiating bereavement from a Major Depressive
Episode. These include 1) guilt about things other than actions taken or not taken by
the survivor at the time of the death; 2) thoughts of death other than the survivor feel
ing that he or she would be better off dead or should have died with the deceased
person; 3) morbid preoccupation with worthlessness; 4) marked psychomotor retar
dation; 5) prolonged and marked functional impairment; and 6) hallucinatory expe
riences other than thinking that he or she hears the voice of, or transiently sees the
image of, the deceased person,

V62.3 Academic Problem

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is an academic problem
that is not due to a mental disorder or, if due to a mental disorder, is sufficiently se
"ere to warrant independent clinical attention, An example is a pattern of failing
grades or of significant underachievement in a person with adequate intellectual ca
padty in the absence of a Learning or Communication Disorder or any other mental
disorder that would account for the problem.

V62.2 Occupational Problem

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is an occupational prob
lem that is not due to a mental disorder or, if it is due to a mental disorder, is suffi
ciently severe to warrant independent clinical attention. Examples include job
dissatisfaction and uncertainty about career choices.

313.82 Identity Problem

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is uncertainty about
multiple issues relating to identity such as long-tenn goals, career choice, friendship
patterns, sexual orientation and behavior, moral values, and group loyalties.

V62.89 Religious or Spiritual Problem

This category can be used when the focus ofclinical attention is a religious or spiritual
problem. Examples include distressing experiences that involve loss or questioning
of faith, problems associated with conversion to a new faith, or questioning of spiri
tual values thai may not necessarily be related to an organized church or religious
institution.

V62.4 Acculturation Problem

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is a problem involving
adjustment to a different culture (e.g" foDowing migration).
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V62.89 Phase of Life Problem

This category can be used when the focus of clinical attention is a problem associated
with a particular developmental phase or some other life circumstance that is not due
to a mental disorder or, if it is due to a mental disorder, is sufficiently severe to war·
rant independent clinical attention. Examples include problems associated with en·
teting school, leaving parental control, starting a new career, and changes involved
in marriage, divorce. and retirement.



Additional Codes

300.9 Unspecified Mental Disorder (nonpsychotic)

There are several circumstances in which it may be appropriate to assign this code;
1) for a specific mental disorder not included in the DSM-IV Classification, 2) when
none of the available Not Othem'ise Specified categories is appropriate, or 3) when it
is judged that a nonps)'chotic mental disorder is present but there is not enough in
formation available to diagnose one of the categories provided in the Classification.
In some cases, the diagnosis can be changed to a sperific disorder after more informa
tion is obtained.

V71.09 No Diagnosis or Condition on Axis I

When no Axis I diagnosis oecondition is present, this should be indicated. There rna)'
or may not be an Axis n diagnosis.

799.9 Diagnosis or Condition Deferred on Axis I

When there is insufficient information to make any diagnostic judgment about an
Axis I diagnosis or condition, this should be noted as Diagnosis or Condition De
ferred on Axis I.

V71.09 No Diagnosis on Axis II

\-Vhen no Axis n diagnosis (e.g., no Personality Disorder) is present, this should be
indicated. TIlere mayor may not be an Axis I diagnosis or condition.

799.9 Diagnosis Deferred on Axis II

When there is insufficient information to make any diagnostic judgment about an
Axis U diagnosis, this should be noted as Diagnosis Deferred on Axis U.
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Appendix A

Decision Trees for
Differential Diagnosis

The purpose of these decision trees is to aid the clinician in understanding the or
ganization and hierarchical structure of the DS~'I-IVClassification. Each decision tree
starts with a set of clinical features. When one of these features is a prominent part of
the presenting clinical picture, the clinician can foUow the series of questions to rule
in or rule out various disorders. Note that the questions are only approximations of
the diagnostic criteria and are not meant to replace them.

The Psychotic Disorders decision tree is the only one that contains disorders that
are mutually exclusive (i.e., only one disorder from that section can be diagnosed in
a given individual for a particular episode). For the other decision trees, it is impor
lant to refer to tJ,e individual criteria sets to determine when more than one diagnosis
may apply.

COlltmfs

I. Differential Diagnosis of Mental Disorders
Due to a General Medical Condition

u. Differential Diagnosis of Substance-Induced Disorders
ID. Differential Diagnosis of Psychotic Disorders
IV. Differential Diagnosis of Mood Disorders
V. Differential Diagnosis of Anxiety Disorders

VI. Differential Diagnosis of Somatoform Disorders

746
748
750--,'0_

75-1
756

Note: Prepared by Michael 13. First, M.D., Allen Frances, M.D., and Harold Alan
Pincus, M.D.

745



Appendix A

Differential Diagnosis of Mental Disorders
Due to a General Medical Condition

SymplOms thai are
due to the direct
physiological effects
of a general medical I
condition

No
~---''-----;V..~------,

[,·idence that ~ VASCULAR
cerebrovascular DEMENTIA
disease is
etiologically related
10 the dislurbmce

~NO

No

I E\"idence that the INo DElIRIUM DUE TO•disturbance has A GENERAL
more than one MEDICAL
etiology (e_g_,

.:t...es CONDITION
substance md
general medical
conditions)

~ DELIRIUM DUE TO
MULTIPLE
ETIOLOGIES

AI Icasl one ~ E'idenre thaI the V•• DEMENTIA DUE TO
additional cognitive disturbance has I MULTIPLE
deficit more tllan one ETIOLOGIES

etiology (e.g.,
cerebru'"ascular
disease and
Alzheimer's disease)

,

No

c""O.c""""':-c:-'re-oc':-----,V••
'---.

consciousness and a
chmge in cognition

No

, IV
~Iemor)' impairment~

Dislurbance due 10
V..

DEMENTIA DUE TO
central n(Orvous A GENERAL
system condition or MEDICAL
systemic condition CONDmON
known 10 cause
dementia

~No

V••
DEMENTIA OF THEGradual onset and ,...........

continuing cogniti\·e) ALZHEIMER'S TYPE
decline

INO-----.-1 DEMENTIA NOS

AMNESTIC
DISORDER DUE TO
A GENERAL
MEDICAL
CONOITION
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• PSYCHOTIC
DISORDER DUE TO
A GENERAL
MEDICAL
CO IlIO

Ve,Prominent delusions
or h~llucinations
predominate

, ND N

~ No

Prominent and Ve,
MOOD DISORDER•persistent mood OUETOA

disturbance GENERAL MEDICAL
predominates CONDITION

_,--* No =0=--- _ ~~;;;:-':IV!e!'!.... • '"'
Prominent .uu.iet)'. • ANXIETY
pomic attacks, DISORDER DUE TO
obsessions, or A GENERAL
compu15ions MEDICAL
predomin.lll' CONDITION

No

SEXUAL

~ No
No mental disorder
(s}mptoms trot are
not clinically significant)

Oinicallf significMlt Yes

No

'(Ch,,];;~".,;'~in~p~re~'.:;i~;;;;:--~V~e~''--------------------.PERSONAUTY
personality paltem CHANGE DUE TO

A GENERAL
MEDICAL
CONDITION

~ No

Clinically sibonific.:mt IYes • MENTAL DISORDER
symptoms NOS DUE TO A
t'tiologicilly IYlated GENERAL MEDICAL
10 a general medical CONDmON
condition that do
not meet criteria for
a specific Mental
Disorder Due to a
General Medical

I Condition I

•5e.>;ual dysfunction DYSFUNCTION
~c1usi\'"ly due 10 a OUETO A
general medical GENERAL MEDICAL
condition (ONOmON

• No

Disturbanre in ~lccp
Ve,

SLEEP DISORDER•sufficiently 5e\'ere to DUE TOA
warranl independent GENERAL MEDICAL
clinical attenlion CONDITION

• No

Caliltonia I Yes CATATONIC• DISORDER DUE TO
A GENERAL
MEDICAL
CONDITION,
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Differential Diagnosis of Substance·lnduced Disorders
(Not Including Dependence and Abuse)

disturbance has during withdraw.ll
,

INDUCED
more than one from a substance WITHDRAWAL
etiology (e.g., DELIRIUM
substance and
general medical
condition)

I I I
y" INo

0 SUBSTANCE·
INDUCED
INTOXICATION
DELIRIUM

DELIRIUM DUE
TO MULTIPLE
ETIOLOGIES

A disturbance of
consciousnl$S and a
change in cognition
that are in ex(l':5S of
that usually seen in
intoxication or
"'ithdrawiil and that
warrant indl'Jl'l'ndent

I clinical attention

No

Symptoms thai an!
due to the direct
physiological effects
of a substance (ie.,
a drug of abuse, a
medication, or a
to"in)
~-I---!

IYes 1r------,rNo r------y., ,-----,
~ hidence that the ---+ Onset of delirium ,..--+ SUBSTANCE·

Per.;islenl memory
impairment

Y",I-'-,-'-,,-,-,-o-,-.---'I Yes r'-'-"-d-"-'-'-'-h-.-"-h.--No
,
;---+ ---+

additional disturbance has
cognith-e deficit more than one

etiology (e.g.•
substan>:e MId
general medkal
condition)

SUBSTANCE·
INDUCED
PERSISTING
DEMENTIA

No No Y••

DEMENTIA DUE
TO MULTIPLE
ETIOLOGIES

SUBSTANCE
INDUCED
PERSISTING
AMNESTIC
DISORDER
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+'
O;;;;;;;;~;;;~l.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;~'.:'V~o~.,--- ~DelusioT15 OT hallucinatioT15 predominate, Me in to SUBSTANCE-
excess of that usuall)' ~n in into'dcalion or INDUCED
withdrilwal, and warrant independent clinical PSYCHOTIC
attention DISOROER

Specify if omet
during intoxic3tion
or withdrawal

A mood disturbance predominates, is in excess
of that usuall), seen in intoxication or
v.ithdrawal, and warrants independent cliniul
attention

I

v..
to SUBSTANCE-

INDUCED
MOOD
DISORDER
Specify if omet
during intoxication
or withdrawal

~NO
Anxiet)', panic attacks, or obsessions or I Yes
compulsions predominate; are in excess of Ihal
usually set'n in intoxication or "ithdra""al; and
warranl independenl clinical attention

~ SUBSTANCE-
INDUCED
ANXIETY
DISORDER
Specify if on\et
during intoxication
or withdrawal

,
that usually set'n in intoxication, and warrants DYSFUNCTION
independiml clinical attention

1No

I Disturbance in sleep that is sufficientl)' sen~re 10
V..

SUBSTANCE·•
\'".l.rrant independent clinical alli"ntion and is in INDUCED SLEEP
excess of that usually seen in intoxication or DISORDER
withdrawal Specify if onset

during intoxication
or withdrawal

~NO

(C;'~i";;k~'"U~'-!'~igru~'fifi~"~"~'~~~";;';;'~d~l~";;f~~<:;ti;;O~"-::-=--'...:'V~O~·'--- +t SUBSTANCE·
e.>.dusivel)' due to a substance is in excess of INDUCED SEXUAL

V..--'--=--------+t SUBSTANCE! lJe\"elopment of il re\'ersibh-' syndrome due 10
I recent usc of a substance INTOXICATION

No

IOcn'lopment of a syndrome due to reduction OT
V.,

SUBSTANCE•
~tion of usc of a substance WITHDRAWAL

No
'C=-,---,,---,,---,:::----'-'=--,---,---, Yo.

linically significant symptoms due to a _--="-- --+~ SUBSTANCE·
substance that do not meel criteria for one of RELATED

I the Substmce-Induced Oiso-·C"''''''''m''---_____ DISORDER NOS

~NO

No Substance-Induced Disorder
(subst~nce-inducedsymptoms that an! not
clinically signifk,mt)
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Differential Diagnosis of Psychotic Disorders

Delusions, hallucinations, disorganized
speedl. or grossl), disorganized
beha\';or

Ve,
Dul.' to the direct ph}'siologicaJ effects • PSYCHOTIC
of a general medical condition DISORDER

DUETOA
GENERAL
MEDICAL
CONDITION

No

Due 10 the direct I Ve. SUBSTANCE-•
physiologiC31 effects INDUCED
of a substanre (e.g., PSYCHOTIC
a drug of abuse, a DISORDER
med.iation,. or a
tom) I

• M.ajor No

IJrepressive or
Manic Episode
ooncurrenl with
acti\"e-phase
symptoms

Ve.

TOI.11 dut.1tion lYe~1 Duration at
Ve.

SCHIZO·•of mood least 6 months I PHRENIA
episode;; has
been brief
relat;\'" 10
duration of No
act;" .. and
residual pEriods ,

No
SCHIZO·
PH RENIFORM
DISORDER

At least:2 weeks Ve. • SCHIZO-
of delusions or AFFECTIVE
hallucinations DISORDER
in the ab5enre No
of prominent

Imood symptolTl'51

MOOD
DISORDER--.. WlTH
PSYCHOTIC
FEATURES
(see Mood
Disorders tree)

No

Symptoms of LYe ,.
actiYe phase of
Schizophrenia.
lasting at least
I month



Decision Trees for Differential Diagnosis

MOOD
DISORDER
WITH
PSYCHOTIC
FEATURES
(see Mood
Disorders tree)

DISORDER NOS
.. PSYCHOTIC

I Ves I V..- Apart from • DELUSIONAL
delusions, DISORDER
functioning not
IIW:kedJy
impaired No

INo
--=cc--'+NO

Delusioru;
occur only
during mood
episodes

No

•
1
--'----'1 Ves~~------'
Nonbiune -----. Tola! duration
delusions of mood
lasting at least episodes has
1 month been brief

nolam-e to
duration (Jf
delusional
periods

I

~~__---------------- BRIEf
• PSYCHOTIC

0.::--::-''-----,1 Yes ~D_'_SD_RD_E_R__~Duration mono

I
than I day but

less than I~;;;----- -------- ....1 month IN'- ~ 0 .. PSYCHOTIC

DISORDER NOS
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Differential Diagnosis of Mood Disorders

B aLAR DISORDER
NOS (superimposed on
a Psychotic Di~order)

Depll$5t'd. elevated,
expansh'e, or irritable mood

Ye,
Due to the direct • MOOD DISORDER DUE TO
physiological effects of a A GENERAL MEDICAL
general medical condition CONDITION

No
Due to the direct

Yeo
SUBSTANCE-INDUCED,

physiological effects of a MOOD DISORDER
substance (i.e., a drug of
abuse, a medication, or a
toxin)

iNo
Dt-Iermine type of prescnt
and past mood episodes

Ele\'atrd, e.>:paru;i\-e, or !:s MANIC EPISODE
irritable mood. at least I-.....eek -
duration; marked impairment
or hospitaliz.ation

No+

Elevated. expansive. or ~s HYPOMANIC EPISODE I
il'Tilable mood. at least +day
duration; changes observable
by others hut less 5e\"ere
than a ~Ianic Episode

No

At least 2 weeks of ..!:s MAJOR DEPRESSIVE
depressed mood or loss of EPISODE
interest plus ass0ci4tl!'d

n
symptoms, and not better
accounted for by Bereavement

NO+'4

Criteria met foc Manic Yes' MIXED EPISODE I..c;"
Episode and Major
Depressive Episode nearly

0e\'er}' day for at least I week

No •
Has e\"er had a MAJ\.'lC lVes Psychotic symptoms occur at N.

BIPOlAR I DISORDER- ,...
EPISODE or a MIXED times other than dUring "'"anic
EPISODE or Mixed Episodes

No ..Yes

0ccu.rTed exdusi\"ely dUring LY:
s

SCH1ZOAffECTlVE
Schizoaffecti\"e Disorder DISORDER,. BIPOLAR

(review Ps)'chotic Disorde~ TYPE

tree)

J~
IP
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BIPOLAR DISORDER NOS

BIPOLAR II DISORDER•

•

v"

ClinicaUy significant
manic/hrpomanic srmptoms

Has e\·er had a HYPOMA1\'lC
EPISODE and all...asl one
MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODE

--:-------:-:--'*"'-No:;;;--c:v!!'e'"-- --+ r::-==-:-==,
2+ yea" of hrpom.utic • CYCLOTHYMIC DISORDER
srmptoms and periods of
depll'Ssed mood

, .-=N-O---'
I Yes

thilt do not meet crileria for a
I sp«ific Bipolar Disorder

+No
Has ever had a MAJOR LYe.! Psychotic symptoms occur at ~o MAJOR DEPRESSIVE
DEPRESSIVE EPISODE times other than during Major DISORDER

Depressive Episodes

No .1 Yes
Occurred exdush-ely during LYes SCHIZOAFfECTIVE
5<::hi:l;oaffectin' Disorder ....... DISORDER.. DEPRESSIVE
(r-e'·iew Psychotic DisordeTS TYPE
,~)

No
DEPRESSIVE DISORDER
NOS (superimpo~ed on
Psychotic Disorder)

Depressed mood, more days Ve, • DYSTHYMIC DISORDER
than not. for at least 2 rears
,,;th assoriated spnptoms

No
I""~p~"""'~~~m~ood~~n~o'~m;;;;~~tin;;· ~g-'...lv~.~,-----------.. ADJUSTMENT DISORDER

criteria (or one of abo'-e WITH DEPRESSED MOOD
~Iood Disorders that develops
in response 10 a stressor

No
Clinicillly signific.rnt
depressive symptoms that do

I
not meet criteria for a specific
Mood Disorder --'

.NO

v" • DEPRESSIVE
DISORDER NOS

No ~tood Disorder (mood
symptoms that are not
clinically signific.ml)
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Differential Diagnosis of Anxiety Disorders

Appendix A

Symptoms of il.I1Xiet}', fear,
a\·oida~. or increased
arousal

+
V..Due to the direct • ANXIETY DISORDER DUE

phr~iological effects of a TO A GENERAL MEDICAL
general medical condition I CONDITION

~NO

V••Due to the direct • SUBSTANCE-INDUCED
physiological effects of a ANXIETY DISORDER
substance (e.g., a drog of
abuse, a medication, a toxin)

!No

Rl'CU!Tl."Ilt une:>.:pected Panic ~5 Agoraphobia. i.e., anxiety 'Yes PANIC DISORDER WITH,...
Attad<5 plus a month of about being in places from AGORAPHOBIA
worry, roneem about attacks. which escape might be
or change in behavior difficult or embarrassing in

the event of hit\ing a Panic

,..."
No No

PANIC DISORDER
WITHOUT AGORAPHOBIA

Agoraphobia, ie., anxiety
V••

AGORAPHOBIA WITHOUT•
about being in places from HISTORY OF PANIC
which escape might be DISORDER
diffu:ulf or embarrassing in
the event of ha\ing panic-like
spnptoms

!No

Anxiety concerning V•• SEPARATION ANXIETY•
separation from attachment DISORDER
figures ....ith onset in

I childhood

~NO

Fear of humiliation or
V•• SOCIAL PHOBIA (SOCIAL

embarrassment in social or ANXIETY DISORDER)
perform.:lnce silu.lDons

~No

Fear wed by object or
Veo ISPECIFIC PHOBIA IIsiluillion

~NO
V••

Obsessions or rompulsiorui

I • OBSESSIVE-eOMPULSIVE
DISORDER

J
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~
"C&Cm-oo--'-"-I"'-riodC.-';-C07,m'---~CCCi,C.,:--'::S-(ko;-,C~--'-CmCd~~--:;"C.,CICyCdC~=. CgC,-1 NtO

anxiety and .....orry plU5 ~ lood OT Psychotic Disorder
anxiety spnploms

GENERALIZED ANXIETY
DISORDER

No Ye.

See Mood Disorder.; or
Psychotic DUorders tree

Disorder

Anxiety in response 10 a
lYes ReexpenendTIg of ~'l"l\t,;-+

5l'\"ere lraumatic e\"enl increased ilroUsal, and
avoidance of stimuli
associated with traumatic

, el'enl

No No .Yes

Our<ltion of more than IYes POSTIRAUMATIC STRESS
1 month r DISORDER

No ,
ACUTE STRESS DISORDER

,
]YesAnxiety that does not meet • ADJUSTMENT DISORDER

criteria for one of the abon' WITH ANXIETY
Anxiety Disorder.; and
de\"elops in response 10
ill stressor

INO

Qinjc.J.lI)' Significant lvI'S ANXIETY DISORDER NOS

•symptoms that do not me'!'!
aiteria for iI spti'cific Anxiety.

No

No Anxiety Disorder
(symptoms of fear, anxiety, or
avoidance that are not
clinically significant)
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Differential Diagnosis of Somatoform Disorders

IPhysicill complaints
or irrational anxiety

I
about illnl"5S or
appearance _

4
Physical complaints
are fully explained
by a general
medical condition
and complaints are
not in excess of

"'P""'"
No

..!:oSI Sp«ifkGE,~ERAl
MEDICAL
COl\'DmON (no
Som.\tofonn
Disorder)

4 Psychological
[actors i1dn·r.;ely
affe<:t general
medical condition

...!ts PSYCHOLOGICAL
FACTOR
AFFECTING
MEDICAL
CONDITION

,'-----''---I'-'yooo''- _
History of multiple ~

physical complaints
with at least -l pain
symptoms,
2 gastrointestin.11
s)'mptolTl5, I sexual
symptom, and
1 pseudoneurological
symptom

__I;;;;--No _______...

IPhysiul symptoms
are intentionally
produced

No

~ Y~s External incenti\·es
are absent

Yo, • fACTITIOUS
DISORDER

IMALINGERING

SOMATIZATION
DISORDER

No

1'5~)m-p-to-m~0~"d~ofi~a'·,-ILy~0~'---------------_-+."'CO~N~V~E~R~S~'O~N:---,
affecting mluntary DISORDER
motor or SlmSOn·

•

Ifunction

.No
Yo,Symptom or deficit SEXUAL

affectiflg sexual DYSFUNGION
functioning

'No, IYesP",in is focus of • PAIN DISORDER
clinical allention,

and F5)'chologic.al
factors h,we

I
•

important role

No

Other phy5ical
complaints lasting at
least 6 months

No

Yo, • UNDIFFEREN
TIATED
SOMATOFORM
DISORDER
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~
-,------''----~.Yes-'--'--'---1 'N~o~ -+r;;:;;C;o;ONi;;:A5iS)
~pation \\;th --+ Belief is of T ' HYPOCHONDRIASIS
idcolofMvinga delusional
serious disease intensity

No ~ Yes

Set' Psychotic
DL"Order.; tree

c
IIP;;reocc;;;:~,~p~'~U~On;-;;''':;·'.h~~Y~.~' '''' r,oOoOoYC------,
"eddfect' DSOImagm , m YM RPHI
appearance DISORDER

(if delusional,
also ~ee Psychotic
Disorders tree)

~No

Clinically significant Y" SOMATOFORM,
somatoform DISORDER NOS
symptoms that do
not meet criteria for
a specific
SollUtofonn
Disorder

~No

No Somatoform
Disorder
(somatoform
symptoms that are
not dinically
significant)
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Criteria Sets and Axes
Provided for Further Study

This appendix contains a munber of proposals for new categories and axes that
were suggested for possible indusion in DSM-IV. The OSM·IV Task Force and Work
Groups subjected each of these proposals to a careful empirical review and invited
wide commentary from the field. The Task Force determined that there was insuffi
cient information to warrant inclusion of these proposals as official categories or axes
in DSM-IV.

The items, thresholds, and durations contained in the research criteria sets are in
tended to provide a common language for researchers and clinicians who are inter
ested in studying these disorders. It is hoped that such research will help to
determine the possible utility of these proposed categories and will result in refine
ment of the criteria sets. The specific thresholds and durations were set by expert con
sensus (informed by literature review, data reanalysis, and field-trial results when
such information was available) and, as such, should be considered tentative. It
would be highly desirable for researchers to study alternative items, thresholds, or
durations whenever this is possible.

The following proposals are included in this appendix:

Postconcussional disorder
Mild neurocognitive disorder
Caffeine withdrawal
Alternative dimensional descriptors for Schizophrenia
Postpsychotic depressive disorder of Schizopluenia
Simple deteriorative disorder (simple Schizophrenia)
Premenstrual dysphoric disorder
Alternative Criterion B for Dysthymic Disorder
Minor depressive djsorder
Recurrent brief depressive disorder
NUxed anxiety-depressive disorder
Factitious disorder by proxy
Dissociative trance disorder
Binge-eating disorder
Depressive personality disorder
Passive-aggressive personality disorder (negativistic personality disorder)
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Medication-Induced Movement Disorders
Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism
Netuoleptic Malignant Syndrome
Neuroleptic·lnduced Acute Dystonia
Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia

Teuroleptic-lnduced Tardive D)'skinesia
Medication-Induced Postural Tremor
Medication-Induced Movement Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

(Note: These categories are included in thl' "OUler Conditions That
May Be a Focus of Clinical Attention" section. Text and research
criteria sets for these conditions are included here.)

Defensive Functioning Scale
Global Assessment of Relational Functioning (GARF) Scale
Social and Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale (SOFAS)

Postconcussional Disorder

Features

The essential feature is an acquired impainnenl in cognitive functioning, accompa
nied by specific neurobehavioral symptoms, that occurs as a consequence of closed
head injury of sufficient severity to produce a significant cerebral concussion. The
manifestations of concussion include loss of consciousness, posttraumatic amnesia,
and less commonly, posttraumatic onset of seizures. Specific approaches for defining
this criterion need to be refined by further research. Although there is insufficiente\'i
dence to establish a definite threshold for the severity of the closed head injury, spe
cific criteria have been suggested, for example, two of the following: 1) a period of
unconsciousness lasting morc than 5 minutes, 2) a period of posttraumatic amnesia
that lasts more than 12 hours after the closed head injury, or 3) a new onset of seizures
(or marked worsening of a preexisting seizure disorder) that occurs within the first
6 months after the closed head injury. There must also be documented cognitive defi
cits in either attention (concentration, shifting focus of attention, perfOrming simulta
neous cognitive tasks) or memory (learning or recalling information). Accompanying
the cognitive disturbances, there must be three (or more) symptoms that arc present
for at least 3 months following the closed head injury. TIlese include becoming fa
tigued easily; disordered sleep; headache; vertigo or dizziness; irritability or aggres
sion on little or no provocation; anxiety, depression, or affective lability; apathy or
lack of spontaneity; and other changes in personality (e.g., social or sexual inapprcr
priateness). The cognitive disturbances and the somatic and behavioral symptoms
develop after the head trauma has occurred or represent a significant worsening of
preexisting symptoms. The cognitive and neurobehavioral sequelae are accompanied
by significant impairment in social or occupational functioning and represent a sig
nificant decline from a previous level of functioning. In the case of school-age chil
dren, there may be significant worsening in academic achie,-emcnt dating from the
trauma. This proposed disorder should not be considered if the individual's symp
toms meet the criteria for Dementia Due to Head Trauma or if the symptoms are bet
ler accounted for b}' another mental disorder.
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Associated Features

761

Additional features that may be sequelae of closed head injury include visual or hear
i.ng impairments and anosmia (loss of sense of smell). The latter may be related to
a lack of interest in food. Specific orthopedic and neurological complications may be
present, depending on the cause, nature, and extent of the trauma. Substance-Related
Disorders arc frequently associated with closed head injury. Closed head injury oc
curs more often in yOWlg males and has been associated with risk-taking behaviors.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM-IV, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would bedi
agnosed as having Cognitive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

If the head trauma results in a dementia (e.g., memory impainnent and at least one
other cognitive impairment), postconcussional disorder should not be considered.
Mild neurocognitive disorder, like postconcussional disorder, is included in this ap
pendix (see p. 762). Postconcussional disorder can be differentiated from mild neu
rocognitive disorder by the specific pattern of cognitive, somatic, and behavioral
symptoms and the presence of a specific etiology (i.e., closed head injury). Individu
als with Somatization Disorder and Undifferentiated Somatoform Disorder may
manifest similar behavioral or somatic symptoms; however, these disorders do not
have a specific etiology (i.e., dosed head injury) or measurable impairment in cogni
tive functioning. Postconcussional disorder must be distinguished from Factitious
Disorder (the need to assume the sick role) and Malingering (in which the desire for
compensation may lead to the production or prolongation of symptoms due to closed
head injury).

Research criteria for postconcussional disorder

A. A history of head trauma that has caused significant cerebral concussion.

Note: The manifestations of concussion include loss of consciousness, posttraumat
ic amnesia, and, less commonly, posttraumatic onset of seizures. The specific method
of defining this criterion needs to be established by further research.

B. Evidence from neuropsychological testing or quantified cognitive assessment of dif
ficulty in attention (concentrating, shifting focus of attention, performing simulta
neous cognitive tasks) or memory (learning or recalling information).

C. Three (or more) of the following occur shortly after the trauma and last at least
3 months:

(1) becoming fatigued easily
(2) disordered sleep
(3) headache
(4) vertigo or dizziness
(5) irritability or aggression on little or no provocation
(6) anxiety, depression, or affective lability
(7) changes in personality (e.g., social or sexual inappropriateness)
(8) apathy or lack of spontaneity
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Research criteria for postconcu5sional disorder (continued)

D. The symptoms in Criteria Band C have their onset following head trauma or else rep
resent a substantial worsening of preexirting symptoms.

E. The disturbance causes significant impairment in social or occupational functioning
and represents a significant decline from a previous level of functioning. In school
age children. the impairment may be manifested by a significant worsening in school
or academic performance dating from the trauma.

F. The symptoms do not meet criteria for Dementia Due to Head Trauma and are not
better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., Amnestic Disorder Due to
Head Trauma, Personality Change Due to Head Trauma).

Mild Neurocognitive Disorder

Features

TIleessential feature is the development of impairment in nell.rocognitive functioning
that is due to a general medical condition. By definition, the level of cognitive impair
ment and the impact on e\feryday functioning is mild (e.g" the individual is able to
partially compensate for cognitive impairment with additional effort). Individuals
with this condition have a new onset of deficits in at least two areas of cognitive func
tioning. These may include disturbances in memory (learning or recalling new in
formation), executive functioning (e.g., planning, reasoning), attention or speed of
information processing (e.g., concentration, rapidity of assimilating or analyzing in
formation), perceptual motor abilities (e.g., integrating visual, tactile, or auditory in
formation with motor activities), or language (e.g., word-finding difficulties, reduced
fluency). The report of cognitive impairment must be corroborated by the results of
neuropsychological testing or bedside standardized cognitive assessment tech
niques. Furthermore, the cognitive deficits cause marked distress or interfere with the
individual's social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning and repre
sent a decline from a previous level of functioning. The cognitive disturbance does
not meet crileria for a delirium, a dementia, or an amnestic disorder and is not better
accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., a Substance-Related Disorder, Major
Depressive Disorder).

Associated Features

The associated features depend on the underlying general medical condition. In the
case of certain chronic disorders (e.g., hypoxem.ia, electrolyte imbalances), the cogni
tive profile is usually one of a generalized reduction in aU cognitive ftmctions. Some
neurological and other general medical conditions produce patterns of cognitive im
pairment that suggest more "subcortical" brain involvement (Le., disproportionate
impairment in the ability to concentrate and learn new facts and in the speed. and ef
fidency of processing information). These include the early phases of Huntington's
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disease, HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder, and Parkinson's disease. Other
conditions (e.g., systemic lupus erythematosus) are more frequently associated with
a multifocal or patchy pattern of cognitive loss. The EEG may show mild slowing of
backgrOlmd activity or disturbance in evoked potentials. Mild cognitive impairment,
{'ven in cases of early Alzheimer's disease, is frequently present without specific
changes on neuroanatomical studies using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or
computed tomography (CT). Abnormalities are more likely to be present in function
al brain imaging studies (single photon emission computed tomography {SPECf},
positron-emission tomography [PET], ftmctional ~'lRI). The course depends on the
underlying etiology. in some instances, the cognitive impairment slowly worsens so
tnat ultimately a diagnosis of dementia becomes appropriate (e.g., early phases of
AUheimer's disease, HWlti.ngton's disease, and other slowly progressive neurode
generative conditions). In other instances, the disturbance may improve slowl}', as in
gradual recovery from hypothyroidism. In some instances, cognitive disturbances
due to severe metabolic derangements or infectious diseases may resolve partially
but be dlaracterized by a residual impairment that is permanent.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM-IV, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would be di
agnosed as having Cognitive Disorder Not Othenyise Specified.

Although there is no dear boundary between mild neurocognitive disorder and
dementia, mild neurocognitive disorder has less cognitive impairment and less im
pact on daily activities, and memory impairment is not a requirement. Mild neu
rocognitive disorder may be confused with a slowly evolving delirium, especially
early in its course. Mild neurocognitive disorder can be distinguished from an am·
nesHe disorder by the requirement that there be cognitive impairment in at least two
areas. NWd neurocognitive disorder should not be considered if an individual's
symptoms meet criteria for a Substanee·Related Disorder (including medication
side effects). In such cases, the appropriate Substance-Related Disorder Not Other
wise Specified should be diagnosed.

Postconcussional disorder, another category listed in this appendix (see p. 760), is
distinguished from mild neurocognitive disorder by the presence of a specific pattern
of symptoms and a specific etiology (i.e., closed head injury).

Mild neurocognitive disturbances are a common associated feature of a number of
mental disorders (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder). Mild neurocognitive disorder
should only be considered if the cognitive inlpairment is better accounted for by the
direct effects of a general medical condition than by a mental disorder. Individuals
with Age-Related Cognitive Decline may have similar levels of cognitive impair
ment, but the decline is considered to be part of the normative aging process rather
than attributable to a general medical condition. Individuals may report subjective
complaints of impairment in cognitive functioning that cannot be corroborated by
neuropsychological testing or are judged not to be associated with a general medical
condition. This proposed disorder should not be considered for such presentations.
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Research criteria for mild neurocognitive disorder

A. The presence of two (or more) of the following impairments in cognitive function
ing, lasting most of the time for a period of at least 2 weeks (as reported by the in
dividual or a reliable informant):

(1) memory impairment as identified by a reduced ability to learn or recall informa
tion

(2) disturbance in executive functioning (Le., planning, organizing, sequencing, ab-
stracting)

(3) disturbance in attention or speed of information processing
(4) impairment in perceptual-motor abilities
(5) impairment in language (e.g .• comprehension, word finding)

B. There is objective evidence from physical examination or laboratory findings (includ
ing neuroimaging techniques) of a neurological or general medical condition that i~

judged to be etiologically related to the cognitive di~turbance.

C. There is evidence from neuropsychological testing or quantified cognitive assess·
ment of an abnormality or decline in performance.

D. The cognitive deficits cause marked distress or impairment in social, occupational, or
other important areas of functioning and represent a decline from a previous level
of functioning.

E. The cognitive disturbance does not meet criteria for a delirium, a dementia, or an
amnestic disorder and is not better accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g.,
a Substance-Related Disorder, Major Depressive Disorder).

Caffeine Withdrawal

Features

The essential feature is a characteristic withdrawal syndrome due to the abrupt ces
sation of, or reduction in, Ihe use of caffeine-containing products after prolonged dai
ly use. The syndrome includes headache and one (or more) of the following
symptoms: marked fatigue or drowsiness, marked anxiety or depression, or nausea
or vomiting. These symptoms appear to be more prevalent in individuals with heavy
use (500 mg/day) but may occur in individuals with light use (100 mg/day). The
symptoms must cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social. occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning. The symptoms must not be due 10 the
direct physiological effects of a general medical condition and must not be better ac
counted for by another mental disorder.

Associated Features

<,

I

Associated symptoms include a strong desire for caffeine and worsened cognitive
p"fmm,n<e (e,ped,lIy on v;gUoncc to>k». Symptom' <on beg;n wHhin 12 hOlln; of J
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cessation of caffeine use, peak aro~d 24-48 hours, and last up to 1 week. Some indi
\'iduals may seek medical treatment for these symptoms without realizing they are
due to caffeine withdrawal.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM~[V, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would bedi·
agnosed as having Caffeine·Related Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

For a general discussion of the differential diagnosis of Substance-Related Disor
ders, see p. 207. The symptoms must not be due to the direct physiological effects of
a general medical condition (e.g., migraine, viral illness) and must not be better ac
counted for by another mental disorder. Headaches, fatigue, nausea, or vomiting
due to a general medical condition or due to the initiation or cessation of a medica
tion can cause a clinical picture similar to caffeine withdrawaL Drowsiness, fatigue,
and mood. changes &om caffeine withdrawal can mimic Amphetamine or Cocaine
Withdrawal. The temporal relationship of symptoms to caffeine cessation and the
tim~limitedcourse of the symptoms usually establish the diagnosis. If the diagnosis
is unclear, a diagnostic trial of caffeine can be of help.

Research criteria for caffeine withdrawal
A. Prolonged daily use of caffeine.

B. Abrupt cessation of caffeine use, or reduction in the amount of caffeine used, closely
followed by headache and one (or more) of the following symptoms:

(1) marked fatigue or drowsiness
(2) marked anxiety or depression
(3) nausea or vomiting

C. The symptoms in Criterion Bcause clinically significant distress or impairment in so
cial, occupational. or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a general medical
condition (e.g., migraine, viral illness) and are not better accounted for by another
mental disorder.

Alternative Dimensional
Descriptors for Schizophrenia

Because of limitations in the classical subtyping of Schizophrenia (see p. 313), a three·
factor dimensional model (psychotic, disorganized, and negative) has been suggested
to describe current and lifetime symptomatology. The psychotic factor includes delu
sions and hallucinations. The disorganized factor includes disorganized speech, dis~

organized behavior, and inappropriate affect. The negative factor includes the
various negative symptoms. Studies suggest that the severity of symptoms within
each of these truee faclors tends to vary together, both cross-sectionaUy and over
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time, whereas this is less true for symptoms across factors. For example, as delusions
become more severe, hallucinations tend to become more severe as well. In contrast,
the severity of negative or disorganized symptoms is less related to the severity of
hallucinations or delusions. One model for understanding the clinical heterogeneity
of Schizophrenia suggests thai each of these three dimensions may have different un
derlying pathophysiological processes and treatment responses. Various combina
tions of severity on the three dimensions are encountered in clinical practice, and it is
relatively uncommon for one dimension to be present in the complete absence ofboti'
of the others. The following is a system for applying these dimensions in research am
clinical studies.

Alternative dimensional descriptors for Schizophrenia

5pecify: absent. mild. moderate. severe for each dimension. The prominence of these
dimensions may be specified for either (or both) the current episode (i.e., previous
6 months) or the lifetime course of the disorder.

psychotic (hallucinations/delusions) dimension: describes the degree to
which hallucinations or delusions have been present

disorganized dimension: describes the degree to which disorganized speech,
disorganized behavior, or inappropriate affect have been present

negative (deficit) dimension: describes the degree to which negative symp
toms (i.e., aHective flattening, alogia. avolition) have been present. Note: Do
not include symptoms that appear to be secondary to depression. medication
side effects, or hallucinations or delusions.

Two examples that include the DSM-IV subtype, course specifiers, and the pro
posed dimensional approach are

Example 1
295.30 Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type, Continuous

Current:
With severe psychotic dimension
With absent disorganized dimension
With moderate negative dimension

Lifetime:
With mild psychotic dimension
With absent disorganized dimension
With mild negative dimension

Example 2
295.60 Schizophrenia, Residual Type, Episodic 'Vith Residual Symptoms

Current
With mild psychotic dimension
With mild disorganized dimension
With mild negative dimension
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Lifetime:
With moderate psychotic dimension
\Nith mild disorganized dimension
With mild negative dimension

Postpsychotic Depressive
Disorder of Schizophrenia

Features

767

The essential feature is a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 349) that is superimposed
on, and occurs during, the residual phase of Schizophrenia. TIle residual phase of
Schizophrenia follows the active phase (i.e., symptoms meeting Criterion A) of Schizo
phrenia. It is characterized by the persislence of negative symptoms or of active
phase symptoms that are in an attenuated form (e.g., odd beliefs, lmusual perceptual
experiences). The superimposed Major Depressive Episode must include depressed
mood (i.e., loss of interest or pleasure cannot serve as an alternate for sad or de
pressed mood). Often, the Major Depressive Episode follows immediately after re
mission of the active-phase symptoms of the psychotic episode. Sometimes, however,
it may follow after a short or extended interval during which there are no psychotic
symptoms. Mood symptoms due to the direct physiological effects of a drug of abuse,
a medication, or a general medical condition are not counted toward postpsychotic
depressive disorder of Schizophrenia.

Associated Features

As compared with individuals with Schizophrenia without postpsychotic depressive
episodes, these individuals are more likely to be living alone and to have fewer social
supports. Other associated features may include a larger number of previous hospi
talizations, history of psychotic relapses while being treated with antipsychotic med
ications, insidious onset of psychotic episodes, prior episodes of depression, and
prior suicide attempts. There may be recent losses, undesirable life events, or other
stressors. Reported prevalence rates vary, but up to 25% of individuals with Schizo
phrenia have been described as having this condition sometime in the course of their
illness. These individuals appear more likely to relapse into a psychotic episode or to
be rehospitalized than those without depression. Individuals with Schizophrenia
who also have first-degree biological relatives with histories of Major Depressive Dis
order may be at higher risk for postpsychotic depressions. This condition is associat
ed with suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and compleled suicides.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM-IV, individuals whose presenlation meets these researdl criteria would be di
agnosed as having Depressive Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is distinguished from this
disturbance by the fact that the depressive symptoms are due to the direct physiolog-
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ical effects of a general medical condition (e.g., hypothyroidism). Substance-Induced
Mood Disorder is distinguished from this disturbance by the fact that the depressive
symptoms are due to the direct physiological effects of a drug of abuse (e.g., alcohol,
cocaine) or the side effects of a medication. Individuals with Schizophrenia are often
on maintenance neuroleptic medications, which can cause dysphoria or Medication
lndllced Movement Disorders as side effects. These side effects can be confused with
depressive symptoms. Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism with akinesia (see p. 792)
is characterized by a reduced ability to initiate or sustain behaviors, which can lead
to a lack of spontaneity or anhedonia. Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia (see
p. 800) may be mistaken for anxiet)' or agitation, and depressed mood or suicidal ide
ation may be associated. Adjusting the medication type or dose may assist in reduc
ing these side effects and darifying the cause of such symptoms.

The differential diagnosis between postpsychotic depressive symptoms and the
negative symptoms of Schizophrenia (i.e., avolition, alogia, affective flattening) may
be particularly difficult. Negative symptoms must be distinguished from the other
symptoms of depression (e.g., sadness, guilt, shame, hopelessness, helplessness, and
low self-esteem). In Schizoaffective Disorder and Mood Disorder With Psychotic
Features, there must be a substantial period of overlap between the full psychoticepi
sode and the mood episode. In contrast, this proposed disorder is diagnosed only
during the residual phase of Schizophrenia.

Demoralization may occur during the course of Schizophrenia but should not be

considered postpsychotic depression unless the full criteria for a Major Depressive
Episode are met. Adjustment Disorder With Depressed Mood is distinguished from
postpsychotic depressive disorder of Schizophrenia because the depressive symp
toms in Adjustment Disorder do not meet the criteria for a Major Depressive Episode.

Research criteria for postpsychotic depressive
disorder of Schizophrenia

A. Criteria are met for a Major Depressive Episode.

Note: The Major Depressive Episode must include Criterion Al: depressed mood.
Do not include symptoms that are better accounted for as medication side effects or
negative symptoms of Schizophrenia.

B. The Major Depressive Episode is superimposed on and occurs only during the residual
phase of Schizophrenia.

C. The Major Depressive Episode is not due to the direct physiological effects of a sub
stance or a general medical condition.

I

..
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Simple Deteriorative Disorder
(Simple Schizophrenia)

Features

The essential feature is the development of prominent negath'e symptoms. which
represent a clear change from a preestablished baseline. These symptoms are severe
enough to result in a marked. decline in occupational or academic functioning. If pos
itive psychotic symptoms (e.g., hallucinations, delusions, disorganized speech, dis
organized behavior, catatonic beha\'ior) have ever been present they have not been
prominent. This pattern should be considered only after all other possible causes for
the deterioration have been ruled out, that is, the presentation is not better accounted
for by Schizotypal or Schizoid Personality Disorder; a Psychotic, Mood, or Anxiety
Disorder; a dementia; or Menial Retardation; nor are the symptoms due to the direct
physiological effects of a substance or a general medical condition. There is an insid
ious and progressive development of negative symptoms over a period of at least
1 year beginning in adolescence or later. Emotional responses become blunled. shal
low, nat, and empty. Speech becomes impoverished of words and meanings. There is
a definite change in "personality," with a marked loss of interpersonal rapport. Close
relationships lose wannth and mutuality, social interaction generaUy becomes awk
ward, and isolation and withdrawal result. Initiative gives way to apathy, and ambi
tion to avolition. Loss of interest extends to the daily details of self-care. The person
may appear forgetful and absentminded. Academic or job skills are lost, resulting in
a pattern of brief, simple jobs and frequent unemployment.

Associated Features

Any of the features of Schizoid or Schizotypal Personality Disorder may be present.
Most common are peculiarities of grooming and behavior, lapses in hygiene, overin
vestment in odd ideas, or unusual perceptual experiences such as illusions. This pro
posed disorder may occur in adolescents and adults of both sexes. Good estimates of
prevalence and incidence are not available, but it is clear that the disorder is rare. The
course, at least for the first few yea.rs, is progressively downhill, with prominent de
terioration of functioning. This deterioration in functioning resembles the character
istic course of Schizophrenia and distinguishes lhis condition from Sduzoid and
Schizotypal Personality Disorders. Symptoms meeting Criterion A for Schizophrenia
may emerge, at which time the diagnosis is changed to Schizophrenia. In these in
stances, this pattern proves to have been a prolonged prodrome 10 Schizophrenia. In
other cases this pattern recedes in severity, as can happen with Schizophrenia. For the
majority of individuals, the course is continuous, with deterioration occurring within
the first few years after prodromal symptoms and then plateauing to a marginal and
reduced, but stable, functional capacity.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM·IV, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would bedi
agnosed as having Unspecified Mental Disorder.
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This pattern should be considered only after all other possible causes of deteriora
tion in functioning have been ruled out. l1Us pattern is distinguished from the dis
orders included in the "Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders" section by the
absence of prominent positive psydlOtic symptoms. These disorders include Schizo
phrenia, Schizoaffective Disorder, Schizophreniform Disorder, Brief Psychotic
Disorder, Delusional Disorder, Shared Psychotic Disorder, and Psychotic Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified, all of which require at least one positive symptom for some
period of time. This proposed disorder is distinguished from Schizoid and Schizo
typal Personality Disorders as well as other Personality Disorders by the require
ment of a dear change in personality and marked deterioration in functioning. In
contrast, the Personality Disorders represent lifelong patterns without progressive
deterioration. Mood Disorders may mimic the apathy and anhedonia of simple dete
riorative disorder, but in a Mood Disorder depressive affect (sadness, hopelessness,
helplessness, painful guilt) is experienced, and the course lends to be episodic. Fur
thermore, in simple deteriorative disorder, there is a sense of emptiness rather than
a painful or prominently depressh-e mood, and the course is continuous and progres
sive. The distinction can be more difficult with Dysthymic Disorder, in which the
course may also be continuous and in which vegetative symptoms and painfully de
pressive mood may not be prominent. This proposed disorder may mimic chronic
Substance Dependence and should only be considered if the personality change and
deterioration precede extensive substance use. Personality Change Due to a General
Medical Condition is distinguished by the presence of an etiological general medical
condition. The cognitive impairment of simple deteriorative disorder may be mistak·
en for Mental Retardation Or dementia. Mental Retardation is distinguished by its
typical onset in infancy or childhood. Dementia is distinguished by the presence of
an etiological general medical condition or substance lise.

Perhaps the most difficult differential djagnosis is with no mental disorder. Sim
ple deteriorative disorder often leads a person to become a marginal member of soci
ety. It does not follow, however, that marginal members of society necessarily ha\'c
this proposed disorder. The defining features of simple deteriorative disorder in·
valve negative symptoms, which tend to be more on a continuum with normality
than are positive symptoms and which may be mimicked by a variety of factors (see
the relevant discussion in the "Schizophrenia" section, p. 301). Therefore, special cau·
tion must be taken not 10 apply this proposed disorder too broadly.
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Research criteria for simple deteriorative disorder
(simple Schizophrenia)

171

A. Progressive development over a period of at least a year of all of the following:

(1) marked decline in occupational or academic functioning
(2) gradual appearance and deepening of negative symptoms such as affective flat

tening, alogia, and avolition
(3) poor interpersonal rapport, social isolation, or social withdrawal

B. Criterion A for Schizophrenia has never been met.

e. The symptoms are not better accounted for by Schizotypal or Schizoid Personality
Disorder, a Psychotic Disorder, a Mood Disorder, an Anxiety Disorder, a dementia, or
Mental Retardation and are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance
or a general medical condition.

Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder

Features

The essential features are symptoms such as markedly depressed mood, marked anx
iety, marked affective lability, and decreased interest in activities. These symptoms
have regularly occurred during the last week of the luteal phase in most menstrual
cycles during the past year. The symptoms begin to remit within a few days of the on·
set of menses (the follicuJar phase) and are always absent in the week following
menses.

Five (or more) of the following symptoms must have been present most of the time
during the last week of the luteal phase, with at least one of the symptoms being one
of the first four: 1) feeling sad, hopeless, or self-deprecating; 2) feeling tense, anxious
or "on edge"; 3) marked lability of mood interspersed with frequent tearfulness;
4) persistent irritability, anger, and increased interpersonal conflicts; 5) decreased
interest in usual activities, whidl may be associated with withdrawal from social re
lationships; 6) difficulty concentrating; 7) feeling fatigued, lethargic, or lacking in en
ergy; 8) marked changes in appetite, which may be associated with binge eating or
craving certain foods; 9) hypersomnia or insomnia; 10) a subjective feeling of being
ovem'helmed or out of control; and 11) physical symptoms such as breast tenderness
or swelling, headaches, or sensations of "bloating" or weight gain, with tightness of
fit of clothing, shoes, or rings. There may also be joint or muscle pain. The symptoms
rna}' be accompanied by suicidal thoughts.

This pattern of symptoms must have occurred most months for the previous
12 months. The symptoms disappear completely shortly after the onset of menstrua
tion. The most typical pattern seems to be that of dysfunction during the week prior
to menses that ends mid·menses. Atypically, some females also have symptoms for a
few days arOlmd ovulation; a few females with short cycles might, therefore, be
symptom free for only 1 week per cycle.
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Typically, the symptoms are of comparable severity (but not duration) to those of
another mental disorder such as Major Depressive Episode or Generalized Anxiety
Disorder and must cause an obvious and marked impairment in the ability to func
tion sociaU>, or occupationally in the week prior to menses. Impairment in social func
tioning may be manifested by marital discord and problems with friends and family.
It is very important not to confuse long-standing marital or job problems with the
dysfunction that occurs only premenstrually. There is a great contrast between the
woman's depressed feelings and difficulty in functioning during these days and her
mood and capabilities the rest of the month. These symptoms may be superimposed
on another disorder but aTe not merely an exacerbation of the symptoms of another
disorder, such as Major Depressive, Panic, or Dysthymic Disorder, or a Personality
Disorder. The presence of the cyclical pattern of symptoms must be confirmed by at
least 2 consecutive months of prospective daily symptom ratings. Daily symptom rat
ings must be done by the woman and can also be done by someone with whom she
lives. It is important that these diaries be kept on a daB}' basis rather than composed
retrospectively from memory.

Associated Features

Frequently there is a history of prior Mood and Anxiety Disorders. Delusions and
hallucinations have been described in the late luteal phase of the menstrual cycle but
are very rare. Whether they represent an exacerbation of a preexisting mental dis
order or instead are symptomatic of Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder is unknown.
Premenstrually related mood and somatic symptoms tend to run in families and are
at least in part hereditary.

Although women with the combination of dysmenorrhea (painful menses) and
premenstrual dysphoric disorder are somewhat more likely to seek treatment than
women with only one of these conditions, most women with either of the conditions
do not have the other condition. A wide range of general medical conditions may
worsen in the premenstrual or luteal phase (e.g., migraine, asthma, allergies, and sei
zure disorders). There are no specific laboratory tests that are diagnostic of the distur
bance. However, in several small preliminary studies, certain laboratory findings
(e.g., serotonin or melatonin secretion patterns, sleep EEG findings) have been noted
to be abnormal in groups of women with this proposed disorder relative to control
subjects.

It is estimated that at least 75% of women report minor or isolated premenstrual
changes. Limited studies suggest an occurrence of "premenstrual s}'Jldrome" (vari
ably defined) of 20%-50%. and that 30/0-5% of women experience symptoms that may
meet the criteria for this proposed disorder. TIlere has been very little systematic
study on the course and stability of this condition. Premenstrual symptoms can begin
at any age after menarche. Although the majority of women whose symptoms meet
research diagnostic criteria for this proposed disorder and participate in researd
studies are in their early to mid-30s, women across the reproductive age span repor
clinically significant premenstrually related symptoms. Although symptoms do not
necessarily occur every cycle, they are present for the majority of the cycles. Some
months the symptoms may be worse than others. \Vomen commonly report that their
symptoms worsen with age until relieved by the onset of menopause.
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Differential Diagnosis

713

In DSM-IV, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would be di
agnosed as having Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

The transient mood changes that many women experience around the time of their
period should not be considered a mental disorder. Premenstrual dysphoric disorder
should be considered only when the symptoms markedly interfere with work or
school or with usual social activities and relationships with others (e.g., avoidance of
social activities, decreased productivity and efficiency at work or school). Premen
strual dysphoric disorder can be distinguished from the far more common "premen·
strual syndrome" by using prospecth·e daily ratings and the strict criteria listed
below. It differs from the "premenstrual syndrome" in its characteristic pattern of
symptoms, their severity, and the resulting impairment.

Premenstrual dysphoric disorder must be distinguished from the premenstrual
exacerbation of a current mental disorder (e.g., Mood Disorders, Anxiety Disorders,
Somatoform Disorders, Bulimia Nervosa, Substance Use Disorders, and Personality
Disorders). In such situations (which are far more common than premenstrual dys
phoric disorder), there is a premenstrual worsening of the symptoms but the symp·
toms persist throughout the menstrual cycle. Although this condition should not be
considered in women who are experiencing only a premenstrual exacerbation of an
other mental disorder, it can be considered in addition to the diagnosis of another
current mental disorder if the woman experiences symptoms and changes in level of
functioning that are characteristic of premenstrual dysphoric disorder and are mark
edly different from the symptoms experienced as part of the ongoing disorder.

Some individuals with general medical conditions may present with dysphoria
and fatigue that are exacerbated during the premenstrual period. Examples include
seizure disorders, thyroid and other endocrine disorders, cancer, systemic lupus
erythematosus, anemias, endometriosis, and various infections. Attempts shouJd be
made to distinguish these general medical conditions from premenstrual d)'sphoric
disorder by history, laborator)' testing, or physical examination.
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Research criteria for premenstrual dysphoric disorder

A. In most menstrual cycles during the past year, five (or more) of the following symp
toms were present for most of the time during the lart week of the luteal phase. be
gan to remit within a few days after the onset of the follicular phase. and were
absent in the week postmenses, with at least one of the symptoms being either (1),

(2), (3), or (4):

(1) markedly depressed mood. feelings of hopelessness. or self-deprecating
thoughts

(2) marked anxiety, tension, feelings of being "keyed up," or "on edge"
(3) marked affective lability (e.g., feeling suddenly sad or tearful or increased sen-

sitivity to rejection)
(4) persistent and marked anger or irritability or increased interpersonal conflicts
(5) decreased interest in usual activities (e.g., work, school, friends, hobbies)
(6) subjective sense of difficulty in concentrating
(7) lethargy, easy fatigability, or marked lack of energy
(8) marked change in appetite, overeating, or specific food cravings
(9) hypersomnia or insomnia

(10) a subjective sense of being overwhelmed or out of control
(11) other physical symptoms, such as breast tenderness or swelling, headaches, joint

or muscle pain, a sensation of "bloating," weight gain

Note: In menstruating females, the luteal phase corresponds to the period be
tween ovulation and the onset of menses, and the follicular phase begins with menses.
In nonmenstruating females (e.g., those who have had a hysterectomy), the timing
of luteal and follicular phases may require measurement of circulating reproductive
hormones.

B. The disturbance markedly interferes with work or school or with usual social activi
ties and relationships with others (e.g., avoidance of social activities, decreased pro
ductivity and efficiency at work or school).

C. The disturbance is not merely an exacerbation of the symptoms of another disorder,
such as Major Depressive Disorder, Panic Disorder, Dysthymic Disorder, or a Personal
ity Disorder (although it may be superimposed on any of these disorders).

D. Criteria A, B, and C must be confirmed by prospective daily ratings during at least two
consecutive symptomatic cycles. (The diagnosis may be made provisionally prior to
this confirmation.)

Alternative Criterion B for
Dysthymic Disorder

There has been some controversy concerning which symptoms best define Dysthy
mic Disorder. The results of the DSM-IV Mood Disorders field trial suggest that the

follOWing alternative version of Criterion B may be more characteristic of Dysthymic
Disorder U,an the version of Criterion B that was in DSM-Ul-R and is in DSM-IV.
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However, it was decided that additional confirmatory evidence needs to be coUected
before these items are incorporated in the official definition of Dysthymic Disorder.

Alternative Research Criterion B for Dysthymic Disorder

B. Presence, while depressed, of three (or more) of the following:

(1) low self-esteem or self-confidence, or feelings of inadequacy
(2) feelings of pessimism, despair. or hopelessness
(3) generalized loss of interest or pleasure
(4) social withdrawal
(5) chronic fatigue or tiredness
(6) feelings of guilt, brooding about the past
(7) subjective feelings of irritability or excessive anger
(8) decreased activity, effectiveness. or productivity
(9) difficulty in thinking. reflected by poor concentration, poor memory. or indeci

siveness

Minor Depressive Disorder

Features

The essential feature is one or more periods of depressive symptoms that are identical
to Major Depressive Episodes in duration, but which involve fewer symptoms and
less impairment. An episode involves either a sad or "depressed" mood or loss of in
terest or pleasure in nearly aU activities. In total, at least two but less than five addi
tional symptoms must be present. See the text for a Major Depressive Episode (p. 349)
for a more detailed description of the characteristic symptoms. At the onset of the epi
sode, the symptoms are either newly present or must be clearly worsened compared
with the person's preepisode status. During the episode, these symptoms cause clin
ically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important
areas of functioning. In some individuals, there may be near-normal functioning, but
this is accomplished with significantly increased effort.

A number of disorders exclude consideration of this proposed disorder. There has
never been a Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episode, and criteria
are not met for Dysthymic or Cyclothymic Disorder. The mood disturbance does not
occur exclusively during Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, Schizoaffective
Disorder, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

Associated Features

The prevalence of this proposed disorder as defined here is unclear, but it may be rel
atively common, especially in primary care and outpatient mental health settings.
A number of general medical conditions (e.g., stroke, cancer, and diabetes) appear to
be associated. Family studies suggest an increase in this symptom pattern among rei·
atives of probands with Major Depressive Disorder.
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In DSM-IV, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would bedi
agnosed as having Adjustment Disorder With Depressed Mood if the depressive
symptoms occur in response to a psychosocial stressor; othenvise, the appropriatedi
agnosis is Depressive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

An episode of minor depressive disorder is distinguished from a Major Depres
sive Episode by the required number of symptoms (two to four symptoms for minor
depressive disorder and at least five symptoms for a Major Depressive Episode). This
proposed disorder is considered to be a residual category and is not to be used if there
is a history of a Major Depressive Episode, Manic Episode, Mixed Episode, or Hypo
manic Episode, or if the presentation meets criteria for Dysthymic or Cyclothymic
Disorder. Symptoms meeting research criteria for minor depressive disorder can be
difficult to distinguish from periods of sadness that are an inherent part of everyday
life. lltis proposed disorder requires that the depressive symptoms be present for
most of the day nearly every day for at least 2 weeks. In addition, the depressive
symptoms must cause clinically significant distress or impairment. Depressive symp
toms occurring in response to the loss of a loved one are considered Bereavement
(unless they meet the criteria (or a Major Depressive Episode; see p. 349). Substance
Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from this disturbance in that the depressive
symptoms are due to the direct physiological effects of a drug of abuse (e.g., alcohol
or cocaine) or the side effects of a medication (e.g., steroids) (see p. 405). Mood Dis
order Due to a General Medical Condition is distinguished from this disturbance in
that the depressive symptoms are due to the direct physiological effects of a general
medical condition (e.g., hypothyroidism) (see p. 401). Because depressive symptoms
are common associated features of psychotic disorders, they do not receive a separate I
diagnosis if they occur exclusively during Schizophrenia, Schizophrenifonn Dis
order, Schizoaffective Disorder, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not
Othenvise Specified. The relationship between this proposed disorder and several
other proposed categories included in this appendix (i.e., recurrent brief depressive
disorder, depressive personality disorder, and mixed anxiety...<:Jepressive disorder)
and with other Personality Disorders is not known, but substantial overlap may exist
among them.

-,
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Research criteria for minor depressive disorder

777

A. A mood disturbance, defined as follows:

(1) at least two (but less than five) of the following symptoms have been present
during the same 2-week period and represent a change from previous function
ing; at least one of the symptoms is either (a) or (b):

(a) depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated by either
subjective report (e.g., feels sad or empty) or obselVation made by others
(e.g., appears tearful). Note: In children and adolescents, can be irritable
mood.

(b) markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities most
of the day, nearly every day (as indicated by either subjective account or
obselVation made by others)

(c) significant weight loss when not dieting or weight gain (e.g., a change of
more than 5% of body weight in a month), or decrease or increase in ap
petite nearly every day. Note: In children, consider failure to make ex
pected weight gains.

(d) insomnia or hypersomnia nearly every day
(e) psychomotor agitation or retardation nearly every day (obselVable by oth

ers, not merely subjective feelings of restlessness or being slowed down)
(f) fatigue or loss of energy nearly every day
(9) feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt (which may be

delusional) nearly every day (not merely self-reproach or guilt about being
sick)

(h) diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness, nearly every
day (either by subjective account or as observed by others)

(i) recurrent thoughts of death (not just fear of dying), recurrent suicidal ide
ation without a specific plan, or a suicide attempt or a specific plan for
committing suicide

(2) the symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social. occu
pational, or other important areas of functioning

(3) the symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g.,
a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hypothy
roidism)

(4) the symptoms are not better accounted for by Bereavement (i.e., a normal re
action to the death of a loved one)

B. There has never been a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356), and criteria are not
met for Dysthymic Disorder.

C. There has never been a Manic Episode (see p. 362), a Mixed Episode (see p. 365), or
a Hypomanic Episode (see p. 368), and criteria are not met for Cyclothymic
Disorder. Note: This exclusion does not apply if all of the manic-, mixed-, or hypo
manic-like episodes are substance or treatment induced.

D. The mood disturbance does not occur exclusively during Schizophrenia, Schizo
phreniform Disorder, Schizoaffective Disorder, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Dis
order Not Otherwise Specified.
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Features

Recurrent Brief Depressive Disorder

Appendix B

The essential feature is the recurrence of brief episodes of depressi\'e symptoms that
are identical to Major Depressive Episodes in the number and severity of symptoms
but that do not meet the 2-week duration requirement. See the text for a Major De
pressi\'e Episode (p. 349) for a more detailed description of the characteristic symp
lams. The episodes last at least 2 days but less than 2 weeks and most typically have
a duration of between 2 and 4 days. Episodes must recur at least once a month for a
period of 12 consecutive months, and they must not be associated exclusively with
the menstrual cycle. The brief depressive episodes must cause clinically significant
distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of function
ing. In some individuals, there may be near-nonnal functioning. but this is accom
plished with significantly increased effort.

A number of disorders exclude consideration of this proposed disorder. There has
never been a Major Depressive, Manic, Mixed, or Hypomanic Episode, and criteria
are not met for Dysthymic or Cyclothymic Disorder. The mood disturbance does not
occur exclusively during Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, Schizoaffective
Disorder, Delusional Disorder, or Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

Associated Features

The pattem of lifetime or current comorbidity appears to be similar to that of Major
Depressive Disorder. Associated disorders may include Substance-Related Disorders
and Anxiety Disorders. The episodes may follow a seasonal pattern. The I-year pre\f
alence of this proposed disorder has been reported to be about 7% (although this was
often in association with other established mental disorders). Males and females ap
pear equally likely to experience recurrent brief depressh'e episodes, and the most
typical age at onset appears to be in adolescence. Suicide attempts are the most seri
ous complication. The rate of depressive disorders is increased in the first-degree bi
ological relatives of individuals who ha\'e recurrent brief depressive episodes.

Differential Diagnosis

In DS~'l-JV, indi\'iduals whose presentation meets these research criteria would bedi
agnosed as having Depressive Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

An episode of recurrent brief depressive disorder is distinguished from a Major
Depressive Episode by the duration of the episode (2-13 days for a brief depressive
episode and 2 weeks or longer for a Major Depressive Episode). Recurrent brief de
pressive disorder is considered to be a residual category and is not to be used if therr
is a history of a Major Depressive Episode, Manic Episode, Mixed Episode, or Hypo
manic Episode, or if criteria are met for Cyclothymic Disorder or Dysthymic DisOl
der. Substance-Induced Mood Disorder is distinguished from this disturbance i
that the depressive symptoms are due to the direct physiological effects of a drug i
abuse (e.g., alcohol or cocaine) or the side effects of a medication (e.g., steroids) (5" l
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p. 405). Mood Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is distinguished from
this disturbance in that the depressive symptoms are due to the direct physiological
effects of a general medical condition (e.g., hypothyroidism) (see p. 401). Because de
pressive symptoms are common associated features of psychotic disorders, they do
not receive a separate diagnosis if they occur exclusively during Schizophrenia,
Schizophreniform Disorder, Schizoaffective Disorder, Delusional Disorder, or
Psychotic Disorder Not Othenvise Specified. Recurrent brief depressive disorder
shares some clinical feahues with Borderline Personality Disorder (i.e., both dis
orders manifest brief and episodic depressive symptoms such as suicidal ideation or
sadness). In cases where a Personality Disorder and this proposed disorder are both
present, both may be noted (with recurrent brief depressive disorder noted as De
pressive Disorder Not Othem'ise Specified). The relationship beh,-een this proposed
disorder and several other proposed categories included in this appendix (i.e., minor
depressive disorder, depressive personality disorder, and mixed anxiety-depressive
disorder) and with other Personality Disorders is not known, but substantial overlap
may exist among them.

Research criteria for recurrent brief depressive disorder

A. Criteria, except for duration, are met for a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356).

B. The depressive periods in Criterion A last at least 2 days but less than 2 weeks.

C. The depressive periods occur at least once a month for 12 consecutive months and
are not associated with the menstrual cycle.

D. The periods of depressed mood cause clinically significant distress or impairment in
social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

E. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hypothyroidism).

F. There has never been a Major Depressive Episode (see p. 356). and criteria are not
met for Dysthymic Disorder.

G. There has never been a Manic Episode (see p. 362). a Mixed Episode (see p. 365). or
a Hypomanic Episode (see p. 36B), and criteria are not met for Cyclothymic
Disorder. Note: This exclusion does not apply if all of the manic-, mixed-. or hypo
manic-like episodes are substance or treatment induced.

H. The mood disturbance does not occur exclusively during Schizophrenia, Schizo
phreniform Disorder, Schizoaffective Disorder. Delusional Disorder. or Psychotic Dis
order Not Otherwise Specified.

I
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Features

Mixed Anxiety-Depressive Disorder

Appendix B

The essential feature is a persistent or recurrent dysphoric mood lasting at least
1 month. The dysphoric mood is accompanied by additional symptoms that also
must persist for at least 1 month and include at least four of the following: concentra
tion or memory difficulties, sleep disturbance, fatigue or low energy, irritability, wor·
ry. being easily moved to tears, hypervigilance, anticipating the worst, hopelessness
or pessimism about the future, and low self-esteem or feelings of worthlessness. The
symptoms must cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupa
tional, or other important areas of functioning. This proposed disorder should not be
considered if the symptoms are due 10 the direct physiological effects of a substance
or a general medical condition or if the criteria for Major Depressive Disorder, Dys
thymic Disorder, Panic Disorder, or Generalized Anxiety Disorder have ever been
met. The diagnosis is also not made if the criteria for any other Anxiety or Mood Dis
order are currently met, even if the Anxiety or Mood Disorder is in partial remission.
The symptoms must also not be better accounted for by any other mental disorder.
Importantly, the longitudinal relationship behveen this proposed disorder and other
Depressive and Anxiety Disorders is also unknown. Thus, it is not clear in what pro
portion of individuals this pattern of symptoms (i.e., mixed anxiety-depressive dis
order) may be a risk factor for another mental disorder such as Major Depressive
Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, or Panic Disorder.

Current prevalence rates range from 1.3% to 2% in primary care settings. In com
munity samples, the current prevalence rate has been estimated to be 0.8%. r.,·tixed
anxiety-depressive disorder has also been found to be quite common in the few men
tal health settings in which it has been studied.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM-IV, individuals whose presentation meets these researdl criteria would bedi
agnosed as having Anxiety Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder is distinguished from this disturbance in
that the symptoms of dysphoria are due to the direct physiological effects of a drug
of abuse (e.g., alcohol or cocaine) or the side effects of a medication (e.g.; steroids) (see
p. 479). Anxiety Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition is distinguished from
this disturbance in that the symptoms of dysphoria are due to the direct physiological
effects of a general medical condition (e.g., pheochromocytoma, hyperthyroidism)
(see p. 476). The symptoms described in this presentation are a frequent associated
feature of many mental disorders and therefore should not be diagnosed separately
if better accounted for by any other mental disorder. This condition should also not
be considered in individuals with a current or past history of Major Depressive Dis
order, Dysthymic Disorder, Panic Disorder, or Generalized Anxiety Disorder or
with any other current Mood or Anxiety Disorder (including those in partial remis
sion). This presentation is also distinguished from no mental disorder by the facts
that the symptoms are persistent or recurrent and thai they cause clinically significant
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distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of func
tioning.

The relationship beh\'een this proposed disorder and several other proposed cate
gories included in this appendix (i.e., minor depressive disorder, recurrent brief de
pressive disorder, and depressive personality disorder) and with other Personality
Disorders is not known, but substantial overlap may exist among them.

Research criteria for mixed anxiety-depressive disorder

A. Persistent or recurrent dysphoric mood lasting at least 1 month.

B. The dysphoric mood is accompanied by at least 1 month of four (or more) of the fol
lowing symptoms:

(1) difficulty concentrating or mind going blank
(2) sleep disturbance (difficulty falling or staying asleep, or restless, unsatisfying

sleep)
(3) fatigue or low energy
(4) irritability
(5) worry
(6) being easily moved to tears
(7) hypervigilance
(8) anticipating the worst
(9) hopelessness (pervasive pessimism about the future)

(10) low self-esteem or feelings of worthlessness

C. The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social. occupation
al. or other important areas of functioning.

D. The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a
drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition.

E. All of the following:

(1) criteria have never been met for Major Depressive Disorder, Dysthymic Disorder,
Panic Disorder, or Generalized Anxiety Disorder

(2) criteria are not currently met for any other Anxiety or Mood Disorder (including
an Anxiety or Mood Disorder, In Partial Remission)

(3) the symptoms are not better accounted for by any other mental disorder

Factitious Disorder by Proxy

Features

The essential feature is the deliberate production or feigning of physical or psycho
logical signs or symptoms in another person who is under the individual's care. Typ
ically the victim is a young child and the perpetrator is the child's mother. The
motivation for the perpetrator's behavior is presumed. to be a psychological need to
assume the sick role by proxy. External incentives for the behavior, such as economic
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gain, are absent. The behavior is not better accounted for by another mentaJ disorder.
The perpetrator induces or simulates the illness or disease process in the victim and
then presents the victim for medical care while disclaiming any knowledge aboullhe
actual etiology of the problem. The most common induced and simulated conditions
include persistent vomiting or diarrhea, respiratory arrest, asthma, central nen'DUS

system dysfunction (e.g., seizures, uncoordination, loss of consciousness), fever, in
fection, bleeding. failure to thrive, hypoglycemia, electrolyte disturbances, and rash.
The simulation of mentaJ disorders in the victim is much less frequently reported.
The type and severity of signs and symptoms arc limited only by the medical sophis
tication and opportunities of the perpetrator. Cases are often characterized by an
atypical clinical course in the victim and inconsistent laboratory test results that are
at variance with the seeming health of the victim.

The victim is usually a preschool child, although newborns, adolescents, and
adults may be used as victims. With older children, consideration should be given to
the possibility of collaboration with the perpetrator in the production of signs and
symptoms. The perpetrator receives a diagnosis of factitious disorder by proxy. For
the victim, Physical Abuse of Child (995.54) or Physical Abuse of Adult (995.81) may
be noted if appropriate. In the event of voluntary collaboration, an additional diagno
sis of Factitious Disorder may be appropriate for the collaborator.

Associated Features

Life stressors, such as chronic family dysfunction, may be present. Perpetrators may
exhibit pathological lying (or pseudologia fantastica) in describing everyday experi
ences and when presenting the victim for medical care. They commonly have con
siderable experience in health-related areas and seem to thrive in a medical
environment. They are often unresponsive to their children when they are unaware
of being obsen'ed. Victims may suffer a significant morbidity and mortality rate as a
consequence of the induced conditions or associated problems, such as iatrogenic
complications from medications, diagnostic tests, and surgical procedures. As they
mature, they are at increased risk of developing Factjtious Disorder themselves or
of emotional and behavioral problems that may include difficulties in attention and
concentration, impaired school performance, or symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder. The perpetrator is usually the mother, and the father usually appears un
involved. Sometimes, however, the father or husband may collaborate with the mother
or may act alone. The perpetrator may also be another caregiver (e.g., a baby-sitter,
grandmother, or stepmother). Perpetrators may have a history of having been
abused. Somatoform Disorders and Personality Disorders may be present.

This proposed disorder often coexists with Factitious Disorder, which is usually
quiescent as long as the perpetrator can induce or simulate a factitious illness in the
victim. When confronted with the consequences of their behavior, perpetrators may
become depressed and suicidal. Some become angry with the health care providers,
deny the accusations, attempt to remove the victim from the hospitaJ against medical
advice, and seek care from other providers even at a considerable distance. Perpetra
tors may face criminal charges ranging from abuse to murder. Typically the perpetra
tor focuses on only one victim at a time, although other siblings or individuals may
ha"e been or might become victims.
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Differential Diagnosis

In DSM·IV, an indi"idual (i.e., the perpetrator) whose presentation meets these re
search criteria would be diagnosed as having Factitious Disorder Not Otherw-ise
Specified.

Factitious disorder by proxy must be distinguished from a general medical condi
tion or a mental disorder in the individual being brought for treatment. Factilious dis
order by proxy must also be distinguished from physical or sexual abuse that is not
motivated by the goal of indirectly assuming the sick role. Malingering differs from
factitious disorder b}' proxy in that the motivation for the s}rmptom production in
Malingering is an external incentive, whereas in Factitious Disorder external incenth·es
are absent. Indi\'iduals with ~'Ialingeringmay seek hospitalization for an individual
under their care by producing symptoms in an attempt to obtain compensation.

Research criteria for factitious disorder by proxy

A. Intentional production or feigning of physical or psychological signs or symptoms in
another person who is under the individual's care.

B. The motivation for the perpetrator's behavior is to assume the sick role by proxy.

C. External incentives for the behavior (such as economic gain) are absent.

D. The behavior is not better accounted for by another mental disorder.

Dissociative Trance Disorder

Features

The essential feature is an involuntary state of trance that is not accepted by the per
son's culture as a nonnal part of a collective cultural or religious practice and that
causes clinically significant distress or functional impairn,ent. This proposed disor
der should not be considercd in individuals who enter trance or possession states vol
untarily and without distress in the context of cultural and religious practices that are
broadly accepted by the person's cultural group. Sud, voluntary and nonpatho~

logical states are common and constitute the oven\'helming majority of trance and
possession trance states encountered cross-eulturally. However, some individuals
undergOing culturally normative trance or possession trance states may develop
symptoms that cause distress or impairment and thus could be considered. for this
proposed disorder. Specific local instances of dissociativc trance disorder show con
siderable variation cross-eulturaUy with regard to the precise nature of the behaviors
performed during the altered state, the prescnce or absence of dissociative sensory al
terations (e.g., blindness), the identity assumed during these states, and the degree of
amnesia expericnced following the altered state (for examples, see Appendix I's Glos
sary of Culture-Bolmd Syndromes, p. 897).

In trance, the loss of customary identity is not associated. with the appearance of al4

ternate identities, and the actions performed during a trance state are generally not
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complex (e.g., convulsive movements, falling, running). In possession trance, there is
the appearance of one (or several) distinct alternate identities with characteristic beha\·
iors, memories, and attitudes, and the activities performed by the person tend to be
more complex (e.g., coherent conversations, characteristic gestures, facial expressions,
and specific verbalizations that are culturally established as belonging to a particular
possessing agent). FuJI or partial amnesia is more regularly reported after an episode of
possession trance than after an episode of trance (although reports of amnesia after
trance are not uncommon). Many individuals with this proposed disorder exhibit fea
tures of only one type of trance, but some present with mixed symptomatology or fluc
tuate beh\'een types of trance over time according to local cultural parameters.

Associated Features

Variants of these conditions have been described in nearly every traditional society
on every continent. The prevalence appears to decrease with increasing industrializa
tion but remains elevated among traditional ethnic minorities in industrialized soci
eties. There are considerable local variations in age and mode of onset. The course is
typically episodic, with variable duration of acute episodes from minutes to hours. It
has been reported that during a trance state, individuals may have an increased pain
threshold, may consume inedible materials (e.g., glass), and may experience in
creased muscular strength. The symptoms of a pathological trance may be height
ened or reduced in response to environmental cues and the ministrations of others.
Presumed possessing agents are usually spiritual in nature (e.g., spirits of the dead,
supernatural entities, gods, demons) and are often experienced as making demands
or expressing animosity. Individuals with pathological possession trance typically
experience a limited number of agents (one to five) in a sequential, not simultaneous,
fashion. Complications include suicide attempts, self-mutilation, and accidents.
Sudden deaths have been reported as a possible outcome, perhaps due to cardiac
arrhythmias.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM-IV. individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would be
diagnosed as haVing Dissociative Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

This diagnosis should not be made if the trance state is judged to be due to the di
rect physiological effects of a general medical condition (in which case the diagnosis
would be Mental Disorder Not Othenvise Specified Due to a General Medical
Condition, see p. 190) or a substance (in which case the diagnosis would be Sub
stance-Related Disorder Not Otherwise Specified).

The symptoms of the trance state (e.g., hearing or seeing spiritual beings and being
controlled or influenced by others) may be confused with the hallucinations and delu·
sions of Schizophrenia, Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features, or Brief Psychotil
Disorder. The trance state may be distinguished by its cultural congruency. its briefel
duration, and the absence of the characteristic symptoms of these other disorders.

Individuals with Dissociative Identity Disorder can be distinguished from those
with trance and possession symptoms by the fact that those with trance and posses
sion symptoms typically describe external spirits or entities that have entered their
bodies and taken over.
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This proposed disorder should not be considered in indh'iduals who enter trance
or possession states voluntarily and without distress or impairment in the context of
cultural and religious practices.

Research criteria for dissociative trance disorder

A. Either (1) or (2):

(1) trance, i.e., temporary marked alteration in the rtate of consciousness or loss of
curtomary sense of personal identity without replacement by an alternate iden
tity, associated with at least one of the following:

(a) narrowing of awareness of immediate surroundings, or unusually narrow
and selective focusing on environmental stimuli

(b) stereotyped behaviors or movements that are experienced as being be
yond one's control

(2) possession trance. a single or episodic alteration in the state of consciousness
characterized by the replacement of customary sense of personal identity by a
new identity. This is attributed to the influence of a spirit. power, deity, or other
person, as evidenced by one (or more) of the following:

(a) rtereotyped and culturally determined behaviors or movements that are
experienced as being controlled by the possessing agent

(b) fult or partial amnesia for the event

B. The trance or possession trance state is not accepted as a normal part of a collective
cultural or religious practice.

C. The trance or possession trance state causes clinically significant distress or impair
ment in social. occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

D. The trance or possession trance state does not occur exclusively during the course of
a Psychotic Disorder (including Mood Disorder With Psychotic Features and Brief Psy
chotic Disorder) or Dissociative Identity Disorder and is not due to the direct physio
logical effects of a substance or a general medical condition.

Binge-Eating Disorder

Diagnostic Features

The essential features are recurrent episodes of binge eating associated with subjec
tive and behavioral indicators of impaired control over, and significant distress
about, the binge eating and the absence of the regular use of inappropriate compen
satory behaviors (such as self-induced vomiting, misuse of laxatives and other med
ications, fasting, and excessive exercise) that are characteristic of Bulimia ervosa.
The characteristics of a binge episode are discussed in the text for Bulimja Nervosa
(p. 589). Indicators of impaired control include eating very rapidly, eating until feel
ing uncomfortably full, eating large amounts of food when not hungry, eating alone
because of embarrassment over how much one is eating, and feeling disgust, guilt, or
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depression after overeating. The marked distress required for the diagnosis includes
unpleasant feelings during and after the binge episodes, as well as concems about the
long-term effect of the recurrent binge episodes on body weight and shape.

Binge episodes must occur, on average, at least 2 days a week for a period of at
least 6 months. The duration of a binge-eating episode can vary greatly, and many in
dividuals have difficulty separating binge eating into discrete episodes. However,
they usually have little difficulty recalling whether or not binge eating occurred on a
given day. Thus, it is suggested that the number of days on which binge eating occurs
be counted. rather than the number of episodes of binge eating, as is done in making
the diagnosis of Bulimia Nervosa. Future research should address this issue.

The symptoms do not occur exclusively during Anorexia Nervosa or Bulimia Ner
vasa. In addition, although some inappropriate compensatory behavior (e.g., purging,
fasting, or excessive exercise) may occur occasionally, it is not regularly employed to
counteract the effects of the binge eating. Research studies conducted to date have
varied in how they have defined "regular use of inappropriate compensatory behav
iors." Some studies have equated "regular" with the h\;ce-a-week frequency criteri
on of Bulimia 'ervosa and have considered individuals who engage in these
behaviors less than twice a week (but as often as once a week) to be eligible for the
diagnosis of binge-eating disorder. Other studies have excluded individuals who de
scribe any useof inappropriate compensatory beha\·iors during the episode of illness.
Future research should address this issue.

Associated Features and Disorders

Some individuals report that binge eating is triggered by dysphoric moods, such as
depression and anxiety. Others are unable to identify specific precipitants but may re
port a nonsped.fic feeling of tension that is relieved by the binge eating. Some indi
viduals describe a dissociative quality to the binge episodes (feeling "numb" or
"spaced out"). ~'Iany individuals eat throughout the day with no planned mealtimes.

Individuals with this eating pattem seen in clinical settings have varying degrees
of obesity. Most have a long history of repeated efforts to diet and feel desperate
about their difficulty in controlling food intake. Some continue to make attempts to
restrict calorie intake, whereas others have given up all efforts to diet because of re
peated. faiJures. In weight-eontrol clinics, individuals with this eating pattem are, on
average, more obese and have a history of more marked weight fluctuations than in
dividuals without this pattern. In nonpatient community samples, most individuals
with this eating pattern are overweight (although some have never been overweight).

Individuals with this eating pattern may report that their eating or weight inter
feres with their relationships with other people, with their work, and with their abil
ity to feel good about themselves. In comparison with individuals of equal weight
without this pattern of eating. they report higher rates of self-loathing, disgust about
body size, depression, anxiety, somatic concern, and interpersonal sensitivity. There
may be a higher lifetime prevalence of Major Depressive Disorder, Substance-Related
Disorders, and Personality Disorders.

In samples drawn from weight-eontrol programs, the overall prevalence varies
from approximately 15% to 50% (with a mean of 30%), with females approximately
1.5 times more likely to have this eating pattern than males. In nonpatientconuntmity
samples, a prevalence rate of 0.70/0-4% has been reported. The onset of binge eating
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typically is in late adolescence or in the early 20s, often coming soon after significant
weight loss from dieting. Among individuals presenting for treatment, the course ap
pears to be chronic.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM·IV, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would be di
agnosed as having Eating Disorder ot Othenvise Specified.

In contrast to Bulimia Nervosa, in which inappropriate compensatory mecha~

nisms are employed to counteract the effects of the binges, in binge-eating disorder
no such behavior is regularly emplo}'ed to compensate for the binge eating. Overeat
ing is frequently seen during episodes of Major Depressive Disorder but usually
does not involve binge eating. n,is appendix diagnosis should be considered only
when the individual reports that, during episodes of overeating, both the subjective
sense of impaired control and three of the associated symptoms listed in Criterion B
are present. Many individuals are distressed by episodes of overeating that are not
binge-eating episodes.

Research criteria for binge-eating disorder

A. Recurrent episodes of binge eating. An episode of binge eating is characterized by
both of the following:

(1) eating, in a discrete period of time (e.g., within any 2-hour period), an amount
of food that is definitely larger than most people would eat in a similar period
of time under similar circumstances

(2) a sense of lack of control over eating during the episode (e.g., a feeling that one
cannot stop eating or control what or how much one is eating)

B. The binge-eating episodes are associated with three (or more) of the following:

(1) eating much more rapidly than normal
(2) eating until feeling uncomfortably full
(3) eating large amounts of food when not feeling physically hungry
(4) eating alone because of being embarrassed by how much one is eating
(5) feeling disgusted with oneself, depressed, or very guilty after overeating

C. Marked distress regarding binge eating is present.

O. The binge eating occurs, on average, at least 2 days a week for 6 months.

Note: The method of determining frequency differs from that used for Bulimia
Nervosa; future research should address whether the preferred method of setting
a frequency threshold is counting the number of days on which binges occur or
counting the number of episodes of binge eating.

E. The binge eating is not associated with the regular use of inappropriate compensa
tory behaviors (e.g., purging, fasting, excessive exercise) and does not occur exclu
sively during the course of Anorexia Nervosa or Bulimia Nervosa.
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Features

Depressive Personality Disorder

Appendix B

The essential feature is a pervasive pattern of depressive cognitions and behaviors
that begins by early adulthood and that occurs in a varict)' of contexts. ntis pattern
does not occur exclusively during Major Depressive Episodes and is not better ac
counted for by Dysthymic Disorder. The depressive cognitions and behaviors include
a persistent and pervasi\"c feeling of dejection, gloominess, cheerlessness, joylessness,
and unhappiness. These individuals arc overly serious, incapable of enjoyment or re
laxation, and lack a sense of humor. They may feel that they do nol desen'c 10 have
fun or 10 be happy. They also tend 10 brood and worry, dwelling persistently on their
negative and unhappy thoughts. Such individuals view the future as negatively as
they view the present; they doubt that things will ever improve, anticipate the worst,
and while priding themselves on being realistic, are considered by others to be pessi
mistic. They may be harsh in self·judgment and prone to feeling excessively guilty for
shortcomings and failings. Self-esteem is low and particularly focused on feelings of
inadequacy. Individuals with this proposed disorder tend to judge others as harshly
as they judge themselves. They often focus on others' failings rather than their posi
tive altributes, and they may be negativistic, critical, and judgmental toward others.

Associated Features

These individuals may be quiet, introverted, passive, and unassertive, preferring to
follow others rather than taking the lead. This pattern may occur with approximately
equal frequency in females and males. Individuals with this presentation may be pre-
disposed to developing Dysthymic Disorder and possibly Major Depressive Disor
der. These conditions may exist on a spectrum, with depressive personality disorder
being the early-onset, persistent, traitlike variant of the Depressive Disorders. Prelim
inary evidence suggests that depressive personality disorder may have an increased
prevalence in family members of probands with Major Depressive Disorder. Con
versely, Major Depressive Disorder may Deem with increased frequency in family
members of probands with depressive personality disorder \\'ho do not themselves
have Major Depressive Disorder.

Differential Diagnosis

In DSM-IV, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would be di
agnosed as having Personality Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.

It remains controversial whether the distinction between depressive personaHly
disorder and Dysthymic Disorder is useful. The research criteria given for this pro
posed disorder differ from the diagnostic criteria for Dysthymic Disorder by their
emphasis on cognitive, interpersonal, and intrapsychic personality traits. This pro
posed disorder should not be considered if the symptoms are better accounted for by
Dysthymic Disorder or if they occur exclusively during Major Depressive Episodes.
This proposed disorder differs from so-called normal depressh'e trails (e.g., unhap-
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piness, pessimism, self-criticism, and proneness to guilt) in that the pattern is perva
sive and causes marked distress or impainnent in social or occupational functioning.
The relationship between this proposed disorder and several other proposed catego
ries included in this appendix (i.e., minor depressive disorder, recurrent brief depres
sive disorder, mixed anxiety-depressive disorder, and Dysthymic Disorder when the
alternative criteria set also provided within this appendix is used) and with other Per
sonality Disorders is not known, but substantial overlap may exist among them.

Research criteria for depressive personality disorder

A. A pervasive pattern of depressive cognitions and behaviors beginning by early adult
hood and present in a variety of contexts, as indicated by five (or more) of the fol
lowing:

(1) usual mood is dominated by dejection, gloominess, cheerlessness, joylessness,
unhappiness

(2) self-concept centers around beliefs of inadequacy, worthlessness, and low self-
esteem

(3) is critical. blaming, and derogatory toward self
(4) is brooding and given to worry
(5) is negativistic, critical, and judgmental toward others
(6) is pessimistic
(7) is prone to feeling guilty or remorseful

B. Does not occur exclusively during Major Depressive Episodes and is not better ac
counted for by Dysthymic Disorder.

Passive-Aggressive Personality Disorder
(Negativistic Personality Disorder)

Features

The essential feature is a pervasive pattern of negativistic attitudes and passive resis
tance to demands for adequate performance in social and occupational sihlations that
begins by early adulthood and that occurs in a variety of contexts. This pattern does
not occur exclusively during Major Depressive Episodes and is not better accOlmted
for by Dysthymic Disorder. lllese individuals habitually resent, oppose, and resist
demands to function at a level expected by others. This opposition occurs most fre
quently in work situations but can also be evident in social functioning. The resis
tance is expressed by procrastination, forgetfulness, stubbornness, and intentional
inefficiency, especially in response to tasks assigned by authority figures. These indi
viduals obstruct the efforts of others by failing to do their share of the work. For ex
ample, when an executive gives a subordinate some material to review for a meeting
the next morning, the subordinate may misplace or misfile the material rather than
point out that there is insufficient time to do the work. These individuals feel cheated,
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unappreciated, and misunderstood and chronically complain to others. 'When diffi
culties appear, they blame their failures on the behaviors of others. They may be sul
len, irritable, impatient, argumentative, cynical, skeptical, and contrary. Authority
~

figures (e.g., a superior al work, a teacher at school, a parent. or a spouse who acts the
role of a parent) often become the focus of discontent. Because of their negativism and
tendency to externalize blame, these individuals often criticize and voice hostility to
ward authority figures with minimal provocation. They are also envious and resent
ful of peers who succeed or who are viewed positively by authority figures. These
individuals often complain about their personal misfortunes. They have a negative
view of the future and may make comments such as, "It doesn't pay to be good" and
"Good things don't last." These individuals may waver between expressing hostile
defiance toward those they view as causing their problems and attempting to mollify
these persons by asking forgiveness or promising to perform better in the hlhue.

Associated Features

These individuals are often overtly ambivalent, wavering indecisively from one
course of action to its opposite. They may follow an erratic path that causes endJess
wrangles with others and disappointments for themselves. An intense confljct be.
h\'een dependence on others and the desire for self·assertion is characteristic of these
individuals. Their self-confidence is often poor despite a superficial bravado. They
foresee the worst possible outcome for most situations. even those that are going well.
This defeatist outlook can evoke hostile and negative responses from others who are
subjected to the complaints of these individuals. This pattern of behavior often oc
curs in individuals with Borderline, Histrionic, Paranoid, Dependent, Antisocial, and
Avoidant Personality Disorders.

Differential Diagnosis

In OSMoN, individuals whose presentation meets these research criteria would be di
agnosed as having Personality Disorder Not Othenvise Specified.

In Oppositional Defiant Disorder, there is a similar pattern of negativistic atti
tudes and problems with authority figures, but Oppositional Defiant Disorder is usu
ally diagnosed in children, whereas this proposed disorder should be considered
only in adults. This pattern should not be considered if the symptoms are better ac
counted for by Dysthymic Disorder or if they occur exclush'ely during Major De
pressive Episodes. Passive-aggressive behaviors are frequently encountered in
everyday life, particularly among those in authoritarian situations (e.g., work, mili
tary, prison) that do not tolerate other forms of assertiveness. Only when these
passive-aggressive personality traits are inflexible, maladaptive, and cause signifi
cant functional impairment or subjective distress do they constitute a disorder.
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Research criteria for passive~aggressivepersonality disorder
A. A pervasive pattern of negativistic attitudes and passive resistance to demands for

adequate performance, beginning by early adulthood and present in a variety of
contexts, as indicated by four (or more) of the following:

(1) passively resists fulfilling routine social and occupational tasks
(2) complains of being misunderstood and unappreciated by others
(3) is sullen and argumentative
(4) unreasonably criticizes and scorns authority
(5) expresses envy and resentment toward those apparently more fortunate
(6) voices exaggerated and persistent complaints of personal misfortune
(7) alternates between hostile defiance and contrition

B. Does not occur exclusively during Major Depressive Episodes and is not better ac
counted for by Dysthymic Disorder.

Medication-Induced Movement Disorders

A consideration of Medication-Induced Movement Disorders is important in the
management by medication of mental disorders or general medical conditions and in
the differential diagnosis with Axis I disorders (e.g., Anxiety Disorder versus Neuro
leptic-Induced Akathisia; catatonia versus Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome). These
conditions can lead to noncompliance with treatment and psychosocial and occupa
tional impairments. ~'[edication-InducedMovement Disorders should be coded on
Axis 1. Although these disorders are labeled "medication induced," it is often difficult
to establish the causal relationship between medication exposure and the develop
ment of the movement disorder, especially because some of these conditions also oc
cur in the absence of medication exposure. Criteria and text are provided for these
disorders to facilitate research and to encourage appropriate diagnosis and treat
ment. The following Medication-Induced Movement Disorders are included in this
section: Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism, Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome, Neu
roleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia, Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia, Neuro
leptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia, and Medication-Induced Postural Tremor. A
category (or 'Iedication-Induced Movement Disorder Tot Otherwise Specified is
also provided for medication-induced movement disorders that do not meet the cri
teria for any of the specific disorders listed above. These include movement disorders
(e.g., parkinsonism, acute akathisia) that are associated with a medication other than
a neuroleptic (e.g., a serotonin reuptake inhibitor).

The term Ileuroleptic is used broadly in this manual to refer to medications with
dopamine-antagonist properties. Although this term is becoming outdated because it
highlights the propensity of antipsychotic medications to cause abnormal move
ments, the term neuroleptic remains appropriate. \'Vhile newer antipsychotic medi-
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cations are less likely 10 cause Medication-Induced Movement Disorders, these
syndromes still occur. Neuroleptic medications include so-called conventional or
typical antipsychotic agents (e.g., chlorpromazine, haloperidol, fluphenazine), the
newer "atypical" antipsychotic agents (e.g., dozapine. risperidone. olanzapine, que
tiapine), certain dopamine receptor blocking drugs used in the treatment of physical
symptoms such as nausea (e.g.• prochlorperazine, promethazine, trimethobenza
mide, metoclopramide), and amoxapine, which is marketed as an antidepressant.

332.1 Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism is the presence of parkin
sonian signs or symptoms (Le., tremor, muscular rigidity, or akinesia) that develop in
association with the use of neuroleptic medication. These symptoms usually develop
within a few weeks of starting or raising the dose of a neuroleptic medication or after
reducing a medication (e.g., an anticholinergic medication) that is being used to treat
or prevent acute extrapyramidal symptoms. The symptoms must not be better ac
counted for by a mental disorder (e.g., catatonia, negative symptoms of Schizophre
nia, psychomotor retardation in a Major Depressive Episode) and are not due to a
neurological or other general medical condition (e.g., idiopathic Parkinson's disease,
Wilson's disease). Rigidity and akinesia are most frequent, whereas tremor is some
what less common. It has been estimated that at least 50% of outpatients receiving
long-term neuroleptic treatment with the older, conventional antipsychotic medica
tions develop some parkinsonian signs or symptoms at some point in their course of
treatment. Rates of Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism caused by the newer atypical
antipsychotic medications are considerably lower. Symptoms may develop rapidly
after starting or raising the dose of neuroleptic medication or may develop insidi
ously over time. The most typical course is the development of symptoms 2--4 weeks
after starting a neuroleptic medication. The symptoms then tend to continue un
changed or to diminish gradually over the next few months. Symptoms will usually
abate with a reduction of the dose (or discontinuation) of the neuroleptic medication,
the addition of antiparkinsonian medication, or a switch to a neuroleptic medication
with a lower incidence of these side effects.

Parki/lsolliulllremor is a steady, rhythmic oscillatory movement (3-6 cycles per se<:

and) that is typically slower than other tremors and is apparent at rest. It may occur
intermittently and be unilateral or bilateral or depend on where the limb is located
(positional tremor). The tremor may affect limbs, head, jaw, mouth, lip ("rabbit syn
drome"), or tongue. The tremor can be suppressed, especially when the individual at
tempts to perform a task with the tremulous limb. Individuals may describe the
tremor as "shaking" and report that it occurs especially during times of anxiety,
stress, or fatigue.

Parki/lsonian muscular rigidity is defined as excessive firnmess and tensing of rest
ing muscles. It may affect all skeletal muscles or it may only involve discrete muscu·
lar areas. Two kinds of rigidity occur: COil fill/lOllS ("lend-pipe") rigidity and cogwlJee/
rigidity. In lead-pipe rigidity, the limb or joint resists movement and feels locked in
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place. The rigidity is continuous (i.e., the limb usually does not show moment-to
moment fluctuations). In cogwheel rigidity, as the muscle is stretched arowld a joint
there is a rhythmic, ratchet-like resistance that interrupts the usual smooth motion of
the joint. Cogwheel rigidity can be felt by placing the hand over the joint being
moved. Cogwheel rigidity occurs when the muscles are passively moved, is most
common in the wrists and elbows, and often waxes and wanes. Individuals with par
kinsonian rigidity may complain of generalized muscle tenderness or stiffness, mus
cle or joint pain, body aching, or lack of coordination during sports.

Akinesia is a state of decreased spontaneous motor activity. There is global slowing
as well as slowness in initiating and executing movements. Normal everyday behav
iors (e.g., grooming) are reduced. Individuals may complain of feeling listless, lack
ing spontaneity and drive, or oversleeping. Parkinsonian rigidity and akinesia can be
manifested as abnormalities in gait or decreases in length of stride, arm swing, or
overall spontaneity of walking. Other signs include bent-over neck, stooped shoul
ders, a staring facial expression, and small shuffling steps. Drooling may arise due to
a genera] decrease in pharyngeal motor activity, although it may be less common in
parkinsonism associated with neuroleptic medication because of the anticholinergic
properties of these medications. Subtle, behavioral manifestations of akinesia can
mimic, or worsen, negative symptoms of Schizopluenia.

Associated Features

Associated behavioral symptoms may include depression and worsening of negative
signs of Schizophrenia. Other associated signs and symptoms include small hand
writing (micrographia), hypophonia, postural instability, inhibited blinking in re
sponse to glabellae tapping, and seborrhea. General medical complications can occur
when parkinsonian symptoms are severe and result in decreased motor activity (e.g.,
contractures, bedsores, and pulmonary emboli). Decreased gag reflex and dysphagia
can be life threatening and may present as aspiration pneumonia or unexplained
weight loss. There may be urinary incontinence and increased rates of hip fractures
in elderly persons. Risk factors for developing Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism in
clude a history of prior episodes of Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism; older age; the
presence of a coexisting delirium, dementia, or amnestic disorder; or a coexisting
neurological condition. Children may also be at higher risk of developing Neurolep
tic-Induced Parkinsonism. Furthermore, the risk of developing Neuroleptic-Induced
Parkinsonism is associated with the type of neuroleptic medication (i.e., older con
ventional vs. newer atypical antipsychotic medication), the rapidity of increases in
dosage, and the absolute dose; the risk is reduced if individuals are taking anticholin
ergic medications.

Differential Diagnosis

It is important to distinguish between Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism and other
causes of parkinsonian symptoms in individuals being treated with a neuroleptic
medication. Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism should be distinguished from par
kinsonian symptoms due to another substance or medication or due to a neurolog
ical or other general medical condition (e.g., Parkinson's disease, Wilson's disease).
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Laboratory findings may help to establish other causes for the parkinsonian symp
toms (e.g., positive urine heavy metal screen, basal ganglia calcification indicating
hypercalcemia, serum ceruloplasmin indicating Wilson's disease). Tremor due to
other causes of parkinsonian symptoms, familial tremor, non-neuroleptic-induced
tremor, and tremor associated with Substance Withdrawal should be distinguished
from tremor in Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism. Nonparkinsonian tremors tend
to be finer (e.g., smaller amplitude) .md faster (lOcycies per second) and tend to wors
en on intention (e.g., when the individual reaches out 10 hold a cup). Tremor associ
ated with Substance Withdrawal will usually have associated hyperreflexia and
increased autonomic signs. Tremor from cerebellar disease worsens on intention and
may ha\'e associated nystagmus, ataxia, or scanning speech. Choreifonn movements
associated with Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia can resemble parkinso
nian tremor; however, the parkinsonian tremor is distinguished by its steady rhyth
micity. Strokes and other focal lesions of the central nervous system can cause focal
nemological signs as well as causing immobility from flaccid or spastic paralysis. In
contrast, muscle strength is initially nonnal and muscles fatigue later in Neuroleptic
Induced Parkinsonism. Rigidity from parkinsonism also needs to be differentiated
from the "clasp knife" phenomenon found in pyramidal lesions and oppositional
behavior.

Some indications that the parkinsonian symptoms are not due to nemoleptics in
clude family history of an inherited neurological condition, rapidly progressive par
kinsonism not accounted for by recent psychopharmacological changes, the presence
of focal nonextrapyramidal neurological signs (e.g., frontal release signs, cranial
nerve abnormalities, or a positive Babinski sign), and parkinsonian signs or symp
toms that do not reverse within 3 months of neuroleptic discontinuation (or 1 year
when the neuroleptic was given in a long-acting intramuscular form). Individuals
with Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome have both severe akinesia and rigidity but
have additional physical and laboratory findings (e.g., fever, increased creatine phos
phokinase [CPK)).

Distinguishing beh\'een symptoms of a primary mental disorder and behavioral
disturbances from Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism can be difficult. Often the di
agnosis has to be based on multiple sources of information (e.g., physical examination
findings, medication history, mental symptoms). The diagnosis of Neuroleptic
Induced Parkinsonism may have to be made provisionally and can sometimes only
be confirmed by a trial of dosage reduction (or elimination) of the neuroleptic medi
cation or by initiating anticholinergic treatment. Neuroleptic-induced akinesia and
Major Depressive Disorder have many overlapping symptoms. Major Depressive
Disorder is more likely 10 have vegetative signs (e.g., early morning awakening),
hopelessness, and despair, whereas apathy is more typical of akinesia. Catatonia as
sociated wilh Schizophrenia, Catatonic Type, or Mood Disorders With Catatonic
Features can be particularly difficult to distinguish from severe akinesia. The nega
tive symptoms of Schizophrenia may also be difficult to differentiate from akinesia.
Rigidity may also be associated with Psychotic Disorders, delirium, dementia, Anx
iety Disorders, and Conversion Disorder. The resistance to passive motion is con
stant through the full range of motion in parkinsonian rigidity, whereas it is
inconsistent in mental disorders or other neurological conditions presenting with ri
gidity. Furthermore, individuals with parkinsonian rigidity generally have a constel-
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],ltion of signs and symptoms, including a characteristic walk and facial expression,
drooling, decreased blinking, and other aspects of bradykinesi,l.

Research criteria for
332.1 Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism

A. One (or more) of the following signs or symptoms has developed in association with
the use of neuroleptic medication:

0) parkinsonian tremor (i.e., a coarse, rhythmic, resting tremor with a frequency
between 3 and 6 cycles per second, affecting the limbs, head, mouth, or tongue)

(2) parkinsonian muscular rigidity (i.e., cogwheel rigidity or continuous "lead
pipe" rigidity)

(3) akinesia (i.e., a decrease in spontaneous facial expressions, gestures, speech, or
body movements)

B. The symptoms in Criterion A developed within a few weeks of starting or raising the
dose of a neuroleptic medication, or of reducing a medication used to treat (or pre
vent) acute extrapyramidal symptoms (e.g., anticholinergic agents).

C. The symptoms in Criterion A are not better accounted for by a mental disorder (e.g.,
catatonic or negative symptoms in Schizophrenia, psychomotor retardation in a Ma
jor Depressive Episode). Evidence that the symptoms are better accounted for by a
mental disorder might include the following: the symptoms precede the exposure to
neuroleptic medication or are not compatible with the pattern of pharmacological
intervention (e.g., no improvement after lowering the neuroleptic dose or adminis
tering anticholinergic medication).

D. The symptoms in Criterion A are not due to a non neuroleptic substance or to a neu
rological or other general medical condition (e.g., Parkinson's disease, Wilson's dis
ease). Evidence that the symptoms are due to a general medical condition might
include the following: the symptoms precede exposure to neuroleptic medication,
unexplained focal neurological signs are present, or the symptoms progress despite
a stable medication regimen.

333.92 Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome is the development of se
vere muscle rigidity and elevated temperature in an individual using neuroleptic
medication. This is accompanied by two (or more) of the following symptoms: dia
phoresis, dysphagia, tremor, incontinence, changes in level of consciousness ranging
from confusion to coma, mutism, tachycardia, elevated or labile blood pressure,
leukocytosis, and laboratory evidence of muscle injury (e.g., elevated creatine phos
phokinase ICPKJ). These symptoms are not due to another substance (e.g., phencycli
dine) or to a neurological or other general medical condition (e.g., viral encephalitis)
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and are not better accounted for by a mental disorder (e.g., Mood Disorder With Cata·
tonic Features). There may be accompanying agitation or acute dystonic reactions.

Elevated temperature ranges from mild elevations (e.g., 99°_100°F) to markedly
hyperthermic stales (e.g., 106°F). Fever due to a genera] medical condition (e.g., infec
tion) needs to be ruled oul as a cause of the elevated temperature; however, individ
uals with 1 euroleptic Malignant Syndrome often develop other medical conditions
thai can worsen an already elevated temperature. CPK is typically elevated, ranging
from minor elevations to extremely high levels (exceeding 16)JOO IU). It should be
noted that mild to moderate ele\'ations of CPK can also be seen with muscle damage
due to various causes such as intramuscular injection and use of restraints and has
also been reported in individuals with acute Psychotic Disorders. White blood cell
counts are often high, usually ranging between 10,000 and 20,000. In severe cases,
myoglobinuria may occur and may be a harbinger of renal failure.

The presentation and course of Teuroleptic Malignant Syndrome are quite vari
able. It may have a malignant, potentially fatal course or a relatively benign, self
limited course. There is currently no way to predict the evolution of the syndrome in
any particular individual. Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome usually develops within
4 weeks after starting a neuroleptic medication, with two-thirds of cases developing
within the first week. However, some individuals develop Neuroleptic Malignant
Syndrome after taking the same dose of neuroleptic medication for many months.
After discontinuation of neuroleptic medication, resolution of the condition occurs
within a mean duration of 2 weeks for nondcpot neuroleptic medication and 1 month
for depot neuroleptic medication, although there are cases that continue far beyond
the mean duration of 2 weeks. In most cases, there is eventually a total resolution of
symptoms. For a minority of individuals, the outcome is fatal. Fatality rates in the lit
erature are in the 10%-20% range, but these rates may be artificially high as a result
of reporting bias. With increasing recognition of this condition, estimates of fatality
rates have decreased. There have been rare reports of neurological sequelae.

Associated Features

Most cases have been reported to occur in indi\'iduals with Schizophrenia, ~...Ianic
Episodes, and Mental Disorders Due to a General Medical Condition (e.g., a delirium
or a dementia). Prior episodes of Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome, agitation, dehydra
tion, high doses of neuroleptic medication, rapid increase in dosage, and intramuscular
injection of neuroleptic medication appear to be risk factors. There is controversy in
the literature about whether treatment with lithium carbonate enhances the like
lihood of developing Teuroleptic Malignant Syndrome. Although this disorder can
occur in both hot and cold environments, environments that are warm and humid
may contribute to the development of this condition. Various general medical condi
tions may occur and complicate the clinical picture, including pneumonia, renal failure,
cardiac or respiratory arrest, seizures, sepsis, pulmonary embolism, and dissemi
nated intravascular coagulation.

Estimates of the prevalence of this condition in individuals exposed to neuroleptic
medications range from 0.07% to 1.4%. Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome has been re
ported to occur somewhat more frequentl}' in males than in females. The condition
may occur at any age but has been reported most frequently in young adults. Varia-
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tions in reported prevalence may be due to a lack of consistency in the definition of
cascness, neuroleptic prescribing practices, study design, and the demographics of
the population being studied. Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome may occur more fre
quently with high-potency neuroleptic medication. Some individuals who have de
veloped this condition may be less likely to be compliant with taking neuroleptic
medication. Although many individuals do not experience a recurrence when neuro
leptic medication is reinstituted, some do experience a recurrence, especialJy when
the neuroleptic medication is reinstituted soon after an episode of Neuroleptic Malig
nant Syndrome.

Differential Diagnosis

Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome must be distinguished from the symptoms of a
neurological or other general medical condition. An elevated temperature that is
due to a general medical condition (e.g., a viral infection) must be distinguished from
the elevated temperature associated with euroleptic Malignant Syndrome. Ex
tremely elevated temperatures are more likely due to Neuroleptic Malignant Syn
drome, especially in the absence of an identifiable general medical condition. In
addition, in Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome, other characteristic features (e.g., se
vere muscle rigidity) are also present. General medical conditions with a presentation
that may resemble NelUoleptic Malignant Syndrome include central nervous system
infection, status epilepticus, subcortical brain lesions (e.g., stroke, trauma, neoplasms),
and systemic conditions (e.g., intermittent acute porphyria, tetanus). Heat stroke
may mimic Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome but can be distinguished by the pres
ence of hot, dry skin (rather than diaphoresis), hypotension (rather than fluctuating
or elevated blood pressure), and limb flaccidity (rather than rigidity). Malignant hy·
perthennia presents with high elevated temperature and rigidity and usually occurs
in genetically susceptible individuals who have received halogenated inhalational
anesthetics and depolarizing muscle relaxants. Malignant hyperthermia usually
starts within minutes of receiving anesthesia. Because other general medical condi
tions can co-occur with or result from Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome, it is impor
tant to determine whether the elevated temperature occurred before or subsequent to
the superimposed medical problems. Abrupt discontinuation of antiparkinsonian
medication in a person with Parkinson's disease or treatment with dopamine
depleting agents (e.g., reserpine, tetrabenazine) may precipitate a reaction similar to
Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome.

Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome must be distinguished from similar syndromes
resulting from the use of other psychotropic medications (e.g., monoamine oxidase
inhibitors, monoamine oxidase inhibitor-tricyclic combinations, monoamine oxidase
inhibitor-serotonergic agent combinations, monoamine oxidase inhibitor-meperidine
combinations, lithitUTI toxicity, anticholinergic delirium, amphetamines, fenflura
mine, cocaine, and phencyclidine), all of which may present with hypertherm.ia, altered
mental status, and autonomic changes. In such cases, a diagnosis of Medication
Induced Movement Disorder Not Otherwise Specified can be given.

Individuals with Schizopluenia or a Manic Episode who are not receiving a neu
roleptic medication may sometimes present with extreme catatonic states (so-called
lethal catatonia), which can mimic Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome and may in-
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elude elevated temperature, autonomic dysfunction, and abnonnallaboratory find
ings. For individuals already receiving a neuroleptic medication, a history of prior
extreme catatonic slates when the individual was nol receiving a neuroleptic is im
portant in making the differential diagnosis. The problem is further confounded by
the fact that neuroleptic medication may worsen the symptoms of lethal catatonia.

Research criteria for
333.92 Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome

A. The development of severe muscle rigidity and elevated temperature associated with
the use of neuroleptic medication.

B. Two (or more) of the following:

(1) diaphoresis
(2) dysphagia
(3) tremor
(4) incontinence
(5) changes in level of consciousness ranging from confusion to coma
(6) mutism
(7) tachycardia
(8) elevated or labile blood pressure
(9) leucocytosis

(10) laboratory evidence of muscle injury (e.g., elevated CPK)

C. The symptoms in Criteria A and Bare not due to another substance (e.g., phencycli
dine) or a neurological or other general medical condition (e.g., viral encephalitis).

O. The symptoms in Criteria A and Bare not better accounted for by a mental disorder
(e.g., Mood Disorder With Catatonic Features).

333.7 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia

Diagnostic Features

The essential feahue of Teuroleptic-lnduced Acute Dystonia is sustained abnormal
postures or muscle spasms that develop in association with the use of neuroleptic
medication. These include abnormal positioning of the head and neck in relation to
the body (e.g., retrocollis, torticollis); spasms of the jaw muscles (trismus, gaping, gri
macing); impaired swallOWing (dysphagia), speaking, or breathjng (potentially life
threatening lar}'ngeal-pharyngeal spasm, dysphonia); thickened or slurred speech
due to hypertonic tongue (dysarthria, macroglossia); tongue protrusion or tongue
dysfunction; eyes deviated up, down, or sideward (oculogyric crisis); or abnormal
positioning of the distal limbs or trunk (opisthotonos). There is great variability in the
severity of the symptoms and in the body areas that may be affected. Increased tonE'
in the affected muscles is usually present. The signs or symptoms develop withil
7 days of starting or rapidly raising the dose of neuroleptic medication or of reducin!
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•

a medication being used to treat or prevent acute extrapyramidal symptoms (e.g., an
ticholinergic agents). The symptoms must not be better accounted for by a mental
disorder (e.g., catatonic symptoms in Schizophrenia) and must not be due to a 000

neuroleptic substance or to a neurological or other general medical condition.

Associated Features

Fear and anxiety often accompany the onset of Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia,
especially in individuals who are unaware of the possibility of developing dystonia
and who mistakenly regard the symptom as part of their mental disorder. Some indi
viduals experience pain or cramps in affected muscles. Noncompliance with medica
tion treatment may result following the development of acute dystonic reactions.
Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia occurs most commonly in young males. Risk
factors for developing Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia include prior dystonic
reactions to neuroleptic treahnent and the use of high-potency typical neuroleptic
medication. euroleptic-lnduced Acute Dystonia is far less likely to occur with atyp
ical neuroleptic medications (i.e., fewer than 5% of treated individuals).

Differential Diagnosis

It is important to distinguish between Neuroleptic~InducedAcute Dystonia and oth
er causes of dystonia in individuals being treated with a neuroleptic medication.
E\,jdence that the symptoms are due to a neurological or other general medical con
dition includes course (e.g., symptoms preceding exposure to the neuroleptic medi
cation or progression of symptoms in the absence of change in medication) and the
presence of focal neurological signs. Spontaneously occurring focal or segmental
dystonias usually persist for several days or weeks independent of medication. Other
neurological conditions (e.g., temporal lobe seizures, viral and bacterial infections,
trauma, or space-occupying lesions in the peripheral or central nervous system) and
endocrinopathies (e.g., hypoparathyroidism) can also produce symptoms (e.g., teta
ny) that resemble a Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia.

Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome can produce dystonia but differs in that it is
also accompanied by fever and generalized rigidity. euroleptic·lnduced Acute Dys
tonia should be distinguished from dystonia due to a nonneuroleptic medication
(e.g., anticonvulsant medications such as phenytoin and carbamazepine). In such
cases, a diagnosis of Medication-Induced Movement Disorder Not Othenvise Spec
ified can be given.

Catatonia associated with a Mood Disorder or Schizophrenia can be distin
guished by the temporal relationship between the symptoms and the neuroleptic ex
posure (e.g., dystonia preceding exposure to neuroleptic medication) and response to
pharmacological intervention (e.g., no improvement after lowering of neuroleptic
dose or anticholinergic administration). Furthennore, individuals with Neuroleptic
Induced Acute Dystonia are generally distressed about the dystonic reaction and
usually seek intervention. In contrast, individuals with catatonia are typically mute
and withdrawn and do not express subjective distress about their condition.
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Research criteria for
333.7 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia

A. One (or more) of the following signs or symptoms has developed in association with
the use of neuroleptic medication:

(1) abnormal positioning of the head and neck in relation to the body (e.g., retro
collis, torticollis)

(2) spasms of the jaw muscles (trismus, gaping. grimacing)
(3) impaired swallowing (dysphagia), speaking, or breathing (laryngeal-pharyngeal

spasm, dysphonia)
(4) thickened or slurred speech due to hypertonic or enlarged tongue (dysarthria,

macroglossia)
(5) tongue protrusion or tongue dysfunction
(6) eyes deviated up, down, or sideward (oculogyric crisis)
(7) abnormal positioning of the dirtallimbs or trunk

B. The signs or symptoms in Criterion A developed within 7 days of starting or rapidly
raising the dose of neuroleptic medication, or of reducing a medication used to treat
(or prevent) acute extrapyramidal symptoms (e.g., anticholinergic agents).

C. The symptoms in Criterion A are not better accounted for by a mental disorder (e.g.,
catatonic symptoms in Schizophrenia). Evidence that the symptoms are better ac
counted for by a mental disorder might include the following: the symptoms precede
the exposure to neuroleptic medication or are not compatible ...,ith the pattern of
pharmacological intervention (e.g., no improvement after neuroleptic lowering or
anticholinergic administration).

D. The symptoms in Criterion A are not due to a nonneuroleptic substance or to a neu
rological or other general medical condition. Evidence that the symptoms are due to
a general medical condition might include the following: the symptoms precede the
exposure to the neuroleptic medication, unexplained focal neurological signs are
present, or the symptoms progress in the absence of change in medication.

333.99 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Neuroleptic·Induced Acute Akathisia are subjective com
plaints of restlessness and at least one of the following observed movements: fidgety
movements or swinging of the legs while seated, rocking from foot to foot or "walk
ing on the spot" while standing, pacing to relieve the restlessness, or an inability to
sit or stand still for at least several minutes. In its most severe form, the individual
may be unable to maintain any position for more than a few seconds. The subje<:th"e
complaints include a sense of inner restlessness, most often in the legs; a compulsion
to mo\'e one's legs; distress if one is asked not to move one's legs; and dysphoria and
anxiety. The symptoms typicaJly occur within 4 weeks of initiating or increasing the
dose of a neuroleptic medication and can occasionally follow the reduction of med.i-
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cation used to treat or prevent acute extrapyTamidal symptoms (e.g., anticholinergic
agents). The symptoms are not better accounted for by a mental disorder (e.g., Schizo
phrenia, Substance vVithdrawal, agitation from a Major Depressive or Manic Episode,
hyperactivity in Attention·Oeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder) and are not due to a 110n
neuroleptic substance or to a neurological or other general medical condition (e.g.,
Parkinson's disease, iron-deficiency anemia).

Associated Features and Disorders

The subjecti\'e distress resulting from akathisia is significant and can lead to noncom
pliance with neuroleptic treahnent. Akathisia may be associated with dysphoria, irri
tability, aggression, or suicide attempts. Worsening of psychotic symptoms or
behavioral dyscontrol may lead to an increase in neuroleptic medication dose, which
may exacerbate the problem. Akathisia can develop very rapidly after initiating or in·
creasing neuroleptic medication. The development of akathisia appears to be dose
dependent and to be more frequently associated \\;th particular neuroleptic medica
tions. Acute akathisia tends to persist for as long as neuroleptic medications are con
fumed, although the intensity may fluctuate over time. The reported prevalence of
akathisia among individuals receiving neuroleptic medication has varied widely
(20%-75%). Although the atypical neuroleptic medications are less likely to cause aka
thisia than the typical neuroleptics, nonetheless, these medications do cause akathisia
in some individuals. Variations in reported prevalence may be due to a lack of can·
sistenc)' in the definition of caseness, neuroleptic prescribing practices, study design,
and the demographics of the population being studied.

Differential Diagnosis

Neu.roleptic·lnduced Acute Akathisia may be clinically indistinguishable from syn
dromes of restlessness due to certain neurological or other general medical conditions,
tononneuroleptic substances, and to agitation presenting as part of a mental disorder
(e.g., a Manic Episode). The akathisia of Parkinson's disease and iron-deficiency
anemia are phenomenologically similar to Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia.
The frequently abrupt appearance of restlessness soon after initiation or increase in
neu.roleptic medication usually distinguishes Neuroleptic·lnduced Acute Akathisia.

Serotonin-specific reuptake inhibitor antidepressant medications may produce
akathisia that appears to be identical in phenomenology and treatment response to
Neuroleptic·lnduced Acute Akathisia. Akathisia due to nonneuroleptic medication
can be diagnosed as ~'ledication·InducedMovement Disorder ot Othenvise Spec
ified. Other situations that might be included under Medication-Induced Movement
Disorder Not Othen\'ise Specified are acute akathisia with only subjective or only ob
jective complaints, but not both; and akathisia occurring late in the cou.rse of treat
ment (e.g., 6 months after initiation of, or increase in the dose of, a neuroleptic).
Neuroleplic·lnduced Tardive Dyskinesia also often has a component of generalized
restlessness that may coexist with akathisia in an individual receiving neuroleptic
medication. 'euroleptic·lnduced Acute Akathisia is differentiated from Neuroleptic
Induced Tardive Dyskinesia by the nature of the movements and their relationship to
the initiation of medication. The time course of symptomatic presentation relative to
neuroleptic dose changes may aid in this distinction. An increase in neuroleptic med-
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icatian will often exacerbate akathisia, whereas it often temporarily relie\'es the
symptoms of Tardive Dyskinesia.

Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia should be distinguished from symptoms
thai are better accounted for by a mental disorder. Individuals with Depressive Epi
sodes, Manic Episodes, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Schizophrenia and other
Psychotic Disorders, Attention-DeficitIHyperactivity Disorder, dementia, deliri
um, Substance Intoxication (e.g., with cocaine), or Substance Withdrawal (e.g., from
an opioid) may also display agitation that is difficult to distinguish from akathisia.
Some of these individuals are able to differentiate akathisia from the anxiety, restless
ness, and agitation characteristic of a mental disorder by their e>.~erienceof akathisia
as being different from previously experienced feelings. Other evidence that restless
ness or agitation may be better accounted for by a mental disorder includes the onset
of agitation prior to exposure to the neuroleptic medication, absence of increasing
restlessness with increasing neuroleptic medication doses, and absence of relief with
pharmacological inten'entions (e.g., no improvement after decreasing the neurolep
tic dose or treatment with medication intended to treat the akathisia).

Research criteria for
333.99 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia

A. The development of subjective complaints of restlessness after exposure to a neuro
leptic medication.

8. At least one of the following is observed:

(1) fidgety movements or swinging of the legs
(2) rocking from foot to foot while standing
(3) pacing to relieve restlessness
(4) inability to sit or stand still for at least several minutes

C. The onset of the symptoms in Criteria A and 8 occurs within 4 weeks of initiating or
increasing the dose of the neuroleptic, or of reducing medication used to treat (or
prevent) acute extrapyramidal symptoms (e.g., anticholinergic agents).

D. The symptoms in Criterion A are not better accounted for by a mental disorder (e.g.,
Schizophrenia, Substance Withdrawal, agitation from a Major Depressive or Manic
Episode, hyperactivity in Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder). Evidence that
symptoms may be better accounted for by a mental disorder might include the fol
lowing: the onset of symptoms preceding the exposure to the neuroleptics, the ab
sence of increasing restlessness with increasing neuroleptic doses, and the absence of
relief with pharmacological interventions (e.g.. no improvement after decreasing the
neuroleptic dose or treatment with medication intended to treat the akathisial.

E. The symptoms in Criterion A are not due to a nonneuroleptic substance or to a neu
rological or other general medical condition. Evidence that symptoms are due to a
general medical condition might include the onset of the symptoms preceding the
exposure to neuroleptics or the progression of symptoms in the absence of a change
in medication.
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333.82 Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia

Diagnostic Features

The essential features of Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia are abnormal, in
\·oluntary movements of the tongue, jaw, trunk, or extremities that develop in asso
dation with the use of neuroleptic medication. The movements are present over a
period of at least 4 weeks and may be choreiform (rapid, jerky, nonrepetitive), athe
toid (slow, sinuous, continual), or rhythmic (e.g., stereotypies) in nature. The signs or
symptoms develop during exposure to a neuroleptic medication or within 4 weeks of
withdrawal from an oral (or within 8 weeks of withdrawal from a depot) neuroleptic
medication. There must be a history of the use of neuroleptic medication for at least
3 months (or 1 month in individuals age 60 years or older). Although a large number
of epidemiological studies have established the etiological relationship beh\'een neu
roleptic use and Tardive Dyskinesia, any dyskinesia in an individual who is receiving
neuroleptic medication is not necessarily Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia.
The movements must not be due to a neurological or other general medical condition
(e.g., Huntington's disease, Sydenham's chorea, spontaneous dyskinesia, hyperthy
roidism, Wilson's disease), to ill-fitting dentures, or to exposure to other medications
that can cause acute reversible dyskinesia (e.g., L-dopa, bromocriptine). The move
ments should also not be better accounted for by a neuroleptic-induced acute move
ment disorder (e.g., euroleptic-lnduced Acute Dystonia, Neuroleptic-Induced
Acute Akathisia).

Over three-fourths of the individuals with Tardi\'e Dyskinesia have abnormal oro
facial movements, approximately one-hall have limb involvement, and up to one
quarter have axial dyskinesia of the trunk. All three regions are affected in approxi
mately 10% of individuals. Involvement of other muscle groups (e.g., pharyngeal,
abdominal) may occur but is uncommon, especially in the absence of dyskinesia of
the orofacial region, limbs, or trunk. Limb or truncal dyskinesia without orofacial
involvement is more common in younger individuals, whereas orofacial dyskinesias
are typical in older persons.

Associated Features

The symptoms of Tardive Dyskinesia tend to be worsened by stimulants, neuroleptic
withdrawal, and anticholinergic medications and may be transiently worsened by
emotional arousal, stress, and distraction during voluntary movements in wtaffected
parts of the body. The abnormal movements of dyskinesia are transiently reduced by
relaxation and by voluntary movements in affected parts of the body. They are gen
erally absent during sleep. Dyskinesia may be suppressed, at least temporarily, by in
creased doses of neuroleptics or sedatives.

The overall prevalence of Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia in individuals
who have received long-term neuroleptic treatment ranges from 20% to 30%. The
overall incidence among younger individuals ranges from 3% to 5% per year. Mid
dle-age and elderly individuals appear to develop euroleptic-Induced Tardive Dys
kinesia more often, with prevalence figures reported up to 50% and an incidence of
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25%-30% after an average of 1 year's cumulative exposure to neuroleptic medication.
Prevalence also varies depending on setting. with Tardive Dyskinesia tending to be
more conunon among inpatients (especially duon..ically institutionalized individu
als). Variations in reported prevalence may be due to a lack of consistency in the def
inition of caseness, neuroleptic prescribing practices, study design,. and the
demogr,'phics of the population being studied.

There is no ob\'ious gender difference in the susceptibility to Tardive Dyskinesia,
although the risk may be somewhat greater in posbnenopausaJ women. Greater cu
mulative amounts of typical neuroleptics and early development of extrapyramidal
side effects are two of the most consistent risk factors for Tardive Dyskinesia. Mood
Disorders (especially Major Depressive Disorder), neurological conditions, and Alco
hol Dependence have also been found to be risk factors in some groups of indi\'idu
also There is growing evidence that the newer atypical neuroleptics are associated
with a much lower incidence of Tardive Dyskinesia than the typical neuroleptics.

Onset may occur at any age and is almost always insidious. The signs are typicaUy
minimal to mild at onset and escape notice except by a keen observer. In a majority
of cases, Tardive Dyskinesia is mild and is primarily a cosmetic problem. In 5e\'ere
cases, however, it may be associated wilh general medical complications (e.g., ulcers
in cheeks and tongue; loss of teeth; macroglossia; difficulty in walking, swallowing.
or breathing; muffled speech; weight loss; depression; and suicidal ideation).lf the in
dividual with Tardive Dyskinesia remains off neuroleptic medication, the dyskinesia
remits within 3 months in one-third of the cases and remits by 12-18 months in more
than 50% of cases, although these percentages are lower in older persons. When indi
viduals recei\'ing neuroleptic medication are assessed periodically, Tardive D}'skine
sia is found to be stable over time in about one-half; to worsen in one-quarter, and to
improve in the rest. Younger individuals generally tend to improve more readily; in
older individuals there is a greater likelihood that Tardive Dyskinesia may become
more severe or more generalized with continued neuroleptic use. When neuroleptic
medications are discontinued. it is estimated that 5%-40% of all cases remit and be
tween 50% and 90% of mild cases remit.

Differential Diagnosis

Dyskinesia that emerges during neuroleptic withdrawal may remit with continued
withdrawal from neuroleptic medication. If the dyskinesia persists for at least 4 weeks,
a diagnosis of Tardive Dyskinesia may be warranted. Neuroleptic-Induced Tardi\·e
Dyskinesia must be distinguished from other causes of orofadal and body dyskine
sia. These conditjons include Huntington's disease; Wilson's disease; Sydenham's
(rheumatic) chorea; systemic lupus erythematosus; thyrotoxicosis; heavy metal poi-
soning; iII-fitiing dentures; dyskinesia due to other medications such as L-dopa, I
bromocriptine, or amantadine; and spontaneous dyskinesias. Factors that may be
helpful in making the distinction are evidence that the symptoms preceded the expo- I
sure to the neuroleptic medication or that other focal neurological signs arc present. I
It should be noted that other movement disorders may coexist with Neuroleptic
Induced Tardive Dyskinesia. Because spontaneous dyskinesia can occur in more than
5% of individuals and is also more common in elderly persons, it may be difficult to
prove that neuroleptic medications produced Tardive Dyskinesia in a given individ·
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ual. Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia must be distinguished from symptoms
that are due to a neuroleptic-induced acute movement disorder (e.g., euroleptic
Induced Acute Dystonia or Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia). Neuroleptic
Induced Acute Dystonia develops within 7 days and Neuroleptic-Induced Acute
Akatrusia develops within 4 weeks of initiating or increasing the dose of a neuroleptic
medication (or reducing the dose of a medication used to treat acute extrapyramidal
s}'mptoms). Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia, on the other hand, develops
during exposure to (or withdrawal from) neuroleptic medication in individuals with
a history of neuroleptic use for at least 3 months (or 1 month in middle-age and eld
erly persons).

Research criteria for
333.82 Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia
A. Involuntary movements of the tongue, jaw, trunk, or extremities have developed in

association with the use of neuroleptic medication.

B. The involuntary movements are present over a period of at least 4 weeks and occur
in any of the following patterns:

(1) choreiform movements (i.e., rapid, jerky, nonrepetitive)
(2) athetoid movements (i.e., slow, sinuous, continual)
(3) rhythmic movements (i.e., stereotypies)

C. The signs or symptoms in Criteria A and Bdevelop during exposure to a neuroleptic
medication or within 4 weeks of withdrawal from an oral (or within 8 weeks of with
drawal from a depot) neuroleptic medication.

D. There has been exposure to neuroleptic medication for at least 3 months (1 month if
age 60 years or older).

E. The symptoms are not due to a neurological or general medical condition (e.g., Hun
tington's disease, Sydenham's chorea, spontaneous dyskinesia, hyperthyroidism, Wil
son's disease). ill-fitting dentures, or exposure to other medications that cause acute
reversible dyskinesia (e.g.• L-dopa, bromocriptine). Evidence that the symptoms are
due to one of these etiologies might include the following: the symptoms precede
the exposure to the neuroleptic medication or unexplained focal neurological signs
are present.

F. The symptoms are not better accounted for by a neuroleptic-induced acute move
ment disorder (e.g., Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia, Neuroleptic-Induced Acute
Akathisia).

333.1 Medication-Induced Postural Tremor

Diagnostic Features

The essential feature of Medication-Induced Postural Tremor is a fine postural tremor
that has developed in association with the use of a medication. Medications with
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which such a tremor may be associated include lithium, beta+adrenergic medications
(e.g., isoproterenol), stimulants (e.g., amphetamine), dopaminergic medications, an
ticonvulsant medications (e.g., valpeoic acid), neuroleptic medications, antidepres
sant medications, and methylxanthines (e.g., caffeine, theophylline). The tremor is a
regular, rhythmic oscillation of the limbs (most commonly hands and fingers), head,
mouth, or tongue with a frequency of beh\'een 8 and 12 cycles per second. It is most
easily observed when the affected body part is held in a sustained posture (e.g., hands
outstretched, mouth held open). When an individual describes a tremor that is con
sistent with this definition, but the clinician does nol directly observe the tremor, it
may be helpful to try to re-create the situation in which the tremor occurred (e.g.,
drinking from a cup and saucer). The symptoms are not due to a preexisting, non
pharmacologically induced tremor and are not better accounted for by Neuroleptic
lnduced Parkinsonism.

Associated Features

Most available information concerns lithium-induced tremor. Lithium tremor is a
common, usually benign, and well-tolerated side effect of therapeutic doses. How
ever, it may cause social embarrassment. occupational difficulties, and noncompli
ance in some individuals. As serum lithium levels approach toxic levels, the tremor
may become more coarse and be accompanied by muscle twitching, fascirulations, or
ataxia. Nontoxic lithium tremor may improve spontaneously over time. A variety of
factors may increase the risk of lithium tremor (e.g., increasing age, high serum lithi
um levels, concurrent antidepressant or neuroleptic medication, excessive caffeine
intake, personal or family history of tremor, presence of Alcohol Dependence, and as
sociated anxiety). The frequency of complaints about tremor appears to decrease with
duration of lithium treatment. Factors that may exacerbate the tremor include anxi
ety, stress, fatigue, h}rpoglycemia, thyrotoxicosis, pheochromocytoma, hypothermia,
and Alcohol Withdrawal.

Differential Diagnosis

Medication-Induced Postural Tremor should be distinguished from a preexisting
tremor that is not caused by the effects of a medication. Factors that help to establish
that the tremor was preexisting include its temporal relationship to the initiation of
medication, lack of correlation with serum levels of the medication, and persistence
after the medication is discontinued. U a preexisting, nonpharmacologically induced
tremor is present that worsens with medication, such a tremor would not be consid
ered to meet the criteria for a Medication~lnduced Postural Tremor and would be
coded as Medication-Induced Movement Disorder Not Othenvise Specified. The
factors described above that may contribute to the severity of a Medication-Induced
Postural Tremor (e.g., anxiety, stress, fatigue, hypoglycemia, thyrotoxicosis, pheo
chromocytoma, hypothermia, and Alcohol Withdrawal) may also be a cause of trem
or independent of the medication.

Medication-Induced Postural Tremor is not diagnosed if the tremor is better ac
counted for by Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism. A Medication-Induced Postural
Tremor is usually absent at rest and intensifies when the affccted part is brought into
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action or held in a sustained position. In contrast, the tremor related to Neuroleptic
Induced Parkinsonism is usually lower in frequency, worse at rest, and suppressed
during intentional movement and usuaUy occurs in association with other symptoms
of Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism (e.g., akinesia, rigidity).

Research criteria for
333.1 Medication-Induced Postural Tremor

A. A fine postural tremor that has developed in association with the use of a medication
(e.g., lithium, antidepressant medication, valproic acid).

B. The tremor (i.e.• a regular. rhythmic oscillation of the limbs. head. mouth. or tongue)
has a frequency between 8 and 12 cycles per second.

C. The symptoms are not due to a preexisting non pharmacologically induced tremor.
Evidence that the symptoms are due to a preexisting tremor might include the fol
lowing: the tremor was present prior to the introduction of the medication. the
tremor does not correlate with serum levels of the medication, and the tremor per
sists after discontinuation of the medication.

O. The symptoms are not better accounted for by Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism.

333.90 Medication-Induced Movement Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified

This category is for Medication-Induced Movement Disorders that do not meet crite
ria for any of the specific disorders listed above. Examples include 1) parkinsonism,
acute akathisia, acute dystonja, or dyskinetic movement that is associated with a
medication other than a neuroleptic; 2) a presentation that resembles Neuroleptic
Malignant Syndrome that is associated \\ith a medication other than a neuroleptic; or
3) tardive dystonia.

Proposed Axes for Further Study

Defensive Functioning Scale

Defellse mecllflllislJls (or coping styles) are automatic psychological processes that pra.
teet the individual against anxiety and from the awareness of internal orextemal dan
gers or stressors. Individuals are often unaware of these processes as they operate.
Defense mechanisms mediate the individual's reaction to emotional connicts and to
internal and external stressors. The individual defense mechanisms are divided con
ceptually and empirically into related groups that are referred to as Defellse Levels.

To use the Defensive Functioning Scale, the clinician should list up to seven of the
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specific defenses or coping styles (starting with the most prominent) and then indi+
cate the predominant defense level exhibited by the individual. These should reflect
the defenses or coping styles employed at the time of evaluation, supplemented by
whatever information is available about the individual's defenses or coping patterns
during the recent time period that preceded the evaluation. TIle specific defense
mechanisms listed may be drawn from the different Defense levels.

The Defensive Functioning Axis is presented first, followed by a recording form.
The Test of the section consists of a list of definitions for the specific defense mecha- I
nisms and coping styles. I

Defense Levels and Individual Defense Mechanisms

High adaptive level. This level of defensive functioning results in optimal adapta
tion in the handling of stressors. These defenses usuall}' maximize gratification and
allow the conscious awareness of feelings. ideas, and their consequences. They also
promote an optimum balance among conflicting moti,·es. Examples of defenses at
this level are

• anticipation
• affiliation
• altruism
• humor
• self·assertion
• self.-observation

• sublimation

• suppressIOn

Mental inhibitions (compromise formation) level. Defensive functioning at this
level keeps potentially threatening ideas, feelings, memories, wishes, or fears out of
awareness. Examples are

• displacement
• dissociation
• intellectualiza tion
• isolation of affect

• reaction formation
• repressIOn
• undoing

Minor image·distorting level. This level is characterized by distortions in the im·
age of the self, body, or others that may be employed to regulate self-esteem. Exam·
pies are

• devaluation
• idealization
• omnipotence I

I
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Disavowal level. This level is characterized by keeping unpleasant or unacceptable
stressors, impulses, ideas, affects, or responsibility out of awareness with or without
a misattribution of these to external causes. Examples are

• denial
• projection
• rationalization

~·tajor image-distorting level. This level is characterized by gross distortion or mis*
attribution of the image of sell or others. Examples are

• autistic fantasy
• projective identification
• splitting of self-image or image of others

Action level. This level is characterized by defensive nmctiorung that deals with in
ternal or external stressors by action or withdrawal. Examples are

• acting out
• apathetic withdrawal
• help-rejecting complaining

. .
• passive aggreSSiOn

Level of defensive dysregulation. This level is characterized by failure of defensive
regulation to contain the individual's reaction to stressors, leading to a pronounced
break with objective reality. Examples are

• delusional projection
• psychotic denial
• ps)'chotic distortion
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Recording Form: Defensive Functioning Scale

A. Current Defenses or Coping Styles: List in order. beginning with most prom
inent defenses or coping styles.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B. Predominant Current Defense level:

Example

296.32
305.40
301.83

Axis I:

Axis Ill:
Axis IV:

Axis \1:

Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, Moderate
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Abuse
Borderline Personality Disorder
Antisocial personality features

881.02 Lacerations of wrist
Recent arrest
Expulsion from home by parents

GAF=45 (current)

A. Current Defenses or Coping Styles:

I. splitting
2. projection identification
3. acting out
.,I. devaluation
5. omnipotence
6. denial
7. projection

B. Predominant Current Defense Level: major image-distorting level
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Glossary of Specific Defense Mechanisms and Coping Styles

acting out The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external stres
sors by actions rather than reflections or feelings. This definition is broader than the
original concept of the acting out of transference feelings or wishes during ps)'cho
therapy and is intended to include behavior arising both wilhin and outside the trans
ference relationship. Defensive acting out is not synonymous with "bad behavior"
because it requires evidence that the behavior is related to emotional conflicts.

affiliation The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or externa I stres
SOTS by htrning to others for help or support. This involves sharing problems with
others but does not imply trying to make someone else responsible for them.

altruism The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external stres
SOTS by dedication to meeting the needs of others. Unlike the self4sacrifice sometimes
characteristic of reaction formation, the individual receives gratification either vicar
iously or from the response of others.

anticipation The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
strcssors by experiendng emotional reactions in advance of, or antidpating conse
quences of, possible fuhtre events and considering realistic, alternative responses or
solutions.

autistic fantasy The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressors by excessive daydreaming as a substihtle for human relationships, more ef
fective action, or problem solving.

denial The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external stressors
by refusing to acknowledge some painful aspect of external reality or subjective ex
perience that would be apparent to others. The tenn psycJlotic dellial is used when
there is gross impairment in reality testing.

devaluation The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressoTS by attributing exaggerated negative qualities to self or others.

displacement TIle individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressors by transferring a feeling about, or a response to, one object onto another
(usually less threatening) substihtte object. l

dissociation The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
strcssors with a breakdown in the usually integrated functions of consciousness,
memory, perception of self or the environment, or sensory Imotor behavior.

help-rejecting complaining The individual deals with emotional conflict or inter
nal or external stressors by complaining or making repetitious requests for help that
disguise covert feelings of hostility or reproach toward others, which are then ex
pressed by rejecting the suggestions, advice, or help that others offer. The complaints
or requests may involve physical or psychological symptoms or life problems.
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humor The individual deals with emotional conflict or external stressors by empha
sizing the amusing or ironic aspects of the conflict or stressor.

idealization The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressors by attributing exaggerated positive qualities to others.

intellectualization The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or ex
ternal stressors by the excessive use of abstract thinking or the making of generaliza
tions to control or minimize disturbing feelings.

isolation of affect The individual deaJs with emotional conflict or internal or exter
nal stressors by the separation of ideas from the feelings originally associated with
them. The individual loses touch with the feelings associated with a given idea (e.g.,
a traumatic event) while remaining aware of the cognitive elements of it (e.g., descrip
tive details).

omnipotence The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressors by feeling or acting as if he or she possesses special powers or abilities and
is superior to others.

passive aggression The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or ex
ternal stressors by indirectly and unassertively expressing aggression toward others.
There is a facade of o\'ert compliance masking covert resistance, resentment, or hos
tility. Passive aggression often occurs in response to demands for independent action
or performance or the lack of gratification of dependent wishes but may be adaptive
for individuals in subordinate positions who have no other way to express assertive-
ness more overtly.

projection The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external stres
sors by falsely attributing to another his or her own unacceptable feelings, impulses,
or thoughts.

projective identification As in projection, the individual deals with emotional con
flict or internal or external stressors by falsely attributing to another his or her own
unacceptable feelings, impulses, or thoughts. Unlike simple projection, the individual
does not fully disavow what is projected. Instead, the individual remains aware of his
or her own affects or impulses but misattributes them as justifiable reactions to the
other person. Not infrequently, the individual induces the very feelings in others that
were first mistakenly believed to be there, making it difficult to clarify who did what
to whom first.

rationalization The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressors by concealing the tIUe motivations for his or her own thoughts, actions, or feel
ings through the elaboration of reassuring or self--serving but incorrect explanations.

reaction formation The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or ex
ternal stressors by substituting behavior, thoughts, or feelings that are diametrically
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opposed to his or her own unacceptable thoughts or feelings (this usually occurs in
conjunction with their repression).

repression The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressors by expelling disturbing wishes, thoughts, or experiences from conscious
awareness. The feeling component may remain conscious, detached from its associ
ated ideas.

self-assertion The individual deals with emotional conflict or stressors by express
ing his or her feelings and thoughts directly in a way that is not coercive or manipu
lative.

self-observation The individual deals with emotional conflict or stressors by re
flecting on his or her own thoughts, feelings, motivation, and behavior, and respond
ing appropriately.

splitting The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external stres
sors by comparbnentalizing opposite affect states and failing to integrate the positive
and negative qualities of the self or others into cohesive images. Because ambivalent
affects cannot be experienced simultaneously, more balanced views and expectations
of self or others are excluded from emotional awareness. Self and object images tend
to alternate between polar opposites: exclusively loving, powerful, worthy, nur
turan!, and kind-or exclusively bad, hateful, angry, destructive, rejecting, or worth
less.

sublimation The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressors by channeling potentially maladaptive feelings or impulses into socially ac
ceptable behavior (e.g., contact sports to channel angry impulses).

suppression The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external
stressors by intentionally avoiding thinking about disturbing problems, wishes, feel
ings, or experiences.

undoing The individual deals with emotional conflict or internal or external stres
socs by words or behavior designed to negate or to make amends symbolically for un
acceptable thoughts, feelings, or actions.
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Global Assessment of
Relational Functioning (GARF) Scale

Appendix B

Instructions: The GARF Scale can be used to indicate an o\'erall judgment of the
functioning of a family or other ongoing relationship on a hypothetical continuum
ranging from competent, optimal relational functioning to a disrupted, dysfunctional
relationship. It is analogous to Axis V (Global Assessment of Functioning Scale) pm
\,jded for individuals in DSM·IV. The GARF Scale pennits the clinician to rale the
degree to which a family or other ongoing relational unit meets the affective or instru
mental needs of its members in the following areas:

A. Problem soIvillg-skills in negotiating goals, rules, and routines; adaptability to
stress; communication skills; ability to resolve conflict

B. Org(miZJIfioll-maintenance of interpersonal roles and subsystem boundaries;
hierarchical functioning; coalitions and distribution of power, control, and re
sponsibility

C. Emotiollnl climnte-tone and range of feelings; quality of caring, empathy. in
\'olvement, and attachment/commitment; sharing of values; mutual affecti\'e
responsiveness, respect, and regard; quality of sexual functioning

In most instances, the GARF Scale should be used to rate functioning during the
current period (i.e.• the level of relational functioning at the time of the evaluation).
In some settings. the GARF Scale rna}' also be used to rate functioning for other time
periods (i.e., the highest level of relational functioning for at least a few months dur~

ing the past year).

Note: Use specific. intermediate codes when possible, for example, 43, 68. 71. Ifde
tailed information is not adequate to make specific ratings, use midpoints of the fh'e
ranges, that is, 90,70,50,30, or 10.

81-100 Overall: Relntional ullit is junctionillg satisfactorily from self-report of pnrtid
pallis nnd from perspectives ofobseroers.

Agreed-on patterns or routines exist that help meet the usual needs of each
family/couple member; there is flexibility for change in response to unusual de
mands or events; and occasional conflicts and stressful transitions are resolved
through problem-solving communication and negotiation.

There is a shared understanding and agreement about roles and appropriate
tasks, decision making is established for each functional area, and there is rec
ognition of the unique characteristics and merit of each subsystem (e.g., par~

ents/spouses, siblings, and individuals).
There is a situationally appropriate. optimistic atmosphere in the famiJy; a

wide range of feelings is freely expressed and managed within the family; and
there is a general atmosphere of warmth, caring, and sharing of values among
all family members. Sexual relations of adult members are satisfactory.
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61-80 Overall: FUilctionillg of relariollalllllit is solllf!i.ulmt 11IIsatisfnctory. (filer a period
oftime, mallY bl/t Ilot all dijJiCllfties are"n'Solved without complaillts.

Daily routines are present, but there is some pain and difficulty in respond
ing to the unusual. Some conflicts remain unresolved but do not disrupt family
functioning.

Decision making is usually competent, but efforts at control of one another
quite often are greater than necessary or ace ineffecti\·e. Individuals and rela
tionships are dearly demarcated but sometimes a specific subsystem is depreci
ated or scapegoated.

A range of feeling is expressed, but instances of emotional blocking or ten
sion <lre evident. Warmth and caring are present but are marred by a family
member's irritability and frustrations. Sexual activity of adult members may be
reduced or problematic.

41-60 Overall: RelatiOllal ullit has occasiOltnl times of satisfying and competent fl/nc
tionilig togetller, bllt clearly dysfimctiollal, 111Isatisfyillg relatiollships tend to predominate.

Communication is frequently inhibited by lUuesolved conflicts that often in
terfere with daily routines; there is significant difficulty in adapting to family
stress and transitional change.

Decision making is only intermittently competent and effective; either exces
sh·e rigidity or significant lack of structure is evident at these times. Individual
needs are quite often submerged by a partner or coalition.

Pain or ineffective anger or emotional deadness interferes with family enjoy
ment. Although there is some warmth and support for members, it is usually
unequally distributed. Troublesome sexual difficulties between adults are often
present.

21-40 Overall: Relationall/nit is obiJiol/sly and seriollsly dysfilllctioJlal; forms and tillle
periods of satisfactory relatillg are rare.

Family/couple routines do not meet the needs of members; they are grimly
adhered to or blithely ignored. Life cycle changes, such as departures or entries
into the relational unit, generate painful conflict and obviously frustrating fail
ures of problem solving.

Decision making is tyrannical or quite ineffective. The unique characteristics
of individuals are unappreciated or ignored by either rigid or confusingly fluid
coalitions.

There are infrequent periods of enjoyment of life together; frequent distanc
ing or open hostility reflect significant conflicts that remain unresoh'ed and
quite painful. Sexual dysfunction among adult members is commonplace.

1-20 Overall: Relational Ill/if !las become foo dysjlmctiol/allo retaiJl cOl/fiwlity of COl/

tact and attacl/llJeJlt.

Family/couple routines ace negligible (e.g., no mealtime, sleeping. or waking
schedule); family members often do not know where others are or when the)' will
be in or out; there is a little effecti\·e communication among family members.

Family/couple members are not organized in such a way that personal or
generational responsibilities arc recognized. Boundaries of relational unit as a
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whole and subsystems cannot be identified or agreed on. Family members are
physically endangered or injured or sexually attacked.

Despair and cynicism are pervasive; there is little attention to the emotional
needs of others; there is almost no sense of attaclunent, commitment, or concern
about one another's welfare.

o Inadequate information.
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Social and Occupational
Functioning Assessment Scale (SOFAS)

817

The SOFAS is a new scale that differs from the Global Assessment of Functioning
(GAF) Scale in that it focuses eXclusively on the individual's level of social and occu
pational functioning and is not directly influenced by the overall severity of the indi4

vidual's psychological symptoms. Also in contrast 10 the GAF Scale, any impairment
in social and occupational functioning that is due to general medical conditions is
considered in making the SOFAS rating. The SOFAS is usually used 10 rate fWlction
ing for the current period. (Le., the level of functioning at the tinle of the evaluation).
The SOFAS may also be used to rate functioning for other time periods. For example,
for some purposes it may be useful to evaluate functioning for the past year (i.e., the
highest level of functioning for alleast a few monlhs during the past year).
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Social and Occupational
Functioning Assessment Scale (SOFAS)

Consider social and occupational functioning on a continuum from excellent func
tioning to grossly impaired functioning. Include impairments in functioning due 10
physical limitations, as well as those due to mental impairments. To be counted, im·
pairment must be a direct consequence of mental and physical health problems; the
effects of lack of opportunity and other environmenlallimitations are not to be con
sidered.

Code (Note: Use intennediate codes when appropriate, e.g.• 45, 68, 72.)

100 Superior functioning in a wide range of activities.

I
91

90 Good functioning in all areas, occupationally and socially eHeetive.

I
81

80 No more than a slight impairment in social, occupational, or school functioning (e.g .• in·
I frequent interpersonal conflict, temporarily falling behind in schoolwork).

71

70 Some difficulty in social, occupational, or school functioning, but generally functioning
1 well, has some meaningful interpersonal relationships.

61

60 Moderate difficulty in sodal, occupational, or school functioning (e.g., few friends, con
I Wets with peers or co-workers).

51

SO Serious impairment in social, occupational, or school functioning (e.g., no friends, unable
I to keep a job).

41

40 Major impairment in several areas, such as work or school, family relations (e.g., de-
I pressed man avoids friends, neglects family, and is unable to work; child frequently beats

31 up younger children, is defiant at home, and is failing at school).

30 Inability to function in almost all areas (e.g., stays in bed <Ill day; no job, home, or friends).

I
21

20 Occasionally fails to maintain minimal personal hygiene; unable to function indepen
I dently.

11

10 Persistent inability to maint<lin minimal personal hygiene. Unable to function without
I harming self or others or without considerable external support (e.g., nursing c.1re and
1 supervision).

o Inadequate information.

Note: The rating of overall psychological functioning on a scale of 0-100 was operationalized by
Luborsky in the Health-Sickness Rating Scale. (Luborsky L: "'Oinicians' Judgments of Mental Health,
Archives of General Psychiatry 7:407-417, 1962). Spitzer and colleagues developed a revision of the
Health-Sickness Rating Scale called the Global Assessment Scale (GAS) (Endicott J. Spiner RL, Fleiss JL.
et at: -The Global Assessment Scale: A Procedure for Measuring Overall Severity of Psychiatric Distur
bance,- Archives of General Psychiatry 33:766-771, 1976). The SOFAS is derived from the GAS and its
development is described in Goldman HH, Skodol AE, Lave TR; "'Revising Axis V for DSM-IV; A Review
of Measures of Sodal Functioning .... American Journal of Psychiatry 149:1148-1156, 1992.
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Glossary of Technical Terms

affect A paUem of observable behaviors that is the expression of a subjectively ex·
perienced feeling state (emotion). Common examples of affect are sadness, elation,
and anger. In contrast to mood, which refers to a more pervasive and sustained emo
tional "climate," nffect refers to more fluctuating changes in emotional "weather."
What is considered the normal range of the expression of affect varies considerably,
both within and among different culhlres. Disturbances in affect include

blunted Significant reduction in the intensity of emotional expression.
flat Absence or neaf absence of any signs of affective expression.
inappropriate Discordance between affective expression and the content of
speech or ideation.
labile Abnormal variability in affect with repeated, rapid, and abrupt shifts
in affective expression.
restricted or constricted Mild reduction in the range and intensity of emo
tional expression.

agitation (psychomotor agitation) Excessive motor activity associated with a feel
ing of inner tension. The activity is usuall)' nonproductive and repetitious and con
sists of such behavior as pacing, fidgeting, wringing of the hands, pulling of clothes,
and inability to sit still.

agonist medication A chemical entity extrinsic to endogenously produced sub
stances that acts on a receptor and is capable of producing the maximal effect that can
be produced by stimulating that receptor. A partial agonist is capable only of produc
ing less than the maximal effect even when given in a concentration sufficient to bind
with all available receptors.

agonist/antagonist medication A chemical entity extrinsic 10 endogenously pro
duced substances that acts on a family of receptors (such as mu, delta, and kappa opi
ate receptors) in such a fashion that it is an agonist or partial agonist on one type of
receptor and an antagonist on another.

Glossary definitions were informed by the follOWing sources; DSM-Ill; DSM-U1-R; American
Psycllialric Glossary, 6th Edition; Penguill Dictionary of Psychology; Campbell's Psychiatric Dictio
llilry,6th Edition; Sled/wm's Medical Dictio/lary, 19th Edition; Dorland'sl/luslrated M,-dicill Dictio
Ililry, 25th Edition; and Webster's TlIird NcUJ lntenliltiollal DictiOllllry.

819
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alogia An impoverishment in thinking that is inferred from observing speech and
language behavior. There may be brief and concrete replies to questions and restric
tion in the amount of spontaneous speech (poverty ofspeech). Sometimes the speech is
adequate in amount bul conveys little information because it is overconcretc, over
abstract, repetitive, or stereotyped (poverty ofcOlltent).

amnesia Loss of memory. Types of amnesia include

anterograde Loss of memory of events thai occur after the onset of the etio
logical condition or agent.
retrograde Loss of memory of events that occurred before the onsclaf the eti
ological condition or agent.

antagonist medication A chemical entity extrinsic to endogenously produced sub-.
stances that occupies a receptor, produces no physiologic effects, and prevents en
dogenous and exogenous dlemicals from producing an effect on that receptor.

anxiety The apprehensive anticipation of future danger or misfortune accompanied
by a feeling of dysphoria or somatic symptoms of tension. The focus of anticipated
danger may be intemal or external.

aphasia An impairment in the understanding or transmission of ideas by language
in any of its forms-reading, writing, or speaking-that is due to injury or disease of
the brain centers involved in language.

aphonia An inability to produce speech sounds that require the use of the larynx
that is not due to a lesion in the central nen'ous system.

ataxia Partial or complete loss of coordination of voluntary muscular movement.

attention The ability to focus in a sustained manner on a particular stimulus or ac
tivity. A disturbance in attention may be manifested by easy distractibility or difficul
ty in finishing tasks or in concentrating on work.

avolition An inability to initiate and persist in goal-directed activities. When severe
enough to be considered pathological, avolition is pervasive and prevents the person
from completing many different types of activities (e.g., work, inteUectual pursuits,
self-eare).

catalepsy Waxy flexibility-rigid maintenance of a body position over an extended
period of time.

cataplexy Episodes of sudden bilateral loss of muscle tone resulting in the individ
ual coUapsing, often in association with intense emotions such as laughter, anger,
fear, or surprise.

catatonic behavior Marked motor abnormalities including moloric immobility (i.e.,
catalepsy or stupor), certain types of exce5sive molor activity (apparently purposeless
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agitation not influenced by external stimuli), extreme negntivism (apparent motiveless
resistance to instructions or attempts to be moved) or lIIutism, posturing or stereotyped
movemeJlts, and edwlnlin or echopraxia.

conversion symptom A loss of, or alteration in, voluntary motor or sensory func
tioning suggesting a neurological or general medical condition. Psychological factors
are judged to be associated with the development of the symptom, and the symptom
is not fully explained by a neurological or general medical condition or the direct ef
feets of a substance. The symptom is not intentionally produced or feigned and is not
culturally sanctioned.

defense mechanism Automatic psychological process that protects the individual
against anxiety and from awareness of internal or external stressors or dangers. De
fense mechanisms mediate the individual's reaction to emotional conflicts and to ex
ternal stressors. Some defense mechanisms (e.g., projection, splitting, and acting out)
are almost invariably maladaptive. Others, such as suppression and denial, may be
either maladaptive or adaptive, depending on their severity, their inflexibility, and
the context in which they occur. Definitions of specific defense mechanisms and how
they would be recorded using the Defensive Functioning Scale are presented on
p.807.

delusion A false belief based on incorrect inference about external reality that is
finnly sustained despite what almost everyone else believes and despite what consti
tutes incontrovertible and obvious proof or evidence to the contrary. The belief is not
one ordinarily accepted by other members of the person's culture or subculture (e.g.,
it is not an article of religious faith). When a false belief involves a value judgment, it
is regarded as a delusion only when the judgment is so extreme as to defy credibility.
Delusional conviction occurs on a continuum and can sometimes be inferred from an
individual's behavior. It is often difficult to distinguish between a delusion and an
overvalued idea (in which case the individual has an unreasonable belief or idea but
does not hold it as firmly as is the case with a delusion).

Delusions are subdivided according to their content. Some of the more common
types are listed below:

bizarre A delusion that involves a phenomenon that the person's culture
would regard as totally implausible.
delusional jealousy The delusion that one's sexual partner is unfaithful.
erotomanic A delusion that another person, usually of higher status, is in
love with the individual.
grandiose A delusion of inflated worth, power, knowledge, identity, or spe
cial relationship to a deity or famous person.
mood-congruent See mood-congruent psychotic features.
mood~incongruent See mood-incongruent psychotic features.
of being controlled A delusion in which feelings, impulses, thoughts, or ac
tions are experienced as being under the control of some external force rather
than being under one's own control.
of reference A delusion whose theme is that events, objects, or other persons
in one's immediate environment have a particular a.nd unusual significance.
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These delusions are usually of a negative or pejorative nature, but also may be
gTandiose in content This differs from an idea of reference, in which the false be
lief is not as firmly held nor as fully organized into a true belief.
persecutory A delusion in which the central theme is that one (or someone
to whom one is close) is being attacked. harassed. cheated, persecuted, or con
spired against.
somatic A delusion whose main content pertains to the appearance or func
tioning of one's body.
thought broadcasting The delusion that one's thoughts are being broadcasl
out loud so that they can be perceived by others.
thought insertion The delusion that certain of one's thoughts are not one's
own, but rather ace inserted into one's mind.

depersonalization An alteration in the perception or experience of the self so tha
one feels detached from, and as if one is an outside observer of, one's mental proces'
es or body (e.g., feeling like one is in a dream).

derailment ("loosening of associations") A pattern of speech in which a persOi )
ideas slip off one track onto another that is completely unrelated or only obliquely re
lated. In moving from one sentence or clause to another, the person shifts the topic
idiosyncratically from one frame of reference to another and things may be said in

juxtaposition that lack a meaningful relationship. This disturbance occurs betwee"
clauses, in contrast to incoherence, in which the disturbance is witllill clauses. An oc
casional change of topic without warning or obvious cOlU'lection does not constitute
derailment.

derealization An alteration in the perception or experience of the external world so
that it seems strange or unreal (e.g., people may seem unfamiliar or mechanical).

disorientation Confusion about the time of day, date, or season (time), where one
is (place), or who one is (person).

dissociation A disruption in the usually integrated functions of consciousness,
memory, identity, or perception of the environment. The disturbance may be sudden
or gradual, transient or chronic.

distractibility The inability to maintain attention, that is, the shifting from one area
or topic to another with minimal provocation, or attention being drawn too frequent~

Iy 10 unimportant or irrelevant external stimuli.

dysarthria Imperfect articulation of speech due to disturbances of muscular control.

dyskinesia Distortion of voluntary movements with involuntary muscular activity.

dyssomnia Primary disorders of sleep or wakefulness characterized by insomnia or
hypersomnia as the major presenting symptom. Dyssomnias are disorders of the
amount, quality, or timing of sleep.
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dystonia Disordered tonicity of muscles.

823

edtolalia The pathological, parrotlike, and apparently senseless repetition (echo
ing) of a word or phrase just spoken by another person.

echopraxia Repetition by imitation of the movements of another. The action is not
a willed or voluntary one and has a semiautomatic and lmcontrollable quality.

flashback A recurrence of a memory, feeling, or perceptual experience from the
past.

flight of ideas A nearly continuous flow of accelerated speech with abrupt changes
from topic to topic thai are usually based on understandable associations, distracting
stimuli, or plays on words_ \'Vhen severe, speech may be disorganized and incoher
ent.

gender dysphoria A persistent aversion toward some or all of those physical char
acteristics or social roles that connote one's own biological sex.

gender identity A person's inner conviction of being male or female.

gender role Attitudes, patterns of behavior, and personality attributes defined by
the culture in which the person lives as stereotypically "masculine" or "feminine" so-
cial roles.

grandiosity An inflated appraisal of one's worth, power, knowledge, importance,
or identity. When extreme, grandiosity may be of delusional proportions.

hallucination A sensory perception that has the compelling sense of reality of a true
perception but that occurs without external stimulation of the relevant sensory organ.
Hallucinations should be distinguished from ilIllsions, in which an actual external
stimulus is misperceived or misinterpreted. The person rna)' or may not have insight
into the fact that he or she is having a hallucination. One person with auditory hallu
cinations may recognize that he or she is having a false sensory experience, whereas
another may be convinced that the source of the sensory experience has an independent
physical reality. The term halll/cillatioll is not ordinarily applied to the false percep
tions that occur during dreaming.. while falling asleep (hypllagogic), or when awaken
ing (hYPllopompic). Transient hallucinatory experiences may occur in people without
a menial disorder.

Types of hallucinations include

auditory A hallucination involVing the perception of sound, most commonl)'
of voices. Some clinicians and investigators would not include those experi·
ences perceived as coming from inside the head and would instead limit the
concept of true auditory hallucinations to those sounds whose source is per·
ceived as being external. However, as used in DSM·fV, no distinction is made
as to whether the source of the voices is perceived as being inside or outside of
the head.
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gustatory A hallucination involving the perception of taste (usually unpleas
ant).

mood-congruent See mood-congruent psychotic features.
mood-incongruent Sec mood-incongruent psychotic features.
olfactory A hallucination involving the perception of odor, such as of bum
ing rubber or decaying fish.
somatic A hallucination involving the perception of a physical experience
localized within the body (such as a feeling of electricity). A somatic hallucina
tion is to be distinguished from physical sensations arising from an as-yel
undiagnosed general medical condition, from hypochondriacal preoccupation
with normal physical sensations, and from a tactile hallucination.
tactile A hallucination involVing the perception of being touched or of some
thing being under one's skin. The most common tactile hallucinations are the
sensation of electric shocks and formication (the sensation of something creep
ing or crawling on or under the skin).
visual A hallucination involving sight. which may consist of formed images.
such as of people, or of unformed images. such as flashes of light. Visual hal
lucinations should be distinguished from illusions, which are misperceptions
of real external stimuli.

hyperacusis Painful sensitivity to sounds.

hypersomnia Excessive sleepiness, as evidenced by prolonged nocturnal sleep, dif
ficulty maintaining an alert awake state during the day. or undesired daytime sleep
episodes.

ideas of reference The feeling that casual incidents and external events have a par
ticular and unusual meaning that is specific to the person. This is to be distinguished
from a deillsioll of reference, in which there is a belief that is held with delusional con
viction.

illusion A misperception or misinterpretation of a real external stimulus, such as
hearing the rustling of leaves as the sound of voices. See also hallucination.

incoherence Speech or thinking that is essentially incomprehensible to others be
cause words or phrases are joined together without a logical or meaningful connec
tion. l1\is disturbance occurs wit1lill clauses, in contrast to derailment, in which the
disturbance is between clauses. This has sometimes been referred to as "word salad"
to convey the degree of linguistic disorganization. Mildly ungrammatical construc
tions or idiomatic usages characteristic of particular regional or cultural back
grounds, lack of education, or low intelligence should not be considered incoherence.
The term is generally not applied when there is evidence that the disturbance in
speech is due to an aphasia.

,
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insomnia A subjective complaint of difficulty falling or staying asleep or poor sleep
quality. Types of i.nsollmia include

initial insomnia Difficulty in falling asleep.
middle insomnia Awakening in the middle of the night followed by eventu
ally falling back to sleep, but with difficulty.
terminal insomnia Awakening before one's usual waking time and being
unable to return to sleep.

intersex condition A condition in which an individual shows intemlingling, in var
ious degrees, of the characteristics of each sex, including physical form, reproductive
organs, and sexual behavior.

macropsia The visual perception that objects are larger than they actually are.

magical thinking The erroneous belief that one's thoughts, words, or actions will cause
or prevent a specific outcome in some way that defies commonly tmderstood laws of
cause and effect. Magical thinking may be a part of normal child development.

micropsia The visual perception that objects are smaller than they actually arc.

mood A pervasive and sustained emotion that colors the perception of the world.
Common examples of mood include depression, elation, anger, and anxiety. In con
trast to affect, which refers to more fluctuating changes in emotional "weather," mood
refers to a more pervasive and sustained emotional "climate."

Types of mood include

dysphoric An unpleasant mood, such as sadness, anxiety, or irritability.
elevated An exaggerated feeling of well-being, or euphoria or elation. A per
son with elevated mood may describe feeling "high," "ecstatic," "on top of the
world," or "up in the clouds."
euthymic Mood in the "normal" range, which implies the absence of de
pressed or elevated mood.
expansive Lack of restraint in expressing one's feelings, frequently with an
overvaluation of one's significance or importance.
irritable Easily arulOyed and provoked to anger.

mood-congruent psychotic features Delusions or hallucinations whose content is
entirely consistent with the typical themes of a depressed or manic mood. If the mood
is depressed, the content of the delusions or hallucinations would involve themes of
personal inadequacy, guilt, disease, death, nihilism, or deserved punishment. The
content of the delusion may include themes of persecution if these are based on self
derogatory concepts such as deserved punishment. If the mood is manic, the content
of the delusions or hallucinations would involve themes of inflated worth, power,
knowledge, or identity, or a special relationship to a deity or a famous person. The
content of the delusion may include themes of persecution if these are based on con
cepts such as inflated worth or deserved punishment.
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mood-incongruent psychotic features Delusions or hallucinations whose content
is not consistent with the typical themes of a depressed or manic mood. In the case of
depression, the delusions or hallucinations would not involve themes of personal
inadequacy, guill, disease, death, nihilism, or deserved plmishmenl. In Ihe case of
mania, the delusions or hallucinations would not involve themes of inflated worth,
power, knowledge, or identity, or a special relationship to a deity or a famous person.
Examples of mood-incongruent psychotic features include persecutory delusions
(withollt self-derogatory or grandiose conlent), thought insertion, thought broadcast
ing, and delusions of being controlled whose content has no apparent relationship to
any of the themes listed above.

nystagmus Involuntary rhythmic movements of the eyes that consist of small
amplitude rapid tremors in one direction and a larger, slower, recurrent sweep in the
opposite direction. Nystagmus may be horizontal, vertical, or rotary.

overvalued idea An unreasonable and sustained belief that is maintained with less
than delusional intensity (i.e., the person is able to acknowledge the possibility that
the belief may not be true). The belief is not one that is ordinarii)' accepted by other
members of the person's culture or subculture.

panic aUacks Discrete periods of sudden onset of intense apprehension, fearful
ness, or terror, often associated with feelings of impending doom. During these at
tacks there are symptoms such as shortness of breath or smothering sensations;
palpitations, pounding heart, or accelerated heart rate; chest pain or discomfort;
choking; and fear of going crazy or losing control. Panic attacks may be unexpected
(uncued), in which the onset of the attack is not associated with a situational trigger
and instead occurs "out of the blue"; situationally bound, in which the panic attack
almost invariably occurs immediately on exposure to, or in anticipation of, a situa
tional trigger ("cue"); and situationally predisposed, in which the panic attack is

more likely to occur on exposure to a situational trigger but is not invariably associ
ated with it.

paranoid ideation Ideation, of less than delusional proportions, invol\'ing suspi
ciousness or the belief that one is being harassed, persecuted., or tmfairly treated..

parasomnia Abnormal behavior or physiological events occurring during sleep or
sleep-wake transitions.

personality Enduring patterns of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the en
vironment and oneseU. Persollfllily traits are prominent aspects of personality that are
exhibited in a wide range of important social and personal contexts. Only when per
sonality traits are innexible and maladaptive and cause either significant hmctional
impairment or subjective distress do they constitute a Personality Disorder.

phobia A persistent, irrational fear of a specific object, activity, or situation (the
phobic stimulus) that results in a compelling desire to avoid it. This often leads either 1
to avoidance of the phobic stimulus or to enduring it with dread.
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pressured speech Speech that is increased in amount, accelerated, and difficult or
impossible to interrupt. Usually it is also loud and emphatic. Frequently the person
talks without any social stimulation and may continue to talk even though no one is
listening.

prodrome An early or premonitory sign or symptom of a disorder.

psychomotor agitation See agitation.

psychomotor retardation Visible generalized slowing of movements and speech.

psychotic This term has historically received a number of different definitions,
none of which has achieved universal acceptance. The narrowest definition of psy
dwtic is restricted to delusions or prominent hallucinations, with the hallucinations
occurring in the absence of insight into their pathological nature. A slightly less re
strictive definition would also include prominent hallucinations thai the individual
realizes ace hallucinatory experiences. Broader still is a definition that also includes
other positive symptoms of Schizophrenia (Le., disorganized speech, grossly disorga
nized or catatonic behavior). Unlike these definitions based on symptoms, the defini
tion used in DSM~II and ICD-9 was probably far too inclusive and focused on the
severity of functional impairment, so that a mental disorder was termed psychotic if it
resulted in "impairment that grossly interferes with the capacity to meet ordinary de
mands of life." Finally, the term has been defined conceptually as a loss of ego bound
aries or a gross impairment in reality testing. Based on their characteristic features,
the different disorders in DSM-IV emphasize different aspects of the various defini
tions of psychotic.

residual phase The phase of an illness that occurs after remission of the florid
S}'ID.ptoms or the full syndrome.

sex A person's biological status as male, female, or uncertain. Depending on the cir
cumstances, this determination may be based on the appearance of the external gen
italia or on karyotyping.

sign An objective manifestation of a pathological condition. Signs are observed by
the examiner rather than reported by the affected individual.

stereotyped movements Repetitive, seemingly driven, and nonfunctional motor
behavior (e.g., hand shaking or waving, body rocking, head banging, mouthing of ob
jects, self~biting, picking at skin or body orifices, hitting one's own body).

stressor, psychosocial Any life event or life change that may be associated tempo
rally (and perhaps causally) with the onset, occurrence, or exacerbation of a mental
disorder.

stupor A state of unresponsiveness with immobility and mutism.
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symptom A subjective manifestation of a pathological condition. Symptoms are re
ported by the affected individual rather than observed by the examiner.

syndrome A grouping of signs and symptoms, based on their frequent co-ocrur
rence, that may suggest a common underlying pathogenesis, course, familial pattern.
or treatment selection.

synesthesia A condition in which a sensory experience associated with one modal
ity occurs when another modality is stimulated, for example, a sound produces the
sensation of a particular color.

tic An involuntary, sudden, rapid, recurrent, nonrhythmic, stereotyped motor
movement or vocalization.

transsexualism Severe gender dysphoria, coupled with a persistent desire for thp
physical characteristics and social roles that connote the opposite biological sex.
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Highlights of Changes in
DSM-IV Text Revision

This appendix provides an overview of the changes made to the text. It should be
noted that the following is not an exhaustive guide---<:hanges in wording made (or
darity and expansions of the differential diagnosis sections of the text are not includ
ed here. It should also be noted that the majority of paragraphs in DSM-IV have not
been revised, indicating that, even after the literature review, most of the information
in the original text remains up-la-date.

Introduction. Several paragraphs have been added describing the DSM-IV text re·
vision process, and additional clarifying text has been added 10 the Use of Clinical
Judgment section regarding the importance of the method of data collection in deter
mining whether diagnostic criteria have been met.

Multiaxial assessment. The instructions for making a Global Assessment of Func
tioning (GAF) rating have been greatly expanded. Discussions about applying the
GM to the current time frame and about the underlying structure of the scale (i.e.,
each element's having a symptom and functioning component) have been added.
Finall)', a four-step method to ensure that no elements of the GAF scale are over
looked when making a GAF rating is provided.

Disorders Usually First Diagnosed in
Infancy, Childhood, or Adolescence

Mental Retardation. Additional information has been added regarding the associ
ation of certain etiological factors and comorbid symptoms and disorders (e.g., fragile
Xsyndrome and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder).

Commu.nication Disorders. Text has been added to indicate that a thorough func
tional assessment of the individual's language ability can be made when standard
ized. tests are unavailable or inappropriate (e.g., because the available tests were
standardized only in limited populations). Prevalence and Course sections for Expres
sive Language Disorder, rvlixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder, and Phe
nological Disorder, as well as the Course section for Stuttering, have been updated.

829
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Autistic Disorder. The text in the Diagnostic Features section has been modified 10
highlight difficulties in the pragmatic aspects of language. which are especially rele
vant in the assessment of higher-functioning individuals. In addition, better exam
ples of restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests, and
activities have been added. The text has also been modified 10 reflect evidence that in
up to one-fifth of cases, parents retrospectively report relatively normal development
for the first} or 2 years. The section on associated cognitive deficits and associated
general medical conditions has been updated. The range of prevalence figures has
been revised to reflect a number of more recent studies thai suggest a higher preva
lence. More specific information regarding sibling risk has been added to the Familial
Pattem section.

Rett's Disorder. Text has been added reflecting the finding that some cases of Rett's
Disorder are associated with a specific genetic mutation.

Asperger's Disorder. Because of the limited data available about this newly intro
duced disorder, the DSM-rv text for Asperger's Disorder provided little more than a
restatement of the diagnostic criteria. Accordingly, the text for Asperger's Disorder
has now been extensi\'ely revised. Specific e.xamples of the typical manifestations of
the impairment in reciprocal social interaction and in restricted, repetitive behavior
and interests are provided in order to better differentiate these individuals from those
with Autistic Disorder. In addition, text has been added to clarify that the require
ment for no clinically significant delays in language does not imply that individuals
with Asperger's Disorder have no problems with communication. The Associated
Features and Disorders, Course, and Differential Diagnosis sections have been great
ly expanded and a section on Specific Age Features has been added.

Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. The definition has
been changed to correct an error that inadvertently allowed this diagnosis to be made
in cases in which there was a pervasive impairment in only one developmental area
(i.e., in the development of reciprocal social interaction, communication skills, or ste
reotyped behaviors, interests, or activities). The definition now requires that there be
impairment in reciprocal social interaction that is associated with an impairment in
communication skills or with the presence of stereotyped behaviors, interests, or ac
tivities.

Attention·DefidtlHyperactivity Disorder. Many of the changes highlight differ
ences among the subtypes. For example, individuals with the Predominantly Inatten·
tive and Combined Types tend to have academic deficits and school-relate<
problems, whereas those with the Predominantly Hyperactive-Impulsive Type tena
to have more peer rejection and accidental injuries. Gender ratio is less predomi
nantly male in the Predominantly Inattentive Type. Additional information about
Associated Features (e.g., variability in IQ, presence of family discord) and Specific
Age Features (especially Attention·Oeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder in adults) is in
duded. Estimates of prevalence rates have been revised upward, reflecting increased
prevalence due to the inclusion of the Predominantly Hyperactive-Impulsive and
Predominantly Inattentive Types in DSM·rv.
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Conduct Disorder. The list of risk factors for developing Conduct Disorder has
been expanded. The relationship between Oppositional Defiant Disorder and the
subsequent development of the Childhood-Onset Type of Conduct Disorder has been
noted in the Course section.

Oppositional Defiant Disorder. The Course section of the text clarifies that al
though Childhood-Onset cases of Conduct Disorder are often preceded by Opposi
tional Defiant Disorder, many children with Oppositional Defiant Disorder do not go
on to develop Conduct Disorder.

Pica. Prevalence data have been provided, and comorbidity with Pervasive Devel
opmental Disorders is noted.

Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood. Changes have been made in the
Prevalence (community prevalence is noted) and Course sections (persistence of de
creased height and weight into adolescence compared with peers).

Tic Disorders. The DSM-rv criteria set for Tic Disorders has been corrected by elim
inating the requirement for "clinically significant distress or impairment" that was
added to the majority of disorders in OSM-rv (Tic Disorders among them). This cri
terion has been problematic in Tic Disorders for a number of reasons, including the
fact that it is at variance with clinical experience (i.e., most children with Touretle's
Disorder do not experience marked distress or impairment) and that it hinders epi
demiological research and family studies. Other changes in the text include an ex~

panded description of the types of tics as well as an expansion of the Differential
Diagnosis section (i.e., differentiating beh,'een tics and other types of movements)
and of the Associated Features and Disorders (including comorbidity patterns), Spe
cific Age Features (gender ratio), Prevalence, Course, and Familial Pattern sections of
lourette's Disorder.

Encopresis. Encopresis with functional constipation is the moslcommon fonn. Text
regarding physiological predispositions to constipation has been updated and ex
panded.

Enuresis. 'ew information about different mechanisms underlying the Diurnal
Only Type has been added. Associated Features and Disorders (particularly predis
posing factors), Prevalence, and Familial Pattern sections have been updated.

Separation Anxiety Disorder. The Prevalence and Course sections have been up
dated to indicate that there is a decrease in prevalence from childhood through ado
lescence and that mosl children with separation anxiety are free of an impairing
Anxiety Disorder at extended follow-up.

Reactive Attachment Disorder. The Associated Features and Disorders (risk fac
tors such as extreme neglect and institutional care) and Course (persistence of indis~

criminant sociability) sections have been updated.
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Stereo typic Movement Disorder. Pathological skin picking has been removed
from the list of examples-such cases should be diagnosed as Impulse-Control Dis·
order I ot Otherwise Specified. The Associated Features and Disorders section (i.e.,
clarification that the disorder can occur in non-developmenla1l)' delayed popula
tions) has been modified.

Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and
Other Cognitive Disorders

Delirium. The Associated Features and Disorders section has been modified to em
phasize the presence of hvo varieties of delirium: hyperactive and hypoactive. Text
has also been added to the Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features section to re
nect the finding that advanced age has been found to be a risk factor for delirium in
a variety o( study populations, even after other risk factors (such as concomitant ill·
ness) are controlled (or. Prevalence data on delirium in a variety of medically ill pop
ulations are now available (e.g., up to 60% of nursing home residents age 75 or older
may develop delirium). The imporlance of early recognition and treatment of deliri·
urn is highlighted in the substantial additions to the Course section of the text (e.g.,
individuals with better premorbid cognitive and physical functioning have a better
recovery).

Delirium Due to a General Medical Condition. The list of associated general med·
ical conditions has been reorganized and updated.

Substance-Induced Delirium. Text has been added to clarify that the onset and off·
set may be affected by various factors such as brain damage, older age, substance
half-life, presence of multiple substances, and poor clearance.

Dementia. There are new diagnostic codes for the dementias (with the exception of
that for Vascular Dementia, which remains unchanged). The code for all types of
dementia (except Vascular) is 294.10 if the subtype is "Without Behavioral Distur·
bance," and 29~.11 if the subtype is "With Behavioral Disturbance." Codable
subtypes that previously applied to Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type (e.g., With De
pressed Mood) no longer apply. Lnstead, the corresponding Mental Disorder Due to
a General Medical Condition (e.g., 293.83 Mood Disorder Due to Alzheimer's Dis
ease) should be coded on Axis I. Because of ICD-9-eM coding conventions, Vascular
Dementia codes and subtypes remained unchanged.

The list of causes of dementia has been updated to reflect that the most common
cause, after Alzheimer's disease, is another neurodegenerative process, such as Lewy
body disease or frontotemporal degeneration-two etiologies that are not specifically
listed in DSM-IV. Pre\'alence figures have been updated to reflect more recent epi
demiological data (i.e., around 1.5% for individuals ages 65-69 years, rising to 16%
25% for those over age 85 years).

Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type. Although an enormous effort has gone into the
development of biological markers for Alzheimer's disease, none of these markers are
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as yet widely accepted. Text has been added to the Associated Laboratory Findings
subsection (as weD as the Differential Diagnosis section for Dementia) acknowledging
that Alzheimer's disease remains a diagnosis of exclusion. The section on Course has
been updated to highlight the development of personality changes. Prevalence esti
mates have been revised on the basis of the United States General Accounting Office's
1998 report on the prevalence of Alzheimer's disease. Finally, the Familial Pattern sec·
tion has been updated to reflect current data on chromosomal linkage and the role of
the genetic marker APOE4 as a risk factor for the development of late-onset cases.

Dementia Due to Parkinson's Disease/Dementia Due to Pick's Disease. Two of
the most common forms of dementia are Lewy body dementia (an example of which
is Dementia Due to Parkinson's Disease) and frontotemporal dementia (of which De
mentia Due to Pick's Disease is an example). Although there was insufficient evi·
dence to justify a radical reorganization of this section, text has been added to the
sections on Dementia Due to Other General Medical Conditions, Dementia Due to
Parkinson's Disease, and Dementia Due to Pick's Disease to clarify how such cases
should be classified.

Dementia Due to Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease. Text has been added regarding the
cross-species transmission of prion infections, reflecting the outbreak of a human
\'arlant of bo\'ine spongiform encephalopathy in the United Kingdom in the mid
19905.

Mental Disorders Due to a
General Medical Condition

Personality Change Due to a General Medical Condition. A change has been
made to correct an error in the exclusion criterion, which does not allow a diagnosis
of Personality Change Due to a General Medical Condition to be given comorbidly
with a diagnosis of dementia. This criterion was an unintended carryover from
DSM·rn-R, which excluded personality change in the presence of dementia because
personality change was included in the diagnostic criteria for dementia. Clinically
significant symptoms occurring with dementia are diagnosed by coding the specific
mental disorder due to a general medical condition on Axis I alongside the dementia.
Thus, this exclusion has been removed, allowing, for example, an individual with
Alzheimer's disease who develops a change in personality to be given a comorbid di
agnosis of Personality Change Due to Alzheimer's Disease.

Substance-Related Disorders

Substance Dependence. The Features section has been updated to indicate that
varied degrees of tolerance may develop to the different central nervous system ef
fects of a substance, that tolerance rna}' develop to phencyclidine, and that a past his
tol)' of tolerance or withdrawal is associated with a worse clinical course (i.e., earlier
onset, higher levels of substance intake, and greater numbers of substance-related
problems).
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Familial Pattern sections for Dependence/AbuselIntoxicationIWithdrawal. The
text has been updated to clarify that individuals who may be at higher risk for Alco
hol Dependence because of a family history of Alcohol Dependence do not necessar·
ily have a higher risk of developing Dependence on other substances.

Substance-Induced Disorders. Examples have been added to help clarify when it
is appropriate to diagnose Substance Intoxication or Substance Withdrawal versus a
Substance-Induced Disorder With Onset During Intoxication or With Onset During
Withdrawal.

Alcohol-Related Disorders. The Associated Features and Disorders section (e.g.,
risk of alcohol-related accidents, comorbidity with other disorders) has been updated.
A discussion of the laboratory test carbohydrate deficient transferrin (COn, a widely
used state marker for heavy drinking, has been added. In the Specific Culture, Age,
and Gender Features section, the text concerning the low rates of Dependence in
Asians and the clinical course in women has been expanded. Text regarding the prev
alence of alcohol use, alcohol·related. complications, and Alcohol Dependence has
been expanded and updated..

Amphetamine (or Amphetamine-like)-Related Disorders. Text regarding the
prevalence of amphetamine use across different age groups and the prevalence of
Dependence has been expanded and updated.

Caffeine-Related Disorders. The Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features sec
tion has been expanded to include infonnation about the increased sensitivity of the
elderly to the effects of caffeine. A Prevalence section has been added that describes
patterns of caffeine use, and the Course section has been expanded and updated..

Cannabis-Related Disorders. Updated infonnation regarding mechanisms of ac
tion has been added to the introductory section. The text for Cannabis Dependence
has been updated to clarify that evidence of physiological dependence is seen in
chronic users and may be associated with more severe cannabis-related problems.
Text regarding the prevalence of cannabis use across different age groups and the
prevalence of Dependence has been expanded and updated. A discussion of whether
cannabis use is a precursor to other drug use (i.e., its role as a "gateway drug") has
been added to the Course section.

Cocaine-Related Disorders. The complications of severe Cocaine Intoxication have
been updated and expanded, and the Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features sec·
tion has also been updated. Text regarding the prevalence of cocaine use across dif
ferent age groups and the prevalence of Dependence and Abuse has been expanded
and updated.

Hallucinogen-Related Disorders. A discussion of the physiological changes ass~

dated with intoxication (e.g., increases in blood glucose) has been added. Text re
garding the prevalence of hallucinogen use across different age groups and the
prevalence of Dependence and Abuse has been expanded and updated.
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Inhalant-Related Disorders. Additional information has been added to the subsec
tions on Associated Laboratory Findings (Le.• the availability of urine assay for a me
tabolite of toluene) and Associated Physical Examination Findings and General
Medical Conditions (i.e., an expanded. list of respiratory complications and discus
sion of a possible association between benzene and acute myelocytic leukemia). Text
regarding the prevalence of different types of inhalant use among different age and
other demographic groups has been added.

Nicotine-Related Disorders. The Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features sec
tion has been updated (e.g., data about increased nicotine blood levels in African
Americans have been added). Text regarding the prevalence of smoking and other to
bacco use in various groups and the prevalence of Nicotine Dependence has been up
dated. The Course section has also been revised on the basis of new data.

Opioid-Related Disorders. Text regarding hepatitis screening tests has been added
to the Associated Laboratory Findings subsection, and death rates from medical com
plications have been added to the Associated. Physical Examination Findings and
General Medical Conditions subsection. The Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Fea
tures (i.e., gender ratio) and Course (i.e., remission rates) sections have been updated.
Text regarding the prevalence of different patterns of opioid use among different age
and other demographic groups has been updated and expanded.

Phencyclidine {or Phencyclidine-Likel-Related Disorders. Text regarding theprev
alence of different patterns of phencyclidine use among different age groups has been
updated and expanded.

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, and Anxiolytic-Related Disorders. Text regarding patterns
of use among different age groups and the prevalence of Dependence and Abuse has
been updated.

Polysubstance Dependence. Examples have been added to clarify the appropriate
use of this category.

Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders

The introduction has been updated to emphasize that psychotic symptoms are not
necessarily considered to be core features of the disorders included in this section, nor
do the disorders in this section necessarily have a common etiology.

Schizophrenia. The Associated Features and Disorders section has been updated
and expanded to indude additional infonnation on anosognosia (lack of insight), risk
factors for suicidal and violent behavior, and comorbidity with other mental dis
orders. The Associated Laboratory Findings subsection has also been updated to
include separate discussions of structural and functional neuroimaging, neuropsy
chological deficits, and neurophysiological abnormalities. The Specific Culture, Age,
and Gender Features section includes an expanded discussion about overdiagnosis
of Schizophrenia in certain racial groups, updated information regarding late-onset
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cases, and updated text regarding gender differences. The Prevalence section has
been updated to include additional information and geographic and historical varia
tions in incidence. The Familial Pattern section introduces Ihe concept of "schizophre.
nia spectrum" (i.e., the range of disorders that are more likely in the relatives of
individuals with Schizophrenia).

Schizophrenia Subtypes. The introduction has been updated 10 indicate limited
stability and prognostic value of the subtypes.

Schizophreniforrn Disorder. Updated prevaJence information has been provided,
including contrasting rales in developed and developing countries. A brief Familial
Pattern section has been added, indicating a possible increased risk of Schizophrenia
in relatives of individuals with Schizophreniform Disorder.

Schizoaffective Disorder. The Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features (Le., ele-
vated rates in women are mosUy accounted for by increased incidence of the Depres
sive Type) and Course (i.e., association of stressors with a better prognosis) sections
have been updated.

Delusional Disorder. The Cowse section has been updated.

Brief Psychotic Disorder. The Prevalence section has been updated to note that al
though this disorder is rarely seen in developed counbies, psychotic episodes 0

slightly longer dwation (1-6 months) are more common in developing countries.

Psychotic Disorder Due to a General Medical Condition. The list of etiological
general medical conditions has been updated, and sections on Prevalence and Cowse
have been added.

Mood Disorders

Major Depressive Episode. The Associated Laboratory Findings subsection of the
text has been updated and expanded to include additional neurobiological abnormal
ities (e.g., alterations in newopeptides and other hormones in response to challenge
tests) and functional brain imaging results. The Specific Culture, Age, and Gender
Featwes section has been updated to clarify that increased risk in women emerges
during adolescence and rna}' coincide with puberty.

Major Depressive Disorder. The Associated Physical Examination Findings and
General Medical Conditions subsection has been updated to emphasize that comor
bid general medical conditions worsen the course of Major Depressive Disorder. The
Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features section has been expanded to include in
formation about laboratory findings (e.g., evidence of subcortical white matter hyper
intensities) in late--onset depression. Changes in the Familial Pattern section indicate
increased risk of Anxiety Disorders in offspring of individuals with depression.

Dysthymic Disorder. The Course section has been updated to indicate that the out
come of DysthymiC Disorder is significantly better with active treatment. Changes to
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the Familial Pattern section indicate elevated rates of both Dysthymic Disorder and
Major Depressive Disorder in relatives of those with Dysthymic Disorder.

Bipolar I Disorder and Bipolar 11 Disorder. The Associated Descriptive Features
and i\'lental Disorders subsection has been expanded to include information on the
comorbidity of Bipolar 1 Disorder and Alcohol and other Substance Use Disorders.
The Associated Laboratory Findings subsection has been updated to reflect increased
rates of certain brain lesions in individuals with Bipolar I Disorder as a group. The
Associated Physical Examination Findings and General Medical Conditions subsec
tion has been expanded to clarify the relationship between Bipolar I and Bipolar II
Disorders and thyroid dysfunction (i.e., association between hypofunction and rapid
cycling.. and hyperthyroidism precipitating episodes in those with preexisting Mood
Disorder). The Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features section has been updated
to reflect gender differences in Rapid Cycling, types of episodes, and risk for mixed
episodes. The relationship between age at onset and family history is noted in the Fa·
milial Pattern section of Bipolar I Disorder.

Bipolar Disorder Not Othenvise Specified. An additional example has been add·
ed to clarify that individuals with chronic dysth}'mia who also experience occasional
hypomanic episodes do not qualify for a diagnosis of either Dysthymic Disorder (be
cause hypomanic episodes are present) or Cyclothymic Disorder (because the hypo-
manic episodes are too infrequent).

Catatonic Features. The text has been expanded to provide a breakdown of the
causes of catatonia.

Melancholic Features. The original statement that individuals with Melanchol.ic
Features are more likely to respond to somatic treatment is incorrect and has been re
placed by text that emphasizes the need for active treahnent given the low placebo
response rate.

Atypical Features. Text has been added to clarify that, when used to describe the
most recent (as opposed to current) episode, this specifier applies if the features pre
dominate during any 2-week period. In addition, it is noted that individuals with
these features are more likely to respond to treatment with monoamine oxidase in·
hibitors than to tricyclic antidepressants.

Postpartum Onset. The text on associated features has been updated, and text has
been added to highlight the differentiation of this subtype from "baby blues."

Rapid Cycling. Updated text includes prevalence data and the potential association
between cycling rate and antidepressant therapy.

Anxiety Disorders

Panic Attack. The text describing the three types of Panic Attacks (i.e., unexpected,
situationally botmd, and situationally predisposed) has been updated to clarify the
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nahue of the triggers, the association between the types of Panic Attacks and partic
ular Anxiety Disorders, and differential diagnosis.

Panic Disorder. Information about the relationship behveen Panic Attacks and poten
tial triggers in Panic Disorder has been updated (i.e., situational triggers may be either ex·
temal or internal, and "unexpected" means that the individual does not immediately
associate the attack with a situational trigger). The list of associated general medical con
ditions has been extended, the Prevalence section has been expanded to include rates in
clinical samples, and the Familial Pattern section has been updated to include informa
tion from more recent studies (e.g., relationship behveen age at onset of proband and risk
in first-degree relatives). Finally, the Differential Diagnosis section has been expanded to
include situations in which the person may not be able to identify the cues triggering a
Panic Attack (e.g., cognitions or physiological symptoms similar to those that ocCUJ'l'ed. al
the time of the traumatic event in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder).

Specific Phobia. Additional information regarding comorbidity, relative hequency
of subtypes in community settings, gender ratio, course (e.g., having Specific Phobia
in adolescence increases the chance of having Specific Phobia in adulthood but not
other mental disorders), and familial pattern has been provided.

Social Phobia. The Associated Descriptive Features and Mental Disorders section
has been updated (i.e., association with suicidal ideation and other Anxiety Disor
ders). The Associated Laboratory Findings subsection has been updated to clarify
that no laboratory test has been found to be diagnostic of Social Phobia (i.e., original
text suggesting a differential response to lactate infusion has been deleted).

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder. Information regarding comorbidity with other
mental disorders has been updated. The Specific Culture, Age, and Gender Features
section has been updated to include a brief section on the subset of children who de
velop Obsessive-eompuisive Disorder in association with Group A beta-hemolytic
streptococcal infections. Additional information has been added to draw on the in
creased body of data regarding children with Obsessive-eompuJsive Disorder (e.g.,
comorbid disorders, prevalence). The Prevalence section has been updated and ex
panded to include rates in children.

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Information regarding associated features, comor
bidity with other mental disorders, associations with general medical conditions,
prevalence rates, and course (e.g., symptom reactivation in response to reminders of
trauma, life stressors, or new traumatic events) has been updated. A brief Familial
Pattern section has been added, describing evidence of a heritable component to the
transmission of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and the relationship beh\feen a history
of depression in first-degree relatives and increased vulnerability to developing Post~

traumatic Stress Disorder.

Acute Stress Disorder. Additional information regarding progression to Posttrau
matic Stress Disorder and a range of prevalence rates in individuals exposed to severe
traumas have been provided.
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Generalized Anxiety Disorder. Prevalence in clinical settings and familial pattern
(i.e., evidence from hvin studies that suggests a genetic contribution) have been up
dated.

Somatoform Disorders

Somatization Disorder. The Associated Physical Examination Findings and Gener
al Medical Conditions subsection has been updated to clarify that some individuals
with Somatization Disorder also have objective signs that are part of a comorbid gen
eral medical condition.

Conversion Disorder. The Prevalence section has been expanded to include rates
in certain general medical settings.

Pain Disorder. The discussion on the risk of iatrogenic Substance Dependence in
the Associated Features and Disorders section has been updated and expanded to
include factors that minimize the likelihood of developing iatrogenic Substance De
pendence.In addition, text on associated sleep problems has been expanded. Text ad
dressing the prevalence of Pain Disorder in clinical settings, as well as additional
infonnation about course, has been included.

Hypochondriasis. The Associated Features and Disorders, Prevalence, and Course
(i.e., factors associated with better prognosis) sections have been updated.

Body Dysmorphic Disorder. Body build and muscularity have been added to the
list of body site preoccupations. The Associated Features and Disorders section has
been updated to include additional infonnation about lack of insight and efforts to
correct or hide the defects. Reported prevalence rates in clinical settings are also in
cluded.

Factitious Disorders

Factitious Disorder. The revised text for the Predominantly Physical Signs and
Symptoms subtype more clearly differentiates Mlinchausen's syndrome (the most
severe and chronic fann of Factitious Disorder) from less severe, more transient
forms. A Specific Gender Features section has been added, and the Prevalence and
Course sections have been updated.

Dissociative Disorders

Dissociative Identity Disorder. The text has been modified to indicate that cases of
Dissociative Identity Disorder have been documented. in a variety of cultures around
the world.

Depersonalization Disorder. The Associated Features and Disorders and Course
sections have been updated.



Eating Disorders

Sexual Dysfunctions. An Associated Disorders section has been added, and the
Prevalence section has been expanded and updated.

Introductory text has been added to clarify the definitions of the terms gender identity,
gender dyspllOria, and sexl/al orientation.
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Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders

Paraphilias. The clinical significance criteria were revised to darify that for Pedo
philia, Voyeurism, Exhibitionism, and Frotteurism, if the person has acted on these
urges, or the urges or sexual fantasies cause marked distress or interpersonal difficul
ty. then by definition there is clinical significance. For Sexual Sadism, if the person has
acted on these urges with a nonconsenting person, or the urges, sexual fantasies, or
behaviors cause marked distress or interpersonal difficulty, then the clinical signifi
cancecriterion is met. For the remaining Paraphilias, the clinical significance criterion
is met if the beha\·jor, sexual urges, or fantasies cause clinicaUy significant distress or
impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning. Of
course, for the specific diagnosis to be assigned, the particular pattern of paraphilic
arousal must also be present.

840

Gender Identity Disorder. Additional information is included to clarify how the
subtypes (based on sexual attraction) differ in terms of associated features and
course.

Anorexia Nervosa. TIle Associated Features and Disorders section has been updat
ed to include comorbidity with Personality Disorders. The Prevalence section has
been expanded to include figures for males. Course features have been updated to
clarify the relationship behveen Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosa.

Sleepwalking Disorder.
Specific Culture, Age, and
sections have been updatl

Bulimia Nervosa. Course section has been updated to include some information on
the long-term outcome of Bulimia Nervosa.

Sleep Disorders Related
Features subsection has b

Sleep Disorders
Iml
Nc

Primary Insomnia. The Associated Descriptive Features and Mental Disorders sub
section (e.g., functional impairment) and Associated Laboratory Findings subsection
(e.g., lack of daytime sleepiness as measured by Multiple Sleep Latency Test [MSLT),
substantial discrepancies between subjective report and polysomnographic measures
of sleep quality) have been revised. The Specific Age and Gender Features (e.g., in the
elderly), Prevalence (e.g., rates of the disorder in the general population), Course (text
on chronicity), and Familial Pattern sections have also been updated.

Primary Hypersomnia. The Specific Age and Gender Features (e.g., in children),
Prevalence, and Course sections have been updated.

Intermittent Explosive [
saulti\'e acts include \-erb
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arcolepsy. Text has been added to clarify that some of the symptoms (i.e., hypna
gogic and hypnopompic haUucinations and sleep paralysis) also occur in persons
with normal sleep. The Associated Laboratory Findings (including HLA typing) sub
section and Course (age at onset vs. age at presentation) section have also been
updated. A Specific Age Features section has been added to address issues in the di
agnosis of Narcolepsy in cltiIdren.

Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder. The Associated Laboratory Findings and Asso
ciated Physical Examination Findings and General Medical Conditions (i.e., associa
tion beh\'een neck size and risk for obstructive sleep apnea) subsections and Specific
Age and Gender Features (i.e., in children) section have been updated.

Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder. Additional subtype-specific information has
been provided in the Associated Features and Disorders section, Associated labora
tory Findings and Associated Physical Examination Findings and General Medical
Conditions subsections, and Specific Age Features, Prevalence, Course, and Familial
Pattern sections.

Dyssomnia Not Othenvise Specified. Greatly expanded descriptions of restless
legs syndrome and pcriodic limb movements, hvo weU-estabJished Sleep Disorders
included in the International Classification of Sleep Disorders, are now included.

Nightmare Disorder. The Associated Descriptive Features and Mental Disorders
subsection (i.e., an association beh\'een hequent chronic nightmares and increased
s}'Illptom measures of other psychopathology) and the Prevalence (i.e., rates of fre
quent nightmares in young adults) and Course sections have been updated.

Sleepwalking Disorder. The Associated Laboratory Findings subsection and the
Specific Culture, Age, and Gendcr Features, Prevalence, Course, and Familial Pattern
sections havc been updated.

Sleep Disorders Related to Another Mental Disorder. The Associated Laboratory
Features subsection has been updated.

Impulse-Control Disorders
Not Elsewhere Classified

Intermittent Explosive Disorder. Text has been added clarifying that serious as
saultive acts include verbal threats of physical assault to another individual. The As
sociated Features and Disorders-in particular the Associated Descriptive Features
and Mental Disorders subsection (e.g., symptoms that precede or accompany the ag
gressive acts, such as tingling or tremors, as weU as accompanying affect)---and
Course sections have been updated. A Familial Pattern section has been added, indi*
eating those disorders that may be more common among firsH::I.egree relatives of
individuals with Intermittent Explosive Disorder compared with the general popula
tion.
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Kleptomania. The Associated Features and Disorders and Familial Pattern (i.e.,
possible family history of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder in first-degree relatives of
individuals with Kleptomania) sections have been updated. A Specific Gender Fea
tures section (i.e., gender ratio) has also been added.

Pathological Gambling. An Associated Laboratory Findings subsection (e.g., a va
riety of abnormalities reported in samples of males) has been added. The Associated
Features and Disorders (e.g., childhood history of inattentive or hyperactive symp
toms) and Prevalence (e.g., influence of availability of legalized gambling on the
prevalence of Pathological Gambling) sections have been updated.

Trichotillomania. The Associated Features and Disorders, Prevalence, and Course
sections have been updated.

Adjustment Disorders

The Associated Features and Disorders section has been updated to clarify comorbid
ity with other disorders. The Prevalence section has been expanded to include rates
in children and in particular clinical settings. The Course section now includes text
about the risk of progression to other disorders.

Personality Disorders

lntroductory Text for Personality Disorders. The text describing dimensional
models has been updated, presenting the dimensions in terms of some of the more
important models.

Antisocial Personality Disorder. The Associated Features and Disorders text has
been updated to clarify that features that are part of the traditional conception of psy·
chopathy may be more predictive of recidivism in settings (e.g., prisons) where crim
inal acts are likely to be nonspecific.

Borderline Personality Disorder. Text has been added to the Course section to em
phasize that, contrary to many clinicians' preconceived notions, the prognosis for
many individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder is good.

Dependent Personality Disorder. The text for the Specific Culture, Age, and Gen
der Features section has been changed to remove the suggestions that reported gen
der difference is largely artifactual.

Obsessive·Compulsive Personality Disorder. The Associated Features and Disor·
ders section has been updated to further clarify the relationship between Anxiety
Disorders (especially Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder) and Obsessive-Compulsive
Personality Disorder.
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Appendixes

Changes have been made to several of the appendixes. Small changes have been
made in the descriptive text for some of the research categories in Appendix B (e.g.,
postpsychotic depressive disorder of Schizophrenia, premenstrual dysphoric disor·
der, mixed anxiety-depressive disorder), and the text (or the Medication-Induced
Movement Disorders section has been updated to include atypical neuroleptics. Ap
pendixes E. F, and G have been updated to correct (or ICD-9-eM coding changes that
have taken place over the past several years. Appendix K, containing the names o( the
DSM-IV Text Revision advisers, has also been added.

j



Appendix E

Alphabetical Listing of
DSM-IV-TR Diagnoses and Codes

NOS = Not Othenvise Specified.

V62.3
V62.4
3lJ8.3

309.9
309.24
309.0
3lJ9.3
309.28
309.4
V71.01
995.2
780.9
3llO.22

305.00
3lJ3.90
291.89
291.89
291.1

291.2

291.5
291.3
291.89
291.89
3lJ3.00
291.0
291.9
291.81
291.0
294.0

Academic Problem
Acculturation Problem
Acute Stress Disorder
Adjustment Disorders

Unspecified
With Anxiety
With Depressed Mood
With Disturbance of Conduct
With Mixed Anxiety and Depressed Mood
With Mixed Disturbance of Emotions and Conduct

Adult Antisocial Behavior
Adverse Effects of Medication NOS
Age-Related Cognitive Decline
Agoraphobia Without History of Panic Disorder
Alcohol

Abuse
Dependence
-Induced Anxiety Disorder
-Induced Mood Disorder
-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder
-Induced Persisting Dementia
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

\'Vith Delusions
With Hallucinations

-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
-Induced Sleep Disorder
Intoxication
Intoxication Delirium
·Related Disorder NOS
Withdrawal
Withdrawal Delirium

Amnestic Disorder Due to ... (Indicate tile General Medical COllditiollJ

845



294.8

305.70
304.40
292.89
292.84

292.11
292.12
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.81
292.9
292.0
307.1
301.7
293.84
300.00
299.80

314.01
314.01
314.00
314.9
299.00
301.82
V62.82
296.80

296.56
296.55
296.51
296.52
296.53
296.54
296.50
296.40

296.46
296.45
296.41
296.42
296.43
296.44
296.40
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Amnestic Disorder NOS
Amphetamine (or Amphetamine-Like)

Abuse
Dependence
·Induced. Anxiety Disorder
·lnduced Mood Disorder
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

With Delusions
With Hallucinations

-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
-Induced Sleep Disorder
Intoxication
Intoxication Delirium
-Related Disorder NOS
Withdrawal

Anorexia Nervosa
Antisocial Personality Disorder
Anxiety Disorder Due to ... {Indicate tile Gelleral Medical Condition]
Anxiety Disorder NOS
Asperger's Disorder
Attention·Oeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

Combined Type
Predominantly Hyperactive-Impulsive Type
Predominantly Inattentive Type

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder NOS
Autistic Disorder
Avoidant Personality Disorder
Bereavement
Bipolar Disorder NOS
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed

In Full Remission
In Partial Remission
Mild
Moderate
Severe Without Psychotic Features
Severe With Psychotic Features
Unspecified

Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Hypomanic
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic

In Full Remission
In Partial Remission
Mild
Moderate
Severe Without Psychotic Features
Severe With Psychotic Features
Unspecified
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296.66
296.65
296.61
296.62
296.63
296.64
296.60
296.7

296.06
296.05
296.Q1
296.Q2
296.03
296.04
296.00
296.89
300.7
V62.89
301.83
780.59
298.8
307.51

292.89
292.89
305.90
292.9

305.20
304.30
292.89

292.11
292.12
292.89
292.81
292.9
293.89
299.10
V71.02
307.22
307.45

305.60
304.20

Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Mixed
In Full Remission
In Partial Remission
Mild
Moderate
Severe Without Psychotic Features
Severe With Psychotic Features
Unspecified

Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Unspecified
Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode

In Full Remission
In Partial Remission
Mild
Moderate
Severe Without Psychotic Features
Severe With Psychotic Features
Unspecified

Bipolar II Disorder
Body Dysmorphic Disorder
Borderline Intellectual Functioning
Borderline Personality Disorder
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder
Brief Psychotic Disorder
Bulimia Tervosa
Caffeine

-Induced Anxiety Disorder
-Induced. Sleep Disorder
Intoxication
-Related Disorder NOS

Cannabis
Abuse
Dependence
-Induced Anxiety Disorder
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

With Delusions
With Hallucinations

Intoxication
Intoxication Delirium
-Related Disorder 'OS

Catatonic Disorder Due to ... (Illdicnte the General Medicnl Condition]
Childhood Disintegrative Disorder
Child or Adolescent Antisocial Behavior
Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder
Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder
Cocaine

Abuse
Dependence



292.89
292.84

312.81
312.82
312.89
300.11
301.13
293.0
780.09
297.1

292.11
292.12
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.81
292.9
292.0
29-1.9
307.9
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-Induced Anxiety Disorder
·Induced Mood Disorder
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

With Delusions
\\'ith Hallucinations

-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
-Induced Sleep Disorder
Intoxication
Intoxication Delirium
-Related Disorder NOS
Withdrawal

Cognitive Disorder NOS
Communication Disorder NOS
Conduct Disorder

Childhood-Onset Type
Adolescent-Onset Type
Unspecified Type

Conversion Disorder
Cyclothymic Disorder
Delirium Due to ... (I//dicafe tile Ge//eral Mediall COl/dilio//]
Delirium NOS
Delusional Disorder
Dementia Due to Creutzfeldt-]akob Disease

29-1.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
29-1.11· With Behavioral Disturbance

Dementia Due to Head Trauma
294.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
294.1P With Behavioral Disturbance

Dementia Due to Hrv Disease
29-1.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
29-1.11· With Behavioral DishIrbance

Dementia Due to Huntington's Disease
294.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
294.11· With Behavioral Disturbance

Dementia Due 10 Parkinson's Disease
29-1.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
29-1.1P With Behavioral Disturbance

Dementia Due to Pick's Disease
29-1.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
294.1P With Behavioral Disturbance

Dementia Due to ... [Indicate Other General Medical COllditiOIf}
29-1.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
29-1.11· With Behavioral Disturbance
294.8 Dementia NOS

·ICD·9-G\'1 code valid after October 1. 2000.
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302.85
302.6
302.6

302.73
302.72
302.81
302.89

300.19
300.19
300.16
300.19
307.59
625.0
625.8

I
I

Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Early Onset
294.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
294.11· With Behavi.oral Disturbance

Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Lale Onset
294.10· Without Behavioral Disturbance
294.11· With Behavioral Disturbance
30].6 Dependent Personality Disorder
300.6 Depersonalization Disorder
311 Depressive Disorder NOS
315.4 De\'elopmental Coordination Disorder
799.9 Diagnosis Deferred on Axis n
799.9 Diagnosis or Condition Deferred on Axis I
313.9 Disorder of Wancy, Childhood, or Adolescence NOS
315.2 Disorder of Written Expression
312.9 Disruptive Behavior Disorder 'OS
300.]2 Dissociative Amnesia
300.15 Dissociati\'e Disorder NOS
300.13 Dissociative Fugue
300.14 Dissociative Identity Disorder
302.76 Dyspareunia (Not Due to a General Medical Condition)
307.47 Dyssomnia NOS
300.4 Dysthymic Disorder
307.50 Eating Disorder NOS
787.6 Encopresis, With Constipation and Overflow Incontinence
307.7 Encopresis, Withoul Constipation and Overflow Incontinence
307.6 Enuresis ( 01 Due to a General Medical Condition)
302.4 Exhibitionism
315.31 Expressive Language Disorder

Factitious Disorder
With Combined Psychological and Physical Signs and Symptoms
With Predominantly Physical Signs and Symptoms
With Predominantly Psychological Signs and Symptoms

Factitious Disorder 'OS
Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood
Female Dyspareunia Due 10 ... (Indicate tile Gel/eral Medical Condition/
Female Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder Due 10 ... (Indicate the Gelleral
Medical COl/dilioll/
Female Orgasmic Disorder
Female Sexual Arousal Disorder
Fetishism
Frotteurism
Gender Identity Disorder

in Adolescents or Adults
in Children

Gender Identity Disorder NOS

'ICD-9-Q!.·! code valid after October 1, 2000.
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300.02

305.30
304.50
292.89
292.84

292.11
292.12
292.89
292.81
292.89
292.9
301.50
307.44
302.71
300.7
313.82
312.30

305.90
304.60

292.89
292.84
292.82

292.11
292.12
292.89
292.81
292.9
307.42
312.34
312.32
315.9

296.36
296.35

296.31
296.32
296.33
296.34
296.30

296.26
296.25
296.21
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Generalized Anxiety Disorder
HaUucinogen

Abuse
Dependence
-Induced Anxiety Disorder
-Induced Mood Disorder
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

With Delusions
With Hallucinations

Intoxication
Intoxication Delirium
Persisting Perception Disorder
-Related Disorder NOS

Histrionic Personality Disorder
Hypersomnia Related to ... lbldicnte tile Axis lor Axis II Disorder]
Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder
Hypochondriasis
Identity Problem
Impulse-Control Disorder T05
Inhalant

Abuse
Dependence
-Induced Anxiety Disorder
-Induced Mood Disorder
-Induced Persisting Dementia
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

With Delusions
With Hallucinations

Intoxication
Intoxication Delirium
-Related Disorder NOS

Insomnia Related to ... (Illdicnte tile Axis I or Axis II Disorder]
Intermittent Explosive Disorder
Kleptomania
Learning Disorder NOS
Major Depressive Disorder. Recurrent

In Full Remission
In Partial Remission
Mild
Moderate
Severe Without Psychotic Features
Severe With Psychotic Features
Unspecified

Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episod~

In Full Remission
In Partial Remission
Mild
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296.22
296.23
296.24
296.20
608.89
302.n
607.84
608.89

302.74
\/65.2
315.1

333.90
333.1
293.9
319
317
315.32
318.0
293.83
296.90
301.81
347
V61.21
995.52

333.99
333.7
332.1
333.82
333.92

305.1
292.9
292.0
307.47
V7J.(19
V71.09
VlS.8}
300.3
301.4
V62.2

305.50
304.00
292.84

Moderate
Severe Without Psychotic Features
Severe With Psychotic Features
Unspecified

Male Dyspareunia Due to ... [Indicate the General Medical Condition}
Male Erectile Disorder
Male Erectile Disorder Due to ... [Indicate the General Medical Condition}
Male Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder Due to ... [Illdicate tlJe General
Medical Condition}
Male Orgasmic Disorder
Malingering
Mathematics Disorder
Medication-Induced

Movement Disorder NOS
Postural Tremor

Mental Disorder OS Due to ... [II/dicate tile General Medical Condition}
Mental Retardation, Severity Unspecified
Mild Mental Retardation
Mixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder
Moderate Mental Retardation
Mood Disorder Due to ... {Indicate tile General Medical Condition}
Mood Disorder NOS
Narcissistic Personality Disorder
Narcolepsy
Negleet of Child

'egleet of Child (iffoalS ofaUention is 011 victim)
Newoleptic-Induced

Acute Akathisia
Acute Dystonia
Parkinsonism
Tardive Dyskinesia

Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome
Nicotine

Dependence
-Related Disorder NOS
Withdrawal

ightmare Disorder
No Diagnosis on Axis II

'0 Diagnosis or Condition on Axis I
Noncompliance With Treatment
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder
Occupational Problem
Opioid

Abuse
Dependence
·Induced Mood Disorder
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292.11
292.12
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.81
292.9
292.0
313.81
625.8

608.89

305.90
3Ot.90
292.89
292.81
292.84
292.83
292.82

292.11
292.12
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.9
292.0

307.89

307.80

300.21
300.01
301.0
302.9
307.<7
V61.20
V61.10
312.31
302.2
310.1
301.9
299.80
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-Induced Psychotic Disorder
With Delusions
With Hallucinations

-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
-Induced Sleep Disorder
Intoxication
Intoxication Delirium
-Related Disorder NOS
Withdrawal

Oppositional Defiant Disorder
Other Female Sexual Dysfunction Due to ... [I"dim/e the Gelleral Medical
C£lllrfifi£ll'}
Other Male Sexual Dysfunction Due to ... (Indicate the General Medical
Condition]
Other (or Unknown) Substance

Abuse
Dependence
-Induced Anxiety Disorder
-Induced Delirium
-Induced Mood Disorder
-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder
-Induced Persisting Dementia
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

"Vith Delusions
With Hallucinations

-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
-lnduced Sleep Disorder
Intoxication
-Related Disorder NOS
Withdrawal

Pain Disorder
Associated With Both Psychological Factors and
a General Medical Condition
Associated With Psychological Factors

Panic Disorder
With Agoraphobia
Without Agoraphobia

Paranoid Personality Disorder
Paraphilia NOS
Parasomnia NOS
Parent-Child Relational Problem
Partner Relational Problem
Pathological Gambling
Pedophilia
Personality Change Due to ... (llldicate the General Medical Condition]
Personality Disorder NOS
Pervasive Developmental Disorder NOS
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V62.89

305.90
304.60
292.89
292.84

292.11
292.12
292.89
292.81
292.9
315.39
V61.12
V62.83
995.81
V61.21
995.54
307.52
304.80
309.81
302.75
307.44
307.41
318.2
316

293.81
293.82
298.9
312.33
313.89
315.00
\'62.81
V61.9

\/62.89
299.80
307.53
295.70
301.20

295.20
295.10
295.30
295.60
295.90

Phase of Life Problem
Phencyclidine (or Phencyclidine-like)

Abuse
Dependence
-Induced Anxiety Disorder
-Induced Mood Disorder
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

,,,lith Delusions
With Hallucinations

Intoxication
Intoxication Delirium
-Related Disorder NOS

Phonological Disorder
Physical Abuse of Adult (if by partner)
Physical Abuse of Adult (if by person other than partner)
Physical Abuse of Adult (iffocus ofattenti01l is 0'1 victim)
Physical Abuse of Child
Physical Abuse of Child (iffocus ofattentioll is all victim)
Pica
Polysubstance Dependence
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
Premature Ejaculation
Primary Hypersomnia
Primacy Insomnia
Profound Mental Retardation
Psychological Factor Affecting Medical Condition
Psychotic Disorder Due to ... [JlIdicate ti,e Gel/eral Medical Condition)

With Delusions
With Hallucinations

Psychotic Disorder NOS
Pyromania
Reactive Attachment Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood
Reading Disorder
Relational Problem NOS
Relational Problem Related to a Mental Disorder or General Medical
Condition
Religious or Spiritual Problem
Rett's Disorder
Rumination Disorder
Schizoaffective Disorder
Schizoid Personality Disorder
Schizophrenia

Catatonic Type
Disorganized Type
Paranoid Type
Residual Type
Undifferentiated Type
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780.54
780.52
780.59
780.59
307.46
307.46
300.23
300.81
300.82
300.29
307.3
307.0

305.40
JO.l.lO
292.89
292.84
292.83
292.82

295.40 5chizophreniform Disorder
301.22 5chizotypal Personality Disorder

Sedative. Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic
Abuse
Dependence
-Induced Anxiety Disorder
-Induced Mood Disorder
-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder
·Induced Persisting Dementia
-Induced Psychotic Disorder

292.11 With Delusions
292.12 With Hallucinations
292.89 -Induced Sexual Dysfunction
292.89 -Induced Sleep Disorder
292.89 Intoxication
292.81 Intoxication Delirium
292.9 ·Related Disorder NOS
292.0 Withdrawal
292.81 Withdrawal Deliriwn
313.23 Selective Mutism
309.21 Separation Anxiety Disorder
318.1 Severe Mental Retardation
V61.12 Sexual Abuse of Adult (if by partner)
V62.83 Sexual Abuse of Adult (if by person other than partner)
995.83 Sexual Abuse of Adult (iffoclls ofattention is OIl victim)
V61.21 Sexual Abuse of Child
995.53 Sexual Abuse of Child (iffoclls ofaUt/IUO'l is 011 victim)
302.79 Sexual Aversion Disorder
302.9 Sexual Disorder NOS
302.70 Sexual Dysfunction 'OS
302.83 Sexual Masochism
302.84 Sexual Sadism
297.3 Shared. Psychotic Disorder
V61.8 Sibling Relational Problem

Sleep Disorder Due to ... [Illdicate tIle Gel/eral Medical COllditiollj
Hypersomnia Type
Insomnia Type
Mixed Type
Parasomnia Type

Sleep Terror Disorder
Sleepwalking Disorder
Social Phobia
Somatization Disorder
Somatoform Disorder 'OS
Specific Phobia
Stereot}pic Movement Disorder
Stuttering
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!r)
I

Condition]

307.20
307.23
307.21
302.3
312.39
300.82
300.9
306.51

290.40
290.41
290.42
290.43
302.82

Tic Disorder NOS
Tourette's Disorder
Transient Tic Disorder
Transvestic Fetishism
Trichotillomania
Undifferentiated Somatoform Disorder
Unspecified Mental Disorder (nonpsychotic)
Vaginismus (Not Due to a General Medical Condition)
Vascular Dementia

Uncomplicated
With Delirium
With Delusions
With Depressed Mood

Voyeurism



Appendix F

Numerical Listing of
DSM-IV-TR Diagnoses and Codes

To maintain compatibility with ICD·g-eM, some DSM-IV diagnoses share the
same code numbers. These are indicated in this list by brackets.

NOS = Not Otherwise Specified.

290.40
290.41
290.42
290.43

[ 291.0
291.0
291.1
291.2
291.3
291.5
291.81

[

291.89
291.89
291.89
291.89
291.9
292.0
292.0
292.0
292.0
292.0

- 292.0
- 292.11

292.11
292.11
292.11
292.11

, 292.11

Vascular Dementia, Uncomplicated
Vascular Dementia, With Delirium
Vascular Dementia, With Delusions
Vascular Dementia, With Depressed Mood
Akohollntoxication Delirium
Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium
Alcohol-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder
Alcohol-Induced Persisting Dementia
Alcohol-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
Alcohol-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
Alcohol Withdrawal
Alcohol-Induced Anxiety Disorder
Alcohol-Induced Mood Disorder
Alcohol-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
Alcohol-Induced Sleep Disorder
Alcohol-Related Disorder NOS
Amphetamine Withdrawal
Cocaine Withdrawal

icotine Withdrawal
Opioid Withdrawal
Other (or Unknown) Substance Withdrawal
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiol}'tic Withdrawal
Amphetamine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
Cannabis-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
Halludnogen-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
Inhalant-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
Opioid-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions

857
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l
292.11
292.11
292.11

292.12
292.12
292.12
292.12
292.12
292.12
292.12

292.12
292.12

292.81
292.81
292.81
292.81
292.81
292.81
292.81
292.81
292.81
292.81

[
292.82
292.82
292.82

[ 292.83
292.83
292.84
292.84
292.84
292.84
292.84
292.84
292.84
292.84
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89

Appendix F

Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
Phencyclidine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Delusions
Sedative-. Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-lnduced Psychotic Disorder, With
Delusions
Amphetamine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
Cannabis-Induced Ps)'chotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
Cocaine-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
HaUucinogen-induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
Inhalant-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
Opioid-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, With
Hallucinations
Phencyclidine~InducedPsychotic Disorder, With Hallucinations
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxioiytic-lnduced Psychotic Disorder, With
Hallucinations
Amphetamine Intoxication Delirium
Cannabis Intoxication Delirium
Cocaine Intoxication Delirium
Hallucinogen Intoxication Delirium
Inhalant Intoxication Delirium
Opioid Intoxication Delirium
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Delirium
Phencyclidine Intoxication Delirium
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication Delirium
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Withdrawal Delirium
Inhalant-Induced Persisting Dementia
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Persisting Dementia
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting Dementia
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder
Amphetamine-Induced Mood Disorder
Cocaine-Induced Mood Disorder
Hallucinogen-Induced Mood Disorder
Inhalant-Induced Mood Disorder
Opioid-Induced Mood Disorder
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Mood Disorder
Phencyclidine-Induced Mood Disorder
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Mood Disorder
Amphetamine-Induced Anxiety Disorder
Amphetamine-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
Amphetamine-Induced Sleep Disorder
Amphetamine Intoxication
Caffeine-Induced Anxiety Disorder
Caffeine-Induced Sleep Disorder
Cannabis-Induced Anxiety Disorder
Cannabis Intoxication
Cocaine-Induced Anxiety Disorder
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I 292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
1:92.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89
292.89

- 292.89
- 292.9

292.9
292.9
292.9
292.9
292.9
292.9
292.9
292.9
292.9

- 292.9
293.0
293.81

Cocaine-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
Cocaine-Induced Sleep DisOrder
Cocaine Intoxication
Hallucinogen-Induced Anxiety Disorder
Hallucinogen Intoxication
Hallucinogen Persisting Perception Disorder
lnhaJant-lnduced Anxiety Disorder
lnhaJant Intoxication
Opioid-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
Opioid-Induced Sleep Disorder
Opioid Intoxication
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Anxiety Disorder
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder
Other (or Unknown) Substance Intoxication
Phencyclidine-Induced Anxiety Disorder
Phencyclidine Intoxication
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety Disorder
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Induced Sexual Dysfunction
Sedative-, Hypnotic·, or Anxiolytic-Induced Sleep Disorder
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Intoxication
Amphetamine-Related Disorder NOS
Caffeine-Related Disorder NOS
Cannabis-Related Disorder NOS
Cocaine-Related Disorder NOS
Hallucinogen-Related Disorder NOS
lnhalant-Related Disorder NOS
Nicotine-Related Disorder NOS
Opioid-Related Disorder lOS
Other (or Unknown) Substance-Related Disorder 'OS
Phencyclidine-Related Disorder NOS
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic-Related Disorder NOS
Delirium Due to .. . lTlldicafe tIJe General Medical COlldition)
Psychotic Disorder Due to ... fl/ldicate tile General Medical COllditiOIl], ''''ith
Delusions

293.82 Psychotic Disorder Due to ... {Iudicate tile Gel/eraf Medical Conditioll], With
Hallucinations

293.83 Mood Disorder Due to lTlldicate tile General Medical Condition]
293.84 Anxiety Disorder Due to {I/ldicate the General Medical COlldiliol/]
293.89 Catatonic Disorder Due to lTndicate tile General Medical COl/dition]
293.9 i\'lental Disorder NOS Due to ... {Indicate the GeJleral Medical Conditio,,]
294.0 Amnestic Disorder Due to ... [Judicafe the General Medical Condition]
294.10" Dementia Due to ... /llldicafe ti,e General Medical Condition], Without

Behavioral Disturbance

°ICD·9·G.,,1 code valid after October I, 2000.
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296.24
296.25
296.26

296.30
296.31
296.32
296.33
296.34
296.35
296.36
296.40
296.40

296.41

294.8

294.8
294.9
295.10
295.20
295.30
295.40

295.60
295.70
295.90
296.00
296.01
296.02
296.03
296.1»
296.05

296.06
296.20
296.21
296.22
296.23

l

c

294.10"" Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Early Onset, Without Behavioral
Disturbance

294.10" Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Late Onset, \,\'ithout Behavioral
Disturbance

294.11" Dementia Due to ... /1lldicnte IIle General Medical Condition], With Behavioral
Disturbance

294.11· Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Early Onset, With Behavioral
Disturbance

294.11· Dementia of the Alzheimer's Type, With Late Onset, With Behavioral
Disturbance
Amnestic Disorder NOS
Dementia NOS
Cognitive Disorder ros
Schizophrenia, Disorganized Type
Schizophrenia, Catatonic Type
Schizophrenia, Paranoid Type
Schizophrenifonn Disorder
Schizophrenia, Residual Type
Schizoaffective Disorder
Schizophrenia, Undifferentiated Type
Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode, Unspecified
Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode, MUd
Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode, Moderate
Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode, Severe Without Psychotic Features
Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode, Severe With Psychotic Features
Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode, In Partial Remission
Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic Episode, In Full Remission
Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, Unspecified
Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, Mild
Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, Moderate
Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, Severe Without Psychotic
Features
Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, Severe With Psychotic Features
Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, In Partial Remission
Major Depressive Disorder, Single Episode, In Full Remission
Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, Unspecified
Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, tvWd
Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, Moderate
Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, Severe \\'ithout Psychotic Features
Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, Severe With Psychotic Features
Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, In Partial Remission
Major Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, In Full Remission
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Hypomanic
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic, Unspecified
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic, Mild

°ICD-9-eM code valid after October 1, 2000.
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296.42
296.43

296.44

296.45

296.46
296.50
29651
296.52
29653

296.54

296.55
296.56
296.60
296.61
296.62
296.63

296.64

296.65
296.66
296.7
296.80
296.89
296.90
297.1
297.3
298.8
298.9
299.00
299.10

L
299.80
299.80
299.80
300.00
300.01
300.02

300.11

300.12
300.13
300.14
300.15
300.16

Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic. Moderate
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic, Severe Without Psychotic
FeahJres

Bipolar 1 Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic. Severe With Psychotic
Features
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Manic, In Partial Remission
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode 1'lanic, In Full Remission
Bipolar I Disorder. Most Recent Episode Depressed, Unspecified
Bipolar J Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed. Mild
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed. Moderate
Bipolar I Disorder, Mosl Recent Episode Depressed, Severe Without
Psychotic Features
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed, Severe With Psychotic
Features
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed, In Partial Remission
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Depressed, In Full Remission
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode t\fu:ed, Unspecified
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Mixed, Mild
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode ivlixed, Moderate
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Mixed, Severe Without Psychotic
Features
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode !l.fu:ed, Severe With Psychotic
Features
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Mixed, In Partial Remission
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Mixed, In Full Remission
Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent Episode Unspecified
Bipolar Disorder NOS
Bipolar II Disorder
Mood Disorder NOS
Delusional Disorder
Shared Psychotic Disorder
Brief Psychotic Disorder
Psychotic Disorder NOS
Autistic Disorder
Childhood Disintegrative Disorder
Asperger's Disorder
Pervasive Developmental Disorder NOS
Rett's Disorder
Anxiety Disorder NOS
Panic Disorder Without Agoraphobia
Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Conversion Disorder
Dissociative Amnesia
Dissociative Fugue
Dissociative Identity Disorder
Dissociative Disorder TOS
Factitious Disorder With Predominantly Psychological Signs and Symptoms



[
300.19
300.19

300.19
300.21
300.22
300.23
300.29

300.3
300.4
300.6

c:: 300.7
300.7
300.81

[ 300.82
300.82
300.9
301.0

301.13
301.20
301.22
301.4

301.50
301.6
301.7
301.81
301.82
301.83
301.9
302.2

302.3
302.4

[ 302.6
302.6
302.70
302.71

c:: 302.72
302.72
302.73
302.74
302.75
302.76
302.79
302.81
302.82
302.83
302.84

Appendix F

Factitious Disorder NOS
Factitious Disorder With Combined Psychological and Physical Signs and
Symptoms
Factitious Disorder With Predominantly Physical Signs and Symptoms
Panic Disorder With Agoraphobia
Agoraphobia \'\'ithout History of Panic Disorder
Social Phobia
Specific Phobia
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
Dysthymic Disorder
Depersonalization Disorder
Body Dysmorphic Disorder
Hypochondriasis
Somatization Disorder
Somatoform Disorder NOS
Undifferentiated Somatoform Disorder
Unspecified Mental Disorder (nonpsychotic)
Paranoid Personality Disorder
Cyclothymic Disorder
Schizoid Personality Disorder
Schizotypal Personality Disorder
Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder
Histrionic Personality Disorder
Dependent Personality Disorder
Antisocial Personality Disorder
Nardssistic Personality Disorder
Avoidant Personality Disorder
Borderline Personality Disorder
Personality Disorder NOS
Pedophilia
TrafiSvestic Fetishism
Exhibitionism
Gender Identity Disorder in Children
Gender Identity Disorder NOS
Sexual Dysfunction NOS
Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder
Female Sexual Arousal Disorder
Male Erectile Disorder
Female Orgasmic Disorder
Male Orgasmic Disorder
Premature Ejaculation
Dyspareunia (Not Due to a General r",Iedical Condition)
Sexual Aversion Disorder
Fetishism
Voyeurism
Sexual Masochism
Sexual Sadism
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302.85
302.89

[ 302.9
302.9
303.00
303.90
304.00
304.10
304.20
304.30
304AO
30450

1- 304.60
- 304.60

304.80
304.90
305.00
305.1
305.20
305.30
305.40
305.50
305.60
305.70

1
305.90
305.90
305.90

- 305.90
306.51
307.0
307.\
307.20
307.21
307.22
307.23
307.3

- 307A2
L 307A2

L
307.44
307.-14
307.-15
307.46

'- 307.46

[

307.47
307.47
307.47
307.50

Gender Identity Disorder in Adolescents or Adults
Frotteurism
Paraphilia NOS
Sexual Disorder NOS
Alcohol Intoxication
Alcohol Dependence
Opioid Dependence
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Dependence
Cocaine Dependence
Cannabis Dependence
Amphetamine Dependence
Hallucinogen Dependence
Inhalant Dependence
Phencyclidine Dependence
Polysubstance Dependence
Other (or Unknown) Substance Dependence
AJcohol Abuse
Nicotine Dependence
Cannabis Abuse
Hallucinogen Abuse
Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Abuse
Opioid Abuse
Cocaine Abuse
Amphetamine Abuse
Caffeine Intoxication
Inhalant Abuse
Other (or Unknown) Substance Abuse
Phencyclidine Abuse
Vaginismus (Not Due to a General Medical Condition)
Stuttering
Anorexia Nervosa
Tic Disorder NOS
Transient Tic Disorder
Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic Disorder
Tourette's Disorder
Stereotypic Movement Disorder
Insomnia Related to .. . 1lJldicate llle Axis lor Axis II DisorderJ
Primary Insomnia
Hypersomnia Related to .. . 1l1ldicate the Axis lor Aris 11 DisorderJ
Primary Hypersomnia
Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder
Sleep Terror Disorder
Sleepwalking Disorder
Dyssomnia NOS

ightmare Disorder
Parasomnia NOS
Eating Disorder NOS
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307.51
307.52
307.53
307.59
307.6
307.7
307.80
307.89

307.9
308.3
309.0
309.21
309.24
309.28
309.3
309.4
309.81
309.9
310.1
311
312.30
312.31
312.32
312.33
312.34
312.39
312.81
312.82
312.89
312.9
313.23
313.81
313.82
313.89
313.9
314.00
314.01
314.01

314.9
315.00
315.1
315.2
315.31
315.32
315.39

Appendix F

Bulimia Nen'osa
Pica
Rumination Disorder
Feeding Disorder of Infancy or Earl}' Childhood
Enuresis (Not Due to a General Medical Condition)
Encopresis, Without Constipation and Overflow Incontinence
Pain Disorder Associated. With Psychological Factors
Pain Disorder Associated With Both Psychological Factors and a General
Medical Condition
Communication Disorder 'OS
Acute Stress Disorder
Adjustment Disorder With Depressed Mood
Separation Anxiety Disorder
Adjustment Disorder With Anxiety
Adjustment Disorder With Mixed Anxiety and Depressed Mood
Adjustment Disorder With Disturbance of Conduct
Adjustment Disorder With Mixed Disturbance of Emotions and Conduct
Posllraumatic Stress Disorder
Adjustment Disorder Unspecified
Personality Change Due to ... [Jlldicafe tile Gelleral Medialf Condition]
Depressive Disorder NOS
Impulse-Control Disorder NOS
Pathological Gambling
Kleptomania
Pyromania
Intermittent Explosive Disorder
Trichotillomania
Conduct Disorder, Childhood-Onset Type
Conduct Disorder, Adolescent-Qnset Type
Conduct Disorder, Unspecified Onset
Disruptive Behavior Disorder NOS
Selective Mutism
Oppositional Defiant Disorder
Identity Problem
Reactive Attachment Disorder of Infancy or Early Childhood
Disorder of Infancy, Childhood, or Adolescence NOS
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Predominantly Inattentive Typ
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Combined Type
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Predominantly Hyperactive.
Impulsive Type
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder NOS
Reading Disorder
Mathematics Disorder
Disorder of Written Expression
Expressive Language Disorder
l\1ixed Receptive-Expressive Language Disorder
Phonological Disorder



Numerical Listing of D$M-IV-TR Diagnoses and Codes 8651

315.4
315.9
316

317
318.0
318.1
318.2
319
332.1
333.1
333.7
333.82
333.90
333.92
333.99
347
607.84
608.89
608.89

608.89

625.0
625.8

625.8

780.09
780.52

780.54

[
780.59
780.59
780.59

780.9
787.6
799.9
799.9
995.2
995.52
995.53
995.54
995.81
995.83

Developmental Coordina~onDisorder
Learning Disorder OS
... [Specified Psychological Factor] Affecting ... [Indicate tlie Get/eral Medical
<::Ollriilioll}
Mild Mental Retardation
Moderate Mental Retardation
Severe Mental Retardation
Profound Mental Retardation
Mental Relardation, Severity Unspecified
Neuroleptic-Induced Parkinsonism
Medication-Induced Postural Tremor
Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Dystonia
Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive Dyskinesia
Medication-Induced Movement Disorder NOS
Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome
Neuroleptic-Induced Acute Akathisia
Narcolepsy
Male Erectile Disorder Due to ... [Jndicate the Gel/eral Medial! <::ollditioll}
Male Dyspareunia Due 10 ... [Judicate the General Medical <::ondifion}
Male Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder Due to .. . 11/lriicate the Medical
<::ondition}
Other ?o.'lale Sexual D}'sfunction Due 10 .. . 1111dicate tile Gel/eral Medical
<::ollditiollj
Female Dyspareunia Due to .. . 1111dimte tile Gmeral Meriical <::ondition}
Female Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder Due to .. . 11ndicate tile Gelleral
Medical <::onriifionj
Other Female Sexual Dysfunction Due to ... [l/ldicate the Gf!Jleral Medical
<::O/lriitiOll}
Delirium NOS
Sleep Disorder Due to ... [Jndicate the General Meriical <::ollditiOllJ. Insomnia
Type
Sleep Disorder Due 10 ... [JI/dicate tile Gmeral Medical <::ollditiOllj,
Hypersoomia Type
Breathing-Related Sleep Disorder
Sleep Disorder Due to 11l1riicate tile General Medical <::olldi!iOll], Mixed Type
Sleep Disorder Due to fIndicate tile General Medical <::ollditioll/, Parasomnia
Type
Age-Related Cognitive Decline
Encopresis, ''''ith Constipation and Overflow Incontinence
Diagnosis Deferred on Axis [j

Diagnosis or Condition Deferred on Axis I
Adverse Effects of Medication 'OS

'eglect of Child (iffows ofattelltioll is 011 victim)
Sexual Abuse of Child (ifJoeus ofatte1l1iOll is all victim)
Physical Abuse of Child (iffoclls ofattelltioll is on victim)
Physical Abuse of Adult (iffoclls ofattelltion is 011 victim)
Sexual Abuse of Adult (iffocus ofatteutiOlI is 011 victim)
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[

[

[

V15.81
V61.10
V61.12
V61.12
V61.20
V61.21
V61.21
V61.21

V61.8
V61.9

\162.2
V62.3
\/62.4
V62.81
\/62.82
V62.83
\/62.83
V62.89
V62.89
V62.89
V65.2
V71.01
V71.02
V71.09
V71.09

ToncompLiance \'\lith Treatment
Partner Relational Problem
Physical Abuse of Adult (if by partner)
Sexual Abuse of Adull (if by partner)
Parent-Child Relational Problem
Neglect of Child
Ph}'sical Abuse of Child
Sexual Abuse of Child
Sibling Relational Problem
Relational Problem Related to a Mental Disorder or General Medical
Condition
Occupational Problem
Academic Problem
Acculturation Problem
Relational Problem OS
Bereavement
Physical Abuse of Adult (if by person other than partner)
Sexual Abuse of Adult (ifby person other than partner)
Borderline Intellectual Functioning
Phase of Life Problem
Religious or Spiritual Problem
Malingering
Adult Antisocial Behavior
Child or Adolescent Antisocial Behavior

10 Diagnosis on Axis II
No Diagnosis or Condition on Axis I



Appendix G

ICD-9-CM Codes for Selected
General Medical Conditions and
Medication-Induced Disorders
Updated to include ICD-9-Cr.'1 codes effective October 1,2000

The official coding system in use as of the publication of DSM-IV is the Illtemationni
Classification ofDiseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification (lCD-9-eM). TIlis appendix
contains two sections that are provided to fadlitate ICD-9-CM coding: 1) codes for
selected general medical conditions, and 2) codes for medication-induced disorders.

ICD-9-CM Codes for
Selected General Medical Conditions

The codes specified for use on Axis I and Axis n of DSM-IV represent only a small
fraction of the codes provided in ICD-9-CM. The conditions classified outside the
"Mental Disorders" chapter of ICD-9-eM are also important for clinical diagnosis
and management in mental health settings. Axis ill is provided 10 fadlitate the report
ing of these conditions (see p. 29). To assist c1inidans in finding the ICD-9-eM codes,
this appendix provides a selective index of those ICD-9-eM codes for general medical
conditions that are most relevant to diagnosis and care in mental health settings.
ICD-9-CM offers diagnostic specificity beyond that reflected in many of the codes
that appear in this appendix (e.g., to denote a specific anatomical site or tile presence
of a specific complication). In cases in which increased specificity is noted in the fifth
digit of the code, the least specific code (usually "0") has been selected. For example,
the code for l}.mphosarcoma is given as 200.10 (for unspecified site), although more
specificity with regard to anatomical site can be noted in the other fifth-digit codes,
for example, 200.12 lymphosarcoma, intrathoracic lymph nodes. In cases in which in
creased specificity is reflected in the fourth digit of the code, this appendix often pro
vides the "unspecified" category (e.g., 555.9 is listed for regional enteritis; ICD-9-CM
also includes 555.0 for enteritis involving the small intestine, 555.1 for involvement of
the large intestine, and 555.2 for involvement of both). Diagnostic codes for which
more specificity is available are indicated in this appendix by an asterisk ("). Clinicians
interested in recording greater specificity should refer to the complete listing ofcodes
published in the lCD-9-eM Diseases: Tabular List (Volume 1) and the ICD-9-CM Dis-
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eases: Alphabetic Index (Volume 2). These documents are updated every October and
arc published by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. They are avail·
able from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, as
well as from a number of private publishers.

Note: An asterisk e> following the ICD-9-eM code indicates that greater specifici
ty (e.g., a specific complication or anatomical site) is available. Refer to the ICD-9-e~'1

Diseases: Tabular List (Volume 1) entry for thai code for additional information.

Diseases of the Nervous System

324.0 Abscess, intracranial
331.0 Alzheimer's disease
437.0 Atherosclerosis, cerebral
354.0 Carpal tunnel syndrome
35c1..l Causalgia
334.3 Cerebellar ataxia
850.9· Concussion
851.SO· Contusion, cerebral
359.1 Dystrophy, Duchenne's muscular
348.5 Edema, cerebral
049.9" Encephalitis, viral
572.2 Encephalopathy, hepatic
437.2 Encephalopathy, hypertensive
3-18.3· Encephalopathy, unspecified
345.10" Epilepsy, grand mal
345.40" Epilepsy, partial, with impairment of consciousness (temporal lobe)
345.50· Epilepsy, partial, without impairment of consciousness Oacksonian)
345.00· Epilepsy, petit mal (absences)
3-16.20 Headache, duster
432.0 Hemorrhage, extradwaJ. nontraumatic
852.40· Hemorrhage, extradural. traumatic
431 Hemorrhage, intracerebral, nontraumatic
430 Hemorrhage, subarachnoid, nontraumatic
852.00" Hemorrhage, subarachnoid, traumatic
432.1 Hemorrhage, subdural, nontraumatic
852.20· Hemorrhage, subdural, traumatic
333.4 Huntington's chorea
331.3 Hydrocephalus, communicating
331.4 Hydrocephalus, obstructive
435.9" Ischemic attack, transient
046.1 Jakob-Creutzfeldt disease
046.0 Kuru
lJ.l6.3 Leukoencephalopathy, progressive multi focal
330.1 Upidosis, cerebral
320.9· Meningitis, bacterial (due to W\Specified bacterium)
321.0 IVleningitis, cryptococcal
05-1.72 Meningitis, herpes simplex virus
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053.0 Meningitis, herpes zoster
321.1 ~ Meningitis, other fungal
094.2 Meningitis, syphilitic
(l.I7.9· Meningitis, viral (due to unspecified virus)
346.00" Migraine, classical (with aura)
346.10· Migraine, common
346.90" Migraine, unspecified
358.0 Myasthenia gravis
350.1 Neuralgia, trigeminal
337.1 Neuropathy, peripheral autonomic
434.9" Occlusion, cerebral artery
350.2 Pain, face, atypical
351.0 Palsy, Bell's
343.9· Palsy, cerebral
335.23 Palsy, pseudobulbar
(l.I6.2 Panencephalitis, subacute sclerosing
094.1 Paresis, general
332.0 Parkinson's disease, primary
331.1 Pick's disease
357.9+ POlyneuropathy
348.2 Pseudotumor cerebri (benign intracranial hypertension)
335.20 Sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral
340 Sclerosis, multiple (MS)
345.3 Status, grand mal
345.2 Status, petit mal
345.70 Status, temporal lobe
433.1 Stenosis, carotid artery, without cerebral infarction
436 Stroke (CVA)
330.1 Tay-Sachs disease
333.1 Tremor, benign essential

Diseases of the Circulatory System

413.9· Angina pectoris
424.1 Aortic valve disorder
440.9+ Atherosclerosis
426.10" Block, atrio\'enmcular
426.3· Block, left bundle branch
426.4 Block, right bundle branch
427.5 Cardiac arrest
425.5 Cardiomyopathy. alcoholic
425.4" Cardiomyopathy, idiopathic
416.9" Chronic pulmonary heart disease
414.00" Coronary atherosclerosis
427.9· Dysrhythmia, cardiac, unspecified
415.19+ Embolism, pulmonary
421.9· Endocarditis, bacterial
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428.0~ Failure, congestive heart
427.31 Fibrillation, atrial
427.41 Fibrillation, ventricular
427.32 Flutter, atrial
427A2 Flutter, ventricular
455.6* Hemorrhoids
-Wl.9* Hypertension, essential
402.914 Hypertensive heart disease with congestive heart failure
402.90· Hypertensive heart disease without congestive heart failure
403.910- Hypertensive renal disease with failure
403.900- Hypertensive renal disease without failure
458.0 Hypotension, orthostatic
·nO.90"" infarction, myocardial, acute
424.0 Mitral valve insufficiency (nonrheumatic)
424.0 Mitral valve prolapse
394.0" Mitral valve stenosis (rheumatic)
423.'r Pericarditis
443.9* Peripheral vascular disease
451.9"" Phlebitis/thrombophlebitis
446.0 Polyarteritis nodosa
427.60" Premature beats
424.3 Pulmonary valve disease (nonrheumatic)
397.1 Pulmonary valve disease, rheumatic
427.0 Tachycardia, paroxysmal supraventricular
427.2 Tachycardia, paroxysmal. WlSpeci.fied.
427.1 Tachycardia, ventricular (paroxysmal)
424.2 Tricuspid valve disease (nonrheumatic)
397.0 Tricuspid valve disease, rheumatic
456.0 Varices, esophageal, with bleeding
456.1 Varices, esophageal, without bleeding
-t54.9" Varicose veins, lower extremities

Appendix G

Diseases of the Respiratory System

513.0 Abscess of lung
518.0 Atelectasis
-t93.20" Asthma, chronic obstructive
-t93.90" Asthma, unspecified.
494.1 Bronchiectasis, acute
466.0 Bronchitis, acute
491.21 Bronchitis, obstructive chronic (COPD), wi.th acute exacerbation
491.20 Bronchitis, obstructive chronic (COPD), without acute exacerbation
2n.OO" Cystic fibrosis
511.9" Effusion, pleural
492.8'" Emphysema
518.81'" Failure, respiratory
505 Pneumoconiosis
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860A~ Pneumohemothorax, traumatic
483.0 Pneumonia, mycoplasma
4S2.9~ Pneumonia, unspecified bacterial
481 Pneumonia, pneumococcal
136.3 Pneumonia, pneumocystis
482.30" Pneumonia, streptococcus
486" Pneumonia, unspecified organism
480.9· Pneumonia, viral
512.S· Pneumothorax, spontaneous
860.0" Pneumothorax, traumatic
011.9· Tuberculosis, pulmonary

Neoplasms

871 I

ICD-9-eM diagnostic codes for neoplasms are classified in the table of neoplasms in
the ICD-9-OvI Alphabetic Index (Volume 2) according to site and degree of malignan
c)' (primary, secondary, in situ, benign, uncertain, unspecified). Note: For patients
with a personal history of malignant neoplasms that have been surgically removed or
eradicated by chemotherapy or radiation therapy, codes V10.o-V10.9 should be used;
for specific sites, refer to the Alphabetic Index (Volume 2) of ICD-9-CM under "His
tory (personal) of, malignant neoplasm."

Listed below are some of the most common codes assigned. for neoplasms.

228.02 Hemangioma of brain
201.90" Hodgkin's disease
176.9· Kaposi's sarcoma
208.01· Leukemia, acute, in remission
208.00· Leukemia, acute
208.11" Leukemia, chronic, in remission
208.10" Leukemia, chronic
200.10· Lymphosarcoma
225.2 Meningioma (cerebral)
203.Q1 Multiple myeloma, in remission
203.00 Multiple myeloma
225.0 Neoplasm, benign, of brain
211.4 Neoplasm, benign, of colon
195.2 Neoplasm, malignant, abdominal cavity, primary
194.0 Neoplasm, malignant, adrenal gland, primary
188.9· Neoplasm, malignant, bladder, primary
170.9" Neoplasm, malignant, bone, primary
198.5 Neoplasm, malignant, bone, secondary
191.9" Neoplasm, malignant, brain, primary
198.3 Neoplasm, malignant, brain, secondary
174.9· Neoplasm, malignant, breast, female, primary
175.9· eoplasm, malignant, breast, male, primary
162.9· Neoplasm, malignant, bronchus, primary
180.9· Neoplasm, malignant, cervix, primary
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153.9+ Teoplasm, malignant, colon, primary
197.5 Teoplasm, malignant, colon, secondary
171.9+ eoplasm, malignant, connective tissue, primary
150.9+ Neoplasm, malignant, esophagus, primary
152.9+ Teoplasm, malignant, intestine, small. primary
189.0" Neoplasm, malignant, kidney, primary
155.0 Neoplasm. malignant, liver, primary
197.7 Neoplasm, malignant, liver, secondary
162.9+ eoplasm, malignant, lung, primary
197.0 leoplasm, malignant, lung, secondary
196.9" eoplasm, malignant, lymph nodes, secondary
172.9" Neoplasm, malignant, melanoma, primary
183.0· Neoplasm, malignant ovary, primary
157.9* Neoplasm, malignant. pancreas, primary
185 Neoplasm, malignant, prostate, primary
154.1 Neoplasm, malignant, rectum, primary
173.9" Neoplasm, malignant, skin, primary
151.9+ 'ooplasm, malignant, stomach, site unspecified, primary
186.9* Neoplasm, malignant, testis, primary
193 Neoplasm, malignant, thyroid, primary
179* Neoplasm, malignant uterus, primary
237.70* Neurofibromatosis
227.0 Pheochromocytoma, benign
194.0 Pheochromocytoma, malignant
238..1 Polycythemia vera

Endocrine Diseases

253.0 Acromegaly
255.2 Adrenogenital disorder
259.2 Carcinoid syndrome
255.4 Corticoadrenal insufficiency
255.0 Cushing's syndrome
253.5 Diabetes insipidus
250.00* Diabetes mellitus, type D/non-insulin-dependent
250m* Diabetes mellitus, type I/insulin-dependent
253.2 Dwarfism, pituitary
241.9* Goiter. nontoxic nodular
240.9· Goiter, simple
255.1 Hyperaldosteronism
252.0 Hyperparathyroidism
252.1 Hypoparathyroidism
244.9* Hypothyroidism, acquired
243 Hypothyroidism, congenital
256.9* Ovarian dysfunction
253.2 Panhypopituitarism
259.0 Sexual development and puberty, delayed
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259.1
257.9t

245.9t

242.9t

Sexual development and puberty, precocious
Testicular dysfunction
Thyroiditis
Thyrotoxicosis

Nutritional Diseases

265.0 Beriberi
269.3 Calcium deficiency
266.2 Folic acid deficiency
269.3 Iodine deficiency
260 Kwashiorkor
262 Malnulrition, protein-ealoric, severe
261 Nutritional marasmus
278.00~ Obesity
265.2 Pellagra (niacin deficiency)
266.0 Riboflavin deficiency
264.9t Vitamin A deficiency
266.1 Vitamin 86 deficiency
266.2 Vitamin B12 deficiency
267 Vitamin C deficiency
268.9~ Vitamin 0 deficiency
269.1 Vitamin E deficiency
269.0 Vitamin K deficiency

Metabolic Diseases

276.2
276.3
277.3
276.5
271.3
276.9 t

276.6
274.9t

275.0
275.42
276.7
276.0
275.41
276.8
276.1
270.1
277.1
277.2
275.1

Acidosis
Alkalosis
Amyloidosis
Depletion, volwne (dehydration)
Disaccharide malabsorption (lactose intolerance)
Electrolyte imbalance
Fluid overload/retention
Gout
Hemochromatosis
Hypercalcemia
Hyperkalemia
Hypematremia
Hypocalcemia
Hypokalemia
Hyponatremia
Phenylketonuria (pKU)
Porphyria
Lesch-Nyhan syndrome
Wilson's disease



Diseases of the Digestive System

540.9'" Appendicitis, acute
578.9'" Bleeding, gastrointestinal
575.0 Cholecystitis, acute
575.11 Cholecystitis, chronic
571.2 Cirrhosis, alcoholic
556.9'" Colitis, ulcerative
564.0 Constipation
555.9'" Crohn's disease
009.2 Diarrhea, infectious
558.9'" Diarrhea, unspecified
562.10 Diverticulitis of colon, unspecified
562.12 Diverticulitis of colon, with hemorrhage
562.11 Diverticulosis of colon, unspecified
562.13 Diverticulosis of colon, with hemorrhage
535.50'" Duodenitis and gastritis
535.9'" Enteritis, regional
335.50'" Gastritis and duodenitis
558.9'" Gastroenteritis
530.1 Esophagitis
571.1 Hepatitis, alcoholic, acute
571.40'" Hepatitis, chronic
573.3'" Hepatitis, toxic (indudes drug induced)
070.1'" Hepatitis, viral A
070.30'" Hepatitis, viral B
070.51'" Hepatitis, viral C
560.39'" Impaction, fecal
550.90'" Inguinal hernia
56-U Irritable bowel syndrome
576.2 Obstruction, bile duct
560.9'" Obstruction, intestinal
577.0 Pancreatitis, acute
577.1 Pancreatitis, chronic
567.9'" Peritonitis
530.1 Reflux, esophageal
530.-1 Rupture, esophageal
530.3 Stricture, esophageal
532.30'" Ulcer, duodenal, acute
532.70'" Ulcer, duodenal, chronic
531.30'" Ulcer, gastric, acute
531.70'" Ulcer, gastric, chronic

Genitourinary System Diseases

596.4 Atonic bladder
592.0 Calculus, renal
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592.1 Calculus, ureter
592.9· Calculus, urinary, unspecified
595.9· Cystitis
625.3 Dysmenorrhea
617.9· Endometriosis
584.9· Failure, renal, acute
585 Failure, renal, chronic
403.9P Failure, renal, hypertensive
586· Failure, renal, unspecified
218.9* Fibroid of uterus
580.9· Glomerulonephritis, acute
600.0 Hypertrophy, prostatic, benign (BPH)
628.9· Infertility, female
606.9· Infertility, male
627.9"" Menopausal or postmenopausal disorder
626.9* Menstruation, disorder of, and abnormal bleeding
625.2 NUttelschmerz
620.2· Ovarian cyst
61 ..1.9· Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID)
607..3 Priapism
618.9· Prolapse, genital
601.9"" Prostatitis
593.3 Stricture, ureteral
598.9· Stricture, urethral
599.0 Urinary tract infection (UTI)

Hematological Diseases

288.0 Agranulocytosis
287.0 Allergic purpura
284.9· Anemia, aplastic
281.2 Anemia, folate-deficiency
283.9· Anemia, hemolytic, acquired
283.11 Anemia, hemolytic-uremic syndrome
280.9"" Anemia, iron-deficiency
283.10 Anemia, nonautoimmune hemolytic, WlSpecified
283.19 Anemia, other autoimmune hemolytic
281.0 Anemia, pernicious
282.60· Anemia, sickle-cell
286.9· Coagulation defects
288.3 Eosinophilia
282.4 Thalassemia
287.5* Thrombocytopenia

Diseases of the Eye

366.9· Cataract
3n.9· Conjunctiva disorder
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361.9· Detachment, retinal
365.9"" Glaucoma
377.30"" Neuritis, optic
379.50"" ),stagmus
377.oo~ Papilledema
369.9"" Visual loss

Diseases of the Ear, Nose, and Throat

460 Common cold
389.9" Hearing loss
464.0 Laryngitis, acute
386.00" Meniere's disease
382.9" Otitis media
462 Pharyngitis, acute
477.9" Rhinitis, allergic
461.9"" Sinusitis, acute
473.9"" Sinusitis, chronic
388.30" Tinnitus, unspecified
463 Tonsillitis, acute

Musculoskeletal System and Connective Tissue Diseases

716.20" Arthritis, allergic
711.90"" Arthritis. infective
714.0 Arthritis, rheumatoid
733.40~ Aseptic necrosis of bone
710.3 Dermatomyositis
n2.91 Disc disorder, intervertebral, cervical
722.93 Disc disorder, intervertebral, lumbar
722.92 Disc disorder, intervertebral, thoracic
733.10· Fracture, pathological
715.90"" Osteoarthrosis (osteoarthritis)
730.20"" Osteomyelitis
733.00"" Osteoporosis
710.1 Scleroderma (systemic sclerosis)
737.30 Scoliosis
710.2 Sjogren's disease
no.o Spondylitis, ankylosing
710.0 Systemic lupus erythematosus

Diseases of the Skin

704.00" Alopecia
692.9" Dermatitis, contact
693.0" Dermatitis, due to substance (taken internally)
682.9" Cellulitis, unspecified site
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695.1
703.0
701.4
696.1'"
707.0
708.0

Erythema multiforme
Ingrowing nail
Keloid scar
Psoriasis
Ulcer, decubitus
Urticaria, allergic

Congenital Malformations, Deformations, and
Chromosomal Abnormalities

749.10' Clefllip
7-19'(x)" Cleft palate
758.3 Cri-du-ehat syndrome (antimongolism)
758.0 Down's syndrome
760.71 Fetal alcohol syndrome
751.3 Hirschsprung's disease (congenital colon dysfunction)
7-12.3 Hydrocephalus, congenital
752.7 Indeterminate sex and pseudohermaphroditism
758.7 Klinefelter's syndrome
759.82 Marfan's syndrome
7-12.1 Microcephalus
741.90'" Spina bifida
750.5 Stenosis, congenital hypertrophic pyloric
760.71 Toxic effects of alcohol
760.75 Toxic effects of cocaine
760.73 Toxic effects of hallucinogens
760.72 Toxic effects of narcotics
760.70 Toxic effects of other substances (including medications)
759.5 Tuberous sclerosis
758.6 Turner's syndrome
752.51 Undescended testicle

Diseases of Pregnancy, Childbirth, and the Puerperium

Diagnoses associated with pregnancies can be located in the Alphabetic Index (Vol
ume 2) of ICD-9-CM indented under "Pregnancy, complicated (by)," or "Pregnancy,
management affected by." Listed below are some of the most common conditions.

6-12.00" Eclampsia
6-13.0'" Hyperemesis gravidarum, mild
643.0" Hyperemesis gravidarllm, with metabolic disturbance
6-1.2.0" Pre-eclampsia, mild
6-12.0" Pre-eclampsia, severe

Infectious Diseases

The foUowing codes represent ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes for infections from specif
ic organisms. Traditionally, codes for organisms from the 041 category are used as
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secondary codes (e.g., urinary tract infection due to Escheric/lin coli would be coded as
599.0 (primary diagnosis) and 041.4 {secondary diagnosis)).

006.9· Amebiasis
112.5 Candidiasis, disseminated
112A Candidiasis, lung
112.0 Candidiasis, mouth
112.2 Candidiasis, other urogenital sites
112.3 Candidiasis, skin and nails
112.9 Candidiasis, unspecified site
112.1 Candidiasis, vulva and vagina
099.41 C1l1nmydin tmchomntis
001.9-' Cholera
Q.t.l.83 Clostridill/ll peifrigens
11.,l.9· Coccidioidomycosis
078.1 Condyloma oCll11li1l011111l (viral warts)
079.2 Coxsackie virus
117.5 Cryptococcosis
O·I1A Esc1leric1lin coli (E. colI)
007.1 Giardiasis
098.2'" Gonorrhea
Q.t.1.5 Hemophilus i'ifllIellZllc (H. influellZJle)
070.1· Hepatitis, viral A
070.3· Hepatitis, viral B

070.51 Hepatitis, viral C
05-1.9-' Herpes simplex
053.9-' Herpes zoster
115.9-' Histoplasmosis
042 HIV infection (symptomatic)
036.9-' Infection, meningococcal
079.99-' Infection, viral, unspecified
-187.1 Influenza, unspecified
487.0 Influenza, with pneumonia
041.3-' Klebsie//n pllel/lllonine
088.81 Lyme disease
084.6· Malaria
075 Mononucleosis
072.9- Mumps
Q.t.1.81 Mycoplnsmn
Q.t.1.2 PllelimococcllS
Q.t.1.6 Protells
Q.t.1.7 Pseudomonas
071 Rabies
056.9· Rubella
003.9-' SalmoneUa
135 Sarcoidosis
00·1.9· Shigellosis
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Q.Jl.10+ StapliylococClls
Q.Jl.00+ Str~tococClls

097.9+ Syphilis
082.9+ Tick-bome rikettsiosis
130.9+ Toxoplasmosis
124 Trichinosis
131.9+ Trichomoniasis
002.0 Typhoid fever
081.9+ Typhus

Overdose

879

Additional diagnostic codes for overdose/poisoning can be located in the Alphabetic
Index (Volume 2) of ICD-9-efl.·r in the table of drugs and chemicals, listed alphabeti
cally by drug in the "Poisoning" column.

965.-l
962.0
972.4
962.1
971.1
969.0
967.0
969.4
%9.2
%7.1
968.5
967.5
969.6
962.3
967.4
968.2
970.1
965.00
967.2
968.3
969.1
965.1
970.9
%2.7

Acetaminophen
Adrenal cortical steroids
Amyl/butyl/ nitrite
Androgens and anabolic steroids
Anticholinergics
Antidepressants
Barbiturates
Benzodiazepine-based tranquilizers
Butyrophenone-bascd tranquilizers
Chloral hydrate
Cocaine
Glutethimide
HaUucinogens/ cannabis
Insulin and antidiabetic agents
Methaqualone
Nitrous oxide
Opioid antagonists
Opioids
Paraldehyde
Phencyclidine
Phenothiazine-based tranquilizers
Salicylatcs
Stimulants
Thyroid and thyroid derh'ativcs

Additional Codes for Medication-Induced Disorders

The following are the ICD-9-0vl codes for selected medications that may cause
Substance-Induced Disorders. They are made available for optional use by clinicians
in situations in which these medications, prescribed at therapeutic dose levels, have
resulted in one of the foUowing: Substance-induced Delirium, Substance-Induced
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I
Persisting Dementia, Substance-Induced Persisting Amnestic Disorder, Substance
Induced Psychotic Disorder, Substance-Induced Mood Disorder, Substance-Induced
Anxiety Disorder, Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction, Substance-Induced Sleep
Disorder, and Medication-Induced Movement Disorders. When used in multiaxial
evaluation, the E-codes should be coded on Axis I immediately following the related
disorder. It should be noted that these I-codes do not apply to poisonings or 10 a
medication taken as an overdose.

Example:
292.39 Substance-Induced Mood Disorder, With Depressive Features
£932.2 Oral contraceptives

Analgesics and Antipyretics

£935.4 Acetaminophen/phenacetin
£935.1 Methadone
£935.6 onsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents
£935.2 Other narcotics (e.g., codeine, meperidine)
E935.3 Salicylates (e.g., aspirin)

Anticonvulsants

£936.3 Carbamazepine
E936.2 Ethosuximide
E937.0 Phenobarbital
£936.1 Phenytoin
£936.3 Valproic acid

Antiparkinsonian Medications

£936.4 Amantadine
£941.1 Benztropine
£933.0 Diphenhydramine
£936.4 l-Dopa

Neuroleptic Medications

£939.2 Butyrophenone-based neuroleptics (e.g., haloperidol)
£939.3 Other neuroleptics (e.g., thiothixene)
£939.1 Phenothiazine-based neuroleptics (e.g., chlorpromazine)

Sedatives, Hypnotics, and Anxiolytics

£937.0 Barbiturates
£939.4 Benzodiazepine-based medications
£937.1 Chloral hydrate
£939.5 Hydroxyzine
£937.2 Paraldehyde
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Other Psychotropic Medications

E939.0 Antidepressants
E939.6 Cannabis
E940.1 Opioid antagonists
E939.7 Stimulants (excluding central appetite depressants)

Cardiovascular Medications
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E942.0 Antiarrhythmic medication (includes propranolol)
E9c12.2 Antilipemic and cholesterol-lowering medication
E942.1 Cardiac glycosides (e.g., digitalis)
E942.4 Coronary vasodilato"rs (e.g., nitrates)
E9-12.3 Ganglion-blocking agents (pentamethonium)
E942.6 Other antihypertensive agents (e.g., c1onidine, guanethidine, reserpine)
E9c12.s Other vasodilators (e.g., hydralazine)

Primarily Systemic Agents

E933.0 Antiallergic and antiemetic agents (excluding phenothiazines, hydroxyzine)
E941.1 Anticholinergics (e.g., atropine) and spasmolytics
E93-1.2 Anticoagulants
E933.1 Antineoplastic and immunosuppressi\'e drugs
E941.0 Cholinergics (parasympathomimetics)
E941.2 Sympathomimetics (adrenergics)
E933.5 Vitamins (excluding vitamin K)

Medications Acting on Muscles and the Respiratory System

E945.7 Antiasthmatics (aminophylline)
E945.4 Antitussives (e.g., dextromethorphan)
E945.8 Other respiratory drugs
E945.0 Oxytocic agents (ergot alkaloids. prostaglandins)
E945.2 Skeletal muscle relaxants
E945.1 Smooth muscle relaxants (metaproterenol)

Hormones and Synthetic Substitutes

E932.0 Adrenal cortical steroids
E932.1 Anabolic steroids and androgens
E932.8 Antithyroid agents
E932.2 Ovarian hormones (includes oral contraceptives)
E932.7 Thyroid replacements

Diuretics and Mineral and Uric Acid Metabolism Drugs

E944.2 Carbonic acid anhydrase inhibitors
E944.3 Chlorthiazides
E944.0 Mercurial diuretics
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E9+lA
E9+.l.1
E9+1.7

Other diuretics (furosemide, ethacrynic acid)
Purine derivative diuretics
Uric acid metabolism drugs (probenecid)
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DSM-IV Classification
(With ICD-10 Codes)

As of the publication of this text revision (in the late spring of 2000), the official
coding system in use in the United States is the lutemalionot Classification of Diseases,
Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM). Throughout much of the world,
the official coding system is the IlileTllotiol/fll Statistical Cfassijicatioll ofDiseases and Re
lated Healtfl Problems, Tenth Revision (ICD-10). The preparation of DSM-IV has been
closely coordinated with the preparation of Chapter V, "Mental and Behavioural Dis·
orders," of ICD-IO (developed by the World Health Organization in anticipation of
ils evennlal implementation in the United States). Consultations between the Ameri
can Psychiatric Association and the World Health Organization have resulted in
DSM-IV codes and terms that are fully compatible with the codes and tem,s in the
tabular index of lCD-to. To facilitate the use of DSM-IV intemationaUy, presented be.
low is the DSM-IV Classification with the lCD-tO codes.

NOS = ot Otherwise Specified.

An x appearing in a diagnostic code
indicates that a specific code number is
requjred.

An ellipsis ( ... ) is used in the names
of certain disorders to indicate that the
name of a specific mental disorder or
general medical condition should be in
serted when recording the name (e.g.,
F05.0 Delirium Due to Hypothyroidism).

umbers in parentheses are page num~

bers.

U criteria are currently met, one of the
following severity specifiers may be not
ed after the diagnosis:

Mild
Moderate
Severe

If criteria are no longer met, one of the
following specifiers may be noted:

In Partial Remission
In Full Remission
Prior History
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F72.9
F73.9

F84.s
F84.9

F80.0
F98.5
F80.9

F90.0

ATIENTION-DEFICIT AND DISRUPTIVE
BEHAVIOR DISORDERS (85)
_._ Attention-Deficit/

Hyperadi\·ity Disorder (85)
Combined T}'Pe
Predominantly Inattentive
Type
Predominantly Hyperactive
Impulsive Type

F90.9 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder TOS (93)

F91.8 Conduct Disorder (93)
Specify type; Childhood-Dnsel Type/
Adolescent-Onsel Type

F91,3 Oppositional Defiant Disorder
(100)

F91.9 Disruptive Behavior Disorder
NOS (103)

FEEDING AND EATING DISORDERS OF

INFANCY OR EARLY CHILDHOOD (103)
F98.3 Pica (103)
F98.2 Rumination Disorder (105)
F98.2 Feeding Disorder of lnfancy or

Eady Childhood (107)

TIC DiSORDERS (108)
F95.2 Tourette's Disorder (111)
F95.1 Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic

Disorder (114)
F95.0 Transient Tic Disorder (115)

SPf'fify if Single Episode/Rerurrent

F95.9 Tic Disorder NOS (116)

ELIMINATION DISORDERS (116)
_'_ Entopresis (116)

R15 With Constipation and
Overflow Incontinence (also
code KS9.0 c01lstipatioll Oil
Axis 11I)

F98.1 Without Constipation and
(hterflow Incontinence

F98.0 Enuresis (Not Due to a General
Medical Condition) (118)
spmfy~: Noctum.al Only/Diurnal
OnI}'/Noctumal and Diurnal

F90.0
F98.8

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS (58)
FSO.l Expressive Language Disorder

(58)
FSO.2 Mixed Receptive-Expressive

Language Disorder (62)
Phonological Disorder (65)
Stuttering (67)
Communication Disorder NOS
(69)

PERVASIVE DEVELOPMENTAL
DISORDERS (69)
F84.0 Autistic Disorder (70)
FB-l.2 Rett's Disorder (76)
F84.3 Childhood Disintegrative

Disorder (77)
Asperger's Disorder (80)
Pervasive Developmental
Disorder NOS (~)

Disorders Usually First Diagnosed
in Infancy, Childhood, or
Adolescence (39)

MENTAL RETARDATION (41)
Note: T/ltSe are coded 0'1 Atis ll.
F70.9 Mild Mental Retardation (43)
F71.9 Moderate Mental Retardation

(43)
Severe Menial Retardation (43)
Profound Mental Retardation
(44)

F79.9 Mental Retardation, Severity
Unspecified (44)

LEARNING DISORDERS (49)
F81.0 Reading Disorder (51)
F8l.2 Mathematics Disorder (53)
FB1.8 Disorder of Written Expression

(~)

F81.9 Leaming Disorder NOS (56)

MDTOR SKILLS DISORDER (56)
F82 DevelopmentaJ Coordination

Disorder (56)



.00

.01

.03

.10

.11

.13

F01.xx
.80
.81
.83

DSM-IV Classification (With ICD-l0 Codes)

OTHER DISORDERS OF INFANCY,
CHILDHOOD, OR ADOLESCENCE (121)
F93.0 Separation Anxiety Disorder

(121)
Sp«ify if. Early Onset

F9.,1.0 Selective Mutism (l25)
F94.x Reactive Attachment Disorder

of Infancy or Early Childhood
(127)

.1 inhibited Type

.2 Disinhibited Type
F98.4 Stereotypic Movement

Disorder (131)
Sptrify if With Self-Injurious Behavior

F98.9 Disorder of Infancy, Childhood,
or Adolescence NOS (134)

Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic
and Other Cognitive Disorders
(135)

DELIRIUM (136)
F05.0 Delirium Due to ... {Indicate tile

Celleral Medical Conditioll] (code
FOS.l ifsllperimposed all

Demelltia) (141)
_._ Substance Intoxication

Delirium (refer to Sllbstallce
Related Disorders for silbstallce
specific codes) (143)

_._ Substance Withdrawal
Delirium (refer to Substallce
Related Disorders for Sllbstalfce
specific codes) (143)

__._ Delirium Due to Multiple
Etiologies (code eadl ofthe specific
etiologies) (146)

F05.9 Delirium NOS (147)

DEMENTIA (147)
FOO.xx Dementia of the Alzheimer's

Type, With Early Onset (also
code GJO.O Alzheimer's Disease,
Witll Early Ollset, Oil Axis III)
(154)

Uncomplicated
With Delusions
With Depressed Mood

Sptdfy if With Beha\o1oral DiJ;turbance

FOO.xx Dementia of the Alzheimer's
Type, With Late Onset (also code
G30.1 Alzheimer's Disease, WitlE
LAte Onset, 011 Axis JIl) (154)

Uncomplicated
With Delusions
With Depressed Mood

speofy if With Beha\'ioral Disturbance

Vascular Dementia (l58)
Uncomplicated
With Delusions
With Depressed Mood

Sp«ify if. With Beh.wioral DiJ;tumance

F02A Dementia Due to HlV Disease
(also code 822.0 HI'V disease
resultillg ill encephalopathy all
Axis IIl) (163)

F02.8 Dementia Due to Head Trauma
(also code S06.9lntracranial illjllry
011 Axis 111) (164)

F02.3 Dementia Due to Parkinson's
Disease (also code G20
Parkinson's disease all Axis 111)
(164)

F02.2 Dementia Due to Huntington's
Disease (also code C10
HI/ntillgtoll's disease on Axis Ill)
(165)

F02.0 Dementia Due to Pick's Disease
(also code G31.0 Pick's disease all

Axis ITl) (165)
F02.1 Dementia Due to Creutzfeldt

Jakob Disease (also code A81.0
Crelltzfeldt-fakob disease all Axis
IIl) (166)
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Mental Disorders Due to a General
Medical Condition Not Elsewhere
Classified (181)

AMNESTIC DISORDERS (172)

F04 Amnestic Disorder Due 10 ...

[Indicate tlJe Gel/eral Medical
COllditioll/ (175)
5p«ifiJ if Transient/Chronic

_"_ Substance-Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (refer to
Substallce-Related Disorders for
substance-specific codes) (177)

R-Il.3 Amnestic Disorder 'OS (179)

OTHER COGNITIVE DISORDERS (179)

f06.9 Cognitive Disorder NOS (179)

FlO.6

fJO.4

.51

.52
flO.8

FlO.xx

fl0.73

IWith Onset During Intoxication/ \\'With

Onset During Withdrawal

Substance-Related Disorders (191)

0", Early Full Remission/Early Partial
Remission

0", Sustained Full Remission/Sustained
I'artial Remission

I = in a Controlled Environment
2", On Agonist Therapy
-I = Mild/Moderate/Se\"ere

ALCOHOL·RELATED DISORDERS (21;·

Alcohol Use Disorders (213)
FlO.2x Alcohol Dependence'" (213)
FlO.IAlcohol Abuse (214)

Alcohol-Induced Disorders (214)

FlO.DO Alcohollnloxication (214)
FlO.3 Alcohol Withdrawal (215)

Sprdfy if With Perceptual DisturbanCt'S

FIO.03 A!cohollntoxication Delirium
(143)

Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium
(143)

Alcohol-Induced Persist.ing
Dementia (168)
Akohol·lnduced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (177)
Alcohol-lnduced Psychotic
Disorder (338)

With DelusionsI.W

''''ith Hallucinations!.w
Alcohol-Induced ~Ifood

Disorder',w (.lOS)

TIle followillg specifiers apply to SlIhstancr
Iudl/ud Disorders as 1loted:

ilTllefollowillg specifiers may be applied to
Substance Depf'lldellce:

sp<'cify if. With Physiological Dependencrl
Withoul Physiological Dependence

Code course of Dependence ill fiftl!
diameter:

Catatonic Disorder Due to ...
(Il/dicate the Gel/eml Medical

COllditiollJ (185)

Personality Change Due 10 ...
11lldicnte file General Medical
Condition) (187)
Spmfy~ Labile Type/Disinhibiled
Type!Aggressi\"e Typel Apathetic
Type/Paranoid TYfHL'/Other Typel
Combined Type/Unspecified Type

Mental Disorder NOS Due
to .. . Ill/dimte tile General
Medical Condition} (190)

f07.0

f06.1

f03

f09

f02.8

F02.S Dementia Due to .. . LIlldicate the
General Medical COlldition lIot
listed oboue} (also code tile general
medicnl condition all Axis 111)
(167)
Substance-Induced Persisting
Dementia (refer to SubstallU-
Re/ated Disorders for Sllbstallce
specific codes) (168)

Dementia Due to Multiple
Etiologies (illstead code FOO.21ar
mixed Alzheimer's alld VnSCl/lar
Demelltia) (170)

Dementia NOS (171)

-'-



DSM-IV Classification (With ICD-1 0 Codes) 887

.51

.52
F14.8

.51

.52
Fl2.8

Cocaine Use Disorders (242)
F14.2x Cocaine Dependenceil (U2)
F14.1 Cocaine Abuse (243)

Cocaine-Induced Disorders (244)
F14.00 Cocaine Intoxication (244)
F14.04 Cocaine Intoxication, With

Perceptual DiShlrbances (244)
F14.3 Cocaine \<\'ithdrawal (245)
F14.03 Cocaine Intoxication Delirium

(143)
F14.xx Cocaine-Induced Psychotic

Disorder (338)
With Delusions!
With Hallucinations!

Cocaine-Induced Mood
Disorde~'w (-105)

Fl-l.8 Cocaine·lnduced Anxiety
Disorde~'w (-179)

F14.8 Cocaine-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction l (562)

F15.8 Caffeine-Induced Sleep
Disorderl (655)

F15.9 Caffeine-Related Disorder NOS
(234)

CANNABIS-RELATED DISORDERS (234)

F12.9 Cannabis-Related Disorder
NOS (241)

COCAINE-RELATED DISORDERS (241)

Cannabis Use Disorders (236)
F12.2x Cannabis Dependencea (236)
F12.1 Cannabis Abuse (236)

Cannabis-Induced Disorders (237)
F12.00 Cannabis Intoxication (237)
F12.04 CaIUlabis Intoxication, With

Perceptual Disturbances (237)
F12.03 Cannabis Intoxication Delirium

(143)
F12.xx Cannabis-Induced Psychotic

Disorder (338)
With Delusionsl

With Hallucinations!
Cannabis-Induced Anxiety
Di,."de~ (479)

Amphetamine Intoxication
(226)
Amphetamine Intoxication,
With Perceptual Disturbances
(226)
Amphetamine Withdrawal
(227)
Amphetamine Intoxication
Delirium (143)
Amphetamine-Induced
Psychotic Disorder (338)

With Delusionsl

With Hallucinations!
Amphetamine-Induced Mood
Disorderl,w (405)

Ampheta mine-lnduced Anxiety
Disorderl (479)
Amphetamine-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)
Amphetamine-Induced Sleep
Disorder!'W (655)

F15.xx

F15.8

F15.03

F15.3

.51

.52
Fl5.8

F15.D-l

FlO.8 Alcohol-Induced. Anxiety
Disorde~'w(479)

FlO.8 Alcohol-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)

FlO.8 Alcohol-Induced Sleep
Disorder I.W (655)

FlO.9 Alcohol-Related Disorder OS
(223)

AMPHETAMINE (OR AMPHETAMINE
lIKE)-RELATED DISORDERS (223)

Amphetamine Use Disorders (224)
F15.2x Amphetamine Dependencea

(224)
F15.1 Amphetamine Abuse (225)

F15.8

Amphetamine-Induced Disorders
(226)
FI5.00

F15.9 Amphetamine-Related
Disorder NOS (231)

CAFFEINE-RELATED DISORDERS (231)

Caffeine-Induced Disorders (232)
F15.00 Caffeine Intoxication (232)
F15.8 Caffeine-Induced Anxiety

Disorder! (479)

F15.8



.51

.52
F18.8

.51

.52
F16.8

.51

.52
Fll.S

1888

F14.8 Cocaine-Induced Sleep
Disordecl·w (655)

F14.9 Cocaine-Related Disorder NOS
(250)

HALLUCINOGEN-RELATED DISORDERS
(250)

Hallucinogen Use Disorders (251)
FIG.2x Hallucinogen Dependence3

(251)
fIG.) Hallucinogen Abuse (252)

Hallucinogen-Induced Disorders (252)
fI6.DO Hallucinogen Intoxication (252)
f16.70 Hallucinogen Persisting

Perception Disorder
(FI"hbacks) (253)

FI6.03 Hallucinogen Intoxication
Delirium (143)

FIG.xx Hallucmogen·lnduced
Psychotic Disorder (338)

With Delusionsl

With HaUudnationsI

HalluOnogen·Induced Mood
Disorde~ (405)

FI6.S Hallucinogen-Induced Anxiety
Disorde~ (479)

f16.9 Hallucinogen-Related Disorder
NOS (256)

INHALANT-RELATED DISORDERS (257)

Inhalant Use Disorders (258)
FIB.2x Inhalant Dependencea (258)
FIB.1 Inhalant Abuse (259)

Inhalant-Induced Disorders (259)
FI8.00 Inhalant Intoxication (259)
F18.03 Inhalant Intoxication Delirium

(143)
F18.73 Inhalant-Induced Persisting

Dementia (168)
FI8.xx Inhalant-Induced Psychotic

Disorder (338)
With Delusions!
With Hallucinationsl

Inhalant-Induced
Mood. Disorde~ (405)

Appendix H

F18.8 Inhalant-Induced Anxiety
Diso,de~ (479)

F18.9 Inhalant-Related Disorder lOS
(263)

NICOTINE-RELATED DISORDERS (264)

Nicotine Use Disorder (264)
F17.2x icotine DependenceOl (264)

Nicotine-Induced Disorder (265)
FI7.3 1 icotine Withdrawal (265)

Fl7.9 Nicotine-Related Disorder NOS
(269)

OPIOID-RELATED DISORDERS (269)

Opioid Use Disorders (270)
Fll.2x Opioid DependenceOl (270)
FI1.1 Opioid Abuse (271)

Opioid-lnduced Disorders (271)
Fl1.00 Opioid Intoxication

(271)
Fl1.O-:l Opioid Intoxication, With

Perceprual Disturbances (2n)
FlI.3 Opioid Withdrawal (272)
F11.03 Opioid Intoxication Delirium

(143)
FII.xx Opioid-Induced Psychotic

Disorder (338)
With Delusions'

With Hallucinations'
Opioid-Induced Mood
Disorderl (405)

FII.S Opioid-Lnduced
Sexual Dysfunction' (562)

Fl1.S Opioid-Induced
Sleep Disorder',w (655)

FII.9 Opioid-Related Disorder NOS
(277)

PHENCYCLIDINE
(OR PHENCYCLIDINE-L1KE)-RELATED
DISORDERS (278)

.
Phencyclidine Use Disorders (279)
F19.2x Phencyclidine Dependence3

(279)
F19.I Phencyclidine Abuse (279)



DSM-IV Classification (With ICD-lO Codes)

.51
52

F19.8

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxioiytic-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (338)

With Delusionsl•W

With Hallucinations!.'\'
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-lnduced Mood
Disorderl·w (405)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety
Disorderw (479)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxioi},tic-Induced Sexual
Dysnmction' (562)
Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Sleep
Disorderl·w (655)

Other (or Unknown) Substance Use
Disorders (294)
F19.2x Other (or Unknown) Substance

Dependencea (192)
F19.1 Other (or Unknown) Substance

Abuse (198)

Other (or Unknown) Substance
Induced Disorders (295)
F19.00 Other (or Unknown) Substance

Intoxication (199)
F19.Q.l Other (or Unknown) Substance

Intoxication, \>\Iith Perceptual
rhsturbances(l99)

F19.3 Other (or Unknown) Substance
Withdrawal (201)
5pmfy if: With Perceptual Disturbances

F13.9

F13.8

F13.8

F13.xx

F13.8

.51.,.,.
F13.8

Sed.ative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Relaled Disorder
NOS (293)

POLYSUBSTANCE-RElATED DISORDER
(293)

FI9.2\: Polysubstance Dependencea

(293)

OTHER (OR UNKNOWN) SUBSTANCE·
RELATED DISORDERS (294)

Phencyclidine-Induced Disorders (280)
Fl9.00 Phencyclidine Intoxication (280)
F19.04 Phencyclidine Intoxication,

With Perceptual Disturbances
(280)

FI9.OJ Phencyclidine Intoxication
Delirium (143)

F19.xx Phencyclidine-Induced.
Psychotic Disorder (338)

With Delusions l

With Hallucinations'
Phencyclidine-Induced Mood
Disorderl (405)

Fi9.S Phencyclidine-Induced Anxiety
Disorde~ (479)

F19.9 Phencyclidine-Related Disorder
NOS (283)

SEDATIVE-, HYPNOTIC-, OR
ANXIOLYTIC-RELATED DISORDERS
(284)

Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic Use
Disorders (285)
F13.2x Sedative, Hypnotic, or

Anxiolytic Dependencea (285)
F13.1 Sedative, Hypnotic, or

Anxiolytic Abuse (286)

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or Anxiolytic
Induced Disorders (286)
F13.00 Sedative, Hypnotic, or

An.xiolytic Intoxication (286)
F13.3 Sedative, Hypnotic, or

Anxiolytic Withdrawal (287)
Specify if: With Perceptual Disturbances

FI3.03 Sedative, Hypnotic, or
Anxioiytic Intoxication
Delirium (143)

F13.-l Sedative, Hypnotic, or
Anxioiytic Withdrawal
Delirium (143)

F13.73 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Persisting
Dementia (168)

F13.6 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-lnduced. Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (In)
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Schizophrenia and
Other Psychotic Disorders (297)

F20.xx Schizophrenia (298)

.Ox Paranoid Type (313)

.lx Disorganized Type (314)

.2x Catatonic Type (315)

.3x Undifferentiated Type (316)

.5x Residual Type (316)

Code course ofSc1li:oplmmia ill fifth
clmrncter;

Z", Episodic With lnterepisode Residual
Symptoms (specify if. With Prominent
N!.'gatiw Symptoms)

3'" Episodic With No Interepisode Residual
S)'IJlpiOms

0", Continuous (Sp«if!I if: With Prominent
Negati,,!.' Symptoms)

-t =- Singl!.' Episod!.' In Partial Remission
(specify if. With Prominent Negath·e
Spnptoms)

5", Single Episode In Full Remission
8 '" Other or Unspecified Pattern
9 '" Less than 1 year since onset of initial

acti\'e-phase symptoms

F19.03

F19.73

F19.6

F19.xx

.51-,.,-
F19.8

F19.8

F19.8

F19.8

F19.9

Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Delirium
(code F19.4 ifonset durillg

witIJdrawnl) (143)

Other (or Unl'llown)
Substance-Induced Persisting
Dementia (168)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Persisting
AflUlestiC Disorder (177)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-induced Psychotic
Disorder (338)

With Delusions!.\\'

With HaUucinationsI.W

Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Mood
Disorde~'\\' (405)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Anxiety
Disorder!'\\' (479)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (562)
Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Sleep
Disorderl,\\' (655)

Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Related Disorder
NOS (295)

F20.S

F25.x
.0

.1
Fll.O

F23.xx

.81

.80

F24
F06.x

.2

.0

-'-

F29

Schizophreniform Disorder
(317)
Specify if. Without Good Prognostic
Featwes/With Good Prognostic
Features

Schizoaffective Disorder (319)
Bipolar Type
Depressive Type

Delusional Disorder (323)
5pmfy type: Erotomanic Trpe/
Grandiose T)'pe/Jealous Trpe/
Persecutol")' Type/Somatic Trpe/
Mixed Type/Unspecified Type

Brief Psychotic Disorder (329)
With Marked Stressor(s)
Without Marked Stressor(s)

SPffif!l if With Postpartum Onset

Shared Psychotic Disorder (332)
Psychotic Disorder Due to ...
{llIdicate Ille Gel/ernl Medical
COlldilioll} (334)

With Delusions
With Hallucinations

Substance-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (refer to Substallce
Related Disorders for substance
specific codes) (338)
Sj>f'rify if With Onset During
Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal

Psychotic Disorder NOS (343)



F31.0 Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent
Episode Hypomanicg,h.i (382)

F3Lx Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent
Episode ManicJ.c.f·g.h.i (382)

Code CIIrrellt state ofMallie Episode ill
follrth clUlracler:

1 "" Mild. Moduate, or Se\"ere Without
Psychotic Features

2,. Se'"ere With Psychotic Features
7,. In Partial or Full Remission

F31.6 Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent
Episode Mixeda.c,f,g.h,i (382)

F31.x Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent
Episode Depresseda,b,c,d,e,f,g.h,i

(382)

Code CIIrrCllt state of Major Depressive
Episode ill/ollrt1l cllflracter:

3 = Mild or Moderate
4 = Severe Without Psychotic Features
5", Severe With Psychotic Features
7 "" In Partial or FuU Remission

DSM·IV Classification (With ICD·l0 Codes)

Mood Disorders (345)

ThefolIOivillg specifiers apply (for CIIrrmt or
/IIost recellt episode) to Mood Disorders as
/loted:

"Se,"erity/Psychotic/Rernission Spl'cifiers/
toChronic/cWith Cataton'c Features/dWith
~IelancholicFeatures/~\'ithAtypical
FeaturestfWith Postpartum Onset

The following specifiers apply fa Mood
Disorders as /loted:

SWith or Without FuU Interepisode Recovery/
hWith Seasonal Palleml'With Rapid Cycling

DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS (369)
F32.x Major Depressive Disorder,

Single Episodea,b,.c,d.e.f (369)

F33.x Major Depressive Disorder,
Recurren~·b,.c,d.e.f,g.h(369)

Code currelll state ofMajor Depressive
Episode in fourth character:

O,."liId
1= Moderate
2,. Severe Without Psychotic Features
3,. Se\"ere With Psychotic Features

Sp«.ify: Mood-Congruent Psychotic
Features/t-.lood·lncongruent Psychotic
Features

4 = In Partial Remission
4 = In Full Remission
9 = Unspecified

F34"l Dysthymic Disorder (376)
Sp«ify if: Earl)' Onset/Late Onset
Sp«ify: With Atypical Features

F32.9 Depressive Disorder NOS (381)

BIPOLAR DISORDERS (3B2)
F30.x Bipolar I Disorder, Single Manic

Episodeol
•d (382)

Spmfy if Mi>oed

Code CIIrre"t state ofMallic Episode ill
follrt11 clmracfer:

1 = Mild, Moderate, or 5e\"ere Without
Psychotic Featur'es

2 = Severe With Psychotic Features
8 = In Partial or FuU Remission

F31.9

F3L8

F34.0

F3L9
F06.xx

.32

.32

.30

.33

_.-

F39

Bipolar I Disorder, Most Recent
Episode Unspecifiedg.h•i (382)
Bipolar II Disorde~,b.c,d.e·f.g.h,i

(392)
Sp«ify (eu,"nl or mOil rt'CE/II qJL-u):
Hypomanic/Depressed

Cyclothymic Disorder (398)
Bipolar Disorder NOS (400)
Mood Disorder Due to "" "
[Illdicate tile General Medical
COl/ditioll] (401)

With Depressive Features
With Major Depressive-Like

Episode
With Manic Features
With Mixed Features

Substance-Induced Mood.
Disorder (refer to Subsfal/ce
Related Disorders for sllbstallce~

specific codes) (405)
Sp«ify~; With Depressh-e Features/
With Manic Features/With Mb::l."d
Features
Spt?cify if With Onset During
Intoxication/With Onset During
\\'ithdrawal

Mood Disorder NOS (410)



Anxiety Disorders (429)

Appendix H

Somatoform Disorders (485)

HI.O Panic Disorder Without F45.0 Somatization Disorder (486)
Agoraphobia (433) F-l5.1 Undifferentiated Somatofonn

HO.O! Panic Disorder With Disorder (490)
Agoraphobia (433) F-H.x Conversion Disorder (.192)

HO.OO Agoraphobia Without History A With Motor Symptom or
of Panic Disorder (441) Deficit

F40.2 Specific Phobia (443) .5 With Seizures or
Specify type: Animal Type/Natural Convulsions
Em'ironment Type/Blood-Injection- .6 With Sensory Symptom or
Injury Type/Situational Type/Other

Deficit
Type

.7 With Mixed PresentationF40.1 Social Phobia (450)
Specify if: Generalized F45.4 Pain Disorder (498)

F42.8 Obsessive-Compulsive Sp«ify typt; Associated With

Disorder (456)
PS)'(hological Factors/Associated W
Both Psychological Factors and

Sp«ify if With Poor Insight a General Medical Condition
FH.! Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Spmfy if A(Ute/Chronic

(463) F45.2 Hypochondriasis (504)
Sprofy if A(Ute/Chronic Sprofy if With Poor Insight
Spmfy if With Delayed Onset H5.2 Body Dysmorphic Disorder

F43.0 Acute Stress Disorder (469) (507)
F-l1.1 Generalized Anxiety Disorder F-15.9 Somatofonn Disorder NOS (511

(472)
F06A Anxiety Disorder Due to ...

[llldicate tile Ge/leral Medical
Conditioll] (476) Factitious Disorders (513)
S,"'cify if; With Generalized Anxiety/
With Panic Attacks/With Obsessive-
Compulsive Symptoms F68.1 Factitious Disorder (513)
Substance-Induced Anxiety_.- Specify Iype: With Predominantl)'
Disorder (refer 10 Subsfallce- PsrchologicalSigns and Symptoms/
Related Disorders for Sllbstallce- With Predominantly Physical Signs and

specific codes) (479) Symptoms/With Combined

Sp«ijy if With Generalized Anxiety/ Psychological and Physical Signs and

With Panic Attacks/With ObsesSive- Symptoms

Compulsi\'e Symptoms/With Phobic F68.! Factitious Disorder NOS (517)
Symploms

S~cify if With Onset During
Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal Dissociative Disorders (519)

F41.9 Anxiety Disorder 'OS (484)

F+t.O

F44.!
Dissociative Amnesia (520)
Dissociative Fugue (523)



F52.3
F52.4

F52.9 Sexual Dysfunction NOS (565)

PARAPHILIAS (566)

DSM-IV Classification (With lCD-10 Codes)

f.l4.81 Dissociative Identity Disorder
(526)

F48.1 DepersonaHzation Disorder
(530)

F44.9 Dissociati\'e Disorder NOS (532)

Sexual and Gender Identity
Disorders (535)

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS (S35)

Tile fOllowing specifiers apply to all primary
Sexual Dysfllllctions:

lifelong Type!Acquired Type/Generalized
Ty~ /Siluational Type/ Due to Psychological
Factors/Due to Combined Factors

Sexual Desire Disorders (539)
F52.0 Hypoactive Sexual Desire

Disorder (539)
F52.10 Sexual Aversion Disorder (541)

Sexual Arousal Disorders (543)
F52.2 Female Sexual Arousal

Disorder (543)
F52.Z Male Erectile Disorder (5·tS)

Orgasmic Disorders (547)
F52.3 Female Orgasmic Disorder

(517)
Male Orgasmic Disorder (550)
Premature Ejaculation (552)

Sexual Pain Disorders (554)
F52.6 Dyspareunia (Not Due to a

General Medical Condition)
(551)

F52.5 Vaginismus (Not Due to a
General Medical Condition)
(556)

Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General
Medical Condition (558)
N94.8 Female Hypoactive Sexual

Desire Disorder Due to ...
Ill/dicatc tire GCl/cral Medical
Conditioll} (558)

N50.8

N-l8.4

N9-l.1

NSO.8

N94.8

N50.8

F65.2
F65.0

F65.8
F65.4

F65.5
F65.5
F65.1

F65.3
F65.9

Male Hypoactive Sexual Desire
Disorder Due 10 .. . I/I/dicatc tlie
Gelleral Medical COllditiOIl} (558)
Male &ectile Disorder Due
to ... [Illdicate the General
Medical Condition} (558)
Female Dyspareunia Due to ...
fllldicate ti,e General Medical
Condition] (558)
Male Dyspareunia Due to ...
fl"dicate the General Medical
Condition] (558)
Other Female Sexual
Dysfunction Due to ... {Indicate
tile General Medical Condition!
(558)
Other Male Sexual Dysfunction
Due to ... [Indicate l1,e General
Medical COlldition} (558)

Substance-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction (refer to SrlbsttlllCe
Related Disorders for substallce
specific codes) (562)
Sp«ify if With Impaired Desire/With
Impaired Arousal/With Impaired
Orgasm/With Sexual Pain
Specify if With Onset During
Intoxication

Exhibitionism (569)
Fetishism (569)
Frotteunsm (570)
Pedophilia (571)
Specify if Sexually Attracled 10 Males/
Sexually Attractt'd 10 Fl'males/Se:..-ually
Attracted 10 Both
Specify if Limited to Incest
5rttcify t!fPi: Exclusi'·e Type/
Nonl'xclusi\'1' Type

Sexual Masochism (572)
Sexual Sadism (573)
Transvestic Fetishism (574)
S~ify if With Gender Dysphoria

Voyeurism (575)
Paraphilia NOS (576)
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GENDER IDENTITY DISORDERS (S76)
F64.x Gender Identity Disorder (576)

.2 in Children

.0 in Adolescents or Adults
SIltcify if; Sexually Attracted to Males!
Sexually Attracted to Females/Sexually
Attracted to Both/Sexually Attracted to
Neither

F64.9 Gender Identity Disorder 'OS
(582)

F52.9 Sexual Disorder 'OS (582)

Eating Disorders (583)

F50.0 Anorexia Nervosa (583)
5pmfy type Restricting Type; Binge
Eating/Purging Trpe

F50.2 Bulimia Nervosa (589)
5pmfy ty;x; Purging Type/Nonpurging
Typ.

F50.9 Eating Disorder NOS (594)

Sleep Disorders (S97)

PRIMARY SLEEP DISORDERS (S9B)

Dyssomnias (598)
F51.0 Primary Insomnia (599)
F51.1 Primary Hypersomnia (604)

SptCify if: Recurrent

G47.4 Narcolepsy (609)
G47.3 Breathing-Related Sleep

Disorder (615)
F51.2 Circadian Rhythm Sleep

Disorder (622)
s"mfy hJ1x: Delayed Sleep Phase Typel
let Lag Type/Shifl Work Typel
Unspecified Type

F51.9 Dyssomnia NOS (629)

Parasomnias (630)
F51.5 Nightmare Disorder (631)
F51.4 Sleep Terror Disorder (634)

Appendix H

F51.3 Sleepwalking Disorder (639)
F51.8 Parasomnia NOS (644)

SLEEP DISORDERS RELATED TO
ANOTHER MENTAL DISORDER (64S)
F51.0 Insomnia Related to ... [lndiCllte

tlU! Axis 1or Axis II Disorderl
(645)

F51.l Hypersomnia Related to ...
[llldicare tIJe Axis I or Aris 11

Disorder} (645)

OTHER SLEEP DISORDERS (6S1)
G47.x Sleep Disorder Due to ...

[llldicnte the Genernl Medical
Condition} (651)

.0 Insomnia Type

.1 Hypersomnia Type

.8 Parasomnia Type

.8 Mixed Type
_._ Substance-Induced Sleep

Disorder (refer to Substallce
Related Disorders for substallce·
specific codes) (655)
S/>er:lfy IY1K: Insomnia Typel
Hypersomnia Type/Parasomnia Typel
Mixed Type
S~rify if: With Onset During
Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal

Impulse·Control Disorders Not
Elsewhere Classified (663)

F63.8 Intermittent Explosive Disorder
(663)

F63.2 Kleptomania (667)

F63.1 Pyromania (669)
F63.0 Pathological Gambling (671)
F63.3 Trichotillomania (674)
F63.9 Impulse-Control Disorder 'OS

(677)



DSM-IV Classification (With ICD-10 Codes)

Adjustment Disorders (679) Other Conditions That May Be a
Focus of Clinical Attention (731)

Personality Disorders (685)

Note: TI1ese {Ire coded 011 Axis II.
F60.0 Paranoid Personality Disorder

(690)
F60.1 Schizoid Personality Disorder

(694)
F21 Schizotypal Personality

Disorder (697)
F60.2 Antisocial Personality Disorder

(701)
F60.31 Borderline Personality Disorder

(706)
F60.4 Histrionic Personality Disorder

(711)
F60.8 Narcissistic Personality

Disorder (714)
F60.6 Avoidant Personality Disorder

(718)
F60.7 Dependent Personality

Disorder (721)
F60.5 Obsessive-Compulsive

Personality Disorder (725)
F60.9 Personality Disorder NOS (729)

F43.xx
.20
.28
.22

.24

.25

.9

Adjustment Disorder (679)
With Depressed Mood
With Anxiety
With Mixed Anxiety and
Depressed Mood
With Disturbance of Conduct
With Mixed Disturbance of
Emotions and Conduct
Unspecified

Specify if: Acute/Chronic

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
AFFECTING MEDICAL CONDITION
(731 )
F54 ... {Specified PsycJlological Factor]

Affecting ... (Indicate Ole General
Medical COlldifioll]

CllOose /lame based OIl I/{Itllre of
factors: (731)
Mental Disorder Affecting

Medical Condition
Psychological Symptoms

Affecting Medical Condition
Personality Traits or Coping

Style Affecting Medical
Condition

Maladaptive Health Behaviors
Affecting Medical Condition

Stress-Related Physiological
Response Affecting Medical
Condition

Other or Unspecified
Psychological Factors
Affecting Medical Condition

MEDICATION-INDUCED MOVEMENT
DISORDERS (734)
G21.0 Neuroleptic-Induced

Parkinsonism (735)
G21.0 Neuroleptic Malignant

Syndrome (735)
G24.0 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute

Dystonia (735)
G21.] Neuroleptic-Induced Acute

Akathisia (735)
G24.0 Neuroleptic-Induced Tardive

Dyskinesia (736)
G25.1 Medication-Induced Postural

Tremor (736)
G25.9 Medication-Induced Movement

Disorder NOS (736)
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F93.3
263.9

OTHER MEDICATION-INDUCED
DISORDER (736)
T88.7 Adverse Effects of Medication

'OS (736)

RELATIONAL PROBLEMS (736)
263.7 Relational Problem Related to a

Mental Disorder or General
Medical Condition (737)

263.8 Parent-Child Relational
Problem (code 263.1 iffocus of
attelltiOIl is 011 child) (737)

263.0 Partner Relational Problem
(737)
Sibling Relational Problem (737)
Relational Problem NOS (737)

272.8

R41.8

R41.8

263.4
255.8
7..56.7
F93.8
271.8

260.3
260.0

Child or Adolescent Antisocial
Behavior (740)

Borderline Intellectual
Functioning (740)
Age-Related Cognitive Decline
(7~0)

Bereavement (740)
Academic Problem (741)

Occupational Problem (741)
Identity Problem (741)

Religious or Spiritual Problem
(741)
Acculturation Problem (741)
Phase of Life Problem (742)

Additional Codes (743)

F99 Unspecified Mental Disorder
(nonpsychotic) (743)

ZQ3.2 No Diagnosis or Condition on
Axis 1(743)

R69 Diagnosis or Condition
Deferred on Axis I (7·B)

ZQ3.2 No Diagnosis on Axis II (i·n)
R4:6.8 Diagnosis Deferred on Axis II

(743)

Noncompliance With
Treatment (739)
Malingering (739)
Adult Antisocial Behavior (740)

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS THAT MAY
BE A FOCUS OF CLINICAL ATIENTION
(739)
291.1

276.5
272.8

PROBLEMS RELATED TO ABUSE OR
NEGLECT (738)
174.1 Physical Abuse of Child (738)
174.2 Sexual Abuse of Child (738)
174.0 Neglect of Child (738)
T7·U Physical Abuse of Adult (738)
174.2 Sexual Abuse of Adult (738)
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Outline for Cultural
Formulation and Glossary of
Culture-Bound Syndromes

r his appendix is divided into hvo sections. The first section provides an outline
for cultural fonnulation designed to assist the clinician in systematically evaluating
and reporting the impact of the individual's cultural context. The second is a glossary
of culture-bolUld syndromes.

Outline for Cultural Formulation

The following outline for cultural formulation is meant to supplement the multiaxial
diagnostic assessment and to address difficulties that may be encountered in apply
ing DSM-TV criteria in a multicultural environment. The cultural formulation pro~

vides a systematic re\·iew of the individual's cultural background, the role of the
cultural context in the expression and evaluation of symptoms and dysfunction, and
the effect that cultural differences may have on the relationship between the individ
ual and the clinician.

As indicated in the introduction to the manual (see p. xxxiii), it is important that
the clinician take into account the individual's ethnic and cultural context in the eval
uation of each of the DSM-lV axes. In addition, the cultural formulation suggested be
low provides an opportunity to describe systematically the individual's cultural and
social reference group and ways in which the cultural context is relevant to clinical
care. The clinician may provide a narrative summary for each of the following cate
gones:

Cultural identity of the individual. Note the individual's ethnic or cultural refer
ence groups. For immigrants and ethnic minorities, note separately the degree of in
volvement with both the culhue of origin and the host culture (where applicable).
Also note language abilities, use, and preference (including multilingualism).

Cultural explanations of the individual's illness. The following may be identified:
the predominant idioms of distress through which symptoms or the need for social
support are communicated (e.g., "nerves," possessing spirits, somatic complaints, in
explicable misfortune), the meaning and perceived severity of the individual's symp~

897
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toms in relation to norms of the cultural reference group, any local illness category
used. by the individual's family and community to identify the condition (see "Glos
sary of Culture-Bound Syndromes" below), the perceived causes or explanatory
models that the individual and the reference group use to explain the illness, and eur
rent preferences for and past experiences with professional and popular sources of
care.

Cultural fadors related to psychosocial environment and levels of functioning.
Note culturally relevant interpretations of social stressors, available social supports,
and levels of functioning and disability. nus would include stresses in the local social
environment and the role of religion and kin neh"orks in providing emotional, in
strumental, and informational support.

Cultural elements of the relationship behveen the individual and the clinician.
Indicate differences in cu lture and social status between the individual and the clini
cian and problems that these differences may cause in diagnosis and treatment (e.g.,
difficulty in communicating in the individual's first language, in eliciting symptoms
or understanding their cultural significance, in negotiating an appropriate relation
ship or level of intimacy, in detennining whether a behavior is normative or patho
logical).

Overall cultural assessment for diagnosis and care. The formulation concludes
with a discussion of how cultural considerations specifically innuence comprehen
sive diagnosis and care.

Glossary of Culture-Bound Syndromes

The term CIllture-boulld syndrome denotes recurrent, locality--specific patterns of aber
rant behavior and troubling experience that mayor may not be linked to a particular
DSM-IV diagnostic category. Many of these patterns are indigenously considered to
be "illnesses," or at least afflictions, and most have local names. Although presenta
tions conforming to the major DSM·rv categories can be found throughout the world,
the particular symptoms, course, and social response are very often innuenced by
local cull'ural factors. In contrast, cultu.re-bound syndr0':les are generally limited to
specific societies or culture areas and are localized, folk, diagnostic categories that
frame coherent meanings for certain repetitive, patterned, and troubling sets of expe
riences and observations.

There is seldom a one-to-one equh'alence of any culture-bound syndrome with a
DSM diagnostic entity. Aberrant behavior that might be sorted by a diagnostician us
ing DSM·IV into several categories may be included in a single folk category, and pre
sentations that might be considered by a diagnostician using DSM-IV as belonging to
a single category may be sorted into several by an indigenous clinician. Moreover,
some conditions and disorders have been conceptualized as culture-bound syn
dromes specific to industrialized cu.lture (e.g., Anorexia Nervosa, Dissociative Iden
tity Disorder), given their apparent rarity or absence in other cultures. It should also
be noted that all industrialized societies include distinctive subcultures and Widely
diverse immigrant groups who may present with culture-bound syndromes.
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Culture-Bound Syndromes

This glossary lists some of the best-studied culture-bound syndromes and idioms
of distress that may be encountered in clinical practice in orth America and includes
relevant DSM-rv categories when data suggest that they should be considered in a
diagnostic formulation.

amok A dissociative episode characterized by a period of brooding followed by an
outburst of violent, aggressive, or homicidal behavior directed at people and objects.
The episode tends to be precipitated by a perceived slight or insult and seems to be
prevalent only among males. The episode is often accompanied by persecutory ideas,
automatism, amnesia, exhaustion, and a return to premorbid state following the epi
soc:le. Some instances of amok may occur during a brief psychotic episode or consti
tute the onset or an exacerbation of a chronic psychotic process. The original reports
that used this term were from Malaysia. A similar behavior pattern is found in Laos,
Philippines, Polynesia (cafard orcafllllrd), Papua New Guinea, and Puerto Rico (mal de
pelea), and among the Tavajo (iich'aa).

ataque de nervios An idiom of distress principally reported among Latinos from
the Caribbean but recognized among many Latin American and Latin Mediterranean
groups. Commonly reported symptoms include uncontrollable shouting, attacks of
crying, trembling, heat in the chest rising into the head, and verbal or physical aggres
sion. Dissociative experiences, seizurelike or fainting episodes, and suicidal gestures
are prominent in some attacks but absent in others. A general feature of an ataque de
nervios is a sense of being out of control. Ataques de nervios frequently occur as a di
rect result of a stressful event relating to the family (e.g., news of the death of a close
relative, a separation or divorce from a spouse, conflicts with a spouse or children, or
witnessing an accident involving a family member). People may experience amnesia
for what occurred during the ataque de nervios, but they otherwise retum rapidly to
their usual level of functioning. Although descriptions of some ataques de nervios
most closel}' fit with the DSM-rv description of Panic Attacks, the association of most
ataques with a precipitating event and the frequent absence of the hallmark symp
toms of acute (ear or apprehension distinguish them from Panic Disorder. Ataques
span the range from normal expressions of distress not associated with having a men
tal disorder to symptom presentations associated with the diagnoses of Anxiety,
Mood, Dissociative, or Somatoform Disorders.

bilis and calera (also referred to as l/Iuilla) The underlying cause of these syn
dromes is thought to be strongly experienced anger or rage. Anger is viewed among
many Latino groups as a particularly powerful emotion that can have direct effects
on the body and can exacerbate existing symptoms. The major effect of anger is to dis
turb core body balances (which are understood as a balance between hot and cold va
lences in the body and between the material and spiritual aspects of the body).
Symptoms can include acute nervous tension, headache, trembling, screaming, stom
ach disturbances, and, in more severe cases, loss of consciousness. Chronic fatigue
may result from the acute episode.

bouIee delirante A syndrome observed in West Africa and Haiti. This French term
refers to a sudden outburst of agitated and aggressive behavior, marked confusion,
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and psychomotor excitement. It may sometimes be accompanied by visual and audi
tory hallucinations or paranoid ideation. These episodes may resemble an episode of
Brief Psychotic Disorder.

brain fag A term initially used in '"Vest Africa to refer to a condition experienced by
high school or university students in response to the challenges of schooling. Symp
toms include difficulties in concentrating, remembering, and thinking. Students often
state that their brains are "fatigued." Additional somatic symptoms are usually cen
tered around the head and neck and include pain, pressure or tightness, blurring of
vision, heat, or burning. "Brain tiredness" or fatigue from "too much thinking" is an
idiom of distress in many cultures, and resulting syndromes can resemble certain
Anxiety, Depressive, and Somatoform Disorders.

dhat A folk diagnostic term used in India to refer to severe anxiety and hypochon
driacal concerns associated with the discharge of semen, whitish discoloration of the
urine, and feelings of weakness and exhaustion. Similar to jirynll (India), SlIhn prnme
1m (Sri Lanka), and sIJen-k'llei (China).

falling-out or blacking out These episodes occur primarily in southern United
States and Caribbean groups. They are characterized by a sudden coUapse, which
sometimes occurs without warning but sometimes is preceded by feelings of dizzi
ness or "swimming" in the head. The individual's eyes are usually open but the per
son claims an inability to see. The person usually hears and understands what is
occurring around him or her but feels powerless to move. This may correspond to a
diagnosis of Conversion Disorder or a Dissociative Disorder.

ghost sickness A preoccupation with death and the deceased (sometimes associat
ed with witchcraft) frequently observed among members of many American Indian
tribes. Various symptoms can be attributed to ghost sickness, including bad dreams,
weakness, feelings of danger, loss of appetite, fainting, dizziness, fear, anxiety, haJlu
dnations, loss of consciousness, confusion, feelings of futility, and a sense of suffoca
tion.

hwa-byung (also known as wool-hwa-byung) A Korean folk syndrome literally
translated into English as "anger syndrome" and attributed to the suppression of an
ger. The symptoms include insomnia, fatigue, panic, fear of impending death, dys
phoric affect, indigestion, anorexia, dyspnea, palpitations, generalized aches and
pains, and a feeling of a mass in the epigastrium.

koro A term, probably of Malaysian origin, that refers to an episode of sudden and
intense anxiety that the penis (or, in females, the vulva and nipples) will recede into
the body and possibly cause death. The syndrome is reported in south and east Asia,
where it is known by a variety of local lerms, such as sllflk yang, shook yong, and S/IO

yang (Chinese); jinjinia bemar (Assam); or rok-joo (Thailand). It is occasionally found in

the West. Koro at times occurs in localized epidemic form in east Asian areas. This
diagnosis is included in the Chillese Classification of Melltal Disorders, Second Edition
(CCMD-2).
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latah Hypersensitivity to sudden fright, often with echopraxia, echolalia, command
obedience, and dissociative or trancelike behavior. The term latah is of Malaysian or
Indonesian origin, but the syndrome has been found in many parts of the world. Oth
er terms for this condition are allillrakh, irkimii, ikota, o/all, lIlyriachit, and menkeiti (Si
berian groups); bah tschi, bah-lsi, and baah-ji (fhailand); illll/ (Ainu, Sakhalin, Japan);
and lIlali-mali and silok (philippines). In Malaysia it is more frequent in middle-aged
women.

lacuta A term used by Latinos in the United States and Latin America to refer to a
severe form of chronic psychosis. The condition is attributed to an inherited vulnera
bility, to the effect of multiple life difficulties, or to a combination of both factors.
Symptoms exhibited b}' persons with lacura include incoherence, agitation, auditory
and visual hallucinations, inability to foUow rules of social interaction, unpredictabil
ity, and possible violence.

mal de ajo A concept widely found in Mediterranean cultures and elsewhere in the
world. Mal de ojo is a Spanish phrase translated into English as "evil eye." Children
are especially at risk. Symptoms include fitful sleep, crying without apparent cause,
diarrhea, vomiting, and fever in a child or infant. Sometimes adults (especially fe
males) have the condition.

nervias A common idiom of distress among Latinos in the United States and L-atin
America. A number of other ethnic groups have related, though often somewhat dis
tinctive, ideas of "nerves" (such as llevra among Greeks in North America). Nervios
refers both to a general state of vulnerability to stressful life experiences and to a syn
drome brought on by difficult life circumstances. The term neroios includes a wide
range of symptoms of emotional distress, somatic disturbance, and inability to func
tion. Common symptoms include headaches and "brain aches," irritability, stomach
disturbances, sleep difficulties, nervousness, easy tearfulness, inability to concen
trate, trembling, tingling sensations, and mnreos (dizziness with occasional vertigo
like exacerbations). fervios tends to be an ongoing problem, although variable in the
degree of disability manifested. Nervios is a very broad syndrome that spans the
range from cases free of a mental disorder to presentations resembling Adjustment,
Anxiety, Depressive, Dissociative, Somatoform, or Psychotic Disorders. Differential
diagnosis will depend on the constellation of symptoms experienced, the kind of so
cial events that are associated with the onset and progress of nen'ios, and the level of
disability experienced.

pibloktoq An abrupt dissociative episode accompanied by extreme excitement of
up to 30 minutes' duration and frequently followed by convulsive seizures and coma
lasting up to 12 hours. This is observed primarily in arctic and subarctic Eskimo com
munities, although regional variations in name exist. The individual may be with
drawn or mildly irritable for a period of hours or days before the attack and will
typically report complete amnesia for the attack. During the attack, the individual
may tear off his or her clothing, break furniture, shout obscenities, eat feces, flee from
protective shelters, or perform other irrational or dangerous acts.
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qi-gong psychotic reaction A term describing an acute, time-limited episode char·
acterized by dissociative, paranoid, or other psychotic or nonpsychotic symptoms
that may occur after participation in the Chinese folk heaHh·enhancing practice of qi
gong ("exercise of vital energy"). Especially vulnerable are individuals who become
overly involved in the practice. This diagnosis is included in the Chillese C1assiftcatiOll
of Mental Disorders, Second Edition (CCMD-2).

roohvork A set of cultural interpretations that ascribe illness to hexing, witchcraft,
sorcery, or the evil influence of another person. Symptoms may include generalized
anxiety and gastrointestinal complaints (e.g., nausea, vomiting, diarrhea), weakness,
dizziness, the fear of being poisoned, and sometimes fear of being killed ("voodoo
death"). "Roots," "spells," or "hexes" can be "put" or placed on other persons, caus·
ing a variety ofemotional and psychological problems. The "hexed" person may even
fear death until the "root" has been "taken off" (eliminated), usually through the
work of a "root doctor" (a healer in this tradition), who can also be called on to be
witch an enemy. "Rootwork" is found in the southern United States among both Af
rican American and European American populations and in Caribbean societies. It is
also known as mal pllestO or bmjeria in latino societies.

sangue dormido ("sleeping blood") This syndrome is found among Portuguese
Cape Verde Islanders (and immigrants from there to the United States) and includes
pain, numbness, tremor, paralysis, convulsions, stroke, blindness, heart attack, infec
tion, and miscarriage.

shenjing shuairuo ("neurasthenia") In China, a condition characterized by physi
cal and mental fatigue, dizziness, headaches. other pains, concentration difficulties,
sleep disturbance, and memory loss. Other symptoms include gastrointestinal prob
lems, sexual dysfunction, irritability, excitability, and various signs suggesting dis
turbance of the autonomic nervous system. In many cases, the symptoms would meet
the criteria for a DSM-JV Mood or Anxiety Disorder. This diagnosis is included in the
Glinese C1assificatioll ofMelltal Disorders, Second Edition (CCMD-2).

shen-k'uei (Taiwan); shenkui (China) A Chinese folk label describing marked anx
iety or panic symptoms with accompanying somatic complaints for which no physi
cal cause can be demonstrated. Symptoms include dizziness, backache, fatigability,
general weakness, insomnia, frequent dreams, and complaints of sexual dysfunction
(such as premature ejaculation and impotence). Symptoms are attributed. to excessive
semen loss hom frequent intercourse, masturbation, nocturnal emission, or passing
of "white turbid urine" believed to contain semen. Excessive semen loss is feared be
cause of the belief that it represents the loss of one's vital essence and can thereby be
life threatening.

shin-byung A Korean folk label for a syndrome in which initial phases are charac
terized by anxiety and somatic complaints (general weakness, dizziness, fear, an
orexia, insomnia, gastrointestinal problems), with subsequent dissociation and
possession by ancestral spirits.
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spell A trance state in which individuals "communicate" with deceased relatives or
with spirits. At times this state is associated with brief periods of personality change.
This culture-specific syndrome is seen among African Americans and European
Americans from the southern United States. Spells are not considered to be medical
events in the folk tradition but may be misconstrued as psychotic episodes in clinical
settings.

susto ("fright," or "soul loss") A folk illness prevalent among some Latinos in the
United States and among people in Mexico, Central America, and South America.
Susto is also referred to as espnllto, paSIllD, tripa ida, perdida del alllla, or c1/ibi1l. Susto is
an illness attributed to a frightening event that causes the soul to leave the body and
results in unhappiness and sickness. Individuals with susto also experience signifi
cant strains in key social roles. Symptoms may appear any time from days to years
after the fright is experienced. It is believed that in extreme cases, susto may result in
death. Typical symptoms include appetite disturbances, inadequate or excessive
sleep, troubled sleep or dreams, feeling of sadness, lack of motivation to do an}'thing,
and feelings of low self·worth or dirtiness. Somatic symptoms accompanying susto
include muscle aches and pains, headache, stomachache, and diarrhea. Ritual heal
ings are focused on calling the soul back to the body and cleansing the person to re
store bodily and spiritual balance. Different experiences of susto may be related to
Major Depressive Disorder, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, and Somatoform Dis
orders. Similar etiological beliefs and symptom configurations are found in may parts
of the world.

taijin kyofusho A culturally distinctive phobia in Japan, in some ways resembling
Social Phobia in DSM·IV. This syndrome refers to an individual's intense fear that his
or her body, its parts or its functions, displease, embarrass, or are offensive to other
people in appearance, odor, facial expressions, or movements. This syndrome is in
cluded in the official Japanese diagnostic system for mental disorders.

zar A general term applied in Ethiopia, Somalia, Egypt, Sudan, lran, and other
North African and Middle Eastern societies to the experience of spirits possessing an
individual. Persons possessed by a spirit may experience dissociative episodes that
may include shouting, laughing, hitting the head against a waU, singing. or weeping.
Individuals may show apathy and withdrawal, refusing to eat or carry out daily
tasks, or may develop a long-term relationship with the possessing spirit. Such be
havior is not considered pathological locally.
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DSM-IV Contributors

Because DSM-IV is meant to be used by a diverse group of mental health profes
sionals in a variety of settings, the Task Force on DSM-IV and the Work Groups solic
ited and encouraged the participation of a wide range of professionals to serve as
advisers to the Task Force and individual Work Groups. Advisers included individ
uals from other health associations; clinical practitioners; researchers; forensic spe
cialists; experts on gender, age, and cultural issues; and international experts.
Advisory groups identified pertinent questions regarding each diagnosis; developed
and critiqued literature reviews, text, and criteria; and participated in field-trial and
data-reanalysis projects. The Task Force on DSM-IV and the Work Group members
extend their appreciation and heartfelt thanks to the individuals and organizations
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Statistical Consultant
Helena Kraemer, Ph.D.

Antisocial Personality Disorder
Field Trial
Project Director
Thomas A. Widiger, Ph.D.

Site Coordinators
Arthur Alterman, Ph.D.
Remi J. Cadoret, MD.
Robert Hare, Ph.D.
Lee Robins, Ph.D.
Gl'Orge E. Woody, M.D.
Mary C. Zanarini, Ed.D.

Autism and Pervasive Developmental
Disorders Field Trial
Project Director
Fred Volkmar, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Site Coordilmtors
Magda Campbell, M.D.
B.J. Freeman, Ph.D.
Ami Klin, Ph.D.
Catherine Lord, Ph.D.
E. Rih'o, M.D.
Sir Michael Rutter, MD.
Eric 5chopler, Ph.D.

Sife CoordilUlfors, VO/III/teer Sites
Joel Bregman, M.D.
Jan BUilelaar, M.D.
Soc Churl Cho, M.D.
Eric Fombonne, M.D.
Joaquin Fuentes, M.D.
Yossie Hattab, M.D.
Yoshihiko Hoshino, M.D.
j. Kerbeshian, M.D.
William Kline, Ph.D.
Katherine Loveland, PhD.
Bryna Siegel, Ph.D.
Wendy Stone, M.D.
Peter Szahnari, M.D.
LudWig Szymanski, M.D.
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Kenneth Towbin, M.D.
john S. Werry, M.D.

Disruptive Behavior Disorder
Field Trial
Project Director
Benjamin Lahey, Ph.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Site Coordillators
Russell Barkley, Ph.D.
joseph Biederman, M.D.
Barry Garfinkel, M.D.
Laurence Greenhill, M.D.
George Hynd, Ed.D.
Keith McBurnett, Ph.D.
Jeffrey Newcorn, M.D.
Thomas Ollendick, Ph.D.

Site Coordinators, Volunteer Sites
Paul Frick, Ph.D.
Peter jensen, M.D.
Lynn Kerdyk, Ph.D.
John Richters, Ph.D.

Data Coordinator
Dorcas Perez, B.A.

Major Depression, Dysthymia, and
Minor Depressive Disorder Field Trial
Project Director
Martin B. Keller, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Project Co-Directors
i\1..ichael B. First, M.D.
James Kocsis, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Site Coordillators
Robert M. A. Hirschfeld, M.D.
Charles Holzer, Ph.D.
Gabor Keitner, M.D.
Daniel Klein, Ph.D.
Deborah Marin, M.D.
James P. McCullough, Ph.D.
l\'an Miller, PhD.
Tracie Shea, Ph.D.



Data Coordillators
Diane Hanks, M.A.
Cordelia Russell, B.A.

Mixed Anxiety-Depressive Disorder
Field Trial
Project Directors
David H. Barlow, Ph.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
Michael R. Liebowitz, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
Richard Zinbarg, Ph.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Site Coordil/ators
Phil Brantley, Ph.D.
Eugene Broadhead, M.D., Ph.D.
Wayne Katon, M.D.
Jean-Pierre Lepine, M.D.
Jeffrey c. Richards, Ph.D.
Peter Roy-Byrne, M.D.
Linda Street, Ph.D.
Mardjan Teherani, Ph.D.

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
Field Trial
Project Director
Edna Foa, Ph.D. (also Site Coordinator)

Site Coordillators
Jane Eisen, M.D.
Wayne Goodman, M.D.
Hella Hiss, Ph.D.
Eric Hollander, M.D.
Michael Jemke, M.D.
Michael J. Kozak, Ph.D.
Steven Rasmussen, M.D.
Joseph Ricciardi, Ph.D.
Peggy Richter, M.D.
Barbara Rothbaum, Ph.D.

Panic Disorder Field Trial
Project Director
Abby Fyer, M.D. (also Site Coordinator)

Project Co-Director
James C. Ballenger, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
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Site Coordillators
David H. Barlow, Ph.D.
Michael Hollifield, M.D.
Wayne Katon, M.D.
Richard Swinson, M.D.

Data Analysts
Tim Chapman, M.Phil.
Salvatore Mannuzza, Ph.D.

Dntn Coordinator
Hilary Rassnick, M.A.

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
Field Trial
Project Director
Dean Kilpatrick, Ph.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
Bessel van der Kolk, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Site Coordinators
John Freedy, Ph.D.
Sandra Kaplan, M.D.
David Pelcovitz, Ph.D.
Patricia A. Resick, Ph.D.
Heidi Resnick, Ph.D.
Susan Roth, Ph.D.

Schizophrenia and Related Psychotic
Disorders Field Trial
Project Directors
Nancy Coover Andreasen, ~·f.D., Ph.D.

(also Site Coordinator)
I'vlichael A. Flaum, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Site Coordinators
Xavier Amador, Ph.D.
H. Stefan Bracha, M.D.
William Edell, Ph.D.
Jack Gorman, M.D.
Kenneth S. Kendler, M.D.
Jeffrey Lieberman, M.D.
Thomas McGlashan, M.D.
Anani;la K Pandurangi, M.D.
Delbert Robinson, M.D.

Sire Coordilmtors, Volullteer Sites
Patrick McGorry, M.B.B.5.
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Alfonso Ontiveros, M.D., M.Sc.
Maurido Tohen, M.D.

Sleep Disorders Field Trial
Project Directors
Daniel Buysse, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
David J. Kupfer, M.D.
Charles F. Reynolds Ill, M.D.

Site Coordinators
Edward Bixler, M.D.
Peter Hauri, Ph.D.
Anthony Kales, M.D.
Rocco r\'lanfredj, M.D.
Thomas Roth, Ph.D.
Edward Stepanski, Ph.D.
Michael Thorpy, M.D.

Data Coordillator
Debbie Mesiano, B.S.

Somatization Disorder Field Trial
Project Director
C. Robert Cloninger, 1.0.
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Site Coordinators
Samuel B. Cuze, M.D.
Roger Kathol, M.D.
Ronald L. Martin, M.D.
Richard Smith, M.D.
James J. Strain, M.D.
Sean Yutzy, M.D.

Substance Use Field Trial
Project Directors
Linda Cottier, Ph.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
John E. Helzer. M.D.
Marc Alan Sc.huckit. M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Site Coordinators
Thomas Crowley, M.D.
John R. Hughes, M.D.
George E. \Nood)', M.D.

Site CoordiJlators, Vollillteer Sites
Jean-Pierre Lepine, M.D.

MacArthur Data-Reanalysis Project

The data-reanalysis projects funded by a generous grant from the John D. and Cathe
rine T. MacArthur Foundation provided an extensive research database. ~'lany

thanks to Dennis Prager at the Foundation for his tremendous support. Our sincere
appreciation to the follOWing individuals who conducted data-reanalysis projects:

Principal Investigator
Allen Frances, M.D.

Co·Prindpal Investigators
Harold Alan Pincus, M.D.
Thomas A. Widiger, Ph.D.

Anxiety Disorders
David H. Barlow, Ph.D.
Deborah C. Beidel, Ph.D.
Thomas Burton, B.A.
Michelle G. Craske, Ph.D.
George C. Curtis, M.D.
Peter A. DiNardo. Ph.D.

Abby Frer, M.D.
Robin Garfinkel, Ph.D.
Richard Heimberg, Ph.D.
Elizabeth M. Hill, Ph.D.
Christopher D. Hornig, B.A.
Ewald Horwath, M.D., ~'I.Sc.

James Johnson, Ph.D. (deceased)
Harlan Juster, Ph.D.
Wayne Katon, M.D.
Gerald L. Klerman, M.D. (deceased)
Karen Law, B.A.
Andrew Leon, Ph.D.
Michael R. Liebowitz, M.D.
Salvatore Mannuzza, Ph.D.



Jill Mattia, M.A.
Eryn Oberlander, M.D.
Susan Orsillo, M.A.
Peter Roy·Byme, M.D.
Paul Salkovskis, Ph.D.
Franklin Schneier, M.D.
Samuel M. Turner, Ph.D.
Myrna M. Weissman, Ph.D.
Susan I. Walk, M.D.
Roberto Zarate, M.A.

Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic
and Other Cognitive Disorders
Michael O. Colvin, M.D.
Marshall Foistein, M.D.
Gary Lloyd Gottlieb, M.D.
DiHp V. Jeste, M.D.
Sue Levkoff, D.Se.
Benjamin Liptzin, M.D.
George W. Rebok, Ph.D.
David Salmon, Ph.D.
Leon ThaI, M.D.

Disorders Usually First Diagnosed
During Infancy, Childhood, or
Adolescence
Brooks Applegate, Ph.D.
Gerald August, Ph.D.
Susan J. Bradley, M.D.
Joel Bregman, M.D.
Patricia Cohen, Ph.D.
Michael Flory, Ph.D.
Susan Folstein, M.D.
Eric Fombonne, M.D.
Barry Garfinkel, M.D.
Richard Green, M.D., lD.
Stephanie M. Green, M.s.
Jane E. Hood, M.A.
Kate Keenan, r..·l.5.
Benjamin Lahey, Ph.D.
Marion Leboyer, M.D.
Rolf Loeber, Ph.D.
Catherine Lord, Ph.D.
John Mclennan, M.D.

'ancy Minshew, M.D.
Rhea Paul, Ph.D.
Andrew Pickles, Ph.D.

Howard M. Rebach, Ph.D.
Mary F. Russo, Ph.D.
Sir Michael Rutter, M.D.
Eric Schopler, Ph.D.
Christopher Thomas, ~·I.D.

Fred Volkmar, M.D.
Katherine Williams, Ph.D.
Kenneth J. Zucker, Ph.D.

Eating Disorders
Arnold Anderson, M.D.
Christopher Fairburn, M.D.
Martine Flament, M.D.
Paul Garfinkel, M.D.
Dean Kilpatrick, Ph.D.
James Mitchell, M.D.
G. Terence Wilson, Ph.D.
Steven Wand erlich, M.D.

Mood Disorders
Gregory Asnis, M.D.
Mark S. Bauer, M.D.
Diane Bynum
Joseph Calabrese, M.D.
William CoryeU, M.D.
David Dunner, M.D.
Ellen Frank, Ph.D.
Laszlo Gyulai, M.D.
Martin B. Keller, M.D.
James Kocsis, M.D.
Philip L.wori, Ph.D.
Yves LeCrubier, M.D.
Robert M. Post, M.D.
Samuel J. Simmens, Ph.D.
Stuart Sotsky, M.D.
Dan L. Tweed, Ph.D.
Lindsey Tweed, M.D.
Peter C. Whybrow, M.D.
Sharon Younkin

Personality Disorders
Emil F. Coccaro, M.D.
Mark Davies, M.D.
Michael B. First, M.D.
Robert Hare, Ph.D.
Theodore Millon, Ph.D.
Vivian Mitropoulou, M.A.
Leslie Morey, Ph.D.
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Bruce pfohl, M.D.
Lee Robins, Ph.D.
Larry J. Siever, M.D.
Jeremy M. Silverman, Ph.D.
Andrew Edward Skodol II, M.D.
Timothy Trull, Ph.D.
TIlomas A. Widiger, Ph.D.
Mary C. Zanarini, Ed.D.

Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder
Ellen Frank, Ph.D.
Ellen W. Freeman, Ph.D.
Lesl.ie Gise, M.D.
Judith H. Gold, M.D.
Barbara Parry, M.D.
Pallia Schnurr, Ph.D.
Sally Severino, M.D.
John Steege, M.D.
Meir Steiner, M.D., Ph.D.

Psychiatric Systems Interface
Disorders (Adjustment, Dissociative,
Factitious, Impulse-Control, and
Somatoform Disorders and
Psychological Factors Affecting
Medical Condition)
Henry R. Lesiern, M.D.
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Juan Enrique Mezzidl, M.D., Ph.D.
Jeffrey Newcom, M.D.
David Spiegel, M.D.
James J. Strain, M.D.

Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic
Disorders
Nancy Coover Andreasen, M.D., Ph.D.
Gretchen Haas, Ph.D.
Jeffrey Lieberman, M.D.
Patrick McGorry, M.B.B.5.
Keith leuchterlein, Ph.D.
Mauricio Tohen, M.D.

Sleep Disorders
Daniel Buysse, M.D.
Charles F. Reynolds Ill, M.D.

Substance-Related Disorders
Jolm Cacciola, Ph.D.
Linda B. Cottler, Ph.D.
John E. Helzer, M.D.
Rumi Price, Ph.D.
Lee Robins, Ph.D.
Marc Alan Schuckit, M.D.
George E. Woody, M.D.

MacArthur General Reliability Field Trial

As D$M-IV is being published, an additional project sponsored by the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation will provide further information regarding the
val.idity of DSM-IV criteria. TIle ongoing videotape field-trial project is expected to be
completed in 1995. Om thanks to the foDowing individuals who participated in the
project:

Principal Investigator
ADen Frances, M.D.
James W. Thompson, M.D., lvI.P.H.

Co-Principal Investigators
Harold Alan Pincus, M.D.
Michael B. First, M.D.
Michael A. Flaum, M.D.
Anthony F. Lehman, M.D., M.5.P.H.

Pilot Participants
Xavier Amador, Ph.D.
Nancy Coover Andreasen, M.D., Ph.D.
F. M. Baker, M.D.
Donald W. Black, M.D.
Carlos S. Castillo, M.D.
Scott C. Clark, M.D.
William Coryell, M.D.
Lisa B. Dixon, M.D.



The following represents the project participants at the time that DSM-IV went to
press. It is anticipated that other sites and individuals will join the project.

Jack E. Downhill, Jr., M.D.
Katherine P. Duffy, t\'!.D.
Jean Endicott, Ph.D.
Michael A. Fauman, M.D., Ph.D.
Miriam Gibbon, M.5.W.
Jack Gorman, M.D.
Paul E. Hogsten, M.D.
Michael L. Jeffries, M.D.
Douglas Langbelm, M.D.
Joseph Liberlo, M.D.
David B. Mallot, M.D.
Del D. ~'Iiller, Pharm.D., M.D.
Lewis A. Opler, M.D., Ph.D.

Expert-Phase Participants

Jonathan Alpert, M.D.
Katherine Attala, M.D.
David Avery, M.D.
Monica Ramirez Basco, Ph.D.
Mark S. Bauer, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
Thomas F. Betzler, r.,'I.D.
Melanie M. Biggs, Ph.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
Robert J. Bishop, M.D.
Danielle Bordeau, M.D.
Malcolm B. Bowers, Jr., M.D.
Gary Bruss, Ph.D.
Peler Buckley, M.D.
Deborah S. Cowley, M.D.
Brian Cox, Ph.D.
James David, M.D.
Collette De Mameffe, Ph.D.
Judith Dogin, M.D.
Seda Ebrahimi, Ph.D.
Jane Eisen, M.D.
Maurizio Fava, M.D.
Paul Federoff, M.D.
Mark K. Fulton, M.D.
Diego Garcia-Borreguero, M.D.
Roya Ghadimi, M.D.
David S. Goldbloom, M.D.
Reed D. Goldstein, Ph.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
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Jill A. RachBeisel, .M.D.
Robert P. Schwartz, M.D.
Andrew Edward SkodollI, M.D.
David H. Strauss, M.D.
Scott Stuart, M.D.
Janet B. VV. Williams, DS.W.
Catherine Woodman, M.D.

Project Coordinator
Jennifer Norbeck, M.5.W.

Video Consultant
Vincent C1aylon, M.A.

l\'1icael Golinkoff, Ph.D.
Peter Goyer, M.D.
.Alan M. Gruenberg, M.D.
Michael E. Henry, M.D.
Selby C. Jacobs, M.D.
J. Joel Jeffries, M.B. (also Site

Coordinator)
Sheri Johnson, Ph.D.
Kathleen Kim, M.D., M.P.H.
Carolyn r.,.1. Mazure, Ph.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
Joseph P. McE\'oy, M.D.
Arnold Merrimam, M.D.
Timothy J. Mueller, M.D.
Andrew I ierenberg, M.D.
Michael Otto, Ph.D.
Michelle Pato, M.D.
Joel Pa"a, Ph.D.
Katharine Anne Phillips, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
Mark Pollack M.D.
Horatio Preval, M.D.
David W. Preven, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
Richard Ries, M.D.
Roberl C. Risinger, M.D.
Robert Ronis, M.D.
Jerrold F. Rosenbaum, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)
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Peter Roy-Byrne, M.D. (also Site
Coordinator)

~llarkSchmidt, M.D. (also Site
Coordinator)

S. Charles Schulz, M.D.
Bnlce Schwartz, M.D.
tvlichael Schwartz, M.D. (also Site

Coordinator)

Michael J. Semyak, M.D.
Richard Swinson, ~'I.D.

Madhukar H. Trivedi, M.D.
Andrea Weiss, M.D.
Kerrin \,\'hite, M.D.
Lawrence Wilson, M.D.
John Worthington, M.D.
Joan Youchah, M.D.
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Other Health Organizations

At the inception of the project, the Task Force on DSM-TV invited over 60 health as
sociations to designate liaisons to the Task Force to ensure the openness of the revi
sion process and to ensure that a variety of views would be represented. The
associations listed below designated representatives who reeeh'ed regular communi
cations from the Work Groups and the Task Force.

American Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry

American Academy of Family
Physicians

American Academy of Pediatrics
American Academ}' of Psychiatrists in

Alcoholism and Addictions
American Academy of Psychiatry and

the law
American Association for Geriatric

Psychiatry
American Association for Marriage and

Family Therapy
American Association of Chairmen of

Departments of Psychiatry
American Association of Directors of

Psychiatric Residency Training
American Association of Psychiatric

Administrators
American Board of Family Practice
American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists
American CoUege of Physicians
American Group Psychotherapy

Association
American Health Information

Management Association
American Medical Society on Alcohol

and Other Drug Dependencies
American Nurses' Association

American Occupational Therapy
Association

American Psychoanalytic Association
American Psychological Association
American Psychological Society
American Psychosomatic Society, Inc.
American Society for Adolescent

Psychiatry
Association of Departments of Family

Medicine
Association of Gay and Lesbian

Psychiatrists
Association of Mental Health Clergy
Coalition for the Family
Group for the Advancement of

Psychiatry
National Alliance for the MentaUy III
I ational Association of Social Workers

ational Association of Veterans Affairs
Chiefs of Psychiatry

National Center for Health Statistics
National Council of Community Mental

Health Centers
National Depressive and r-.·Ianic

Depressh'e Association
National Medical Association
National Mental Health Association
Society of General Internal Medicine
Society of Teachers of Family r"ledicine
World Health Organization
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DSM-IV Text Revision Advisers

Advisers to Anxiety Disorders Text Revision Work Group

Lisa Amaya-jackson, MD.
Martin M. Antony, Ph.D.
David Barlow, Ph.D.
J. Gayle Beck, Ph.D.
Deborah C. Beidel, Ph.D.
Thomas Borkovec, Ph.D.
Brian Cox, Ph.D.
Jonathan R. T. Davidson, M.D.
Matthew]. Friedman, M.D., Ph.D.

Wayne Katon, M.D.
Michael R. Liebowitz, M.D.
R. Bruce Lydiard, Ph.D., M.D.
Richard]. McNally, Ph.D.
Peter P. Roy·Byrne, M.D.
Paula P. Schnurr, Ph.D.
Manuel Tancer, M.D.
Steven Taylor, PhD.

Advisers to Delirium, Dementia, Amnestic and
Other Cognitive Disorders, and Mental Disorders Due to a

General Medical Condition Text Revision Work Group

''''illiam Breitbart, rvl.D.
Martin Cole, M.D.
Sanford Finkel, M.D.
Marshall Folstein, M.D.
Igor Grant, M.D.
James Levenson, M.D.
Susan Levkoff, SeD.

Benjamin Liptzin, M.D.
Jacobo E. Mintzer, M.D.
Michael K. Popkin, M.D.
Peter V. Rabins, M.D.
Gary W. Small, l\.·f.D.
Friedrich Stiefel, M.D.
Gary J. Tucker, M.D.

Advisers to Disorders Usually First Diagnosed
During Infancy, Childhood, or

Adolescence Text Revision Work Group

Howard Abikoff, Ph.D.
Deborah C. Beidel, Ph.D.
Diane Benoit, M.D.
Boris Birmaher, M.D.
Caryn L. Carlson, Ph.D.
Gabrielle A Carlson, M.D.
Paul Frick, Ph.D.
Christopher Gillberg, M.D., Ph.D.

Laraine Masters Glidden, Ph.D.
Philip C. Kendall, Ph.D., AB.P.P.
Benjamin Lahey, Ph.D.
Alan Lincoln, M.D.
Vera Loening·Bauck, M.D.
Catherine Lord, Ph.D.
Don Lynam, Ph.D.
Keith McBurnett, Ph.D.
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Gary Mesibov, Ph.D.
Nancy Minshew, M.D.
Sally Ozonoff, Ph.D.
Rhea Paul, Ph.D.
John Piacentini, Ph.D.
John Pomeroy. M.D.
Byron Rourke, F.R.S.c.
Sir Michael Rutter, M.D.
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John E. Schowalter, M.D.
Larry Silver, M.D.
Ludwik Szymanski, M.D.
Digby Tantam, F.R.C.Psych.

Lorna ''''ing, M.D.
SuJa Wolff, F.R.C.P.
Joseph Woolston, M.D.

l

Advisers to Eating Disorders
Text Revision Work Group

'\'. Stewart Agras. M.D.
Barton J. Blinder, M.D., Ph.D.
Cynthia M. Bulik, Ph.D.
Scott Crow, M.D.
Michael Devlin, MD.
Christopher Fairburn, M.D.
Paul Garfinkel. M.D.
Katherine Halmi, M.D.
Da\,jd Herzog.. M.D.
Hans W. Hoek, M.D., Ph.D.
James 1. Hudson, M.D.

David C. Jimerson, 1\'l.0.
Kenneth Kendler. M.D.
Sing lee, F.R.c.rsych.
Marsha D. Marcus, Ph.D.
Marion P. Olmsted, Ph.D.
Albert Shmkard, M.D.
David Tobin, Ph.D.
Janel Treasure, M.D.
''''aller Vandereycken, M.D., Ph.D.
Joel Yager. M.D.

Advisers to Mood Disorders
Text Revision Work Group

Hagop Akiskal, M.D.
Lori L Altshuler, r.,·I.D.
Ross J. Baldessarini, M.D.
Joseph Calabrese, M.D.
David L. Dunner, M.D.
Joseph Goldberg, M.D.
Paul E. Keck, M.D.

Daniel N. Klein, Ph.D.
James H. Kocsis, M.D.
Ellen Leibenluft, M.D.
Lawrence H. Price, M.D.
Gregory Simon, M.D.
Andrew Stoll, M.D.
Kimberly Yonkers, ~'l.D.

Advisers to Personality Disorders
Text Revision Work Group

Hagop Akiskal, M.D.
Arthur Alterman, Ph.D.
Lee Baer, Ph.D.
Roger Blashfield, Ph.D.
Robert Bornstein, Ph.D.
Paul Costa, Ph.D.

,--------

AUen Frances, M.D.
John Gunderson, M.D.
Robert Hare, Ph.D.
Daniel N. Klein, Ph.D.
Majorie Klein, Ph.D.
Theodore Millon, Ph.D., D.Se.



DSM-IV Text Revision Advisers

Gerald Nestadt, ~II.D.

John Oldham, M.D.
joel Paris, M.D.
Katharine A. Phillips, M.D.
Paul Pilkonis, Ph.D.
James Reich, M.D., M.P.H.
Lee Robins, Ph.D.

Elsa Ronningstarn, Ph.D.
Megan Rutherford, Ph.D.
Larry J. Siever, M.D.
Robert L. Spitzer, M.D.
Timothy Trull, Ph.D.
Peter Tyrer, M.D.
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Advisers to Premenstrual Dysphoric
Disorder Text Revision Work Group

Jean Endicott, Ph.D.
Ellen Freeman, Ph.D.
Judith Gold, M.D.
Uriel Halbreich, M.D.

Barbara Parry, M.D.
David Rubinow, M.D.
Nada L Stotland, t"I.D., M.P.H.
Kimberly Yonkers. M.D.

Advisers to Psychiatric Systems Interface
Disorders (Adjustment, Dissociative, Factitious,

Impulse-Control, and Somatoform Disorders and
Psychological Factors Affecting Medical Condition)

Text Revision Work Group

Donald W. Black, M.D.
Michael Bond, KB., M.B.
Elizabeth S. Bowman, M.D.
James D. Bremner, M.D.
Thomas Markham Brown, M.D.
Etzel Cardelia, Ph.D.
Gary Christenson, M.D.
C Robert Cloninger, M.D.
Philip M. Coons, M.D.
J. A. Cotterill, M.D.
Alan J. Cunnien, M.D.
Stuart Eisendrath, M.D.
David A. Fishbain, M.D.
David Folks, M.D.
Victor Fornari, r.,·I.D.
Gregory Fritz, M.D.
Mahlon S. Hale, M.D.
Michael JeUinek, M.D.
Roger Kathol, M.D.
Nathaniel Katz, M.D.
Richard Kluft, M.D.
Robert Ladouceur, Ph.D.
Michel Lejoyeux, r.,·l.D., Ph.D.

Henry Lesieur, Ph.D.
Roy Meadow, M.D., F.R.CP.
Harold Merskey, D.M., F.R.CP.(C)
Juan Mezzich, M.D., Ph.D.
Fugen leziroglu, Ph.D.
Philip Ninan, M.D.
Russell Porlenoy, M.D.
Hasant K. Puri, M.A., M.B., B.Chir.,

M.R.CPsych.
Frank Putnam, M.D.
Richard Rogers, Ph.D.
James Rosen, Ph.D.
Richard J. Rosenthal, M.D.
Colin A. Ross, M.D.
Loreen Rugle, Ph.D.
Elina Sarasola, M.D.
Daniel J. Stein, M.B.
Marlene Steinberg, M.D.
Maurice Steinberg, M.D.
Alan Stoudemire, M.D.
Margaret Stuber, M.D.
Susan Sweda, to.
Eldon Tunks, M.D.
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David Veale, M.D.
Matti Virkkunen, M.D., Ph.D.

Thomas N. Wise, M.D.
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Advisers to Schizophrenia and
Other Psychotic Disorders Text Revision Work Group

Nancy Andreasen, M.D., Ph.D.
David Braff, M.D.
Michaeline Bresnahan, Ph.D.
Jill M. Goldstein, Ph.D.
~'Iichael Green, Ph.D.
John Hsiao, M.D.
Richard Keefe, Ph.D.

Dolores Malaspina, M.D., M.5.P.H.
Thomas McGlashan, M.D.
Henry asraJlah, to.
Judith Rapoport, ~·I.D.

r.,+farc-Andre Roy, M.D., M.Sc.
Ezra Susser, M.D.

Advisers to Sexual Disorders
Text Revision Work Group

Ray Blanchard, Ph.D.
Susan J. Bradley, M.D.
Peter Fagan, Ph.D.
Richard Green, MD., J.D.

Stephen Levine, M.D.
Heino F. L Meyer-Bahlburg, Dr.rer.nat.
Raul Schiavi, M.D.
Leslie Schover, Ph.D.

Advisers to Sleep Disorders
Text Revision Work Group

Ronald D. Chel'\'in, M.D., M.s.
Jack Edinger, Ph.D.
David J. Kupfer, M.D.
Clete Kushida, M.D., Ph.D.
Kenneth Lichstein, Ph.D.
Emmanuel ~lignot,M.D., Ph.D.
Timothy H. Monk, Ph.D., D.Se.
Charles Morin, Ph.D.
Quentin Regestein, M.D.
~'Iartin Reite, M.D.

Charles Reynolds, M.D.
Leon Rosenthal, M.D.
Michael Sateia, M.D.
Edward Stepanski, Ph.D.
Michael Thorpy, M.D.
Alexandros Vgontzas, M.D.
James Walsh, Ph.D.
John Winkelman, M.D., Ph.D.
Phyllis Zee, M.D., Ph.D.

Advisers to Substance-Related Disorders
Text Revision Work Group

•

Enoch Gordis, M.D.
David Gorelick, M.D., Ph.D.
Bridget F. Grant, Ph.D.
Deborah Hasin, Ph.D.
Alan l. Leshner, Ph.D.

A. Thomas McLellan, Ph.D.
Peler lathan, Ph.D.
Bruce RounsaviUe, ~'I.D.

George Woody, M.D.
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Pagt llrlfllb~'T5 for diagnostic crit.'ria or resenrcll criteria an! el/closed ill parmtlu..ses.

A

Abuse of substances, 198 (199)
Set a/so sIIl'ciftc subs/auct's by /lmllt'

Abuse or neglect problems. 738
Neglect of child, 738
Physical abuse of adult, 738
Phrsical abuse of child, 738
Sexual abuse of adult, 738
Sexual abuse of child, 738

Academic problem. i·U
Set' also learning disorders

Academic skills disorders. Sec Learning

disorders
Acculturation problem, 741
Acute stress disorder, -469 (-471)

Additional codes, 7.0
Diagnosis deferred on Axis ti, {·n
Diagnosis oecondition deferred on Axis I,

743
No diagnosis on Axis II, 743
No diagnosis or condition on Axis I, 743
Unspecified mental disorder

(nonpsychotic),743
Adjustment disorders, 679

With anxiety. 6SO (6S3)
With depressed mood. 679 (683)
With disturbance of conduct, 680 (683)
With mixed anxiety and depressed mood,

680 (683)
With mixed disturbance of emotions and

conduct, 680 (68,3)
u"'j><cified, 680 (683)

Adolescent antisocial behavior, 7-W
Adult antisocial behavior, 7-W
Adverse effects of medication not otherwise

specified, 736
Age-related cognitive decline, 740

Agoraphobia, 432 (433)
Panic disorder with, -l33 (4-U)
Without history of panic disorder,-1-41

(...n)

Akathisia, acute
Neuroleptic-induced, 735, 800 (802)

Alcohol-induced disorders
Intoxication, 2H. (215)

Other disorders, 217
Withdrawal, 215 (216)

Alcohol-related disorders, 212
Not otherwise specified, 223

Alcohol use disorders

Abuse, 214
Dependence, 213

Alzheimer's type dementia, 15-l (157)
Amnesia. See Amnestic disorders;

Dissociative amnesia

Amnestic disorders
Due to a general medical condition, 175

(177)
Not other"'jsc specified, 179
Substance-induced persisting amnestic

disorder, 177(179)
Amphetamine-induced disorders

Intoxication, 226 (227)

Other disorders, 228
Withdrawal, 127 (228)

Amphetamine (or amphetamine-like}

related disorders, 223
Not othendse specified, 231

Amphetamine use disorders

Abuse, 225
Dependence, 224

Anorexia nen'osa, 583 (SS9)

Antisocial behavior

Adult, 740
Child or adolescent, 740

Antisocial personality disorder, 701 (706)

Anxiety disorders,-l29
Acute stTess disorder, 469 (-171)

Agoraphobia, 432 (433)
Panic disorder with, -133 (<HI)
Without history of panic disorder.-l-U

(...-13)

933
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.>\nxiety disorders (cotltil/lled)

Due to a general medical condition, -176
(m)

Generalized anxiety disorder (includes
o\'eranxious disorder of childhood),
472 (476)

tOI otherwise specified, 48-1
Obsessi\'c-compulsi\'e disorder,-I56

(-162)
Panic attack, ..no (-132)

Panic disorder, ill (-l-W--l4I)

With agoraphobia, -133 (4-11)
Without agoraphobia, -133 (-l-IO)

Posttraumatic stress disorder, 463
(-167)

Separation anxiety disorder, 121 (125)

Social phobia (social anxiety disorder),
450 (456)

Specific phobia 4·,0 (4-19)

Substance-induced anxiety disorder,-I79
(483)

Anxiolylic-related disorders. See Sedath'e-,
hypnotic-, or anxiolytic-related
disorders

Arousal disorders. See Sexual arousal
disorders

Asperger's disorder, 80 (84)

Attention-dcficit and disruptive behavior
disorders. 85

Attention-deficil/hyperacth-it)' disorder,
85 (92)

Combined type, 87 (93)

Predominantly hyperacth"e-impulsh-e
type, 87 (93)

Predominantly inattenti\'e type, 87
(93)

Attention-deficit/hyperacti \'ity disorder
not othenvise specified, 93

Conduct disorder, 93 (98)

Disrupti\'e beha\"ior disorder not
othen\"ise specified, 103

Oppositional defiant disorder, 100 (102)
Attention-deficit/hyperacti\,itr disorder, 85

(92)

Not othem'ise specified, 93
Atypical autism, 8-1

Atypical featufl$ specifier for mood episode,
420 (422)

Autistic disorder, 70 (75)

I\\-oidanl personality disorder, 718
(721)

Index

8

Bereavement. 7-W

Binge-eating disorder, 785 (787)
Bipolar disorders

Bipolar I disorder

Most recent episode depressed, 382
(391)

Most recent episode hypomanic, 382
(388)

Most recent episode manic, 382 (389)
MOSI recent episode mixed, 382 (390)
Most recent episode unspecified, 382

(392)

Single manic episode, 382 (388)
Bipolar II disorder (recurrent major

depressh"e episodes with hypomanic
episodes), 392 (397)

Cyclothymic disorder, 398 (400)
Not othem"ise specified . .wo

Body drsmorphic disorder, 507 (510)
Borderline intellectual functioning. 740
Borderline per.>onalily disorder, 706 (710)
Breathing-related sleep disorder, 615 (622)
Brief psychotic disorder, 329 (332)
Bulimia nervoS<!, 589 (594)

c

Caffeine-induced disorders
Intoxication, 232 (232)
Other disorders, 233

Caffeine-relaled disorders, 231

Not othem"ise specified, ill
Caffeine withdrawal, 76-1 (765)

C.1IUlabis-induced disorders
Intoxication, 237 (238)
Other disorders, 238

Cannabis-related disorders, ill
Not othem'Lse specified, 2.,11

Cannabis use disorders
Abuse,236

Dependence, 236
Catatonic disorder

Due to a general medical condition, 185
(187)

Catatonic features specifier for mood
episode, 417 (418)

Catatonic type of schizophrenia, 315 (316)
Child antisocial behavior, 7.,10

Childhood disintegrati\"C disorder, 77 (79)
Child or adolescent antisocial beha\'ior, 7-ID
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Chronic motor or \"ocal tic disorder, 114
(115)

Chronic specifier for major depressh"e
episode, 417 (-117)

Circadian rhythm sleep disorder, 622
(629)

Cocaine-induced disorders
Intoxication,2..J..J (2..J5)
Other disorders, 2-16
Withdrawal, 2-15 (2-16)

Cocaine-related disorders, 2-B
Not othem°ise specified, 250

Cocaine use disorders
Abuse, 243

Dependence, 242
Cognitive disorders

See a/so Amnestic disorders; Delirium;

Dementia
Agl"-rclated cognith"e decline, 740
Not otherwise specified, 179

Conunurtication disorders, 58
Exprcssh:e language disorder, 58

(61)

Mixed receptive-expressh"e language
disorder, 62 (6-1)

Not otherwise specified. 69
Phonological disorder, 65 (66)
Stuttering, 67 (69)

Conduct disorder, 93 (98)
Com"ersion disorder, 492 (498)
Cceut2feldt-Jakob disease

Dementia due to, 166 (168)
Culture-bound syndromes, 897-903
Cyclothymic disorder, 398 (400)

o

Defensive Functioning Scille, 807-813
Delirium, 136

Due 10 a general medical condition, 141
(1-13)

Due 10 multiple etiologies, 1-16 (147)
Not othem'ise specified, 147
Substance-induced, 143 (145-1-16)

Delirium, dementia, and amnestic and other
cognitiw disorders, 135

Amnestic disorders, 172
Cognitive disorder not otherwise

specified, 179
Delirium, 136
Dementia, 1-17

Delusional disorder, 323 (329)

935

Dementia, l..J7
of the Alzheimer's type, 15..J (157)
Due to multiple etiologies, 170 (171)

Due to other general medical conditions,
162,167 (168)

Creutzfeldt·Jakob disease, 166 (168)
Head tr.1Oma, 164 (168)
HJV disease, 163 (168)
Huntington's disease, 165 (168)
Parkinson's disease, 16..J (168)
Pick's disease, 165 (168)

lot otherwise specified, 171

Substance-induced persisting dementia, 168
(170)

Vascular, 158 (161)

Dependence on subst.mces, 192 (197)
SrI.' also SptCifiC subs/anus by 110mI.'

Dependent personality disorder, nl (725)
Depersonalization disorder, 530 (532)
Depres..si\"(! disorders

Dysthymic disorder, 376 (380)
Major depressh-e disorder, 369

Recurrent,369 (376)

Single episode, 369 (375)
Nol othem'ise specified, 381

Depressive episode, major, 3-19 (356)
Depressive personality disorder, 788 (789)
Developmental articulation disorder.

Sei' Phonological disorder
Developmental coordination disorder, 56 (58)

De\'elopmental disorders" yt Learning
disorders; l\lenlal retardation; Pervasive
d('\'elopmental disorders

Diagnosis deferred on Axis 0, 7-13
Diagnosis or condition deferred on Axis I,

m
Disorder of infancy, childhood, or

adolescence nol otherwise specified, 1>1
Disorder of written expression, 5..J (56)

Disorders usually first diagnosed in infancy,
childhood, or adolescence, 39

Attention-deficit and disruptin~behavior
disorders, 85

Communication disorders, -
Disorder of infancy, childhood, or

i1dolescence not otherwise specified,

134
Elimination disorders, 116

Feeding and eating disorders of infancy or
cilrly childhood, 103

Learning disorders, 49
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Disorders usually first diagnosed in infanc)'.
childhood, or adolescence (COlltiflllf'd)

Mental retardation, 41
Molor skills disorder, 56
Pervasi\"e dc\"elopmental disorders. 69
Reaeti\"e attachment disorder of infancy

or early childhood, 127 (130)

5electil"c mutism, 125 (l27)

Separation anxiety disorder, 121 (125)

Stereotypic mo\"emenl disorder,I31 (134)
Tic disorders, 108

Disorganized tJ'pe of schizophrenia, 314 (315)
Disruptive beha\;or disorders. See

Attention-defidt and disruptive
behavior disorders

Dissociative amnesia, 520 (523)

Dissociative disorders, 519

Depersonalization disorder, 530 (532)

Dissociative amnesia, 520 (523)
Dissociative fugue, 523 (526)
Dissociative identity disorder, 526 (529)
Not otherwise specified, 532

Dissociative fugue, 523 (526)
Dissociative identity disorder, 526 (529)

Dissocialh"e !noce disorder, 783 (785)

Dream anxiety disorder. See Nightmare
disorder

Dyspareunia

Due to a general medical condition, 558

(561)

Not due to a general medical condition,

5iH (556)
Dyssomnias,598

Breathing-relaled sleep disorder, 615

(622)
Circadian rhythm sll"Cp disorder, 622

(629)

Narcolepsy, 609 (615)
Not otherwise specified, 629
Primary h)-persomnia, 6O-l (609)
Primary insomnia, 599 (604)

Dysthymic disorder, 376 (380)

Alternative research crilerion B, 774 (775)

Dystonia, acute

Neuroleptic-induced, 735, 798 (800)

E

Eating disorders, 583

See al5() Feeding and eating disorders of

inf.1ncy or early childhood
Anorexia nen'osa, 583 (589)

Index

Bulimia nerv05a, 589 (594)
Not othem'ise specified, 594

Elective mutism. See Selective mutism

Elimination disorders. See Encopresis;

Enuresis

Encopresis

With constipation and o\'erflow
incontinence, 116 (l18)

Without constipation and overflow
incontinence, 116 (lIB)

Enuresis (not due to a general medical

condition), 118 (121)
Erectile disorder, male. 545 (547)

Due to a general medical condition. 558
(561)

Exhibitionism, 569 (569)

Expressive language disorder, 58 (61)

F

Factitious disorder by proxy. 781 (783)

Factitious disorders, 513
Not othem'ise specified, 517

Wilh combined psychological ilnd

physical signs and symptoms, 515
(517)

With predominantly physical signs and

symploms, 514 (517)
With predominantly psychological signs

and symptoms, 51-1 (517)
Feeding and eating disorders of infancy or

early childhood, 103

Feeding disorder of infanc)' or early
childhood, 107 (l08)

Pica, 103 (lOS)
Rumination disorder, 105 (106)

Feeding disorder of inf,1nC}' or early

childhood. 107 (108)
Female orgasmic disorder, 5-1-7 (549)
Female sexual arousal disorder, 5-1-3,

(5+l)
Fetishism, 569 (570)

Transwstic. 57-1 (575)

Flashbacks. See HallUCinogen persisting

perception disorder (flashbacks)

Folie adeux. Sei Shared psychotic disorder
Frotteurism, 570 (570)

Fugue. See Dissociath'e fugue

G

GAF Scale. See Global Assessment of

Functioning Scale
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Gambling. See Pathological gambling
GARF Scale_ Su Global Assessment of

Relational Functioning Scale
Gender identity disorder, 576 (581)

in adolescenlS or adults (581)
in children (581)
Not otherwise specified, 582

General medical condition
Amnestic disorder due 10, 175 (I")

Anxiely disorder due 10, 476 (479)

Catatonic disorder due to, 185 (187)
Delirium due to, 141 (143)
Dementia due to, 15+--168
Mental disorder due to, 181
Mental disorder not otherwise specified

due to, 190
Mood disorder due to, 401 (40-1)
Pain disorder associated with, 498 (503)
Personality change due to, 187 (190)

Psychotic disorder due to, 334 (338)
Relational problem related to,737
Sexual dysfwlCtion due to, 558 (561)

Sleep disorder due to, 651 (65-1)
Generalized anxiety disorder (includes

overanxious disorder of childhood), 472
(476)

Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF)
Scale, 34

Global Asscssmentof Relational Functioning
(GARF) Scale, 814-816

H

Hallucinogen-induced disorders
Hallucinogen persisting perception

disorder (flashbacks), 253 (23,1)
Intoxic.ltion, 252 (253)
Other disorders, 254

Hallucinogen-related disorders, 250
Not otherwise specified, 256

Hallucinogen use disorders
Abuse,lS2
Dependence, 251

Head trauma
Dementia due to, 164 (168)

Histrionic personality disorder, 711 (714)
HIV disease

Dementia due to, 163 (168)
Huntington's disease

Dementia due 10, 165 (168)

Hyperactivity. See Attention-deficitl
hyperactivity disorder

937

Hypersomnia
Primary. 604 (609)
Related to another mental disorder, 64-5

(650)
Substance-induced, 655 (660)

Hypnotic-related disorders. See Sedative-,
hypnotic-, or anxiolytic-related disorders

Hypoacti\-e sexual desire disorder, 539 (541)
Due to a general medical condition. 558

(;(;1)

Hypochondriasis, 5().1 (507)
Hypomanic episode, 365 (368)

I

Identity disorders. See Dissociative disorder;
Gender identity disorder

Identity problem, 741

Impulse-control disorders not elsewhere
classified, 663

Intermittent explosi\-e disorder, 663

(667)
Kleptomania, 667 (669)
Not otherwise specified, 677
Pathological gambling, 671 (674)

Pyromania, 669 (671)

Trichotillomania, 674 (677)
Inhal.lnt-induced disorders

Intoxication, 259 (260)

Other disorders, 260
Inhalant-related disorders, 257

Not otherwise specified, 263
lnhaJant use disorders

Abuse, 259
Dependence, 238

Inhibited female orgasm. See Female
org.lsmic disorder

Inhibited male orgasm_ Se.. r.,'I.lle orgasmic
disorder

Insomnia
Primary. 599 (604)
Related to another mental disorder, fH5

(650)
Substance-induced, 655 (660)

InleUectual functioning_ Set' Borderline
intellectual functioning

Intermittent explosive disorder, 663 (667)
Intoxication, 199 (201)

See also specific subS/fillets by /lam..

K

Kleptomania. 667 (669)

l

j
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Learning disorders
Disorder of written expression, 5-1,

(56)

Mathematics disorder, 53 (54)
Not otherwise specified, 56
Reading disorder, 51 (53)

Longitudinal course specifiers (with and
without full inlerepisode recovery) for
mood disorders. .,12-1 (-125)

M

tvlajor depressive disorder
Recurrent, 369 (376)
Single episode, 369 (375)

Major depressh'c episode. J.l9 (356)
Chronic specifier, 417 (417)
Severity/ ps}'chotic/ remission specifiers,

411 (413)

}.·Iale erectile disorder, 545 (>17)

Due to a general medical condition, 538
(561)

t\'lale orgasmic disorder, 550 (552)
Malingering, 739
~'Ianic episode, 357 (362)

Severity/psychotic/remission specifiers
·U3 (4lS)

l\'1athematics disorder, 53 (54)
Medication-induced disorder

Adverse effects of medication not
otherwise specified, 736

~'Iedication·induced mo\"ementdisorders.
73-l,791

Neuroleptic-induced acute akathisia, 735,
800(802)

Neuroleptic-induced acute dystonia, 735,

798 (BOO)
Neuroleptic-induced parkinsonism, 735,

792 (795)
Neuroleptic-induced tardive dyskinesia,

736, 803 (805)

Neuroleptic malignant syndrome, 735,
795 (798)

Not otherwise specified, 736, 807
Postural tremor, 736, 805 (807)

Melancholic features specifier for mood
episode, 419 (420)

Mental disorder not othen\'ise specified
due to a general medical condition.
190

Index

Mental retardation, 41 (49)
Mild, 43 (49)
Moderate, 43 (49)
Profound, +4 (49)
Se\'ere,43 (49)
Sc\<erit)' unspecified, +l (49)

r-,'Iental retardation, severity unspecified, 44

(49)
r-.'lild mental retardation, 43 (49)

Mild neurocognitive disorder. 762 (764)
Minor depressive disorder, 775 (777)
Mixed anxiety-depressive disorder, 780

(781)
Mi,<ed episode, 362 (365)

Severit)' / psychotic/remission specifiers,
415 (416)

Mixed recepti\'e-expresske language
disorder, 62 (64)

Moderate mental retardation, 43 (49)
Mood disorders, 345

See also r.·lood episodes
Bipolar disorders, 382
Depressive disorders. 369
Due to a general medic.ll condition, 401

(404)

Not othem'ise specified, 410
Substance-induced mood disorder. 405

(409)
j\·lood disorders, specifiers for, 410

Atypical features specifier, 420 (422)
Catatonic features specifier, 417 (418)
Chronic specifier, 417 (417)
Longitudinal course specifiers (with and

without full interepisode reco\'el'}'),
-l24 (425)

Melancholic features specifier, 419
(420)

Postpartum onset specifier. 422 (423)
Rapid-g.'c1ing specifier. -l27 (-l28)

Seasonal pattern Specifier, -125 (U7)
Se\'eri ty / psychotic/remission specifiers

Major depressive episode, 411 (413)
Manic episode, 413 (415)
t\'lixed episode. 415 (4.16)

Mood episodes
Hypomanic episode. 365 (368)
Major depressive episode, 3-l9 (356)
Manic episode, 357 (362)
Mixed episode, 362 (365)

Motor or \'ocal tic disorder, chronic. Ste
Chronic motor or \"ocal tic disorder
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Motor skills disorder, 56

De\'elopmental coordination disorder, 56

C )
Multi-infarct dementia. See Vascular dementia

Multiple etiologies
Delirium due to, 1,16 (1,17)

Dementia due to, 170 (171)

Multiple personality disorder. Sri.'
Dissociatiw identity disorder

N

Narcissistic personality disorder, 714 (717)
Narcolepsy. 609 (615)

Neglect of child, 738

Neuroleptic-induced disorders

Acute akalhisia. 735, BOO (802)

Acute dystonia, 735, 798 (BOO)
Neuroleptic malignant s}'Jldrome, 735,

795 (798)
Parkinsonism, 735, 792 (795)

Tardive dyskinesia, 736, 803 (805)

Neuroleptic malignant syndrome, 735, 795

(798)
Nicotine-induced disorder

Withdrawal, 265 (266)

Nicotine-related disorders, 26-1
lot otherwise specified, 269

Nicotine use disorder

Dependence, 2&1
Nightmare disorder, 631 (63-4)

fO diagnosis on Axis 11, 7,13

No diagnOSiS or condition on Axis I, 7,13

Noncompliance with treahnent, 739

Not othenvise specified
Adverse effects of medication, 736

Alcohol-related disorder, 223
Amnestic disorder, 179
Amphetamine-related disorder, 231

An.xiety disorder,-I8-I

Attention-defidt/hyperacthity disorder, 93

Bipolar disorder,-IOO

Caffeine-related disorder, 23-1
Cannabis-related disorder, 2-11

Cocaine-related disorder, 2.50
COb'l1.itin~ disorder, 179

Communication disorder, 69
Delirium, 1-17

Dementia, 171

Depressh'e disorder, 381

Disorder of infancy, childhood, or

ildolescence,l3-1

Disrupth'e behavior disorder. 103

Dis.sodati\'e disorder. 532

Dyssomnia,629

Eating disorder, 59-1

Factitious disorder. 517

Gender identity disorder, 582
Hallucinogen-related disorder, 256

Impulse-<:ontrol disorder, 677

Inhalant-related disorder, 263

Learning disorder, 56
t-,·Iedication-induced movement disorder,

736,807

t-,'Iental disorder due to a general medical

condition, 190
Mood disorder.-IIO

Nicotine-related disorder, 269
Opioid-related disorder, m
Other (or unkno\\'Jl) substance-related

disorder, 295

Paraphilia, 576

P.1Tasomnia,64-I

Personality disorder, 729
Pervasive developmental disorder

(including ilt}'Pical autism),~

Phencyclidine (or phencyclidine-like)-

related disorders, 283

Psychotic disorder, 3-13
Relational problem. 737

Sedati\·e-. h)'Pnotic·. or anxiolytic·reiated

disorder. 293
Sexual disorder, 582
Sexual dysfWlction, 565
Somatoform disorder, 511

Tic disorder, 116

o

Obsessive-compulsive disorder, 456 (462)

Obsessivc-compulsive personality disorder,

723 (729)
Occupational problem, 7-11

Opioid-induced disorders
Intoxication, 271 (272)

Other disorders, 27-1
Withdrawal, 272 (273)

Opioid-relatM disorders, 269

Not othem'ise specified, 2//

Opioid use disorders

Abuse. 271

Dependence, 270

Oppositional defiant disorder, 100

(102)

•



Orgasmic disorders
Female orgasmic disorder, 547 (5-19)
/I.'lale orgasmic disorder, 550 (552)
Premature ejaculation, 552 (55-1)

O ..eranxious disorder of childhood, See
Generalized anxiety disorder

p

Pain disorder
See IIlso Sexual pain disorders
Associated with a general medical

condition, 498 (503)

Associated with both psychological
factors and a general medical
condition, 498

Associated with psychological factors,
.98

Panic attack, 430 (432)
Panic disorder, 433 (440--441)

With agoraphobia, 433 (+I()-441)
Without agoraphobia, 433 (440-441)

Paranoid personality disorder, 690 (694)
Paranoid type of schizophrenia, 313 (314)
Paraphilias,566

Exhibitionism, 569 (569)
Fetishism, 569 (570)
Frolleurism, 570 (570)

Not othem'ise specified, 576
Pedophilia, 571 (572)

Sexual masochism, 572 (573)
Sexual sadism, 573 (574)
Trans\'estic fetishism, 574 (575)
Voyeurism, 575 (575)

Parasomnias,63O
Nightmare disorder, 631 (634)
Not otherwise specified, 6H
Sleep terror disorder, 634 (639)
Sleepwalking disorder, 639 (64-1)

Parent<hild relational problem, 737
Parkinsonism

euroleptic-induced, 735, 792 (795)
Parkinson's disease

Dementia due to, 11).1 (168)

Partner relational problem, 737
Passh"e-aggressive personality disorder

(negativistic personality disorder), 789

(791)
P,lthological gambling, 671 (674)
Pedophilia, 571 (572)

Personality change due to a general medical
condition, 187 (190)

Index

Personality disorders, 685 (689)
Antisocial personality disorder, 701 (706)
Avoidant personality disorder, 718 (721)

Borderline personality disorder, 706 (710)
Dependent personality disorder, 721 (ns)
Histrionic personality disorder, 711 (714)
Narcissistic personality disorder, 714

(717)
Tot otherwise specified, 729

Obsessive-<ompulsive personality
disorder, 725 (729)

Paranoid personality disorder, 690 (694)
Schizoid personality disorder, 694 (697)
Schizotypal personality disorder, 697

(701)
Pervasive de\·elopmental disorder nol

othem'ise specified, 84-
Pervasive developmental disorders, 69

Asperger's disorder, 80 (84)
Autistic disorder, 70 (75)
Childhood disintegrative disorder, 77 (79)
Not othem'ise specified (including

atypical autism), 84
Rett's disorder, 76 (77)

Phase of life problem, 742
Phencyclidine-induced disorders

intoxication, 280 (281)
Other disorders, 281

Phencyclidine (or phencydidine-Iike)
related disorders, 278

Not othen\'ise specified, 283
Phencyclidine use disorders

Abuse, 279
Dependence, 279

Phonological disorder, 65 (66)
Ph}'sical abuse

of adult, 738
ofchild,738

Pica, 103 (105)
Pick's disease

Dementia due to, 165 (168)

Polysubstance-related disorder
Polysubstance dependence, 293

Postconcussional disorder, 760 (761)
Postpartum onset specifier for mood

episode, 422 (423)

Postpsychotic depressive disorder of
schizophrenia, 767 (768)

Posttraumatic stress disorder, 463 (467)
Postural tremor, medication-induced, 736,

805 (807)
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Premature ejaculation, 552 (55-1)
Premenstrual dysphoric disorder, nl (774)

Primary hypersomnia, 604 (609)

Primary insomnia, 599 (604)
Primary sleep disorders

Oyssomnias,598
Parasomnias,630

Profound menIal retardation, +1 (~9)

Psychogenic amnesia. See Dissociati\"C

amnesia
Psychogenic fugue. St't' Dissodati\'e fugue

Psychological factor affecting medical

condition. 731 (73-1)
Psychotic disorders

Brief psychotic disorder, 329 (332)
Delusionill disorder, 323 (329)
Due to a general medical condition, 334

(338)
Not otherwise specified, 3-l3
Schizoaffedh'c disorder, 319 (323)
Schizophrenia, 298 (312)
Schizophreniform disorder, 317 (319)
Shared psychotic disorder. 332 (334)
Substance-induced psychotic disorder,

338 (3-I2)

Psychotic features specifier
Major depressive episode, ~11 (413)

~\Ilanic episode, ~13 (.t15)

~'[ixed episode, 415 (416)

Pyromania, 669 (671)

R

Rapid...(:ycling specifier for mood disorder,

il7 (428)
Reactive attachment disorder of infancy or

early childhood, 127 (130)
l~eading disorder, 51 (53)
Recurrent brief depressive disorder. 778

(119)
Reiationill problems, 736

Not otherwise specified. 737
Parent-child relational problem, 737
Partner relational problem, 737
Related to a menial disorder or general

medical condition, 737
Sibling relational problem, 737

Religious or spiritual problem. 7~1
Residuallype of schizophrenia. 316 (317)

Rett's disorder, 76 (77)
Rumination disorder, 105 (106)

5

5chizoaffe<:tive disorder, 319 (323)
Schizoid personality disorder, 694 (697)

Schizophrenia. 298 (312)
Alternative dimensional descriptors, 765

(766)
Catatonic type. 315 (316)
Disorganized type. 314 (315)

Paranoid Iype, 313 (314)

Residual type, 316 (317)

Undifferentiated type, 316 (316)

Schizophrenia and other psychotic
disorders. Su Psychotic disorders;

Schizophrenia
Schizophrenifonn disorder, 317 (319)

Schizot}'Pal personality disorder, 697 (70l)
Seasonal pattern spe<:ifier for mood disorder,

-125 (427)
Sedative-, h}'Pnotic-, or anxiolytic-induced

disorders
Intoxication, 286 (287)

Other disorders. 289
Withdrawal, 287 (289)

Sedath·e-. hypnotic-, or anxiolytic-rclaled

disorders,28-!
Not otherwise specified, 293

Sedati\"t~, hypnotic. or anxiolytic use
disorders

Abuse, 286
Dependence, 285

Sedative-related disorders. See Sedative-•
hypnotic.... or anxiolytic...rdaled disorders

Seledin mutism, US (127)
Separation anxiety disorder, 121 (125)

Se\'ere menial retardation, -l3 (49)

Severit}' / psychotic / remission specifiers
~'laiordepressive episode, 411 (413)
r-.'Ianic episode, 413 (415)
Mi."ed episode, ·U5 (~16)

Severit}' W\Specified mental retardation,-I-I

(49) ...

Sexual abuse
of adult, 738
of child, 738

Sexual arousal disorders
Female sexual arousal disorder, 5·1.3 (5-1-1)

~'Iale erectile disorder, ili (5-17)
Due to a general medical condition,

558 (561)

Sexual a\'ersion disorder. 541 (542)
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Sexual desire disorders
H)'POOctke sexual desire disorder, 539

(5Ul
Due to a general medical condition,

558 (561)

Sexual a\"ecsion disorder, 5-11 (542)
Sexual disorders

Sel' also Paraphilias; Sexual dysfunctions
Not otherwise specified, 582

Sexual dysfunctions, 535
Due 10 a general medical condition, 558

(;<;1)

Not othem·jse specified, 565
Orgasmic disorders

Female orgasmic disorder, 547
(549)

~'Iale orgasmic disorder, 550 (552)
Premature ejaculation, 552 (55-1)

Sexual arousal disorders
Female sexual arousal disorder, 5-13

(5+1)

~'Iale erectile disorder, 5-15 (5-17)
Due 10 a general medical condition,

558(361)
Sexual desire disorders

HypoactiH! sexual desire disorder, 539
(541)

Due 10 a general medieal condition,
558 (561)

Sexual aH~rsiondisorder, 5-41 (5-12)
Sexual pain disorders

Dyspareunia
Due 10 a general medical condition,

558 (561)

Not due 10 a general medical
condition, 554 (556)

Vaginismus (not due 10 a gcncr.1l
medical condition), 556 (558)

Substance-induced sexual dysfunction,
562 (565)

Sexual masochism, 572 (573)
Sexual pain disorders

Dyspareunia
Due to a general medical condition,

558 (;<;1)

'01 due to a general medical
condition,554 (556)

Vaginismus (not due to a general medical
condilion). 556 (5- )

Sexual sadism, 573 (57,1)

Shared psychotic disorder. 332 (33-1)

Index

Sibling relational problem, 737
Simple deteriorative disorder (simple

schizophrenia), 769 (771)
Simple phobia. 5« Specific phobia

Sleep disorders. 597
Due to a general medical condition, 651

(654)

Hypersomnia type, 652 (6,5.l)
Insomnia Iype, 652 (654)

Mixed type. 652 (6s.l)
Parasomnia type. 652 (654)

Primary sleep disorders

Dyssomnias. 598
Parasomnias, 630

Related to another mental disorder
Hypersomnia related to another

mcntal disorder, 645 (650)

Insomnia related to another menial
disorder, 6-15 (650)

Substance-induced sleep disorder, 655
(660)

Sleep terror disorder, 63-l (639)
Sleep-wake schedule disordcr. 5ee Circadian

rhyUun sleep disorder
Sleepwalking disorder, 639 (6H)

Social and Occupational Functioning
Assessment Scale (SOFAS), 817-818

Sodal anxiety disorder. Sec Sodal phobia
(social anxiety disorder)

Sodal phobia (social anxiety disorder), 450

(';<;)
SOFAS. 5eeSociai and Occupationa!

Functioning Assessment Scale
Somatization disorder, 486 (490)
Somaloform disorders, 485

Bod)' dysmorphic disorder, 507 (510)
Conversion disorder, 492 (498)

Hypochondriasis, 504 (507)
Not otherwise specified, 511

Pain disorder
Associated with a gener<l! medical

condition, 498 (503)

Associated with both psychologica!
factors and a general medical
condition, -198 (503)

Associated with psychological factors,
-198 (503)

Somatization disorder, 486 (490)

Undifferentiated somatoform disorder,
490 (-192)

Specific phobia, +13 (+19)
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Spiritual problem. See Religious or spiritual

problem
Stereotypic mo'·ement disorder, 131 (134)
Stereotypy/habit disorder. See Stereotypic

movement disorder
Stress disorder. SrI' Acute stress disorder
Stuttering, 67 (69)
Substance-induced disorders, 199

See also SpiCifiC substllllces by /lame
Anxiety disorder, -179 (483)
Delirium, 1-l3 (1-15-1-16)

Hallucinogen persisting perception
disorder (nashbacks), 253 (25-1)

Intoxication, 199 (201)
r-,'Iood disorder, 403 (409)
Persisting amnestic disorder, 177 (179)

Persisting dementia, 168 (170)
Psychotic disorder, 338 (3-12)
Sexual dysfunction, 362 (565)
Sleep disorder, 653 (660)
Withdrawal, 201 (202)

Substance-related disorders, 191
See also "/Mcific !>lIbstanc£s by /lame
Other (or unknown) disorders, 293

Substance usc disorders, 192
Su also sprcific substances by 1/I111/e

Abuse, 198 (199)
Dependence, 192 (197)

T

Tardh-e dyskinesia
Neuroleptic-induced, 736, 803 (803)

Tic disorders, 108
Chronic motor or nxal tic disorder, 114

(115)
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Not othem'lse specified, 116
Tourette's disorder, 111 (UI)
Transient tic disorder, 115 (116)

Tourette's disorder, 111 (114)
Transient tic disorder, 113 (116)
Transvestic fetishism, 574 (575)
Tremor. See Postural !remor, medication

induced
Trichotillomania, 674 (677)

U

Undifferentiated somatoform disorder, 490
(4.92)

Undifferentiated type of schizophrenia, 316
(316)

Unspecified mental disorder (nonpsychotic),
743

v

Vaginismus (not due to a general medie.tl
condition), 336 (5- )

Vascular dementia, 1- (161)

Vocal tic disorders. See Chronic motor or
\"lxal tic disorder

Voyeurism, 575 (575)

w
Withdrawal from substances, 201 (202)

See also specific substances by nllme
Written expression, disorder of, 54.

(56)




